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CHAPTER 1.-HOW COUNT ANTONIO TOOK TO THE HILLS.

COUNTLESS are the stories told of the sayings Now it was in the tenth year of the reign

that Count Antonio spoke, and of the deeds of Duke Valentine over the city of Firmola, its

that he did when he dwelt an outlaw in the territories and dependent towns, that Count

hills. For tales and legends gather round his Antonio of Monte Velluto - having with him a

name thick as the berries hang on a bush , and youthful cousin of his, whom he loved greatly,

with the passing of every succeeding year it and whom , by reason of his small stature and

grows harder to discern where truth lies and of it boyish gaiety he had , men called Tom

where the love of wonder, working together masino - came from his own house on the hill

with the sway of a great man's memory, has that fronts the great gate of the city, to the

wrought the embroidery of its fancy on the palace of the Duke, with intent to ask His

plain robe of fact. Yet, amid all that is of Ilighness's sanction for his marriage with the

uncertain knowledge and so must rest, this Lady Lucia. This lady, being then seventeen

much at least should be known and remem-' years of age, loved Antonio, and he her, anıl

bered, for the honour of a noble family - how , troth had been privily plighted between them

it fell out that Count Antonio, a man of high for many mouths; and such was the strength

lineage, forsook the service of his Prince, dis- and power of the love they bore the one

dained the obligation of his rank, set law at , to the other, that even to this day the old

naught, and did what seemed indeed in his mock at young lovers who show themselves

own eyes to be good , but was held by many to overfond, crying, " ' Tis Lucia and Antonio ! '

be nothing other than the work of a rebel and But since the Lady Lucia was an orphan,

a brigand. Yet, although it is by these names Antonio came now to the Duke, who enjoyed

that men often speak of him , they love his wardship over her, and setting out his passion,

meniory ; and I also, Ambrose the Franciscan, and how that his estate was sufficient and his

having gathered diligently all that I could family such as the Duke knew , prayed leave of

come by in the archives of the city or from His Highness to wed her. But the Duke, a

the lips of aged folk, have learned to love it in crafty and subtle prince, knowing Antonio's

sonie sort. Thus am I minded to write, before temper, and the favour in which he was held

the time that I must carry what I know with by the people, counted not to augment liis

me to the grave, the full and whole truth con- state and revenues by the gift of a bride so

cerning Antonio's flight from the city and the richly dowered , but chose rather to give her to

Court, seeking in my heart, as I write, excuse a favourite of his, a man in whose devotion he

for him , and finding in the record, if little else, could surely trust, and whose disposition was

yet a tale that lovers must read in pride and to serve his master in all things fair and foul ,

sorrow , and , if this be not too high a hope, that open or secret. Such a one the Duke found in

princes may study for profit and for warning. I the Lord Robert de Beauregard, a gentleman of

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America.
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Provence, who had quitted his own country, she was afraid. When Antonio was with her,

having been drawn into some tumult there, she had clung to him , and he loved her the

and, having taken service with the Duke, had more for her timidity. With him gone and

risen to a great place in his esteem and confi- forbidden to near her, she dared not

dence. Therefore, when Antonio preferred his resist the Duke's will nor brave his displeas

request, the Duke, with many a courteous regret- ure ; so that a week before the day that the

ful phrase, made him aware that the lady stood Duke had appointed for the wedding, she sent

promised to Robert by the irrevocable sanctity to Antonio, bidding him abandon a hope that

of his princely pledge. was vain, and set himself to forget å most

' So forget, I pray you , my good cousin unhappy lady.

Antonio,' said he— forget, as youngmen lightly * Robert shall not have her,' said Antonio,

can, this desire of yours, and it shall be my putting the letter in his belt.

charge to find you à bride full as fair as the Then the time is short,' said Tommasino.

Lady Luciad They were walking together on the terrace

But Antonio's face went red from brow to before Antonio's house, whence they looked on

chin, as he answered : “My gracious lord, I the city across the river. Antonio cast his eye

love the lady, and she me, and neither can on the river and on the wall of the Duke's

wed another. As for my Lord Robert, your garden that ran along it ; fair trees, shrubs,

Highness knows well that she loves him not. and flowers lined the top of the wall, and the

A girl's love ! ' smiled the Duke, a girl's water gleamed in the sunshine.

love ! It rains and shines, and shines and ' It is strange,' said Antonio, musing, that

rains, Antonio .' one maiden can darken for a man all the world

' It has shone on me since she knew a man that God lights with his sun. Yet since so it

when she looked on him,' said Antonio . is, Tommasino, a man can be but a man ; and

And Tommasino, who stood by, recking as being a man , he is a poor man, if he stand by

little of the Duke as of the Duke's deerhound while another takes his love. '

which he was patting the while, broke in, • And that other a stranger, and , as I swear,

saying carelessly, And this Robert, my lord, a cut-throat,' added Tommasino.

is not the man for a pretty girl to love. When they had dined, and evening began to

is a sour fellow. ' come on , Antonio made his servants saddle the

' I thank you for your counsel, my lord best horses in his stable — though , indeed , the

Tommasino,' smiled the Duke. Yet I love choice was small, for Antonio was not rich as

him .' Whereat Tommasino liſted his brow's a man of his rank counts riches - and the two

and patted the hound again. ' It is enough, rode down the hill towards the city. But, as

added the Duke. ' I have promised , Antonio. they went, Antonio turned once and again in

It is enough . his saddle and gazed long at the old gray

'Yes, it is enough, said Antonio ; and he house, the round tower, and the narrow gate.

and Tommasino, having bowed low, withdrew “Why look behind , and not forward ? asked

from the presence of the Duke. But when he Tommasino.

got clear outside of the Duke's cabinet, Antonio Because there is a presage upon me,' answered

laid his hand on Tommasinu's shoulder, saying , Antonio, that it will be long before I pass

It is not well that Robert have her.' through that gate again . Were there a hope of

' It is mighty ill ,' said Tommasino. persuading you, Tommasino, I would bid you

And then they walkel in silence to the city turn back, and leave me to go alone on this

gate, and, in silence still, climbed the rugged errand .'

hill where Antonio's liousé stood . ‘ Keep your breath against when you have

But the Duke sent for Robert de Beauregard to run , laughed Tommasino, pricking his horse

into his chamber and said to him : . ' If you and tossing his hair, dark as Antonio's was

be wise, friend Robert, little grass shall grow fair, back from his neck.

under your feet this side your marriage. This Across the bridge they rode and through the

Antonio says not much ; but I have known gates, and having traversed the great square,

him outrun his tongue with deeds.' came to the door of Lucia's house, where it

' If the lady were as eager as I, the matter rose fronting the Duke's palace. Here Antonio

would not halt,' said Robert with a langh. dismounted, giving his bridle into Tommasino's

• But she weeps and spits fire at me, and cries hand, and bade the servants carry his name to

for Antonio .' the Lady Lucia. A stir arose among them , and

" She will be cured after the wedding,' said much whispering, till an old man , head of the

the Duke. But see that she be well guarded, serving-men , came forward , saying : ' Pardon,

Robert ; let a company of your men watch my lord, but we are commanded not to admit

her. I have known the bride to be missing on you to the Lady Lucia ; ' and he waved his hand

a marriage day ere now. ' towards the inner part of the porch, where

If he can touch her, he may wed her,' cried Antonio saw a dozen or more pikemen of the

Robert. “ The pikemen are close about her Duke's Guard drawn across the passage to the

house, and she can neither go in nor come out house ; and their pikes flashed in the rays of

without their knowledge. the setting sun as they levelled them in front

It is well , ' said the Duke. ' Yet delay not. of their rank.

They are stubborn men, these Counts of Monte Some of the townsmen and apprentice ladis,

Velluto. ' stout fellows, each with a staff, had gathered

Now, had the Larly Lucia been of a spirit as now round Antonio, whom they loved for his

haughty as her lover's, it may be that she would feats of strength and his liberal gifts to the

have refused to wed Robert de Beauregard. But poor, and , understanding what was afoot, one
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came to him , saying : ' There are some, my " You scout my commands in the face of all

lor), who would enter with you if you are set the city,' said the Duke in low stern tones.

on entering,' and the fellow's eyes sparkled ; Now, by Heaven, if you seek to see the girl

for there was great enmity in the town against again, I will hang you from the tower of the

the pikemen, and a lusty youth with a stick gate. So be warned - now - once: there shall

in his hand is never loth to find a use for be no second warning.'

it. He ceased , and sat with angry, eyes

For a moment Count Antonio hesitated ; for Antonio ; and Robert, who stood by his master,

they flocked closer to him , and Tommasino glared as fierce. But Antonio was silent for

threw him a glance of appeal and touched the a while, and rested his arm on Tommasino's
hilt of his sword . But he would not that the shoulder.

blood of men who were themselves loved by ‘ My fathers have served and fought for your

mothers, wives, and maids, should be shed in fathers,' said he at last. " What has this gentle

his quarrel, and he raised his hand , bidding man done for the Duchy ?'

them be still. Then Robert spoke suddenly and scornfully :

' I have no quarrel with the pikemen ,' said This he is ready to do — to punish an insolent

he, ' and we must not fight against His Iligh- knave that braves His Highness's will . '
ness's servants. '

Antonio seemed not to hear him , for he did

The faces of the townsmen grew long in dis- not move, but stood with eyes bent on the

appointment. Tommasino alone laughed low, Duke's face, looking whether his appeal should

recognising in Antonio's gentleness the lull that reach its mark. But Tommasino heard ; yet

heralds a storm . The Count was never more never aword spoke Tominasino either, but he !

dangerous than when he praised submission. drew off the heavy riding- glove from his left :

But, continued Antonio, 'I would fain see hand, and it hung dangling in the fingers of

the Lady Lucia.' And with this he stepped his right, and he looked at the glove and at

inside the porch, signing to Tommasino to stay Robert and at the glove again.

where he was ; but the lad would not, and, ' I would His Highness were not here,' said

leaping down, ran to his kinsman, and stood Tommasino to Robert with a smile.

shoulder to shoulder with him . Hold your peace, boy,' said Robert, ' or the

Thus they stood facing the line of pikemen, Duke will have you whipped .'

when suddenly the opposing rank opened , and Youth loves not to be taunted with its

Robert de Beauregard himself came through. blessed state. ' I have no more to say, ' cried

Starting slightly on sight of Antonio , he yet Tommasino ; and without more, caring naught

bowed courteously, baring his head, and Antonio, now for the presenceof the Duke, he flung his

with Tommasino, did the like. heavy glove full in Robert's face, and, starting

What is your desire, my lord ? ' asked back a pace, drew his sword . Then Antonio

Robert. knew that the die was cast, for Tommasino

I have naught to ask of you, answerel would gain no mercy, having insulted the

Antonio, and he took a step forward . Robert's Duke's favourite and drawn his sword in the

hand flew to his sword , and in a moment they Duke's palace ; and he also drew out his sword,

would have fought. But now another figure and the pair stood facing the Duke and Robert

came forward with uplifted hand. It was the de Beauregard. It was but for an instant that

Duke himself ; and he looked on Antonio with they stood tlus ; then Robert, who did not lack

his dark smile, and Antonio flushed red. courage to resent a blow , unsheathed and

" You seek me, Antonio ?? asked the Duke. rushed at the boy. Antonio left his cousin to

' I seek not your Highness, but ny plighted defend himself, and, bowing low to the Duke,

wife,' said Antonio. set his sword at the Duke's breast, before the

Duke Valentine smiled still . Coming to An- Duke could so much as rise from his seat.

tonio, he passed his arm through his, and said ' I would not touch your Highness,' said he,

in most friendly fashion : ' Come with me to ' but these gentlemen must not be inter

my house, and we will talk of this ;' and rupted.'

Antonio, caught fast in the choice between You take me at a disadvantage,' cried the

obedience and open revolt, went frowning across Duke.

the square, the Duke's arm through his, Robert ' If
you

will swear not to summon your

on the Duke's other side, and, behind, Tom- guard , I will sheath my sword, my lord ; or, if

masino with the horses. But as they went, a you will honour me by crossing yours on mine,

sudden cry came from the house they left, and you shall draw yours.'

a girl's face showed for an instant, tear -stained The place where they sat was hidden from

and pallid, at an open window. A shiver ran the palace windows, yet the Duke trusted that

through Antonio ; but the Duke pressing his the sound of the clashing steel would bring

arm, he went still in silence. aid ; therefore, not desiring to fight with

At the door of the palace , a lackey took the Antonio (for Duke Valentine loved to scheme

horses from Tommasino, and the four passed rather than to strike), he sat still, answering

through the great hall and through the Duke's nothing. And now Tommasino and Robert

cabinet beyond, and into the garden ; there the were engaged, Robert attacking furiously, and

Duke sat down under the wall of the garden, Tommasino parrying him as coolly as though

near by the fish -pond, and, turning suddenly they fenced for pastime in the school. It was

on Antonio, spoke to him fiercely, Men have Tommasino's fault to think of naught but the

died at my hands for less,' said he. moment, and he did not remember that every

• Then for each of such shall you answer to second might bring the guard upon them .

God,' retorted Antonio, not less hotly. And Antonio would not call it to his mind,
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but he said to the Duke : The boy will kill she, knowing his voice, looked again out from

him , sir. He is a finer swordsman than I , and the window ; but some hand plucked her away

marvellously active. ' as soon as she had but looked. Then Antonio

Then the Duke, having been pondering, on leaped from his horse with an oath and ran to

his course, and knowing Antonio - sitting there the door, and finding it unguarded, he rushed

with the Count's sword against his breast — did in , leaving Tommasino seated on one horse and

by calculation what many a man braver in holding the other, with one eye on Lucia's

fight had not dared to do. There was, in truth , house and the other on the palace, praying

a courage in it, for all that it was born of that, by the favour of Heaven, Antonio might

shrewdness. For, thus with the sword on his come out again before the crowd round the

heart, fixing a calm glance on Antonio, he cried Duke’s gates discovered why it was, to a man ,

as loudly as he could, ' Help, help, treason ! crying “ Treason ! '

Antonio drew back his arm for the stroke ; But in the palace of the Duke there was

and the Duke sat still ; then, swift as thought, great confusion . For the pikemen , finding

Antonio laughed, bowed to Duke Valentine, Robert de Beauregard scrambling out of the

and turning, rushed between the fighters, strik- fish -pond with a drawn_sword in his hand, and

ing up their sworils. In amazement, they His Highness crying " Treason ! ' with the best

stood for a moment : Antonio drove his sword of them , must have it that the traitor was

into its sheath, and, while Robert stood yet none other than Robert himself, and in their

astounded, he rushed on him , caught him by dutiful zeal they came nigh to making an end

the waist, and, putting forth his strength, of him then and there, before the Duke could

fung him clear and far into the fish -pond. gain silence enough to render his account of

Then seizing Tommasino by the arm , he the affair audible . And when the first pikemen

started with him at a run for the great hall. were informed, there came others; and these

The Duke rose, crying loudly, ' Treason , trea- others, finding the first thronging round the

son ! ' But Antonio cried Treason, treason !' Duke and Robert, cried out on them for the

yet louder than the Duke ; and presently traitors, and were on the point of engaging

Tommasino, who had frowned at his pastime them ; and when they also had been withi ditti

being interrupted, fell a -laughing, and between culty convinced, and the two parties, with His

the lauglis
cried Treason, treason !'. with Highness and Robert, turned to the pursuit of

Antonio . And at the entrance of the hall they the cousins, they found the whole of the great

met a dozen pikemen running ; and Antonio, hall utterly blocked by a
of the

pointing over his shoulder , called, in tones of townsmen , delighted beyond measure at the

horror, Treason, treason !' And Tommasino chance of an affray with the hatel pikemen,

cried, " The Duke ! Help the Duke ! ' So that who, they conceived, must beyond doubt be the

they passed untouched through the pikemen , wickedl traitors that had risen in arms against

who hesitated an instant in bewilderment, but the Duke's life and throne. Narrowly indeed

then swept on ; for they heard the Duke's own was a great battle in the hall averted by the

voice crying still Treason, treason ! ' And Duke himself, who leaped upon a high seat and

through the hall and out to the portico passed spoke long and earnestly to the people, persuad

the cousins, echoing their cries of Treason !' ing them that not the pikemen , but Antonio

And every man they met went whither they and Tommasino, were the traitors ; which the

pointed ; and when they leaped on their horses, townsmen found hard to believe, in part be

the very lackey that had held them dropped cause they wished not to believe iíl of Antonio,

the bridles with hasty speed and ran into the and more inasmuch as every man there knew

palace, crying Treason !' Then Antonio, Tom- --and the
and children also — that

inasinó ever following, and both yet crying Antonio and Tommasino, and none else of all

" Treason ! ' dashed across the square ; and on the city , had raised the alarm . But some

the way they met the pikemen who guarded hearkened at last ; and with these and a solid

the Lady Lucia, and the townsmen who were wedge of the pikemen, the Duke and Robert,

mocking and snarling at the pikemen ; and to with much ado, thrust their way through the

pikemen and townsmen alike they cried (though crowd, and won to the door of the

Tommasino hardly could speak now for laughter palace.

and lack of breath ), “ Treason, treason ! ' And In what time a thousand men may be con

all to whom they cried flocked to the palace, vinced, you may hope to turn one woman's

crying in their turn Treason, treason ! so mind ; and at the instant that the Duke gained

that people ran out of every house in the the square with liis friends and his guards,

neighbourhood and hurried to the palace, Count" Antonio had prevailed on the Lady

crying « Treason !' and every one asking his Lucia to brave His Highness's wrathi. It is

neighbour what the treason was. And thus, true that he had met with some resistance from

by the time in which a man might count a the steward, who was in Robert's pay, and had

hundred, a crowd was pushing and pressing and tarried to buffet the fellow into obedience ; and

striving round the gate of the palace, and the with more from an old governess, who, since

cousins were alone on the other side of the she could not be buffeted, had perforce to be

great square. locked in a cupboard ; yet the better part of

Now thanks be to God for that idea !' the time had to be spent in imploring Lucia

gasped Tommasino. herself. At last, with many fears and some

But Antonio gave not thanks till his meal tears, she had yielded, and it was with glad
was endlel.

Raising his voice as he halteil his eyes that Tommasino saw the Count

horse before the Lady Lucia's house, he called forth from the door carrying Lucia on his arm ;

loudly, no longer Treason ! ' but ' Lucia ! ' And and others saw him also ; for a great shout

women
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came from the Duke's party across the square, arrival is a good boy .' Boys of the common

and the pikemen set out at a run with Robert or garden order are plentiful and cheap, but as

himself at their head . Yet so as they this particular boy will be one's principal ser

were startedl, Antonio also, bearing Lucia in vant throughout the tour, a careful selection is

his arms, had reached where Tommasino was necessary. Written characters' or credentials

with the horses, and an instant later lie was are of little value, as the ingenuous boy can

mounted and cried , " To the gate ! ' and he buy such ' chits ' in the bazaar at a low rate.

struck in his spur's, and his horse bounded for- If the stranger does not know any one who

ward, Tommasino following. No more than a can recommend a boy who has travelled and

hundred yards lay between them and the gate is all that he ought to be, one of the travelling

of the city , and before the pikemen could bar agencies will be able to assist him in this

their path , they had reached the gate. The particular.

gate-wardens were in the act of shutting it, It might be as well to warn the intending

having perceived the tumult ; but Tommasino traveller at this point not to expect absolute

struck at them with the flat of his sword, and perfection in any of the servants he may have

they gave way before the rushing horses ; and to employ from time to time. The sorrowful

before the great gate was shut, Antonio and he suggestion that all men
liars ' has

were on their way through, and the hoofs of peculiar significance when applied to Indian

their horses clattered over the bridge. Thus boys ; and again , withont making any sweeping

Antonio was clear of the city with his lady in assertion, and allowing for the exception which

his arms, and Tommasino his cousin safe by proves the rule, it is no exaggeration to say

his side. that cases have been known where the model

Yet they were not safe ; for neither Duke ' boy has not been found proof against petty

Valentine nor Robert de Beauregardl was a man peculation. Should occasion arise on which it
who sat down under defeat. But few moments it necessary for one to question the veracity

had passed before there issued from the gate and integrity of his servant, he will most prob

a company of ten mounted and armed men , ably be informed gravely, that “ Hotel mans is

and Robert, riding in their front, saw, hard on teefs and liars, Sahib. Ne no teefs and liars,

a mile away, the cousins healing across the Sahib ;' or, as also happened within the writer's

plain towards the spot where the spurs of ken , when an aggrieved and testy individual

Mount Agnino run down ; for there was the lost his temper and the command of his tongue,

way of safety — but it was yet ten miles away. ' and bluntly accused his servant of being thief

And Robert and his company galloped furiously and a liar,theboy replied in a casualmanner :

in pursuit, while Duke Valentine watched from 'Oh yes, Sahib) ; we all teefs and liars here,

the wall of the garden above the river.
Sahib .'

Another necessary evil in the way of servants

must be reckoned the inevitable coolie, with

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLING IN INDIA. his objectionable way of crowding one

arrival at a port or railway station (bandur).

It is not at all exceptional to find one's self

TAE Commercial Traveller is not a rara avis and baggage surrounded on such an occasion

in India, although the species is by no means by a dozen or a score of coolies, justling, jab

so abundant as at home. True, his plumage is bering, shouting, and gesticulating in a most

considerably altered , but it does not require a alarming manner. Expostulation with a crowd

very cleverobserver to discover him . Histall
, of this kind is quite out of the question ; the

sliny hat has given place to a squat Sola judicious manipulation of a stout cane insuch

Topi ;' his black coat is exchanged for some method of enforcing respect for one's person

an emergency is frequently the only effectual

thing light and easy fitting ; and, strangest and belongings.

transformation of all, his starch is limp, very , Concerning hotels, we may say that in the

limp at times ; while he himself, with all his larger centres there is no difficulty in the

perkiness, cannot resist an occasional lapse into matter of accommodation, and in these hotels

limpness also. Yet there he is pegging away , punkah wallahs ( fan - pullers) and a kitmagar or

never, or hardly ever, down-hearted , with a table-servant can be procured, all of whom - in

pleasant word and a smile for everyboly. addition to his personal attendant- one must

Conditions of travelling are of course very take into his own service for the time being.

much altered, and it may not be out of place Most of the hotels can provide a carriage (yhári),

for one who has had some experience ‘ on the an absolute necessity for business purposes, as

road ' in our Indian Empire to give here a few ; any man who, priding himself on liis physique,

sketchy notes of the more outstanding features attempts to walk about during the heat of the

and points of difference for the delectation of lay will soon find himself down with “ sun ' or

those who have never venturel so far. fever. It is necessary to point out that in

It is a great though common mistake for some towns the traveller will find 10 hotel

one to encumber himself with an extensive and accommodation, and, in that event, must be

costly outfit before leaving home, as all he , content to put up at the railway station or at

wants for the voyage is plenty of light under- a ' duk bungalow ' or rest-house, provided by

clothing and a few flannel suits. Ilis kit can | Government, which he may occupy for twenty

be easily procured at the port of arrival from four hours provided no one else is in posses

excellent European outfitters, who know exactly sion . From these facts, it will be gathered that

what he requires. Amongst the goods and part of the necessary outfit must be bedding.

chattels that must be procured at the port of |This need not be elaborate, but should include

on

BY A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER .
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a resai or light mattress, with sheets and a rug with the Parsee. On the Bengal side, again ,

for ' up-country ' in the cool season . one comes into contact with the wily Bengali

In railway travelling, the fewer impedimenta Babu, very suave and confident in his powers

man carries with him the better, as very of conducting business, and rather prone to

little luggage is allowed free of charge, a first- play the good old -fashioned game of bluff.

class passenger being allowed only one and a With all his cleverness, however, he has one

half * maunds ' (roughly, one. hundred and little failing, the result of which it is necessary

twenty-three pounds). Travelling is, if slow, to guard against — he cannot keep a secret . It

comfortable and cheap, first-class fare with is the common fate of a traveller to find that

sleeping accommodation provided being about his special terms' quoted in the morning,

one anna (a penny) per mile. Generally speak- privately and under a bond of secrecy , are the

ing, there are four classes of passenger accom common property of the ' Trade ' before the

modation on the Indian railways — first (used afternoon .

chiefly by Europeans ), second , intermediate, and In his private capacity, the Hindu is fre

third . Third class is extremely cheap, so that quently very hospitably inclined. The fact that

the traveller is able to take a servant about his caste prejudices preclude him from eating

with him at a comparatively small cost. The with Europeans does not always prevent him

distance, for instance, between Bombay and offering an invitation to dinner - his idea of

Calcutta (fourteen hundred miles) be English hospitality. This consists in his driv

covered for nineteen rupees thirteen annas, as ing his quest to an hotel and paying for

against one hundred and twelve rupees first dinner, while he awaits its consumption in

class. another part of the house. It takes one some

It must be observed that Madras time is little time to get used to this mode of pro

kept on all the railways. This is thirty -three cedure ; but after a whiile, one sees the pro

minutes behind Calcutta time, seven minutes priety of accepting the kindness in the spirit

behind Allahabad time, thirteen minutes in which prompts it .

advance of Delhi time, ten minutes in advance The traveller will probably find it advisable

of Agra time, and thirty minutes in advance to conduct his business the stockroom

of Bombay time. Time is reckoned over the method, a stockroom or ' godown ' being casily

twenty -four hours from midnight to midnight, procurable either at the hotel or in the native

23:45, for instance, corresponding to our 11:45 quarter; and very little finesse will be required

Other modes of progression - elephant, to induce the native customer to let one drive

bullock ghari, and such -like - may now and him up to look at his stuff. ' The European

then have to be employerl , but so infrequently dealer, on the other hand, of whom , as a class,

that they are hardly worth mentioning. the writer cannot speak too highly, will doubt

There is one part of the system for which less give frequent opportunities, both for the

the thanks of the European traveller are. due conduct of business and the exchange of those

to the controlling authorities of the Indian rail hospitalities which make business å pleasu

ways, and that is regard for the Briton's food We may say here that while it is customary

requirements, ample time anıl opportunity being to discuss business with a European over a

afforded on a long journey for meals, which are cigar and a ' peg,' it is not always judicious to

usually both good and cheap. This provision invite a native either to smoke or drink, unless

is a very necessary ašljunct to railway travelling, one is very well versed in the question of caste.

as distances are great, and the climate renders it A few words as to climate and the neces

necessary that the system should be kept well sary precautions. Among the first changes that

nourished . Too much care cannot be given to will manifest themselves in a man's general

dietary in such a climate ; and the tendency to health will be a feeling of lassitude and

over -eating, so prevalent among Europeans, must exliaustion , and he will soon discover that he

be carefully avoided. It is not too much to say will be unable to do much business during the

that over -eating has more to do with a great glare of mid -day. This goes against the grain

deal of the illness of Europeans in India than with a man who is used at liome to do the

injudicious drinking. Concerning the latter, per- best part of his day's work before noon ; but,

haps the safest, and certainly the most usual should his pride prevent his coming down to

drink of those in the habit oftaking stimulants, resting in the midille of the day, a touch of

is whisky and soda, small whiskies' and big sun ' or ' fever ' will soon teach him that ' the

sodas being the order of the day. Manufac- way of transgressors is hard .'

tured ice (barf) is plentiful, and is almost as A very important evil to guard against is

much a table requisite as salt or chutney. chill,' which carries in its wake all sorts of

Soda water is consumed to such an extent by possibilities up to cholera. The best preventive

Englishmen that it is called by the natives of chill is the use of a flannel waistbelt (cum

' Balâti Pâni' (English water) . merbund ), which should be worn day and night.

The traveller who cannot carry a good deal Cold batlıs, although very inviting , should not

of tact into his business hal better not go to be inclulged in too freely ; and iced drinks

Inclia, as he will find he has some curious should only be taken in moderation. The free

studies in human nature to deal with . On the use of drugs, best avoided under any circum

Bombay side, he has the Parsee element in stances, should be specially guarded against in

strong force. He will find the Parsee a 'cute, such a climate, and one's medicine chest need

business man , whose chief anxiety seems to be not contain
than a small bottle of

to get exclusive terms which will enable him chlorodyne, to be used as a corrective, and a

to ' scoop the pool ; ' while the Hindu is equally box of quinine capsules, to be taken when one

anxious to throw cold -water on one's dealings feels more than ordinarily run down.

sure ,

more
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rooni .

As for the beauties of nature to be enjoyed, and the sweeping contours of Table Bay. Out

the scenes of interest to be visited, the treasures at the entrance to the Bay, Robben Island

of antiquity to be studied, are they not written swam dimly into the far Atlantic. Across the

in the books of Murray and others ? we have Bay the eye was first smitten by the blinding

but noted some of the elements of Indian
dazzle of the beach of white sand below

travel from a commercial man's point of view.
And so we wish the intending traveller “bon Blaauwberg. Then rose chain upon chain of

voyage ' and good business. glorious mountain scenery, the jagged sierras of

Stellenbosch and the far line of Hottentots

Holland melting in blues and purples upon the
A LEGEND OF PRINCE MAURICE.

horizon . Under the setting sun , the crests of

By H. A. BRYDEN,
these distant sierras were rapidly becoming rose

Author of Gun and Camera in Southern Africa , &c. tinted, and the warm browns and purples

glorified a thousand -fold . Never, thought Jack

It was Christmas time at the Cape, when Compton, as he pulled contentedly at his pipe,

many a man and woman of British blood, jaded had lie beheld a more enchanting scene.

by the sun and drought of an up-country life,
At that instant his door was flung open, and

flocks down to the sea. Cape Town and her a tall, sunburnt, keen -eyed man of thirty

entered the Hallo, Jack , you old

charming suburbs were crowded ; and the pleas
ant watering -places of Muizenberg and Kalk buffer,” he exclaimed, what are you up to,

Bay were thronged with folks dying once sitting here brooding like a pelican at a salt

more to set eyes on the blue ocean, to inhale pan ? I've been looking for you. I've been

the fresh breezes, and to remind themselves of chatting for the last two hours with a most

their own sea-girt origin. From every corner of interesting johnnie just come round from Wal

South Africa ; from the old Colony, the Free
| fisch Bay. He's been trading and hunting in

State, the Transvaal, from far Bechuanaland, a new veldt far inland to the north -east, and

they had come. You might see sun -scorched he's had some extraordinary times. The country

wanderers from the far interior, hunters, ex | he's been in is, seemingly, quite unknown to

plorers, prospectors, and pioneers. Some had Europeans ; the game's as thick as sheep in a

come to restore broken health ; some to taste fold ; and he's had the most wonderful shoot

again the sweets of civilisation, to spend hard- ing. But there's one adventure which he'll

won money ; or, perchance, an enthusiast might tell us more about after dinner, which has hit

be seen who had been attracted south a thousand my fancy amazingly. As far as I can make

miles and more by the week's cricket tourna- out, Cressey — that's the name of the man - has

ment on the Western Province ground at New discovered some extraordinary link with the

lands. past, a Kaffir woman , chief of some native tribe,

Cape Town was at her best and bravest ; has got some of her belongings, and has pron
with good white blood in her veins. Cressey

Adderley Street was as crowded as Bond Street

in June ; and upon every hand were to be seen
| ised to show them to us later on. '

and heard pleasant faces, cheery voices, and
But, put in Jack Compton, 'what sort of a

the hearty greetings of friends long severed by
man is this Cressey ? Can you depend upon

time and distance. what he says ? There are some champion liars

On the evening of the 230 December a young in this country, and any amount of improbable

man sat in his pleasant bedroom in the annese Afrikaner is the most credulous person in the

| yarns floating from one ear to another. The

of the International Hotel, which lies rather world , and there's something in the climate

out of the heat of the town on the lower slopes which quickly infects the Britisher-witness

of Table Mountain. an hour before yourself. I suppose gold and diamonds are

dinner, and the young man sat in his shirt primarily responsible for it all , and the old

sleeves before the open window , idly smoking fashioned Boer, who's the most marvel-swallow

a pipe, and feasting his eyes on the glorious ing creatureof the nineteenth century.'

That's all right, old chap,' laughingly re
view that lay before him .

Jack Compton had just come down from two plied Tim
Bracewell. I won't say any moreat

years' travel and sport in the far interior - you opinion, this man Öressey isn't one of your

present. You shall judge for yourself. In ny

inight tell that by his lean, sun -tanned face natural-born Ananiases. He gives one the im

and deeply embrowned arms, and by the col- pression of being perfectly straightforward .

lection of curios — bird -skins, photographs, horns, He's a quiet, unassuming sort of man , rather

heads, assegais, and other articles that littered hard to draw than otherwise. — By-the-by, we

the room -- and, after a rough time of it, was
mustn't talk too loud . He's got å bedroom

now enjoying to the full the ease and relaxa- somewhere in this building.'

Half an hour later, the two friends were

tion of life at the Cape. It was a noblepros: lounging about the stoep of the International'

pect that lay spread before him ; none nobler waiting the summons to dinner, when a quiet

in the world. Cape Town, with its white looking man in blue serge came up, the steps.

houses and dark -green foliage, contrasted strongly Tim Bracewell stepped forward and met him

in the near foreground with the peerless blue and introduced him to Compton .
The new

It was
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across .

comer was a well-set-up man of middle height. on. Two Bushmen in particular were full of

He had fair brown hair, a short beard , and a chatter and gesticulation. Their curious clicking

pair of keen , steady, blue-gray eyes. speech came fast and thick , and they pointed

After dinner, which the three men partook often in the direction of the mountains in our

of at a table together, they came out to the front.

stoep again , and fixed themselves in a snug After a time I called April to my fireside

corner for coffee and cigars. They had ex- and interrogated him . He informed me that

changed a good deal of their experiences to the Bushmen were speaking of a kraal of

gether at the dinner table , and Tim Bracewell natives settled behind the mountain chain ; that

now called upon Cressey to give them the these natives were governed by a wonderful

promised history of his main adventure. white -skinned woman ; that they were quarrel

some and treacherous ; and that we might have

Well (said Cressey ), it's a queer yarn , and I trouble with them . Having learned thus much,

don't know what you'll say to it . You're the I tumbled into my wagon,pulled up the sheep

first I've told it to ; and let me ask you not skin kaross, and fell asleep.

to talk about it outside. I don't want to be Early next morning I was up making ready

bothered by papers and interviewers and all for a longish ride. I was mighty curious to see

the rest of it. I shall report my story to the this native village that the Bushmen spoke of,

Colonial Secretary for what it's worth , and then and especially the white -skinned chieftainess ;

I've done all I intend to. I started from Wal- at the same time I determined to prepare for

fisch Bay with two wagons, loaded up with any eventuality. I sent the wagons, after break

trading-gear, just eighteen months ago . I in- fast, back upon our spoor again , directing my

tended to hunt a bit, and I had five good men to camp in a strong place between some

ponies with me. I had also in my outfit three hills, more than a day's journey back. Here

very good native 'boys' — one, especially, “ April,' there was good water ; the camp could be

a most useful chap ; he was à Mangwato, a rendered pretty impregnable by the help of a

capital fellow at languages, and understood scherm of thorn-bushes ; and, with my horses,

Zulu and Dutch, and one or two Zambesi dialects. I and my attendant coull easily retreat thither

a good driver, cook , and hunter- in case of trouble. I now selected my two best

one of the best all-round vatives I ever came ponies, and, taking April with me, and the

two Bushmen to act as guides, we set off for

Well , I trekked through Damaraland, and the mountain. Myman and I were each armed

Ovampoland up to the Cunene River . I hadn't with a good double rifle, and had plenty of

much trouble with the Ovampo, as I knew ammunition, water-bottles, and some biltong '

their chiefs and headmen . But they're a rum [sun -dried meat], biscuits, coffee, and a kettle ;

lot, and you've got to watch it in their country. and, as I knew there were no horses among the

I did pretty well, and sent down a decent troop natives in these regions, I had little fear of

of cattle taken in barter to a place I've got escape, if escape became necessary .

in Damaraland. We rode all that day across the big plain.

After several months, I left the Cunene, and It was a perfect treat to see the game on every

worked up for a new bit of country hitherto side of us. There were rhinoceroses, elands ,

unexplored. I crossed the Okavango somewhere hartebeests, Burchell's zebras, blue wildebeests,

up towards its sources, and then found myself and tsesseby. They were excessively tame, and

in the wild country of the Mukassakwere often came close up and stared at us. We fired

Bushmen . Here there was plenty of game, and no shot, however, but rode quietly on , occasion

I had some grand sport. The Bushmen were mad ally diverying a little to avoid some sour-look

for meat and tobacco, and were only too eager ing black rhinoceros, which stood, threatening

conce they had found out my killing powers and suspicious, directly in our path.

—to show me sport. I had a glorious time camped that night in a little grove of thorn

among, elephant, rhinoceros, camel ' [giraffe) , trees just beneath the mountain .

and all the big antelopes. Elands were running At earliest dawn of the next day we were

in big troops, almost as tame as Alderney cows, up and away. The Bushmen led us to a kloof

and we lived like fighting cocks. I got a fine or gorge in the mountain chain, the only ap

lot of ivory in this country ; and then , taking proach to the kraal we sought. We rode for

some of the best of the Bushmen with me, two hours up a slight ascent over a very roughi,

pushed still farther north -by -east. rocky path ; and then, suddenly turning an
One afternoon, after a long, troublesome trek angle of the mountain -wall, we came in full

through some heavy bush -country, in which we view of the native town.
A broad grassy

had been all hard at work cutting a path for valley, perhaps seven miles square, lay before

the wagons, we emerged pretty thankfully into This plain was dotted with circular native

clear country again . Before us lay spread a huts, built very much after the Bechuana

vast open grassy plain, dotted here and there fashion, and neatly thatched. Herds of cattle,

with troops ofgame. Beyond the plain, some goats, and native sheep were pasturing here

thirty miles distant, there stood in purple and there, or lying beneath the shade of the

splendour against the clear horizon a majestic acacias scattered about the plain. The town
mountain chain, its peaks just now tinted a stood in an excellent position . The mountain

tender rose by the setting sun . We all stood chain upon the one land, and a broad and

for a while gazing, open -mouthed, at the glori. deep river, flowing south-east, upon the other,

ous scene before us, and then camped for the served as sure defences against any sudden

night. Round my servants' camp- fire I noticed attack from without.

a good deal of animated conversation going Beyond the river, eastward, a vast sweep of

We

us .
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broad plain, ribboned with dark-green belts eyes on more perfectly captivating creature.

of bush and forest, stretched in interminable I am not as a rule at all impressionable, but,

expanse to the hot horizon.
as Mapana spoke, my downfall was complete

Descending to the valley, we were not long I fell in love with her at once.

in reaching a collection of huts, where we were

pulled up short by a score of gesticulating

natives, armed with huge bows and arrows,
TREASURE ISLANDS IN THE

and spears. We had some trouble with these POLAR SEA.

people ; but after various messages and a halt PARAGRAPHS appear
of an hour or so, we were told to follow two in the newspapers from

headmen to the Queen's residence.
time to time, and down to the present year of

Mounting our horses — a proceeding which grace 1894, about a wealth of mammoth -ivory

roused the most lively interest among the on the desert coasts and islands of Northern

crowd, which by this time had gathered round Siberia ; but many people seem to regard such

us — April and I followed our guides, the Bush- | tales as more or less fabulous, and may be glad

men walking alongside. Passing numerous to have a connected account of what is really

groups of well-built, well-tended huts, we were known about New Siberia and its mammoth

at last brought to the Queen's kotla, a large tusks.

circular enclosure, fenced by a tall stockade, in On June 13, 1881 , the American steamer Jean

which was set the hut of the great laily I nette was crushed by the ice, and sank in the
sought. A messenger soon brought permission, Arctic Ocean to the north of Siberia. This

and we rode into the enclosure. disaster occurred at a considerable distance to

In a couple of rapid glances I took in the the north -east of the New Siberian Islands,

whole scene. In front of a large, roomy, care which lie in the Polar Sea, about two hundred

fully thatched, circular hut were gathered some miles to the north of the mouth of the Lena.

thirty headmen of various ages, all standing, The crew of the Jeannette, under Captain De

and all armed with long spears, battle -axes, Long, escaped in boats, and attempted to reach

or bows and arrows. In tlie centre of this the Siberian coast ; but before they reached the

knot of dark Africans sat the chieftainess, a mainland, a gale divided them into two com

very fair-skinned woman, undoubtedly. Behind panies. One party reached the Russian settle

her stood two black female attendants, fur- ments ; but the other, under Captain De Long,

nished with long fly whisks, with which they wandered amidst the icy wastes in the delta of

occasionally guarded their mistress from the the Lena, and ultimately in this dreary wilder

annoyances of insects . I rode up bolilly to ness all perished except two seamen. Their

within ten yards of this group , and dismounted, sorrowing companions afterwards found their

as did my man April. Handing my horse to boilies, and reverently buried them .

April, I took off my broad -brinimed hat, made This inelancholy disaster crew attention to

my politest bow to the Queen's grace, and then , the New Siberian Islands, and interest in them

calling. Naras the Bushman, motioned him to has been further excited by the projects of
stand forward and interpret. Naras waited ex- Dr Nansen. This gallant explorer intended to

pectantly on the Queen, and, while she addressecl put his vessel, the Iram , into winter quarters

him, I had leisure to examine her closely and amidst the New Siberian lands, and there to

very curiously . Mapana - that was her name pass the coming winter, previous to commenc

for a woman of native blood , was astonishingly ing his great drift towards the North Pole.

fair. I can best liken her colouring to that of a Altering his plans, he determined to winter in
fair octoroon. Her beauty amazed me. I have the delta of the Lena. If he passes through

been in the West Indies, where, especially the New Siberian Islands, he may be expected

among the French islands, are to be seen some to bring back valuable scientific information
of the most beautiful coloured women in the concerning them .

world. Mapana's beauty and grace reminded But it is not the connection of the New

me in the strongest manner of some of these Siberian Islands with the sinking of the Jean

French octoroons. Her hair was soft and wavy nette, or with the voyage of Nansen, that gives

—not harsh, like a pure African's — and curled to them their chief interest, but the fact that

naturally upon her well-shaped head. Her they contain , in extraordinary abundance, relics

features were good and regular ; her mouth of a world which has long passed away. Here,

bewitching ; her dark eyes tender, kindly, and amidst icy solitudes, and surrounded by a sea

marvellously beautiful.
There was

an air of covered with floating icebergs, wrapped for

refinement and grace about her, which strangely months of the year in perfect darkness, illumin

puzzled me.
She wore necklet of bright ated only by the red glare of the Aurora, there

gold coins about her neck, and thick ivory has been found a nine of wealth which consti

bangles upon her shapely arms. A little cloak tutes these dreary islands perfect treasure-houses

of antelope skin just covered her shoulders, but in the frozen ocean. Few stretches of the Polar

concealed not at all her perfect shape and bust. Sea are more dismal and dangerous than that

A short kilt or petticoat of dressed antelope portion of it which lies to the north of Siberia.

skin, and neat sandals of giraffe hide, completed For eight months in the year it is fast frozen,

her costume. It is hard to judge the age of and its surface then presents great sheets of ice,

Africans. I guessed Mapana's years at one or which are in many places crossed by long icy

two and twenty. She sat there in an attitude ridges, or heaped up into towering hummocks

of easy natural grace, her pretty hands just of ice. In the summer, when the ice-sheets

covering a sword, apparently of European make, have melted , the navigation is dangerous in the
which lay across her lap. I think I never set extreme. Fleets of monstrous icebergs, of the

a
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most fantastic forms, float through the water, Liachov, who for a long time had been collect

and often when gales arise, these great icy ing mammoths' bones and tusks on the barren

are hurled against each other with plains of Northern Siberia. In 1750 Liakoff

terrific force and thundering roar. Along the had gathered great quantities of this fossil ivory

low shore icebergs lie stranded in vast numbers ; from the dreary wastes between the rivers

and the coasts of the islands are surrounded by Chotanga and Anadyr; and during his wander

sheets of ice, which extend far out into the sea, ings he had heard vague rumours of islands in

and make landing very difficult. During the the Arctic Ocean. In the spring of 1770 he

brief summer, snow -storms are of constant occur was at Svaiatoi Noss—or the Holy Cape — a bold

rence ; and the icy winds are of such keenness promontory running out into the Polar Sea,

that it is difficult to face them , and the birds about two hundred miles east of the mouth of

often fall on the ground dead through the cold . the Lena. This headland had long been the

To the north -east of the New Siberian Islands terror of the Russian navigators, and they had

vast masses of packed ice occur, which are never declared that it was impossible to sail round it,

melted, and it was amidst these fields of ever- owing to the enormous masses of ice which were

lasting ice that the Jeannette was destroyed . piled up against its cliffs, and to the sheets and

The honour of discovering and of surveying hummocks of ice which stretched out from_its

this icy sea belongs to the Russians, for, until extremity for a long distance into the sea. But

Nordenskiold's voyage, other European nations in 1739, Demetrius Lapteff doubled the dreailed

sailed no farther than the Kara Sea, where headland, and sailed safely to the east along the

they were stopped , either by the cold or by the icy shore as far as the mouth of the Kolyma.

immense masses of floating ice. The Russians, When Liakoff was at the Holy Cape, the

however, accustomed to endure the severest cold, ocean was fast frozen, and presented å dreary pros

voyaged along the whole northern coast of pect of ice, ridged here and there by gigantic icy

Siberia, and descended the Obi and Lena in furrows and hummocks. As he looked over the

vessels constructed at Tobolsk and Irkutsk ; vast frozen expanse, he saw a long line of black

and from the mouths of these great rivers they objects approaching over the ice from the north,

explored the coasts in all directions. The hard- and perceiving that they were reindeer, he con

ships encountered by the Russians in these cluded that they were returning to Siberia from

voyages were very great ; often whole parties some unknown land to the north. He at once

died from hunger and cold , and their little started in a sledge drawn by dogs over the ice ;

vessels were frequently wrecked amidst the icy and after he had followed the tracks of the

solitudes. The earliest voyages undertaken were reindeer for sixty miles, he came to an island,

made by traders for the discovery of valuable where he passed the night. Next day, he fol

furs ; and on land as well as on sea the fur- lowed the tracks to the north , and discovered

hunters carried on extensive explorations all another island smaller than the first. The rein

through the seventeenth century. About the deer track still continued to the nortlı ; but

year 1734, however, more scientific expeditions immense hummocks of ice rendered the further

were undertaken, and the reign of the Empress progress of the bold explorer impossible. Lia

Anna marked the commencement
of a new era koff obtained from the Russian Government

in Siberian discovery. Larger vessels were permission to call the islands by his name, and

built, the coasts were carefully surveyed, and what was far more important — he obtained

scientific examinations were carried on through the sole right to collect mammoths' bones and

out the whole extent of the voyages. the skins of stone -foxes in the newly discovered

For a long time before this, the Russians hail islands.

known of the vast amount of bones of the fossil Three years afterwards he revisited the

elephant — the Mammoth --which abounded all islands, accompanied by a friend named Proto

over Northern Siberia, and an extensive trade diakonoff, and as it was now summer, they made

in fossil ivory had been carried on for a con- the voyage in a five-oared boat. They found

siderable period. But up to this time no the first island to be simply packed full of the

authentic account of the discovery of these bones and tusks of mammotlis, and Liakoff's

great fur- clad elephants' bodies had been received. joy at the discovery of this vast store of fossil

Some declared that the mighty mammoth lived ivory may be imagined . Then they voyaged to

underground in vast caverns, and that it came the next island, where they found cliffs of solid

forth only at night ; others affirmed that it ice. Leaving this, they steered boldly to the

wandered along the shores of the icy sea and north , and after a voyage of one hundred miles,

fed on the dead boilies ; and others, again , said they reached a large island (afterwards named

that it was to be seen on the banks of lonely Kotelnoi), which was also full of the remains of

lakes in the uncertain light of early dawn, but fossil elephants (mammoths).

that as soon as it was discerned, it plunged into For thirty years Liakoff enjoyed the complete

the water and disappeared. monopoly of carrying away these wonderful

While voyaging along the shores of Siberia, stores of ivory . His agents and workmen went

the Russians from time to time caught glimpses every year to the islands in sledges and boats,

of islands in the far to the north ; and on the first of the islands he hail discovered

but none landed on them or laid them down they built huts and formed a great magazine.

on the map with accuracy. In 1760 a Yakut In 1775 the Russian Government, hearing of

named Eterikan saw a large island to the north- the riches of the islands, sent Chwoinoff,

east of the mouth of the Lena, and his account veyor, to examine them . He found that the

raised the interest of the fur-hunters. Amongst first of the islands—containing the huts of the

these zealous traders, none was more active and ivory diggers — was of considerable size, and

more successful than an adventurer Liakoff or contained such amazing quantities of the tusks
TxU

sea

sur
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and teeth of elephants, that it seemed to be by the red glare of the Aurora, and by the

composed of these remains, cemented together brilliant flashing of its flickering streamers,

with sand and gravel ! In the middle of the The silence at that time was profound, for the

island was a lake with banks formed of slopes sea was noiseless, being fast frozen, and the

of solid ice, and in the brief summer, these ice- only sound was the moaning of the icy blasts

banks split open by the action of the sun ; and amidst the snow-covered hills. Sometimes the

on looking down into great cracks, it snow did not melt before July , and in many

could be seen that they were full of the tusks places it lay on the ground all the year ; the

of elephantsand of the horns of buffaloes ! ground was also permanently frozen only a foot

On Linkoff's death, the Russian Government, or two below thie surface,and beneath, tliere

in 1805, granted the monopoly of the trade in was often found solid and perpetual ice .

the ivory islands to Sirovatskoi, a merchant who Notwithstanding these difficulties, enormous

had settled at Yakutsk, who sent his agent quantities of ivory were still taken every year

Sannikoff to explore the islands and to try to from these wonderful islands. In 1822–23

discover new deposits of fossil ivory. Sannikoff Lieutenant Anjou surveyed the islands, but

discovered to the east of Kotelnoi another large does not seem to have noticed any remains of

island, which he called Fadeyeffskoi ;, and in mammoths. A most striking story was related

1806, Sirovatskoi's son discovered a third large by Sannikoff, who declared that when he was

island, still farther to the east, which was after- in Kotelnoi and Fadeyeffskoi in 1809, he saw

wards called New Siberia. These newly discov- from the northern shores of these islands the

ered islands were — like the former - full of fossil distant mountains of another island far away

ivory ; and it was thus proved that there were to the north . Efforts were made to reach this

two groups of ivory islands: the Liakoff Islands, unknown land by slediging over the ice, but

near theshore ; and the New Siberian Islands, great open stretches of water rendered progress

which lay in the Arctic Ocean, two hundred towards the north impossible. When Erman

miles north of Siberia. was at Yakutsk in 1829, he was told that the

In 1809, Count Romanzoff sent M. Heden- ivory tracle from the New Siberian Islands was

ström to explore the islands, fitting him out at as lucrative and inportant as ever, and that the

his own expense. Hedenström reached Liakoff's traders journeyed to the islands in sledges over

first island, and was amazed at the prodigious the frozen surface of the ocean. The tusks of

stores of fossil ivory it contained ; for altliough the mammoth could be seen in New Siberia

the ivory -hunters had for forty years regularly sticking up out of the sand, and the ivory

carried away each year large quantities of ivory hunters were accustomed to stand on an emi.

from the island, the supply of ivory in it ap- nence and examine the wastes of sand and

peared to be not in the least diminished ! In gravel with telescopes , to see where the tusks

abont half a mile, Hedenström saw ten tusks protruded from the ground, which showed that

of elephants sticking up in the sand and gravel ; the skeletons of the great elephants were buried

and a large sandbank on the west coast of the beneath . One ivory -hunter in 1821 brought

island was always covered with elephants' tusks away twenty thousand pounds of ivory from

after a gale, leading him to hope that there was New Siberia alone ; and in 1836 sixty -eight

an endless amount of ivory under the sea ! thousand pounds of fossil ivory, which came

Hedenström and Sannikoff went on to Kotelnoi chiefly from the New Siberian and Liakoff

and New Siberia, and they found the hills in the Islands, were sold at Yakutsk. Middendorf,

former island absolutely covered with the bones, some years later, calculated that every year one

tusks, and teeth of elephants, rhinoceroses, and hundred and ten thousand pounds of fossil

buffaloes, which must have lived there in count- ivory were sold in the markets of Yakutsk,

less numbers, although the island is now an Obdorsk, Turukhansk, and Tobolsk ; eighty

icy wilderness, without the slightest vegetation. thousand pounds of this amount being sold at

They also found that in New Siberia — the most Yakutsk alone, the market at this place being

eastern of the islands — the quantity of mam- supplied chiefly from New Siberia, where the

moth ivory was still more abundant, and in quantity of fossil ivory still seemed to be in

1809 Sannikoff brought away ten thousand exhaustible. Great boats full of ivory were

pounds of fossil ivory from New Siberia alone ! constantly ascending the Lena to Yakutsk, and

When we reflect that at present these islands at length steamers carried the ivory to the

are mere icy wastes, with no vegetation, and market, up the great river.

with only a few foxes and bears wandering In 1878 Nordenskiold in the Vega traversed

over them, we see at once that a complete the Arctic Ocean north of Siberia, and was

change of climate must have taken place since anxious to visit the ivory islands. He was in

the time when vast herds of elephants and formed of their wonderful wealth, and shortly

rhinoceroses inhabited them. This conclusion before had discovered the bones and portions of

is supported by the fact that in Kotelnoi and the hide of a mammoth on the barren tundra

New Siberia the remains of extensive forests of the Yenisei. The Vega neared the New

have been found, in which the trees are stand- Siberian Islands on August 28 ; but navigation

ing upright, but are perfectly dead. In other was dangerous, owing to the shallowness of the

places in the same islands, great heaps of trees, sea—three to four fathoms only — and the float

called “ The wood-hills,' are piled up on the ing icebergs. Liakoff's chief island was reached

desolate hill-sides. The ivory -hunters frequently on August 30 ; but the enormous masses of ice

spent the winter in the islands, and the hard which surrounded every part of the shore

ships they then endured were often most ex- made a landing, impossible. Still, although un.

treme. For a long time in the depth of winter able to examine the islands, Nordenskiold

they were wrapped in darkness, lighted only obtained proof of their continued richness in
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fossil ivory, for the steamer in which he deepens to the north of New Siberia, so that the

ascended the Yenisei in 1875 carried more than waters rapidly become of a great depth , there

one hundred mammoths' tusks ; and he de- will be little chance of finding mammoths' re

clares that Middendorf's estimate of the amount mains in Sannikoff Land, because it will then

of fossil ivory sold every year in Northern be proved that the New Siberian Islands form

Siberia is far too low. Nordenskiold also what was the extremenorthern point of Siberia

dredged up, near the Liakoff Islands, portions in the days when the mammoth_lived , and

of mammoths' tusks, confirming the belief that great forests grew where now the Polar Ocean

there is still a vast deposit of elephants' re rolls its icy waves.

mains at the bottom of the sea around these What a marvellous contrast to present con

islands. ditions does the imagination picture up in

A few years ago, most valuable scientific re- Northern Siberia, when the huge hairy mam

searches were carried on in these wonderful moth, the wovliy rhinoceros, and the musk -ox

islands by Baron Toll and Professor wandered over its plains, and browseil along by

Bunge. These explorers carried on their in the banks of its majestic rivers ! The climate

vestigations in 1886, Dr Bunge visiting the was then comparatively genial, and its rolling

Liakoff group, while Von Toll exploreil the uplands and wide-stretching plains were covered

New Siberiaii Islands. The latter explorer with dense forests and carpeted with verdant

examined the famous wood -hills in The land stretched two hundred miles

Siberia, and made a complete circuit of Kotelnoi farther to the north then than it does now , and

in forty days, an undertaking which was very the New Siberian Islands formed high moun

difficult, owing to the whole coast of the island tains, looking over the Northern Ocean . On

being blocked with enormous masses of ice. this long -vanished land vast herds of elephants,

From the northern point of Kotelnoi, Von Toll rhinoceroses, buffaloes, and wild horses lived

was fortunate enough to obtain a view of the peacefully and securely, for food was plentiful

unknown land which Sannikoff had seen eighty and carnivorous animals were few. Wliat great

years ago from Kotelnoi and New Siberia. convulsion of nature destroyed these myriads of

This island — which is called Sannikoff Land ' gigantic beasts, and piled their bones in vast

after its ( liscoverer-has never yet been visite , masses upon the islands of the Polar Sea ?

by Europeans, and lies — according to Von Toll's What cataclysm sank the verdant plains beneath

estimate - one hundred miles to the north of the waves, and changed Northern Siberia into

New Siberia. In Liakoff's Island, Dr Bunge a waste and empty wilderness ? And what

found great quantities of bones of the mam- catastrophe occurred on the land and in the

motlı, rhinoceros, musk -ox, and wild oxen , and sea which altered the climate of Northern

this accumulation of the bones of so many Siberia from one of a genial, or at least tem

animals proves how temperate the climate must perate, character to one of awful cold and of

have been formerly. Arctic severity ?

In 1889 news was received at St Petersburg We cannot fully answer these questions. It

that the body of a mammoth had been found in seems probable, however, that great floods of

Northern Siberia, and Baron von Toll was once rushing water must have poured over these

more sent into this desolate region to verify the lanıls, and great invasions of the waters of the

discovery. He did not reach the spot, however ocean must have inundated them . In these

- which was near the Svaiatoi Noss-until 1893, tremendous deluges, the elephants, rhinoceroses,

and was then too late to find anything but and buffaloes were destroyed, and their carcasses

fragments of the skeleton and portions of the were pileil up in heaps in the places where

skin , which were covered with hair. From the they had congregated to take refuge from the

Holy Cape, Von Toll went to one of the rising waters. When these deluges subsided

Liakoff Islands called Maloi, and found here and the waters retired , the lands were covered

complete fossil trees, fifteen feet in length. I with the remains of the drowned animals, and

Elephants' bones abounded , showing that great in some as yet unexplained manner the climate

trees grew at the time when mammoths and changed, and Northern Siberia, which was for

rhinoceroses wandered over these islands ; and merly a beautiful and verdant region , became

beneath were cliffs of solid ice . These ice- cliffs an icy wilderness and a land of Death .

are common in the New Siberian Islands, and

occur in many parts of the coast of Siberia ;

they are also found in Kotzebue Sound in A PASSAGE IN A TRAJIP.

North -western Alaska , and on them rests a layer
By C. J. CurclIFFE HIYNE.

of earth full of the bones of elephants and

musk -oxen . ' If you go from Mobile to Yoo York City

We are led to ask the question , Will San- this weather to get the Queenstown boat from

nikoff Land , when explorerl, be found to be as there, you'll be fried alive in the cars . You'd

full of fossil ivory as the New Siberian Islands ? | much better go home by long sea . '

The answer will depend upon the depth of the • What ! Train from here to New Orleans,
sea to the north of New Siberia. All round and take the West Indian Pacific boat from

the ivory islands, the is very shallow , there ?'

averaging only from five to fifteen fathoms iń

depth ; and if this shallowness should continue

' If you can afford to wait. But I warn you

as far north as Sannikoff
' Land, then we may there are four of their steamers tied up along

confidently expect that this hitherto introddei side the levee this minute, and not one has a

island will be foud to be rich in the tusks bale of cargo in her. Cotton in Louisiana is

and teeth of elephants. But if the sea steadily | as dead as mud just now . And it may be a

sea
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fortnight before the first of them makes her uncomfortable. The ignorant, cocksure, yellow

clearance. booted tailor ! It costs somebody forty pounds

' Too long a time for me : I must be home.' for every day this steamboat's kept waiting. '

' Then why not sail right from here ? The We did not stay long in the chart -room

Tonga goes to -morrow, and you can get passage then , because the captain's steward came in to

on her, I've no doubt. Save a few dollars on take up the carpet, which had been adorning

it too. They won't starve you, either. She's the floor during the stay at Mobile. We went

a tramp, of course, but I guess you've been out into the burning sunshine of the bridge

deck, and threw bottles overboard , and pottedon worse .'

' I guess so,' said I ; and in five minutes had at them with the captain's revolver as they

bobbed past with the current.

been introduced to the Tonga's captain, and manæuvre executed not only for the fun of the

made the necessary financial arrangements with thing, but also as a nild advertisement. It

him. Afterwards we walked together and hunted showed all who cared to see , that the captain

up the British Consul , and went through the was a perilously clean shot up to five-and

pleasing fiction of signing on the ship's register. twenty yards. The crew had shown themselves

Age had to be given , birthplace, and other to be a remarkably truculent lot on the trip

matters, together with rating on last vessel , out , and the hint might not be thrown away

which happened to be that of Master, And main cabin, and ate pork and beans in our

thethem . Afterwards, we descended

then at the end of the line the Consul most shirt sleeves.

kindly wrote my name, and I added X , my As it turned out, the_stranding was not

inark . My position was that of Purser, and without its uses to us. Three of the stoke

there was also a statement to the effect that hole crew had bolted in Mobile, and we had

my remuneration for the run home was one not been able to fill their places. The native

shilling, coin of the British currency. It was born American is not sweet on the occupation of

all a pleasing fiction , which deceived no one, shovelling coals at four pounds a month, so long

but it had to be gone through, because the will provide him gratis with at least one excellent

as the free -lunch counters of his great Republic

Tonga, naturally holding no passenger certificate, meal per diem . Butan incoming steamer hailed

rendered herself liable to heavy Board of Trade
as she swung past in the fairway, saying

mulctings if she carried any one above and that she had stowaways on board), and asking

beyond her official crew. And in due time we if we would rid her of them . We consented

dropped down the river under a pilot's care, with grace and delight, and she dropped an

and began steaming along the piles which anchor and sent away a boat.

mark the ship -channel through Mobile Bay.
Her skipper — who knew ours - escorted the

The bay is more properly a lagoon, a great himself, and introduced them with austere sill
victims across the gap of yellow turbid water

sea-lake shut in by woods of pine and cypress,
casm . They were two miserable -looking speci

and linking itself to the blue waters of the Mexi mens : one a lad of seventeen in breeches and

can Gulf merely by a narrow pass. It is a shirt, and no buttons on either ; the other an

good deal altered since Farragut gained his vic- unmistakable Tommy Atkins, with terror in his

tory over the Confederate fleet there, for Fort eye, and coal-grime on every other particle of

Morgan is now merely a quarantine station ,
his

person. Recent history had been thorny

and the modern dredged channel did not then for them . They had been routed out of corners

exist. But it is capable of further improve when the steamer was well at sea,been forced

to eat the buffets and contempt of an

ment. There is nominally twenty -eight feet of
imaginative second-mate, and then driven down

water in the man -made fairway beside the piles, withi angular_words into the region of coal

and trusting to this, we steamed confidently and flame. Down in that abode of the con

down at ten knots, and got comfortably aground demned there was no chance for malingering,
a mile from the lip of the deeper water. no break-off to indulge in mal de mer. Firemen

There was no use in saying anything, though and trimmers do not follow the profession of

things were said . The skipper in particular shovelling coals because they like it, but because

was extremely moderate. He pitched his cigar jostled them into it with a force that cannot be
circumstances (and usually the police) have

high over the smoke stacks and said : My faith, fought against. They are the acknowledged

you are a holy pilot,' and rang on the engines pariahs of all the sens, driven by iron -fisted

to full astern . But we had taken the ground engineers from the North Country, and possess

on a falling tide, and the screw merely churned ing - through this stress of circumstances — the

up yellow mud and sulphur-tainted effluvium ; tender mercies of a monkey -wrench . Conse

and after half -an -hour he gave it up, and came quently, the stowaway who
down to

for rye-whisky and a palm -leaf fan in the recruit their forces, is a blessing sent from

chart-room. The pilot was left to his
above ; and if they take care to work him to

science, if he had one, and aļlowed to roam
| the breaking strain, they are only acting accord

ing to their limited huinan instincts. That the

where he pleased in Coventry.
poor wretch is working his passage without

• He expected me to reel out ten minutes of prospect of a copper in " pay , is a detail which

curses, did that blessed pilot, ' said the captain ; | concerns them not. He belongs to no union ;

11n

comes

con

*and because I didn't, he feels lonel 4234man unclassified ;a fellow of no account;
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and his financial affairs appertain to himself rats along the surface. Yellow tangles of weed

alone. Man must look after himself, especially eddied past, and jumped and broke in the

if he be of the stoking or trimming variety. cream of the wake. Ön the starboard hand,

These_two poor rogues who were transhipped not twenty miles away, were the unseen reefs

to the Tonga had not only worked for a mere of the Bahamas. To port, a screw-pile light

victual recompense in the voyage out from house straddled over the water, to tell that

Liverpool, but they had an excellent prospect Florida was only a fathom deep under foot, but

of returning to the place whence they came on a dozen miles west before one could walk upon

precisely similar terms. Their skipper dared it dry -shod .

not land them even if he had so wished. They From the steamer's iron foredeck the men

had not passed the Health officer in the home who were rated as O.S. and A.B. were wheel

port, and , by consequence, America judged ing away in barrows the coals which were

them both poor and unclean, and would have stacked there, and tipping them into the

none of them at any price whatever. Our bunkers.
On the upper bridge the mate was

chief, who was sent for by the skipper, looked going over the iron railings with a white paint

upon them and grinned a sour and dubious brush ; and the third -mate — who was standing

smile. Then, by the divination of a penny , the watch in carpet slippers and a pith helniet

he apportioned them into watches, and recom -was giving a lick of oak varnish to the

mended them to find their way below without woodwork. The boatswain and a quarter

delay. The Tommy seemed inclined to argue master were unbending the bridge ck awning;

matters on the principle that he did not care and the skipper was reading, Shirley in a cane

to work as a slave's slave for nothing a day ; chair under the lee of the fiddle, and grumbling

but the chief's boot shot out like a catapult, because there was little tale and much padding.

and Mr Atkins went swiftly down the alleyway The full swing of the tramp's sea -routine was

without further heckling.
well on the move . The last mosquito from the

The other vessel got her anchor and steamed engine-room was dead.

away to where the piles became as black pin We were cut down to twenty -seven tons of

dots on the glittering surface of the water ; coal a day, and the pace was not as a rule

and then niglit came down like the turning delirious. When the wind and the Gulf Stream
out of a lamp. The stars were few, and both gave us a pluck , and the noon report said

struggled mistily out of a purple haze, but the thirteen knots for the previous twenty - four

noiseless summer lightning burned on all sides hours, the skipper gave me rye whisky at eight
like little pinches of gunpowder. bells, and we toasted his old woman ' (who

The air was sodden with heat, and the night kept a lodging-house at Llandudno). It is true

closed down on one in labouring pants. Below, this knottage only happened twice ; but the

it was unendurable. One lay in Pyjamas on morning observation was not missed if we

the bare planking of the bridge deck with had barely reeled in a wretched ten, only the

shut eyes, and longed desperately for sleep. sentiment was changed to ' Well, let's hope it's

But the perspiration rolled down every limb in better to -morrow .'

tickling l'ivulets, and the mosquitoes bit like It was always well to be cheerful about the

dogs ; and though one ached with weariness, run , because there were so many other things to

oblivion would not come. The rustle of others distress one. The skipper's ear is the common

in the pain of sleeplessness sounded on every dump for all the graver complaints of ship

side, and from time to time some poor wretch, board. Once, two of the deck -hands brought

goaded past endurance, would rise to his feet him up a mess-kid full of meat which stank.

with a jerk, and, with head thrown back, He admitted the odour : he could not well do

would pitch hard baths at the night which was otherwise ; but he told them he couldn't alter

so cruelly tormenting him . it. They could either eat or go without. They

Years passed before the day came. But when accustomed to a precious sight worse

the tide reached the top of its flool , the dawn ashore. Very often in their own domestic

showed in a spirt of pink above the line of tree- kennels they were without a bone of any sort

tops which walled out the east, and as the or description . ' I never did see such fellers

sulphur-coloured disc of the sun leaped up in a as you ,' said the skipper ; ' always grumbling ;

hurry of waking, our steamer slid off her bed never contented. If I gave you baked angel to

into the deep water of the channel. your dinner, you'd have a complaint 'cause the

We passed out between Dauphin Island and stuffin ' wasn't right. Always grumbling.'

the quarantine station at Fort Morgan ; and Another time it was the donkeyman bewailing

when the Tonga lifted to the first blue swells pains in his inside.' ' Well , if you've got

of the Mexican Gulf, that erring pilot left us pains, you shouldn't have, ' quoth the skipper.

with a wave of the hand, and pulled off' to his I've physicked you four days handrunning

schooner, we on our part wishing much to see now , out of different bottles each time, and if

his face no more. In two hour's the low sand- there's any merit in drugs, the pains should

dunes of Alabama were dropped below the have gone. Get to your work.- This comes,' he

curve of the sea, and only a broken palisade of commented afterwards, of my being good

tree - trunks ran across the glistening water, to natured. If I'd knocked off his dose the first

tell that somewhere was a coast- line. day, there'd have been no more of it.

The Tonga had rounded the Dry Tortugas by old sailor nowadays 'll lap up medicine like he

nightfall, and, with the light of the next day, would liquor.'

was standing north up Florida Channel in the The skipper was Welsh, with a profound

three -knot sluice of the Gulf Stream . Flying- distrust for all other nationalities. The mate

fish got out of the water, and ran like silver and the third -mate were undoubtedly Welsh,

were

But an
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also ; and the second-mate said he was Welsh, and the derricks and the winches till they were

and might have been. The engineers were all reclad in seemly drab and green.

Scots to a man, and told one so in confidence, We were still painting when we made our

as though it were a matter of news. The fire- number off Bray Head ; but we finished off the

men and trimmers were made up of English Tuskar ; and when the Mersey pilot came on

and Irish sweepings exclusively . The deck board at Point Lynas, all was dry and spruce.

hands spokeall thetongues of Pentecost which | Other preparations had been made also. The

had found lodgment in Europe. They had a captain's steward had put down the carpet in

great notion of their rights, all of them , and it the chart-room . The captain himself had taken
took a

man with a large hand to rule all his false teeth from ihe drawer where they

so that the routine went on without break, and usually travelled , and stepped them in place.

yet keep himself to windward of the law when And another official the ship’s register

he got back to shore. Still the Tonga's skipper bent a tall , stiff white collar, the first for many

did that, and did it well. He was a man who unbuttoned weeks.

stood four feet five in his carpet slippers, and It was cold and foggy in the estuary, and

was quite willing to tackle anything that wore we had to slow down after we passed the

whiskers. He had a most gristly reputation at North -west Ship, and was reminded of

the back of him , and traded on it to the another fog we had met off Capellatteras.

maintenance of entire peace.
There, too, the engines were rung off to Half

Going eastward home from the Banks of ahead , so that the skipper might save his ticket

Newfoundland, we picked up heavy gales from if anything happened. But word had been sent

the northward and north -west, which made down to the engine-room , and the throttle

the steamer labour heavily. The iron lower valve was not touched. That was one of the

decks were incessantly full of churning green two days we macle consecutive thirteen

and white water, and often she took it clear knots.

over the canvas dodgers of the upper bridge.

There were molasses casks in the forehold, and

these got bilged, and their contents had to be TIIE TARANTULA-KILLER.

pumped overboard. When her rust -streaked
THE Tarantula is a large burrowing spider

ilank' heaved up to a sea, one could see the
sweet stuff pouring out in a solid chocolate which dwells in a shaft -like hole it sinks in

coloured stream. the earth . Its appearance is most repulsive,

In the middle of this hurly-burly the engines and inspires any one who examines it with a

chose to break down. When the jar came, the feeling of profound disgust. As it stands, it

skipper and I were sitting wedged into angles frequently covers as large as the

of the chart-room . I looked up inquiringly. palm of a man's hand ; and over its boily and

He yawned, and asked if I had any cigarette legs there bristles a thick covering of red

papers. We lay there in the trough for four brown hair. It may be said that its home is

mortal hours, rolling through forty -two degrees ;
and as he did not see fit to discuss the subject, in many lands ; but its greatest size is attained

neither did I. We smoked on , and the pile o in tropical and semi-tropical countries. In the

cigarette ends grew in the wash -basin . " Then south of Europe, along the Mediterranean coast,

the engines rumbled on again , and the Tongu's it has been known for centuries as the ' Dad

head bucked into the seas, and her screw raced Spider,' because the symptoms following its

cheerily between whiles. We had contracted a bite are similar to those of hydrophobia. There

five-foot list to starboard through the shifting the peasantry, especially those of Sicily, regardl

of various items inthe cargo, and wecarried it with mingled feelings of hate and supersti

that list with us into the dock at Liverpool.

' H'n , commented the skipper. Water on
tious dread. They will tell you that the only

1

the boil again, and off we go.
We're loaded chance of recovery from its bite is for tlie

high — and forty - five degree roll means | patient to commence dancing without delay,

"over." But there was no use my stirring out and to continue until he falls senseless from

of here. She won't bring up head to sea with exhaustion — à remedy which , ridiculous as it

a mizzen trysail, because I've seen her fail at seems, has something to be said in its favour,

that before. I couldn't have done any mortal | when we know that the one danger to be

good down in the engineer's shop ; and if I'll overcome is the tendency to sleep. As long as

gone out on deck and messed about, the hands this can be successfully avoided , the patient is

would have thought there was danger,andgot i in no danger ; but if he gives way, and allows

excited . A captain's everybodyon an old wind- himself to fall into a stupor, then he is likely

jammer ; on a steamboat lie isn't ; and because to succumb, even from the comparatively mild

I knew that, I stayed in here.' poison of the European variety.

The man
who bemoaned the gale princi- ! It is in the tropical countries of South

pally was the mate. The paint of the ship was America, however, where all forms of insect and

his special care, and the scouring, seas hal vegetable life attain their highest development,

cleaned away the entire coat which he had that this great spider is most deadly. And

given everything since the coals had been i farther north, in the provinces of Mexico,
cleared from the lower decks. But the mate , where it is quite as nunerous, its poison is

was a Welshman of energy. He got out his only a slight degree less dangerous. There we

cans afresh ; and because there were not brushes have met it everywhere, and studied its habits.

enough to go round, he dealt out wads of waste ; In the orange orchards, the vineyards, and the

to some; and ten of us worked at the bulwarks open prairies, we have watched it attack enemies

e
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many times its own size, and marvelled at the to circumstances, every where so remarkable in

ease with which it overcame them . Even its the economy of the insect world . The wasp

kind not exempt from its fierce seizes hold of the now prostrate spider, and

onslaught, and we remiember once seeing a pair with little apparent effort, drags it to a hole

of them meet on the upturned root of a fig in the ground. Therein it completely buries it

tree and fight a duel to the death — the death with earth , after having first deposited in its

of both . Of man it seems to have no fear back an egg, which in course of time changes

whatever, and will attack without hesitation into a grub, and lives upon the carcass in

either his hand or foot, if they come within which it was born. This grub in a short while

striking distance. In doing so , it stands upon becomes another tarantula wasp, thus adding

its four bind-legs. It opens wide its enormous one more to the ranks of the enemy of the

fangs until themandibles protrude in a straight spider race.

line from its face, then , with all the muscular The amount of slaughter which these large

force it is capable of, launches itself forward, wasps inflict upon the tarantulas is almost

sinking them , with a vicious thrust, deep into incredible, and it is noticed that those to which

the flesh of its enemy. the greatest destruction is due are the females.

Though it burrows a passage in the ground It can only be realised when it is known that

like the trap-door spider, this is its only point though the female deposits but one egg in each

of similarity to that industrious tribe. It does spider, she has a large number to get rid of,

not line the walls of its domicile with silk , as each one of which she provides with a home,

they do, at least not to the same extent ; nor and its grub with future sustenance at the

does it construct the same ingenious device with expense of the life of a spider.

which they close the entrance to their under From the powerful character of the tarantula

ground dwellings and bar the way to any wasp's sting , it may be inferred that they are
possible intruders. Perhaps it is because it dangerous to human beings. But this is not so.

feels secure in its own might, that it disdains It never annoys them unless teased . Without

any such artifice . At all events, there is a a doubt, it is man's friend, not his enemy, and

marked contrast between the tarantula and trap- much would dwellers in Mexico regret its

door spider in this respect, that while the latter, absence were it destroyed . Though much is

on the approach of an unknown danger, quickly known of and has been written about the

retires to its domicile, closing the door behind dreaded tarantula itself , but little is ever heard

it , the tarantula no sooner hears an unusual of the tarantula wasp . Perhaps this is notto

noise than he boldly sallies forth to investigate bewondered at, when we notice on all sides
the cause.

how frequently an injury or damage is remen

Yet, notwithstanding all its great courage and bered , but how easily forgotten is a service or

pugnacity, there is one eneny the sound of kindness, whether they be due to our little

whose coming throws it into paroxysms of fear. friends of the insect world , or to those we have

This enemy,of which it has such an instinctive in the greater world around us.

dread, is a large wasp, known as the “ Tarantula

killer. It has a bright blue body, nearly two

inches long, and wings of a golden hue. As it THE UNSEE N.

flies here and there in the sunlight, ylittering WIEN eyes are bright with hope, the skies are

like a flash of fire, one moment resting on blue,

leaf, the next on a granite boulder, it keeps up The seas are mother -o'- pearl, the world is fair ;

an incessant buzzing, which is caused by the
Sunshine falls sweet on drops of diamond dew,

vibration of its wings. No sooner does the And fairies dwell in flower- bells everywhere.

tarantula hear this than he trembles with fear,

for well he knows the fate in store for him
When eyes are diin with tears, the skies are gray,

when once his mortal foe perceives his where
The seas are foaming foods, the world is cold ;

abouts. This it soon does, and hastens to the
Sad mists creep down and shadow all the way,

attack . At first, it is content with flying in

circles over its ' intended victim . Gradually it

And every face we meet seenis strangely old.

approaches nearer and nearer. At last, when it

is within a few inches, the tarantula rises upon
But when the eyes are closed to outward sights

In Sleep's dear Dreamland , glories meet their gaze ;
his hind legs and attempts to grapple with his

foe, but without success . Like a flash , the
Visions of hope-filled noons and love -filled nights,

giant wasp is on its back. The deadly fangs Of light aye radiant, made of rainbow -rays.

have been avoided. The next instant a fearful

sting penetrates deep into the spider's body.
Then , when they look within , the realms of Thought

Its struggles almost cease. A sudden paralysis Lie all outspread — what has been, what shall be ;

creeps over it, and it staggers, helpless like a Mountain and plain into right focus brought.

drunken man, first to one side, then to the The Unseen ,' say you ? Nay ! what we best see !

other. These symptoms, however, are only of

short duration. While they last, the wasp, but
The inward sight is true, and clear, and strong ;

a few inches away, awaits the result ; nor Age dims it not ; no blindness comes with tears ;

does it have to wait long. A few seconds, and For Time is short, Eternity is long,

all sign of life has disappeared from the taran And souls are made for æons, not for years .

tula ; the once powerful legs curl up beneath its

body, and it rolls over dead .

Then takes place of those strange Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

incidents which illustrate the perfect adaptation 47 Paternoster Row , LONDOX ; and EDINBURGH.
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Who gave you this ? ' asked Mr Tait.

SOME MEMORIES OF BOOKS, AUTHORS, ' It was my neighbour, sir, at the Nortlı

AND EVENTS. Bridge.

FIFTY years ago, Edinburgh was still at the ' Who gave it to him ? '

height of its literary fame, although some of ' It was his neighbour, sir.'

its brightest stars had passed away . Scott, " And where did he get it ? '

Hogg, and Galt were dead ; but De Quincey, ' Oh, he got it from the little man that

Professor Wilson, Lord Jeffrey, and a liost of i makes the fine speeches, and lives down yonder,

others, still shed their light on the literary : sir, ' was the reply.

world. The Edinburgh Review , Taits and Black- ; On another occasion , De Quincey walked into

wood's Magazines were then at the zenith of a public -house close to the shop and begged

their reputation, and were contributed to by the landlord to take charge of some loose sheets

the greatest literary geniuses of the age. In of copy and give them to Mr Tait the next

Some Memories of Books, Authors, and Events, by day. ' I ask this favour of you ,' said De

James Bertram , author of the well-known Har- Quincey, as that gentleman's place of business

vest of the Sea , we have many reminiscences of is closed . I had hoped to be here two hour's

this golden age . Mr Bertram's youth was cast ago, but have been unexpectedly detained by

in these good old times ; and owing to his con- holding a prolonged conversation witli a talka

nection with Taits Magazine, in his position of tive friend .'

Manager to Mr Tait, he came in personal Another story is told by a young actor em

contact with many of the lions of the day. ployed at one of the Edinburgh theatres. He

Tait's then numbered among its contributors was in the Queen's Park one day practising a

Thomas De Quincey, Joseph Hume, Richard back - fall which he had to do on the stage,

Cobden, John Hill Burton, Mrs Howitt, Miss when he was accosted by a little gentleman

Mitford, and a great many others of equal with a divine face . ' I think you will do it

celebrity. Of all these, the author's reminis very effectually ,' he said ; but you must guard

cences of De Quincey are by far the most your head properly, otherwise you might give

interesting. This is owing, no doubt, to his it a bad knock on the boards ; the stage, I

having had frequent personal intercourse with venture to hope you are aware, is so different

the Opium -eater, and to his having afterwards from this soft substance.' The actor was struck

been on
some footing of intimacy with liim . with the politeness of the little man , and more

De Quincey was then resident in Edinburgh, so when he received an invitation to accompany

and a very frequent contributor to Tait's, al- him to his lodgings and have some refreshi

though some of his contributions were never ment. As they were entering, the servant

published . This was owing to the editor's (Mrs addressed the gentleman as Mr De Quincey ;

Johnstone's) opinion that it was unadvisable to and the actor, who knew him by reputation ,

insert an article from him in every number of felt proud of his attentions. De Quincey pro

the Magazine, as tending to make his communi- duced a bottle of brandy, and, with many pro

cations commonplace. As these were never fuse apologies for the absence of a glass, half

returned, there is some probability of their filled a teacup, filling it up with water, and

being still in existence. proffered it to his guest. Then came the grand

De Quincey had odd ways sometimes of send - object of all this. De Quincey asked him if,

ing in his copy. One afternoon a policeman on his way to the theatre, he would do him

walked into Taits establishment with a packet the great favour to carry up to town a small

packet of much value, and have it sent to Mrof copy .
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Tait's place of business by a porter from the a young gentleman called out : Pleasure of

Register House. Circumstances over which wine with you, Scott ! ' Sir Walter looked

I have no control," added the Opium - eater, fixedly at him , but took no further notice.

“ and into which I need not enter - nor do I Unless Sir Walter condescended to be familiar

consider they would be of interest to you— first, it was not safe to be familiar with him .

preclude my going up to town for a few A book that made a great sensation half a

days ." ) century ago was the Vestiges of Creation . The

The packet was duly taken and delivered. mystery at first attached to the authorship of

The circumstances over which he had no this book gave rise to many curious and amus

control' were the curtailment of his personal ing scenes. A bore was one day in Mr Tait's

liberty. Poor De Quincey was then living at shop holding forth with all his might on the

Holyrood ' in sanctuary , that refuge of " per- Vestiges, and declaring that Robert Chambers

secuted debtors, and his perambulations were was no more the author of the book than he

perforce mainly confined to the Queen's Park. “ He write such a book ! It's not in him .

De Quincey had a great partiality for tripe, He's the most over-rated literary man I ever

and there were a few select taverns, notably knew .' A lady happened to come in and over

the 'Guildford Arms ' in West Register Street, hear this tirade. On perceiving her, Mr Tait

which he was in the habit of frequenting for said to her : ' How do you do, Mirs Chambers ? '

the purpose of indulging in this simple luxury. The bore disappeared with great precipitation,

If at any time he happened to be lost,' he was both Mrs Chambers and Mr Tait being greatly

pretty sure to be found at one of them . But amused at the situation .

this partiality was bred largely of necessity, for,
There was one attempt to appropriate the

as he said once to Mr Tait's housekeeper, “ the credit of the authorship, unrivalled for con

state of my stomach, which I may tell you is summate impudence. There was offered for

a perpetual source of woe to me, will prevent publication to several Edinburgh publishers the

my cating flesh meats of the kind you mention manuscript of a pamphlet bearing the title, ' A

[blackfaced mutton and moorfowl]. If, there. Iord to my Critics, by the Author, of the
fore, you could procure a portion of tripe, anil Vestiges of the Naturul History of Creation .' As

stew it for me, as also a pudding of the batter Mr Bertram remarks, it is charitable to suppose

or custard kind, I should indeed be grateful that the man who wrote it was a lunatic.

to you .' All kinds of 'sons were named as the prob

In money matters he was very careless, and , able authors of the book, and some of these

perhaps in consequence, never carried much evinced no desire to repudiate the honour.

money in his pocket at a time. On one Some, indeed, smiled and smirked their friends,

occasion he returned a cheque to Mr Tait, and eren themselves, into the belief that they

telling him that two pounds were all that he had something to do with it. Although the

required at that time. This shortness ' placed authorship was kept a strict secret, many sus

him in an amusing predicament once. One pected , even from the first, that Robert Chambers

morning, as Mr Tait's shop was being opened , was the author.

De Quincey drove up in a cab, and thus VIr Bertram thus tells the story of his first

addressed one of the apprentices :' ' I am Mr encounter with William and Robert Chambers.

De Quincey, and I presume that you are one One Saturday afternoon in the summer of

of the young gentleinen who assist Mr Tait in 1838, whilst crossing.Bruntsfield Links on my

conducting his business. I am at the moment way home, endeavouring, as I walked over the

much embarrassed for want of a sum of money ; grass, to read a story in one of the volumes

the difficulty will not, however, I can assure of Chambers's Journal, then of a somewhat un

you, be permanent; but it is in the meantime wieldy size, I was stopped by two gentlemen,

most urgent. one of whom accostell me in kindly fashion

The apprentice anxiously asked how much he and asked what I was reading. “ It is Chambers's

required , thinking perhaps a five-pound note. Journal, sir," was of course my reply.

However, it happened to be only sixpence, which “ Yes, I can see that,” said the gentleman.

he wanted to make up his cab fare, being so “But what is the name of the story you are

much short. The sixpence was joyfully tendered ; reading ?"

and after thanking his benefactor most effu
“ It is about George MacQueen, the appren

sively for his great politeness, he drove off. tice who was flogged with the cook's frying-pan

Fifty years ago, Sir Walter Scott still livedl for not delivering it promptly,” said I.

in the memory of his personal friends, and fresh • Then the other gentleman spoke.

anecdotes were constantly being told of him by learning, a business ?” he asked ; to which I
those who had known him well . Not so weil answered that I was learning to be a bookseller

known , however, is one trait of his character : with Mr Tait of Princes Street.

no man was more careful than he of his per “ A capital place. Have you been there

sonal dignity. That he was ‘ hail, fellow , well long ?"

met' with the players in the stage adaptations " No, sir ; only ten months. ”

of his works is apocryphal. On one occasion a
" Just so. Now, can you tell me the size

well-known Scottish actor, of whom Sir Walter of that book, what it is called in the shop ? ”

had taken friendly notice, asked him for a few was the next question.

letters of introduction on the occasion of his " I described it as an oblong quarto, or

going to London. Sir Walter declined to give quarto in folio shape-2 reply, which both

thenı, only softening the refusal by saying, " I gentlemen, judging from their looks, seemed

have written to my friends about you .' At a to think was to the point.

dinner party where the great man was a guest, My examiner then asked my name, who my

« Are you

a
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father was, and where I lived. When I had public-house. ' Another story, was of a parish

made suitable replies, I was allowed to go, the ioner who knew she was dying, but who per

more pleasant-looking of the two saying : “ We sisted in worrying herself about things of this

know Mr Tait very well ; you are in a good world. At last, in order to pacify her, her

place, and have an excellent master . ” husband said : 'Jaggie, my woman, dinna fash

' I'wondered who these gentlemen weree—the ' yoursel aboot worldly maitters : listen to the

one bright and smiling, the other presenting a minister about your hinner end , and as

countenance ; but no long time as death , I'll gie ye a grand funeral !'

elapsed ere I discovered their identity . They George Combe, author of the Constitution of

proved to be William and Robert Chambers, Man, was a friend of Mr Tait, but ultimately

the conductors of the periodical they found me they fell out over phrenology, the former being

reacling a firm believer in it, while the latter was a

Mrs Johnstone, the editor of Tait's, besides scoffer. Jr Tait took ' occasion to give his views

being a novelist and critic of some ability , was on the subject in the Magazine, and this so dis

the author of the celebrated Meg Dods' Cook ' gusted Combe, that he did not send a copy of

and Housewife's Manual. A lady, a friend of his book on North America for review until it

hers very likely, summed up her character thus : was formally asked for. Mr Combe married a

She writes very good novels ; but I must say, niece of Mrs Siddons, and it is said that a

although she has written Meg Dods, she keeps clause in the marriage contract provided that

a very bad cook, and never gives her friends he would become å hearer in any
church

a morsel they can eat. It's not quite so easy where she could find the most sense and the

to teach a cook as to write about cooking.' least doctrine preacheil . '

Mr Johnstone is said to have helped his wife And lastly, a few words in regard to Mr

by handing her books of reference and mending Bertram himself, who was by no

her pens ; but this is very probably ill -naturel, obscure figure in Edinburgh literary life. When

as Mr Johnstone himself was a man of ability. Taits Magazine was given up in 1816, Mr

Would-be contributors and authors were as Bertram , who was then about twenty-two years

troublesome then as they are now, and vrold, was thrown upon
his Ile

Bertram tells some amusing stories of them , tried the stage for a while ; but after three

one of which is worth repeating. One «lay Jr years, finding he could not make a living on it,

Tait's premises were invaded by a family, con the returned to Edinburgh and engaged in jour

sisting of father, mother, son , and two daughters, walism . Ile contributed to Chambers's Journal,

bearing a ponderous manuscript volume of Hogg's Instructor, and other periodicals. He was

written by ourselves, as the ' appointed editor of the North Briton in 1855,

mother said , in a joyous key. The title was one of the first penny newspapers, and after

A Poem for Every Day in the Year, and Two wards edited and conducted various other news

for Sundays, by lſr and Mrs Mullingar and papers. HIe was a prolific all-round' writer,

their Sons and Daughters. ' Mr Tait was non- and one of the earliest disciples of the ' New

plussed, and the mother seemed inclined to sit Journalism ' school. Ile took up the stuly

down and await his decision ; however, a visitor of fisheries, on which he was a recognised

opportunely arriving, they said they would call authority, and his best known work is the

again . They did ; but the publisher was ' not IIarrest of the Sea , a book which has led to

home ; ' and they were turned over to Vr increased knowledge and a much better under

Bertram , who assured Mrs Mullingar, with his standing of fishery economy. Mr Bertram died

best air of wisdom , that poetry never paid . in 1892, before his latest work, his Memories,

And yet,' said the lady in a reproachful had been given to the public.

tone, ' Sir Walter Scott made thousands of

pounds by his poems.'

“ Yes ; and so did Byron and Moore, chimed THE CIIRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO. *

in one of the daughters, with a severe look,
CHAPTER 1. ( continued ).

' and other poets too. Look at Rogers ! '

In vain was Mrs Mullingar assured that these Now Count Antonio a big man and

fere exceptional circumstances ; she was confi- heavy, so that his horse was weighed down by

dent their book would sell. Vr Bertram at the twofold burden on its back ; and looking

last got out of the scrape by suggesting that, behind him , he perceived that Robert's company

as Mi Tait was unwilling to publish books of drew nearer and yet nearer. And Tommasino

poetry, they should try Blackwood .

not say whether Blackwood was duly grateful, looking also, said , ' I doubt they are too many

or whether he published the book ; but, as it for 18, for you have the lady in your arms.

has never been heard of, it is very probable he We shall not get clear of the hills. '

did not. Then Antonio drew in his horse a little, and

Mr Bertram has many reminiscences of minor letting the bridle fall, took the Lady Lucia in

Edinburgh celebrities, some of them very inter- both his arms and kissed her, and having thus

esting, although a few of the characters are done, lifted her and set her on Tommasino's

only locally known. Of one of these, the Rev. horse. " Thank God ,' said he, ' that you are no

Dr Dickson of St Cuthbert's, some good_anec- leavier than a feather. '

dotes are told . " Weel, Jenny,' said the Doctor ‘ Yet two feathers may be too much ,' said

to one of his parishioners who had a common Tommasino .

failing, can you tell me where all drunkards ‘ Ride on ,' said Antonio. ' I will check them

will go to ? ' ‘ Oh, 'deed can I, Doctor,' said the

woman ; " they will just gang to the nearest * Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

was
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for a time, so that you shall come safe to the Antonio looked at him with searching wist

outset of the hill.'
ful eyes ; he hated to war against the Duke,

Tommasino obeyed him ; and Antonio, riding and his heart was aflame with the hope that

more softly now , placed himself between Tom- dwelt for him in Robert's words ; for he did

masino and the pursuers. Tommasino rode on not doubt but that neither three months, nor

with the swooning lady in his arms ; , but his three years, nor three hundred years, could

face was grave and troubled, for, as he had said , change his lady's love.

two feathers may be overmuch, and Robert's " You speak fair, sir,' said he ; ' but what

company rode well and swiftly . warrant have I ? '

.If Antonio can stop them , it is well,' said ' And, save your honour, what warrant have

he ; but if not, I shall not reach the hills ; ' I, who stand here unarmed before you ? ' asked

and he looked with no great love on the Robert.

unhappy lady, for it seemed like enough that For a while Antonio pondered ; then he said ,

Antonio would be slain for her sake, and Tom- My lord , I must crave your pardon for my

masino prized him above a thousand damsels. doubt ; but the matter is so great that to your

Yet he rode on , obedient. word I dare not trust ; but if you will ride

But Antonio's scheme had not passed unde- back with your men and pray the Duke to

tected by Robert de Beauregard ; and Robert send me a promise under his own hand, to that

being a man of guile and cunning, swore aloud I will trust. And meanwhile Tommasino, with

an oath that though he died himself, yet Tom- the lady Lucia, shall abide in a safe place, and

masino should not carry off Lucia. Therefore I will stay here, awaiting your return ; and, if

he charged his men one and all to ride after you will, let two of your men stay with me.'

Tommasino and bring back Lucia, leaving him “Many a man, my lord,' returned Robert,

alone to contend with Antonio ; and they were would take your caution in bad part. But let

not loth to obey, for it was little to their taste it be so.—Come, we will ride after my con

or wish to surround Antonio and kill him . pany.' And he rose and caught Antonio's horse

Thus when the company came within fifty ' by the bridle and brought it to him ; ‘ Mount,

yards of Antonio, the ranks suddenly parted, my lord , ' said he, standing by.

five diverged to the right, and four to the left, Antonio, believing either that the man

passing Antonio in sweeping curves, so far off true or that his treachery—if treachery there

that he could not reach them , while Robert were in him — was foiled , and seeing him to all

alone rode straight at him. Antonio, perceiving seeming unarmed, save for a little dagger in

the stratagem , would fain have ridden again his belt which would hardly suffice to kill a

after Tommasino ; but Robert was hard upon man , and was more a thing of ornament than

him , and he was in peril of being thrust use , set his foot in the stirrup and prepared to

through the back as he fled . So he turned mount. And in so doing heturned his back

and faced his enemy. But although Robert had on Robert de Beauregaril. The moment for

sworn so boldly before his men , his mind was which that wicked man had schemed and lied

not what he had declared to them , and he was come. Still holding Antonio's stirrup with

desired to meet Antonio alone, not that he one hand , he drew, swift as lightning, from

might fight a fair fight with him , but in order under his cloak, a dagger different far from the

treacherously to deceive him — a thing he was toy in his belt - short, strong, broad , and keen.

ash to do before his comrades. Coming And that moment had been Antonio's last, had

up then to Antonio, he reined in his horse, it not chanced that on the instant Robert 'drew

crying, "My lord, í bring peace from His the dagger, the horse started a pace aside, and

Highness. Antonio , taken unawares, stumbled forward and

Antonio wondered to hear him ; yet, when came near falling on the ground . His salvation

Robert, his sword lying untouched in its sheath, lay in that stumble, for Robert, having put all

leaped from his horse and approached him , he his strength into the blow , and then striking,

dismounted also ; and Robert said to him I not Antonio, but empty air, in his turn stag

have charged them to injure neither the lady gered forwarıl, and could not recover himself

Lucia nor your cousin by so much as a hair ; before Antonio turned round, a smile at his

for the Duke bids me say that he will not own unwariness on his lips.

constrain the lady Then he saw the broad keen knife in the

' Is she then given to me ?' cried Antonio , hand of Robert. Robert breathed quickly, and

his face lighting up with a marvellous eager- glared at him , but did not rush on him . He

stood glaring, the knife in his hands, his parted

Nay, not so fast,' answered Robert with lips displaying grinning teeth . Not a word

subtle cunning: " The Duke will not give her spoke Antonio , but he drew his sword, and

to you now . But he will exact from you and pointed where Robert's sword lay on the grass,

from me alike an oath not to molest - no, not The traitor, recognising the grace that allowed

to see her, for three months, and then she him to take his sword, shamed , it may be, by

shall choose as she will between us.' such return for his own treachery, in silence

While he spoke this fair speech , he had been lifteil anıl drew it ; and, withdrawing to a

drawing nearer to Antonio ; and Antonio, not distance from the horses, which quietly cropped

yet convinced of his honesty, drew back a pace. the grass, the two faced one another.

Then Robert let go hold of his horse, un Calm and easy were the bearing and the air

buckled his sword, flung it on the ground, of Count Antonio - if the pictures of him that

and came to Antonio with outstretched hands. live drawn in the words of those who knew

• Behold !' said he ; ' I am in your mercy, my him be truthful - calm and easy ever was he,

lord. If you do not believe me, slay me. save when he fought ; but then it seemed as

ness.
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though there canie upon him a sort of fury Duke's Guard, their horses tethered near them ,

akin to madness, or ( as the ancients would squatted on the ground, and, between , Tom

have fabled ) to some inspiration from the God masino lay full length on the ground . His

of War, which transformed him utterly, imbu- face was white, his eyes closed , and a bloody

ing him with a rage and rushing impetuosity. bandage was about his head. One of the two

Here lay his danger when matched with such by him had forced his lips open , and was

a swordsman as was little Tommasino ; but for giving him to drink from a bottle. The other

all that, few cared to meet him , some saying , sprang up on sight of Antonio, and laid

that, though they called themselves as brave as hand to his sword -hilt.

others, yet they seemed half appalled when · Peace, peace ! ' said Antonio. “ Is the lad dead ?'

Count Antonio set upon them ; for he fought ' Ile is not dead , my lord , but he is sore

as though he must surely win, and as though hurt. '

God were with him . Thus now he darted upon And what do you here with him ? And

Robert de Beauregard , in seeming recklessness how did you take him ?'

of receiving thrusts himself, yet ever escaping We came up with him here, and surrounded

them by his sudden resource and dexterity, him ; and while some of us held him in front,

and ever himself attacking, leaving no space to one cut the hamstrings of his horse from

take breath , and bewildering the other's prac- behind ; and the horse fell, and with the horse

tised skill by the dash and brilliance of his the lady and the young lord . He was up in

assault. And it may be also that the dark- ' an instant ; but as he rose, the Lieutenant

ness, which was now falling fast, hindered struck him on the head and dealt him the

Robert the more, for Antonio was famed for , wound you see. Then he could fight no more ;

the keenness of his eyes by night. Be these and the Lieutenant took the lady, and with

things as they may, in the very moment when the rest rode back towards the city, leaving us

Robert pricked Antonio in the left arm and charged with the duty of bringing the young

cried out in triumph on his stroke, Antonio lord in so soon as he was in a state to come

leaped on him and drove his sword through with us.'

his heart ; and Robert, with the sword yet in They took the lady ? '

him , fell to the ground, groaning. And when Even so, my lord.'

Antonio drew forth the sword, the man at his ' And why did they not seek for me ? '

feet died . Thus, if it be God's will , may all The fellow - Martolo was his name - smiled

traitors perish , grimly ; and his comrade, looking up, answered :

Antonio looked round the plain ; but it grew Maybe they did not wish to find you, my

darker still, and even his sight did not avail lord. They had been eight to one, and could

for more than some threescore yards. Yet he not have failed to take you in the end. '

saw a dark mass on his right, distant, as he “ Ay, in the end,' said Martolo, laughing now .

judged, that space or more. Rapidly it moved : Nor, added he, had the Lieutenant such great

sarely it was a group of men galloping, and love for Robert de Beauregard that he would

Antonio stood motionless regarding them . But rejoice to deliver you to death for his sake,

they swept on, not turning whither he stool ; seeing that you are a Monte Velluto and he á

and he, unable to tell what they did , whether rascally ?

they sought him or whither they went, watched * Peace ! He is dead," said Count Antonio.

them till they faded away in the darkness ; and " You have killed him ?' they cried with one

then, leaving Robert where he lay, he mounted voice .

his horse and made speed towards the hills, ' Ile attacked me in treachery, and I have

praying that there he should find his cousin and killed him ,' answered Antonio.

the lady Lucia, escaped from the pursuit of the For a while there was silence. Then Antonio

Duke's men. Yet had he known what those asked , “ The lady - did she go willingly ?'

dimly discerned riders bore with them , he ' She was frightened and dazed by her fall ,

would have been greatly moved at all costs and my lord ; she knew not what she did nor

at every hazard follow after them , and seek what they did to her . And the Lieutenant

to overtake them before they came to the took her in front of him , and , holding her

city. with all gentleness, so rode towards the city. '

Ön he rode towards the hills, quickly, yet ‘ God keep her, ' said Antonio.

not so hastily butthat he scanned the ground ' Amen , poor lady ! ' said Martolo, doffing his

as he went so well as the night allowed him . сар..

The moon was risen now, and to see Then Antonio whistled to his horse, which

easier. When he had covered a distance of some came to his side ; with a gesture he bade the

two miles, he perceived something lying across men stand aside, and they obeyed him ; and he

his path . Bending to look, he found it to be gathered Tommasino in his arms.

the corpse of a horse : he leaped down and stirrup, that I may mount,' said he; and still

bent over it. It was the horse Tommasino had | they obeyed. But when they saw him mounteil ,

ridden : it was hamstrung, and its throat had with Tommasino seated in front of him , Mar

been cut. Antonio, seeing it, in sudden appre- tolo cried, “ But, my lord, we are charged to

hension of calamity, cried aloul; and to his take him back and deliver lim to the Duke. '

wonder his cry was answered by a voice which And if you do ? ' asked Antonio.

came from a clump of bushes fifty yards on Martolo made a movement ils of one tying a

the right. He ran hastily to the spot, think- noose.

ing nothing of his own safety nor of anything ' And if you do not ? ' asked Antonio .

else than what had befallen his friends' ; and • Then we had best not show ourselves alive

under the shelter of the bushes two men of the to the Duke.'

Was

* Hold my
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Antonio looked down on them . " To whom her was commended by the Duke into the

bear you allegiance ? said he. hands of a discreet lady ; and for a while His

" To His Highness the Duke, ' they answered , Highness, for very shame, forbore to trouble

uncovering as they spoke. her with suitors. For he said, in his bitter

" And to whom besides ? ' asked Autonio. humour, as he looked down on the dead body

" To none besides, they answered , wondering. of Robert de Beauregard : ' I have lost two

‘ Ay, but you do,' said he. • To One who good servants and four strong arnis through

wills not that you should deliver to death a her ; and mayhap , if I find her another suitur,

lad who has done but what his honour bade she will rob me of yet another stalwart gentle

him. ' man .

‘God's counsel God knows, ' said Martolo. So she abode , in peace indeed , but in sore

“ We are dead men if we return alone to the desolation and sorrow , longing for the day

city. You had best slay us yourself, my lord , when Count Antonio should conie back to seek

if we may not carry the young lord with her. And again was she closely guarded by

us. ' the Duke.

• You are honest lads, are you not ? ' he

asked. “ By your faces, you are men of the

city. SOLUBLE P A P E R.

" So are we, my lord ; but we serve the Duke

in his Guard for reward .' By the aid of heat and powerful chemicals, it

' I love the men of the city as they love is possible to dissolve anything, even the hardest

me,' said Antonio. “ And a few pence a day rock ; but the material as such is destroyed in

should not buy a man's soul as well as his the process, being converted into a number of

body. different substances. It is one thing to dissolve

The twomen looked at one anotherin per- a refractory body, and quite another to get it

plexity
The fear and deference in which they back in the same chemical state as it was at

field Antonio forbade them to fall on him ; yet first. Of all the things that we should least

they dared not let him take Tommasino. Then,

as they stood doubting, he spoke low and softly expect to dissolve readily, cotton, wood, paper,

to them : 'When he that should give law and and similar material appear to be the most

uphold right deals wrong, and makes white insoluble ; yet a process has been discovered by

black and black white, it is for gentlemen and three well-known chemists which permits us to
honest men to be

a law unto themselves. dissolve cotton -wool, &c . , and, by_proper treat

Mount your horses, then, and follow me. Aud
ment, to reproduce it unaltered. By “ unaltered '

so long as I am safe, you shall be safe ; and so
mean unaltered in a chemical sense. Of

long as I live , you shall live ; and while I eat

and drink, you shall have to drink and eat; course, it would not be possible to reproduce

and you shall be my servants. And when the the actual fibres of the original material, but

time of God's will - whereof God forbid that I the substance would be recovered in mass.

should doubt-is come, I will go back to her I It is just as well, before we go any farther,

love, and you shall go back to them that love to get a clear idea of the substance we

you ; and men shall say that you have proved dealing with when we speak of cotton - wool or

yourselves true men and good.”
raw cotton . Cliemists call the pure substance

Thus it was that two men of the Duke's cellulose, because it is the material out of which

Guard – Martolo and he whom they called Bena the cell-walls of plants are built. When we have

(for of his true there is

-went together with Count Antonio and his said this, we have said a great deal ; for, as all

cousin Tommasino to a secret fastness in the the parts of a plant are made up of cells, this

hills ; and there in the cou'se of many days cellulose is to us human beings, not to speak

Tominasino was healed of theword which the of the other animals, one of the most important

Lieutenant of the Guard had given him , and bodies in the whole of Nature's laboratory.

rude his horse again, and held next place to Wood, cotton, linen, straw , grass, hemp, jute,

Antonio himself in the band that gathered round paper, and many other things, are all more or

them . For there came to them every man that less pure forms of cellulose. Chemists always

was wrongfully oppressed ; and some came for mean something by every syllable in their queer

love of adventure, and because they loped to language, and the termination -ose indicates

strike good blows; and some whom that cellulose is a close relation to starch and

Antonio would not receive, inasmuch as they sugar ; also, from this, it is a second cousin to

were greater rogues than were those whose tlie alcohols and ethers. Perhaps, one of these

wrath they fled from . days, chemists will show us how to convert

Such is the tale of how Count Antonio was wood and straw into a good nourishing diet ;

outlawed from the Duke's peace and took to wood -biscuits have been made in Berlin as food

the hills. Faithfully have I set it down, and for horses. Plants are able to convert sugar into

whoso will may blame the Count, and whoso cellulose, and vice versů, and there is no reason

will may praise him . For myself, I thank why we should not learn to do so too. Con

Ileaven that I am well rid of this same trouble - sidering the immense number of industries in

some passion of love, that likens one man to a which paper is employed , a process by which

lion and another to a fox . this cellulose could be dissolved up and re

But the Lady Lucia, being brought back to deposited in moulds, or in any desired shape,

the city by the Lieutenant of the Guard , was has always been much sought after ; but until

lodged in her own house, and the charge of | recently it has not been found.

are

name

came
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Various ways of dissolving, cotton -wool, the writing and other commercial papers, the great

purest form of cellulose, have been known for a advantage being that they would not fall to

fong time, and many valuable applications have pieces if they happened to get wet. One pro

arisen from them ; but dissolved paper could cess it seems to be really designed for — namely,

not be re-formed in a state capable of use by the manufacture of artificial silk by means of

itself. Black oxidle of copper dissolved in strong an apparatus copied from the spinnerets of the

ammonia will dissolve cotton -wool and most spider, invented not very long ago. The jelly

forms of cellulose. Advantage is taken of this can be cast in moulds, and takes an excellent

in the manufacture of Willesden papers, the impression of any surface with which it is in

copper-ammonia being allowed to act on the contact . There is thus a probability of its being

surface of the sheets, so as to partially dissolve employed for making ornamental mouldings,

the paper and re -deposit it as a hard waterproof and as a substitute for papier-mâché.

coating. When thick paper is required , one A machine has been constructed for making

or more sheets are cemented together with the films direct from the solution . The films can

copper-ammonia solution. The dark-green sur be made thick or thin , of any width, and in

face of the Willesden paper is due to the continuous rolls. The material takes up dyes

copper it contains ; but by suitable treatment, so readily that it can be coloured as it passes

paper dissolved in copper-ammonia solution can through the machine without having to undergo

De obtained white and free from copper. Strong any special process. Any graining or pattern

oil of vitriol will dissolve cotton -wool , but can be imparted to the paper at the same time,

changes it into grape -sugar. Vegetable parch- so that there are great possibilities of using it

ment, so largely used for covering jam - pots in the manufacture of leather-papers, ceiling

and a variety of other purposes, is merely, and other decorative papers.

ordinary unsized paper that has been dipped Another use of the jelly — which will , in

in oil of vitriol for a few minutes. Collodion all probability, be of the utmost value — is for

and gun -cotton both made by treating the treatment of textile fabrics such as linen

cotton -wool with nitric acid . Gun-cotton is one and cotton. It is customary at present to

of the principal constituents of cordite and ! ' weight' textile goods with china clay, and to

other smokeless powders. Celluloid is gum- ' use various substances to give them a good

cotton mixed with camphor, and, as may be , surface appearance. The main object of the

imagined, is highly inflainmable.
i
china clay is to deceive the unsuspecting Hindu,

The new soluble paper is made by acting who buys the goods by weight ; but the practice

upon cotton- wool with strong alkali, and then is not confined to goods intended for the Indian

treating it with the vapour of that particu- market. The soluble cellulose bestows a better

larly evil-smelling liquid, carbon bisulphide . appearance on the fabrics , and at the same

A golden -coloured dough is the result of these time adds greatly to their strength. One draw

operations. The dough swells enormously on back to the cellulose produced from the jelly

the addition of water, and finally dissolves is that it is not perfectly transparent, like cellu

completely. One curious point about the solu- loid ; but the chemists who discovered it are

tion is its wonderful viscosity, a solution con- ' trying to overcome this difficulty, so that it

taining seven parts in a hundred being like , can be employer for the production of photo

glycerine. Strong, alcohol or brine coagulates graphic negative films.

the solution, and heat produces the same effect. Many more applications than we have cited

The yellow colour of the dough is due to will no doubt suggest themselves to those who

impurities ; after purification, the jelly and solu- | read this article, and there seems to be a future

tion being perfectly free from colour. The of extended usefulness before the new invention.

weakness of the solution capable of forming a Its discoverers are still working on the same

jelly is astonishing ; a jelly containing only lines, and hope to elaborate many more interest

five parts of the soluble paper in a thousand ing and valuable modifications of this very

being stiff enough to be handled : this is water important cellulose.

standing upright with a vengeance! A jelly

containing ten parts in a hundred is quite solid

to the touch . The alkali and sulphur are easily A LEGEND OF PRINCE MAURICE.

removed from the jelly by washing, and pure

paper or cellulose is left behind. PART II. - CONCLUSION .

As may be imagined , the applications to MAPANA had one of those rare voices which ,

which this discovery can be put are immense.
almost more than

When perfectly dry, the cellulose is semi-trans
mere beauty alone, seem

created to enslave mankind. I once, years ago,

parent, resembling horn. It is hard, and can

be turned readily in the lathe, taking an excel- on a trip home to England, heard Sarah Bern

lent polish . Although inuch may be done hardt. The toues of her silvery voice came

with it in this way, it is the direct applica- nearer to Mapana's than any I ever lieard .

tions of the jelly and solution that will prove How so fair a woman came to be heading a

the most valuable. The solution forins a splen- barbarous tribe here in this outlandish corner of

did adhesive, and, on account of its purity, Africa — whence she took her European descent

will be of great service in mounting photo
graphs, besidestaking the place of gum ,india- 1,-- puzzled me intensely. I was determined some

rubber solution, and glue, if it can be made how to hunt out the mystery. I had noticed,

cheap enough. It has actually been used for when we first encountered Mapana's tribesmen

book - binding and for the l'ougher work of bill at the foot of the mountains, that much of their

sticking. Another use willbefor the sizing of speech resembled the Sechuana and Basuto
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Now

men

tongues, with which I am well acquainted. ' paler in colour than the rest of the tribe, and

The languages of the various Bantu tribes have I told Mapana so.

strong affinities. I noticed many
words even “ Yes,' she returned. “ Seleni is descended from

resembling Zulu and Amakosa among these the whiteman from whom I descend , but by

a baser branch. My forefathers come directly
people, who, by the way, called themselves

from the white man who settled among the
Umfanzi. The difference of idiom and intona- Umfanzi long ago, and married the chief's

tion at first bothered me ; in a little while, daughter. That white man—Morinza , we call

however, as Mapana questioned and cross-ques- him— became rnler over the tribe, taught us

tioned the Bushmen, I began pretty clearly to many things, and left the family of chiefs to

understand her. I spoke in a low tone to which I belong. I have sent for you ' - here

April ; he, too, comprehended her speech. I she inquired my name, which I told her to

now ventured to address her myself. I spoke look upon the things which I have here. They

slowly and distinctly ; and , after a little, she were Morinza's, and they have always been

began to understand much of what I said , as, cherished in my family.'
too, did her headmen and counsellors. I ex Here she took the necklet of coins from her

plained that I was a subject of a great white neck and handed it to me. She had also for my

Queen, dwelling far across some mighty waters ; inspection the sword I have spoken of, and an

that I had heard of another white Queen , and old -fashioned book , very handsomely bound in

had travelled far to pay her my respects, and red leather, curiously gilt and stamped . This

to enter upon terms of good - will and friendship book she took from a covering of soft hide, in
with her and her tribe .

which it was carefully wrapped.

My words seemed to give satisfaction. Japana I was intensely interesteci, and first examined

spoke in an aside with some of the older men the gold coins composing the necklet. There

about her, and then addressed me. She told were seven in all , four large and three smaller.

me that she was of white descent herself — at a I recognised at once the head of Charles I. ,

remote distance of time — that the blood hal and made out without difficulty that the coins

always been cherished in her tribe, and that were twenty -shilling and ten -shilling pieces of

she and her counsellors were glad to receive that king's reign. I next took up the sword.

She directed me to be lodged in a new The scabbard
had once been handsome in

hut just outside her kotla, and intimatel that leather and metal, but was worn and

she would be pleased to receive me later in the battered . The sword itself, a straight, narrowish

day. Meanwhile, food and water, and whatever rapier, was a very beautiful one. It was in

else we required , should be placed at my excellent condition and finely engraved . On

disposal. A guard of a couple of armed the centre of the blade were these words in

was told off to keep away intrusive or old - fashioned lettering :

too curious tribes- people from our quarters.

We killed a sheep, and enjoyed a square

meal ; after which I went, surrounded by a

BREDAE, 1638.'

of interested natives, to a stream Latin for : ‘ From Rupert to his Maurice.

close by, where I had a good wash , combed out Before Breda, 1638. '

my hair and beard , and made myself present Now in the mind of every schoolboy ( said

able for the next interview with the fascinating Cressey, pansing in his narrative) the names

Mapana. For the rest of the afternoon we sat | Rupert and Maurice always ruin together. They

resting, and luxuriated in a quiet smoke. were nephews of Charles I. , sons of Elizabeth,

At about four o'clock young headman Queen of Bohemia , and they are well known

cime with a message that Mapana wished to in English history. Since I to Cape

see me again . IIe seemed by no means pleased Town, I have been to the Library, and I find

with his errand, and preceded me with a very that Prince Maurice served his first or second

unprepossessing scowl upon his face. The campaign in 1638 with the Prince of Orange

Queen was now only attended by a few of her at the siege of Breda. Prince Rupert was there

I sat (lown near ler ; my conductor learning the trade of war at the same time.

stood leaning upon his assegai. The meaning of the inscription on that sword

' Seleni,' said Mapana, looking at him , ' I ---which I have, and will show you presently

wish to speak with the white man alone ; you -is to my mind perfectly clear.

can leave me.'
Well, to get on with my yarn. As I sat in

" Queen,' answered the young man , not too Mapana's kraal with the sword in my hands,

civilly , I thought, this man is il stranger. I began to wonder whether I was in a cream .

Who knows his heart ? He may cherish mis- Was it possible that the beautiful brunette
chief. I stay to guard the Queen from before me, chieftain of a tribe of outlandish

danger.' Kaflirs, came of such stock as this ? The idea

Mapana flushed a little .
It was pretty to see seemed too wildly improbable. Yet, if her tale

the colour run under the clear brunette of her and the evidence before me meant anything, it

skin . There is no danger," she said , with meant that this sword, these gold coins, had

some asperity.— .Go, till I call for you .' once belonged to Maurice of the Rhine. I took

Making an obeisance, Seleni , much against the book in my hand and turned over its

his will , stalked out of the kotla. yellow pages. What I saw there yet more

Mapana turned to me. “ Seleni is a kinsman electrified me, and stimulated yet further my

of mine,' she sail ; " and he presumes upon it. imagination. The book an old French

I had noticed that this young man, and one work on hawking, entitled, La Fauconnerie ;

or two others among the headmen, were slightly par Charles d’Esperon ; Paris : 1605. On the

RUPERTUS MAURITIO SUO.

concourse

a

came

wonien .

was
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fly -leaf was written , in an antique yet clear Then nothing would do but I must give her
hand :

my teaspoon.
It was an old worn silver one,

MAURITIO P. d . d . MATER AMANTISSIMA ,
as it happened . She looked so inerry, so good

humoured, so fascinating, there by the cheeryELIZABETHA R. 1635. '

firelight, that I felt inclined to deny her

Translated, this would “ To Maurice, nothing:

Prince , a gift from his loving mother Eliza ‘ But,' I said , ' you must give me something

beth, Queen, 1635.' in return .'

There was no earthly reason to suppose that She looked reflectively for a moment, then

the inscription upon that old fly -leaf_lied. sent a girl to her hut. The girl returned with

That book, then, had once belonged to Prince two more of the gold coins I have mentioned .

Maurice ; lad once been the loving gift to him They were strung close together on fine sinew,

of the unlucky, beautiful Elizabeth, Queen of and were used , as Mapana showed me, as a fillet

Bolemia, his mother. It seemed so strange, so or decoration for the head. We made the ex

tragic, to find here these relics of the old change amid much merriment and some chaff,

Stuart blood ; to see before me perhaps even and I think were mutually content. I certainly

a descendant of that ill -starred line, that my had the best of the deal. Mapana at my sug

mind, as I gazed froin the old book to Mapana, gestion used the spoon with her milk and por

from Mapana's soft eyes to the book again, ran ridge, which she had previously eaten by means

ina flood of strangely mingled emotions. I of a kind offlat spoon -- and her pretty fingers.
asked Mapana again to tell me how these I don't know what possessed me- perhaps it

things had come into her family. was the caressing touch of her hand , which

She reiterated that her father and grand- had been once or twice laid upon mine while

father had always told her that these were the begging for the spoon — but, before saying good

things of Morinza (was not this name, I asked night and going to my hut, I asked Mapana if

myself, an African corruption of Moritz or she would like to be saluted in the fashion of

Maurice ?) , the white man , their ancestor. That my country. She assented with a smile. I

he had them with him when he encountered stooped towards her, placed my hands upon her

the tribe. That in those days the Umfanzi shoulders, and kissed her upon the cheek and

lived much farther to the west (she indicated lips. Never was caress more sweet! I don't

the direction with her hand ), not far from a think Mapana thought so badly of it either ;

great water (probably the South Atlantic) ; that there was no sign of displeasure in her clark

other things of his had also formerly belonged eyes. Her maidens were rather startled, and

to them , but had almost all been lost in wars ejaculated some very astonished " ous ; ' but they

and wanderings. were very discreet.

Now I have been always fond of history, Before I quitted her, I askell Mapana to lend

and, as a youngster, the story of the Stuarts me the old book on Falconry. I wanted to

had a deep interest for me. I had a clear examine it more closely . On my promising to

recollection in my mind that Prince Maurice deliver it to her again, she sent for it and

had been lost at sea some time during the placed it in my hands. I went back to my

Commonwealth or Cromwell'sProtectorate,while hut, put the book into my saddle-baş till morn

a privateering or filibustering expedition. ing, and quickly fell into a sound slumber.

Was it not possible, I asked myself, that he I saw little of Mapana till next evening.

had been wrecked off the African coast, or even She was bathing with her women at a lagoon

marooned by a discontented crew ? I find, by in the morning. Then a council of headmen

the way , on conting down country, that Maurice was held , chiefly to (liscuss my visit ; this lasted

was actually off the west coast of Africa in some hours. I wandered quietly about the

1652, the year of his supposed death. He is , village, escorted by two tribesmen ; saw that

believed by some to have been lost in a storm the horses were well fed and cared for, looked

off the West Indies, but the circumstance of at our rifles, and waited rather impatiently for

his death seems to be very much shrouded in another audience with Mapana. During the

mystery. There is nothing clear about it . afternoon the Bushmen left the town . They

I told Mapana that I knew something of the had soon tired of its attractions, and yearned

origin of these relics. That their owner had to be in the veldt again .

once been a warrior in mycountry; and that I l Itwas not tillnightfall that Mapana sent for

should like to take them home, and have them me. I supped with her again by the fire in

identified , if possible. That for her own sake, front of her hut, and again we had coffee and

this ought to be done. much laughter together. She was in curious

She looked very wistfully at me, but shook spirits ; sometimes rippling over with fun and

her head , and told one of her girls to put the i sort of naive coquetry ; at others, looking

sword and book back in her hut. The necklet serious and thoughtful, and even , as I thought,

she put on again . By this time it was dark a little askance at me. I lighted my pipe and

and we sat by a blazing fire of woodl. began to smoke. Presently she sat herself a

Mapana now asked me to sup. with her. I little nearer to me and spoke.

was not loth , of course ; and, having still some My headmen ,” she said, “ want to know if

coffee, sugar, and a tin of condensed milk in you have come to stay long among us, Kareesa'

my saddle-bags, I had them and the kettle (so she pronounced my name) ; ' I could not tell

brought round . I boiled some water, and them this morning. What does Kareesa say ?

treated my charming barbarian to her first cup I tire of ruling these people alone. I want a

of coffee. She was clelighted , and drank two man to help me. Seleni hopes to become that

beakers of it with the greatest enjoyment. man ; but Seleni - well, I love not Seleni over

on
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much. Why should not Kareesa join his lot Mapana, and the consequent turmoil, so bothered

with mine and share my power ? ' Mapana them that they never did . Thanks to my idea

looked more beautiful than ever, I thought, at of keeping our nags always saddled and bridled,

that moment; she was very serious, and her and to April's bravery and smartness, we

dark eyes were turned almost beseechingly to escaped with our lives.

mine. "Half barbarian though she was, I never Poor dead Mapana ! I shall never cease to

could forget that white blood ran strong within mourn her as a good, and true, and most be

her ; and in mere looks alone there was enough witching woman. I admired her beauty and

to tempt many a better man than I, who was her kindly heart. May she rest in peace !

already more than half in love with her. Well (ended Cressey) that's my yarn . It's

I knew not what to say, but was about to a curious one, isn't it? If you are as dry as

stumble into some sort of speech . She leaned I am , you must want a whisky and seltzer.

yet nearer, and placed a land gently upon my | After that, if you 'll come to my bedroom,

At that instant a sharp whistle, which I I'll show you the relics — the two coins, the

knew to be April's, and April's only, smote my sword, and the book-I brought from Umfanzi

I half turned round. As I did so, an land.

arrow grazed the breast of my flannel shirt and

drove deep into the left bosom of Mapana. Touching these same relics, which have proved

She uttered a little choking cry, and fell into undoubtedly to have once belonged to Prince

my arms, a dying woman . I could not let her Maurice of the Rhine, they are likely to adorn

go in her last agony, poor soul ; yet I knew shortly the collection of a great personage, or

there was deadly danger about me even as I of a well-known Museum .

supported her. Those moments were like some As for the descent of poor Mapana—whether

vile and terrible dream . In a second or two she and her forefathers truly sprang, as she

another arrow transfixed the fleshy part of my claimed , from Prince Maurice himself—that is

upper arm, Almost at the same instant the a mystery dead with her dead self, never to

report of a rille rang out ; there was à cry, be clearly explained on this side the dark

and a fall, and I knew Mapana was avenged- portals.

by April.

Next came April's voice : ‘ Baas, Baas, are

you there ? Come quickly .'
LOCAL DAINTIES.

I cried out : ‘ All riglit; I'm coming ;' and PECULIAR honours have long been accorded to

then looked into my poor lost Mapana's face certain localities, by epicures and those versed

again. She had given a shiver or two, a last in culinary lore, for the savoury viands and

struggle, and was now dead in my arms. I

dainty dishes they supply. In some cases such
laid her quietly upon the earth and kissed her delicacies have been inimortalised in a local

brow . She had in her hands, poor thing, as proverb or folk -rhyme ; while others have gained

she often had , the old sword . Her grip upon an equal reputation from their historic associ

the scabbard was so strong that I could not ations.
Thus, the Downs near Sutton, Ban

easily loosen it. I drew the blade quickly stead , and Epsom produce delicate small sheep,

from the scabbard, and with one last look at
a luxury which could delight even à royal

her as she lay, still wonderfully beautiful even connoisseur; for Richard Sutton is reported to

in death, I left Mapana.
have said , “ How the king [Charles II .] loved

Meanwhile, the whole town was in a fright- Banstead 'mutton ! Despite the lapse of years,

ful uproar. Poor Mapana’s women were shriek- the meat ofthe small Southdownstill retains

ing in her hut. llen's voices were yelling its wonted flavour, and it is as delicious as it

excitedly in different directions. War-drunis
was in the days of the Merry Monarch. The

were beating already .
Dartmoor sheel', which produces the esteemed

I rushed to the kotla entrance. April was there Oakhampton mutton, is a small breed ; and a

with the two horses, saddled and bridled, and Northumberland rhyme reminus us of

our rifles both loaded. First, I made him break

and draw the arrow from my arm . He pointed Rothbury for goats' milk,

And the Cheviots for mutton .
to the body of Seleni, whom he had shot dead

just as he fired his second arrow at me. We From time immemorial, Kent has been noted

jumped into our saddles and galloped straight for its brawn, that made at Canterbury being

for the river. It was our only chance. By sent to all parts of the county. It would

great good luck, we reached the banks safely , seem , too, that Sussex was once famous for this

swam our horses across, and chanced the croco- dish , for an okl entry tells how Henry VI.

diles . Once on the other side, we cantered | directed the sheriff of Sussex to buy for a

steadily , all through the night, due south . At Christmas feast ‘ ten brawns with the heads.'

early morning we swam the river again , much of English sausages, the finest are produced

against the grain, and then, after an hour's at Epping, Norwich, Oxford, and Cambridge.

rest in thick bush, steadily continued our Soyer speaks in high praise of some presented

flight, now more to the eastward . To cut a to him by Sir George Chetwynd, and which

long 'story short, by dint of nursing our ways, were made by a country pork - butcher at

we made good our escape, reached the wagons Atherstone, a small town near Greendon Hall.

in safety, and trekked hard till we had put Bologna and Göttingen are celebrated for their

a hundred and fifty miles between us and savoury sausages, and in Theodore Hook's amus

Umfanziland. ing Adrentures of Peter Priggins, the College

Whether the Umfanzis followed us or not, Scout, will be found a recipe for the manu

I don't know . Quite possibly, the death of facture of Oxford sausaye-meat, which has

le
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earned a well-merited distinction. According to and the turkeys and geese of Norfolk and

an old Cornish rhyme, which is quoted in Dr Suffolk . Passing through Essex, one may see

King's Art of Cookery, the following dainties whole herds' of geese and ducks in the fields

were once proverbial : there, fattening without thought of the future.

Cornwall swab pie , and Devon white pot brings,
Most of these birds, writes Dr Duran, " are

And Leicester beans and bacon fit for kings. foreigners. They are Irish by birth ; but they

are brought over by steam , in order to be per

Melton -Mowbray has long been in repute for fected by an English education ; and when the

its pork pies ; and a world -famed luxury known due state of perfection has been attained , they

to most epicures are the Strasbourg pâtés, long are transferred to London.'

esteemed so great a delicacy as to be sent to Dunstable larks are a dainty much coveted

distant countries as presents. Speaking of such by epicures, and London is annually supplied,

savoury dishes, it appears that the Salters' from the country about Dunstable alone, with

Company were in days gone by noted for their not fewer than four thousand dozen . But the

game pies, the recipe for the making of which, enthusiasm with which gourmets speak of these®

as preserved in their books, is deserving of birds is far exceeded by the Germans, who

notice: " Take a pheasant, a hare, a capon , two travel many hundred miles to Leipzig merely to

partridges, two pigeons, and two rabbits ; bone eat a dinner of larks. Such is the slaughter of

them, and put them into paste in the shape larks at the Leipzig fair, that as many as half

of a bird , with the livers and hearts, two a million are annually eaten, principally by the

mutton kidneys, forcemeats, and egg-balls, booksellers frequenting that city.

seasoning, spice, ketchup, and pickled mush Whittlesey mere, in Huntingdonshire, now

rooms, filled up with gravy from the various drained , once produced the finest ruft's and

bones. A pie was so made by the Company's reeves, a delicacy of which Prince Talleyrand

cook in 1836, and was found to be excellent. was extremely fond, his regular allowance

For years past Gloucester has had a lucrative during the season being two a day. An amus

trade in lampreys ; and from a very early ing anecdote is told of a young curate who had

period until the year 1836, it was customary coine up to be examined for priests' orders, and

for the city to send at Christinas ' a lamprey was asked to dinner at Bishopthorpe by Arch

with a raised crust ' to the sovereign, entries bishop Markham . Out of modesty , he confined

of its regular transmission appearing in the himself exclusively to the dish before him till

Corporation Records. one of the resident dignitaries observed him .

During the Commonwealth , it appears from But it was too late ; the ruffs and reeves had

the subjoined minute that the pie was sent to vanished to a bird.

the members for the city : “ Paid to Thomas A similar tale has been told of another deli

Suffield, cook, for lamprey pies sent to cate morsel, the wlieatear, popularly designated
Parliament men, £8. ' Indeed, a well-stewed the English ortolan .' A Scotch officer

lamprey has long been esteemed a rare delicacy dining with a certain Lord George Lennox,

by inost epicures, and as such , it is said , almost then Commandant at Portsmouth , and
excused the royal excess which carried off placed near a dish of wheatears, which was

Henry I. at Rouen. In 1530 the Prior of rapidly disappearing under his repeated atten

Llanthony at Gloucester sent " cheese, carp, and tions to it. Lady Louisa Lennox tried to divert
baked lainpreys' Henry VIII. at Windsor, his notice to another dish, but ' Na, na, my

for which the bearer received twenty shillings. leddy,' was the reply ; these wee birdies will

The Berkshire breed of pigs is one of the do verra weel.'

best in England, and York House, Bath, has Norfolk and Suffolk have also been long

long been famous for the mild flavour of the renowned for partridges, and in years past a

hams dressed there. The fine quality of York- Leicestershire partridge was never dressed at

shire ham has often been attributed to the Belvoir Castle . Some gastronomic enthusiasts

superiority of the salt employed ; while Wilt- have praised the pochard or dun -bird as

shire bacon has always been in request on special dainty, It is a species of wild-fowl

account of its delicate taste. On the Continent, caught in the decoys of Essex and other counties.

there are the so-called hams of Bayonne , cured The flesh is said to melt in the mouth like

at Pau, in the Lower Pyrenees; while the tha of th celebrated canvas -back duck of

Spanish hoy -meat and Westphalia hams are America. Then there is the Dorking fowl ;

generally considered to owe much of their and the Scotch grouse has never been equalled ,

peculiar excellence to the swine being fed on in connoisseurs' opinion. Burns, too, it maybe

beech-mast, which our limited forests cannot remembered, wrote a poem in praise of Scotch

to any extent allow.' A genuine hure de hacgis ;' and Bishop, referring to jack-pudding,

sanglier, or wild-boar's heal, from the Black humorously speaks of the dainties of different

Forest would , it has often been remarked, countries. A favourite dish in Shropshire is

elevate the plainest dinner into dignity. A late bubble-and -sqneak, of which report goes George

king of Hanover used to send one to each of | II. was fond. It is generally said that, when

his most esteemed friends in England every | Prince of Wales, he happened to partake of it

Christmas ; and it was a test of political con- at a bachelor's table in that county, and was

sistency to remain long upon his list, for all so pleased with it, that the homely dish was

who abandoned His Majesty's somewhat rigid frequently afterwards seen at Carlton House.

creed of orthodoxy in Church and State were The county of Chester las for ages past been

periodically weeded out. ' famous for the excellence of its cheese ; and as

Among specialties regarding birds may be far back as the time of Henry II. it is recorded

mentioned the capon of Surrey and Sussex ; how Countess Constance of Chester kept a herd

OUT
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was

a
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of kine, and made good cheeses, three of which fectionery have long been undisputed, and

she presented to the Archbishop of Canterbury: Banbury cakes are still much sought after,

The pride of Cheshire in the time-honoured being shipped to most parts of the world. It

superiority of its cheese may be gathered from iis noteworthy that “Banberrie cakes' are

a provincial song, published with the music , tioned in a Treatise on Melancholie, published

about the year 1746, during the Spanish War , in 1586, among the articles that carry with

in the reign of George II. Next to Cheshire them melancholy ; and Ben Jonson , in his

rank Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Somerset for Bartholomew Fair (1614) , introduces a Banbury

their cheese ; and in the last county there is a man who was a baker - but he does dream

proverbial rhyme current which runs thus : now, and sees visions : he has given over his

If you would have a good cheese, and hav 'n old,
trade, out of a scruple he took that inspired

|conscience ; those cakes he made were servedYou must turn ' n seven tiines before he is old .

According to a popular error, Stilton cheese fane feasts and meetings.'

in bridalls, maypoles, morrises, and such pro

There are the

was originally made in the parish of Stilton, Richmond Maids of Honour,' delicious cheese

Lincolnshire : in point of fact, it was first

produced in Leicestershire, where it continues ability named from its regal
' days, when there

cakes, peculiar to Richmond, and in all prob

in , was kept up here a royal palace and court.
its name from an inn on the Great North

George III. seems to have been an admirer

Road in the parish of Stilton, where it was of this delicacy, his tables at Windsor Castle

first brought into notice.

The finest cream cheese is that of Cottenham It is stated that the large sum of one thousand
and Kew being regularly supplied with it.

and Southam in Cambridgeshire; and formerly pounds was once paid tự the fortunate possessor

Banbury was noted for its milk, cheese, about of the recipe for making this cheese-cake, with

an inch in thickness. Thus, in The Jerry Wives the goodl-will of the business, said to have been

of Windsor (Act I. scene i . ) , Pardolph, calls originally established in Hill Street, Richmond.

Slender a ‘ Banbury cheese ; ' an in Jack Drum's Shrewsbury Was not only famous for its

Entertainment we read, “You are like a Banbury painted glass-works, and for its making of

cheese, nothing but paring; Falstaff was more excellent brawn, but also for its cakes. Indeed,

complimentary to Tewkesbury than to Prince " Shrewsbury cakes have for many a year past

Hal when he said the prince's brains were been proverbial, a local dainty which Shenstone

thicker than Tewkesbury mustard.
has recorded among the products of his birth

The cheese known by the name of '‘ Trent
place :

Bank ’ is a good substitute for Parmesan, which

is manufactured between Cremona and Lodi, the And here each season do those cakes abide,

highest part of the Milanese. The butter of
Whose honoured names the ingrative city own,

Rendering through Britain's Isle Salopia's praises

Epping and Cambridge has long been held in known.

the highest repute ; and as far back as the time

of Elizabeth, Devonshire has been noted for its Shrewsbury, too, has long been noted for its

clouted cream . The Ilampshire honey, again, is Grinnel cakes, which are also made at Coventry,

deservedly in demanı ; and a Sussex rhynie says : Devizes, and Bury in Lancashire. Mention should

be made of Congleton, which has gained dis
Amberley — God knows,

All among the rooks and crows,
tinction for its cakes and gingerbread. These

Where the good potatoes grows. cakes are locally known ils Court cakes, ' from

The famous plums of Pershore in Worcester of the Corporation. They are of a triangular
being eaten at the quarterly -account meetings

shire are an important source of income to the form , with a raisin inserted at each corner,

parishioners, and it is said you can guess what representing,it has been suggested , the Mayor

kind of plum crop there is in any given year and its Justices, who were the governing body

by the way a Pershore man answers the ques- under the charter of James I.

tion where he comes from . "Why, from Per
Referring to fish dainties, Sussex seems to

shore, to be sure, lets you see that the crop is

good . But if he replies, 'From Pershore, God renowned for <a Chichester lolister, an Arundel
have been specially favoured , having been

help us ! you may infer that it isa bad year mullet, a Pulborough eel, a Selsey cockle, an

for plums.

manydelicacies in the way of vegetables; and Amberleytront,and a Rye herring. There is

an amusing rhyme to this effect :

formerly, Deptford onions, Battersea cablages,

Mortlake asparagus, Chelsea celery, and Charl
Arundel mullet - stinking fish ,

ton peas, were in high repute. At one time,
Eats it off a dirty dish ,

the neighbourhood about Bath was noted for which is said by the people of Offham to the

its strawberries ; and Kent still maintains its folk of Arundel ; but the retort is :

superiority in the flavour of its cherries, some

of its chief orchards being in the parishes on Oftham dingers, Church bell-ringers,

the borders of the Thames, the Darent, and
Only taters for your Sunday dinners.

the Medway. According to Busino, Venetian Few local industries are of older standing

ambassailor in the reign of James I. , it was than the Colchester oyster fishery, and the

a favourite amusement in the Kentish gardens annual oyster banquet is it well-known institu

to try who could eat most cherries. In this tion ; the finest British oysters are said to be

way, one young woman managed to cat twenty spawned in the Colne. The Christchurch and

pounds, beating by two and it half pounds her Severn salmon have long had a high repute ;

opponent. and the salmon at Killarney, broileil, toasted,

The merits of certain local articles of con or roasted on arbutus skewers, is inimitable.
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The Dublin haddock is another delicacy peculiar opposite the 'Standard Tavern. The chairmen

to the sister island, some of the finest being also smoke their pipes, and watch the duellists in

caught on the Cornish coast. The herring and the dim moonlight.

pilchard pies of Cornwall have beenproverbial ; Soon after the meeting here between Coote

and the herring industry of Great Yarmouth is and French, Leicester Fields was formed into

one of the most important centres of our fishing- a square, with Leicester House and its gardens

trade. Then there are the Whitstable oysters ; occupying the north siile. When Leicester

and the finest smelts were formerly considered Fields was beginning to be built over, the

to come from the Medway, at Rochester. A fields behind Montague House, in Bloomsbury,

Norfolk rhyme speaks of Cromer crabs and became the scene of duelling. The ground

Runton dabs ; and Quin thought the inhabit- nearest to Montague House was

ants of Plymouth ought to be the happiest of ' Capper's Farm a hundred years ago ; and the

mortals from their supply of dories. Plymouth whole of the district north of this farm ex

was noted for its red mullet ; and Greenwich tended in an unbroken line to the rustic village

whitebait are still an attraction. Pope long ' of Paddington . A favourite walk over these

ago spoke of fields, on a Sunday afternoon, was to the

Field of the Forty Footsteps. In this field,

The Kennet swift, for silver eels renowned ;

according to tradition , two brothers fought ; and

but, as it has been often observed, the Kennet so fierce was the combat, that both were slain :

is a slow river ; there are no eels at all in the since which time - 50 rws the tale — their foot

upper part, and those in the lower part are too prints remained as inclented there during the

large; but eels in perfection may be eaten at unnatural encounter ; nor could any grass, or

Salisbury, Anderton, or Overton. vegetable growth of any sort, ever be produced

Local dainties of one kind or another might where forty footmarks were thus disclosed .

be further multiplied , for there has always Profiting by this tradition, Jane Porter wrote an

been a certain amount of rival emulation in ingenious novel called the Field of the Forty Foot

this respect, although in some cases they seem steps. The incident is also recorded by Southey.

to have been largely influenced by fashion. After quoting a letter from a friend recom

Thus, according to an old proverb , He who mending him to visit the spot called " The

hath breams in his ponds may bid his friends Brothers' Steps,' he says : 'Wesought for nearly

welcome ; ' but this fish nowadays is rarely half an hour in vain . We were almost out of

hope, when an honest man who was at work

directed us to the ground adjoining a pond.

There was found what we sought. The steps
OLD LONDON DUELLING -GROUNDS.

are the size of a large human foot, about three

or both
LESS than a century ago, many of the most inches deep. The place where one

densely crowded spots in London at the pres; bare of grass. The labourer also pointed out
these brothers is supposed to have fallen is still

ent day were green fields, where, far removed thebankwhere the wretched woman - as tradi

from turmoil and the roar of traffic, many a tion relates — sat to see the combat.'

duel was fought. Neighbourhoods where narrow These fields remained waste and useless, with

lanes were a while ago, with flowering the exception of some nursery grounds near

banks and blooming hedgerows, have become the New Road , and a piece of ground enclosed

broad thoroughfares; and where the meadows for the Toxophilite Society, until the end of

stretched away as far as the eye could reach, the last century. An enterprising builder then

endless streets and squares have sprung up, these traditional footprints, previous to their
I began to erect houses. The latest record of

and shut out Highgate and other wooded being built over, is to be found in Moser's

hills that are still there. But the noted Duel. Commonplace Books : “Went into the fields at

ling-grounds — the spots upon which, day after the back of Montague House, and there saw

day, affairs of honour were decided — have com for the last time the “ forty footsteps.” The

pletely disappeared . The tide of lifeThe tide of life has builling materials are there ready to cover them

advanced like an intrusive wave, and has blotted from the sightof man .'

them out. Down to the very days of the
Bloomsbury Fields were in those days - par

Protectorate, even Leicester Fields, of which ticularly during the reign of William II1. - often

Leicester Square now forms the centre, was a killed the mysterious Beau Wilson in these
chosen as a duelling-grounıl. Law, the financier ,

large open common, and used for military exer- fields.

cise. Leicester House, in the middle of the
Another famous ground, in still more recent

seventeenth century, was the only mansion to times, was Chalk Farm , near which was the

be in the vicinity . The locality was • White House,' a tavern , with a tea garden. An

notorious a duelling-ground. The duel adjacent field , screened on one side by trees,

between Coote and Captain French was fought' was a favourite resort of duellists. One of the

here in_1699, when Coote was killed on the earliest duels at Chalk Farm took place in the

spot. Duelling in Leicester Fields, it will be summer of 1790 between Captain Aston and

remembered , is graphically described in Esmond. Lieutenant Fitzgerald . A lady, as fre

In the novel, Lord Mohun and Lord Castlewood quently the case, was the cause of their dispute .

(unlike Lord Mohun and the Duke of Hamilton Fitzgerald, firing first, shot Aston in the neck.

in the historical duel) had quarrelled at the He recovered, but was killed in another duel ,

'Greyhound. Thereupon, they take chairs to a few years later. In April 1803, two officers

the Fields. The gentlemen are set down --Montgomery and Macnamara - fought a duel

seen

seen

as

was
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here because the dog of one officer had growled Constantine, as he was called, sold coffee, choco

at the dog of the other. The first-named officer late, sherbet, and tea. The place was frequented

was killed, and the latter was severely wounded by a goodly company of wits and poets, includ

There was a trial for manslaughter ; but the ing Addison, Steele, and Goldsmith .

verdict was ‘ Not Guilty .' At another tavern in the Strand, the

Concerning the ' affairy between Moore and Adelphi,' a cluel was fought between the editor

Jeffrey at Chalk Farm, where, as Byron insists of the Morning Post and a certain Captain

Authors sometimes seek the field of Mars,' Stoney. The editor, an eccentric clergyman,

Tom Moore has himself left a record . Just as named Dudley, had inserted an article which

both pistols were raised, and they were waiting happened to give offence to the Captain ; and

for the signal to fire, some police officers, whose on refusing to name the author, received a

approach no onehad noticed , rushed out of a challenge. They took a room at this tavern,

hedge behind Jeffrey. One of them struck at and called for a brace of pistols ; and when

Jeffrey's pistol with his staff and knocked it these failed, they resorted to swords. They

out of his hand ; while another took possession were both wounded, and were then separated

of Moore's. They were conveyed, crestfallen, to with difficulty.

Bow Street. It is reported that they fired It was at the Castle ' Tavern , in Covent

blank cartridges. This incident inspired the Garden , that Sheridan fought a duel with

famous epigram , “ They only fire ball cartridge Captain Mathews in 1772. They had repaired

at reviews.' Byron also ridiculed this duel in to Ilyde Park, but finding the crowd too great,

his English Bards and Scotch Reviewers. Moore acljourned to this coffee-house. They fought

and Jeffrey, as is well known, became cordial with swords, and both were wounded, though

friends after this meeting at Chalk Farm . neither of them severely. The quarrel was

In another literary duel, fought on the about the beautiful Miss Linley, to whom

same ground, John Scott - a man of consider- Sheridan was already secretly married.

able promise-met with his en . It was on a The celebrated duel between the Duke of

moonlight night in February 1821. The quarrel Hamilton and Lord Mohun was arranged at

came about through a provoked attack on the “ Rose ? Tavern , in Covent Garden. The

Lockhart in the London. Scott was challenged duel took place in Hyèle Park. It was fought

by a friend of Lockhart's. on the 15th of November 1712. The Duke got

Old London taverns, or the courts outside, out of his coach on the road that goes to

were duelling - grounds in former days. In one Kensington ,' and walked over the grass and

of the rooms at the ' Star and Garter, a fashion between the two ponds.' The weapons were

able tavern in Pall Mall, a fatal cluel was swords ; and Lord Mohun was killed on the

fought in 1762. It was between William ,fifth spot, falling in the ditch on his back , and the

Lord Byron, and his Nottinghamshire neighbour, Duke falling near him , severely wounded . The

Mr Chaworth. The quarrel arose out of a keeper of Price's Lodge, in the park , lifted the

heated argument over the dinner table ; and in Duke up ; and he walked with the keeper's help

little more than an hour after its commence about thirty yards, when he declared that he

ment, Mr Chaworth received a mortal wound could go no farther, and dieil . Macartney, Lord

from his opponent. Lord Byron - great-uncle Mohun's second, who escaped to the Continent,

and immediate predecessor of the poet , was was accused by Colonel IIamilton, the Duke's

tried for the capital offence ; but he was found second, of having, stabbed his principal over

guilty only of manslaughter by the lIouse of his (the Colonel's) shoulder. A proclamation

Lorils . was issued offering five hundred pounds reward

Dick's' tavern stool on the south side of for the apprehension of Jacartney, to which

Fleet Street, near Temple Bar, and was origin- was added three hundred by the Duchess of

ally called " Richard's,' Richard Turner being Hamilton. The ostensible cause of the quarrel

the noted proprietor. Two hot-healed youths was the right of succession to the estate of

disagreed at Dick's' about some trifle ; and Geraril, Earl of Macclesfield , both having mar

the matter was subsequently decided at the ried nieces of the Earl ; but politics had per

" Three Cranes ' in the Vintry, by one of them , haps as much to do with it as the lawsuit in

Rowland St John, running his companion, John which they were engaged. No man of his time

Stiles of Lincoln's Inn, through the body. more frequently involved in duels than

Dick's ' is famous as the tavern to which Lord Mohun . IIe was twice tried for murder.

Steele conducted the Twadıllers, as commem- A Bill for the prevention of duelling was

orated in the Tatler. The 'Grecian ’ was also a brought into the House of Commons immedi

notorious coffee -house. Two young scholars, not ately afterthis affair ; but it was lost after the

inappropriately, hal a dispute at the 'Grecian ' second reading.

about the accent of a certain Greek word ; and Duelling went on for nearly a hundred years

not being able to decide the question amically, in London after this event. Early in the

stepped out into the court and settled it with present century - as recently as 1822—à duel

swords. Until Dr Johnson's time, duels in was fought in the park between two Dukes

England were generally fought with sworils; Bedford and Buckingham . A noted one occurred

but they were soon afterwarıls superseiled by in a copse, in a lonely part of lyde Park,

pistols : for when civilians gave up wearing between John Wilkes, the agitator, and Samuel

swords, there was less inducement to make use Martin , a member of Parliament. Both fired

of this weapon. The 'Grecian ' was a noted four times, when Wilkes received severe

coffee -house in Devereux Court, in the Strand . wound. Ilis antagonist relenting, hastened to

The place derived its name from a Greek from offer to assist him off the ground. But Wilkes

the Levant, who was the original proprietor. I urged Martin to make his escape and avoid

was

a
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arrest. Wilkes was the cause of another duel Kentish gentleman named Dering was killed

in Hyde Park. In a coffee -house, one Captain by one Richard Thornhill. It was one of the

Douglas spoke of Wilkes as a scoundrel, aiding most savage duels on record. The men fought

that the epithet equally applied to his adher- so near that the muzzles of the pistols actually

ents. A clergyman named Green espousing touched each other. Westminster House of Cor

Wilkes's cause,pulled the Captain's nose. There- rection and the surrounding streets now cover

upon, they repaired to the park, though late ' these fields.

in the evening The duel was fought with | Enlless attempts during all this time were

swords. The parson ran the Captain throngh being made to put a stop to duelling. The

the doublet, and they left the ground satisfieil duelling -grounds in London were being built

Holland Park, at the beginning of the cen- over, but still grounds were to be found , and

tury, was a famous duelling- ground. The spot men continued to challenge and fight. Members

usually chosen was near Addison Road , a spot of Parliament brought in Bills for its suppres

known as the Moats. Lord Camelford fonght sion ; divines preached ; authors directed their

a duel here in 1804 with Captain Best, the satire against the evil. If any one that fought

crack shot of that period. The dispute occurred a cluel was made to stand in the pillory,' writes

at the ‘ Prince of Wales ' Coffee-house, in Con- Addison, it would quickly lessen these imaginary

duit Street. The parties met near the Moats men of honour, and put an end to so absurd a

about eight o'clock one morning in March ; ' practice .'

and having taken up their position , Lord Camel- 1 Still members of Parliament, divines, and

ford fired the first shot. It missed ; and Cap- anthors - those who most condemned the practice

tain Best, taking ain, lodged his bullet in his of duelling - were being constantly drawn into

lordship's body. duels. Lord Shaftesbury was challenged by

Less than half a century ago, Battersea Fields Lord Mornington in 1853 for something he

was one of the darkest and dreariest spots in had said in a speech on the Juvenile Vendi

the suburbs of London . a swampy cancy Bill. Lord Shaftesbury referred the affair

waste of some three hundred acres. Co-ter- to his solicitors ; and thus was given the coup

mongers and roughs and so-called gypsies made de grâce to the notion that when challenged å

these fields their favourite resort. Many a duel man must figlit.

was fought there. The isolated character of the The last duel , the last fatal one, at least

place recommended it to duellists of all sorts was fought in a field in Mailen Lane in a

and conditions. In the most remarkable “ affair ' solitary part of Holloway, in 1843. The dis

that happened in Battersea Fields, near the trict acquired considerable notoriety from the

notorious Red House, the Iron Duke was a event. It was the duel fought between Colonel

principal. He had got into hot-water for the Fawcett and Lieutenant Munro. The former

part he had taken in the passing of the Catholic was killed. The duellists were not only brother

Relief Bill. Abuse fell upon him fast and officers ; they were also brothers-in -laiv, having

furious. The young Earl of Winchilsea, one of married two sisters. The coroner's jury on the

the leaders of the Anti-Catholic party, published inquest returned a verdict of wilful murder, not

à violent attack on the Duke's personal char- only against Lieutenant Munro, but against the

acter. The Duke in vain attempted to induce seconds also . The latter, however, were acquitted.

the Earl to retract his charges. He subse- Munro evaded the hands of justice by seeking

quently sent him a challenge. Lord Winchilsea, ' refuge abroad. Four years later, he surrendered

after escaping the Duke's shot, tendereil to take his trial at ihe Old Bailey. IIe was

apology. found guilty, and sentenced to death. He was,

Putney Heath, at the time a noted rendez- however, strongly recommended to mercy ; and

vous for highwaymen, was the scene of frequent the sentence was eventually commuted to twelve

duels, private and political. William Pitt while months' imprisonment. The neighbourhood in

Prime Minister exchanged shots on this heath which this duel was fought is no longer soli

with Tierney ; and another famous duel, be- tary ; a wide thoroughfare, known as the Breck

tween Canning and Castlereagh, took place nock Road , runs through it; and a rifle-ground,

there, near that well-known landmark , ' the beside the ' Brecknock Arms, appropriately

Obelisk . indicates the place where the final shot was

Hounslow Heath was another cluelling -ground ., fired .

One wintry night in 1696, Beau Fielding fought

a duel on this heath with Sir Henry Colt.

The exact ground chosen was at the back of M I RA G E.

Cleveland Court. Fielding, who wished to

fight where the beautiful Duchess of Cleveland, i This is the name applied to certain optical

his future wife, might witness the Quel, is illusions due to the curving of rays of light

reported to have run Sir Henry through the as they pass through the atmosphere. The illu

boily before he had time to draw his sword. sory appearance may take one or other of three

But the Baronet, though wounded, succeeded in forms : objects may simply seem very much

disarming his antagonist, and ended the elevated ; or they may be elevated and inverted ; !
affair . The place where this duel was fought or, lastly, they may seem depressed and in- !

is the present site of Bridgewater House.

Another duelling-ground in London was Tot- 1
verteil . Because rays usually travel in straight

hill Fields. The neighbourhood was a deact lines, wecannot see round corners, nor can we

level, as shown in old etchings, broken only by see objects below the horizon ; but sometimes,

a clump of trees in the centre. In the last because of the peculiar state of the atmosphere,

encounter which took place there, in 1711 , a the rays of light are so bent that when they

an

SO
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reach the eye they make distant objects seem observer sees the distant object directly through

in a higher position than they actually are. the uniform part of the air between himself

In this way, bodies that are really below the and it, and he likewise sees an inverted image

horizon may seem elevated above it, and though below as if caused by reflection in a sheet

at a great distance, may thus become visible. have often been cheated by the appearance. A
Indeed , travellers across the Desert

This sort of thing is usually seen across water, Deputy Surveyor-general of South Australia

and among nautical men it is known as “ loom- once reported the existence of a large inland

ing.' Not unfrequently, objects that ' loom ' lake there. He did not take the precaution to

seem unusually near, and are magnified verti- go up to it ; and when the lake was afterwards

cally, so as to appear like spires or columns. sought for, it was found that he had been

Snowdon is now and then seen by pilots in deceived by the mirage.

Dublin Bay, although the distance between them
The mirage can be seen nearly every day in

is over a hundred miles as the crow flies. The the plains of Lower Egypt, and also to a

Isle of Wight has several times been visible Southern France. Now and then something of

limited extent in the plains of Hungary and

from Brighton ; and the cliffs near Calais have the kind can be seen in summer by stooping

been seen from Ramsgate, the distance in both down and looking along our sandy coasts, such

cases being about sixty miles. as Morecambe_Bay and the coast of Devonshire,

But it is in tropical seas that the most re or over the Fen district, at that season dried

markable instances have occurrel. A good up by the summer heat.

many years ago, a pilot in Mauritius reported
We must remember that the mirage of the

that he had seen a vessel which turned out bodies that actually exist a little distance off ;| Desert creates nothing, but merely inverts

to be two hundred miles off
. The incident though in the Sahara, skylight rays descending

caused a good deal of discussion in nautical
are bent upwards by the hot air next the sand,

circles ; and, strange to say, a seemingly well- and the eye is actually deluded by an impres

authenticated case of the same kind occurred sion resembling the reflection of skylight from

afterwards at Aden . A pilot there announced water, the illusion being increased by the flicker

that he had seen from the heights the Bombay ing due to convection currents, suggesting the

steamer then nearly due. He stated precisely effects of a breeze on the water. Many of the

the direction in wliich he saw her, and added descriptions given of the mirage are travellers'

that her head was not then turned towards the tales in the uncomplimentary sense. One of

port . This caused some alarm , and a steamer the most absurdly extravagant examples of this

lying in the harbour was sent out to tow in is the following : •This treacherous phenomenon

the vessel supposed to be disabled. It cruised deludes the traveller's eye with a regular succes

about in the direction indicated for a whole sion of beautiful lakes and shady avenues ; and

day without success ; but two days afterwards, then , again , with an expanse of waving grass

the missing steamer entered the port; and it around a picturesque villa ; here is presented

was found, on inquiries, that at tlie time men a grove of towering trees ; there, a'flock of

tioned by the pilot she was exactly in the direc- browsing cattle .'

tion and position indicated by him , but about

two hundred miles off. To prove that there is

no hallucination in statements like these, evi WITH THE PAST.

dence would be requireil as conclusive as that

needed to establish the reality of the great sea
Tuink you ever of one gloaming

In a golden Summer gone,

serpent.

Sometimes, however, objects are not only
When , amiil the gathering shadows,

elevated but ' inverted . This appearance is very
Eyes, love-lighted, brighter shone ?

All the birds bad hushed their voices,

common in Polar seas, the inversion being due

to the rays from the lower part of the distant
In the grass the daisies slept,

object being more bent than those from the
And on soft cool wing, the west wind

Past us like an angel swept.
upper part. Sailor's see it best from a lofty

position, such as the mast -head . A well-known

case occurred off the coast of Greenland in 1822 ,
Think you ever of the Silence

Silence sweeter far than speech -

when Captain Scoresby was made aware of the
That stole o'er us as Love drew us

nearness of his father's ship by recognising its

inverted image in the sky. And in 1854 the
Closer, trembling, each to each ?

whole English fleet of nineteen sail was seen
Oh the years that I had waited

For a moment such as this !
as if suspended in the air upside down by

those on board H.M.S. Archer, cruising fifty Stretching out vain arms to clasp thee,

miles away, off Oesel in the Baltic . It is not Thrilling 'neath thy phantom kiss.

unusual to see two or three different horizons

with images of a distant vessel alternately in
Am I waking ? am I dreaming ?

verted anil upright.
llas that bygone day come back ?

Cold heavy air over water is just as it were Nay ! ' tis only Memory straying

in the opposite condition from warm light air
O'er the dear old beaten track !

over a sandy desert ; hence, in the latter case
M. HEDDERWICK BROWNE.

the rays are bent in the opposite direction, and

to come from an object below the real Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited,
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There are various ways of conclucting a period

SOME NOTABLE BEGINNERS IN ical , one of the most thoroughgoing being that

CHAMBERS'S JOURNAL.
of Edward Cave, who was said never to have

looked out of his window save for the benefit

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES said once that every of the Gentleman's Magazine, which he had

articulately speaking human being has in him founded. One molern method is to intimate to

stuff for one good novel ; the " Autocrat ' might volunteer authors that the editor cannot return

have safely added also a good supply of articles, rejected contributions under any circumstances.

poems, or essays. But low is he to get him- Naturally, would -be contributors look upon this

self into print ? Here the art, and artifice, and as a one-sided arrangement, and think twice

versatility of the writer tell . Compare the de- before they risk the experiment of losing siglit

tective story by an actual member of the Force of their manuscript. Such an editor, backed , as

with one by Sherlock Holmes, and the difference he thinks, by a competent staff, and scanning

will be seen in a moment. Apparently every the literary horizon for rising authors whom

editor has his own burdlen to bear, and can a tale he hastens to invite to contribute, feels suf

unfold , from which we infer that said human ficient into himself and his magazine. But

being is striving to become articulate in the unless an editor makes superhuman exertions,

columns of all the journals and periodicals in the and is continually getting new blood into the

country. Even Reynolds receives, according to its concern , his periodical suffers in regard to

editor, as many weekly poetical contributions as variety of interest and freshness. You get to

would fill a sack. The editor of a certain weekly know exactly what will be said , and how it

periodical has a stereotyped form warning intend- 'will be said , by any given class of writers.

ing contributors that he has as many poemsand . The founders of Chambers's evidently started

short stories on hand as will supply him well with this idea of being sufficient unto themselves,

on into the twentieth century. Another editor but speedily altered their arrangements. A pre

finds about one in fifteen contributions avail. | liminary prospectus was issued stating that 'no

able. Contributions have come to Chambers's communications in prose or verse ' were wanted.

Journal from lords and labourers, priests and Experience soon modified their attitude towards

lawyers ; and one day, as Mr Payn has recorded, outside contributors, and a good article was

came volunteer contributions from a bishop, a accepted , if suitable, from whatever quarter it

washerwoman, and a thief. It was remarked came. Started over sixty years ago, just seven

on one occasion that what has proved most months before Scott passed away at Abbotsford ,

worth reading has not always come from the Chambers's Journal is still in general circulation ,

best educated or most highly placed in life : and is still read to pieces at all the public

great names are not always a guarantee for libraries. Quite a host of l'eady and able pens

good articles. The stream of voluntary contri- have united in giving continuity of purpose,

butions in 1872 averaged 200 per month , nine- and variety , freshness, and breadth of interest

teen -twentieths of which went back . Ten years to this periodical from the commencement. A

later ( 1882–83) the large number of 3225 manu- glance over the five series now issued will supply

scripts was received , only 330 of which had also a good hint as to the change and changing

been accepted. Even if they were all of the tastes of the reading public. Fiction and light

highest merit, it is evident that only a small literature bulk more largely now than ever

proportion could have been retained ; and this before, and it may be that there is less patience

stream still continues to flow in unabated even with the long serial, and a demand for the

volume. short story has set in.
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or

In giving the editorial experience of close Count Gutsuchakoff, supplied the necessary hints

upon half a century, and in allusion to the and suggestions for the string of adventures in

trades -union close corporation method of The Family Scapegrace. This story was placed

conducting a periodical, William Chambers before Robert Chambers, and Mr Payn asked

wrote : " Sooner or later the tone of such a
for an opinion. Those who have seen Mr

periodical ceases to be fresh, and it sinks into what followed. Mr Payn, as recorded in My
Payn's handwriting will not be surprised at

the region of clique and coterie. The trouble of First Book, says : ' Ile looked at the manu

working the winnowing -machine with respect to script, which was certainly not in such good

outside contributions is sure to be repaid, sooner handwriting as his own, and observed slyly :

or later — at least such has been our experience - " Would you just mind reading a bit of it ?"

by the acquisition of that priceless boon , an The author read a little of it, although in

original writer.' It would be invidious to terrupted by the maid bringing in coals, with

mention a long string of names of writers who the result that Mr Chambers said: “ Ithinkit

have helped to make Chambers one of the best- words I ever heard from the moutli of man ,

'

will suit nicely for the Journal” — the pleasantest

read periodicals in the country ; but a mention observes Mr Payn. Mr Payn's reputation as a

of one or two of the casual contributors, who story -teller was confirmed after the issue of

have since risen to eminence, may be of interest, Lost Sir Massingberd ,' also in this Journal.

and help to show how the first tiny rill of a After serial issue, The Family Scapegrace,'

contribution afterwards broadened out to a disguised as Richarıl Arbour, was issued in one

larger stream of useful effort, with the sunshine volume, but it excited no attention ; although,

of public favour upon it.
on returning to the old title, it sold as well as

It is now nearly half a century since, in the any of the other numerous novels from the

same hand.

casual way we have indicated , a contribution

To his credit, be it said , Mr Payn has taken

dropped in from George Meredith . The author cheerful views of authorcraft, and of life and

of the Eyoist and Richard Feverel had his first literature generally. Now Mr Grant Allen warns

contribution printed in this Journal for July intending literary aspirants off the premises by

7, 1849. It is entitled ' Chillianwallah,' and telling them that in no market can they sell

memorialises the bloody fight which took place their abilities to such poor advantage. Don't

at the village of that name in the Punjab , during take to literature if you've capital enouglı

the second Sikh war, on the 13th of January in hand to buy a good broom , and energy

1849. A few shots had been fired against our men enough to annex a vacant crossing. ' , Mr Payn,

while encamping, when Lord Gough gave orders althouglı he envies the judge and bishop who

for an attack ; our soldiers moved forward have five thousand pounds a year and a retiring

through the jungle in the face of a masked pension, still thinks he has been ' exceptionally

battery. There was a panic among the cavalry, fortunate in receiving such small prizes as litera

and tlie loss of almost the entire 24th Regiment. ture has to offer in the way of editorships and

Yet the British troops maintained their position readerships ; but the total income I have made

at the end of the day. The place is known by my pen has been but an average of fifteen

in the neighbourhood as Katalgarh, or the 'louse hundred pounds a year for thirty -live working

of slaughter. An obelisk has been erected on years. As compared with the gains of Law

the spot to the British officers and men who fell and Physic, and of course of Commerce, this is

during the engagement. The poem is written as surely, à very modest sum , though it has been

a dirge over the dead, and is in sad and solenin earned in a most pleasant manner. If Mr Payn,

strain, quite in keeping with the subject ; but ranking in the first dozen of story -tellers, envies

of course entirely unlike the well -known efforts the judge or bishop, there are those doubtless

of Rudyard Kipling, who would doubtless have who envy the author of Lost Sir Massingberd.

made Tommy Atkins his spokesman. And now we have had Mr Stanley J. Wey ,

One is not always sure how and when to man, who wrote of Oxford life for this Journal,

take Mr Payn seriously, and it is sometimes rising up and calling Mr Payn blessed , because

difficult to get a bottoming of fact in liis other of the valuable hints received from him when

wise delightful Literary Recollections. Certainly he began novel -writing. He is father of us

he does something less than justice to William all ,' said Mr Weyman to an interviewer the

Chambers in omitting to mention that he was other day : ‘Hornung, Gribble, Conan Doyle,

a . capable and successful editor, when the Hope, and myself.'

Journal was under his control, with a strong It was not unnatural that Thomas Hardy,

sense of what the public wanted and cared to whose father and a brother have both been

read. However that may be, Mr Payn became connected with the building trade at his native

a story -teller in connection with this Journal. Dorchester, and who was himself trained as an

Miss Nitford , his near neighbour when he was architect, should take as the subject of his first

resident at Maidenhead, had done her best to contribution , How I Built Myself a IIouse,

keep him out of literature, and showered good which appeared March 18, 1865. His maiden

advice upon him , when she saw all was of no effort describes in a humorous vein how a

avail . ' Be careful as to style,' wrote his literary Londoner, living already in a highly desirable

god -mother; " give as much character as you semi-detached villa ,and finding himself cramped

can, and as much truth , that being the founda- for room , along with his wife, in the innocence of

tion of all merit in literature and art.' An their hearts lieedlessly consulted an architect, had

interview in Edinburgh with a so- called African a larger mansion built, and piled on the extras

lion -tamer, and the invention of an imaginary with a vengeance. How the future proprietor
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climbed to the top of the scaffolding near the yours very truly, ROBERT CHAMBERS. This led

chimneys, suffered from giddiness, and did not to the publication, in succession, of ' A Life's

see or enjoy the view , is capitally told . The Atonement,' Valentine Strange, and " The

altering of the plans, as new ideas flowed in Silver Lever ' in this Journal. The first story

upon husband and wife, raised the cost several had been written, laid aside, and almost for

hundreds of pounds over the estimate. This gotten in the crowded life of a journalist and

shows a professional touch , and is realistically war correspondent. On re-writing some of it,

told ; but it does not appear that dir Harily and sending it in, the cheerful reply came back,

followed out this vein . The encouragement that if the rest of it was as good as the be

received for his novel Desperate Remedies in ginning, it would be accepted . So Mr Murray

1871, and the distinct success of one of his worked away, during much hardship, at the

best books, Far from the Madding Crowd, in remainder, and thus joined the crowded ranks

1874, placed him in the ranks of our four or of the modern novelists.

fire most popular novelists of the day. Here we must stop at the most interesting

While à student of medicine at Edinburgh point, for it would be like telling tales out of

University, Dr A. Conan Doyle had his first school to gossip about early contributions of

short story accepted and printed in Chambers's Mr Stanley Weyman , Sir Wemyss Reid , and

Journal in 1879. It is entitled “ The Mystery of many another writer whose early but un

of Sasassa Valley, a South African Story, and acknowledged work first saw the light in Cham

occupies four pages. From this and his other con- vers’s. Mr Leslie Stephen might not care to be

tributions, ' The Bravos of Market Drayton , The reminded of the share he had, along with Mr

Surgeon of Gaster Fell,' and 'Captain Wilkie,' | Payn , in a forgotten Christmas number.

the story of a reclaimed thief and Salvation It is true that author's seldom hide their

Army Captain, it was evident that Dr Doyle lights under a bushel nowadays, when log -rolling

was a born story -teller. He had that reputa- has become so much of a fine art, and a reputa

tion at school ; and long ere he was in his tion can be gained or lost in a few months.

teens, ' I had ,' he tells us, 'traversed every Thomas Carlyle's ambition was to write lis

sea and knew the Rockies like my own back books as soundly as his father built his bridges.

garden . How often had I sprung upon the For time tests all things, and however much or

back of the charging Luffalo, and so escaped little may be in a name, good work will never

him! It was an every -day emergency to have yo out of fashion .

set the prairie on fire in front of me in order

to escape from the fire behind. At school, it

was therefore quite natural that he should have THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

an attracted and attentive audience when spin- CHAPTER II.—COUNT ANTONIO AND THE TRAITOR

ning yarns. But, as he remarks, ' it may be

that my literary experiences would have ended

there, had there not come a time in myearly Of all the deeds that Count Antonio of Monte

manliood when that good old harsh -faced schvol- Velluto did during the time that he was an

mistress, Hard Times, took me by the hand. I outlaw in the hills (for a price had been set on

wrote, and with amazement I found that my his head by Duke Valentine), there was none

writing was accepted. Chambers's Journal it was that made greater stir or struck more home to

whichº rose to the occasion, and I have had a the hearts of men , howsoever they chose to

kindly feeling for its mustard -coloured back look upon it, than that which he performed on

ever since. The story ` Captain Wilkie,' which
has just been printed, seems a kind of 'forecast the high hill that faces the wicket gate on the i

of his Sherlock Holmes narratives, and contains west side of the city, and is called now the

a reference to the influence upon him by one Hill of Duke Paul . Indeed it was the act of

of his Edinburgh teachers, Dr Joseph Bell, who a man whose own conscience was his sole guide,

was continually impressing upon his pupils tle and who made the law which his own hand

vast importance of marking little distinctions, was to carry out. That it had been a crime in

and the endless significance, when followed out, most men , who can doubt ? That it was

of so-called trifles in appearance, manner, and crime in hin , all governments must hold ; ancl

conduct. In all probability. Dr Bell never

dreamt of the use one brilliant pupil would the same, I take it, must be the teaching of

make of his lectures. the Church. Yet not all men held it a crime,

Mr D. Christie Murray lately lield a Boston although they had not ventured it themselves,

audience spell-bound for about an hour and a both from the greatness of the person whom

half, while relating the experiences of a war the deed concerned, and also for the burden

correspondent, and the Bohemian life at home that it put on the conscience of him tliat did

and abroad , which had gone to make him a it. Here, then , is the story of it, as it is yet

novelist. He told how the late Ar Robert told both in the houses of the noble and in

Chambers, then conducting this Journal, wrote
him the following note : SiR - I have read peasants' cottages.

While Count Antonio still dwelt at the
with unusual pleasure and interest, in this

month's Gentleman's Magazine, a story from your Court, and had not yet fled from the wrath

pen entitled “ An Old Meerschaum ." If you aroused in the Duke by the Count's attempt

have a novel on hand or in preparation, 1 to carry off the Lady Lucia, the Duke's ward ,

should be glad to see it. In the meantime, a the nuptials of His Highness had been cele

short story not much longer than “ An Old

Meerschaum ” would be gladly considered by, * Copyright reserved in the United States of America .

PRINCE.

a
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brated with great magnificence and universal from the fact that he had shown favour to

rejoicing ; and the feasting and exultation had Antonio, and been wont to seek his society ; so

been most happily renewed on the birth of an that Antonio, failing to pierce the dark depths

infant Prince, a year later. Yet heavy was of his heart, was loyally devoted to him , and

: had returned an

the price paid for this gift of Heaven, for Her
answer full of gratitude and

Highness the Duchess, a lady ofrare grace and had sent him condolence on the mishap that
friendship to the secret messages in which Paul

kindliness, survived the birth of her son only had befallen him .

three months, and then died , amidst the passion Now in the beginning of the second year of

ate mourning of the people , leaving the Duke a Count Antonio's outlawry, His Highness was

prey to bitter sorrow. Many say that she had most mightily incensed against him , not merely

turned his heart to good had she but lived , and because he had so won the affection of the

that it was the loss of her that soured him country -folk that none would betray his hiding

and twisted his nature. If it be | place either for threats or for rewards, but
so, I

pray

that he has received pardon for all his sins, was in truth more of Tommasino's doing than of

most chiefly by reason of a certain act which

for his grief was great, and hardly to be Antonio's. For Tommasino, meeting one of the

assuaged even by the love he hal for the little Duke's farmers of taxes , bad lightened him of

Prince, from whom he would never be parted his fat bag of money, saying that he would

for an hour, if he could contrive to have the himself assume the honour of delivering what

boy with him , and in whom he saw, with
was fairly due to His Highness, and had

pride, the heir of his throne.
upon that scattered three -fourths of the spoil

Both in the joy of the wedding and the among the poor, and sent the beggarly remnant

privily by night to the gate of the city, with a
grief at the Duchess's death , none had made

writing, “ There is honour among thieves ; who,
more ostentations sign of sharing than His then , may call Princes thieves ? And this

Highness's brother, Duke Paul. Yet hollow , writing had been read by many, and the

alike were his joy and his grief, save that report of it, spreading through the city, had

he found true cause for sorrow in that the made men laugh . Therefore the Duke had

Duchess left to her husband a dear memorial sworn that by no means should Antonio gain

of their brief union . Paul rivalled the Duke pardon save by delivering that insolent young

in his caresses and his affected love for the robber to the hands of justice. Thus hewas

boy, but he had lived long in the hope that the garden (for he sat in his wonted place

highly pleaseil when his brother sought him in

llis Highness would not marry, and that he under the wall by the fish -pond) and badle him

himself should succeed him in his place, and listen to a plan whereby the outlaws should

this hope he could not put out of his heart. be brought to punishıment. The Duke took his

Nay, as time passed and the baby grew to a little son upon his knees, and prayed his

healthy boy, Paul's thoughts took å still deeper brother to tell his device.

hue of guilt. It was no longer enough for him the head of Tommasino, said he, stroking the
" You could not bring me a sweeter gift than

to hope for his nephew's death , or even to

| child's curls ; and the child shrank closer into
me tate how he should bring it out. One his arms, for the child did not love Paul, but

wicked imagining led on , as it is wont in our feared him .

sinful nature, to another, and Satan whispered · Antonio knows that I love Your Highness,

in Paul's ear that the Duke himself was short said Paul, seating himself on the seat by the

of forty by a year, that to wait for power till Duke, but he knows also that I am his

youth were gone was not a bold man's part, friend, and a friend to the Lady Lucia, and a

and that to contrive the child's deatlı , leaving
man of tender heart. Would it seem to him

his father alive, was but to double the risk deep treachery if I should go privately to him

without halving the guilt. Thus was Paul in- and tell him how that on a certain clay you

forth with your Guard to camp in

duced to dwell on the death of both father , the spurs of Mount Aynino, leaving the city

and son , and to say to himself that if the lesolate, and that on the night of that day I

father went first the son would easily follow, could contrive that Lucia should come secretly

and that with one cunning and courageous to the gate, and that it should be opened for

stroke the path to the throne might be her, so that by a sudden descent she might be

cleared . seized and carried safe to his hiding-placebefore

While Paul pondered on these designs, there aid could come from Your Highness ?'

came about the events which drove Count But what should the truth be ? ' asked

Antonio from the Court ; and no sooner was Valentine.

he yone and declared in open disobedience and “ The truth should be that while part of the

contumacy against the Duke, than Paul , seek- Guard went to the spurs of the Mount, the rest

ing a handle for his plans, seemed to find one should lie in ambush close inside the city gates

in Antonio. Here was a man driven from his and dash out on Antonio and his company.

house (which the Duke had burned ), despoiled It is well , if he will believe . '

of his revenues, bereſt of his love, proclaimed a Then Paul laid his finger on his brother's

free mark for whosoever would serve the Duke arm . As the clock in the tower of the

by slaying him . Where could be a better man Cathedral strikes three on the morning of the

for the
purposes

of malcontent prince ? 15th of the month, do you, dear brother, be in

And the more was Paul inclined to use Antonio | your summer -house at the corner of the garden

would go

a
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sooner

yonder ; and I will come thither and tell you Here are your stables then ,' said he, and

|if he has believed and if he has come. For dismounted with a laugh.

by then I shall have learned from him his Then Bena took him by the hand , and the

mind : and we two will straightway go rouse other guided his feet, anil climbing up steep

the Guards and lead the men to their appointed paths, over boulders and through little water

station, and when he approaches the gate we courses, they went, till at length Bena cried,

can lay hands on him .' We are at home, my lorı ; ' and Paul, tearing

‘ How can you cometo him ? For we do not off his bandage, found himself on a small level

know where he is hid. ' spot, ranged round with stunted wine -beaten

‘ Alas, there is not a rogue of a peasant that firs ; and three huts stood in the middle of the

cannot take a letter to him !' space, and before one of the huts sat Tom

Yet when I question them , ay, though I masino, composing a sonnet to a pretty peasant

beat them, they know_nothing ! ' cried Val- girl whom he had chanced to meet that lay.

entine in chagrin. • Truly, the we For Tommasino hail ever a hospitable heart.

lay him by the heels, the better for our se But seeing Paul , Tommasino left his sonnet,

curity and with a cry of wonder sprang to meet him ;

Shall it be, then , as I say, my lord ?' and Paul took him by both hands and saluted

' So let it be, ' said the Duke. ' I will await him. That night and the morning that followed ,

you in the summer-house .' Paul abole with Antonio, eating the good cheer

Paul, perceiving that his brother had no and drinking the good wine that Tommasino,

suspicions of him , and would await him in who had charged himself with the care of such

the summer-house,held his task to be already matters, put before him . Whence they came

half -done. For his plan was that he and from , Paul asked not ; nor did Tommasino say

Antonio should come together to the summer more than that they were offerings to Count

house, but that Antonio should lie lid till Antonio -- but whether offerings of free-will or

Paul had spoken to the Duke ; then Paul no, he said not. And during this time Paul

should go out on pretext of bidding the Guard spoke much with Antonio privily and apart,

make ready the ambush, and leave the Duke persuadling him of his friendship , and telling

alone with Antonio. Antonio then , suddenly most pitiful things of the harshness shown by

springing forth, should slay the Duke ; while Valentine his brother to the Lacy Lucia, and

Paul — and when he thought on this, he smiled how the lady grew pale and peaked , anıl pinel,

to himself—would so contrive that a boily of so that the physicians knit their brows over

men should bar Antonio's escape, and straight- her, and the women said no drugs would patch

way kill him. Thus should he be quit both a broken heart. Thus he inflamed Antonio's

of his brother and Antonio,and noman would mind with a great rage againstthe Duke, so

live who knew how the deed was contrived . , that he fell to counting the men he hail, and

' And then , said he, ' I doubt whether the poor wondering whether there was force to go openly

child, bereft of all parental care, will long ! against the city. But in sorrow Paul answered

escape the manifold perils of infancy .'. that the pikemen were too many.

Thus hie schemed ; and when lie had macle ' But there is a way, and a better, ' said

all sure, and noised about the Duke's intentions Paul, leaning his head near to Antonio's ear.

touching his going to the spurs of Mount A way whereby you may come to your own

Aguino, he himself set forth alone on his horse I again , and rebuild your house that the Duke

to seek Antonio. He rode till he reached the has burned, and enjoy the love of Lucia, and

entrance of the pass leading to the recesses of hold foremost place in the Duchy.'

the hills. Then he dismounted, and sat down ' What way " is that ? asked Antonio in

on the ground ; and this was at noon on the wondering eagerness. • Indeed I am willing to

13th day of the month . He had not long been serve His Highness in any honourable service,

sitting, when a face peered from behind a wall ; if by that I may win his pardon and come to

of moss-covered rock that fronted him , and that I long for.

Paul cried , “ Is it a friend ? ' ‘ His pardon ! When did he pardon ?' sneered

' A friend of whom mean you , my lord ? ' |Paul.

came from the rock. To know honest men and leave them to their

" Of whom else than of Count Antonio ? cried 'honesty is the last great gift of villainy: But

Paul. : Paul had it not ; and now he unfolded to

A silence followed and a delay ; then two Antonio the plan that he had made, saving (as

men stole cautiously from behind the rock ; ' needs not to be said) that part of it whereby

and in one of them Paul knew the man they | Antonio himself was to meet his death . For

called Bena, who had been of the Duke's Guard. a pretext, he alleged that the Duke oppressed

The men, knowing Paul, bowed low to him ,' the city, and that he, Paul, was put out of

and asked him his pleasure, and he commander , favour because he had sought to protect the

them to bring him to Antonio. They wondered, people, and was fallen into great suspicion.

knowing not whether he came from the Duke : Yet, judging Antonio's heart by his own, he

or despite the Duke ; but he was urgent in his ; dwelt again and longer on the charms of Lucia,

commands, and at length they tied a scarf over and on the great things he would give Antonio

his eyes, and set him on his horse, and led the when he ruled the Duchy for his nephew ; for

horse. Thus they went for an hour. Then of the last crime he meditated, the death of

they prayed him to disinount, saying that the the child , he said naught then, professing to

horse could go no farther ; and though Paul's love the child . When the tale began, a sudden

eyes saw nothing, he heard the whinnying and start ran through Antonio, and his face flushed ;

smelt the smell of horses. but he sat still and listened with unmoved
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face, his eyes gravely regarding Paul the while. and again he spoke to Antonio, first of the

No anger did he show, nor wonder, nor scorn ; scheme, then on some light matter ; but Antonio

nor now any eagerness ; but he gazed at the did no more than move his head in assent.

Prince with calm musing glance, as though he And Antonio's face was very white, and his

considered of some great question put before lips were close shut.

him . And when Paul ended his tale, Antonio

sat yet silent and musing. But Pa

trembling now, and he stretched out his hand SUSPENDED VITALITY IN PLANTS

and laid it on Antonio's knee, and asked, with
AND ANIMALS.

a feigned laugh that choked in the utterance, A WRITER on Humanity Past and Future, in

“Well, friend Antonio, is it a clever plan , and

will you ride with me ? '
the Pall Mall Magazine, says : ' A means will

Minute followed minute before Antonio an be discovered to suspend animation, and thereby,

swered. At length the frown vanished from prolong interrupted life perhaps for centuries. '

his brow, and his face grew calm and set, and This bold prediction is a curious comment upon

he answered Duke Paul, saying, ' It is such a the controversy, renewed from time to time, as

plan as you , my lord, alone of all men in the to the possibility of the growth of ‘mummy

Duchy could make ; and I will ride with wheat.' Botanists generally deny the possibility

you .' of the suspended vitality of corn during many

Then Paul, in triumph , caught him by the centuries, and reduce its life-history to the
hands and pressed his hands, calling him a short span of years. Yet scientific

man of fine spirit and a true friend, who dreamers already fancy the problem of sus

should not lack reward. And all this Antonio pended animation , even in warm-blooded ani

suffered silently ; and in silence still he listened mals, almost solved. But if Nature altogether

while Paul told him how that a path le refuses, even under the most favourable circum

secretly from the bank of the river, through a stances, to extend lier lease of life to those grains

secret gate in the wall, to the summer-house which she has herself matured and hardened

where the Duke was to be ; of this gate he to endure months or years of seeming death,

alone, saving the Duke, had the key ; they haul how is she to be induced to do so in the case

but to swim the river and enter by tliis gate. of those creatures to whom breath is life, and

Having secreted Antonio, Paul would talk with the exclusion of air, death ?

the Duke ; then he would carry off Nevertheless, hibernation , which is a form

what remained of the Guard over and above of suspended animation - is common in many

those that were gone to the hills ; anıl Antonio, warm -blooded animals ; whilst the chrysalis

having done his deed , could return by the same state is almost universal among insects. No

secret path , cross the river again, and rejoin one knows how long these two forms of death

his friends. And in a short space of time, in -life may endure under abnormal conditions,

Paul would recall him with honour to the city or low far the principle may be extended.

and give him Lucia to wife . Indian jugglers have, as we know, long claimed

Am if there be a question as to the hand the power of suspending animation at will, and

that dealt the blow, there is a rascal whom one instance at least is recorded in which this

the Duke flogged but a few days since-a power seems to have been subjected successfully

steward in the Palace. Ile deserves hanging, to a very severe test. Doubters, lowerer, will

Antonio, for a thousand things of which lie is continue to class this with the stories of toads

guilty , and it will trouble melittle to hang shut up in rocks, and the growth of mummy

him for one whereof he chances to be innocent.' wheat, regarding all alike as impossible.

And Duke Paul laughed heartily. The sceptic may be right, but it is quite

' I will ride with you,' said Antonio again. possible to err on the side of scepticism ; and

Then, it being full inid-day, they sat down it is certain that the vitality of seeds is much

to dinner, Paul bandying many merry sayings under-estimated. A case in point came under

with Tommasino, Antonio being calm but not the notice of the writer some years ago, when,

uncheerful. And when the meal was done, on the death of an aged relative, seedsof melon

Paul drank to the good fortune of their expedi- and geranium which had been stored for nearly

tion ; and Antonio having drained his glass, fifty years — the locality whence derived and

said , “May God approve the issue, ' and straight- the date having been carefully noted by the

way bade Tommasino and Martolo prepare to deceased—were sown , with the result that many

ride with him . Then, Paul being again blindl- of them grew and produced fruit and flowers
folded, they climbed down the mountain paths of excellent quality. This, which be

till they came where the horses were, and thus, vouched for, proves that, under ordinary circum

as the sun began to decline, set forward at a stances, seeds will retain vitality for at least

fair pace, Duke Paul and Antonio leading by half a century ; how much longer, who shall

some few yards ; while Tommasino and Martolo, say ? Darwin gives many instances of seeds

having drunk well , and sniffing sport in front which have germinated after having been floated

of them, sang, jested, and played pranks on one for long periods on sea- water ; and a plant

another as they passed along . But when night reared from a nut, supposed to have been a

fell they became silent ; even Tommasino grew relic of the great Krakatoa eruption, which liad

grave and checked his horse, and the space stranded near Port Elizabeth three years after

between them and the pair who led grew wards, is still growing in the Botanic Gardens

greater, so that it seemed to Duke Paul that there.

lie anul Antonio rode alone through the night, But perhaps the most remarkable cases of

under the shadows of the great hills. Once | long -continued suspension of vitality and renewal

can
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of life in plants are those which occur occa- the germ, once fully formed and then checked ,

sionally when earth, which has remained undis- will not grow again.

turbed for centuries, upon exposure to the air If we turn from plant to animal life, we shall

brings forth plants, not indeed, unknown to see the same problem of suspended vitality pre

botanists, but unknown to the district in which sented in many forms. Let us, for instance,

they appear. . Dr Carpenter, in his Vegetable consiiler that wonderful awakening after rain

Physiology, brings forward several singular cases in tropical and semi- tropical countries, so often

of this kind ; in one, clay thrown up from described by travellers . Months of drought have

beneatlı fourteen feet of peat-earth yielded seeds dried up the water -courses, so that you may

which , when sown, produced a species of chrys- (lig down deep in the beds of rivers and ponds

anthemum , In another, some well-diggers in and find no moisture. The earth is bare and

America, forty miles from the sea, came upon parched, riven in great cracks by the scorching

sea -sand, which , upon being brought to the sun, and a silence as of death reigns everywhere.

surface and scattered , yielded a number of small There is a tropical shower, and suddenly the

trees. These proved to be beech -plum trees, air resounds with the croakings of frogs and

which grow only on the sea-shore, and were of toads, the chirpings of insects, and the songs

course new to the district. of birds; whilst grass and flowering plants

Professor von Heldrich of Athens asserts that spring up as if by magic. It is a veritable

at the silver mines of Lnu m , in Greece, resurrection, ought about by that which may

luxariant crop of horned poppy of an unknown well be termed the water of life - the sudden

species has appeared on soil covered to a depth revival of many things animate and inanimate

of ten feet by the scoriæ thrown out by the apparently deail.

ancient workers, and recently disturbed in Lumholtz says : " In South Australia

order to remelt the old refuse . drought once lasted for twenty -six months. The

An exceedingly interesting instance of this country was transformed into a desert, and life

kind occurred in Bath some years ago, when, on was not to be seen . Sheep and cattle had

uncovering the old Roman baths, wherever the perished, and so had the marsupials. Suddenly

spade of the explorer let in air and light, a rain poured down. The long drought was at

fern - certainly at present unknown in the neigh- an end, and six hours after the storm had

bourhood - sprang up in every little nook and begun, the rain was welcomed by the powerful

Some of these plants lived and grew voices of the frogs. Flies afterwarıls came in

for years;but, although carefully protected, great numbers,and then bats appeared in count

they have now entirely disappeared . The new , less swarms. '

life and strange environment was in some way | But independently of drought, there are many

distasteful to them , and they died away as they singular and inexplicable cases of the inter

had appeared ,suddenly. A similar story might mittent appearance ofof living things after

be told in many other localities. Even in ' having undergone long periods of quiescence.

London , it is said that the hedge-mustarul Such is happily the case with the locust, of

springs up wherever a house is burned down ; ' the latest visitation of which in South Africa

and after the Great Fire in 1666, the yellow it is said that after rain they made their

rocket appeared in profusion in the district appearance in vast numbers, emerging from the

swept by the flames . In South Africa it has ' ground where their eggs had lain for nearly

been observeil that whenever a grass fire occurs twenty years. The ordinary locust does not

near Graaf-Reinet, the Cape gooseberry and a seem to have a definite time for reappearance ;

scarlet flowering bulb spring up for miles, in- but the American locust, known as ilie Cicada

stead of the plants burned ; and in the same septemdecim, comes out regularly every seven

neighbourhood, wherever stones are excavated, teen years, whence its name. It emerges in the

the tobacco tree appears on the spot quarried . pupa state from deep holes in the ground, even

Now , in all these cases, the plants reappear in haril pathways, crawls to some neighbouring

ing after long somnolence must have been tree, where it sheds its skin , and sits drying its

buried at a season when fructification was per- wings and singing ' Pha-ra -oh ,' by which name

fected and germination in abeyance. For, if it is commonly known . As the locusts increase

they had not been in seed , they could not have in number, this song becomes a loud chorus ; and

survived ; and had germination commencel, as they sing, they hollow out long furrows in

they would doubtless have perished. It is the branches of the tree upon which they rest,

just this fact which seems to be overlooked in anil in these furrows they lay their eggs. The

the case of mummy wheat, which Lord Win- branches thus excavated die and drop off, and

chilsea has failed to make grow ; but which thus probably the eggs are conveyed to the

Mr Sutton, a practical seed -grower, says his earth , to be washed into the soil by rains, in

firm has frequently grown successfully when order to undergo their seventeen years of change

sown immediately after being taken from the anıl death - like sleep ; and at the end of the seven

mummy cases, before the atmosphere has had teen years, return to upper air and so follow

time to destroy its vitality. again the example of their long-deceased parents.

It is evident that wheat and other seels But what becomes of the perfect insects, how the

would have a much greater chance of survival eggs germinate, how and why they become buried

if hermetically sealed up just after harvest, so deeply under ground , and what metamor

when the germinating power is at its lowest, phoses they undergo during this long burial, no

than if packed away in the same manner just one knows. The only thing certain about them

at seed -time, when the germ , though unseen, is, that they will return punctually at the end of

has begun to develop. It may indeed be kept seventeen years, and neither earlier nor later.

back for a time by absence of moisture ; but There seenis reason to suppose that those
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disease-producing microscopic objects known to your fingers that you play some musical instru

modern science as bacteria ' have also periods ment for your livelihood, but it is a rather

of quiescence and renewed activity, resulting in curious one - something quite out of my line.'

epidemics of various kinds ; but whether the ' The man afterwards informed us that he earned

air, earth , or water serves them as a resting-, a few coppers by blowing Rule Britannia on a

place during their periods of repose, and by coffee- pot, the spout of which was pierced to

which of the elements they are conveyed to form a rough flute. Though a novice in the

their victims, we do not know with certainty. art compared to the shrewd Professor, I was

It seems, however, to be proved that some at still able to astonish my ward companions on

least are destroyed by that sunshine which occasion , and I never lost an opportunity of

exerts so vivifying an influence upon most practising myself. It was not mere curiosity,

plants and animals. then, which led me to lean back on the cushions

From all these instances, it seems clear that and analyse the quiet middle -aged man in front

Nature refuses to be bound by any of the hard of me.

and fast rules which Science formulates. She I used to do the thing systematically, and

works by secret and mysterious laws, hidden my train of reflections ran somewhat in this

alike from the learned and simple ; she has wise : "General appearance vulyar, fairly , opu

not only her regular and set periods of sleep lent, and extremely self-possessed— looks like a

and re-awakening, but also long and indefinite man who could outchaff a bargee, and yet be

seasons of repose or death -like trance, during at his ease in the best middle-class society.

which her children lie perilu in earth or air,or Eyes well set together, and nose rather promi

beneath the running waters, awaiting, like the nent - would be a good long -range marksman.

sleeping damsels of old romance, the kiss of Cheeks flabby, but the softness of expression

some fairy Prince to restore them to life and redeemed by a square-cut jaw and a well-set

vigour. The kiss may come by fire or flood , lower lip . On the whole, a powerful type.

or by the viewless air, and after months or Now for the hands - rather disappointed there.

years or centuries of waiting ; but whenever it Thought he was a self -made man by the look

does come, it is certain to find them ready to of him , but there is no callus in the palm , and

cast off the trammels of their enchanted sleep, no thickening at the joints. Has never been
and to resume their place , and play again engaged in any real physical work , I should

their destined rôle , for either weal or woe, in think. No tanning on the backs of the hands ;

the living tapestry of Nature's handiwork. on the contrary, they are very white, with blue

projecting veins and long delicate fingers.

Couldn't be an artist with that face, and yet

THE RECOLLECTIONS OF CAPTAIN he has the hands of a man engaged in delicate

WILKIE.* manipulations. No red acid spots upon liis

clothes, no ink -stains, no nitrate-of-silver marksBy A. Conan Doyle.

upon the hands (this helps to negative my

half-formed opinion that he was a photographer ).

Clothes not worn in any particular part. Coat

“ Who can he be ? ' thought I, as I watched my made of tweed , and fairly old ; but the left

companion in the second -class carriage of the elbow, as far as I can see it , has as much of

London and Dover Railway.
the fluff left on as the right, which is seldom

I had been so full of the fact that my long- the case with men who do much writing.

expected holiday, had come at last, and that for Might be a commercial traveller, but the little

a few days at least the gaieties of Paris were pocket -book in the waistcoat is wanting, nor

about to supersedle the dull routine of the has he any of those handy valises suggestive of

hospital wards, that we well out of samples.'

London before I observed that I was not alone I give these brief leadings of my ideas

in the compartment. In these days we have all merely to demonstrate my method of arriving

pretty well agreed that “ Three is company and at a conclusion. As yet I had obtained nothing

two is none ' upon the railway. At the time I but negative results ; but now , to use a chemical

write of, however, people were not so morbidly metaphor, I was in a position to pour off this

sensitive about their travelling companions. It solution of dissolved possibilities and examine

was rather an agreeable surprise to me to find the residue. I found myself reduced to a very

that there was some chance of whiling away limited number of occupations. He was neither

the hours of a tedious journey . I therefore a lawyer nor a clergyman, in spite of a soft

from beneath it at my vis-à -vis, and re- necktie. I was wavering now between pawn

peated to myself, “Who can he be ? ' broker and horse-dealer ; but there was too

I used rather to pride myself on being able much character about his face for the former ;

to spot a man's trade or profession by a good and he lacked that extraordinary, equine atmo
look at his exterior. I had the advantage of sphere which hangs about the latter even in

studying under a Professor at Edinburgh who his hours of relaxation ; so I formed a pro

was a master of the art, and used to electrify visional diagnosis of betting man of methodist

both his patients and his clinical classes by long ical proclivities, the latter clause being inserted

shots, sometimes at the most unlikely of pur- in cleference to his hat and necktie .

suits, and never very far from the mark. Well,
Pray, do not think that I reasoned it out

my man ,' I have heard him say, I can see by like this in my own mind. It is only_now,

sitting down with pen and paper, that I can

Copyright reserved in the United States of America. see the successive steps. As it was, I had

IN TWO PARTS-PART I.

Were

Poolke ,

*
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I was one

formed my conclusion within sixty seconds of are wiped out now , and the law cannot touch

the time when I drew my hat down over my me, so I don't mind confessing to a gentle

eyes and uttered the mental ejaculation with man like yourself what a scoundrel † have

which my narrative begins. been in my time. '

I did not feel quite satisfied even then with We are none of us perfect,' said I.

my deduction. However, as a leadling question No ; but I was a real out-and -outer. А

would — to pursue my chemical analogy - act as “ fake,” you know , to start with , and afterwards

my litmus paper, I determined to try one. a “ cracksman .” It is easy to talk of these

a Times lying by my companion, things now, for I've changed my spirit. It's

and I thought the opportunity too good to be as if I was talking of some other man , you

neglected. see. '

Do you mind my looking at your paper ? ' * Exactly so,' said I. Being a medical man I

I asked.
had none of that shrinking from crime and

Certainly, sir, certainly, ' said he most ur criminals which many men possess. I could

banely, handing it across. make all allowances for congenital influence and

I glanced down its columns until my eye the force of circumstances. No company, there

rested upon the list of the latest betting. fore , could have been more acceptable to me

' Hullo ! ' I said , ' they are laying odds upon than that of the old malefactor ; and as I sat

the favourite for the Cambridgeshire. — But per- puffing at my cigar, I was delighted to observe

haps, I added , looking up, ‘ you are not inter- that my air of interest was gradually loosening

ested in these matters ? ' his tongue.

Snares, sir !' said he violently, 'wiles of the Yes ; I'm a changed man now, ' lie continued, I

enemy ! Mortals are but given a few years to and of course I am a happier man for that.

live ; how can they squandler them so !—They And yet, he added wistfully , there are times
have not even an eye to their poor worldly when I long for the old trade again , and i

interests,' he added in a quieter tone, or they fancy myself strolling out on a cloudy night

would never back a single horse at such short with my jemmy in my pocket. I left a name i
odds with a field of thirty .' behind me in my profession , sir.

There was something in this speech of his of the old school, you know.
It was very

which tickled me immensely . I suppose it seldom that we bungled a job. We used to

was the odd way in which he blended religious begin at the foot of the ladder, in my younger
intolerance with worldly wisdom . I laid the days, and then work our way up through the

Times aside with the conviction that I should successive grades, so that we were what you

be able to spend the next two hours to better might call good men all round .'

purpose than in its perusal . ' I see, ' said I.

' You speak as if you understood the matter, ' I was always reckoned a hard -working, con

at any rate,' I remarked . scientious man, and had talent too -- the very

' Yes, sir,' he answered ; ' few men in Eng- cleverest of them allowed that. I began as a

land understood these things better in the oll blacksmith, and then did a little engineering

days before I changed my profession. But that and carpentering, and then I took to sleight-of
is all over now .' hand tricks, and then to picking pockets. I

* Changed your profession ? ' said I inter- remember, when I was
home on a visit, how

rogatively. iny poor old father used to wonder why I was

Yes ; I changed my name too. ' always hovering around him . He little knew

' Indeed ? ' said I. that I used to clear everything out of his

' Yes ; you see, a
wants a real fresh pockets a dozen times a day, and then replace

start when his eyes become opened, so he has them , just to keep my hand in . He believes

a new deal all round , so to speak. Then he to this day that I am in an office in the City.

gets a fair chance .' There are few of them could touch me in that

There was a short pause here, as I seemed particular line of business, though.'

to be on delicate ground in touching on my ' I suppose it is a matter of practice ?? I

companion's antecedents, and he did not volun- remarked .

teer any information. I broke the silence by " To a great extent. Still, a man never quite

offering him a cheroot. loses it, if he has once been an adept. — Excuse

No; thanks,' said he ; ' I have given up me; you have dropped some cigar ash on your

tobacco. It was the hardest wrench of all, was coat,' and he waved his hand politely in front

that. It does me good to smell the whiff of of my breast, as if to brush it off. There,' he

your weed . — Tell me, he adıled suddenly, look- said , handing me my gold scarf pin, you see

ing hard at me with his shrewd gray eyes, I have not forgot my old cunning yet.'

'why did you take stock of me so carefully He had done it so quickly that I hardly saw

before you spoke ? ' the hand whisk over my bosom , nor did I feel

' It is a habit of mine, said I. ' I am a his fingers touch me, and yet there was the

medical man , and observation is everything in pin glittering in his hand. It is wonderful ! '

my profession . I had no ideayou were looking i said as I fixed it again in its place.
' I can see without looking,' he answered . I ' Oh , that's nothing ! But I have been in

thought you were a detective, at first ; but I some really smart jobs. I was in the gang that

couldn't recall your face at the time I knew picked the new patent safe. You remember the
the force.

It was guaranteed to resist anything ;

" Were you a detective , then ? ' said I. and we managed to open the first that was

" No, he answered with a laugh ; ' I was the ever issued , within a week of its appearance.

other thing — the detected , you know . Old scores It was done with graduated wedges, sir, the

man

case.
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first so small that you could hardly see it not got the watch with me. I'll back and

against the light , and the last strong enough fetch it, while you raise the money.

to prise it open. It was a cleverly managed I started off , and got the watch where I had

affair .' left it. When I came back, the old gentleman

' I remember it,' said I. ' But surely some was sitting behind his study table, with the

one was convicted for that ?'
little heap of gold in front of him .

“ Yes, one was nabbed . But he didn't split, “ Here is your money ,” he said , and pushed

even let on how it was done. It would it over.

have been as much as his life was worth. “ Here is your watch ," said I.

Perhaps I am boring you, talking about these He was evidently delighted to get it back ;

old wicked days of mine ? ' and after examining it carefully, and assuring

'On the contrary , ' I said , “ you interest me himself that it was none the worse, he put it

extremely into the watch -pocket of his coat with a grunt

' I like to get a listener I can trust. It's a of satisfaction .

sort of blow -off, you know, and I feel lighter “Now, my lad ,” he said , “ I know it was you

after it. When I am among my new and highly that took tlie watch. Tell me how you did it,

l'espectable acquaintances, I dare hardly think and I don't mind giving you an extra five

of what has gone before. - Now , I'll tell you pound note.

about another job I was in . To this day , I “ I wouldn't tell you in any case,” said I ;

cannot think about it without laughing.' “ but especially I wouldn't tell you when you

I lit another cigar, and composed myself to have a witness hid behind that curtain.” You

listen . see, I had all my wits about me, and it didn't

' It was when I was a youngster,' said lie . escape me that the curtain was drawn tighter

“ There was a big City man in those days who than it had been before .

was known to have a very valuable gold watchi. “ You are too sharp for us,” said he good

I followed him about for several days before I humouredly. Well , you have got your money,

could get a chance ; but when I did get one, and that's an end of it . I'll take precious

you may be sure I did not throw it away. good care you don't get hold of my watch again

He found, to his disgust, when he got home in a hurry . - Good - night. - No; not that door,"

that day, that there was nothing in his fob. he added as I marched towards a cupboard.

I hurried off with my prize, and got it stowed “This is the door," and he stood up and opened

away in safety, intending to have it meltedl it. I brushed past him , opened the hall door,

down next day. Now, it happened that this and was round the corner of the square in no

watch possessed a special value in the owner's time. I don't know how long the old gentle

eyes because it was a sort of ancestral posses- man took to find it out, but in passing him at

sion-presented to his father on coming of the door, I managed to pick his pocket for the

age, or something of that sort. I remember second time, and next morning the family heir

there was a long inscription on the back. He loom was in the melting-pot after all. That

was determined not to lose it if lie could help wasn't bad, was it ? '

it, and accordingly he put an advertisement in The old ' war-horse was evidently getting his

an evening paper offering thirty pounds reward blood up now. There was a tune of triumpli

for its return , and promising that no questions in the conclusion of his anecdote which showed

should be asked. He gave the address of his that, sometimes at least, his pride in his smart

house, 31 Caroline Square, at the end of the ness surpassed his repentance of his misdeeds.

advertisement. The thing sounded good enougli, He seemed pleased at the astonishment and

50 I set off for Caroline Square, leaving the amusement I expressed at his adroitness.

watch in a parcel at a public-house which I “ Yes, ' he continued with laugh, ' it was a

passed on the way. When I got there, the capital joke. But sometimes the fun lies all

gentleman was at dinner ; but he came out the other way . Even the sharpest of us comes

quick enough when he hearıl that a young to grief at times. There was one rather curious

man wanted to see him . I suppose le guessed incident which occurred in my career. You

who the young man would prove to be. Ile may possibly have seen the anecdote, for it got

was a genial-looking old fellow, and he led me into print at the time.'

away with him into his study. Pray, let me hear it,' said I.

Well, my lad ,” said he, “ what is it ? ”

“ I've come about that watch of yours," said

I. “ I think I can lay my hands on it.” SOME POPULAR REMEDIES,

Oh , it was you that took it !” said he.

“ No, I answered ; “ I know nothing whatever REMEDIES are popular from a variety of causes.

about how you lost it. I have been sent by Among the humbler classes of society a remedy

another party to see you about it. Even if becomes popular because it is economical, not

you have me arrested , you will not find out difficult to procure, and easily applied. Such ,

anything.” for instance, is a cobweb put on a cut finger

Well,” he said , “ I don't want to be hard to stop bleeding. Though a very uncleanly

on you. ' Hand it over, and here is my cheque remedy -as the cobweb, generally from some
for the amount. ”

Cheques won't do, ” said I ; “ I must have it neglected corner, is charged with dirt - it is

in gold ."
nevertheless a somewhat effective one. In the

" It will take me an hour or so to collect it Midsummer Night's Dream we find Bottom , the

in gold, ” said le.
weaver, exclaiming to the fairy Cobweb : “ If I

" That will just suit," I answered , “ for I have | cut my finger, I shall make bold with you.'

66
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Blood has a tendency to clot more rapidly if a criminately administered for a great number

substance is brought in touch with it present- of complaints, not only in the country, but by

ing a multiplication of points of contact ; thus the working classes in towns—often when

the cobweb checks bleeding from small blood- more potent and valuable remedies ought to be

vessels. The leaf of the matico plant, which administered. Saffron is commonly accounted a

is used by dentists to stop bleeding after the sort of specific for measles — for no

extraction of a tooth, is generally supposed to reason. Children, therefore, suffering from this

have a similar mechanical action . When Frank fever often receive no other treatment, and sink

Buckland the naturalist was out fishing, he had under it. Camomile has been held by country

the misfortune to cut one of his fingers, which villagers from time immemorial to be a strong

bled profusely, so he took the down-like seed tonic, and the smell from beds of the flower is

from the head of a bulrush and pressed it on supposed to be very invigorating for invalids.

the wound, when a clot soon formed around Large quantities of the plant are grown at

the seed , and the bleeding ceased.
Mitcham , in Surrey.

In the dark ages, boiling tar was a common
Linseed tea is made from the seeds of the

remedy to arrest the flow of blood from a
common flax plant, and is pronounced to be

bleeding artery ; and very healing.' The testa or envelope of theamong some barbarous

races thisvery painful method is still adopted, soothesand protects inflamed and irritable parts.
seed yields a mucilaginous substance, which

During the American Civil War, old tarred

rope carded was used to dress the wounded . Hence the discomforting sensation produced by

In our hospitals a finer picked oakum has been a sore throat is alleviated by this simple old

employed, called “tenax ' and 'marine lint,' remedy.

which is tow impregnated with tar. Tar taken
Other teas are male with sage, hyssop, and

internally, as tar water, was once a popular
elder-flower. With the making of elder-flower

remedy . It is not a pleasant melicine to take, his charming little fairy stories, 4

tea, Hans Andersen introduces to us one of

Tale in

unless its taste is artfully concealed by more the Tea -pot. A little boy takes a chill, and

agreeable flavours. Dickens makes little Pip , in after having two tea-cupfuls of elder-flower

Great Expectations, say of his sister, Mrs Joe tea — which warms so nicely ' -- falls into

Gargery, that she had ' a belief in its virtues a comfortable slumber while a friendly old

correspondent to its nastiness,' and that ' so man is narrating a story. Taken thus in large

much of this elixir was administered to me as quantities, warm drinks doubtless produce an

a choice restorative, that I was conscious of agreeable sense of warmth in the body at an

going about smelling like a new fence. Bishop early stage in colls, and increasing the action

Berkeley — to whomPope ascribed" every virtue ofthe skin, relieve the congestion ofinternal

parts. The soporific effect of the elder - flower

under heaven ' - pronounced a eulogy on has been overrated. The author of The Frugal

water similar to that he himself received from IIousewife informs is that the narcotic scent

When he was accused of imagining from the tree makes it unwholesome to sleep

that he had discovered a panacea in tar water, under its shade.

he acknowledged with perfect frankness that Country people are much impressed with the

he suspected he had. Berkeley's tar was of value of the exhalation from lops as a remedy
It has been found that those

course not coal-tar, but tar from pine-trees. Tar for sleeplessness.

water has received some commendation of late roused from their slumber.
who sleep in hop-houses are with difficulty

A pillow stuffed

as a remedy for bronchial affections.

There is not so much domestic pharmacy as wakeful ; but it frequently proves quite in
with hops is often used to induce sleep in the

there was, science having plainly shown that effective .

many of the ' herbes of vertue:—which were The names of certain flowers indicate that
1

credited by the old herbalists withı possessing they were considered to have a miraculous or

such wonderful powers to cure—are of little magical power. The St John's wort was sup

medicinal value. Still, there exists among some posed to have the power of keeping off evil

rustic folk a predilection for old remedies which spirits, of being a marvellous cure for vari

can be freshly prepared by their own hands ous disorders, and of having greatefficacyin

| maniacal The flowers of the plant

from vegetables and herbs they are well ac- when madeinto a salve were much used in vil

quainted withı, and therefore free from the im- lages in Kent for dressing wounds. The peony

purities that may come from long keeping and is called after Pæon, in Greek mythology the

the adulterations of the market. Diorcover, physician of the gols. ' In our own days,

economy is another reason . says Ann Pratt, " anodyne necklaces are worn

Herb teas are very popular. A kettle anil by children , which are believed to aid dentition

tea -pot are almost always ready to hand, and and to prevent convulsions ; and the beads are

turned of the roots of one or other of the
the process of preparation is a simple one.

Again, medicine appears less objectionable to refers to superstitious customs connected with

common peonies. ' The rustic poet, John Clare,

take when it is made in the form of a beverage the fumitory. And the name of the plant is

and called a tea . Saffron, camomile, and lin- derived from the Latin word fumus, smoke,

seed are taken largely in this way, and indis- because, it is said , the smoke of this plant was

tar

the poet.

cases.
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believed by the ancient exorcists to have the greater part are proprietary medicines; but

power of expelling evil spirits. bearing, a Government stamp, the public are

The giant puff-ball, a species of fungus, is often led to imagine that they are patent

edible when cooked ; but if eaten raw , some medicines, and they are vaguely só termed. A

times causes poisonous symptoms. Recent ex- proprietary medicine is a secret remedy, whereas

perience has shown that it is excellent the composition of a patent medicine is certainly

styptic for wounds. It has also been used known, and can be seen at the Patent Office.

successfully for troublesome bleeding from the Both, however, bear the Inland Revenue

nose, small masses of the fungus being inserted | stamp, which of course gives no guarantee of

into the cavity of the nostril . Its action is their efficacy or wholesomeness. In France,

mechanical, like the cobweb’s.
Germany, Italy, and Japan, more stringent

Fishermen and others living by the sea are enactments are in force. The Governments of

often not quick to discover and utilise the France and Germany do not allow even chem

medicinal properties of plants to be seen every ists to sell secret remedies ; and in Italy they

day beside them . Readers of Charles Kingsley's must be sold only by chemists under the sur

Two Years Ago will remember how old Drveillance of the sanitary authorities, and with

Heale of Aberalva, a small_fishing-town, com- medical prescriptions.

plains of his new assistant, Tom Thurnall , and Gelsemium , the root of the yellow jasmine,

the unbusiness-like manner in which he per- is the principal ingredient of many American

forms his duties in the surgery. A patient : pain -killers. If not taken with extreme caution,

supposed to be consumptive enters the surgery, this drug soon manifests its poisonous prop

and Tom Thurnall tells him he ought to try erties. When as a popular remedy for tooth

carrageen moss. “ There was a drawerful of it ache, it was being imported from the United

to his hand ' (grumbles the old doctor ), 'had States in large quantities in the form of a

been lying there any time this ten years . I go tincture, some sailors on board a vessel in

to open it ; but what was my feelings when he which it was being conveyed supposed it was

goes on , cool as a cucumber, “ And there's sherry. Their crime was quickly brought

bushels of it here,” says he , " on every rock ; home to them , after they had surreptitiously

SO, if you'll come down with me at low tide partaken of it ; for they very soon displayed

this afternoon, I'll show you the trade, and all the alarming symptoms produced by over

tell you how to boil it." I thought I should doses of the drug. Pet it is one of the most

have knocked him down .' valuable remedies we possess for painful affec

Carrageen or Irish Moss is a seaweed grow- tions of the dental nerves.

ing plentifully on rocky shores in Northern Tonga is a harmless remedy not unknown

Europe.
After it has been washed in cold in England, and has long been used for neur

water and dried , it can then be boiled , and algia by the natives of the Fiji Islands, who

made to form a pleasant demulcent drink suit- prepare it from the bark , leaves, and roots of

able for coughs and colds, like linseed tea. several indigenous plants.

Boiled in milk, it is said to be good for fat Cocaine has a curious history. It is prepared

tening calves ; and if milk be employed instead from the leaves of the coca shrub, cultivated

of water, it can be made into a kind of blanc- on the slopes of the Cordilleras of Bolivia,

mange, and flavoured with sugar and spices. Peru, and Colombia. Before the Spaniards had

It has been much recommended for consump- conquered Peru , the coca leaf was used by the

tion on account of its nutritive properties, but aborigines in their religious rites : it

these, it must be observed, have been much placed in the mouths of the dead to secure

exaggerated. their_favourable reception in another world.

Another common seaweed, the bladder -wrack, The Indians chewed the leaf not only for the

has been judged to possess entirely different pleasurable intoxication it produced , but because

virtues. When trodden on , it makes audible, it gave them strength to endure fatigue and

protest by a slight report like that of a pop- hunger. The following lines were written by

gun, the air-bladders with which the fronds Cowley :

are studded bursting under the pressure of
Our Varicocha first his Coca sent

the foot. An extract made from this seaweed
Endowed with leaves of wondrous nourishinent,

forms the basis of a popular remedy for obesity ;
Whose juice sucked in , and to the stomach ta'en ,

yet a recent observer declares that pigs in Ire Long hunger and long labour can sustain ;

land are fattened on it for the market. From which our faint and weary bodies find

Extensive advertising, a showy label, and a More succour, more they cheer the drooping mind,

high -sounding or foreign name, yo a long way
Than can your Bacchus and your Ceres joined .

to make a remedy popular.
Painful nervous Three leaves supply for six days' march afford ;

The Quitoita with this provision stored,affections being so common to the denizens of
Can pass the vast and cloudy Andes o'er.

large towns, there is an urgent demand for what

are called pain -killing' medicines. Many of In 1569, the Spaniards had become so alarmed

these “pain -killers' contain very strong poisons, ly the prevalence of the habit of chewing coca,

and , unfortunately , their power to kill is not that a 'decree was passed by a Council of

restricted to pain if they are taken in immod- Bishops prohibiting its use. In South America,

erate doses. Some of the so -called ' blood mix- the Indians who work as miners and at other

tures ' also contain poisonous drugs. It is to be laborious occupations continue the habit of chew

regretted that these popular remedies should be ing coca. Athletes, pedestrians, and mountain

sold by grocers, drapers, and general store climbers accomplish their feats with greater ease

keepers, who may have as little knowledge of under the influence of the drug. There is some

the action of drugs as their customers. The diversity of opinion as to whether it really

Was
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gives strength ; one view is that it simply our diet, wearing extra clothes to meet the

lulls for a time the sense of hunger or fatigue. changes in temperature of our variable climate,

Nevertheless , coca has come to be very gener- | or perhaps ridding ourselves altogether of some

ally regarded as a good nerve stimulant and habits of self-indulgence. These remedies, it is
tonic. Pharmaceutists prepare it as a wine, to be feared, cannot be described as popular.

which vocalists take.

Since 1860, it had been known that cocaine,

the active principle of the leaf, had a benumb
A CAPTIOUS CRITIC.

ing effect when applied to the tongue. Yet it By Fred. M. WHITE.

was not till 1884 that a knowledge of this well

known fact led to the discovery of its marvel- I am not a great novelist, albeit a fairly popu

lous anæsthetic value in surgical operations. By lar one. It is far better to be popular than

the instillation of a few drops of a solution great, and makes all the difference to one's

of cocaine into the eye, the surgeon is able material comfort. A great author is rarely

to remove particles of grit or metal that have appreciated , at least until he is dead ; whereas

become embedded in the superficial structures the popular one winters in the Riviera, and

of that very sensitive organ, with little or no has portraits of his drawing- room furniture in

pain to the patient, and without his losing the Strand Magazine. Anyway, my work is in

consciousness with chloroform ether. good demand ; commissions are plentiful, so

Cocaine is now extensively used both at home plentiful last summer that I rather overdid the

and abroad in ophthalmic surgery; It is a thing, the natural consequence being nervous

brilliant example of a remedy for the relief of irritability and a tendency to lie awake o?
pain that has become widely popular in a very nights ; and , as a greater writer than myself

short time, not from much advertising, but says, “ That way madness lies .
mainly by its own intrinsic worth . It also ' What you want,' remarked my Doctor — who

proves of service in many minor operations on is one of those charming practitioners who

other structures than the eye, and in alleviat- always prescribe exactly what the patient most

ing the pain of various disorders. Like most longs for— is a thorough change.

powerful drugs, it requires special knowledge work altogether for a month ; go to some quiet
and care for its safe administration.

breezy spot on the coast, and simply live out

Menthol is one of the commonest remedies, of doors.

and is put up in the form of pencils or cones, I had no difficulty in summoning up enough

which have to be simply rubbed on the affected will-power to follow out this request. Solitude

parts to diminish sensibility . This substance is has no terrors for me. I packed up my bag,

obtained as a crystalline body from Chinese or and took the first train to Barnstaple, whence I

Japanese oil of peppermint after exposure to drifted to a place called Morthoe ; and there I

cold. It has been used in China and Japan as pitched my tent — if the expression may be

a specific for headache for at least two thousand allowed — in a comfortable farmhouse, where the

years, according to MrTakahanashi, the Japanese welcome was all that could possibly be expected

Consúl at New York. It was not until about for the money.

1879 that it began to attract much attention I did not tell any one what my profession

elsewhere. In Paris and Vienna, the liquid oil was, and consequently I passed for an ordinary

has been sold at a very high price under the individual. After a time, I naturally made

name of ' Po -ho-yo,' or Gouttes Japonaises. The acquaintances — the parson and the squire, and

cones are easy of application , and can be carried that kind of thing, There was nobody with

about in the pocket. They are enclosed in little whom to talk shop, which was a drawback .

wooden boxes, because inenthol camphor evapor- But even that comes in time.

ates if left exposed for any length of time at fidus Achates one morning on the sands, where

the temperature of most living -rooms. Menthol I had gone in search of a bathe.
He was a

when applied to the unbroken skin leaves a tall , rather melancholy -looking man with a l'est

feeling of coldness, which lasts about ten or less eye. Being anything but a bold swimmer,

fifteen minutes, and is followed by a slight and the coast being dangerous, I was naturally

burning sensation, and then numbness. For indisposed to try the briny deep, and my new

deep -seated neuralgias, menthol is absolutely acquaintance
obligingly pointed out a perfect

useless, though often absurdly advertised as natural bath wherein I could disport myself.

curingall kinds of nerve-pain . Menthol has also • Almost as if it were made on purpose, he

been proved to have antiseptic properties.
lemarked . ' I always come here myself. I've

Of many of these much -vaunted anti-neur- got a house behind the sand -hills there. I

algic and pain -killing remedies, it can only be shall be pleased to see you any evening that

said that they relieve us of pain for a time you care to drop in .'

by deadening our sensibilities , but do not I thanked the speaker, and for the time being

effect a permanent cure by removing the cause. we parted. Subsequent inquiry elicited the

The curative remedies are frequently those fact that my friend's name was Walter Wanless,

which are not easy of application or rapid in and that he was a stranger, who had taken a

their action , but require a great deal of care, furnished house there for a year. Usually , I

self -command, and time. Our remedies,' as was informed, he preserved a reserved attitude.

Shakespeare says, " oft in ourselves do lie. ' ' We He was inclined to be eccentric ; and all his

are apt to set them aside for the latest novelty housework, cooking, &c. , was done for him by

in pharmacy, because they would necessitate a solitary man -servant,' who, so the gossips

changes in our mode of living not agreeable to hinted, was employed more in the capacity of

us ; such as retiring earlier to rest, restricting a keeper than anything else.

I found my
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As a novelist, this suggestion merely served both did ample justice. By the time we bad

to pique my curiosity . A writer looks uncon- completed our repast, Wanless's eyes were shin

sciously for copy, even in moments of leisure. ing, and his manner had grown a little bois

But I'am bound to confess that I saw nothing terous.

peculiar in the behaviour of Wanless when one And now no more wine,' he said, as he dis

day I lunched with him. The sole was done to missed the waiter. ' I shall suffer terribly in

the turn ; a subsequent dish of curry left noth- the morning from what I have had already,

ing to be desired ; the sherry was really dry, and Bellamy will bully me in his polite way

and not merely acid ; and the lusty servitor for a week. Let us go into the library and

waited in a manner which would have done smoke. We shall be quite alone, and can have a

credit to a professional . Yet at the same time cosy chat. It is not often that I have the nerve

I could not help seeing that Wanless was very to face my books, much as I love them. Time

much afraid of his man Bellamy. For instance, was when things were very different, and

when he attempted to help himself to a third Wanless broke off abruptly, and led the way to

glass of sherry, Bellamy calmly removed the the library. A lamp was on the table ; a little

glass, and placed the decanter at my end of the fire burned in the grate ; and yet, in that cheer

table. The thing was done so coolly that I ful, book -lined apartment, I felt singularly de

could hardly restrain my astonishment. pressed. I tried to shake off the feeling ; I

For a moment I saw a lurid light flash into tried to ignore the gleam that flashed in the

the peculiar dark eyes of my liost ; his hand dark , restless eyes of my companion. With as

clenched, then he laughed pleasantly. Bellamy much ease as I could assume, I carelessly

presumes, as all old servants do, ' Wanless said . examined the well - filled shelves.

But he is right, all the same ; I am a wretched to have a good selection here,' I remarked.

drinker.'
' In so select a gathering, I am flattered at

Bellamy said nothing ; he did not even smile. seeing a volume of my own.' Any writer will

He handed round a box of cigars, from which pardon the innocent vanity of the remark. I

Wanless selected one ; and then he locked up heard a short, sharp exclamation break from my

the box and put the key in his pocket.
host. I saw his eyes blazing as he looked

You don't want to sit here all day, sir, ' he towards the book which my hand lay

said respectfully but firmly. " You had better lovingly.

go for a walk , I think .' ‘ Oli, so you are that Osborne,' he said in a

Wanless rose obediently, and I followed. As manner most uncomplimentary. I had no idea

we passed through the ball, I caught a glimpse that I was entertaining so great a man . Ah !

of a small but complete looking library which ah ! The laugh was about the most unpleasant

was lined with books. With the fascination that I have ever heard .

that volumes of any kind possess for me, I was ' Sit down,' my host commanded. ' Oh , I

about to enter, when Bellamy closed the door , know your work very well indeed . In fact, I

and locked it. " Sir, ' lie said to his employer, know the work of the whole gang of you. But

' you are wasting the afternoon .' I haven't read a line of that volume of short

Well, it wasn't for me to interfere, if Wanless stories you have there. The stories are quite

was disposed to put up with that kind of thing. recent, I suppose ?'

We had a very pleasant afternoon upon the I replied as quietly as I could in the affirma

sands, when I found my friend to be a wonder- tive, at least as quietly as a man
can when

fully entertaining companion, exceedingly well his host, with eyes'in a fine frenzy rolling,'

l'each, but shy, I thought, on speaking of modern locks the door and puts the key carefully away

writers of fiction. We parted, at length, with in his pocket.

mutual regret. " Then of course you remember all the

' I shall not see you for the next day or two,' dénoûment , lateful word, Waneless said as he

Wanless remarked , grasping my hand heartily, opened my innocent book and glanced at the

as business calls me away ; but I shall be first story. Wewill have a little mental amuse

delighted if you will dine with me on Thursday. ment, and you shall correct me if I am wrong.

Bellamy will not be present, as he has a day I see the first story is a ghost tale, called “The

off, and I shall order dinner to be sent in from White Mystery:" And here, looking casually

the hotel. And now, good afternoon , my dear through, I find are two characters. They are

Gibson.' brothers - one, a brave military man ; the other

As a matter of fact, my name is Osborne, a nervous, imaginative youth, who is scoffed at

but it is one of the weaknesses of human by the brother because he fears a ghost. Let me

nature, whenever a man is addressed by the forecast the end of the story . The youngster

wrong patronymic, to allow the mistake to pass. sees the spook, and dies of terror on the spot ;
It would have been far better for me had whilst the other fool can never speak aſter

I corrected the mistake, instead of allowing it wards without trembling when he recounts the

to pass in my haste to accept the invitation to story. Doesn't he say that he cannot speak of
dinner. the nameless horror of that awful face ? !! )

At half-past six on the Thursday night I ‘ You have guessed it, ' I said, with a stifled

entered Wanless's dining -room . The dinner was parody of a laugh .

not all that could be desired , but then Bellamy But Wanless did not appear to be at all

was absent, and the food was brought and served elated by his success. He smiled with bitter,

by a waiter from the hotel. The wines, which weary scorn, and fluttered over the leaves to

were my host's own, left nothing to be wanted, the next story. ' I take no credit to myself for

the peculiar sherry was there, and some won- that discovery,' he proceeded. “IIere is another

derful champagne of 1874 vintage to which we little thing entitled “ My Uncle Dick .” Heavens !
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what awful memories does that hoary kind of and becomes a model queen of the nursery ever

title conjure up. Let me prophesy again. afterwards. But I shall always be the same.

Uncle Dick is a man of money ; he is crusty It is you and your class who are responsible

and curt ; the hero of the story-written in the for this : you must die. With the last word

autobiographical style — wants to marry a cousin ; ringing on his lips, Wanless flew at me and

and the old boy won't let him . Said old boy bore me to the ground. Strong as I was, I

dies of apoplexy after a fit of passion , and leaves was powerless in his grasp, for the madman

nothing to the narrator but an old deed chest, possessed the strength of a dozen beings at that

in which are discovered securities of priceless moment. I could feel his hot breath upon my

value. So they get married, and live happily face as he bent over me. You are one of the

ever after, eh ?? fiends who has robbed me of my reason ,' he

' Your foresight is really wonderful,' I replied. hissed. “ You are one of the successful hacks

Any one would think that you had been a who dress up old tales, and try to galvanise

' writer of current fiction yourself. ' paralytic corpses into life until the gibbering

Wanless glared at me so threateningly that dead faces mock us to insanity . Once I deemed

I involuntarily moved towards the poker. His the world to be fresh and bright ; but the

eyes were filled with horror, hate, and loath- weary monotony of the novels I craved for !

ing. made me what I am . Make the most of your

Man , you don't know what I am. You can- time - you will never leave this room alive. As

not understand what has brought me to my a duty to my fellow -sufferers, I am going to

present pitiable condition ,' he hissed . 'Let us rid the world of one scribbling fiend to-night.'

carry on the ghastly farce to the end. Here is I tried to expostulate, but the words died on

another of your screeds. It is called “ The my lips. Wauless bent over me, and gripped my

Black Bag.” I wonder how many thousands of throat with convulsive force. The strength of

tales have been written with the same title ? despair came back to me as I realised that we

Again let us pursue the psychological pro- were in that solitary place alone, and that my

gramme. The liero is a young man who gets life depended upon my own efforts. We rolled

into conversation with an engaging stranger in over and over, but Wanless was always upper

a railway carriage. The fascinating one has a most. From time to time I compelled him to

black bag. When they change carriages, some relinquishi his grip ; the sudden rush of air to

one accosts the stranger, who informs his com my lungs caused me to feel sick and dizzy.

panion he is detained by business. Well, he But the contest was bound to end in one way,

delivers the bag at an address in Liverpool. It's for, as I became weaker, my antagonist gathered

always Liverpool, by the way. Well, the police fresh vigour.

arrest the courteous ass, and the bag contains ' It is useless,' he cried triumphantly. “ You

an infernal machine. Man , can you deny that have got to die. '

I am correct ? I knew it, but I would not despair. And

I couldn't. My head was bowed with shame. then , as I commenced to fail, there came a

Viewing myself in the lurid mirror of those sound welcome as a voice from leaveu - the i

saw myself as others see me. sound of Bellamy's step in the hall. He tried

Never has an author been so at the mercy of the door only to find it fast ; he shouted , and

a critic before. in response came a feeble gurgle from me.

' I claim no marvellous foresight, ' Wanless said Bellamy wasted no further time ; something

sternly. Let us try again . Here is another told him that he had arrived in time to pre

story , called “ A Strange Coincidence ;” need I vent a terrible tragedy. As Bellamy's włnole

say that it refers to a singular dream of a weight broke in the door, Wanless gave me a

deserted wife, which makes such an impression squeeze that caused the countless stars to dance

upon her, that she telegraphs her husband not and ſlicker before my eyes. Then sleep, peace

to go near a certain place at a time named . ful and childlike.

He disregards the warning, and is murdered. When I came to myself again, I was in bed.

Again , I will ask you to correct me if I am The windows were open to the breeze, a

inistaken .'
glorious sun was shining, and Bellamy stood

“Well, you are, this time, I said as cheer- respectfully before me. On the whole, I felt

fully as possible. The husband refrains, and little the worse for my adventure.

some one mistaken for him is done to death .' ' I am extremely sorry for what has happened,

This little point in my favour rendered me sir, Bellamy said politely. “ The people here

more cheerful. I was about to give vent to know nothing, and I shall esteem it a personal

some little jeu d'esprit, when my companion favour if you will preserve our secret. Î ought,

gave a cry of rage and horror, at the same perhaps, to have told you , sir.'

time dashing the book to the ground. “ I knew But what on earth is the matter with Mr

it,' he shouted as he bounded to his feet ; ' I Wanless ?' I asked.

kuew that I should come across it in that "Well, sir,' Bellamy said deferentially, my

cursed volume. I cannot even get away from master's name is not Wanless at all. He is Mr

it in my solitary retreat. Is there no origin- | Cultshaw, the critic and essayist, who used to be

ality in the craft at all ? Here it is, in your “ reader ” to Messi's Gilley, the great publishers.

volume called “ By Mental Telegraph.” The Of course you know him by name, sir. Two

title explains the story. Oli , I know that years ago, the poor gentleman had brain- fever

inysterious, slender, beautiful maiden with her ; froin overwork, and he's never been the sanie

visions and hallucinations but too well ; the since. If he has three glasses of wine, he's

psychological siren who has driven me to mad- quite mad. Usually, he is harmless enough ;

She recover's when she gets a husband , but when excited , he has a perfectly morbid

dark eyes, I

ness.
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hatred of magazine writers. He attributes liis , we read, we seem only recipients, the thinking

malady to reading the same class of story with ; having apparently been done for us already by

what he calls the same motif over and over the writer whom we read. This is only partly

again . He did not know you by sight, and, the case . It is an old and true saying that the

indeed, mistook your name ; but you he holds ieye sees what it brings with it the capacity for

in especial detestation , sir. He would have seeing. We may illustrate this by a parable.

killed you if he could .? An unpoetical man, having bought for tenpence

' I quite believe that, Bellamy,' I replied a copy of selections from Browning, and finding

grimly . But you may trust me to say nothing it hard to comprehend , observed : Well , well,

about what has happened . How is your what can you expect for tenpence ?' The appli

patient ? ' cation of the principle involved in Descartes' rule

* Perfectly well this morning, and without a would put a stop to that slim , soulless form of

notion what tookplacelastnight.But onthe reading which we know as 'skimming. We all

whole, sir, I would respectfully, beg to suggest ‘ skim , more or less ; all , more or less, read on

that you do not meet again . I don't suppose as though we were proof-readers for the daily

that you are specially attached to the place , press. The words spin past. In many cases the

and as it agrees with my poor master' eye seems scarcely to do more than to mechani

“ Say no more, Bellamy,' I replied. I will cally note agreements or discrepancies of form ,

get away to-day. I came out for quiet and and the mind behind the eye feels that it has

rest, and not for midnight adventures. And not altogether managed to take in the meaning

there's a ten - pound note for you, Bellamy, of the swiftly -passing phrase. The mind reads

with my most grateful thanks.' what it has in it the faculty for reading. There

From that day to this I have seen nothing are minds that, like the little plates used by

of Wanless, nor am I likely to now , for he photographers, are sensitive to any the most

died last week, and therefore I am at liberty swiftly changing light or shadow of expression.

to publish this singular story, the moral of Such mindshave strong imaginative power, the

which is obvious. People say that latterly my faculty of swift and vivid picturing. But even

stories are less trite than they were. Have any such minds must employ that process of develop

of you noticed it, may I ask ? ' ment ' we call reflection before these swift impres

sions can be fixed and lasting.

The worl ' reading ' is derived from the Anglo
RE A DIN G.

Saxon word rcdun , the first meaning of which

The inaccuracy wlich very often troubles us in is to discern .' Words are the symbols of the

our ordinary speaking, troubles us very often also fleeting thought,and it is with those symbols that

in our ordinary reading. It is a common thing discernment in reading must, therefore, to a very

we have to do in reading. The depth of our

to hear in conversation such expressions as : great extentdepend upon our knowledge of the

" That is, ' ' I mean ,' ' In other words,' or, “ It's this complicated history of associations locked up in

way, you understand ,' coming immediately after each important word . The steady use of a good

statements which are supposed to convey to us etymological dictionary is the thing to be desired.

the speaker's meaning. Such expressions show A book of this kind is a prism which will decom

us that the speaker is not pleased with the clear- pose for us the light-rays of language, which are

ness of the statement, and wishes to explain the words, and show us in them changing huesof

matter further. It is selilom that we come across
beauty of which we had hardly dreamed.

a man whose words have power to paint for us

with swift, unerring touches the very picture WITH THE E.

which he wishes us to see . Descartes, when

With thee, Sweetheart, I would delight to stroll

speaking of the method by which we should
In woody aisles where cool paths loitering go,

conduct our thoughts in seeking truth, observes, And where the trill of best - remembered birds

in reference to the accurate use of words, that
Falls on our ears in cadence soft and low.

we should never forget to substitute mentally

for the terms we use the definitions which restrict Or down the lazy stream ' mid languorous airs

them and explain them . Not many people either Of summer noon ; while scent of fragrant flowers

consciously or unconsciously obey this rule. The Steals o’er us dreaming in our gliding skiff,

spread of scientific modes of thinking and ex All unaware of the gay -fleeting houis .

pression will ultimately rectify the matter. The
Or I would roain with thee through open fields,

immediate enforcement of the rule would tend

to quiet life considerably ; many people would
Where the gray oak in pathos of decay

Would give us shelter, while we watched the gleam
be practically silent, a result which possibly

Of purple sunset ere it died away.

might be attended with advantage. To aim at

clearness and conciseness of expression is, how Or on the moors, where blue- winged dragonflies

ever , open to us all, and every effort in that Float in the shining haze, and the wild bee

way must be of lise to us. Goes murmuring by : all places are the same

But it is to Reading, rather than to speaking, If thou, Sweetheart, art only there with me.

that we wish to apply the principle involved in \'ILLIAM Cowan.

Descartes' rule. Reading seemseasier than speak

ing, in il sense . When we speak, we are thinkers Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

and authors — we must conceive and express ; when 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.

All Rights Reserved.
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features and character. After a visit of twenty
GLASGOW.

four hours, followed by other twenty -four at

THE citizens of what with its population of the Coast, the sharp -eyed globe-trotter

more than three- quarters of a million is un- give a word -photograph of the City in five

questionably the Second City of the Empire, minutes. He gloats over its wide, spacious,

have recently felt a revival of interest in more and crowded thoroughfares ; its numerous and

than one important chapter of its history which attractive shop -fronts ; the superb service of

had been forgotten in the rush of material trains and steamboats which makes it the

advance. The successful exhibition of Old easiest town in the world to get out of ; ' the

Glasgow ,' and the archæological literature it superabundant activity and liberal hospitality

has evoked, suggest above all things the fact of its citizens, and the ambition and energy of

that ‘ Old Glasgow ' is not so very old after all . its Corporation. He will tell you that when

In neither, certainly, have we the oldest of all the Town Council have brought to perfection

Glasgows — that Celtic Gleschu or ' beloved green the system of tramways which they have taken

spot ' which was something more than a memory into their own hands, and when the two great

even in the seventeenth century, since the enterprises for bringing its various divisions

eminent Glasgewe' is described by Richard together — the Underground Railway and the

Franck- ex-Cantab Cromwellian trooper, enthu- Subway - have been completed , Glasgow will be

siastic angler, and extravagant sentimentalist- not only the easiest town to get out of, ' but

as “ the nonsuch of Scotland where an English the easiest to travel in , instead of being as at

florist may pick up a posie. ' It cannot be said present the most difficult after London. He

that there has been brought back to meniory will point to its rehabilitated and marvellously.

the Glasgow of the original Cathedral or of complete Cathedral with its memories of Jocelyn

the original University , of the War of Inde- and Wishart and the War of Independence,

pendence or of the Reformation, of the wild as evidence that the civic pride which is still

West Whigs , or of the most romantic of all the most notable feature of Glasgow must have

historical dramas, on the penultimate act of from the first been strong, since it was power

which the curtain fell when Mary fled from ful enough to save the building from an icono

the field of Langside — that Langside which clastic and fanatical mob . He will point to

nowaclays conjures up nothing but decoronis and the new and stately pile of University build

prosperous suburbanity. The " Old Glasgow ' ings, which from their site on Gilmore -hill

which has recently been appealing to the eye, command on one side a view of the city, and

the memory, and the imagination, is but the on another a prospect of the finest and most

germ of that “Greater Glasgow ' of to -day, varied scenery in Scotland , as proof that

whose latest statistician gives 806,085 as 'the Glasgow wealth is still the nursing mother of

population massed within à raclius of four Glasgow culture. But the American tourist, if

miles of the Royal Exchange.' This 'Greater he has as keen an eye to the strength and the

Glasgow ' has inspired its inhabitants with an weakness of Glasgow as Mr Albert Shaw ,

enthusiasm and a pride not without their comic who recently visited it, and gave it a position

side, which have nevertheless had most benefi- of superiority to many cities even in his own

cent results, and are matched nowhere in the United States, in respect at all events of

United Kingdom , or if anywhere, in Bir- municipal alministration, will also point to the

mingham alone. dark side of the picture. If the Clyle has

It is almost as easy to trace the evolution brought wealth to Glasgow, it has also brought

of Glasgow as it is to describe its general | fogs, almost as dense and depressing as those
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of London, and odours that suggest not Araby is well marked by Thomas Tucker, who re

the Blest, but the pestilence that walketh at ported to Cromwelựs government in 1655 on the

noon -day. If Glasgow is the city of energy, state of Scotland with a view to its incorpo

liberality, and landscapes, it is also the city of ration with the English Commonwealth. He

one-roomed and two-roomed houses, occupied by repeats the idea and almost the words of Har

vice, squalor, and misery , of a high death dyng when he describes Glasgowe as ' a very

rate, of black smoke, and of the rain that neate burghe toune lyeing upon the bankes of

raineth every day: the river Cluyde,' and as seated in a pleasant

No doubt the citizens of Glasgow are , with that and fruitful soyle.' But he goes further, and

public spirit which has always animated them, presents us with the embryo of the Glasgow of

grappling as best they can with the problems io-day in his allusion to its trade : " The in

that the very growth and prosperity of their habitants (all but the students of the college

city have brought them face to face with - have, which is here) are traders and dealers ; some

indeed , created . Rookeries ' and slums are for Ireland with small smiddy coales, in open

being assailed. Dr Russell, the officer of public boates, from foure to ten tonnes, from whence

health for the City, in a brochure upon the they bring hoopes, barrell-staves, meale, oates,

results of the census of 1891, demonstrates and butter ; some from France with plad

that the proportion of the total population ding, coales, and herring (of which there is a

living in houses of one room has fallen rapidly great fishing yearly in the Westerne Sea), for

since 1871, and is now lower than it has ever ! which they return salt, pepper, rosin , and

been ;' although he has to admit that, while of prunes ; to Norway for timber ; and

the larger towns of Scotland Glasgow has the ' every one with theyr neiglıbours the High

smallest average dwelling-house with most per landers, who come hither from the isles and

sons per room , Edinburgh has the smallest westerne parts ; in summer by the Mul of

house with fewest persons per room . Last Cantyre, and in winter by the Tarban [ Tar

year, regulations regarding the emission of bert] to the head of the Loguh Fyn (which is

black smoke from factory chimneys have been a small neck of sandy land, over which they

issued of such stringency that some manufac, usually draw they'r small boates into the Firth

turers say they are positively harassing and at Dunbarton ), and soe passe up in the Cluydle

calculated to drive manufactures from Glasgow ; with pladding, dry hides , goat, kid , and deere

and the first stage has been reached in the skyns, which they sell, and purchase with theyr

great work of the destruction of the city price such commodityes and provisions as they

sewage, which, finding its way into the Clydė, stand in neede of from time to time.' Have

has converted a portion of it into an open we not here the germ — and something more

drain . But it will take several years before of that justifiable pride which made Burns's

even the energy and well-regulated ambition of contemporary,Mayne, of Siller Gunfame, sing

the City Fathers, and the not less public- thus, realistically rather than tunefully, of Glas

spirited private citizens of Glasgow, can restore gow ,when he was apprentice to Andrew Foulis,

it and its river to even a semblance of their the famous printer to the University ?

early beauty and sweetness. As for the social

question , which is probably more appalling in Hence Commerce spreads her sails to a '

Glasgow than in any other cities of the
The Indies and America .

world , with the exception of London, Paris,
Whatever makes ae penny twa

Is wafted to the Broomielaw

and New York , are we a whit nearer its solu On bony Clyde.

tion than when John Bright, many years ago

in the Corn Exchange, Elinburgh , declared It is, of course, in the accounts of travellers

that the great political difficulty of the future in Scotland during the last century that the

was how to reach those “moral depthis deeper evolution of Glasgow is most easily marked.

than ever Atlantic cable fathomed , and to bring It was a wise instinct which made its citizens,

from thence misery's sons and daughters, and in the time of the Commonwealth , strive to

the multitule that are ready to perislı ? ' bring about a Union between England and

As for the development of Glasgow - that Scotland. The Union, when it was actually

Glasgow which the late Mr. Robert Louis Steven- accomplished , made the fortune of Glasgow.

son differentiated from other civic communities i This was foreseen by Defoe, who was an active

in Scotland as chief city of Scottish men agent in promoting the great step which has

- has it not been unfolded as in a panorama brought such blessings to both countries. In

by a succession of travellers from John Ilar- his Tour, published in 1726 , he writes of the

dyng to Dorothy Wordsworth ? IIardlyng, Glasgow merchants with all the satisfaction of

whose grotesque Chronicle in Metre was pub- a prophet who has seen his prediction fulfilled :

lished in the time of James I. , and covers • The Union has, indeed , answered its end to

the period ‘ from the first beginning of Eng- them more than to any other Part of the King

lande unto the reign of Edward IV ., looks dlom , for as the Union opened the door to the

upon certain portions of Scotland as victualling Scots into our American colonies, the Glasgow

grounds for English armies, and contemplates merchants presently embraced the opportunity,

Glasgew ' with the eye of a Blücher as an and though, at its first concerting, the Rabble

excellent place to sack . But he photographed made a formidable effort to prevent it, yet

it for all time when he described it as afterwards they knew better when they found

Agoodly cytee and universitee, the great Increase of their Trade by it. But

Whereplentifull is the countree also , there can be no question that the citizens of

Roplenished well with all commoditeé.
Glasgow , who probably found themselves cap

The second stage in the evolution of Glasgow able of concentrating their municipal energies
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after the confirmation by Parliament in 1672 Bay, being appreciated by the busy citizens

of the ‘ letter of Guildry, which put an end to of Glasgow. * Largs,' says Lettice, a young

the disputes between the Merchants'and Trailes' Oxonian who visited Glasgow in 1792, and

Guilds, prepared the way for the Union. Defoe is quoted, like Macky, at some length, by Dr

testifies that Glasgow is one of the cleanliest, Colville, “not long ago the scene of great fairs

most beautiful, and best-built cities in Great for the disposal of Highland stock , is now

Britain , Almost the same words are used by resorted to in summer for sea-bathing. Of

John Macky, a political agent, who was in Wemyss Bay he writes : ‘ Here Glasgow mer

Scotland shortly after the Jacobite rising of chants have built each a neat white house, one

1715, and who published an account of his tour joining the other, and making, in fact, a single

in 1723. "Glasgow ,' he says, 'is the beautifullest villa with a green lawn spread out before it to

little city I have seen in Britain. It stands the water's edge, adorned with parterres of

deliciously on the banks of the Clyde, over flowers, and backed with wood and winding

which there is a fair stone bridge of eight arches.' walkson the rising ground. Hither they retire,

At this time, according to Dr James Colville with their families, from their city and its busy

and Dr David Murray, who have recently in - hum for the summer season .'

vestigated the condition of their city during the The century that has elapsed since Lettice

early portion of last century, its population was saw Glasgow at work and at play has no

less than 14,000, and its rental £ 8000. “ The doubt witnessed wonders. Its population, which

house-rent of a countess was £9, while in the then was sixty -seven thousand, as against Edin

same building the wives of two lairds paid rents burgh with its seventy thousand, has been

of £6, 13s. 4d. and £5, 10s. respectively. Macky multiplied twelve times. The deepening of the

declares Glasgow to be ' a place of the greatest Clyde has since , by making Glasgow a port,

trade in the Kingdom, especially to the Planta- rendered it independent of Alloa or even of

tions, from whence they have 20 or 30 sail of Greenock. At enormous cost, a narrow river

ships every year, laden with tobacco and sugar.? which to the end of the 18th century could be

It is rather odd, however, to find that at waded across, now admits huge sea-going ships:

this time the men of Glasgow did not confine Henry Bell's Comet, first of trading steamers in

their attentions to the Clyde, for we learn the old World, beganto ply between Glasgow

that they are purchasing a harbour on the and Greenock in 1812. Steamboats and railways

Frith near Alloa, to which they have but have made Largs, Rothesay, Wemyss Bay, Dunoon

twelve miles of land , and then they can reship -the whole, indeed of the west coast, the sum

their sugars and tobacco for Holland, Ger- mer-resorts of the Glasgow middle- class. The

many, and the Baltic, without being at the working-man of Glasgow may, by the expendi

trouble of sailing round England or Scotland.. ' ture of half-a -crown,command , in half-an -hour,

In connection with the rapid progress made the finest scenery in Scotland. Were Bailie

by Glasgow as a consequence of the Union , it Nicol Jarvie to revisit his native city, he

should never be forgotten ,' writes Dr Colville, would find that his beloved Saltmarket had

in his recent interesting and valuable mono- been eclipsed by Sauchiehall Street and Buch

graph on eighteenth-century visitors to the City, anan Street, and that its special ' comforts ' were

* that the founders of Glasgow trade were four accounted vulgar ; while his cateran cousin

young men whose combined capital was not would discover that his Loch Lomond fastnesses

£ 10,000. They were Cunningham of Lainshaw, hal become the picnicking ground of Sunday

Spiers of Elderslie, Glassford of Dougaldstown, school children from Gorbals or Argyle Street.

and Ritchie of Busby.
Their estates were But in its general characteristics, and in the

bought out of the wealth they acquired .' temper and ambitions of its citizens, Glasgow

The view of Glasgow taken by Defoe, Jacky, remains what it was in Hardyng's day.

and Captain Burt - the Burt whom Macaulay The remarkable combination of restless energy

has immortalised — we find repeated by later and fatalism which, in the literary cant of

travellers, such as the Welshman Pennant, who the day, is known as fin de siècle, is evidently

says of the city in 1772 that it is ' the best to have its influence in Glasgow as elsewhere.

built of any second -rate city I have seen ; ' by. The desire to render it the most complete at

Gray, the poet, who testifies to its eleyance ; ' least of provincial cities in Great Britain before

and " by Samuel Johnson, who says that ' the the century is ont, is becoming a passion . In

prosperity of its commerce appears by the great- some respects the wish may be said to have

ness of its many private houses and the general been already gratified. Glasgow's two homes of

appearance of wealth .' civic life andculture, the City Chambers and

Long ere this, the city had begun to utilise its University buildings, both erected within the

those rich fields of iron and coal which have past few years at a total cost of nearly a

since built up such vast and varied industries million, certainly challenge, if they do not

and transformed the face of the land. Muslins defy competition. Instead of its one public

and linens were already largely male ; bleach- recreation ground — that Glasgow Green, which

ing and calico -printing date from early in last almost rivals IIyde Park itself as the open-air

century, and the Turkey-red in lustry from the platform of political and social reformers

end of it. And it was in Glasgow, shortly after Glasgow has now nearly a dozen public parks

the middle of the century, that James Watt and open spaces.' In respect of fresh air and

perfected the steam -engine - a discovery by which facilities for walking, the inhabitants of none of

Glasgow has profited to the full. its districts have now anything to complain of..

We find towards the close of the century the The water -supply of Glasgow has long been

hygienic value of the Coast, as represented by the envy of other cities in Britain. Its Cor

such places as Largs, Rothesay, and Wemyss | poration are resolved that it shall notbe out
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distanced in this most important of sanitary always a risk that regulation of this kind may

respects even by Manchester. A new Aqueduct lead to moral coercion. What with the various

from Loch Katrine is being built, and accord - Committees, Trusts, and other bodies which

ing to the present Lord Provost's résumé of the look after genuine public interests such as the

work done by the Town Council during 1894, City Improvements, and the various questions

'the anticipation is that the entire works that are conjured up by "The River, Glasgow

embraced in the present extension of the Loch seems to many outsiders to have quite enongh

Katrine Water Supply will be completed in of enterprises on hand to occupy fully even

abont six years from now (say, by the year its energies for the next dozen years. The con

1900 ), and that they will add one-half to the centration of these energies appears now to be

quantity presently available, increasing that to at least as necessary as their extension . The

almost sixty -five million gallons per day.. familiar paradox which sums up the history

Within the past ten years, six new bridges of Glasgow and the West of Scotland— “ The

across the Kelvin and the Clyde have either Clyde has made Glasgow , and Glasgow has made
been opened or decided upon. The most import- the Clyde ' - is as true as ever it was. The out

ant — that which is to take the place of Telford's put of the Clydle last year proves that it still

historic Glasgow Bridge - will probably be com- occupies its old position of pre-eminence as the

pleted by 1899. first shipbuilding centre in the Kingilom , send

The consolidation of the City and its suburbs ing out on all the waters of the globe the largest,

has been greatly advanced by the formation swiftest, and finest steam -ships afloat. But will

of what is popularly known as ' Greater Glas- the dream of a purified Glasgow and a puri
gow .' There seems every reason to believe that, fied Clyile be realised before the twentieth

before the century is over, it will be com - century begins to run its course ?

pleteil by the inclusion within the city of

the three still ont-standing burghs of Govan,

Partick, and Kinning Park, with their popula- THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

tion of nearly 120,000. Of late years, a strenuous

effort has been made to rid Glasgow of the
CHAPTER II. ( continued ).

reproach so often levelled against it of being, It was midnight when Duke Paul and Antonio

like most busy commercial communities, in- reached the plain : the moon , till now hidden

diff ent to art and refinement. It remains
by the mountains, shone on them , and seeing

be seen whether the enthusiasm for music which Antonio's face more plainly , Paul cried , half in

has led to the formation of a Scottish orchestra jest, half in uneasiness, Come,man , look not

having Glasgow for its leadquarters is a passing so glum about it ! ' Tis but the life of a rogue.

fancy. But the enthusiasm for art, which has ' Indeel it is no more ,' said Antonio, and he

already produced a "Glasgow school,' that cannot turned his eyes upon Duke Paul.

at the very least be denied the merit of origin Paul laughed, but with poor merriment.

ality, may be relied upon to builıl , before Whence it came he knew not, but a strange

the year. 1900, an Art Gallery worthy to be sudden sense of peril and of doom had fallen

named in the breath with the City on him . The massive quiet figure of Antonio,

Chambers and the new University buildings — riding ever close to him , silent, stern, and

worthy also to be the permanent home of the watchful, oppressed his spirit.

genuine though imperfectly appreciated art treas Suddenly Antonio halted and called to Mar

ures now in the possession of the Corporation. tolo to bring him a lantern : one hung from

In regard to one matter — which is, however, Martolo's saldle, and he brought it, anii went

of the highest importance so far as the intel- back . Then Antonio lit the lantern anil gave

lectual ani moral well-being of the great mass an ivory tablet to Paul and said to him , Write

of the public is concerned - Glasgow lays belind me your promise.'

Edinburgh. It has several large collections of • You distrust me, then ? ' cried Paul in a

books — the University Library contains one lun- great show of indignation.

dred and seventy-five thousand volumes, and the ' I will not go till you have written the

Mitchell Library seventy-five thousand — but it promise.

has no public leniling library : Is it encourag Now Paul was somewhat loth to write the

ing a vain hope to predict that this deficiency promise, fearing that it should be found on

will , by the adoption of the Free Libraries Act Antonio's body before he could contrive to

or otherwise, be rectified before the century remove it ; but without it Antonio declared he

comes to a close ?
would not go. So Paul wrote, bethinking him

In another respect the citizens of Glasgow self that he held safe in his house at home

are, through their civic representatives,displaying permission from the Duke to seek Antonio and

an activity which surpasses that of Birmingham, beguile him to the city, and that with the

and which may not be without its perils. The witness of this commission he could come off

movement to municipalise locomotion in Glasgow safe, even though the tablet were found on

which took shape on the 1st July of last ycar, Antonio . Taking the peril then, rather than

when the Corporation began to work the tram- fail , he wrote, setting forth the promises lie

way system , is likely to be followed by efforts made to Antonio in case (thus he phrased

otl directions. it) of the death of his brother. And he

At the present moment the public are being delivered the tablet to Antonio ; and Antonio,

agitated over a measure to regulate the traffic restoring the lantern to Martolo, stowed the
of the city and almost the life of the citizens. tablet about him , and they set forth again.

The excellent intentions anl good sense of its

promoters are beyond all question ; but there is * Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

same
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As the clock of the tower of the Cathedral, “ Of that I know not, and care not ; yet do

distantly booming in their ears, sounded the not swear it now by Christ's name if it be not

hour of two, they came to where the road ' true. How meant you , my lord , by your

parted. In one direction it ran level across the brother and your brother's son ? '

plain to the river and the city, and by this Paul licked his lips, for they had gone dry,

way they must go, if they would come to the and he breathed as man pants who has run

secret gate and thence to the Duke's summer- far and fast. " You are three to one,' he

house. But the second road left the plain , and hissed.

mounted the hill that faces the wicket-gate, ! We shall be but man to man on the top of

which is now called the Hill of Duke Paul. the hill,' said Antonio .

And at the parting of the road , Antonio reined | Then suddenly Tommasino spoke ubidden.

in his horse and sat silent for a great while. There is a priest in the village a mile away, '

Again , Paul, scanning his face, was troubled, said he, and there was pity in his voice.

so that Martolo, who had drawn near, saw him * Peace, Tommasino ! What priest has lie

wipe a drop from his brow. And Paul sail, provided for his brother ? '

For what wait we, Antonio ? Time presses, for And Tommasino said no more ; but he turned

it has gone two o'clock. ' his eyes away from the face of Duke Paul :

Then Antonio drew him apart, and fixing his yet when he was an old man , one being in his

eyes on hin , said, “ What of the child ? What company
ard him say he reamed vet it.

mean you by the child ? How does it profit ! As for Martolo, he bent his head and crossed

you that the father (lie, if the child live ?' himself.

Paul, deeming that Antonio doubted him Then Paul threw himself on his knees before

and saw a snare, and holding it better to seem Antonio and prayed him to let him go ; but

the greatest of villains than to stir suspicion ' Antonio seemed not to hear him , and stood

in a man who held him in his hands, smiled silent with folded arms. Yet presently he said ,

cunningly, and answered , “ The child will grow “ Take your sword then, my lord. If I fall ,

sickly and pine when his father is not alive ' these shall not touch you. Thus much I

to care for him .' | give, though it is more than I have right to

It is enough ,” said Antonio ; and again a give.'

flush mounted on his face, and died down | But Paul would not take his sword , but

again , and left him pale. For some think he knelt, still beseeching, Antonio with tears, and

would have turned from his purpose, had Paul mingling prayers and curses in a flow of ayo
meant honestly by the childl . I know not. At nised words.

least, the foul murder plotted against the child At last Antonio plucked him from the ground

made him utterly relentless. and sternly baile liim mount the hill ; and find

Let us go on and end the matter,' urgeil ing no help, he set out, his knees shaking be

Paul, full of eagerness, and, again , of that neath him , while Antonio followed close upon

strange uneasiness born of Antonio's air. him . And thus Tommasino and Martolo watched

' Ay, we will go on and finish it,' said them go till the winding of the path liid them

Antonio, and with that he leaped down from his from view , when Martolo fell upon his knees,

horse. Paul did the like, for it had been agreed and Tommasino drew a breath as though a

that the others, with the horses, were to await load had rested on his chest.

Antonio's return , while the Count and Paul ! It was but a short way to the summit, but

went forward on foot : and Tommasino and the path was steep, and the two went slowly,

Martolo , (lismounting also, tied the horses to so that, as they came forth on the top, the

trees and stood waiting Antonio's orders. first gleam of dawn caught them in its pale

Forward ! cried Paul. light. The city lay gray and drab below

“ Come, then ,' said Antonio, and he turned to them ; and the lonely tree that stands to this

the road that mounted the hill. day upon the hill, swayed in the wind with

It is by the other road we go, ' said Paul. mournful murmurings. Paul stumbled and

It is by this road ,' said Antonio, and he sank in a heap upon the ground. And Antonio

raised his hand and made a certain sign, sail to him , “ If you will, pray, and went and

whereat the swords of his friends leaped from leaned against the bare trunk of the tree, a little

their scabbards, and they barred the way, so way apart. But Paul, thinking on man's

that Duke Paul could turn nowhere suve to mercy, not on God's, crawled on his knees

the road that mounted the hill. Then Paul's across the space between and laid hold of

face grew long, drawn, and sallow with sudden Antonio's legs. And he said nothing, but gazed

fear. • What means this ?' he cried . What up at Antonio. And at the silent appeal,

means this, Antonio ? ' Antonio shivered for an instant, but he did

' It means, my lord, that you must mount not fly the gaze of Paul's eyes, but looked

the hill with me,' answered Antonio, “ even to down on him and answered , · You must die.

the top of it, whence a man can see the city . Yet there is your sword, and there a free road

' But for what ?' to the city .'

" That this matter may be finished ,' said Then Paul let go Antonio's legs and rose,

Antonio ; and, coniing to Paul, he laid a hand and drew his sword. But his hand was trem

on his shoulder and turned him to the path bling, and lie could scarce stand. Then Antonio

up the hill. But Paul , seeing his face and the gave to him a flask that he carried , holding

swords of Tonımasino and Martolo that barred strong waters ; and the wretch, drinking greedily,

all escape, seized his hanıl, saying, " Before God , found some courage, and came suddenly at

I mean you true, Antonio ! As Christ died for Antonio before Antonio looked for his attack.

us, I mean you true, Antonio ! ' But the Count eluded him , and drawing his
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blade, awaited the attack ; and Paul seized dered that he came not. And as the morning

again the flask that he had flung on the ground, srew and yet Paul came not, the Duke feared

and drained it, and, mad now with the fumes, that in some manner Antonio had detected the

rushed at Antonio, shrieking curses and blas- snare, and that he held Paul a prisoner — for it

phemies. The sun rose on the moment that " id not enter the Duke's mind that Antonio

their blades crossed ; and before its rays had would dare to kill his brother. And when it

shone a minute, Antonio had driven his sword was five o'clock, the Duke, heavy-eyed for

through the howling wretchi's lung, and Duke want of sleep , left the summer-house, and

Paul laydying on the grassy hill. having traversed the garden, entered his cabi

Then Count Antonio stripped off his doublet net and flung himself on a couch there ; and

and made a pillow of it for Paul's head, and notwithstanding his uneasiness for his brother,

sat down by him , and wiped his brow, and being now very drowsy, he fell asleep. But

disposed his body with such ease as seemed before he had slept long, he was roused by

possible. Yet he took no pains to stanch the two of his pages, who ran in crying that Duke

blood or to minister to the wound, for his Paul's horse had come riderless to the gate of

intent was that Paul should die and not live. the city. And the Duke sprang up, smiting

And Paul lay some moments on his back, then his thigh, and crying, 'If harm has come to

twisted on his side ; once he flung his legs him , I will not rest till I have Antonio's head . '

wide and gathered them again under his body, So he nustered a party of his Guards, some on

and shivered, turning on his back again : and horseback and some on foot, and passed with

his jaw fell, and he died there on the top of all speed out of the city, seeking his brother,

the hill. And the Count closed his eyes, and and vowing vengeance on the insolence of Count

sat by him in silence for many minutes ; and Antonio.

once le buried his face in his hands, and a But the Duke was not first out of the city ;

single sub shook him . for he found a stream of townsmen flocking

But now it wasgrowing to day, and hie rose, across the bridge ; and at the end of the bridge

and took from the Duke's waist the broad was a gathering of men, huddled close round a

silken band that he wore, wrought with gollen peasant who stood in the centre. The pikemen

embroidery on a ground of royal blue. Then made a way for His Highness ; and when the

he took Paul in hisarms and set him upright peasant saw him , he ran to him , and resting

against the trunk of the tree, and , encircling 'his hand on the neck of the Duke's horse, as

tree and body with the rich scarf, he bound though he could scarce stand alone, he cried,

the corpse there ; and he took the ivory tablet pointing with his hanıl to the hill that rose

from his belt and tied the ribbon that hung to the west, “ The Duke Paul, the Duke Paul ! '

through a hole in it to the ribbon of the And no more could he say.

Order of St Prisian, that was round Paul's " Give him a horse, one of you , and let an

neck, and he wrote on the tablet, “ Witness my other lead it,' cried the Duke. And forward,

hand - ANTONIO of Monte Velluto. And he gentlemen, whither he points ! '

wiped the blade of his sword long and carefully Thus they set forthi, and as they went, the

on the grass till it shone pure, clean, and concourse grew, some overtaking them from

bright again. Then he gazed awhile at the the city, some who weregoing on business or

city, that grew now warm and rich in the in- for their pleasure into the city turning and

creasing light of the sun , and turned on his following after the Duke and his company:

heel and went down the hill by the way that So that a multitude went after Valentine and

he had come. the peasant, and they rode together at the

At the foot, Tommasino and Martolo awaited head . And the Duke said thrice to the peas

him ; and when he came down alone, Martolo ant, “ What of my brother ?' But the peasant,

again signed the cross ; but Tommasino glanced who was an old man, did but point again to

one question, and, finding answer in Antonio's the hill.

nod, struck his open palm on the quarters of At the foot of the hill , all that had horses

Duke Paul's horse and set it free to go where left them in charge of the boys who were of

it would ; and the horse, being free, started at the party, for the Duke, presaging some fear

a canter along the road to the city. And ful thing, would suffer none but grown men to

Antonio mounted and set his face again to mount with him ; and thus they went forward

wards the hills. For awhile he rode alone in afoot till they reached the grassy summit of

front ; but when an hour was gone, he called the hill. And then the peasant sprang, in

to Tommasino, and, on the lad joining him, front, crying, “ There, there and all of them

talked with him , not gaily indeed (that could beheld the body of Duke Paul, bound to the

not be), yet with calmness and cheerfulness on tree by the embroidered scarf, his head fallen

the matters that concerned the band . But on his breast, and the ivory tablet hanging

Paul's name did not cross his lips ; and the from the ribbon of the Order of St Prisian.

manner in which he lacl dealt witli Paul on And a great silence fell on them all , and

the hill rested unknown till a later time, they stooil gazing at the dead Prince.

when Count Antonio formally declared it, and But presentlyDuke Valentine went forward

wrote with his own hand how Duke Paul alone; and he knelt on one knee and bowed

had died. Thus, then, Count Antonio rode his head , and kissed his brother's right land.

back to the hills, having executed on the body And a shout of indignation and wrath went

of Paul that which seemed to him right and up from all the crowd, and they cried , “ Whose

just. deed is this ?' The Duke minded them not,

Long had Duke Valentine waited for his but rose to his feet and laid his hand on the

brother in the summer-house, and greatly won- ivory tablet ; and lie perceived that it was
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was

written by Duke Paul ; and he read what letter was written, ‘ God chooses the hand. All

Paul_had written to Antonio ; how that he is well.?

the. Duke, being dead, Antonio should come And Count Antonio abode still an outlaw in

to his own again, and wed Lucia, and hold the mountains, and the Lady Lucia mourned in

foremost place in the Duchy. And, this read , the city.

the Duke read also the subscription of Count An (To be continued .)

tonio— Witness my hand - ANTONIO of Monte

Velluto . Then he very amazel, for

he had trusted his brother. Yet he did not WINTER CLOTHING.

refuse the testimony of the ivory tablet or sus- ACCORDING to statistics, the death - rate is always

pect any guile or deceit in Antonio. And
higher during the winter months. This fact

he stood dry-eyed, looking on the dead face of may to a certain extent in many cases owe its

Duke Paul. Then , turning round, he cried in a
loud voice, so that every man on the hill origin to imperfect clothing. It is clearly evi

heard him , Behold the body ofa traitor !' dent that a large percentage of colds might be

And men looked on him , and from him to the avoided , and many lives prolonged , if proper

faces of one another, asking what he meant. garments were worn . The object of clothes as

But he spoke no other word , and went straight- an influence in preserving health should be to

way down the hill, and mounted his horse maintain, as far as possible, an equal warmth

again, and rode back to the city ; and, having of the surface and extremities of the body, and

come to his Palace, he sent for his little son, whilst conducing to the comfort, promote a free

and went with him into the cabinet behind the circulation, perspiration, and innervation of all

great hall, where the two stayed alone together external parts of the system .
for many hours. And when the child came The healthful operation of clothing is , how

forth, he asked none concerning his uncle the ever, not altogether confined to its property of
Duke Paul. l'etaining warmth . The injurious influence of

Now all the company had followed down from moisture, for example, has also to be guarded

the bill after the Duke, and no man dared to against. Even the lower animals exlıibit many

touch the body unbidden . Two days passed, interesting facts illustrative of instinctor

and a great storm came, so that the rain beat natural provisions for adapting their clothing

on Paul's face and the lightning, blackened it. to suit the seasons . It certainly does not say

But on the_third day, when the storm had inuch for the boasted superiority of man's

ceased , the Duke badle the Lieutenant of the reason, when we find that the lower animals,

Guard to go by night and bring the body of with only instinct for a guide, suffer less from

Paul : and the Lieutenant and his men flung a the effects of cold , wet, and atmospheric changes

cloak over the face, an , having thus done, than human beings do. This transpires simply

brought the body into the city at the break of , because common -sense and reason are too fre

day : yetthe great square was full of folk quently laid aside by foolish habits, the out

watching in awe and silence. And they took come of vanity , ignorance, and fashion.

the body to the Cathedral, and buried it under Perhaps the best and most concise plan in

the wall on the north side in the shale of a dealing with winter clothing will be to consider

cypress tree, laying a plain flat stone over how the body may well be protected against

it. And Duke Valentine gave great sums for climatic vicissitudes. We may best guard against

masses to be said for the repose of his brother's external colds by wearing such materials of

soul. Yet there are few men who will go by dress as, by their thickness and low conducting

night to the Hill of Duke Paul; and even now power, prevent undue escape of animal heat.

when I write, there is a man in the city who The most useful for this object are furs and

has lost his senses and is an idiot : he, they woollen fabrics. The important point to attend

say, went to the hill on the night of the to as regards winter apparel is unquestionably

15th of the month wherein Paul died , and that of under -clothing. It should consist of

came back mumbling things terrible to hear. lamb's-wool, flannel, knitted Shetland, or some

But whether he went because he lackel his woollen inaterial. A thick lamb’s-wool jersey

senses, or lost his senses by reason of tlie thing with pants of the same fabric answers the

he saw when he went, I know not. purpose well. Socks or stockings of a like

Thus died Duke Paul the traitor. Yet, manufacture, or thick merino, slould not be

though the Duke his brother knew that what neglected. Warm , but light,' is a maxim ap

was done upon him was nothing else than he plicable to most winter garments.

had deserved, and should have suffered haulhe . The principal acvantages to be gained from

been brought alive to justice, he was very woollen under-clothing twofold . First,

wroth witli Count Antonio, holding it inso- that being porous, it permits of transpiration

lence that any man should lay hands on one of through from the skin's surface, which is very

his blood, and, of his own will, execute sent- desirable. Second, that perspiration becomes

ence upon a criminal of a degree so exalted. absorbed by the woolly fibres, and eventually

Therefore he sent word to Antonio, that if he evaporates from the outer surface of the clothes.

caught him , he would hang him on the hill This, however, does not occur if the under

from the branches of the tree to which Antonio clothing is of calico, linen , or even silk , which

had bound Paul, and would leave his body is proved by the fact that these materials

there for three times three days. And, this remain damp after sweating. In Inılia and

message coming to Antonio, he sent one privily other hot countries it is for this reason that

by night to the gate of the city , who laid out- flannel under-clothing is generally preferred.

side the gate a letter for the Duke ; and in the Some people, however, with delicate and

are
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wearer

sensitive skins are unable to wear lamb's -wool for walking they are only burdensome and out

or flannel on account of the irritation they of place. The same remark equally applies to

sometimes produce. When this is the case, fine the fur-lined overcoats with which our gilded

woollen under-wear, such as the Scotch hosiery, youth ' delight to adorn themselves.

The use of mufflers in winter has numerous

may be substituted with advantage, being far

less likely to cause the troublesome itching otherwise ; but should the habit be once com
advocates both in the medical profession and

at times occasioned by flannel. This is soft menced , it must be continued without inter

and elastic, and , having no seams, is very com- mission. If this be neglected , a severe cold

fortable to wear. Those who are naturally of a and sore throat will most likely result.

chilly disposition, and who are obliged to be As a general rule, comforters

out of doors in all kinds of weather, will obtain avoided , except at night-time, when coming

great benefit by wearing a chamois leather vest out of a heated atmosphere or driving in å

over the jersey. Of course, this garment must
keen wind. Most people, when adjusting neck

be ventilated by small holes. This is especially less exposed .

wraps, unfortunately leave the throat more or

When worn , they should be

useful in very cold weather and during long folded twice round the throat, in order to com

journeys. For general purposes, however, the pletely protect it, otherwise they are apt to

long -sleeved Cardigan wool waistcoat is prefer- occasion more harm than benefit. A collar

able, which may be worn under or over the fitting close in front is a valuable substitute for

ordinary waistcoat, and is permeable. Chest a comforter during the winter-time, as it will

protectors made either of flannel or leather afford complete protection to the throat.

are not based on any scientific principle. The All suits worn in winter should be thick .

warmth which they impart is of a local nature, The best are made of serge or stout tweed

whilst the other extremities, left unprotected, cloth. If winter waistcoats were lined with

become cold. The chest and throat are apt to flannel, the would experience much

be bathed in profuse perspiration, whilst feet comfort, as the usual thin backs which tailors

and lands remain chilly. insert do not protect the wearer sufficiently, all

During at least seven months of the year in the warmth being in front, whilst there is very

this country, some variety of fleecy under- little behind.

garments is certainly desirable, for the reasons A well-fitting flannel belt worn round the

previously alluded to. Every person should loins next to the skin will be found invalu

possess a good mackintosh for wet weather and able as a preventive against lumbago and chills

snow, against which no better protection can be in the loins, to which many persons are pecu

found. The best kind of waterproof is a light, liarly susceptible during cold winds.

well-ventilated Inverness cape, which can withi Good winter gloves are a matter of no small

ease be placed over any other coat. In order moment to those who study comfort,and are

to avoid that fruitful source of chills, damp desirous of escaping from the irritation and

feet, a valuable resource may be found in boots pain consequent upon chilblains. Knitted -wool

to which a light india -rubber (not gutta -percha) gloves or leather lined with fleece are about the

sole is affixed . They not only have the advan- best for men . Ladies will find the new gloves

tage of keeping the feet dry, but wear longer made either of leather or kid lined with silk

in wet weather. Strong upper's. well dubbed all that can be desired as regards comfort and

should of course not be forgotten.
elegance. Most men are accustomed to wear

Warm socks or stockings, according to indi- white linen shirts throughout the year : this,

vidual taste, form an important item in winter however, is a mistake, as linen tends to prevent

clothing, and should on no account be neglected, the escape of insensible perspiration ; å spun

Truly did Plutarch observe, Keep the head silk, or, better still, flannel shirt is far superior

cool and feet warm . Cold and damp feet are as a preventive against chills.

cause of more mischief than is generally Lallies would do well to pay more attention

supposed. There is nothing which can equal to their winter clothes, as the sex are far more

the much -abused goloshes as means of pro- susceptible of cold than men . All their under

tecting the feet against the penetration of snow . garments should be made of the finest Welsh

They are now made in great variety, some fannel cut high at the neck ; but when this

having places for the heels of the boots, which causes irritation , the under -clothing referred to

make them more sightly and comfortable than above may then be resorted to . A good felt

the old -fashioned ones. under-skirt, which can now be obtained in any

As regards overcoats, their variety and tex- colour, should form a portion of every lady's

ture are so great that it would be tiresome to winter attire . A knitted -wool waistcoat will be

enumerate them in detail. Suffice it to say, found highly useful if worn under a cloak or

when selecting a greatcoat it is well to bear in jacket during the winter season. Tailor-made

mind that warmth combined with lightness are costumes of warm but light cloth are in every

the most important points. Heavy coats way superior to any light material or silk.

decidedly objectionable, as their weight is only Too much care cannot be taken in order to

a useless burden to the wearer, especially when protect the throat from cold . The small sable

exposed wet. A light warın topcoat answers furs which are very fashionable answer this

better in every respect, as it permits evapora- purpose in every respect. On damp cold days,

tion , which those of a denser substance tend to ladies will experience much comfort and benefit

impecle. The Irish frieze ulster's so much in by wearing a good Shetland veil or fleecy

vogue some years past, when rightly understood cloud ' drawn across the mouth .

are only suitable for travelling or driving ; but It is much to be regretted that women's boots

а

а
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are generally so ill adapted to protect their the job was Just at this moment she

owners from that great evil, wet feet. Strong rose abruptly to leave the 'bus, and I had

thick-soled boots with cork soles inside will hardly time to get my hand with the purse in

exclude all damp and keep . the feet warm , it out of her pocket without detection. It was

which is more than can be said of those mostly not until she had been gone some time that I

There is an old saying that thick boots found out that, in drawing out my hand in

are the doctor's enemy. that hurried manner, the new and ill- fitting ring

Those who most susceptible to the I wore had slipped over my finger and remained

severity of winter are children , invalids, and in the young lady's pocket. I sprang out, and

the ageil, as in these stages heat-power is low. ran in the direction in which she had gone,

Under the influence of such conditions, a sense with the intention of picking her pocket once

of chilliness is felt, particularly on the surface again . She had disappeared, however ; and from

and extremities, This is Nature's indication that day till this I have never set eyes on her.

that more clothing is required to supplement To make the matter worse, there was only four

defective circulation. If this beforth with pence-halfpenny in coppers inside the purse.

adopted, chilliness will be removed , and the Sarve me right for trying to rob such a pretty

extra warmth ofttimes counteracts any disturb- girl ; still, if I had that two hundred quid now,

ances of circulation to which a weakened body I should not be reduced to— Good heavens,

is liable, and which so often lay the foundation forgive me ! What am I saying ?

of future disease.
He seemed inclined to relapse into silence

For some years past fabric known as after this , but I was determined to draw him

' flannelette ' has been much used for ladies' and out a little more, if I could possibly manage

children's winter under -clothing. This article, it. There is less personal risk in the branch

although cheap, is neither so nor dur- you have been talking of,' I remarked, than

able as ordinary flannel , for the woolly surface there is in burglary .'

soon wears off, leaving a thin cotton base, * Ah ! ' he said, warming to his subject once

which affords inadequate protection against the again , ' it is the higher game which is best

cold. The high cloth button gaiters now sold worth aiming at. — Talk about sport, sir, talk

at most boot-shops will be found very useful about fislıing or hunting ! why, it is tame in

by women and children in cold wet weather, comparison ! Think of the great country - house

as they keep the ankles warm and dry. with its men -servants and its dogs and its fire

Various other matters with regard to clothing arms, and you with only your jemmy and your

are sufficiently indicated by common -sense, such centre-bit, and your mother-wit, which is best

as the frequent change of garments, particularly of all. It is tlie triumph of intellect over brute

It is desirable to avoid all tight- force, sir, as represented by bolts and bars. '

fitting clothes, lacings, or buttonings, as they People generally look upon it as quite the

create improper pressure, and interfere with reverse,' I remarked.

free motion and circulation, thereby making the ‘ I was never one of those blundering life

wearer feel cold. If some of the suggestions we preserver fellows,' said my companion. I did

have mentioned were adopted more generally try my hand at garrotting once ; but it was

during the cold weather, a great amount of dis- against my principles, and I gare
it

up :
I have

comfort would certainly be obviated, and many tried everything. I have been a bedridden

colds avoided. widow with three young children ; but I do

object tophysical force .'

You have been what ?' said I.

THE RECOLLECTIONS OF CAPTAIN A bedridden widow . Advertising, you know ,

WILKIE. * and getting subscriptions. I have tried them all.

-You seem interested in these experiences,'

he continued ; so I will tell you another anec

* WELL, it is hard lines telling stories against dote. It was the narrowest escape for penal

one's self, but this was how it happened. I had servitude that ever I had in my life. A pal

made a rather good haul, and invested some
and I had gone down on a country beat - it

the swag in buying a very fine diamond ring. headquarte
doesn't signify where it was — and taken up our

in a little provincial town. Some

I thought it would be something to fall back how it got noised abroad that we were there,

upon when all the ready was gone and times and householders were warned to be careful,

were hard. I had just purchased it, and was as suspicious characters had been seen in the

going back to my lodgings in the omnibus, neighbourhood. We should have changed our

when, as luck would have it, a very stylishly plans when we saw the game was up ; but my

dressed young lady came in and took her seat chum was a plucky fellow, and wouldn't con

beside me. I didn't pay much attention to her sent to back down. Poor little Jim ! He was

at first ; but after a time something hard in her only thirty -four round the chest, and about

dress knocked up against my hand , which my twelve at the biceps ; but there is not a

experienced touch soon made out to be a purse. measuring tape in England could have given

It struck me that I could not pass the time the size of his heart. He said we were in for

more profitably or agreeably than by making it, and we must stick to it; so I agreed to

this purse my own. I had to do it very care- stay, and we chose Morley Hall, the country

fully ; but I managed at last to wriggle my house of a certain Colonel Morley, to begin

hand into her rather tight pocket, and I thought with.

“ Now, this Colonel Morley was about the

Copyright reserved in the United States of America . last man in the world that we should have

6
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meddled with. He was a shrewd, cool-headed “ Yes, sir ,” said a voice, and another man

fellow, who had knocked about and seen the came from among the bushes.

world , and it seems that he took a special “ Just you keep your eye on the roof, will

pride in the detection of criminals. However, you, while I ride down to the station and fetch

we knew nothing of all this at that time; so up a couple of constables ?-Au revoir, gentle

we set forth hopefully to have a try at the men ! You don't mind waiting, I suppose ?”.

house. And Colonel Morley—for it was the owner of

“ The reason that made us pick him out the house himself - strode off ; and in a few

among the rest was that he had a good -for- minutes we heard the rattle of his horse’s hoofs

nothing groom , who was a tool in our hands. going down the avenue.

This fellow had drawn up a rough plan of the “ Well, sir, we felt precious silly, as you may

premises for us. The place was pretty well imagine. It wasn't so much having been nabbed

locked up and guarded, and the only weak that bothered us, as the feeling of being caught

point we could see was a certain trap -door, the in such a simple trap. We looked at each

padlock of which was broken , and which opened other in blank disgust, and then , to save our

from the roof into one of the lumber-rooms. lives, we couldn't help bursting into laughter

If we could only find any method of reaching at our own fix . However, it was no laughing

the roof, we might force a way securely from matter ; so we set to work going round the

above. We both thought the plan rather a roof, and seeing if there was a likely water

good one, and it had a spice of originality pipe or anything that might give us a chance

about it which pleased us. It is not the mere of escape. We had to give it up as a bad job ;

jewels or plate, you know , that a good cracks- so we sat down again, and made up our minds

man thinks about. The neatness of the job, to the worst. Suddenly an idea flashed into

and his reputation for smartness, are almost as my head, and I groped my way over the roof

important in his eyes. until I felt wood under my feet. I bent down,

"We had been very quiet for a day or two, and found that the Colonel had actually for

just to let suspicion die away. Then we set gotten to secure the padlock ! You will often

out one dark night, Jim and I, and got over notice, as you go through life , that it is the

the avenue railings and up to the house with shrewdest and most cunning man who falls

out meeting a soul. It was blowing hard, I into the most absurd mistakes ; and this was

l'emember, and the clouds hurrying across the an example of it. You may guess that we did

sky. We had a good look at the front of the not lose much time, for we expected to hear the

house, and then Jim went round to the garden constables every moment. We dropped through

side . He came running back in a minute or into the lumber-room , slipped down-stairs, tore

two in a great state of delight. Wly, Bill,” | open the library shutters, and were out and

he said , gripping me by the arm , “ there never away before the astonished groom could make

was such a bit of luck ! They've been repairing out what had happened . There wasn't time

the roof or something, and they've left the enough to take any little souvenir with us,

ladder standing.” We went round together, and worse luck. I should have liked to have seen

there, sure enough, was the ladder towering the Colonel's face when he came back with the

above our heads, and one or two labourers' constables and found that the birds were flown .'

hods lying about, which showed that ' Did you ever come across the Colonel again ? '

work had been going on during the day. We I asked .

had a good look round, to see that everything “ Yes ; we skinned him of every bit of plate

was quiet, and then we climbed up, Jim first, he had, down to the salt-spoons, a few years

and I after him . We got to the top, and were later. It was partly out of revenge , you see,

sitting on the slates, having a bit of a breather, that we did it. It was a very well-managed

before beginning business, when you can fancy and daring thing, one of the best I ever saw,

our feelings to see the ladder that we came up and all done in open daylight too.'

by suddenly stand straight up in the air, and How in the world did you do it ? ' I asked.

then slowly descend until it rested in the Well , there were three of us in it - Jim was

garden below ! At first, we hoped it might one ; and we set about it in this way. We

have slipped, though that was bad enough ; but wanted to begin by getting the Colonel out of

we soon had that idea put out of the way, so I wrote him à note purporting to

“ Hullo, up there ! ” cried a voice from below . come from Squire Brotherwick, who lived about

We craned our heads over the edge, and ten miles away, and was not always on the

there was a man, dressed , as far as wecould best of terms with the master of Morley Hall.

make out, in evening dress, and standing in I dressed myself up as a groom and delivered

the middle of the grass plot . We kept quiet. the note myself. It was to the effect that the

“ Hullo !” he shouted again . “ How do you Squire thought he was able to lay his hands

feel yourselves ? Pretty comfortable, eh ? Ha ! on the scoundrels who had escaped from the

ha ! You London rogues thought we were green Colonel a couple of years before, and that if

in the country. What's your opinion now ?" . the Colonel would ride over, they would have

“We both lay still , though feeling pretty little difficulty in securing them . I was sure

considerably small , as you may imagine. that this would have the desired effect ; so, after

“ It's all right; I see you," he continued . handing it in, and remarking that I was the

“ Why, I have been waiting behind that lilac Squire's groom , I walked off again, as if on the

bush every night for the last week, expecting way back to my master's.

to see you. I knew you couldn't resist going After getting out of sight of the house, I

up that ladder, when you found the windows crouched down behind a hedge ; and, as I ex

were too much for you. — Joe ! Joe ! ” pected, in less than a quarter of an hour the

some

G
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Colonel cameswinging past me on his chestnut put on his overcoat and gave other signs of

mare. Now, there is another accomplishment I being near the end of his journey. " You are

possess which I have not mentioned to you going on to Dover ?' he said.

yet, and that is, that I can copy any hand ' Yes .'

writing that I see. It is a very easy trick to ' For the Continent ? '

pick up, if you only give your mind to it . Ι " Yes. '

happened to have come across one of Colonel ‘ How long do you intend to travel ? '

Morley's letters some days before, and I can ' Only for a week or so. '

write so that even now I defy an expert to “Well, I must leave you here. You will

detect a difference between the hands. This remember my name, won't you ? John Wilkie,

was a great assistance to me now, for I tore a I am pleased to have met you.—Is my umbrella

leaf out ofmypocket -book and wrote some- behind you ?'he added, stretching across. —'No ;

thing to this effect: I beg your pardon. Here it is in the corner ;'

“ As Sqnire Brotherwick has seen some sus- and with an affable smile, the ex -cracksman

picious characters about, and the house may be stepped out, bowed , and disappeared among the

attempted again, I have sent down to the bank, crowd upon the platform .

and ordered tliem to send up their bank-cart I lit another cigar, laughed as I thought of

to convey the whole of the plate to a place of my late companion, and lifted up the Times,

safety. It will save us a good deal of anxiety which he had left behind him . The bell had

to know that it is in absolute security. Have rung, the wheels were already revolving, when,

it packed up and ready, and give the bearer to my astonishment, a pallid face looked in at

a glass of beer.” me through the window. It was so contorted

Having composed this precious epistle , I and agitated, that I hardly recognised the feat

addressed it to the butler, and carried it back ures which I had been gazing pon during the

to the Hall, saying that their master had over- last couple of hours. “ Tiere, take it,' he said

taken me on the way and asked me to deliver take it . It's hardly worth my while to rob you

it. I was taken in and made much of down- of seven pounds four shillings ; but I couldn't

stairs ; while a great packing -case was dragged resist once more trying my hand ;' and he flung

into the hall, and the plate stowed away something into the carriage and disappeared.

among cotton -wool and stuffing. It was nearly It was my old leather purse, with my return

ready, when I heard the sound of wheels upon ticket, and the whole of my travelling ex

the gravel, and sauntered round just in time to penses. How he had taken it he knows best

see a business-like closed car drive up to the himself ; I suppose it was while he was bending

door. One of my pals was sitting very de- over in search of an imaginary umbrella. His

murely on the box ; while Jim , with an official- newly re-awakened conscience had then pricked

looking hat, sprang out and bustled into the hall. him, so that he had been driven to instant

“ Now , then ,” I heard him say, “ look sharp ! restitution .

What's for the bank ? Come on !”

“ Wait a minute, sir," said the butler.
[ ' Captain Wilkie ’ was written by Dr Conan Doyle

several

“ Can't wait. There's a panic all over the story in itselfandas being in the vein which he after
years ago, and is interesting, both as a vigorous

country, and they are clamouring for us every- wards developed in the well-known Sherlock Holmes

where. Must drive on to Lord Blackbury's stories . ]

place, unless youare ready. "

“Don't go, sir !” pleaded the butler. “ There's

only this one rope to tie.—There ; it is ready
THE MONTH :

You 'll look after it , won't you ? '
SCIENCE AND ARTS.

“ That we will. You 'll never have any more

trouble with it now ,” said Jim , helping to push That energetic body, the London County

the great case into the car. Council, have under consideration the question

" ỉ think I had better go with you and see as to the desirability of securing a supply of

it stowed away in the bank ," said the butler. sea -water for London . It may be thought

" All right !” said Jim , nothing abashed. that this boon has already been secured,

" You can't come in the car, though , for Lord for the Railway Companies have for many

Blackbury's box will take up all the spare years supplied sea -water in casks for bathers'

room . Let's see — it's twelve o'clock now. Well , use. But the Council's scheme is far

you be waiting at the bank door at half-past, more comprehensive one, and comprises the

one, and you will just catch us. ” formation of a huge reservoir near London,

“ All right- half-past one," said the butler. into which the sea -water would be pumped

“ Good -day !” cried my chum ; and away through many miles of piping. Moreover, the

went the car, while I made a bit of a short water would not be intended for bath purposes

cut and caught it round a turn of the road. only, but for cleansing streets, scouring sewers,

We drove right off into the next county, got , and doing all such sanitary work us

a down-train to London ; and before midnight, within the duties of the local authorities. It is

the Colonel's silver was fused into a solid lump.' certain that the fresh -water supply of London

I could not help laughing at the versatility is inadequate, and this scheme would at once

of the old scoundrel. “ It was a daring game relieve the difficulty. A measure having the

to play,' I said . same object was actually passed in the Tlouse

It is always the daring game which succeeds of Commons about fourteen years back, but on

best,' he answered. account of the costly nature of the project it

At this point the train began to show came to nought. It is possible that the new

symptoms of slowing down, and my companion scheme may prove abortive from the same cause.

now.
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About two years ago some excitement was the Pittsburgh Despatch of the manner in which

caused by the rumour that a new advertising rats, as well as cats, have been made to adapt

horror was imminent in the shape of letters themselves to new conditions of existence. At

projected upon the sky at night by means of the cold- storage warehouses at Pittsburgh, mice

a powerful optical apparatus. Happily, the and rats were originally unknown, the tempera

idea turned out to be quite impracticable, ture being too low for them . But after a few

although experiments were male with a power- months, rats appeared , and they were clothed

ful electric search - light. But the idea, in a in long and thick fur, Nature having presented

modified form , has since come forwarıl, and them with 'greatcoats' to meet the rigours of a

proves to be only a mitigated evil. At Charing temperature far below the freezing -point. Cats

Cross, London, which has been described as the were now turned into the rooms to try con

finest site in Europe, a projecting lantern has clusions with the rats ; but the poor creatures

been erected, which every night throws lumin pined and died. Presently, a cat with unusually

ous advertisements not only upon the National thick fur was found, which survived the ordeal,

Gallery, but upon the adjoining façade of St and by careful attention , a litter of kittens was

Martin's Church. This impertinent offence is reared . By this means a number of cold - proof

such a new one that the authorities are power- cats have been distributed anong the storage

less to prevent it , and it will probably be | houses, cats which, curiously enough, cannot

necessary to obtain a special Act of Parliament live in the open air during the hot season.

to abate what is both a scandal and a nuisance. In a recent lecture at the London Institution

An American technical journal has been on Electro-motors, Professor Sylvanus Thomp

publishing some figures with reference to the son pointed out their great advantage in many

economy of covering steam -pipes. Experiment situations over steam -engines. He alluded to

shows that the waste of heat in using one hun- the fact that many forms of rotary steam -engine

dred feet of two-inch pipe uncovered, which had been devised, but all were unsatisfactory,

conveys steam at from seventy to eighty pounds The electric motor is a rotary machine, and

pressure, for one year of three thousand work- does away with the great fault of the steam

ing hours, costs sixty -four shillings and six pence engine - namely, the reciprocating action of the

with coal at eight shillings and fourpence per pistons. A large number of electric motors are

ton . By using the least efficient of insulated now at work in our various towns and cities,

coverings, this loss is reduced to about one- and it is certain that where the current can be

fourth that amount ; and with the best procur- obtained from the public mains their use repre

able , to about ten shillings per year. Other ex- sents a great economy when compared with

perimenters have made out the loss incurred either steam or gas engines.

by using uncovered or inefficiently covered In a course of lectures on Diphtheria, Dr

steam -pipes to be considerably more than that Lennox Browne stated that bacteriological re

above indicated, and the truth probably lies search had proved that about forty per cent. of

between the two estimates ; for usually a steam- cases believed to be diphtheritic were not so , and

pipe is under pressure more than ten hours a he advised practitioners to use every means

day, and coal cannot always be bad for as low available to differentiate the true from the false.

a price as that quoted. Ilowever, the matter is He also gave the history of a number of cases

worth attention , especially at season of the sent for treatment as diphtheria, showing on

year when loss from such a cause is naturally the lantern screen enlarged drawings of the

at its maximum . throat, taken at the bedside of each patient,

Mr J. H.Myers is the inventor of the Voting together with photo-micrographis, illustrating the

Machine, which there is every reason to believe results of bacteriological examination. In this

will take the place of the complex and expen- way it was shown that beclside diagnosis cannot

sive arrangements now necessary for elections be relied upon in these cases until it has been

in America — and possibly in process of time in corroborated by the microscope.

this country too. The machine takes the form Mr Morris, assistant-director of Kew Gardens,

of a sheet-iron cabinet five feet square and lecturing at the London Institution on

seven feet high, with an entrance and exit door curiosities of tropical plant-life, said that among

for the voter. Upon entering this cabinet, the these were the pearls found occasionally in the

voter finds himself confronted by a series of cocoa-nut palm of the Philippine Islands, pearls

knobs in parallel lines, each row being devoted which, like those of the ocean, are composed of

to the candidates of any particular party — the carbonate of lime. The bamboo, too, yields

name of each candidate, printed in the party another precious product in the shape of true

colours, being attached to each knob. By pull- opals, which are found in its joints. In each

ing a lever at the top of a column of knobs, case, this mineral matter is of course obtained

one vote is cast for every candidateof a party, from the soil. The natives of the Celebes use

while by the same movement all other knobs these vegetable opals as amulets and charms

and levers are locked , but are released and against disease. Deposits of stony matter are

ready for the next voter by the action of by no means uncommon in trees, and Sir F.

opening and closing the exit door. The knobs Abel has recorded that he found in a tree in

actuate counters such as are attached to print India a slab of limestone eight feet long. It is

ing and other machines so as to keep a check known, too, that much of the teak which comes

the work done. The cost of the voting to us from Burma has to be rejected on account

machine is about fifty pounds, which is very of the stony matter which it contains playing

little when compared with the usual expenses such havoc with the tools brought to bear upon

of an election .
it. Many other curiosities of vegetable life were

An interesting account recently appeared in referred to in Mr Morris's interesting lecture.

a

some

on
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It is said that some experiments have recently It has recently been affirmed by a French

been successfully conducted with reference to scientific authority that the resuscitation of a

new method of fruit preservation. The man apparently killed by electricity is possible

method is a simple one, and consists in sealing if the patient be treated as one rescued from

the fruit hermetically in an atmosphere of drowning. Of course, if the current, such as

carbonic acid gas, without the aid of ice, refrig- that of lightning-flashı, has caused actual destruc

erator, or any other apparatus. If this system tion of tissue, there can be little lope of

be as successful as it is reported to be, it will recovery ; but electric shock very often canses

certainly revolutionise the trade in tinned fruits, suspended animation , which if taken in

and possibly other edibles. It will also render time will yield to proper treatment. We

possible the exportation from India and other need hardly point out that the recognised

distant countries of fruits which most Euro- treatment of the apparently drowned consists

peans have never seen or heard of. We must chiefly in establishing respiration by artificial

wait for further details before we draw too means, helped by the administration of oxygen

largely npon the pleasures of anticipation . gas. This gas is now readily obtainable com

At the Stanley show at the Agricultural Hall, mercially in all large towns.

London, an exhibition to which all cyclists look A new vehicle has lately appeared in the

forward with interest, the great novelty was the London streets which reminds one of the once

Bamboo Cycle exhibited by the Bamboo Cycle fashionable sedan -chair ; but the resemblance is

Company of Wolverhampton. In lightness, as confined to the cab or body of the carriage.

well as in durability, bamboo compares favour- ' Shafts it has none, for either horses or men ;

ably with the best steel ; and when, as in the ! but it has three bicycle wheels, one in front

present case, it is associated with aluminium , we , and two behind, which are driven by the foot

Tave combined two of the lightest of construc- power of two men, the occupants of the

tive materials. Whether the bamboo cycle will vehicle taking no part in its propulsion.

really prove a rival to the modern steel horse, Mr J. W. Swan , whose name is so well

which has accomplished such wonders, is a known in conjunction with that of Edison in

matter which at present it is impossible to connection with the glow -lamp patents, recently

forecast. But the introduction of bamboo in presented to the Royal Society of which he

the construction of the machine is interesting has been created a Fellow-a specimen of gold

and worthy of record. leaf which is about ten times thinner than

The velocipede tuix in France produced last that produced by the goldbeater. The process

year, it appears, no less a sum than 950,000 adopted in securing this fairy-like web of

francs ( £ 38,000), for 132,276 cycles. There was, metal is to cover
copper foil with

besides, a sum of 1,400,000 francs ( £ 56,000 ) deposit of gold by means of the electric current,

exacted from 4957 cyclist clubs, with 283,386 | and then to dissolve away the copper by

members. In the same year the dog tax in chemical means.

France produced 8,700,000 francs ( £ 346,000) for A new form of railway carriage seat has just

2,885,200 clogs. been introduced experimentally by the North

It is happily agreed by all civilised nations British Railway Company, It consists of a

that although the death penalty may be a number of steel rinys knit together, upon

terrible necessity, it should be carried out in which a strong tension is put, resembling in

as humane a method as possible. Hence there general construction the wire-wove mattresses

was in certain quarters a great outcry, and alle- which are now in such common 11se. Such a

gations of needless cruelty, when ' Electrocution , ' | seat promises durability and comfort during

as it is called , was introduced in the United States. a long railway journey, and it will be invulner

It was alleged that although the action of the able to the assaults of those curiously constituted

electric current was apparently very quick, there mortals who take delight in cutting the cushions

was a moment when the sufferer must experience in ordinary use in railway carriages.

the most horrible torture which it is possible Beavers, once plentiful all over Germany,

to conceive, As far as we can remember, the seem now to be found only in one circum

objectors could not give any scientific reason scribed area - namely, in four forests on the

why this should be the case , while at the same middle Elbe, between a point a little above

time the allegation was almost impossible of Wittenberg to near Magileburg. Some of them

refutation. But a case of high voltage electric are in Prussian territory, some in the Duchy of

shock , from which the victim ultimately Anhalt ; and though strictly preserved by Loth

recovered, has recently been reported upon, governments, they are decreasing in numbers.

from which it would appear that, contrary to An elaborate study by Dr Friedrich enumerates

well- established belief, the recipient of such a in all one hundred and eight inhabited clams,

shock feels no pain whatever.
In the case

some with only one or two beaver's ; so that

referred to, a middle-aged man accidentally in all probability this interesting animal will

received the full force of a current of one soon be quite extinct so far as Gerniany is

thousand volts. He was rendered unconscious concerned.

for some hours, but eventually, under careful The Council of the Imperial Institute at

medical treatment was restored. He remem- South Kensington have announced that

bered everything up to the time of grasping special Exhibition of Photography in its rela

the wires which had caused the trouble ; but tion to the arts, sciences, and industries will

from that time his memory was a blank until be held in that building next summer. The

he woke up from his torpor. The only pain exhibits will be grouped under seven divisions.

was what lie now for the first time felt from The first will comprise the History of Photo

the burns upon his skin. graphy and examples of early processes ; the

a
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second being devoted to Artistic Photography, wind, to say nothing of an hereditary ghost,

and will include a representative exhibition of did not render it a pleasant home. In the

all schools. Division three will be devoted to last century, this ghost had obligingly held

Photography as an Industry, and will deal four conferences with the Rev. Mrº Ogilvie,

principally with the apparatus used in the art. minister of Forganwick. The minister's exhorta

Processes in operation , including the production tions, however — which are yet on record in a

of portraits by natural and artificial light, will dingy duodecimo-were thrown away upon the

be included here. Division four will embrace wayward phantom ; and on the minister's_de

Photography in its Application to various parture, he soon returned to his cantrips. For

Industries. Division five will be devoted to i tunately, the old woman was deaf, so that he

Photography as the Handmaid to various knocked inside the walls and rolled up and

branches of Science ; and division six will deal down stairs as noisily as he liked without dis

with its Importance to Education. The remain- turbing her. I had been wont for some years

ing division will embrace miscellaneous applica- to inhabit Touldenny Castle for a month each

tions of photography. autumn , as I could then obtain a little grouse

The Senses and Intelligence of Animals' shooting and trout-fishing on the neighbouring

formed the subject of an interesting lecture moorland, Some thirty years ago I was at the

given recently by Sir John Lubbock at the castle as usual in a stormy October. The floods

Working Men's College, London . The lecturer were out, and tempests night by night shook

asserted that it was still a doubtful point even the solid walls of the castle. There was a

whether ants could hear ; he had tried them library of old -fashioned lore in the tower, and

with a great variety of sounds, but the insects by means of curtains and a good fire, I made

never gave the slightest indication of hearing myself tolerably comfortable. Maggie, however,

them . It was also certain that bees were not grunıbled more than usual about the rats, and

susceptible to ordinary tones of sound , and they certainly were both numerous and ob

he therefore thought that the custom of ' tang- trusive.

ing, ' which was popularly supposed to help At length she announced her intention of

towards the swarming of bees, was quite useless. leaving the castle for a night, in order to be

The custom probably arose from an idea of present at the wedding festivities of a niece in

giving notice to neighbours that a swarm à neighbouring village. It struck me that while

loo Possibly both ees and ants could hea she was absent, I would strike a lecided blow

the higher overtones which were beyond the at the rats. The uppermost storey of the tower

range of human hearing. With regard to was used as a storeroom , and I was not sur

vision in insects, it was certain that bees coull ' prised at old Maggie's complaints when I found

distinguish colours, and that blue was their four or five holes in the floor near the walls,

favourite ; ants were also sensible to colour, and and evident traces that, night by night, rats

were able to distinguish the ultra -violet rays held high revelry there upon my meal and

of the spectrum which were invisible to human cheeses. I remembered the raids which the

beings. Sir John Lubbock pleaded that the men connected with the slaughter-houses at

practice of arranging stuffed birds and beasts i Paris once made upon rats, after baiting the

in glass cases, and insects in cabinets, should rooms for a few nights with horse-fleshi and

merely be the preliminary of a more exhaustive leaving the vermin to devour them in peace.

study of the living creatures. We should en- Their victims were numbered by thousands ;

deavour to ascertain their relations and adapta- and it occurred to me that on a smaller scale

tions to the forces of Nature, which might I, too, might get rid of a considerable number

give a clue to senses and perceptions of which of these pests. Accordingly, for a couple of

at present we have no conception. nights before Maggie left, I put plates of sugar,

biscuits, and honey on the floor of the store

A NIGHT IN A RAT - TRAP.
room , finding next morning that these had been

much appreciated by the rats. On the day of

Unless men becomesoldiers or adventurers in my projected battue I placed fire tin boxes

other lands, they oftentimes cannot obtain the cunningly by the side of the holes, connecting

excitement of even disturbed slumbers. Should them with string to my down-stairs library, so

burglars attack the house, it is as well to re- that when I liked to pull the string the boxes

member that the periodical bought on the pre- would fall over the holes and leave the rats

vious clay's railway journey contains a coupon behind , as Juvenal says, ' inclusos carcere nassæ .'

guaranteeing loss up to one thousand pounds, I took care to put out more and more dainty

say ; so that it is better to let them “ burgle' cates that day than usual ; and as I heard the

on at their sweet will , rather than interrupt, rats in the evening running behind the wain

and be shot or knocked on the head. Ferocious scot, chuckled over the example so speedily to

dogs are as a rule fastened up, and bulls not be made of these marauders.

commonly left loose in the fields. Every now Maggie went off at three on a dull dark

and then, however, it is possible by fire or water afternoon . She left a cold dinner in the dining

to secure an unusual sensation . The following room ; and after discussing it I went up to the

narrative will show that exceptional advantages library and smoked till about 11 P.M., when I

in this respect - outside these two elements - often laid aside my book, and prepared for revenge.

fall to the lot of the most peaceful of men . Arming myself with a handy flexible cane, I

Having inherited an old Border castle on the lit a bedroom candle and pulled the important

banks of the Esk , I feel it a duty at times string. Judging from the commotion overhead,

to occupy it. An old woman acted as a good many rats were imprisoned . What á

todian ; and crumbling walls, rats, damp, and sight presented itself as I opened the storeroom

CUIS
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floor and quickly closed it behind me ! The Only two or three rats could reach me, and

floor was black with rats, tumbling and leap- these I soon dashed down. The others appar

ing over each other in dire terror . The Pied ently gave up the chase when I was thus in

Piper himself might have summoned them , the cold wind and rain , comparatively out of

their reach .
Great rats, small rats, lean rats, brawny rats,

Brown rats, black rats, gray rats , tawny rats, I was safe for the time, but by no means

Grave old plodders, gay young friskers, comfortable. I leaned against thick iron bars

Fathers, mothers, uncles, cousins, which were dripping with wet and exceedingly

Cooking tails and pricking whiskers,
cold . The wind was gathering to a hurricane,

Fainilies by tens and dozens.
and I had no covering of any kind. It must

I began at once to lay about me with the be about midnight, I calculated, and

cane, and wherever it fell at least one victim would not break before seven at the earliest.

suffered. Then I turned and hit behind me, Buttoning up my coat, I made up my mind to

the rats fleeing in abject fear. I thought of the face any inclemency of weather, rather than

stories of rats attacking men when they were descend to the murderous den I had so nar

driven into a corner, and decided now that rowly quitted alive. The rats would depart at

they were gross exaggerations. At that moment dawn by making two or three fresh holes , and

my candlestick slipped ont of my hand and I could break down the door, get to bed, and

fell with a rattle on the floor, leaving me in foment mywounds. In a very short time I

utter darkness. In an instant a rat sprang at was stiff and shivering with cold. Shower after

my throat, and as I seized and dashed it on shower drifted over ; the wind blew in squalls,

the ground , several more leaped at my face, and and roared round the tower . Moon and stars

more ran to my ankles and climbed up within were alike obscured ; but a dull , heavy roar

ånd without my trousers, inflicting sharp bites came up from below . I knew it was the Esk

when they found an opportunity . In vain did far down in full flood . There was nothing for

I shout and dash then off, trample on them , it but to wait on as patiently as I could. Feel

andlay about me with the cane. More came, ing my watchi's face, I guessed it was about

till I began to be seriously alarmed, and thought half-past three.

of Bishop Hatto's fate. Had I fallen, they Soon a dreadful fear stole over me, one that

would have eaten me alive . I fumbled for the even silenced the horrors of my escape from

door, and at length turned the handle. Fool the rats. If I movel in my uneasy perch , it

that I was, I had forgotten , when I closed it appeared loose anl rickety. What if it broke

behind me, that it fastened with an old -fashioned down altogether with my weight in it ? It

spring, having perhaps been used at times as a certainly had held no one, save some adventur

prison. There was no possible exit ; and I was ous boy, for a hundred and fifty years, so that

bitten severely round my neck and face as I the ironwork and staples might well give way
tried to kick the door out. The brutes had beneath my weight. I gently rocked myself,

lost all fear of man in the dark, and I shud- and the whole structure showed such alarm

dered at the thought of my bones being found | ing synıptoms of collapsing, that I lay still in
in that awful den.

the greatest fear, scarcely dlaring to sneeze or

Something must be done, and that speedily. cough. If the cage did yield, I should be pre

There was a large aperture in the outer wall six cipitated sixty feet down into the raging river.

feet from the floor. An iron stanchion ran I would have returned to the storeroom and

through it, dividing the aperture in two. Out- taken my chance of the rats having left ; but

side was a curious iron cradle, something like to alter my position and get back to the big

the crow's nest ' on the mainmast of a modern iron stanchion was in itself most perilous. If

whaler, and here watch and ward used to be kept I put any undue weight upon a dangerous part,

in the troublous days of old , or a captive was I should infallibly be dropped into the Esk .

put in it, as the Countess of Buchan was dis- From its roar and rush far below, I could guess

played from the walls of Berwick . A ladder what my fate would be did I falí.

led to it from the floor, but it lay broken and Slowly the hours wore on , as they only do

rotting on the ground. I was impelled, however, when the mind is in deep stress of anxiety.

with the horror of the situation ; and while half- Half-famished and blue with cold , I rejoiced to

a -dozen rats at least hung on each leg , I swept see far away a streak of light upon the horizon.

off as many more from my neck and face, and My heart leaped as I recognised the first fout

leaping up, seized the stanchion. Despair lent steps of the dawn clad in amice gray. '. Gradu

strength, and I pulled myself up by putting ally the light broadened , and night grew

my feet on the rough stones of the wall, dis- brown instead of black, and then the gloom

lodged some half-rotten boards, and felt the cold dissolved and faded , and a red rim surrounded

night-air blow on my heated, bleeding face. the distant eye of light. And then the hills

Next I threw all the rats that were hanging to grew more distinct, and, joy of joys, the sun

my legs far out into the dark void below . The rose upon a dripping world ! I could now

river Esk I knew ran beneath , and there was investigate the crazy iron cradle in which I

little fear of any of them surviving the fall. restel, or rather lay.

Some rats, I found, maddened by the smell It had originally been attached by two iron

and taste of my blool, climbed as I had done bands to the central stanchion, and by two

up the rough stone walls and positively attacked huge iron pins, some four feet under the aper

me again, like so many angry ants . Wounded, ture, to the wall. The iron bands had long

torn , bleeding, and bitten in every limb, I been rusted through, and the whole weight of

managed to push myself out gently into the the structure now rested on one of the iron

iron cradle, and there was comparatively safe. I pins which penetrated the joint of the masonry,
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and looked most insecure. My getting into it Now came the worst part of the struggle ; I

had evidently, caused the other pin to slip out, had to bring the left hand from the stanchion

so that the infirm structure and I rested—so to the wall and pull myself on to my chest in

long as I did not move - on the one weak -look the window . I did get the hand on the stone,

ing pin . I saw at once that a movement inight but could not, even for dear life, get farther.

cause it to slip sideways, when I should be My eyes closed, my head swam , a mist came

precipitated out at once ; or else to snap off, over me, and I all but dropped in a faint.

when I should also be carried downwards in But just then I heard the steps of the keeper

its ruin. There was a further danger, that my coming, ah ! how leisurely, up -stairs ! Quick,

very remaining in it might cause it gradnally quick , Malcolm , for your life !' I shouted in a

to become detached from the one pin which last effort of vitality. ' Come and get hold of

alone held it together. Here was à dreadful me ! Quick ! Haste! Help ! ' Again I all but

discovery ! My head was below the level of the fell ; but now the door opened , and Malcolm

aperture; and to raise my arms, shift my posi- rushing in, clasped both my wrists, and I was

tion , and attempt to grasp the stanchion , was safe ! I was in a dead -faint, and Malcolm

perilous in the extreme. It was firm enough, would never have pulled me up by himself.

I saw. Coulil I once clutch it, I felt assured With the help of the gardener, who now hurried

that I could pull myself up and reach the in, I was dragged into the room more dead than

interior of the storeroom . alive, and lay senseless on the floor till a glass

Two more mortal hours did I wait in hopes of whisky, the national panacea for all evils,

that some one would come, and I could call was brought. Even then, I was stiff, bleeding,

for help ; but Maggie would not be back till torn, wet through, and generally miserable.

evening, and no public road ran the They helped me to bed , however, and I slept.

tower. It overlooked a wide stretch of moor Of course, thinks the reader , you had a bad

land . I was now so benumbed, too, that I felt brain-fever afterwards. Certainly not. At least

what steps were to be taken woulil have to be your hair turned white with the agony of that

chosen at once. I dared not stand up on the night ? Nothing of the kind. I was bathed

crazy crow's nest.' Change of posture might and fomented , and rested for a couple of days

immediately cause its fall. Having carefully in bed , and then, thanks to a sound constitu

studied the situation , I determined to wait no tion, was able to leave for England. Much ,

longer, but to take off my braces —which were however, as I value the old tower of Toul

fortunately maile of stout buckskin — and throw (lenny Castle, I see it too often , am devoured

them round the stanchion. I coull then ven- by its rats, ay, and hang from it, too fre

ture to stand up, and , lolling by them , could quently in my dreams, to care ever again to

pass hand above hand to the stanchion, when behold its walls, gray, stern , and weather beaten ,

despair, I felt, would give me strength to pull against the heathery hills and far blue moun

myself up: Accorilingly, I began niy attempts tains of Eskdale.

to throw the braces round the stanchion : ten or

twelve times they fell back on me, and then a

new terror seized me, lest they should slip out
SONNET.

of my hands altogether, in which case certain

death would stare
I DREAMT last night that I was once again

me in the face. At that

A little child, with eager, wondering eyes ;

moment a voice reached my ears from below ,
And, on mine ears , like some sweet heavenly strain,

and I saw my keeper passing under with the
I heard the music of dead voices rise .

gardener.

Save us ! ' he sail, is yon the maister like
I listened to the murmur of the stream

a bird in a cage ? He'll surely be doon in a
That ran beside my father's cottage door ;

meenute mair.-Holil on, maister,' he shouted .
The bleat of sheep, the curlew's eerie scream

I'll come up ! Hold on ! ' I heard them all , as in the days of yore .

Just then a large piece of mortar gave way I saw the glimmer of the white hawthorn

below me, and fell cluttering down the wall Upon the trees beside the garden wall ;

into the river with a splash . I saw And then, on Fancy's wings still onward borne,

moment's delay might niean death, so , rising Methought I saw my mother, last of all :

slowly to my feet, I fing the braces once more And at the sight--in heart again a boy

round the stanchion and grasped the ends, when , I wept, even in my dream, glad tears of joy.

with a dull crack , all the iron craille gave M. C. 0.

way under me and fell with a horril crash into

the Esk. I remained hanging, three or four

inches below the stanchion ; but fortunately
TO CONTRIBUTORS.

retained my senses, and gripping the braces in 1st. All communications should be addressed to the

my teeth with the strength of despair, pulled • Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh .'

myself up inch by inch , and seized the stan- 2d . For its return in case of ineligibility, postage-stamps

chion with my right land ; then I dropped the
should accompany every manuscript.

braces, and with a great effort reached up with 3d . To securetheir safe return if ineligible, ALT MANU

the left and gripped it convulsively with both ,

SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by a letter of advice or

otherwise, should have the writer's Name and Address

still hanging, but so far safe. Not an instant written upon them IN FULL.

dared I linger, as I felt my strength going 4th . Poetical contributions should invariably be accom

every moment, but dragged myself higher and panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

higher till I got hold of the masonry within

with one hand, and clung a second to gain Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,
breath .

47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH .
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important service rendered by Wedgwood in the
JOSIAH WEDGWOOD AND HIS

making of the Grand Trunk Canal - towards the
LATEST BIOGRAPHER.

preliminary expense of which he subscribed one

One hundred years ago Josiah Wedgwood, the thousand pounds-and in the development of

creator of British artistic pottery, passed away the industrial life of the Midlands. Now we

at Etruria, near Burslem, surrounded by the have a volume devoted to Wedgwood , which

creations of his own weil-directed genius and should prove as important, as stimulating, and

industry, having converted a rude and incon- inspiring as any of the numerous volumes from

siderable manufacture into an elegant art and the same hand . Indeed , the veteran author

an important part of national commerce .' His deserves a word or two to himself before we

death took place on 3d January 1795, the same proceed to discuss Wedgwood, as his works are so

year in which Thomas Carlyle saw the light at closely identified with British industrial progress .

Ecclefechan , and one year and a half before Since the issue of Self-help in 1859, more

the death of Burns at Dumfries. During fifty than one hundred and fifty thousand copies have

years of his working life, largely owing to his been sold of that work, and it has been trans

own successful efforts, he had witnessed the out- lated into most European languages. It is very

put of the Staffordshire potteries increased five- popular in Italy ; and the Italian Minister of

fold, and his wares were known and sold over Finance, at a conversazione in honour of Dr

Europe and the civilised world. In the words Smiles at Rome, in March 1888, said : ' I have

of Mr Gladstone, his characteristic merit lay had my children educated by reading your

‘ in the firniness and fullness with which he per- books. Another Italian compliment was to the

ceived the true law of what we may call In- effect, “ You have done more to make Italy than

dustrial Art, or, in other words, of the applica- ever Cavour or Garibaldi did. The now exten

tion of the higher art to Industry. Novalis sive, faitlıful , portrait gallery of strong, enduring,

once compared the works of Goethe and Wedy- persevering men began with George Stephen

wood in these words : ' Goethe is truly a prac- son, comprised the early engineers, and included

tical poet. He is in his works what the sketches of Robert Dick, Thomas Edward , James

Englishman is in his wares, perfectly simple, Nasmyth, the latest being Josiah Wedgwood .

neat, fit, and durable. He has played in the But to Wedgwood. More than once it has

German world of literature the same part that happened that the youngest of thirteen children

Wedgwood has played in the English world has turned out a genius. It was so in the case

of art.
of Sir Richard Arkwright, and it turned out to

To the already existing lives of the great be so in the case of Josiah Wedgwood , the

potter, Dr Smiles has just added another youugest of the thirteen children of Thomas

( Josiah Wedgwood : London , John Murray ), and Wedgwood, a Burslem potter, and of Mary

having had access to certain family manuscripts Stringer, å kind -hearted but delicate, sensitive

and memorandum books, he has been enabled woman, the daughter of a nonconformist clergy

to throw additional light on the personal man . The town of Burslem , in Staffordslıire,

history of Josiah Wedgwood . We are told in where Wedgwood saw the light in 1730, was

the preface that Mr C. T. Gatty , at the request then anything but an attractive place. Drinking

of the Wedgwood family, had made some pro- and cock -fighting were the common recreations ;

gress with a biography, and being unable to roads had scarcely any existence ; the thatched

proceed, handed over his materials to Dr Smiles. hovels had dunghills before the doors, while

Long ago, in his sketch of Brindley and the early the hollows from which the potter's clay was

engineers, Dr Smiles had occasion to record the excavated were filled with stagnant water, and

e
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the atmosphere of the whole place was coarse material he was using: Wedgwood's great study

and unwholesome, and a most unlikely nursery was that of different kinds of colouring matter

of genius. for clays, but at the same time he inastered

It is probable that the first Wedgwoods date every branch of the art. That he was a well

from the hamlet of Weggewood in Stafford that he was held up in the neighbourhood as a
behaved young man is evident from the fact

shire. There had been Wedgwoods in Burslem
pattern for emulation .

from a very early period, and this name But his brother Thomas, who moved along in

pies a large space in the parish registers during the old rut, had small sympathy with all

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while this experimenting, and thought Josiah flighty

of the fifty small potters settled there, many and full of fancies. After remaining for a tine
bore this honoured name. The ware consisted with his brother, at the completion of his

of articles in common use, such as butter -pots, apprenticeship Wedgwood becanie partner, in

basins, jugs , and porringers. The black glazed 1752, in a small pottery near Stoke-upon - Trent:

and ruddy pottery then in use was much im- soon after, Mr Whieldon, one of the most

proved after an immigration of Dutchmen and eminent potters of the day, joined the firm .
Germans. The Elers, who followed the Prince Here Wedgwood took pains to discover new

of Orange, introduced the Delft ware and the methods and striking designs, as trade was then

salt glaze. They produced a kind of red ware, depressed. New green earthenware was produced,

and Egyptian black ; but disgusted at the dis- as smooth as glass, for dessert service, moulded

covery of their secret methods by Astbury and in the form of leaves ; also toilet ware, snuff

Twyford, they removed to Chelsea in 1710. boxes, and articles coloured in imitation of pre

An important improvement was made by Ast- cious stones, which the jewellers of that time
bury, that of making ware white by means of sold largely . Other articles of manufacture were

burnt flint. Samuel Astbury, a of this blue flowered cups and saucers, and varicoloured

famous potter, married an aunt of Josiah Wedg- teapots. Wedgwood, on the expiry of his part
wood. But the art was then in its infancy, nership with Whieldon, started on his own

not more than one hundred people being em- account in his native Burslem in 1760. His

ployed in this way in the district of Burslem , capital must have been small, as the sum of

as compared with about ten thousand now, twenty pounds was all he had received from his

with an annual export of goods amounting to father's estate. He rented Ivy House and Works

about two hundred thousand pounds, besides at ten pounds a year, and engaged his second

what are utilised in home-tracle. John Wesley, cousin, Thomas, as workman at eight shillings

after visiting Burslem in 1760, and twenty years and sixpence a week. He gradually acquired a

later in 1781 , remarked how the whole face of reputation for the taste and excellence of design

the country had been improved in that period . of his green glazed ware, his tortoiseshell and
Inhabitants had flowed in , the wilderness had tinted snuff-boxes, and white medallions. A

become a fruitful field , and the country was specially designed tea -service, representing dif

not more improved than the people. ferent fruits and vegetables, sold well, and, as

All the school education young Josiah received might be expectedl , was at once widely imitated.

was over in his ninth year, and it amounted He hired new works on the site now partly

to only a slight grounding in reading, writing, occupied by the Wedgwood Institute, and in

and arithmetic. But his practical or technical troduced various new tools and appliances. His

education went on continually, while he after- kilns for firing his fine ware gave him the

wards supplemented many of the deficiencies of greatest trouble, and had to be often renewed.

early years by a wide course of study. After James Brindley, when puzzled in thinking out

the death of his father, he began the practical some engineering problem , used to retire to bed

business of life as a potter in his ninth year, and work it out in hishead before he got up.

by learning the throwing, rather an important Sir Josiah Mason , the Birmingham pen -maker,

branch of the trade. The thrower moulds the used to simmer over in his mind on the previous

vessel out of the moist clay from the potter's night the work for the next day. Wedgwood

wheel, into the required shape, and hands it had a similar habit, which kept him often

on to be dealt with by the stonker, who adds awake during the early part of the night. Prob

the handle. Josiah at eleven proved a clever ably owing to the fortunate execution of an

thrower of the black and mottled ware then in order through Miss Chetwynd, maid of honour

vogue, such as baking-dishes, pitchers,and milk- to Queen Charlotte, of a complete cream service

But a severe attack of virulent smallpox in green and gold , Wedgwood secured the pat

almost terminated his career, and left a weak- ronage of royalty, and was appointed Queen's

ness in liis right knee, which developed, so Potter in 1763. His Queen's ware became

that this limb had to be amputated at a later popular, and secured him much additional

date. He was bound apprentice to his brother business.

Thomas in 1747, when in his fourteenth year ; An engine lathe which he introduced greatly

but this weak knee, which hampered him so forwarded his designs ; and the wareroom opened

much, proved a blessing in disguise, for it sent in London for the exhibition of his now

him from the thrower's place to the moulder's famous Queen's ware, Etruscan vases, and other

board), where he improved the ware, his first works, crew attention to the excellence of his

effort being an ornamental teapot made of the work. He started works besides at Chelsea,

ochreous clay of the district. Other work supervised by his partner Bentley, where mod

of this period comprised plates, pickle-leaves, ellers, enamellers, and artists were employed,

knife-hafts, and snuff- boxes. At the same timeso that the cares of his business, ( pot-making

ho made experiments in the chemistry of the and navigating ' — the latter the carrying through

cans.
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was

of the Grand Trunk Canal - entirely filled his In the career of a man of genius and

mind and time at this period. So busy was original powers, the period of early struggle is

he, that he sometimes wondered whether he often the most interesting. When prosperity

an engineer, a landowner, or à potter. comes, after difficulties have been surmounted ,

Meanwhile, a step, he had no cause to regret thereis generally less to challenge attention.

was his marriage in 1764 to Sarah Wedgwood, But Wedgwood's career was still one of con

a handsome lady of good education and oftinual progress up to the very close . IIis

some fortune.
Queen's ware, made of the whitest clay from

Wedgwood had begun to imitate the classic Devon and Dorset, was greatly in demand, and

works of the Greeks found in public and much improved. The fine earthenwares and

private collections, and produced his unglazed porcelains which became the basis of such

black porcelain, which he named Basaltes, in manufactures were originated here. Young men

1766. The demand for his vases at this time of artistic taste were employed and encouraged

was so great that he could have sold fifty or to supply designs, and a school of instruction

one hundred pounds' worth a day, if he had for drawing, painting, and modelling was started.

been able to produce them fast enough. He Artists such as Coward and Hoskins modelled

was now patronised by Royalty, by the Empress the Sleeping Boy, one of the finest and

of Russia , and the nobility generally. A large largest of his works. John Bacon, afterwards

service for Queen Charlotte took three years to known as a sculptor, was one of his artists,

execute, as part of the commission consisted in as also James Tassie of Glasgow. Wedywood

painting on the ware, in black enamel, about engaged capable men wherever they could be

twelve hundred views of palaces, seats of the found. For his Etruscan models he was greatly

nobility, and remarkable places. A service for indebted to Sir W. Hamilton. Specimens of

the Empress of Russia took eight years to his famous portrait cameos, medallions, and

complete. It consisted of nine hundred and plaques will be found in most of our public

fifty-two pieces, of which the cost was believed inuseums.

to have been three thousand pounds, although The general health of Wedgwood suffered so

this scarcely paid Wedgwood's working ex- much between 1767 and 1768, that he decided

penses. to have the limb which had troubled him since

Prosperity elbowed Wedgwood out of his old his boyhood, amputated. He sat, and without

buildings in Burslem , and led him to pur- wincing, witnessed the surgeons cut off his

chase land two miles away, on the line of the right leg , for there were then no anæsthetics.

proposed Grand Trunk Canal, where his flour - Mr Wedgwood has this day had his leg taken

ishing manufactories and model workmen's off,' wrote one of the Burslem clerks at the

houses sprang up gradually, and were named foot of a London invoice, and is as well as

Etruria , after the Italian home of the famous can be expected after such an execution . His

Etruscans, whose work he admired and imitated. wile was his good angel when recovering , and

His works were partly removed thither in 1769, acted as hands and feet and secretary to him ;

and wholly in 1771. At this time he showed while his partner Bentley (formerly a Liver

great public spirit, and aided in getting an Act pool merchant) and Dr Darwin were also kind ;

of Parliament for better roads in the neighbour and he was almost oppressed with the inquiries

hood, and backed Brindley and Earl Gower in of many noble and distinguished persons during

their Grand Trunk Canal .scheme, which was convalescence. He had to be content with a

destined, when completed, to cheapen and wooden leg , now . 'Send me,' he wrote to his

quicken ' the carriage of goods to Liverpool, brother in London , by the next wagou a spare

Bristol, and Hull. The opposition was keen ; leg, which you will find, I believe, in the

anil Weilgwood issued a pamplilet showing the closet. ' IIe lived to wear out a succession of

benefits which would accrue to tracle in the wooden legs.

Midlands by the proposed waterway. When Indifference and idleness he could not toler

victory was secured , after the passing of the ate, and his fine artistic sense was offended by

Act there was a holiday and great rejoicing any bit of imperfect work. In going through

in Burslem and the neighbourhood, and the his works, he would lift the stick upon which

first sod of the canal cut by Welly, he leaned and smash the offending article, say .

wool, July 26, 1766. He was also appointed ing, “ This won't do for Josial Wedgwood .'

treasurer of the new undertaking, which was all the while he had a keen insight into the

eleven years in progress. Brindley, the greatest character ofhis workmen, although he used to

engineer then in England , doubtless sacrificed say that he had everything to teach them , even

his life in its progress, as he died of con to the making of a table plate.

tinual harassment and diabetes at the early age He was no monopolist, and the only patent

of fifty -six. Wedgwood had immense he ever took out was for the discovery of the

admiration for Brindley's work and character. lost art of burning in colours, as in the

In the prospect of spending a day with him , Etruscan vases. ' Let us make all the good, line,

he said : ' As I always edify full as much in and new things we can ,' he said to Bentley

that man's company as at church, I promise once ; ( and so far from being afraid of other

myself to be much wiser the day following ' people getting our patterns, we should glory in

Like Carlyle, who whimsically put the builder it, and throw out all the hints we can, and, if

of a bridge before the writer of a book, possible, have all the artists in Europe working

Wedgwool placed the man who clesigned the after our models.' By this means he hoped to

outline of a jug or the turn of a teapot far secure the good -will of his best customers and

below the creator of a canal or the builder of a of the public. At the same time he never

city. sacrificed excellence to cheapness. As the sale

was

an
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OF MANTIVOGLIA.

This vase , me.

was

|

of painted Etruscan ware declined , his Jasper he had introduced early in his career,

porcelain—so called from its resemblance to the painted and embellished , became the foundation

stone of that name — became popnlar. The secret of nearly all the fine earthien ware and porce

of its manufacture was kept for many years. lains since produced. He had his reward, for,

It was composed of flint, potter's clay, carbon . besides a flourishing business, he left more than

ate of barytes, and Terra ponderosa . This and half a million of money.

the Jasper-dipare in several tones and hues of

diblue ; also yellow, lilac, and green . He called

in thegood genius of Flaxman in 1775 ; anl THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

for the following twelve years, the afterwards

famous sculptor did an immense amount of By ANTHONY HOPE, Author of The Prisoner of Zenda.

work and enhanced his own and his patron's
CHAPTER III.-COUNT ANTONIO AND THE PRINCE

reputation. Flaxman did some of his finest

work in this Jasper porcelain. Some of Flax

man's designs Wedgwood could scarcely be pre- I KNOW of nauglit by which a man may better

vailed upon to part with. A bas-relief of the be judgeil than by his bearing in matters of

* Apotheosis of Homer' went for seven hundred love. What know I of love, say you-I, whose

and thirty- five pounds at the sale of his partner head is gray, and shaven to boot ? True, it is

Bentley ; and the " Sacrifice to Hymen ,' a tablet
in blue and white Jasper (1787), brought four gray, and it is shaven . But once it was brown,

hundred and fifteen polinds. The first-named is and the tonsure came not there till I had lived

now in the collection of Lord Tweedmouth . I thirty years and borne arms for twelve. Then

Wedgwood's copy of the Barberini or Portland came death to one I loved , and the tonsure to

vase was a great triumph of his art. Therefore, oh ye proud young men and

which had contained the ashes of the Roman laughing girls , old Anselm knows of love,

Emperor Alexander Severus and his mother, though his knowledge be only like the memory

of dark-blue glass, with white enamel that a man has of a glorious red -gold sunset

figures. It now stands in the melal room of which his eyes saw a year ago : cold are the

the British Museum alongside a

Wedgwood. The vase itself once changed hands tints, gone the richness, sober and faint the

for eighteen hundred yuinens, and a copyfetched picture. Yet it is something ; he sees no more,

two hundred and fifteen guineas in 1892. but he has seen ; and sometimes still I seem tó

Josiah Wedgwood now stood at the head of see a face that I saw last, smiling in death.

the potters of Staffordshire, and the manu- They tell me such thoughts are not fitting in

factory at Etruria drew visitors from all parts me, but I doubt their doing a mau much

of Europe. The motto of its founder was still harm ; for they make him take joy when others

· Forward ; ' and, as Dr Smiles expresses it, there

was with him no finality in the developmentreap the happiness that he, forestalled by fate's

of his profession . He studied chemistry, sickle, could not garner. But enough ! It is

botany, drawing, designing, and conchology. of Count Antonio I would write, and not of

His inquiring mind wanted to get to the my poor self. And the story may be worth

bottom of everything. Hejourneyed to Corn- the writing — or would be, had I more skill to

wall, and was successful in getting kaolin for pen it.

china -ware. Queen Charlotte patronised a new Now in the spring of the second year of

pearl-white tea -ware ; and he succeeded in per- Count Antonio's banishment, when the fierce

fecting the pestle and mortar for the apothe
cary. He invented a pyrometer for measuring anger ofDuke Valentine was yet hot for the

temperatures ; and was elected Fellow of the presumption shown by the Count in the matter

Royal Society. Amonyst his intimate friends of Duke Paul's death , a messenger came privily

were Dr Erasmus Darwin, poet and physician to where the band lay hidden in the hills,

( the famous Charles Robert Darwin a bringing greeting to Antonio from the Prince

granılson, his mother having been a daughter of Mantivoglia, between whom and the Duke

of Wedgwood's), Boulton of Sohy Works, James there was great enmity. For in days gone by

Watt, Thomas Clarkson , Sir Joseph Banks, Firmola had paid tribute to Mantivoglia, and

and Thomas Day.
We have an example of the benevolence of this burden had been broken off only some

Wedgwood's disposition in his treatment of John thirty years ; and the Prince, learning that

Leslie, afterwards Professor Sir John Leslie of Antonio was at variance with Duke Valentine,

Edinburgh University. He was so well pleased perceived an opportunity , and sent to Antonio,

with his tutoring of his sons, that he settled praying him very courteously to visit Manti

an annuity of one hundred and fifty, pounds voglia and be his guest. Antonio, who knew

upon him ; and it may be that the influence the Prince well, sent him thanks, and , having

of this able tutor led Thomas Wedgwood to made dispositions for the safety of his com

take up the study of heliotype, and become a

pioneer of photographic science, even before
| pany and set Tommasino in charge of it, him

hey called Bena, and ,Daguerre. How industriousWedgwood had been self rode with the man

in his profession is evident from the seven
having crossed the frontier, came on the second

thousand specimens of clay from all parts of day to Mantivoglia. Here he was received

the world which he had tested and analysed. with great state, and all in the city were eager

The six entirely new pieces of earthenware and

porcelain which, along with his Queen's ware, * Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

was
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to see him, having heard how he had dealt the village of Rilano. The Duke hearing

with Duke Paul, and how he now renounced of his approach , mustered his Guards to the

the authority of Valentine. And the Prince ' number of eight hundred and fifty men ; and

lodged him in his Palace, and prepared a
armed besides hard upon two thousand of the

banquet for him, and set him on the right them that they would serve him loyally ; for
townsmen and apprentices, taking an oath of

hand of the Princess, who was a very fair lady, he feared and distrusted them ; and of the

learned, and of excellent wit; indeed, I have whole force, eleven hundred had horses. But

by me certain stories which she composed , anul Count Antonio lay still in the mountains, and

would read on summer evenings in the garden ; did not offer to come to the Duke's aid .

and it may be that, if I live, I will make Will you not pray his leave to come and

known certain of them . Others there are that fight for him ? ' asked Tommasino.

only the discreet should read ; for what to one " He will love to beat the Prince without my

age is but mirth , turns in the mind of the aid, if he can ,' said Antonio. « Heaven forbid

next to unseemliness and ribaldry. This Prin- that I should seem to snatch at glory, and

cess, then, was very gracious to the Count, and make a chance for myself from liis necessity.'

spared no effort to give him pleasure ; and she So he abode two days where he was ; and

asked him very many things concerning the then there came a shepherd , who said , "My

lady Lucia, saying last, " Is she fairer than lord , the Duke has marched out of the city and

lord ?? But Antonio answereil, with a lay last night at Rilano, and is to-day stretched

laugh , “ The moon is not fairer than the sun , across the road that leads from the spurs of

nor the sun than the moon : yet they are ! Agnino to Rilano, his right wing resting on the

different.' And the Princess laughed also, say- river. There he waits the approach of the

ing merrily, Well parriel, my lord ! ' And Prince ; and they say that at daybreak to

she roseand went with the Prince and Antonio morrow the Prince will attack .'

into the garden. Then the Prince opened to Then Antonio rose, saying, " What of the

Antonio what was in his mind, saying, " Take night ? '

what command you will in my service, and | Now the night was very dark, and the fog

coine with me against Firmola ; and when we'hung like a gray cloak over the plain . And

have brought Valentine to his knees, I will Antonio collected all his men to the number

take what was my father's, and should be mine : 1 of threescore and five, all well arıned and well

and you shall wring from him your pardon horsed ; and he bade them march very silently

and the hand of your lady . And the Princess and with great caution , and led them down

also entreated him . But Antonio answered , ' I into the plain . And all the night they rode

cannot do it. If Your Highness rides to Fir- softly, husbanding their strength and sparing

mola, it is likely enough that I also may ride ' their horses ; and an hour before the break of

thither ; but I shall ride to put my sword at ' day they passed through the outskirts of Rilano

the service of the Duke. For, although he is and halted a mile beyond the village, seeing

not my friend , yet his enemies are mine. ' the fires of the Duke's bivouacs stretched across

And from this they could not turn him . Then the road in front of them ; and beyond there

the Prince praised him , saying, " I love you ' were other fires where the Prince of Manti

more for denying me, Antonio ; and when I voglia lay encamped . And Bena said, The

send word of my coming to Valentine, I will Prince will be too strong for the Duke, my

tell him also of what you have done. And if lord .'

we meet by the walls of Firmola, we will fight : • If he be, we also shall fight to -morrow ,

like men ;and, after that, you shall come again Bena,' answered Antonio.

to Mantivoglia ;' and he drank wine with ' I trust, then , that they prove at least well

Antonio , and so badle him Godl -speed. And the matched ,' said Bena ; for he loved to fight, and

Princess, when her husband was gone, looked yet was ashamed to wish that the Duke should

at the Count and said , Valentine will not be defeated .

give her to you . Why will not you take | Then Count Antonio took counsel with Tom

her ?'
masino ; and they led the band very secretly

But Antonio answered : The price is too ! across the rear of the Duke's camp till they

high . came to the river. There was a mill

I would not have a man who thought any ' the river, and by the mill a great covered

price too high ,' cried the Princess. barn wiere the sacks of corn stood ; and

‘ Then your Highness would mate with a ' Antonio, having roused the miller, told him

rogue ?' asked Count Antonio, smiling, that he came to aid the Duke, and not to fight

If he were one for my sake only,' saiil she ,' against him , and posted his men in this great

fixing her eyes on his face and sighing lightly, barn ; so that they were behind the right wing

as lalies sigh when they would tell something,' of the Duke's army, and were hidden from

and yet not too much nor in words that can sight. Day was dawning now : the camp-fires

be repeated . But Antonio kissed her hand, and paled in the growing light, and the sounds of

took leave of her ; and with another sigh she preparation were heard from the camp. And

watched him go. from the Prince's quarters also came the noise

But when the middle of the next month of trumpets calling the men to arms.

came, the Prince of Mantivoglia gathered an At four in the morning the battle was joined ,

army of three thousand men , of whom seventeen Antonio standing with Tommasino and watching

hundred were mounted, and crossed the frontier, : it from the mill. Now Duke Valentine had

directing his march towarıls Firmola by way placed his own Guarıls on either wing and the

of the base of Mount Agnino and the road to : townsmen in the centre ; but the Prince had

on

!
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posted the flower of his troops in the centre ; knights in full tilt. And the townsmen cried, ' It

and he rode there himself, surrounded by many is tlie Count ! To death after the Count !' And

lords and gentlemen ; and with great valour Antonio raised the great sword that he carried,

and impetuosity he flung himself against the and rode at the Marshal of the Prince's Palace,

townsmen, recking little of how he fared on who was in the van of the fight, and he split
either wing This careless haste did not pass helmet and head with a blow. Then he came

unnoticed by the Duke, who was a cool man to where the Prince himself was, and the great

and wore a good head ; and he said to Lorenzo, sword was raised again, and the Prince rode to

one of his lords who was with him , “ If we meet him, saying, " IfI do not die now, I shall
win on right and left, it will not hurt us to not die to-day.' But when Antonio saw the

lose in the middle ;' and he would not strengthen Prince, he brought his sword to his side and

the townsmen against the Prince, but rather bowed and turned aside, and engaged the most

drew off more of them , and chiefly the stoutest skilful of the Mantivoglian knights. And he

and best mounted, whom he divided between fought that day like a man mad ; but he would

the right wing, where he himself commanded, not strike the Prince of Mantivoglia. And after

and the left, which Lorenzo led . Nay, men a while the Prince ceased to seek him ; and a

declare that he was not ill- pleased to see the flatterer said to the Prince, “ He is bold against

brunt of the strife and the heaviest loss fall on us, but he fears you, my lord .' But the Prince

the apprentices and townsmen . For a while said, ' Peace, fool. Go and fight. For he knew

indeed these stood bravely ; but the Prince's that not fear, but friendship, forbade Antonio

chivalry came at them in fierce pride and to assail him .

gallant scorn , and bore them down with the Yet by now the rout of the townsmen was

weight of armour and horses, the Prince him- stayed , and they were holding their own again

self leading on a white charger, and with his in good heart and courage ; while both on the

own hand slaying Glinka, who was head of the right and on the left the Duke pressed on and

city -bands and a great champion among them . !held the advantage. Then the Prince of Man

But Duke Valentine and Lorenzo upheld the tivoglia perceived that he was in a dangerous

battle on thewings, and pressed back the enemy plight, for he was in peril of being worsted

there; and the Duke would not send aid to along his whole line ; for his knights did no

the townsmen in_the centre, saying, ' I shall more than hold a doubtful balance against the

be ready for the Prince as soon as the Prince townsmen and Antonio's company, while the

is ready for me, and I can spare some of Duke and Lorenzo were victorious on either

those turbulent apprentices.' And he smiled wing ; and he knew that if the Duke got in

his crafty smile, alding, “ From enemies also rear of him and lay between him and Mount

a wise man may suck good ;' and he pressed Agnino, he would be sore put to it to find a

forward on the right, fighting more fiercely means of retreat. Therefore he left the centre

than his custom. But when Antonio and rode to the left of his line and himself

beheld the townsmen hard pressed and being faced Duke Valentine. Yet slowly was hedriven

ridden down by the Prince of Mantivoglia's back , and he gave way sullenly, obstinately,

knights, and saw that the Duke would not aid and in good order, himself performing many

them, he grew very hot and angry, and said to gallant deeds, and seeking to come to a con

Tommasino, “ These men have loved my house, flict with the Duke. But the Duke, seeing

Tommasino. It may be that I spoil Ilis ligh- that the day was likely to be his, would not

ness's plan , but are we to stand here while meet him , and chose to expose his person to

they perish ? no more danger : ' For,' he said , ' a soldier who

" A fig for His Highness's plan !' said Tom- is killed is a good soldier ; but a chief who is

masino ; and Bena gave a cry of joy and leaped, killed save for somegreat object is a bad chief. '

unbidden, on his horse. And he bided his time, and slowly pressed the

' Since you are up, Bena,' said the Count, Prince back, seeking rather to win the battle

' stay up, and let the others mount. The Duke's than the praise of bravery. But when Count

plan , if I read it aright, is craftier than I love, Antonio saw that all went well, and that the

and I do not choose to understand it.' enemy were in retreat, he halted his band ; and

Then , when the townsmen's line was giving at this they murmured, Bena daring to say , 'My

way before, the Prince, and the apprentices, lord, we have had dinner, and may we not

conceiving themselves to be shamefully deserted , have supper also ? ' Antonio smiled at Bena,

were more of a mind to run away than to but would not listen .

fight any more, suddenly Antonio rode forth No,' said he. ' His Highness has won the

from the mill. He and his company came victory by his skill and cunning. I did but

at full gallop ; but he himself was ten yards move to save my friends. It is enough . Shall

ahead of Bena and Tommasino, for all that I seek to rob hini of his glory ? For the ignor

they raced after him . And he cried aloud, “ To ant folk, counting the arm more lionourable

me, men of Firmola, to me, Antonio of Monte than the head, will give me more glory than

Velluto ! ' and they beheld him with utter him if I continue in the fight.' And thus,

astonishment and great joy. For his helmet not being willing to force his aid on a man

was fallen from his head, and his fair hair who lated to receive it, he drew off his band.

gleamed in the sun , and the light of battle Awhile he waited ; but when he saw that the

played on his face. And the banl followed Prince was surely beaten, and that the Duke

him , and , though they had for the most part held victory in his hand, he gave the word

no armour, yet such was the fury of their rush, that they should return by the way they had

anıl such the mettle and strength of their horses, come.

that they made light of meeting the Prince's ' Indeed,' said Tommasino, laughing, ' it may

was
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won on his

be wisdom as well as good manners, cousin . carry the news farther, and Bena went to

For I would not trust myself to Valentine if Antonio and said , “ Heaven, my lord , sends

he be victorious, for all the service which we fortune. The Lady Lucia has escaped from the

have done him in saving the apprentices he city, and awaits you under yonder tree.'

loves so well. '
And when Tommasino heard this, he put

So Antonio's band turned and rode off from out his hand suddenly and caught Antonio's

the field, and they passed through Rilano. But hand and pressed it, saying, 'Go alone, and

they found the village desolate ; for report had bring her here : we will wait : the Duke will

come from the field that the Duke's line was not be here for many hours yet. '

broken, and that in a short space the Prince of Then Antonio rode alone to the tree where

Mantivoglia would advance in triumph, and , Lucia was ; and because he had not seen her

having sacked Rilano, would go against Firmola, for many months, he leaped down from his

where there were but a few old men and boys horse and came running to her, and , kneeling,

left to guard the walls against him. And one kissed her hand ; but she, who stood now by

peasant, whom they found hiding in the wood her palfrey's side, flung her arms about his

by the road, said there was panic in the city, neck and fell with tears and laughter into liis

and that many were escaping from it before arms, saying, ' Antonio, Antonio ! Heaven is

the enemy should appear. with us, Antonio .'

" It is inonths since I saw Firmola,' said “ Yes,' said he. “ For His Highness has won

Antonio with a smile. " Let us ride there and the day .'

reassure these timid folk . For my lord the ‘ Have not we won the day also ?' said she,

Duke has surely by now the victory, reaching up and laying her hands

and he will pursue the Prince till he yields shoulders.

peace and abandons the tribute. ' Heart of my heart, ' said he softly, as he

Now a great excitement rose in the band at looked in her eyes.

these words ; for although they had lost ten The cage is opened , and , Antonio, the bird

men in the battle and five more were disabled , is free, ' she whispered , and her eyes danced and

yet they were fifty stout and ready ; and it her cheek went red . ' ' Lift me to my saddle,

was not likely that there was any force in Fir- Antonio .'

mola that could_oppose them. And Martolo, The Count obeyed her, and himself mounted ;

who rode with Tommasino, whispered to him , and she said , “We can reach the frontier in

My lord, my lord, shall we carry off the Lady three hours, and there - there, Antonio, none

Lucia before His Highness can return ? ' fears the Duke's wrathi . ' And Antonio knew

Tommasino glanced at Antonio . ' Nay, I what she would say , save that she would not

know not whatmy cousin purposes,' said he. speak it bluntly — that there they could find a

Then Antonio bade Bena and Martolo ride priest to marry them. And his face was pale

on ahead, taking the best horses, and tell the as he smiled at her. Then he laid his hand

people at Firmola that victory was with the on her bridle and turned her palfrey's head

Duke, and that His Highness's servant, Antonio towards Firmola. Her eyes darted a swift

of Monte Velluto, was at hand to protect the question at him , and she cried low, “ Thither,

city till His Highness should return in triumph. Antonio ??

And the two, going ahead while the rest of Then he answered her, bending still his look

the band took their mid -day meal, met many on her, ‘Alas, I am no learned man, nor a

ladies and certain rich merchants and old men doctor skilled in matters of casuistry and nice

escaping from the city, and turned them back, distinctions. I can but do what the blood that

saying that all was well ; and the ladies would is in me tells me a gentleman should do. To

fain have gone on and met Antonio ; but the day , sweetheart - ah, will you not hide your

merchants, hearing that he was there, made face from me, sweetheart, that my words may

haste to get within the walls again , fearing not die in my mouth ?-to-day our lord the

that he would levy a toll on them for the poor, Duke fights against the enemies of our city,

as his custom was. At this Bena laughed holding for us in hard battle the liberty that

mightily, and drew rein, saying, " These rabbits we have won, and bearing the banner of

will run quicker back to their burrow than we Firmola high to heaven in victory !

could ride, Martolo. Let us rest awhile under She listened with strained frightened face ;

a tree ; I have a flask of wine in my saddle and the horses moved at a walk towards

bag.' So they rested ; and while they rested, Firmola. And she laid her hand on his arm ,

they saw what amazed them ; for a lady rode saying again, “ Antonio !

alone towards them on a palfrey, and though And " I have fought with my lord to -day,

the merchants met hier and spoke with her, yet and I would be at his side now, except that

sbe rode on. And when she came to the tree I do his pleasure better by leaving him to

where Bena and Martolo were, they sprang up triumph alone. But my hand has been with

and bared their heads ; for she was the Lady him to-day, and my heart is with him to-day.

Lucia ; and her face was full of fear and Tell me, sweetheart, if I rode forth to war

eagerness as she said , ' No guard is kept to-day, and left you alone, would you do auglit against

on helpless ladies. Is it true that my me till I returned ?'

lord is near ?' She did not answer.

“Yes, he is near,' said Bena, kissing her hand. ' A Prince's city, ' said he, should be like his

" See , there is the dust of his company on the faithful wife ; and when he goes against the
road .' enemy, none at home should raise a hand

‘Go, one of you, and say that I wait for against him ; above all, may not one who has

him ,' she commanded ; so Martolo rode on to fought by his side. For to stand side by side

even
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in battle is a promise and a compact between he turned and rode at a foot's pace away from

man and man , even as though man swore to the city. And now as he rode his brow was

man on a holy relic. ' smooth and calm , and there was a smile on

Then she understood what he would say, and his lips.

she looked away from him across the plain ;

and a tear rolled down her cheek as she said ,
THE GOLD - FIELDS OF

' Indeed, my lord, the error lies in my thoughts ;

for I fancied that your love was mine.'
BRITISH GUIANA.

Antonio leaned from his saddle and lightly ! Much has been written of late regarding new

touched her hair. Was that indeed your gold discoveries, and general interest has been

fancy ? ' said he. ' And I prove it untrue ? "
* You carry me back to my prison ," shesaid. ' taken therein from the fact that goldis now

And you will ride away .'
probably the only raw product which has not

' And so I love you not ? ' he asked . suffered from the great decline in value brought

No, you love me not ,' said she ; and her about during the last decade. For there is an
|

voice caught in a sob. ever increasing demand for it as a standard of

‘See, ' said he ; ' we draw near to Firmola ; value, while its time-honoured partner, silver,

and the city gates are open ; and, look, they has suffered a severe clecline in common with all

raise a flag`on the Duke's palace ; and there is else, in consequence of excess of production over

joy for the victory that Martolo has told them
requirements. To such a pitch has this come,

of. And in all the Duchy there are but two

black hearts that burn with treacherous thoughts that in silver-using countries the utmost diffi

against His Highness, setting their own infinite culty is produced by the continually diminish

joy above the honour and faith they owe ing value of their monetary standard . It has

hin .' become a great problem for our statesmen how

Nay, but are there two?' she asked, turning to cope with this clifficulty in British India

her face from him .
and elsewhere. The true solution will probably

* In truth I would love to think there was only be arrived at when the world's supply of

but one, ' said he. And that one beats in !
me, sweetheart, and so mightily, that I think gold will enable those countries to reduce

it will burst the walls of my body, andI silver to the position it occupies in England ,

shall die. ' that of a token currency only, all payments

“ Yet we ride to Firmola ,' said she.
a certain amount to be made in gold.

‘ Yet, by Christ's grace, ” said Count Antonio, This opens an immense market for fresh gold
we ride to Firmola .' supplies, and just as the need of them is

Then the Lady Lucia suddenly dropped her beginning to be most seriously felt, we hear of

bridle on the neck of her palfrey and caught fresh discoveries which promise to enable us to

Antonio's right hand in her two hands and fill up the gap in the course of time, and

said to him , WhenI prayto-night,I will pray restore equilibrium to the distracted finances of

for the cleansing of the black heart, Antonio.

And I will make a wreath and carry it to the countries which depend on silver alone for their

Duke and kiss his hand for his victory. And money.

I will set lights in my window and flags on One portion of our empire has not yet had

my house ; and I will give my people a feast; the attention directed to it that it deserves as a

and I will sing and laugh for the triumph gold -producing country, though the presence of

of the city and for the freedom this day has the precious metal there has been a tradition

won forus: and when I have done all this, extending to the Elizabethan time. It was then

what may I do then , Antonio ? '
' I am so cruel ,' said he, ' that then I would that the well-known experlition of Sir Walter

have you weep little : yet spoil not the Raleigh set forth to what is now the colony of

loveliest eyes in all the world ; for if you slim British Guiana to seek for the source of the

them , it may be that they will not shine like supply of the stored -up gold found by the

stars across the plain, and even into the hut Spaniards in Mexico and Peru , both of which

where I live among the hills .' are silver -proclucing countries. Indian tradition

“ Do they shine bright, Antonio ? '

· As the gems on the gates of heaven ,' he whence it had been gathered, being midway
pointed to the Guianas as being the territory

answered ; and he reined in his horse and gave between those two empires ; and the colonists of

her bridle into her hands. And then for many the nineteenth century have proved that Indian

minutes neither spoke ; and Count Antonio

kissed her lips, and she his; and they promised tradition was right, and that British Guiana is

with the eyes what they needed not to promise the home of treasures which may perhaps be

with the tongue. And the Lacly Lucia went destined to eclipse those of other gold -pro

alone on lier way to Firmola. But the Count cucing countries, and this at no distant date.

sat still like a statue of marble on his horse, į It is a truly remarkable thing that its capa

and watched her as she rode. And there he vilities have so long remained hidden . The

stayed till the gates of the city received her

and the walls hid her from his sight; and the Dutch, who first colonised the country, seem not

old men on the walls saw him and knew him , to have searched for gold . The English , when

and asked , " Does he come against us ? But they became possessors, found sugar estates

it was against the Prince of Mantivoglia that formed on the low lands along the coast,which

we swore to fight.' And they watched lim till for a long series of years produce riches almost

1
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equal to those of gold mines ; and with these immense importance of this most promising

they were so satisfied as not to wish to pene industry, and a Commission is to sit having for

trate into the interior. An economic change view its encouragement and extension . A sub

has, however, overtaken the cane-sugar-producing sidy, has been granted for the construction of

world, which is now in dire straits from the Demerara and Essequibo rivers , which will
an important link of railway to connect the

competition of the bounty-fed beet-sugars of avoid the rapids of the latter river, and give

the Continent of Europe. This wave has been easy access to the country along its upper

felt in its full intensity in British Guiana, and, reaches. The Demerara River is receiving much

as is usual, necessity has brought about efforts attention just now. Goods are delivered at the

in other directions, which in the present in- mine -landings on that river from London at a

stance has led to most fruitful results. In 1884 cost of three pounds per ton. Water -carriage

a few men went into the forests of the interior, in other goldcountries does not exist ; and land

the result of their efforts being an exportof carriage in those places, according to statistics,

two hundred and fifty ounces of gold .
varies from £25 to £165 per ton. This is an

More

followed their example, with the following Guiana . The supply of pure water in the gold

enormous initial advantage in favour of British

results, which are the Government returns of regions is in excess of all requirements, in

actual exports of gold to England year by year : some instances affording water-power for driv

Exports in Ounces. Value in Dollars. ing the stamp-batteries, sawing, timber, and

1884.. 250 4,894 furnishing electric light. All the timber re

1885 . 939 15,596 quired for mining is growing on the spot, and

1886 . 6,518 112,042 is of the best quality for the purpose, this

11,906 213,252 being another potential advantage, saving the

14,570 266,718 cost and carriage of same.

1889.. 28,282 52-1,323 Government statistics show that in other coun

1890 . 62,615 1,124,759 tries a yield of three to four dwt. of gold per ton

.101,298 1,801,389 pays, working with steam -power, and one and a

1892. .129,615 2,303,162 half to two dwt. is satisfactory where water

1893. .112,788
2,542,995 power is used. The Victorian average yield is

It will be seen that the industry has a record given as ten dwt. eleven grains to the ton, the

of ten completed years during which gold has : South African as twelve dwt. to the ton . Messrs

been produced and shipped to England, worth, Johnson, Vatthey, & Co., the assayers tothe

in round numbers, one million eight hundred of British Guiana quartz, which gave sixty-two

Bank of England, have recently maile an assay

thousand pounds sterling, which record is far awt. to the ton, andpicked samples have been

beyond that of South Africa, where seventeen produced showing hundreds of ounces to the

years elapsed before the fields there produced ion . These figures tell their own tale, and

gold to the value of two hundred thousand will make themselves felt in the financial world.

pounds. The Americans are beginning to pay attention

Strange to say, there is as yet only one in- , to the nascent industry, and there can beno

stance of English capital employed in the gold their own territory and under their own flag.
! doubt Englishmen will not bebehind -hand on

industry of British Guiana, and this of quite A considerable portion of the colony is already

recent date. The colonists have gone into the accessible, and as the means of communication

business themselves, as is stated , to the full are improved, more and more will become so,

extent of their resources, the foregoing figures to keep pace with requirements. There is

showing what has been done. Hitherto, there abundant room for expansion, the opportunities

has been no desire shown to make the capa- existing being such as are not to be found else

bilitiesof the colony knownin England ;in its proximity to England, fourteen days suſtic
A favourable feature of the colony is

fact, deterrent influences appear to have been

brought into operation, reports of unhealthy twice a month , and telegrams arriving every
ing for the passage, withi mail communication

climate being one of the principal .
The length of the passage could easily be

however, too strong for anything of this kind shortened to ten days, this matter being already

in the long run. The interior has been pene under discussion . So little is known of the

trated by Englishmen straight out from home, colony of British Guiana in England , that it has

who are enjoying magnificent health in the been lately described as an island , instead of

hilly gold region , away from the swamps of which it is an important part of the Continent

the coast. The difficulties of the rivers have Continent owned by us, possessing huge rivers,of South America, the only portion of that

been much exaggerated : while some are impeded immense forests, and the most favourable con

by rapids, others form unparalleled water-ways junction of natural features for the prosecution

through the dense forest into the interior ; but of gold-mining the world has ever seen in one

all of them are utilised to carry supplies into place. There is nothing in the way of an im

the ' gold bush ,' there being at present no other mediate and immense (levelopnient. Once the
means of access thereto. The rivers, in fact, favourable conditions existent there are known ,

are a main item of the enormous natural ad- the other is the natural consequence. In the

vantages for gold -mining possessed by the West Indies, British Guiana is familiarly known
colony.

as the Magnificent Province. This, in truth, it

The Government has recently recognised the l is, as it teems with tropical riches, and pos

Facts are, day.
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sesses gold in apparently limitless quantities, more of them on my way up here than ever in

the precious product which has above all been my life before. '

the object of mankind's eager quest from times Come, come, don't tell me it's worse than

immemorial. the old country,' said the squatter, laughing,

or we shall fight all the way back ! Now, will

you jump up and come with me while I get

THE GOVERNESS AT GREENBUSH. your luggage ; or shall we meet at the post

office over yonder on the other side ? '

The girl looked round , following the direction

By E. W. HORNUNG.
of the pointed whip. Yes, at the post-office,

IN FOUR CHAPTERS.—CHAP. I. I think ,' said she ; and then she smiled. It

The coach was before its time. As the Manager reallyrathernot go near the hotel again.

may seem an affectation , Mr Pickering, but I'd

of Greenbush drove into the township street, " Well, well , perhaps you're right! I'll be

the heavy, leather -hung, vermilion vehicle was with you in five minutes, Miss Winfrey.'

the first object to meet his eyes. It was drawn He flicked his horses, and in those five

up as usual in front of “ The Stockman's Rest,' minutes the new Governess made a friend for

and its five horses were even yet slinking life of poor Miss Crisp, the little old post

round to the yards, their traces trailing through indeed, she was thinking more of her new

mistress . It unconscious con st ;

the sand . The passengers had swarmed on the

hotel veranda ; but the manager looked in vain this diiss Winfrey hail a way of endearing her
employer than of anything she was saying ; but

for the flutter of a woman's skirt. What he self to persons who liked being taken seriously,

took for one, from afar, resolved itself at shorter which arose, perhaps, from her habit of taking

range into the horizontal moleskins of a ' stock- herself very seriously indeed. Nevertheless, she

man who was ‘ resting, ' amid the passengers' was thinking of the squatter. He was a little

feet, like a living sign of the house. The rough, though less so, she thought, in his

squatter cocked a bushy eyebrow, but whistled flannel shirt and wide-awake, than in the high

collar and frock -coat which he had worn at
softly in his beard next moment. Je had seen their previous interview in Melbourne. On the

the Governess. She was not with the other whole she liked him well enough to wish to

passengers, nor had she already entered the bring him to her way of looking at so terrible

hotel. She was shouldering her parasol, and a spectacle as a drunken man . And it so hap

otherwise holding herself like a little grenadier, pened that she had harılly taken her seat beside

alone but unabashed, in the very centre of the him in the buggy when he returned of his

broad bush street. own accord to the subject which was upper

The buggy wheels made a sharp deep curve
most in her mind. • It was one of my own

in the sand, the whip descended --the pair
men, Miss Winfrey ! '

The man on the veranda ? '
broke into a canter — the brake went downand

“ Yes. They call him “ Cattle - station Bill."

the man of fifty was shaking hands with the He looks after what we call the Cattle Station

woman of twenty -five. They had met in Mel -an out-station of ours where there are noth

bourne the week before, when Miss Winfrey ing but sheep, by the way—on the other side

had made an enviable impression and secured a of the township: lle has a pretty lonely life
coveted post. But Mr Pickering had half for over there, so it's only naturalhe should knock

gotten her appearance in the interim , and down his cheque now and again .'

taking another look at her now , he was quite The Governess looked puzzled. What does

charmed with his own judgment. The firin it mean — knocking down his cheque ?'

mouth and the deep , decided chin were even Mean ? Well, we pay everything by cheque

firmer and more decided in the full glare of up here, d’ye see ? So, when a man's put in

the Riverina sun than in the half-lights of the his șix months' work, say, he generally, rolls

Melbourne hotel ; and the expression of the up his sway and walks in for his cheque.

grave gray eyes, which he haul not forgotten , Twenty -six pounds, it would be, for six months,

was, if possible, something franker and more less a few shillings, we'll say, for tobacco.

downright than before. The face was not ex- And most of 'em take their cheque to the

actly pretty, but it had strength and tenderness. nearest grog shanty and drink it up in three

And strength especially was what was wanted or four days.'

in the station schoolroom . “ And then ? ' said the girl , with a shudder.

" But what in the world , Miss Winfrey, are “ Then they come back to work for another

you doing here ? ' cried Mr Pickering, after a six months.'

rather closer scrutiny than was perhaps alto " And you take them back ? '

gether polite. ' I'm very sorry to be late, but Of course I do,when they're good men like

why ever didn't you wait in the hotel ? ' Cattle-station Bill ! It's nothing

" There is a man dead -drunk on the veranda, ' straight back to his hut at the end of the

returned the new Governess, without mincing week. That's an understood thing. Then in

her words, and with a little flash in each stead- another six months he'll want another cheque.

And so on, year in , year out.'

Well, but he wouldn't have hurt you ! ' Miss Winfrey made no remark . But she

He would have hurt me more than I can turned her head and looked back. And the

say, Mr Pickering . To me, such sights are the recumbent moleskins were still a white daub

saddest in all the world . And I have seen on the hotel veranda, for it was hereabouts that

He'll go

fast eye.
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Mr Pickering had mistaken them for the young She took her husband's advice, and waited.

woman's skirt. She watched them out of sight, And such was the order that presently obtained

and then she sighed. “ It's terrible ! she among her band of little rebels, and so great

said . and novel the relief and rest which crept into

You 'll get used to it. ' her own daily life, that for many weeks—in

Never ! It's awful! One ought to do some- fact, until the novelty wore off -- Niss Winfrey

thing. You must let me see what I can do. could do no wrong, and the children's mother

The poor inen ! The poor men ! ' had not words good enough for their new

Mr Pickering was greatly amused . Ile never Governess.

meddled with his men. Their morals were not The children themselves were somewhat

his concern . In the matter of their cheques slower to embrace this optimistic view. They

his sense of responsibility ended with his signa- came to it at last , but only by the steep and

ture. The cheques might come back endorsed stony path of personal defeat and humiliation .

by a publican, who, he knew , must have practi- Miss Winfrey had the wit to avoid the one

cally stolen them from his men's pockets. But irretrievable mistake on the part of all such as

he never meddled with that publican. It was would govern as well as teach .
She never

none of his business. But to find a little bit tried for an immediate popularity with her

of a Governess half inclined to make it her pupils, which she felt would be purchased at
business was a most original experience, and the price of all uture uence and power,

it was to the rough man's credit that he was on the contrary , she was content to be hated

able to treat the matter in a spirit of pure for weeks and feared for months ; but with

good-humour. ' I rather think our brats will the fear there gradually grew up a love which

take you all your time,' said he, laughing was the stronger for the company of the more

heartily. " Still, I'll let you know next time austere emotion. Now, love is the teacher's

Bill comes in for a cheqne, and you shall talk final triumph. And little Miss Winfrey won

to him like a mother. He's a jolly good -look- hers in the face of sufficiently formidable odds.

ing young fellow, I may tell you that ! ' It was a case of four to one. Three of the

Miss Winfrey was about to answer, quite four were young men, however, with whom the

seriously, that she would be only too glail of young woman who is worth her salt well knows

an opportunity of speaking to the poor man ; how to deal. These young men were employed

but the last remark made the rest, from her upon the station , and they had petted and

point of view, unanswerable. Moreover, it spoilt the children pretty persistently hitherto.

happened to hurt, and for a reason that need It had been their favourite relaxation after the

be no secret. Her own over. day's work in the saddle or at the drafting

She had no desire for another. That one had yards. But Miss Winfrey took to playing their

left her a rather solemn young woman , with , accompaniments as they had never been played

however, a perfectly sincere desire to do some before, and very soon it was tacitly agreed

good in the world — to undo some of the evil. among them that the good - will of the Gover

The squatter repeated this conversation to ness was a better thing than the adoration of

his wife, who had not, however, his own good- her class. So the three gave very little trouble

nature. I don't see what business it was of after all ; but the fourth male ample amends

Miss Winfrey's, remarked Mrs Pickering, who for their poltroonery ; and the fourth knew

had not been with her husband when he better how to fight å woman, for she was one

selected the Governess. It was quite a pre- herself.

Bumption on her part to enter into such a llis Millicent Pickering was the children's half

cussion, and I shoulıl have let her know it had sister, and the only child of her father's first

I been there. But I am afraid she is inclinell marriage. She was a sallow , weedy, and yet

to presume, James. Those remarks of hers attractive-looking girl of nineteen, with some

about poetry were hardly the thing for her very palpable faults, which, however,

first meal at our table. And she corrected me entirely redeemed by the saving merit of a

when I spoke about Lewis William Morris ; superlatively gooil temper. But she loved a

she said they were two separate men ! ' joke, and her idea of one was quite different

' She probably knew what she was talking from that of Miss Winfrey, who, to be sure,

vana

dear ! ' Millicent found her sense of humour best satis

It was a piece of impudence,' said Mrs fied by the enormities of her little brothers and

Pickering hotly ; 'and after what you have sisters. She rallied them openly upon the

told me now, James, I must say I do not feel punishments inflicted by the new Governess ;

too favourably impressed with the new Gover- she was in notorious and demoralising sym

ness. ' pathy with the young offenders. Out of school

· Then I'm very sorry I told you anything, ' she encouraged them in every sort of wicked

retorted the husband with equal warmth . The ness ; and, for an obvious reason, was ever the

girl's all right ; but you always were really to first to lead them into temptations which now

take a prejulice against anybody. Just you encled in disgrace. She was, of course, herself

wait a bit ! That girl's a character. You mark the greatest child of them all ; and at last Miss

my words: she'll make your youngsters nind Winfrey told her so in as many words. She

her as they've never minded anybody in all would have spoken earlier, but that she feared

their lives ! to jeopardise her influence by risking a defeat.

The lady sighed ; she had poor health, and But when the great girl took to interrupting

an irritable, weak nature ; and her ' youngsters ' the very lesson with her overgrown buffooneries,

had certainly never “ ninded ' their mother. I in the visible vicinity of the open schoolroom
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door, the time was come to beat or be beaten once pression was terrible, and yet more terrible her

and for all . disappointment in herself. She could not be in

Come in, Miss Pickering,' said the Governess love ; or, if she were, then love was not what it

suavely, though her heart was throbbing. I was painted by all the poets whose works the

think I should have the opportunity of laughing sympathetic Niiss Winfrey now put into her
too. hands. Thus the first month passed. Then the

The girl strode in , and the laughter rose man came again , and in his presence her doubt

louder than before. But, however excruciatingly lay low in her heart. But when he was gone

funny her antics might have been outside, they it rose up blacker than before, and the girl
were not continued within . went half mad with keeping it to herself. It

· Well ? ' said Miss Winfrey at length . was only the agony of an ignorant young egoism

" Well ? ' retorted Millicent, with mere sauce. in the twilight state of the engaged , looking

" You great baby ! ' cried the Governess, with backward with regret for yesterday's freedom ,

a flush and a flash that came like lightning. instead of forward faithfully to a larger life.

• You deserve to have your hair taken down, But this never struck her until she brought

and be put back into short dresses and a pina- her broodinys to her friend Miss Winfrey, when

fore ! '
one flesh could endure them no longer.

" And sent to you ?' Viss Winfrey was surprised . She had not

And sent to me.'
suspected so much soul in such a setting. She i

Very well ; I'll come this afternoon . ' was also sorry, for she liked the man. He had

And she did . When school began again , at kind eyes and simple ways, and yet some un

three o'clock, Millicent led the way, with her mistakable signs of the sort of strength which

hair down and her dress up, and in her hands appealed to the Governess and would be good

the largest slate she could find ; and on her for Milly. And lastly , Miss Winfrey

face a kind of determined docility, exquisitely strangely touched ; for here was her own case

humorous to the expectant young eyes behind over again.

the desks. But Millicent had reckoned without The girl said that she could never marry him

her brains, and that in more senses than one. —that there was no love in her for any man

She was an exceedingly backward young person ; that she must break off the engagement in

she had never been properly taught, and no one stantly and for all time. The Governess had

knew this better than the little Governess. said the same thing at her age, and had re

First in one simple subject, then in another, pented it ever since. She turned down the

the young woman's ignorance was mercilessly lamp, for it was late at night in the school

exposed ; first by one child , then by another, room , and she told the girl her own story.
she was

corrected and enlightened on some This had more weight than a hundred argu

elementary point ; and, finally, when they all ments. Half-way through, Millicent took Miss

stood up and took places, Miss Millicent sank Winfrey's hand and held it to the end. At the

to the bottom of the class in five minutes. very end she kissed the Governess and made

The absurd figure that she cut there, however, her a promise.

with the next child hardly higher than her " Thank you, dear,' said the Governess, kissing

knee, quite failed to appeal to her usually ready her. “ That was all I wanted you to say . Only

sense of humour ; seeing which, Miss Winfrey try for a time to think less of yourself and

incontinently dismissed the class ; but Millicent more of him ! Then all will be well ; and you

remained behind. may forget my contemptible little story. You're

' I give yon best, said she, holding out a the first to whom I've ever told it as it really

large hand with a rather laboured smile. " Let's was. '

be friends.'
* And you never saw him again ? '

I have always wanted to,' said the victor, Not from that day to this .'

with a suspicious catch in her voice ; and next ' But you may , dear Miss Winfrey. You

moment she burst into a flood of tears, which may !!

cemented that friendship once and for good. • It isn't likely,' said the Governess, turning

Millicent had long needed such a friend ; but in the lamp. ' I came out here to-to forget.

this new influence was a better thing for her He is a full-blown doctor by now, and no doubt i

than any one ever knew . She happened to be , happily married .?

fond of somebody who was very fond of her ; Never ! cried Millicent.

and having one of those impulsive natures Long ago, replied Miss Winfrey quietly.

which fly from one extreme to the other, sheThe worse they take it at the time the sooner

told Miss Winfrey that very night all about it. they marry. That is - men ; and you can't alter

And Miss Winfrey advised . And on the next them .'

monthly visitation of a certain rabbit inspector “ I don't believe it's every man ,' said the

to Greenbush Station the light-hearted Millicent young girl stoutly. “ I don't even believe it's

succeeded in reconciling her sporting spirit to -your boy ! '

what she termed the “ ry -hash ' of a serious Miss Winfrey bent her head to hide her eyes.

engagement. Sometimes,' she whispered, ' I don't believe so

But not for long. As the more solemn side either.'

of the matter came home to her, the light heart And if-you met - and all was right ?'

grew heavy with vagnie alarms, and so bitterly The Governess got to her feet. Her face was

did the young girl resent her entirely natural liſted , and the tears transfigured it.
It was

apprehensions
, that cause and effect became white and shining like the angel-faces in a

confounded
in her soul, now calling , as she chill's prayer. And her lips trembled with

thought, for its surrendered
freedom . Her de- the trembling words : ‘ I should ask him to

1
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shows.

forgive me for the wrong I did him . I would startled quack of the wild -duck, break the

humiliate myself as I humiliated him . Yes ! silence of the night. of the smaller birds,

He should even know that I had cared-all only the snipe, blackbird , thrush , chaffinch,

along ! ' house -sparrow , redbreast and wren , with per

haps at intervals a solitary kingfisher, are home

staying. During winter, the number of our

BIRD-LIFE IN AN INLAND PARISH birds is small. But with the first clear days of

OF SOUTHERN SCOTLAND. early spring, when the plough is turning over

the soil and the storm -cock is singing his
THERE can be no more pleasant pastime for loudest and best, there return, in sadly attenui

those who live in the country than to pay ated bands, the gulls, curlews, peewits, water

attention in their daily walks to the comings hens, plovers, starlinys, larks, pipits , linnets,

and goings of the various feathered sojourners blackcaps and yellow -hammers, which have

which, from choice or necessity, spend a portion taken refuge elsewhere from the frosts and
of the year in their neighbourhood. From the

In a few weeks the wheatear greets

earliest ages, man has noted these, and adored us from the wall, tlie stonechat from the furze,

the Wisdom which teaches the stork to know and by the brooks the wagtail, sandpiper, and

her appointed times, and the turtle and the redshank are found . When spring has fairly

crane and the swallow to observe the time of come and the leaves are bursting in the hedge

their coming. Roving, restless creatures as birds rows, the cuckoo gladdens the ear with his song,

are bynature, they yet in their migrations follow the swallow and swiſtthe eye withtheir skim

a constant ebb and flow . Their movements are ming flight. Last of all spring's visitors come

determined by a law as binding as that which the fly -catcher, the corncrake, and the redstart.

regulates the seasons . Glaring violations of it What a busy time is it now with these

seemn occasionally to take place in the appearance , denizens of the open ! What a happy band of

of certain untimely or belated sojourners, as minstrels are they all, as from early dawn to

redwing or woodcock tarrying into summer, or dark they make the welkin echo with their

swallows being noticed in December and Janu- tuneful notes ! Into these weeks of spring and

ary ; yet,accordingto the whim of theobserver, early summer how much courtship, matrimony,

thiese intrepid spirits may be regarded as rebels, house-building, house -keeping and family- rearing

scouts, or explorers that have temporarily are crowded - love, pathos, tragedy - human life

broken away from the main body. During in miniature !

winter there is not much activity in these And now that they are with us in their

flitting' movements. Ere it comes,most birls sayest and best, what a plain, hodden -gray lot

have taken up their residence in localities where are our upland birds ; not one among them

there is a likelihood of sufficient food -supplies with bright outstanding colours, unless it be

being obtained . But with the spring, those that stray magpie, vainly seeking refuge from

which have found a home in this country the keeper's trap or gun ; not one yandy fellow

during winter return to their native haunts to with plumage a milliner would covet !

nest ; while those which at the close of summer As the day begins to shorten, our silvan

left our upland districts for more genial parts choir tends to break up. The cuckoo is gone

nearer the sea, along with others which went' before her egg is hatched in the pipit's nest.

far sonth , begin to arrive and gladden with | By the end of August the swallows are in flocks, i

their songs the lengthening day. Thus, as one ready to depart when the first September frosts

season's visitors, whether those of summer or of have chilled the air. One by one disappear the

winter, depart, another appears. Rejoicing as redstarts, wagtails, wheatears, stonechats, and

they do in light and warmth, birds follow the , warblers, until by the middle of October there

Those r'caching our coasts in spring come' are few migratory birds remaining. Then, as

from southern lands, where they have found a the robin has the concert all to limself, save

welcome retreat from a climate too severe for for the croak of the carrion crow echoing from

their tender frames ; while, on the other hand, the young pine-woods as he gloats over

those which pass the winter with us are seeking wounded hare, comes another flock of visitors.

here the food and shelter denied them in the Chief among these are the red wing and the

inhospitable lands of northern ice and snow . fieldfare.

To every part of the country these tiny An unwelcome guest is the latter-a large

tourists wend their way, Su
that even

this Norwegian thrush—for he is the harbinger of

cold upland parish , though it cannot boast the winter. Up till within a few days ago the air

wealth of bird -life that frequents the coast-line was soft and mild for October ; then came an

or the more favoured climate of England, can ' easterly wind, chilling and damp; and yesterday

still show a respectable variety. Comparatively , morning, when flakes of snow were falling,

few , however, remain all the year round. perched on the beeches in the lawn was a 1

Throughout summer and winter, blackcock and company of these immigrants, chattering com

grouse may be raised on the moorlands, pheas, placently, as if congratulating, another

ants and partridges on the dales; the rook and upon the bad weather they had brought with

the jackdaw never desert their ancestral trees ; them . Common as he is in winter, how few

in the woods, the soft cooing of the cushat , are able to recognise the fieldfare ( Turdus

peacefullest sound in nature — may be heard ; by pilaris)! Being first-consin to the missel-thrush

the coppice, the sparrow -hawk may be seen ( Turdus viscivorus), he is often mistaken for his

darting after his quarry ; over the hillside the kinsman ; in leed , his name- corrupted by the

kestrel"hovers on the wing ; the eerie screech of country -boy into " feltifare ' - is generally given

the heron , the mournful hoot of the owl, the to the missel-thrush. But who, that has once

sun .

a

one
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observed our hardy Norseman, can ever mistake we had set sail, we made Cape Bougarel, on the

him again ? Shy and suspicious in his habits, Corean coast, distant about nine miles. It was

and not caring to be scanned at too close quarters, night-time, and the captain decided to stand off

he is seldom met with but in tlocks. Though the land until daylight,under close-reefed topsails,

he lacks the bold carriage of the missel-thrush the weather being thick and dirty, with violent

and the chattering confidence of the song -thrush, squalls at intervals. At four A.M. breakers

his colour, as becomes a visitor, is more strik were seen aheail, but no land was visible ; so

ing than their homely garb. The name blue- efforts were then made to wear the ship ; but

felt describes him well, as the chestnut-coloured failing, she soon ran ashore, when heavy seas

back and the bluish gray of the wings and tail commenced to break over her fore and aft.

are made conspicuous by flight. When it became daylight, we found that we

After the fieldfare, the titmouse appears. He were stranded on a sandy beach in Gashkevitch

was with us in spring and summer ; but with Bay, and that the natives had assembled in

the autumn he retired, though he cannot have great numbers on the shore. They at first

been far away-probably only enjoying a little appeared to be favourably disposed towards us,

needed change after the drudgery of rearing making signs of welcome and inviting us to

two large querulous families. The wonder is land. This was just then found to be impos

how so many nestlings can be stowed away in sible on account of the heavy seas which con

a chink of the garden wall. The lady tit- tinued to break over the vessel ; but we were

mouse must in the bird -world be the old enabled later to launch one of our boats, which

woman who lived in a shoe. What a forward, was then hauled through the surf by the

poking fellow is this bird -mite ! Be the day natives with the aid of lines ; and by this

ever so cold, there is the little ball of feathers, means our captain and some of the crew went

now on the ground, now on the tree -top, now ashore, and were apparently received in a most

hanging head downwards from an ivy leaf, friendly manner by the Coreans, who offered

now clinging to the wall, searclıing every cranny them every assistance, as well as provisions and

and corner for grub and chrysalis. water. During that day the wind increased to

In
swamp

and morass the woodcock will a gale, which caused the vessel to bump heavily ,

await signs of winter's departure — or it may be and the seas to break violently over her. It

the sportsman's gun. Unlike the fieldfare, le is was then found necessary to cut away, the

silent, moody, and solitary ; as if aware that he masts, to prevent her falling over on her beam

is wanted ,' he does his utmost to elude the ends. After this was done, a tent was rigged

sight of man . Rarely is be seen till on the up on the shore and furnished with provisions.

wing he is darting over the willows. If you Two days later the weather began to moderate,

know his haunts and approach them cautiously, and the sea abated ; but by this time the ship

you may be fortunate enough to spy him crouch- had so far buried herself in the sand , that any

ing close on the herbage. A dull brown mass attempt to float her would have been useless.

like a clod of earth catches your eye ; draw Finding this, the captain ordered the boats

nearer, and in an instant you start, as he to be fitted out ready for any emergency ; and

bursts into flight. at eight A.M. I was sent ashore for the pur

Down by the river, too, visitors have arrived pose of obtaining, if possib»le, fresh meat, and

since last you fished its waters. The sandpipers, shooting some of the wildfowl with which the

plovers, and waterhens are gone, and in their place abounded. After an absence of about two

stead the lively dipper has for companions hours I was returning well laden with spoil,

various kinds of duck , geese, and may be a when I was seized by some natives, who took

stray swan . In due time these will depart, me to a village a little out of my course to

and spring will bring its own sojourners once the ship. On reaching there I was surrounded

more ; and so the constant departure and suc- , by the inhabitants, whose attitude was very

cession are kept up year by year with a regu- threatening. They, however, after holding å

larity that never fails"; and the woodlands and consultation, allowed me to proceed on board ;

the fields , the bogs and the streams, are never and after taking away all I had shot, hustled

without their guests. me down to the beach, whence I proceeded to

the vessel alone, with mingled feelings of dis

UNPLEASANT REMINISCENCES OF gust at my mission having thus failed , but with

COREA.
thankfulness at having escapeil with my life .

Shortly after I had returned to the vessel ,

The war now being waged between the Chinese some Corean officials came board. They

and Japanese in reference to the Corean Penin- were accompanied by about seven hundred

sula recalls to my mind an unexpected and men , whom we soon found to be armed with

unwelcome visit paid by me to that coast, just swords and short-barrelled , old -fashioned flint

when Japan was entering on that course of lock muskets, which they attempted to conceal

development that has made her a great military under their clothing. The chief was dressed in

and navalpower of moderntype. It was early a gorgeous robe of blue silk, and wore a hat

in September ( I was then serving as apprentice made of black horse-hair, which resembled wire

on a barque named the Star of the East) that ganze, and similar in shape to the well-known

we left Shanghai in ballast trim with ageneral | Welsh steeple-crowned hat. In addition , he was

cargo for Passiette (or Possiet) in the Maritime bedecked with sundry amber necklaces and beads.

Province of Siberia , between the Corean frontier As he sat in state with his legs crossed on the

and the great Russian naval station of Vladi- cabin table, his demeanour seemed extremely

vostok. Nothing of any note occurred during harsh, and he began , with the aid of an in

the first few days ; but about a fortnight after terpreter who accompanied him , and who under

on
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we were

stood the Russian language, to inquire roughly by myself and the remainder of the crew. As

whether of English, French , or soon, however, as the natives saw we were mak .

American nationality, for each of which he ing preparations for departure, they immediately

showed unmistakable signs of disregard and changed their demeanour, and offered us every

contempt. As we were fortunate enough to assistance in launching our boats and getting

have a passenger on board who could speak them ready for a start. The weather was for

Russian, communication was rendered compara- tunately fine; but having only two boats, we

tively easy. Noting, however, with what feelings were compelled , for want of space, to leave

of hatred the Coreans spoke of other nations, it behind nearly all our effects.

was deemed prudent to pass off the ship and On the second day after our departure we

crew as Russian, it being less likely that the reached Passiette about noon ; but although we

natives or officials would dare to perpetrate any had been subjected to such dangers and priva

outrage which might provoke the hostility of tions, and were worn out with fatigue, some

that power, as we were distant only thirty miles Russian soldiers who came down to the beach

overland from a considerable Russian settlement, would not allow us to land, stating as their

Passiette, the place to which we were boud. reason that they must first obtain the per

When addressing the Mandarin, or even when mission of their commanding officer, who was

conversing with each other, we were compelled then enjoying his siesta. About four P.M., when

to bow our heads in token of submission ; and all of us, being more or less wet through, were

after the officials had held a consultation to like to perish from the cold weather then pre

gether, the Mandarin peremptorily ordered us vailing , the Russian officer quietly sauntered

to leave the coast. Although the whole of down , and after satisfying himself as to the

the ship's cargo night easily have been saved , cause of our appearance on the coast, decided

he refused to allow a single package to be to allow us to land . We were escorted to the

landed on the beach ; and also, under pains soldiers' quarters, and housed in a rough shed ,

and penalties, warned us from approaching the with permission to sleep on the floor between

land above high -water mark. Provisions and the soldiers' beds, there being no other building

even water were denied us ; and a request to in which to accommodate us .

be allowed to travel by land to Passiette, only A few days after our arrival , a party went

elicited the freezing reply that any such attempt down from Passiette - dressed in Russian uni

would be instantly punished by death. Neither form and fully armed - to visit the wreck, and

were we permitted to remain on the coast until found everything had been taken out of her

such time as assistance could reach us from or destroyed. An attempt had also been made

that place. to burn the ship ; but it being of iron, this

The next day the wind again increased ; but had proved a failure. We were afterwards

later, fearing to delay our departure, we suic- given to understand by the Russians that we

ceeded in hauling, the gig through the surf ; were fortunate in being stranded so near the

and having provisioned her, tlıree of the crew, Siberian frontier ; otherwise, they said , we

accompanied by the passenger previously re- should probably have shared the fate of those

ferred to, who was owner of the ship's cargo, on board the Hamila Mitchel, a vessel which

left for Passiette, which place we afterwards had some little time previously been wrecked

found they had reached in safety . about fifteen miles farther south , when all the

The following day another visit was paid to crew were massacred.

the vessel by the Corean officials, who were The region in which our adventure befell is,

again accompanied by several hundred men , it need hardly, be mentioned , a part of the

armed as before. Their manner was rough and Corean coast which the Russians are believed

insolent, and their attitude, as well as that of to have long had their eye upon as a desirable

the natives on the beach — who by this time addition to the Amur and Maritime Provinces.

had become very excited—was most menacing, They are supposed especially to covet Port

and boded ill for our safety. Lazareff as being an excellent harbour in yet

After the passenger, who was ouronly inter- more temperate waters than Vladivostok, where

preter, had left, we were unable to converse an otherwise admirable harbour is frozen from

with the Coreans except by signs ; but we had three to four months every year.

no difficulty in gathering from this mode of

communication that we should only be allowed

another day in which to leave the coast-two
SOME FAMOUS BLASTS.

having already elapsedl — and that if we failed

to make good use of the time thus left us, THE part played by explosives in the industrial

we should all be beheaded .
and commercial developments of the present day

During the night which followed this im- is so extensive that, save under circumstances of

portant but disconifiting interview, the natives especial magnitude, public attention fails to be

continued to collect in groups along the beach, interested in one of the most remarkable achieve

and beacon fires were lighted and rockets sent ments of the many triumphs which have marked

up at intervals from various points.
the nineteenth century.

By this time our position had become more The history of famous blasts has been con

and more perilous, and demonstrations of hosteniporaneous with that of blasting agents them

tility being much more marked , our captain selves ; and it is interesting to note, in review

decided, rather than trust our lives any longer ing blasting operations of exceptional size, how

in the hands of such an unfriendly tribe, to newer explosives and later inventions gradually

make the best of his way to Passiette at day- displace earlier types and less scientific methods.

break in the two remaining boats,accompanied The chronicle of the celebrated explosions which
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attracted public attention is, in fact, the record a half long, excavated in the huge rock, were

of the discovery of blasting agents. exploded by Mary Newton , a child of three,

The earlier blasts were made with gunpowder, the blast being clearly lieard sixteen miles off.

the only explosive then known ; and the re So successful was this monster blast , that the

moval of the Roundown Cliff at Dover was famed and dreaded Flood Rock in mid -channel

accomplished in 1813 by nine and a quarter tons was immediately taken in hand, and no less than

of gunpowder, disposed in three separate charges, nine acres of rock were eventually honeyconibed

and fired simultaneously by a voltaic battery. and charged with 75,000 pounds of dynamite,

Small as the blast may appear at the present and 240,000 pounds of rackarock, which was

day, it attracted considerable attention half a successfully fired on October 10, 1885, con

century ago, and was viewed as an engineering stituting the biggest blast on record . An on
achievement. looker describes the scene one of intense

In the construction of Holyhead harbour excitement, culminating in a rumble of muffled

some heavy gunpowder blasts were made, one and distant thunder, whilst the water above

of the most extensive consisting of six tons of the reef rose a hundred feet in the air, white

gunpowder , divided into several charges, and and glistening, in the brilliant sunlight, then

exploded simultaneously by a platinum wire, changing to a brown and green hue, and finally,

heated by a Grove battery, dislodging no less to black at its base . The shock lasted forty

than 40,000 tons of rock. seconds, a brief interval for the accomplishment

In the Scotch granite industry, gunpowder of the climax of so many years of laborious

has been employed for monster blasts in recent mining and tunnelling.

times, the action of this explosive being found The situation was too dramatic not to be im

less shattering for material which is to be used proved upon , and much sensational and over

for building purposes than that of more modern coloured writing appeared at the time ; whilst

and more powerful explosives. In July 1886, at New York society fully enjoyed its joke at the

the Furnace Quarry, between Crarae and Inver- ; expense of a learned New Brunswick seismo

aray, four tons of gumpowder were fired by elec - logist who had devised special apparatus to

tricity, dislodging 100,000 tons of granite, which minutely record the vibration of the coming

was estimated to supply material for dressing monster blast. The instrument was, says a

which would employ the workmen for two years. weekly contemporary in relating the story;. ' of

When the explosion of the powdler was effected , ' extreme delicacy , and recorded the vibrations

writes an eye-witness, the whole face of the beautifully at one minute after eleven (the ap

mountain side began to move, and the report, pointed time ), although the actual explosion

wlich was terrific, loudly reverberated amongst occurred at 11.14, thus beating the record, and

the neighbouring hills. antedating the occurrence by thirteen minutes.'

Blasts have their pathetic and tragic side even A curious commentary on the fallibility both

in industrial undertakings ; and the fatal effects of scientists and scientific instruments !

of a monster blast at the neighbouring quarry

of Crarae, when several visitors who had been

attracted by the novel spectacle ventured to ap
SAILING AW Y.

proach too near to the scene of the explosion Sailing away with the wind abeam ,

before the after -damp had dispersed, and being And the wide, wide sea before !
overpowered by the deadly fumes, succumbed to

Sailing away in a lover's dream

suffocation , will long be remembered in the
To the port of the golden shore ;

annals of the Scottish quarrying trade. Idle hands on the rudder bands,

Since dynamite was invented in 1867 by

Nobel, many large blasts have been accomplished

Hope in the sunrise fair,

by its agency ; amongst others may be men
And hearts as light as the sea- bird white

tioned the explosion of five and a half tons
Afloat in the morning air .

in 1885 in a stone quarry near San Francisco, Love ! in the dawn of that far-off time,

The largestdisplacing 35,000 tons of rock .

blasts, however, were the famous ones under
Did you guess of the weary way ?

taken to clear the entrance of the East River,
Dearest ! when life seemed a summer rhyme,

New York, known to the old Dutch settlers as
Could we tell where we went astray ?

the Hurl Gate, and to modern times as the Ilell
Silent tears through the coming years,

Gate, of the rocks which formed a perilous
Darkness for you and me,

menace to navigation . A glance at the map of

And doubt and dread of the wilds ahead

New York abundantly illustrates the dangerous
Fell chill as we sailed a -sea.

character of these rocks. As long ago as 1848,

Congress_was urged to remove the Pot Rock,
Sailing ashore with a waning wind

Frying Pan , anil Ways Reef ; and four years
On the glass of a dreaming tide,

later 18,000 dollars were expended on the first
Leaving the dark of the deep behind

named obstruction, some two feet of additional
For the light of the other side :

water being obtained by the use of gunpowiler,

Loosen hands from the rudder bands !

In 1869 the Diamondi Rock was attacked , and Ah ! to the margin foam

during that and the four subsequent years, this Comes breath of land o'er the golden sand ,

rock and the Coenties Reef and Frying Pan Oh ! sweet is our welcome home !

rock were steadily removed . Hallett's Point Wm. WOODWARD.

was dealt with in 1869 by General Newton ;

! and on September 24, 1876, 47,781 pounds of Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

dynamite, stored in galleries nearly a mile and 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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melodies to which their verses were set. To

A MUSICAL CURIOSITY.
set their words to other tunes was regarded

By S. BARING-GOULD.
as a plagiarism. There were various forms of

composition --the ballad , the roundelay, and the

EARLY collections of music are extremely scarce, ditty—and various forms of music to suit the

with the sole exception of ecclesiastical music. several structures of the verses.

The whole character of music in the civilised In England, a curious collection of songs and

-or rather European civilised world has be- carols of the period of Henry VI . , that belonged

80 altered by little and little through originally to a wandering minstrel, words and

the last two centuries, that what was regarded music, was edited for the Percy Society by Mr

as delightful in melody and harmony to the T. Wright. Lady Nevile's Virginal Book was

ears of our mediæval forefathers, is scarcely transcribed in 1591 , but it contains many airs

endurable by our modern ears. It does not certainly a century earlier. The same may be

follow that their music was bad , at all events said for Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book, which

that their melodies were bad , but that they did not really belong to that queen, but dates

are unusual, inappreciable by us, accustomed to from 1603-12. William Ballet's Lute Book is a

airs and harmonies of one particular class. manuscript in the library of Trinity College,

The field of music has been narrowed , not ex- Dublin, and belongs to the end of the fifteenth

tended ; but there has been very laborious and or beginning of the sixteenth century. In Scot

exhaustive elaboration of that contracted field . land, the Skene manuscripts have been con

It may be asked whether we have not actually sidered to date from 1630 or 1640, but the

worked it out ; whether it is possible further tunes were added to by later hands.

to exploit it so as to grow much that is fresh Recently, a very great addition to our know

and original in it ; whether, therefore, it will ledge of the early music of Europe has been

not become necessary for the musician of the made by the discovery , in the Royal Library at

future to extend his hedges, and to compose in Madrid, of a thick volume of songs with their

some of the abandoned modes.'
In that event melodies, harmonised, that dates from the fif

the relics of the compositions of the early musi- teenth and sixteenth centuries. The book was

cians will be looked at with more than anti- ! compiled for one of the Dukes of Alva, in fact

quarian interest. for the grandfather of the infamous governor of

The manuscripts containing early European | the Netherlands. This was Don Garcia Alvarez

music may be counted on the fingers, that is de Toledo, first Count, and then Duke, of Alva,

to say , if we put ecclesiastical music on one , who was himself a poet and a musician, and

side. Of that there are some fine collections in who encouraged the arts at his court. The

the library of the old monastery of St Gall. time was one of chivalrous adventure, the roll

One of the earliest collections of secular music ing back of the Moorish domination, and the

we have is a manuscript of the fourteenth reconquest of Spain. It was the period of the

century, contained in the Jena Library. It is charming ballads relative to the achievements

a collection of the songs of the Minnesingers of the Spanish warriors in the wars with the

of the close of the thirteenth and the begin- Moors, some of which are found , with the airs

ning of the fourteenth century, and was made, to which they were composed , in this volume.

apparently, for of the Landgraves of It was the time, moreover, when the dramatic

Thuringia. The minstrels and Minnesingers of art began in Spain, and Encina was almost the

the twelfth and two following centuries not first Spanish dramatist, and he has contributed

only composed their own verses, but also the numerous songs to the collection recently dis

one
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covered. He was, in fact, at the court of the lection of early music that the volume is valuable,

Duke of Alva, and his dramatic compositions and from its comprehensive character unique.

were for the sake of amusing that court. Juan It does not illustrate Spanish music alone,

de la Encina was born in 1469, and after ; but also that of all Europe, for European music

completing his education at Salamanca, he was in the middle ages, even down to the appear

received into the family of the Duke of Alva. ance of the great masters Haydn, Handel , and

He continued in his service for many years, Mozart, was much the same everywhere, in

composing songs, lays, and dramatic pieces. In Scotland and in Italy, in England and in

the beginning of the sixteenth century he went France. The instrument determined the char

to Rome, where his knowledge of music made acter of a melody, on which the accompaniment

him a favourite of Pope Leo X. , and he was was played : a bagpipe tune with its drone, a

appointed Director of the pontifical chapel. He harp melody, a hornpipe, a lute air, are recog

returned eventually to Spain, and died in 1534. nisable without much difficulty. Moreover, airs

His songs were already known, but not the travelled like birds ; they crossed the seas, and

airs to which they were sung ; these had not became naturalised away from where they were

been recovered ; and this it is which makes born . Scottish airs became familiar in England

the volume we are noticing such a find. The and Ireland ; and English country dances and

story of its discovery is interesting. Don Fran- ballad airs were collected and published in the

cisco Asenjo Barbieri , who has transcribed and Netherlands. Spanish tunes were carried by

published the volume, relates that in 1870 his the soldiers and hidalgos of Philip II. and

friend , the librarian of the Royal Library Charles V. to the Netherlands, and these men

attached to the palace at Madrid, told him that on returning sang in Spain the airs they had
there was an old music -book on one of the caught up in Germany and in Belgium.

upper shelves. Accordingly, he visited the Moreover
, in this interesting volume we have

library, and put a ladder against the bookcase. not Spanish songs only, but some in Italian,

The librarian ascended , pulled out the dusty some in Latin , one in the strange Basque

volume, and said : ' There it is ; ' and handed it tongue. Some of the songs are certainly earlier

down. Don Barbieri took a hasty look at it, than the volume that contains them , and the

and exclaimel: ' Ilere is a volume of Encina's name prefixed to them indicates, not the com

music !!. Further exploration of the manuscript poser of the words, not even, perhaps, that of

disclosed the fact that it was a great song- book, the composer of the melody, but of the arranger

containing not only Encina's compositions, but of the harmonies. Thus we have in it the

a crowd of others by known and unknown song in praise of wine, in Latin, beginning :

minstrels of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
Ave color vini clari,

turies. The value of the volume both as a col
Ave sapor sine pari,

lection of old songs and as a contribution to Tua nos inebriari

the history of music was at once seen ; but Digneris potentia.

various duties interfered with the transcription This is attributed to Juan Ponce, of whom,

and publication , so that it was not till recently however

, nothing is known, though hecon
that the work was available to the public.

Unhappily, the manuscript was not perfect. Alva's book. Now thissong was well known

Pages had been torn out - perhaps to

jam -pots — and asmanyas ninety-one composi; in Germany; and it has been published by
in the middle ages ; it was sung by the students

remains-.in all, five hundred pieces,' of the Edlélstand du Vérie, among the popularLatin

most varied description. There heroic songs , carlier than the twelfth century. The

ballads, love-songs, religious hymns and carols, ballads relative to theconquest of Granadano

bacchanalian songs, satirical verses, and last, to

but not least, nursery rhymes with their melo- who can say what remoteness of antiquity may

dics.
The latter article alone is sufficient to belong to the nursery rhymes therein stored ?

make this volume precious. Who would have

dreamed of the possibility of recovering the
rhymes and melodies to which the father of |TIIE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

the persecutor of the Netherlands listened when
CHAPTER III. ( continued ).

he was a fretful baby in his cradle ?

The original manuscript is a quarto volume But when Antonio had ridden two or three

with an index, and is simply entitled Libro de miles, and came where he had left the band, he

Cantos. All the compositions are harmonised could see none of them . And a peasant came

for three or four voices, and in some cases the running to him in great fright and said , My

true melody is found in the tenor. The lengthy lord, your men are gone again to aid the Duke ;

ballails and some of the songs are not given in for the Prince has done great deeds, and turned

full ; the words could be found elsewhere, butthe fight, and it is again very doubtful : and

the music is there — the book was a music -book ,

above all .
my lord Tommasino bade

Encina's songs were published in his lifetime, knew your mind, and was gone to fight for

and the ballads were first printed in the Firmola.'

Cancionero General of Ferdinand del Castillo, in Then Antonio, wondering greatly at the

1511 . There are, however, in the newly ( lis- news, set his horse to a gallop and passed

covered collection many pieces that never have through Rilano at furious speed, and rode on

been printed , and the compositions of many

authors hitherto unknown. But it is as a col Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

cover

are

me say that he

*
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towards Agnino ; and it was now afternoon. Duke again, saying, “ Yield nothing to the

Presently he saw the armies, but they seemed Prince, my lord .”

to be still over against one another. And Duke Valentine's lips curved in his slow
riding on , he met Bena, who was to smile as he looked at Antonio. “ Is that indeed

seek him . And Bena said, “ The Prince and your counsel ? And will you swear, Antonio,

his knights have fought like devils, my lord, to give me your aid against the Prince so long

and the townsmen grew fearful again when you as the war lasts, if I follow it ?'

were gone ; and we, coming back, have fought * Truly, I swear it,' cried Antonio.
Yet

again . But now a truce has sounded, and the what need is there of an oath ? Am I not

Prince and the Duke are meeting in conference your Highness's servant, bound to obey without
between the armies. Yet they say that no an oath ?'

peace will be made ; for the Prince, taking Nay, but you do not tell him ’ began

heart from his sudden success, though he is the Prince angrily.

willing to abandon the tribute , asks something Duke Valentine smiled again ; he was ever

in return which the Duke will not grant. desirous to make a show of fairness where he

Yet perhaps he has granted it by now , for risked nothing by it ; and he gazed a moment

his men are weary ' on Antonio 's face ; then he answered to the

' He should grant nothing,' cried Antonio, Prince of Mantivoglia, I know the man, my
and galloped on again . But Bena said to lord. I know him in his strength and his

himself with an oath, “ He has sent back the folly.-- Do not we know one another,Antonio ? '

lady ! The saints us ! ' and followed Indeed, I know not all your Highness's

Antonio with a laugh on his face. mind ,' answered Antonio .

But Antonio, thinking nothing of his own Well, I will tell him, ' said Duke Valentine.

safety, rode full into the ranks of the Duke's " This Prince, Antonio, has consented to a peace,

Guard, saying, " Where does my lord talk with and to abandon all claim to tribute from our

the Prince ?' And they showed him where the city, on one condition — which is, that I, the

place was ; for the Prince and Duke sat alone Duke, shall do at his demand what of my own

under a tree between the two arrays. And the free and sovereign will I would not do. '

Duke looked harsh and resolute , while the ‘ His demand is not fitting nor warranted by

Prince was very courteously entreating him. his power, ' said Antonio ; but, in spite of his

* Indeed ,' said he, " so doubtful has the day words, the Prince of Mantivoglia passed his arm

been, my lord , that I might well refuse to through his, and laughed ruefully, whispering,

abandon the tribute, and try again to-morrow Peace, man , peace. '

the issue of the fight. But, since so many " And thus I, the Duke, having bowed my

brave men have fallen on both sides, I am will to his, shall return to Firmola, not beaten

willing to abandon it, asking only of you such indeed, yet half - beaten and cowed by the power

favour as would be conceded to a simple gentle of Mantivoglia.?

man asking of his friend. And yet you will “ It shall not be, my lord , cried Count An

not grant it me, and thus bring peace between tonio.

us and our peoples. Yet, my lord Duke, you do not tell him

Duke Valentine frowned and bit his lip ; and what the condition is, ' said the Prince.

the Prince rose from where he had been seated , Why, it is nothing else than that I should

and lifted his hand to the sky, and said , “ Só pardon yon, and suffer you to wed the Lady

be it, my lord ; on your head lies the blame. Lucia ,' said Duke Valentine.

For to-morrow I will attack again ; and, as God Then Count Antonio loosed himself from the

lives, I will not rest till the neck of the city arm of the Prince and bent and kissed the

of Firmola is under my foot, or my head rolls Prince's hand ; but he said , ' Is this thing to

from my shoulders by your sword.' come twice on a man in one day ? For it is

Then Duke Valentine paced up and down, but an hour or more that I parted from the

pondering deeply. For he was a man that laily of whom you speak ; and if her eyes

hated to yield aught, and beyond all else hated could not move me, what else shall move me ?'

what the Prince of Mantivoglia asked of him . And he told them briefly of his meeting with

Yet he feared greatly to refuse ; for the towns- the Lady Lucia. And Duke Valentine was

men had no stomach for another fight, and had wroth with the shame that a generous act

threatened to march home if he would not rouses in a heart that knows no generosity ;

make peace with the Prince. Therefore he and the Prince was yet more wroth, and he

turned to the Prince, and, frowning heavily, said to Duke Valentine, Were there any honour

was about to say, ' Since it must be so , so let in you , my lord, you would not need my

it be,' when suddenly the Count Antonio role prayers to pardon him .'

up and leaped from his horse, crying, “ Yield At this the Duke's face grew very dark ; and

nothing, my lord, yield nothing ! For if you he criedl angrily, ' Get back to your own line,

will tell me what to do, and suffer me to be my lord , or thetruce shall not save you.' And

your hand , we will drive the enemy over our he turned to Antonio and said , “ Three hours

borders with great loss. do I give you to get hence, before I pursue. '

Then the Prince of Mantivoglia fell to laugh Antonio bowed low to him and to the Prince ;

ing, and he came to Antonio and put his arm and they three parted , the two princes in bitter

about his neck, saying, ' Peace, peace, thou wrath, and set again on fighting to the end,

foolish man ! the one because he was ashamed and yet obsti

Antonio saluted him with all deference , but nate , the other for scorn of a rancour that

he answered, ' I must give good counsel to found no place in himself. But Count Antonio

my lord the Duke.' And he turned to the went back to his company and crew it some
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little way off from both armies ; and he said the Duke was very angry ; but he was also

to Tommasino, “ The truce is ended, and they greatly afraid, for he perceived that there was

will fight again so soon as the men have hail a stir also in the Prince's camp, and heard

some rest ;' and he told Tommasino what had shouts from there, but could not distinguish

passed . Then he sat silent again , and presently what was sail. And while he considered what

he laid hold of his cousin's arm , saying , “Look to do, the townsmen formed their ranks and

you, Tommasino, princes are sometimes fools ; sent him word that they were for Firmola ;

and hence come trouble and death to honest and when he threatened them with his Guard,

humble folk. It is a sore business that they they rejoined that one death was as good as

fight again to-morrow, and not now for any great another; and the Duke gnawed his nails and

matter, but because they are bitter against one went pale with rage . But Count Antonio's

another on my account. Cannot I stop them , men, seeing how well the plan had sped, crept

Tommasino ?'
again out from the camp, and returned to

·Ay, if you have five thousand men and not where they hail tethered their horses, and

thirty -five - for that is the sum of us now, mounted, each taking a spare horse. And before

counting Martolo, who is back from Firmola .' they had been there long, they heard trumpets

Antonio looked thoughtfully through the dusk sound in the Duke's camp, and the camp was

of evening , which now fell. They will not struck, and the Duke and all his force began

fight to -night,' he said. ' I am weary of this to retreat on Rilano, throwing out many scouts,

blood -letting.' And Tommasino saw that there and moving very cautiously in the darkness

was something in his mind. and mist. Yet when they came on nobody,

Now the night fell dark again and foggy, they marched more quickly, even the Duke

even as the night before ; and none in either himself now believing that the Prince of Manti

army dared to move, and even the sentries voglia had of a purpose allowed the stir in his

could see no more than a few yards before camp to be seen and heard , in order that he

them . But Antonio's men, being accustomed might detach a column to Firmola unobserved ,

to ride in the dark , and to find their way and attack the city before the Duke came up.

through mists both in plain and hill, could see Therefore he now pressed on , saying, ' I doubt

more clearly ; and Antonio divided them into not that the Prince himself is with the troop

two parties, himself leading one, and giving that has gone to Firmola .' And all night long

the other into Tommasino's charge. Having they marched across the plain , covering a space

very securely tethered their horses, they set of eighteen miles ; and just before the break

forth, crawling on their bellies through the of day they came to the city.

grass. Antonio with his party made for the Thus did it fall out with the army of Duke

camp of the Prince, while Tommasino and his Valentine. But the Prince of Mantivoglia had

party directed their way towards the Duke's been no less bewildered ; for when he sent out

bivouacs. And they saw the fires very dimly men to see what the cries behind the camp

through the mist, and both parties passed the meant, he found no man ; but he still heard

sentries unobserved , and made their way to the scattered cries among the rising ground, where

centre of the camps. Then, on the stroke of the hills begin. And he in his turn saw a stir

midnight, a strange stir arose in both the camps. in the camp opposite to him . And, being an

Nothing could be seen by reason of the dark- impetuous Prince, as he had shown both in evil

ness and the mist ; but suddenly cries arose, and in good that day, he snatched up his

and men ran to and fro ; and a cry went up sword , swearing that he would find the truth

from the Duke's camp, They are behind us of the matter, and bidding his officers wait his

They are behind us ! We are surrounded ! ' return , and not be drawn from their position

And in the Prince's camp also was great fear ; before he came again to them ; and taking some

for from behind them , towards where the spurs of his younger knights and a few more, he

of Mount Agnino began, there came shouts of passeil out of his camp, and paused for a

' At them , at them ! Charge ! ' And the Prince's moment, bidding those with him spread them

officers, perceiving the cries to be from men selves out in a thin line, in order the better

of Firmola (and this they knew by reason of to reconnoitre, and that, if some fell into an

certain differences in the phrasing of words), ambuscade, others might survive to carry the

conceived that the Duke had got behind news back to the camp. And he, having given

them , and was lying across their
way of his order, himself stood resting on his sword.

retreat. But in an instant, before he could so much as

And the Duke, hearing the shouts in his own lift the point of his sword from the ground,

camp, ran out from his tent ; and he was met silent blurred shapes came from the mist, and

by hundreds of the townsmen , who cried , “My were in front and behind and round him ; and

lord , we are surrounded ! ' For Antonio's men they looked so strange that he raised his hand

had gone to the townsmen and showed them to cross himself ; but then a scarf was thrown

how they might escape more fighting ; and the over his mouth, and he was seized by eight

townsmen were nothing loth ; and they insisted strong hands anıl held so that he could not

with the Duke that a body of men on horse- struggle ; and neither could he cry out by

back had passed behind them . So the Duke reason of the scarf across his mouth . And they

sent out scouts, who could see nothing of the that held him began to run rapilly ; and he

horsemen . But then the townsmen cried, some was carried out of the camp without the know

being in the secret, others not, Then they ledge of any of those who were with him , and

have ridden past us, and are making for Fir- they, missing their leader, fell presently into

mola. And they will do Heaven knows what a great consternation, and ran to and fro in

there. Lead us after them , my lord ! ' And the gloom crying, The Prince ? Have you seen
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the Prince ? Is His Highness with you ? In ' I care not,' cried the Prince angrily. “ It

God's name, has the Prince been this way ? ' was a trick, and no fair fighting.'

But they did not find him , and they grew more Be it as you will, my lord ,' said Antonio.

confounded, stumbling against one another, and ' A man's own conscience is his only judge.

being much afraid. And when the Prince was Will you draw your sword , my lord ?'

nowhere to be found , they lost heart, and But the Prince very angry, and he

began to fall back towards their own borders, answered roughly, ' I will not fight with you,

skirting the base of Agnino. And their retreat and I will not speak more with you. I will

grew quicker ; and at last, when morning go.'

came, they were near the border ; but the fog | I will lead Your Highness to your horse,'

still wrapped all the plain in obscurity, and, said Antonio.

robbed of their leader, they dared attempt Then he led him some hundreds of paces

nothing
down the hill, and they came where a fine

Now the Prince of Mantivoglia, whom his horse stood ready saddled .

army sought thus in fear and bewilderment, ' It is not my horse,' said the Prince.

was carried very quickly up to the high ground, Be not afraid, my lord . It is not mine

where the rocks grew steep and close and the either,” said Antonio, smiling. rogue
who

way led to the peak of Agnino. And as he serves is called Bena, forgot his

was borne along, some one bound his hands manners so far as to steal it from the quarters

and his feet ; and still he was carried up, till of the Duke. I pray you , use some opportunity

at last he found himself laid down gently on of sending it back to him , or I shall be dubbed

the ground. And though he knew no fear, horse - stealer with the rest.'

for they of Mantivoglia have ever been most i ' I am glad it is not yours, ' said the Prince,

valiant Princes and strangers to all fear-yet ' and he prepared to mount, Antonio holding
he thought that his last hour was come, and, the stirrup for him . And when he

fearing God though he feared nothing else, he mounted , Antonio told him how to ride, so

said å prayer and commended his soul to the ' that he should come safely to his own men,

Almighty, grieving that he should not receive and avoid certain scouting parties of the Duke

the last services of the Church. And having that he hail thrown out behind him as he

done this, he lay still until the dawning day ! marched back to Firmola. And having done

smote on his eyes and he could see ; for the this, Antonio stood back and bared his head

fog that lay dense on the plain was not in the and bowed.

hills, but hung between them and the plain. ‘ And where is your horse ? ' asked the

And he looked round , but saw no man . So he Prince suddenly:

above another hour, and then he heard a step I have no horse, my lord , ' said Antonio.

behind him , and a man came, but whence he My men with all my horses have ridden back

could not see ; and the man stooped and loosed ' to our hiding -place in the hills. I am alone

the scarf from his mouth and cut his bonds, here, for I thought that Your Ilighness would

and he sat up, uttering a cry of wonder. For kill me, and I should need no horse.'

Count Antonio stood before him , his sword “How , then, will you escape the scouting

sheathed by his side. And he said to the Prince parties ? '

of Mantivoglia, 'Do to me what you will , my I fear I shall not escape them , my lord ,

lord . If you will strike me as I stand, strike. said Antonio, smiling again .
Or if you will do me the honour to cross · And if they take you ? '

swords, my sword is ready. Or, my lord, if ‘ Of a surety I shall be hanged ,' said Count

you will depart in peace and in my great love Antonio.

and reverence, I will give thanks to Heaven The Prince of Mantivoglia gathered his brow

and to a noble Prince.' into a heavy frown , but the corners of his

• Antonio,what does this mean ?' cried the lips twitched, and he did not look at Antonio.

Prince, divided between anger and wonder. And thus they rested a few moments, till sud

Then Antonio told him all that he had denly the Prince, unable to holá himself !

done : how the Duke was gone back with his longer, burst into a great and merry peal of

arny to Firmola, and how the Prince's army laughter ; and he raised his fist and shook it

had retreated towards the borders of Manti- at Antonio, crying, ' A scurvy trick, Antonio !

voglia ; for of all this his men had informed By my faith, å scurvier trick by far than that

him ; and he ended, saying, ' For since it ' other of yours ! Art thou not ashamed, man ?

seemed that I was to be the most unworthy |—Ah , you cast down your eyes ! You dare

of more fighting between two great not look at me, Antonio.'

Princes, it came into my head that such a ! ' Indeed I have naught to say for this last

thing should not be. And I rejoice that now , trick, my lord,' said Antonio, laughing also.
it will not ; for the townsmen will not marchi ' Indeed I must carry this knave with me !'

ont again this year at least, and Your Highness cried the Prince. “ Faugh , the traitor ! Get up

will scarce sit down before Firmola with the behind me, traitor ! Clasp me by the waist,

season now far gone.' knave ! Closer, knave ! Ah , Antonio, I know

' So I am balked ? ' cried the Prince, and he not in what mood Heaven was when you were

rose to his feet. “ And this trick is played me made ! I would I had the heart to leave you

by a friend ! ' to your hanging ! For what a story will my

I am of Firmola ,' said Antonio, flushing Princess make of this ! I shall be the best

red. “ And while there was war, I might in all derided man in all Mantivoglia. '
|

honour have played another trick, and carried “ I think not, my dear lord ,' said Count

you not hither, but to Firmola .' Antonio- unless love that may

cause

a man
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reckon on as his lady-love's, and a chivalry that regarding his face ; and she sighed ' Heiglı-ho !'

does not fail, and a valour that has set two and again Heigh-ho !' and dropped her eyes,

armies all agape in wonder, be your matters and raised them again to his face ; and at last

for mirth in "Mantivoglia. And indeed, my she said, “ To some, faithfulness is easy. I give

lord, I would that I were riding to the lady I no great praise to the Lady Lucia. And when

love best in the world, as Your Highness rides ; she had said this, she turned and left him , and

for she might laugh till her sweet eyes ran was but little more in his company so long as

tears so I were near to dry them. ' he stayed at Mantivoglia. And she spoke no

The Prince put back his hand towards more of the Lady Lucia. But when he was

Antonio and clasped Antonio's hand, and said, mounting, after bidding her farewell, she gave

What said she when you left her, Antonio ? him a white rose from her bosom, saying care

For with women love is often than lessly, “ Your colour, my lord , and the best. Yet

honour, and their tears rust the bright edge of God made the other roses also. '

a man's conscience . ' All that He made He loves, and in all there

‘ Her heart is even as Our Lady's ; and with is good,' said Antonio, and he bowed very low ,

tears and smiles she left me, said Antonio, and and, having kissed her hand, took the rose ;

he grasped the Prince's haná. 'Come, my lord, and he looked into her eyes and smiled, saying,

we must ride, or it is a prison for you and a Heaven give peace where it has given wit and

halter for me.'
beauty ; ' and so he rode away to join his com

So they rode together in the morning on the pany in the hills. And the Princess of Manti

horse that Bena had stolen from among the voglia, having watched till he was out of sight,

choicest of Duke Valentine's, and keeping cun went into dinner, and was merrier than ever

ningly among the spurs of the hills, they were she had shown herself before ; so that they said,

sighted once only from afar off by the Duke's 'She feared Antonio, and is glad that he is

scouts, and escaped at a canter, and came safe gone. ' Yet that night, while her husband

to the Prince's army, where they were received slept, she wept.

with great wonder and joy. But the Prince

wouldnot turn again to besiege Firmola, for he

had had a fill of fighting, and the season grew OUR COMPETITORS IN DAIRY PRODUCE.

late for the siege of a walled town.
So he re

turned with all his force to Mantivoglia
, having the greatest of our industries

, is placedrenders

The deplorable condition in which agriculture,

won by his expedition much praise of valour,
and nothing cise in the wide world besides ; any suggestions for its improvement interesting

which thing indeed is so common in the wars and useful. Such suggestions were to be found

of princes, that even wise men have well-nigh in the Dairy Exhibition recently held in the
ceased to wonder at it..

Agricultural Hall, Islington. Before we

But the Princess of Mantivoglia heard all fully appreciate these suggestions, we must

that had passed with great mirth, and male know the causes of the present depression in

many jests upon her husband ; and again, lest The mainagriculture.

the Prince should takeher jesting in evil part, price of wheat and other cereals, due to the

the low

more upon Duke Valentine.

Count Antonio and the Lady Lucia shedid free importation of them ; andthe bad seasons

not jest. Yet one day, chancing to be alone we have had during the last fifteen years. The

with. Count Antonio — for he stayed many days evidence taken before the two Royal Commis

at the Court of Mantivoglia, and was treated sions appointed to consider the present depres

with great honour-she said to him , with a sion in agriculture has disclosed an alarming

smile and half-raised eyelids, ‘Had I been a condition in this great industry, amounting to a

man, my lord Antonio, I would not have crisis. It is enough when we say that the

returned alone from the gates of Firmola. In

truth , your lady,needs patience for her virtue,evidence has informed us that so ruinous have

Count Antonio !! proprietors and tenants felt their position , that

' I trust, then , that Ileaven sends it to her, they have considered their land in many parts

madame,' said Antonio. of England not worth cultivating, and have

· And to you also,' she retorted with a laugh . left it derelict, as they were unable to pay the

“ And to her, trust in you also, I pray. For rates and tithes leviable on it. Mr Pringle,

an absent lover is often an absent heart, Antonio, one of the sub -commissioners appointed by the

and I hear that many ladies would fain soften Royal Commission on Agriculture to inquire

your exile . And what I lear, the Lady Lucia into the state of the farming interest throughout

may hear also .
England , has reported that in Essex a great

"She would hear it as the idle babbling of part of the land has been allowed to go out of

water over stones,' said Antonio. But, madame, cultivation because wheat was the principal crop

I am glad that I have some honesty in me. cultivated, and that it cannot be produced to

For if there were not honest men and true pay under forty- five shillings per quarter, while

mails in this world , I think more than a half the price of it at present is under twenty shil

of the wits would starve for lack of food . ' lings per quarter ; and that the farmers have

Mercy, mercy !' she cried . ' Indeed your lost all their capital, and are therefore unable

wit has a keen edge, my lorıl . ' to change their system of farming without

‘Yet it is not whettei on truth and honesty ,' extraneous aid . He mentioned, however, that

said he.
there was a colony of Scotch farmers who have

She answered nothing for a moment; then been following the dairy system , and have thus

she crew near to him and stood before him, been enabled tosurvivethe ruin whichhas over

can

causes are
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taken the native agriculturist. What Mr Pringle the condensed milk with insanitary waters, par.

has stated of Essex is true of other districts in ticularly in hot climates. The manufacture of

England with a similar stiff clay soil . sterilised milk is but limited at present, and

The dairy, then, being the salvation of these is not a formidable competitor ; but it may

farmers, the exhibition which took place become so in time ; and it is worth mentioning

recently , and is the nineteenth that has here, as the process of sterilising may be

been held under the auspices of the British applied to home-produced milk , which has been

Dairy Farmers' Association, must be of the known to convey the germs of typhoid and

greatest advantage, and form an object lesson scarlet fevers.

not only to dairy but to all farmers who may Two of our principal sources of butter are

be compelled to give up corn -growing for the Sweden and Denmark, which send us a little

producing of milk, butter, and cheese. The more than the half of our imports of that

show, at which everything connected with the article — Denmark alone sending butter to the

dairy, and the latest improvements, were ex- value of £ 5,279,000. We may presume that it

hibited, . was in itself most successful . There is a profitable trade with them, as it is increas

were the cows best adapted for dairy purposes, ing year after year. Such is the case also with

of which the Guernsey surpassed all others in Germany. There is a gradual decrease of im

numbers ; there were the cream separators, the ports both of butter and clieese from the United

antiseptics specially suited for the preservation States, which may be attributed to the demands

of milk, two of the most conspicuous of which made by an increased population in that coun

were Anticanus ' and ` Formaline ;' there were try ; for the Americans have now found the

the churns and the other utensils of the dairy ; growing of wheat unprofitable, and it is well

there were the hundred specimens of butter, known that since the introduction of butter

some of which were most tastefully and artis- and cheese factories there, the profitable ex

tically got up to represent bouquets of flowers ploitation of the dairy system has raised the

and other devices. There were also the milk- value of land suitable for grazing cows to twice

to market — in short, everything that any one which formerly sent us about the fourth of our

engaged in the dairy business, or who intended supply of butter, has been gradually reducing

to commence it, might require. Of the latter that quantity, and also the quantity of cheese

class there should be not a few, when they , exported .

see that the wheat-growing farmers have been The colonies which send most dairy produce

ruined, while the dairy farmers have weathered to this country are Canada, Victoria, Queens
the storm.

land , and New Zealand, each of which has

Who are our competitors in dairy produce ? an energetic Department of Agriculture, giving

They areSweden ,Denmark, Germany, Holland, every encouragement to the production of butter

France, Canada, United States, Victoria, New and cheese . Lecturers are appointed to go about

Zealand , and some smaller countries. The the country and teach the most economical and

gross value of the butter from these countries profitable methods of producing these articles.

amounted in 1893 to £ 12,754,235 ; of cheese, to The Government of Victoria went farther, and

£ 5,160,918 ; of condensed milk, to £ 1,008,855 ; offered a bounty of twopence for every pound

and we may mention, ofmargarine, used as a sub- of butter sent to this country. This had a

stitute for butter, to £ 3,656,224 — all of which , wonderful effect in stimulating the farmers to

except £ 238,847, came from Holland. Eugs produce and export the butter. The bounty

amounted to £3,875,647. There has been a was also offered to any individlual , Association ,

decline in the import of butter from Holland, or Company owning a butter factory or creamery
France, Canada, " and the United States ; which procluced butter or cream from not less

and of cheese from Holland and the United than twenty -six thousand gallons of milk . In

States. There is no cheese imported from 1889–90, four hundred tons of butter were

Sweden , Denmark, and Germany. The con- exported to this country, which brought nine

densed milk is imported from Switzerland ; penice-halfpenny per pound . This was increased

and there were shown at the Dairy Exhibition to 3611 tons in 1892–93, at one shilling per

samples of sterilised French milk and cream pound. At the close of 1894 the mail steamer

froni Normandy and from Berne — the former Paramattu alone brought from Melbourne a con

prepared after Pasteur's method, and kept in signment of 720 tons, or 1,612,800 pounds of

its natural state by the process of Dr Antefage, butter, of the value of £ 70,000. The business of

which, it is said, neutralises all possible fermen- butter-making and exporting is being prosecuted

tation from which decay or germs of disease, with an enthusiasm and energy which give

such as typhoid and scarlet fever and other good grounds for the prediction a Victorian

diseases, may arise. It is admirably suited for writer has made for its future. ' An export,

hot climates, and has been extensively used in he says, 'which in little more than three years

the French colonies. The condensed milk is expands from a value of £35,000 to £ 100,000,

reduced to one-sixth or one -seventh of its bulk and with a well-founded prospect of increasing

by evaporation, and has to be mixed with that at the same ratio for years to come, predicts a

amount of water when used. IIence it will |future for l'ictoria which is well worthy the

possess the advantage over sterilised milk by envy of the Old World . ' The value in 1893

being much less in cost of carriage ; while, on was £ 870,000.

the other hand, the latter, if deprived of the It may be mentioned that almost all the

germs or microbes of disease, will be preferred butter exported was produced at creameries,

by many for its sanitary, qualities, and its sixty-three of which belong to the largest dairy
freedom from the risk which is run in mixing factory in the world , at which ten tons of
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butter are turned out every day in the season , It is said that the average consumption of

and which may be said to be a Co-operative milk in the United Kingdom for drinking and

Association of the farmers, two thousand of domestic purposes is about sixteen gallons per

whom are shareholders in it. The Department head per annum , or a little more than a third

of Agriculture undertook in 1889 to act as of a pint per day ; and in London it is not

shipping agents for the butter ex porters, and more than six gallons per head per annum .

these duties it has since continued to perform . To bring up this quantity to that of the

With the further object of assisting the dairy average of the whole country, 125,000 additional

industry in preserving surplus butter during cows would be required, allowing the average

the summer season, the Department has made annual yield of a Cow to be four hundred

arrangements to store such butter in the gallons of milk. It may be mentioned that

Government refrigerating works at Newport for the last forty years there has been

for any period not exceeding three months, gradual increase in the consumption of butter

free of charge to the owner. and cheese per head of the population. The

When, twelve years ago, the New Zealand total amount in 1850 was ten pounds a head ,

Government offered five hundred pounds for and in 1890 nineteen pounds, of home-made and

the best fifty tons of cheese produced in the imported butter and cheese. In the United

colony on a factory or co -operative system , dairy States, there has also been a gradual increase

farming received an impetus which has carried it in the consumption of the same articles, from

forward to its present prosperous and important sixteen pounds per head in 1850 to twenty

position. Now, there are over 200 cheese and pounds per head in 1890.

butter factories and creameries, and the export With this increasing consumption per head,

of butter and cheese to this country has increased we need not look for any great fall in the

from £ 42,020 in 1883 to £ 227,162 in 1892 for price of milk . We may ask what is the cause

butter ; and from £ 6892 in 1883 to £ 91,042 in of the comparatively small consumption of milk

1892 for cheese. ' It is generally conceded by in our large towns . It is mainly the habits of

all who visit New Zealand that no country the people. Some parents spend in alcoholic

possesses greater inherent advantages for the drinks what ought to be spent on milk and

carrying on of dairy pursuits. The richness of other food for the children ." A dairyman kept

the pastures has to be seen to be realised . All a sufficient number of cows to supply with

the best varieties of grasses and other green milk the inhabitants of a village where he

fodders thrive in a most astonishing manner, resided. He was surprised to find a sudden

and continue to grow throughout the year with increase in the consumption, so much so as to

but little cessation ; and in the greater portion induce him to add to the number of his cows.

of the colony the milch -cows are not housed On inquiry, he ascertained that the increase

summer or winter.' arose from the demand of certain families, the

The Government encourages not only Dairy heads of which used to frequent the public

Associations by liberal grants from the public houses, but who had discontinued their visits

Treasury for watching over the interests of after their conversion to blue-ribbonism by

the dairy industry, but it employs trained and Mr Murphy. But let us suppose that there

skilled travelling instructors to visit the factories will be a considerable reduction in price, how

for the purpose of giving lessons in the various is this to be met ? It must be met by a

methods and processes, and of generally forward- reduction of expenses and an increased pro

ing the interests of the industry.
duction from each There must be a

From what we have stated , it is evident that reduction of expenses by a due economy at

we have more to dread from our colonies in the home and the adoption of the co -operative

way of competition in the near future than from system , as is being done so extensively with

foreign countries. For the manufacture and profit in colonies and America. Why

export of dairy produce is more developed in should a middleman carry off so much of the

foreign countries, while the manufacture and profits, when, by a combination of the farmers,

trade in these products are but in their infancy the work can be done just as effectually and

in the colonies,and are increasing rapidly. And with more profit to themselves ?

so we would recommend the introduction of the Then to increase the production , none but the

dairy system on those farmis now devoted to the best cows should be kept, and they should be

growing of grain mainly. This change, if carried fed liberally and generously. We have before

out to the extent we think it should be, would us the result of an experiment where

increase the supply of milk so much as to lower indifferent cow was kept which received little

the price of dairy produce, unless there be an more than what grew on the farm , and left a

increased consumption. It is to be hoped that profit of less than a pound ; while, on the

the lower price will be such as will induce a other hand, there was a cow of superior quality

larger consumption of milk, for which there is which was generously cared for and fed with

great room . In many of our largest cities there purchased nourishing food in addition to what

are thousands of children who never taste milk, was raised on the farm, and she left a yearly

and this is the reason why so many of them profit of upwards of eight pounds. We don't

are rickety, and the population of our towns is mean to say that that wasthe highest profit

so much deteriorated physically. There may be that could be obtained , for we have known

a reduction in price temporarily ; but when the much larger profits from individual cows. The

milk is brought within the reach of the thou- total number of cows in the United Kingdom

sands who never drink it now, or are supplied now numbers 4,000,000.

with it in limited quantities, the price will regain A Foreign Office Report recently published

its old level . informs us that in the Garvardo district, in

COW.
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caresses ;

the north of Italy, the small peasant proprietors of material upon which we ourselves have

occupying, some of them , not more than six tried an ineffectual hand. It is odious to see

acres, formed themselves into a union , which ' another win through sheer cliscipline to a popu .

purchased inproved implements and machinery, larity which all one's own indulgence hasfailed

seeds, manures, &c. , to be used by the members. to secure. These experiences were Mrs Picker

It procured the services of a veterinary surgeon ing's just deserts, but that did not lessen their

to attend to their cattle, and to instruct them sting. The lady became bitterly jealous of her

in the principles of improving the breeds. It children's friend , whose society they now obvi

engaged also a skilled person to advise as to ! ously preferred to her own. With former

the management of pastures, cheese- making, governesses not a day had passed without one

vine-disease, manuring of lands, & c. A few child or another coming to its mother with

years ago, these farmers were living from hand some whining tale . There such

to mouth ; now they are prosperous. This is complaints now ; but the mother missed them

but an exanıple of what can be done by the as she would have missed so many habitual

co -operative system . for it made her feel that she was no

It is satisfactory to know that in this country longer everything to her children. It is easier

schools have been established by the British to understand her feelings than to forgive their

Dairy Farmers' Association to instruct in every expression. She took to snubbing the Gover

thing connected with the dairy ; and specimen ness in the pupils' presence. It is true that, as

of cheeses made at these schools were shown at the young men said, Mrs Pickering did not

the Exhibition, as successful imitations of some get much change ' out of little Miss Winfrey.

of the most popular of foreign cheeses imported The girl was well qualified to take care of her

into the country, such as Gorgonzola, Roquefort, self. But she was more sensitive than she cared

Gruyère , and Camembert. to show . Her whole soul shrank from the

The National Agricultural Union ( 30 Fleet small contentions which were forced upon her ;

Street, London, E.C.) aims at establishing a they hurt her terribly, whether she won or she

produce post, by means of which dairy produce lost. Still it was best to win , and one little

and fruit and vegetables might be sent direct victory gave the Governess considerable satis

to the consumer. It has many local branches, faction .

and over two hundred M.P.s in favour of its Mrs Pickering took it into her head that the

parliamentary programme. children were worked too hard. So one after

noon she walked into the schoolroom and told

them all that they might go - nearly an hour
THE GOVERNESS AT GREENBU'SH . before the time. But not a child stirred.

“ You may all run away, ' repeated their

mother. * Don't you understand me? Then

Miss WINFREY grew very fond of her school-, why don't you move ? '

room . There, as the young men told her, she ! The eldest boy shuffled awkwardly in his

was ' her own boss,' with a piano, though a poor place. Please, mother, it's poetry-hour, and

one, all to herself ; and à desk, the rather, we only have it once a week .'

clumsy handiwork of the eldest boy, yet her
Mirs Pickering, relying on the little ones,

now called for a show of hands. But the very

very own , and full of her own things. She infants were against her ; and she left the room

took an old maid's delight in orderly arrange- with a bitter glance at the silent Governess,

nient, and, for that matter, was nothing loth to who, after a little consideration , decided to

own, with her most serious air, that she quite dismiss the class herself. Meantime, the irate
intended to be an old mail. But what she lady had gone straight to her husband.

liked best about the schoolroom was its funda • Miss Winfrey is becoming unendurable,' she

mental privacy. It formed a detached building, told him in the tone of personal reproach which

and had formerly been the station store. The had already made the unlucky squatter curse

old dining-room was the present store, which his choice of a Governess. * The poor children

was entered by the white veranda,' so known are positively frightened to death of her ! I

in contradistinction to the deep, trellised shelter went in to let them out of school; no one but i

- which, however, Mrs Pickering insisted on an inhuman monster would keep them in on

calling the “ piazza'—belonging to a later build- an afternoon like this ; and actually, not one

ing. The white veranda was narrow and bald of them dared to move without Miss Winfrey's

by comparison . But the young men still burnt permission ! Harry muttered something to the

their evening incense upon it, while Millicent effect that they would rather finish the lesson ,

and the Governess preferred it at all hours of and the rest sat still, but you may be sure they

the day. It was just opposite the schoolroon , knew it was either that or being punished

for one thing ; for another, Mrs Pickering but afterwards. How I hate such severities ! As

seldom set foot on the white veranda, and the for that woman herself, she just sat like a mule

peevish lady was not a popular character in without saying anything. – Ah ! I
see she's

the homestead of which she was the mistress. thought better of it, and let them out herself ;

She was no longer in favour of the new to show that her authority's superior to mine,

Governess Miss Winfrey's singular success with I suppose. Really, that's the last straw ! We

the children had been quite sufficient to alien- must get rid of her. I will not be insulted in

ate their mother's sympathies, or rather to my own house .'

revive her prejudices. Her feeling in the matter Mr Pickering met his wife judiciously, but

was not, perhaps, altogether inhuman . It is not by any means half-way. He knew what

difficult to appreciate the expert manipulation she meant ; he was not himself entirely en

CHAPTER II.

1
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amoured of Miss Winfrey. She had spoken to was now entirely congenial to her. And if any .

him about the boys seeing too much of the body could fill at all the gaping blank left by

men out mustering on Saturdays, a point on her lover's departure, it was Miss Winfrey, who

which the father was surely the best judge. was always so sympathetic, so understanding.

She had too many opinions of her own ; but To that same sympathy the young girl felt that

when all said , she was admirable she owed her present abiding, and even increas

Governess. He dwelt upon the general im- ing happiness, and again her heart went out to

provement in the children under Miss Winfrey. the little Governess, who had known no such

He had the sense to ignore their very evident counsellor in her own black hour of doubt and

affection for that martinet. Another change trepidation . Otherwise Millicent sighed .

might be a very good thing in a few months' She knew the whole story now. Her friend had

time, but at present it would be a thousand spoken of it a second and a third time, and the

pities. Christmas was coming on. There would speaking had seemed to do her good .

be holidays until the New Year. It would be five years ago. The young man had been a

very easy to let Miss Winfrey see that her daily medical student then. And now lis penitent

supervision was not required during the holi- false love could see him only as a thriving

days. She could have the time to herself. doctor—and a married man .

She did have the time to herself, and a very ' I would give anything to find him , thought

poor time it was. The parents gave out that the girl who was happy, as she stooped to open

they intended to see something of their young the home- paddock gate. ' I know — something

people while they had the chance. And to tells me-that he is true ! '

broaden the hint, as if that were necessary , She cantered to the homestead, standing high

tlıey studiously, refrained from inviting Miss and hot on its ridge of sand, with only a few

Winfrey to join in the daily entertainment. dry pines sprouting out of the yard. The year

Now it was a family visit to a neighbouring was burning itself out in a succession of torrid

station , with four horses in the big trap; now a days, of which this was the worst yet. The sky

picnic in the scrub ; and now impromptu races was incredibly blue, with never a fake of cloud

on the township course. But the Governess from rim to rim . The wind came hot from

spent the days in her own schoolroom , with the north , though luckily without much force.

little intervals on the white veranda. Millicent's And Millicent's dog, with its tongue hanging

rabbit inspector was at Greenbush, so Miss out, was running under the very belly of her

Winfrey saw nothing of Millicent either. All horse, whose shadow she could not see.

was now well between those two. On the day She watered both animals at the tank, and

he went, she rode with him to the boundary then rode on to the horse-yard ; but ere she

fence, and then joined the picnic party in the reached it, was greatly struck by the sound of

Forest Paddock. å sweet voice singing in the distance . It seemed

•Where's Miss Winfrey ? ' cried the girl , from a queer thing, but the young woman from

her saddle, as she cantered up to the little England was standing the Riverina summer far

group about the crackling fire . better than those who had been born there.

The children looked unhappy. She could sit and sing on a day like this !

' She's at home,' said Harry . On her way on foot from the horse- yard to

Millicent asked why. the schoolroom , Millicent stood on her shadow

• Because it's holidays,' answered Mrs Picker- to listen to the song. The Governess sang

ing, looking up from the basket which she was very seldom ; she liked better to play accom

unpacking ;, and because we've come out to paniments for the young men, though she had
enjoy ourselves. ' à charming, trained voice of her own. But

Millicent ran over the ring of little wistful Millicent had never heard her use it, as she was

faces, and a soft laugh left her lips. She could doing now , without a known soul within ear

hear her father gathering branches in the scrub, shot save the Chinaman in the kitchen.

and talking to the only young man who had The heat of the sand struck through the

not gone away for his holidays. She wondered young girl's boots. Yet still she stood, and

whether she shoulıl dismount at all ; her heart bent her head , and at last caught a few of the

went out to her friend all alone at the home- words :

stead ; she, too, had neglected her these last few in the lime-tree,

days. The wind is floating through:

When did Miss Winfrey spoil a day's en
And oh ! the night, my darling, is sighing

joyment ? ' the girl demanded . She would have Sighing for you, for you.

added to it .' This finished a verse. Millicent crept nearer.

" You may think so. I chose not to risk it . ' She had never heard such tender singing.

But surely you gave her a chance ofcoming ?' Three or four simple bars, and it began again :
' Not I, indeed ! The children see quite

O think not I can forget you;

enough of their Governess in school. - Harry,
I could not though I would ;

darling, there's the water boiling at last ! ' I see you in all around me,

But Millicent was boiling too. “ That settles The stream , the night, the wood ;

it,' she exclaimed with a quick flush . • Good The flowers that slumber so gently,

The stars above the blue.
bye, all of you ! ' And she was gone at a hand

Oh ! heaven itself, my darling, is praying
gallop

Praying for you , for you .
There was little love lost between the girl and

her step -mother. Millicent was rather glad than The voice sank very low, its pathos was infinite,

otherwise to turn her back upon a party which yet the girl heard every word. There were no

did not include the one daily companion who more. Millicent dried her eyes, and went
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tripping over her habit through the open school- sang the voice in the schoolroom ;
room door. There sat the Governess, witli

Last night, when all was still,
wrung face and gray eyes all intensity.

It sang in the golden moonlight,

My dear, it was divine ! ' From out the woodland hill.

" You heard ! I'm sorry .'

" Oh, why ? '
But Ailly had never taken her eyes from the

' I never sing that song. '
sullen , handsome stockman standing almost at
her feet. His left hand was still in his pocket ;

" Why, again ?'

The fixed eyes fell.
still out

' It was—his favourite.
his right had the reins, but was

The music is better than the words, I think ; in the air ; while a white, terrified face was
stretched in front of him, as though suspended

don't you ? Butthen the words are a transla- turned this way and that in quick succession,

tion .'

The change of voice was miraculous; and, Yet the smooth agonyof the song went
with the perspiration wellingout at every pore.

from that, even more than from the song
and

without a tremor :
its singing, Millicent knew at last how some

women love. To her it was a revelation which And oh! the bird , my darling, was singing

made the girl half ashamed of her really ade Singing of you, of you.

qnate affection for the honest rabbit inspector. As the verse ended, the man shuddered from

But she said no more about that song.
head to foot, then flung himself into the saddle,

One afternoon she was reclining on a deck- and Millicent watched him ride headlong tow

chair under shelter of the whiteveranda.The of him , however,longbeforehe reached it, and
She lost sight

heat was still intense,and Millicent was nearly then she knew that Miss Winfrey was still

asleep. It was a Saturday, and the children
were abroad in the paddocks. But their Gover- singing her song in a loud, clear voice.Could

she be mistaken ? It was
was in her own schoolroom , for once as

a sufficiently wild

idea. Could there be nothing but coincidence

enervated as Millicent herself, who could just see

the hem of her frock through the open door.
in it, after all ? Again she caught the words :

Millicent had closed her
eyes. А spur clinked I think of you in the daytime,

onthe veranda, but she was too lazy to lift
I dream of you by night,

a lid . A voice said, ' Is Mr Pickering about,
I wake, and would you were here, love,

And tears are blinding my sight.

please, miss ?? with a good accent, but in a I hear a low breath in the lime-tree

curious hang-dog tone. She answered, You'll

find him in the store, without troubling to see The sweet air, the tender words, snapped short
which of the men it was. Then came sleep ; together. Millicent leaped from her deck -chair,

and then her father, shaking her softly, and heard a fall as she ran, and found the Gover

whispering in her ear. ness in a dead- faint upon the schoolroom floor.

' It's Cattle -station Bill, he said. · Wants

another cheque. — Hasn't had one since that

day when Miss Winfrey cane. Where is she,
SEDAN - CHAIRS.

Milly ? She seemed to think she'd like to try Why were seilan -chairs so called ? The answer

her hand at reforming our Bill, and now's her seems simple and obvious, that they were named

chance. He's only gone four months this time ! from the town of Sedan , in the north -east of

Miss Winfrey's in the schoolroom ,' replied France ; and this is the derivation given in

Milly drowsily. ‘ She won't thank you for most dictionaries and books of reference . But

disturbing her any more than I do. ' no evidence has yet been produced by any pro

Pickering stepped down into the sand and pounder of this etymology to prove either that

crossed over to the schoolroom , dragging a such chairs were first used at Sedan, or that

shadow like a felled pine. The man
was they were brought to England from that town.

meanwhile in the store, where his master now There is, indeed , practically nothing to prove

rejoined him in fits of soft and secret laughter. any connection whatever between the chair and

And Millicent rubbed her eyes, because her the place. It is not a little curious that the

nap had been ruined , and bent them upon real origin of the name of that once fashion

the schoolroom door, ' in which the Gover - able means of locomotion should be so obscure,

ness now stood reading a book. while on the surface it appears to be so plain

The spurs clinked again in the veranda, the and simple.

book dropped over the way, the Governess Sedans were used in London by one or two

disappeared from view ; and Millicent glanced private persons about the beginning of the

from the empty door to the man beside her seventeenth century ; but the first person of

in the veranda. He was
a handsome young note to use the new conveyance was the Duke

fellow , with black, black hair and moustache, of Buckingham , the favourite of King James I.

and a certain indefinable distinction of bear- and his son Charles. Prince Charles, on his

ing, of which his rough clothes could not rid return from his adventurous journey to Spain,

hini, But his eyes were turned sullenly to is said to have brought back three curiously

earth, and as he snatched his horse's reins carved sedan -chairs, à fact which rather tells

from the hook on the veranda-post with his against the proposed derivation from the French

right hand, his left crumpled up his cheque town. Two ofthese chair's he gave to Bucking

and rammed it into his pocket. And a wild ham , who seems to have first used one of them

suspicion flashed Millicent at that when suffering from illness ; but this did not

moment, to be confirmed the next.
prevent the populace, who had no love for the

Last night the nightingale woke me, royal favourite , from grumbling indignantly at

across

9
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were

were

the pride of the man who employed his fellow- declare that they were brought to Paris from

creatures to do the service of beasts of burden. London , and the honour of their introduction

Among the State Papers there is a letter, is usually accorded to the Marquis de Mont

dated May 1626, from Londoner named brun. The truth seems to be that sedan -chairs,

Gabriel Browne to a priest in Spain, which or chaises-à - porteurs, as the French called them ,

was intercepted for political reasons, and in it appeared almost simultaneously in the two

the writer says : “ You can hardlie beleeve how capitals, and it is hard to say which city can

bitterly it has disgusted the multitude here that claim priority in their use. Probably neither

being sickely , he [the Duke of Buckingham ] borrowed from the other, but both derived the

suffered himself to be carried in a covered chaire new invention from some third place, which

upon his servants' shoulders through the streets may or may not have been Sedan ; there is no

in the daie time between Whitehall and Den- evidence on the point. Chairs made their first

marke House. ' There is an echo of this feeling appearance in Paris about the same time that

in Massinger's play. The Bondman, where the Buckingham's unpopular use of one had attracted

dramatist satirises the pride and luxury of the public attention in London ; but the French

ladies
were some years in advance of us in supplying

clairs for public hire. A small Association , or

For their pomp and care being borne

In triumph on men's shoulders. Company, as we should now call it, was formed

in Paris in 1617, which obtained the sole right

At this early period the conveyance was of supplying chaises-à-porteurs on hire in all

known only as a covered chair ;' the term the cities of the French kingdom . Similar
sedan ' came into use a little later.

It was patents were obtained later by other individuals,

not many years before private persons ceased and in the time of Louis XIV . chairs were

to have a monopoly of these covered chairs, extremely fashionable, and often most

and chairs for hire began to ply in the public luxuriously upholstered.

streets. The first hackney -coach stand in Lon The palmy days of the sedan -chair in Eng

don was set up in 1634 by the Strand May- land were the earlier decades of the last century.

pole, a few yards from Temple Bar; and in In 1710 there were two hundred hackney -chairs

the same year Letters Patent, dated September in London, and the number remained much the

27th, were granted to Sir Sanders Duncombe, same until the reign of George III. Besides

giving him the sole right and privilege for these public chairs, there very many

fourteen years to use and let for hire, within which belonged to private owners, and were

the cities of London and Westminster, covered elaborately carved and luxuriously fitted. In

chairs, to prevent the unnecessary use of coaches. Dublin , sedan -chairs were taxed for the benefit

For some mysterious reason, the authorities of one of the hospitals ; and from registers still

were greatly averse to the increase of hackney- extant, it appears that in 1787 there were no

coaches. Their numbers were strictly limited, fewer than two hundred and fifty -seven private

and their use discouraged as far as possible. chairs owned by wealthy people , from dukes

This policy naturally favoured the growth of down to rich commoners, in the Irish capital.

the chair -system , and it was not long before The tax in 1798 bronght' the fortunate Dublin

the new conveyances were highly popular and hospital as much as five hundred and forty

in great demand.
seven pounds.

In Duncombe's petition for the patent, there The literature of the last century -- especially

is a passage which gives some very slight sup- that of its earlier half — is full of references to

port to the theory that the name of the chair the hackney -chairs and the chairmen, who

was derived from the town of Sedan . The ap- seem to have been rather a disreputable class

plicant represents that “ in many parts beyond of men. Gay, in his most interesting poem on

seas, people are much carried in chairs that are the Art of IValking the Streets of London , speaks

covered, whereby few coaches are used among of their crowding the doors of taverns, and
them . Of course, Sir Sanders may have seen warns passengers against someof the dangers

them in use in Sedan ; but this is the merest of chair -travelling, when the sudden gale

conjecture, for his allusion to ' parts beyond
The drunken chairman in the kennel spurns,

seas ' is extremely vague, nor does he mention
The glasses shatters, and his charge o'erturns.

or use the name of Sedan. A private letter of

1634, included in the Strafford correspondence, In those days the footpath was only distin

describes Duncombe as ' a traveller, now à guished from the roadway by a line of posts,

pensioner,' and mentions that he was having which afforded some slight protection to pedes

forty or fifty chairs made ready for use. An trians, and chairmen had no right to pass

early example of the use of the name sedan ' within the posts. Gay warns his readers

may be found in Shirley's play, The Lady of against the rudeness of these men :

Pleasure, first acted in 1635, wherein a lady,
Let not the chairman, with assuming stride ,

Celestina, asks : P’ress near the wall, and rudely thrust thy side ;

The laws have set him bounds ; his servile feet

Is my sedan yet finished , Should ne'er encroach where posts defend the
And liveries for iny men-mules, according

As I gave charge ?

Many years later, when Jonas Hanway cour

It has often been said, presumably on the ageously set the example of carrying an un

strength of the remark in Duncombe's applica- furled umbrella in the streets of London, the

tion , quoted above, that sedan -chairs were chairmen , who, like the worshippers of Diana

brought to this country from_France ; but, at Ephesus, saw their craft in danger, were

strangely enough , one or two French writers among the loudest and most daring of those

street.
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were more or

or

who vainly tried to intimidate the bold inno- until I was old enough to earn my own salt, as

vator by jeers, and sarcasms, and even threats . they said ; helping in the housework , and doing

As the eighteenth century neared its end, plain sewing and knitting for the Row.

the number of chairs began to decrease, while

the number of hackney -coaches was largely in
We were an obscure, remote, self-contained

little community. All less

creased. The use of sedan-chairs, however, diel
hard . In many countrytowns they remained related to each other. We had scarcely more

in use until a period well within the memory
than two surnames among iis. If a man wasn't

of men still comparatively young. In Peter- a Judge, he was almost certain to be a Bishop.

borough, for instance, they were used down to And as all the Bishops were Bills by descent,

at least 1860 ; and ten years later, one solitary and all the Judges, Toms, we were fain to dis

survivor might have been seen in Exeter. At tinguish them by some personal peculiarity,

Newcastle one was still extant in1885, and at such as Long Tom Judge, or Big Bill Bishop ;

Bury St Edmund's in 1890. Sir Walter Scott,
in his Diary, mentions using a sedan -chair or by their ages, such as Young Tom , oid

in February 1831 ; and about the same time,

| Bill , and so forth .

1

Lady Salisbury, who died four years later, at
A danger, common to all the men, and of

the age of eighty -five, was in the habit of daily recurrence, was the bond that united us

going to evening parties and other assemblies all . It spiced our lives, and gave the men

in her old - fashioned chair. Selan -chairs were and the women , too, by emulation a grim

still in common use in Bath in the early years humour, a sort of pride of courage, whereby

of the present century ; and extremely useful they and we showed contempt of the peril

and convenient they were for invalids. The they lived in. It was not merely that every

chair could be entered in the hall of the hirer's, man repairing to the mills of a bright summer

own home, and being borne to its destination, or dark winter's morning carried his life in his

was carried right into the house, where, thé! hand, but that his life was in the hand of the

hall-door being shut, the chair could be opened, , youngest and most careless of the workmen — if

and its occupant step forth into as genial an any were careless in that place. A bit of grit

atmosphere as he or she had left. With car- carried into the power-shed on the sole of a

riages or bath -chairs, invalids were always list slipper - such as all wore when at work,

endangered by the exposed transit between the might, by accidental contact, be sufficient to

door of the carriage and the house -door. Some cause an explosion. The mills lie on a level ,
six seven years ago there were rumours low -lying plateau, that is intersected in every

of a possible revival of the old chairs at Bath . direction by a labyrinth of sluggish waters :

In some places abroad they are still in use . canals, back -waters, and channels, filled from

Mention is made of such conveyances at Genoa the slow, creeping tidle of the river Milway:

in 1882 ; in 1888 the archbishop of Seville was The emerald -green level meads are connected

carried forth in one. In the streets of Bahia | by moss-grown, crazy, wooden bridges - often at

in Brazil, sedan-chairs borne by stalwart negroes mere plank and a hand-rail,scarce sufficient to

may be seen in use at the present day. A few guide any one safely over the thick ooze in

months ago, it was said that some speculator the dark or gloaming. Near one of these, a

was having chairs of the old type built in woman had been drowned, either missing the

London, with a view to an attempted revival | plank in coming across the nieads at nightfall,

of bygone fashion ; but they havenot yet made or else making away with herself. Anyhow , her

their appearance in the streets of the metropolis, ghost, it was said, still haunted the place, gliding

and it is tolerably safe to prophesy that if they pensive through the growth of alders and wil.

do so appear, their renewed terni of existence lows that clothed the banks, or trailing like a

will be extremely short. mist-wreath across the gray, mossy bridge.

We were selilom inany days free of fog or

mist. If it did not gather and rise from the

HESTE R.
ooze and beds of osiers, it came rolling down to

ns from the low hills that shut us in on the

It is true ; those that take the sword perish north and west. To dwellers on a hill, or in

with the sword ; and they that pass their lives towns, or by the sea, Grimni's Flats might not

forging instruments of clestruction not look at first sight very attractive, perhaps.

seldoin themselves the first sacrifice demanded But to us, who had lived there all, or nearly

by the evil they have helped to create. My, the sweetness of the flowers in the gardens, the
i all, our lives there was no place like it, for

father was a workman at Grimm's Flats Powder- |profusionof all kinds of vegetables, the peace

mills, and two weeks before I was born per- of its Sundays, and the joy of its Good-Fridays

ished in an explosion there. My mother died and Christmas days.

of the shock two weeks after my birth ; so that We were not much given to worshipping in

within a month I lost both parents. Then public ; Sunday mornings our men spent mostly

thie Row ' adopted me. The Row is a row of in their front garılens with unlaced boots,

cottages attached - at a safe distance - to the chatting in twos and threes — the pipes, só

Grimm's Flats Powder-mills , and inhabited ex - between their lips, and as free from care,as
rigidly denied them all the working days,

clusively by the workmen , their wives, widlows, ready for harmless play, as the toddling wee

and families. Clubbing together, and helpeil things that clung about daddy's knees or climbed

by a donation from the proprietors, the men to his shoulder . Within doors, meantime, the

paid something weekly to my foster-parents 'women prepared the one mid-day meal of the

are
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week to be eaten with husband and sons. A pale, set face at her cottage door, or window ,

feast, indeed. In the afternoons, in fine weather, was like a blash of ice-cold water ' on my new

we, that is, the younger women-while our born happiness.

tranquil elders took their spell of rest or gossip In our strolls, Hetty and I had always

--strolled over the meals, or attended church avoided the network of water surrounding the

at Wilbridge, two and a half miles distant. mills, except, perhaps, just when the primroses

Whether we sauntered in the fields or walked and periwinkles were in flower in the tangled

briskly to church, we were not uncommonly copse and brushwood on the banks. More

attended - at a respectful distance - by the especially we shunned the foot-bridge where

younger men of the Row ; but these, like the the woman was found drowned, and floating

dogs, turned tail generally at the sound of the under the shadow of the willows and alder

church bells, not without promises of going trees. But Jim took a special fancy to the

farther on some future day, carrying a gold meads ; and there we sauntered evening after

ring in their waistcoat pockets. evening, listening to the thrushes, and making

On these occasions, either at church , or on nosegays of meadow -sweet - curds and cream,

what the elders called ' a prowl, I had one as we called the fragrant willow -herb ; and the

chosen , invariable companion, Hester Best : lovely forget-me-nots - large, and blue as Hester's

Hetty Betty, as she was more commonly called eyes. Hetty's great blue eyes, so changed in

in the Row. Our comradleship was no case of their expression when theymet mine, so invol

" like liking like ;' for both in appearance, and untarily upbraiding, that I knew she avoided

what Old Tom Judge called our "temperature, ' meeting or speaking to me, lest they, and the

no two could well be more unlike. Hester was frank, laughing mouth, now grown so 'mim '

as lively, audacious, gay, generous, and fearless, and set, should tell too much of the struggle

as blue -eyed, freckled , red - golden -haired as I within her.

was cowardlý, nervous, black -eyed , sallow , and It was a puzzle to Jim why she, who had

Yet we were inseparables. At eighteen, been my chiefest friend, should now avoid us ;

when I was what Hetty called a confirmed oli and because I could not tell him , I , when the

sober-sidles, she was at the top of her bent for time came, just wrote, and asked her, for forn's

fun and mischief, a very malcap. sake, to go to church with us, knowing what

It happened that this year a new inmate- the answer would be — as it was, an excuse ;

two new inmates — came to live in the Row. though many a time each had promised to be

The man , as a matter of course, was a worker the other's bridesmaid . So I was married ; and

at the mills, and his mother lived with liim . no Hester to help to dress me, and keep my

They came from a distance, and had ways courage up, to meet the new life — the new

of their own. None of us took to Mrs Brand ; duties — the new home. But neither new home,

she was stiff, reservell, and proud ; but good- new duties, nor new happiness could obliterate

looking, and upright as a dart. A good manager, my regret forthe coolness that had come between

and clean and sprach ' as a daisy. From the me and lIester. Moreover, I soon found, as

first, Hetty and she coull not abide each human beings will , that my life, even as Jim

other. Jim Brand was like and unlike his Brand's wife, was not all sunshine. Den have

mother, as good-looking, as upright, and as a «leal to say of their mothers-in -law ; yet they,

careful of his appearance ; but not a bit stiff when they are vexed or contraried , can, and

or proud. If his mother spoke little and do, get away from home. A woman whose

smiled less, Jim had a pleasant word and mother-in-law lives with her has no such escape,

smile for all . He hall come to Grimm's Flats at least not in our rank of life. We had

from some place by the sea where there were strict notions of Duty in the Row. And I

torpedo works, and could tell a lot about should have felt myself bitterly to blame had

wrecks and lifeboats and war-ships. IIe seemed I not done or tried to do mine, with such a

half a sailor himself, and, as IIetty said , he husband as Jim . But, somehow, Mrs Brand

wasn't over head and cars in powder, like the managed to spoil a good bit of my happiness.
other men.

So that, what with his good looks, I found it very hard at first to make her

his pleasant ways and fresh talk , some of us out at all. She was civil when Jim was by

just a little lost our heads about Jim Brand. just civil. When he was away, she found fault

I declare, solemnly, that I never cared --not pettishıly, but commanding, as if she

I never let myself think or care about him , knew everything, and I knew nothing, from

for I saw—I could not help sceing - the change morning till night. I tried hard to please her ;

that came over Hetty, and I guessed what it it being so easy to please Jim , I didn't expect

meant ; until, one day, I found, to my amaze- to find it so hard to please his mother. That

ment, that Jim Brandhad taken a fancy to me was my mistake. The more I laid myself out
-to me ! All the pride and joy this knowledge to do the utmost jot and tittle of my duty,the

gave me was cruelly dashed " by knowing that more unacceptable I seemed to be to Jim's

Hester would look upon me in the light of a mother. By-and-by I found out something of
successful rival ! Hester, who from our child- the reason . Mrs Brand idolised her son : a

hood had been to me like a twin -sister, a royal princess would hardly have made him a

brighter self ! Hester, who had cheered me when good enough wife ; and yet, inconsistently, she
I was down, nursed me when I was sick , was more impatient of me when Jim was

encouraged and strengthened me at every turn, pleased with what I did , and praised me, than
and me to cut out Hester ! I declare that at any other time. When I failed in cooking

when , of an evening in the summer, Jim first a dinner or any other household matter, she
began to walk out with me, and Iſetty hung almost seemed to like me. But so sure as Jim

back and wouldn't join us, the sight of her maile much of me, her jealousy boiled over,
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but not often in his presence. Once, when I our party of an evening, either within doors

hinted to him something particularly irritating or in the fields, was a merry one.
However

and unjust that she had said to me, his face morose Mrs Brand might be, Hetty's sympathy

clouded. ' Oh ! if you two are going to dis- consoled me when we were alone together ;

agree ' he said, and broke off.I swallowed while, if Jim's mother snapped and snarled

my chagrin, and resolved that henceforth I before her, Hetty's laugh and retort often drove

would devour it in secret ; and I kept my the elder woman to sullen silence, a silence,

resolution. however, in which she brooded revenge. Hers

I could not help being a little triumphant, was a nature which demanded the outlet of

and yet very sorry, when one day, just because, free speech to keep her thoughts from venom.

in passing me, Jim had caught me round the It was after a week or two's sullen avoidance

waist and kissed me, Mrs Brand burst out into of all communication with Hester that she one

scornful, upbraiding,words. I stood silent, with day burst all bounds to me. The morning was

burning cheeks, looking on the floor ; and after a fine one in autumn , Jim had not long left

quite à minute's dead pause, Jim said , very home, and his mother and I were still occupied

quiet, ' If my behaviour affronts you, mother, in putting away, the breakfast things. Our

you are not obliged to bide with us, you know. cottage door stood open ; across the green level

Those were the first undutiful words I had meadow spiders' webs-virgins ' threads we called

ever heard Jim speak ; and though I knew his them - caught the rays of the morning sun ,

mother had brought them on herself, and making a path of silvery white. Walking to

though I was not sorry he should have the door as I wiped a cup, I caught sight of

glimpse of how disagreeable she could speak, Hetty. Her face was towards the mills ; she

I could not help being very sorry . The peace was walking backwards, nodding and waving a

and sacredness of the home seemed lessened by hand to Jim , and exchanging merrily shouted

them somehow . greetings as he went on his way to work.

A few days later I was going on an errand Presently she caught sight of me, and came

to Milbridge, and met Hester full butt. I past our cottage, her face all aglow. We passed

scarcely expected she would stop, for we often the time of day to each other, said a few

met and passed, now, with only a nod ; but indifferent words ; and then she went on her

she did ; she drew up short in front of me. way, nodding gaily to Jim's mother through

What's up ? ' she said abruptly. “Ain't you the window as she passed. Mrs Brand made

well ? You don't look much !! no response to lier greeting, except by a mut

The old voice and way of speaking, some- tered, "Get along, you hussy !' Then she turned

thing womanly kind, such as I hadn't heard sharply on me and said through her set teeth,

lately, made me quiver all over. IIester turned ' I wonder you encourage that minx ! Any one

round, drew my arm in hers, and walked that wasn't a fool could see she was over head

slowly beside me, while I gave myself the and cars in love with your husband.' She

relief of pouring my grievances into her will spoke so abruptly and with such bitter inten

ing ears. I did not feel how disloyal I was sity that in my cousternation I dropped the

to Jim , till Hetty's energetic ejaculation of ' cup I was wiping, and it smashed to atoms on

‘ Old cat !' applied to Jim's mother, shocked the brick floor.

me into silence. Even then I could not regret " There you go! ' she cried , ' as if cups could

my imprudence, however ; sympatlıy, lletty's be had for the picking up. Ah ! you may look !

sympathy and partisanship, were too sweet. but you mark my words---if anything goes

The intimacy thus renewed was soon in full wrong with you, I know who 'll fill your shives ;

force, as strong as ever, or stronger. and so does she - a hussy !!

Hester, withheld by the strict, unspoken eti- | Perhaps jealousy is infectious. Although I

quette of the Row, which did not permit man knew Jim's mother to be jealous, and, where

or woman entrance into any house not their Hetty was concerned , spiteful, still her words
own, except upon invitation , had never yet remained with me . ' She had made an impres

crossed mythreshold ; now , she was a frequent , sion, and she knew it. I began to like, to trust

visitor ; and that despite ihe fact, plainly ob- her more, and Iletty less ; and she, too, knew

servable, that Hester was no favourite with it.

Mrs Brand. Hetty's audacious laughter and Gradually my pride in Jim and happiness

frank speech were specially distasteful to her. sank lower, and I was too stupid to perceive
Barely civil to her when Jim was there, no it was all my own fault. Hester would not

sooner was he gone, than a wordy war would come to us without asking, and in my silly

break out, in which the elder woman often got suspiciousness, I refrained from asking, her,

worsted . Sheltered by Hester's incisive tongue, much as I missed her sympatlıy and her cheery

I made bold to pluck up spirit and oppose her high spirits, which had acted as an antidote

myself upon occasion , and, to my surprise, I to Mrs Brand's gloomy views of life. She

found that the more I asserted myself, the would often say, as we sat at work together,

greater were Mrs Brand's concessions. that it would have been a good deal better if

There is one thing we none of us know she had never been born ; and sometimes I got

until it is too late to benefit by the knowledge, i to think she was right, except for Jim ; and I

and that is, to know when we are happy, dreaded my child would be deformed, or deaf

Directly the time is past, we know it , and and dumb, or an idiot, as she said, and I could

mourn that we did not make more of the not deny so many were. So the days went by,

blessed The month two after days when I might have been, and might have

Hetty's and my reconciliation was such a period. made Jim — who was very gentle and compassion

Jim seemed to share my partiality for her, andl | ate to me — so happy, and I let the opportunity,

e

season . or
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waswhich never to return, slip away for courage, her constancy, her bright spirits, have

ever.
upheld us through many trials. She is the

One afternoon, in the October of that year, strong strand of our threefold cord. If I took

a day that had begun in a filmy veil of blue one Jim from her, I have given her another ;

haze, and ended in a blaze of the broadest it is her turn now, and she loves the boy as

sunshine, I started to go and meet Jim coming she loved his father, as she loves me, with a
from his work . Passing along the Row, I love passing the love of women. God forbid

stopped at Tom Judge's garden. The father of that I should grudge Jim paying his parents'

the Row was busied there harvesting potatoes. debts to Hester !

He stood resting his bent back against the fence,

while I remarked about the fineness of the

afternoon .

THE OTHER ROOM.
' Look gender,' said the old man, pointing a

crooked brown forefinger at the low hills that This pleasant room, you say, holds all I need ;

seemed drawn in closer to us. " Twon't last.
Here are my books, my plants, my pictures ; friends

See how handy them hills be ! They ain't no
Are round my hearth. Before my eyes recede

nigher, we knows, but they allus looks handier
Through the broad casement, river, bill , and mead ;

afore rain .' He had got so far, when a trembling
And better still , at evening there ascends

of the earth, a vibration in the air, instantly

succeeded by a deafening explosion , stopped his

Twilight's one star , made to console the gloom.

There's the door where one enters ; here, the fire ;
speech.

What more could mortal ask or heart desire ?

Mechanically and swiftly, we faced the quar

ter whence it came : a dense umbrella -shaped
And there, the portal of the Other Room.

volume of smoke had risen into the rosy after

noon air. Between us and the mills, ashes, The life I lead is fair, yet here and there

wood-splinters, shattered bricks and mortar, a Its very sweetness wakes a secret pain

whole mass of wreckage and ruins, were falling. For some remembered friends who unaware

Every door burst open in the Row, and in a Stole through that door, and left this vacant chair,

moment Hester was at my side . Grasping her That book unread , unsung that well -known strain .

hand tight, we set off and ran , full speed , to The door is closed upon their still retreat.

the foot-bridge where the drowned woman hail I call , I listen , but have never known
been found . As we crossed it, the water, all

The far -off whisper of an answering tone,

alight with reflections from the bright sky
Nor any sound of their returning feet.

above it, was rippling, and shivering, and shud

dering in its cosy bed below the plank. When

we reached the other side , Hester suddenly let Beyond that door, how dream I that they fare,

go my hand, caught my waist, and twistedi me What life for them the heart left here foresees ?

round. You mustn't go on — you must go Whether through other windows they may share

back ! she cried authoritatively, My view of hill and stream , and everywhere

In vain I struggled and implored ; she held Set round then books and pictures like to these

me firm . Then I saw that hier dilated eyes Sing songs like mine, and tend their rose in bloom

were drawnagain and again to one spot in the ! Whether for them as well , when day is done,

osiers on the bank. Wrenching myself round, If there be any setting of their sun,

my eyes followed the direction hers had taken .
My one star charms the twilight of their room.

What was it ? Something flung, hurled amongst

the reeds — something that had once been a

man ! As I stared , spellbound , it seemed to me Surely with purer hearts and clearer eyes,

that the blue -shirted arm , every stitch in which Linked with the old life, but with ampler aims,

was of my own setting, that it moved as though Fuller achievement--the old joys they prize

motioning me - a farewell . For joy's sole purpose—that the life should rise

Beyond the touch of any earthly shames.

After a long, long nightmare, in which I All wisdom there translated into deeds

was tormented by succeeding visions of low All beauty there traced further to its source,

hills bathed in sunshine, of black, balloon My life in theirs pursues its intercourse,

shaped clouds, of a blue-shirted arm , through
And theirs in mine still answers to my needs.

all of which rang the continual wailing of an

infant, I awoke to find little Jim on my arm ,

and Hetty sitting beside my bel. That she
When I have finished here my days' routine,

had saved my life and the baby's, I could For me that door shall open . May I stand

well believe. It was weeks before she left us,
Not trenbling, as the larger light serene,

day or night, and when she did , it was but to With its fresh splendours seen and unforeseen,

find a home for us far away from Grimm's

Flats.
Strikes me upon that Threshold . May my hand

Mrs Brand lived with us till she died ,
Find near a hand that held it in the gloom ,

and thought more, relied more on Hester than
A voice that speaks in a remembered tone,

on any one else.

Little Jim shall never learn or hear of his
So leave this humble Parlour of my own

father's trade, if lletty and I can prevent it,
For the broad peace of that With-drawing Room .

E. BLAIR OLIPHANT.

lest, again, those who take the sword perish

with it. Our boy, we call him , but he is more

hers than mine ; he will quit me for her any | Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

day ; and I would not have it otherwise. Her 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH ,

All Rights Reserved .
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exceeds that of any other in the world, the

WA R -CHESTS.
amount of gold in the Bank of England is

The menace to the peace of Europe which only some thirty -five millions, far above the

the death of the late Czar was supposed to average of the past few years, and more than

imply seems, fortunately, after all , nothing but sufficient for the trade purposes for which it is

a groundless fear, and the friendly approaches required ; and were gold wanted for some other

made by his successor to Germany and England country, there would not be a moment's hesita

- with which past relationships have not been tion about parting with a few millions.

so intimate as might be desired — would appear Contrast with this the conditions of things on

to foreshallow a fresh lease to the political the Continent. The Bank of France has no less

quietude of the civilised world . But although than seventy -seven millions sterling in gold stored

the gunpowder may be damped , there is always in its vaults, as well as about fifty millions in

danger while it is storeil up in huge quantities ; silver coin , which, being legal tender, it could

and while every European Government con- ' put into circulation to meet any demand which

tinues to make preparations for an outbreak of might arise for an increase in the currency .

war, there is always the risk that unforeseen ' The Imperial Bank of Germany holds thirty

circumstances may some day occur to pre- seven millions in gold , and upwards of ten in

cipitate it. The enormous extent of the mili- silver ; the Austro-Hungarian Bank about fifteen

tary forces is well known to everybody who'millions in each metal. These countries have

takes the smallest interest in the history of the all gold currencies, and it might be maintained

day, and their unhealthy effect upon the social that their stocks of the metal were simply

life of the people is fully understood . But reserves against the issue of notes, the same as

there is another aspect of the question which ' our own Bank of England . But they are far

is not
so apparent, except to the diligent ' in excess of anything required for such a

student — the locking -up of enormous masses of purpose ; and if proof were wanted that there

treasure for military purposes exercises an enor are other objects regardled as of equal or greater

mous influence upon the course and extent of importance than the soundness of the cur

trade and industry throughout the world . rency , it would only be necessary to make

Perhaps the only instance in which gold has the attempt on any large scale to convert the

been withdrawn from circulation , and deliber- notes into gold bullion with the avowed object

ately rendered useless by locking it up where of taking it out of the country. The result

it can neither be seen nor handled, except by a would undoubtedly be the placing of so many

few highly -placed Government officials, is that obstacles in the way, that the transaction could

of Germany, which maintains at the fortress of only be effected at a loss too heavy to be

Spandau a literal war -chest. But its contents, faced ; and while England would readily part

after all, do not exceed six inillions sterling, with a few out of her thirty-five millions,

and such an amount would make little appreci- France would not willingly spare one out of

able difference if returned to the general cir- her seventy -seven.

culation of the world . It is quite different, The fact is that the greater part of this gold

however, with the vast sums which are stored is regarded as a war reserve, and the respective

in the various national banks of Europe. Governments would not under any circum

Great Britain, able to raise large sums of stances allow it to be parted with. Notes may

money at a moment's notice, admittedly has no be issued and circulated against it, and while

need to make preparations of this nature. promptly paid to any extent necessary for the

Although the trade of the country probably conduct of ordinary internal business, any
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attempt to melt them on a large scale would these war-chests are being added to, there can

lead probably to the discovery that they were be little hope of any relief.

practically inconvertible currency. The accumu There is just a hope that the eyes of states

lation in Austria is of quite recent date, and men are being gradually opened, and that we

although made ostensibly for the purpose of may be approaching an end of this disastrous

changing the then existing silver standard into policy. Nowhere would the desire to cry ‘ Halt'

a gold one, there is little doubt that the main in preparation for hostilities be more gladly

object was to obtain possession of a war reserve welcomed than here. It is perhaps too much

like that of their neighbours, and it is only by to hope that there will be any general disarma

artificial means that the gold is to -day prevented ment , or any dispersion of the hoards which

from again flowing out of the country. have been accumulated at so great a cost ; but

Any pretence of banking reserves completely it would be some satisfaction to know that they

disappears, however, when we turn to Russia, would not be pushed beyond the point they

which in the State banks, the Treasury, and on have already reached. We are once more in the

deposit at call in several foreign countries, is midst of a period of great gold discoveries,

credited with having one hundred millions ster- and South Africa, aided perhaps by Western

ling in gold at its disposal. Its currency is the Australia, promises to replenish the coffers of

inconvertible paper rouble, and the bullion the world. It would be the height of folly to

answers no other purpose than that of main- allow the treasure now being yielded to be

taining the credit of the country in the money swept into the secrecy of military chests, or

markets of Europe while peace lasts, and of locked up in military banks, instead of going

giving command of a vast treasure for military to enrich those engaged in peaceful avocations.

purposes the moment it is broken .

We have only lately begun to realise the

immense part which the formation of these THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

war-chests has played in the commercial depres

sion from which the whole world has been so
WIZARD'S DRUG.

severely suffering. It is perhaps no exaggera

tion to say that the amount of hard cash now The opinion of man is ever in flux save where

reserved by the various Governments in view it is founded on the rock of true religion.

of a possible outbreak of war, exceeds rather What our fathers believed, we disbelieve ; but
than falls short of one hundred and fifty often our sons shall again receive it. In olden

millions sterling, which would not under any time men held much by magic and black arts ;

circumstances be parted with, even for the now, such are less esteemed ; yet hereafter it

most temporary object. It does not require may well be that the world will find new in

much investigation to prove that the outcome cantations and fresh spells, the same impulse

of this must be anything, but beneficial. The flowing in a different channel and never utterly
miser who hoards his gold injures others as to be checked or stemmed by the censures of

well as himself, just as a landowner who de- the Church or the mocking of unbelievers.
As

liberately permits his broad acres to lie waste for truth - in truth who knows truth ? For

is inflicting a blow upon the community which the light of Revelation shines but in few

might live and thrive upon the produce of the places, and for the rest we are in natural dark

soil. For the greater part of last twenty ness, groping along unseen paths towards un

years, first one nation and then another has known ends. May God keep our footsteps !

played the part of the miser, and laidl a greedy Now towards the close of the third year of

hold upon treasure which should have been his outlawry the heart of Count Antonio of

allowed to circulate and increase many-fold the Monte Velluto liad grown very sad. For it was

wealth of those through whose hands it passed. above the space of a year since he had heard

Nor could this have happened at a more un news of the Lady Lucia , and hard upon two

fortunate time ; for while the output of silver since he had seen her face ; so closely did

increased by leaps and bounds, that of gold fell Duke Valentine hold her prisoner in Firmola.

away rapidly. Had silver maintained the posi- And as he walked to and fro among his men

tion it had always previously held in the in their hiding-place in the hills, his face was

world's currency , there would have been but sorrowful . Yet, coming where Tommasino and

a slight disturbance ; for even had the gold Bena sat together, he stopped and listened to

been hoarded , there would have been ample their talk with a smile. For Bena cried to

silver to take its place. This much may be Tommasino, ‘ By the saints, my lord , it is even

conceded to the bimetallists, that had silver so ! My father himself had a philtre from him

remained the European standard, trade and con thirty years ago ; and though,
before, my

merce might have continued to flourish even mother had loathed to look on my father, yet

while the gold was being withdrawn from circu- now here am I, nine-and-twenty years of age

lation . It is, however, useless to speculate on and a child born in holy wedlock. Never tell

what might have been . The gigantic efforts me that it is foolishness, my lord !

made to convert Europe into an armed camp ‘ Of whom do you speak , Bena ? ' asked

have impoverished the people, not merely by Antonio.

demanding their labour, which would have been Of the Wizard of Baratesta, my lord . Ay,

more profitably employed in tilling the ground and he can do more than make a love-potion.

and tending the mill or the loom , but by heaping He can show you all that shall come to you

upon them an almost unbearable burden of taxa- in a mirror, and make the girl you love rise

tion, which they are so much the less able to

meet. While this state of things continues, and * Copyright reserved in the United States of America .
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before your eyes as though the shape were The wizard laughed harshly. " Let them that

good flesh and blood. ' prize love, seek that,' said he. It is not for me. '

' All this is foolishness, Bena,' said Count ' I would it had been — then had my errand

Antonio. here been a better one. For I am come but

"Well, God knows that,' said Bena. “ But he to see the semblance of a maiden's face . '

did it for my father ; and as he is thirty The wizard frowned as he said , ' I had

years older, he will be wiser still by now ; ' and looked for a greater matter. For you have a

Bena strode off to tend his horse, somewhat great enemy, my lord , and I have means of

angry that Antonio paid so little heed to his power for freeing men of their enemies.'
words. But Count Antonio, knowing that he spoke

It is all foolishness, Tommasino,' said Antonio. of some dark device of spell or poison, an

They say that of many a thing which gives swered , ' Enough ! enough ! For I am a man

a nan pleasure,' said Tommasino. of quick temper, and it is not well to tell me

' I have heard of this man before,' continued of wicked things, lest I be tempted to antici

the Count, and marvellous stories are told of pate Heaven's punishment.'

him . Now I leave what shall come to me in the ' I shall not die at your hands, iny lord ,

hands of Heaven ; for to know is not to alter, said the wizard , Come, will you see what

and knowledge without power is but fretting of shall befall you ?'.

the heart ; but' And Antonio broke oif. Nay, I would but see my lady's face ;

‘ Ride then , if you can safely, and beg him a great yearning for that has come over me,

to show
you Lucia's face,' said Tommasino. anci, although I take shame in it, yet it has

'For to that I think you are making.' brought me here .'

' In truth I was, fool that I am ,' said " You shall see it then - and if you see more,

Antonio . it is not by my will ,' said the wizard ; and he

' But be wary ; for Baratesta is but ten miles quenched the lamp that burned on the table,

from the city, and His Highness sleeps with and flung a handful of some powder on the

an open eye. charcoal in the stove ; and the room was filled

So Antonio, albeit that he was in part with a thick sweet-smelling vapour. And the

ashamed, learned from Bena where the wizard wizard tore the black cloth off the face of the

dwelt on the bridge that is outside the gate of mirror and bade Antonio look steadily in the

Baratesta — for the Syndic would not suffer such mirror. Antonio looked till the vapour that

folk to live inside the wall , and one evening enveloped all the room cleared off from the

he saddled his horse and rode alone, to seek face of the mirror, and the wizard, laying

the wizard, leaving, Tommasino in charge of his hand on Antonio's shoulder, said, Cry her

the band. “And as he went, lie pondered, say- name thrice . ' And Antonio thrice cried ‘ Lucia ! '

ing, ' I am a fool - yet I would see her face ;' and again waited . Then something canie on the

and thus, still dubbing himself fool, yet still polished surface of the mirror ; but the wizard

persisting, he came to the bridge of Baratesta ; muttered low and angrily, for it was not the

and the wizarıl, who was a very old man and form of Lucia or of any maiden ; yet presently

tall and marvellously lean , met him at the he cried low , “ Look, my lord , look ! ' and

door of the house, crying, ' I looked for your Antonio, looking, saw a dim and shadowy face

coming, my lord.' And he took Antonio's in the mirror ; and the wizard began to fling

horse from him and stood it in a stable beside his body to and fro, uttering strange whispered

the house, and led Antonio in , saying again , words ; and the sweat stood in beads on his

' Your coming was known to me, my lordl ; ' forehead. ' Now, now ! ' he cried ; and Antonio,

and he brought Antonio to a chamber at the with beating heart, fastened his gaze

back of the house, having one window, past mirror. And as the story goes (1 vouch not

which the river, being then in flood , rushed for it) he saw , though very dimly, the face of

with noise and fury. There were many strange Lucia ; but more he saw also ; for beside the

things in the chamber, skulls and the forms of face was his own face, and there was a rope

animals from far-off countries, great jars, basins, about his neck , and the half -shaped arm of in

and retorts ; and in one corner a mirror half- gibbet seemed to hover above him. And he

draped in a black cloth . shrank back for an instant.

You kuow who I am ? ' asked Antonio. • What more you see is not by my will,' said

" That needs no art, answered the wizard ; the wizard .

and I pretend to none in it. Your face, my What shall come is only by God's will,

lord , was known to me as to any other man, said Antonio. ' I have seen her face. It is

from seeing you ride with the Duke before enough .'

your banishment. But the wizard clutched him by the arm ,

* And you knew that I rode hither tonight ??| whispering in terror, ' It is a gibbet - und the
' Ay,' said the wizard . ' For the stars told of rope is about your neck .'

the coming of some great man ; and I turned Indeed, I seem to have worn it there these

from my toil and watched for you.' three years , and it is not drawn tight yet ; nor

• What toil ?' asked Antonio. " See, here is is it drawn in the mirror.'

money, and I have aquiet tongue. What tvil ? ! " You have a good courage,' said the wizard

The wizard pointed to a heap of broken and with a grim smile. " I will show you more ; '

bent pieces of base metal. ' I was turning dross and he fíung another powder on the charcoal ;

to gold,' said he, in a fearful whisper. and the shapes passed from the mirror. But

Can you do that ?' asked Antonio, smiling. another came ; and the wizard , with a great

I can, my lord, though but slowly. ' cry, fell suddenly on his knees, exclaiming,

" And hate to love ? ' asked Count Antonio. They mock me, they mock me ! They show

!

on the
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what they will , not what I will. Ali , my lord , I shall not die unless it be written in the

whose is the face in the mirror ? ' And he seized stars, ' said the wizard, but his voice trembled.

Antonio again by the arm . ' I know nothing of the stars,' said the Duke,

' It is your face,' said Antonio ; and it is but I know the mind of the Duke of Firmola,

the face of a dead man, for his jaw has and that is enough for my purpose.' And he

dropped , and his features drawn and rose and began to walk about the chamber,

wrung.' examining the strange objects that were there ;

The wizard buried his face in his hands; and thus he came in front of the mirror, and

and so they rested awhile till the glass of the stood within half a yard of Antonio. But

mirror cleared ; and Antonio felt the body of Lorenzo stood where he was, and once he crossed

the wizard shaking against his knee. himself secretly and unobserved.

You are old,' said Antonio, 'aud death must “ What would my lord the Duke ? ' asked the

come to all . Maybe it is a lie of the devil ; wizard.

but if not, face it as a man should .' “ There is a certain drug,' said the Duke,

But the wizard trembled still ; and Antonio, turning round towards the wizard , which if a

casting a pitiful glance on him , rose to depart. man drink — or a woman , Lorenzo—he can walk

But on the instant as he moved, there came on his legs and use his arms, and seem to be

a sudden loul knocking at the door of the waking and in his right mind — yet is his

house, and he stood still. The wizard lifted his mind a nothing ; for he knows not what he

head to listen .
does, but does everything that one, being with

Have you had warning of more visitors to him , may command, and without seeming re

night ? ' asked Antonio. luctance ; and again, when bidden, he will

' I know not what happens to-night ,' muttered seem to lose all power of movement, and to

the wizard. " My power is gone to -night.'
lack his senses. I saw the thing once when

The knocking at the door came again, loud I sojourned with the Lord of Florence ; for a
and impatient. wizard there, having given the drug to

“ They will beat the door down if you do not certain man , put him through strange antics ;

open ,' said Antonio . ' I will hide myself here and he performed them all willingly.'

behind the mirror ; for I cannot pass them with Ay, there is such a drug,' said the wizard.

out being seen ; and if I am seen here, it is Then give it me, ' said the Duke ; and I

like enough that the mirror will be proved give you your life and fifty pieces of gold.

right both for you and me.' For I have great need of it.'

So Antonio hid himself, crouching down be Now when Antonio heard the Duke's words,

hind the mirror ; and the wizard , having lit a he was seized with great fear ; for he surmisedí

small clim lamp, went on trembling feet to the that it was against Lucia that the Duke meant

door. And presently he came back, followed to use this drug ; and noiselessly he loosened

by two men whose faces were hid in their his sword in its sheath and bent forward again

cloaks. One of them sat down, but the other to listen .

stood and flung his cloak back over his shoulders ; And though my purpose is nothing to you ,

and Antonio , observing him from behind the yet it is a benevolent purpose. Is it not,

mirror, saw that he was Lorenzo , the Duke's Lorenzo ?'

favourite. ' It is your will, not mine, my lord ,' said

Then Lorenzo spoke to the wizard, saying, Lorenzo in a troubled voice.

"Why did you not come sooner to open the Mine shall be the crime, then, and yours the

door ? ' rewarl , ' laughed the Duke. For I will give

" There here with me,' said the her the drug, and she shall wed you.'

wizard, whose air had become again composed. Then Antonio doubted no longer of what

And is he gone? For we would be alone.?. was afoot, nor that a plot was laid whereby

• He is not to be seen , ' answered the wizard . Lucia should be entrapped into marriage with

Utterly alone here you cannot be . ' Lorenzo, since she could not be openly forced.

When he heard this, Lorenzo turned pale ; : Aud anger burned hotly in him . And he swore

for he did not love this midnight errand to the that, sooner than suffer the thing to be done,

wizard's chamber. he would kill the Duke there with his own

But no man is here,' said the wizard . hand or himself be slain .

A low hoarse laughi came from the * And you alone know of this drug now , they
who sat. ' Tricks of the trade, tricks of the say,' the Duke went on. ' For the wizard of

trade !' said he ; and Antonio started to hear Florence is dead . Therefore give it

his voice. " Be sure that where a prince, a quickly:'

courtier, and a cheat are together, the devil But the wizard answered, ' It will not serve,

makes a fourth . But there is no need to turn my lord , that I give you the drug. With my

pale over it, Lorenzo.'
own hand I must give it to the persons whom

And when the wizard heard , he fell on his you would thus affect, and I must tell them

knees ; for he knew that it was Duke Valen- what they should do.'

tine who spoke. More tricks ! ' said the Duke scornfully. ' I

* Look you , fellow ,' pursued His Highness, know your ways. Give me the drug.' Anc

you owe me much thanks that you are not he would not believe what the wizard said .

hanged already ; for by putting an end to you ' It is even as I say , ' said the wizard . “ And

I should please my clergy much and the if Your Ilighness will carry the drug yourself,

Syndic of Baratesta not a little. And if you I will not vouch its operation .'

do not obey me to -niglıt, you shall be dead "Give it me ; for I know the appearance of

before morning
' it, ' said the Duke.

was one

6

man

me
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Then the wizard, having again protested, I have mustered my Guard , I will hang him

went to a certain shelf and from some hidden in the square as I lave sworn . But if the

recess took a small phial , and came with it drug does not work, then we must kill him

to the Duke, saying , Blame me not, if its ' here ; for I fear to carry him against his will ;

operation fail.
for he is a wonderful man, full of resource,

The Duke examined the phial closely, and and the people also love him . Therefore, if

also smelt its smell. ' It is the same,' said he.. the operation of the drug fail, run him through

It will do its work. ' with your sword when I give the signal.'

Then Count Antonio, who believed no more Now Antonio was recovering from his swoon,

than the Duke what the wizard had said con- ; and he overheard part of wliat the Duke said,

cerning the need of his own presence for the but not all . As to the death of the wizard hé

working of the drug, was very sorely put to did not hear, but he understood that the Duke

it to stay quietly where he was ; for iſ the was about to test the effect of the drug on

Duke rode away now with the pliial, he might him , and that if it had no effect, he was to

well find means to give it to the Lady Lucia die ; whereas, if its operation proved sufficient,

before any warning could be conveyed to her. he should go alive ; and he saw here a chance

And, although the danger was great, yet his for his life in case what the wizard had said

love for Lucia and his fear for her overcame should prove true.

his prudence, and suddenly he leaped forth from ' Drink , Antonio ,' said the Duke softly. No

behind the mirror, drawing his sword and harm comes to you. Drink : it is a refreshing

crying, “ Give me that drug, my lord, or your draught.'

life must answer for it. '
And Antonio drank the draught, the wizard

But fortune served him ill ; for as the Duke looking on with parted lips and with great

and Lorenzo shrank back at liis sudden appear- drops of sweat running from his forehead , and

ance, and he was about to spring on them , be- thence down his cheeks to his mouth , so that

hold, his foot caught in the folds of the black his lips were salt when he licked them . And

cloth that had been over the mirror and now the Duke, having seen that Lorenzo had his

lay on the ground, and, falling forward, he sword ready for Antonio, took his stand by the

struck his head on the marble rim that ran wizard with the dagger from his belt in his

round the charcoal stove, and having fallen land. And he cried to Antonio, ‘ Rise. And

with great force, lay there like a man dead . Antonio l'ose up. The wizard started a step

With loud cries of triumph, the Duke and towards him ; but the Duke showed his dagger,

Lorenzo, having drawn their swords, ran upon and said to Antonio, “ Will you go with me to

him ; and the Duke planted his foot upon his Firmola, Antonio ??

neck, crying, ' Heaven sends a greater prize ! And Antonio answered, ' I will go. '

At last, at last I have him ! Bind his hands, Do you love me, Antonio ?' asked the

Lorenzo, Duke.

Lorenzo bound Antonio's hands as he lay Ay, my lord ,' answered Antonio.

there, a log for stillness. The Duke turned to • Yet you have done many wicked things

the wizard , and a smile bent his lips. ' O against me.'

faithful subject and servant ! ' said he. Well * True, my lord,' said Antonio.

do you requite my mercy and forbearance, by ' Is your mind then changed ? '

harbouring my bitterest enemies and suffering ' It is, my lord , ' said Antonio.

them to hear my secret counsels. Had not Then leap two paces into the air,' said the

Antonio chance to trip, it is like enough he Duke ; and Antonio straightway obeyed.

would have slain Lorenzo and me also. What 'Go down on your knees and crawl ;' and

shall be your reward, O faithful servant ? ' Antonio crawled, smiling secretly to himself.

When the Wizard of Baratesta beheld the Then the Duke bacle Lorenzo mount Antonio

look that was on Duke Valentine's face, he on his horse ; and he commanded the wizard

suddenly cried aloud, “ The mirror, the mirror ! ' to follow him ; and they all went out where

and sank in a heap on the floor , trembling in the horses were ; and the three mounted, and

every limb ; for he remembered the aspect of the wizard followed ; and they came to the end

his own face in the mirror, and knew that of the bridge. There the Duke turned sharp

the hour of his death had come. And he round and rode by the side of the rushing

feareil miglitily to die ; therefore he besought river. And, suddenly pausing, he said to

the Duke very piteously, and told him again Antonio, ‘ Commend thy soul to God and leap

that from his hand alone could the drug receive in .'

its potency. And so earnest was he in this, And Antonio commended his soul to God ,

that at last he half -won upon the Duke, so and would have leaped in ; but the Duke caught
that the Duke wavereil . And, as he cloubted, him by the arm even as he set spurs to liis

his eye fell on Antonio ; and he perceived that horse, saying, " Do not leap .' And Antonio

Antonio was recovering from his swoon. stayed his leap. Then the Duke turned his

" There is enough for two,' said he, ' in the face upon the wizard , saying, “ The potion

phial ; and we will put this thing to the test. works, wizard. Why did you lie ?'

But if you speak or move or make any sign Then the wizard fell on his knees, cursing

whatever, in that moment you shall die.' Then hell and heaven ; for he could not see how he

the Duké poured half the contents of the phial should escape. For the potion worked. And

into a glass and came to Lorenzo and whispered |Antonio wondered what should fall out next.

to him , ' If the drug works on him , and the But Duke Valentine leaped down from his horse

wizard is proved to lie, the wizard shall die ; and approached the wizard, while Lorenzo set

but we will carry Antonio with us ; and when his sword against Antonio's breast. And the
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Duke, desirous to make a final trial, cried again of lentils as very nutritious, and as sold in

to Antonio, ' Fling yourself from your horse ' this country as invalid food under the name of

And Antonio, having his arms bound, yet flung Revalenta .

himself from his horse, and fell prone on the There are various kinds of lentils ; but what

ground, and lay there sorely bruised . is mostly used for food is the Common Lentil

' It is enough , said the Duke. " You lied , (Lens esculenta, better known as Ervum lens),

wizard. ' which Smith describes as a weak , pea -like

But the wizard cried , ' I lied not, I lied wing-leaved annual of the Bean family, culti

not, my lord. Slay me not, my lord ! For I vated in Egypt and Palestine from remote an

dare not die. ' tiquity, its seeds being the lentil of Scripture

But the Duke caught him by the throat and spoken of in the time of Jacob, of whicli the

drove his dagger into his breast till the fingers red pottage given to Esau was made.

that held the dagger were buried in the folds At one time the lentil was pretty extensively

of the wizard's doublet ; and the Duke pulled grown throughout most of the Continent of

out the dagger, and, when the wizard fell, he Europe, where the seeds have been long used

pushed liim with his foot over the brink, and by the peasants, either in the form of a thick

the body fell with a loud splash into the river soup, or served as a vegetable like beans. But

below. to be a profitable crop it requires cheap land

Thus died the Wizard of Baratesta, who was and cheap labour, as well as ecial conditions

famed above all of his day for the hidden of soil and climate, so that the culture has

knowledge that he had ; yet he served not God, come to be rery much concentrated in Austria

but Satan, and his end was the end of a sinner. Ilungary and in Russia, though not altogether

And, many days after, his body was found a neglected in other parts.

hundred miles from that place ; and certain The produce of Austria-Hungary - chiefly

charitable men, brethren of my own order, gave raised in the provinces of Moravia and Bohemia

it burial. So that he died that same night in is estimated at about half a million bushels

which the mirror had shown him his face as annually. Consul Karel of Prague recently

the face of a dead man ; but whence came the furnished the United States Department of Agri

vision I know not. culture with some interesting information about

the culture. Lentils, it seems, will not thrive

in moisture, either of the soil or the atmosphere,

ABOUT LENTIL S. and flourishi best in a warm and dry climate,

In richSOME years ago there was quite a boom ' in with a light sandy or loamy soil.

soil they yield more stalk than grain, produce
lentil soup among the Faculty, and much was

more leaves and less blosson , and consequently

heard of the nourishing qualities of this humble yield fewer seeds. The soil intended for lentils

member of the Pulse family. Perhaps we con- is generally treated in the same way as that

sume more of it than we are aware, under for pease. The ground should be manured and

some fanciful name or other; but as the Agri- ploughed late in the Fall, for fresh manure

cultural Department of the United States is is not good for the lentil. It does well in

taking steps to promote the cultivation in fallow soil, in soils which have been used for

America — where the consumption of imported cereals, and especially after potatoes. Thoroughly

lentils is considerable — a little information on ploughing and preparing the ground for sowing

the subject may not be amiss. in the Fall, and then sowing in the spring, and

Opinions, no doubt, have not always been lightly harrowing, is the best mode of cultivation.
agreed as to the foodl-value of the plant. Pro- The seeds are only lightly covered . When the

fessor Johnston , of The Chemistry of Common Life, pods begin to grow yellow, harvesting begins,

wrote that “ The bean, the pea, the lupin, the and thecutting is done with a blunt sickle.

vetch, the lentil , and other varieties of pulse, Three varieties of lentil are grown in Bohemia

contain , as a distinguishing character of the whole —the Penny Lentil, considered the best, but

class, a large percentage of gluten mixed with a which rapidly degenerates in poor soil ; the

comparatively small percentage of fat. On an Common Lentil ; and the Black Lentil, small

average, the proportion of gluten is about twenty- in seed , and not much in favour. The exports

four, and of fat about two, in every hundred. are to France, Germany, and the United States ;

The gluten of these kinds of grain resembles but there is a large home consumption . The

that of the oat, and does not, therefore, fit bean inferior kinds are ground into a flour called

or p -ase meal for being converted into a spongy Kraft- Niehl, which is used as a stiſlening for

bread . The large proportion in which this in- soups and sauces. The straw is esteemed for

grelient is present in them , however, renders cattle- food, after being steeped in hot water.

all kinds of pulse very nutritious. The best kinds areprepared for the table in a

Another writer says : Notwithstanding the variety of ways. First , the skin is removed, as

common use of lentils in cookery, there is no being indigestible ; then they are boiled slowly

doubt that they are very unwholesome. They for three hours till soft. After that, they are

are not only hard and difficult of digestion , either mixed with chopped onions fried in

but were believed to have been the cause of the butter, or mixed with raw Sauerkraut, or served

severe scrofulous disorders common in Egypt, up with sausage
or smoked meat. In the

where they are largely used . ' But modern Austrian restaurants a thick gravy is much

authorities incline to the belief that lentils are esteemed which is made of lentils, flour, and

very nutritious and wholesome when eaten along finely chopped onions browned in butter, and is

with a proper admixture of fatty foods. Smith's served with partridge or quail.

Dictionary of Economic Plants refers to the meal In Germany they seem to prefer lentils in
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soup ; but another favourite form is as porridge, not extensive ; and there lentils are consumed

or pottage, of a dark-brown colour, considered by almost everybody, either in soup or cooked

the bestfood for a long journey. According to with meat, or inade into bread .

a German authority, the lentiſ contains 54.78 In Russia, lentils are grown by the peasant

per cent. of starch and dextrin, 2481 per cent. farmers in preference to pease, because they

of albumen, 12:51 percent. of water, 3.58 per require less attention , and the straw is more

cent. of cellulose, 2:47 per cent. of salt, and valuable than pea-straw . Then they leave the

1.85 per cent. of oil. And both in France and earth in good condition for cereals. Thus the

Germany lentil food is frequently prescribed by production is considerable, and there is a large

doctors for their patients. surplus for export, for the crop is found to

In France, the consumption is very large, be both economically and technically profitable.

though not universal, for while in some prov- |The cultivation in Russia is extending year by

inces and towns lentil food is used as a staple year, and promises to be one of the most

by the peasantry and working-classes as both important of the agricultural industries.

economical and nutritious, in other parts it is In India the lentil is most extensively culti

used only as an accessory. One thing which vated in the Central Provinces and in the

popularises the lentil in poor households is that Presidency of Madras, but it is found almost

à few ounces bought at market may, by judi- everywhere as a winter-crop. It is grown in

cious cooking, be made to fill a large dish. As the unjab up to a height of five thousand

an item in the French pot-au - feu, the lentil is feet. In Bengal it forms whatis known as an

ubiquitous ; and for nursing mothers it is be- inundation crop, sown in December and January,

lieved by the peasant-women to be invaluable. and reaped ( 110t pulled ) in March and April.

Sometimes it is ground into flour and made |In the North -West Provinces it is often sown

into bread ; and it is said to be even used in while the rice - stalks are standing, and is allowed

the manufacture of cocoa and chocolate, but to to grow up among them . While it is largely

what extent we are unaware. cultivated in the Central Provinces, a curious

We have it on the authority of Monsieur fact is that the Satnámic Clamars will liave

Vendrout of Calais that the north of France nothing to do with it because, they say, its

cultivates a rather large quantity of lentils for red colourmakes it resemble flesh !

animal food , especially for horses. On almost The Indian ryot finds the lentil an easy crop

every farm people sow , in September, a mix- to work , yielding - with irrigation - up to 960

ture called hivernache, composed of one-half of pounds an acre from eighty pounds of seed , with

rye, one-fourth of vetch, and one-fourth of little preliminary working and little attention .

lentils. The crop is ripe in July, and in the He eats it as dal, and flavours it with the

autumn is reported to be one of the best aromatics dear to the Asiatic palate. Ile con

stimulants for horses when they have the siders it the most nutritious of all the pulses,

heaviest work to do. It spares the oats at the but not to be caten too freely because of its

moment when oats are scarce, the old stock heating qualities. He will even eat the young

being exhausted, and the new crop not fit for pod as a vegetable, while he preserves the dry

feed. This mixture offers great advantages, leaves and stalks as fodder for his cow.

because the rye las grain at the top of the But it is in Egypt that the lentil crop is

bunch, vetch in the middle, and the lentils of most value, for in the Land of the Pharaohs

about one foot high give rich food at the the lentil forms one-sixth of the food of the

bottom of the bunch, where the straw lias people, besides being extensively exported to

rarely any nutritive qualities. If it is given other countries. It is well suited to the soil

whole, the animals find everywhere good food ; and climate, as it requires little irrigation save

and if it is chopped, the mixture is more what the Nile provides. The Egyplian lentils

regular. Sometimes cows are fed with this are reputed the best and most nutritious in the

hivernache when the meadow grasses are scarce world . From Cairo to Assouan, the farmers of

and poor, and the milk at once becomes more the Nile Valley regularly rotate the crop with

plentiful and richer in butter.' wheat or maize, gathering it in about the end

Why, then, only ( sometimes,' if the effects of April. Every peasant grows enough for liis

a milch -cow are so good ? Because the own consumption, making it into porridge,

lentil, being highly nitrogenous, is heating, and which he finds both wholesome and sustaining

must not be given too liberally to any ani- and the cheapest food he can obtain . In Cairo,

mals. Alexandria, Ismailia, Suez, Port Said , and the

It is a curious fact, that although lentils are on other towns, the consumption in soup is very

sale in the shops and markets of most of the large. Most of the export goes to London, there

towns and villages of France, and are so exten- to be converted into invalid or ' patent ' food,

sively consumed, yet the introduction of lentil under somefanciful name at a fanciful price.

food into the French navy alınost produced a In an article on the Lentil in Scotland ' in

matiny. The remonstrances were so ' strong ' , this Journal for 1851 , it was mentioned that a

that beans had to be substitute . Frenchman resident in Edinburgh had succeeded

The consumption in France far exceeds the in sowing a crop and bringing it to perfection

production, and supplies are drawn from Mora- near Queensferry. But in Great Britain the

via, Bohemia, Spain, and Chili. There is a lentil has hardly yet taken the place to which

fair output in Alsace-Lorraine ; but Germany its high food value entitles it. Still, consider

takes it all, and has, besides, to import about able quantities are used like split peas to make

twelve million pounds annually fromAustria- lentil soup,than which therecan be no more

Hungary, Russia, and Chili. cheap or nourishing food for the people. Lentil

In Italy the cultivation is general, though 'meal, or ground lentils, may be used with

on
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CHAPTER III .

mean ,

mani .

advantage ; prepare like corn-four, boil twenty wild before I knew him ; he used to tell me

minutes, and eat with stewed fruit. For the all about it,for he was the most open-hearted

sake of those who may not have already tried boy in all the world, and could keep nothing

lentil soup, we give the following plain receipt. to himself. If he could, he wouldn't ; for sail

To one pound of lentils add ten breakfast cup- under his true colours he must, he used to say,

fuls of water, one onion , and a small piece of even if they were the black flag.
But they

carrot and turnip ; pepper and salt, and a weren't. His wildness was one-half high spirits,

small piece of butter , fresh dripping, or ham and the other half gooil-nature. But it showed
bone. Boil two and a half hours and strain . the man . He had once - I almost smile when

Some further receipts were given in an article . I remember how he was once before the magis

in this Journal for 1879, entitled ' Lentils— trates for some reckless boyish folly at the

Cheap Cookery. hospital ! He would stick at nothing ; but he

used to say that I could do what I liked with

him , make what I would of him . And what

THE GOVERNESS AT GREENBUSH. have I made ? ' cried the unhappy girl , with a

sudden storm of sobs. A broken heart—a

broken life !! She sank down at one of the

• What did he do ? ' desks, threw her arms upon the slope, and wept

They were the first faint words that fell passionately . But suddenly again she sat up,

from the bloodless lips, and Millicent was much rapped the desk with hier knuckles, and looked

too thankful to think twice of their meaning.
resolutely, masterfully at Millicent, out of her

streaming eyes.

Besides, she had things to ask the Governess .
What am I saying ? I've said more than I

How was she now ? Was her head too low ?
What I have done, I can undo ; what

Had she hurt herself as she fell ? I have ruined, I can redeem. This is no

What did he do ? ' repeated the faint voice, coincidence, Milly. Never tell me that ! It

a little less faintly. is God's plan . He in His mercy means me to

‘ Dear, I will tell you in a minute'
repair my wrong. He has given me this chance.

( Tell me now . What did he do ? Did he · I am going to my own room, Milly. I

remember ? '
want you to leave me alone, dear. I want to

Millicent did her best to describe the effect thank llim on my knees. And then -and then

the good God will teach me how to act ! '
of the song upon the She omitted

She was entirely unstrụng.
Millicent led

nothing. her to her room and made her lie down. Then

The Governess gave a great sigh . " Thank the younger girl brought luncheon on a tray ,

God ! ' she said . “ There was no time to think. and the Governess ate without seeming to know

It was all on the spur of the moment. But I what she did . The afternoon she spent alone

knew that you were there, and would see. And with her emergency. The homestead was very

you saw all that ; it was there for you to see ! quiet. The young men were still away. The

She closed her eyes, and her lips moved in first sounds that penetrated to the darkened

room were the merry voices of the returning
thanksgiving children . By this time Miss Winfrey had

“ Yes, I saw — his soul,' said Milly timidly ; broken the back of her dilemma. She now

' it is not dead . I
more- I saw his arose, and going forth in her right mind, found

love ! '
Millicent hovering near the door. The girls

The fair head shook. ' No ; that must be linked arms, and sauntered in the home- paddock

dead.' till dinner - time.

* Then why did it move him so ? Why did • Here are his tracks, cried Millicent, stopping

he mind ? What could the song be to him , if as they intersected her road . His galloping

you were nothing ? You are everything ! Noth- tracks ?'

ing — nothing is dead . But oh , my dear, what The Governess had not the buslı- girl's eye

can have brought him to this ?' The foolish for a trail . To her, one hoof-mark was like

question slipped out unguarded. anotlıer, and they honeycombed the road in

Miss Winfrey met it with a dumb, bewildered millions. But she followed Villy's finger with

look, and then climbed feebly to her feet. ' I thoughtful eyes, and presently she put a ques

have, she replied at length. ' I have brought tion : How far is it to the cattle station ?''

him to this. But I'll bring him back from it, · Fourteen iniles. '

so help me Heaven !' And as she stood there, ' Five to the township, and '

head on high, making the most of hier last Nine beyond. You turn to the left, and

inch , Millicent again beheld the white, keen take the bridle-path to the right. Then you

face touched for an instant with all the radiant come to a gate. Then you cross a five-mile

exaltation of the hosts of God. paddock ; and it's half -way across the next

' I might have known it,' continued Miss one, close to the left-hand fence.'

Winfrey , in a calmer, more contemplative tone.
Thank you . I shall go and see him .'

I knew him ; I might have guessed the rest. · When he gets back ? '

Such troubles comeand go with the ordinary “ Gets back ! Where from ? '

young man , but Wilfred was never that. His " The township,' said Milly reluctantly.

name is Wilfred Ferrers, Milly — your Cattle ' Did he look to you as though he were going

station Bill ! As I have told you , his father there ?'

was a country clergyman ; and clergymen's sons ' I- I thought so ; but I daresay I was wrong.

are always the worst. Willie had been rather | I'm sure I was ! ' cried Millicent.

saw
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' I wish I were sure,' said Miss Winfrey
drunken voice was after her. It

with a sigh. “ Yes, dear,' she added , ' I shall called on her to stop ; it gained upon her ; it

wait untilhe gets back.' pressed her with horrid protestations shouted out

A voice said close behind them : " The dinner for all the township to hear. In the yard

is getting cold ! ' there stood a haystack in the angle of two

The voice was Mrs Pickering's. In the soft wire fences. The girl squeezed through the

sand they had heard no step. Both girls changed ! wires and hid behind the stack. Again she

colour, and in Mrs Pickering's eye there was a heard her own heart ; it was a dark night ;

curious light. But she had never been more , she had perplexed her pursuer, and silenced

civil to Miss Winfrey than at dinner that night ; his voice .

and after dinner she clamoured for a song. Suddenly, to her horror, she heard the wires

This was almost unprecedented. And the song jingling to her left : instantly she got throngh

she wanted was the song which she had heard those on her right ; but she left them jingling

in the distance that afternoon. But the Gover too, and the drunken voice, storming and blas

ness made her excuses, and went early to her pheming now, followed in full cry as
she

reached the open street. Moreover, it

An hour later there was a tentative, light alone. The fraternity in the bar had been glad

knock at Miss Winfrey's door ; and no answer. to get rid of Fat Frank.

Mrs Pickering knocked again and louder. She Yet the unhappy girl could not take refuge

carried a lighted candle ; her hand trembled , in the hotel. She would be recognised — the

and the hot grease spattered the floor. There thought was insupportable. She had but one

was still no answer, so the lady tried the door. friend in the township - Miss Crisp, the post

It was unlocked . She walked in . “ I thought mistress—an carly acquaintance with whom the

so ! ' muttered Mrs Pickering, in a triumphant girl had since forgathered more than once after

tone. She passed her candle over the untouched riding in with some of her pupils for the mail.

bed
; she póked it into the empty corners ; and So to the post- oftice she sped like an arrow ;

it was
some minutes before she could bring but Fat Frank sang after her like a round

herself to quit the deserted room that filled her shot ; and the nearer she came, the clearer was

with so shrewd a sense of personal satisfaction. it that Miss Crisp, was in bed and asleep. Yet

Her satisfaction was only too well founded. the voice was gaining on her. And even if

It was then just eleven , and at that very hour the door was locked, there was more safety on

the indomitable Miss Winfrey was tramping that friendly door-step than in the middle of

into view of the township lights. These were the empty street.

few enough at such an hour. The grog-shanties The chase had a singular termination. As

alone were still lit up. But the groy -shanties the girl pushed open the wicket-gate in front

were precisely the places which Miss Winfrey of the post-office, her ears told her that her

intended to reconnoitre, and she began with pursuer had suddenly dropped behind.

the one which enjoyed the coaching patronage. ' Yon old hay ! shouted the thick voice

It was here that she hail seen him - little hoarsely. ' I've a mind to smash you ! To

dreaming whom she saw - lying face downward , run like that ! Who'd have thought it was

on the very day of her arrival. It was here you ?'

that she might find him now. At the same instant the post-mistress un

Sheapproached the hotel with a tardy access locked the front door, and stood the

of reasonable caution. The veranda was empty threshold with a lighted lamp, in her hand,

-as empty as the township street —and that and her kind face wrinkled with surprise anul

was fortunate. The girl's heart was failing her concern. ' Come in , come in ,' she said . Thank

for the first time. But though it beat and goodness, I heard the brute !-What - bless the

beat, it did not beat her out of an idea that lot of us !—it's never Miss Winfrey ? '

scared her even as she prepared to act upon it It is ,' said the Governess, with a wan smile

then and there. She slipped off her shaking and a hand on her heart.
? And I don't want

shoes ; she took them in her trenibling hand, you to ask what I'm doing here, please ; I

and she crept along the dark veranda to the want you only to - help me!

flaring, noisy bar, and peeped through the open The post-mistress pushed her pale visitor into

door to inake sure that he was not there. a chair ; she had already locked the door again .

He was not. There was no man whom she ! Miss Winfrey, I won't mention this to a

recognised , save a Greenbush rabbiter, a_hulk- soul.'

ing black beard, widely known as Fat Frank. • Thank you .

Fat Frank was dangerously drunk . IIe ‘ But I'll make you some tea this minute !!

ruling that bar with a rough , roystering " God bless you !

humour but indifferently reflected on the other No, no ; save your breath, my dear. Let's

faces which passed the Governess's quick call it the middle of the afternoon ; let's say

scrutiny. A belated thought now stung her : you've just popped in for five-o'clock tea ! It

suppose her old lover had been there, what won't take long, my dear, it won't take long.'

could she havedone? Gone in among that It took exactly five minutes. Meantime, the
godless crew ? At the bare idea, her head girl recovered - put on her shoes - and male up

swam , an involuntary cry escaped her lips, and her mind. Her hand was on the plough ; she

in the deadly stillness that followed she heard night not take it away ; but to proceed with
her heart thump once. Before its next beat success, she must be lisingenuous now . Her

she had taken to her stockinged heels, fled woman's wit discerned the way. • Was that ,

from the veranda, and doubled to the back of was that Cattle-station Bill who was running

the hotel . after me ?'

on

was

1
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• Bill ? Not it. I know Bill ; he wouldn't her speed for half an hour. Then all at once

do such a thing, drunk or sober.' she trembled and stood still : there was the

The girl's lieart leaped. " But he's in the hut. It was as though it had risen ont of the

township, isn't he ? ' ground, so sudden was the sight of it, standing

Not he. against the fence, end-on to her, scarce a hun

' Are you positive ?' dred yards from where she was. She got no

“ Quite. He's back at hishut, for I saw him farther just then ; the courage of her act for

go - galloping like a mad thing !' sook her at the last. She had no more strength

"What time was that ?'
of heart or limb, and she sank to the ground

Between four and five.'
with a single sob. The slip of a

And you think he's safe at his hut ?' said sickening in a sallow sky when the girl stood

Miss Winfrey, who knew that the cattle station up next.

was nothing more.
The dawn put new life in her will. She

" I'm convinced he is ; he was going that would wait till sunrise before she made a sound.

way, at all events.' Meanwhile, if the hut door was open, she would

" Then I'll go back to mine,' said Miss perhaps peep in . The door was open ; there

Winfrey, smiling ; and she rose and took leave was à faint light within ; she could see it

of her benefactor with a grateful kiss. “ Poor through the interstices of the logs as she ap

thing,' she thought, as she walked away ; 'I proached ; it also fell in a sickly, flickering

å nice one to accept her kindness ! But beam upon the sand without. And after a little,

there was no reason to tell her anything now ; she did peep in : to see a slush -lamp’ burning

and what was there to tell ? Nothing has on the table, and, in the wretched light of it,

happened-yet ! ' and she gazed at the white the figure of a man, with his bare arms and

southern stars, and felt that the gorgeous niglit hidden face upon the table too. He seemed

was big with her fate. asleep ; he might be dead.

She made an elaborate détour, and struck the Wilfred ! '

main road once more considerably to the left He was alive. The white face flashed upon

of the township. That amounted to the same lier : the wild eyes started and stared : the bare

thing as turning to the left through the town arms rose, and then the man himself, unsteadily,

ship street. She now stood still to rehearse the to his feet. Then it was you I heard - singing

remainder of Milly's directions, which she had that song !'

by heart. She was to take the bridle-path to ' Yes, Wilfred . '

the right, which would bring her to a gate ; It is unbelievable. I've dreamt it often

she was then to cross a five -mile paddock ; and enough, but Yes, it's you ! You've found

—and that was enough for the present.
me out. '

The bridle-path was easily found. It brought By accident, yes ; I had no idea of it until

her to the gate without let or panic. But by to -day .'

this time the girl had walked many miles, and She was terrified at his eyes : they hungered,

her feet were very sore. So she perched her- and were yet instinct with scorn . He stuck

self upon the gate, and watched an attenuated his spurred foot upon the box which had been

moon float clear of the inhospitabl
e

sand - hills, his seat, and leaned forward, looking at her, with

and sail like a silver gondola on a sombre sea. his brown arms folded across his knee. And

But as the ache left her feet, it crept into her now ? ' he said .

heart with all the paralysing wonder as to She took one step, and laid her warm hands

what she should say and do when at last she upon his arms, and looked up at him witli

found lier poor love. And immediatel
y

she flaming face, with quivering lips, with streaming

jumped down and continued her tramp ; for eyes. · And now ,' she whispered, ' I am ready

she was obliged to do what she was doing, to undo the past ?

only it was easier to walk, than to look , Indeel ! '

ahead . " To make amends—to keep my broken

The thin moon was much higher when its word ! '

wan rays shone once more upon the wires of He looked at her a moment longer, and his

a fence running right and left into the purple look was very soft. He had heard her singing,

walls of the night. There were no trees now . but neither the song nor the voice had done

The vagne immensity of the plains was ter- more than remind him of her. And yet the

rifying to the imaginative girl, who had felt mere reminder had carried him through the

for some time as if she were walking by a township with a live cheque in his pocket- had

miracle upon a lonely sea : a miracle that kept him sitting up all night with his false

might end any moment : a sea that supported love's image once more unveiled in his heart.

her on sufferance capriciously. But with the Here by à miracle was his love herself ; she

fence and the gate came saner thought, and a loved him now — now that she had made him

clear sight of the true occasion for fear and unworthy of her love ! Little wonder that he

trembling. She was now within two or three looked softly at her for a moment more ; and

miles of the hut. What was she to do when the next, still less wonder that he flung those

she got there ? She did not know , she would hot hands from him , and kicked the box from

not think. She would get there first, and trust under his foot, and recoiled with a mocking

in her God .
laugh from the love that had come too late.

She went through this gate without resting ; Keep what you like,' he cried out with a

she was no longer conscious of bodily pains. brutal bitterness. Only keep your pity to

She followed up the fence on the left, accord- yourself ! I don't want it now ; but I reckon

ing to Milly's directions , walking at the top of you may ! '

6
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And the girl was still staring at him , in a Pretty, Sparkle, Merry ,

dumb agony, an exquisite torture, when the
Good- luck, Speedwell, Cherry !

We are the lads that can follow the plough ! '
smack of a riding-whip resounded on the cor

rugated roof, and the eyes of both flew in This he sang with a robust voice, to a pleasant

amazement to the door.
fresh snatch of melody.

What is that you are singing ?' said I.

' It's an old song of us ploughboys. Six oxen

PLOUGHING OXEN.
we drove, and that's their names — Pretty, Sparkle,

How fast the world moves ! We have on us the Merry, and the rest.'

know any more of the song ? '

steam -plough , destined , maybe, to supersede the
"Let me see — for, bless me, it's miles o years

horse as the motive-power, and it is only coin- since I were a little chap and could sing it. But

paratively recently that the horse has displaced you see when the horses came in and oxen went

the ox. One of the lovely little sculptures out, there was no call for the song any more. '

on Giotto's campanile at Florence represents a And then, again , he added in a plaintive tone :

ploughman driving a pair of oxen ; and the ox ' I reckon ploughmen ain't as merry as they used

at the plough may be seen still on the Continent to be. Us used to sing like larks ; now, us

very generally, but has been universally sup- grumbles and growls like bears.'

Come, give us the old song .'
planted in England by the horse.

The old fellow passed his hand through his

Among the numerous representations of the
gray hair and screwed up his lips. His face ,

months that figured in medieval sculpture, stained exposed to moor-storms, was brownas a chestnut.

glass, and drawing in manuscript, the plough Presently he shook his head : ' It begins somehow

drawn by oxen is sometimes the symbol of like this:

January. The earliest of these is in the series
Prithee, lend your jocund voices,

engraved by Strutt, from a manuscript calendar For to listen we're agreed ;

of the tenth century. In that, January is repre Come and sing of songs the choicest,

sented by men ploughing with four oxen. One
Of the life the ploughboys lead. '

man in front drives ; another holds the plough ; Then he broke down. ' I can do no more, he

and another behind scatters seed . On the sides said sorrowfully. " It's more than sixty years

of the façade of the cathedral of Lucca, however, since I've sung that song, and now it's gone

the ploughing operation with oxen is the symbol from me.'

for November ; and it is so also in a curiously
The old man was right in what he said of the

engraved calendar ofthe fifteenth century in the cheerfulness of the ploughman in former days.

writer's possession.
There are a good niany folk -songs in England

There can be little doubt that the ox was the relative to the occupation of the agriculturist,

earliest beast employed for the plough. A white not onethat has in it a note of repining over his

bull and a white cow were yoked together to lot. All are buoyant with happiness, sparkling

draw the furrow for making the walls of Rome. with delight in Nature and in their occupation .

Greeks and Romans employed oxen in ploughing ; In vain does a collector go among the labouring

asses only for sandy soils. When the ploughman class to find some song indicative of discontent.

had finished his day's labour, turned the in- I remeinber an old fellow asking me one day if

strument upside down, and the oxen went home I knew The Poor Man's Lament. I pricked up my

dragging its tail and handle over the surface of cars. Now, thought I,for the proletariat's wail

theground—a scene described by Horace. The of dissatisfaction . But the song was about a

yokiug together of ox and ass was expressly for- henpecked man. The only complaint the poor

bidden by the law of Moses, and is made the man had was that his wife gave him too niuch

ground of a ludicrous comparison by Plautus. of her tongue .

Ulysses, when he feigned madness in order to
For four years the snatch of the song of the

avoid going on the Trojan expedition, ploughed ploughboys with their six oxen had haunted me.

with an ox and a horse together. I went in search of that song everywhere, among

In the west of England the custom of yoking all my old cronies of songmen . Hardly a man

oxen to the plough went out at the beginning of of the age of seventy to ninety but had heard it

this century ; a very few old men can remember when he was a boy ; but none could recollect it

how , as boys, they were employed with the goad in its entirety, melody and all the verses, and

to urge on the oxen ; hardly any recall having their memories were faulty ; they could not give

held the plough to them .
the scraps of melodies alike.

One evening, four years ago, I was sitting in Another day I was in a cottage where were two

winter in an inn kitchen on Dartinoor, in the very old men : a little thatched cottage, in a dell

settle, beside a huge fire of heaped-up and glowing overshadowed by trees, the hazels growing as tall

peat. Several moormen were present, having as the cottage, with their nuts Lrowning and

their ale, talking over politics, the weather, the ready to fall. Above the woods towered granite

condition of the turf harvest the preceding season, crested sides — the spurs of the moor. The cot

the cattle, the horses that ran wild on the moor, tage was beautifully clean, though very spare

when one old fellow said : ' I reckon there's none of furniture. In one corner, in the dark, sat an

Oʻ you here ever seed oxen yoked to a plough .' |old man with inflamed eyes . He had suffered

None had. He continued : “ Ay, but I ha' driven much in them, and almost lost his sight ; then

them when I were a nite o' a boy
had had an operation performed, that had failed.

With my hump along ! jump along ! Ile sat, accordingly, in the dark, every now and

Here drives iny lad along, then putting his blue-spotted kerchief to his
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cheeks to wipe off the involuntary tears that ran and air, and here at length are the words com

from his eyes.
In the great fireplace, on a three- plete :

legged stool , sat another old man with a round
Prithee, lend yjur jocund voices,

childish face. These two aged men lived in the For to listen we're agreed ;

cottage together. They were brothers-in-law ; Come sing of songs the choicest,

the wife or wives were dead ,and they had no Of the life the ploughboys lead .

children to care for them . The parish allowed
There are none can live so merry

each half - a - crown a week, and on this they sub
Is the ploughboy does in spring,

sisted . We talked about olul times and old
When he hears the sweet birds whistle,

And the nightingales to sing.

songs, and they sung me, in their feeble quavering With myhump along ! jump along !

notes, some ballads. Then I asked if by chance Here drives my lad along !

they knew the song of the Oxenploughing:
Pretty, Sparkle, Berry,

My brother -in -law does, ' said the nearly blind
Good -luck, Speedwell, Cherry !

man . Then the round - faced one looked into the
We are the lads that can follow the plough .

pot of potatoes that was boiling over the peat-fire, For it's, O my little ploughboy,

and having satisfied himself that progress was
Comeawaken in the morn ,

being male in the stew , he began to cudgel his
When the cock upon the dunghill

brain. Ile was half-childish , and when he began
Is allowing of his horn .

Soon the sunabove Brown Willy *

think, his face assumed a distressed expression. With his golden face will show ;

Presently he began : Therefore, hasten to the linney [ cowshed ],

Yoke the oxen to the plough.
' In the heat of the daytime

It's but little we can do ;
With my hump along ! & c.

We lie by our oxen
In the heat of the daytime

For an hour, or for two. It's but little we can do ;

By the banks of sweet violets We will lie beside our oxen

I take my noontide rest. '
For an hour, or for two.

On the banks of sweet violets
Then he came to a pause.

I'll take my noontide rest,

"Go on , John ,' said his brother- in -law encourag And I can kiss a pretty girl

ingly. As hearty as the rest.

The childish old creature shook his head . With my hump along ! & c.

' Go on - you know it :
When the sun at eve is setting

And I can kiss a pretty girl
And the shadows fill the vale,

As hearty as the rest.
Then our throttles we'll be wetting

With the farmer's humming ale ;

" I cannot do it ! I cannot do it ! ' said the old And the oxen hoine returning,

fellow , and leaned his gray head disconsolately
We will send into the stall.

Where the logs and turf are burning,
against the granite jamb of the fireplace.

We'll be merry ploughboys all .

Again and again have I been balked in trying
With my hump along : &c.

to get the song. Perhaps my worst lisappoint

ment was this. I was assured that there was a Oh , the farmer must have seed, sirs,

Or I swear he cannot sow ;
man at Liskeard, in Cornwall,who knew the song, And the miller with his mill -wheel

and could sing it through. He had been a bell Is an idle man also ;

ringer, and had sung this song annually at the And the huntsman gives up hunting,

ringers' feast. So I packed my portmanteau and And the tradesman stands aside ,

went to Liskeard after him . After some search I And the poor man bread is wanting ;

found his house, to learn that he had been speech
So 'tiswe for all provide.

With my hump along ! &c.

less for three days, and that his death was momen

tarily expected .

However, to those who hold to a purpose, what
THE TRINIDAD TREASURE,

they want comes at length. Therewas, I heard,

in a certain parish in Cornwall, a wise man ; that
AND HOW IT WAS FOUND.

is to say , one who charmed warts, who stanched By C. J. Cut('LIFFE IIYNE.

blood , struck ulcers and white swellings, and told

where lost articles were to be found . He had no i THERE may be others of the trade practising

other fixed occupation, but he did a little scratch on this planet, but I don't think it. There

work now and then for farmers. As Iwas staying are amateurs certainly, and mighty expensive

in the same place, I thought I would visit the and unprofitable their efforts have proved ; but

man and have a chat with him . He lived entirely if there were another professional besides my

alone, and when I went to his cottage, Ifoundit self, I fancy his operations must have come to

locked ; but a woman informed me he was reaping
So I take it that I am the only

Lracken at the edge of a wood not far off ; so I my ears.

went after him in the direction indicated, and
man now living who makes an exclusive occupa

found a patriarchal man , with hair as wliite as
tion of Treasure-hunting, and I am thankful

snow , a long white beard, bright dark eyes , and for the monopoly. Competition wouldn't stimu

a hawk -like nose. After some talk together,1 late me. The excitement of the chase is quite

happened to mention the song of which I was in enough to string up my nerves to full concert

quest. pitch as it is ; and in case of organised

Oh ! ' said hequickly, ' I know and can sing it. ' competition, I should promptly retire from

So I got it at last. Leaning back in the sun business. There isn't enougla" lost and hidden

among the tall fern, with the burnished -backed

flies buzzing round, I learned of him both words | · The highest mountain in Cornwall.
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treasure existent to make it worth while for When we had gone out upon the bridge deck ,

two men to work at it as systematic hunters. and were stowed in a couple of steamer-chairs

My terins are these : An entirely free hand ; which I had dragged under the lee of one

all outlay prepaid ; and eighteen per cent. of the of the boats, I tackled the subject again.

proceeds in case of success. I was not brought • You seem
to know something about this

up to the profession. Indeed, I invented it Chilian treasure ?'

myself. Originally, I was in the wool business ; " Probably more than any person alive , Mr

had worked up to the grade of Continental and Clough . But to begin with , the treasure wasn't

American traveller in Bradford manufactured ' Chilian at all . It came from Lima, which

goods ; and was making fifteen hundred a year is in Peru, in the days when Lima was called

when I switched off into the new sphere. ! the City ofKings. At the beginning of this

Perhaps it isn't so steadily profitable, but it's century that country was in revolution against

much more to my taste.
Spain , and loot to the tune of twenty millions

The first client I worked for was a woman , of your English pounds was gathered in the

and it was she who first gave me an idea cathedral and churches, and shipped from

of turning Treasure-hunting into a regular ' Callao. Most of it fell into the hands of

expert business. We met the Laconic your Lord Cochrane and his squadron. But

coming East from New York, and it was a tip, ' one schooner managed to give his ships the

the head-steward, and the purser which together slip, and she ran south round the Horn, made up

combined to change my fate. For a great coast, and then got wrecked on Trinidad, a small

wonder, I had no acquaintances on board ; island seven hundred miles off the Brazilian

but there was a good -looking girl who had coast. There her crew buried the treasure. After

caught my eye, and I backsheeshed the head- wards, they were taken off by a man - of-war, and

steward to fix matters SO that I might be because they couldn't give a good account of

placed next her at table—accidentally. It was themselves, they were hanged as pirates. All,

cheap at two dollars. Her name was Perugini . that is, with the exception of one boy, who

We were in casy conversation before the was spared because he was young, but who

entrées It was her first whiff of salt afterwards became old, and on his death-bed

water, the weather was rough, and she was told a Newcastle sea -captain about the spot

naturally proud of being one of the few to where the treasure was buried . Directly and

turn up at the first day's dinner. We chummed indirectly that boy is responsible for ‘many

a good deal, Miss Perugini and I , and she fruitless expeditions. Allventurers went to

stood in with me over two pools on the run , Trinidad at much pains and cost, often looked

which brought us in a small matter of fifty in the right place, but none of them found the

dollars ; but it was not till we were half-way loot. And 1 guess they'll be pretty tearing

across that we got on the treasure-hunting will if they knew why. — Miss Perugini raised

tack . Then it was quite by accident. A her eyes to thegreasy coils of reek which were

Wall Street man, our vis -à-vis, who hail that coming out of the smoke-stack, and laughed.

day put in his first appearance at luncheon, Wasn't it there ? '

brought up the subject of Trinidad. Whilst Nossir. I guess every knob had been care

lying on his back, he had been reading , up ' fully toted away years before those later heroes

à parcel of newspapers, and seemed anxious put spade into the landslip which they say

to give us a précis of their contents. He reeled has swamped the cache .

off accounts of several lynchings, and “ Then do you know where the stuff went to ? '

fires, and a yacht-race or two ; and then ' I ought to , slie said slowly. ' My own Gram

touched a new topic.
på got it ; and what's left belongs to me. Only

Another expedition to Trinidad, so I see ihing is, I don't know where it's stowed away'

by the World , he said . " The story of that I stared at her in a good deal of astonish

buried treasure from Chili, or wherever it was, ment, she still watching the smoke which bil

is a just elegant bait. The World says this lowed out from the furnaces below. Sudilenly

makes the fourth gang of adventurers who she turned her glance down and looked me

have beaten a way out there, and landed through squarely, in the face.

the surf and tried to realise those effects.' See here, Mr Clough ; I was warned against

Miss Perugini laughed . Four, sir ? Say steamer-acquaintances ; but I believe you're a

twenty- four, and you'll be nearer the mark . I white. You did well for me in that pool deal,

guess only a few have written a history of and you're a business man besides. Will you

their escapade : the majority concluded to go help me in something else ? There's pretty

and come incognito. Their reason was mighty nearly half a million dollars' worth of jewels

obvious. If they were successful, they woulil hoarded up for me if I can find them . If

have to face the question of getting the treasure they keep hid , I shall be about broke. I

across the borders of some civilised State. It ante'd up all I'd left to get a saloon passage

wouldn't quite suit their ticket to sail into the over here ; and if that hoard doesn't show,
Custom -house with such a cargo, and fill in a I

guess I shall have to go back to Virginia

paper of origin ; because Government claims and roll cigarettes in Richmond for a living.

would waltz in ; and if the finders were given That's not an unlarlylike employment, and the

a few odd nickels for their pains, they might cigarette girls usually marry well. But I don't

think themselves mighty lucky. On the other hanker after it : I guess I'd rather you found

hand, if they were unsuccessful, I guess they me that pile - on commission , of course.'

could do for themselves all the ridicule they'd My dear young lady,' I said, as you men

any use for without the newspapers chipping tionel just now , I'm a business man, and

into help. '
therefore you mustn't expect me to pin myself

some
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to anything in the dark. But if you care to finished up, excitingly. Gran på was lucky

explain further, and if I find that I can help enough to deal both his friends fours at one

you , why, then, I will with all the pleasure in time. That made them raise all they were

life . '
worth ; and when they found he held

“ That's sense ; and I like you better for not royal straight, it was very natural that guns

jumping at once. See here, Mr Clough, I'm should come out.

going to begin telling you about my affairs “Grampà wasu't touched himself ; but both

right away, and then you can judge whether his friends were hurt; and in consequence,

it's worth your while to stand in. when he took the small boat, with the bundle

Grampa was the first of our crowd to be of jewels inside his shirt, and most of the gold

mixed up with this treasure. He grabbed it , under the floor-boards for ballast, neither_of

and he hid it. Grampà was an Italian, who them could prevent him leaving them. But

found it convenient to live in the West Indian they said things as he rowed

Islands because of political complications in kinder put a scare into him after he'd got

other countries. He called himself a sculptor; ashore , and cramped his future efforts.

but I fancy he wasn't much account at his ‘ Perhaps that's why he didn't blossom out

trade . Fatlier let on to me once he was one into a millionaire right away. As it was, he got

of those sculptors who tote round plaster hogs to Charlotte Harbour, then to_Tallahassee, and

and cathedrals stuck to a soft-wood platform tried back at his old trade. For the next two

over their heads, and peddle them down side- years Grampå sculpted for all he was worth,

blocks. That's what Grampå was. You see he and he peddled plaster saints and lapdogs till

was two generations back, so I don't mind tell there wasn't an empty bracket left in all Florida

ing you. Father's enough ancestry for me. or Southern Georgia . He just made that sculp

Well, to go on ; some pirates were hanged ture business boom.

on one of the islands - Jamaica, I think it was, The dollars he made at this seemed to put

and Grampà and some other men got to know confidence into him again ; and at the end of

where they'd a big hoard put by; and after those two years he worked North, and began

a bit he and three friends got a slip of a to realise on his ingots. He didn't do it all at

schooner and went over to Trinidad and dug once, you understand ; and he didn't walk at

One of the lot was a Spanish padre, and the tail of a brass band whilst he was hawk

I guess he must have got the secret from a ing those melted -up candlesticks and alms-dishes.

scared pirate in the confessional, and found it Nossir ; I guess Grampå was the most uncom

too big to carry under his own girdle. But municative man in the United States whilst le

that doesn't matter. Grampà and the other was getting that gold off his hands. And even

gentlemen shared the news and got the treasure when it was gone, and represented only by

on to their schooner ; and then their difficulties stocks and shares and bankers' balance, he

began . There was hardly a dollar of it in didn't feel easy. The thought of those two

money : there wasn't a shin -plaster in notes. partners lie'd left perforated on the schooner

It was all in gold candlesticks, and jewelled kinder haunted him . He felt America was too

crucifixes, and bars of silver, and goldsmiths' noisy for his nerves. So he packed his trunks

“ notions ;” and if Grampà and liis friends tried and went to England, where he married and

to negotiate boodle of that kind at a Custom- settled down. The gentleman who afterwards

house, they knew they might anticipate trouble. , became my father was his only child .'

You see, they were none of them gentlemen And in prosaic England ,' said I, ' all danger

with unimpeachable connections : they were all naturally ceased ?'

more known than respectedl.
Nossir. Grampà thought so , and that's

' Each had his own ideas as to the best where he made liis big mistake. It was thirty

course of procedure, and each put them for years after that argument on the Florida coral

ward with warmth. Whilst they were arguing, reef that those gentlemen called on him ; and

the padre tumbled overboarl, and I fancy he because he wasn't ready for them , he got killed,

must have had some leail put into him , which ‘ After that, the rest of the family concluded

made him sink. So there were only three of to try the States. They weren't in very

them left to split the plunder - and, by way flourishing circumstances, because Grampà had

of preliminary, they picked all the jewels from spent up pretty clean all he'd made out of the

their settings. Then they melted up all the gold. FIe'd never realised upon the jewels ;

saints and the crucifixes and the civers and , but where they were stowed none of the family

other trifles into ingots, which would be far could discover. After the other gentlemen had

less easily sworn to. By which time, being knifed him , and he lay on the grass gusping,

fairly starved off the high seas, they put into he tried to tell father all about it ; but by

St Thomas's and revictualleil. the time he'll assured him that the stones were

"Getting safely out of there, they ran north all close by and untouched , he was just through

across the Gulf , healing for Mobile, in Ala- with this life, and couldn't communicate further.

bama, where Grampà had political friends; but |Father hunted, you bet; but the job was too

I'm afraid they must have gone at the corn big for lim . Tie couldn't knock the bottom

whisky too freely, because one night two of out of that cache ; and when funds failed him ,
them woke up find that the other hail ; he concluded I'lin over to the States and

piled up the schooner. She was hard on a recuperate. IIe took on the dry-goods line, but

reef of coral near the Dry Tortugas at the end he never got inuch above clerking, and never

of Florida ; and as they couldn't get her off,hal a chance of ferreting out that secret. I

they sat down for a hand of poker to fill in guess he wasn't much account at business.
time. The game was slow for a while, but it ' And now poor father's dead, Mr Clough, and

6

to
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I'm his heiress, I guess the tangle's a bit too the fountain in front of the house, in the vain

steep for me as well. So I come to you. If lope of finding a concealed treasure -chamber

you've savrey enough to pull dollars out of an beneath its weedy waters. But the floor of the

operation on steamer pools, I guess you can pond was plebeian mud, and the effort was his

make this other mine pan out a good dividend , last one. At that point he gave up the quest,

if you'll only put Try into the workings.' and sought fortune dry-goods-wise elsewhere, as

I shook my head. The story was interesting has been already stated.

enough ; but she had dropped not the vaguest Now it struck me that father had been prose

clue as to where the jewels could possibly be cuting his search upon an entirely wrong prin

stowed. One couldn't go and dig up the whole ciple. He felt English himself, and he acted as

surface of England systematically. To begin though his worthy parent were an Englishman

with , people live on certain patches of it, and also. A man of England, if he wants to hide

might resent having their castles and acres dis- something valuable, would very naturally dig

turbed. I put this to Miss Perugini delicately. in the ground, or delve a hole in a tree, or

' If, she replied dryly enough, the loot was burrow in the walls of his house, or hoist a

to be had for the picking up, I guess, sir, I particularly heavy, hearthstone and grovel out

should have gone and fingered it myself, and with the tongs his hoarding-place under that.

not asked anybody's help: Englishımen are not apt to dabble in the finer

I laughed . That's likely. But still , can't niceties of imagination.

you bring the limits of the search a bit On the other hand , the average Italian may

narrower ? be weak when it comes to the technique of

Why, yes.
I take it that the stones are secreting, but in the plotting and planning part

hid somewhere on the place which my Grampà he will be very much all there. ( I used to

bought in Lincolnshire . In fact, he said that travel for my firm a good deal in Northern

much before he died. '
Italy, so I can speak appreciatively .). Moreover,

“ Come, this is better already. And do you the original Signor · Perugini of Trinidad,

still own this estate ? And, by the way, where Jamaica, and elsewhere, was, as his grand-daugh

is it ? '
ter franklyadmitted , à violent professional con

Dangay Fen, near Boston. But it isn't mine spirator. Finesse was part of his nature.

Father sold it when he left for the States. Having arrived at this conclusion, I began

He felt he needed capital to start on.' to see my way more clearly. As I proved

This was another facer. I'd a very elementary many a time in my after- practice, it helps one

notion of the law of treasure-trove in those vastly when you gauge accurately the

days ; but I imagined if this hoard did by any character of your hider .

chance turn up, it would either belong to the I worked through the photographs again ,

present holder of the soil, or else revert to the putting myself in the standpoint of Perugini

Crowu. Indeed, so confident was I that the senior, arguing over each, and discarding one

whole thing was a bubble, that I shouldn't have after another. I find them down to half -a

entertained it seriously for a moment ashore. dozen, then to three, and then, with a start, I

But on an Atlantic steamer one acts differently. found myself holding one of the prints, wonder

Time is apt to drag, and a fixed interest is ing why ever I had not thought of something

a distinct boon — especially when there is a before which came before meso vividly then .

remarkably pretty girl linked with it, whose | We were just making our number to the signal

manners are to say the least of them piquant station on Holyhead when I told Miss Perugini

So I asked her to describe this place which i that I fancied pretty strongly that I could

proved to be Dangay Fen, near Boston. locate her hidden treasure to a matter of eight

Describe ? I guess I can go better than or nine inches .

that. Look here. She produced a bunch of " Say ,' she exclaimed, “ you mean that ? '

photographs strapped with an india-rubber band. ' If things are as they were, and if the lovt

There must have been eighty of them . A hasu't been relooted , I'm going Nap on what

gentleman who was touring over in Britain I told you. '

last fall, took these for me.' ' Dir Clough, she observed, you're just the

Now , to tell the truth , it was these photo- nicest man I know.'

graphs and not Miss Perugini which gave me There was delay after this, because I had to

my first real deep interest in the pursuit. go to Bradford to report on business, and it

On the run between Queenstown and Holy- was a week before I could slip away to Lin

head a light began to dawn upon me ; and ascolnshire. Miss Perugini was at the Dangay

the pilot took us up through the shipping and len waiting for me ; and as we dined together in

shoals of the Mersey beyond , I saw my way to the growing dark , we saw across the fenland the

making Miss Perugini a definite proposal of | lamplight kindle in the windows of the Hall.

terms. But we had many talks together before “ There's only a caretaker in charge,' she ex

it came to that. Photographs in hand we went plained to me. " We won't disturb him if

over the estate of Dangay Fen inch by inch ; we can help it. We'll stay here till midnight,

go

hal ruinmaged the whole place from cellar to We '

rafter ; hal sounder the walls and probed the it wouldn't be proper at that time of night, and

bureaux ; had raised floors and flagstones ; had it mightn't be safe. You must stay behind.'

cut down and split the timber of the park ; had I tried to say more on this point, but it was

wrenched the very roof-tiles from their lodg- no use . Miss Perugini was firm — not to use a

ments. He had even - in memory, I suppose, of stronger word--and it encled in her coming

the Persian nonarch - drained the pond round with me.

and my first client told me how her father and then rojuestioned. “My dear young lady,
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We set out like a pair of poachers into a upraised hands splashed coldly into my face.

black moonless night, finding our way along Then I pulled and pulled , and at last she

the sloppy loads with a bull's-eye lantern . came reluctantly away, leaving one foot and

When it came to the point, excitement not some leadlen tubing behind her. In my arms

witlıstanding, I must confess I didn't like the I carried her to the bank of the pond.

job one little bit. It smacked so abominably Then — there was a tinkle as of breaking

of common midnight burglary. True, Miss Pottery, and quick withdrawal of a kicking
Perugini was the real robber- in -intent, and foot, and a blaze of rainbows shone in the

I was only an agent ; but that didn't absolve glow of the lamplight. The jewels were there

me from being an accessory before the fact. before us, reset in a white matrix behind the

Moreover, I had not her incentive. breasts of the Venus. On our knees

At last we came to the dividing dike of crouched beside them , and quarried them out

the estate, ancl hushed our voices as we crossed ! till none were left. With the gray breaking

a railway sleeper. Gaunt willow -trees dawn , we passed the finely powdered dust of

whispered around us mournfully, and the ground | the Venus through finger and thumb, to make

beneath the coarse grass squelched under foot. sure that not so much as a humble sapphire

The place had run very much to seed . Through remained ; and then we looked at the hoard,

two plantations we made our way, and then which sparkled in my handkerchief amongst

across an acre of rank herbage which had once the dewdrops on the grass blades.
At a . very

been a trim lawn . Beyond was the house, rough guess there must have been the value of

dark -windowed and silent , amongst straggling sixty or eighty thousand pounds lying there on

elms. Between us and it was a pond, wherein ! the earth between us.

a green -slimed Venus upheld a feebly bubbling ' I'm going to pick out the best diamonds to

fountain. wear,' said my companion, because I'm

It was a photograph of this last over which I American woman and love diamonds. The rest

had spent so many thoughtful hours on board | of the stones shall go to Hatton Garden . My!
the Laconic, studying its ill-balanced propor- won't I have a just elegant time when I

tions from every point of view , gazing at it in get back to our country. Vr Clough, I think

detail through the magnifying lens of a ship's you're just the cleveresť gentleman I ever met,

telescope. Why was it there, I had asked and if you ’ll come back to the house, I'll

myself, this monstrous ill-shapen thing ? At hand you over your commission right now.'

first the answer seemed to be plain. I re Then she picked up my handkerchief by the
membered the bent of the owner's mind four corners, and led the way back through the

towards statuary, and I remembered also how planting and over the railway sleeper to the

I had been told that “Grampå was no account rond. As we walked back to the village, she

as a sculptor.' But by degrees I noticed that told me more about Richmond (Virginia ), but

the chief thing which made the Venus look forbore all mention of the cigarette industry.
grotesque, was her pedestal. I crew other She said the Richmond men were delightful,

pedestals on paper, and set them beneath her : especially some of those who were of recent

with each she looked many per cent. better. English importation, and worse off as regards

Why, then, had she been set on this skimpy mere dollars than some of their neighbours.
cylinler of stone an inch above the water's brim , At this point, as we had reached the inn ,

which had originally been madle to carry a I ventured to ask her if she had any particular

water -pipe and nothing more ? Perugini senior,Perugini senior, one in her minel's eye ; but that brought her

thongli à bad sculptor, would not be utterly back to business at once. We went into the

ignorant of effect in statuary. The obvious cold smoky coffee -room , and she counted out

answer seemed to be that the Venus was put up my commission there and then on the spot.

hurriedly , and never afterwards meildled with I have often wondereil since, what did happen

for fear of calling umue attention to her. when Miss Perugini got back to Richmond , in

From that point to assuming that the gems the State of Virginia, with her fortune.

were stowed within the goddess's ill-shapen

a short step. Granted this, other
D A WN.

matters became plain which were otherwise

unexplainable. Where were the jewels stowed Low sobbing waves upon a shadowed shore,

during those two years in Florida and Southern Within the mead a scent of sleeping flowers,

Georgia, when the original Perugini went about A waning moon behind the hill -top towers,

in daily fear of his injured compatriots ? Where And darkness darker than it was before .

were they when he went North , getting riil

little by little of these suspicious ingots of Gray stretch of ocean 'neath a sky of gray ,

precious metal ? And how were they smuggled Within the pearlèd East a far faint light,

untaxed beneath the eyes of the British Custom A wind among the grasses on the height ;

house officer ? And there were also other points Below, the distant murinur of the bay.

which I will not bore you with, because on the

data in these pages you can easily think them Dim light that trembles o'er the sombre sea,

out for yourself. Pale sky that flushes suddenly to rose,

There was no plank to be found near, and I Then golden bright the sun his glory shows

too scared , when it came to the point, And lo ! a bird is singing from the lea .
to search far for one. So I stepped into the LYDIA M. Wood.

slime of the pond , and waded knee - leep across

to the middle. I grasped the ill-shapen Venus Printed and Published byW. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

by the neck , and the slop of water from her 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.

ce
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mind . It may safely be said that the habit of
P O L I T E N ES S.

politeness is a very subtle and fine thing ; and

It is rather a favourable sign of character for it to last and wear well , and be as produc

are willing to take on trust the tive of happiness as it is capable of being,

experience of those who have gone before us ; it must never be laid aside, even in the most

yet probably there have been many popular intimate relations of life ; nay, it is in them

opinions in the world , taking even the stamp that it is most valuable. Children who in

of proverbs, which, like spurious coin , long their nursery have been taught politeness

passed current till the hour of detection arrived. which is the outward sign of consideration

First, they were suspected, and then rigidly for the feelings of others have through life

examined, and proved to be worthless. Surely an advantage over their less fortunate contem

the notion that habitual politeness is more or poraries. They are liked by their elders—

less allied to insincerity of character is one of perhaps without much reasoning why - at the

tliese fallacies. Those rough -natured people who age when the good feeling of elders is most

insist on saying unpleasant things solely because precious ; and if they rise in the world, they

they are true, generally depreciate urbanity of bear about them that stamp of ' good breeding'

manner and habits of courtesy. In season and which fits them for an exalted station . Brothers

out of season they clamour about deeds, not do not always respect their sisters in the same

Words,' as if good deeds and kind words were sort of way as the true gentleman respects all

not in reality closely allied . We have said , in womanhood ; and girls may be rude too, though

season and out of season , the phrase being an this is generally from the want of a better

idiomatic expression for frequent occurrence ; example. Manners are very contagious, and

but probably the occasions are very rare when possibly the feminine nature is a trifle more

it is necessary to divorce kind words from kind limitative than that of man. A flat contradic

tion, in which unmannerly people are rather

A good action , if performed in a kindly and apt to indulge, often provokes some equally

gracious manner, is doubly valued ; and in harsh retort, while a real difference of opinion

default of the power to render a service , words may be expressed in courteous language and

of sympathy are very sweet to one in trouble. ' gentle tones.

Shakespeare, whose word we may take,says, Perhaps, however, it is in the closest relation

Assume a virtue if you have it not ; ' and when of social life that the habit of politeness is

lovers of harsh frankness scoff at the adage, most essential. The more truly womanly a

they fail to fathom the depths of its moral woman is, the more quick she is to detect the

teaching, careless negligence which sometimes replaces

If the darts of a hasty, and, therefore, the assiduity of other days, or the rough instead

probably an unfair judgment, and the fire of the tender manner of fault-correcting. We

of a quick temper, are constantly crushed down should all beware of letting our politeness be

by habitual urbanity of manner, they lose a only a varnish of manner casily rubbed off,

great ileal of their harshness ; for a moment's re- instead of something ingrained by early train

flection may soften the judgment and cool the ing and habitnal practice. The want of habitual

temper. At any rate they have not raised that courtesy in domestic life has too often occasioned

spirit of antagonism which only produces evil . that ' rift in the lute ' which prevents complete

It has been truly said that ' politeness is the harmony. When women fail in politeness, and

oil which allows the wheels of society to turn show coarse nature beneath the ' varnish ,'

easily,' and it is an aphorism worth bearing in they place themselves at even a greater dis

deeds.

ga
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manner seems

ever

save

advantage than men do, for they break the And is the stony, mindless flow of slang

spell of their influence, which is sometimes as
Which springs from idleness, that will not delve

For fitting phrase in that rich mine of words

potent as visible control. Which yields its wealth to them who clearly

Undoubtedly, there are people so happily

think.

constituted that courtesy of

natural to them : the present writer has met THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

with it in people of very humble station , who

somehow elevated menial employment by the CHAPTER IV. (continued).

manner in which it was performed . After all, Then the Duke set Antonio again on his

politeness of manners is only carrying out the horse, and the three rode together towards Fir

Divine precept of doing as we would be done mola, and as they went, again and again the

by, for we all like civility from others, what. Duke tested the operation of the drug, setting

our own shortcomings in that particular Antonio many strange, ludicrous, and unseemly

may be. There is a daring expression in one things to do and to say ; and Antonio did and

of the old Elizabethan dramas which it might said them all. And he wondered greatly that

be deemed profane to repeat here, but which the drug had no power over him , and that his

some readers may recall to mind, as to Who brain was clear and his senses all his own, nor

was the first gentleman that walked the earth ; did he then believe that the Duke had, in

but undoubtedly the self- sacrificewhich habitual that the wizard hadharbouredhim , an outlaw,
truth, slain the wizard for any reason

politeness ' may sometimes entail, the generous and suffered him to hear the Duke's counsels :

thought of others before ourselves — altruism, and he was grieved at the wizard's death.

according to modern phraseology, and readiness Thus they rode through the night ; and it

to protect the weak and aid the struggling, are was the hour of dawn when they came to the

Divine attributes which go far to mould the gates of Firmola. Now. Antonio was puzzled

heroic character. what he should do ; for having been in a

Of course, changes of manners are among the swoon, he knew not whether the Duke had

social changes which are always at work ; and
more of the potion ; nor could he tell with

it would not be possible, even if it were less against the senses of a weak girl asit had
certainty whether the potion would be power,

desirable, to return altogether to the stately proved against his own. Therefore he said to the

manners of a past generation . Duke, ' I pray you , my lord , give me more of

“ Mamma, dear, ' is a more loving phrase to that sweet drink . For it has refreshed me and

a mother's ear than ‘ Honoured Madam ,' though set my mind at rest from all trouble.'

it would have astonished our great-grand Nay, Antonio, you have had enough ,' said

mothers ; and the spontaneous caresses of a the Duke, bantering lim . ' I have another use

for the rest. And they were now nearing the
child are very sweet. Yet it is possible so to err

on the sideof familiarity bothwiththe young pitifully, saying, “ These bonds hurt my hands;

gates of Firmola . Then Antonio began to moan

and with subordinates, that the sense of rever- and he' whined and did as a child would

ence for elders and superiors is undermined. do, feigning to cry. The Duke laughed in

But human nature is slow to adopt the happy bitter triumph, saying to Lorenzo, ' Indeed it

medium in any of its ways, and elderly people is a princely drug that makes Antonio of

declare that manners are daily deteriorating. Monte Velluto like a peevish child ! ' And

Only the very old can fully realise the order being now very secure of the power of the

of things which prevailed up to the early years of drug, he bade Lorenzo loosen the bonds, saying

the present century ; but it has left à leaven to Antonio, " Take the reins, Antonio, and ride

with us into the city: '
behind it which we recognise among the And Antonio answered, ' I will, my good

thoroughly well -bred members of society . lorklı

It would not suit our railway, steamship, • It is even as I saw when I was with the

telegraphic days to return to the stately bearing Lord of Florence, ' whispered the Duke in exul

of our forefathers ; but we may look back with tation .

something like artistic interest and admiration • Yet I will still have my sword ready,' said

Lorenzo.
on the days when

• There is no need ; he is like a tame dog,'

said the Duke carelessly.

Tine manners were among the well-born class
But the Duke was not minded to produce

Implanted at such carly date, they grew
Antonio to the people till all his Guards were

To be but second nature ; never seemed
collected and under arms, and the people thusThe gilded fetters, awkwarıl in their fit,

But rather polished staves to lean upon,
restrained by a great show of force. Therefore

he bade Antonio cover his face with his cloak ;
Suggesting rest and case in daily life,

Suppression of harsh tempers and rude spoech.
and Antonio, Lorenzo's sword being still at his

Our stately grandams with their curtseys low,
breast, obeyed ; and thus they three role

Who practised deference with a gentle grace, through the gates of Firmola and came to the

That had no servile touch of cringing mien , Duke's Palace ; and Antonio did all that the

Would be amazed at half our modern ways, Duke ordered , and babbled foolishly like a

Curt speeches, with a something from the lips

That hits the ear like pebbles lightly fung, * Copyright reserved in the United States of America.
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" Will you

bewildered child when theDuke asked him and Antonio took his hands off him , but said ,

questions, 80 that His Ilighness laughed Sit there, and move not . Then , although

mightily, and , coming into the garden, sat Antonio's hands were no longer upon him ,

down in his favourite place by the fish -pond, yet His Highness did not rise, but, after a short

causing Antonio to stand over against him. struggle with limself, sank back in his seat,

' Indeed, Antonio,' said he, ' I can do no other and stared at Antonio like a bird fascinated

than hang you. ' by a snake. And he moaned , " Take away your

' If it be your pleasure, my lord .? eyes ; they burn my brain. Take them away.'

And then Lucia shall drink of this wonder- But Antonio gazel all the more intently at him ,

ful drug also, and she will be content and saying, "Be still , be still !' and holding up

obedient, and will gladly wed Lorenzo. Let us his arm in enforcement of his command . And

have her here now , and give it to her without Antonio took from the Duke the sword that

delay. You do not fret at that, Antonio ? You he wore and the dagger wherewith the Duke

love not the obstinate girl ? ' hal killed the Wizard of Baratesta, the Duke

' In truth, no,' laughed Antonio. " She is making no resistance, but sitting motionless

naught to me ! ' And he put his hand to his with bewildered stare. Then Antonio looked

head, saying perplexedly, “ Lucia ? Yes, I re- round, for he knew that Lorenzo would soon

member that name. Who was she ? Was she come. And for the last time he bent his eyes

aught to me, my lord ? ' again on the Duke's eyes in a very long gaze,

Then Lorenzo wondered greatly, and the and the Duke cowered and shivered, moaning,

donbts that he had held concerning the power You hurt me, you hurt me.'

of the wizard's drug melted away ; yet he slid Then Antonio sail, ‘ Be still anl speak not

not laugh like the Duke, but looked on An- till I return and bill you ; ' and he suddenly

tonio and said sadly to the Duke, sinking his left the Duke and ran at the top of his speedl

voice, ‘Not thus shouldl Antonio of Monte Vel- along under the wall of the garilen, and came

luto have died .' where the wall endeil ; and there was a flight

"So he dies, I care not how ,' answered the of steps leading up on to the top of the wall.

Duke. ' Indeed, I love to see him a witless Running up them , Antonio stool for a moment

fool even while his boly is yet alive. O rare on the wall ; and the river ran fifty feet below .

wizarı , I go near to repenting having done But he heard a cry from the garden, and be

justice on you ! Go, Lorenzo, to the officer of held Lorenzo rushing up to the Duke, anul

the Guard and bid him fetch hither the lacly , behind Lorenzo , the Captain of the Guaril and

Lucia, and we will play the pretty comerly to two men who led a maiden in white. Then

the end .'
Count Antonio, having commenılel liimself to

be alone with him ?' asked the keeping of God , leaped head foremost from

Lorenzo. the top of the wall into the river ; and his

Ay ; why not ? See ! he is tame enough ,' body clove the water as an arrow cleaves the

and he buffeted Antonio in the face with his wand.

riding -glove. And AntonioAntonio whimpered and Now Lorenzo marvelled greatly at what he

whined.
saw , and came to the Duke crying, My lord ,

Now the officer of the Guard was in his what does this mean ? Antonio flies ! But

lodge at the entrance of the Palace, on the the Duke answere nothing, sitting with empty

other siile of the great hall ; and Lorenzo i eyes and lips set in a rigidl smile ; nor dil he

turned anıl went, and presently the sound of move. My loril, what ails you ?' cried Lor

his feet on the marble floor of the hall grew enzo. Yet the Duke did not answer . Then

faint and distant. The Duke sat with the Lorenzo's eye fell on the fragments of the phial

phial in his hand , smiling at Antonio, who which lay broken on the rim of the fish -pond

crouched at his feet. And Antonio drew_him- where Antonio hal llung it ; and he crieil out

self on his knees quite close to the Duke, in great alarm , The potion ! Where is the

and looked up in his face with a foolish potion ? ' And the Duke did not answer . Anc

empty smile. And the Duke, laughing, buf- Lorenzo was much bewildered and in sore fear ;

feted him again . Then, with a sudden spring for it seemeil as though His Highness's senses

like the spring of that Indian tiger which were gone ; and Lorenzo said , “ By some means

the Mogul of Delhi sent lately as a gift to , he has drunk the potion ! And he ran up to

the Most Christian King, and the king, for his the Duke, and caught him by the arm and

diversion, made to slay deer before him at the shook him violently, seeking to rouse him from

château of Blois (which I myself saw, being his stupor, and calling his name with entreaties,

there on a certain mission , and wonderful was and crying, ' IIe escapes, my lordl ; Antonio

the sight), Count Antonio, leaping,was upon the escapes ! Rouse yourself, my lord - he escapes ! '

Duke ; and he snatched the philtre from the But the Duke dil no more than lift heavy

Duke's hand and seized the Duke's licad in his dull eyes to Lorenzo's face in puzzled inquiry.

hands and wrenched his jaw open, and he And, seeing the strange thing, the Captain of

poured the contents of the phial down the the Guard hurriedl up, and with him the Lacly

Duke's throat, and the Duke swallowed the Lucia, and she said , “ Alas, my lord is ill !' and

potion. Then Antonio fixed a stern and com- coming to His . Ilighness, she set her cool soft

manding glance on the Duke, nailing his eyes hand on his hot throbbing brow , and took per

to the Duke's, and the Duke's to his , and he : fume from a silver flask that hung at her girdle,

said in a voice of command, ' Obey ! You have and wetted her handkerchief with it and bathed

drunk the potion !' And still he kept his eyes his brow, whispering soft soothing words_to

on the Duke's. And the Duke, amazel, sud- him , as though he had been a sick woman . For

denly began to tremble, and sought to rise ; |let a woman have what grudge she may against
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man

no

a man , yet he gains pardon for all as soon as enough - as that a man should do his work,

he becomes sick enough to let her nurse and and be clean and true.- What would you with

comfort him ; and Lucia was as tender to the me, sir ? For I do not think I know you.'

Duke as to the Count Antonio himself, and ' I am of Andalusia, and my name is Corogna.

forgot all, save the need of giving him ease and I am Captain of His Highness's Guard, and I

rousinghim from his stupor.
to bring you , alive or dead, to his

But Lorenzo cried angrily, ' I at least have presence. '

my senses ! ' And he said to the Captain of ' And are you come alone on that errand,

the Guard, ' I must needs stay with His High- sir ? asked Antonio, with a smile that he strove

ness ; but Antonio of Monte Velluto has leaped to smother, lest it should wound the young man's

from the wall into the river. Go and bring him honour.

here, dead or alive, and I will be your warrant ‘ Davil slew Goliath , my lord ,' said the

to the Duke. But if he be as when I saw him Spaniarl with a bow.

last, he will give you small trouble. For he Then Count Antonio held out his hand to

was like a child for weakness and folly. And ' the young and said courteously, “ Sir,

having said this, he turned to the Duke again, | your valour needs no proof and fears

and gave his aid to Lucia's ministrations. reproach . I pray you suffer me to go in peace.

Now the gentleman who commanded the I would not fight with you, if I may avoid it

Duke's Guarılat this time was a Spaniard, by honourably. For what has happened has left

name Corogna, and he was young, of high cour me more in the mood for thinking than for

age, and burning to do some great vleed. There- fighting: Besides, sir, you are young, and , far

fore he said , “ I pray he be as he is wont to off in Andalusia, loving eyes, and maybe spark

be : yet I will bring him to the feet of my lori ling eyes , are strained to the horizon, seeking

the Duke.? And he ran swiftly through the your face as you return .'

hall and called for his horse, and, drawing his “What is all that, my lord ? ' asked Corogna.

sword , role alone out of the city and across I am a man , though a young one ; and I am

!

the bridge, seeking Antonio, and saying to him- here to carry, you
to the Duke.' And he

self, “What a thing if I take him ! And if he touched Antonio's sword with his, saying, ' Guard

slay me — why, I will show that a gentleman of yourself. '

Andalusia can die' --yet he thought for an ' It is with great pain and reluctance that I

instant of the house where his mother lived . take my sword, and I call you to with
ess of it ;

Then he scanned the plain , and he beheld a but if I must, I must ;' and the Count took up

man running some half-mile away ; and the his position and they crossel swords.

man seemed to be making for the hill on which Now Corogna was well taught and skilful,

stood the ruins of_Antonio's house that the but he dill not know the cunning which

Duke had burnt. Then Corogna set spurs to Antonio had learned at the school of Giacomo

his horse ; but the man , whom by his stature in Padua, nor had he the strength and endur
and gait Corogna knew to be Antonio, ran rery ance of the Count. Antonio would fain have

swiftly, and was not overtaken before he came wearied him out, and then , giving him some

to the hill ; and he began to mount by a very slight wound to cover his honour, have left

steep ) rugged path, and he was out of sight in him and escaped ; but the young man came at

the trees when Corogna came to the foot. And him impetuously, and neglected to guard him

( orogna's horse stumbled among the stones, self while he thrust at his enemy: once and again

and could not mount the path ; so Corogna , the Count spared him ; but he did not know

leaped off his back and ran on foot up the that he had received the courtesy, and taking
path, sword in hand. And he came in sight heart from his immunity, came at Antonio

of Antonio round a curve of the path, three more fiercely, again; until at last Antonio,

parts of the way up the hill. Antonio was breathing a sigh, stiffened his arm , and , waiting

leaning against the trunk of a treeand wringing warily for theyoung man again to uncover him
the water out of his cloak . Corogna drew self, thrust at his breast, and the sword's

near, sword in hanı), and with a prayer to point entered hard by the young man's heart ;

the Holy Virgin on liis lips. And hetrembled, i and the young man staggered, and would have

not with fear, but becanse fate offered a great fallen , dropping his sword; but Antonio cast

prize, and his name would be famed throughout away his own sword and supported him , stanch

İtaly if he slew or took Antonio of Monte Vel. ing the blood from the wound and crying,

luto ; and for fame, even as for a woman's ' God send I have not killed him !'

smile, a young man will tremble as a cowarı And on his speech came the voice of Tom

quakes for fear. masino, saying carelessly, 'Here, in truth , cousin ,

The Count Antonio stood as though sunk is a good prayer wasted on a Spaniard !'

in a reverie ; yet, presently, hearing Corogna's Antonio, looking up, saw Tommasino and

tread, he raised his eyes, and smiling kindly on Bena. And Tommasino said , “When you did

the young man , he said, “ Very strange are the not come back, we set ont to seek you, fearing

ways of Ileaven, sir. I think that the Wizard that you were fallen into snare and

of Baratesta spoke truth, and did not lie to the danger. And behold, we find you nursing this

Duke. Yet I had that saine power which the young spark ; and how you missed his heart,

wizard claimed, although he Duke had none ' Antonio , I know not, nor what Giacomo of

We are children , sir, and our game, Padua would say to such bungling.'

is blind -man's buff; but all are blinded , and it ! But Antonio cared not for his cousin's words,

is but the narrowest glimpse that we obtain which were spoken in the banter that a man

now and again by some clever shifting of the rises to hide his true feelings ; and they three

handkerchief. Yet there are some things clear set themselves to save the young man's life ;

some

over me.
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for Tommasino and Bena had seen the better like a fog over my brain , then I will exact the

part of the fight, and perceived that he was a price of his death from Antonio, together with

gallant youth . But as they tended him , there the reckoning of all else in respect of which he

came shouts and the sound of horses hoofs stands in my debt.'

mounting the hill by the winding road that led But the Lady Lucia, hearing this, said boldly,

past Antonio's house. And Tommasino touched My lord, it is by your deed and through

Antonio on the shoulder, saying, “ We can do your devices that this gentleman has met his

no more for him ; and if we linger, we must death , and the blame of it is yours, and not

fight again . my lord Antonio's.'

Then they laid the young man down, Antonio At her bold and angry words Duke Val

stripping off his cloak and making a pillow of entine was roused, and the last of his languor

it ; and Bena brought the horses, for they had left him ; and he glared at her in wrath , crying,

led one with them for Antonio, in case there Go to your house ; ' and he rose up . suddenly

should be need of it ; and they were but just from wliere he sat and went into his cabinet,

mounted when twenty of the Duke's Guard Lorenzo attending him . And on the day after

appeared three hundred yards away, ascending he walked first behind the bier of Corogna,

the crest of the hill . and his face was very pale, but his air composed

" Thank Heaven there are many,' said and his manner as it was wont to be. For the

Antonio, ' for now we can flee without shame ; ' spell had passed and he was his own man

and they set spurs to their horses and fled. again.

And certain of the Duke's Guard pursued, but But Count Antonio heard with great grief of

only two or three were so well mounted as to the death of the young man, and was very

be able to come near them ; and these two or sorry that he had been constrained to kill him ,

three, finding that they would be man to man, and took great blame to himself for seeking

had no liking for the business, and each called counsel of the Wizard of Baratesta, whence had

out that his horse was foundered ; anıl thus it come death to the young man no less than to

was that none of them came up with Count the wizard himself.

Antonio, but all, after a while, returned together Such is the story of the drug which the

to the city, carrying the young Spaniard Wizard of Baratesta gave to Duke Valentine of

Corogna, their Captain. But as they drew near Firmola. To me it seems a strange tale, but

to the gates, Corogna opened his eyes and mur' yet it is well attested , and stands on as strong

mured somesoft-syllabled name that they could a rock of testimony as anything which is told

not hear, and , having with failing tingers signed concerning the Count. The truth of it I do

the cross, turned on his side and died. And not understand, and often I ponder of it, won

they brought his body to the great hall of the dering whether the Wizard of Baratesta spoke

Duke's Palace.
truth , and why the drug which had no power

There in the great hall sat Duke Valentine : over 'Count Antonio bound the senses and limbs

his face was pale and his frown heavy, and he of the Duke in utter torpor and helplessness.

gazed on the dead body of the young man and And once, when I was thus musing over the

spoke no word . Yet he had loved Corogna, story, there came to my cell a monk of the

and out of love for him had made him Captain Abbey of St Prisian , who was an old man and

of his Guard. And he passed his hand wearily very learned ; and I went to walk with him in

across his brow , murmuring, ' I cannot think , I the garden, and, coming to the fountain, we

cannot think .' And the Lady Lucia stood by sat down by the basin ; and knowing that his

him, her hand resting on his shoulder and her , lore was wide and deep, I set before him all

eyes full of tears. But at last the strange spell the story, asking him if he knew of this

which lay on the senses of the Duke passed strange drug ; but he smiled at me, and taking

away : his eyes again had the light of reason in the cup that lay by the basin of the fountain ,

then , and he listened while they told him how lie filled it with the clear sparkling water and

Antonio had himself escaped, and had after drank a little , and held the cup to me, saying,

wards slain Corogna on the top of the hill ' I think the Wizard of Baratesta would have

where Antonio's house hail stood. And the wrought the spell as well with no other drug

Duke was very sorry for Corogna's cleath : and he than this. '

looked round on them all, saying, “He made of You say a strange thing,' said I.

me a log of wood, and not a man. For when And I do not marvel,' said he, ' that the

I had drunk and looked in his eyes, it seemed |Duke had no power over Count Antonio, for

to me that my eyes were bound to his , and he knew not how to wield such power. But

that I looked to him for command, and to 'neither do I wonder that power lay in Count

know what I should do, and that he was my Antonio to bend the mind of the Duke to his

God, and without his will I could not move. will. I warrant you, Anselm , that the won

Yes, I was then to him even as he hall seemed derful drug was not difficult to compound .'

to be to me as we rode from Baratesta. And Then I understood what he meant ; for le

even now I am not free from this strange would have it that the drug was but a screen

affection ; for he seems still to be by me, and and a pretence, and that the power lay not in

if his voice came now bidding me to do any it, but in the man that gave it. Yet surely this

thing, by St Prisian , I should arise and do it ! is to explain what is obscure by a thing more

Send my physician to me. And let this young , obscure, and falls thus into a fault hated of the

man lie in the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin , logicians. For Heaven may well have made a

in the Cathedral, and to -morrow he shall be drug that binds the senses and limbs of men

buried. And when I am well, and thisstrange -has not the poppy some such effect ? And

affection is passed from me, and hanys no more , the ancients fabled the like of the lotus plant.
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But can we conceive that one man should by throws her pitying glance on this lonely village

the mere glance of his eye have such power of Kusatsu, as it sleeps in a cup formed by

over another as to become to him, by this imeans volcanic hills. This is the abode of woe ; this

and no other, a lord and master ? In truth I the Japanese citta dolente, whose daily scenes

find that hard to believe, and I doubt whether seem to invoke the spirits of the mighty

a man may lawfully believe it. Yet I know Florentine and his Virgil, to gaze upon the

not. Knowledge spreads, and men grow wiser tortures of the damned.

in hidden things, and although I who write For to Kusatsu flock, from all parts of Japan,

may not live till the time when the thing shall men and women whom retributive nature has

be made clear, yet it may be God's will to send visited with her deadliest scourges. No fashion

such light to the men of later days that, read - able watering-place is here, no pleasure -cure for

ing this story, they may find in it nothing that sauntering convalescents, but a hard , grim

is strange or unknown to their science and skill. round of pain-pain such as few Europeans

I pray that they may use the knowledge God could voluntarily undergo, be their hope and

senils in His holy service, and not in the work their fortitude ever so high.

of the devil, as did the Wizard of Baratesta. This is the vision of the past day. Picture

But Count Antonio being, by his guile and to yourself a little Japanese town whose situa

adroitness, and by that strange power which he tion, steep streets, and overhanging red roofs,

had from the drug or whence I know not, suggest memories of some village in the Tyrol.

delivered out of the hands of Duke Valentine, In the centre a large square, from which rises

abode with his company on the hills through- a perpetual cloud of steam ; for here, within a

out the cold of winter, expecting the day when vast wood-lined tank, are collected the seething

he might win the hand of the Lady Lucia ; and waters of the hot sulphur-springs that bubble

she returned to her house, and said nothing of forth from the surrounding hills. The stain

what had befallen the Duke. Yet the Duke of the sulphur is thick on the woodwork ; the

showed her no tenderness, but rather used more stench of it fills the air ; yea, the whole hollow

severity with her. It is an evil service to a is clogged with the suffocating odour. Yet

proud man to aid him in his day of humilia- there is beauty in the scene ; in the wondrous

tion. glittering of the waters ; the deep red roofs

(To be continued .) glowing in the morning sun ; the faint purple

hills beyond ; the great yellow square, flecked

with those bright clinging draperies that render

A JAPANESE INFERNO. every Japanese crowd a perpetual feast of

Does it not seem to you , who have a sensitive colour and line.

mind and love to dream of the fitness of things, the central bath -house near the great tanks.
Eight o'clock is the first hour for bathing in

that the gentle moon is distinctivelya Japanese Alow -pitched horn winds dismally through the

orb, whose especial pleasure it must be to shine streets and across the echoing hills, and slowly

on a gentle land, through the graceful stems of there appear from all sides the poor wretches

bamboo ; to kiss the snowy brow of Fuji -yama, who form the first batch of bathers. Many of

cold as chastity ; to glimmer in the dusky rice- them are terrible to look upon as they troop

fields, where the sleeping heron stands like a into the bath -house.

huge dark flower on its slender stalk ? Entering with them , one makes out through

To me, standing at midnight in this lone the thick , rolling vapours a dozen baths

valley, it seems so congruous that its strange rectangular pits about five feet deep and six or

shapes of leaf and rock, its little misshapen eight feet long - which are contrived in the

Buddhas, its quaint prayer-writings brushed wooden flooring. Standing on planks round

here and there on to the smooth stones, should these bathis are a crowd of naked youths, each

be revealed only in these soft subduing beams. of whom grasps a wooden board , with which

Here the gaudy sun too harsh, too he churns up tlie seething waters. They all

prosaic in its pitiless revelation of the common- keep time in a swaying, up -and-down motion ;

place and the ugly. through the noise of the plungiug boards and

An old Japanese poet, unknown, but loved , the rush of water is heard their lugubrious

has yiel led to the charm of moonlight in words chant. Their purpose is benevolent - namely,

that suggest a delicate monochrome on scroll or to make the smoking pits yield up a few

fan : " The moon , on an autumn night, render- degrees of their heat. Yet the dark, grimacing

ing visible even the number of the wild geese faces, the naked, swaying figures lali shrouded

as they fly past, their dark wings intercrossed in steam , the suffocating smell, the wailing

on the white clouls ! ' Thus he presents the voices mingling with the general din of waters

thought that rises within him , alone, without —all this renders it difficult not to believe that

initial or tail-piece ; even as his fellow -artist a crowd of gibbering demons are preparing new

a shadowy circle and lightly throws tortures for the shivering victims who stand

across it the wings of a stork, or a few shiver- behind them , watching with lack -lustre eyes the

iny reeds, careless of horizon or middle-distance, scene that they know so well as preliminary

contemptuous of a posturing observer in the to their sufferings.

foreground. Suddenly, with a loud shout, all the boards

Slowly floating across the night, the moon are jerked out and dragged away out of sight.

pauses to peep through the parted lips of the At once the bathers crouch down at the edges

great volcano Osamiyama - lips that are always and begin to bathe their scalps and necks in

breathing forth a smoke-cloud, dimly lit by a the fiery liquid , to obviate a rush of blood to

Jullglare from the centre of the earth ; then the head. This done, they coil long linen rags,

seems

traces
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wringing wet, round their brows, and await Five times a day this gruesome scene is

the next signal. repeated.

Now, as the vapours grow less dense, one But to see it once is enough ; outside, the

perceives at the far end of the building, a sun is bright and the streets are full ofpictur

hatchet-faced, gap -toothed man, standing with esque life. Brightly clad children are running

folded arms, grasping in one hand a rod of about like flower-petals chased by the wind.

office. Above him is a clock with a large Yet, it is a joyless sight. On many of the

second -hand, Slowly his gaze travels round |throng are only too plainly writ the reasons of

the naked figures who are standing and kneel- their presence here ; and , as one gazes round,

ing by the baths, intently watchful of his move there recur involuntarily to the mind certain

ments. The rod is lifted ; instantly they begin | terrible lines from Tennyson's Vision of Sin .

to lower themselves into the water, each in his One part of the village is a leper settlement,

or her allotted place. One bath can contain and the appearance of these unfortunates is

four or five bathers, standing upright ; and oh ! hideous beyond belief. Their legs , arms, and

how slowly, how almost imperceptibly, do their faces covered with deep brown spots,

feet, legs, bodies, and arnis sink beneath the caused by burnings with moca—a plant similar

smoking surface ! The pain is excruciating ; to our mugwort; pieces of which are rolled

the least ripple caused by a hasty movement into a cone, applied to the skin , and ignited.

would be beyond human endurance. One or . The faith in this torture seems to be as strong

two poor wretches can hardly force themselves as in the medicinal power of the hot springs.

below . Descartes might have said , "Je souffre, donc

At last they touch the bottom ; all are je suis. ' And though , by curious imaginings,

immersed up to the chin ; nothing is visible one may persuade one's self of many things,

save a crowd of bandaged human faces, motion and of the unreality of most, yet Pain looks on

less, almost expressionless, the eyes staring with a grim sneer at the would-be soarer in

dully in front; here and there a brow wrinkled | ecstatic clouds, knowing that one breath from

in pain ; the wreathing vapours wind slowly her hot lips will shrivel up the poor fool's

Silence reigns.
wings and stretch him , abject and quivering ,

Watching so much pain, one suffers too, at her feet.

knowing its extremity. For the water of these Nevertheless, mercy is vouchsafed us in the

baths stands, after cooling, at the incredible magic of the night.

temperature of from 125 to 130 degrees Fahren Standing now , at this late hour, in the midst

heit, and contains moreover fifteen per cent of the high valley that pours its sulphur-la len

of natural sulphuric acid . water's down to the reservoirs, the past day

Only ,by submitting to regimental discipline seems an evil dream . The moonlit rills bubble

this marvellously resolute people compel along like veins of silver in the pale sand .

their_bodies to such anguish. I was told of From the thick bushes on the hill-sides comes

one European - only one - who was courageous the crik -crik of a few drowsy cicalas. Farther

enough to undergo the penance. up the valley loom the strange shapes of the

All at once the lean - visaged form that pre- children's pillars’ - small rocks and stones piled

sides calls harshly to the crowd below — his up in columns by pious mothers in memory of

voice cuts the stillness like a knife— One their dead offspring. And the little town and

minute has now passed ! And the
of all the encircling hills are bathed in the com

motionless heads answer him back— 'Ha-a-ai ! ' forting moonlight.

in a long, loud , unearthly wail , that echoes To gaze at the pale, heavenly face that gazes

round the building, back so benignly - to watch the myriad stars

How weirdly impassive is the Mongolian as they "attain their mighty life,' foods the

type ! Though in these nearer faces the swollen mind with a great joy, in whose depths all

are bursting, through the dull yellow grosser memories seem vain and unreal. Let

skin, yet one can detect no tension of feature, us yield to the spell ; let suffering be but as an

no writhing of lips, no setting of teeth hard , to evil day -dream , born of a cynical, distorting

conquer the torment. Their heavy jaws droop, sun ; and gentle night, that nurses the senses

their eyes are half-closed ; there is no specula- ; to sleep, be the only true reality.

tion in those dull, narrow orbs.

Slowly the reluctant hand drags itself afresh

round the dial ; never were seconds so pro THE GOVERNESS AT GREENBUSH .

longed , never minutes so interminable. Then
CHAPTER IV .-CONCLUSION .

again the harsh voice comes through the mist

" Í'wo minutes have now passed !' And again A HOFSE's mane and withers, rubbed by the

rises the answering ‘ Ha-a -ai ! ' rider's beard as he stooped to peer into the hut,

A small child appears at one of the doors ! deepened the gray dusk within and made the

and asks some question in a pretty, pleading i lamp burn brighter. Then came the squatter's

voice. One of the heads murmurs in answer ; voice, in tremulous, forced tones, as of a man

a woman's head—its mother's. The child flut- who can ill trust himself to speak : ‘ And so,

ters off with a pleased smile. Miss Winfrey, you are here !!

The third minute passes ; at the last second The Governess came close to the thu shold and

of the fourth the leader exclaims, Condescend faced her employer squarely, though without a

now to leave the honourable water !' His words word . Then her song had awakened a memory,

are drowned in the universal leap of the tor- | but nothing more ! So ran her thoughts.

tured bodies, as they swing theniselves out of " Your explanation, Miss Winfrey ??

can

sea

veins

C. H. F.

We keepavaciu no heirs year ? And she
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frey ? '

an

waved with her hand towards the man who and we've always known what Bill was under

would not stand beside her in her shame. neath . Good luck to you both ! I shall send

" When did you find that out, Miss Win- another man out here to -night.'

The girl stood still and heard him ride away.

Yesterday afternoon.' The soft words stung worse than the harsh,

Ah, when he came in for his cheque. I may she hardly knew why. She was bewildered and

tell you that I saw something of it from the aching in heart and body and brain. On some

store ; and my wife happened to overhear some pointshe should have enlightened Mr Pickering,

more when she went to fetch you and my but she had let it be , and now what was it ?

daughter in to dinner.' Ferrers had accompanied the squatter out

" That was very clever of Mrs Pickering ! ' side ; had seen him off ; and yet now he was

It was accident ; she couldn't help standing in front of her with a look she

liearing.' remembered in his sunken eyes. " Two men

I daresay !' cried the Governess, flaring up have insulted you this morning, he was saying.

all at once. But I shall tell her what I think ‘ One has apologised ; it is the other's turn

of such accidents when I see her again !' now. Forgive me, Lena ! '

There was no immediate answer ; and the girl It was his old voice. The tears rushed to

took a cold alarm ; for a soft meaning laugh her eyes, and she stepped out blindly for the

came through the door ; and either behind her, door. ' I have nothing to forgive ! ' she cried .

or in her imagination, there was an echo which ' Let me go. Only let me go !

hurt her ten times more . Go where ? '

“May I ask ,' said Mr Pickering, when you "To the township - anywhere ! I should have

expect to see my wife again ? ' told Mr Pickering. Call him back !—Ah, he's

Never ! ' said the girl, as though she had so far away already ! What am I to do ?

known that all along ; but she had not thought What am I to do ? '

of it before, and the thing stunned her even as Ferrers pushed the wooden box into the

she spoke. doorway, where she stood leaning, heavily

Never,' repeated the squatter, with immense against the jamb. ' Sit down on that,' said he,

solemnity. You've treated her very badly, while I brew you some tea. You're tired to

Miss Winfrey ; she feels it very much. You death. Time enough to think of things after . '

might at least have consulted her before going The girl sat down, and for a while she cried

to such a length as this. A length which has gently to herself. Her physical fatigue was

nothing to do with me, mark you ; but I must enornious, rendering her perfectly helpless for

say it is one of the most scandalous things I the time being, with a helplessness which she

ever heard of in all my life . I'm sorry to resented more bitterly than the incomparable

speak so strongly. I'm sorry to lose you for mental torments of the situation. These she

the children ; but you must see that you're no deserved . If only she could get away, and

longer quite the sort of person we want for turn this bitter page before it drove her mad !

them . You will find your boxes on the coach If only she could creep away, and close her

which leaves the township this evening, anıl eyes for hours or for ever ! But it was impos

your cheque ?
sible ; and that was at once the refinement of

' Stop ! ' said a hoarse voice fiercely. At the her present punishment, and, surely, the ulti

same moment Miss_Winfrey was forced to one mate expiation of her early sin .

side, and Wilfred Ferrers filled her place : she The red sun burst out of the plains, as it

had never admired him so much as now, with were under her very eyes, blinding them . But

his doubled fists, and his rough dress, and the she would not look round . She heard matches

cold dawn shining on his handsome, haggard struck, sticks crackling, and later, the billy'

face . You've said quite enough ,' he continued ; bubbling on the fire. She knew when the

' now it's my turn, Mr Pickering. Miss Winfrey “ slush -lamp ' — a strip of moleskin in a tin of

hasn't been at the hut ten minutes. She came mutton fat—was put out ; her sense of smell

because we were old friends, to try and make informed her of the fact. She heard a rasher

me the man I was when she knew me before. frizzling at the fire, and the cutting of the

Unfortunately it's a bit too late ; but she wasn't damper on the table ; but not until Ferrers

to know that, and she's done no wrong. Now touched her on the shoulder, telling her that

apologise -- or settle it with me !' and he laid breakfast was ready, would she turn her head

liold of the bridle. or speak a word . The touch made her quiver

" You may let go those reins,' replied Picker- to the core. Ile apologised , explaining that he

ing. “ I'm not frightened of you, though you had spoken tlırice. Then they sat down ; and

have the better of me by twenty years. But the girl ate ravenously ; but Ferrers did little

I think you're on the right side in a more ! but make conversation, speaking now of the

important respect than that ; and if I've done Pickerings, and now of some common friends

Miss Winfrey an injustice, I hope I'm man in London ; the people, in fact, who had

enough to apologise in my own way.' Ile slidl brought these two together.

from his horse, and walked into the hut with " They knew I had come out here ; didn't

his wideawake in one hand, and the other out- they tell you ? '

stretchel. ' I beg your pardon ,' he said. I never went near them again . '

'I don't blame you , ' she replied. This answer set Ferrers thinking ; and, after

He kept her hand kindly. Perhaps we refilling the girl's pannikin and cutting more

shall meet again, said hie. I hope so ! I damper, he took a saddle from a long peg. He

don't know how it stands between you two, must catch his horse, he said ; he would come

but I can give a guess. You're a good girl ; iback and see how she was getting on .
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He did not come back for nearly an hour : ruddy from the fire. " You've lead your eight

the lorse was a young one, and the horse hours. It's nearly five o'clock .'

paddock, which was some little distance beyond Then I must start instantly.'

the hut, was absurdly large. He returned ulti " Tine enough when we've had something to

mately at a gallop, springing off, with a new eat. '

eagerness in his face, at the door of the hut. The first person plural disconcerted her. Was

It was empty. He searched the hut, but the he coming too? Mr Pickering had taken it for

girl was gone. Then he remounted , and rode granted that they would go together ;he was

headlong down the fence ; and something that sending out another man to look after the out

he saw soon enough made his spurs draw blood. station ; but then Mr Pickering was labouring

She was lying in the full glare of the morning under a delusion ; he did not understand . Wil

sun, sound asleep. He had difficulty in awaken- fred was very kind, considering that his love for

ing her, and greater difficulty in dissuading her her was dead and buried in the dead past. The

from lying down again where she was. gentleman was not dead in him , at all events.

' Have you spent half a summer up here IIow cleverly he managed those hissing chops !

without learning to respect the Riverina sun ? He looked younger in the firelight, years

You nustn't think of going to sleep in it younger than in the cold gray dawn.

again . It's as much as your lifeis worth ."
wonder his love of her was dead and gone.

Which is very little, murmured Miss Win “ Now we're ready,' he cried at last . ' Quick,

frey, letting some sand slip through her fingers, while they're hot, Lena ! ' His tonehad changed

as if symbolically. entirely since the early morning ; it was brisker

' Look here ! ' said Ferrers. " I shall be out all now , but markedly civil and considerate. He

day, seeing to the sheep and riding the bound proceeded to apologise for making use of her

aries. There's a room at the back of my hut | Christian name; it had slipped out, he said ,

which the boss and those young fellows use without his thinking. At this fresh evidence

whenever they stay there. They keep some of his inclifference, the girl forced a smile, and

blankets in it, but I have the key. The coach leclared it did not matter. ' Surely we

doesn't go till eight o'clock to -night. Why not still be friends , said she.
lie down there till five or six ? '

“ Yes, friends in adversity ! ' he laughed . Don't

I'm not a fool in everything,' said the girl you feel as if we'd been wrecked together on

at length , with a wan smile. " I'll do that.' à desert island ? I do. But what do you think

Then jump on my horse .' of the chops ? '

" That I can't do !! * Very good for a desert island .'

' I'll give you a hand.' She was trying to adopt his tone ; it was

' I should fall off ! ' actually gay ; and herein his (legeneracy was

' Not at a walk. Besides, I'll lead him . Recol. more apparent to her than in anything that had

lect you've nine miles before you this evening !' gone before. He could not put himself in her

She gave in . The room proved comfortable. place ; the cruel dilemma that she was in, for

She fell asleep to the sound of his horse's his sake, was evidently nothing to him ; his

canter, lost in a few strides in the sand, but solitary dog's life had deprived him of the power

continuous in her brain . And this time she of feeling for another. And yet the thought of

slept for many hours. those boots outside in the sand contradicted this

It was a heavy, dreamless sleep, from which reflection ; for he had put them on soon after

she at last awoke refreshed, but entirely non- her return, thus showing her on whose account

plussed as to her whereabouts. The room was he had taken them off.

very small and hot.
It was also remarkably Moreover, his next remark was entirely sym

silent, but for the occasional crackling of the pathetic. ' It's very hard on you ! ' he exclaimed.

galvanised roof ; and rather dark , but for the What do you mean to do ?'

holes which riddled that roof like stars, letting ' I suppose I must go back to Melbourne. '

in so many sunbeams as thin as fingers. Miss And then ? '

Winfrey held her watch in one of them , but "Get another place—if I can .'

it had stopped for want of winding. Then she He said no more ; but he waited upon her

opened the door, and the blazing sun was no with heightened assiduity during the remainder

higher in the west than it had been in the of their simple meal ; and when they set out

east when last she saw it. together - he with all his worldly goods in a

On a narrow bench outside her door stood roll of blankets across his shoulders — she made

a tin basin , with a bit of soap in it , cut fresh another effort to strike his own note of kindly

from the bar ; a coarse but clean towel ; and interest and impersonal sympathy . “ And you,

a bucket of water underneath. The girl crept she said as they walked ; what will you do ? '

back into the room , and knelt in prayer before Get a job at the next station ; there'll be

using these things. In the forenoon none of no difficulty about that.'

them had been there. " I'm thankful to hear it . '

Going round presently to the front of the “ But I am in a difficulty about you !!

hut, the first thing she saw was the stock
He paused so long that her heart fluttered ,

rider's boots, with the spurs on them , standing and slie knew not what was coming. They

just outside the door ; within, there was à passed the place where her resolution had given

merry glare, and Wilfred Ferrers cooking the way in the dark hour before the dawn ; she

chops in his stocking soles before a splendid fire. recognised that other spot, where, later, he had

• Well ! she exclaimed in the doorway, for found her asleep in the sun ; but the first fence

she could not help it. was in sight before he spoke.

Awake at last ! ' he cried, turning a face ' I can't stand the idea of your putting in
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Yes .'

another appearance in the township,' he ex- the driver's whip, cracking louder and louder ;

claimed at last, thrilling her with the words, but the words came hard.

which expressed perhaps the greatest of her " It is not true,' she murmured at last. That

own immediate dreads. ' It won't do at all. is not all. You—do not - care ! '

Things will have got about. You must avoid · He turned upon her his old, hungry eyes, so

the township at all costs .'
sunken now . I do ! ' he said hoarsely . Too

How can I ? ' much-to drag you down. No ! let me sink

“ By striking the road much lower down. It alone ; I shall soon touch bottom .'

will mean bearing to the right, and no more She got to her feet. The coach was very near

beaten tracks after we get through this gate. them now, the off-lamp showing up the ver

But the distance will be the same, and I know milion panels ; the bits tinkling between the

the way . leaders' teeth ; the body of the vehicle swinging

“ But my trunks' and swaying on its leather springs. The Gover

“ The boss said he would have thiem put on ness got to her feet, and pointed to the coach

the coach . They'll probably be aboard whether with a helpless gesture.

you are or 110. If they aren't, I'll have them “ And I ? said she. “ What's to become of me ?'

sent after you . ' The south wind was freshening with the fall

' I shall be taking you out of your way, of night ; at that very moment it blew off the

objected the girl. driver's wideawake, and the coach was delayed

* Never mind. Will you trust me ? '
three minutes. A few yards farther it was

di "Dlost gratefully ! ' stopped again , and at this second exasperation

Slie liad need to be grateful . Yes, he was the alriver's language went from bad to worse ;

very kind ; nevertheless, he was breaking her for the coach was behind its time.

heart with his kindness : her heart, that she • What now ? Passengers ?'

had read backward five years ago, but aright

ever since. It was all his. Either the senti " The owner of the boxes ? '

ment which was one of her inherent qualities, “ Yes .'

or the generosity which was another, or both, * And you too ? Where's your cheque ?'

had built up a passion for the man she had There was a moment's colloquy between the

jilted, far stronger than any feeling she could two dusky figures in the road ;then the man

have entertained for him in the early days of took a slip of paper from the left-hand pocket

their love. She had yearned to make atone- in his moleskins, and held it to the off -lamp

ment, and having prayed, for years, only to for the driver's inspection. The two of us," he

meet him again , to that end, she had regarded saill.

her prayer now as answered. But answered All right ; jump up !!

how cruelly ! Quite an age ago, he must have And with his blankets round her , and her

ceased to care; what was worse, he had no hand in his, the little Governess, and her lost

longer any strong feelings about her, one way love who was found, passed at star-rise through

or the other. This, indeed , was the worst of the Greenbush boundary -gate, and on and on

all . Ilis first hot scorn, his momentary bru- into another life.

tality, had been better than this. She had made

him feel then . He felt nothing now . And

here they were trudging side by side, as silent
MIRRORS, AXCIENT AND MODERN.

as the grave that held their withered love.
ACCORDING to the learned Beckmann, it is

They came to the road but a few minutes highly probable that a limpid brook was the

before the coach was due. Ferrers carried no
first mirror. Primitive man , or rather woman ,

watch ; but lie had timed their journey accurately by the sun . It was now not a hand's was not content for long with that inconvenient

breadth "above the dun horizon ; the wind had looking-glass, and it is very likely that early

changed, and was blowing fresh from the south ; in the Stone Age vanity and ingenuity found

and it was grateful to sit in the elongated an artificial substitute for the meandering brook.

shadows of two blue-bushes which commanded Some stones answer fairly well for the pur
a fair view of the road . They had been on the pose, and, in fact, we read in ancient writers

tramp upwards of two hours ; during the second of stone mirrors. Pliny mentions the obsidian

hour they had never spoken but once, when stone or agate in this respect, and we know

he handed her his water-bug ; and now he that the ancient Peruvians, besides mirrors of

handed it again .
" Thank you ,' she said , passing it back after silver, copper, and brass, possessed some which

her draught. “ You have been very kind ! ' slightly astonished their Spanish conquerors.

" Ah, Lena !' he cried, without a moment's These were made of a black and opaque stone,

warning, ' had you been a kinder girl, or I which was susceptible of a fine polish. The

a stronger man , we should have been happy earliest written records we have refer to metal

enough first or last ! Now it's too late.. I have mirrors; but the opinions as to time, place,

sunkºtoo low. I'd rather sink lower still than and composition seem to be as numerous and

tradle upon your pity.'
various as the antiquaries and commentators

Is that all ? '

themselves. The endeavours to trace their origin
• That's all .'

He pointed to a whirl of sand half a mile up remind one of the arduous labours of another

the road. It grew larger, giving glimpses of body of students -- namely,

half-harnessed horse-flesh and heavily revolving Those learned philologists who chase

wheels. The girl's lips moved ; she could lear A panting syllable through time and space ;
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Start it at home, and hunt it in the dark
The great and mythical Prester Jolin possessed

To Gaul — to Greece — and into Noah's ark ! a mirror which showed him everything that

Some, following Cicero, conjecture that Æscu- took place in his dominions. The celebrated

lapius was the inventor of mirrors ; while others magic mirror which Merlin gave to King Ryence

point out that the old Roman alludes to a to its holder auything that a friend or foe was

! —it was called “ Venus's looking-glass '-revealed

probe, an invention more in the line of the doing, and other interesting incidents usually

reputed father of medicine. associated with the detective's profession. Brito

The Greeks were at an early period possessed mart, King Ryence's daughter, saw in it her

of small mirrors, chiefly of bronze, and occasion- future husband ,and also his name — Sir Artagal.

ally covered with a thin coating of silver. According to the old mythology, Vulcan made

Besides its at the toilet table in the one
which revealed the past, present, and

preparation of Psyche knots and graceful The Orchestra,declares

, with a delicate poetical

future. Sir John Davies, in his poem entitled

drapery, it was also used in divination. The and courtier-like fancy, that Cupid once handed

practice was to let one down into a well by it to Antinous when he was in the court of

means of
a string to within a few inches : Ulysses, and Antinous gave it to Penelope, who

of the water, when it was pulled up, and, after beheld therein the Court of Queen Elizabeth

a few minutes, was expected to show the face and all its grandeur !

of the sick person in whose behalf the ceremony Vulcan, the king of fire, that inirror wrought. . .

was performed. Roman writers like Pliny and
As there did representin lively show

Seneca, in declaiming against increasing luxury,
Our glorious English Court's divine image

As it should be in this our golden age !

state that it was the ambition of every foolish
Another famous mirror was that belonging to

woman to possessa silver mirror. Examples of Kelly, the speculator or seer in the service of

these Greek and Roman articles are to be seen Dr Dee. It resembled a piece of caunel coal ,

in collections of antiquities at towns wherever , and is thus celebrated in Huilibras :

those old civilisations had spread ; and from a Kelly did all his feats upon

specimen found in Cornwall, it is supposed The devil's looking-glass, a stone.

that the Celtic population of England copied There is a traclition that the Gunpowder Plot

the form and substance of the Roman mirror.
was discovered by Dr Dee and his wonderful

It was not, however, till the early part of the mirror. In a Prayer-book printed by Baskett,

sixteenth century that they became common as is a curious engraving representing the discova

articles of furniture and decoration . Previously , ' ery through its agency.
“ The plate,' says a

they were carried at the girdle, being merely correspondent in Notes and Queries, “would seem

smallcircular plaques of polished metal fixed in torepresent the method by which under Provi

a shallow box. The outsides were often of gold, dence - us is evidenced by the eye--the discov

of the Gunpowder Plot was at that time

enamel, ivory, or ebony, and much ingenuity seriously believed to have been effected. The

and art was expended in their decoration
tradition, moreover, must have been generally

with relief representations of love, domestic, believed , or it never could have found its way

hunting, and other interesting scenes. As early into a Prayer-book printed by the king's

as 625, we find Pope Boniface IV. sending printer.'

Queen Ethelberga of Northumberland a present In the pleasant regions of folklore the mirror

of a silver mirror. After the method of cover i holds a fairly prominent place. To break one

ing glass with thin sheets of metal was dis- is considered an unlucky affair, a notion which

covered—sometime during the middle ages, it is bits of modern superstition . In many parts
is one of the most prevalent and persistent

vaguely supposed-steel and silver mirrors were of England, seven years of trouble is con

still cherished, to the neglect of the new -fangled sidered the penalty for such an accident ;

glasses. Their manufacture on a commercial but the still more serious Scottish people

basis was first developed in Venice about the regard it as a sign that a member of the

year 1507, and in England, early in the family will soon die. In the south of England

seventeenth century, the business was started it is looked upon as a bad omen for a bride on

by Sir Robert Mansell. ! her wedding morning, to take a last peep at

Mirrors of metal are still common in Oriental the glass before starting for church, and the

countries among people not afflicted with that struggle between superstition and vanity is no

malady styled 'progress. Bronze is the favoured doubt very keen. The Swedish girls are afraid

substance in Japan, and the first mirror ever to look in the glass after dark, or by artificial

made in that charming country is religiously | light, lest they should forfeit the good opinion

preserved at Isé as an object of the highest, of the other sex. Most people still appear to

veneration ; while that said to be presented by i regard it as a bad omen to see the new moon

the Sun goddess at the foundation of the for the first time through a window pane or

empire is an important item in the Japanese reflected in a mirror. În some districts the

regalia. practice of covering the looking-ylass , or re

In addition to the historical and utilitarian moving it, in the presence of death still exists.

interest, the mirror is famous in the wide . The reason for this is not very obvions, though

realms of mystery and superstition . According Air Baring Gould says there is a popular notion

to Brand, mirrors were used by magicians 'in that if a person looks into a mirror in the

their superstitious and diabolical operations.'ſ chamber of death , he will see the corpse looking
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over his shoulder.
Such superstitions seem to tunity of studying her eyes, so mistakes between

suggest a near approach to the primitive modes the sisters were not infrequent. But it was

of thought of the men who found mirrors in reserved for to make the monumental

stones and glasses in the running brook.
mistake.

Many an evening after school was closed , a

tap would come to the door, and James would
· BLACKFOOT : A TRUE STORY.

enter, at first with the excuse of some problem

' WELL, laddie,' said the old schoolmaster, care concerning ‘ chains' and 'acres,' afterwards osten

fully stopping his time-honoured briar with the sibly to have a ' crack , ' which always sooner or

tobacco he had just cut and carefully rubbed, later resolved itself into a monologue on the

' it's a right interesting thing to hear your perfections of Katie Gray. Now , I could not

see why James should despair ; for it is not

exposition of Socialism ; but I'm no that sure every swain who is allowed to see the lady of

how the universal brotherhood will turn outhis affections and her sister home from the

after a '. Did I ever tell you how I was sworn ' practising' every Friday night, and occasionally

brother to a mason ? '
further permitted the bliss of singing with her

I said nothing, but looked interested . Mr thereafter ; for James had a very good bass

Whackbairn settled down in his chair, took voice, and nourished wild aspirations after the

several puffs, and began :
position of precentor ; and Katie sang like a

ſintie. I constantly heartened him up to press

It was thirty years ago, when I was a young
his suit. James was willing and even anxious

callant like yourself, that I was alsomuch taken At last, in an access of despairing bashfulness, he
to do, but somehow the affair lung fire.

with the notion of universal brotherhooil. I
explained his laxness and the reason which made

was just three monthis out of Glasgow College, him a laugard in love.

and had been going up and down Scotland, “ Eh , guid kens it's no that I dinna want

and walking to and fro in it, looking for a the_lassie ! Ower an'ower have I gane doon

school wherein to display my talents, when to Burnbraes to tell her sae ; but jist whan I've

the heritors of Colston offered me the parochial led up to it , an' my heart's thumpin' like my

school, twenty pounds a year, fees, a furnished ain hammer, in comes Nellie, an' there have I

house, and the privileye of a ' cow's gang' on to ask aboot her auntie's neuralgy or the like,

the Hill of Colston. As I did not propose to an ' then say I maun be steppin '. I'm no

take unto myself a cow, this last allurement sayin' onything against Nellie ; Nellie's a bonny

counted for little ; but nevertheless I accepted lassie when Katie's no there' (James was noth

Colston . ing if not generous); ' but if she could only

And Colston accepted me ! I am bound to say be keepit oot o ' my way for twa hoors some

that the hearty kindness of those Lanarkshire Friday night, I'd maybe screw up courage to

farmers and miners was a great cleal more than ask Katie ! And the perplexed lover came to

I sleserved . I ceased to regret that inestimable a stand -still.

privilege the ' cow's gang,' when I found that Who would not have sympathised with a good

the goolwives were quite willing to keep the fellow in such a whimsical plight? I gallantly

'maister ' in butter, eggs, and cheese. threw myself into the breach by proposing that

But very lonely I should have found life he should take me to Burnbraes, and introduce

in that upland village, if it had not been for me to the sisters, when I would do my best to

the evening class of young men to whom I keep Nellie from disturbing the tête-à -tête of

taught what I called land -surveying, though they James and his fair one. Never was a proposal

declined to recognise it by any name except received with such sincere though semi-articulate
" lan '-mizzerin ',' With of these young gratitude, and we fixed on the following Friday

fellows I contracted a friendship on the very evening at seven .

best Brotherhood -of-man principles. James Rob James was punctual ; and we walked down the

ertson was a mason by tradle, with an aspira- ' loan ? together almost in silence. My friend

tion after a croft, which accounted for the was, I conjecture, considering the phrases in

" lan ’-mizzerin !' lIe was a young giant of six- , which he was to put his fate to the test, and

feet-three, and his bashfulness was even greater , win or lose it all ; while I was remembering
thiin his size. It was popularly believed that that even James admitted that Nellie was a

he would go two miles out of his way at any bunny lassie when Katie wasna there. We

time to avoid speaking to a girl . Yet there was entered under a honeysuckle arch and tapped

one girl for the privilege of speaking to wliom at the door. It was opened by the neuralgic

he would cheerfully have gone twenty miles out aunt.

of his way, even though all she said was to ask | • Hoo 's a' wi' ye the nicht ? An'ye've

if he would be at the kirk the morn , which he brocht the maister wi’ ye. Come ben the hoose,

was sure to be — but whether Katie Gray or sir, in ' see the lassies ! ' and she bustled in

the minister's excellent discourse on Jeremialı, before us.

was the attraction, is open to question.
Katie and Nellie were named ; and after some

Katie Gray, the local beauty, lived at the polite conversation , dealing, mostly with the

croft of Burnbraes along with her father and crops, the cat, and the window -geranium, I

her twin -sister Nellie , the other local beauty . asked Miss Nellie to take me outside, profess

Indeed , the two girls were so like that it was ing a wild desire for some of the gooseberries

(litlicult to clistinguish them , except that Nellie's , which were hanging in red ovals of sweetness

eyes were brown, and Katie's a dancing hazel. on the bushes at the foot of the garden .

But the little puss rarely gave one an oppor- It is an absorbing business gathering goose

one
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that my

berries, especially if you get a thorn into your Colston parislı had been exhorted by scoffing

first finger during the process. How can a man friends to ask the maister to be blackfoot.

get it out with his left hand ? We were obliged But this was my first and last appearance in

to sit down on the seat, while my pretty com- this character of proxy.

panion produced a needle, and taking my hand,

began to make those frantic little dabs with

which even the most charming of women attacks Τ Η Ε Μ Ο Ν Τ Η :

a thorn or splinter in the hand of masculinity.

Somehow, that thorn took half -an -hour

extract, and at the end of the half -hour we felt In No. 556 (page 540) we recorded a case of acci

justified in sitting another half-hour. The pair dental charring of a fabric by contact with the

in the window seemed not to be saying much, bulb of an electric glow -lamp. From experiments

and I thought it my duty, to give James as lately made by Captain Exler it is shown that

long as possible. In fact, I would have gone a sixteen -candle lamp sunk in paraffin reaches

on sacrificing myself nobly till ten o'clock, if

it had not been land -surveying
i a maximum temperature of 94 degrees C. , while

class began at nine, and I had reluctantly to ! a twenty -five-candle lamp will reach 101 degrees

go . i C. Gunpowder and gun -cotton are not ignited ,

We walked up the garden walk together, and but when spread upon wood or other material

I saw my friend in the window heave himself opaque to heat rays, the powder will be decom

to his feet. He emerged from the door just posed and the cotton darkened . Cotton -wool,

as Miss Nellie was pinning one of the monthly cloth, and black silk will all char when bound

rosebuds into my button -hole - you see , I was round a glow - lamp, but will not actually take

afraid of getting another thorn in my finger, if
fire unless saturated with india -rubber solution .

I did it myself. We were both invited to come

back soon, made our adieux, and departed .
The breaking of a lamp did not ignite gun

My pupil did not say a word to me as we cotton , but fired an explosive gaseous mixture.

went down that walk . His brow wore a distinct Billiard players will be interested to hear that

scowl, and I judged that the case called for balls of steel have recently been made for this

sympathy. Whenever we were out of eyeshot popular game at Stockholm. They are about

and earshot, he suddenly stopped short, and the same weight as ivory balls of the same size,

shook me-me, the schoolmaster of Colston - in but cost about a quarter the price of the latter.

a way that made me feel as if every tooth was Cast steel is employed in the manufacture, but

loose in my head. There are moments, as the balls are afterwards turned in the lathe,

Carlyle tells us, when the overwrought human after which they have a thickness of one

being loses all respect for church -clothes. sixteenth of an inch . We are not told whether

James certainly seemed to have lost all respect , these balls possess the same amount of elasticity
for the educational collar. as those of ivory. In connection with this

• What garred you do yon ? he demanded matter we may mention that billiard balls of

savagely. a composition of which celluloid forms a chief

Whatever do you mean ? Haven't I done 'part have been in use for some time.

just what you asked ? ' I gasped . M. Marey, whose name is widely known as an

When did I ask you to hold my lassie's han ’; investigator who has made much use of photo

for half-an -hour ? ' and another attack seemed graphy in obtaining records of animal move

imininent. ments, has lately been busying himself with

I had been sedulously keeping the wrong trying to solve the problem why a cat always

girl out of James's way ! Was ever such a funny ! fails on its fect, even though it be dropped

mistake ? I am a very near-sighted man, and down with its paws upwards. The photographs

bad confused the names of the two sister's, so slow precisely by what succession of motion the

that while I had been sitting , with Katie on cat gets its feet undermost.

the sent, my luckless pupil had been left for an In response to a deputation which lately

hour to the society of Nellie and the cat ! I waited upon the President of the Boardof

On thinking thematter over, I magnanimously . Trade, that official expressed the hope that it

forgave the shaking, feeling that under the might be in his power to introduce a Bill in

circumstances I should have done the same. Parliament for dealing with the question of

Furthermore, after the class was over for the immature fish . The importance of preventing

evening, I aided and abetted James in writing the capture of fish under a useful size has

Katie a formal proposal of marriage, addressed again and again been urged by those who are

in full to Miss Katherine Gray, to prevent in the best position to know what injury is

mistakes. done to our 'fisheries under the present fool

His next visit was not paid to me in the hardy system . We may hope now that some

capacity of schoolmaster, but in the equally thing definite will be done before it is too late.

onerous position of session -clerk. He requested With reference to the limit of size, the general

me to put in the cries,' announced that they feeling seems to be in favour of the example

were to be married Friday three weeks, and which has been set by most Continental coun

asked ny attendance, which I agreed to give, i tries. This fixes the limit for soles and plaice

in the capacity of best-man only . at eight inches, and for turbot and brill at ten

A year after, I attended a christening in the inches. At present it is a common thing to

same family ; but long before that happy event see fish for sale far under these sizes.

James had let the story of that evening leak In the meantime valuable work is being

out, and I do believe every bashful lover in | done at Dunbar under the auspices of the
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Fishery Board for Scotland. Here has been per day are a sign that the body is in a

established a large hatchery for the artificial healthy state.

propagation of the more valuable marine food The Medical Officer of Health attached to the

fishes. It is proposed to hatch here every large parish of Islington , in the streets of which

season hundreds of millions of the eggs of ice -cream vendors numerous, has been

plaice, turbot, sole, and other fishes, and to making some inquiry into the quality of the

place the fry in the various fishing -grounds delicacy which these swarthy sons of Italy are

round the coast. Curiously enough, this work dispensing to the youth of the metropolis. He

is carried on within the confines of the old has discovered countless microbes in this com

castle of Dunbar. The arrangements include a pound of flour, milk, eggs, and flavouring

tidal pond for brood -fishes, a concrete tank in essences, as well as in the water for washing

which the spawn is deposited , and an incubat- the glasses. One is a deadly microbe commonly

ing room capable of containing at one time found in sewage. The officer laconically attrib

eighty million fish -eggs. The pond has been utes this state of things to the dirty conditions

formed in a space under the castle which at under which the creams are manufactured , to

one time formel a (lungeon, and the fish con the dirt of the vessels, and the uncleanly habits

fined in it are feil daily. This experiment in of the men engaged in the industry.'

marine pisciculture is attracting great attention, The war between China and Japan is recog

not only in our own count but abroad . nised by all as a valuable object lesson to the

It is curious to note that modern workers, European powers, for the combatants are fight

with all their boasted improvements of manu ing with modern ships and modern weapons.

facture, will occasionally revert to very old So far the great value of quick -firing guns on

methods and discover much that is good in shipboard has been abundantly made manifest.

them . A case in point is presented by certain So also has the awful destruction possible by

trials of mortar batteries at Sandy Hook. Now one well-directed shot from a weapon of heavy

a mortar is a stumpy little gun whose mission calibre. One such shell was received on board

it was
to throw a shell high in the air so the Japanese flagship at the battle of the Yalu,

that it might drop upon the enemy. Of with the result that a heavy barbette gun was

late years it has hardly been seen except in dismounted and thrown into the sea, great haroc

museums; but now it has once more come to was caused in the ship's fittings, and no fewer

the front, and has been proved to be of consider than fifty-one men were killed and wounded,

able value. In the trials referred to it was If it had not been for this terrible shot, the

desired to ascertain the value of mortars in Japanese loss on that occasion would have been

repelling an enemy, and more particularly to insignificant. It is noteworthy that many of

find out whether the missiles could be thrown our British ships are still armed with muzzle

with sufficient accuracy to perforate the deck loading guns, and possess none of the quick

of a ship. The shots were made to hit a float- firing variety in their armament.

ing target repeatedly, and it was shown that The teaching of medicine and philosophy in

when four shots were fired simultaneously, they the University of modern Japan has long been

fell so near together that they made but one mainly under the influence of German Profes

splash. But till of late, English was not merely

The discoloration of flowers when they are the principal foreign language in general use, but

preserved and dried as botanical specimens is at all governmental schools, colleges, and the

said to be due to ammonia in the atmosphere. University, took the first place, while German

In order to prevent this action , it has recently was second , and French third in standing. By

been recommended to use for pressing absorbent a recent decree of the Japanese Minister of Edu

paper which has been baked in a one per cent. cation this arrangement is definitively altered :

solution of oxalic acid and driel. The use English takes now only the second place, and

of such paper enables specimens to be preserved all students coming froin the advanced schools

with their colours unimpaired . to the University who propose to study medi

A French doctor has pointed out that several cine , literature, history, philosophy, or law, must

fallacies are common with regard to the weight havé proved their mastery of German . At

of the human body. The man who congratulates present there are seven German Professors in

himself on his gain of several pounds in weight the University of Tokio.

over a given period , may have no cause for Eight millions a year seems a fearful sum

rejoicing , for he may be under a delusion. for the afflicted farmers of the United Kingdom

Very few people, says this French investigator, to lose, not by bad weather or American com

have any correct idea of their own weight. petition, but by the industry of the warble fly or

As a rule, the correctness of his scales may ox bot. That amount, however, is believed by

be doubted, the weight of the clothing not the best authorities not to exceel the loss caused

taken into account, the time which has elapsed by this insect pest, which, rather like a small

since eating, & c. As a matter of fact the humble-bee, lays its eggs on or in the skin

weight of the body is continuously changing, of cattle. The maggotgrows to a chrysalis in

owing to innumerable influences. On a warm the skin or flesh of the animal ; and the

day after breakfast a man will lose more than damage caused by its presence to the market

a third of a pound per hour. Seventy per able value of the hide, to the health of the

cent. of the boily consists of water, and thus animal, and to the milk-production, may be

its weight must vary with the transpiration guessed when it is known that five hundred

of moisture. Therefore the inferences drawn maygots have been found in one cow. Miss

from the loss or gain of a pound or two may Ormerod , already so well known for her labours

be mistrusted. Fluctuations of a few ounces on injurious insects, has published ( Simpkin,

sors.
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Marshall, & Co.) a pamphlet which fully de- of a very grave nature. In a recent Report by

scribes the warble fly and its development, with the Medical Officer of a large London parish,

careful illustrations ; and indicates how , by the results of examining the cisterns of forty

simple, harmless, and efficacious methods, the one 'model' dwellings is given . These water

damage caused by it may be checked or wholly receptacles were mostly at the top of the houses,

prevented . were imperfectly covered , and in dangerous prox

Brick -dust mortar as a substitute for hydraulic imity to drain-pipes, &c. The contents were

cement,where the latter cannot be obtained, has frequently filthy, the water being covered with

been lately recommended , and experiment shows sinuts, and in some instances decayed vegetable

that the mortar will, after setting and immer- matter lay two inches thick on the bottom of

sion in water for several months, bear an extra- the cistern. Private dwellings in the district

ordinary amount of pressure without giving way. were no better ; and it has been resolved to put

It is also stated that an addition of ten per cent. in force certain by -laws which exist for dealing

of brick dust to ordinary mortars prevents that with the matter. But the enforcement of such

disintegration which is so commonly experienced. I laws is a somewhat difficult matter, particularly

In Spain a mixture of brick dust, sand, and lime with a class of persons to whom cleanliness is

is used in preference to cement in culverts, not a matter of grave consideration.

drains, & c.; and the proportions recommended A few weeks ago the Church of St Colunıb,

as giving the best results are one part brick Cornwall , was struck by lightning just at the

dust and one part lime to two of sand. The commencement of morning service. The current

ingredients are mixed together in a dry state, seems to have struck the tower , stunning the

and are afterwards tempered with the necessary ringers in its progress through the belfry, and

amount of water. | appearing in the body of the church as a ball

A rat is credited with having caused a strange of fire. The glass of the belfry window was

accident which recently occurred on the electric blown to pieces, and a slight explosion occurred

lighting system at Baltimore. Without any warn- through injury to the gas meter. The church

ing, a large number of the city lamps were was not protected by a lightning-conductor.

suddenly extinguished , owing to a rat stepping On some of the American railways compressed

from one cop per terminal to another, and thus air is being used by the carriage cleaners for

short- circuiting the current. The rat's skin is removing dust from the interior of the vehicles.

supposed to have been wet at the time, thus A rubber hose is carried to any part of the car,

helping it to be a good conductor of the current. and is used just like a garden hose, only that

Its hair was burnt off,and the body had become it discharges air instead of water. A powerful

quite rigid . Much damage was done to the stream of air is said to be far more effective

attached switchboard and other fittings, owing than dusters or brushes, and will remove all

to the great heat generated by the accidental dry dirt from cloth , and even from glass and

contact. wood . It has the further recommendation that

The value of Anti-toxic serum as a remedy it searches into all crevices and corners, and

for that terrible disease diphtheria seems to be effectually cleanses them of the dirt which they

established beyond reasonable doubt. Dr Wood- harbour.

head , Director of the Research laboratories of In the course of a recent lecture at Owens

the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, College, Manchester, Professor S. J. Hickson

in lecturing upon this new curative agent, said described several of the fishes which

that a great deal of nonsense had been written found in the Museum there. In alluding to

about thie danger of injecting organic fluids into the gorgeously coloured fish of the coral reefs,

the human body, from a horse which might be le pointed out that the bright and variegateci

suffering from glanders or tuberculosis. He tints of the immediate surroundings on the

pointed out that the presence of such ailments in reef rendered similar colours on the fish a

à horse could be predetermined with the greatest protective necessity. Were the fish dull or

accuracy, and therefore that the danger was sombre-coloured, they would be readily detected

non -existent. It was
also pointed out by by their enemies. IIe also pointed out that

another speaker, Lord Playfair, that the system although the ' fish out of water ' had become

advocated by the lecturer was not attended by a recognised expression for any one in an un

any suffering to the animals from which the comfortable position, many fish lived a

serum was obtained. “ All the pain caused was siderable portion of their lives in the air. Such

less than that of a single lash of the whip .' were the flying-fish, the climbing perch of the

See article in this Journal, No. 572 (Dec. 15, Indian Archipelago, and others. The lecturer

1894 ). considered that the Manchester Museum collec

Notification has been made that the seeds tion was a good one, but that it required many

of hardy plants which have been gathered at additions. He trusted that those who made

Kew Gardens during the past year will be use of the new Ship Canal would bring some

available for distribution - by way of exchange specimens from foreign ports which they might

—with the colonial, Indian, and foreign bo- visit.

tanical gardenis. A list of the seeds is published The inconvenience which arises on many of

in the Kew Bulletin, and requests should be our railways through the names of the stations

forwarded to the Director of the Gardens as becoming indistinguishable amid the crowd of

soon as possible. advertisements which adorn those buildings, has

In many districts, domestic water cisterns are led to the introduction on the District (London )

practically done away with , the household water Railway of what is known as the Station

being drawn direct from the main. This is as Indicator. Upon the ceiling of each carriage

it should be, for the cistern is a source of danger there is a kind of glass case, and within it

welle

con
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appears the name of the next station at which consumption was, in 1892-93, just a little

the train will stop, while at the same time a over twelve and a half pints — little more than

bell rings. This notification does not take the proportion of spirits demanded by the

place until the train is within about one hun- ; Parisians, without regard to the large quantity

dred yards of the stopping-place. The system of wine also required there for their annual

has been thoroughly tested with successful wants. In view of this, it is strange that

results, and will soon be adopted throughout travellers still report that drunkenness — as we

the District Company's system . It may be unfortunately know it in Great Britain - is a

mentioned that the Great Northern Railway is thing of very rare The Parisians

also adopting special means to make the names are represented as temperate drinkers though

of their stations more prominent by placing they drink just about as many glasses of spirits

them on all lamps, station windows, &c. as the Scotch ( the largest consumers of spirits

A new method, distinct from any. mere ' in Britain ), besides nearly thirty times as many

surface schemes -trapping, poisoning, tinning, glasses of wine as they do of spirits , not to

and the like - having for its object the complete speak of a fair allowance of cider and beer !

extermination of the rabbit pest, is, we learn And at Cherbourg the inhabitants take two and

from a correspondent, being adopted in New three -quarter times as much spirits as the

South Wales and Victoria with much success. Scotch, not to speak of cider, beer, and wine.

Inextinguishable cartridges generating copious , As it is to be hoped and presumed that women

and penetrating volumes of deadly smoke or and children have little or nothing to do with

poisonous gas are placed in the burrows, the the figures for the consumpt of spirits, and as

apertures of which are then closed . Thus are very many men take none at all, some folks

suffocateil and buried by one process the olul must take pretty large doses. If French topers

and young together, a scheme said to be that can without visible and unpleasant consequences

of a Liverpool competitor for the prize offered carry such quantities of liquor, this must be
for the best means of extermination . one of the things they do better in France .'

People think of France as a wine- lrinking

country, and understand in a general way that

in the wine-growing districts wine is consumeil EVERLASTING SLIMER.

more largely than, say, in French Flanders.

But it is not commonly known how very widely
It needs not woods with violets paved,

one part of France differs from another in
Nor roses in the lane,

regard to the standard beverage and the quan
Nor lilies by cool waters laved ,

tities consumed . At Nice, in the south , for
Nor gorses on the plain ,

example, the consumption of wine is at the Nor song of birds in bush and brake,

rate of four hundrect and twenty - five English
Nor rippling wavelets ' chime,

imperial pints a year per head of the popula Nor blue and cloudless skies , to make

tion ! Ai Cherbourg, on the other hand, the
For me the summer -time.

quantity of wine used is only eighty -four pints

per hend ; at Remmes, in Brittany, less than My lady's cheeks twin roses are,

sixty pints ; and at Lille, only fifty - six points.
That bloom the whole year round ;

But at Rennes, cider is taken to the amount of My lady's throat is whiter far

eight hundred and fifty-one pints per head of the
Than whitest lily found ;

population ; and at Lille , beer to the amount of When thick and fast fall bail and sleet,

six hundred and sixty pints per heal ; while at
The blue of summer skies

Cherbourg they drink spirits in the formidable I find whene'er my glances meet

proportion of thirty-two pints per head annu My laily's azure eyes.

ally. These figures are selected from a large

list in an official Report, which proves conclui When blackbirds' notes shake not the dew

sively that where the consumpt of spirits is large, From lilac blooms away---

the use of what in France are reckoned hygi When larks sing not in heaven's blue

enic drinks ' — namely, wine, cider, and beer — is
At dawning of the day-

proportionately decreased, or nearly so. And in
When orioles no more rejoice

this regard it is at present proposed to regulate High in the chestnut tree-

and modify this tendency in the liquor trade
My lady's sweet and joyous voice

by legislation and administrative measures - one Brings summer back for me.
plan proposed being to abolish or largely reluce

the taxation on the hygienic drinks, while

greatly raising the duties on all kinds of spirits,
** TO CONTRIBUTORS.

treated most justly as vastly more dangerous 1st. All communications should be addressed to the
to the public health and well-being than the * Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh .'

milder beverages. Paris is mainly awine-drink- 2d. For its return in case of ineligibility, postage - stamps

ing town, but, like Marseilles and Lyons, does
should accompany every manuscript.

not consume so much as many of the smaller 3d. To secure their safe return if ineligible, All MANU

SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by a letter of advice or
towns ; though when examined in detail, the

otherwise, should hare the writer's Name and Address

provision seems to be on a sufficiently generous writton upon them IN FULL .

scale . In Paris the annual rate per head is 4th . Poetical contributions should invariably be accom

three hunılred and forty pints of wine, sixteen of panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

cider, twenty -one of beer, and rather over twelve
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I. — THE DANCE OF THE LITTLE WOLF.

good ? ' can never

a woman .

on а

"What is the good ? ' said Babette. " There is no Babette laughed merrily, her little white

one to play–no fiddle—no music. What is the teeth flashing. She tapped him on the arm .

Oh , you foolish - foolish ! A man

" Truly ! ' replied Antoine. ' Here it is New- see, when it is He think her

year's Day - snow three feet vleep — the house so great when she's very little. He think he

hot you can't breathe --thirty pair of feet wait- understand himself, and he know nothing.

ing - lots of tabac - of cold pork - plenty of cider There is Marie! What do you know ? You

behind the door and no music ! So droll — think her all coquette . You think I'm better.

that ! Pshaw ! I'll stand tub and If I were in the same way as Marie, I'd be

whistle.' like her .'

Babette laughed . “ See Alphonse. Watch how Antoine ran his fingers through his hair,

he shakes his black head, and his eyes dance knotted his forehead , and smiled in a quaint

80 ! Ah, poor Alphonse ! He would give his way . “ I do not understand," he said . “Who is

neck for Marie ; but she sits with a half-dozen 'there Marie loves ? You can see she play the

galants beside her ; she flash her big brown game with them all ; but there is no one. She

eyes over at Alphonse, and they drive him has them - Jacques, Adrien, Jules, Alphonse,

mad. You think she care for him , with his and the rest ! They are on their shins, and

purty eyes and black hair ? No, no. You see ! she put her little foot on them all . What does

You hear her feet tap the floor ! She long to she care ? Ah, Babette, what does she care ?

dance like us all ; and Alphonse, he long for There's no one.'

her. '
Babette suddenly became grave, and her eyes

So, rejoined Antoine, ' I do not understand watched Antoine with a wondering kind of

that Marie. Why is't all get on their knees to sadness. She was younger than he, yet she was

her, and she care for no man ?? wiser, for every gooil woman is wiser than any

You think that ?? asked Babette . “ Pish ! you ! She wondered why he did not know

are only a man with a man's eyes . You think that, when love first stirs in a woman's heart,

because she not care for you, she care for no- she begins to be wise ; when in a man's, he

body. That's like a man . He is so vain . I begins to be foolish ; for the one becomes

When a woman care not for him , he is sounselfish , and the other vain.

happy when she care not for any one else. ' After a moment she said , with a serious

Antoine bristled up. Come, come, Babette . little twist of the head : “ Antoine, I do not

You think I care for Marie ? No ; only for know who ' tis, but there's some one Marie

youl. You are the one great woman in the loves. Do you think I'm a woman, and not

world ! ' know the look of love in another ? There is,

man .

Copyright reserved in the United States of America.
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room .

some one - somewhere, and it is all unhappy. I must tell a very fine story. It must be of

know that ! Do you think if 'twas all right, love. It must be like a play, and it must be

she would play with them like that - so cold , true.'

so heartless ? No ; but she must do something. At this, every one laughed. “ M'sieu' Medal

A woman will go mad unless.- Poor Marie ! |lion was so droll ! ' they said. · The Dance of

Perhaps the man does not love her . I cannot the Little Wolf, and then a true story of love.

tell. Perhaps he loved her, and should not. - Certainly, M'sieu' Medallion was amusing.'

Perhaps soinething prevents. Bien , it is all They all came to their feet, eager for the

She is as you see . ' dance, keen to on whom the mantle of

Antoine was a little nervous, facing Babette's romance would fall. Hand in hand with trip

seriousness. He had not the care of life - only ping step they wound in and out of the room ,

the shanties in the winter, the river in summer, Medallion, standing in the centre of the floor,

the little farming in the autumn, and courting having changed his whistling to a sing-song

Babette in a lappy, irresponsible fashion all kind of chant. The long, waving, loving line

the time. But take it seriously - life - love ! presently began to twine in and out, linking

Watch how his feet tap the floor impatiently. like chains, curving into circles, parting, join

He is wild for the dance. ing again , first slowly, then faster and faster,

It was New -year's Day, the time of festivity, now, suddenly, in a pretty column, lack and

beyond all others, in a French Canadian home; forth, the men together, then the women

and the young people of the parish were gath- flashing eyes, waving black hair, the

ered, ready to dance until the morning ; but to breath of youth filling the room with an ecstasy,

the house of Marie's father, old Vigord the wherein every little care and alarm of life was
fiddler had not come. For the last hour there swallowed up ; and at last there came a sudden

had been nothing but ' Vigord ! Vigord ! Why moment of confusion , and the hurlyburly of

doesn't Vigord come?' Every one seemed trou- laughter, as the hazard of the dance grew.

bled save Marie. She did not worry. Perhaps Presently all parted, and Marie stood alone

that was because she had been a year at school in the centre of the floor, with Antoine on one

in Quebec City, and therefore had got a kind side not far, and Alphonse on the other. There

of manner, was playing the self-possessed lady, was laughter and a storm of clapping. Marie !

or that if she could not enjoy herself in one Marie ! ' they all cried. • The story — the true

way she could in another. There was some love- story ! '

thing in her different from the other girls Antoine ran his fingers through his hair,
in the

You felt that you did not shook the little gold rings in his ears, and

know her as you knew them . All that they grinned at Maric, then at Babette. Alphonse

thought or were flashed in their brown eyes, was nervous, and his eyes had a kind of wild

on their red careless lips, and in the loose soft- hunger as he also looked at Marie.

ness of their hair ; but in Marie's strong chin , Maric glanced round the room , smiling naïvely,

dark coquettish eyes, and strong brow , there gave Alphonse a quick side -long glance of tor

hid something which had little to do with the turing coquetry, and then caught Medallion's

life moving at the moment. Perhaps, as Babette eyes. He was looking at her with a whimsical

had said, there was a man somewhere in the suggestive smile. She flashed one back. Sud

world whose love, or lack of love, had given her denly something defiant swept over her face
wisdom ; but she said herself that she was only - a wave of emotion which seemed to lift her

à trifler, that she cared only to enjoy herself. all at once into an atmosphere apart from them

Antoine, to relieve the situation, which was all, independent of theni all. Some inherent,

becoming strained, started a song. That did dramatic strain in her mastered her for the

very well for a little time. a pretty moment. She was alive to her finger-tips. She

fantasy of love and wild life, dashed with a stepped back a little from Alphonse and Antoine.

spice of devilry ; but it soon lost its effect, for They drew back on either side ; but Medallion

the spirits which it raised sent a mad sprightli- folded his arms, and watched her from under

ness into the feet of all , which only the rasp his busly brows, steadily, kindly.

of a fiddle or the breath of a concertina could 'The story — the story, Marie ! ' they called.

appease or command. At last, tall Medallion The moment before, Marie was lost to every

- whose ways were those of the blessed of thing around her, now she was back again ,

this world, and who had his fingers on all the iconscious of their presence, but still in the

little comedies and tragedies of the parish– atmosphere where her inspiration was born. A

stood up in the middle of the floor and pro- smile, too brilliant, too airy, played on her

posed a game. Every one was still in a ino- lips. Her voice had a feverish lightness. Her

ment, for Medallion had great resources and eyes, though, were burning with a look hard
whimsical ideas. His was the gift of making to read.

men and women laugh, not so much at him ' I will tell you a wonderful, sad , beautiful,

self as at themselves. Besides, he had a heart. dreadful story,' she said . " Once upon a time

Protestant though he was, even the curé trusted —at this they all laughed — ' once upon a time,'

him , and the little chemist worshipped liim. she repeated very lightly, there was a girl,

‘ See, my children ,' he said , with his sharp and she thought herself beautiful. She used to

eyes twinkling, since Vigord is late, let's have dream of a great Prince who would come one

something agen his coming. Give him a half- day and tell her that his houses, his lands, and

hour longer ; then , if he isn't here, I'll play all the riches of his kingdom , were for her.

the fiddle myself. Let's have now " The Dance She only lived in a cottage in a village-but

of the Little Woll.” I'll whistle. Well, who- that didn't matter. She rode in a tiny cariole,

ever at the end shall stand alone in the centre and she had only a little Indian pony to take

It was
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her to mass and to market — but that didn't her Prince . It does not matter where she saw

matter. She was a woman, and a woman is him first, in a palace, or a house, or a church,

like a bird-- she has wings, and she flies where for she saw him — that was enough !

she will in the dreams of the night, and in the ' She was only a poor peasant girl ; but he

quick hours of the day, when her hands work was a great man , so wise, so splendid, so kind.

and her tongue is busy. A man may stoop, He said that she was beautiful, and she believed

but a woman always soars — till a man breaks him ; he said that he loved her, and she

her heart. trusted ; but when she threw herself on his

And so this girl watched for her Prince ; breast and cried that she would never leave

and when the mist was sweet, and fashed in him , there came into his face a strange, pitiful

the violet light of summer upon the river, he look . That look broke her heart, for it couldn't

did not come that way ; and when all the be -- it couldn't ! She was only a foolish peas

fields were white with snow in winter, and all ant girl, or she would have known that a

the world was waiting like the girl, he did not Prince could never be her husband. Yet she

come that way. And since he did not come to knew that he loved her.

her, she would go to him . So, one morning * Then there came a sad , terrible day, when

she filled a bag with meat, honey, and dried all the great men of the kingdom came to

fruits ; and she put on her thickest mittens, gether, and decided that she must go away, or

her little fur cap, her greatcoat of dog-skin the Prince would lose his kingdom as well as

fur, and a woollen cloud about her throat- lose her. What could she do ? She could not

under which was the little gold brooch her wait about the palace gates . She could not

mother gave her, which she would wear before defy all the great men, who were so strong,

the Prince, that he should see she was born and who could make happy or destroy as they

for the fine things of this world . She had wished. What could she do ? But she saw

braided a hand with a bow and arrow on one him once again . It was at the altar of a great

moccasin , and a hand with a sword upon the church . Oh, a church like none any of
you

other. She started forth all alone. She tra- ever saw ; with a beautiful Calvary above the

velled on and on through thick woods, and the altar, and angels with large flaming wings, and

wild hills, and over plains ; and when the a thousand candles burning, and such wonder

winds blew hard , she laughed back at them ; | ful, sweet music. It was so she saw him , and
and when at night something cried in the trees that was their good-bye. She looked into his

like spirits begging her to speak to them, she eyes, and they had the same look as when she

sang the song of the “ Scarlet Hunter," and the first heard him tell his love ; and shegot upon

chant of the “ White Swan ; " for she had no , her feet and called out to him , but he raised

fear. The birds are not afraid till a shot from his hand at her as though to say, “ No- no !

the hunter's gun, or an arrow from his bow, Vever - never !"

strikes into the heart. When that comes to a ‘ And that was the end. She left the great

girl, she is afraid if she lives, and if she dies— city ; and as she went, she saw that it was
it is no matter.

only built of stone, and not of gold ; and that

'It is no matter.' She paused, and stood the river was only bleak, dark water, and not

looking straight before her, repeating the phrase wine, after all . Her eyes were not the same,

still again , as though, having learned the tale and they would never be the same, never

by heart, she had forgotten something. But never-never. '

she was merely lost for il moment in scenes The strange, searching pathos of her voice

which were flashing before her mind, having filled the room , like the eerie music of a violin ,

for the time passed beyond lier audience to the and Medallion felt his face flush and his fingers

world where, in despair, one's own soul flees, tingle, for he was realing the story of a girl's

and the Angel of the Four Corners can show life in the allegory. Perhaps only he and one

us no right of way as we travel. other understood, and that other the

Some girl in the crowd giggled nervously. simple Babette. She pinched Antoine's arm .

Another, she knew not wlis , gave a quick gasp ' Can't you understand ?" she said .

ing sob. Babette, who was next her, said : You Antoine shifted from one leg to the other,

goose, it's only a story .' ran his fingers through his hair , and said only :

This brought Marie back. She took up the It's a good story - very good ! Bien , she

thread again, lightly but plaintively, too. By- could go on the stage. Ah !once when I was

and -by she came to a city. It stood high on a in Montreal, I saw a play. Voilà, that was a

great hill. It had splendid houses, churches, good play. Well, she could act in such a play,

and palaces ; and beneath, at the foot of the, that arie. '

mountain, there flowed a fine wide river. I , Babette sighed, shrugged her shoulders, lifted

Every stone of that city was made of gold , her eyes, and caught Medallion's, and each

and every drop of that river a sweet knew of what the other was thinking.

white wine. Whenever the girl looked at the Marie now almost breathlessly hurried her

city, she knew it was so. Wlienever she looked story. “ So the poor girl came back over the

at the river, she knew it was so. And when plains and over the Hills to her little home.

she looked in the eyes of her Prince, she knew But she was never the same again. She laughel

it was so ; for they were all gold and wine when others laughed, and she was gay, and

also, and she could have lived just ever and she danced, and everybody said that she had

ever looking at those eyes, till the Scarlet good times in the world. But you — do you

Hunter blindfolded her, und led her out on think she had ? Because, when she thought of

the lonely Trail of the White Valley, from the city now , it was no longer of gold; and

wliichi no man returns. Yes, she had found , when she thought of the river, it was black

was

a

Was
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and wicked ; and when she remembered — the is now an almost dead city ; but it contains an

man, she saw the great rulers of his kingdom old Moorish Mosque which , though sadly marred

frowning at her, and the handof her Prince by its conversion into a Christian Cathedral, is

raised if it said, “No-110 !
Never

even yet a wonder to all beholders, and sur
never ! ”

When she finished, there was silence for a passes any similar building either at Cairo or

moment, so deep, that only the breathing of Damascus. We enter the Mosque through a

her audience was heard. They could not read court planted with orange -trees, palms, and

the thing. They took her story literally, and cypresses, and having a marble fountain in the
it did not seem so strange to them, for they centre, where, of old, the Moslems made their

à simple people ; but they were

mantic too, having in their veins - nor did they
ablutions before entering their sanctuary. Pass

know this — the feeling of an antique time. so ing through the door of the Mosque, the visitor

they applauded heartily, grandly. They called is literally staggered by the forest of beautiful

Bravo ! and said there was no one in the pillars of marble, jasper, and porphyry which he

parish , not in ten parishes, who could tell a sees before him , and which at first sight seem

fine true love-story like Marie. And Alphonse to be placed without order and without design.

looked at her with his hungry eyes as though There are between a thousand and eleven hun

to say that were he that Prince, he would have dred of these pillars ; their lines cross each

followed herfrom that city, and have lost his other, and this at first gives rise to the idea

kingdom - and his soul-- for her.

of want of plan. The eye cannot detect the

end of the long avenues which they form.

After the conquest of Cordova, in 1236, by the
AMONG THE MOORS IN SPAIN.

Spaniards, the Mosque was, without any altera

For some reason , Spain is not so popular with tion of importance, changed into a place of

the travelling public as many other countries in Christian worship, and so it remained till 1532,

Europe which could be named . It may be that when the very foolish Chapter of Cordova of

Spanish scenery, although there are notable the day resolved to erect a coro or choir in the

exceptions, is not remarkable for beauty ; or centre. In spite of all opposition, they levelled

that travelling in the Peninsula is rather behind sixty columns, and built up a hideous erection

the age. The hotels in the main thoroughfares which greatly distigured the Mosque. When

are generally speaking comfortable ; but in out- of- King Charles V. saw what had been done, he

the-way places this is not always so, and in these gave his opinion to the monks perhaps more

a knowledge of the language is almost essential. plainly than politely. He said : You have

So that upon the whole the ordinary British built here what you or any one might have

tourist, who likes comfort and shuns trouble, built anywhere else ; but you have destroyed

gives Spain a wide berth . In this he is wrong. what was unique in the world . You have

There are things in Spain which should be pulled down what was complete, and you have

seen , and the recollection of which will always begun what you cannot finish . Even in its

be a source of pleasure, such as the Museum at degradation , no one ever yet regretted a visit

Madrid ; the Mosque at Cordova ; the Alcazar, to the Mosque of Cordova.

Giralda, and Cathedral at Seville ; and not least, From Corilova to Seville is but a short

the Alhambra and Generalife at Granada. journey, but it is a passage from death to life.

Madrid is probably as uninteresting a capital There is no want of life in the yay Andalusian

as could well be conceived, and its climate is city, and in it there is much to interest the

detestable ; but its Museum is worth going from traveller. The Cathedral is not a Moorish edi

the ends of the earth to visit. In no other fice, but it is a wonderful work of art. It is, or

country in the world, not excepting France and was till recently, probably the most beautiful

Italy, can such a collection of the Spanish, church in the world ; but a few years ago, some

Italian, Dutch, and Flemish schools be found. of the enormous pillars that support the roof

There are 64 pictures in it by Velasquez, 46 showeil signs of giving way ; in consequence, the

by Murillo, 62 by Rubens, 53 by Teniers, 10 interior is now boardled up, and is a thing of

by Raphael, 22 by Van Dyck, 42 by Titian, beauty no more. Whether it will ever again

34 by Tintoretto, 23 by Paul Veronese, 34 by be restored to its former state is a question

Breughel, 23 by Snyders, 19 by Poussin , 10 by time alone will answer . Had it been in any

Wouverman, 55 by Giordano, 58 by Ribera, 10 other country, we should have had no doubt ;

by Claude Lorraine ; besides smaller numbers by but being in Spain , all we can say is, ' ? Quien

such artists ils Guido Reni, Domenichino, An- sabe ? The pictures, however, remain ; and the

drea del Sarto , Correggio, Albert Dürer, Holbein , famous one of “ St Antony of Padua ' by Mu

Salvator Rosa, Watteau, Rembrandt, and Antu- rillo -which our readers may recollect was some

nio Moro . Those who love fine art should years ago mutilated and the principal figure cut

certainly visit Madrid ; and if they do, they out of the frame and mysteriously removed ;

will not be disappointed . but it has been recovered, and skilfully replaced

Madrid has nothing to do with the Moors in in its former position. The Giralda — now used

Spain ; but undoubtedly Cordova has. Cordova as a belfry or campanile of the Cathedral
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—is entire. It, at least, is Saracenic to the something of the same kind may be said for

| top of the square tower. In the sixteenth much that elsewhere passes for listory, but of

century, a belfry, in a totally different style the fact itself there can be no doubt. The

of architecture, was added , and which certainly probability is that abont the year 711 the army

does not conduce to the beauty of the original. of the invaders crossed the strait under their

Every one visiting Seville should ascend to leader Tarik, landed at Tarila, and first estab

the top of the Giralda. Although 350 feet lished themselves in Gibraltar. This famous

in height, the walk up is so gradual and rock was originally called Calpe ; but after its

easy , that one scarcely realises when at the conquest by the Joors,it was called, in honour

top how far he has come ; and the view of their leader, Gebel-el-Tarik, or Hill of Tarik ;

is worth all the trouble. The chief glory and from this the present name of Gibraltar is

of Seville, however, is the Palace of the 'derived. Having thus established a footing on

Alcazar, with its gardens. The Alcazar is, next, the Spanish soil, the army of the invaders

to the Alhainbra, the best specimen of Voorish commenced a career of conquest almost unex

architecture in Spain , and those who have not ampled in its speed , so that in about two years,

seen the Alhambra will doubt if anything can over the whole land, with some trifling excep

be finer . It was not, indeed , built in the timetions, the Crescent superseded the Cross. The

of Moorish supremacy, but in the reign of Don Moors were by no means harsh governors, and

Pedro I. (1362) ; but it was constructed by both Christian and Jew enjoyed tolerable free

Moorish architects ; and we have in it the doin . It was while they held the country that

same pillars, arches, and decorations as in the the works to which we have referred at Cor

Alhambra . dova, Seville , and Granada were executed, and

To visit the Alhambra at Granada is excuse particularly the crowning glory of all, the

sufficient, if that were neeiled , for a journey to Alhambra.

Spain. The three cities last mentioned, anıl Although the Moor's were practically masters of

niore particularly the last, Granada, contain the all Spain, the period of their peaceful occupancy

most perfect relics of the Moors in Spain ; and / of the country did not long continue. The

the traveller wonders, as he looks at the beauti- native races were too warlike to allow the infidel

ful architecture, if this can be the work of a to hold their country in uudisturbed possession.

people now believed to be only a little removed Dissensions, too, broke out among members of

from the savage. The city of Granadla is not the different tribes into which the conquerors

remarkable for beauty, and woull pass for an were divideil; and this, weakening, as it did ,

ordinary Spanish city ; but climb the hill round their strength, finally led to their entire over

the base of which it clusters, and enter the throw and expulsion from the land. It would

enclosures of the Alhambra , and the gardens 'be tedious to give here a chronological account

of the Generalife, and what a change ! A of the places taken from the Moors ; suffice it

sudden transition from a city of the living to to say that one after another of the districts

a city of the dead ; from the modern common into which Spain was divided were recaptured ,

place, bustling town to the stillness and repose until at last nothing remained to them except

of the long-distant past, and the wonderful Granada. This, too, must fall ; and as we stand

creations of architects who then lived and on the rocky height on which their king turned

laboured. There are few who are not familiar his last look upon his lost kingilom , and which

with the Alhambra, either from having visited to this day is called "El ultimo Suspiro del

it, or from the pages of Washington Irving, or Moro' ( the last Sigh of the Moor), the lines

in pictures of its salient features, such as the of the poet occur to us while looking at the

Court of the Lions, the Hall of the Ambassa- proud Alhambra :

dors, the Court of the Myrtles, and many others

which night be mentioned . The wonderful
Look on its broken arch , its ruined wall,

Its chambers desolate , and portals foul :
beauty of the architecture, with its horse -shoe Yes, this was once ambition's airy hall,

arches, its light and graceful pillars, its mosaic The dome of thought, the palace of the soul :

groundwork and exquisite carvings, has attracted Behold through each lack- lustre , eyeless hole,

the attention of visitors for centuries that are The gay recess of wisdom and of wit,

past, and will do so for centuries that are to
Ind passion's host, that never brooked control :

come ; while those who have not seen with
Can all saint , sage, or sophist ever writ,

People this lonely tower, this tenement refit ?

the bodily eye have yet, in the pictured page

of the American writer, or in the numberless Depriveil of their power, the Joors were yet

sketches from the pencil of the artist, to some for a time tolerated in Spain ; but as the power

extent realised it. The work is a thing of , of the Spaniard increased, it soon became evi

beauty ; but who were the builders ? Moors (lent that the days of toleration were drawing

still exist, as any one see for himself by to a close. First, the Jews suffered , and hosts

crossing the narrow strait between Gibraltar of them were driven from the land . The Moors'

and Tangier ; but can there be any connection , turn came next, and they, too, were driven out.

remote or otherwise, between the fierce-looking These were uncalledl-for and wwiseacts, and they

ruffians who frequent the market-place of the have left their mark on Spain to -day in a thinly

African city and the skilful architects who · populated country, a decaying exchequer, and the

have left such imperishable monuments in loss of arts which would have raised a nation.

Spain ? If evidence were needed as to the deplorable

The narrative of the Moorish conquest of state of the national finance, it will be found

Spain is so wrapped up in monkish legends, that in the premium paid on British gold — the par

it is now difficult to say with any certainty value of an English sovereign is twenty-five

what is history and what is fiction . Possibly, pesetas ; but thirty pesetas, and sometimes more,

can
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are now given for it — that is, a profit of four ful ; and for those who desire that characteristic

shillings and upwarils on the pound. The agri- kind of amusement, there is the bull-fight.

culture, too, is primitive to a degree, and more No doubt, the day usually selected for the

nearly resembles patriarchal times than the performance is Sunday, and there does seem

nineteenth century. In travelling through Anda- à certain grim irony in selecting that day for

lusia we saw the grain trodden out,not indeel an entertainment of so brutal and debasing a

by oxen, but by mules or mares. In all our character. However, it is a national institution,

journeyings we only once saw the flail used, and one very highly prized, especially by the

and that being near Gibraltar, probably owed gentler sex in that country ; indeed, as

its inspiration to British ideas. And if it be Spaniard said to us of his countrymen : Now

so with Spain, what of the Moors ? Where adays, they care for nothing except churches

the descendants of the architects who and bull - fights. '

erected these glorions buildings, which to this As we have already indicated , there are some

clay are unrivalled ? But only, Echo answers disadvantages in Spanish travelling, but these

Where ? Their ancestors have left their mark are met with more or less in other lands. Per

in Spain on everything, except religion, which haps in Spain they are more conspicuous. But

makes a nation great, and now , you seek for travellers will find much to interest them not

their descen lants in vain. It may be that the only in the towns and country, but in the man

advancing tide of Western civilisation swallowed ners and habits of the people. There is a calın

them up and carried them for ever away. We dignity about the Spaniard of every class which

must recognise the fact, and we perlaps rejoice will strike a stranger ; even the beggars_of

in a higher civilisation . But while we do so, whom , goodness knows, there are plenty -seem

let us not altogether forget what we owe to to stand on a higher platform than their confrères

these early pioneers. in other lands. In our country, the statutory

Before concluding these desultory notes, it address is, “ Could you spare me a copper ? ' but

may not be out of place, especially if we have a Spanish beggar thus addressed us at a rail

awakened in any a desire to see the works way station , and we give his address as typical

of those departeil artificers, to indicate the of his class : ' O Señorito, da me una limosnita ,

easiest mode of gratifying it. Travellers may y rogaré por feliz viaje ! ' which may

visit Spain either by land water. If be translated into English thus : ' O little

they prefer land, the railway through Paris, gentleman , give me an alms, and I will pray

Orleans, Tours, and Bordeaux will take them for you a happy journey.'

to Madril, Cordova, Seville , and Granada . If

goodl sailors, they can go to Gibraltar by one

of those sumptuous floating hotels despatched THIE CIIRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

weekly from London by the Peninsular and By ANTHONY IIOPE, Author of The Prisoner of Zenda.

Oriental anıl the Orient lines. From Gibraltar,

or rather from Algeciras, a short sail across the
SACRED BONES .

bay, the railway system connects with

Seville anil Granada, and from Granada with THERE isone tale concerning Count Antonio of

Cordova anıl Malrid. One aclvantage of going Monte Velluto, when he dwelt an outlaw in the

by sea, at least one way, is that in an hour or hills, which men tell with fear and doubt, mar

two from Gibraltar the traveller can cross the velling at the aulacity of his act, and some

narrow strait to Africa, and in the old city times asking themselves whether he woull in

of Tangier see the Moor of the present day. ! very truth have performed what he swore on

Spring is perhaps the best time for such a the faith of his honour he would do, in case

visit ; summer is too hot in Spain for comfort; the Duke did not accede to liis demands.

but in spring, everything is lovely . In Madrid, For the thing he threatened was such as no

Cordova , Seville, Granaila , Gibraltar, and Tan-, man of l'irniola clares think on without a

gier, comfortable hotels will be found ; and in sluilder ; for we of Firmola prize and reverence

Granada there are two such on the top of the the bones of our saint, the holy martyr Prisian ,

hill on which the Alhambra stands , and at its above and far beyond every other relic , and

very gates. In the Spanish hotels, as a rule, they are to us as it were the sign and testi

there is a fixel charge per day, which covers mony of God's enduring favour to our country.

everything incluiling wine, unless the traveller But much will a man do for love of a woman,

desires special vintages, and the charge is and Antonio's temper brooked no obstacle : so

molerate. This certainly is a great convenience that I , who know all the truth of the matter,

to the inexperienced traveller, who in other may not doubt that he would have done even

countries is often puzzled by the elaborately as he said , braving the wrath of Ileaven , and

detailed hotel bills . As regards the currency, 'making nauglit of the terror and consternation

in Spain there is no difficulty, at all events to that had fallen on the city and the parts

those who have travelled in France. In France round about it. Whether that thought of his

the current coin is called a franc, in Spain a heart such would yain parçon, I

peseta, but the par value of each is the same. i know not : had the thing been done, I could

We have confined ourselves to the Moors in scarce hope even in IIcaven's infinite mercy.

Spain, and what they have left behind ; but it let this story also I must tell , lest I be

need scarcely be allied that there are many charged with covering up what shames Antonio ;

most interesting places in Spain we have not for with the opinions of careless and faithless

spoken of, and many things to see which , in the men (who are too many in this later aye)

connection in which we are writing, we have

not mentioned . The churches are very beauti * Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

CHAPTER V.—COUNT ANTONIO AND THE

now

was is
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I have no communion , and I tell the tale not and had been much grieved when Antonio

to move laughter or loose jests, but rather to had fallen under a sentence of excommuni

show to what extrenity a man by nature good cation by reason of a certain quarrel that he

may be driven by harshness and the unmerited had with the Abbot of the Abbey of St Prisian

disfavour of his Prince. in the hills, wherein the Count had incurrel

In the third year, then , of Count Antonio's the condemnation of the Church, refusing , as

oatlawry, His Highness the Duke looked upon his way was, to admit any rule save of his

the Lady Lucia and found that she was of full own conscience. Yet Martolo abocle with An

age for marriage. Therefore he resolved that tonio from love of him . And now lie bowed

she should be wed, and, since Robert de Beau- and answered , My lord, in three days it is

regard, to whom he had purposed to give her, the feast of St Prisian, and the Sacred Bones

was dead, he chose from among his lords á will then be carried from the shrine in the

certain gentleman of great estate and a favourite church of the saint at Rilano to the city. For

of his, by name Lorenzo, and sent word to it was at Rilano that Prisian had suffered , and

Lucia that she had spent too much of her a rich church had been built on the spot.

youth pining for what could not be hers, and ' I remember that it is wont to be so,

must forth with receive Lorenzo for her lusband. Martolo,' answered the Count.

But Lucia, being by now woman and no When I dwelt with my father, ' said Martolo,

more a timid girl, returned to His Highness ‘ I was accustomed to go forth with all the

a message that she would look on no other people of my village and meet the Sacred

man than Antonio. On this the Duke, greatly Bones, and , kneeling, receive the benediction

incensed , sent and took her, and set her in a from the Lord Archbishop as he passed , bearing

convent within the city walls, and made her the bones in their golden casket. And the

know that there she should abide till her life's like I would do this year, my lord .?

end, or until she should obey his command ; But are you not excommunicated in com

and he charged theAbbess to treat her harshly, pany with Count Antonio and me ?' asked

and to break down her pride : and he swore Tommasino, lightly smiling ; for Tommasino

that she should wed Lorenzo ; or, if she were also stood condemne.l.

obstinate, then she should take the vows of a ' I pray not. I was not named in the sent

nun in the convent. Many weeks the Lady ence,' said Martolo, signing the cross.

Lucia abode in the convent, resisting all that ' Go in peace, Martolo ; but see that you are

was urged upon her. But at last, finding no not taken by the Duke's men,' said Count

help from Antonio, being sore beset and allowed Antonio.

no rest, she broke one day into passionate and ' But few of them go with the Archbishop,

pitiful weeping, and bade the Abbess tell His my lord . For who would lay hands on the

Highness that, since happiness was not for her Sacred Bones ? The Guard is small, and I

in this world, she would seek to find it in shall easily elude them .' So Martolo departed,

Heaven, and would take the vows, rendering and told the man they called Bena what had

all her estate into the Duke's hand, that he passed ; but Bena was a graceless fellow and

inight have it, and give it to Lorenzo or to would not go with him .

whom he would. Which message being told to Now when Martolo was gone, Count Antonio

Duke Valentine, weary of contending with her, sat down on a great stone and for a long

and perchance secretly, fearing , that Antonio while he said nothing to Tommasino. But

would slay Lorenzo as he had slain Robert, he certain words out of those which Martolo had

cursed her for an obstinate wench, and bade I spoken were echoing through his brain , and he

hier take the vows, and set a day for her to i could not put them aside ; for they came again

take them : but her estate le assumed into his and again and again ; and at last, looking up

own hand, and made from out of it a gift of | at Tommasino, who stood by him , he said,

great value to Lorenzo. And Lorenzo, tley Tommasino, who would lay hands the

say, was well content thus to be quit of the Sacred Bones ?'

matter. " For,' said he, while that devil is Tommasino looked down into his eyes ; then

loose in the hills, no peace would there have he laid a hand on his shoulder ; and Antonio

been for the lady's husband .' still looked up and repeated, “ Who would lay

But when it came to the ears of Count An- hands on the Sacred Bones ?'

tonio that the Lady Lucia was to takethe veil Tommasino's eyes grew round in wonder : he

on the morrow of the feast of St Prisian, his smiled , but his smile was lineasy, and he

rage and affliction knew no bounds. “ If need shifted his feet. 'Is it that you think of,

be, he cried, “ I will attack the city with all Antonio ? ' he asked in a low voice. “ Beside

my men , before I will suffer it.'
it, it would be a light thing to kill the Duke

Your men would all be killed, and she in his own Palace. ”

would take the veil none the less,' said Tom Then Antonio cried , striking his fist on the

masino. For Antonio had but fifty men, and palm of his land, ' Are dead bones more

although they were stout fellows, and impos- sacred than that living soul on which the

sible to subdue so long as they stayed in the Duke lays hands to force it to his will ?'

hills, yet their strength would have been noth “ The people reverence the bones

ing against a fortress and the Duke’s array. Himself,' said Tommasino, troubled .

Then,' said Antonio, ' I will go alone and ' I also reverence them ,' said Antonio, and

die alone.'
fell again into thought. But presently he rose

As he spoke, he perceived Martolo coming and took Tommasino's arm ; and for a long

to him , and , calling him , he asked him what while they walkeil to and fro. Then they

he would. Now Bartolo was a devout man , went and sought out certain chosen men of

on

as God
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the band — for the greater part they dared not

not once on the way ; but each kept closebehind

them that boldest and recked ºleast a pikeman . When the procession had gone

of sacred things. To ten of such Antonio something more than a mile from the village of

opened his counsel ; and by great rewards he Rilano, it came where a little stream crosses

prevailed on them to come into the plan, the highway ; and the rains having been heavy

although they were, for all their boldness, very for a week before, the stream was swollen and

afraid lest they, laying hands on the the ford deeper than it was wont to be. There

bones, should be smitten he who fore the officer of the Guard , thinking of no

touched the Ark of the Covenant. Therefore danger, bade six of his men lay down their

Antonio said , ' I alone will lay hands on the pikes and go lift the Archbishop's chair over

golden casket ; the rest of you shall but hold the ford, lest the Archbishop should be wetted

me harmless while I take it.' by the water. And on hearing this order, the

But if the Lord Archbishop will not let it tallest among the peasants put his hand up to
his hat and twisted the feather of it between

' The Lord_Archbishop,' said Tommasino, ' will his thumb and his forefinger : and the shortest

let it go. ' For Tommasino did not love the of them whispered , "The sign ! The sign ! '

Archbishop, because he would not remove the while every man of them drew a great dagger

sentence of excommunication which he had laid from under his habit and held it behind his

upon Antonio and Tommasino on the prayer of back. Now by this time the priests and attend

the Abbot of St Prisian's. ants had passed the ford ; and one -half of the

Now when the feast of St Prisian was come, Guard had laid down their pikes and were gone

the Lord Archbishop, who had ridden from the to raise the Archbishop's chair, the remainder

city on the eve of the feast, and had lodged in standing at their ease, leaning on their pikes

the house of the priests who served the church, and talking to one another. Again the tallest

went with all his train into the church, and , peasant twisted the feather in his hat ; and

the rest standing afar off and veiling their eyes, without speech or cry , the peasants darted for

took from the wall of the church, near by the ward . Six of them seized the pikes that lay

High Altar, the golden casket that helů the on the ground ; the remaining six leaped like

bones of the Blessed St Prisian . And he wild-cats on the backs of the pikemen , circling

wrapped the casket in a rich cloth and held it the necks of the pikemen with their arms,

high before him in his two hands. And when pulling them back and coming near to thrott

the people had worshipped, the Archbishop left ling them , so that the pikemen, utterly amazed

the church and entered his chair and passed and taken full at disadvantage, staggered and

through the village of Rilano, the priests and fell backward, while the peasants got on the top

attendants going first, and twelve of the Duke's of them and knelt on their breasts and set the

Guard, whom the Duke had sent, following great daggers at their hearts. While this passed

after. Great was the throng of folk , come from on the road , the remainder of Antonio's band

all the country round to gaze upon the casket -for such were the peasants — rushed into the

and on the procession of the Lord Archbishop ; stream and compelled the unarmed pikemen to

and most dlevout of them all was Martolo, who , set down the Archbishop's chair in the midst,

rested on his knees from the moment the pro- so that the water came in at the windows of

cession left the church tillit was clear ofthe the chair ; and the pikemen, held atbay with

village. And Martolo was still on his knees , their own pikes, sought to draw their poniards,

when he beheld go by him a party of peasants, but Antonio cried , ' Šlay any that draw !' And

all , save one, tall and powerful men , wearing he came to the chair and opened the door of

peasants' garb and having their faces over- it, and , using as little force as he could , he laid

shadowed by large hats. These men also had hands on the casket that held the Sacred Bones,

knelt as thie casket passerl , but they had risen, and wrested it from the feeble hands of the

and were marching shoulder to shoulder behind Archbishop. Then he and his men , standing in

the men of the Duke's Guard, a peasant beliind line, stepped backwards with the pikes levelled

every pikeman. Martolo gazed long at them ; in front of them till they came out of the

then he moistened his lips and crossed himself, water and on to the dry road again ; and one

murmuring, “What does this thing mean ? Now pikeman rushed at Antonio, but Tommasino,

God forbid' And, breaking of thus, he ! sparing to kill him, caught him a buffet on the

also rose and went to the house of his father,, side of the head with a pike, and he fell like

sore vexed and troubled to know what the a log in the water, and had been drowned , but

thing might mean . But he spoke of it to none, that two of his comracles liſted him . Then all

no, not to his father, observing the vow of twelve of the band being together - for the first

secrecy in all matters which he had madle to six had risen now from off the six pikemen,

Count Antonio .
having forced them , on pain of instant death ,

At the bounds of the village the greater part to deliver over their pikes to them - Antonio,

of the people ceased to follow the procession of with the casket in his hands, spoke in a loud

the Sacred Bones, and , having received the voice, ' I thank God that no man is dead over

Archbishop's blessing, turned back to their own this business ; but if you l'esist, you shall clie

liomes, where they feasted and male merry ; one and all. Go to the city ; tell the Duke that

but the twelve peasants whom Martolo hail I, Antonio of Monte Velluto, have the bones of

seen followed the procession when it set forth the Blessed St Prisian , and carry them with me

for the next village, distant three miles on the to my hiling -place in the highest parts of the

road to Firmola. Their air manifested great hills. But if he will swear by these bones

devotion , for they walked with heads bent on that I hold , and by his princely word , that he
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will not suffer the Lady Lucia to take the multitude in the square were silent while he

vows, nor will constrain her to wed any man, declared to His Highness what things Count

but will restore her to her own house and to Antonio had done, and rehearsed the message

her estate, then let him send the Archbishop that he had sent. And when the Archbishop

again, and I will deliver up the Sacred Bones. told how Antonio had sworn that as God lived

But if he will not swear, then, as God lives, he would scatter the ashes of the Sacred Bones

to -morrow , at midnight, I will cause a great to the winds, the men caught their breath with

fire to be kindled on the top of the hills--- a gasp, and the women murmured affriyhteilly,

fire whose flame you shall see from the walls . Christ save us ;' and Duke Valentine dug the

of the city - and in that fire will I consume the nails of his hand, whereon his head rested, into

Sacred Bones, and I will scatter the ashes of the Hesh of his cheek. For all the city held

them to the four winds. Go and bear the that, according to the words St Prisian himself

message that I give you to the Duke.' had uttered before he suffered, the power and

And, having thus said, Antonio, with his prosperity of the Duchy and the favour of

men, turned and went back at a run along the Heaven to it rested on the presence among

road by which they had come ; but to the them and the faithful preservation and venera

village of Rilano they did not go, but turned tion of those most holy relics. And the Arch

aside before they came to it, and, coming to bishop having ended the message, cried, 'God
the farm of one who knew Antonio, they ' pardon my lips that repeat such words, and

bought of him , paying him in good coin of the fell on his knees before Duke Valentine, crying,

| Duchy, three horses, which Antonio, Tommasino, 'Justice on him , mylord , justice !' And many

and Bena mounted ; and they three rode hari in the throng echoed his cry ; but others, anil

for the hills, the rest following , as quickly as among them a great part of the apprenticed

they miglit ; so that by nightfall they were all lacs, who loved Antonio, muttered low one to

safely assembled in their hiding-place, and another, ‘ But the Duke has taken his sweet

with them the bones of the Blessed St Prisian. heart from him , and they looked on the Duke

But they told not yet to the rest of the band with no favourable eye.

what it was that Antonio carried under his Then Duke Valentine rose from his seat and

cloak ; did Vartolo, when he returned stood on the topmost step that led to it, and

from Rilano, ask what had lefallen, but he he called sundry of his lorıls and officers round

crossed himself many times and wore a fearful him , and then he beckoned for silence, and he

look.
said, “ Before the sun sets to -morrow , the Lady

But Tominasino came to Antonio and said to | Lucia shall take the vows ; ' and he, with his

him , “ Why did you not ask also pardon for all train, took their way, the pikemen clearing a

of us, and for yourself the hand of Lucia ? ' path for them , to the Palace. And now indeed

A great thing, and a thing that troubles was silence ; for all marvelled and were struck

me, I have done already,' answered Antonio. Idumb that the Duke said naught concerning

“ Therefore I will ask nothing for myself, and the Bones of St Prisian , and they searched one

nothing may I ask for you or for my friends. another's faces for the meaning of his words.

But if I ask nothing save that right and justice ; But the Archbishop arose, and , speaking to no

be done, it may be that my sin in laying hands man, went to the Cathedral, and knelt before

on the Sacred Bones will be the less . "
the altar in the chapel of St Prisian , and there

Now after Antonio and his men were gone, / abole on his knees.

the Archbishop's train stayed long by the stream Surely never, from that clay until this hour,

on the road , lamenting and fearing to go for- has such a night passed in the city of Firmola.

warıl. Yet at last they went forward , and, For the Duke sent orders that every man of his

being come to the next village , found all the Guard should be ready to start at break of day in

people awaiting them at the bounds. Ant pursuit of Antonio , and through the hours of

when the people saw the disorder of the pro- the night they were busied in preparing their

cession, and that the pikemen had no pikes, ' provisions and accoutrements. But their looks

they ran forward, eagerly asking what had be- were heavy and their tongues tied , for they

and learning of the calamity, they were knew , every man of them , that though the

greatly afraidl and cursed Antonio ; and many Duke might at the end take Antonio, yet he

of them accompanied the Archbishop on his could not come at him before the time that

way to the city, where he came towards even Antonio had said . And this the townsmen

ing. A great concourse of people awaited his knew well also ; and they gathered themselves

coming there, and the Duke himself sat on in groups in the great square, saying, “ Before

a lofty seat in the great square, prepared to the Duke comes at him , the Sacred Bones will

receive the Sacred Bones, and go with them to be burnt, and what will then befall the Duchy ?'

the Cathedral, where they were to be exposed And those who were friendly to Antonio, fore

to the gaze of the people at IIigh Mass. And most among them being the apprenticed lauls,

they set the Archbishop's chair down before the spread themselves here and there among the

Duke's seat, and the Archbishop came and stood people, asking cunningly whether it concerned

before the Duke, and his priests and the pike- the people of Firmola more that the blessing

nien with him . And the Duke started up from , of St Prisian should abide with them , or that

his seat, crying, “What ails you ? and sank a reluctant mailen should be forced to take the

back again , and sat waiting to hear what the veil ; and some grew bold to whisperder

Archbishop should say. their breath that the business was a foul one,

Then the Archbishop, his robes still damp! and that Heaven did not send beauty and love

and greatly disordered , his limbs trembling in that priests should bury them in convent walls.

anger and in fear, raised his voice ; and all the And 'the girls of the city, ever most bold by

fallen ;
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reason of their helplessness, stirred up the Archbishop came near to being trodden under

young men who courted them , leading them on foot till his friends and the priests gathered

and saying, " He is a true lover who risks his ' round him ; and when he saw that nen were

soul for his love ; ' or, ' I would I had one who ; being slain, he wept.

would steal the bones of St Prisian for my

sake, but none such have I ; ' with other stirring :

and inflaming taunts, recklessly flung from
THE DOCKISATION OF THE RIVER

pouting lips and from under eyes that chal AVON.

lenged . And all the while Duke Valentine silt

alone in his cabinet, listening to the tumult At a very early period of English history

that sounded with mufiled in through the Bristol held the proud position of the second

walls of the Palace .
port of the kingdom . It was the centre of an

Now there was in the city a certain furrier, English slave-trade with Ireland which was as

named Peter, a turbulent fellow , who had been flourishing as it was shameful, and laid the

put out of his craft-guild because he would I foundation of the commercial prosperity of the

not abiile by the laws of the craft, and lived
as he best could , being maintained in port. Centuries later, Bristol plunged with

large measure by those who listened to his avidity into the African slave-trade, and grew

empty and seditious conversation. This man, in wealth and importance on the proceeds of

loving naught that there was worthy of love this inhuman traffic. It was from the port of

in Count Antonio, yet loved him because he Bristol that John and Sebastian Cabot started

defied the Duke ; and about midnight, having ! on the voyages which resulted in the discovery

drunk much wine, he came into the square of the coast of North America from Labrador to

and gathered together the apprentices, saying, : Florida . The sieges of Bristol form a separate

' I have a matter to say to you—and to you and most important chapter of the civil wars

and to you ,' till there were many scores of between Charles I. and his Parliament. During

them round him : then he harangued them , and the period of the prosperity of the West Indian

came round ; and when at last Peter colonies, Bristol was the chief seat of the West

cried, " Give us back the Sacred Bones ! ' a ' Indian trade. It is a curious circumstance that

thousand voices answered him , “ Ay, give us the Great Western steamship, the first steamer

back the bones !' And when the pikemen which crossed the Atlantic in 1838, was built

would have seized him , men , and women also, in Bristol, for it was to the enormous develop

male a ring round him , so that he coull not ment of the Atlantic traffic which has come

be taken. And sober men also, of age and about during the present century that the port

substance, hearkened to him , saying, ' lle is a of Liverpool owes its extraordinary rise in a

knave, but he speaks truth now . So that a comparatively short time to the position of the

very great throng assembled, every man having second port and city in the kingdom .

a stall, and many also knives ; and to those ! The deposition of Bristol from the place

that liad not knives, the and girls , which it had occupied for so many centuries is

brought them , thirusting them into their hands; i relatively quite recent. The southern city has

nay, sundry priests also were among the people, ' neither accepted nor forgiven its discomfiture.

moaning and wringing their hands, and saying It has been the cream of every citizen who

that the favour of St Prisian would be lost for has come to the front since that clay to restore

ever to the city. Anil the square was throngel,' to Bristol the substance of her former greatness,

so that a man could not move unless all ' and it has been agreed by generations of muni

moved, or raise his hand to his hearl save by cipal politicians that this can only be effected

the filvour of his neighbour. Yet presently the by wresting from the competing ports a very

whole mass began to move, like a great wave considerable portion of the rich Atlantic traffic,

of water, towards the Palace of the Duke, which occupies such an enormous flect of the

where the pikemen stood in ranks, ready now biggest ships that have yet been launched. Of

to go against Antonio. Suddenly arose à cry, the various proposals which have been brought

“ The Archibishop, comes and the venerable forward for this purpose, decidedly the most

man was seen , led through the crowil by Peter ambitious, and the one which seems to bear

and some more, who brought him and set him most promise of success, is that which is locally

in the front ranks of the people ; anıl Peter , known as ' the dockisation scheme, which is at

cried boldly , " Where is the Duke?' But the present occupying the attention of the town

Captain of the Guard came forward, sword in council and the citizens, even to the extent of

hand, and badle Peter be still , cursing him for influencing the municipal elections. In order

insolence, and shouted that the people should to grasp the full bearing of this scheme, it is

disperse on pain of His Highness's displeasure. I necessary to have a clear notion of the geo

Where is the Duke ? Let him come out to graphical position and advantayes of the town

us ! ' criel Peter ; and the Captain , ( lespising ; of Bristol.

him , struck him lightly with the flat of his Though it is a seaport, Bristol is not situ

sword . But Peter with a cry of rage struck ated on the sea. It stands seven miles inland,

the Captain a great blow with his stall, and on the estuary of the river Avon , which flows

the Captain staggered back, blooil flowing from into the estuary of the river Severn, commonly

his hearl . Such was the beginning of the fray ; 'known as the Bristol Channel. Now the Bristol

for in an instant the pikemen and the people Channel is il great wedge of water which has

had joined battle ; men cried in anger and split il great crack in the land, up, which big

women in fright: blood flowell, and sunlry on ships can sail to towns which woulul be inland
both sides fell and POSC more ; and the i cities iſ the contour of the coast were

Women

G

110 more
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regular. The estuary of the Avon is similarly the dock at Portishead — which is situated on

a long thin wedge of tidal water which splits the Bristol Channel a few miles to the south

an opening into the land even through a chain of the embouchure of the Avon-and the con

of rocky downs -which lie between Bristol anul struction of a dleep -water dock at the Avon

the Bristol Channel. The result is that at mouth itself, so that big ships might enter and

high-tide, when the estuaries of the Severn and clischarge their cargoes there without waiting

the Avon are flooded by the sea , Bristol is for the tide to take them up to Bristol . The

connected with the Atlantic by a great natural results of this expenditure have been satisfactory

ship -canal many miles in extent, up which big so far ; but it has not assisted Bristol at ail

ships can sail into the very heart of Bristol, towards the realisation of its favourite dream

and unload their cargoes under the windows of namely, successful competition with Liverpool

the warehouses.
and Southampton. A vonmouth does not possess

Bristol, moreover, lies at the junction of the advantages which Bristol offers. It is

three great highways—the road from London, neither a well-known mart, nor a great railway

the road from the North , and the road junction, nor a manufacturing centre where

from Devonshire and Cornwall. It was cargoes can be taken in from the hands of

therefore naturally marked out to be a mart the shippers. It is, moreover, at the wrong

and a centre of traffic, even if nature had end of the seven miles of Avon estuary. It is

not further designed it for a seaport. The necessary, therefore, that everything embarked

traders by sea and the traffickers by land met or disembarked at Avonmouth shoull travel

there quite naturally. It was the line of least over the line of local railway which connects

resistance for both. Bristol, in short, possessed that dock with the great railway junction at

in a minor degree many of the advantages Bristol ; and as land -carriage is proportionally

which have rendered London the principal port more expensive than water-carriage, there is

and market of the world, and which are not a clear increase in the cost of conveyance by

united in any other town in the south of Eng. the exchange. Between the additional expense

lanıl. It was natural that Bristol with these ! involved by the Avonmouth route and the pos

advantages should for centuries hold the posi- ' sible delay attendant on the river route, the

tion of the second port in the kingrlom . On result is that the port of Bristol is given the

the other hand, it was as natural that she'go -by entirely by a great deal of heavy traffic.

should lose this place when the East India It is at this point that the advocates of ' clock

man and galleon of ancient days were replaced isation ' come forward with their plans. There

by the liner,' trooper,'and other gigantic are many ofthem; but the differencesconsist
structures of our own time. mainly of structural details and total cost. The

The explanation is, that while enjoying many object of all is to render the Avon estuary on

of the advantages which have made London ' tirely independent of the tides, and to maintain

what it is, Bristol is hampered by disadvantages it perpetually full of water of a suflicient depth

from which the capital does not suffer at all. to admit of the passage of the biggest ships up

At low-tide, the Avon estuary is nothing, but a to the quays at Bristol. The main proposal of

gaping trench with black precipitous sides, at all, in fact, is to construct a huge dam across

the bottom of which rushes a narrow stream the mouth of the Avon of a sufficient height

just deep enough to permit of the passage of a to ensure the retention of the necessary depth

row -boat; while the Severn estuary is trans- of water within the channel; and to pierce this

formed into an archipelago of mud -Lanks, split dam at one point by an entrance furnished

up by winding deep -water channels. Bristol with stop -gates, which will admit or discharge

is then an inland town, cut off entirely from ships early on the tide by the ordinary processes

the sea by many miles of solid land, and this of a lock, and at another point by sluices

state of geographical blockade lasts for quite which will let out the overflow of the river

half the day, in two periods. Ships which have when the required depth of water within has

missed the flood have to wait outside in the ' been obtained. One scheme proposes that the

Bristol Channel for the return of the tide ; and lock should be quite independent of the exist

vessels may be detained in the floating har ing dock atAvonmouth. Another, that the

bour at Bristol by lack of the tide several existing dock with its lock -entrance should be

hours after they are ready to sail. Deep, more deepened and connected with the river so as to

over, as the river -channel undoubtedly is, it form the entrance to the dockised river. A

does not admit of the passage of the bigger third conjoins both of the above schemes, and

kind of Atlantic liners, still less of the larger , would give the dockised river two entrances

which in of construction. ' one by a new lock , and the other by the exist

Bristol is therefore completely closeil against ing dock . A fourth - which is the most anıbi

the Atlantic service, and it is easy to under- i tious of all would have two entrances - one

stand that, putting aside all other considerations, by a new lock, and the other by a practically

a port is not likely to be popular among the new dock, which would be constructed by en

bigyest class of vessels if there is a chance of ormously increasing the area and depth of the

a wait of several hours before it is possible to present dock . There are also various alternative

get into port, or a risk of running aground in proposals with regard to graving -docks, deep

the narrow, winding channel of the approach water entrance channels from the Bristol Chan

owing to the unexpectedl failure of the tide. nel, piers, breakwaters, improvements in the

It was a keen consciousness of the extent to course andi bed of the river, and other subsidiary

which their port is handicapped by this physical works. In this connection it may be added here

defect that 'induced the citizens of Bristol to that the estimated cost is proportional to the

spend nearly a million on the improvement of size and extent of the undertaking, and it varies

ones are course
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from about one million four hundred thousand should be a negative. Where doctors disagree, the

pounds to over two millions. patient has to decide for himself, and this is

For the purposes of the present article, how- ' what the town of Bristol is engaged in doing.

ever, the dockisation scheme may be roughly There is one point, however, in which the

generalised as a proposal to construct a dam ' watering- place of Clifton, with its villas, schools,

the mouth of the Avon of sufficient and college, is even more interested than Bristol ,

heiglit to transform the estuary into a deep- , which is already accustomed to evil odours

water floating -dock nearly seven miles long, and from its sluggish floating harbour and reeking

furnished with a lock entrance , either single or factories. Would the outfall of the river from

double, of sufficient wiilth and depth to admit the sluices be strong enough to create a cur

ships of the greatest draught as yet achieved or rent sufficient to prevent this immense body of

projectel , which may be fixed at not less than water from becoming stagnant, and consequently

thirty -two feet. It is urged in favour of this foul, a begetter of smells which would trans

scheme, that it would restore to Bristol all her form Clifton into a pest-stricken wilderness of

lost aclvantages, would attract a very large in- empty houses ? In the opinion of a learned

crease of general traffic to her quays, and authority, Mr Jolin M'Currich, the official

would enable her to offer such facilities to the engineer of the Bristol docks ( to whose care

Atlantic steamers as could not fail to make ful Report on the various schemes, and personal

her the principal depôt of the passenger-service, information on the subject, the writer is glad to

and the station for the American mails. Dock - ' express his debt here), the current created by

isation, it is claimed , would make her reap the outfall would be quite sufficient to avert

more to the full the avantage of her such a calamity, provided efficient steps were

geographical position and her vicinity to the taken by the various towns on the 'Avon

capital ; and the result would be such a de- Bristol, Bath, Trowbridge, and Bradford—to pre

velopment of the wealth and prosperity of the vent the discharge of their sewage into the

port as would enable the authorities to pay Avon and its tributaries. In this connection,

the interest on the debt incurred for the con- it may be mentioned that Bath is at present

struction, and eventually to liquidate the debt engaged in diverting its sewage from the river,

itself without imposing any burden on the rates. with the view of improving its own sanitary

Whether this would actually be the case can , condition, which has been seriously impaired

only be proved by experience, and, uluckily, by the drainage which is discharged into the

hali -measures would be of no avail for this Avon during its passage through the town.

purpose. A thorough test coull not be taken This is an example which Bristol might well

until the scheme was completely executed , for follow at once, for even if dockisation should not

the full aclvantage offered by it could not be be undertaken, the result of such a purifica

l'eaped until the dam and the lock were put tion would be to considerably abate the olours

into perfect working order. The utmost that from the mud which is exposed in the channel

can be said is that the balance of probability of the Avon at low -tide. Thus cleansed from

is strongly in favour of a considerable increase sewage, the dockised river might be regarded

of the trade of the port. as a lake — the outfall at the sluices fulfilling

On the other hand, it must be borne in mind the office of the effluent river which prevents

that nothing less than a very extensive develop - la lake from becoming stagnant. Examination,

ment of the traffic up the Avon would enlarge moreover, will show that enormous masses of

the revenues of the port sufficiently to permit , water are kept in a pure and wholesome state

of the payment of interest on the heavy debt by very small currents. If we compare the

incurred ; and that, if the enterprise failed to ' body of water in the Lake of Geneva, and the

achieve the results anticipater, the ratepayers volume of the Rhone at its point of departure

of Bristol would find themselves burdened with from the lake, with the body of the Avon in

an annual payment of something like £ 80,000 ! its cockised state and the discharge from the

for ever .
This is an important consideration, sluices at Avonmouth , the advantage as regards

which may well give pause to the authorities' motion will be largely in favour of the latter.

of the town and harbour. It must be remem

bered that the true success of the scheme really
BIRIBI.'

depends upon the prospect of diverting a good

portion of the Atlantic steamers from their

present goal. This is only likely to be effected

if Bristol is able to offer greater advantages
("ONQUESTS.

than those presented by Liverpool now , for the By Jons Dini Ross ,

cost of altering their present arrangements is

not likely to be incurred by the steamship Biribi, a word unknown to most Englishmen,

Companies unless there is some decided gain is one of drend to the whole French army.

thereby. The question of the moment, there- Biribi represents to the French soldier a long

fore, is, Would dockisation place Bristol in a term of dangerous foreign service, made subject

position so much superior to Liverpool that it to the most extraordinary conditions of disci

would become worth while for the Government |

and the Atlantic lines to change their station , pline, and such savage punishments as that of

for the American service from the northern to
the crapaudine. When France is bent on a

the southern port ? In the opinion of a number policy of colonial conquest, she is careful not

of nautical and engineering experts, the answer
to risk the lives of too many of her more

to this question is, “ Yes. In the opinion of a cherished sons, and the corps that is sent to

similar body of equal distinction , the reply carry the tricolour to the most distant parts of

i

SIDELIGHTS ON THE DISCIPLINE OF THE TROOPS

EMPLOYED BY FRANCE IN HER COLONIAL
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the world is largely made up of men whom ! read out for the edification of the Court. The

society can well spare, and who are, in fact, trial almost invariably ends in the man being

considered as being best expended ' in such sentenced to serve for a term of years in one

service. of the Compagnies de Discipline. Our zephir

It was doubtless observed by many that when is then shipped off' to Africa, where he joins

the Madagascar question came before the French his new regiment under the charge of a gen

Chamber , an effort was made to limit the choice darme, and with his wrists shackled in handcuffs,

of the Minister for Wur to Colonial Troops, ' a befitting commencement to the career in store

certain disinterested deputies insisting that at for him .

all events no Parisians should be drafted from The convict companies are scattered over the

their regiments for service in Madagascar. But dreariest and most lesolate districts of the

although General Mercier claimed à free hand French African possessions, in which they are

in the matter, the expedition to Madagascar often employed in roaul-making and constructing

will doubtless be composed of the same ele- buildings for military purposes . Harassed ,more

ments as the army which subjugated Tonkin. over, with constant drills under a burning sun,

Black troops such as the Turcos will be mingled badly fed, isolated from all but their own

with the motley soldiers of the Foreign Legion , miserable society, and punished with the most

while the famous Compagnies de Discipline will relentless severity for the slightest offence, the

certainly send a strong contingent. These men unhappy sollier realises what it is to be enroyé

will be sent to bear the brunt of the fighting ; à Biribi. The derivation of the word Biribi

any especially dangerous work will be thrust appears to be obscure, but its meaning soon be

upon them if it is possible to do so ; and to comes clear enough to the victim of the system .

render justice to these troops, and to say at the We, of course, have nothing like it in our

same time all the good that can be truthfully own diminutive army ; but if we hail

said about them , they fight well , and certainly half a million of men with the colours in

are not wanting in courage. Still , such trouble times of peace, we should find ourselves con

some, dare-devil regiments have been fronted with a good many problems which we

brought together under any flag. Half the are not at present called upon to study ; and

time the men a perfect terror to their it is a more or less recognised fact that the

officers ; while, on the other hand , the officers African campaigns of the French have had a

are allowed to punish their men with il savage rather brutalising effect on their troops, who

severity which would never for a moment be have borrowed much that is imclesirable from

tolerated in the regiments of the line or any their Arab foes.

other branch of the service. To the soldiers of the convict companies,

Whilst admitting that these troops generally active service is a pleasant relief from the

fight well, it must be said that they are most well-nigh intolerable bondage in which they

difficult to keep in hand , and they seldom fail are held, and considering that they suffer such

to become a terrible scourge to the unfortunate' terrible punishments as the crapaudine, which
country on which they are let loose. The can easily be prolonged to a fatal issue, it is

Foreign Legion is from its very origin a most small wonder that they are merciless men .

extraordinary body of troops. No questions are They are perfect adepts at eating up a country ,

asked of the man who wishes to become a and leave a trail of desolation and ruin behind

Lévionnaire. Provided he is physically fit, he them wherever they go. But in commenting

is enlisted under any name he may choose to ' upon any excesses committed by the French

give, whatever his nationality may be. The troops in Tonkin , it must be remembered that

Legion naturally becomes a refuge for the they were frequently subjected to intolerable

déclassé, the deserter from other flags and the provocation . The Chinese with their fiendish

adventurer of every degree. It is said that Tarbarity inflicted the most atrocious tortures
there are highly educateil men of good family on their wretched prisoners ; and the French

in the Legion, and in this there is nothing on more than one occasion came upon the

improbable. In Tonkin I once saw one of my bolies of their uhappy countrymen who had

own countrymen, wearing the dismal uniform been actually and literally skinned alive! Men
of the Legion, quarrelling with German flushed with the heat of battle and with arms

belonging to the same regiment. They came to in their hands cannot look calmly upon such

blows, and were finally beaten into something things ; and if the Japanese under sinıilar cir

like order by an officer who struck them with , cumstances took rengeance upon the Chinese at
the flat of his sword.

i Port Arthur, it is impossible to justify them ;

If, however, the Foreign Legion embodies but that they did take vengeance will be

some very questionable elements, how much realily understood by fallille human nature in

worse must be the Compagnies Discipline, every part of the world .

which are entirely composed of what are really It woull, of course, be no easy matter for

military convicts ! These luckless soliliers, the , France to conquer any country with troops

zéphirs and the joyeur of French military slang, composed entirely of the soldiers of the Foreign

the refractory and criminal cases of the Legion, the Fusiliers de Discipline, and her

When a harlened offender be- African regiments. In all her colonial cam

comes too much of a nuisance in his regiment, paigns, a most honourable part is borne by the

he is tried before i special military tribunal; regiments of the infanterie de marine, than

his livret matricule—a sort of personal register whom it would be hard to find better and

of his deeds and misdeeds, which every French steadier soldiers anywhere. They are really

soldier is bound to produce atanymoment-- | the backboneof the whole expedition , and ,

is put in, and his long list of punishments is apurt from their services in the field , they are

a

are

whole army
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much in demand as a military police to keep could take away with them . The famous

the turbulent irregulars in something like stories floated about the pépites d'or to be found

order. The navy is another mainstay of France in Tonkin made a few victims in this way ; nor

in her colonial conquests, and French sailors, was I at all astonished to l'ead the other day

both officers and men, must be acknowledged of a gentleman in Madagascar having gone for

to be very fine fellows. Nothing, for instance, a morning ride, and finding on his return that

could have been much better done than thé a nugget of gold hail obligingly embedded

way in which
the Inconstant and Comète itself in his horse's hoof. Why not ? In fact,

recently passed and fought the Paknam bat- such occurrences appear to be inevitable in a

teries through a shallow and obstructed channel country about to be invaded by France.

laid with mines and torpedoes, in the teeth of Auch worse things happened, however, than

a fleet of Siamese ships which ought to have the desertion of soldiers in search of gold.

swept them out of existence. The dash and There was the case of an officer of one of the

pluck with which these two little gunboats Compagnies de Discipline being shot dead on

were handled deserved the success they achieved . parade. IIe had been a bit too hard on his

The French blue- jackets, with their machine men, and four of them had settled by means

guns and light artillery , will no doubt con- of a pack of cards which of them was to kill

tribute their full share to the successes of the him ; and the loser availed himself of the first

columns invading Madagascar. opportunity he had of murdering his unfortu

There is seldom much scope for cavalry in nate officer. To men of this stamp, death has

these colonial enterprises ; but during the very few terrors if they are simply to be shot

Tonkin War, the French sent some Spahis from by å firing party ; and I believe that these four

Algeria ; and amongst other troops, I noticed men endured the tortures of the crapaudine

very fine Zouave regiment at Hai-fony, until they died under them .

which I once saw employed in resturing order. The French are, of course, at liberty to

Although, at the time to which I refer, the maintain discipline in their own army in any

was in full swing, General de Négrier way they please ; but the punishments to which

having just been defeated at Langson, the , their irregular troops are subjected are certainly

French in IIai-fong were in full enjoyment of very cruel. Take the case of a man sentenced

a theatre — that is to say, a ramshackle barn, to the cellule avec fers. The cellule may be any

with a stage at one end of it, constructed of hut or tent, or, for that matter, the open air

planks laid over a number of empty barrels. will serve. The irons consist of two heavy

Notwithstanding the primitive nature of the rings on a bar about eighteen inches long ; the

stage and its accessories, the acting of the whole thing screws up, and is fastened by a

adventurous little troupe which r'an the theatre padlock. The man's ankles are shackled by

was excellent ; and such pieces as Le Piano de, the rings to the bar, and the contrivance is

Berthie were played to the intense satisfaction more fit for chaining up a wild beast than a

of crowded houses of soldiers and sailors. The man . In addition to this, however, the man's

theatre stood near what is now a fine square, hands are brought behind his back, and fettered

surrounded by handsome buildings, but which by two rings moving on an iron rod worked

was then a bowling wilderness, known as the by a powerful screw, so that any pressure

carrefour des écrusés, ilround which were scattered , desired may be bronght to bear on the man's

the miserable paillotes or attempts at huts in wrists. This also is secured by a padlock.

which such of us livel as were fortunate enough | The man thus put in irons is placed on his

to yo in for housekeeping at all . stomach ; he gets his yamelle of soup once in

During a performance one evening, I heard thirty -six hours, and a litre of water every

the sounds of a low going on outside ; and twenty -four hours, which he has to lap up like

quietly creeping out of the theatre , I saw a dog if he wants it .

surely enouglı à l'egular pitched battle going ! The crapaudinc - obviously derived from the

on between a number of blue-jackets from the word crupuul— is simply this punishment made

fleet in the river and a crowd of men belong- , much more severe and dangerous by having a

ing to the Foreign Legion . Before long, the : l'ope rove through a ring provided for the

rapid regular tramp of troops coming up at purpose in the wrist shackles. One end of the

the double was learl - it was a company of rope is made fast to the bar to which the

Zouaves sent to put things straight. The way : man’s ankles are ironed , and then a good pull

in which they wheeled into line and charged on the rope running through the ring at the

across the open ground was a siglit worth see-, man's wrists brings his hands and feet to

ing. They simply swept everything before them gether, wlien all is inade fast, and the sufferer

with the butts of their rifles, and were formed is left in that position . If he cries out, he is

up and marched off again ilmost is rapidly as , immediately gagged. Should the man not be

they had come. Then everything was quiet , released in time, he generally dies in conyul

again , especially quiet were the dark recumbent sions, it is said ; but a man thus treated may

forms which dotted the surface of the sugges-, die from any cause, and at times he has been

tively named carrefour les écruises, but they known to quit this world when it has not been

were picked up before morning, and very little the intention of his officers that he should do so.

was said about it next day.
It is not astonishing that tlie zephirs should

There were a good many executions amongst try to desert when they think they have a

the troops in Tonkin. Some of the unfortunate chance. Not so very long ago, about half-a

rogules — more to lie pitied than punished - le- lozen of them jumped overboard from

serteil, with the idea that they would actually French hired transport she was leaving

find yoll lying about the country, which they | Singapore harbour. The sentries on board im

1
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mediately opened a hot fire on the fugitives, about one-fifth the weight of the dried leaf ;

of whom but two reached the shore ; the bodies while a further distinguishing property is the

of the others were swept out to sea by the great amount of nitrate of potash present, to

currents of New Harbour, and whether they which is due its peculiar smouldering com

were shot ordrowned matters but little . They bustion.

at least will fight no
to extend the Scientists are much exercised nowadays as to

colonial empire of France . whether smoking is injurious, fur, except in

cases , it cannot be either necessary or

beneficial ; and even then , it must be indulged

NICOTIAN A. in with caution . A Major Chalmers died

recently at Southampton under remarkable
Sublime tobacco ! which from east to west

circumstances.Cheers the tar's labour or the Turkman's rest. For some years he was afflicted

asthmatically, and sought relief in smoking
A GENIAL Professor remarked to his tobacco steeped in turpentine. One day on

students : ' Smoke away, gentlemen ; it does | applying a match an explosion occurred . His

not annoy me in the least. I look on tobacco beard was burnt off, and serious injuries in the

in the same light as on hay. I don't eat it region of the chest sustained , witlı

myself, but I like to see others enjoy it.' There result. Since we are told that the enormous

is a neatly veiled hint behind the Professor's sum of fourteen million pounds is puffed away

seemingly affable observation, that in his opinion . each year in tobacco smoke, the question of its

the youths were merely making beasts of influence for good or ill on the world's health

themselves by indulging in this seductive habit ; ' is of considerable importance. On one point

for habit it undoubtedly is, and a curious one there appears to be little doubt, namely, that

too, since we are quite unable to tell in the Vicotine is fatal to a large number of the

dark whether our pipe is alight or not ; or, microbes that cause some of our most serious

for that matter, our cigar or cigarette either; sicknesses. In our issue of February 23, 1889,

except for its glowing tip. However, could
we noticed the results of investigations on this

every one regard the weaknesses of his fellow : head by an Italian Professor, Dr Vincenzo

men in the same unselfish light as this Professor, Tassinari ; and the results of the intended

what a happy world this would be !
further experiments therein alluded to have

The first account of tobacco was publisheil in , recently appeared in the Italia Termale. He

1496, by a Spanish monk, Romanus Pane, who finds ( 1 ) That the smoke of the Cavour,

had accompanied Columbus to America ; but it Virginia, and Tuscan cigars, and all black and

does not seem that Europeans smoked it until chopped tobaccos, possesses a very pronounced

1535. It is, however, a question whether it did ! bactericide power , especially against the bacillus

not find its way into Europe, like everything of Asiatic cholera. (2) This microbicide action

else, from the East rather than from the West, may in all probability be attributed to the

for we find in Ulloa's Voyage to America : ' It products of Nicotine. ( 33) In epidemics of

is not probable that the Europeans learnt the cholera and typhus, the use of tobacco may

use of tobacco from America ; lor, as it is very l be rather useful than hutful. ( 1) Tobacco

ancient in the Eastern countries, it is natural i smoke merits special consideration thie

to suppose that the knowledge of it came to hygiene of the mouth as a prophylactic means

Europe from those regious by means of the of combating microbian affections of the buccal

intercourse carried with them by

commercial States of the Jeliterranean Sea .

Nowhere, not even in those parts of America
Non - smokers have hitherto fumed, and declared

That the succus of baccy will kill us ;
where the tobacco plant grows wild , is the

But what say they now Tassinari has proved

use of it, and that only for smoking, either That the sucking it slays the bacillus ?

general or very frequent.' Some seel" of the

plant was sent from Portugal to Paris lvy Jean Sucking or drinking tobacco were the terms

Nicot, then French envoy to Queen Catherine, applied to smoking on the first introduction of

de' Medici in 1559 ; hence the name Nicotine. the plant into England. The native of India

Its importation into this country is ascribed to to this day says, Tamaku pita hai' (lle is

Sir Francis Drake, about 1560 ; and the prac- drinking tobacco , which forms another link in

tice of smoking it to Sir Walter Raleigh, some the chain of argument that the weed

twenty-four years later, when it was a luxury to from the East, and not from the

that could only be indulged in by the most i l'est.

wealtlıy. Jou Aubrey says that it was sold The earliest pipes were nothing but long

for its weight in silver, and that men preserved leaves rolled up into the shape of a funnel,

their biggest shillings to lay in tlie scales still much in use among the natives of Hindu

against the tobacco. stan . Those employed at first by Sir Walter !

The chemical qualities of the plant are Raleigh and other young men of fashion were i

peculiar. It owes its active character to the exceedingly rude and simple, consisting of half
presence of il vegetable alkali not found in any a walnut-shell with a straw inserted. The first

other plant, which has been named Nicotine,, clay pipes were made in this country about

as stated above, and, as will be noticed from 1585,copied from those used by the natives of

its equivalent (CHN), it differs from most Virginia; while to a Hungarian shoemaker,

others in the absence of oxygen ; as also in its named Kaval Kowates, is accredited the manu

liquid condition at the orlinary temperature. facture of the first meerschaum pipe, in 1723,

Another peculiarity of the plant is the very which has been preserved in the Museum at

large quantity of ash that it leaves when burnt, i Pesthi .

on
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Means of rendering tobacco harmless to the call for the stringent laws thatwere enacted,

consumer have been given to the world at one example of which will suffice : ' If any

frequent intervals. As long ago as 1670, glass person shall mix any fustic, or other wood, or

globules were attached to pipes to intercept the any leaves, herbs, or plants (other than tobacco ),

tobacco juice and Nicotine ; and in 1689 Jacob or any earth, clay, or tobacco-sand, with any

Francis Vicarius, an Austrian physician, recom- snuff-work or snuff ; or shall colour the same

mended the insertion of a small piece of sponge with any sort of colouring (water tinged with

in the tube for a like purpose. * Vigier recom- colour only excepted ), he shall forfeit two

mended citric acid , which , however, has the hundred pounds. And if any manufacturer or

serious disadvantage of spoiling the taste of the dealer in snuff shall sell , or expose for sale, or

tobacco . Dr Gautrelet of Vichy asserts that a have in his entered premises, any fustic, yellow

piece of cotton-wool steeped in a solution ( five ebony, touchwood, logwood, red or Guinea -wood,

to ten per cent.) of pyrogallic acid, and insertel Braziletto or Jamaica-wood, Nicaragua-wood , or

in the pipe or holder, will neutralise all possible Saunders-wood ; or any walnut tree, hop, or syca

effects of the Nicotine ; while the number of more leaves ; or shall have in his possession any

patented pipes designed with like view of the aforesaid articles ; or any other wood,

increases day by day. And now , the leaves, herbs, plants, earth , clay , or tobacco-sand ,

principle that prevention is better than cure, mixed with any snuff-work or snuff, he shall

à smoker comes to the rescue of slaves to the forfeit fifty pounds, and the same shall be for

weed .
that chewing calamus root feited , and may be seized.' (29 Geo. III. c. 68.)

allays the craving for tobacco ; further , that it The following epigram may fitly find a place

is a harmless substance and a beneficial tonic. in these stray notes :

Another ascribes like virtue to a plentiful
Of lordly men , how humbling is the type,

consumption of watercress two or three times A fleeting shadow, a tobacco pipe !

a day ; but doubtless many, feeling with Hamlet's His mind the fire, his frame the tube of clay,

father that
His breath the smoke so idly puffed away,

His food the herb that fills the hollow bowl.

Diseases, desperate grown, Death is the stopper. Ashes end the whole.

By desperate appliance are relieved,

Or not at all, At least once in history the devil's weed , ' as

a certain king called it, played an important

will prefer the disease to the suggested remedies. part in a political movement. When the l'evolu

Like all innovations, the introduction of iion of 1848 came on , the Austrian government

tobacco met at first with much opposition, our enjoyed a monopoly of the manufacture and

King James 1. being one of its principal ene- sale of tobacco in those parts of Italy under its

mies; and throughout Europe, severe penalties control. The Liberals, resenting the tyranny of

and punishments were inflicted on those who the Austrians, and disliking to see so large a

ventured to indulge in the blowing of it ; and revenue pouring into the Austrian treasury from

in 1624, Pope Urban VIII. issued a decrees the sale of cigars and tobacco, left off smoking

of excommunication against any person found a patriotic method of resenting the Austrian

taking snuff in church. However, its charms, domination. The Austrian Government there

sung by Byron upon supplied its troops with cigars, and the

Divine in hookahs, glorious in a pipe , men of the garrisons went about the streets of

When tipped with amber, mellow, rich , and ripe ; ! Italian towns puffing smoke into the faces of the

Like other charmers, wooing the caress non -smoking Italians. The insult was warmly

More dazzlingly when claring in full dress : resented. The Milanese rose in rebellion, and

Yet thy true lovers more admire by far
expelled the Austrians; Venice did the same ;

Thy naked beauties--Give me a cigar ! -

and thus was the revolution begun, which ended

have proved too strong for all its opponents ; in the loss to Austria of all the Italian posses

and what a firm hold the habit gets on its sions.

devotees is forcibly illustrated in the following

• When I was an officer,' writes a naval
TIL E DIAL AT NIGHT.

man , ' in Messrs Money Wigram's ship the kent,

in 1857, on a voyage to Melbourne and back, I said unto my soul : The whole long night

we found that by some mistake no tobacco had The Dial skyward turns how blank a space !

been shipped, so, being on the high seas, the llow purposeless it tarries in its place !

men could get none till we fell in with some . Though moon and star and meteor -glance unite

vessel (meeting other ships was rarer then than ! In vain their shadowy message there to write,

now ). A curious thing happenedl. First, the Till the Sun shines in glory on its face,

topmen , and then the rest of the crew , lost in Making all lesser glories pale apace....

a great measure the use of their hands, which The faithful Dial waits the larger light.'

trembled as if palsied ; they grew so nervons
that we were quite afraid to order them to do Thou Sun of faith ! who tarriest to shine out

anything. On a strict inquiry being madle, we To light my life , and make its meaning plain ,

found out that they haul been smoking their What am I here without Thee ? Look on me !

rations of tea . Okl rope being substituteil, they I wait Thy message in the night of doubt,

recovered ; and , falling in with a Dutchman Whose alien glories visit me in vain - .

just after we got round the Horn , we were able Loyal in darkness to my thoughts of Thee.

to get some tobacco from her .' E. BIAIR OLIPHANT.

The plant has afforile abundant food for i

legislation, and its adulteration must have been Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,
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Saturdays the rigour is a little lessened . The

EASTER IN RUSSIA.

fast is kept usually most strictly by the peas

In Russia, Easter constitutes the greatest festi- ants during the whole period it lasts ; but the

val of the year, and not only the greatest rich, unless very old -fashioned, only keep it

religious festival, but also the most important during the first and last weeks.

national holiday. For a whole week all places The season of abstinence and mortification is

of business are shut, all banks and public ushered in by what is called the ‘ Butter-week,'

offices, and the whole country gives itself up to corresponding somewhat to the Carnival — the

pleasure and amusement. last week in which butter is supposed to be

Simple, light-hearted, and hospitable to a allowed . During this time, every one eats

degree, a Russian when he takes holiday sur- ' blivnes, a kind of pancake served with sour
renders himself to the full enjoyment of it cream or melted butter and caviare. Fes

with all the eagerness and abandonment of a tivities and merry -makings of all kinds are in

child . Not that plenty of opportunity is full swing, to prepare for the dull period to

denied him . In his case, familiarity certainly follow . Lent always commences on a Monday,

does not breed contempt, for the public holidays and from then till Easter the only break is

in Russia amount to one-quarter of the year. Palm - Sunday, or, as it is called , Willow-Sunday.

But he welcomes each and every one with the If the weather happens to be fine and warm ,

same zest, though to none does he look forward then the streets on the eve of Willow -Sunday

with such happy anticipations as to Easter. present a pretty appearance . Peasants, with

During the long cold winter months, this huge bundles of willow and palm branches,

season of hope and joy has shone out like a line the sides of the road. Peasant girls in

beacon in the distance, the herald of spring, ' their bright skirts and head-dresses stand at

telling that summer with her sunshine and the church doors with baskets of artificial

warmth is near. Sometimes it does happen flowers, made by themselves, which they offer

that the great feast arrives in the midst of for sale to the passers -by. Every one must be

and frost. What does that matter ? provided with some flower or branch to carry

Spring must soon be there ; and in a little into the church to be blessed by the priest.

while, with the marvellous rapidity which is There is a curious custom among the peasants

one of the wonders of the Russian climate, all on this night, which gives rise to no little

will be changerl, and in the place of frost and amount of rough play - namely, that whoever

snow, the tender blades of grass will show strikes another with the sacred flowers earns

themselves above the hard ground ; the violets the right to a salute like that connected with

will peep from under their green shelter, filling our mistletoe at Christmas. On Sunday, when

the air with their sweet fragrance ; the trees every one is exempt from fasting, the whole

will bow down beneath their loail of white town seems to turn out of doors ; and the

and pink blossoms ; and nature will seem only people in their bright dresses, with the bunches

to speak of a joyful resurrection and life. of gaily -coloured flowers and fresh twigs, create

The joy and happiness of Easter would an agreeable relief to the monotony of the

appear to be only increased by the long fast preceding weeks.

which precedes the festival. Perhaps in no The next six days are a universal fast, most

other country is Lent kept so strictly ; not rigorously kept. Visits not paid ; no

only is all meat forbidden , but milk, egys, amusements may take place ; all are preparing

cheese, butter, and fish. Caviare, dried fish , for the solemn duty of confession and of par

and shellfish are allowed , and on Sundays and taking of the Holy Communion. Confession in

snow

are
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Russia is a duty enforced by the civil law Russian friends. Meeting them about ten o'clock

nipon every one at least once a year. So much at their own house, we found them in elaborate

importance is attached to this duty, that the evening dress, which must be either white or

first question put to a witness, after that re

very light colour, with flowers and

drove
specting his name, is, “When lid you confess jewellery. A little before eleren we

last ? ' Passion -week presents a curious con
off, having elected to witness the ceremony in

a chapel belonging to a large boys' school or
trast. A great deal of time is spent in church, gymnasium ,' the cathedral being so crowded .

and what is left is taken up with shopping, in We found the finely decorated chapel filled,

anticipation of the great feast. Immense stores many officers in their uniforms, ladies and

of eatables of all descriptions have to be bought children beautifully dressed , giving almost the
in. Every one gives and receives presents, and appearance of a ballroom. As in all Russian

much time and thought are expended in the churches, there were no seats, every one being

preparation and colouring of the eggs, without required either to kneel or stand, which makes

which no Easter would be complete. These eggs the nave stood the tonıb of Christ, corered
the services very fatiguing. In the centre of

are of all sorts, real eggs hard -boiled and with a black pall , and surrounded by lighted

coloured brightly, or wooden eggs, made and candles, showing a dim light over the rest of

sold by the peasants. Indeed , one of the prin- the chapel, which was not yet lit in any other

cipal sights during Passion -week is the shops way. The altar or sanctuary was hidden by

filled with eggs, not only the confectioner's the ' iconostasis,' which derives its name from

with its chocolate and sugar wares, but the the ' icons' or holy pictures depicted on it. It

silversmith's with its lovely little egg-shaped has three doors. On the right of the centre

cases, enclosing rings and other pretty articles. door on entering is always the icon of our

At Easter, everybody considers it essential to Lord ; on the left, that of the Virgin Mary ;

appear in new clothes ; so the milliners' and the rest those of saints, according to the devo

drapers' shops are crowded , and scarcely a tion of the founder. In front of all the icons were

single person can be seen who is not loadleat ranged huge candelabra, holding great numbers of

with parcels - generals of high rank, ' popes ' unlit candles, and having many little holes, in

or priests, ladies of fashion ; indeed, it would which the devotee could place other candles.

be strange to meet any one without some At a quarter to twelve, one priest appeared,

square, oblong, or round package in his hand . then others ; then the chanting, low and soft,

On Saturday the 'dvorniks ' or porters struggle commences with the ' Gospodi pomilni' ( Lord,

along the streets, weighed down by huge sacks have mercy upon us) constantly repeated in

of groceries, sweetmeats, and fruits of all kinds. chorus; and at every repetition the people cross

In the houses, all turmoil and confusion ; for themselves three times and bow to the ground.

everything must be turned out, and every The effect was truly impressive : the dimly

corner cleanel, the kitchen floors malle as lighted chapel ; the priests, just to be seen

white possible, and the tables spread. standing round the tomb in their robes of

All this must be clone on Saturday ; Friday pure white and dazzling silver ; the silent

is too sacreil . No work is done . All persons crowd around holding each one an unlighted

who possibly can are in church. Many even taper in the hand ; and the solemn chant, wit)

go into deep mourning. Then commences one no accompaniment - for organs are not allowed

of the most peculiar services – namely, the in the Eastern Church. Just before the mid

· Burial of Christ.' During the usual vespers, night hour, the presiding priest came from

the tomb of Christ' is brought from the holy behind the iconostasis ,' where he had been

place and set in the centre of the church ; praying inside the sanctuary, and advancing to

after which , at the head of a solemn proces. The tomb, stooped , and discovered that the body

sion of choir-boys and 'popes,' the represen- of Christ was no longer therein. Raising him

tation of the body of Christ' - an oblong piece self, he announced the fact to the people ; and

of silk having the painting of the dead Saviour then, in solemn procession , followed by the

upon it — is brought from the altar and laid priests bearing the censers, and swinging them

upon the tomb.
At night, a solemn service as they went, left the chapel to seek the place

is held ; and amidst the tolling of bells, and where they have laid Ilim.'

the soft, low chanting, the icon representing the Through all the rooms they go, the solemn

body is placed in its last resting-place, the lights chant ceasing, till , having searched

are put out , and it is left in the darkness. everywhere and not found what they seek,

On Saturday towards evening the streets be the procession again reaches the chapel just on

comequiet ; the shops are closed, so that at nine the stroke of twelve. All at once is heard in

o'clock you wonder where all the busy throngs the distance the clear boom of the cannon

can be gone. But wait another hour, and what announcing the hour of midnight. The priest,

a change ! All is again alive, but with this standing on the steps of the altar, swings his

difference, that every one now has on his best censer, and announces in tones which penetrate

things, las bathed , even to the poorest peasants, to the farthest corners of the cdifice, Christos

and is hurrying along to join in the wonder- voskrés ' ( Christ hath risen ), and the people

ful miilnight service, preparing for Easter, which answer him with one voice : Vo istiné voskrés'

is called the “ Splendour-bearing Sunday, the (In truth , He hath risen ). The woman stand

"Great and Holy Sundlay,' the Opener of the ing nearest the priest lights her taper at the

Gates of Paradise, the ‘Sanctifier of the Faithful,' consecrated one presented to her by him ; her

the Passage from Darkness to Light.' neighbour in turn receives the light from her ;

We spent this memorable night with some and so on , till in a minute, as it were, the

as

never
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chapel was illuminated with a hundred lights. scent of spring, to whisper to each other the

Fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, friends beautiful words, Christ hath risen ; ' the soft

and relations, embraced one another, kissing breeze bringing back the answer, ' In truth, He

three times on the forehead and either cheek hath risen indeed. '

and exchanging the Easter greeting. With all

boys belonging to the ' gymnasium ' the head

master exchanged the Easter kiss and greeting. THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

The whole congregation, then passing before the

priest, did the same with him , and high-mass
CHAPTER V. (continued ).

now followed. THEN the lord Lorenzo hastened to the

As we drove home through the streets, the cabinet of the Duke, whom he found pacing up

illuminations were hardly necessary , so beautiful and down , gnawing his finger-nails, and told

and clear was the moonlight. Along the sides him of what was done outside.

of the roads, placed upon low posts, were ' I care not, ' said the Duke. She shall take

small earthenware dishes containing a lighted the vows ! Let the pikemen scatter them .'

wick floating in melted tallow, and producing Lorenzo then besought him , telling him that

a weird andsingular effect. all the city was in arms, and that the conflict

Arriving home, we found the tables spread would be great. But the Duke said still , “ She

with a sumptuous repast, decorated with pots shall take the vows ! ' Nevertheless he went

of beautiful flowers ; cold joints of every with Lorenzo, and came forth on to the top

description , ham and roast sucking-pig, regular most step of the portico. And when the people
Easter dishes which fail. Then the saw him they ceased for a moment to assail

servant enters, bringing with him the paskel? the pikemen and cried out, " Give us back the

cheese, made from sour-milk ; and the “kulitch ' Sacred Bones ! '

or Easter cake, which is something like bread " Scatter these fellows ! ' said the Duke to the

cake with raisins in it. These, the cake and Captain of the Guard .

cheese, as well as a great bowl full of coloured My lord, they are
And if we

eggs, have been taken down to the church to scatter them now, yet when we have gone

be blessed by the priests. In large establish- against Count Antonio, they may do what they

ments, a priest is invited to supper, in order will with the city. '

that he may bless the whole table ; indeed, The Duke stood still , pale , and again gnaw

some priests spend the whole night going from ing his nails ; and the pikemen, finding the

house to house performing this duty. fight hard , gave back before the people ; and

Before we sat down to supper, the servants the people pressed on.

came in, and were saluted by their mistress Then" Peter the furrier came forward , and

with the Easter greeting and presented with the hottest with him , and mocked the pikenien ;

We sat talking and laughing far into and one of the pikemen suddenly thrust Peter

the morning, and listening to the merry peals through with his pike,and the fellow fell dead ;

of bells ringing from the steeples of the on which a great cry of rage rose from all the

numerous churches, almost deafening at times people, and they rushed on thepikemen again

with their volume of sound. and slew and were slain ; and the fight rolled

The servants forgotten : they up the steps even to the very feet of the Duke

receive handsome presents, besides a large ham , himself. And at last, able no longer to contend

several joints, a cheese and cake, and about with all the city, lie cried , ' Hold ! I will restore

twenty eggs each. They decorate their own the Sacred Bones !' But the people would not

table , after the fashion of peasants, with trust him , and one cried , “ Bring out the lady

branches of willow, and place above it the here before us and set her free, or

holy picture, beneath which a lamp is kept burn the Palace. ' And the Archbishop came

burning. Then, till the holiday is over, the suddenly and threw himself on his knees before

kitchen is the meeting -place of all their rela- the Duke, besecching him that no more blood

tions and friends ; and no mistress dares put any might be shed, but that the Lady Lucia should

restriction on the most unbounded hospitality. be set free. And the Duke, now greatly afraid,

Easter-Sunday morning broke fine and clear sent hastily the Lieutenant of the Guard and

as we marle our way home about nine o'clock . | ten men , who came to the convent where Lucia

Not a soul was to be seen ; the whole city was, and brooking no delay, carried her with

seemed sleeping after the exertions of the them in her bedgown,and brought and set her

night. By -and-by the streets will be again beside the Duke in the portico of the Palace.

crowded ; carriages with their gaily -dressed Then the Duke raised liis hand to heaven , and

occupants and splendid black horses will come before all the people he said , Behold, she is

dashing along ; visits must be paid , cards left, free ! Let her go to her own house, and her

and congratulations offered to all the highest estate shall be hers again . And by my princely

officials. Balls and parties, concerts and theatres, word and these same Holy Bones I swear that

are the order of the day now ; and when the she shall not take the vows, neither will I con

week is over, life will gradually return to its strain her to wed any inan.' And when he

ordinary routine. But, as we stood on one of had said this, he turned sharply round on

the heights overlooking, the sleeping city, the his heel, and, looking neither to the right

cupolas and domes of its many churches glit- nor to the left, went through the great hall

tering in the morning sunshine - for it was in to his cabinet and shut the door. For his

the old city of Kieff that we spent this Easter heart was very sore that he must yield to

--the deep silence seemed eloquent of praise ;

and the warm air, the tender green, the sweet Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

an egg

are never

we will

*
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Antonio's demand, and , for himself, he had which they had been sitting, all save Martolo,

rather a thousand times that the Bones of St who came and put his hand in Antonio's

Prisian had been burnt. hand.

Now when the Duke was gone, the people ‘ How now, Martolo ? ' asked Antonio.

brought the Lady Lucia to her own house, •What you will, I will, my lord ,' said

driving out the steward whom the Duke haci Martolo. For though he trembled when he

set there, and , this done, they came to the thought of the bones of St Prisian, yet he

Archbishop and would not suffer him to rest clung always to Antonio. As for Bena and

or to delay one hour before he set forth to the others of the ten who had gone to Rilano,

carry the Duke's promise to Antonio. This the they would now have burnt not the bones only,

Archbishop was ready to do, for all that he but the blessed saint himself, had Antonio

was weary. But first he sent Lorenzo to ask bidden them . Hard men, in truth , were they,

the Duke's pleasure ; and Lorenzo, coming to and the more reckless now, because no harm

the Duke, prayed him to send two hundrel had come to them from the seizing of the bones

pikes with the Archbishop. For,' said he, -moreover, Antonio had given them good wine

' your Highness has sworn nothing concerning for supper, and they drank well.

what shall befall Antonio ; and so soon as he Now the rest of the band being gone back to

has delivered up the bones, I will set upon their fire, and the night being very dark , in

him and bring him alive or dead to your great silence and caution, Antonio, Tommasino,

Ilighness. Martolo, Bena, and their fellows— being thirteen

But the Duke would not hearken . “ The in all-rose from their places, and taking naught

fellow's name is like stale lees of wine in my with them but their swords (save that Antonio

mouth ,' sail he. Ten of my pikemen lie deal carried the golden casket), they stole forth from

in the square, and more of the citizens. I will the camp, and set their faces to climb yet

lose no more men over it. ' higher into the heights of the hills. None

‘ Yet low great a thing if we could take spoke : one following another, they climbed the

him !' steep path that led up the mountain side ; and

' I will take him at my own time and in my when they had been going for the space of an
own way,' said the Duke. ' In God's name, hour, they heard a shout from far below them.

leave me now .'
Our flight is known,' said Tommasino.

Lorenzo therefore got from the Duke leave " Shall we stand and meet them , my lord ? '

for but ten men to go with the Archbishop, asked Bena.

and to go himself if he would. And thus Nay, not yet,' said Antonio ; and the thir

they set out, exhorted by the people, who fol- teen went forward again at the best speed they

lowed them beyond the bounds of the city , to could.

make all speed . And when they were gone, Now they were in a deep gorge between

the people came back and took up the bodies lofty cliffs ; and the gorge still tended upwards ;

of the dead ; while the pikemen also took up and at length they came to the place which is

the bodies of such of their comrades as now named ' Antonio's Neck . There the rocks

slain . came nigh to meeting and utterly barring the

Yet had Duke Valentine known what passed path ; yet there is a way that one man , or at

on the lills while the city was in tumult, it most two, may pass through at
time.

may not be doubted, for all his vexation, that Along this narrow tongue they passed, and,

he would have sent the two hundred whom coming to the other side, found a level space

Lorenzo asked : never had he a fairer chance on the edge of a great precipice, and , Antonio

to take Antonio. For when the Count and pointing over the precipice, they saw in the

those who had been with him to Rilano were light of the day, which now was dawning, the

asleep, Antonio's head resting on the golden towers and spires of Firmola very far away in

casket, a shepherd came to the rest of the the plain below.

banıl and told them what had been done, and ' It is a better place for the fire than the

how all the country was in an uproar. Then other,' said Antonio ; and Bena laughed, while

a (lebate arose amongst the band , for, though Vartolo shivered .

they were lawless men, yet they feared God , Yet we risk being hindered by these fellows

and thought with great dread on what Antonio behind ,' sail Tommasino.

had sworn ; so that presently they came alto ' Nay, I think not,' said Antonio.

gether, and rousel Antonio, and said to him , Then he charged Tommasino and all of them

"My lord, you have done much for us, and it to busy themselves in collecting such dry sticks

may be that we have done somewhat for you . and brushwood as they could , and there was

But we will not suffer the Sacred Bones to be abundance near, for the fir-trees grew even so

burnt and scattered to the winds.'
high. And one of the men also went and set a

* Except the Duke yields, I have sworn it, as snare, and presently caught a wild goat, so that

God lives, ' answered Antonio. they had meat. But Antonio took Bena and

" We care not. It shall not be — 10 — not set him one side of the way where the

though you and we die, ' said they. neck opened out into the level space ; and he

' It is well : I hear,' said Antonio, bowing his stood on the other side of the way himself. And

heail. when they stretched out their arms, the point

' In an hour,' said they, ' we will take the of Bena's sword reached the hilt of Antonio's.

bones, if you will not yourself, my lord , send And Antonio smiled, saying to Bena, “ He had

them back need to be a thin man, Bena, that passes be

' Again I hear,' said Antonio, bowing his tween you and me.'

heal ; and the band went back to the fire round And Bena nodded his head at Count Antonio,

were

one

on
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answering, ' Indeed this is as strait as the way would he get by Antonio and Bena ; and

to heaven, my lord — and leads, as it seenis to beyond them stood Tommasino with ten whom

ine, in much the same direction . he knew to be of the stoutest of the band .

Thus Antonio and Bena waited in the shelter It is a sore day's work , Bena ,' cried Antonio,

of the rocks, at the opening of the neck, while looking at the dead bodies.

the rest built up a great pile of wood. Then, ' If a inan be too great a fool to keep him

having roasted the meat, they made their break- self alive, my lord , he must die,' answered

fast, Martolo carrying portions to Antonio and Bena ; and lie pushed the bodies a little farther

to Bena. And, their pursuers not knowing the back into the neck with his foot.

path so well, and therefore moving less quickly, Then Sancho's company took counsel again ;

it was but three hours short of noon when for much as they reverenced the Sacred Bones,

they heard the voices of men from the other there was none of them eager to enter the

side of the neck. And Antonio cried straight- neck. Thus they were at a loss, till the sliep

way , ' Come not through at your peril ! Yet herd who had come along with them spoke to

one may come and speak with me.' Sancho, saying, “ At the cost of a long journey ,

Then a great fellow, whose name is variously you may come at him ; for there is a way

given, though most of those whom I have round that I can lead you by. But you will

questioned call him Sancho, came through the not traverse it in less than twelve or thirteen

neck, and, reaching the end of it, found the hours, taking necessary rest by the way. '

crossed swords of Antonio and Bena like a But Sancho counting the time, cried , “ It will

fence against his breast. And he saw also the serve! For although a thousand came against

great pile of wood , and resting now on the top him , yet the Count will not burn the bones

of it the golden casket that held the Sacred before the time of his oath .'

Bones. And he said to Antonio, My lord , we
Therefore he left fifteen men to hold the

love
you ;

but sooner than that the bones neck , in case Antonio should offer to return

should be burnt, we will kill you and all that back through it, and with the rest, he followed

are with you. the shepherd in great tealth and quiet ; by

And Antonio answered , ' I also love you, l'eason of which , and of the rock between then ,

Sancho ; yet you and all your company shall Antonio knew not what was done, but thought

die sooner than my oath shall be broken.' that the whole company lay still on the other

" Your soul shall answer for it, my lord , ' said side of the neck .

Sancho. Thus the day wore to evening as the Arch

' You speak truly ;' answered Antonio . bishop with the lord Lorenzo and, the Guards

Then Sancho went back through the neck came to the spur of the hills ; and here they

and took counsel with his fellows ; and they found a man waiting, who cried to them , ' Do

made him their chief, and promised to be you bring the Duke's promise to the Count

obedient to all that he ordered. And he said , Antonio ?'

· Let two run at their highest speed through “ Yes, we bring it ,' said they.

the neck : it may be they will die, but the I am charged, said he, " to lead the Arch

bones must be saved . And after them , two bishop and one other after the Count . But

more, and again two. And I will be of the since the Archbishop could not climb the hills,

first two. ' being oll and weary, Lorenzo constrained the

But they would not suffer him to be of the man to take with him four of the Guards be

first two, although he prevailed that he shoull sides ; and the four bore the Archbishop along.

be of the last two. And the six , being chosen, Thus they were led through the secret tracks

drew their swords, and with a cry rushed into in the hills, and these Lorenzo tried to engrave

the neck . Antonio, hearing their feet, said , on his memory, that he might come again.

to Bena, “ A quick blow is as good as a slow, But the way was long and devious, and it was

Bena . And even as he spoke the first two hard to mark it. Thus going, they came to the

came to the opening of the neck . But Antonio huts, and , passing the huts, still climbed wearily

and Bena struck at them before they came out till they arrived near to the neck . It was then

of the narrowest part or could wield their night, and, as they guessed, hard on the time

swords freely ; and the second two coming on , when Antonio had sworn to burn the Sacred

Bena struck at one and wounded him in the Bones ; therefore they pressed on
more and

breast : and he wounded Bena in the face over more, and came at last to the entrance of the

the right eye ; and then Bena slew him ; while neck . Here they found the fifteen , and Lor

Antonio slew his man at his first stroke. And enzo, running up, cried aloud , We bring the

the fifth man and Sancho, the sixth , coming promise, we bring the promise !

on , Antonio cried loudly, Are you mad , are But scarcely had he spoken these words,

you mad ? We could hold the neck against a when a sudden great shout came from the other

hundred .' side of the neck ; and Lorenzo, drawing his

But they would not stop, and Antonio slew sword, rushed into the neck , the fifteen follow

the fifth, and Bena was in the act to strike at ing, yet leaving a space between him and then ,

Sancho, but Antonio suddenly dashed Sancho's lest they should see him fall , pierced by An

sword from his hand, and caught him a mighty tonio and Bena. And Lorenzo stumbled and

buffet, so that he fell sprawling on the bodies fell over the five dead bodies which lay in the

of the five that were dead.
way of the neck . Uttering it cry, " What are

Go back, fool , go back ! ' cried Antonio . these ? ' he scrambled again to his feet, and

And Sancho , answering nothing, gathered passed unhurt through the mouth of the neck,

himself up and went back ; for he perceived and the fifteen followed after him , while the

now that not with the loss of half of his men | Guards supported the Archbishop
in their
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hands, his chair being too wide to pass through on the city walls, ‘God help us ! God help us !

the neck. And when they all thus came The Sacred Bones are burnt ! '

through, wild and strange was the sight they ay, and men too, fell to weeping, and there

For it chanced that at the same time was great sorrow, fear, and desolation. And

Sancho's company had completed their circuit, the Duke gnawed his nails even to the quick,

and had burst from behind upon Antonio and and spat the blood from his mouth, cursing

the twelve . And when the twelve saw them , | Antonio.

they retreated the great pile and made But Lorenzo, having perceived that the greater

a ring round it , and stood there ready to number were against Antonio, cried out to

die rather than allow Sancho's men to reach Sancho's men , ' Seize him and bring him here ! '

the pile. It then midnight, and the For the Duke's promise carried no safety to

time of Count Antonio's oath . Count Antonio Antonio.

stood on the top of the great pile ; at his feet But Sancho answered him , Now that the

lay the golden casket containing the Sacred Sacred Bones are safe , we have no quarrel with

Bones, and in his hand was a torch. And he my lord Antonio ; ' and he and his men went

cried alond, ‘ Holl them , while I fire the pile ! ' and laid down their swords by the feet of

and he leaped down and came to the side of Antonio, where he lay on the ground, his head

the pile and laid his torch to the pile. And on Tommasino's lap . So that the whole band

in an instant the flames shot up, for the pile were now round Antonio, and Lorenzo had

was dry.
but four with him .

Now when Sancho's men saw the pile alight, • He asks war !' growled Bena to Tommasino.

with shouts of horror anil of terror they charged “ Shall he not have war, my lord ? '

at the top of their speed against the twelve And Tommasino laughed, answering, ‘ Here is

who guarded the pile. And Lorenzo and his a drunkard of blood !

men also rushed ; but the cries of Sancho's com But Count Antonio, raising himself, said , ' Is

pany, together with the answering defiance of the Archbishop here ? '

the twelve, drowned the cries of Lorenzo ; and ! Then Lorenzo went and brought the Arch

Antonio and the twelve knew not that Lorenzo bishop, who, coming, stood before Antonio, and

And the flames of the pile grew , rehearsal to him the oath that Duke Valentine

and the highest tongue of flame licked the side had taken, and told him how the Lady Lucia

of the gollen casket. But Antonio's voice rose was already free and in her own house, and

above all , as he stood , ay, almost within the made him aware also of the great tumult that

ambit of the fire, and cried, Ilold then i had happened in the city. And Antonio listened

moment, Tommasino -- a moment, Bena — and the to liis tale in silence .

thing is done ! ' Then Lorenzo tore his casque Then the Archbishop raised a hand towards

from his head and flung down his sword , and leaven and spoke in a solemn and sad voice,

rushed unarmed between Antonio's men and ' . Behold , there are ten of the Duke's Guard

Sancho's men , shouting louder than he had , dead in the city, and there are twelve of the

thought ever to shout, “ The promise ! the pro- townsmen dead ; and here, in the opening of

mise !' And at the same moment (so it is the neck , there lie dead five men of those who

tuld- I but tell it as it is told ) there came followed you , my lord. Twenty -and -seven men

from heaven a great flash of lightning, which, are there that have diell over this business. I

aiding the glare of the flames, fully revealed pray more have not died in the city since I

the features of Lorenzo . Back fell Sancho's set forth . And for what has this been done,

men , and Antonio's arrested their swords. And my lord ? And more than the death of all

then they all criedl as men cry in great joy, these is there. For these Sicred Bones have

“ The promise, the promise !! And for a mo- been foully and irreligiously stolen and carried

ment all stood still where they were. But the away, unseil with vile irreverence and brought

flames leaped higher ; and, as Antonio had said, into imminent hazard of utter destruction :

they were seen by the great throng that gazed and had they been destroyed and their ashes

from the city walls ; and they were seen by scattered to the four winds, according to your

Duke Valentine as he watched from the wall : blasphemous oath , I know not what would have

of his garden by the river ; and he went pale, befallen the country where such an act was

gnawing his nails. done. And for what has this been done, my

Then the Count Antonio leaped on the burn- lord ? It has been done that a proud and

ing pile, though it seemed that no man could violent man may have his will , and that his

pass alive through it. Yet God was with him , passion may be satisfied. IIeavy indeed is the

and he gained the top of it, and, stooping, seized | burden on your soul, my lord ; yes, on your

the golden casket and flung it down, clear of | soul is the weight of sacrilege and of much

the pile, even at the lord Lorenzo's feet ; and blood .'

when Lorenzo sought to lift it , the heat of it The Archbishop ceased, and his hand dropped

blistered his hands, and lie cried out with pain. to his siile. The flames on the pile were burn

But Count Antonio, choked by the smoke, liising low, and a stillness fell on all the com

hair and his eyebrows scorched by the fire, pany. But at last Count Antonio rose to his

staggered half-way down the pile and then feet and stood with his elbow on Tommasino's
sank on his knees. And there he had died, but shoulder, leaning on Tommasino. His face was

that Tommasino, Bena, and Sancho, each eager weary and sad, and he was very pale , save

to outstrip the other, rushed in and drew him where in one spot the flame had scorched his

forth, and fetched water and gave it to him , cheek to an angry red . And looking round on

so that he breathed again and lived . But the the Archbishop, and on the lord Lorenzo, and

flames leaped higher and higher ; and they said on them all , he answered sadly, “ In truth, my
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Lord Archbishop, my burden is heavy. For Iourable East India Company's service , did , as

am an outlaw , and excommunicated . Twenty: Surveyor -general of Bengal, survey and map

and-seven inen have died through my act, and out a large portion of the province ; but for the

I have used the Sacred Bones foully , and

brought them into imminent peril of totalde most part, knowledge of the topography of the

struction, according to my oath. All this is interior was derived only from the route-maps

true, my lord. And yet I know not. For of travellers and of armies in the field . Route

Almighty God, whom all we, whether honest surveys, however, are necessarily inaccurate ; and

men or knaves, men of law or lawless, humbly about the beginning of the present century, one

worship — Almighty God has his own scales, William Lambton, Captain and afterwards Colonel

mylord. And I know not which thing, be in in the Company's service, drew up a plan for

those scales the heavier — that twenty -and-seven

men should die, and that the bones of the the measurement of a long ' arc of the meri

Blessed St Prisian should be brought in peril, dian,' and for a Trigonometrical Survey of the

ay, or should be utterly destroyed — or again whole of the southern portion of India. It

that one weak girl, who has no protection save is said that Lambton elaborated this plan on

in the justice and pity of men , should be the suggestion of Colonel Wellesley (afterwards

denied justice and bereft of pity, and that no Duke of Wellington ) in or about 1800. IIow

man should hearken to her weeping, Say, my ever this may be, the project was warmly sup

lord—for it is yours to teach and mine to
learn — which of these things should God count ported by the Governor of Madras, and was

the greater sin ? And for myself I have askel sanctioned by the Government, with Colonel

nothing ; and for my friends here, whom I Lambton as Director of operations, and two

love - yes, even those I have killed for my oath's Lieutenants of the Company's service as assist

sake, I loved — I have dared to ask nothing. ants. The first proceeding was to obtain a base

But I asked only that justice should be done line, and this was obtained, after long and

and mercy regarded. Where, my lord , is the patient experiments, on a stretch of land about

greater sin ?
seven and a half miles long, near Madras, in

But the Archbishop answered not a word to
Count Antonio ; but he and the lord Lorenzo April 1802. This, then, was the beginning of

came and lifted the golden casket , and, no man
the Trigonometrical Survey of India, which has

of Antonio's company seeking to hinder them , proceeded without cessation - except during the

they went back with it to the city and showed Mutiny - ever since, and is still going on.

it to the people ; and after that the people liad But what is a Trigonometrical Survey ? We

rejoiced greatly that the Sacred Bones, which will endeavour to explain.

they had thought to be destroyed, were safe, It is easy enough to measure the distance from

the Archbishop carried the golden casket back one place to another ; but it is a complicated

to the shrine in the village of Rilano, where
it rests till this day . But Count Antonio process to combine all the measurements and

buried the five men of his band whom lie and lay them down so accurately on paper as to

Bena had slain , and with the rest heabole form a perfect map, exact in all its proportions

still in the hills, while the Lady Lucia dwelt and dimensions. For such a purpose the method

in her own house in the city ; and the Duke, usually adopted is the Trigonometrical one, and

honouring the oath which he had sworn before Trigonometry, as every school-boy knows, is the

all the people, did not seek to constrain her to measurement of triangles.

wed any man, and restored to her the estate

that he had taken from her. Yet the Duke the first thing to do is to form a base-line.

In preparing to map out a new country, then,

hated Count Antonio the more for what he had

done , and sought the more eagerly how he Before this can be done, a good deal of super

might take him and put him to death .
ficial, or ocular, surveying is needed — the sur

veyors examining the ground carefully within

an agreed radius, so as to gain a general idea

THE GREAT INDIAN SURVEY.
of its main features and prominent marks. A

In the last official decennial Report on the place is then selected on which can best be

Progress and Condition of India (1882–92), drawn a long straight line within sight of flags

issued from the India Office, it is incidentally placed at various points in such a way that

mentioned that the great Trigonometrical Survey lines drawn from one to the other will form a

was approaching its centenary. It is now almost series of triangles. At least two of these flag

complete, only the triangulation of outlying stations must be visible from the base-line,

parts of Burma and Beluchistan remaining in which has to be measured with the extremest

progress ; and as it is one of the most remark- accuracy.

able works ever undertaken, and is renowned Everything depends on the accuracy of the

in other countries for the extent of the opera- measurement of this base -line, for the slightest

tions and the boldness of their conception, we error in it will make all the rest of the work

propose to give a brief account of the scheme. wrong. If possible, the ground at the base is

Up to the beginning of the present century levelled ; but if this is impracticable, uprights

the geography of the interior of the Indian are fixed, between which the measuring-chain

Peninsula was little known. Rather more than can be stretched tight and true. Each end of

a hundred years ago, Major Rennell, of the Hon . the base- line is marked with a flagpost, and the
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thing to determine within the minutest fraction complete the configuration , all that is needed

of an inch is the exact distance between these is to draw lines between the outer ends of the

flagposts. The measuring chain is first carefully offsets.' By means of these offsets,” and of

tested and checked with a ' standard ' chain, to smaller triangles and measured lines within the

which it must be exactly adjusted . This is a details of the map .
main triangles, the local surveyor fills in the

very troublesome job, because the variations of
This, in brief, is the process of triangulation,

the temperature necessarily affect the metal of or Trigonometrical Survey. But in a large

the chain. For this reason, one measuring does country like India, to form a continuous net

not suffice ; but many measurements are taken work of triangles from south to north would

along the base- line, back and forward , and day have made the progress too slow. Instead of

after day. No two of these measurements will a network, therefore,what is known as the 'grid

agree absolutely, in spite of all the care taken ;
iron ' system has been adopted. The ' gridiron'

butafter a great number of measurements have north and south, with cross connections east
means a series of chains of triangulation, running

been noted of the same line, they are all added and west. These chains or strings of triangles

together, and divided by the number of times leave large interior spaces to be filled up by the

the measurement has been made. This gives local surveyors, while the main survey goes on.

what is known as the 'mean measurement, and The main triangles necessarily vary much in

it is as near to the true length as can be size with the character of the country, and in

obtained. The mean measurement of the base- India have ranged from fifteen to thirty miles

line, then , forms the basis of the triangular or so of base . Such long distances required the

survey. most perfect instruments, and involved great

Ilaving obtained the dimensions of the base- physical exertion. It will be obvious that to

line, the surveyor now brings into operation measure for checking purposes a base -line of

the theodolite, which is an instrument for meas- several miles, must be a very much more difficult

uriny angles. With this instrument at one and ariluous task than to measure one of, say,

end of his base -line , he sights one of the distant one mile.

flagposts, and measures the angle formed by it A thing always aimed at in trigonometrical

with the other end of the base -line. Then he surveys is to have neither very acute nor very

goes over to the other end and measures the angle wide angles - never ' sharper' than thirty degrees,

formed with the second distant flagpost. lIe is nor wider than a right angle (ninety degrees). For

thus able to calculate the two sides of his a base-line as great a lengtlı as possible is desir

triangle from the known length of the base, able, but in fact it is seldom practicable to get

and the calculation is even more accurate than one of more than seven or eightmiles in length,

if each side were measured with the chain for the swface must be level and unencumbered

separately. enough to leave each end perfectly visible from

The third side of his first triangle gives liim the other, and to leave the signal-stations to

a base-line for a second triangle (formed by form the first triangle visible from both ends.

other flagposts, on hill-tops or other elevateil But when only a short base-line can be measured

ground where possible); and so he goes on laying by the chain , there are methods of elaborating

down a network of triangles, which he care- from it, by triangulation, lines as long as may

fully records on paper by drawing the plots on
be necessary;

a fixed scale. On reaching the limit of the When Colonel Lambton succeeded in laying

land to be mapped, or at some suitable point, down his base -line in 1802 near Madras, with

he will test the accuracy of the work done by the Observatory as a sort of starting point, he

applying the measuring -chain to one side of used a chain similar to what some of us have

the last triangle at which the stoppage is made. seen used by the Ordnance Surveyors in this

If the measurement by the chain agrees exactly, country . It was supported on tripods twenty

or sufliciently closely, with the measuement feet high, and was adjusted and tightened by

given by the triangular calculation, then it is a delicate screw -arrangement. On each tripod

all right, and a fresh start is made from the was placed a thermometer, to determine the

new base - line.
But if the measurements do temperature of the chain, and the necessary

not correspond, then there has been some mis corrections were made according to the rate of

take somewhere, and the whole thing lias to be expansion . The steel chain was regulated by a

gone over again from the very beginning, until standard chain, whose length had been fixed at

perfect results are obtained . a temperature of fifty degrees. Every degree

In this way the face of a country is covered Fahrenheit in the temperature required a cor

with a network of accurately measured triangles,rection of .00725 inch in the chain.It took

which form the skeleton on which can be built forty -two days to measure the Madras base-line,

up the boily and details of the topography. To before the first angle could be taken. Some

fill up the triangles is the work of tlic local thirty years later, Colonel Colby of the Irish

surveyors, who within each triangle may form Survey invented a self- correcting method of

a series, or several series, of smaller triangles. measuring lines by using bars instead of chains.

To lay down, for instance, the line of a moun. These bars are composite of brass and iron,

tain -range, or of a river, or of a coast, the sur- and so joined that inovements of contraction

the distances from the and expansion take place evenly at the extremi

side of his triangle to the chief points of irregu- ties. When this new apparatus was introduced,

larity in the line of the river, coast, &c . These the old base-lines were re-measured with it, and

side measurements are called "offsets,' and are the calculations revised.

carefully drawn on the triangular plan. To From Madras, Lambton carried his triangles

veyor will measure
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inland , westward to Bangalore. This distance of line of verification at Calcutta in 1832. This

one hundred and sixty miles occupied two years was, however, after Everest had returned to the

to cover, and then it was determined to measure head of affairs, and had taken out with him

with the chain a base of verification , as already the new Colby measuring apparatus, which was

explained. The measurement revealed a differ- for the first time in India applied to the

ence of only three and three -quarter inches from Calcutta base -line.

the calculation founded on the Madras base - line, Then the “ Great Arc' series of triangulations

The Bangalore line was then made the base of was resumed with ardour, as forming the main

a fresh series of triangles right across to the axis of the Trigonometrical Survey. A great

west coast, at Mangalore. The distance across deal of the work had to be done during the

from Madras was then found to be three hundred rainy season , for the sake of the clearer atmo

and sixty miles, and not four hundred miles, sphere then , but at the cost of much loss of

as had up till then beengiven on the maps. health and life to the surveying party. In tra

The new base-line at Bangalore was taken as versing the plains, permanent towers had to be

the foundation of a long meridional ' series of erected to gain the necessary elevation, and this

triangles to be carried right through the heart involved tremendous labour and delay. There

of the country from Cape Comorin, in the ex were between Sironj and the hills seventeen of

treme south , to the Himalayas, in the extreme these towers, each fifty feet high , and each

north. This is called, technically, the “Great containing a stone platform , on which the in

Arc Series,' and it is 1540 miles in length. struments might rest without vibration. They

Lambton first carried the triangulation south- were at great distances apart, and a special

wards to Cape Comorin, where a base of verifi- system of signalling, both for day and night,

cation was measured ; and then, in 1811, began hail to be devised.

to work north ward from Bangalore. But he A party was sent on ahead to prepare a site

was also working east and west, and by the for a terminal 'base of verification to complete

year 1815 had laid down a complete network the Great Arc' series. The site was selected

of triangles between Madras, Bangalore, and the in the Dehra Doon Valley, between the Sewalik

Godavery River, although he was kept very hills and the Ilimalayas. When the calcula

short of money, and was constantly being har- tions were corrected, the difference at the base

assed by Government officials, who could not be line as between triangulation and actual meas

made to understand the utility of his opera- urement was only seven inches and one-fifth .

tions. This shows how careful was the work , and

Lambton had not only pecuniary difficulties how accurate the instruments. But some other

and official opposition to contend with . The verifications had to be made ; and it was 1811

country was in a state of political disturbance. before the Great Arc,' the central meridional

Yet he succeeded in demonstrating not only survey of India, was completed. It is a stretch

that the accepted breadth of the Peninsula of 1540 miles ; it comprises an area of triangula

at Maclras was forty miles wrong, but also tion about 57,000 square miles, and the triangula

that Arcot was ten miles out of place on the tion had occupied nearly forty years.

maps ; and that IIyclerabad was eleven minutes In the same year ( 1841 ) the Bombay longi

in latitude and thirteen minutes in longitude tudinal series was also completel, extending a

wrong. The disturbed condition of Central distance of 315 miles, and comprising an area

India caused a suspension of the Great Arc' within the triangulation of 15,198 square miles.

series of surveys for a while, and Lambton ! Now had to be undertaken a series of parallel

went south again to complete the network of meridional chains to the “ Great Arc ' with cross

triangles there. Later, he l'esumed the Great connections, to complete the gridiron .? Colonel

Arc,' and broke down under the severe exertion Everest retired in 1843, broken down in liealth ;

and exposure on the survey between IIyderabad and it was he who introcluced the gridiron or

and Nagpore. He died at a lonely spot in the intersecting chains of triangles, in preference

Central Provinces, on the 20th of January 1823, to the continuous network with which operations

and a modlest pillar now marks the place where began in the south .

lies the body of the Father of the Great Indian The work of the several chains, or arcs, has

Survey. been carried on by different parties, and under

Colonel Lambton died at the age of seventy, successive leaders, from year to year. The

and he had been twenty-one years engaged ex- mortality among the officials of the Survey has

clusively on this great work. Ilis operations been very heavy ; and the swamps and jungles

comprised a triangulation of 165,342 square of India have exacted fearful tribute for the

miles, at a cost of £83,537. Ile was succeeded imposition of the measuring -chain. It would

by Colonel Everest, whose memory is perpetuated take too long, and would be too tedious to name

in the name of one of the highest summits of the all the technical and territorial divisions of the

Himalayas. Everest, indeed,had been for some work ; but we may saythat the North -eastern

years Lambton's chief assistant, and had carried IIimalayan ' series formed a sort of cap to the

the ' gridiron ' along the Bombay coast. When whole, by connecting the northern ends of the

appointed Superintendent, he at once took up several chains of triangles, and forming a sort of

the Great Arc, ' which in 1824 he carried up , framework for the gridiron. This Ilimalayan

to Sironj, where he measured a base-line. Then series includes some of the highest mountains in

he had to go home to recruit, and was absent the world, whose heights and distances had to be

for five years, during which the assistants determined — including Mount Everest, 29,000

carried on a chain of triangles cast and west, feet above the sca. East and west, north and

known as the “ Calcutta Longitudinal' series. south , the work of triangulation has proceeded

This series was completed on å measured base- | since the completion of the 'Great Arc' without

I
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II.—THE COMING OF THE FIDDLER.

intermission, save during the Mutiny ; and in rest of their lives, in days and months and

1883 , the main triangulation , or gridiron, was years, are as nothing beside those moments ; as

completed over an area of a million square miles. à guarantee that, at the end , as at the begin

But since then, the chains have been extended ning, all souls are the same, and the rest is

eastwards into Burma, and westwards towards according to the Angel of the Four Corners,

Beluchistan and Afghanistan ; while all the time, who wards the thousand paths of life.

the work of filling up the triangles with details her, and she dropped her eyes, while he came

has been industriously going on . The griliron on , the crowd still gathering around him.

is the skeleton upon which every contour and “ You will play for us, then ? you will play

feature of the country has to be impressed. The for us ? ' they cried .

whole system of the Indian Survey now rests “ Yes, I'll play for you,' he answered , his

upon ten measured base -lines, all now revised eyes wide open and shining like two black

with the Colby apparatus - namely, at Cape diamonds. But see,' he continued. “ I must

Comorin , Bangalore, Beder, Sironj, and Dehra have the prettiest girl in the parish to supper ,

Doon ; at Calcutta and Sonakoda ; at Attock, and at every fourth dance she must sit beside

Karachi, and Vizayapatam . me while I play. ' He laughed as he said it,

The Great Indian Trigonometrical Survey has and tossed his fingers again in an airy, gallant
been a marvel of patient persistence and of fashion. It was strange, too, this buoyant

l'esolute grappling with obstacles of the most 'manner, for, in spite of his flashing eyes and

stupendous kind. It remains a model of pre- , smiling lips, there was a grave, ascetic expres

cision and accuracy , certainly not the least sion behind all - something of melancholy , too,

noble of the monuments to British skill , energy, in the turn of his straight, manly body.

and devotion to duty .
Medallion , standing apart,watched him mus

ingly. He haul not seen that first glance at

Marie, or Marie's glance in return, but he felt

THE ANGEL OF THE FOUR CORNERS . *
there was something strange and uncommon in
the man . He had the bearing of a gentleman ,

and his voice was that of education and refine

The dance of the Little Wolf had been a suc- ment. The girls simpered and whispered among

cess, and now Medallion bustled in and out themselves, and the men turned with one con

among them , breaking them up into groups, sent to Marie.

while they kept calling for another dance . As Well, it must be Marie,' said Antoine.

he passed Marie, he whispered to her : “ Well ' She's the prettiest girl in the parish .'

Yes, Marie ! Maric ! ' said others.

done, Ma'm’selle, well done ! But you must
Alphonse had a mind to speak, but he dared

| find another Prince, toute suite ! '
not , for he saw that he could not contradict

She shook her head at him , laughing in a Antoine, and he also saw that Marie would be

plaintive kind of way , but said nothing handed over to this handsome stranger.

Just then , there was a bustle at the door. "Good ! ' sail the stranger. “ Then, let it be

Vigord ! Is it Vigord ? ' some cried. Marie ' — not looking toward her. “ That is,' he

It was not Vigord , but the crowd parted , added, ' if Marie - is willing. '

making way for a young man ,
with a

Now they made way for her to come forward ,

handsome, clean -shaven face, warm , keen, dark and said : Flere — here she is. '
eyes, and a strong brow above them . lle smiled Marie came down slowly, not looking at the

in a grave kind of way on them , turning stranger, and his eyes did not dwell upon her

his face from right to left, as though look- face . They rose no higher than her neck,

ing for some one. He carried under one arm where she wore a little cross of gold.

à violin . Every one knew the old battered box. • Good ! ' he said again— good ! ' Then, as

It was Vigord's. she came nearer, he continued , in an off -hand

Why, it's Vigord's, it's Vigord's fiddle ! ' way : “My name is Camille — NÍarie.'

said Antoine. She did no more than whisper the words

“ Yes, it's Vigord's fiddle,' sail the young man, Monsieur Camille,' and held out her hand,

still looking round. * Vigord is down at the still not raising her eyes to his face.

house of Big Babiche. lle was taken sick . I lle took her hand and clasped it. As he did

saw him there, and told him I would fetch the so, a sound almost like a moan broke softly
fiddle and play for you — and here I am !' upon her lips. There was so much noise and

IIe tossed his hand up in a gay, free fashion . chattering, that perhaps no one noticed it except

Just then he saw a face looking out at him from Babette and Medallion , but they were watching

behind half-a -dozen others-- a pale, half-fright- i - watching.

enel, bewildered face, with the eyes full of an All at once Marie broke away with a wild ,

anxious questioning , and a smile, too, struggling little laugh. • Chut ! ' she said, as she danced

for life about the lips — just such a smile as ! in among the other girls, changed all in an

might falter at the lips of one condemned to , instant ; he'll be tired of me before the thing's

death, who thought he saw the bearer of a over.'

reprieve. God gives even the poor, the labori • Yes, ' said Medallion under his breatlı , 'as he

ous, and the foolish of this world, whose brains was before. Yet I'm not

are set to shine under gray skies, moments of However, Medallion was only speculating.

wisdom and of feeling so deep, that all the Ten minutes after, Monsieur Camille was

seated on a little platform at the end of the

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America. room , raised about six inches from the floor,

Le
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SO sure, either .'
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playing for the dancers. Marie was dancing was ?' Ile drew the bow across the E string

with Alphonse. You think he's handsome ?' | with a vigour more raw than sweet.

asked Alphonse furtively. Ilow should I know ?' she answered . Am

Oh, he's so vain ! ' she said . • Look at the I - my brother's — keeper ?' lle winced, and the

way he switches the bow ! ' bow rasped on the E string, that the

Aud listen how he calls off the dances, dancers, looked up wonderingly ; but Monsieur

continued_Alphonse, delighted — not half so Camille's head was only nodding to the music,

good as Vigord, and such airs ! such airs ! and the dancing went on the same. Still , her

Who's he, anyhow ? We don't know . Likely arrow had gone home; for he remembered

some scalliwag from Quebec.' when , in the shadow of the great Cathedral in

* Perhaps he's Prince ! ' said the girl, Quebec, one Christmas eve, le bail bil her

laughing forget him as Camille, her lover, and think of

Prince ? Bosh ! Where's his moustache ? ' |him only as Camille, her brother, who was

Alphonse stroked his own carelessly, one vowed to become a priest.

around Marie's waist. Why, lie's shaved like Sorrow and pain had sharpened her mind,

a priest. as only these things can sharpen the mind of

Something, peculiar flashed into Marie's eyes, a woman . This was not the simple, loving girl

and she looked for a moment inquiringly at from a country villaye, who had stolen his

Alphonse. ' Yes, just like a priest,' she said. heart while he studied in Laval Seminary .

The dance went on. Monsieur Camille's clear, This was alittle woman , grown, oh ! so bitterly

resonant voice rang out over the heads of the wise. And when a woman grow's bitter and

dancers : ' Ladies' chain — there you go - right wise, the bravest should be humble, for she

and left - balance to partners - promenade all ! ' needs the help of neither gods nor men to aid

And so on ; the words bending and inflecting her tongne.

to the music like a song, with here and there • When did you become a priest ? ' slie asked ,

a laughing phrase thrown in at a stumbling with slow inquisition .

habitant, or å pretty compliment to some blush ' A fortnight,' he said, “ is the time fixed .'

ing girl, whose eyes, as well as hier feet, danced “ Then , as I said , why do you come ? ' she

a reply to the Master of the Revels. Never asked sharply.

was such music heard in the parish of Pontiac. * Can't you understand ? ' he replied with a

Vigord's sun had gone out in darkness, and strony rush of feeling.

Monsieur Camille’s was at high 1100n. Already ' Shouldn't a priest be about his Father's

bad Medallion made friends with the fiddler, business, not at a dance ? ' she replied scorn

and had become at once Monsieur Camille's fully .

lieutenant in the jocund game. For Melallion Marie, Marie ! aren't you glad to see me?'

had no vanity, and he knew a man of parts he said — running, all this risk, as I do ? Ile

when he found him , and loved the man for had his eyes on the little cross at her throat.

the parts. lle had once given it to her.

In the third dance, Marie took her place on I have my own confessor,' she replied — ' the

a chair beside Monsieur Camille. The crowd good Father Fabre. I don't need another. ller

little cheer for her for them both - fingers felt for the cross , then suddenly dropped

before the dance began, and then they were it. She got to her feet.

all hard at it, heel and toe, knee and elbow , Marie , Marie ! ' he whispered.

warın shoulder to warm shoulder, enjoyment But with a laugh she sprang down from the

panting through the room . Suddenly Monsieur little platform among the dancers and caught

Camille's voice was heard as he paused at the Vedallion's arm .

beginning of a set. With rollicking laughter, Medallion swung

It's niy turn to talk. Who'll call off the both her and Babette through the flirting

dance ? Will you ?" he added, looking at changes of a cutillon .

Melallion.

Medallion nodded , and took up, the parable.

The music was riotous, and Medallion's voice
POISONS AND THEIR ANTIDOTES.

abundantly cheerful, he danced with DEATH by poisoning ! ' Ilow often that head

Babette.
ing attracts our attention to some paragraphı in

And now behind the joyous riot there passed the daily paper. We are not much impressel,

a little drama.
perhaps, the case so far removed from

Do wonder why I've come-Marie ? 'you

said the Master of the Revels.
our own individuality. It is only when some

Why have you come?' she asked .
one near and dear to us inalvertently takes an

' Have you forgotten my name ? he urged overdose of poison, that we suddenly realise

reproachfully. the awful fear, pain , and anxiety, attendant

Why shouldn't I ? ' upon death by poisoning. What is to be done ?

• That's so that's so ! ' he answered .
The first thing is to send for a doctor ; then,

' You told me to forget it, ' she added. while waiting for his arrival , try and find out

"That's true ! ' he agreed sorrowfully: the sort of poison which has been taken . If

There was a pause, in which nothing was

said between them , and then, in an iwed ,

the patient is too ill to give any details for

shrinking kind of voice, she said : Are you— himself
, watch the symptoms, for by them it is

a priest - now ?'
quite possible to judge which antidote will be

His voice in reply had a kind of disdainful best under the circumstances.

recklessness. “ Do you think I'd be here if I Poisons may be divided into three classes :

as

seenis

6
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Corrosives, Irritants, and Neurotics. In poison- it closely resembles. When taken, it causes

ing by corrosives, of which sulphuric acid , ! tingling sensation in the mouth, quickly followed

nitric acid , and hydrochloric acid are the chief, : by the feeling known as “pins and needles ' in

pain and discomfort follow immediately after the hands and feet ; this again being succeeded

Anemetic must be given at
swallowing. The action of these acids in burn -i by numbness.

ing and destroying everything with which they once ,followed by somecharcoal, or a strong

come in contact is so prompt and so fatal that cup of tea orcoffee, the teato be builed å

or two, that all the tannin may be

it is impossible to give an antidote in time. extracted .

A little calcined magnesia beaten up in water Arsenic is frequently used in medicines, and

or milk is the best thing, and helps to alle in small doses is of great use for skin diseases.

viate the acuteness of the pain. Or, if no mag-: One also hears of it being used by ladies for

nesia should be handy, a little whiting, or even
the improvement of their complexions. The

common plaster from the wall ground up in skin looks puffy and opaque, the eyes smart,
results at first are very good , but soon the

water, is a good remedy. It is frequently the and the eyelids thicken ; the hair also looks

very simplest things which are the most elli- dull and lifeless. In cases of poisoning by

cacious.
arsenic, an emetic must be given first, then raw

Irritants are known by the violent purging eggs beaten up in milk, charcoal, or hydrated

and sickness which commence almost imme- oxide of iron ( from a chemist).

diately after the close. Encourage the vomiting
Belladonna is a poison obtained from the

by every means in your power ; a tablespoonful deadly nightshade, which flowers in England

Childrenof salt, or the same quantity of mustard in during the monthsof June and July.

lukewarm water , will produce the necessary The patient is inclined to sleep, but not quietly ,

especially are attracted by the pretty berries.

sickness. The chief irritants are salts of zinc, as in the case of opium -poisoning ; on the con

tin , silver, iron, as also croton oil , and, in large trary, he is violent and delirious.
Give an

doses, scammony and gamboge. emetic at once, and do not let him sleep. Use

Neurotic poisons act directly upon the nerves, the battery iſ possible, and give strong black

and opium is the chief of this class. The coffee.

symptoms differ widely from those following
Prussic acid is so speedy and so fatal in its

action, that there is rarely time for an antidote
poisoning by acids. The patient has only one

to be administered. A little ammonia may be
clesire--to be allowed to sleep, and that is given ; and if the dose has been small, hydrated

precisely what he must account do : Oxide of iron may be used , as for arsenic.

sleep in this case means death . The stomach Mercury resemŭles the corrosive poisons in its

pump is the best thing to be used , but only a symptoms. Albumen is the best antidote ; white

doctor can use it, therefore, while awaiting his of egg should therefore be given , beaten np in

arrival , give the patient a strong emetic and milk .

keep him awake somehow . If the first few Oxalic acid must be treated as the other acids,

hou's can be safely tiled over, there is much with magnesia in water or milk, or common

less danger ; and twenty -four hours will gene- oxide); the carbonate generates too much car
chalk. Always give the calcined magnesia (the

rally sce him practically restored to healtlı. bonic acid , which would only aggravate the

of strong black coffee is an excellent evil.

antidote ; and a galvanic -battery shock , if obtain Laburnum seeds are often eaten by children,

able, would be most useful. and produce vomiting, purging, and cramp, An

So much for poisons in general ; now for a few emetic of mustard and warm water or of ipe

details about some of those we are most in the
cacuanha wine, half an ounce for the dose,

way of hearing of as causing illness or death. Nux be made to take a little brandy or ammonia,
must be given at once ; the patient must also

vomica and strychnine may be placed together, after the emetic has acted, to ward off all fear

insomuch as their symptoms are similar and of collapse .

the same antidote can be used in each case. It is very rare that a case of acute lead

These poisons cause violent convulsions and poisoning comes under one's notice ; the illness is

spasms closely resembling tetanus or lockjaw . gradual in its onset. Painters are most liable

An emetic must be given at once. Powdered to suffer from it, though cases have been known

charcoal in a little water is the best antidote. arising from people sleeping in newly painted

The action of the poisons is so rapil, and the rooms, or from taking snuff which has been

l'esults so fatal, that it is almost useless to hope wrapped up in lead paper. The first noticeable

for recovery after a strong dose. The most symptom is acute pain in the stomach ; and if

that can be done - after the emetic and char- the mouth of the patient be examineil, there

| coal - is to keep the patient as quiet as possible will be found a faint blue line along the gum

by giving him an occasional whiff of chloroform where it joins the teeth . If not treated at once,

or ether to allay the spasms and deaden the the whole body sufrers, becoming thin and

pain .
emaciatel. The muscles in the arms and shoul

Aconite is really the plant monkshood, found ders lose their strength, and are useless, so that

in nearly every garden , and is one of the most , the patient is unable to lift the smallest things.

fatal poisons known. One form in which it | One's first endeavour must be to get rid of the

may be inadvertently taken is in mistaking the ; poison . Give frequent doses of Epsom salts —

l'oot, in winter, for that of horse -radish , which half an to the dose — and allow the

A clip

ounico
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patient to have a warm bath. After the salts thought at first that he resented me as practically

have acted, a quarter of a grain of belladonna a foreigner : lookeil upon me as an interloper.

may be given to relieve pain. The salts must But this was not so . Dismalness as regards

be continued in small doses, while full doses of the affairs of the Devlin estate was the man's

iodide of potassium should be given to try to chronic attribute ; and when I came to know

remove all the lead still in the system . The more about my predecessors in the holling, I

weakened muscles must be treated by electricity began to understand why this should be so .

and massage, The lives and the ends of the men who hac

Copper-poisoning is caused by allowing ver- been before me as heads of that ill-starred

digris to accumulate in kettles or saucepans used family were not conducive to mirth on the part

for cooking. Great care should be taken to of any one who was paid to overlook them .

thoroughly clean and dry these vessels after We were dining when Mr Field, the lawyer,

using. In cases of poisoning, vomiting must be gave me a first brief outline of how my

induced by large draughts of warm water con ancestors had fared , and I account it that I

taining tannic acid. am stout-hearted when I say that the recital

Mackerel and mussels are distinctly poison- did not take away my appetite. Of nine men

ous to some people, and when that is the case, who had sat where I sat then , in the high

and vomiting does not result from the cating carved chair at the head of the black oak

of them , it must be induced by an emetic of ' dining-table, no than three had died

mustard and warm water. The symptoms are ' peaceably in their beds. Of the rest, one had

violent pain in the head and stomach, and a been slain in a brawl brought on by his own

feeling of nausea. In most cases, sickness and savagery ; another had been done to death by

purging commence almost immediately after some unknown marauder who would have

eating, and must no account be stopped despoileil him of his papers ; and of other four,

until all the poisonous matterhas been expelled. wlio should say how fate hail dealt with them ?

Afterwards, the patient will be found very . They were here to -day : to -morrow , they were

much exhausted , and must be given a little not ; and no man could say whence they had

brandy and soda water and allowed to sleep as gone, or of what nature was their end .

long as possible.
Of all of these unfortunate gentlemen,

except one,' sail Mr Field in conclusion, ' I

only know through the hearsay of history .

THE MEN IN STONE. But of the last victim of this mysterious ban ,

Mr Godefroy Devlin, to whom you, sir, suicBy C. J. CutCLIFFE HYNE .

ceeded, I can tell you a little more.
I warn

It is not always a desirable thing to come you that the little I know is meagre and un

into possession of a large and beautiful estate. satisfactory ; but I think right that you should

I used to think otherwise ; but when I came hear it. Who can say but what, joined to

to learn how , by your English laws, landedl other knowledge which you will acquire from

property could be hoblled by mortgage, and the iron box of family papers marked " Private,"

second mortgage, and third mortgage, and other it may help you in some manner which I

mortgages, then I had to changemy opinion.myself
cannot discern) to avoid the fate which

An active and fatal hereditary curse which I las befallen Mr Godefroy and so many of his

was forced to take up with the rest of the forebears ?

succession also helped in part to warp my ' You must know then , sir, that the estate

mind to this unorthodox opinion . My upbring- in lr Godefroy's time was, as it always had

ing had been in the Western States of the been , desperately encumbered. Mr Godefroy

American Union ; and when I landed in Liver was a thoughtful man ; careful almost to near

pool, I was as firm a disbeliever and as eloquent ness ; and deeply impressed with his responsi

å scoffer on the matter of family curses as any bility of putting the family affairs on a more

man in the Eastern hemisphere. Afterwards, sound financial basis. To this end he lived

I came to change opinion ; but that was not with the utmost quietness, and put aside every

until I learned how this ban hal horribly penny he could spare ; I regret to say, without

deprived no fewer than four of my own pro-! much visible avail. Monetary fortune seemed

genitors of life, and hail seen with my own always against him . He left the estate as he

was left of their mortal bodies, found it fifteen years earlier, still heavily

monstrous in death . Iencumbered, as you will discover when to

My inheritance of the estate was a thing of morrow you go into the accounts.

blank surprise to me. I had almost forgotten * Please mark, then, that it was not till after

its existence, so remote was my collateral rela- fifteen years of ineffectual struggle — or, to be

tionship to the last owner. But when the more precise, fifteen years and four months

lawyer's letter came which announced the suc- that he made up his mind to attempt another

cession, I gladly gave up nothing in Seattle, course. He did it with a heavy sense of

Washington State," and shipped to England, impending misfortune, and nothing but so pro

where I fancied a very considerable something ! tracted a series of dismal failures coull have
awaited me. nerved him to the essay. And believe

I must confess, however, that after landing, here, sir, that I do not speak without the

my spirits_were damped from the outset. The book. Mr Goclefroy told me all this himself ;

rambling Elizabethan house was gloomy as a told me also that he had known of the venture

cave. The family man of business who received he was now going to put to the test through

me was a glun old file, whose talent lay in ont all his period of possession ; and nothing

bringing up the darkest side of everything. I short of despair could have shouldered him

eyes what

me
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into it. I sought to restrain him , considering Devlin, 1723 ;'and so on down, and the sig

it my duty to do this. He waived my sug- nature of Goclefroy Devlin , who had made

gestions impatiently aside . “ JIr l'ield ,” he said , perusal some sixteen years before myself.

« I have been a coward now for fifteen years, Curiosity did not permit me to linger long

and have despised myself afresh every morning over the exterior. Unknotting the thong,

I woke. Life on these terms is no longer dashed at once amongst the contents. Here,

endurable. If I succeed in restoring this estate, however, my haste was stayed. The crabbed

why, then, I do succeed ; if I fail, I shall old penmanship, the queer dead forms of ex

have died in an honourable attempt.” pression, made a puzzle which I was many

What you tell me, Mr Godefroy,” said !, a weary hour in disentangling ; and

“is-pardon the comment- vague and mysteri- when the task was completed , and a fair copy

ous. Surely some practical method could be of what I judged to be thé just translation

found of avoiding the danger you so feelingly lay on the desk before me, the import of it

hint at. We live now in the nineteenth cen bewildered me much . The letter was merely

tury, and I myself value nothing a wordycurse a long vague rambling statement of fact.

propounded in the year of our Lord sixteen | About this much -threatened curse there was

ninety ; and I fancy that most other men are no more mention than one finds in a table of

of my way of thinking. I cannot, of course, logarithms.

compel your confidence ; I am speaking in a Paraphrased, the contents amounted to this :

measure through the dark ; but I cannot help | The old gentleman who in 1620 put quill to

thinking that if you shared this gloomy secret that yellow paper, had by one means and an

of yours with some responsible person , å means other scraped together à goodly inheritance.

might be found whereby the dangers you allude But knowing the ways of the world, he fore

to might be sensibly counteracted ." saw it possible that some of his descendants,

He broke out at me passionately. “ Do you either through personal extravagance, or politi

imagine," he cried , “ that I have not already cal uproar, or someother cause, might dissi

thought this out a hundred score of times my- pate this, and stand in need . On which

self ? Do you think me dolt enough to run account he here spoke of a treasure hidden

into a horrible unknown danger if I could take away, to be broached only in case of the most

with me a companion who could shield that urgent necessity. To discourage its being un

danger aside ?" hoarded without clue cause , he warned any

' Yes
, sir, those were Mr Codefroy's very raider that the approach was matter of

worls— “ Horrible unknown danger ;" and I trouble and much personal danger.

judge from them that he was as ignorant of This made up the contents of the first two

what he felt himself called upon to face as folios. The remaining sheet gave directions for

you and I are this moment. But I had no unearthing the booty ; and I had a sort of

more from him . He curtly informed me that vague fancy that it was in a different hand of

he was shortly about to make his attempt, and writing, as if (perhaps) it had been penned at

that if he disappeared, I was to " presume ” his some subsequent time.

death in the ordinary legal course, and put The searcher was directed to a certain moor

myself in communication with the next-of- in the neighbourhood (giving the name) 'at a

kin .'
time when a low -llying moon shall cast the

The old lawyer prosedl on till deep into the shadow of Wild Boar Pike into the fall of

night, but I must confess that his droning Stanton's Ghyll. At the point where the rim

tones well-nigh sent me into a doze. You see, of this shaddow cuts the midway line between

I was American bred , and thought little then the great stone monuments which uprear from

of ancestral curses, and vague dangers that the floor of the moorland, there lies a mossy

could stand against a pocket weapon of 38 cleft which receives a rulet of water. Within,

calibre. this mouth widens, leading to the lip of a pro

As I have told you , later on I had my eyes digious deep pit, which in turn gives entrance

opened ; and an inspection of the papers in that to the bowels of the mountain . In the depths

iron box marked Private ' began the process. below this lies that which if brought to shrewd

use shall reset up this my house, which thou

It was with a preliminary feeling of ceriness (my son ) hast made to totter. Yet guard

that I made the key grate through the rusty against being overlooked in that thy search, for

wards of the strong-box's lock . Sooner than should human eye espy thee, so surely shall

let the papers which I was going to view this treasure which is buried for thy mainten

pass into alien hands, one of my ancestors had ance be reft entirely from thee.'

delivered up life itself. The stiff hinges Now it was the very plainness and simplicity

screamed as the lid swung back, and I was of these instructions which troubled me. In

astonished to find the interior was well-nigh this original document there was no mention of

empty. It contained but slim yellow curse whatever ; yet current gossip spoke confi

packet, bound about with a thong of leather, (lently of an active ban, and the mysterious

and nothing beside, unless one takes account disappearance of those four Devlins (all of

of some gray flue, and a blotch so of whom had read precisely what I read then )

ancient spider's web. seemed to give definite ground for the rumour.

The packet was labelled on the outside in a I puzzled over this point for many days,

mean cramped handwriting : “ To my son , Anno making neither head nor tail out of it, and at

1690, Chaucer d'Evlin ; ' and underneath were last resolved to go the one step further . Money

dockets by the various holders — Read by me, I must have, or else return to the old drudg

Gcorge d'Evlin, 1709. ' By me, Armytage | ing life on the Pacific slope. The estate was

one

or
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dipped to the neck, and because of the cursed the first moon -ray on its heels swung into the

entail, I could not sell the acreage of a penny little gorge of the waterfall, and the valley

piece. I wrote to the next heir, telling him floor was ruled in half by a clean line of inky

how matters stood. But he did not feel the black . I glanced up. One of the jagged stone

pinch. He was a sordid fellow, rich himself, monuments ' was brilliant in moonlight ; the

and gunmaker in Birmingham ; and he refuseal other bristled through the gloom behind me

to break the entail. To l'emain as I was, meant like some great uncouth beast ; I was standing

common starvation , neither more nor less. The in the direct line between the two. The mark

warning of what had happened to my four pre- of the shadow cut this not a score of yarıls

decessors in the quest was grim enough, Heaven from my feet in the centre of a patch of oozy

knows. But my needs were great, and they green .

rode it down. A cloud drifted over the moon then , and the

Too impatient to wait for moonlight, I set moorland was filled with cold rustling gloom .

out there and then in the full glare of day for But I had learned enough to find out if oll

the upper ground. I found a wide wpland Chancer d’Evlin's words were true . I had

plateau walled in on either side by steep gray marked down the spot, and ran to it, with the

Cliffs of limestone. One of these ran up to dark bog -water squelching over my boots. But

Wild Boar Pike, a bare grim crag of stone that in the middle of the patch the water drainel

was an eminence for miles round. The Pike | away ; anık listening, I coulıl_hear a silvery

made a sky-line running up at a gentle slope tinkle which came to my ears between the

from the north -east, till it finished in a little gu -ts of the gale.

nipple of rock, and then being cut away verti- | With growing excitement I tore the moss

cally for a thousand feet as stunt as the end of away eager -handed. Beneath was wet shining

a house.
rock, cleft with a two - foot gash that was floorel

The fall of Stanton's Ghyll was a pateh of with pebbles. Dropping down upon these away

noisy whiteness two miles away in a slantwise from the draught of the gale, 1 lit my lantern

direction on the opposite hill face ; and the and found before me a gallery sloping gently

' great stone monuments ' two jaygel ( ownwards with tlie strata. It was partly

outcrops of rock ,which sprouted in bare loneli- carth -fissure -- partly water-worn ; and it led me

ness from the flat floor of the valley. along for forty yards. Then I stopped , and saw

It seemed to me at first blush that old Chaucer before me evidence of those who had been before.

d'Evlin's cross -bearings were simple enough to In the rock-floor was a shaft, luteil and

work out, despite the slightly fantastic way in smoothed , descending vertically downwarıls to

which they were written ; and congratulating wards I knew not what abysses.
It was

myself that I had no cause to bluniler about formation common enough in limestone, and

the moor in the night-time, I hazardled a guess known as a Pot.

at the course of the shadow , and set about Across the mouth of this was a new -cut

searching for the cleft which received the little beam laid, and from the beam depende a

stream . All around me was rough bare brown knotted rope which lung lankly and wetly

moorland, patched here and there with pea -green down till my lantern's glow could trace it no
plateaus of boy, and here and there with conical farther in the heavy darkness. Down that

pits, where some cave in the limestone beneath rope Godefroy Devlin had met his fute ; down

had broken in. The place was noisy with the other similar ropes three of his forebears had

screams of curlew and the crowings of startled preceded him into eternity.

grouse. Shall I be written coward if I confess that

I searched that day, and the next, and for standing there in that still black silence, a

many days afterwards, but found no trace of heavy chill came over me as I gazed downwarıls,

entrance to the regions beneath. And then I whichi not even the colil of the cave wouli

took to poacher-prowlings by night ; but many account for ?

a weary black hour passed before a moon threw Now it seemed to me that, if I waited , my

the Pike's shadow on to the waterfall. couraye woulul ooze still furtlier away. So I

Yet at last a chance was given me. Tlie macle a (laslı at the attempt with all the blind

night was windy and full of noise ; cold besicles ; haste of fright. I had with me a rope, and

anl clouds were riding in the heavens at racing tied that fast to the beam alongsiile the knotted

pace. The walk was a long and a rough one, rope of Godefroy Devlin, watching with

and I sat down under the lce of a rock to shuulder the snaky coils as they disappeared in

wait. At times, the ring of the moon glared the blackness of the Pot. Then I seized the

out with crisp distinctness, crawling along low two. I had (lescended two man -lengths when I

in the sky below the Will Boar's haunch . remembered the light. In my hurry and scare

More often , the drift of cloud -banks eclipsed I had left it behind. Ascending once more, I

it. Then in its creeping progress it drew be tied it to my neck, but finding it inconvenient

hind the upward slope of ihe Boar's back, and there, slung it by a string round my ankle.

I lost sight of it altogether. I knew only of The change saved my life.

its presence from now and then a reflecteil Fathom after fathom I descended, the smooth

glow from an upper stratum . But as it crew stone sides of the slıaft always keeping their

ahead , a fan of light stole out from the vertical precise distance—and then a vague dreaminess

wall of the Pike, and spread up the valley ; crept over me — and the candle in the lantern

and as the moon swept on, the edge of this , burnt dimmer - and I crew towards

light-fan drifted backwards down the valley, sleep - and then the candle went out.

driving the black swathe of shadow before it. The loss of light roused me. I stopped my

At last the creeping shadow of the Pike with descent, sagging the twin l'opes back and for

a

nearer
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warıls like a man of lead . My hands weighed one Thomas Field , steward to the D'Evlin who

tons ; my feet and head hundreds of tons. In- founded my family. They began with a de

stinctively I hauled myself upwards again , scription of the writer's station, and then there

with perilous slowness at first, faster afterwarıls, followed a list of his woes, and hate glowered

with the speed of terror when nearing the top. from each failed letter.

I did not faint when my feet were ' : ... in every carnal thing ' (so the letter

more on the solid rock. I should have been ran ) ‘has this man, Chaucer D’Evlin, done me

happier if I had done, for, as it was, my heart wrong. He has gained cattle and horses that I

was like to have burst an alley through my should have possessed, farms that I should have

ribs . IIeavy poisonous gas-carbon dioxide - had , and that by rights was mine. He stripped

lay in a layer at the bottom of the shaft. If me of moneys till I had no dirt left. He made

it had not been for the warning lantern, Ime his servant who should have been his

should have descended amongst it and droppeil master. Yet these things could have been for

into death, even as had done those four others given . But for one matter wherein he ousted

who preceled me. me, the man has earned my hate undying. He

You can be sure I was fit for little else that won for himself the woman I lovel, and made

night besides tottering homewards as best I her his wife who should have been mine.

was able ; and I thought never to visit the ' For this I write here my curse against him

horrid spot again . But a day or two's rest anul against his_till they are worms and dust

changed this view , and I transported to the as he is now. For this I have taken away the

moor a small rotary blower from a portable last sheet of the writing in the iron box ,

blacksmith's forge, and a long length of rubber wherein he told how to draw away the noxious

tubing, and exorcised the heavy gas from below vapours which fill this Pot, and have left in

till a canille would burn there as clearly as it their place other writings which shall form a

woull in the open. Then I descended again , snare. Hereby I know my soul is damned to

and instead of the few shattered bones and all eternity. But I care not. Through Chaucer

other poor relics of humanity, which I expected D'Evlin I have known my hell in this life ;

to find, saw as wonderful a sight as man's eyes and so that this my curse may spread on all

have fallen on through all the ages. Water his spawn which is to follow, I willingly take

fell in a small spray from all around, and the the portion of Flames which will be mine in

lime in it had been deposited on the bodies ' just recompense.

of the four Devlins who had fallen there. Oh Duna, my love, my lost love, through

Decay had never commenced . The shell of memory of thee alone I do this thing.

stone had begun to grow from the very In that weird mysterious cavern I read these

moment of their arrival. The undermost man words, and the thought of that awful vengeance

il shapeless heap. The next was but a which Thomas Field's dead hand had carried

vagne outline. Of the third , I could but make out bit into me like a knife. My chest grew

out that he had once been human, nothing cramped ; my head throbbed ; the whispering

But the last comer had fallen on his noises of the place increased to clamour. It

back resting against this ghostly pile , and the seemed to my frightened nerves that the

thin layer of stone which crusted liim was steward's tortured spirit hovered and gibbered

transparent as glass. I could trace every fibre in the black vault above me.

of his clothes ; every line of his careworn face . I could not wait there longer . fled to the

Ile must have passed into death without pain . shaft, treating on that mound of men in stone,

His features were more peaceful than those of and then leaped up the rope to air and day

a man asleep. light.

For a while this rocky horror fascinated me, Deal Duna, your faithlessness-or your coer

and then I tore myself away, passing into : cion, was it ?—has been fearfully avenged.

great jagged cave , which burrowed amongst the

very entrails of the living rock. And here was

the Treasure which hail been kept so long A MU R M U R.

inviolate, and at such a cost : not jewels or
I wrote her name on the soft, shifting sand,

gold , as I had fondly anticipateil, but a vein
For Love had written it within my heart.

of galena - glittering leail ore-- which- which when

Th ' incoming tide with its incessant flood

afterwards I bought up royalties and set on
Dashed o'er the letters, leaving level sand ;

miners to work , maile me richer by far than

that old D’Evlin who had first discovered it ,
But as the expended foam crept slowly back

and had left it so contemptuously as a spare
Into the secthing waves, it bore her name,

nest-egg for his posterity.
And mingled it for ever with the surge.

I found, too, something besides which showell The billows murmur it along the shore ;

how terribly one man's faults may be visited
The wild waves echo it in every beat ;

on liis ( lescendants, and showed, moreover, low The tempest shrieks it ’neath the midnight sky ;

a vengeance may be transmitted with many While jealous mermaids wonder whence it came ;

lethal blows down many centuries . There was And seamews, as they sport upon the waves,

a flask on the rock floor besiile the sparkling Hlear it, and call their mates by that sweet name ;

vein of ore, a queer-shaped wine- vessel of glass And I for ever hear within my heart

stoppered with crimson Insiile The murmur of her name borne from the sea.

papers. I drew them out and read them by

the shifting light of the lantern. The bair

rippled on my scalp as I spelleil through the Printed and Published byW.& R. CHAMBERS,Limited,
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and even between important centres the service

THE STATE AND TIE TELEGRAPHS.
had been quite inadequate. Moreover, charges

It is now twenty-five years since the telegraphs had been high, and exasperating delays of fre

of the United Kingdom passed into the hands quent occurrence.

of the State, and the changes which have taken Six million pounds was the sum first voted

place during that period in the volume of the by Parliament for the purchase of the tele

business transacted , the rapidity in the transit graphs, and this was practically all swallowed

of messages, and the charges made for sending up in compensation. The Electric and Inter

telegrams, are little sho of marvellous. It national Company received £2,938,826 ; the

was in the year 1852 that the acquisition of Magnetic Company, £ 1,243,536 ; Reuter's Tele

the telegraph system by the State was first gram Company, £726,000 ; the United Kingdom

suggested , but not until late in the year 1867, Company, £562,264 ; the Universal Private Com

when Mr Disraeli was Chancellor of the Ex- pany, £184,421 ; and the London and Provincial

chequer, did the Government definitely deter- Company, £60,000. But large as these amounts

mine to take the matter up. At that time, as were, they only made up about one half of the

Mr Baines, C.B. , tells us in his recently pub- expenditure which the Government had to

lished book ( Forty Years at the Post-office : a incur, and the total cost ultimately reached the

Personal Narrative, by F. E. Baines, C.B. enormous sum of eleven millions. Some idea of

2 vols. London : Richard Bentley & Son ), ‘ Five the manner in which the extra five millions was

powerful telegraph Companies were in existence expended may be gathered from the fact that

-The Electric and International, the British between October 1869 and October 1870 about

and Irish Magnetic, the United Kingdom , the 15,000 miles of iron wire, nearly 2000 miles of

Universal Private, and the London and Pro- gutta-percha -covered copper wire, about 100,000

vincial Companies. There were others of less poles, and 1,000,000 other fittings were pur

importance. Terms had to be made with all chased and fixed in position , 3500 telegraph

of them . The railway interest had to be con- , instruments and 15,000 batteries were acquired,

sidered, and the submarine Companies to be and about 2400 new telegraphists and temporary

thought of, though not bought.' With strong assistants were trained . The total expenditure

and well-organised interests like these fighting was so vast that the Treasury eventually took

hard to secure for themselves the very best fright, and in 1875 a Committee was appointed

possible terms,the Government had not un- *to investigate the causes of the increased cost

naturally to submit to a hard bargain before of the telegraph service since the acquisition of

they could obtain from Parliament the powers the telegraphs by the State. '

which they required. However, after a This Committee found that the following were

struggle, the necessary Bill was successfully the three main causes of the increase : (a ) The

passed, and the consequent Money Bill became salaries of all the officials of the telegraph Com

law in the following session . As the result of panies had been largely increased after their

this action , the telegraphs became the property entry into the Government service ; (b) the

of the State upon the 29th of January 1870, supervising staff maintained by the State was

and upon the 5th of the following month the much more costly than that formerly employeul

actual transfer took place. The step seenis to by the Companies ; and (c) a large additional

have been taken none too soon, for under the outlay had been forced upon the Government

Companies the telegraphs had been worked in in connection with the maintenance of the tele

a manner far from satisfactory to the public. graph lines. 'It would not, they say in their

Many districts had been completely neglected, Report, ' be possible, in our opinion, for various

severe
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reasons, for the Government to work at so cheap operation on the 1st of October 1885 ; conse

a rate as the telegraph Companies, but .. à quently, there were during the financial year

reasonable expectation might be entertained that six months under the old rate, and six months

These two periods maythe working expenses could be kept within under the new

seventy or seventy-five per cent. of the gross terms, for while the first six monthsof the

fairly be compared with one another on equal

revenue, and the responsible officers of the financial year sce, as a rule , the transaction

Post-office Telegraph service should be urged to of considerably more telegraphic business than

work up to that standard. Such a result would the second six months, the latter period had on

cover the cost of working, and the sum necessary ; this occasion the advantage of a general election.

for payment of interest on the debt incurred | The number of inland messages sent during

in the purchase of the telegraphs. In regard the first six months, when the old rate was in

to this question of cost, Mr Baines most truly force, was 11,314,423, and this number produced

remarks that the real stumbling-block of the
£604,136. In the last six months, under the

new rate, the number was 16,787,540, and the

Department was , and still is , the interest pay- | amount produced £ 564,203. There was there

able on £ 11,000,000 capital outlay, equal at, say , fore an increase of forty -eight per cent. in the

three percent. to à charge of £ 330,000 a number of messages, but a decrease of £ 40,233

in the revenue. If, however,' says the Report,

The transfer of the telegraphs to the State we add the sum of £18,214 received on account

was immediately followed by a startling in- ' of the large additional number of abbreviated

crease in the number of messages sent. In telegraphic addresses, the actual loss of revenue

fact the public, attracted by the shilling rate, involved in the introduction of the reduced

poured in telegrams so fast, and were so well that in three months following the close of the

rate was only £ 22,019 . Moreover, it was shown

supported by the news-agencies, who took full financial year such a considerable further in

advantage of the reduced scale, that there was provement in the receipts had taken place, that

at first some danger of a collapse. Fortunately, in June the revenue was actually £ 2800 in

however, the staff was equal to the emergency, excess of the amount received in the corre

and after the first rush was over, everything ,sponding month the year before. On the 8th

worked with perfect smoothness. The figures of April in the year dealt with in this Report,

relating to 1870, ils set out week by week in the introduction of the IIome Rule Bill occa

the l'ostmaster-general's Report, seem , it is true, Office, the number of words sent out from
sioned great pressure at the Central Telegraph

small enough when compared with those apper London being 1,500,000. The greatest number

taining to later years, but it must be remem- | previously sent out on any one day had been

bered that in those early days circumstances only 860,000.

were entirely different. The following may be The Report for 1890–91 informs us that the

taken as examples of the numbers of messages ordinary inland telegrams numbered 54,116,413,

forwarded per week in that year from postal i as against 50,813,354 during the previous year,

telegraph stations in the Unitel Kingdom -- in , and that the increase of receipts from this source

the week ending 5th February , 11,918 ; in the was £90,125. This year some improvements

week ending 1211 February, 128,872 ; in the are noted as having been made in the Wheat

week endling 18th June (Ascot week ), 200,29-1 ; ' stone automatic receiver in use on fast-speed

and in the week ending 31st December (Christ- ! telegraph circuits. * These instruments,' the

mas weck ), 144,0.11. Report stated, ' as improved by the Department,

During the next four years the enlargement can now , under experimental conditions, record

of business was simply extraordinary. In 1875 ; no less than 600 words a minute, transmitted

the rate of increase was not maintained at over a single wire, while a speed of about 400

quite so high a level , but nevertheless nearly words a minute can be conveniently and safely

1,650,000 more messages were dealt with than used in practical working - a very satisfactory

during the previous year. The quantity of result compared with the modest rate of sixty

matter transmitted for Press purposes was also or seventy words a minute which obtained in

much greater than it had ever been before, 1870.'

and anounted to more than 220,000,000 words. The last Report issued deals with the year

The number of post-offices open for the trans- which ended on the 31st of Jarch 1894. In

action of telegraph business was at the close of it the number of telegraph offices at post-offices

the year 3730, being an addition of thirty -one is given as 7028, in adllition to 2182 at rail

during the twelve months ; and there were also way stations, or à grand total of 9210. The

1872 railway stations at which public telegraph number of ordinary inland messages sent dur

business could be transacted. Through the five ing the year was 1,189,563 in advance of the

succeeding year's work continued to grow rapidly. number sent during the previous twelve months

In 1880 the messages sent reachel 29,966,965, -an increase of two per cent. -and the re

exceeding the number of the previous year by ceipts from that had increased by

3,419,828. The number of new offices opened £ 22,691. Press messages, on the other hand,

during the year was 107, the total number at showed a decrease of 9472, but this falling off

its close being 5138. in number did not affect the revenue derived

The Postmaster -general's Report for the year from such telegrams, which liad in fact in

1885-86 called attention to the great change creased by £ 5471. Though post-office and tele

effected by the introduction of the reduced rate graphs, taken collectively, bring profit to the

for inland messages. The new rate came into national exchequer, the telegraph department, if

source
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CHAPTER VI.-COUNT ANTONIO AND THE

HERMIT OF THE VAULT.

see

a

the interest on the debt be included , shows a certainly gives them at the present time ' cheap,

large deficiency. For the year 1893–94 parlia- extensive, swift, and accurate service, and in

ment voted for posts and telegraphs, £ 10,264,607 ; the transmission of news for the Press has done

the actual receipts from the post-office, after wonders for the general benefit.'

all necessary deductions, Mr Baines puts at

£ 10,250,000 , and from telegraphs £ 2,500,000—

collectively £12,750,000, and showing on the THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

department as a whole a profit of £2,500,000 in

round numbers.

In regard to the great increase of pace in the

transmission of telegraphic messages, Mr Baines Among the stories concerning the Count Antonio

tells us that, “looking back fifty years, we which were told to me in answer to my ques

wires working at the rate of eight words a tioning (whereof I have rejected many as being

minute, or an average of four words per wire !
no better than idle tales) , there was one that met

per minute, over relatively short distances. /

Now, thereis a potentiality of 400 words - nay, 1 to believe ; for it was said that he hadduring
me often and yet seemed strange and impossible

even 600 or 700 words-per wire per
over very long distances. As the invention of the time of his outlawry once spent several

duplex working has been supplemented by the days in the vault of the Peschetti, and there

contrivances for multiplex working one line suffered things that pass human understanding.

sufficing to connect several different Oflices in This vault lies near to the church of St

one part of the country with one or more offices Jolin the Theologian, in the suburb of Bara

in another part), it is almost impossible to put testa, on the banks of the river ; and the

a limit to the carrying capacity of a single Peschetti had a palace hard by, and were

wire.' In 1866 the time occupied in sending a family of high nobility , and allied by blood

telegram between London and Bournemouth to the house of Monte Velluto. But I could

was two hours, and between Manchester and find no warrant for the story of Antonio's

Bolton two hours and a quarter ; while in sojourn in the vault, and ålthough many

1893 the times occupied were ten minutes and insisted that the tale was true, yet they could

five minutes respectively. not tell how or wliy the Count came to

Press telegrams have enormously increased in be in the vault ; until at length I chanced on an

number and length since the purchase of the aged woman who had heard the truth of the

telegraph system by the State. When the Com- matter from her grandmother, and she made

panies owned the wires, the news service from me acquainted with the story, pouring on me

London to the provinces was ordinarily not a flood of garrulous gossip, from which I have

more than a column of print a night. At the chosen as much as concerns the purpose. And

present time the news service of the Press here I set it down ; for I believe it to be

Association alone over the Post -office wires to true, and I would omit nothing that touches

papers outside the metropolis averages fully 500 the Count, so I can be sure that what I write

columns nightly. Since 1870 this Association is based on truth.

has paid the Post-office £750,000 for telegraphic When Count Antonio had dwelt in the hills

charges, and in addition to this, very large sums for the space of three years and nine months,

have been paid by the London and provincial it chanced that Cesare, last of the Peschetti,

daily papers for the independent transmission died ; and he made a will on his death -bed

of news and by the principal journals in the whereby he bequeathed to Count Antonio his

country for the exclusive use, during certain lands and also a store of money, and many

hours, of special wires. ' Some of the leading ornaments of gold , and jewels ; for Antonio's

papers in the provinces receive ten or more mother liad been of the house of the Peschetti,

columns of specially telegraphed news on nights and Cesare loved Antonio, although he had not

when important matters are under discussion clared to give him countenance for fear of the

in Parliament; and from this some idea may be Duke's anger ; yet, knowing himself to be dying,

formed of the amount of business now trans- lie bequeathed everything to him ; for the

acted between the Press and the Telegraph Duke's wrath could not hurt a dead man.

Department. And SO as he was dead , his steward

Want of space has prevented any reference Giuseppe sent secretly and in haste to Antonio,

being made to the telephone in this article, saying, My lord, you cannot take the lands

and even in regard to the telegraphs it has not or the house ; but, if you will be wise, come

been possible to give, within such narrow limits, quickly and take the money and the jewels ;

more than the merest sketch of the work ac- for I hear that His Highness the Duke, declar

complished during the past twenty-five years. ing that an outlaw has no right and can inherit

Probably, however, enough has been said to nothing, will send and seize the treasure. Now

show with tolerable clearness how vastly tele- Antonio, though grieved at the death of Cesare,

graphic business has grown during that period , was glad to hear of the treasure ; for he was

and how successfully the Telegraph Depart- often hard put to it to maintain his company

ment las contended with difficulties and dangers. and those who depended on him for bread. So

Whether the old Companies, if they had been he pondered anxiously how he might reach the

allowed to continue in existence, would have palace of the Peschetti and lay hands on the

been able to show a record anything like so treasure and return safely ; for at this time

good, is more than doubtful ; and , be that as Duke Valentine had posted above a hundred

it may, the public may well be content with

things as they are, for State telegraphy most Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

soon

1
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of his Guard in the plain, and this troop his hands and hastened to the Count with the

watched all the approaches to the hills, so news, saying, “ Yet weak as we are, we can die

that the band could not ride forth in a body for you, my lord .'

unless it were prepared to do battle with the • Heaven forbid ! ' said Antonio, looking out

Guards. Nor did Antonio desire to weaken the of the window. Are they all townsmen that

band, lest the Guards, learning that the bravest come with this Syndic ?'

were awa should dare an attack. Therefore Alas, no, my lord . There are certain of the

he would not take Tommasino or Bena or Duke's men, and I see among the rest men who

any of the stoutest with him ; but he took ' lave spent their days under arms, either in

four young men who had come to him from His Highness's service or in Free Companies.'

Firmola, having fallen into the Duke's dis . Then ,' said Antonio, smiling, unless I am

pleasure through brawling with his Guards. to share Cesare's funeral, I had best be gone.

These he mounted on good horses, and , having -For I have seen too much fighting to be

made a circuit to avoid the encampment in ashamed to run away from it.'

the plain , he came to Cesare's house on the But, my lord, they are at the gates.'

day before that appointed for the funeral. ‘ And is there no other gate ?'

Giuseppe came to meet him , and led him “None , my lord , save the little gate in the

where the dead man lay, and, after the Count wall there ; and see, the Syndic has posted ten

had gazed on his face and kissed his forehead, men there.'

they two went to the treasury, and Giuseppe ' And he will search the house ? '

delivered the treasure to Antonio ; and Antonio ' I fear that lie will , my lord . For he must

made him a present of value and confirmed have tidings of your coming.'

him in his stewardship, although it was not * Then where is my horse ? ' said Count

likely that the Duke woulil suffer him to exer Antonio ; and Giuseppe showed him where the

cise any power, inasmuch as Ilis Highness had horse stood in the shadow of the portico. ' Do

declared his intention of forfeiting the estate not let the Syndic know ,' added Antonio, that

into his own hand . the young men are of my company, and send

Now it chanced that one of the young men , them away in safety .'

being regaled with wine, drank very freely, “ But what do you, my lord ?' cried Giuseppe.

and began to talk loul and boastfully of his “What I have done before, Giuseppe. I ride

master's achievements ils the servants sat umder for life,' answered the Count.

the trees in front of the house ; and there was Then the Count, delaying no more, ran

with them a certain tailor, a lame man , who lightly down the stairs, leaped on his horse, and,

had furnished mourning garments for the drawing his sword, rode forth from the portico ;

funeral. The tailor, learning that Antonio was and he was among the Syndic's company before

come, said nothing, and seemed not to hear or they thought to see him ; and he struck right

understand the drunken youth's talk ; but at and left with his sword ; and they fell back

an early moment he took his departure and before him in fear, yet striking at him as

straightway hobbled fast as his lame leg they shrank away ; and he had come clean off,

would let him to the Syndic of Baratestil , a but for one grizzly -haired fellow who had served

very busy and ambitious fellow , who longed much in Free Companies and learnt cunning ;
greatly to win the Duke's favour. And the for he stooped low , avoiding the swoop of

tailor set the price of five pieces of gold and Antonio's sword, and stabbed the horse in its

the ordering of a new gown on the news he belly, and stood wiping his knife and saying,
brought ; and the Syndic having agreed , the My legs are old . I have done my part.

tailor cried , “ Antonio of Monte Velluto is at Do yours ; the horse will not go far.' In

the house of the Peschetti, and his band is not truth the horse was wounded to death, and

with him . If you hasten , you may catch him .' | its bowels protruded from the wound ; and
At this the Synılic was very greatly delighted ; | Antonio felt it falter and stumble. Yet the

for the Duke's Commissaries were not to arrive gallant beast carried him for half a mile, and

to take possession of the house in his name till then he leaped off, fearing it would fall under

the morrow, by which time Antoniu would be him as he sat and he be crushed by it ; and he

gone ; and the Syndic rubbed his hands, saying, crew his sword across its throat that it might

If I can take him my glory will be great, and not linger in pain, and then ran on foot,

the gratitude of His Highness also. ' And he hearing the cries of the Syndic's company as

gathered together all his constables, and hard it pressed on behind him . And thus, running,

upon twenty discharged soldiers who lwelt in he came to the church of St John, and to the

the town , and the fifteen men of the Duke's vault of the Peschetti by it ; two men were at

who were stationed at Baratesta to gather llis work preparing for Cesare's funeral, and the
Highness's dues ; and thus, with force of door of the vault was open . Antonio hurled

about fifty men , he set out in great haste for one man to the right and another to the left,

the house of the Peschetti, and was almost and rushed into the vault ; for his breath

come there, before a little boy ran to Giuseppe failed , and there was no chance for his life were

crying that the Syndic and all the constables he overtaken in the open ; and before the men

and many besides were coming to the house. regained their feet, he pulled the door of the

And Giuseppe, who had but three men -servants vault close and sank on his knee inside, panting,

of an age to fight, the other five being old (for and holding his sword in readiness to slay any

Cesare had love to keep those who served him who entered. Then the Syndic and his company

well , even when their power grew less than came and called on him to surrender. And

their will ), and
perceived that Antonio cried , “ Come and take me.' Then the

Antonio's four were young and untried, wrung Syndic bade the workmen pull open the door ;

as

a

moleover
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am save by my,

but Antonio held it with one hand against uneasily. And , if a proof be needed how

them both. Yet at last they drew it a little legends gather round the Count's name, I have

open ; and Antonio lunged with his sword heard many wonderful stories of what happened

through the aperture and wounded the Syndic to him in the vault - how he held

in the leg, so that he stumbled backwards with with dead Peschetti, how they told him things

an oath. And after that none was willing to which it is not given to men to know , and how

enter first, until the grizzly -haired fellow came a certain beautiful lady, who had been dead two

up ; and he, seeing the aperture, rushed at it i hundred years, having been slain by her lover

sword in hand, fearing no man , not even in a jealous rage, came forth from the coffin ,

Count Antonio. But he could not touch An- with her hair all dishevelled and a great

tonio, and he also fell back with a sore gash in wound yet bleeding in her bosom , and sang a

his cheek ; and Antonio laughed , saying, “ Shall | low sweet wild love-song to him as he lay, anıl

I surrender, Syndic ? ' would not leave him though he bade her soul

Now the Syndic was very urgent in his rest in the name of Christ and the saints. But

desire to take Antonio, but his men shook their that any of these things happened I do not

heads, and he himself could not stand because believe .

of the sword -thrust in his leg ; and, instead of It was late when the Count awoke, and the

fighting, his company began to tell of the lamp had burnt out, so that the vault was

wonderful deeds Antonio had done, and they utterly dark. A as the Cou roused himself,

grew no bolder by this ; and the grizzly -haired a sound strange in the place fell on his ear ;

fellow mocked them , saying that he would go for a man talked ; and his talk was not such

again at the aperture if two more would as one uses who speaks his own musings aloud

attempt it with him ; but none offered. Anil to himself when lie is alone (a trick men come

the Syndic raged and rebuked them , but he by who live solitary ), but he seemed to ques

could not hurt them , being, unable to stand on tion others and to answer them , saying, "Ay '

his feet ; so that one said boldly, “Why should and 'No' and ' Alas, sweet friend ! ' and so

we die ? The Duke's Commissaries will be here forth, all in a low even voice ; and now and

to -morrow with a company of the Guard. Let again he would sigh, and once he laughed

the Count stay in the vault till then . Ile is bitterly. Then the Count raised his voice,

in safe keeping ; and when he sees the Guard ' saying, “Who is there ? ' And the other voice

he will surrender. It is likely enough that a ; answered, “ Which of you speaks ? The tones
great lord like the Count would rather dlie than are not known to me. Yet I know all the

give up his sword to the Syndic.' Whereat the Peschetti who are here. And Antonio answered,
Syndic was very ill pleased, but all the rest | ‘ I not of the Peschetti

mighty well pleased ; and, having heard this mother ; my name is Antonio of Monte Velluto.

counsel, they could by no means be persuaded | On this à cry came from the darkness, as

to attack again, but they let Antonio Ilraw the of a man greatly troubled and alarmed ; and

door close again, being in truth glad to see the after that there was silence for a space. And
last of his sworil . Therefore the Syndic, Antonio said , “ There is naught to fear ; I

having no choice, set twenty to guard the seek to save myself, not to hurt another. But

entrance of the vault and prepared to depart. how do you , a living man , come to be in this

But he cried to Antonio, bidding him again to vault, and with whom do you speak ? ' Then

surrender, for the Guard woull come to -morrow, came the sound of steel striking on a flint, and

and then at least he could not hope to resist. presently a spark , and a torch was lighted ; and

Ay, but to -morrow is to-morrow, Master Antonio beheld before him , in the glow of the

Syndic,' laughed Antonio. ' Go, get your leg torch, the figure of a man who crouched on

dressed , and leave to -morrow till it clawn .' the floor of the vault over against him ; his

So the Syndic went home and the rest with hair was long and tangleil , his beard grew to

him, leaving the twenty on guard. And to his waist, and he was naked, save for a cloth

this day, if a man has more love for fighting about his loins ; and his eyes gleamed dark and

than skill in it, folk call him a Synilic of wild as he gazed on Antonio in seeming fright
Baratesta . and bewildernient. Then the Count, knowing

Count Antonio, being thus left in the vault, that a man collects his thoughts while another

and perceiving that he would not be further speaks, told the man who he was and how he

molested that day, looked round ; and though ' came there, and (because the man's eyes still

no daylight reached the vault , he could see, : wondered ) how that he was an outlaw these

for the workmen had set a lamp there and three years and more because he would not

it still burnt. Around him were the coffins , bow to the Duke's will : and when he had told

of all the Peschetti who had died in five all, he ceased . Then the man came crawling

hundred years ; and the air was heavy and closer to him , and, holding the torch to his

stilling. Antonio took the lamp and walked face, scanned his face, saying, “Surely he is

round the vault, which was of circular form ; alive !' And again he was silent, but after a

and he perceived one coffin standing upright while he spoke.

against the wall of the vault, as though there ' For twenty -and -three years,' he said , ' I

had been no room for it on the shelves. Then have dwelt here among the dead ; and to the

he sat down again , and , being weary, leaned his dead I talk, and they are my friends and com

head against the wall and soon slept ; for a panions. For I hear their voices, and they come

man whose conscience is easy and whose head out of their coffins and greet me; yet now they

has sense in it may sleep as well in a vault as are silent and still because you are here.'

in a bed -chamber. Yet the air of the vault But how can you live here ?' cried Antonio.

oppressed him , and he slept but lightly and | ' For you must starve for lack of food , and
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come near to suffocation in the air of this said Antonio gently ; for he perceived that the

vault. ' man was subject to a madness and deluded by
The man set his hand to his brow and fancied visions and voices .

frowned, and said sadly, “ Indeed I have for " Yet I love to talk to tliem of the time when

gotten much, yet I remember a certain night I also shall be dead.?

when the Devil came into me, and in black God comfort you,' said Count Antonio again.

fury and jealousy I laid wait by the door of the Now while Antonio and the hermit talked ,

room where my wife was ; and we had been one of those who gniarded the vault chanced to

wedded but a few months. There was a man lay his ear against the door, listening whether

who was my friend, and he came to my wife Antonio moved, and he heard , to his great

secretly, seeking to warn lier that I was sus - dread and consternation , the voice of another

pected of treason to the Prince : yes, in all who talked with Antonio : most of what was

things he was my friend ; for when I stabbed said he did not lear, but he heard Antonio

him as he came to the door, and , rushing in, say, 'God comfort you , and the hermit answer

stabbed her also, she did not die till she had something and groan lieavily. And the legs of

told me all ; and then she smiled sweetly at the listener shook under him , and he cried to

me, saying, “ Our friend will forgive, clear hus- his comrades that the dead talked with Antonio,

band , for you did not know ; and I forgive the he himself being from fright more dead than

blow your love dealt me : kiss me and let me alive. Then all came and listened ; and still the

die here in your arms." And I kissed her, and voice of another talked with Antonio ; so that

she died. Then I laid her on her bed , and I the guards were struck with terror and looked

went forth from my home ; and I wandered at one another's faces, saying, ' The dead speak !

many days. Then I sought to kill myself, but The Count speaks with the dead ! Christ and

I could not, for a voice seemed to say, “ What the Blessed Mother of Christ and the Saints

penitence is there in Deatlı ? Lo, it is sweet, protect us !! And they looked neither to right

Paolo !” So I did not kill myself ; but I took nor left, but sat quaking on the ground about

an oath to live apart from men till God should the door of the vault ; and presently one ran

in His mercy send me cleath. And coming in and told the Syndic, and he caused liiniself to
my wanderings to the river that runs by be carried thither in his chair ; and he also

Baratesta, I found a little hollow in the bank iheard, and was very greatly afraid , saying,

of the river, and I lay down there; and none This Antonio of Monte Velluto is a fearful

pursued me, for the Duke of Firmola cared man .' And the report spread throughout Bara

not for a crime done in Mantivoglia . And for testa tlat Count Antonio talked with the dead

a year I dwelt in my little cave : then it was in the vault of the Peschetti ; whence came, I

noised about that I dwelt there, and fools doubt not, the foolish tales of which I have

I began to call me, who was the vilest sinner made mention. A seed is enough : men's

born, a holy hernit, and they came to me to tongues water it and it grows to a great plant.

ask prayers. So I begged from one a pick , Nor didl any man think that it was the liermit

and I worked on the face of the rock , and who talked ; for although they knew of his

made a passage through it. And I swore to cave, they did not know or imagine of the

look no more on the light of the sun, but passage he had made, and his voice was utterly

abode in the recesses that I had hollowed out. strange, seeing that he had spoken no word to

And I go no more to the month of the cave, any living man for twenty years, till he spoke

save once a day at nightfall, when I drink of with the Count that niglit. Therefore the

the water of the river and take the broken whole of Baratesta was in great fear ; and they

meats they leave for me.' came to a certain learned priest, who was priest

• But here — how came you here ? cried An- of the church of St John, and told him . And

touio . he arose and came in great haste, and offered

' I broke through one day by chance, as I prayers outside the vault, and bade the unquiet

worked on the rock ; and , seeing the vault, I spirits rest ; but he did not offer to enter, nor

made a passage with much labour ; and having did any one of them ; but they all said, We

done this, I hid it with a coffin ; and now I had determined even before to await the Duke's

dwell here with the dead, expecting the time Guard, and that is still the wiser thing.'

when in God's mercy I also shall be allowed For great while the hermit could not

to die. But to-day I fled back through the understand what Antonio wanted of liim ; for

passage, for men came and opened the vault his thoughts were on his own state and with

and let in the sunsliine, which I might not see . the dead ; but at length having understood that

Pray for me, sir ; I have need of prayers.' Antonio would be guiled through the passage

•Now God comfort you ,' said Count Antonio, and brought to the mouth of the cave, in the

softly. Of a truth, sir, a man who knows his hope of finding means to escape before the

sin and grieves for it in his heart hath in Duke's Commissaries came with the Guard,

God's eyes no longer any sin . So is it sweetly he murmured wonderingly, ' Do yon then desire

taught in the most Holy Scriptures. Therefore to live ?' and rose, and led Antonio where the

take comfort ; for your friend will forgive even coffin stood upright against the wall as Antonio

as the gentle lady who loved you forgave; and had seen it ; but it was now moved a little to

Christ has no less forgiveness than they.' one side, and there was narrow opening,

' I know not, ' sail the heruit, groaning through which the Count had much ado to pass ;

heavily. " I question the dead who lie here and in his struggles he upset the coflin , and

concerning these things, but they may not tell it fell with a great crash ; whereat all who were

me.' outside the vault fleil suddenly to a distance of

* Indeed , poor man , they can tell nothing,' a hundred yards or more in panic, expecting

1
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now to see the door of the vault open and the kept waking these three nights, is seized stand

dead walk forth : nor could they be persuaded ing, by the neglected god ; and held thus, a

to come nearer again . But Antonio, with a spectacle of helpless imbecility, with eyelids

great effort, made his way through the opening, dropped like his nether jaw, " long after the

and followed the hermit along a narrow rough- | rest of the congregation have resumed their

hewn way, Antonio's shoulders grazing the seats, until some neighbour prods him with a

rock on either side as he went ; and having hymn book in the back , and rescues him from

pursued this way for fifteen or twenty paces, Sleep's insidious toils. Does the imp perceive

they turned to the right sharply, and went a Deacon, the properest ' man in all the

on another ten paces, and, having passed through assembly, preparing to give edified and cdifying

another narrow opening, were in the cave ; attention to an impassioned and lengthened

and the river glistened before their eyes, for address, on a summer evening ? —straightway he

it was now dawn. And the hermit, perceiving marks him for his own , and, presto ! the Deacon

that it was dawn, and fearing to see the sun, is fast asleep, and resting a warm and confiding

turned to flee back to the vault ; but Antonio, cranium against the newly varnished dado at

being full of pity for him , detained him , and his back. He will not, when he wakes, like

besought him to abandon his manner of life, the American youth, cry, “ Lemme go ! ' and

assuring him that by now his sin was certainly strike out at an imaginary pinioner. Tie appre

purged : and when the hermit woull not listen , hends, from the significant looks about him ,

Antonio followed him back to the opening the trap into which he has fallen , and with as

that led into the vault, and , forgetting his little display of emotion as convenient, and with

own peril, reasoned with him for the space of a slight but perfectly audible rending sound ,

an hour or more, but could not prevail . So , lie will leave the warm precincts, and—a lock

at last he bade himn farewell very sorrowfully, of his hair on the dado.

telling him that God had made him that day Like the simulator that lie is, Sleep plays

the instrument of saving a man's life, which many parts, tragic as well as comic. Here, he

should be tohima sign offavour and forgive will break off, by his inopportune importunity,

ness ; but the hermit shook his head and passed a marriage ; there, buy an unlucky lapse, he will

into the vault, and Antonio hearl him again rol ) a legatee of his expected bequest. In the

talking to the dead Peschetti, and answering first instance , the would -be bridegroom was a

questions that his own disordered brain in highly respectable and respected middle-aged

vented . lawyer. Ile was about to bear the yokein

company with a lacly hardly less respectable,

learned , and middle -aged than himself. In

SOME ASPECTS OF SLEEP. common with Shelley's sister-in -law , the bride

Few of man's blessings liave on the whole rending alond . The lawyer, unlike Carlyle
, did

expectant delighted in nothing so much as in

received worthier acknowledgment than Sleep. not 'hate' being read aloud to ; if he did not

It wraps a man round like a garment, as Sancho exactly hanker after it , he bore it, provisionally,

Panza says, be that man monarch or mendicant. with philosophy. One day, when the reading

Deservedly beloved from Pole to Pole, Sleep is had been particularly controversial and long

yet in certain of his aspects a very Robin Good- winded, he had listened and made the required

fellow, a tricksy sprite, full of pranks and tokens of assent, or dissent, so punctually, that

caprices. Where his presence is a matter of the lady, warming to her work , continued her

indifference, or where lie is not wanted — where periods— to which there seemed no period—

a suspicion of his presence is objectionable or with ever-increasing emphasis and cnjoyment,

insulting — where he is a burden and a disgrace, until she was suddenly startled almost out of

there Sleep drops and clings like a bur. Where her chair by lier admirer crying with a loud

he is longed for, prayed for, wooed - where, voice, ‘ Check ! ' What should ihis mean ? Noth

like a thrifty lousewife, he might advanta- ing more or less than that the word -wearied one

geously be employed knitting up the ravelled -an ardent chess-player-enticed by Sleep, was

sleeve,' there, like the statue of Brutus, he is playing over again the game he had won the

conspicuous by his absence.
Ile is no

mere previous night from his favourite adversary,

domestic drudge, hired to make himself useful. the rector. His guilt was too audible to be

Visits he a sick-room, he does so — not to bring denied. No_allowance was made for Sleep's

refreshment and restore tranquillity to the in- treachery. That day, she read no more.

valid tossing, helplessly, open -eyedi, hour after In the second instance to which reference

hour, on his feverish couch . By no means; has been made, the legatee-expectant had less

here, the malicious elf slyly scals up the eyes excuse for yielding to Sleep's blandishments.

of the nurse, and weighs down the eyelids of He was engaged on what the lawyer only

the would-be watcher.
dreamed of-playing chess, and with his pre

Hovers he in churches or chapels - attracted sumptive patron . He was young ; he was far

to the former, perhaps, by the carved oaken and away the better player, and he had dined.

pews, formed , as tradition relates, out of the All these things were against him .

massive bedsteads of a bygone generation, here nent's play was remarkable for its deliberation.

he will alight, fantastically, on the most promi- Hour after hour glided by: It is sometimes as

nent personages. The portly Alderman, cosily difficult to lose a game discreetly, as at others

seated in the cushioned Corporation Pew,' can to win one honestly. Before yielding to Sleep's

scarcely incline his round and shining pate on seductions, the young fellow had laid an in

his plump palm , ere he is caught napping. genious plan for his own defeat and his future

The hard -worked Doctor whom have benefactor's victory. Roused abruptly to action

His oppo

6
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by a stern inquiry if he were dreaming, he comes upon compulsion. If forced into service

confessed his delinquency, lost his head , and in time of peace — that is, when not required to

won the game—a concatenation that cost him fight absolute disease—he comes, it is true,

his patron's favour for ever. overpowered by narcotics, he lies bound and

Beside such Puck-like performances, Sleep pinioned like a slave, but only for a time.

has been credited time and again with sending From the first moment of his capture he medi

warnings, cautions, revelations of the where- tates escape, flight, revenge. Then may the

abouts of missing documents and valuable deeds, mercenary auxiliaries be doubled and trebled

and even with giving a clew that has led to the in vain ; all the opiates in the world will bring

detection of a nurderer. The legend of the not Sleep, but his brother, Death .

Red Barn retained its place until quite recently So paradoxical a blessing is Sleep, that he

a well-authenticated instance of discovery not only makes his votaries oblivious of every

through information nocturnally received . Now, other blessing, but also unconscious of his own

it is alleged that the dreams of Varia Martin's visits, until they are past. His approach is

mother rose exactly in proportion as the sub- felt, his departure mourned, his presence un
sidies from the murderer sank. known. He binds capriciously certain of our

However that may be, certain it is that the faculties, leaving the others free to make either

mark is oftener hit by mortals, wlien under a heaven out of a hell of carking cares, or a

the dominion of Sleep,' than the captious aver- hell of heavenly happiness. So that the para

age -monger is willing to admit. A well-known dox that there is nothing either good or bad

accountant recently , when wearied almost out but thinking makes it so, is, as regards Sleep,

of his wits by an error which had crept into a truism . Friendly where treated as a friend,

some banking books he was overhauling, and his revenge for ill entertainment, for thwarting

which a three days' search had failed to bring neglect, if slow, is sure. Youth flouts him for

to light, was mysteriously enlightened in sleep. the sake of pleasure, to toss, later on, on

He dreamt that the books were all spread out sleepless couch . The student baffles him for

before him , and that a finger pointed out to the sake of acquiring knowledge, and in long

him the leaf, column, and exact spot in the periods of insomnia has leisure to count his

column where the mistake arose . Immediately gains. The tie between man and Sleep is so

on waking, he hastened to test the information strongly welded, that lie who is divorced from

so received, and found it to be correct in every Sleep will either die or become a madman.

particular. That, during his researches, his Since, then, his presence means health, his

brain had received and stowed away the infor- absence, misery - since he possesses the power

mation it had received until a inore convenient of renewing our spirits beyond books, music,

season arrived to reveal it, is just one of those wine, or play--since, with parental tender

cerebral movements of which science has yet to ness, he soothes us from infancy to extremest

unravel the windings. age, and never leaves us but with life-for

Few things are related with more gusto , and, such a guest, should not the guest-chainber be

we may add, received with more deserved dis- made ready? And while waiting silently for

gust, than dreams. The hero is so obviously his approach, in the hour of quiet meditation

his own compiler, editor, and publisher all in that precedes his coming, while we review the

one, that his hearers may be pardoned if their day's deeds, repent its errors, feel grateful, it

attitude is too often like that of_Joseph's may be, for its joys, or submissive, perhaps, to

brethren , one of jealous impatience. The ques- its sorrows, as our hearts yearn in remembrance,

tion asked by the mail in Iligh Life Below Stairs or exult in anticipation, behold ! our friend has

as to who wrote-or Who writ Shickspur ?' as arrived he is softly closing, our eyes, relaxing

she puts it — has sometimes been answered — our limbs, bending our will, lighting up our

Bacon. Yet he who could so calmly and con- fancy, juggling with our judgment, and leading

fidently say, “Mine eyes begin to discharge us away, willing captives, to his realm of

their watch — and I shall presently be as happy Dreamland.

for a few hours as I had died the first hour

I was born, was no dreamer, was no ' such

stuff as dreams are made of,' and could no THE ANGEL OF THE FOUR CORNERS.*

more have written Clarence's awful dream than

he could have dreamt it.

Sleep being of so tantalising and capricious An hour went by. Meanwhile, Marie

a nature, it might be supposed that among the gay ; but Medallion noticed that lier hand was

many inventions sought out of men , means now hot, now cold , as they swung through the

would be found to control, and , if need be, changes, and that her eyes had a hard kind of

coerce so intractable an attendant. It has been brilliance. He guessed that she and Monsieur

All the drowsy syrups of the East Camille had some little comedy or tragedy

have been pressed into man's service, that, with between them , but it was not given him to

their aid , he may command Sleep. And when read the heart of the romance. He would not

we have an enemy, some fell disease to battle try to probe the thing ; he merely watched and

with, who shall be blamed for calling in the waited. IIe had known Marie since she was

help of these powerful auxiliaries ? Yet does only big enough to lean her chin on his knee ;

the old proverb, that “ One volunteer is worth and many a time since she had grown up, he

two pressed men, still hold good. When Sleep and old Caron the avocat had talked of her,

visits us of his own accord , though he may and wondered what her life would be ; for it

arrive late and depart early , he bestows bene

fits too often withheld from those to whom he * Copyright reserved in the United States of America .
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seemed to them both that there was no man in " What cloes it matter ?' she said. And is it

the parish who could make her happy — that right to ask ? '

year in Quebec had changed her so, had given * I've come all the way from Quebec to ask

her larger ideas of life and men. it ,' he said .

He had talked much with her from time to * You came to ask that ; what did you come

time, and she had always seemed glad of that. to say ? she flashed out, her lips quivering a

She thought him wise , and he had wondered at little.

some deep searching things she had said . lle He understood. “ Forgive me. I thought you

would have gone far to serve her, for the gossip, knew I couldn't ask you if you cared, unless

now almost legend, that he had cared for I'

Marie's mother before she married Marie's father, Ile paused , for, if he spoke the words, the

had foundation . The curé had stepped in, for ' die would be cast for ever ; he would never

Medallion was a Protestant, and that ended it ; , return to those quiet walls where incense, and

but Medallion had never married , and, strange not the breath of woman — a breath like this ,

to say, the curé, and himself, and Marie's father soft, sweet, instinct with youth and delight

were the best of friends. Medallion was also would touch his senses. Yet what had he come

busy watching Monsieur Camille, for he felt for ? To rack a girl's heart and soul , and then

that here was something wherein a friend might return to his masses and his prayers, leaving
serve Marie — though how, he did not know. an injured life behind him ! When he started

He liked the young man's face, for it had that from Quebec, he scarcely knew what he was

touch of loneliness and native solitary thought, going to do - save that he must see this girl's

which the present gaiety of eye, voice, and face once- once again . IIe had had no thought

manner made alınost pathetic. He even saw beyond that. That desire was hot within him .

something more—a recklessness natural to the He did not know — she might be married or

youth's character, which sat on him like
dead, or the betrothed of another, but lie would

touch of doom. And as he thought, Marie's see her, then return to his sacred duties, and

allegory — her wonderful, sad , beautiful, dread- forget. In coming at all, he had committed a

ful' - those were her words - tale of love kept sin , for which he would have to atone bitterly

showing in vivid pictures in his eye. wlien he returned - if he returned ; but the

But if he could have real the young man's latter thought had not presented itself to him

mind, could have seen the struggle going on definitely, though it had flashed in and out of

there, the despair, the wild hope, the daring, the vapours of emotion like a flying flame.

the revolt — the breaking, up of all the settled But now, here was Marie, and here was he

courses of a life, he would have been as startled in the garb of the workaday world , and fri

as apprehensive. For while Camille Debarrés volity and irresponsible gaiety around them ;

was urging on this mirth and revel with a and he, all on a sudden, with his far-away boyish

nervous eagerness, he kept saying to himself recklessness again alive in him — the Master of

over and over again : ' I can't give her up , the Revels.

God forgive me ! Marie - Marie ! ' Unless ?' Marie asked. “ Yes, “ unless ?" )

The words beat in and out of the music. There were two little lines at the corners of

Youth, humanity, flashing energies of the active her mouth , lines which never come to a girl's

world were crying out, fighting for mastery in face unless she has suffered and lost. Marie

the breast of one soon to be given to the lad not only a heart, but a sense of honour

separateness of the Church, wherein the love of too - for the man . llaving come to her thus,

man and maid must be viewed with a distant whatever chanced, he should justify himself, in

paternal eye. A hundred forces had been so far as might be, by saying what any honest

at work to put him and keep him in the man would say. She had a right to know if

Church ; and when, as a student, Marie came he still loved her, and he had no right to know

into his life, these forces, with loving, yet if she still loved him , until that was done. Ile

severe apprehension, closed on him — and on the must be justified in her sight. If he loved her

girl - and had separated them , as it seemed , for --and said so — then let the Angel of the Four

Corners point what way it would, she would

He was older now ; but as he neared the submit.

final act that should set him apart from the She flushed with kind of indignation.

world, and close up for always the springs of Must she always be the sufferer ? ,
Ile-- a man

youth and desire, the old feeling had leaped up, —had a work of life to interest him ; she had

had filled him ; he had somehow got a few days nothing, nothing save herself and the solitary

of respite, and this was the result, this mad path of meagre parish life. She would have

escapade, this dangerous playtime !
hier moment of triumph in spite of all. She

The night wore on. At last he was able to would hear him say he loved her — she would

catch Marie's eyes. She could not resist that make liim give all up for her.
She was no

pleading, the inexpressible hunger in that look. longer the wistful shrinking girl who had been

She came and sat down beside liim, and again hurried back to her home from Quebec, and

Medallion called off the figures of the dance. handed over to the tender watchfulness of

They spoke in very low tones, trying, with Monsieur Fabre, whose heart had ached for her,

What desperate anxiety, to prevent their hearts yetwho felt that what was, was best.

showing in their faces. She was very much a woman now , and if

What do you want to say ? ' she asked , her only for an hour, she would have her way.

breath catching " Unless what - Camille ? ' she asked.

' I want to know , Marie, if you still love Her voice dwelt softly on the Camille. It

me ?' His voice whispered through the music. was the first sound of tenderness that he had

ever .

a
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heard from her since he came, and it thrilled I have a guest ' - she reached out her hand

him . It was three years since he had heard a towards Camille — and he's been working hard

voice with that sound in it—life was grave, for us all the evening.”

and far from sentimental, in the Seminary. Alphonse looked at her with an attempt to

His youth — the old Adam - came to swelling be disdainful; then, snapping his fingers under

life in him . He put it all in the words : ' I Camille's nose contemptuously, said ' Pah !' and

wouldn't have asked you if you loved me yet, walked away with a shrug of the shoulders.

Marie, unless I was sure you knew — that I It wasn't so easy getting used to that again

loved you ' - he drew his bow caressingly along after I came back from Quebec-three years

the D) string, so that a sweet aching joyfulness ago,' she said .

seemed infused into the dance_'and that I've Strange how the priest in the youth was

risked everything to come and tell you so. ' being so swiftly lost in the man. Camille's

A low sound, half delight, half pain, came fingers opened and shut, and his brow knotted.

from her. But she turned her heall away. He smarted, too, from Marie's last remark. He

There was silence for a moment. did not know that with all these bitter little

Won't you speak ? What are you thinking ? speeches, she was ready to fall upon his breast

Don't turn your head away,' he continued . and cry till she had emptied her heart out.

Slowly her face came toward him , her eyes But she had been humiliated once, and she

shining , her cheeks pale , her lips slow and woull rather die than be humbled again,

moving gently, but the worls dropping like whether he meant it so or not.

metal. You are true to nothing,' she said ; The room was empty, but it could not be

neither to the Church — nor to me.' so long, for sentimental groups would wander

‘ Marie, haven't you any pity ? ' He did not back from the supper room .

know what or how he was playing now . His As Alphonse disappeared ,Camille said : Marie,

fingers wandered ; the bow came and went, but I'm seeing things as I never saw them before.

he was not thinking of the music. I want to talk with you alone, just ten minutes

Why are you so selfish , then ? ' she said . —that's all I ask ; but alone, where no one can

"Why didn't you leave me here alone ? A interrupt us.'

woman is always at a man's mercy ! ' Would it be right ? ' she asked.

Something scorched him from head to foot. I He could not tell whether she was ironical

He now felt, as he had never felt before, what or not. ' It shall be right, ' he said stoutly .

that incident three years ago meant, what this " You won't mind if it's cold ? ' she ques

girl's life had been since, what was the real | tioned .

nature of that renunciation. The eight-hand " I won't mind anything, if you ' ll give me

reel was near its end . lle got to his feet in that ten minutes,' he answered. But if it's

his excitement, played faster and faster, and going to be cold , wrap yourself up well . He

then , with a call to the dancers and Medallion, took a man's coat from the wall.

brought the dance to a close . In the subse ' Come,' she said, and opened a narrow door

quent jostling, as the revellers maile their way that led into a little hall way. As she did so ,

to another room for supper, he offered his arm , he threw the coat over her shoulders. “Give

to Maric, nodiled as gaily as he could to the me your hand , she added, and, taking it, led

frequent Merci, Merci, Monsieur !' and they the way for half-a-dozen steps in the dark.

walked together to the end of the room , saying Then she took a key from the wall and turned

nothing it in a lock, which clicked back rustily. ' It's

At that moment Alphonse entered, followed my brother Philippe's room ,' she said, as she

by Antoine, who grasped his arm and hell stepped inside, he following.

him back . Don't be a fool ! ' Antoine said . The moonlight on the frosted pane gave a

A row won't get you the girl .' ghostly kind of light to the chamber. Marie

But Antoine had had two seasons a felt along the wall for a match - box.
Oh,

lumberman and river-driver, and he had just there's not a match here ,' she added.

been drinking. Ile held the code of the river, Feel in that overcoat pocket,' he suggested.

that where two men and one woman were in Its owner is a smoker - smell it.'

the triangle of Love, war must be the end She did so, and crew out a handful. He

thereof. took one and scratched it on the wall. Neither

" I'll give him the grand bounce ! ' said of them knew it, but it was Alphonse's coat.

Alphonse in wild English idiom . 'He don't Camille lit a half-burnt candle that stood on

belong here — some lawyer's clerk , or loafer .' a chest of drawers, and then turned to Marie.

• Bien ,' said Antoine, still holding him back , “ We have never used the room since Philippe

suppose Marie stand up for him .' died , she said.

• Pshaw ! he don't belong here. And she said
" I did not know, ' he rejoined gently.

some things to me about him - I know . I'm Philippe had been to Montreal," she said .

going to ask her to supper with me.' “ There he'd fallen in with a girl '—her voice

The two were standing silent at the end of faltered— an actress. He came back to see us,

the room , watching this scene, but not hearing and mother begged him not to go to Montreal

the words. Maric, however, guessed what was again ; for we knew — a priest had written to

meant. us about the girl . One day he got a paper.

Presently Alphonse with disjointed glances Ile opened it at dinner. He saw something,

came and said to her: ' Ilave supper with me , gave å cry, and fell against the table. “Elle
Ma’m'selle ? ' He turned his shoulder on est morte ! Elle est morte ! ” he cried ; and

Camille.
that's all he said , day after day, till he died .

Marie did not hesitate. ' Not now, Alphonse ; | A man had shot the girl because she loved

as
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Philippe. It seemed to Philippe that he him The French Revolution gave us a saying

self had killed her, that if he hadbeen with which has become a proverl . Marmontel was

her, it wouldn't have happened. Since then, one day regretting the excesses of the Revolu

the room has been as it the day he tion , when Chamfort, the French satirist, asked

died.'
him , “ Do you think that Revolutions are made

with rose-water ?' Another phrase which owed

its birth to the Revolution, and which will be

HISTORICAL PHRASES. inseparable from it, was that of Madame Roland.

We have preserved to us inany historical say
As she wasbeing led to execution, she passed

ings of famous or well -known personages,
uttered

a statue of Liberty, erected by the Revolution

ists. Looking at it intently, she exclaimed , O

in times of action or on some important occa- Liberty ! how many crimes are committed in

sion. Most of these serve as landmarks of thy name !

history ; some have passed into proverbs ; while At the battle of Fontenoy occurred a well

others have supplied us with convenient phrases, known instance of politeness on the part of the

used without regard to their original motive. : English and French Guards, which , it is almost

Of these last, we have an example from ancient needless to say, could only have happened in

history. Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, after a long those ceremonious times. The two battalions of

and obstinately contested engagement, defeated opposing Guards were about to join in conflict,

the Romans in the battle of Heraclea. As he when the English commander advanced, and,

viewed the battle - field , where a large number saluting the French commander, exclaimed,

of his best officers and men had fallen, he ! Gentlemen of the French Guards, fire !' The

exclaimed, “ Another such victory, and we are : French officer, not to be outdone in politeness,

undone !' — a sentiment which has been echoed returned the salute, and replied, “ After you,

more than once in modern wars. i gentlemen ; the French Guards never fire first ! '

There is another well-known saying of Caesar ' i'pon which the English gentlemen, think

Augustus, equally applicable to modern times. ing further ceremony needless, fired , with

Hermann, or Arminius, a German chief high such_effect as to put nearly nine hundred of

in favoar with the Romans, became disgusted the French gentlemen hors-de-combat. Somewhat

with the oppression exercised by Quintilius , costly politeness for them .

Varus, the Roman Governor. He induced Varus Wellington did not stand on ceremony when

to advance his army beyond the Rhine, where he gave his celebrated order at Waterloo, L'i,

he suffered a disastrous defeat near Lippe, Guards, and at 'em ! ' This phrase has been

three legions, with all the auxiliaries, being cut the accepted form of the order, although the

off. Augustus, when he lieard of it, was over . Duke afterwards said he did not remember

whelmed with grief, and exclaimed, “ Varus ! using such words. The Guards were lying down

Varus ! give me back my legions ! ' beyond the crest of the hill, to escape the

One of the most famous historical mots is French fire ; and when the enemy was almost

that attributed to Louis XIV. when seventeen close upon them , Wellington said he very prol

years of age. The President of the French ' ally gave some such order as, ' Stand up,

Parliament, speaking of the interests of the Guards !' Be that as it may, ' Guards,

State, was interrupted by the kingwith, ' L'État, ; and at 'em !' has become a household word ; and

c'est moi ! Another version of the saying is, so it will likely remain.

that Louis interrupted a judge who used the Vaterlvo, has given us other well-known

expression, " The king and the State ,' by saying, phrases, although doubt has been cast upon
I am the State ! ' No authentic record of the their authenticity; but this is not to be

saying exists, and it is discredited by modern wondered at , as in the heat and excitement of

French historians, being regarded as merely an action, exclamations, and even orders, might

symbolical of the king's policy — that of absolute be imagined or misunderstood , as in the unfor

monarchy. tunate charge of Balaklava. Wellington is said,

A remarkable utterance that of the late in the afternoon , while the fate of the

notorious Madame de Pompadour, the mistress day yet hung in the balance, to have pulled

of Louis XV. One day, as La Tour was out liis watch and muttered , « Blücher or night. '

engaged in painting the lady's portrait, Louis Similarly, Napoleon is said to have given and

entered the room in a state of great dejecible expression to his anxiety when he ex

tion . He had just received news of the battle ! claimed , “ Oh that Grouchy or night were here !!

of Rossbach, in which Frederick the Great , At the close of the batile, when he saw that

had inflicted a disastrous defeat on the com- all was irretrievably lost, Napoleon is said to

bined forces of France and Austria . Madame have exclaimed : They are mingled together ;

de Pompadour told him he must not lose his all is lust for the present; save himself who

spirits, because he would fall ill ; and , besides, can ! ' In the rout, after the battle, a battalion

it matter- After us, the deluge.' | of the French Guards threw itself into square,

Prophetic utterance ! sullenly determined not to flee . When sum

All is lost save honour ! ' was the announce- moned to surrender, General Cambronne, the

ment, in a condensed form , of Francis I. in a commander, is said to have returned the

letter to his mother after the defeat of Pavia. famous reply , “ The Guard dies, but never

Napoleon used the same expression after the surrenders !' The battalion was cut to pieces,

battle of Waterloo. On his arrival at the and Cambronne made prisoner. He afterwards

Elysée, three days after the battle, Caulaincourt denied having used the expression ; naturally,

exclaimed, Al is lost !' _ Except honour,' having surrendered, he would not wish to claim

added Napoleon. the use of such a fine sentiment. A French
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Guardsman, who was also made prisoner, said | ever ?' An address not quite calculated, one

he distinctly heard Cambronne use it twice. would think, to inspire his troops with fresh

The phrase is now supposed to have been in- courage . Carlyle, the iconoclast of good sayings,

vented by Rougemont, a prolific French writer, does not believe in this tradition.

in a description of the battle which he wrote Amongless known sayings is one of Charles

for the Inulépendant, two days afterwards. XII. of Sweden, The Bladman of the North .'

Nelson , as well as Wellington, has given us iDuring one of his quixotic wars, in which he

some historical phrases. Each of his three great had been a long time absent from Sweden, an

battles has its own particular motto, insepar- urgent and earnest message came to him from

ably connected with it . “Victory or West- the land he was supposed to rule over, asking

minster Abbey !' was his exclamation before the liim to come back and govern his country.

battle of the Nile. During the battle of Copen- But all the satisfaction his anxious subjects got

hagen, three of the British line-of-battle ships was, “ I'll send one of my boots to govern

became disabled, and Sir Hyde Parker, fearful them ! ' It was Oxenstierna, the Chancellor of

for the issue, rendered doubly doubtful by the Gustavus Adolphus, who said to his son : ‘ You

unexpected and desperate resistance of the know not, my son, with how little wisdom the

Danes, made the signal to leave off action. world is governed.'

Velson, greatly excited, exclaimed, 'Leave off The proverbial 'Non possumus ' of the papacy

action now ! me if I do. You know , Foley ' was originally the reply, quoted from Acts, iv.

-turning to his Captain- ' I have only one 20 , of Pope Clement to the demand of Henry

eye, and have a right to be blind sometimes ; ' VIII, in the divorce controversy.

and clapping his telescope to his blind eye, le That sapient monarch , James I.— ' the wisest

added , " I really do not see the signal.' Pres- fool in Christendom ' - had many wise and

ently he exclaimed, ' Keep my signal for close witty sayings, although none of them has

action flying - nail mine to the mast.'— Who gained much historical celebrity . Perhaps one

does notknow the immortal signal to the fleet of the inost characteristic of those attributed

on the eve of the battle of Trafalgar ? •Eng- to him illustrates the grievous troubles and

land expects
to do his duty.' | annoyances to which the Commons subjected

According to the Dispatches and Letters, this , him . One day his horse was very unruly, and

not the original form of the message. the monarch's wrath at last found vent in the

•England confides that every man shall do his tirade, The deil i' my saul, sirrah , an ye be

duty, was the signal intended by Nelson. His not quiet, I'll send you to the five hundred

flag-officer, however, pointed out to liim that kings in the House of Commons : they'll

confides ' would require to be spelled out, not quickly tame ye !'

being in the vocabulary, and suggested expects , Sir Robert Walpole vehemently opposed the

which
Nelson at once agreed to the Spanish War in 1739. When he heard the

change. London bells ring upon the declaration of war,

We are indebted to Cromwell for one of the he remarked , “ They may ring their bells now ;

best known sayings in English history, that before long, they will be wringing their hands.'

connected with the dissolution of the Long Not strictly accurate, as it turned out; but an

Parliament. On the fateful day, at the con- indifferent prophecy may perhaps be pardoned

clusion of a long speech in which he ( figu- for the sake of a good pun .

ratively) blew up the Parliament, Cromwell There are not many who do not know the

called in twenty or thirty musketeers, and story of Sir Isaac Newton and his dog Diamond.

expelled the members. Turning to the table , The dog, in frolicking about, upset a lighted

his eye fell upon the symbol of the sover- taper upon some papers, setting fire to them ,

eignty of Parliament, the Mace. Liſting it up, and destroying the labour of years. “Oh Dia

he said scornfully, What shall we do with mond, Diamond ! little do you know the mis

this bauble ? Take it away !' He gave it to chief you have done me !' was the philosopher's

one of his officers, and what became of it is only comment. Sir David Brewster denies this

one of the mysteries of English history. story, and says that Newton never had any

Equally well known is Cromwell's advice to connection with dogs or cats.

his troops as they were about to cross a river One of the briefest of despatches was that

to engage the enemy. Ilaving male a speech, of Sir Charles Napier announcing the victory of

as was his custom on such occasions, he finished Hyderabad in 1843, after he had entered upon

up with , " Put your trust in God , but be sure the war without official sanction. Peccavi ' (I

to see that your powder is dry .' There is have Scinde).

surely something truly Cromwellian in such a ' It is magnificent, but it is not war,' was the

happy combination of piety and practical exclamation of General Bosquet, one of the

advice. French Generals of division , on witnessing the

A fit companion to the above is the prayer immortal charge of the Light Brigade at Bala

of Leopold , Prince of Anhalt-Dessau, the Old klava. The remark will be for ever associated

Dessauer,' a General under Prince Eugene and with the brilliant but disastrous charge.

Frederick the Great. Before an engagement, le Scottislı history affords is a few well-known

would reverently take off his hat and pray, phrases. Just before Robert the Bruce began
Oh foc , assist our side : at least, avoid assist- his memorable struggle for Scottish independence,

ing the enemy, and leave the result to me .' he was one day in conference with John Comyn,

Frederick the Great was the author of many a claimant for the Scottish Crown. He accused

sayings. One of his briefest and most forcible Comyn of betraying his designs to Edward.

was when he shouted to his wavering troops at You lie !' said Conyn. Bruce, enraged, drew

the battle of Kolin , ‘ Dogs ! would ye live for his dagger and stabbed him ; but, shocked at

was.
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what he had done, he rushed out of the church it was Bismarck who made it a historical phrase

where they were and cried , ' I doubt I have for what he regarded as the sole cure for Ger

slain the Red Comyn ! '- You doubt ?' said many's political troubles.

Kirkpatrick of Closeburn, one of his followers, In conclusion , a famous reply of Plato's may

' I mak siccar !' (I make sure); and running in, be given. When asked if any saying of his

finished the deed. The Kirkpatricks have from would be recorded , he replied , “ Wait until we

that day adopted the words as their motto. become famous, and then there will be many.'

Oh for an hour of Dundee !' was the cry of Although true in the main , it is not always

Gordon of Glenbucket at the battle of Sheriff- the person who utters it that makes a phrase

muir when the Jacobites were hard pressed by famous, but sometimes the occasion which calls

the royalist forces. This wish has been echoed, it forth .

with the difference of another name for that of

the redoubtable Viscount, in many a battle since.

During the war of Dutch independence, under OLD BEN’S BARGAIN .

the leadership of William , Prince of Orange,
the Duke of Buckingham , who thought that the The sun had just set, leaving a bright, luminous

United Provinces were doomed to inevitable yellow behind it ; opposite, in the pale, frosty

destruction , asked William whether he did not blue, hung the clear silver moon, nearly at the

see that the Commonwealth was ruined . “ There full. The light of the dying sunset and rising

is one certain means,' answered the Prince , 'by 'moon blended, and the whole landscape was

which I can be sure never to see the ruin of steeped in a faint mellow light.

my country - I will die in the last ditch ! '

There was
1

not a shadow anywhere ; the pure soft glow
During the battle of Buena Vista, fought in

the war between the United States and Mexico,
everything alike - purple of wet

the United States infantry were at one time plough -lands, brownish yellow of stubble-fields,

overwhelmed by numbers of the enemy. At the pale green of young wheat, faint purple and

critical moment, Captain (afterwards General) ' gray of distant downs. The thick branches of

Bragg's artillery was ordered up to its support, the hawthorn in the liedge were outlined clear

and one discharge of grape made the Mexicans and sharp against the yellow glow in the west.

General Taylor, seeing this, shouted, ' The wind had gone down, and not a twig was

"A little more grape, Captain Bragg ! ' The
stirring A little bird was rustling in the

Mexicans got it to such purpose that they fled wasin disorder. It was on his being renominated to hedge ; and in the clistance, a thrush

the presidency during the civil war that Lincoln singing clear and soft . Two or three rooks

quoted, froin a Dutch farmer he said, the un
floated slowly overhead .

forgetable saying that it is not best to swap The long, dusty, white road seemeil deserted

horses in crossing a stream . “ Stonewall ’ Jack-' for the time being, but after a while there

son received his sobriquet from General Bernard a shuffling sound in the distance, and a

Bee's exclamation during the battle of Bull Run, man appeared driving two cows. He was

" See, there is Jackson standing like a stone short, thin, wiry man, with a wooden leg.

wall ; rally on the Virginians.'
Everything about him expressed determination,

The Emperor Nicholas was the author of one
of the most notorious phrases - perhaps the most from his steel-gray eyes which looked out

notorious, in a political sense — which the nine- ! steadily from under his heavy, grizzled eye

teenth century has heard). In the beginning of brows, to his square chin that stuck out

1853 he had several conversationswith the aggressively with an air of contradicting his

English ambassador, Sir E. H. Seymour, in thick, strong -bridged, rather overhanging nose.

regard to the then probable dissolution of the Even his wooden ley seemed to emphasise

Turkish Empire. In one of these he said, “ We , his resolution — it went down with such

have on our hands a sick man , a very sick man .
Suddenly, down from a cross - roach

It will be a great misfortune if he should slip

away from us before the necessary arrangements

came half - a -dozen young cattle at a quick

have been made.' To divide the spoil, he meant. trot, followed by a man. They settled into a

The result of his making these arrangements ' quieter pace : and the two men walked along

on his own account is well known. The phrase, siile by side, keeping, however, the width of

however, was not altogether original.' The the road between them . They neither of them

ambassador of James II. at Constantinople wrote took any notice of the other, and they marched

that the Ottoman Empire had the body of a along silently for some way, save for an occa

sick old man, who tried to appear healthy, al- ; sional contemptuous sniff or snort. The new

though his end was near.'

Everyoneknows Stanley's greeting to Living, the first; he was taller, and of a milder
comer was a man about ten years younger than

stone when he : I

presume?' This laconic salutation was, however, expression. He was stout and red -faced , and

rendered politic by the fact that any show of carried himself with a faint lingering of il

emotion would have been looked upon by the soldierly bearing. One sleeve was pinned across

Arabs and negroes present as a sign of weak- his breast.

mindedness orinferiority.
These two men were the cattle -drivers of

It was Ollivier, Napoleon III.'s constitutional Shornstone parish , and were considered by its

minister, who plunged into the disastrous war inhabitants to be peculiarly fitted for their

of 1870 ' with a light heart. And though the office, owing to their respective misfortunes.

phrase " blood and iron ' is as old as Quintilian, Nervous old ladies and gentlemen, however,
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were not so sure of this sometimes, when they ' They be proper glad to get home again,

met them driving fierce bulls in narrow lanes. said the man , with a backward glance at the

Each regarded the other as defrauding him of cows.

his rightful dues, and they liated one another " Ah ! What be luck fur the fox, be loss fur

with a deadly hate in consequence .
the hounds ! ' replied Ben sententiously.

• How set up some folks be, for sure , if they Ben's cottage, which was about a mile away,

gets a few misable young calves to drive was a double one, his side being the nearest

said the little man suddenly, apparently address to the gate. The other side had an almost

ing the hedge. deserted appearance ; there were no curtains in

Ah ! And there's others as thinks they be the window , only a pot or two of pinched

gwine to make their fortunes if they gets a looking flowers. A great contrast to the win

couple o' old cows only fitten to goo to kennel, ' dow next door, with its cosy curtains, and

said the other to his side of the hedge. brilliant flowers in their bright red pots.

They walkeil on in silence again for a space, How late you be, Ben !' said his wife,

though both seemed to bristle with wrath . hurrying to the door as she heard the tap of

' Some folks may hev only one arm , but his wooden leg in the path. I didn't like to

they've fingers enough on it to put into other begin without you ; but I be dyin' fur a cup o'

people's pockets and pick 'em of their honest tea ; the dust gets down your throat so when you

rights,' said the little man , resuming his con- be cleanin' up:

versation with the helge. " I doubts if there be ever much dust in your

And if others only hev one leg, their house to get down your throat, missis !' replied

'ooden uns can carry 'em along fast enough if i Ben ; whereupon Wirs Creethflung her head

they thinks they can get anything by it,' replied back and laughed triumphantly ; then stopped
the other to his sidle. It was noticeable that abruptly to call out : “ Don't you come in over

his remarks were always a weak echo of the my clean floor wi' all that dust on ye ! '.

other. Ben meekly took the broom and brushed

I may hev only one ley, but I lost it himself, then followed her into the room, and

honest, as you med say. Now , if I'd lost it seated himself at the table, his rough face

fur gwine fur a shillen a day and cutten off beaming as he looked across at her.

other people's, I'd say it sarved ne jolly well " Seed anybody you know ?' she inquired.

right ! Fur a shillen a day ! “ Yes ; I seed a good few . Market was on

Henry Legge, as the stout man was called, common full,' he answered. “ I seed that old

could think of no retort to this ; he took off his rascal , Harry Legge, too, and he chicked me

hat, and pushed up his stilf gray hair angrily ; that there, that if he haedn't bin such a

whereupon the little man changed his tactics. antient old man , I'd 'a up wi' my stick and

' I have a -heer say as there be some as brags het un on the yead !!

as they've a lost their arms in a battle, when • Old , indeed !' said Mrs Creeth . ' He be a

' twas only they fell under a cart when they good ten year younger nor you be ! '

was tight ! Ilee, hee, hee !' " No ; he bain't ; not more nor nine year ;

This was too much for IIenry ; he turned and I be twice the man he be, wi' his apple

round, dropping all pretence. " That be a lie , plectic complexion and his husky voice, like a

Benjamin Creeth , and you know it be !' sheep wi' the dust down's throat !—There he

Benjamin Creeth gave an affected start, and goos now !' he broke off excitedly, rising up

looked innocently at him . ' Lor ! I diln't know and resting his fists on the table, to lean over

as any one was there. I did hear a noise like, and watch a figure that passed the window .

but I tho't 'twas the cow blaren .'
Drat un ! The sight o’un spiles my vittals !'

Henry's large red face turned purple. You he continued , craning his neck.

one-legged olul rascal ! ' he exclaimed furi What d’ye look at him fur, then ? '

ously. ' I can't help seeinun , said Ben, sinking

' Sure, yes ! I hev only one leg ; but fur all back into his chair. • What call had he to

that, there be a Legge too many in the world,' come and bide next door to me, I should like

said Benjamin, chuckling at his bad to know ? I can't do nothen wi'out him folleren

joke. ( 'oz I drives cattle , he takes and does it

‘Ah ! And there's a Legge 'll kick you, if too. Coz I lives here, he comes next door.

you gets chicking me !' retorted IIenry passion- Why, I can't even liev one leg wi’out him havin

ately. one arm.- What be laughin ' at ?'

At this moment, anyone who did not know ' I can't help laughin , said Mrs Creeth with

the two old men, might have fearcı , from their an irrepressible chuckle , you be so foolish !

expressions, that they were coming to blows ; You knows as well as I do, there warn't no

but just then the road branched oil, and they other cottage when he come here ; and what

went away quite peacefully on their different were he to do wi' only one arm , if he didn't

routes. drive ? '

Soon after, the cows macle a rush in at an “ There be lots o ' things,' began Ben argu

open gate. At the sound of their hoofs, a man mentatively.

came out of the cow -house and opened the *Well, never mind if there be. — Did you

door to let them in. As each one went into see anyboly else in town ? ' said Mrs Creeth,

her own stall, he addressed Ben : “ They didn't diverting the conversation into more peaceful

yoo off, then ! Wull, I sort o' tho't they channels.

wouldn't . After tea , Ben came to the door and stood

‘ No. Market was vurry full. I dunno when there smoking his pipe. Henry Legge passed

I've seed it so full . '
several times, fetching water from the well.

own
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He was house-cleaning — that is to say, he had Hoist's bull, they says, there'll be a regular

cleared all his furniture out into the garden, to -do getting un off.'

and was dashing buckets of water over the " Ah ! well, take care o yer toes , Harry, when

stone floor of his room . Ben, watching the you gets anearst un ! '

water running in a little rill 'down the red “ Ah ! I'll look pretty lively, I'll warrant. I

brick gutter in front of the cottages, was hev 'a bin tossed once, but that was a good

struck with a bright idea. “ Look here : he many year ago now:
Í 'lows I wouldn't come

said, bursting out of the door. This half o' down so light now ! '

the gutter be mine ; your side only comes to ' They says as you should take the bull by

here ' - marking a line with his stick froin the ' the horns. '

middle of the cottage. You must make it “ Ah ! and they must be pretty near simpletons

run off your side ! ' to say it too,' replied Henry contemptuously. If

Henry made no reply ; he fetched some anybody wants a lark's journey free o' cost, they'd

bricks, with which he made a little barricade better just try it, that's all I've got to say:

across the gutter. Then he slowly mopped * Wull, then, that's what they says. I don't

up the water and wrung the mop over the answer for the sense on it,' said the shepherd,

garden. departing

Get along with your foolishness, do ! ' said

Mrs Creeth , coming out and addressing them A high east wind was blowing in great

both. ' I han't no patience wi' you, allus getting clouds of dust from the road across the garden,

aggryvating each other.- And you be the wust and showering the apple petals away to the

o the two, I will say that fur ye,' she added blue sky like flights of white butterflies

to her husband ; ' you've allus begun it. " one morning about two months later there

Martha Creeth, said her husband solemnly, was snow round the cottages again - snow of

following her indoors, “ I says, and I've said apple-bloom. Mrs Creeth's cottage was half

afore, as an 'oman as goos agen her husband, smothered in it ; a tomtit was flying about in

and tries to bring him down afore strangers, it, pecking out the roller caterpillars, stopping

be about as bright as anybody ’ud be as climbed every now and then to give his quick note,

up on a high bough and then set to work to like the sharp ringing of a little bell , which

saw it off.
They'd be bound to come down changed to a harsh note of warning as Mrs

together ! Creeth came out of her door and entered the

Mrs Creeth gave her good -humoured little next one. She went up -stairs, and presently

chuckle. “Well, I 'lows mine be but a crooked her cheerful tones were heard alternating with

bough ! ' said she. a husky querulous voice. Presently she came

Next morning, being Sunday, Ben was leaning down-stairs again and moved round the room ,

over the pigsty watching his pig. A field or two which had an unusual look of tidiness, dusting

off was a Hock of sheep, and the shepherd coming a table or chair here and there with her apron.

up presently, joined Ben . IIe, too, folded his her husband came by and stopped at the door.

arms on the rail of the pigsty , and became lost Don't it look nice, Ben ?' said she, looking

in conteinplation of the pig. Dry weather we up. ' I allus did think I'l like to hae a hand

be havin ', he remarked after a time. in cleanin' it, fur he've got nice furniture .'

' Sure, yes we be ! ' replied Ben. « Good fur Ilow be le to-day ? ' asked Ben.

the sowin ', he continued : ' they says, “ A dry "Oh ! he be ter’ble low to-day, sayin' as low

Febooary and a wet March - one furthe corn, this yere illness ’ull eat up all his savins ; and

and one fur the grass ! ” when he do get better, he'll hev no work to

“ Yes, a fine pig,' observed the shepherd after do, and 'll have to goo to Ilouse.'

a pause. Why's that ?? asked Ben grumpily .

Ah ! I'll warnt he do take kind to his Wly, he means fur sure as you'll hev got

vittals ,' said Ben. all his custom by then .'

Sure, yes, ' tis fine pig,' repeated the ' II!! ' interjected Ben , with a very cross ex

shepherd. pression.

All my missis's pigs thrives,' said Ben with ' It do sim funny,' continued Jrs Creeth , “ to

pride. think how you've a bin gwine on so many

' Shouldn't ' a tho't it, to look at ye,' came from . year about that pore old man comin ' and takin'

the distance, where Ilenry Legge was walking your work , as you said ; and to think now as

round his part of the garden, ostensilly looking if he'd never conie, you'd a hev, to hev drove

at his gooseberry bushes, but really listening to that bull yourself, and got knocked down and
the conversation. injured yourself, 'stead o pore Harry, and

Ben looked at the shepherd with an express killed belike! It do sim funny for sure !

sion of contemptuous pity, and tapped his lncad But there ; I must goo and make him some

significantly ; which gesture being scen , as it broth ; he simsto fancy it, like.?

intended to be, by Henry, he asked Ben walked slowly away, looking frowningly

angrily : What be tappin yer head fur ? To at the ground ; then suddenly wheeled round

see if 'tis holler ? I'll warnť ’tis as holler as a and walked determinedly off to Henry Legge's

empty beer -barrel.' door. He went straight up the stairs, and

•Wull, Harry, how be times wi' you ?' in- rapped firmly at the door at the top.

quired the shepherd hastily, wishing to cause *Come in , called Henry. Ile was sitting up

a diversion . He moved up the path as he in bed with an astonished air, for he had

spoke. heard the tap of Ben's leg on the stair.

" Oh, pretty fair ,' replied Henry ; ' but I've a “Wull, Harry, how be you to-day ? ' asked

middlin ' queer customer afore long. Farmer Ben awkwardly.
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Nicely , thankye,' replied Henry, too much parish , be gwine to goo into partynership ;” and

amazed to remember how he was. then we'll say if anybody has anything to say

An uncomfortable pause ensuel ; then Henry agen it, they be to declare it, or be for evermore

asked :"Wull ye take a chair ?' remembering his silent ; and then we'll sign our names to un .'

manners, as he afterwards said — fur, seeing him Ben hitched his chair nearer the bed in his

come in like that, I was all struck o' a heap.' ! excitement. “ And I'll tellee what 'tis ; we'd

“ Thankye,' replied Ben, sitting down, and better take a bwoy between us. There be Joe

turning his stick about in his hand. ' ' Tes on- Hill's bwoy, or my niece Em’ly's Tommy, I

common hot fur this time o' year,' he observed . enclines to he, fur you o’t to stick by your own

' Sure , yes, it be ! ' replied llenry. folks ; and we can get him sixpence a week

Then there was another pause, which Ben cheaper.'

broke abruptly : My missis says as how you “ Vurry well,' said IIenry. He had a com

be frettin', thinkin' as I be gettin' hold o your placent expression on his face, as though well

work . Now, look here, Henery Legge, ' he went pleased at the turn affairs had taken .

on emphatically, bringing his stick down on But look here, though ; stop a bit,' said Ben.

the ground. “ I sticks to it ( I allus has, and I wun't do none o' it, if you wun't take that

allus shall) as you'll no business to come here, there money ! '

where I'd bid so many year, affrontin ' me by Vurry well , then ,' said Henry condescend

takin ' my trade. What you o’t to hev done 'ud ingly.

'a bin to come to me and say : “ Mr Creeth, Then let's shake hands on it. '

owin ' to me heven lost my arm , there bain't Whereupon the two old enemies shook hanils

a -many things I can turn to ; so, if you've no heartily. Mrs ('reeth, coming in at this moment

objection, we'll goo into partynership." That's with a basin of broth, stopped short, transfixed

what youl o't to hev clone ; but then you with astonishment. Ben turned round and saw

diln’t.-'Tis true, you and me's haed words her ; he rose from his chair, and extending his

now and agen ; but if you thinks as I'd take a arm majestically over Henry, Missis ! ' he said ,

penny as o't to come to you, you be mistook - solemnly, ' what have passed afore betwixt that

that's all I've got to say ! You be mistook. old man and me, let it be ! '

' Tis true , I've took your work sin ' you've bin

led by ; but I've put every ha’portli v'it by :'

Here Ben began to (live in his pocket, and , AN ()LD LOVE-SONG.

with some difficulty brought out a little leather

bay, out of which he turned a small heap of
Ask me no gay refrain of love and leisure ;

coins on to the bed. “ And here it be,' he con
I have no lilting lay of light success .

tinued triumphantly ; 'and I'll be bothered if
Here to the night I sing in graver measure

I'la touchel a penny o it if I'l bin starvin ' !' My peerless lady and my dear distress.

' I wun't touchi' it, neyther,' said Ilenry stub

bornly, shaking with excitement.
Fairest is she-- the very winds adore her,

Now , don't ye be foolish and obstinate Whispering eloquent in sigh -soft speech

now, don't ye, now,' said Ben in almost plead How that they faint and fold their wings before her,

ing accents. You take it now , and 'twill be FIow like a star she shines beyond my reach.

all fair and square , as the sayin ' be.

“ No, twun't ; I wuu't touch it,' repeated Love her I must, not seeking her compassion,

Henry. 1 In no stray hope to mend my sweet mischance :

“ There, I never know'l no one so contrairy as Love her alone, in tender, rev'rent fashion,

you be ,' said Ben . ' I tellee ' - getting angry And kiss her feet as queen of my romance.

as I wim't touch it . '

And I tellee as I wint ! ' said IIenry.
Proud to the world , to her I humbly render

Ben turnel real with wrath ; then , as he
All kvightly homaye on my bended knee ;

looked at Henry's changed face, with its hollow
Proud but in this my absolute surrender

eyes and thin wan cheeks, his anger left him . For life or death to her sweet sov'reignty.

'Wull, then, we wun't say no more about

it now , he said patiently ; 'but think over | Ilers to command ; my truc allegiance keeping

what I said about you and me bein' partyners.
Prompt to the doing of her light behest,

You sees low handy 'twould be if one o' us be !
As to the charge where battle's storm is sweeping,

ill , t' other can do his work ; or if one's got
Iler colours plaited in my helmet's crest.more work at one time nor he knows how to

dlo, there be t other to help him ; or if either
I will not breathe the naine the gods have leut her

us wants to yoo a day's pleasuren wi's

missis or a friend, why, there we be ! '
Call her my Lady of the Golden Heart

* It hev acrossed my mind afore now ,' allowed
Nor point the bower that she alone may enter,

Henry.
The bright, chaste shrine wherein she reigns apart.

“ There, now ! If you've atho't o' it , and I've

athu't o' it, why, there 'tis now. You and me'll TIere 'neath the stars that claim her as their fellow ,

strike a bargain that we'll let bygones be
I sing my lady and my dear duress.

bygones ; and we get my missis to write out Tell her, ye winds that kiss her shining pillow,

ir paper - you o’t to allus hae a third party to The sad , sweet story of my faithfulness.

write out such matters. The truth was Ben A. H. RAIKES.

could only sign his name. • We'll put it like

this yere : “ 1, Benjamin Creeth, and llenery Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

Legge, two poor but honest men , both o' this 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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place for forty years, and had the most enthu

OUR OLDEST COLON Y.
siastic faith in its possibilities. We need not

So little interest is taken by many of us in quote his rhapsodlies, which paint Newfoundland

our colonies, that probably the only two facts as a ( rather chilly) Garden of Eden . Suffice it

popularly known about the island of New- to say that recent scientific investigation actually

foundland is that it has fisheries and produces confirms much of the old mariner's assertions !

a famous breed of noble dogs ! And yet Vew . In 1871 it was declared that the valley of the

foundland is our oldest colony, and our colony Exploits, the largest river in the island , is

nearest to the mother -country. capable of maintaining a thriving population of

Newfoundland discovered in 1497 by over seventy thousand. Its present inhabitants

John and Sebastian Cabot (or Cabotto), Italians are numbered by a few hundreds, and the

settled and trading in Bristol — foreigners pre- population of the whole island is smaller than

pared to do yeoman service for their adoptell that of the city of Edinburgh.

land . The Cabots went out in their ship After Captain Whitbourne's report, Lord Bal

Matthew at their own charges, and on St John's timore made a fruitless attempt to settle the
Day (24th of June) first sighted the shore, to island. Then followed Lord Falkland . The

which they gave the name of Prima Tierra Vista emigrants he took out were chiefly Irish, and

-first -seen land.' Henry VII . gave the bold many more of that nation have since joined

mariners his ' letters patent,' which authorisell them . Yet in the year 1655 there were not

them to set up the Royal Standard, and secured more than two thousand Europeans living in

the stingy king a share in their profits, with the island, scattered in fifteen small settlements

out involving him in any share of their ex on the eastern coast. But every summer many

penditure. thousands of fishermen plied their temporary

Seven years after the first Cabot expedition, ! labours on the shores.

French fishermen, intermingled with a few Selfishness and greed prevented the speedy

British adventurers, began to open up the permanent settlement of the island, and have

Newfoundland cod fisheries. In the reign of always stood in the way of its development

Queen Elizabeth, Sir Walter Raleigh's half- from a basis of sound prosperity. Merchants

brother, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, formally took and ship-owners from the west of England

possession of the island in the nan of Great Iwished to use it solely for their own benefit.

Britain. But on his return journey, his vessel , |The Star Chamber was brought to issue all

the Squirrel, foundered in a great storm with sorts of oppressive edicts to hinder substantial

all hands — its companion ship, the Golden Hind , and agricultural colonisation.
For instance,

reaching home to tell how the brave sea -king masters of vessels were bound , under heavy

sat upon the deck ;
penalty, to bring back all persons who sailed

The book was in his hand. out with them . No settlement was permitted

" Do not fear : Heaven is as near, ' within six miles of the shore. The veriest

He cried, ‘ by water as by land.'
shanty within that limit was not to be per

In 1610 a British Company,' among whose mitted to have a chimney or any arrangement

promoters appears the name of the great Lord for lighting a fire. (Let the Newfoundland

Bacon, was formed to settle a colony in New- climate be borne in mind, and it will be seen

foundland . This proved unsuccessful ; and the that this restriction meant absolute prohibition .)

next movement in the same direction was Anyboly accused of petty theft or other mis

a Government-commissioned Survey by one demeanour committed in Newfoundland was to

Captain Whitbourne, who had trailed with the be brought back to this country to be tried and
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sentenced by the Mayors of such towns as party of trappers on Red Indian Lake. Her

Weymouth or Southampton. husband and an Indian friend , who resisted

The same greedy monopolists, who (about her capture, were at once shot. She, too, was

1700) actually endeavoured to induce the British brought to St John's, named “Mary March?

Government to forbid the landing of any woman
after the month of her capture, treated with

in Newfoundland, and to adopt means to re

great kindness,' and sent back loaded with

gifts. But she had pined so terribly that she
move any already there, also took every oppor- died in the hands of her captors on her way

tunity to calumniate the resources of the island , back to her (desolated ) home. Her body was

thereby giving the lie alike to the ancient placed in a coffin and left where it was thought

mariner Whitbourne, and to the modern men her people would find it . Years after, the

of science, yet creating a popular ( prejudice ,' traveller Cormack discovered it by the side of

which exists to this very day. her murdered husband in the Indian burying

The next difficulty was thepetty feud be- ground near the deserted settlement on Red

tween the French and English fishermen , whose | Indian Lake.

unneighbourly feelings were increased by the Yet again, in 1823 three Indian women

war between France and England. The treaty were seized in their wigwam by a party from
of Utrecht, however ( 1713), assured the island to Twillingate. They were a mother and two

the British, and defined the rights of the French daughters. The mother and one daughter soon

in a fashion which, while it secured a certain pined and died . The other endured her soli

amount of peace, certainly did not smooth away iude among aliens for some years, and became

all difficulties, nor invariably tend to island useful as a housemaid . She is described as

prosperity. six feet high, of a fine presence and handsome

Meanwhile, things had gone badly indeed features , and of a nature gentle, courteous, and

with the aborigines of Newfoundland. Cabot's affectionate. A pencil and a piece of paper

advice to his captains concerning them and being given to lier, she drew a deer perfectly

other natives of strange countries' was ' that with a few strokes, but began her sketch from

they should be enticed aboard and made drunk the tip of the tail ! She was the last of the
with your beer and wine, for then you shall aboriginal Indians ever seen alive. Even of

know the secrets of their hearts .' It is said , their skulls, but one is known to have been

however, that he brought two to England, and, preserved . It had a narrow escape from being

that, after a two years' experience of civilisation , thrown into a dust-bin, but is now stored in

they were seen in the Palace of Westminster,' the Museum at St John's.

and not to be distinguished from Englislımen Not asnake, lizard, toad, frog, or any noxious

until I was toldwho they were.? reptile lives in Newfoundland, but game of

One of Sir Humphrey Gilbert's party, and all kinds abounds — ducks and geese, ptarmigan,

also good Captain Whitbourne himself, have only sable martens, lynxes ; foxes, red, black, and
kindly words for the aborigines, describing them gray ; otters, bearers, and reindeer. Even

as harmless,' ' ingenious, and tractable, full wolves and black bears still linger in the

of quick and lively apprehension , and willing interior.

to work for a small hire . But, alas ! they did We said that Newfoundland is perhaps best

not at once understand the rights of pro- known by its famous breed of dogs. But it

perty , and indeed it might have been hard to appears that these, like the island's present

explain why they might not take a few nails humanity, are not indigenous. They seem to

or a knife from thosewho had taken possession have been produced by some happy crossing of

of their land and their rivers with all their breeds. It is said that in the island they

mineral and finny riches. But circumstances appear to degenerate, and that the Newfound
seem to alter cases.' For every petty theft - or land dog thrives better out of Newfoundland .

suspicion thereof - they were ruthlessly flogged Old settlers are reported as saying that the

and shot down by the invaders. The Home genuine breed consisted of a dog twenty-six

Government made futile appeals to its settlers inches high, with black naked body, gray

to ' conciliate the natives. But the Indians' muzzle, gray or white stockinged legs, with

experience of the white strangers was of a dlew -claws behind. The Leonberg dogs — a cross

nature to cause the tribes presently to with between the Newfoundland, the St Bernard, and

draw to remote lake settlements. Of these, in the l’yrenean wolf-dog-are said to thrive well

the year 1828, the traveller Cormack found but in the island , and to possess some of the

the deserted and decayed remains. highest moral qualities of the noble races whose

In the beginning of this century, a tardy blood blends in their veins.

and ill-conceived method of crawing the tribes In the vegetable kingdom , Newfoundland,

from their retreat into friendly relations with though a land of frost and fog, is reported by

civilisation was attemptel . A reward was competent experts to be singularly rich. Com

offered for the capture of a Red Indian ; and mon English flowers, with care, thrive well in

in 1804 a female was taken by a fisherman sheltered gardens. Even the dahlia will sur

and brought to St John's (the capital), where vive the winter. Perennials do better than

she was kindly treated and sent back to her annuals. Among wild-flowers, lilies

tribe loaded with presents. A strong suspicion velopel in great luxuriance, also heart's ease,

was entertained that the presents aroused the Solomon's seal, columbine, bell-llowers, and

cupidity of the man entrusted to take her back pitcher -plants. Grasses are rich and abundant.

to her people, and that the wretch murdered Potatoes are unsurpassed anywhere ; and cucum

her and took possession of the property .' bers, marrows, melons, cabbages, cauliflowers,

In 1819 another female was taken by a beans, carrots, and peas are abundant. Straw

are cle .
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berries, raspberries, and gooseberries are fair. sunshine !fair. sunshine ! But even yet the island remains

A farmer from Cape Breton settled near Deer but little known even to its own inhabitants.

Lake reports great satisfaction with his land. A new arrival in St John's, zealously making

Clover and buckwheat grew luxuriantly, and inquiries with a view to the surroundings of

the soil favoured the growth of flax. an appointment he had received near Notre

It must always be borne in mind that there Dame Bay, wrote home: “ Nobody here seems

is great difference between the eastern and to know much about the other parts of the

western shores of Newfoundland. On the island . It is sincerely to be hoped that the

western shore fog, is rarely seen , and the cli- severe crisis through which England's oldest

mate is an ameliorated ' one. The southern colony is now passing may speedily give place

shore suffers most from fog. There is least fog to a period of increased prosperity, developed

in winter. Newfoundland is said to escape resources , and closer relations with the mother

alike the fierce heats and the intense colds of country.

Canada and some of the States. The inhabit

ants make no Arctic preparations for winter

clothing, and open fireplaces suffice to warm the THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

houses.

The interior of the island is clothed with
CHAPTER VI. (continued).

magnificent forests of pine, spruce, birch, Thus it full morning when Antonio

juniper, larch , & c. The aspen, the poplar, and came again to the little cave by the river,

the willow thrive. There are no cedars, beeches, and bethought him what he should do for

elms, or oaks ; and authority does not say his own safety. And suddenly, looking across

whether any attempt has been made to intro- the river, he beheld a gentleman whom he

duce them .

It appears that in the language of the abo- knew, one Lepardo, a Commissary of the

rigines the island was called? Baccalaos, or " cod - Duke's, and with him thirty of the Duke's

fish ; ' and it is doubtful whether the most has Guard ; and they were riding very fast ; for,

even yet been made of these fisheries which have having started at midnight to avoid the heat

hitherto been almost its only source of wealth. of the sun (it being high summer ), so soon as

For they have been managed in haphazard, old- they reached the outskirts of Baratesta, they had

fashioned , unscientific methods ; and the fisher- heard that Antonio was in the vault, and were

men are cramped and disheartened by finding now pressing on to cross the bridge and come

themselves — owing to the ' truck’system - almost upon him . And Antonio knew that Lepardo

wholly in the hands of remote capitalists. man of courage and hardihood ," and

Newfoundland has a seal- fishery of compara- | would be prevented by nothing from entering

tively recent date, not much older than the the vault. " But on a sudden Lepardo checked

present century ; but its seals are not those his horse, uttering a loud cry ; for to his great

which furnish the daintiest wraps. Four species amazement he had seen Antonio as Antonio

are found around Labraclor and Newfoundland looked forth from the cave, and he could not

—the bay seal , the harp, the hood, and the tell how he came to be there : and Antonio at

square flipper. The skins of these are used once withdrew himself into the shadow of the

rather for boots, harness, & c., though those of cave. Now the banks of the stream on the

the harp seal with their lyre-like marking make sile on which Lepardo rode were high and

fine mats for study or parlour. precipitous, and, although it was summer, yet

There are large copper mines in the vicinity the stream was too deep for him to wade, and

of Notre Dame Bay ; but apart from these, the flowed quickly ; yet at Lepardo's bidding, six

minerals of the country, said to include coal, of his stoutest men prepared to leap down

lead, and iron , have scarcely yet been heeded . the bank and go in search of Antonio ; and

The capital, St John's, stands on the northern Antonio, discerning that they would do this,

side of the harbour of that name. It has been and blaming himself for his rashness in looking

three times burned down. Each time, effort has out so incautiously, was greatly at a loss what

been made to rebuild it on a safer plan, but to do ; for now he was hemmed in on either

its articles of commerce are, alas ! of essentially sile ; and he saw nothing but to sell his life

inflammable material . Before the last fire, dearly and do some deed that should ornament

when property of the estimated value of four his death. So he retreated again along the

millions was consumed in a single night, it passage and passed through the opening into

was fondly believed that St John's was fire the vault ; and he summoned the hermit to aid

proof ! The city clothes the slope of a hill him , and between them they set not one only,

which is crowned by the Barracks and the but a dozen of the coffins of the Peschetti

best houses,' commanding splendid views of against the opening, laying them lengthwise

the harbour and its hilly shores. The streets and piling one on the top of the other, hoping

of St John's, save, perhaps, the chief, are little that Lepardo's men would not discover the

better than muddly lanes with wooden pave- opening, or would at least be delayed some

ments of varied elevation , and at night they time before they could thrust away the coffins

are but imperfectly lit. and come through . Then Antonio took his

By.. 'one who knows, the scenery of New - place by the gate of the vault again , sword in

foundland (which residents in the island pro- hand, saying grimly to the hermit,

nounce Něw-fund-land') is said to be 'Scottish ' seek Death , sir, he will be hereabouts before

in character, with the variation (on the coast) long. '

that icebergs are seen drifting past, looking

very pretty (like iridescent glass) in the June Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

• If you
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But the Count Antonio was not man hailing some one of the dead Peschetti by name

whom his friends would abandon to death as though he saw him . Then suddenly a coffin

unaided ; and while the Syndic was watching fell with a loud crash from the top of the heap

Antonio, the four young men who were with on to the floor ; for the Duke's men had found

the Count made their escape from Cesare's the opening and were pushing at it with hand

house ; and , having separated from one another, and shoulder. Antonio sprang to his feet and

rode by four different ways towards the hills, left the gate and went and stood ready by the

using much wariness. Yet three of them were pile of coffins. But again on a sudden came

caught by the Duke's company that watchel a tumult from beyond the opening ; for Bena

in the plain, and, having been soundly floggel, and his five also were now in the passage, and

were set to work as servants in the camp. But the foremost of them — who indeed was Bena

the fourth came safe to the hills, and found | himself—-had come upon the hindmost of the

there Tommasino and Bena ; and Tommasino, Duke's men , and the six, finding an enemy be

hearing, of Antonio's state, started with Bena hind them , pushed yet more fiercely and stren

and eighteen more to rescue him or die with ously against the coffins. And no man in the

him . And they fell in with a scouting party passage saw any man, it being utterly dark ;

of the Duke's, and slew every man of them to and they could not use their swords for lack of

the number of five, losing two of their own space , but drew their daggers and thrust fiercely

number ; but thus they escaped, there being when they felt a man's body near. So in the

none left to carry news to the camp ; and they clark they pushed and wrestled and struggled

rode furiously, and, by the time they came and stabbed, and the sound of their tumult

near Baratesta, they were not more than filled all the vault and spread beyond, being

mile behind Lepardo's company. But Lepardo, heard outside ; and many outside crossed them

when he had detacher the six men to watch selves for fear, saying, “ Hell is broke loose !

Antonio , rode on hastily to find the Syndic, God save But at that moment

and learn from him the meaning of what Lepardo and his company ; and he, having leaped

he had seen ; and thus Tommasino, coming from his horse and heard from the Syndic that

opposite to the month of the hermit's cave, Antonio was in very truth in the vault, drew

saw no more than six horses tethered on the his sword and came at the head of his men to

river bank, having the Duke's escutcheon the door ; and hearing the tumult from within ,

wrought on their saddle-cloths. Then he leaped he cried in scorn, These are no ghosts ! ' and

down, and running to the edge of the bank, himself with his boldest rushed at the door,

saw a man disappearing into the mouth of the and they laid hold on the handles of it and

cave, dripping wet ; and this man was the wrenched it open. But Antonio , perceiving

last of the six who had swum the river, that the door was wrenched open, and not yet

and were
now groping their way with great understanding that any of his friends were near,

caution along the narrow track that the hermit suddenly flung himself prone on the floor by

hail made. Now Tommasino understool no the wall of the vault, behind two of the coffins

more than Lepardo that there was any opening which the efforts of the Duke's men had dis

from the cave to the vault, but he thought lodgeil ; and there he lay hidden ; so that Le

that the Duke's men did not swim the river parilo, when he ruslied in , saw no man, for the

for their pleasure, and le bade Bena take corner where the hermit crouched was dark ;

five and watch what should happen, while he but the voice of the madman came, saying,
rode on with the rest . "Welcome ! Do you bring me another of the

' If they come out again immediately,' he Peschetti ? Ile is welcome !' Then the Duke's

said , you will have them at a disadvantage ; men , having pushed aside all the coffins save

but if they do not come out, go in after them ; ' one, came tumbling and scrambling over into

for I know not what they are doing unless , the vault, where they found Lepardo_and his

they are seeking my cousin or laying some trap followers ; and hot on their heels came Bena and

for him .' his five, so that the vault was full of men . And

Then Tommasino rode after Lepardo ; and now from outside also came the clatter of loofs

Bena, having given the Duke's men but the and hoarse cries and the clash of steel ; for

briefest space in which to come out again from Tommasino had come, and had fallen with great

the cave, prepared to go after them . And the fury on those of Lepardo's men who were out

Duke's men were now much alarmed ; for the side and on the Syndic's levies that watched

last man told them of the armed men on the from afar off. And fierce was the battle out

bank opposite, and that they did not wear side ; yet it was fiercer inside, where men fought

the Duke's badye ; so the six retreated up the in a half-light, scarcely knowing with whom

passage very silently , but they could not find they fought, and tripping hither and thither

any opening, for it grew darker at every step , over the coffins of the Peschetti that were

and they became much out of heart. Then strewn about the floor.

Bena's men crossed the river and entered the Then the Count Antonio arose from where

mouth of the cave after them . Thus there was he lay and he cried aloud, ' To me, to me! To

fair likelihood of good fighting both in the me, Antonio of Monte Velluto !' and he rushed

passage and by the gate of the vault. to the entrance of the vault. Bena, hailing the

But the Count Antonio, not knowing that Count's voice, and cutting down one who barred

any of his band were near, had ceased to hope the way, ran to Antonio in great joy to find

for his life, and he sat calm and realy , sword him alive and whole. And Antonio came at

in hand, while the hermit withdrew to a corner Lepardo, who stood his onset bravely, although

of the vault, and crouched there muttering his greatly bewildered to find a party of Antonio's

mad answers and questions, and ever and again men where he had looked for Antonio alone.
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my lord

And he cried to his men to rally round him , very sorry that he had failed to take Antonio

and, keeping his face and his blade towards the ' Indeed, my lord, we are worsted . For weare

Count, began to fall back towards the mouth of not ten men against one, as I think they

the vault, in order to rejoin his men outside ; should be who seek to overcome

for there also he perceived that there was an Antonio.'

enerny. Thus Lepardo fell back, and Antonio To this Antonio bowed most courteously,

pressed on . But, unnoticed by any, the mad saying, 'Nay, it is rather fortune, sir.'

hermit now sprang forth from the corner where And Lepardo said , ' Yet we can die, in case

he had been ; and, as Antonio was about to you put unseemly conditions on us, my lord.?

thrust at Lepardo, the hermit caught him " There is no condition save that you fight

by the arm , and with the strength of frenzy no more against me to -day,' said Antonio.

drew him back, and thrust himself forward, So let it be, my lord, said Lepardo ; and

running even on the point of Lepardo's sword to this the men of the Free Companies also

that was ready for Count Antonio ; and the agreed, and they mingled with Antonio's band ,

sword of Lepardo passed through the breast of and two of them joined themselves to Antonio

the hermit of the vault, and protruded behind that day, and were with him henceforward, one

his back between the shoulders ; and he fell being afterwards slain on Mount Agnino, and

prone on the floor of the vault, crying exult- the other preserving his life through all the

antly, ' Death ! Thanks be to God, death ! ' perils that beset the Count's company.

And then and there he died of the thrust that ! Then Antonio went back to the house of

Lepardo gave him . But Antonio with Bena and Cesare, and brought forth the body of Cesare,

three more — for two of Bena's five were slain, and , having come to the vault, he caused those

drove Lepardoand his men back before them , whó had been slain tobe carried out, andset

and thus won their way to the gate of the the coffins again in decent order, and laid

vault, where, to their joy , they found that Tom- Cesare, the last of the house, there. But when

masino more than held his own ; for he had the corpse of the hiermit was brought out, all

scattered Lepardo's men, and the Syndlic's were marvelled very greatly , and had much compas

in full flight, save eight orten of the old ' sion for him when they heard from the lips of

soldiers, who had served in Free Companies ; Count Antonio his pitiful story ; and Antonio

and these stood in a group, their swords in their bestowed out of the moneys that he had from

right hands and daggers in the left, determined ; Cesare a large sum that masses might be said

to die dearly ; and the grizzly-haired fellow who for the soul of the hermit. For of a surety ,

had killed "Antonio's horse had assumed com- said the Count, “ it was IIeaven's will that

mand of them. through his misfortune and the strange mail

Here are some fellows worth fighting, my ness that came upon him , my life should be
lord ,' said Bena joyfully to Tommasino. · Let ! saved . '

us meet them , my_loril, man for man , an equal These things done, Antonio gathered his band,

number of us. For although Bena had killed and, having taken farewell of Lepardo, aná

one man and maimed another in the vault, he commended him for the valour of his struggle,

saw no reason for staying his hand . prepared to ride back to the hills. And his

Ay, Bena,' laughed Tommasino. " These fel- ; face was grave, for he was considering earnestly

lows deserve to die at the hands of men like us how he should escape the hundred men who

But while they prepared to attack , Antonio | lay watching for him in the plain. But while

cried suddenly, Let them be ! There are he considered, Tommasino came to him and

enough men dead over this matter of Cesare's said , “ All Baratesta is ours, cousin. Cannot we

treasure .' And he compelled Tommasino and get a change of coat, and thus ride with less

Bena to come with him , although they were notice from the Duke's camp ?' And Antonio

very reluctant; and they seized horses that had laughed also, and they sent and caught twenty

belonged to Lepardo's men ; and, one of Tom- men of Baratesta, grave merchants and petty

masino's men also being dead, Bena took liis traders, and among them Bena laid hold of the

horse. Then Antonio sail to the men of the Syndlic, and brought him in his chair to An

Free Companies, What is your quarrel with tonio ; and the Count said to the Syndic, “ It

me ? I do but take what is mine. Go_in is ill meddling with the affairs of better men ,

peace. This Syndic is no master of yours.' But Vaster Syndic. Off with that gown of yours !'

the men shook their heads and stood their And they stripped the Syndic of his gown,

ground. Then Antonio turned and rode to the and Antonio put on the gown. Thus the

entrance of the vault where his band was now Syndic had need very speedily of the new

besieging Lepardo, and he cried to Lepardo, gown which he had contracted to purchase of

"Confer with me, sir. You can come forth the lame tailor as the price of the tailor's in

safely.' And Lepardo came out from the vault, formation. And all Antonio's men clothed them

having lost no fewer than five men there, and selves like merchants and traders, Antonio in

having others wounded ; and he was himself the Syndlic's gown taking his place at their

wounded in his right arm and could not hold head ; and thus soberly attired, they rode out

his sword . Then the Count said to him , “ Sir, soberly from Baratesta, neither Lepardo nor

it is no shame for a man to yield when fortune any of his men being able to restrain them

is against him . And I trust that I am one to selves from laughter to see them go - and most

whom a gentleman may yield without shame. strange of all was Bena, who wore an old man's

See, the Syndic's men are fleil, and yours are gown of red cloth trimmed with fur.

scattered , and these men , who stand bravely It was now noon , and the band rode slowly,

together , are not enough to resist me.' for the sun was very hot, and several times

And Lepardo answered sadly-for he was they paused to take shelter under clumps of
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trees, so that the afternoon waned before they will not force it on you, sir. But this much

came in sight of the Duke's encampment. Soon I must force on you - to swear to abide here

then they were seen in their turn ; and a for half-an -hour, and during that time to send

young officer of the Guard with three men no_word, and make no sign to your camp.'

came pricking towards them to learn their To this the officer, having no choice between

business ; and Antonio lunched the Syndic's it and death, agreed ; and Antonio, leaving

gown about his neck and pulled his cap down him , rode forward softly ; and, riding softly,

over his eyes, and thus received the officer. he passed within half-a-mile of the Duke's

And the officer was deluded , and did not know encampment. But at this moment the officer,

him , but said, “ Is there news, Syndiç ?' seeing Antonio far away, broke his oath, and

' Yes, there is news,' said Antonio. " The shouted loudly, ' It is Antonio of Monte Vel

hermit of the vault of the Peschetti is deal at luto ;' and set spurs to his horse. Then An

Baratesta.'
tonio's brow grew dark and he said, " Ride on

'I know naught of him ,' said the officer. swiftly, all of you, to the hills, and leave me

By this time Antonio's men had all crowded here.

round the ollicer and his companions, lemming 'My lord ! ' said Tommasino, beseeching him .

them in on every side ; and those that watched ‘ Ridle on !' said Antonio sternly. ' Ride at

from the Duke's camp saw the merchants and a gallop. You will draw them off from me.'

traders flocking round the officer, and said to And they are not disobey him , but all

themselves, They are offering wares to liim .' rode on . And now there was a stir in the

But Antonio said, ' Ilow , sir ? You have never Duke's camp, men running for their arms and

heard of the hermit of the vault ? ' their horses. But Antonio's band put them

' I have not, Syndic,' said the officer. selves to a gallop, making straight for the

" He was
á nan , sir,' said Antonio, “who hills ; and the commander of the Duke's Guard

dwelt with the dead in a vault, and was so did not know what to make of the matter ; for

enamoured of death , that he greeted it as a he had heard the oflicer cry Antonio,' but did

man greets a dear friend who has tarried over- not understand what he meant; therefore there

lony in coming.' was a short delay before the pursuit after the

* In truth , a strange mood ! cried the officer. ; band was afoot; and the band thus gained an

" I think this hermit was mad .' aclvantage ; aul Antonio turned away, saying,

' I think so also, ' said Antonio. ' It is enough. They will come safe to the

' I cannot doubt of it , ' cried the officer. hills.'

Then, sir, you are not of his mind ? ilsked But he himself drew his sword and sct spurs

Antonio, smiling. You would not sleep this to liis horse, and he rode towards where the

niglit with the deal, nor hold out your hands young officer was. And at first the officer came

to deatlı as to a dear friend ?'
boldly to meet him ; then he wavered , and his

By St Prisian, no,' said the young officer cheek went pale ; and he said to the men who

with a laugh . For this world iswell enough, rode with him , We are four to one. '

Syndic, and I have sundry trilling sins that i But one of them answered , “ Four to two,

would be quit of, before I face another.' sir:

' If that be so, sir, ' said Antonio, return to “ What do you mean ?' cried the officer. 'I

him who sent you , and say that the Syndic of see none coming towards us but Count Antonio

Baratesta rides here with a company of friends himself .'

and that his business is lawful and open to no ' Is not Guil also against oath - breakers ? ' said

suspicion. '
And even

as Antonio spöke, every the fellow ; and he looked at his comrades.

man drew his dagger, and there were three And they nodded their heads to him ; for they

daggers at the heart of the officer and three at were afraid to fight by the side of a man who

the heart of each of the men with him . · For had broken lis' oath . Moreover, the figure

by saying this,' continued the Count, tixing his of the Count was very terrible ; and the three

eyes on the oflicer, and by no other means turned asitle and left the young officer alone.

can you escape iminediate death, Now by this time the whole of the Duke's

Then the officer looked to right and left , encampment was astir ; but they followed not

being very much bewildered ; but Tommasino after Antonio, but after Tommasino and the

touched him on the arm and said, “ You have rest of the band ; for they did not know

fallen , sir, into the hands of the Count Antonio. Antonio in the Syndlic's gown. Thus the young

Take an oath to do as he bills you , and save officer was left alone to meet Antonio ; and

And Antonio took off the Syndic's when he saw this liis heart failed him and his

cap and showed his face ; and Bena rolled up courage sank, and he dared not await Antonio,

the sleeve of his old man's gown and showed but he turned and set spurs to his horse, and

the muscles of his arm .
fled away from Antonio across the plain. And

“ The Count Antonio ! ' cried the officer and Antonio pursued after him , and was now very

his men in great dismay. near upon him ; so that the officer saw that he

" Yes ; and we are four to one,' said Toni- would soon be overtaken, and the reins fell

masino. ' You have no choice, sir, between the from his hand and he sat on his horse like a

oath and immediate death . And it seems to man smitten with a palsy, shaking and trem

me that you are indeed not of the mind of bling : and his horse, being unguided , stumbled

the hermit of the vault .' as it went, and the officer fell off from it ; and

But the officer cried, “Wy lionour will not he lay very still on the ground . Then Count

suffer this oath, my lord . ' And hearing this, Antonio came up where the officer was, and

Bena advanced his dagger. sat on his horse, holding his drawn sword in

But Antonio smiled again and said, “ Then I l his land ; and in an instant the officer began

!

your life.'
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to raise himself ; and , when he stood up , le the unanimous choice of a constituency of ten
saw Antonio with his sword drawn. And thousand electors and produce his credentials,

Antonio said , " Shall without honour

he will not be permitted to take his seat unless
live ?'

he

Then the officer gazed into the eyes of the

can get two members to act as his

Count Antonio ; and the sweat burst forth on sponsors.

his forehead . A sudden strange choking cry Dr Kenealy, the famous counsel for " The

came from him ; he dropped his sword from his Claimant , presented himself at the Bar unat

hand, and with both hands he suddenly claspell tended , after his election for Stoke -upon - Trent

his heart, uttering now a greatcry of pain and in February 1875. The Speaker informed him

having his face wrung with agony.
stood for an instant, clutching his heart with of the usage of the House ; andas he could

both his hands, his mouth twisted fearfully, not get two members to accompany liim to the

and then he dropped on to the ground and lay table, he was obliged to leave. It was only by

still. And the Count Antonio sheathed his a special resolution of the House, moved by

sword, and bared his head, saying, ' It is not Mr Disraeli , its Leader at the time, that Dr

my sword, but God's.'
Kenealy was allowed to take his seat without

And he turned and put his horse to a gallop complying with the usual practice.

and rode away, not seeking to pass the Duke's
When men assemble together in social life, as

encampment, but directing his way towards the
village of Rilano ; and there he found shelter in a theatre or at a meeting, the ordinary

in the house of a friend for some hours, and custom is to uncover while they are seated , and

when night fell, made his way safely back to to dlou their hats as they enter or leave the

the hills , and found that the Duke's men hail |place. In Parliamentary life that rule is

abandoned the pursuit of his band anıl that all reversed . Members can wear their hats only

of them were alive and safe .
when they are seated on the benches. As they

But when they came to take up the young walk to their seats or rise to leave the Chamber ,

officer who had been false to his oath , he was they must be uncovered .

dead—whether from fright at the aspect of
This custom is the source of much confusion

Count Antonio and the imminent cloom with
anl embarrassment to The

which he was threatened, or by some immedi

new members.

ate judgment of IIcaven, I know not. For
House never fails to show its resentment of a

very

various are the dealings of God with man. breach of its etiquette, however slight. It will,

For one crime He will slay and tarry not, and without distinction of party, unanimously roar

so , perchance, was it neted out to that ollicer ; with indignation at a new member who, ignor

but with another man His way is different, and ant or uninindful of the Parliamentary custom ,

He suffers him to live long days, mindful of wears his hat as he walks down the floor of

his sin , in self-hatred and self -scorn , and will the Chamber. An amusing incident occurred

not send him the relief of death, how muchiso- in the early days of the first session of the

ever the wretch may pray for it. Thus it was

that God clealt with the hermit of the vault of present Parliament. An offending member,

the Peschetti, who ilid not find cleath till he startled by the shout which greeted him as he

had sought it for twenty -and -three years. I was leaving the Chamber with his hat on his

doubt not that in all there is purpose ; even as head instead of in his hand, paused in the

was shown in the inanner wherein the hermit, mille of the floor and looked around with a

being himself bound and tied to a miserable mingled expression of fright and perplexity.

life, was an instrument in saving the life of Ilat, hat! shouted the Ilouse. This only

Count Antonio.
embarrassed him the more. Ile felt his trousers

pockets and his coat tails for the offending

TIIE HUMOURS OF THE HOUSE OF
article of attire . IIe even looked at his feet to

COMMONS.
see if he were wearing it at that extremity of

his person. It is impossible to conjecture what

WHEY a new member makes his first appear- might have happeneil further, had not Dr

ance in the House of Commons, he has to be Tanner walked up to the offending member,

escorted to the table to take the oath by two and, amid the loud laughter of the IIouse,

other menibers of Parliament. This is one of politely took off his hat and then handed it to

the immemorial usages of the House of Commons. him with a courtly bow.

It originated in a far remote past, when it The hat plays many important parts in

was really necessary , in order to prevent per- Parliamentary customs. It also contributes

sonation, that two members of the lIouse should occasionally to the gaiety of life in the House

identify the claimant of a seat after a by- of Commons. No incident is greeted with more

election as the person named in the writ of hearty laughter than the spectacle of a member,

the returning officer. The precaution has been after a magnificent peroration , plumping down

unnecessary for many a year. But such is the on his silk hat on the bench behind him . The

reluctance of the House of Commons to part bashful and awkward member generally figures

with any of its quaint and antique ceremonies, in those accidents ; but the misfortune has

that it is still retained ; and though a represent- befallen even old and cool Parliamentary hands

ative may come to the Bar of the House as like Mr Chamberlain and Sir William Harcourt,
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and has completely spoiled the effect of a few who is properly addressed by name is the

of their most eloquent speeches. Chairman who presides over the deliberations

On a memberA few years ago Mr R. G. Webster, member of the House in Committee.

for East Št Pancras, sat down, after his naiden rising to speak in Committee he begins with,

speech, on a new silk hat which he had pro- at public meetings. When the Speaker is in

‘Mr Mellor,' and not with “ Mr Chairman ,' as

vided in honour of the auspicious occasion ; the Chair, the formula is, 'Mr Speaker, Sir . In

and as he was ruefully surveying his battered debate a member is distinguished by the office

headgear, to the amusement of the unfeeling he holds, as “ The Right Honourable Gentleman

spectators, Mr Edward Harrington, an Irish the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; ' or, The

representative, rose and gravely said : Mr Honourable Gentleman the Member for York .'

Speaker, permit me to congratulate the honour- Some make use of the terms, ‘ My Honourable

able member on the happy circumstance that Friend ; ' or, My Right Honourable Friend ;'

when he sat on his hat his head was not in but the rule is in every case to use the word

it . The strident call of Order, order ! ' from 'Honourable.'

the Speaker was drowned in roars of laughter. This custom has sometimes led to odd results.

In probably every other legislative Chamber During the last Parliament, two members were

in the world each member has a special seat ! ignominiously expelled from the House after

allotted to him . But though there are 670 ; their conviction for gross immoral offences ;

members in the House of Commons, the and yet in the discussion that took place on

Chamber, strangely enongh, was built to accom- each occasion the criminal was still punctili

modate only about half that number ; and the ously described as The Honourable Gentleman .'

only members who are certain of seats are Again, lawyers are styled ' Honourable and

Ministers and ex-Ministers, the occupants respec- Learned ;' and officers of the army and the

tively of the Treasury bench and the first navy , “ Honourable and Gallant.' The late Mr

Opposition bench . The consequence is that on W. H. Smith, who was not a lawyer, was once

occasions of great interest there is always a referred to in a speech as • The Right Honour

scramble for places. A large crowd of menibers able and Learned Gentleman . No, no,' ex

gathered at Westminster in the early morning claimed the simple old man, disclaiming the

of the evening on which Mr Glaulstone intro- distinction amid the merriment of the House.

duced the Home Rule Bill of 1892 ; and when, ' I beg the Honourable gentleman's pardon ; I

after hours of waiting, the door giving imme- am not Learned. '

diate entrance to the Chamber was opened at It is a breach of order for a member to read

seven A.M., so mad was the rush for seats that a newspaper in the House. He may quote an

several members were crushed , knocked down, extract from one in the course of a speech ;

and trampled upon . but if he attempted to peruse it as he sat in

On such occasions, a member secures a seat his place, his ears would soon be assailed by

for the evening by leaving his lat on it. But a stern and reproving cry of Order, order !!

it must be his own workaday headgear. If he from the Chair . Some members resort to the

brings with him a second hat and leaves the deception practised by the young lady who had

precincts of the House wearing that hat, he l'unity Fair bound like a New Testament and

forfeits all right to the seat. These two ancient was observed reading it during service in St

but unwritten regulations have recently been Paul's Cathedral. The Orders of the Day ' is

the subjects of definite and specific rulings by a Parliamentary paper containing the programme

the Speaker. After the split in the Irish party, of business, which is circulated amongst the

and when the personal relations between the members every morning . Into this programme

rival sections were very strained, one Irish members often slip a newspaper or periodical,

member took possession of a seat on which and read it while the Speaker imagines they

another Irish member had placed his hat in the are industriously studying the clause of a Bill

usual way. On the member aggrieved bringing or its amendments.

the matter publicly under the notice of the The House of Lords is less strict, oddly

Hlouse, the Speaker declared that he had an enough, in little matters of this kind than the

unquestionable right and title to the seat. IIouse of Commons. The Peers allow the attend

Again, in connection with the glit for places ants to pass up and down their Chamber deliver

the occasion of the introduction of the ing messages ; and they have a reporter , the re

IIome Rule Bill in 1892, the Ilouse was in- presentative of the Parliamentary Debates - sitting

formed that Dr Tanner brought with him a with the clerks at the table . But in the House

dozen soft hats to Westminster that morning, of Commons no one but a member is allowed

and with them secured twelve seats for col- to pass up and down the floor. An attendant,

leagues who did not go down to the Ilouse even when he has letters and telegrams to

till the ordinary hour of meeting in the after- deliver, dare not pass beyond the imaginary

noon ; and again the Speaker ruled that the line known as the Bar, just inside the main

only hat which can secure a seat is the real entrance to the Chamber. He gives the mes

bona fide headgear of the member and not any sages to some member sitting near the Bar,

colourable substitute ' for it. During the recent and they are passed on from hand to hand till

influenza epidemic the Speaker, in mercy for they reach their owners.

the hatless wanderers in folbies, departed from Another curious and amusing customis the

the old usage so far as to recognise a card left ' performance known as “ Counting the House. '

on the bench as suflicing in place of the hat. No business can be transacted unless a quorum

Members are not allowed to refer to each of forty members is present. But, all the same,

other by name in debate . The only member | business proceeds even though only one or two

on
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members are present ; and the Speaker never much of the time of the House to its own

notices the paucity of the attendance unless a business, that Bills of private members can only

member rises in his place and says, ' Mr come on for consideration at twelve o'clock at

Speaker, I beg to call your attention to the night, or at half-past five on Wednesday sittings .

fact that there are not forty members present. Now , as no opposed business can be taken

That being said, the Speaker must proceed to after these hours, unless a Bill meets with

couut the House. He does not, however, simply universal favour it can make no progress. The

count the members who are present in the opposition of a single member is sufficient to

Chamber at the moment. He sets going the prevent any progress being made with a Bill.

electric bells which ring in every room of the And if that opposition is exercised, the Bill is

vast building a summons to members to return said to be blocked. '

to the House. The members come rushing in Twelve o'clock at night arrives. Government

from all quarters, and after the lapse of three business which occupied the attention of the

minutes, the doors arelocked. Then , and not till House till that hour is then postponed ; and

then , the Speaker, using his cocked hat (which, the clerk goes through the remaining Orders

by the way, he never over his huge of the Day,' in which as many as eighty of

court wig) as a pointer, proceeds to count the these Bills of private members often appear.

number in the House. When he arrives at the The clerk reads out the first of the Bills — The

fortieth member he cries out ' Forty ' in a loud Chimney-sweepers Registration Bill.' The meni

voice, resumes his seat, and business again pro- ' ber who has introduced it says “ Now, ' meaning

ceeds from the point at which it was inter- ; that he desires the Bill to be proceeded witli

rupted. But if there were not forty present, there and then. Immediately another member

he would simply quit the Chair without a cries out, ' I object,' and — bang ! goes the Bill

word, and the sitting would be over. into the waste-paper basket. The Bill has been

It is a favourite resort for a member who ' blocked ! ' And so on through the entire list

desires to secure an audience for a colleague of Bills. The witching hour of night brings a

to move ' a count. ' The object, however, is not terrible slaughtering of the innocents of legis

always attained, for members rush out again lation ' in the House of Commons.

when the Speaker announces ' forty ,' and leave Blocking ' has degenerated into a system of

the benches as deserted as before. reprisals. The Bills of Liberal menibers are

A few sessions ago, a London Radical member, i blocked by Conservatives ; and the Bills of

who was to have resumed a debate after the Conservative members are blocked by Liberals.

Speaker returned from dinner, at 8.30 o'clock, Frequently, the most pathetic appeals are made

found when the time arrived no one in the at this time of the sitting. Spare my little

House but himself, the Speaker, and the clerks ewe lamb ! ' the author of the Bill cries out

at the table . Not relishing the idea of having when he has heard the dreaded words ' I object'

to talk to empty benches, he gravely called the from the benches at the opposite side of the

attention of the Speaker to the obvious fact IIouse ; ' No, no !! comes the relentless response ;

that there were not forty members present. ' 'my little duckling was killed by your col

The division bells rang out their summons as , leagues. I must have my revenge . ?

usual ; but only thirty -six members responded Of course, many of these Bills represent per

to the call, with the result that the member, nicious fads and hobbies of members, or quix

instead of obtaining an audience, had the sitting otic attempts to make straight the crooked

suspended and lost his chance of making a things of this world— Bills it would never do

speech. A meniber is occasionally ' counted out ' to pass into law. Some members get so pas

in that fashion by an opponent, who, after a sionately attached to a hobby that night after

survey of the precincts of the House, discovers night, session after session, parliament after

there are not forty members in attendance ; parliament, they will strive, in face of cruel

but this is the only instance on record of a disappointments, to get it inserted on the

member having counted out ' the House to his Statute Book. An old and eccentric member

own confusion.
of the House, who died recently, vainly endea

The forms of the House throw difficulties in voured during half a century of Parliamentary

the way of a member who desires to relin- life to get passed into law a Bill for preventing

quish his legislative functions. He cannot persons from standing outside windows while

resign his seat theoretically. He must be cleaning, them . During his last session, the

either a bankrupt or a lunatic ; be expelled , or poor old fellow complained to a colleague that

accept an office of honour or profit under the his object in introducing the Bill had been

Crown - such as the nominal stewardship of the quite inisunderstood by the House for these

Chiltern Hundreds-before he can quit the fifty years. ' I introduced the Bill , ' said he,

House of Commons. On the other hand, the ' not for the sake of the window -cleaners, but

forms of the House afford him few opportuni. for the sake of the people below , on whom

ties of exercising his legislative functions by they might fall. The idea of the Bill was sug

initiating a little legislation on his ownaccount. gested tome by the fear that a window -cleaner

Every session at least three hundred Bills are might fall on myself.?

introduced by 'private members,' as the unofficial A member addressing the House stands un

members of the House are called. Not three covered ; but not always. There is an

per cent. of these Bills pass through all the sion when it is positively out of order for a

stages necessary before they can be inserted on member to speak on his feet and with his hat

the Statute Book. The vast majority of them off. He must speak in his seat with his hat

are killed by the curious system known as on his head. When a debate has terminated ,

"blocking. The Government appropriates so and the question which has been discussed is

le

!

осса
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put from the Chair, an interval of two minutes Try as Camille would, the second verse of

--during which the electric division bells ring the song kept beating in his ears. It did not

out their summons all over the precincts of St leave him all that night, and it followed hini

Stephen's - is allowed to enable members to get for many a day, with a kind of savage irony.

to the Chamber. The time is taken by a sand
Three men knelt down with a lover's plea

glass on the table, and when it has elapsed , the Ho, ho, for such a inaid !

doors of the Chamber are locked. It is at this And she chose not him of the gallows-tree,

particular juncture that it is essential that a And the roving blade had an eye too free,

member who desires to address the Chair But sweet is the tongue from the cloister's shade !

should retain his seat and wear his hat. If he C'est ça ! Ho ! ho ! C'est ça !

were to follow the ordinary practice, and stand The song died away, but the bells kept on

up uncovered, he would be roared and shouted ringing, and there came to them distantly

at from all sides of the House for his breach laughing voices. There was a strange look in

of etiquette.
Mr Gladstone had occasion few

Camille's eyes and swimming in his face. He

years ago to address the Chair just as a divi- stood still, and did not offer to touch the girl,

sion was about to be taken ; and as he never though he stood very near, and her hand rested

brought his liat into the Chamber, he was so near his, she leaning against the burean, as

obliged to put on the headgear of one of his though to steady herself. But standing so, he

lieutenants who sat on the bench beside him. spoke.

Now, Mr Gladstone's head is of an abnormal size. " Perhaps you will never understand ," he said,

Ile has to get his own hats maile to order. It how it all was. No one can ever quite know.

is improbable that the hat of any other member I was younger ; they told me it was better for

in the lIouse would fit him ; but the hat you — better for me, better for the Church, that

available on the occasion of which we write
we should part. I thought you would forget.

only just covered his crown, and members I thought that perhaps I should never see you

made the rafters ring with laughter at his again. I used to pray for us both. I never

comical efforts to balance it on his head for heard from you or about you. But I could not

the few minutes he occupied in speaking from forget. This week it all came back to

his seat on the front Opposition bench. me — to shut myself out from you always - for

But there is nothing more amusing, perhaps, ever - by the sacred office ! I sat upin my

in all the quaint and curious customs of the bed choking – I could have shrieked . I could

House of Commons, than the strange ceremony not rest till I had seen you again. I thought,

which marks the termination of its every sitting. perhaps she is married ; perhaps she no longer

The moment the Ilouse is adjourned, stentorian- cares ; perhaps she - is dead. So I came here.

voiced messengers and policemien cry out in Somehow , I seemed to break loose when I put

the lobbies and corridors, “Who goes liome ? off my student clothes, and you see me as I

These mysterious words have sounded every night am to-night. You think I am wicked, that I

for centuries through the Palace of Westminster. am untrue to the Church and to you . Ah,

The performance originated at a time when it Marie, you no longer care as you once did, and

was necessary for members to go homein parties 1 - God help me !-I cannot go back now to

for common protection against the footpads who the other. And I cannot live without you. I

infested the streets of London. But though am punished - punished !!. He dropped his

that danger has long since passed away, the head, anıl a sob caught him in the throat - he

cry of Who goes home ?' is still heard night was so boyish, so honest. There

after night, receiving no reply, and expecting silence.

· Camille ! ' The voice was low and sweet,

and very near. It drew his head up like

call,

TIIE ANGEL OF THE FOUR CORNERS. * hungry look ; then there was a little cryfrom

swam in one burning

IV.-FROM THE CLOISTER'S SHADE, her, and in an instant lie was kissing away two

OUTSIDE, the trees were snapping in the frost,
tears that slowly gathered , and as slowly fell

down her hot cheek . The woman had con

and now and again a dull boom told that the

icewas crucking on the river. A night of deep the kingdom !'
quered at last - in spite of the ' great men of

For the man there was no

wrenching frost, the snow three feet deep, the
IIe had cast the die for ever .

cold steely sky brooding above.

going back now .
l’resently, as

But she did not know that, for she was a

the two stood there, the bells of the parish

church rang out. It was midnight - the morni
woman, and having conquered, having justified

ing of the New Year. There were voices, too,
herself, she was ready for sacrifice. Now when

of men singing, as they drove past the house, ! life with her, shewas ready to immolate her
the man had wiped out all his past to begin

sleigh bells joining with the song and the
self. She loved lim so well that she thought

church bells. They could not hear the words,

only of his good.
but they knew the air, and they knew what

" Camille,' she said , gently disengaging herself,
the song was :

' I am paid for those three years ! But now

Three men went forth to woo a maid
now , it must go no farther. The others parted

Heigh -ho, those lovers three !
us before, and made you appear unmanly

And the first one was a roving blade,
' twas that which hurt me

And the second came from the cloister shade,

Now it is I

And the third from the gallows-tree.
that part us, dear. You must go back. You

C'est ça ! Ho ! ho ! C'est ça !
mustn't ruin your life. Think of it all - what

would be against you. Go back. Be a priest ;

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America. and I'

was a

none.

a Their eyes

So.
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not go.

-was

I am a

He was very pale and quiet. • Been for a walk with the fiddler in my

what would you do ? ' he said . coat ? ' he said in a rough way.

" There is always the nunnery left,' she ' Here is your coat, and thank you ,, Al

answered wearily yet bravely. phonse,' she said quietly and reprovingly.

You think that I ought to go ? ' he questioned. He flung it over his shoulder. ' Lucky that

' You wish me to go, Marie ?' the fiddler wasn't wearing it, or I'd never seen

' For your own good. Think of the trouble it again. Perhaps he was running off with it,

that would unless. You will go, and you stopped him ,' he added .

Camille ? She turned on him with a still cold face,

Never - never ! Remember how your brother her eyes all fire. • Behind his back, Alphonse

blamed himself — and she was an actress, you -it's so easy. '

said . To leave you now ; how I would hate * I'll say it to his face. He's only a tramp,

myself ! Never ! ' His voice was strong anyway..

and decisive. There was no wavering . There You'll find him at the curé's,' she coldly

are a hundred men-better men — to take my added, turning away to Medallion .

place—there, Marie ; but is there any to take . Anxiety showed in Medallion's eyes . • What

my place—here ? '
He ran his arm around her has happened ?' he said.

waist. " There is no one ! ' he added. She hesitated .

No one, Camille, ' she said faintly. ' I wish you would tell me, ' he added . “ It's

The man had in a vague, yet direct way, too, better that a girl should not go through some
realised that to save à bruised life at your things alone.'

feet is better than to go a -hunting for souls Their eyes met. The love that he had once

with the King's Men . He had wandered_out borne her mother gave now a kind of fatherli

to the Cross -Roads, and the Angel of the Four ness to liis look. Vaguely she felt it, and, with
Corners had motioned him back to his own her fresh frank nature, responded at once.

door. The woman had been willing to save the You remember the story I told after the

man, but her heart beat for joy that he did Dance of the Little Wolf ? she asked .

He nodded. “ Yes, yes .'

Come what will, Marie,' he said fervently, * Well, that was all true. He - Camille

clasping her hands and gathering her eyes to studying for a priest ; it could not be, and we

his, we must not part again. ' parted . He has come back ; that's all . '

You do not fear the Church ? ' she asked . • What has he come back for ? ' Medallion

man ! ' lie cried, drawing himself gravely asked.

up proudly . A kind of triumph showed in her eyes.

Perhaps they will not — She paused in What do you think ?' she said .

a sweet confusion, • Is he a priest now ? '

• Perhaps they will not - marry us ? he said , No.

piecing out the sentence. His eyes flashed . ' He is giving it all up for you, Marie ?'

How dare they not ? ' he added . I was not ' For me,' she said , with a flash of her

yeta priest.'

How strange that was sounded in her ears ! Medallion's hand closed on hers warmly,

Already they had begun a new life . And how strongly. “ Faith, then, he's a man !” he said ;

proud she was of him — the rebel for her sake. and, in truth , you're worth it, and a hundred

She moved a hand over his shoulder. “ You such men !'

must go to the curé,' she said— to good Mon " Oh, you don't know - you don't know how

sieur Fabre. He knows all. I confessed to him .' good and brave he is, ' she rejoined .

He thought a moment. “ Yes, I will go,' he Medallion smiled quizzically. Al, I know

said — ' I will go.' men , and I know no man , my dear, that's as

" You must go at once—now,' she urged. good as a good woman !-and you're of the

Then she added hastily : “ We have been here best. — Where has he gone ?'

too long - I forgot ! ' Again a smile crossed her face . To a woman

With a laugh he picked up the overcoat there come but few moments of triumph, only

which had dropped from her shoulders, and a few great scenes in her life. She could not

carefully wrapped it around her. He was big resist the joy of saying with a little daslı of

with energy, emotion, and courage. He was a vanity : ‘ Hehas gone to the curé.'

rebel who doubted not of success.
Medallion gave a noiseless whistle. Frankly

A moment afterwards, they were about to and promptly he said : 'Well, a happy New

issue into the other room.
Year to you both, my girl ! It's just now five

* Wait,' she said discreetly. " You can go out minutes inside the New Year.

by another door leading from this l'oom , and Meanwhile, Alphonse had hurried from the

the curé lives just above on the top of the room and was liard on the trail of Camille.

hill. ' He could seethe tall figure striding on in the

She opened a creaking door. He shut it for moonlight. Even in the vague glimmer he

an instant, clasped her to his breast, then could see a swinging pride in the bearing of

opened the door again , drew his cap from his the stalwart youth . When he left the house

pocket, put it on , and was gone into the he had no definite purpose in his mind. Now

frosty night. She shut the door slowly, and he had a kind of devilry which gets into the

went back to the dancing-room . It was nearly blood of men when a woman stands between

filled, and dancers were clamouring for the them . In the river-driver's veins there beat

fiddler and Marie. As she entered the room , the shameless agony of Cain . He broke into

Alphonse strutted over to her.
Before Camille had half climbed the

browil eyes.

a l'ill .
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hill to the curé's house , he was panting hard sunrise of the New Year from beside the saved

after. A cry broke from him before he and sleeping Camille.

reached Camille, the snarl of a man in whom The Church had one priest the less, but two

there are working envy and hate.
human souls were travelling to that good

Camille heard, and turned . He recognised tavern which men call Home.

Alphonse.

What you go to the curé's for ?' asked

Alphonse roughly.
LEMONS AT MASSA-LUBRENSE.

Camille shrugged his shoulders. “ What's that Who has not read descriptions of Sorrento,

to you , my man ?' he said .

Alphonse ripped out an oath . What you i

the fairest gem in Southern Italy, and its

put on airs with me for ! “My man ! My orange groves? In April and May the air is

Take that back , you tramp: heavy with the scent of orange blossom ; and

Perhaps it a long training in the the trees, which are still laden with the golden

cloister, perhaps was a superior nature , but í fruit of the last year's crop, are covered at the

Camille responded calmly : “Yes, I will take same time with the white Howers which promise

it back , if you like, but you must not call me rich harvest. Underneath the trees

a tramp.' carpets of the fallen blossom , which, as it is

You cannot exorcise a devil in a moment. trodde under foot, sends forth a scent oppres

The game had gone too far. War was in sive in its fragrance. The sun does not strike

Alphonse's heart. I want to know what for on the roots of the trees, for they stand so

you go to the curé ? For the banns ?" he close together as to form
an impenetrable

sneered .
shade. Only the common spring violet can

But there was also in Camille's face the tourish in the gloom of an orange grove.

freedom of his new life . " Perhaps,' he an As the carriage winds its way up the road

swered meaningly. which leads froin Sorrento to Nassa -Lubrense,

Then you fight me first ! ' shouted Alphonse, the orange gardens disappear, and give way to

and blocked the way.
groves of lemons. As one sees the pale yellow

An instant after he struck out. It was not fruit through its shining dark -green leaves, it

altogether an unequal battle , for although appears as if the beauty of the lemon-tree sur

Alphonse was powerful and hardened by a labori- passes that of the orange. The former is the

ous life, Camille was well knit, supple, and most delicate of the two, and requires a dry

had , unlike most of his comrades in college, and warm climate. The damp, soft air of

been constant in athletic exercises. Alphonse Sorrento is perfect for the cultivation of the

discovered this. By a sudden trick, Camille, orange ; but Massa -Lubrense , which is dry and

who was being pressed and punished hard, more sheltered, is given up to the produce of

suddenly brought his assailant to the ground, lemons, which yield an enormous percentage to

just as a figure appeared on the hill above the fortunate possessors of land that can be

them — the curé, on his way to visit a sick used for that purpose. Orange-trees are here

parishioner. and there mingled with the lemons, just as

The curé called out apprehensively . At that lemon -trees will be seen in the midst of the

instant, with a helpless moan, Camille rolled orange groves of Sorrento, though in neither

off Alphonse, and blood gushed from his neck. case are they the chief produce of the place.

Alphonse sprang up and disappeared in the Massa-Lubrense is largely indebted for its

woods. A moment later the curé knelt beside salubrious air to its lemon plantations. Three
the youth , stanching the blood from the

years must pass before a newly planted lemon

wound. Sleigh bells sounded near. He raised tree begins to bear fruit ; and in order to bring

his head, and called loudly . Camille was un- it to perfection, it must be freely watered. A

conscious. The curé lifted him up, and felt hollow is dug round the base of the tree to

his heart to see if there was life . receive the water as in a basin , so that it may

A few moments afterwards, Camille lay in slowly penetrate to the roots. Poles are planted

the cure's little room , conscious now , and able at intervals in the ground, somewhat higher

to tell , little by little, his story-wly he had than the trees, and smaller poles or canes are

come to the parish , and why he was seeking placed crossways above them , which are covered

the curé. But he did not tell then , and he with matting when the winter approaches. It

never told, whose knife it was that left a scar is not removeıl till the spring is well advanced,

upon his neck . People guessed , for Alphonse for lemon -trees must be most carefully sheltered

came back to the parish , but guessing from wind frost. The fruit is gathered

does not put a man in prison. chiefly during the summer months, especially

The curé was a wise man . There was but in May, July, and September, though there are

one way now , and he was sorry that that way lemons on the trees all the year round.

had not been entered on three year's before ; Much depends on the situation in which they

for the lives of these two young people had are placedº as regards the time of ripening.

been on the road to misery ever since. In any The fruit on the upper branches is the first

this affair with Alphonse, the to ripen , because it is more exposed to the sun.

Church was impossible to Camille. The best Men are employed to gather it ; and young

words that Camille had heard in his life came girls place the lemons carefully in the baskets

now from the curé, who, after walking up and waiting to receive them . Those that fall on

down the room thonghtfully for a time, said : the ground are not fit for exportation, but are

“My son, I will send for Marie.' sold in the Naples market. The stems which

Marie, Medallion, and the curé saw the first | remain attached to the fruit are carefully cut

Le

never or

case, after
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off with scissors. Those which have been they only care to hoard and accumulate money.

emptied from the baskets on the ground in A man with over three thousand a year will

heaps must be counted in the presence of the spend less than three hundrell , and so his for

proprietor, or some trustworthy person whom tune rapidly increases. Few of them sell their

he has deputed to replace him . Women are products themselves to the American markets ;

employed for counting, and with the greatest but the lemons are bought up in large quan

dexterity they snatch up three lemons in their tities by speculators who have direct dealings

right hand, and two in their left, and in a with America. Each day they receive telegrams

sing-song tone chant out ‘ E uno, e due, ' and giving them information as to the state of prices ,

so on, till they are all counted. The overseer which vary considerably, and a proprietor often

who jots down the numbers knows that every feels that he has been taken in , when , after

number called represents five lemons. selling his lemons at an apparently good price, he

Now the process of packing begins. Girls finds that the buyer had secret information by

from ten to twenty years of age wrap each one which his profits had been trebled . The current !

carefully in tissue-paper, while older women price during the summer of 1894 was between

place them in the boxes ready to receive them . forty and fifty francs a thousand, though the

Great care must be taken by the girls deputed price in America is much higher. This price is

to hand the lemons to the packers to choose lower than the average ; but the great abund

those of equal size. The women by long prac ance of lemons last year has more than made

tice can tell at a glance the size of the lemons up to the sellers for what they have lost on

required for the different cases. Each layer the price.

must fill the empty space without pressing the The smallest lemon-tree is calculated to yield

fruit too close together. The cases are of dif- twenty francs a year clear profit. Many of the

ferent sizes, containing from one hundred to i proprietors make fifteen or sixteen percent.

five hundred lemons. The wood used for these on their produce. The population of Massa

boxes is sent to Massa-Lubrense from America, Lubrense from the richest landowner to the

and also from Trieste. The wood, which must poorest peasant may be said to live by the

be pliable, so as to yield to the pressure of the lemon plantations. Some parents who

lemons, is not to be obtained in Italy. A car. unusually carefulof their daughters, object to

penter who is employed by the day assists at their working with a large number of com

the process of packing, not only to make the panions who may draw them into evil ways ;

cases as they are wanted, but also to nail the but the employers as a rule are particular as

cover on each box as it is filled . A thin strip regards the conduct of the women and girls

of the same wood is used as a band to bind who work for them .

round the finished cases.
When evening approaches, they say the rosary

The greater number of lemons, as well as the together and sing liymns while they continue

finest and choicest, are exported to America ; their work ; and who can doubt their being un

and those of an inferior quality are sent to consciously influenced by the beauty that sur

England . Steamers come expressly from America rounds them , as the gorgeous colours of sea and

to Sorrento to export them . During the summer sky form a fitting framework to the fair land

months, a steamer is always at anchor in the scape, with its olive yarıls and lemon groves
Bay of Sorrento waiting for its cargo. Large | interspersed by vineyards ?

fishing -boats convey the readly packed cases

from Massa -Lubrense to Sorrento. The girls

who are employed in wrapping up the fruit MY MYSTERIOUS
CLIENT.

carry the boxes down to the shore on their

heads at a steady run. The impetus is often

so great, owing to the heavy weight they carry, I STARTED to practise as a solicitor without a

that they are obliged to shout to the passers-by shred of influence or connection. I simply

to move out of their way, as they cannot easily hired a couple of third -floor -back rooms in a

swerve aside or draw up suddenly: Some of gloomy city building ,exhibited my name on

these girls go from the village, which is on a an iniposing brass plate at the entrance door,

height, to the shore, three or four times in the engaged a diminutive lad for a clerk , and

course of a morning; but those less strong waited for clients. Needless to say that I found

cannot manage it more than twice. Some of ! it weary and uphill work for several years ;

the boxes weigh as much as a hundred and and I used to employ my abundant leisure

fifty or two hundred English pounds, and such time in writing short stories for the magazines.

great weights strain the backs of those who I mention this fact merely because I remember

carry them considerably. Nevertheless, they very well that I happened to be thus occupied

seldom lay down their burden to rest unless it one momentous afternoon when my clerk entered

be unusually heavy. Their wages are one franc the room and said that a gentleman wished to

a day ; but the women who fill the boxes are

paid two francs, as the work requires the greatest • What name ? ' I inquired , shuffling away my

dexterity. The largest proprietor of lemon writing, and producing a bundle of legal docu

groves in the place employs these women and ments which I kept handy for the purpose.

girls all the year round , and for that reason Please, sir, he says you wouldn't know him ,'

gives them even lower wages.
replied the lad , lowering his voice.

Most of the proprietors are unfortunately Has he come on business, do you think ? '

hard, grasping men, who take advantage of the I whispered anxiously.

necessity ofthose they employ. Some of the ' I think he is all right, sir,' replied the boy,

richest of these were originally peasants, and i who took quite a filial interest in my affairs,

IN TWO PARTS.-PART I,

see me.
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and was always immensely excited when a the result of the journeys and inquiries he was

client appeared upon the scene.
about to make.

* Show him in , I said , bending over the Then I shall hear from you after your re

papers with an air of absorption. turn from the country,' I said , feeling a little

Morning, sir," said a hearty voice the next disappointed . Whendoyou start ?'

moment. * Wir Carruthers, I presume ? ' ‘ At once,' he replied. I expect to be back

I looked up, and beheld a burly figure in a in about å fortnight.—Meanwhile,' he added,

tweed suit blocking up the doorway, and com- suddenly producing a rather bulky packet, done

pletely eclipsing my small clerk, who hovered up in brown paper, from a capacious side-pocket,

in the background . My visitor looked like a ' I 'll leave this in your charge, Mr Carruthers,

well- to - do farmer, with a round recl weather- till I come back. '

tanned face, reddish hair and whiskers, and a What is it ? ' I inquired , as he placed the

pair of very light steel-blue eyes. I judged packet on the desk.

him to be about forty years of age, and as he " A few odds and ends that I don't care to

entered, he extenderlº towarıs me in cordial carry about with me , he replied carelessly.

greeting a hand of the dimensions of a leg of ' Some family papers, and a few loose stones.'

mutton . Valuables ? I exclaimed, weighing the packet

* IIope I see you well, sir ?' he exclaimed , as in my hand . “ It is very heavy

he nearly shook iny hand off. ' I'm my own banker,' he said with a wink,

" Thank you , yes,' I replied with professional There's olds and ends there of various kinds.

curtness. More than I care to risk losing, anyway : you

“ That's all right ; that's capital ,' he cried mustn't be afraid of my forgetting to claim 'em,'

absently, while he cast a quick keen glance he added with a laugh.

round the room. ' You are jr Carruthers the • Isn't it rather confiding of you to offer to

lawyer, I suppose ? ' leave them with a stranger, Mr Drearer ? After

I solicitor,' I said gravely. all , I am a stranger to you ; and for aught you

“ Yes. Duly qualified and all the rest of it, ' know, I may be dishonest,' I said jokingly.

he observed, placing his hat carefully on the My new client looked at me gravely for a

floor beside his chair. moment, as though my remark startled him .

Of course, I replieil . ' And what is your Of course the packet will be all right here,'

name ? My clerk said you would not give it .' I alded, rather amused at his anxiousexpression.

" You're welcome to it. It was no gooil “ You are Mr Carruthers the solicitor, are you

sending it in to you, because you woulıln't have not ?' he said thoughtfully.

recogniseil it. I'm a stranger , I am , only Certainly

landeil two days ago from South Africa. " Well, your friend who sent me here said you

James Dreaver, of Durban, is my name. I've was to be trusteil. Besides, I can tell an honest

been more than twenty years over there,' he man when I see one,' he said , slapping his knee

explainel , jerking his thumb vaguely over his emphatically.

shoulder.
I was conscious of blushing at this eulogistic

' Farming ?' I inquired. remark , and with some embarrassment I changed

Mostly , but other things as well . I've come the conversation . “ You had better leave me

home for a bit of a spree, and to see some o' your acılress,' I said .

the old folk , if there's any left. Suffolk is my ' I have none,' he answered , rising from his

county ,' he added . seat. ' I leave town to-night for Suffolk ; but

After some inquiry as to his cralentials, he I shan't stay there. I don't know where I may

alleged that my name had been mentionel to go afterwards. Better leave it that I'll write . "

him while coming up in the train from Ply “Very well, you know where to find me, at

mouth . all events,' I replied.

I was not yet by any means convinced that my * That will be all right, Mr Carruthers,' he

new client was speaking the truth , yet I felt said as hic grasped my hand. “ You stick to the

tolerably satisfied of his respectability from his packet till you hear of me again . Before I

manner and appearance, and my circumstances return to tlie Cape, there will be several mat
were not so prosperous as to induce me to ters of business I shall want you to transact

stand on ceremony. I was curious, also, to for me.?

learn what his business was, and I therefore With this satisfactory assurance, my new client

magnanimously waived the point of etiquette shook me warmly by the hand and departed.

and said : “ Well , what can I do for you ?' After he had left, I began to wish I had ques

Mr Dreaver seemed relieved at my condescen- tioned him more closely. It seemed extraordi

sion , and he at once assumed a confidential nary that he should have left a parcel of valu.

tone, and began to give me some details of his ables in my charge on so slight acquaintance.

family history. It appeared that he wished to In those clays, I was apt to get a little flustered

purchase the freehold of the farm which a and nervous at a first interview with a new

widowed sister occupied in Suffolk ; to seek client, and the suddenness of Mr Dreaver's visit

out a brother, and , if necessary, to establish had rather overwhelmed me. However, I con

him in business ; in fact, he was full of bene- soled myself with the reflection that no harm

volent schemes for the benefit of his relations. hal been done, and if he had behaved rashly,

His communications were interesting to me it was his own affair, and not mine. My solitary

because they revealed a prospect of lucrative safe being a small one, I decided to deposit the

business. The only drawback was that at the parcel at my banker's ; and this I accordingly

moment he apparently had no definite instruc- diil , little anticipating the embarrassment which

tions to give me ; everything depended upon the precaution subsequently caused me.
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For some weeks afterwards I was in a mild while checking our muniment schedule. But

flutter of excitement in anticipation of a further as everything else was there, we hoped — as I

visit from my new client. But he neither still believe — that the parcel will turn up, and

called nor made any sign ; and just about that therefore I delayed telling you till a complete

time I had a small stroke of luck in the shape and thorough search was made.'

of a quasi-public appointment, which came as a • And have you searched ? ' I inquired.

veritable godsend. My new duties and the ' Every hole and corner of the strong-room

sudden accession of work, both direct and in- has been overhauled . I am completely at a

direct, that they entailed , completely took the loss, and , of course, it is impossible to conceal

edge off the keenness of my curiosity about Mr the truth from you any longer : you hold our

Dreaver, and, in fact, I ceased to think about receipt ; but' - said the manager, shrugging his

him. Thus it came about that though month shoulders as he threw the document on the

succeeded month without bringing any news of table—' we cannot give you the parcel because,

him , I was barely conscious of the circumstance, apparently, we haven't got it.'

until one day, during a period of slackness, I Here was a dilemma , rendered all the worse

referred back to my previous diary, and was as the bank disclaimed legal responsibility.

astonished to find that more than a year had I need not detail our further conversation,

elapsed since Mr Dreaver's unexpected call. because, , practically, it amounted to nothing.

I was rather startled at the discovery, and The bank's apologies did not console me in the

was inclined to blame myself for my supine- least, nor was it any satisfaction to reflect that

Considering that Mr Dreaver was a personally I was blameless. The awkward fact

stranger from a far-off land, it seemed heart- remained that Mr Dreaver's parcel had dis

less of me to have allowed so long a time to appeared , and though I was not legally respons

elapse without troubling to make inquiries. He ible to him any more than the bank was

might have been robbed and murdered ; or he responsible to me, still it would not be an agree

might have died and been buried in a pauper's able task to face my client with the news. It

grave for lack of identification ; or he might, scemed to me that it had been much easier and

by some mental aberration , have forgotten that simpler for the bank manager to inform meof
he had deposited a parcel with me. I did not the loss, than it would be for me to make the

exactly know what I could do, however, for I disclosure to the person chiefly interested.

had no clew to his whereabouts, and had However, as a week or more had elapsed

not told me the name of his Suffolk rela- since my advertisement appeared in the news

tives. But I felt that I must take some papers, I was sanguine enough to hope that

step or other to relieve my mind, and after I should hear nothing further from Mr

some deliberation, I drew up the following Dreaver ; and under the altered circumstances

brief notice : Mr James Dreaver, of Durban, of the case, it seemed quite providential that

is requested to communicate, by letter or other he should have so completely and mysteriously
wise, with Mr Martin Carruthers, Solicitor, 92 (lisappeared . Wherever he was, I ardently

Bucklersbury, E.C.I caused this to beinserted prayed that he might remain there, and be

in three of the principal London dailies, but spared the cruel disappointment which awaited

still my mysterious client made no sign. I him if he ever called upon me again.

then resolved to communicate with the police ; For some few weeks after this, a knock at

but it occurred to me that, first of all, I had the outer cloor of iny office caused me

better examine the contents of the parcel. I necessary trepidation ; but my client maintained

was beginning to suspect that I had been the lis impenetrable seclusion and reserve, and the

victim of a senseless practical joke, concocteil only alarm I suffered resulted in the very

by some facetious friend, and that the ' loose happiest conclusion.

stones ' contained in the parcel might be speci. One afternoon , on returning from my mid

mens of the common or garclen peblile. I'day refection, I found a young ladly waiting to

therefore walked across to my bank one after- , see me in the clerks' oflice . I saw at a glance

noon, and , producing the receipt, demanded the that she was refined, ladylike , and pretty, and

parcel which I had deposited more than a being a very susceptible bachelor, I invited her

twelvemonth ago. into my private room without asking her

I could see by the expression of the clerk's name.

face when he heard my request that something " An advertisement appeared in the Times a

was wrong. He carried the receipt into the few weeks ago under your name, began my

manager's room , and after a brief absence, he fair visitor nervously, as I begged her to be

invited me to follow him there. The manager , seated. ' I have the cutting here.'

a courteous old gentleman with a bald headí My heart misgave me as I recognised , in the

and spectacles, looked manifestly ill at ease, slip of paper which the young lady laid upon

and was twisting the receipt about nervously the desk, my unfortunate notice addressed to

between his fingers. Mr Carruthers, I am ex- Mr James Dreaver.

tremely sorry to inform you ,' he said , motioning “ Yes, ' I replied, turning hot and cold by

me to a chair, “ that the packet referred to in turns ; Mr James Dreaver is a client of

this receipt cannot be found . ' mine.'

You mean that it has been stolen ! ' I ex Ile was my father,' the girl exclaimed

claimed , starting eagerly.

Hardly possible, especially as nothing else is Was ! Is he dead , then ?' I exclaimed with

missing,' said the manager. ' I should explain, a start.

Mr Carruthers, that we discovered your parcel “ Yes ; he died more than a year ago at the

had-ahem !-disappeared about a week ago Cape,' was the reply.

un
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' I think there must be some mistake,” I said at this point of the recital, when my hostess

slowly, as I looked at her. “ May I inquire was warmly eulogising the young lady's

your age ? ' courage and fortitude, that Miss Dreaver

' I am nearly twenty-two, ' she answered with entered the room . We recognised one another

a blush . at once ; and not to weary the reader with the

You say your father died at the Cape. The prosaic details of a happy courtship, our little

Mr Dreaver who is my client was in England romance ended within a very short time in

about the time you mention. ' bridesmaids, orange blossom , and an unpreten

“ Oh ! it cannot be the same, then ,' exclaimed ' tious wedding.

the young lady, with an air of deep disappoint After my marriage, during which an interval

ment. Poor papa never returned to England. , of more than ten years elapsed without bringing

He died at Port Elizabeth .' any tidings of my mysterious client, I pros

My client came from Durban ,' I said . pered in my profession, but without attaining

I noticed that ; but I thought it was a mis- to any degree of affluence. When a young man

take. However, there is evidently another Wr has a family of six children , and is practically

Dreaver. I am sorry to have occupied your dependent on his professional earnings, he must

time,' said the young larly, rising with great be content to remain poor and struggling, and

confusion . The fact is that when poor papa ' should esteem himself fortunate, in these days

died, his affairs were in great disorder . I of severe competition , if he can contrive to

thought that perhaps '— keep out of debt and live like his neighbours.

* Pray, don't apologise, ' I interrupted eagerly. This was my own case, for my private means

' I am not the least surprised at your curiosity were very small, and my dear wife, though she

having been aroused by the advertisement. But brought me the untold wealth of unclouded

my client is clearly not your father.' domestic happiness , was a dowerless bride. But

I was inclined to enlarge upon the subject, though forced to live in a very modest style,

for it seemed to give me an excuse to gaze and to do without many little comforts and

upon the fair face before me. It was quite ' luxuries to which we had both been accus

impossible that the young lady could be anytomed in our earlier days, we were happy in

relation to my mysterious client. She clearly one another and in our children , and looked

belonged to a higher social status, and, apart forward to what the future might have in store

from the fact that my client was harılly old for us without the slightest uneasiness.

enough to have been the girl's father, there

was not the faintest resemblance between her

sweet, refined, delicate features, violet eyes, and TWO SPRINGS.

pretty golden hair, and my client's coarse rubi

cund countenance. Though relieved, for obvious TIIe wood -birds tell me that the Spring is here,

reasons, that the young laly had no claim to And in the garden all the alunond trees

the contents of the parcel, I was disappointed, Flutter pink ensigns to the wooing breeze,

on the other hand, that our acquaintance shouli Forgetful of the winter past and drear.

be of this transitory nature. However , vain

regrets were useless, and almost before I had The violets blossom that we set last year

realised her presence, Miss Dreaver had dis I wonder do you mind the spot we chose,

appeared from my office like beautiful
We two together, by the guelder rose ?

vision .

It is at this point that my commonplace
Ah me, those days, those sweet Spring days that

were !

story becomes tinged with element of

romance, which, as it only has a remote con

nection with the main subject, must be related
And in our wood to -day I found a patch

briefly. In a word, then , it came about that
Of yellow primrose blossoms quaintly fair ;

my casual introduction to Miss Dreaver, in the
There was such scent of sweetness in the air,

manner above described , led to her becoming
Their own faint perfume I could scarcely catch .

We met again , months afterwards,

in a perfectly fortuitous manner, at the house Above me, as I linger here, the sky

of a mutual friend down at Molesey, where I Smiles clearly blue through branches sunlight-kissed,

hall taken rooms for the summer . I heard Ada Just as it did last year before I missed

Dreaver's sad little history before her name Your presence, and found Spring had passed me by.

was mentioned ; how she had been brought up

as the motherless daughter of a rich man ; how But there is something now of Autumn's grief

her father, having, after his retirement, sus In all this golden sunshine ; and the Spring,

tained heavy losses, had been obliged to break Amid the glories of her blossoming,

up his establishment and resume his former
Forecasts the shadow of a falling leaf.

business at the Cape ; how he had left his

darling child in charge of friends in England,

being uncertain of the duration of his stay
For ah ! the blossoms of that last sweet Spring

abroad ; and how he had died suddenly, over
Our Spring, Beloved - whither are they flown ?

strained by a series of misfortunes, a broken
The grass upon a grave I know is grown ,

and ruined man . His daughter, thrown upon And there is nothing left worth cherishing.

the world with nothing but her accomplish
LYDIA M. WOOD.

ments, which were happily considerable, had

been compelled to take a situation as gover - Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS. Limited,

ness in the family of a friend ; and it was 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH .
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my wife.
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execution, and strenuous advocate of Republican

ON BOOKS PUBLISHED BY institutions, than as the author of the epic

SUBSCRIPTION .
destined to rank first in its class in our litera

ture . Even a hundred years later, so clear

IF our literature could be classified according headed a critic as Dr Johnson was unable to

to publishers and modes of publication, the view Milton except through the mist of political

section devoted to books published by subscrip- prejudice; but time smoothis all asperities, and

tion, or privately printed — not always the same no lover of poetry nowadays, whatever his

thing, however — would be found not only to prepossessions for or against Republicanism may

be of very considerable extent, but to include be, regards the author of Puradise Lost or his

not a few of the most noteworthy works, or poetry through political spectacles.

editions of works, in the language. In nearly It is not often that a list of names is so

all such books a list of the subscribers is given ; historically eloquent by its omissions as this

and in the case of many works published in list of patrons of the illustrated Milton of 1688 ;

the last century and earlier, a survey of the but another case may he mentioned where the

names in these lists is now of considerable roll of subscribers is significant, on account of

interest. Subscribers were at first gratefully the names which it includes. The Careful and

called ' Benefactors. ' In one of the earliest Strict Enquiry into the Modern prevailing Notions

books printed by subscription , Blome's Britannia , of Freedom of Will, by the famous theologian of

published in 1673, there is a ' List of Bene- New England, Jonathan Edwards, was published

factors of this Work . ' in 1754 at Boston , Massachusetts, and includes a

The first folio and illustrated edition of list of subscribers with their addresses. A love

Milton's Paradise Lost was issued to subscribers of metaphysics has always been a well-recognised

in 1688, by the well-known bookseller, Jacob'characteristic of Scotsmen, and it is a remark

Tonson . The list of " The Names of the No. able proof of the strength of this predilection,

bility and Gentry that encouray'd by subscrip- that, notwithstanding the difficulties and com

tion the printing this Edition of Milton's Puru- parative infrequency of communication in those

dise Lost' appears at the end of the volume, days between New England and the mother

and fills six pages.
It contains more than five country, a very considerable proportion of the

hundred names, among which it is interesting subscribers, as shown by the addresses given,

to note those of many of the poets of the were Scotsmen in Scotland .

time, including Waller, Dryden, Southerne, and There is one class of books in connection

others. The names of one or two famous actors, with which publication on the subscription

such as Betterton , are also noteworthy ; but it system was formerly found to be highly suc

is a curious proof of the strength of the feeling cessful ; that is, the translation of the greater

which still existed against Milton, on account classics — Virgil's Æneid and Homer's Iliad and

of his political opinions, that very few of the Odyssey — by poets of established reputation .

English clergy appear in the list. At that Dryden led the way with his version of the

date there were many people living who had Æneid . The work occupied three years, and

been through the troublous times of the Civil was published in 1697. The terms of subscrip

War, and to them its asperities and bitternessestion were on a sufficiently lordly scale, and are

were still a recent memory. To very many worth stating. Subscribers were of two classes.

Englishmen in 1688, the name of Milton was the first, to the number of one hundred and

better known as the Latin Secretary to Crom- two, were to pay five guineas each - three on

well's government, as the defender of the king's registering the name, and the remaining two
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on publication ; and as a special reward for their palled the poet ; it haunted his dreams, and he

enterprise, each of these amateurs was to be used to say that at the beginning he wished a

honoured by having his coat of arms printed hundred times that anybody would hang him.

at the foot of one of the hundred and two However, he soon fell into a methodical way

engravings with which the book was to be of regularly translating, so many verses each

illustrated. The second class of subscriber's was day, and the work made rapid progress. The

to include those who paid two guineas each, first four books of the translation were issued

and had their names duly registered in the list to subscribers in 1715, and the whole work

published with the book, but who had no title was completed within the ensuing five years.

to the advertisement of their arms. Pope netted by this venture a sum exceeding

The hundred and two subscribers at five five thousand pounds—a scale of remuneration

guineas were duly obtained , and two hundred never previously approached by any poet or

and fifty paid two guineas. Dryden received prose-writer; and another three or four thou

some part of the subscription money, and in sand pounds was secured by the translation of

addition received certain stated payments from the Odyssey, which in due course followed the

the publisher, Tonson, as the translation ad- Iliad. From a commercial point of view, the

vanced. Altogether, the poet is said to have success of the work was splendid ; but, doubtless,

cleared over a thousand pounds by the under- Lord Oxford was right when he told the poet

taking ; but this was not achieved without much that so good a writer ought not to be a trans

bickering and verbal sparring with Mr Tonson. lator.'Pope himself said that he would certainly

The correspondence between Dryden and his have written an epic poem if he had not been

publisher during the progress of the work is engaged so long on Homer.

decidedly amusing. The poet more than once Another well-known version of the Homeric

accuses Tonson of paying him in clipped money poems, that by Cowper, was also published by

-a feat easily accomplished in those days of a subscription ; but the profits of the undertaking

degraded coinage -- and , worse still , in counterfeit did not approach those made by Pope. Cowper

coin. “You know money is now very scrupu- was paid a thousand pounds for his work, and

lously received , ' he writes ; ' in the last which certainly earned his remuneration ; but his trans

you did me the favour to change for my wife, lation, although it is nearer to the original than

besides the clipped money, there were at least that of Pope, is now little read .

forty shillings brass.' At another time Dryden Publication by subscription of a complete or

amiably writes, in the spirit of the famous special edition of an author's works was some

remark , Now Barabbas a publisher'— times resorted to as a method of refilling the

" Upon trial, I find all of your trade are sharpers, said author's depleted purse. In 1720 Gay pub

and you not more than others ; therefore, I have lished by subscription à handsome edition of his

not wholly left you. ' Tonson must have been Poems in two quarto volumes, and realised there

decidedly aggravating, particularly so when lie by about one thousand pounds; but, tempted by

had the face of Eneas, in the engravings pre- the mania for speculation which then prevailed,

pared for the book, altered and provided with he sank his money in South Sea stock. His

å hooked nose, so as to resemble that of King modest thousand soon swelled to twenty thousand

William III . , with the view of getting the poet pounds, and friends advised him to sell out and

to dedicate his work to that monarch, whom secure his fortune, or at least to sell as much as

the ex -laureate abhorred ; but on the whole the would bring him in an annuity of a hundred a

publisher was rather liardly dealt with by year — which ,' said one of his advisers, Elijah

Drylen. On one occasion during the progress i Fenton, will make you sure of a clean shirt

of the book , when the ill-feeling between the and a shoulder of mutton every day.' But Gay

two was unusually acute, the poet sent Tonson was not to be persuaded ; tempted by golden

the following lines, descriptive of his personal dreams, he held his stock until the crash came

appearance, with the polite message, Tell the and he lost every penny. Later, he again found

dog that he who wrote these can write more : the subscription system profitable ; for when

the performance of his Polly, the sequel to the
With leering looks, bull -faced, and freckled fair,

Beggar's Opera, was prohibited by the Lord
With two left legs, and Judas-coloured hair,

And frowzy pores that taint the ambient air. ' Chamberlain , he issued it to subscribers, and

netted about four times the amount he would

Dryden's successor, Pope, also essayed the have received from the theatre.

subscription system , and with even greater suc Tonson, the bookseller, published an illus

cess than the translator of the Eneul. Pro- trated folio edition of Prior's Poems by subscrip

posals for the publication by subscription of a tion in 1718. The list of subscribers fills more

translation of Homer's Iliad, by the author of than twenty pages, and contains many famous

The Rape of the Lock, were issued in 1713. The names - Swift,Gay, Steele, Vanbrugh, and many

work was to fill six quarto volumes, and the others. Another subscription book of this period

price was fixed at six guineas -- a very high led to a curious proceeding. Rowe, the poet

charge, considering the then value of money; and dramatist, died in 1718, and in the follow

but the proposals were very favourably receivel, ing year his translation of Lucan's Pharsalia
and the success of the undertaking was was published in Dublin by subscription . The

assured . Swift exerted himself greatly on be- list numbers about four hundred names, includ .

half of his friend, and the result was seen in ing that of the Archbishop (King) of Dublin ; but

a list which for length and distinction of the most reverend prelate declared that he had

names surpassed any previous attempt of the not subscribed , and the unlucky printer and

kind. The translation was no light undertak- publisher were solemnly haled before the Irish

ing. The immensity of the task at first ap- House of Lords for having presumed to print

Soon
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His Grace's name without his leave ; and also, on the doubtful ground of legend, but on the

as is duly recorded, ' for their presuming to add , firm rock of the word of honest men, There

the stile of Revernd [ sic] to the presbiterian , is indeed one thing doubtful, Tommasino him

Teachers Names in the said List of subscribers, self being unable to know the verity of it ; yet

putting them upon a Level with the Clergy of that one thing is of small moment, for it is

the Establish'd Church, for both which Crimes no more than whether the lady came first to

they received a Reprimand. ' The length of the Duke Valentine, offering her aid , or whether

subscription list was probably sufficient consolation the Duke, who since the affair of the Sacred

for the committers of these remarkable ' crines.' Bones had been ever active in laying schemes

In the case of many eighteenth -century sub- against Antonio, cast his eyes upon the lady,

scription books, however, neither the length of and perceiving that she was very fair, and

the list of subscribers, nor the importance of likely to serve his turn, sent for her, and per

the names contained therein, is any guide to suaded her by gifts and by the promise of a

the value of the book itself. It is more often great marriage to take the task in hand.

simply a testimony to the unwearied efforts and Be that as it may, it is certain that in the

importunities of the friends of the author. fourth year of Count Antonio's outlawry, the

Some books now hardly known at all have Ladly Venusta came from Rilano, where she

lists of names which would do honour to the dwelt, and talked long with the Duke in his

inost important of literary enterprises. One cabinet ; so that men - and women with greater

sufficiently curious entry occurs in the list of urgency — asked what His IIighness did to take

subscribers to Bishop Keith's History of the such a one into his counsels ; for he hacl him

Affairs of Church and State in Scotland, written self forbidden her to live in the city, and con

of course from a strongly Episcopalian point of strained her to abide in her house at Rilano,

view , and published in folio at Edinburgh in by reason of reports touching her fair fame.

1734. The entry that of no less eminent a Nor did she then stay in Firmola, but, having

person than Robert Jacgregor alias Rob Roy. had audience of the Duke, returned straightway

Rob Roy died peacefully at Balyulidder in that ; to Rilano, and for the space of three weeks

same year. We are 110t informed whether his rested there ; and the Duke told nothing to his

copy of the work reached him , nor whether any lords of what had passed between him and the

difficulty arose about collecting the payment. lacy, while the Count Antonio and his friends

It is hardly necessary to say anything of knew not so much as that the Duke had hield

publication by subscription as practised at the conference with the lady ; for great penalties

present time. The system is now usually con- had been decreed against any man who sent

fined either to books of merely local or personal word to Antonio of what passed in Firmola,

interest — the history of a parish by its vicar or 'and the pikemen kept strict guard on all who

his curate, or a collection of poems' which the left or entered the city, so that it was rather

subscribers buy but do not read — or to books , like a town besieged than the chief place of a

which, for one reason or another, are unsuitable peaceful realm .

for general circulation, and are therefore put Now at this time, considering that his hiding

forth in handsome guise and in limited editions place was too well known to the lord Lorenzo

for the private and special delectation of sub- , and certain of the Duke's Guard , Count An

scribers, The publication of reprints of our tonio descended from the hills by night, and,

older literature , and of works on specialised having crossed the plains, carrying all his

branches of science, by the various literary and equipment with him , mounted again into the

scientific Societies and Book Clubs, is an exten- ; heights of Mount Agnino and pitched his camp

sion of the system of publishing by subscription, , in and about a certain cave, which is protected

which has been of the greatest benefit to all on two sides by high rocks, and on the third

students and specialists. It has cast much new by the steep banks of a river, and can be ap

light on many paths of scientific inquiry, and proached by one path only.

This cave

has laid open to all lovers of letters scores of known to the Duke, but he could not force it

volumes of verse and prose, and of material without great loss , so that Antonio was well

for both social and political history, formerly nigh as safe as when his hiding -place had been

existing only in manuscript, or in examples so unknown ; and yet he was nearer by half to the

rare as to be practically inaccessible except to , city, and but seven miles as a bird flies from
those in command of long purses. the village of Rilano where the lady Venusta

dwelt - although to one who travelled by the

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.* 1 only path that a man could go upright on his

feet, the distance was hard on eleven miles.

CHAPTER VII.—COUNT ANTONIO AND THE LADY But no other place was near, and from

Rilano Antonio drew the better part of the

FROM the lips of Tommasino himself, who was
provisions and stores of which he had need ,

cousin to Count Antonio, greatly loved by him, i procuring them secretly from the people,who

and partaker in all his enterprises during the were very strictly enjoined by the Duke to fur

time of his sojourn as an outlaw in the hills, nish himwith nothing under pain of forfeiture

this, the story of the Lady of Rilano, came to of all their goods.

my venerable brother in Christ, Niccolo ; and
Yet one day, when the man they called Bena

the same Niccolo, being a very old man, told and a dozen more rode in the evening through

it to me, so that I know that the story is Rilano, returning towards the cave, the maid

true and every part of it, and tread here not servant of Venusta met them , and, with her,

men bearing a great cask of fine wine, and the

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America . maid -servant said to Bena, ' Jy mistress bids

WALS

SO

OF RILAXO.
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you drink : for good men should not suffer in ,' said he behind the screen of his hand,

thirst. ' safety flies out .

But Bena answered her, asking, ‘ Do you ‘ Better fly safety than courtesy and kindness,

know who we are ? ' cousin,' said Count Antonio, and Tommasino

'Ay, I know, and my lady knows,' said the ceased to dissuade him, although he was uneasy

girl. But my lady says that if she must live concerning the coming of Venusta.

atRilano, then she will do what she pleases in That night, therefore, all made their camp

Rilano .' outside, and gave the cave to Venusta for her

Bena and his men looked at one another, for use , having made curtain of green boughs

they knew of His Highness's proclamation , but across its mouth . But again the next day

the day having been hot, they being weary, the Venusta too sick for travel; nay, she

wine seening good , and a woman knowing her seemed very sick, and she prayed Luigi to go

own business best, at last they drank heartily, to Rilano and seek a physician ; and Luigi,

and, rendering much thanks, rode on and told Antonio having granted him permission, went,
Tommasino what had been done. And Tom- and returned saying that no physician dared

masino having told Antonio, the Count was come in face of His Highness's proclamation :

angry with Bena, saying that his gluttony would but the truth was that Luigi was in the pay of

bring trouble on the laily Venusta .
Venusta and of the Duke, and had sought by

' She should not tempt à man ,' said Bena his journey not a physician, but means of in

sullenly. forming the Duke how Venusta had sped , and

All these things happened on the second day of seeking counsel from him as to what should

of the week ; and on the fourth, towarıls even next be done. And that day and for four days

ing, as Antonio and Tommasino sat in front of more Venusta abode in the cave, protesting

the cave, they saw coming towards them one of that she could not travel ; and Antonio used

the band named Luigi, a big fellow who had her with great_courtesy, above all when he

done good service, and was also a merry jovial | heard that the Duke, having stayed to muster

that took the lead in good -fellowship. all his force, for fear of Antonio, had at length

And in his arms Luigi bore the lady Venusta. appointed the next day for the burning of her

Her gown was dishevelled and torn , and the house at Rilano, and the carrying off of all her

velvet shoes on her feet were cut almost to goods. These tidings he gave her, and though

shreils, inil she lay back in Luigi's arms, pale he spoke gently , she fell at once into great dis
and exhausteil. Luigi came and set her down tress, declaring that she had not believed the

gently before Antonio, saying, "My lord, three Duke would carry out his purpose, and weep

miles from here, in the steepest and ronghest ing for her jewels and prized possessions which
part of the way, I found this lacly sunk on were in the house.

the ground and half-swooning : when I raised Now Count Antonio, though no true man

her and asked how she came where she was, could call him fool, had yet a simplicity nobler

and in such a plight, she could answer nothing it may be than the suspicious wisdom of those

save, “ Count Antonio ! Carry me to Count who, reading other hearts by their own, count

Antonio ! ” So I have brought her in obedience all men rogues and all women wanton : and

to her request.? when he saw the lady weeping for the trinkets

As Luigi ended, Venusta opened her eyes, anıl her loved toys and trifles, he said , ' Nay,

and, rising to her knees, hell out her hands in though I cannot meet the Duke face to face,

supplication, saying, “ Protect me, my lord, pro- yet I will riile now and come there before him,

tect me.
For the Duke has sent me word that and bring what you value most from the

to -morrow night he will burn my house and house.'

all that it holds, and will take me and lodge You will be taken ,' said she, and she gazed

me in prison, and so use me there that I may at him with timid admiring eyes. I had

know what befalls those who give aid to traitors. rather a thousand times lose the jewels than

And all this comes upon me, my lord, because that you should run into danger, my lord.

I gave i draught of wine to your men when For I owe to you liberty , and perhaps life.”

they were thirsty.' " I will leave Tommasino to guard you and

I feared this thing,' said Antonio, and ride at once, and Antonio rose to his feet,

deeply I grieve at it. But I am loth to go in smiling at her for her foolish fears.

open war against the Duke ; moreover, in the Then a thing that seemed strange happened,

plain he would be too strong for me. What For Antonio gave a sudden cry of pain . And

then can I do ? For here is no place in which behold , he had set his foot on the point of a

a lady, the more if she be alone and unatten led , dagger that was on the ground near to the

can be lodged with seemliness .' laudy Venusta ; and the dagger ran deep into

If the choice be between this and a his foot , for it was resting on a stone and the

said Venusta with a faint sorrowful point sloped upwardls, so that he trod full and

smile. with all his weight on the point ; and he sank

“ Yet it might be that I could convey you back on the ground with the dagger in his

beyond His IIighness's power,' pursuel Antonio. foot. How came the dagger there? How came

‘ But I fear you could not travel far to -night.' it to rest against the stone ? None could tell

' Indeel, I am weary even to deatlı, moaned then, though it seems plain to him that con

Venusta. siders now . None then thought that the lady

" There is nothing for it but that to -night who fled to Antonio as though he were her

at least she rest here,' said Antonio to Tom- lover, and lavished tears and sighs on him, had

masino. placed it there. Nor that honest Luigi, who

Tommasino frowned. • When woman comes made such moan of his carelessness in dropping

le =

prison '
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nor womnan .

your wound .

his poniard, had taken more pains over the under the Lieutenant of the Guaril. Thus skil

losing of his weapon than most men over the fully had the lord Lorenzo performed his duty,

preservation of theirs. Luigi cursed himself, and cut off Tommasino and his company from

and the lacly cried out on fate ; and Count all access to the cave ; and now he himself was

Antonio consoled both of them , saying that the gone with twenty men up the mountain path,

wound would soon be well, and that it was too to take Antonio according to the scheme of the

light a matter for a lady to dim her bright Duke and the lady Venusta. But Bena and

eyes for the sake of it. Tommasino were sore ayhast, and said to one

Yet light as the matter was, it was enough another, There is treachery. What are we to

for Venusta's purpose and for the scheme of do ?' For the eighty of the Duke's men were
Duke Valentine. For Count Antonio could posted strongly , and it was a great hazarı to

neither mount his horse nor go afoot to Ven attack them . Yet this risk they woull bave

usta's house in Rilano ; and, if the jewels were run, for they were ready rather to die than to
to be saved and the lacly's tears dried sit there idle while Antonio was taken ; and in

(Mightily, she declareil with pretty self-reproach , all likelihood they would have died, had the

was she ashamed to think of the jewels besiile Lieutenant obeyed the orders which Lorenzo

Antonio's hurt, but yet they were clear to her), has given him and rested where he was, covereil
then Tommasino must go in his place to by the hill and the river. But the Lieutenant

Rilano.
was a young man, of hot temper and impetuous,

" And take all save Bena and two more,' said ' and to his mistaken pride it seemed as though

Antonio. “ For the Duke will not come here, it were cowardlice for eighty men to shrink

if he goes to Rilano.' from attacking thirty -anil-live, and for the

' I ,' said Bena, ' am neither nurse nor physician Duke's Guards to play for advantage in a con

Let Martolo stay ; he says there test with a band of robbers. Moreover Tom

is already too much blood on his conscience ; masino's men taunted his men, crying to them

and let me go, for there is not so much as I to come down and figlit like men in the open.

could bear on mine, and maybe we shall have | Therefore, counting on a suure victory anel the

a chance of an encounter with the foreguard of pardon it would yain, about three o'clock in

the Duke. the afternoon he criedl, Let us have at these

But Venusta said to Antonio, ' Let both of rascals ! ' and to Tommasino's great joy, his

these men go, and let Luigi stay . For he is troop remounted their horses and maile ready

a clever fellow, and will aid me in tending to charge from their position. Then Tommasino

sail, “We are all really to face the enemy for

“ So be it,' said Antonio. “ Let Luigi and the my loril and cousin's sake. But I have need

two youngest stay ; and do the rest of you go, now of those who will run away for his

and return as speedily as you may. And the sake.'

lady Venusta shall , of her great goolness, dress Then he laid his plans that when the Lieu

my wound , which pains me more than such a tenant's troop charged, lis men should not

trifle should .'
stand their ground. And five men he place

Thus the whole band, saving Luigi and two on one extremity of his line, Bena at their

youths, rode off early in the morning with head ; and four others with himself he posted

Tommasino, their intent being to reach Rilano at the other extremity ; also he spread out his

and get clear of it again before the Duke came line very wide, so that it stretched on either

thither from the city : and Venusta sent no side beyond the line of the Lieutenant. And

message to the Duke, seeing that all had fallen he bade the twenty -and -five in the centre not

out most prosperously and as hial been arranged abide the onset, but turn and flee at a gallop,

between them . For the Duke was not in truth , trusting to the speed of their liorses for escape.

minded to go at all to Rilano ; but at earliest And he made them fling away all that they

dawn, before Tommasino has set forth, the had brought from the lady Venusta's house,

lord Lorenzo left the city with a hundred pike that they might ridle the lighter.

men ; more he would not take, fearing to be " And I pray God, ' said he, “ that you will

delayed if his troop were too large ; and he escape alive ; but if you do not, it is only

macle a great circuit, avoiding Rilano and the what your oath to my lord constrains you to .

country adjacent to it. So that by mid - lay But you and I, Bena, with our men , will riie,

Tommasino' was come with thirty -anii-four men not back towards the plain, but on towards the

(the whole strength of the band except the three , hills , and it may be that we shall thus get

with Antonio) to Rilano, and, meeting with no ahead of the Lieutenant; and once

resistance, entered Venusta's house , anil took all aheal of him in the hilly ground, he will not

that was precious in it, and loaded their horses catch us before we come to the cave. '

with the rich tapestries and the choicest of the · Unless,' began Bena, “ there be another

furnishings; and then, having regaler! them- party?

selves with good cheer, starteil in the afternoon * lIist !' said Tommasino, and he whispered to

to riile back to the cave, Tommasino and Bena Bena, “ They will fear if they hear all . '

grumbling to one another because they had Then the Duke's men came forth ; and it fell

chancel on no fighting, but not daring to tarry out as Tommasino liad planned ; for the body

by reason of Antonio's orders.
of the Duke's men , when they saw Tommasino's

But their lamentations were without need ;, rank broken and his band · fleeing, set up a

for when they came to the pass of Mount great shout of scorn and triumph, and alug

Aynino, there at the entrance of the road ' spurs into their horses and pursued the runa

which led up to the cave, by the side of the ways. And the runways rode at their top

river, was encamped a force of eighty pikemen speed, and, having come nearly to Rilano with

we ale

2
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out being caught, they were three of them dred paces thus, they rested in utter quiet for
1

overtaken and captured by the well at the half an hour. And it was then late afternoon.

entrance to the village ; but the rest, wheeling And the Lieutenant said , ' I will go first alone,

to the right, dashed across the plain, making and in all likelihood I shall be slain ; but do

for Antonio's old hiding-place ; and, having you follow immediately after me and avenge

lost two more of their number whose horses my death . ' Anil this they, being ashamed for

failed , and having slain four of the Guard, who their first refusal, promised to do. Then the

pursued incautiously aheal of the rest, they Lieutenant role softly forward till he came

reached the spurs of the hills, and there within twenty yards of the rock , and he clapped

scattereri , every man by himself, and found spurs to his horse and shouteil, and, followed

refuge, some in the woods, some in shepherls' close by his men crying For God and our

huts ; so they came off with their lives. But Duke ! charged round the jutting rock .

the men with Tommasino and Bena hai ridien And beholil, on the other side of it was not

straight for the hill-road, and had passed the a man ! And of Tommasino and his company

Lieutenant before he apprehended Tommasino's nanght was to be seen — for they had used the

scheme. Then he cried aloud to his men , and last hour to put a great distance between them

eight of them , hearing him , checked their horses, and their pursuers - save that away, far up the

but could not understanıl what he desired of road , in the waning light of the sun, was to

till cried aloud again, and pointed be dimly perceiveil the figure of a man

with his hanıl towards where the ten , Tom- horseback , who waved his hat to them, and,

masino leading and Bena in the rear, had turning, was in an instant lost to view . And

gained the hill-roail and were riding up it as this man was Bena, who, by himself and withi

swiftly as their horses could mount. Then the ' out a blow , had held the passage of the jutting

Lieutenant, cursing his own folly, gathereol , rock for hard upon an hour, and thus given

them , and they rode after Tommasino and time to Tommasino to ride on and come upon

| Bena. the rear of Lorenzo's company before the Lieu

'Be of good heart , said the Lieutenant tenant and his men could hem them in on the

• They are between us anıl the company of my other side.

lord Lorenzo .' ( To be continued .)

Yet though he saiil this, his mind was not

at case ; for the horses of his men , being unac
SUBMARINE WARFARE.

customed to the hills, could not mount the

l'oal as did the sure-footell mountain -horses In 1861, during the American civil war, a sub

ridden by Tommasino's company, and the space marine boat succeeded in sinking the Federal

widened between them ; and at last Tommasino's frigate Housiitonic. This boat, however, was

company disappeared from sight, at the point harılly an unqualified success, ás, running into

where the track turned sharp to the left, round the hole made by its torpedo, it went down

a great jutting rock , that stood across the way with the ship ; and three crews had previously

and left room for but three men t ') riile abreast been lost while carrying out its initial experi

between river and rock . Then the Lieutenant ments. Since then , many methods of submer

drew rein and took counsel with his men , for sion have been tried ; but it is only within

he feared that Tommasino would wait for him the last five years that naval powers have

behind the jutting rock anıl dash out on his awakened to the fact that a submersible boat,

tlank as he rode round . Therefore for a while though by no means so formidable for offensive

he considered ; and a while longer he allowedl purposes as its name at first leads one to

for the breathing of the horses ; anıl then with believe, is a factor which might have to be

great caution rode on towarıls the jutting rock, taken into consideration in the next naval

which lay about the half of a mile from him . war.

Anil when he came near to it, he and his men The most modern types of these boats are

heard a voice cry, “Quiet, quiet! They are the lIolland, Nordenfelt, Tuck, and Goubet.

close now !! The Holland boat comes to us from over the

" They will dash at us as we go round ,' said Atlantic, and is peculiar in its weapon of

the Lieutenant. offence. The latest type is fifty feet long, eight

. And we can go nomore than three together,' feet in diameter, and is driven by a petroleum
said one of the Guards.

engine carrying suflicient fuel for two days' run .

Are you all realy ?' said the voice behind The diving is effected by means of two hori.

the cliff, in accents that but just reached round zontal rullers, one on each side of the stern.

the rock. “ Not a sound , for your lives ! Yet This only allows of submersion when the boat

a sound there was, as of jingling bits, and then is in motion ; and the boat cannot be horizontal

again an angry, Curse you, you clumsy foul, while submerged. It carries ten -inch gelatine

be still . ' And then all was still. blasting shells, fired from a pneumatic gun,

They are ready for us now ,' whispered a twenty feet long, whose radius of action is two

Guard , with an uneasy smile. hundrel yarıls uncler water and one thousand

' I will go,' said the Lieutenant. Which two yarıls above. The use of gelatine is also objec

of you will lead the way with me ?' tionable, as the confined space and the vibra

But the men grumbled, saying, ' It is the tion of the boat prevent such explosives being

way to death that you ask us to lear), sir.' carried without some risk of premature explo

Then the Lieutenant drew his men back, sion. It is for this reason that gun-cotton is

and as they retreated , they made a great noise, alopted in torpedlo work, as it will not explode

hoping to maku Tommasino think they were on concussion, and is little affected by change

yone. And, having gone back some five hun- of temperature.

6

6
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The principal features of the Nordenfelt boat |The boat then withdraws, unreeling a connect

are its method of submersion and its propulsion ing wire ; and when at a safe distance, fires.

by steam . The latest type is one hundred and The absence of a rulder, however, causes erratic

twenty -five feet long, twelve feet beam, and steering, and the spikes with which the torpedo

displaces two hundred and fifty tons when is fitted might fail to stick in steel-bottomed

entirely submerged, one hundred and sixty tons ships.

when running on the surface. ller propelling Submarine boats cannot be driven under

machinery consists of two double cylinder com water at a speed exceeding six knots. If driven

pound engines, with a horse-power of one beyond, they are inclineil to dive, and in deep

thousand, and propelling, the boat at fifteen water, before the corrective forces against à

knots on the surface. The submersion of the dive have had time to act, might reach a

boat is effected by means of two horizontal depth where the pressure would drive in the

propellers working in wells at each end. Two sides or compress them to a sufficient extent to

conning towers project about two feet above seriously reduce the displacement. In shallow

the deck, of one-inch steel, surmounted by water, the boat might be driven on to the

glass domes, protected with steel bars, for pur- bottom , and if it be clay, held there, an accident

poses of observation. The boat usually runs on attended with fatal consequences in the case of

the surface with these towers showing, unless one boat.

the buoyancy, which is never less than half a It is also difficult to direct the course of a

ton, is overcome by the horizontal propellers, submarine boat ; and it is doubtful whether the

when the boat becomes partially or totally sub- | advantage of not being seen counteracts the dis

merged according to their specil. To ascend to advantage of not being able to see . According

the surface it is only necessary to stop the to Mr Nordlenfelt in a lecture (R.U.S. Institu

horizontal propellers, which also stop antomati- tion , 1886, No. 133) on Submarine Boats, The

cally on reaching a set depth. In ihe forwarıl : mirror of the surface throws a strong light into

tower are the firing keys, machinery and valves the boat ; you cannot see forward at all , and

necessary for driving or steering the vessel, for you cannot see far astern ; it is as black as

controlling the horizontal propellers, and for ink outside ; you can only see a sort of seg
discharging the Whitehead torpeloes. Four of ment . ' This

that you cannot safely

these are carried , and they are dischargeil with advance at a great speed under water.

powder from two tubes in the bows. In the impossible to think of a submarine boat as a

conning tower are also placed the instruments, boat that actually manquvres and does its

indicating the depth, level, and course. When work under water. The boat should run awash ,

the boat is awash, the funnels have to be un- and you can then see where you are. When

shipped and the boat closed up before submer- we consider, then , that a boat totally submerged

sion. The length of time, twenty-five minutes, cannot be clriven over six knots, and cannot be

required for this operation is an objection to this properly directed ; when we consider the speeds

boat, though when submergeil it does not get of seventeen and eighteen knots attained by

unpleasantly hot. The temperature after a three modern battleships, we arrive at the conclusion

hours' submerged run was only ninety degrees that boats totally submerged are useless against

Fahrenheit. The crew consist of a captain anl modern battleships in motion. Running awash,

eight men . they could be tackled by torpedo catchers and

The Tuck also comes from America. It is of torpedo boats.

iron, cigar-shaped, thirty feet long and six feet

in diameter. It is submerged by means of a

horizontal ruilder in the stern and a horizontal MY AYSTERIOUS CLIENT.

propeller acting vertically amidships beneath PART II.—CONCLUSION.

the boat. It is driven by electricity, supplied
from storage batteries packed closely in the ONE afternoon, when I happened to be leav

bows. Compressed air is carried in reservoirs, ing the office early to escort my wife to a

but a supply is usually obtained when the garden party in the neighbourhood of our resi

boat is not far from the surface, by meansof dence, à clerk came into my private room and

an iron pipe twenty feet long, which usually said that a man , who would not give his name,

lies on deck, but which can be raiseıl to an desired to see me. I had my hat on ready to

upright position by gearing from within . The
top, then rises above the surface of the water, start; and partly because I did not wish to be

and by opening a valve in the foot and attach- delayed, but chiefly because I expected the

ing a pump, fresh air is drawn into the visitor was either a beggar or a tout, I stepped

interior. The crew need not exceed three men . into the clerk's office and confronted him . I

The Goubet class are of iron , sixteen feet long, found a tall, gaunt, gray-haired man, very

three feet wide, and about six feet deep. The shabbily attired , standing with a hangdog air

motive -power is a Siemens motor driven by on the door-mat ; and the moment I addressed

storage batteries. Fifty of these boats were him , I recognised , to my astonishment, my old

purchased by the Russian Government. They acquaintance, Mr James Dreaver.

have no rudiler, but a universal joint in the *You know me I see, sir,' he remarked, as

screw shaft permits of the screw being moved he stepped into my room at my invitation .

through an arc of ninety degrees. The torpedo Certainly ,' I replied , with increasing uneasi

is carried outside the boat, secured by a catch But you have altered a good deal ;

worked from inside. On arriving under the you've grown thin and — and you are

enemy, the torpedo is released, and striking younger than you were ten years ago. Wlay

the ship's bottoin, is held there by spikes. didn't you send in your name ?'

6
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you ?'

a

‘ I wasn't certain whether you would remem- ' I suppose I shall have to be satisfied with

ber me,' he said doggedly. what I can get.'

I could not help staring at him , as I mentally Will you cometo the bank, then, and talk

contrasted his present appearance with my recol- the matter over ?? I said, rising, relieved at the

lection of him at our former meeting. That he reasonable spirit he displayed.

should have lost bulk with advancing age was He rose, as I thought, rather unwillingly,

not extraordinary ; but though I distinctly re- and tramped after me through the outer

cognised him by his features and by his eyes, office and down the staircase into the street.

there was
an indescribable change, which was I was too much excited and preoccupied to

not accounted for by the mere passage of years . speak to him as we wended our way through

Whether it was the effect of his shabby clothes the crowded streets, and he did not address

or his odd furtive manner, I immediately sus me; but I was conscious of his tall figure

pected that my client had passed a consider- striding by my side , and one or two friends

able portion of the time that had elapsed since whom I passed on the way looked surprised at

our last meeting within the walls of a jail. seeing me in company with such a disreputable

Where have you been all this while ?' I client. Just as we were approaching the bank

exclaimed . Why have I never heard from — it was not five minutes' walk from my office

-a passer -by seized my arm , and I was heartily

' I've been in an asylum ,' replied Mr Dreaver greeted by a little old gentleman named Gold

gruflly. spiker, whose acquaintance my wife and I had

• You mean a - a ? '
made at a dinner-party a few nights previously,

' A lunatic asylum. Not a pleasant thing to Mr Goldspiker was Dutchman who had

have to say ; but there you have it, since you recently retired from business at the Cape,

must know ,' said Mr Dreaver sharply. where he had known my wife's father in

I was silenced by this statement, though not former days. He had apparently taken a great

exactly convinced ; but the man's manner did fancy to my wife, probably on account of the

not invite further questions, or, indeed , it did fact above mentioned, and his object in stop

not concern me whether he had been in an ping me was to invite us both to dine with him

asylum or a jail. I naturally foresaw the object at the Métropole Hotel, and to go to the theatre

of his visit, and did not relish having to make with him afterwards.

the inevitable revelation to him . Mr Goldspiker was a loquacious old gentle

After a little fencing on my part, during man, and though I needed no pressing to

which he demanded the parcel left so long ago, accept his cordial invitation , he insisted upon

and which he described quite accurately, 1 chatting with me for a few minutes in the

said abruptly, as I nerved myself for the un- crowded street. I took leave of him , how

pleasant ordeal, “ The fact is, I have some bad ever, as soon as I decently could, but on look

news for you . '
ing around for my late companion, I found he

* You don't mean to say you've parted with had completely disappeared. At first, I thought

the things ? ' he cried fiercely. he had merely walkeil on, and was looking into

‘ No ; I deposited them at my bank for safe some shop window ; and finding this was not

custoly ; and, by some extraordinary mis- the case , I concluded that he had remembered

chance, the parcel has been lost. From that the name of my bank , and that I should find

day to this, no trace of it has been found ,' I him waiting me there. But neither at the

said with considerable inward trepidation. bank nor on my way there did I see any trace

• It's a lie ! ' he shouted , springing from his of him .

chair and advancing towards me in a threaten I was considerably startled at this strange

ing manner. behaviour, which certainly seemed to confirm

If you don't behave yourself, I'll have you Mr Dreaver's statement that he had been in a

turned out of my office , ' I said angrily. lunatic asylum . Being at the bank, I looked

I was agreeably surprised to find that my in upon the manager, and told him that the

resolute tone and manner cowed the man in- owner of the missing parcel had turned up,

stantly. but that we had become separated during our

" Then I'm ruined ,' he muttered presently, walk. I was glad that I spoke to the manager,

as he wiped his brow with the back of his for he told me that, upon satisfactory proof of
hand . It was all I had .'

the contents of the parcel, he had authority

Suppose we come over to the bank ,' I said , make the owner some small compensation.

feeling genuine pity for him . “ There is no I was naturally much relieved at this, and

legal liability, either on the bank's part or returned to my office half expecting to find that

mine; but it is possible, if you can prove that my client had gone back there. He had not done

the contents of the parcel were valuable, that so, however, and after waiting for a reasonable

some compensation might be made. So far as time, I started off for home.

I am concerned, though unfortunately a poor I told my wife what had happened , for she

man, I will assist you to the extent of a few knew the story about the parcel and its myste

pounds if you are in want.' rious disappearance. We came to the conclu

' A few pounds !' he cried bitterly. "Why, sion that, being preoccupied with my thoughts,

the stones alone must have been worth ten I had unconsciou given my client the slip

thousand pounds. probably in crossing a crowded road or that

What ! I ejaculated, amazed at the magni- he had lost his way ; and we felt little doubt

tude of the sum . that I should receive another visit from him

' Never mind what they were worth ,' he said the next day.

hastily, as though repenting of his statement. To my surprise, however, three days passed
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niy wife.

was

and he did not come. I was beginning to think I carried the parcel back with me to my

that the unfortunate man had retired once office , and put it away in a safe, of which I

more to the seclusion from which he had now had enough and to spare. I was greatly

emerged, when I received a letter from him . elated at the happy turn of events.

It bore no address, but it came through the My good -humour lasted all day-no doubt,

post, and was laconic and to the point. Here my clerks remarked it !-and the entertain

it is :
ment to which old Mr Goldspiker had invited

' SIR — I was suddenly taken ill the other us, and which took place that evening, seemed

day, and have been bad since. I will call to
to be an appropriate finale. My mind was

full of the subject when our little party met
morrow at eleven o'clock.—Yours truly,

JAMES DREAVER. '
at Mr Goldspiker's hospitable table, and having

gleefully related what had happened , I said

Now , apropos of this letter, a very singular casually to my host, who had listened atten

coincidence occurred. I had still got it in my tively : ‘ By the way , Air Goldspiker, did you

hand, and was examining with curiosity the ever happen to come across a namesake of my

rather peculiar caligraphy, when I was sum- wife's father at Durban ?'

moned to my bankby a messenger, who said ' I knew Durban very well ; but it has a

the inanager would feel obliged by my stepping large population ,' replied the old gentleman in

over there at once, as he had something import- his quaint broken English . ' I was only ac

ant to communicate. Not doubting that the quainted with one James Dreaver at the Cape,

message was connected with the claim of my and that was this lady's excellent papa'

client, I put his letter into my pocket, and the “ And he lived at Port Elizabeth ,' interrupted

very first question the nianager put to me

was: 'Well, has your client turned up again ? ' Quite true. He never was at Durban . Still ,

I replied in the affirniative, and then, with a it is a coincidence that there should have been

hearty laugh, the manager said the parcel had two persons of the same name over there at

been found, and proceeded to explain the mys- the same time.--What is the man like ? ' he

tery , which turned out to have a very simple added , turning to me.

solution. It appeared that late on the previous I described my mysterious client, both as he

afternoon, a certain Colonel Gray, who had appeared when he first came to me and as he

been absent for the last ten years in India , was now . Mr Goldspiker said nothing to attract

had written to say that he wished to examine my attention, but he seemed rather silent and

a box which he had deposited with the bank thoughtful during the remainder of the evening,

previous to his departure. An appointment though he discharged his duties as host with

made for the following morning, and his accustomed heartiness. He gave us a royal

the bank manager suddenly remembered, by entertainment, winding up with oysters and

a kind of inspiration, that the colonel had chablis at his chambers ; and when we parted ,

last overhauled the contents of his box , and he drew me aside and asked me the address of

deposited some things in it shortly after the my office. ' I will be with you at ten o'clock

date when I had lodged the parcel at the to -morrow morning,' he said , to my surprise, as

bank , Now the parcel had been placed upona he took my card.

shelf in immediate proximity to the colonel's Ihad forgotten all about Mr Dreaver's in

box, and it occurred to the bank manager that tended visit at the moment, and I naturally

the colonel might have inadvertently shovelled supposed that Mr Goldspiker wished to consult

my parcel into his box along with his own me on some matter of business, and was highly

things. The idea seemed plausible, and , at all delighted at the prospect of securing so wealthy

events, when Colonel Gray had presented him-, a client. I must confess, therefore, that I

self that morning , the manager accompanied was a little disappointed when the old gentle

him to the strong -room , And , sure enough, man, on presenting hiniself at my office the

the very first thing that happened when Colonel next day at the time appointed, announced that

Gray opened his box was that he drew fortlı ai he had called to ask me some further questions

brown paper parcel which he did not recognise , about my mysterious client.

as his own, but which the bank manager, owing ' 1 have told you all I know about him ,' I

to the label upon it, promptly claimed as my said.

property. “ I've been thinking ,' said Mr Goldspiker,

Needless to dwell on the colonel's confusion gazing earnestly into my face through his gold

at this discovery, nor to repeat his apologies rimmed spectacles, that his sudden disappear

for his carelessness. The manager was much ance the other day was rather odd. '

too elated to be censorious; and the colonel “ Very ! ' I replied. “ But then, by his own

had the satisfaction of learning that no serious admission, the man is a lunatic .'

harm had resulted from his having imprisoned ' Il'm ! He may not be so foolish

some one else's property in his strong-box for wishes to make out. - See here, my young

nearly a dozen years. friend ,' said Mr Goldspiker, laying his hand on

' I suppose you won't trust the parcel with us my arm , ' I was very well known at the Cape.

any more ?' laughed the manager in conclusion. People when they have once seen me, do not

No,' I said, taking possession of it. You forgetme, ch ??

have kept it long enough. It is my I could not help smiling while I glanced at

" You're welcome, Mr Carruthers ; and I dare- the old gentleman as he spoke. He had the

say you will be aś glad to get rid of it as I oddest face I have ever beheld ; the clean

an ,' said the manager as he wrote out a receipt shaven features were bland and childlike ; but

for me to sign. the complexion was the colour of a guinea, and

as he
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the skin was puckered into a perfect network office. I rushed to the door as he was shuffling

of wrinkles. Ilis expression was amiable, but away when he found there was some one witli

I am bound to say that an uglier old gentle- me.

man it would be difficult to imagine, and, as I seized him by the arm , however, and by

he remarked, no one who had once seen him main force, half led and half dragged him into

could fail to recognise him again. my room and closed the door behind me. Mr

“ This man was walking with you when we Goldspiker was sitting with his back to us, but

met in the street the other day ? ' he resumed . I could see by my client's manner that he

“ Yes. I see what you mean. You suggest recognised him at once. The sight of the gems

that he recognised you, and disappeared for upon the table, however, seemed to inspire the

that reason ,' I said , struck bythe idea. man with reckless desperation, for he advanced

‘ Yes ; and looking back , I remember that towards them and said harshly : ' You've been

when came up, å figure near you turned meddling with my property, fir Carruthers.'

aside and went up an adjacent court. ' Not your property, John Spooner,' said Mr

H’m ! you may be right , certainly ,' I replied, Goldspiker, turning in his chair and confront

reflecting that our meeting had, in fact, taken ing him .

place opposite to the entrance of one of those Apparently the man had hoped to brazen

narrow byways which abound in the city. But out the situation , for he made a faint attempt

why should he wish to avoid you ? ' at bluster ; but he was quickly overawed by

Exactly - why should he ?? exclaimed Mr the calm , determined aspect of Mr Goldspiker,

Goldspiker, leaning forward with his lands on and stood rooted to the spot, the picture of

his knees and gazing at me with his bland abject confusion .

expression . That is what I want to know .' * That man was my trusted clerk for twenty

He will be here directly . You had better years. Ile repaid my kindness by robbing me.

stay and meet him ," I said, taking up my He is a forger and a thief,' said Ďír Goldspiker
client's note from the desk. incisively:

' I came for that purpose,' said Mr Gold ' I've been punished ,' murmured the man,

spiker. " That is his letter, Hein ? ' hanging his head.

“ Yes.—You don't know the writing, I sup “ Yes. I tracked you, you scoundrel, and had

pose ? ' I inquired as I handed it to him . the satisfaction of getting you convicted and

Mr Goldspiker held the note within an inch imprisoned . Twenty years' penal servitude,

of his nose and scrutinised it deliberately for wasn't it ? ' said the old gentleman mercilessly.

some minutes. When he looked at me again , ' You are out on ticket of leave, I suppose ? '

there was a queer smile on his thin lips. It killed me almost, groaned the poor

Have you the parcel handy ? ' he said wretch between his white lips.

quietly.
' You killed somebody else. I did not know

* It is here — in the safe behind me,' I replied, of this ,' said Mr Goldspiker, pointing with

producing the keys.
trembling hand to the packet on the table, and

• Let me look at it, ' he said . appearing suldenly overcome by emotion . If

I turned to the safe, and fetched the parcel. I had Go ! ' he added, springing suddenly

The old gentleman's tone and manner mystified to his feet in a sort of paroxysm of rage

me considerably, and I was annoyed to see him out of my sight, or I shall forget what you

coolly produce a small penknife and cut the have suffered. Go, I say, or I will send for

string of the parcel without a moment's liesita- the police again . '

tion . The man, scared and startled by the old

What are you about ? ' I cried . gentleman's vehemence, took one stride to the

But Mr Goldspiker, who seemed to be labour- door, and the next moment had disappeared ;

ing under suppressed excitement, paid no heed while Mr Goldspiker sank down in his chair

to me. Ile proceeded to undo the outer wrap- and buried his face in his hands against the

pings of the parcel, and, having accomplished table. I sat silent and bewildered, amazed by

this, he revealed a small bundle of documents the scene, staring helplessly at my companion,

which looked like share certificates and a good while I listened to the retreating footsteps of

sized paper bag. The latter le opened and my late visitor, who hurried from the build

the contents upon my table. They ing

sisted of several score of uncut diamonds. Well, it can't be helped ,' said Mr Goldspiker,

How much did he say they were worth ? ' looking up abruptly, and resuming his habitual

he remarked , almost burying liis nose among sprightly tone and manner. • But I wronged

the gems and handling them with the air of him — we all wronged him .'

a connoisseur. • Who ?' I inquired.

" Ten thousand pounds,' I said open -mouthed.
That man went to a friend of mine, a

" H'm ! I should say at least that; but it is merchant like myself, and in my name got

impossible to be certain in their present con- possession of those things by false pretences.

dition , ' he replied, turning to the documents. My friend , unfortunately , was ill at the time ;

*H'm ,' he muttered , peering into the bundle, he became delirions, and in his ravings he

not much of value here — a few hundreds per- alluded frequently to this transaction , and men

haps -a few hundrels .' tioned my name; but we paid no heed . He

I don't understand what you are driving at, ' died suddenly, and his affairs were in disorder.

I exclaimel. IIe had been speculating, had had bad luck ,

• You will presently,' said Mr Goldspiker but - but it was not so bad as we all thought,

cheerfully: - ' Hark ! who is this ?' he added , absently fingering the gems upon the

It was Dreaver's voice we heard in the outer | table . These would liave saved him. '

6
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pose ?' I said .

“ Yes.

" The things belong to his creditors, I sup- patiently for his release in order to enjoy his

plunder.

No. I was his principal creditor, and I What induced the man to deposit the packet

settled with the others. For myself, I make with me, and to assume the name of my wife's

no claim . It is the least atonement I can offer father, is to this day a subject of endless

for the wrong done to him by that wretch in speculation to all of us. I think the latter

my name. My friend died broken -hearted circumstance is to be accounted for by the fact

because he believed that I, his old comrade, had that some of the share certificates were made

pressed him for my debt in his adversity. He out in Mr Dreaver's name. Spooner may have

gave up all he had, and — and he was ill, and it suspected that I might open the parcel, and

killed him," said the kind-hearted old gentleman, had therefore deemed it prudent to allay sus

fairly breaking down. picion by personating the real owner. Besides,

Come, Mr Goldspiker, you blame yourself he had excellent reasons for concealing his own

for nothing, ' I exclaimed , touched by his emo- identity.

tion ; ' you are entirely innocent. ' But it is less easy to imagine a plausible

' I hope your wife will believe it, Mr Car- explanation for the happy accident of the man

ruthers,' said the old gentleman wringing my having come to my office.

hand.
It is possible — though I have never been

My wife ! ' I exclaimed. able to verify the statement— that he may have

Oh ! did I not mention my poor had my name mentioned to him in the manner

friend's name ?' said Mr Goldspiker, apparently described. It is pretty clear, at all events,

astonished at my evident bewilderment. ' It that he either knew or suspected that he was

is her father I am speaking of, poor James in danger of being arrested, and was anxious

Dreaver.' to place the packet in safe custody. Mr Gold

Then do you mean to say that this—this spiker's notion was that the man was one day

valuable property belongs to my wife ? ' I cried , seized with a sudden panic - saw in the street,

as the room whirled round me. perhaps, the colonial detective who had been

Yes, yes. It is valuable — the stones are very sent over to arrest liim—and in his desperate

good ,' said Mr Goldspiker, leaning forward anl anxiety to provide for the safety of his precious

beginning to sort them quickly . " The scoundrel parcel, in view of disagreeable contingencies, he

was within the mark when he said ten tlou- hac turned into my office simply because my

sand pounds. Leave them to me to dispose of, brass plate attracted his attention at the

and I will guarantee’ moment. I am not at all sure that this

theory, wildly improbable as it may appear, is

I really cannot remember theremainder of not the correct solution of the mystery ; but

our conversation . I was so startled and over the actual facts will never transpire, for I

whelmed by this sudden and unexpected acces- learned, as the result of subsequent inquiries,

sion of fortune, that I fairly lost my head . It that Spooner had died suddenly shortly after

seemed too extraordinary to be true ; but there wards of syncope in the infirmary of an East

was absolutely no mistake about it, for within End workhouse.

a few weeks Mr Goldspiker landed my wife

a cheque for upwards of twelve thousand

pounds. Considering my circumstances, and
SNAKE - TAMIN G.

that my elder children were just needing edu

cation, it will be easily imagined what a
By Dr ARTHU'R STRADLING, C.M.Z.S. , &c.

glorious windfall this was to us ; in a word, it Snakes have their likes and dislikes , their

proved the turning point of our lives.
Often, afterwards, we discussedthe matter prejudicesand predilections, their little tempers

with old Mr Goldspiker ; and we arrived at a
and idiosyncrasies, like the rest of us, a fact

tolerably clear understanding of John Spooner's which he who aspires to subjugate their native

method of procedure. It appeared that just distrust of man and to win their confidence

about the time of James Dreaver's death , soon discovers in his dealings with them . The

Spooner, who enjoyed the fullest confidence of gentlest of serpents, for example, considers it

his employer, obtained leave of absence on the self aggrieved and insulted , and to have valid

ground of"ill-health . He was supposed to have ground for reprisal , should its neck or tail be

gone for a short trip ; but it subsequently came meddled with , for no reason that is obvious ;

to Mr Goldspiker's knowledge that the man
had secretly left the country. This led to his while its dignity is still more ruffled by the

accounts being carefully looked into, and it lightest touch on the mouth, though it may

then transpired that during many years he had submit to any amount of ordinary handling.

robbed his employer systematically and heart. These and numerous small points of a similar

lessly. Mr Goldspiker was so inilignant, that character are revealed to the amateur by the

he resolved to leave no stone unturned to bring light of personal experience only, experience

him to justice. The man was traced to Eng which is not seldom fraught with results pain

land ; arrested within a day or two of his ful to himself, since there is as yet no Hand

arrival; was tried, convicted, and sentenced to book of the Boa Constrictor Practical

a long term of penal servitude at the Cape.
Spooner never breathed a word about his Treatise on Python Culture ; while the snake is

robbery from Mr Dreaver, and the crime was
one of the few things left in heaven, earth,

never even suspectedl. No doubt liis reticence or the waters under the earth, that has not

was perfectly natural, and he evidently waited a special journal devoted to it. But the first

or
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endeavour of the serpent-fancier is , or ought chiefly in the fact that the same lazy apathy

to be, to render his protéyés tame and fearless deters them from fleeing from his presence

of his presence or manipulation, not only as after the manner of most of the Order. Finally,

a matter ofconvenience and protection to him- asmuch difference in temper and character

self, but still more for the higher consideration
exists amongst individuals of the same species,

of their well-being, since they are much more cellaneous assemblage of specimens of the genus

aye, and colour, as would be found in any mis

likely to feed when free from nervous appre- i homo - indeed, a parallel might be drawn, with

hension of their surroundings. out any undue straining of details, between the

It seldom happens that a snake be serpent tribe in this particular respect and a

induced to take a meal until some months have school of children of mixed nationalities, where

elapsed since its capture ; those born or hatched the natives of some countries might be ex

in cages will devour suitable food within anpected, ceteris paribus, to be more impulsive or

hour of their advent on a mortal career, pro- ' phlegmatic, as the case might be, than the rest,

vided that the temperature and other con- where complexion would in a large number of

ditions are such as meet their physical require instances justify an inference as to certain

ments and that they are mature, though --like psychic peculiarities, and where, nevertheless,

most animals born in captivity — they are apt the personal equation ' would be predominant

to be even wilder and more resentful of inter- after all .

ference than their progenitors. One of the first One of the least tamable of all snakes is

phenomena of ophidlian psychology likely to be the cobra da capello, and, singularly enough ,

i'ecognised by those who have the exceptional it is this very trait which makes it so valuable

opportunity --and perhaps still more exceptional to the Ilindu and Arab charmers, and which

desire - of close companionship with any number has, in fact, formed the entire foundation on

and diversity of these creatures is the great which the charming, imposture is based . It

difference which clifferent species present in need hardly be pointed out in these fin de siècle

their susceptibility to taming. To instance such days of popular science that the cobra possesses

only as are likely to be familiar to the casual the most rudimentary organs of hearing, and

patron of menageries and zoological gardens, cannot be influenced by the strains of the

the rock -snake or python of India, the Mada- dusky musician's pipe, while the intelligence

gascar boa, the black constrictor of the Cape, of tlie whole of the Ophidia is so low that no

the copperhead , the yellow Jamaican boa — now kind of training or education is possible. The

almost extinct, owing to the introduction of very utmost that can be accomplished is to

the pestilent mongoose for the purpose of instil into them a sort of dull comprehension

destroying cane-rats on the sugar plantations that they need not bring into action their

—and the rat-snakes of both South America weapons of defence every time their heredi

and Ceylon, rarely get rid of their original tary enemy comes within the range of their

timidity, and are or less snappish to extremely limited vision—this, and perhaps

the end of their clays, however, long may with some of them a doubtful recognition of

be their association with amicably disposed persons. But the cobra is ready to sit up and

humanity. show fight to the bitter end at the first hint

On the other hand , the Royal and other of disturbance. It is the peculiarity of its

African pythons, as well as their reticulated belligerent attitude, upright with a third of its

Oriental cousin, the great anaconda, the dia- length of body raised from the ground, attended

mond anıl carpet snakes of Australia, all the by the spreading out of its anterior ribs to

corals, many of the vipers, the pale-headed and form with the dilatable skin of the neck the

thick -necked tree-boas, and most of the smaller fin -like expansion known as the hood, which

colubrine snakes, readily acquire a confidence gives it the appearance of acting in obedi

in man, and may be trusted implicitly after ence to the gestures and sorry strains of the

a very brief acquaintance. More curious still , performer, who artfully adapts both to the

the disposition appears to vary coincidently natural and spontaneous movements of the

with variety of colour in certain well-defined reptile.

directions among members of the same species. This, then , is actually the converse of snake

The deep red boa constrictor is never so amen- taming. One could hardly design a creature

able to discipline as those of paler hues, while which would better answer the purpose of the

the beautiful steely specimens found in the pretended snake -charmer than does the cobra,

West Indies are usually gentler than either. whether we regard the Indian or the Egyp

A similar comparison strikes one in dealing tian species. Venomous as it is — and there is

with puffadders, where the velvety amber probably none more virulent, unless it be the

are much less spiteful than the gray, southern rattlesnake — with semper paratus for

and especially with rattlesnakes, the pearls its motto, it is the most easily manipulated and

which vary from a dusty neutral tint 'playeil' of all serpents. Whatever may have

to bright yellow. With regard to the last, been the original value of the hood in the

it should be said that nearly all crotaline ser cobra's economy, whether to inspire its foes

pents — those of the rattlesnake family, though with terror or to serve any other end , there

not necessarily provided with the vibratory can be no doubt that it has long passed the

apparatus from which the head of the house zenith of its utility, and, like so many structures

derives its name— are lethargic and indisposeil which we find in the animal world developed

to attack except under extreme provocation, to exaggeration in the blind fury of evolution,

yet they rarely become absolutely trustworthy. lias become a hinderance rather than a help to

Their danger to man in the wild state lies its possessor in the great struggle. The reach

.
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of the cobra's delivery, the limitation of the How, then , is snake-taming effected? Well,

distance within which its blow must fall , can there is no great secret or "mystery about it.

be exactly calculated almost instinctively by In the first place, the snakes must become accus

those who become accustomed to them , "since tomed to the presence of humanity by being

its striking consists of the swaying down of so placed in such a situation that people pass and

much of its body as is upreared and no more. repass within their sight as constantly as pos

The reader may obtain an efficient illustration sible ; and here it must not be forgotten that

of this by laying his upper arm upon a table, no serpent can see anything distinctly at a dis

with the forearm and hand (representing the tance equal to twice its own length. The in

head) raised from the flexed elbow . Very dif- mates of the Reptile House at the London Zoo

ferent is this from the spring-like mechanism of logical Gardens become noticeably slıyer after a

the process by which the majority of serpents day or two of dense fog or deep snow , during

dart on their prey or adversary - ' fire a shot,' which the visitors are few and far between.

as the Trinidad creoles say—the head remaining And , secondly, they must be handled at all

quiescent until the neck and boily, behind are times and seasons, except immediately after a

drawn up into S -shaped folds, to be suddenly meal, handled freely and fearlessly, but with

straightened with the speed of lightning as the due regard to their before-mentioned morbid

jaws are flashed forward. And when the cobra's sensibility of neck and tail . After all , the

head has fallen for its bite, the weight of its vast majority are not nearly anxious

huge expanded umbrella prevents it from rising to use their teeth as is commonly supposed.

again as quickly as it would otherwise do, and Keepers in menageries usually lift the

admits of its being readily seized and secured . specimens from the boxes in which they arrive

Its near relative, the hamadryad, the great in order to transfer them to the cages, and are

snake-eating snake, which is the largest of all rarely bitten ; and in forests and jungles all

poisonous species, and which also displays a over the world I have always seized upon

hood, soon becomes apathetic, and refuses to everything I came across with my bare hands,

pander to the humbug of charming ; for this securing on one occasion a sixteen -foot anaconda

reason it is held of small account by the jug- ' in this way ; and though have had some

glers of India and Burma, in whose baskets it nasty nips, such accidents have not happened

is occasionally seen and to whom it is known to one case out of a thousand where

as the big or king cobra, since it requires a lot there was the possibility of their occurrence.

of shaking up before it will stand on the de- Gloves and tongs are worse than useless, and

fensive, although its monetary value as a 200- | beget a nervousness on both sides. When a

logical specimen is twenty times as much as snake-keeper once begins to think about being

that of the smaller species. Though lazy, it is bitten, it is all over with him , and he had

said to be distinctly aggressive in its wild state, better keep away from his charges until his

and is perhaps the most intelligent of the nerve comes back to him . I have had more

serpent Orler.
misadventures within a few weeks after a bad

I may mention, as curiosities incidental to bout of jungle fever than in all the rest of my

snake-taning, that they are much more vicious life put together, and I have lived in daily

when cold-unless of course they are chilled companionship with these reptiles alınost as long

to absolute torpor — than at the temperature as I can remember.

which is suitable to their vitality ; that they | The only implement I ever employ is a very

appreciate the interposition of a solid though soft brush , and that I use but seldom, and with

transparent medium within an hour or two of one species only, the lance-headed tree -boa of

their first confinement behind glass, and cease ' Tropical America, probably the most persist

to strike at anything outside ; that they will ently savage serpent in the world , as ready to

often strike repeatedly — and hit pretty hard fly at the most familiar face or hand after years

blows—without taking the trouble to open their of association as it was at its original captor. It

mouths, and consequently without biting ; and grows to about seven or eight feet, and is of

that they never quarrel or bite each other, even slender habit, though a powerful constrictor, but

the fiercest. When the time draws near for its teeth are longer in proportion than those of

shedding the skin , a process which takes place any other non -venomous snake, while its enor

at intervals of from three weeks two mous flat head and absurdly thin neck give it as

months, they are apt to be treacherous and malign and ill-favoured an aspect as pertains to

uncertain, probably owing to the partial obstruc- any of the race. Four large specimens and five

tion of vision . very old python in my babies - born on the voyage, little fiends all — have

own collection , formerly so quiet that a baby just reached me from the West Indies. With

could and did play with it, and a most valu- the small ones, an old shaving -brush receives

able specimen for ‘handling round ’ at lectures, the bite as well as anything ; for larger ones, a

has developed cataract in both eyes of late years, picture-brush or feather broom clipped some

and a decided infirmity of temper therewith what short is more suitable, for one's object is

Babies, by the way, like kittens and young not to hurt the snake in any way, but to dis

puppies, will maul and play with snakes un appoint him , and teach him the vanity of

harmed where grown -up people would be bitten . earthly passions when he dashes furiously into

The most ferocious of serpents is generally safe the yielding plumes and finds nothing there.

enough while in the hands of any one who A course of lessons of this sort sometimes serves

knows how to hold without coercing him and to impress upon them the futility of assault

keeps a cool head ; it is in the picking up and and battery, and reduces the probability of

especially in letting him go again that the bite their future efforts in that line to one snap

coines in . when they are touched or suddenly disturbed.

I

to
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Most animals can be turned by a brush ; in colour into red, olive-brown, and green - the

zoological collections the attendants who clean red weeds growing below low -water mark, the

the cages find that crocodiles, big birds, cats, green ones at high -water mark, and the olive

and other unpleasantly demonstrative creatures, brown occupying an intermediate position. It

can be kept at bay with such a weapon, where would seem that the colours have a direct

sticks, whips, or crowbars would be useless, relation to the amount of light available, for

just as larger beasts are cowed most effectually the sea -water stops those rays which are active

by that real yet mysteriously intangible and in the formation of chlorophyll, the green

unfightable foc , a jet of water from the garden - ' colouring matter of plant-life . But this coast

engine.
flora of the ocean can do but little towards

maintaining necessary balance between

animal and plant life , which is effected by the
THE MONTH :

floating microscopic plants which are found in

SCIENCE AND ARTS.
all waters. Sometimes these are in such im

The newly discovered constituent of the atmo- ! tinctive colour, as in the case of the Red Sea,
mense masses that they give the water a dis

sphere to which the name Argon has been which takes its name from their presence. The

given has caused as much excitement among floating weeil in the Sargasso Sea remains a

chemists as did the detection of the fifth satellite | puzzle to naturalists, for no plant of the same

of Jupiter some time ago in the astronomical species can be found on adjacent coasts or

world . We had all long regarded the composi- , islands. The lecturer concluded his remarks by

tion of the air as having been definitely deter- urging the necessity of a more extended study

mined. But any one wlio will take the trouble of the ocean and its economy.

to refer to Cavendish's celebrated ' Experiments by photographers is the Platinutype process,in
A favourite method of printing' adopted

on Air ' will find that a suspicion is there which the image is formed in platinum black,

raised that nitrogen , or phlogisticated air, as he one of the most stable substances known to

termed that inert gas, was not the sole residue chemistry. it means of toning, or rather stain

after the oxygen , water, and carbon dioxide of ing the image, so that the cold, black tone can

the atmosphere had been removed. If there be changed to any desired tint of brown, has

anything else left, he concluded that it lately been introduced, and the specimens of

must be in the most minute quantity. That prints so treated which we have examined

there was something else was once more sus- ' certainly show very beautiful results. The

pected by Lord Rayleigh, upon proving that change is brought about by submitting the

the nitrogen obtained from air was about a print to a bath" of catechu,or cutch , as it is

hali per cent. heavier than that procured from also called . This vegetable extract has long

chemical compounds. The difference in weight been used as a dye for textile fabrics, and is

is now attributed to the presence in minute permanent. As the process is patented, the

quantity of this new gas. Argon has been sepa- proper kind of catechu for photographic pur

rated , and gives a distinct spectrum . Whether i poses will doubtless soon be placed upon the

it be an elementary body or a compound one is , market.

at present a moot -point, but its detection and One of the most difficult problems with

separation must be regarded as a remarkable' which our parochial authorities have to deal

event. is the selection of a method of road -making

At a recent meeting of the Royal Society,which shall be satisfactory in use and fairly
Dr John Haldane dealt with the nature and permanent. The ideal paving has not yet been

physiological action of black-clamp as met with !discovered – that is, one which shall be at the

in a colliery in Staffordshire and in another same time durable, noiseless, inexpensive, and

one in Shropshire. lle described it as one of capable of affording a foothold for horses in all
the gases frequently found in the workings of states of the weather. Possibly such an ideal

coal-mines, which could be distinguished from is inattainable ; but a method which seems to

fire-damp in not being explosive when mixed fulfil some of the conditions required is found

with air, and from after-damp in not being the ; in Ardagh’s Patent Prismatic Hard Wood Paving

product of an explosion, but collecting in the Block. This block is made up of a number of

workings under ordinary conditions. It con- pieces of vak, which have been previously

sisted of nitrogen containing an aulmixture of a creosoteul , bound together with an iron band.

seventh to an eighth of carbon dioxide, and it | The cubes of which the block is composed are

acted as a poison when inhaled , its dangerous cut from waste wood, therefore the cost is not

physiological action being due to absence of prohibitive ; and if required , channels may be

oxygen , or insufficiency of oxygen when cliluted , cut in its surface and filled ' in with sand and

with air, and not to excess of carbon dioxide. cement, so as to reduce slipperiness of surface

Air containing just suflicient black -damp to , to a minimum . The system has been for some

extinguish a candle or oil lamp produced no time in successful in the streets of

immediate sensible action on a human being. Worcester.

« The Pastures of the Sea ’ formed the title of A correspondent in commenting upon a

a very interesting and instructive lecture at the recent note in the lumns with reference to

Imperial Institute lately, which was delivered the fraudulent renovation of spent tea leaves,

by Mr George Murray of the British Museum . i informs us that there is yet another use for

Seaweeds which grow near the land do not this waste product, irrespective of that found

occur at a greater depth than fifty fathons, for it by the careful housemaid. "Owners of

and they may be classified accoriling to their poultry may not be aware ,' he writes, that

1

use
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fowls are very fond of spent tea leaves. They of the kind has been brought forward by Mr

are a very useful adjunct to the poultry-yard John Clark of Her Majesty's Customs, London,

menu, especially at this season, when variety of This consists of a tiny slip of india-rubber

diet is welcome to make up for the loss of pierced at each end , whicả can be slipped over an

natural delicacies. The fowls seem to enjoy the ordinary nib. In this way it forms a stretched

leaves whether given alone or mixed in the membrane below the point of the nib, between

other food. Probably the tea acts as a tonic ! which and the metal is thus provided a reser

Here is another use for the leaves when ex- voir to hold sufficient ink to write a long letter.

hausted by humanity .' The advantage of this method is that one can

If the calculations of the Gazette de St Peters- use his favourite nib and turn it into a fountain

bourg_may be relied upon , the completion of pen at will.

the Trans-Siberian Railway will be beneficial Lovers of animals have constantly protested

not only to the Russian Empire but to those against the inhuman practice of mutilating the

who would seek a quick route from Britain to ears of dogs, a fashion which has sprung up

China and Japan. At present the journey from under the inistaken notion that the aj pearance

England to Japan occupies twenty-eight days of the victims is thereby improved . Unhappily,

and it takes about three days longer to reach these protests have not hitherto had much effect.

China. By the new route it is calculated that But there are now stronger influences being

nearly one-half of this time can be saved. brought to bear upon the evil-doers. His

The lamentable wrecks which have occurred Royal Highness the Prince of Wales having

round our coasts during the past few months been recently asked to express his opinion upon

will have one good result in stimulating the the practice, writes through his secretary to say

endeavours which have been made to place our that lie has kept dogs for many years, and

lighthouses, harbours, lightships, and lifeboat frequently sends some of them to exhibitions,

stations in telegraphic and telephonic communi- but that he has never allowed any dog belong

cation with one another. Much las already ing to him to be mutilated. Ilis Royal High

been done, especially in and around the port ' ness has always been opposed to this practice,

of Liverpool. The completion of this necessary which he consider's causes unnecessary pain, and

work will, it is said , cost a quarter of a million it would give him much pleasure to hear that

of money. But this should be no obstacle to owners of dogs had agreed to abandon such an

a rich country like Britain , especially when it objectionable fashion .' We are also glad to see

is remembered that the value of a single ship , that the barbarous practice forms the subject

of war very often greatly exceeds this sum , to of an energetic protest which has been lodged

say nothing of the far more valuable lives at with the Kennel Club, on behalf of the Ladies'

stake. Kennel Association . It is suggested that no

It is sometimes impossible to find out the dog born after an agreed-upon date, that has

causes which have led to collision at sea. Not ' its ears mutilated, shall be eligible for exhi

long ago two ships in the Channel, which had bition at any show held under Kennel Club

been in sight of each other for a long time, , rules. We trust that this humane suggestion

collided in broad daylight, both sustaining such will be acted upon , for it is a shameful thing

serious damage that their water -tight compart- that our four-footed friends should be tortured

ments alone kept them afloat. It becomes for a mere caprice of fashion . Man has from

desirable, therefore, that some record of the the very earliest times hacked about his own

orders given from the bridge of a ship previous body in obedience to custom , but he has no

to such a disaster should be available. Such a right to impose a similar tax upon his de

record is provided by a ship's Indicator which pendents.

has been invented by Messrs Thompson & The tall cliffs which look over the Channel

Marsden. It consists of a drum carrying a round about the port of Dover, the whiteness

paper which revolves by clockwork once in of which suggested the name Albion , have for

twenty - four hours. The paper is ruled with years been crumbling away, sometimes imper

vertical lines denoting intervals of time, and ceptibly, and occasionally in avalanches repre

with horizontal lines dividing it into spaces, senting many hundred tons of chalk .
The

each of which corresponds to one of the words natural erosion has unfortunately been increased

of command telegraphed from the ptain to by the establishment of the Admiralty pier at

the engine- room . A pencil traces a continuous Dover, which acts like a huge groyne, in caus

line upon this drum , but moves in sympathy ing the shingle to be carried away from the

with every motion of the telegraph upon base of the cliffs, and not replaced, so that

the bridge. So that it is possible by after the chalk is constantly undermined , and the

examination of this record to find out what face of the cliff is from time to time brought

orders were given to the engineer, the time at down by its own weight. A correspondent of

which it was given , and the interval which , the Times lately pointed out low serious the
elapsed between every such order. The in- consequences are likely to be to Government

ventors assert that the Indicator can be easily property in the neighbourhood of Dover and

adapted to any ship’s telegraph in use,and that, St llargaret's Bay, and he suggests that a con

it has been thoroughly tested with complete crete wall built at the foot of the cliffs would

do inuch to stop the mischief.

Among the minor time-saving devices which The Tokio correspondent of the leading

have recently been generally adopted is the English journal says that the excellent health

fountain pen, which enables a busy writer to of the Japanese troops in Corea, although the

do his work without constant renewal of ink. want of sanitation in that country is a byword,

One of the simplest and ingenious inventions may possibly be attributed in great part to

success.
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their diet, which is mainly rice . He quotes soda alkali and chlorine, which threatens to

the opinion of Dr E. Baelz, an eminent German seriously interfere with an established and im

physician, who has made a study of the nutrient portant industry. Many attempts have already

value of rice . For men in active exercise no been made in this direction, but certain diffi

other food, he declares, is equally sustaining culties had arisen which prevented success.

and wholesome, but it is not adapted to those Mr Castner, whose name is well known in con

leading a sedentary life, for it quickly leads to nection with certain improvements in the produc

dyspepsia. This view is borne out by the tion of metallic sodium , has at last solved the

evidence of the labouring classes in Japan, who problem , and has commenced the manufacture of

have well-developed muscles and enjoy good electrically produced soda and chlorine upon a

health . The same may be said of the Jin- large scale. The details of this electrolytic

rikisha drawers, who will run immense dis method cannot well be described without dia

tances between the shafts of those curious two - grams, but it may be said that the success of

wheeled carriages peculiar to Japan, without the new process is mainly due to the mechanical

much fatigue. The upper classes are on the means adopted for the efficient employment of

other hand frail frame, weakly, and incapable the electric current.

of real exertion. If the German physician's Professor Dewar has been revealing fresh

conclusions are correct, rice should be the ideal wonders with regard to liquid air, proving that

food for military purposes, for it is most easy bodies which atordinary temperatures arevery

of transport. We doubt, though, if the Euro- faintly if at all phosphorescent, glow with a

pean soldier would regard it with much strange brightness after being cooled to the

favour. temperature of boiling liquid air, and excited by

The most important expedition for scientific the rays of an electric arc. Feathers, flowers,

purposes which
sent out by this cotton-wool , egg -shells, and various chemical

country is that of the Challenger, a ship which substances, when dipped in the air give brilliant

was devoted to this work for three years from effects. The Professor also showed how photo

1873, when she sailed to every ocean except graphic action was retarded at these very low

the Arctic. This expedition was remarkably teníperatures, and he concluded that in some

fruitful in results, so much so, that the leading way the phenomena of photographic action and

scientific men at home and abroad have been phosphorescence are closely connected .

occupied for many years in tabulating and

putting the observations into shape for publica

tion , and arranging the collections with a like AS IT HATH BEEN, SO IT SHALL BE.

object. The work has only just been com
DAISIES, starring the grasses

pleted by the issue of the final two volumes of
Till they gleam with silver sheen ;

the fifty bulky tomes devoted to this great
Wind, that over them passes,

national undertaking. The price of the com
Ruffling the wbite and green ;

plete work is one hundred pounds, but the

Government have presented copies to most of
Nought is changed, save the eyes that see :

the leading libraries in foreign countries, as an
As it bath been, so it shall be.

acknowledgment of valuable help received in

its compilation. Bird , that sings in the wild wood

A new primary battery from which great Songs of a thousand years ;

results are anticipated has been patented by Child, with the laugh of childhood

Messrs Walker & Williams of Birmingham . Chasing its 1pril tears ;

The cell is composed of a cylinder of zinc, Earth's music changeless as beating sea :

immersed in a porous pot containing caustic As it hath been, so it shall be.

potash. This vessel is placed concentrically

within a perforated earthenware jar, packed Heart, that throbbest so madly

with carbon, the current being collected by a
With joy of each new - born thing

cylinder of nickel, also perforated, embedded
Heart, that sobbest so sadly

in the granular carbon. The novel feature of

this cell is represented by the perforations in
For thought of thine own lost spring ;

Earth's Springs shall soon be unfelt by thee :

the outer vessel, and in the collecting, cylinder,

by which the atmosphere is admitted to play
As it hath been, so it shall be.

MARY GORGES.
an important part in preventing polarisation.

It is claimed that ninety -seven per cent. of the

zinc used is given back in electric energy , TO CONTRIBUTORS.
as against_forty per cent. in other primary

batteries. Professor Jamieson of Glasgow has ist. All communications should be addressed to the

• Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh .'
reported upon this invention, and says that it

will prove very serviceable for driving electric |2d. For its return in case of ineligibility, postage -stamps

motors, for electric lighting, and for electro 3d. To secure their safe return if ineligible,Alh. Manu

deposition of metals when engines and dynamos SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by a letter of advice or

are not available. The inventor's allege that otherwise , should hare the writer's Name and Address

those who live in country houses can by means written upon them IN FULL.

of these cells produce electricity on their own 4th . Poetical contributions should invariably be accom

account for a less sum than eightpence per
panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

Board of Trade unit.

Among the recent advances due to electricity Printed and Published byW.&R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

must be reckoned a new method of producing 47 laternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.

All Rights Reserved .
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expected places, and they lie all around us

IN THE FUTURE.
awaiting recognition. Especially is it so with

If we could transport ourselves in imagination chemistry, which has been aptly termed the

back to the early years of this century, to a science of the world and the future .' By its

period when the lives of people still living transformations we have been enabled to con

were beginning, what different world we vert some of the most worthless materials into

should find ! Think of it. The steam -engine important objects of every-day use . It is con

then had but entered on its civilising career ; tinually opening up to of

no good roads existed even for fast coaches ; no wealth and convenience of which former ages

Atlantic greyhounds sped through storms and had no idea. We look forward to a time

fogs at twenty miles an hour ; there were no when the chemist will make a harvest when

telegraphs outstripping time, and making the wanted, instead of waiting a year for Nature's

sun a sluggard ; no railway trains to rush along slower operations . Then from the

by night or day at sixty miles an hour ; and matter of the universe we shall be able to

no gas to light our streets or homes. And build up direct the waste that results from all

seeing so much has been gained in so short a action, motion, and even from life itself. At

time, we can scarcely wonder that many think- present, this waste is restored to us by eating

ing men should turn towards the ever-approach- beef or mutton. The mutton was the proto

ing and unknown Future, and attempt to lift plasm or physical basis of life of another

the veil which shrouds it from our gaze. animal, a sheep, which received its protoplasın

Forty-three years ago an interesting paper from the vegetable world . But we shall have

appeared in this Journal, entitled “ Things in changed all that, and the task of obtaining the

Expectation,' attempting to forestall what might ingredients, the nitrogen and carbon , direct

occur during the following twenty years ; and , from Nature, and of combining them in their

considering their nature, the predictions made ! Que proportions, will be simple every-day work

were fairly successful. There is now it much for the chemist of the future. Then the destruc

wider field for speculation, and the writer pro- tion of our fleet in war -time would not mean

poses to follow his predecessor's example, and the awful miseries of famine that would at

try to anticipate some of the discoveries and present be almost certain to follow the blockade

inventions which are now casting their shadows of our ports.

before them. In the long catalogue of problems on which

To some it appears that we have, in various science is now earnestly engaged, one is the

directions, already nearly reached that boundary discovery of methods for neutralising or for

beyond which the human intellect cannot pass ; finding the antidote to the bacillus or seed

while others see in the success which has fol. form of zymotic or infectious diseases, such

lowed past endeavour, the promise and potency as cholera, consumption , smallpox , malarial dis

of still greater triumphs. Besides , how many cases or fevers. But yesterday the exquisite

discoveries Nature reveals to us unexpectedly experiments and researches of Pasteur, Tyndall,

and unsought for ! while each one in succes- Koch , Löffler, and others, have partly foreshad

sion assists in explaining mysteries yet un- owed that long-sought-for prophylactic which is

solved . For science, like a benignant mother, to make the entry of the too oft fatal germs to

has no favourites, and offers her rewards to the human body difficult, or to neutralise them

all earnest seekers , the learned and unlearned by a simple or easy remedy. We look to

alike. She has hid away many of her most science to show us the road to health and long

valuable secrets in the most unlikely and un- | life , by conquering disease. Medicine and
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Surgery have been enabled to take new the electrical engineer. It is said that the total

andgrander (leparture. amount of heat poured by the sun on every

So long ago as 1613, the first note of alarm acre of the earth's surface annually is equal to

was sounded regarding the exhaustion of our seven hundred and fifty thousand horse -power.

coal supplies. Standish informed our ancestors From this, a heavy crop utilises three thousand

that with no woode for fuel , there would be no two hundred horse-power only ; the remainder,
kingdom ;' and as for coal , it was not to be so far as vegetation is concerned , is dissi

depended on , and was failing in quality as well pated into space. Here is energy sufficient to

as in quantity. Fuller, the witty, divine, also supply all the steam-engines in existence. Who

joined in the warning ; and ever since we seem can show us how to apply it to useful pur

to have had periodical attacks apprehensive of pose ?

such a calamity overtaking us. It is more than Another novelty of great value is the

probable that our future consumption of fuel , application of electricity to sanitary improre

instead of increasing, will diminish through ment ; the treatment and purification of sewage

superior methods of using it, without consider- by this method is only too costly for

ing the probability of our finding substitutes. The sterilisation of disease germs by electricity

For the time may come when we shall be in the water supply of cities has been experi

able to concentrate and employ the immense mented on with excellent results ; and the diffi

currents of thermo-electricity which result culty and expense of dealing with such vast

from the action of the sun's rays and the volumes of water is a problem which must be

rotation of the earth . We seem to be on attacked very soon.

the verge of being able to produce elec We are told that in this country we have

tricity directly from the burning of coal ; and no climate - merely samples ; ' that an English

this once accomplished , there will immediately summer consists of three fine days and a

follow the universal adoption of the electric thunder-storm ; and that the only fruit that

motor as a prime mover. In this direction we ripens is a baked apple. There is some truth

have many resources. For instance, our rivers, in the sarcasm . The thunder -storm is usually

the winds, and tides , can all be made to con- followed by a fall of temperature and ' broken

tribute to the production of heat and power. I weather, which , lasting from a few days to a

Also in many countries there are springs of hot month, combined with the absence of sunshine,

water which have flowed for centuries - often thwarts effectually Nature's kind inten

changed in temperature. On the island of tions in ripening fruit. So the electrician aims

Ischia, in the Bay of Naples, on deepening the at controlling the weather. Shall we ever be

sources of these springs only a few feet, the able to make the clouds discharge their moisture

water is found to boil ; while a little deeper, during the night, and thus leare clear skies

steam of very high pressure has been obtained and sunshine for the day ? We have nearly

All these sources of power can be converted | always the opposite at present, and so lose the

into stored electrical energy, capable of being i heat by radiation at night which the sun gives

conveyed to any place where wanted, and us by day. Some attempts at rain -making are

employed to give heat, light, and great power said to have been fairly successful . Can we

in small space . Vo ; we need not be alarmed not employ some of the superabundant energy

at the prospect of the exhaustion of our coal- mentioned above in preventing, or mitigating

fields . Science will solve this question, and at the so-called London fog, which, alas!

the same time purify the atmosphere of our longer confines itself to London ? Professor

great towns. Lodge has proved that the discharge of elec

The promised applications of electricity are tricity into the air of a smoking-room at once

almost innumerable . Nicola de Tesla promises clear's it of smoke and cust. A flash of light

to give us sunshine by night or day ; main- ning — which is simply a huge electric spark

taining that terrestrial heat and light are due is projected through the moisture-laden clouds,

to electrical vibrations in the millions of miles and is followed by a deluge of rain. Thunder,

of ether which separate our earth from the we know , clears the air. A fog is electro

sun , and not derived from a ball of fire, as is positive , and the electrician will not be allowed

generally believed . These vibrations have been to rest until fogs are things of the past.

produceil on a small scale by means of an ex When a cheap supply of electricity can

perimental alternating current dynamo giving be obtained , the immense possibilities which

twenty thousand vibrations a second, followed will come within the range of practice will soon

by a luminous haze. This points to the possi- reveal themselves. The lIonourable Robert

bility of manufacturing sunshine when wanted. Boyle, who lived early in the seventeenth cen

Sir W. Precce las made telegraphic com- tury, entitled one of his essays, “OfMan's Great

munication between the island of Hat Ilolme Ignorance of the Uses of Natural Things, or

and the Welsh coast without wires, by means that there is no one Thing in Nature whereof

of the magnetic currents in earth and water. the Uses to FIuman life are yet thoroughly

It is not long since only one message could be understood. The whole liistory of science,

sent cach way over the same wire simultane- electricity especially, has been one long com

ously ; now, seventy can be sent, thirty- five in mentary on this curious text. After the publi

cacli direction, on one wire. Experiments have cation of Franklin's experiments, it was gener

proved that electric currents give vigour to the ally believed that there was nothing remaining

growth of most vegetables and plants, and to be discovered concerning clectricity. It

also paralyse the mischievous activity of para- may be said ,' wrote Priestley, not many years

sites, animal and vegetable. llere is hope for later, in reply to this hasty statement, there is

the agriculturist, and wider opportunities for a ne plus ultra in everything, and therefore in

10
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electricity. There is no reason to think that it may be by beings as superior to us intel

we have arrived at it, for with every new dis- lectually as we are to our ancestors of thousands

covery it becomes more apparent that the of years ago ; and from them the first com

ultima Thule of electrical possibilities lies far munication may conie.

beyond our horizon.' Science is only at the beginning of its career.

It is a striking illustration of the primitive The prospects of the future invite to present

barbarism still inherent in the human race, humility . We are still, like Newton after all

and of the elementary condition in which we his discoveries, standing on the shore of a great

yet live, that civilised nations are willing to ocean , from which we have picked up a few of

sacrifice so much treasure and ingenuity in its treasures thrown upon the beach , each one

preparation for war. Even we in this country, of which only serves to show its illimitable and,

whose public burdens in this connection are as as yet, undiscovered wealth .

nothing compared with those of some of our

neiglıbours, spend one-third of our national

income in paying for past wars, one -third in THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.*

preparation for future wars, leaving the re By ANTHONY HOPE, Author of The Prisoner of Zenda .

inaining one-third for carrying on the work

of the nation. It is, however, a hopeful CHAPTER VII. (continued).

sign that two of the most civilised nations | Thus had the day worn to evening, and long

on this planet have given a noble example had the day seemed to Antonio, who sat before

in settling international disputes by arbitration. the mouth of the cave, with Venusta by liis

The time will surely come when the youth- side. All day they had sat thus alone, for

ful mauhood of great nations will refuse to
be led to mutual slaughter, and to submit to Luigi and the two youths had gone to set

all the evils and demoralisation which inevi-, snares in the wood behind the cave-or such

tably follow in the track of war. And it is was the pretext Luigi made ; and Antonio had

to be sincerely hoped that arbitration through ; let them go, charging them to keep in earshot.

the power of an intellectual, cultured , and As the long day passed , Antonio, seeking to

enligūtened public opinion, international and entertain the lady and find amusement for her

universal in its application , will speedily take through the hours, egan to recount to her all

the place of war.
A universal language has for nearly three that he had done, how he had seized the Sacred

centuries been the dream of scientific men , and Bones, themanner of his difference with the

But of
some think that the wonderful strength and Abbot of St Prisian, and much else.

vitality of our actual English tongue points to the killing of Duke Paul he would not speak ;

its general adoption in the course of time. It is nor did he speak of his love for Lucia till

the language which has made the greatest pro- Venusta pressed him , making parade of great

gress in respect of the numbers speaking it within sympathy for him . But when he had set liis

this century. In the year 1800 it was said to be tongue to the task, he grew eloquent, his eyes

used by twenty -two millions of people, and is now gleamed and his cheek flushed, and he spoke

spoken by muchmore than one hundred mil in the low reverent voice that a true lover uses

lions ; wliile the numbers speaking Russian rose

in the same time from thirty to seventy or eighty when he speaks of his mistress, as though his

millions, allthe other European languages being wouted accents were too common and mean for

left far behind. English is the language of the her name. And Venusta sat listening, casting

greatest colonising race in history, the race now and again a look at him out of her deep

which still holds the commercial supremacy of eyes, and finding his eyes never on hers, but

the world. It is the language of the great filled with the fancied vision of Lucia . And at

American nation : and from the United King- last, growing impatient with him , she broke

dom and the United States, from Canada, out petulantly, “ Is this girl, then, different from

Australia, New Zealand, the Cape, and India, all others, that you speak of her as though she

it is pushing its influence farther into every

corner of the habitable globe. It is not, then, a were a goddess ? '

perfectly foolish expectation that our language ' I would not have spoken of her but that you

may eventually become the accepted tongue of pressed me,' laughed Antonio. “ Yet in my eyes

the civilised world . she is a yoddess — as every maid should be to

By better methods of research, with instru- her lover.'

ments far superior to anything we as yet
Venusta caught a twig from the ground and

possess, and by continued patient investigation, broke it sharp across. " Boys' talk !' said she,

how much may we yet learn !
hope to solve problems relating to remote and flung the broken twig away.

worlds, and possibly to the organic and sentient
Antonio laughed gently, and leaned back , rest

beings who inhabit them ? Knowing what ing on the rock. Maybe,' said he. Yet is

has been accomplished recently by spectrum there none who talks boys' talk for you ? '

analysis and the union of the photographic ' I love inen ,' said she, ' not boys. And if I

camera with the telescope - making the stars were a man, I think I would love a woman ,

themselves deliver their own messages regarding not a goddess.'

their movements and composition -- it is un ' It is lIeaven's chance, I doubt not,' saiil

reasonable to put any limit to what the future Antonio, laughing again. ' Ilad you and I

may have in store for us. Besides, we may

reasonably assume that the planets are inhabited, Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

!
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chanced to love, we should not have quarrelled 'Nay, but it might. And if it were ? '

with the boys talk nor at the name of god AndAntonio, marvelling more and more at

dess. ' her vehemence, answered , Love is dear, and

She flushed suddenly, and bit her lip , but honour is dear ; but we of Monte Velluto

she answered in raillery, 'Indeed, had it been hold life of no great price.?

so, a marvel of a lover I should have had ! Yet it is a fearful and shameful thing to

For you have not seen your mistress for many hang from the city wall.'

many months, and yet you are faithful to her. " There are worse things,' said he. But in

Are you not, my lord ?' deed , I count not to do it ; ' and he laughed

Small credit not to wander where you love again .

to rest,' said Antonio.
Venusta sprang to her feet and paced the

' And yet youth goes in waiting, and delights space between the cave and the river bank

missed come not again ,' said she, leaning to- with restless steps. Once she flung her hands

wards him with a light in her eyes, and scan- above her head and clasped them ; then, hold

ning, his fair hair and bronzed cheek, his broad ing them clasped in front of her, she stood by

shoulders and the sinewy lands that nursed his Antonio and bent over him, till her hair, fall

kuee.
ing forward as she stooped , brushed his fore

' It may well be that they will not come to head and mingled with his fair locks ; and she

me,' he said. For the Duke has a halter breathed softly his name, “ Antonio, Antonio !'

ready for my throat, if by force or guile he And he looked up with a great start, stretch
can take me. '

ing up his hand as though to check her ; but

She started at these words, searching his face ; he said nothing. And she, suddenly sobbing,

but he was calm and innocent of any hidden fell on her knees by him ; yet, as suddenly,

meaning. She forced a langh as she said , she ceased to sob, and a smile came on her

twisting a curl of her hair round her finger, lips, and she leaned towards him , saying again,

" The more reason to waste no time, my lord ·Antonio .'

Antonio . ' I pray you , I pray you,' said he, seeking to

Antonio shook his head and said lightly, stay her courteously.

‘ But I think he cannot take me by force, and Then, careless of her secret, she flashed out

I know of 110 man in all the Duchy that would in wrath, “ Ah, you scorn me, my lord ! You

betray me to a shameful death . ' care nothing for me. I am dirt to you. Yet I

* And of no woman ? she asked, glancing at hold your life in my hand ! And then in an

him from under drooping lashes. instant she grew again softened, beseeching,

‘ No, for I have wronged none ; and women Am I so hideous, dear lord, that death is

are not cruel. ' better than my love ? For if you will love

‘ Yet there may be some, my lord , who call me, I will save you.'

you cruel, and therefore would be cruel in ven ' I know not how my life is in your hands,'

geance. A lover faithful as you can have but said he, glad to catch at that and leave the

one friend among women .' rest of what Venusta said .

' I know of none such ,' he laughed. “ And ' Is there any path that leads higher up into

surely the vengeance would be too great for the the mountains ? ' she asked.

offence, if there were such .' ' Yes, there is one,' said he ; but if need

Nay, I know not that,' said Venusta frown- came now , I could not climb it with this

wounded foot of mine.'

I would trust myself to any woman , even ' Luigi and the youngmen could carry you ?'

though the Duke oflered her great rewards, ay, “ Yes ; but what need ? Tommasino and the

as readily as I put faith in Lucia herself, or band will return soon. '

in you . But she caught him by the hand, crying,

' You couple me with her ?' " Rise, rise ; call the men and let them carry

' In that matter most readily,' said Antonio. you . Come, there is no time for lingering:

“ But in nothing else ?' she asked, flushing And if I save you, my lord Antonio ? '— And

again in anger, for still his eyes were distant, a yearning question sounded in her voice.

and he turned them never on her. If you save me a thousand times, I can do

You must pardon me,” he said . “My eyes nothing else than pray you spare me what is

are blinded .' more painful than death to me,' said he, look

For a moment she sat silent ; then she said ing away from her and being himself in great

in a low voice, ‘ But blind eyes have learned to confusion.

see before now, my lord . ? 'Come, come,' she cried. Call them ! Per

Then Antonio turned his eyes on her ; and haps some day Call them , Antonio .'

now she could not meet them , but turned her But as she spoke, before Antonio could call,

burning face away. For her soul in there came a loud cry from the wood behind

tumult , and she knew not now whether she the cave — the cry of a man in some great

loved or hated him , nor whether she would strait. Antonio's hand flew to his sword , and

or still betray lim . And the trust he he rose to his feet, and stood leaning on his

hal in her gnawed her guilty heart . So that sword. Then he cried aloud to Luigi. And in

a sudden passion seized her, and she caught ' a moment Luigi and one of the youths came

Antonio by the arm , crying, “ But if a woman running ; and Luigi, casting one glance at

held your life in her hand and asked your Venusta , said breathlessly, Dly lord , Jacopo's

love as its price, Antonio ? ' foot slipped , and the poor fellow has fallen

Such a thing could not be, ' said he, wonder- down a precipice thirty feet deep on to the

ing. rocks below , and we fear that he is sore hurt.?

ing.

Was

Salve
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Venusta sprang a step forward , forshe sus- ! Then Antonio said to Venusta, “ Why do you

pected (what the truth was) that Luigi liimself sit and weep ?'

had aided the slipping of Jacopo's foot by a Forhe thought that she wept because he hail

sudden lurch against him ; but she said noth- scorned the love in which her words declared

ing, and Antonio bade Luigi go quick and look her to hold him , and he was sorry . But she

after Jacopo, and take the other youth with made no answer.

him. And he went on , ' I pray you do not weep.

' But we shall leave you unguarded, my lord, ' For do not think I am Liind to your beauty

said Luigi with a cunning show of solici or to the sweet kindness which you have be

tude. stowed upon me. And in all things that I may ,

' I am in no present danger, and the youth I will truly and faithfully serve you to my

may be dying: Go speedily,' said Antonio. death ,

Luigi turned, and with the other youth (Tom Then she raised her head and she said , “ That

masino told Niccolo his name, but Niccolo had will not be long, Antonio .'

forgotten it) rushed off ; and even as he went, 1 " I know not, but for so long as it may be,

Venusta cried , ' It is a lie ! You yourself said he.

brought it about ! ' But Luigi did not hear ! " It will not be long,' she said again , and

her, and Antonio, left again alone, asked her, ,burst into quick passionate sobs, that shook

What mean you ? ' her and left her at last breathless and ex

' Nay, I mean naught,' said she , affrighted, hausted .

and, when faced by his inquiring eyes, not Antonio looked at her for a while and said,

caring to confess her treachery, There is something that you do not tell me.

' I hope the lad is not killed ,' said Antonio. Yet, if it be anything that causes you pain or

' I care not for a thousand lads. Think of shame, you may tell me as readily as you

yourself, my lord ! ' And, planning to rouse would any man . For I am not a hard man,

Antonio without betraying herself, she said , ' I , and I have many things on my own conscience

distrust this man Luigi. Is he faithful ? The that forbid me to judge harshly of another.'

Duke can offer great rewards.' She raised her head and she lifted her hand

He has served me well . I have no reason into the air. The stillness of evening had

to mistrust him , ' said Antonio. fallen, and a light wind blew up from the

" Ah, you trust every one !! she cried in pas- plain .
There was sound save from the

sion and in scorn of his simplicity. ' You trust flowing of the river and the gentle rustle of

Luigi ! You trust me ! ' the trees.

Why not ? ' said he. But indeed now I * Hark ! ' said she. Hark ! hark ! ' and with

have no choice. For they cannot carry both every repetition of the word her voice rose till

Jacopo and me up the path. ' it ended in a cry of terror.

Jacopo ! You would stay for Jacopo ?' she Antonio set his hand to his ear and listened

flashed out fiercely. intently. ' It is the sound of men's feet on

' If nothing else, yet my oath would bind me the rocky path , ' said he, smiling. Tommasino

not to leave him while he lives. For we of returns, and I doubt not that he brings your

the band are all bound to one another as jewels with him . Will you not give him a

brethren by an oath, and it would look ill, if smiling welcome ? Ay, and_to me also your

I, for whom they all have given much , were smiles would be welcome. For your weeping

the first to break theoath. So here I am , and pierces my heart, and the dimness of your eyes

here I must stay, ' and Antonio ended smiling, is like a cloud across the sun .'

and, his foot hurting him while he stood, sat Venusta's sobs had ceased , and she looked at

down again and rested against the rock.
Antonio with a face calm , white, and set. " It

It was now late
and evening fell ; and is not the lord Tommasino,' she said . " The

Venusta knew that the Duke's men should soon men you hear are the Duke's men ; ' and then

be upon them . And she sat down near Antonio and there she told him the whole. Yet she

and buried her face in her hands, and she wept. I spoke as though neither he nor any other

For Antonio had so upon her by liis , were there, and as though she rehearsed for

honour and his gentleness, and most of all by her own ear some lesson that she had learned ;

his loyal clinging to the poor boy Jacopo, that so lifeless and monotonous was her voice as it

she could not think of her treachery without related the shameful thing. And at last she

loathing and horror. Yet she clared not tell ended saying, “ Thus in an hour you will be

him—that now seemed to her than dead , or captured and held for a worse death .

death. And while they sat thus, Luigi came . It is I who have clone it . And she bent her

and told Antonio that the youth was sore head again to meet her hands; yet she did

hurt, and that they could not lift him . not cover her face, but rested her chin on her

" Then stay by him , ' said Antonio . ' I need hands, and her eyes were fixed immovably on

nothing.'
Count Antonio.

And Luigi bowed , and, turning, went back to For the space of a minute or two he sat

the other youth, and bade him stay by Jacopo, silent. Then he said, “ I fear, then , that Tom

while he went by Antonio's orders to seek for masino and the rest have had a fight against

to aid in carrying him . I may ' great odds. But they stout fellows

chance, ' said he, " to find some shepherds.' So ! Tommasino, and old Bena, and the rest. I

he went, not to seek shepherds, but to seek hope it is well with them .' Then, after a

the Duke's men , and tell them that they might pause, he went on , ‘ Yes, the sound of the steps

safely come upon Antonio, for le had now They will be here before long

none to guard him . But I had not thought it of Luigi .

won

worse

some one are

comes nearer .

now .

ų
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The rogue ! I trust they will not find the two cave where Antonio and Venusta were. But

lads. ' Tommasino's men still marched the quicker,

Venusta sat silent, waiting for him to re- and they gained on Lorenzo, while the Lieu

proach her. He read her thought on her face, tenant did not gain on them ; yet by reason

and he smiled at her, and said to her, “ Go of the unceasing windings of the way, as it

and meet them ; or go, if you will, away up twisted round rocks and skimmed precipices,

the path . For you should not be here when they did not come in sight of Lorenzo, nor did
the end comes.'

he see them ; indeed he thought now of noth

Then she flung herself at his feet, asking ing but of coming first on Antonio, and of

forgiveness, but finding no words for her prayer. securing the glory of taking him before the

' Ay, ay,' said he gently . “ But of God you Lieutenant came up. And Tommasino, drawing

must ask it in prayers and good deeds. ' And near the cave, gave his men orders to walk very

he dragged himself to the cave and set him- silently ; for he hoped to surprise Lorenzo un

self with his back against the rock and his awares. Thus, as the sun sank out of sight,

face towards the path along which the Duke's Lorenzo came to the cave and to the open space

men must come. And he called again to Ven- between it and the river, and beheld Antonio

nista, saying, "I pray you, do not stay here. ' standing with his back against the rock and

But she heeded him not, but sat again on the his drawn sword in his hand, and Venusta

ground , her chin resting on her hands and her crouching on the ground some paces away.

When Venusta saw Lorenzo, she gave a sharp,

Hark, they are near now ! ' said he. And he stifled cry , but did not move : Antonio smiled,

looked round at sky and trees and at the and drew himself to his full height.

rippling swift river, and at the long dark " Your tricks have served you well, my lord,'

shadows of the hills ; and he listened to the he said. "Here I am alone and crippled .'

faint sounds of the birds anıl living creatures “ Then yield yourself,' said Lorenzo . We are

in the wood. And a great lust of life came twenty to one.'

over him , and for a moment his lip quivered ' I will not yield, ” said Antonio. ' I can die

and his head fell ; he was very loth to die . here as well as at Firmola, and a thrust is

Yet soon he smiled again and raised his head , better than a noose.'

and so leanel casily against the rock. Then Lorenzo, being a gentleman of high

Now the lord Lorenzo and his twenty men , spirit and courage, waved his men back ; and

conceiving that the Lieutenant of the Guard they stood still ten paces off, watching intently,

coull without dificulty holil Tommasino, hal as Lorenzo aclvanced towards Antonio, for,

come along leisurely, desiring to be in good though Antonio was lame, yet they looked to

order and not weary wlien they met Antonio ; see fine fighting. And Lorenzo advanced to

for they feared him . And thus it was evening wards Antonio, and said again, “ Yield yourself,

when they came near the cave and halted a my loril.'

moment to make their plans ; and here Luigi I will not yield ,' said Antonio again.

met them and told them how Antonio was At this instant the woodsman wlio was with

alone and unguar.led . But Lorenzo desired, if Lorenzo raised his hand to his ear and listened

it were possible, to take Antonio alive and for a moment; but Tommasino came softly,

carry him alive to the Duke,knowing that thus and the woodsman was deceived . " It is but

he would win IIis Ilighness's greatest thanks. leaves,' he sail, and turned again to watch

And while they talked of how this might Lorenzo. And that lord now sprang fiercely

best be effected , they in their turn hearıl the on Antonio and the swords crossed .

suund of men coming up the road, these sounds they crossed, Venusta crawled on her knees

being made by Tommasino, Bena, and their nearer, and , as the swords played, nearer still

party, who had ridden as fast as the weariness she came, none noticing lier , till at length she

of their horses let them . But because they hal was within three yards of Lorenzo. He now

ridden fast, their horses were foundered, and was pressing Antonio hard, for the Count was

they had dismounted , and were now coming on in great pain from his foot, and as often as he

foot ; and Lorenzo heard them coming, just as was compelled to rest his weight on it, it came

he also had deciiled to go forwarl on foot, and near to failing, him , nor could he follow up

had caused the horses to be led into the wood any advantage he might gain against Lorenzo.

and tethered there. And he asked , " Who are Thius passed three or four minutes in the

these ? '
encounter. And the woodsman cried , 'Hark !

Then one of his men , a skilled woodsman and Ilere comes the Lieutenant. Quick, my lord,

lunter, listening, answered, “ They are short of or you lose half the glory ! Then Lorenzo

a dozen, my lord. They must be come with sprang afresh on Antonio. Yet as he sprang ,

tidings from the Lieutenant of the Guard. For another sprang also ; and as that other sprang

they would be more if the Lieutenant came there rose a shout from Lorenzo's men ; yet

himself, or if by chance Tommasino's banıl had they did not rush to aid in the capture of

eluiled him .' Antonio, but turned themselves round. For

' Come,' said Lorenzo. " The capture of the Bena, with Tommasino at his heels, had shot

Count must be ours, not theirs. Let us go for- among them like a great stone from a catapult ;

ward without delay.. and this man Bena was a great fighter ; and

Thus Lorenzo and his men pushed on ; and now he was all aflame with love and fear

but the half of a mile behind came Tommasino for Count Antonio. Anil he crashed through

and his ; and again three or four miles beliind their ranks, and split the head of the woods

them came the Lieutenant anıl his ; and all man with the heavy sword he carried ; and

these companies were pressing on towards the thus he came to Lorenzo. But there in amaze

le

And as
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ment he stood still. For Antonio and Lorenzo Lorenzo, with uncovered head, passed through

had dropped their points and fought no more ; the rank of Tommasino's men ; and lie took up

but both stood with their eyes on the slim his dead, and with them went down the path,

figure of a girl that lay on the ground between leaving Venusta where she lay. And when he

them ; and Dlood was pouring from a wound in had gone two miles, he met the Lieutenant and

her breast, and she moaned softly. And while his party, pressing on. Yet when the two

the rest fought fiercely, these three stood looking companies had joined, they were no more than

on the girl ; and Lorenzo looked also on his seventeen whole and sound men, so many of

sword, which was dyed three inches up the Lorenzo's had Tommasino's party slain or hurt.

blade. For as he thrust most fiercely at An- Therefore Lorenzo in his heart was not much

tonio, Venusta had sprung at him with the grieved at the truce, for it had been hard with

spring of a young tiger, å dlagger flashing in seventeen to force the path to the cave against

her hand , and in the instinct that sudden ten, all unhurt and sound. And, liaving sorely

danger brings, he had turned his blade against chidden the Lieutenant of the Guard , le rode

ber ; and the point of it was deep in her back , and rested that night in Venusta's house

breast before he drew it back with horror and at Rilano, and the next day rode on to Fir

a cry of Heavens! I have killed her !' And ! mola and told Duke Valentine how the expe

she fell full on the ground at the feet of : dition had sped.

Count Antonio, who had stood motionless in Then said Duke Valentine, ' Force I have

astonishment, with his sword in rest. tried , and guile I have tried , and yet this man

Now the stillness and secrecy of Tommasino's is delivered from my hand. Fortune fights for

approach bad servedhimwell, for he had come him ;' and in chagrin and displeasure he went

upon Lorenzo's men when they had no thought into his cabinet, and spoke to no man, and

of enemy, but stood crowded together, showed himself nowhere in the city, for the

shoulder to shoulder ; and several of them were space of three days. But the townsmen, thongh

slain and more hurt before they could use they dared make no display, rejoiceıl that An

their swords to any purpose ; but Tommasino's tonio was safe , and the more because the Duke

men had fallen on them with great fury ,and had laid so cunning and treacherous a

had broken through them even as Bena had, for him .

and getting above them, were now , step by step, ! Now Antonio, Tommasino, and the rest, when

driving them down the path, and formed a they were left alone, stood round the corpse of

rampart between them and the three who stood Venusta, and Antonio told them briefly all the

by the dying lady. And when Bena perceivedl story of her treachery as she herself had told

this advantage, wasting little thought on Ven- it to him .

usta (he wasa hard man, this Bena ), he cried And when he finished the tale, Bena cried,

to Antonio, ' Leave him to me, my lord. We ' She has deserved her death .'

have him sure !! and in an instant he would But Tommasino stooped down and composed

have sprung at Lorenzo, who, finding himself her limbs and her raiment gently witli his

between two enemies, knew that his state was land, and when he rose up his eyes were dim ,

perilous, but was yet minded to defend him-' and he said , “ Yes ; but at the last she gave her

self. But Antonio suddenly cried in a loud life for Antonio. And though she deserved

voice, " Stay! ' and arrested by his voice, all, death, it grieves me that she is gone to her

stood still — Lorenzo where he was, Tommasino' account thus, without confession, pardon , or the

and his men at the top of the path, and the rites of Iloly Church .'

Guards just below them . And Antonio, leaning Then Antonio said, “ Behold her death is her

on his sword, stepped a pace forward and said confession, and the same should be her pardon .

to Lorenzo, My lord, the dice have fallen And for the rites

against you . But I would not fight over this He bent over her, and he dippel the tip of

lady's body. The truth of all she did I know, his finger in the lady's blood that had flowed

yet she has at the last died that I might live. from her wounded breast ; and lightly with his

See, my men are between you and your men .' finger-tip he signed the Cross in her own blood

' It is the hazard of war,' said Lorenzo. on her brow . That,' said lie, shall be her

Ay,' said Bena. “ Ile hal killed you, my Unction ; and I think, Tommasino, it will

lord Antonio, had we not cone.'
serve. '

But Antonio pointed to the body of Ven Thus the lady Venusta died , and they carried

usta. And she, at the instant, moaned again, her body down to Rilano and buried it there.

and turned on her back, and gasped , and died : And in after -clays a tomb was raised over her,

yet just before she died , her eyes sought An- which may still be seen. But Count Antonio,

tonio's cyes, and he dropped suddenly on liis being rejoined by such of his company as had

knees beside her, and took her hand and kissed escaped by flight from the pursuit of the Duke's

her brow. And they saw that she smilel in troop, abode still in the hills, and, albeit that

dying. his force was less, yet ly the dread of his

Then Lorenzo brushed a hand across his eyes name and of the deeils that lie had done, he

and said to Antonio, " Sufler me to go back still defied the power of the Duke, and was

with my men , and for a week there shall be not brought to submission.

a truce between us. ' And whether the poor youth whom Luigi

" Let it be so, ' said Antonio . pushed over the precipice lived or died , Niccolo

And Bena smiled, for he knew that the knew not. But Luigi, having entered the service

Lieutenant of the Guard must now be near at of the Duke, played false to him also, and,

hand . But this he did not tell Antonio, fear- being convicted oi sure evidence of_taking to

ing that Antonio would tell Lorenzo. Then | himself certain moneys that the Duke had

:
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charged him to distribute to the poor, was of making the plantation follow a crop of

hanged in the great square a year to the very potatoes. If potatoes have been grown upon

day after Venusta died ; whereat let him grieve the break for a term of years, so much the

who will—I grieve not. better. As a matter that may be taken for

granted, the ground under potatoes will have

been dug and dunged, weeds kept down, and
STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

the worst sorts extirpated ; for if weeds are

In writing or thinking of the strawberry, and left in the ground at the plantation of a

in eating it, one insensibly recalls what Izaak strawberry break, the chance of getting rid of

Walton set down to its credit in his Complete them while under strawberries is very small

Anyler, that Dr Boteler said of strawberries, indeed. If the potato crop has been lifted

· Doubtless God could have made a better berry, early in autumn, there is no good reason why

but doubtless God never did .' This is as true the putting in of the strawberry plants should

in the end of the nineteenth century as when not be set about after the potato haulms have

first macle. The strawberry has been greatly been raked together and burnt and all weeds

improved in the long interval, but so have other cleared off the ground. No digging is required.

fruits , and new fruits have been introduced. The After the line is set, the plants should be put

strawberry holds the same relative position to into the ground and the roots carefully spread

other fruits that it did when the dictum was before covering them with soil , which should be

first written , and will perhaps continue to do firmly pressed with the foot. The interval

so till the end of time. No other fruit can be between the plants should be twenty -four inches,

eaten in quantity with the same enjoyment and the same distance ought to separate the

and certainty of the absence of ill results. If rows. If the work is well done, they ought to

no change in the relative position of fruits in winter fairly well.

popular favour has taken place, there has When spring returns, and growth commences

been a great improvement in the fruits them- among the plants, they should be gone over

selves by the introduction of many new varie carefully, firmly pressed into the ground if

ties. This has been largely the work of the necessary, and the blanks filled up. When

present century, and may be said to dlate from Vay brings the plants into blossom , the grower

the introduction of the long famous and not will determine whether he shall remove the

yet forgotten Keen's Seedling. This strawberry blossom , to prevent the plants bearing fruit the

on its introcluction caused great excitement first year, or whether he shall take all the fruit

among members of the gardening community, he can get from the young plants. If he

and an anxious desire on their part to get determines on the latter course, he ought, as

plants to test its qualities. Other new varieties soon as the strawberry blossom is fully ex

of strawberries followed, slowly, at first, till in pandled , to take advantage of the first fine sunny

our own time the sorts introduced have been forenoon, and go over the break, and water,

numerous and have so frequently failed, with a watering -pan having a fine rose, the

after fair trial , to maintain their reputation as whole expanded blossom . This gentle artificial

improvements on older varieties, that in many shower will fertilise the blossom by washing

cases they are received with much distrust. the pollen of the flowers to the parts

It is generally felt nowadays that favourable ( esigned by nature to receive it , and make the

conditions in the matters of situation and soil, crop a certainty. If this watering be omitted ,

climate and cultivation , produce the main differ- the work of fertilisation of the blossom will be

ences between (lifferent sorts of strawberries, effected by bees and insects to a considerable

or even between the results attained by persons extent, but the crop will not ripen so regularly
growing the same variety. In making new as wlien nature is assisted by man, though

plantations of strawberries these points demand man's help is not required on occasions when

the careful attention of the grower. The situ- a gentle shower falls from the clouds upon the

ation onght to be considered first, if any choice expanded strawberry blossom .

is allowed on this point, as a sunny position The fruit should set or the infant straw

for a strawberry break means a cleal in the berry be formed soon after the watering,

matter of the colour and flavour of the fruit. whether artificial or natural, and its develop

No position will secure sunshine to the same ment will be much assisted by another watering

extent as a steep bank facing the south. On of the ground round each strawberry plant,

this the sun's rays will fall with most power ; the water having a small quantity of nitrate

and if the same may be said of the rain, it of soda dissolved in it. The advantage secured

will also pass away more quickly, doing more by this watering may be greatly increased by

good than on the level ground. In the matter a repetition of the same sort in the course of

of soil, a good strong clay is best ; but soil a fortnight. When the fruit begins to ripen,

must be subordinate to situation. As regards it is an excellent plan to put small stones

climate, if the grower cannot remove a round each of the strawberry plants, on which

place with more favourable climatic conditions, the fruit may rest and be kept clean. In this

he must trust to good cultivation making up position the fruit will ripen sooner, will take

deficiencies, which it will to a very great a better colour, and have a superior flavour.

extent. In the case of a break planted with Noble '

To begin with the first stage in strawberry new carly strawberry of great size — the

growing. The sunniest spot has been chosen advantages resulting from this treatment have

for the plantation of a break with plants of been very great, the improvement in colour

this popular fruit. No preparation for a new and flavour being so decided that twopence

plantation will improve upon the old fashion and threepence a pound above the ordinary

SO
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price have been easily got. This shows that cation of weak manure -water, the runners will

the old proverb, “ The nearer the stone, the be enabled to form vigorous crowns. When

sweeter the grass,' might be altered so as to the number required is reached , further exten

read , “ strawberries ' as well as grass. sion should be stopped in the fashion recom

The ripening of the entire crop of fruit mended for fruiting plants. When the time

being accelerated by a ring of stones round for planting the runners has come, the young

each plant, labour is saved, as the grower plants should be lifted with earth adhering to

does not require to go so often over the break the roots, and put in the ground according to

to pull the crop. The need for somesuch plan the directions already given . Runners grown in

as the stone ring round Noble plants was a small special bed will be found to be much

shown by the fact that the branches of fruit superior to those allowed to grow on fruiting

grown by this sort not resting on stones fell plants, and will produce larger and better fruit.

to the ground under their own weight, and
The fruit grown the first summer after

there every berry on most of the branches was planting is of small account in the matter of

ruined by damp. This danger is escaped by quantity ; but the next summer is almost certain

the use of the ring of stones, which, heating to produce a crop of great size and excellent

readily under the sun's rays, greatly improves quality. In the autumn of the second fruiting

the colour, flavour, and firinness of the fruit of season, after the weeds which will make their

Noble, or any other large strawberry. appearance have been hoed, an application of

Regarding the pulling of the ripe fruit, it manure — a mixture from the stable and byre

ought to be observed that when the weather will be best-should be made so as to cover

is warm it is a mistake to gather the berries the vacant ground between the rows. The

in the early morning, as at this time the per- winter's snows and rains will wash the soluble

sons employed in pulling them cannot avoid portion of this into the soil so as to feed the

brushing off all the dew from the strawberry strawberry plants. What is left above ground

leaves when turning them over in search of will have considerable value, as helping to

the fruit. This is very hurtful to the plants keep the fruit clean and assisting the plants to

in the warm days of summer, when the dews withstand the summer's drought.

are so much needed to keep the plants fresh The quantity of fruit produced the third

and green , and thereby to enable them to summer is often very great, but this is attended

swell the fruit. Observers have noticed that by a falling off in the size of the individual

when the dew has been rubbed off in the strawberries. The top-dressing following this

early morning the foliage droops, and remains crop should again be bone-meal, and if a quan

in that condition until the dews of night tity of soot can be applied before winter sets

refresh the thirsty leaves. While the leaves in , the improvement in the quality of the ripe

droop, the process of ripening the fruit is at a fruit will well reward the labour expended in

stand -still until the dews of another evening its application . As a rule, the fourth continu

revive the flagging foliage. The fruit should ous crop is the last that is worth taking from

be pulled late in the evening, and will keep a break ; but if the soil is heavy and well

well if stored in a cool place. | inanured with bone-meal and animal manure,

In autunn, when the ripening of the crowns breaks can be kept going till the tenth year

of the strawberry plants takes place — upon this from plantation. Such a lengthened period of

depends the crop of the following year — the cropping with strawberries, however, cannot be

plants are much helped by a small quantity recommended ; six years is enough for a break

of bone-meal round each plant. When thie !to bekept going withthis fruit, after which

process of giving this top -dressing to the break , the ground should again be put under potatoes.

is completed, the next thing is to take the No other crop affords so good opportunities of

draw-hoe and draw the earth from between the eradicating weeds; and in the course of four or

as to cover the bone-meal. At the five years ground so managed should again be

same time any weeds that have begun to fit for a strawberry plantation if required .
show themselves can be summarily dealt with . New sorts of strawberries are offered for

With regard to runners ' — as young plants sale year after year. It is perhaps best for

proceeding from the old plants are termed - the general strawberry -growing community to

the one course of procedure to be followed is ave these sorts alone until growers of high

to go over the break frequently and cut them reputation have given them à fair trial and

off as they make their appearance, until the published reports of results. It will then be

season for producing runners is past. If young safe to follow the recommendations given,

plants are wanted for a new break, it is best and either plant or not. Of the older kinds,

to make a small plantation of strawberries of Garibaldi and President are general favourites ;
the kind wanted . If a thousand plants are but almost every locality has one variety or

required for a new break, the small plantation perhaps two differing from those growing in

to produce these will require to have one hun- neiglıbouring districts which are found to do

dred plants or so, as each plant should yield well. Lately, the good old -fashioned British

a dozen runners, if the plantation is made on Queen , which seemed to have been given up by

a piece of good open ground. Every care everybody, has been reintroduced by market

should be taken to further the growth, and growers with satisfactory results. Another older

when the runners appear, a small stone should sort, but of excellent quality, is Stirling Castle,

be laid behind each point, to encourage the for- which seems to succeed best on heavy soil. A

mation of roots. By carrying on the work of list of the varieties most largely grown near

helping the runners, distributing these equally London will be found in Mr R. D. Blackmore's

over the break, and giving occasionally an appli- article on the Strawberry in Chambers's Ency

rows SO
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clopedia. In making new plantations, however, high -roads ; and yet the man could make noth

planters will find that it is best to get their ing of the names written thereon. The traveller

plants from a considerable distance . sat down in despair, his back against the in

Strawberry plantations on a south sloping scrutable finger-post, and waited, though no one

bank should always be helped in the spring came to deliver him from his dilemma. It

months, up to the time of blossoming, by might beabout nine o'clock ; and it had been

repeated applications of liquiil manure of mod- dark for hours. Presently his eye rested upon

erate strength. Strong manure-water would what seemed a gleam of light,when he chose

stimulate the plants too much, and might the roadwhich branched off towardsit. When he

bring them into bloom before spring frosts had trudged along for a mile or more, he began

were past ; hence, it it best to dilute it consid- to gain confidence. The light became percep

erably, so that it will only increase the fertility tibly brighter. But some chance of setting all

of the ground on the surface at first, and doubt at rest was given him at last. The

extend its influence downward after each appli- sound of a horse's hoofs upon the road along the

cation, but when the fruit has fairly set, it way he had come caught his ear, and grew

must be discontinued — the soil will be enriched each moment more distinct. As soon as the

enough to be able to stand the summer wayfarer could make out the shadowy outlines

droughts. From all breaks thus ailel by of a man on horseback , le raised a shout.

ar ations of liquid manure, the fruit will Who goes there ? cried the horseman, draw

be of a superior quality to that produced on ing in rein .

ground top -dressed with solid manure in the A friend ! What light is that ? ' the way.

winter season only ; and , alike in colour, size , farer inquired .

and flavour easily surpass strawberries grown * The minster light,' was the reply.

without some such application. “ The lantern in St Botolph's Tower ? '

“ That's it, my man ! The lantern on Boston

Stump. With these words the shadowy horse

THE MYSTERY OF PILGRIM GRAY. man touched the flanks of his horse with a

shadowy whip and galloped forward into the

night.
By THOMAS ST E. IIAKE .

The wayfarer stood like transfixed ,

listening to the clatter until it had died away,

and staring at the monastic lighthouse.
CHAPTER 1.-A DEAD MAY'S KNOCK.

many years the huge lantern at the top of St

The late verger of St Botolph's furnished me Botolph's Tower had served as a beacon to

with the facts herein recorded. Having dropped mariners from the North Sea when entering the

into the bar parlour of Ye Shodfriars' Arms one perilous channels of the Great Wash ; and it

winter's evening, and chancing to find him there, I had proved a no less welcome luminary to

and in a mood for chronicling, I had fixed him benighted travellers journeying towards the

to redeem a promise made at former meetings. town of Boston from the low -lying fen lands

With a pondering look on his wrinkled face, he for miles around.

hal lighted his long clay pipe, and had held me The wayfarer moved onward until he reached

well nigh spell-bound for the greater part of an a number of houses facing a row of trees,

hour. IIe possessed all the natural gifts of a upon the bank of a river. There he stopped.

story -teller ; and if I had not let the years roll | Upon the corner house an oil lamp was attached

away, and with them the knack to reproduce to the brickwork by an iron bracket. The

the simple and picturesque qualities of his un - louse was a two-storeyed cottage. Beside the

conscious style, the result would have been, I cottage stood a blacksmith's workshop. The

verily believe, something singularly realistic- doors were closed, but a streak of liglit struck

something almost unique in literature. But the across the roadway. The wayfarer stopped

verger has been dead time out of mind. I at the front of the cottage, and was on the

cannot turn to him now for inspiration . Under point of raising the knocker, made out of an

the shadow of the great tower of St Botolph's old horseshoe, when voices in the workshop

Church - the tower around which the interest beyond arrested his hanıl. He stepped towards

attached to this narrative is mainly centred the window through which the light streamed,

there is a gravestone indicating the spot where and peered cautiously into the smithy. Two

he lies. It was the siglt of this lanılmark, not figures stood there with the dull red glow

long ago, that stirred my memory concerning of the forge fire full upon them . One was the

the illusive guests ' who played such leading figure of a man, the other a woman. The

parts in the verger's tale. man, il good -looking young fellow, in a riding

coat and top-boots, had å genial and sturdy

During fitful instances of moonlight (the appearance. A black mare stood behind him ,

verger began ) a solitary, wayfarer became evi- fastened by the bridle to a ring in the wall.

dent upon one of the high -roals that intersect She was craning her neck to get a side

Wildmore Fen. IIe was a well-set man , carrying glance at her master as he worked the bellows.

a bundle in one hand, and in the other a stout The looked about eight-and-twenty,

stick , with which he was constantly compelled with delicate features, though tall and athletic

to grope
his way. At frequent intervals he in form . Her shapely arms were bared to the

stopped and peereil about, as though by no elbows, and she wore a pair of thick leathern

means satisfied that he was making tracks in gauntlets . A blacksmith's leathern apron almost

the right direction. Ile stumbled at last upon hid hier serge dress. She held a hammer in her

a white sign -post which indicated a choice of hand ; and now , as the young fellow snatched

Woman
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answer came.

a red -hot horse-shoe out of the fire with a pair placing hier hand for a moment in his, with her

of tongs, the woman began to beat a myriad eyes cast down, she went quickly into the house .

of sparks out of it. Her companion seized The way by which she went led up some

another hammer, and the blows were struck stone steps into a bright little room, half

alternately. They talked and laughed as they parlour, half-kitchen . She closed the forge

worked. The stranger watched them with a door behind her, and stood in the middle of

keen stern face. The light fell upon him this room with her eyes fixed upon the front

through the window ; and one of the panes door. The door was unlocked , and she seemeil

being out, he could overhear nearly all that from her attitude to expect to hear the knock

was spoken. He had the appearance of being repeated, or even to see the latch raised , and

aboutthirty or thirty -two at most. He wore the man whom she believed to be dead-dead

a pilot coat buttoned tightly about his broad many monthis gone by-step across the thresh

shoulders. His eyes flashed with jealous anger, old . But the latch remained unlifted , and no

and he frequently tugged fiercely at his dark repetition of the knock reached her car. Her

beard.
face flushed , and a frightened look came into hier

When the hammering was done, and the eyes. Then she stole towards the door with her

girl had plunged the horse-shoe into the water teeth firmly set, her nostrils expanded, and her

tank, the young fellow said : " By the bye, whole attitude bravely defiant. She was like

Zilpalı , have you had any news lately of one who, having been told of a ghost in the

Pilgrim Gray ?'He knelt down under the mare haunted room , had nerved herself to confront it.

as he spoke, and lifted one of her hind -legs. Zilpah flung the door wide open and looked

Zilpah brought a hammer and nails, and out. There was no one there. The night had

knelt" at his side. « Pilgrim Gray ? No, Mr become intensely dark. The girl stood upon

Harborn. Why do you ask ?'
the door- step, and stared up and down the

The stranger leaned eagerly forward with his dimly lighted road . “ Pilgrim ! ' she cried , in

ear close to the unglazed pane, and seemed an awe-stricken_whisper— Pilgrim Gray !! Vo

almost to stop breathing. But she could hear the echoing

•Why do I ask ? Well,' said Harborn with hoofs of the black mare dying away upon the

rather a forced laugh, “ an odd fancy has crossed high -road , and she knew that Robert Harborn

my mind. It will surprise you. Fortune- tell- was gone. She shut and locked the door with

ing is not exactly in my line ; but do you a sense of dread creeping over her. She still

know, Zilpah, I almost think that I could pre- believed that the knock had been Pilgrim Gray's.

dict yoursto -night !' It had been as familiar to her as the sound of

Zilpah hammered vigorously at the nails. her own footfall for many a year.

Could you ? ' said she without looking round . But why had Harborn left her so abruptly ?

Yes. The man to whom you engaged your. She was alone in the house. Although by no

self three years ago,' said Harborn in an im- means a coward, Zilpah felt the loneliness un

pressive tone—the man who ran off to the endurable. Would Pilgrim Gray come back ?

diggings, and deserted the forge, with the She ran to the door of the smithy and into

quixotic notion of making his golden pile, is the workshop, to ascertain if he had possibly

coming home. passed in there when IIarborn had gone forth.

The hammer dropped from the girl's hand. No : the forge was empty, as she could see by

Coming home ?' the lantern that hung tliere against the wall.

“ Yes ; and this very night too !' She lifted it from its nail and searched in

How can that be ? He's dead . At least, ' every corner. Then she took down a cloak from

said Zilpah , resuming her hammer, and working behind the door, extinguished the lantern , and

with renewed vigour at driving the nails into went out. When she liad padlocked the forge

the mare's loof – at least he has given us every ! door and seen that the window was securely

reason to think so. '
fastened, she ran down the road by the river

• Still he is coming home to-night ! You may side. The reflected rays from the minster light

hear at any moment indeed, ' Harborn insistedi, glittered upon the stream, and this dim glimmer

his familiar knock at your front door. At guiled her steps. Presently the sound of a

any moment' waterfall stole upon her. The tide was running

A loud knock at the front door of the cot- out through the sluice from above stream .

tage - a knock that set the mare jibbing rest. There was a great drawbridge just below these

ively, at this very instant resounded through the gates ; and Zilpah , hurrying towards it, crossed

forge. the river with the water roaring some feet be

Zilpah started up from her kneeling posture. neath . When she gained the opposite bank,

It's he !' cried she. ' It's Pilgrim's knock .' she turned into a byway where the lamps flick

Harborn took the hammer from her hand ered feebly at long intervals. This byway led

and lastened to complete the nailing of the direct to Št Butolpli's Church through the oldest

shoe. Then he turned to Zilpah , who stood and narrowest streets of Boston.

erect and motionless, as though she had lost all As Zilpah went along, her extinguished lan

volition , anıl sail : ‘ Are you going to keep him tern tucked away under her cloak, her eyes

out in the cold ?? were frequently lifted towards the lantern that

She pulled off the apron and flung the gloves shone so fiercely high up above St Botolph's
upon the floor. No ; I Of course not ! ' Tower ; and when she at length reached the

said she, turning to leave him . churclıyard and passed in at a side-gate, there

Harborn held out his hand . " Good -night !' seemel no doubt that the minster light must

Must you go ?' be in some manner connected with her hastily

She gave him a pleading look ; and then , planned expedition. She went into the church
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by a small door which she found unlocked, it has ! I don't take no heed o ' time when I'm

under a low arch way ; and when she had up here among the works. And yet, ' he added,

closed this door softly behind her, Zilpah touching a violin string with his grimy thumb,

found herself in complete darkness. But she if anything went contrairy among these here

discovered matches in the lantern, and soon had bells, Zilpah, I'd be the first to find it out. '

the lantern alight. Then she stole softly across Zilpah's father was known as Michael Gar

the church and entered a dwarfish doorway in foot, blacksmith, for miles round Boston. He

the wall. This doorway led up a flight of was noted for his music on the anvil even

stone steps into the great tower. more than upon the violin . He had a medita

It was a spiral ascent, and so narrow that tive, smoke-dried face, set in a shading of dingy

two people meeting there would have found it red hair that met in a raggerl fringe under his

difficult to pass. "Zilpah went with surprising chin.

rapidity up these winding steps, only pausing ' Father,' said Zilpah, looking about her and

occasionally at some barred window, where the speaking in flurried tone, were you of

keen night-wind blew in upon her and helped opinion that Pilgrim Gray was dead ? '
her to recover breath . The Tower of St * Pilgrim Gray ?' and he raised his eyes

Botolph's at Boston is over three hundred feet in dreamily to Zilpah's face, as though forcing him

height, and in order to reach the summit, one self out of an abstraction into which he had

has to mount nearly five hundred steps. It fallen . ' Dead ? Why, o course he is !-Dead ?

was midnight, and the great bell beat out the Why, didn't that sea -faring chap,. what I told

hour with its impressive pause between each you about, confirm the news of Pilgrim's death

stroke. Then there stole upon Zilpah's ear the only tother day ? '

soft tones of a violin, as she reached an arch "What sea -faring chap, father ?' cried Zilpah,

way that led out upon a parapet, where the in a tone of angry reproach . “ You never told

rays from the lantern brightened the massive me a word about it ! '

stonework of the buttresses, while the back Michael Garfoot put down his violin, then

ground was crowded with black shadows on all he looked up at Zilpah with an air of per
sides. This parapet with its four turrets - one plexity and vexation oddly combined . No

at each angle - crowned St Botolph's Tower. more I did ! I wonder now ; how could such

The lantern stood above the belfry , a brilliant a thing have escaped me ? '

jewel in the midst. Zilpah mounted the steps Why, I declare,' said Zilpah, gazing at her

that led into one of the turrets . The spiral father as he sat there with his head bent,

ascent had now become narrower and almost you're getting more absent-minded every day.

dark. But she presently came upon a door The look on his face became greatly bewil

with a round window in the centre panel, like dered. “ It was a long yarn , too ,' he muttered,

a portliole in a ship's cabin. The music of the and there was a sealed letter. The letter was

violin sounded from the other side of this door. for you .'

She crept up noiselessly to the topmost step Por me ?' said Zilpah- and from Pilgrim ? '

and looked in at the round window .
' Ay ; from Pilgrim Gray right enough , said

The room - for it was an outlook in the the blacksmith, fumbling in his pockets in a

turret fitted up as room — was circular in helpless sort of way— from your old lover !

shape. There was a long narrow window in Where can I ha' put it ? ' He stared vacantly

like the window in a prison, and through this into Zilpal's face .

window the light from the minster lantern There was a pause.

looked in . On an old oaken chest, with his ' Hadn't we best go home ? ' said Zilpah, with

back to the light, sat a big, strong-built man a restless movement towards the stairs. " You've

of about sixty. His whole attitude expressed |left the letter, maybe, in another coat or in

deep abstraction. His head was bent over a the cupboard in your bedroom . Don't you

violin, which he hugged caressingly under his think so ? ’

chin. IIis legs were crossed , and his back was “ Ay, ' said the blacksmith, maybe.' He

arched until it resembled the bridge of the placed his violin under his arm and began to

instrument upon which he playcıl. IIe had descend the turret stairs. Zilpah followed with

completely abandoned himself to the melody. the lantern, throwing the light about Michael

His appearance was that of a blacksmith from Garfoot's head and broad shoulders . Presently

his singed and grimy cap to his cinder -soiled , the man stopped and looked up blinkingly into

hobnail boots. A number of blacksmiths' the girl's face. " Don't you be afeard, my dear,"

tools and innumerable bits of old iron and said he confidently. It ain't lost.' Then he

brass - among other things, a bell without its resumed his clescent; and as he wound his way

clapper - strewed the floor. Zilpah waiteri | downwards, like a corkscrew, into the darkness,

patiently until the music ceasel. She then he seemed to be boring into his memory for a

tapped on the window , and tugging at a clew to the whereabouts of the missing letter.

piece of knotted rope, the door swung open , When they reached home, taking the same

and she stepped in. I'm sorry to be late, ( lirection that Zilpah had taken when going to

father,' said she. “ But one or two things have St Botolph's Tower, Michael Garfoot sat down

happened to prevent me from coming sooner. broodingly beside the kitchen fire .

Robert Harborn brought his mare to be slod , Zilpah dreaded to interrupt his thoughts.

and '
She went quietly to work to prepare the

' Young Harborn , the banker ? ' supper, while her father sat there puzzling his

“ Yes. And — and it has gone twelve.' brains, as she believed, over this sealed com

Gone twelve, has it ? Well,' said the man, munication that had been placed in his hands.

looking down tenderly at his violin, ' I daresay When supper was over and the supper things

а
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me as an

cleared away, Zilpah saw her father again seat money. How much did Jolin Grimshaw,

himself by the fireside. He appeared to be in mariner, make out the sum to be ? Let me

more absent-minded mood than she had think now ! Was it seven thousand or was it

ever kuown him. And presently he began to ten thousand pounds ? It was a tidy sum .'

put new catgut upon his violin , occasionally
• Ten thousand pounds ? '

employing a pitch -pipe, which he held between • Left to you , Zilpab — that was how the

his teeth to tune his instrument. Then he mariner put it -as Pilgrim Gray's last dying

adjusted the violin under his chin , and began will and testament.'

to play with an absorbed and far-off look. Ten thousand pounds ? '

Father,' Zilpah interposed , tantalised beyond ' Seven or ten ,' said Garfoot, 'made by trail

endurance, ‘have you forgotten what you pro- ing in pearls and such -like among the Pacific

mised me ? What news did you gain, when that islands. And then ,' he added , and then he

letter was given you, about Pilgrim Gray ? ' went and caught the fever, and died .'

Michael Garfoot slowly put his fiddle aside
There was

a long pause. Zilpah sat there

and dropped the pitch-pipe into his waistcoat beside the hearth, staring fixedly into the fire.

pocket. Stop a bit,' said he. “ Yes, yes . It | Suddenly she looked up. Where is this

was at the Shodfriars'—that's where it was - a mariner - John Grimshaw — who delivered this

night or two ago. Dear me ! I can't think how letter for me into your safe keeping ?'

it was I didn't tell you all about it. I can't ‘ Sailed for Amsterdam ,' said the blacksmith,

think how it was.' He shook his head re- ' óthat very same night.'

proachfully at this oversight on his own part, Zilpah rose and lit the lantern. •Father,'

and then resumed. 'Well, a night or two ago, said she, ' that letter must be found . The

as I'm a -saying, I was having a glass with the money is not mine.'

verger at the Shodfriars', when a sea -faring chap No ?'

taps me on the shoulder. “ Blacksmith ,” says he, “ The letter must be found to -night,' said she

quite familiar-like, “ I've been given to under- in a determined voice. ' Do you understand

stand as how your name's Michael Garfoot.” ine ? Pilgrim Gray is coming home !'

“ Captain,” says I, “ you ’ ve been given to under

stand correctly !—What's in the wind ? ” That

was how it began.' Michael Garfoot paused THE NEW DEPARTURE IN THE HONEST

and gave the fire a stir meditatively. The ART OF ANGLING.

chap, was a bit shyatfirst - seemed indisposed. The honest art of Angling, as the sweet

like,' said the blacksmith , “ to state his business

with ne.
But when we'l had a glass together, tempered Walton worded it, has made

him and the verger joining us wonderful departure of late years. Although

swering for my identity — he explained his busi- Dame Juliana Berners touched upon the sub

ness readily enough. Captain Grimshaw — Johnject in her Treatyse of Fysshynge with an single,

Grimshaw , mariner, as he called himself - hal in 1491, and , many centuries before that, Queen

met with shipwreck and privation. Disasters by Cleopatra went fishing with Mark Antony, and

sea and by land, as he put it, had hindered played him the oft-repeated trick of fastening

him keeping of a solemn promise given to a
à salted fish to his hook - if Plutarch was cor

shipmate o' the name of Pilgrim Gray, a year rectly informed — we know the honest art was

not a fashionable pursuit for ladies till the

What proinise ?' said Zilpah eagerly . Prince of Wales brought home his fair Princess

' A proinise,' the blacksmith went on , “ to from over the sea . There is no hint in Walton's

take ship to Boston, and seek out Michael Car- beautiful pastoral that any woman who was not

foot, blacksmith , and deliver into his very own a milkmaid, or 'mine hostess,' was to be found

hands a sealed letter addressed to Zilpaň Gar- near the banks of streams in his day. There

foot, the aforesaid blacksmith's daughter. ' were no Piscatresses standing knee-deej) in cow

• There was a letter, then a letter for me ! slips, wielding the rod, facing the sun, and

Yes ; go on . avoiding the snow -broth ' that was the residue

A letter,' said Garfoot, the perplexed look of old storms, and other snares. But now fly

again clouding his face- a letter which I've fishing has been taken up enthusiastically by

put by so carefully, my dear, that I can't for ladies, and, perhaps to some extent in conse

the life of me remember into what secret nook quence, quite a revolution has taken place in

or corner o' the premises I can ha' stowed it the manufacture of the necessary parapher

away. His small, dreamy eyes wandered from nalia .

one side of the room to the other, and he We frequently meet with mention of the

again began to plunge his hands into his pockets new light fishing -rods now in vogue. These

and then to scratch his head distractedly. allusions, both overt and covert, are generally

• Did this mariner, Grimshaw ,' said Zilpalı , found in accounts of grand harvests in rivers,

positively confirm the report, father — the re or in narratives of pleasant sojourns on the

port that Pilgrim Gray was dead ? ' banks of salmon -haunted streams. The matter

• Ay. He told memost solemnly,' said the of lightness is one of the requirements that the

blacksmith , that Pilgrim Gray was lying at recent widening of the circle of anglers las

the point of death when that letter was written helped to make specially desirable. Time was

to you. But that ain't all.' Michael Garfoot's when weight in a fishing-rod was not much of

look had beconie intensely distressful , and his an ofl'ence ; but that was when only the stronger

voice trembled . sex practisecl the gentle art. As soon

Not all ? ' was ascertained that the adoption of a light

" No. That letter containeil a tidy sum o'l material for rods by no means involved a loss

goneby.'

6

as it

le
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of strength, attention was turned to the sub- ling, jointing, varnishing, and finishing, special

ject, and considerable improvements perfected. care is taken to keep the rods straight, whether

Whether fishing in rivers that are known as bound and tied down or hung up in racks to

blue, like the Tweed and Earn ; or red, like dry. As we glance around, a steam -engine of

the Usk and Dee; or gray, like the Lochy eight-horse power, with revolving wheels and

and Wye ; or yellow, like the Spey and Don, i wide leathern bands, is turning innumerable

the absence of a burden of weiglt is a matter machines in the various departments, and filling

of moment. We feel sure a few particulars the air with its din and uproar ; skilled work

concerning the recent improvements made in men step to and fro at benches furnished with

the manufacture of rods, towards the attain- vices and tools ; rows of rods in various stages

ment of this end, will be read with interest by are suspended in all directions ; varnish, glue,

all who have whipped our wandering streams. nails, screws, knives, long narrow boxes for the

In the main street of a Border town, just transit of rods, shavings of bamboos and bags

before you come to the great stone gateway, of metal filings, meet the eye on all sides.

all that is left of the highand wide stone wall Passing a counting-house where several lady

that once enringed it, stands a lofty block of clerks are at work , we come to the department

new buillings, in which is carried on the man- reserved for the manufacture of the necessary

ufacture in question. In this factory, which reels, lines, hooks, floats, and other itens of

has somewhat of a Continental aspect, are equipment, where scores of minute technical

gathered together the products of many lands particulars may be noted . It is on the topmost

more remote than farCathay. Plantations in Hoor, however, that the more interesting manu

India send bamboos, male and female, in thou- facture of flies is carried on. In Izaak Walton's

sands and thousands ; islands in ylittering seas time there were but twelve kinds in use. He

send their strange bright birds, or rather their enumerates two varieties of the dun -fly, one made

feathers, to furnish the flies that form such an with the feathers of partridges and the other

important item in angling transactions ; and with those of the black drake ; the stone fly ;

distant mines and other places send many addi- , the ruddy fly, made from the feathers of a red

tional items as far -sought. There are three capon ; the yellow or greenish fly ; the black

storeys to the factory, in each of which is carried lly ; the sad yellow fly ; the Moorish fly ; the

on the different branches of the intricate pro- tawny fly, made of the mottled feathers of the

cesses requireil in the production of the various wild drake ; the shell fly, made of the wings

requisites for fishing. of the buzzard ; and the dark drake_fly, made

À novice might think that a bamboo cane of the black drake's feathers. * Ephemera ,

would make a fishing -rod with very little man who was the leading authority in these matters

ipulation , but it is not so . Every length of about forty years ago, and edited Walton's

every rod male at these headquarters of the book with many notes, mentions the wings of

art is composed of six strips of bamboo. Each starlings, larks, landrails, wrens, golden plovers,

of these six strips has been cut into a wedge-! peewits, and the black ostrich , as those in use,

shaped piece, in which process every flaw or in combination with the furs of seals, bears,

weak place has been discovered , and the strip monkeys, spaniels, cats, moles, water-rats, hares'

containing it cliscarded ; and when selected, and polls and cars, gold and silver twist, and silk

tested , and seasonel, the six long wedye-shaped and wax . The materials now employed to make

strips are cemented together into a mass that the nearest approach that can be devised to the

is immeasurably stronger than the stoutest various natural flies most approved by salmon

bamboo could be. Only about thirty per cent. and trout are more varied still. There are

of the bamboos that arrive are found sufliciently nearly four hundred varieties of flies now

sound for use, and only a very small length of catalogued, some of which are known by_such

each cane that is sound is used ; consequently, comical names as Hardy's Favourite, Dusty

a large number are required to make a rod. Miller, Black Doctor, Thunder and Lightning,

Arrived at the first joint, a new department Candlestick-maker, Greenwell's Glory , High

comes to the front ; this is the manufacture of lander, Garibaldi , Green King, and Welshman's

the brass joint, upon which so much depends in Fairy. A low of young women sit facing

the way of power of resistance and general a lung , table, before large windows that over

lightness combined with strength. A lockfast look the adjacent country and distant hills,

joint has been invented in this factory in which all engaged in the clelicate work of manufac

the utmost security is attainel, as it is so con- turing feathers and fur, tinsel and twist, iuto

trived as to lock as well as join ; at the same the semblance of flies. Not only do they deal

time it is so treated as to divest it of unneces- with the plumage of macaws, kingfishers, red

sary weight by the scrupulous removal, in ibis, jungle cocks, blue chatterer's, peacocks,

vandyked cuts, of every atom of superfluous swans, owls, and herons ; but that of the more

metal not requisite for its purpose. The upper homely birds, woodcocks , greendrakes, teals,

lengths of the rod are made in a similar manner snipes, blackbirds, thrushes, waterhens, grouse,

to the lower one just describedl, and the upper and partridge is also necessary for the per

joints, in diminishing sizes, with the same pre- i fection of their art. There are few salmon

cision and care . The most costly rods have flies that not indebted to the golden

steel centres in addition to the inner cane pheasant for their attractiveness. The white

centre with which the rest are furnished. They lips of turkeys are also brought into requi

are all so pliable that, after being curved almost sition. Festoons of spiders that are scarcely

into a circle , on being released they rebound more than films or gossamers for fragility are

into their arrowy straightness in a second. All fastened in various places to dry ; and gorgeous

the same, in all the processes, the tying, hand-, flies, as well as those of more sombre tints, are

are
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HOW I FOUND AXD HOW I LOST HIM.

in course of formation as we look on . It seems cage in the shape of a deep wicker basket used

to us there are but a few touches, a few turns to hold potatoes or fruit ; and with this and a

and twists, a little deliberate choice of materials deck -chair, I drew near to my victim . Mount

and handling of tweezers, scissors, and silk, a ing the chair, I perceived that he was in the

little delicate dexterity, and a fly, with a hook most profound repose, having apparently been

half concealed in it, stands confessed. A carved at the very point of complete exhaustion when

oak cabinet, however, contains a further triumph ihe reached his present perch. I carefully placed

in the shape of artificial minnows as silvery as the basket beneath him , and gradually elevated

those in our shallow pebble-paved waters, in it, till he at last hung in the very centre of it,

each of which is hidden the fatal hook likewise. i liis forearms and claws alone being above thé

Looking at these subtleties, it is difficult to retain rim .

the old conviction that there are as good fish . Now for you , my boy,' said I, nimbly un

in the sea as ever were cauglit. It seems to hooking both claws from the chain, and thus

us that so many odds against the inhabitants of permitting my friend to drop at once to the

the waters must result in a considerable diminu- | bottom . At the same moment, with my other

tion of their number, if not in their quality. hand I crushed in the top of the basket all

That there is a singular decrease in the amount round, forming a ready-made but quite effective

of fish in some of our rivers is certain , when cage . I could now breathe freely, and take in

we call to mind the clauses inserted in the the situation . Whatever I thought of it, cer

indentures of apprentices in Newcastle-on -Tyne, tainly he did not at all relish it .
If he was

that they should not be fed on salmon more motionless before, he had assuredly plenty of

frequently than a stated number of times in a life about him now. He grinned his teeth at

week, and contrast this record of superabundance
me horribly, and spat and barked like a furious

with the recent news to the effect that, owing dog. It is a pity that some creatures don't

to extra scarcity last season , the few fish know their best friends. Unmoved , however,

caught by some anglers lave cost them nearly by his ingratitude, I carried him triumphantly

a hundred pounds à piece . It is to be hoped, to my cabin , and 'set him on a little table in

in the interest of the new departure, that these the corner, where we could see and converse

matters will readjust themselves in the course with each other. But war outrance was evi

of time. dently, his motto, for, approach him as I would ,

I received the most unfriendly of receptions, with

the usual accompaniments of teeth -showing and

MY QUEER FRIEND : yelping

Well, well,' said I ; ' time will try ; ' and I

l'esolved to leave him for a while to his own

The good ship s.s. Arracan was ploughing the colloquies. Next day his behaviour continued

Bay of Bengal on a voyage between Akyab and much the same. Having heard of the power of

Penang. It was an ideal afternoon at sea ; a roasted potato ora piece of bread upon a

even the most timid land -lubber would have hungry city Arab, I tried now to kill him

gloried in it. There was just enough of wind with kindness. I offered him a ripe banana,

to make a healthy breezy ripple about the bows, but he would have nothing to do with it or

and occasionally to give us a gentle roll suffi- me. On the morning, of the third day I saw

cient to make us aware that we were on board he was beginning to lie low. Hunger, which

ship, and not citizens of some floating town las conquered many an impregnable city, was

moored on a lake. I had just left my cabin, beginning at last to tell upon him . In the end

and was strolling towards the forecastle in that he snapped the banana out of my fingers and

particularly agreeable frame of mind wlich retreated to the farther side of his caye, behav
follows a decent dinner, a good smoke, and ing much as a cat does with a captured mouse

an afternoon nap on the quiet. Mly attention in the presence of the housemaid. All the same,

was suddenly arrested by some object floating he seemed to relish it mightily, and at the close

heavily through the air towards the ship. In I fancied I saw in his eyes the remotest glance

another instant it had alighted, and was sway- of affection for the donor. Day by day | con

ing to and fro from one of the fore-chains. tinued to bestow on him his coveted bananas,

With the utmost caution I approached, and and by-and-by not only found him waiting for

began to scrutinise this new and unlooked - for his daily bread ; he now received it with increas

passenger. After a cautious but careful survey ing grace, and ate it with confort under my

I identified him as the Pteropus rubricollis, or very nose . And thus the time flew swiftly and

Flying Fox — which is really one of the larger merrily past.

bats. Poor fellow !-what an experience he must I thought the time had now arrived to

have had. We were now well out at sea, and bestow upon him a large measure of freedom

he must liave winged his way for many a weary and self-government, so I opened the top of

mile, vainly seeking for - well, not rest for the his cage and gave him the run of my whole

sole of his foot — but some kind of bearing or cabin, strictly charging my boy to see that the

another upon which to hang himself up. And door was never left standing open in the mean

there he was at last swinging by his look-like time. Our mutual good offices soon ripened

claws to the chains, and fast asleep.
into a close friendship. My queer friend would

I am naturally fond of all sorts of animals, now leap up into my lap, rub his nose against

and in his present condition my queer friend my land, and look up wistfully into my face

to be at once reached my heart. My plan oi as much as to say : Dear naster, where is

campaign was speedily formed. Proceeding to my banana ?' I used afterwards to tease him

the storeroom, I soon improvised a suitable a great deal by passing the fruit from one
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hand to another behind my back after the river, and cast anchor in mid -stream , waiting

manner of ' Hide the slipper ; ', but he always for our turn of the wharf. In the great shady

fetched it in the end. I would also change iti trees by the river's side there were many of

adroitly from pocket to pocket while he played his clan, leaping and chattering about. In the

the role of the very smartest of pickpockets. dusk , I saw him eyeing them ; in the morning,

But the scene that lingers longest in my he was gone. Doubtless, some fair Helen or

mind in connection with him , and the thought subtle Delilah up among the branches had

of which yet causes a twitching about my lured him away ; for I saw his face no more.

mouth , a roughness in my throat, and a certain W'ho can blame him ?

dimness about my eyes, is yet to tell . It was

my invariable custom when out at sea , unless

in case of peril or emergency, to have a short A BACHELOR OF FORTY-FIVE.

siesta in iny cabin just after dinner -time.

Stretched full length on my sofa, I would turn
Ar Forty - five ! Ah , can it be

on my back, close my eyes, breathe heavily, The rapid steeds have reached this stage,

and pretend to be fast asleep. Ile would then That Time has meted out to me

creep up upon my chest, press his little sharp The years of man's maturer age :

snout close to the front of my neck , spread out And I can call mine own at this

his great furry leathern wings quite over my No better half, no family hive ,

right and left breasts, close his bright mischievous But live in so-called single bliss,

eyes, and purr away pleasingly with a sound A bachelor of forty -five ?

which wasa capital imitation of my own

breathing What å sense of sympathy, affection,
I fain would take the ladies' way,

security, and quiet dreaminess and comfort And, as to age, deny the fact ;

were blended together in these afternoon naps !
But ' tis an awkward game to play,

What a contrast to the barking, snapping, These registrars are so exact.

grinning savage of a few weeks ago : it was No ! I'll admit it, like a man ,

like some metamorphosis of Ovid . I need
Nor foolisbly with figures strive.

hardly say that my queer friend hail now the But face the truth, e'en as I can ,

full liberty of the whole ship, from stem to A bachelor of forty - five.

stern , and that he speedily became the friend

of all on board , and of myself in particular . I never meant it should be so ;

With the combined agility of the squirrel And how the matter happened thus,

and the cunning of the fox , he usel to swing Indeed , I really do not know,

and flap about the decks, making such odd and Nor how the subject to discuss.

funny grimaces, and playing such sly , under I always loved the ladies , but

hand tricks. Sometimes I would pretend not 'Tis wondrous how these ' buts ' contrive

to notice him , or would seem offended with To keep a man from wedlock shut,

him , and pass by on the other side without
A bachelor of forty - five.

speaking: I had not, however, proceeded many

steps till a whiz through the air, and a smart When five -and -twenty was my date,

slap between the shoullers, told me that my Had any dismal seer foretold

companion would not be put off thus, and That this would be my hap and fate,

woull take no denial ; till,' after grubbing in I should have held him false as bold ;

every one of my pockets, he at length secured
More likely were it had he said

the much -coveted banana, and then retired to
That now I should not be alive,

cat it by himself, and Jizzily, wizzily to swing
Than that I should be still unwed,

and drowse from one of the fore -chains.
A bachelor of forty -five.

But the greatest of all the delights of his

little circumscribed life was to get a combing
Ah yes ! When beams youth's radiant sun,

from me. I had beside me an old curry-comb),
When faith is strong, and hope is high ,

which had found its way on boaril nobody
Man weens not how his path may run ,

knows how . On a fine afternoon I used to

Nor how the promised land may lie ;
take him on my knee and put the teeth through

Ile weens not to what unthought goal
his brown furry coat, gently drawing it from

Resistless fate his life may drive,

head to tail . How he did enjoy that operation !

No fond mother
grandmother ever

And make him - poor unmated soul !

enjoyed the hair -comb, passing through her
A bachelor of forty -five.

l'aven or snowy locks by the hands of a little

chill, more than did my queer friend his
But cheerful hope is with me still-

combing. Ile would stretch himself out full
Hard were my case if hope had tled ;

Good fishes yet the waters fill,

lengtlı, almost serpent-like, and writhe and

wriggle with exquisite plensure under it ; at
And there are damsels still unwed ;

the same time singing away like it pussy cat
And in some matrimonial sea

when her fur has been stroked in the right
Perchance I yet may daring dive,

direction . He lised to beg for this luxury in
And be no more, though still I be,

every conceivable way ; in fact, he did all but A bachelor of forty - five.

speak WOODBURN.

But now comes the coineily of this brief

narration, for my story is a comedy after all, Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

and not a tragedy. We had just got up the 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and LDINBURGH.
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BEFORE AND BEHIND THE WALLS.

on

until at a turn in the road the city suddenly

PEKING : bursts on the view , vast and grim, its lofty

walls of twenty miles' circuit rising sheer out of

the sandy plain unencumbered by suburbs or

PEOPLE vary greatly in their ideas as to what outlying villages. The impression of their height

heaven is like, and probably nobody but al is increased by the prodigious towers and triple

Chinaman thinks the Celestial Empire has l'oofed gate- fortresses. No city walls extant

much resemblance to paradise. But there is can give a notion of what the walls of Babylon

absolute unanimity amongst Europeans that no ' must have been : authorities such as Rawlinson

city in the world is less like a little heaven and Sayce believe Herodotus was not exaggerat

below' than Peking (or Pei-ching, Northern Cap- ing much when he reported these were 200 royal

ital ' ), the capital of the Celestial Empire. Mr cubits - say 335 feet, only 70 feet lower than

Curzon, one of the most recent of the visitors who ! the cross on St Paul's ! -in height, and 50 cubits

have given us their impressions of this great (85 feet) in thickness. Whereas, though Peking

city of near a million inhabitants, has pretty is as many-walled and much -walled as any town

extensive experience of the filth and squalor now extant, its highest wall is but 50 feet high

and evil odours and uproar of many a famous on an average, and about as thick.

Eastern city ; but the most seasoned traveller, If Peking reminds the traveller of Babylon

he says, “ has never seen dirt, piled in moun the one hand, in one other respect it

tains of dust in the summer, spread in oozing resembles an American city. Its arrangement is

quagmires of mud after the rains, like that of singularly simple, regular and rectangular both

Peking : his nostrils have never been assailed by l in general plan and in the arrangement of the

such myriad and assorted effluvia ; and the drunis ; main lines of street. And like Washington it

of his ears have never cracked beneath such a is ' a city of magnificent distances ; ' but inside

remorseless and dissonant concussion of sound .' the twenty -one miles' circuit of the walls are

The visitor to Pekiny may have to lie tossing large areas wholly unoccupied.
The walls are

wearily for three or four days outside the mud a still more conspicuous element in the city

bar that blocks the mouth of the Peiho ; once than at first appears ; there are several sets of

disembarked on the vast alluvial flats that walls. For firstly, there are two cities, the

border the river, he may accelerate his journey Inner and Outer, the Manchu and the Chinese,

to the capital by a short railway run to and though these lie close together, they, too,

Tien -tsin, long the official headquarters of are separated by a huge partition wall-the wall

Li-hung-chang. From Tien -tsin he may think of the Manchu city serving, so far as it extends,

it best to undergo a three days' voyage on a for the north wall of the Chinese city. The

river-boat, rowed , sailed , poled , or dragged by Manchu or Inner City , which is somewhat the

turns up the serpentine course of the river. larger, is nearly square ; the Chinese city, lying

He may prefer to ride the eighty miles on the close to it, is a parallelogram, longer from east

small but strong Chinese ponies, jogging steadily to west than from north to south, and projects
along for two days in clouds of dust. Or, like east and west beyond the Manchu city. It

à recent visitor, Pastor Heims, a chaplain in should be remembered that the Chinese are

the German navy, he may make his entry in not the lords of the land : the Japanese are not

the local cart, described as a moderate -sized the first “ foreign devils ' to occupy the sacred

dog-kennel mounted on wheels, distressingly , soil . The Manchu Tartars conquered the country

uncomfortable to sit in and far too short to lie in the seventeenth century, and are the ruling

down in. The route is excessively uninteresting race still : the present Manchu dynasty dates
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from 1613. So that the Manchus and Chinese encompassing the buildings. The ' Altar to

stand to-day in China somewhat as the Nor- Heaven ' stands on a splendid triple circular

mans and native English did in England two terrace of white marble, with steps leading

hundred and fifty years after the Norman Con- from one terrace to the next, each being sur

quest, a certain fusion and approximation be- rounded by a balustrade of the same marble,

tween the races having taken place; though old richly carved. On the upper terrace, which is

antipathies and jealousies have by no means thirty feet in diameter and about twenty feet

disappeared , and might perhapsbe fanned into a above the ground , the emperor appears to greet

flame. Meanwhile, in Peking there is no longer the dawning sun on the day of the winter sol

the sharp distinction between Tartars and Chinese stice, attended by his grandees and ministers.

there used to be : Chinese live in the Tartar The “ Altar of Prayer for Grain ,' a similar

city , and Tartars abound in the Chinese town . structure, but of less dimensions, was burned

But the walls surrounding the two cities do down in 1889 ; on its upper terrace there

not exhaust the great walls of Peking. The was a triple-roofed circular building, whose

portion of the Inner City next the boundary imposing appearance and splendid blue tiles

wall is called the General City, and that is caused it, according to Professor Legge, to be

divided from an interior portion called the regarded as more important than the other

Imperial City by another complete four-square altar, and to be commonly, though erroneously,

wall twenty feet high , within which are various styled by foreign visitors, " The Temple of

temples, public buildings, government offices, Heaven .' To this altar the emperor comes in

dwellings of princely and noblepersons, barracks, the early spring to pray for a blessing on the

parks, a lake, and a famous hill , fabled to be a labours of the year. Here also he repairs in

store of coal against a possible invasion and seasons of drought to pray for rain . There has

siege. As thecoal-hill seems to have stood there been much delay in rebuilding it. A short dis

in Varco Polo's day, the fable is no doubt base- tance to the east stands the Altar of Agricul

less. Once more, the innermost portion of the ture,' in an enclosure about two miles in cir

Imperial City is again another specially walled cumference. This contains four different altars

enclosure — the Purple Forbidden City, containing -to the Spirits of the Sky, of the Earth, of

the imperial palaces—those of emperor, empress, the planet Jupiter, and a local deity. The prin

and other imperial personages, with someballs cipal streets of the Chinese city are more than a

of reception and other buildings. The emperor ihundred feet wide, but the side streets are mere

and his harem are believed to be guarded by a lanes. The streets are not usually paved, and

force of ten thousand eunuchs. Into this holy according to the state of the weather are deep

of holies none but official persons or those having in mud or in dust. In the smaller streets the

some connection with the court are admitted - houses are miserable huts ; in the main streets

ordinary Chinese and Manchus are strictly both private houses and shops are one-storey

debarred , and the idea of foreigners intruding brick edifices, the shops being gay with paint and

would be appalling. All other parts of the gilding. The shops are open in front, the goods

town used to be pretty open to the inspection being often piled up outside ; and many trades

of foreigners ; but for some fourteen years past are carried on in the streets or in tents and

or so, the imperial temples and enclosures cren movable shops. Barbers and dentists, clowns,

within the Chinese city have been carefully jugglers, and sword - players, ply their vocations

guarded against aliens ; bribery and corruption in the street ; auctioneers and quack doctors fill

will not now secure access to the parks of the air with their vociferations.

temples where formerly Europeans used to play Though there is a great Central Asian trade

cricket at will . of late, too, foreigners are route from Peking to Kulja and Semiretchinsk ,

strictly excluded from the grounds of the the trade of Peking itself is inconsiderable,

Summer Palace. Sacked and plundered by the save in so far as regards supplying the wants

French and British allies during the war in 1860 of the inhabitants ; large quantities of pro

– singeing the eyebrows of China,' the Marquis visions are of course required. These, like

Tseng called this strong but necessary measure— other necessaries, are very dear, and (though

the palace stands in a large enclosure seven in the city there is no tax on land, houses, or

miles north -west of the city. personal property), many of the people are very
The Chinese or Outer City is very sparsely poor and miserable. The manufactures are

populated. Much of the ground is under culti- unimportant.

vation, large tracts are wooded, green fields At a first glance from the summit of the

show themselves, and other open spaces are walls, the Observatory, or other elevation, the

occupied with artificial lakes and tanks. Where trees seem to bulk largely, and with the parks

it is built over, the streets are for the most and enclosures suggest a general effect of ver

part narrow , and the people are busy and dure and luxuriance - especially as there are
bustling. There are club -houses not a few , trees in the gardens behind many of the rows

various temples, and charitable institutionsfor of common houses. But nearer inspection shows

the poor, the aged , and for children, including that the verdant spaces are but patches in a

foundling hospitals. The “Altar to Ileaven , vast area of filthy streets, incredibly dusty flats

with its adjunct the Altar of Prayer for Grain,' in summer or deep swamps in winter, varie

and the ‘Altar of Agriculture, are both near gated by, mounds of unspeakable unpleasant
the southern wall , and are reached by an ' great ness : and squalor and decay are the permanent

street,' or avenue. The first two altars are impression. Even the walls seem as if they

enclosed by more than three miles of wall , the had been repeatedly bombarded. At their best,

space within planted with forest trees. Within needless to say, they are utterly useless as a

à second wall is a grove of fine cypresses | defence against modern artillery : they consist of
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two tall shells of brick (on stone foundations ), forgive him his sins too readily, in like manner

the space between being tilled with rubbish, and may our good St Prisian intercede that my sins

the top of the whole laid with flags. Sewers be forgiven me.

are uncovered : spacious wide streets are flanked Five years had the Count cwelt in the hills ;

by ramshackle mean shanties : and little black five years had the Lady Lucia mourned in the

irrepressible pigs grub amongst the universal city ; five years had Duke Valentine laid plans

rubbish and force their way almost between and schemes. Then it fell out that a sickness

the passengers' legs. You have to pick your came upon the city and the country round it ;

steps to avoid the worst of the filth , and even many died , and more were sore stricken , but

then are half-smothered in dust or daubed with by the mercy of God narrowly escaped. Among

inevitable mud. those that suffered were the Duke himself, and

Thus perish in a sense of confusion, lirt, at the same time a certain gentleman, by name

dilapidation , and squalor all one's preconceiveil Count Philip, of Garda, a friend of Antonio's,

notions of what is not merely a very large city, and yet an obedient servant to the Duke. Now

but one of the most ancient cities of the globe : when Antonio heard that Philip lay sick, he

on this site stood the capital of a feuclal state sent to him a rich gift of choice meats and

in the twelfth century B.C. The invading Mon- fruits by the hand of Tommasino. And Tomma

gols of Genghis Khan established themselves sino came with six of the band and delivered the

here in the thirteenth century A.D. ; and Kublai gift, and might have ridden back in all safety,

Khan - Marco Polo's Kublai Khan and Cole as (lid the six who came with him . But Philip

ridge's — made Peking hiscapitalin 1280. Marco had a fair daughter, and Tommasino, caughtby

Polo describes under the name ( ambaluc (Khan her charms, madle bold to lingerat Philips

Baligh, Residence of the Khan ') a city largely house, trusting that his presence there would not

identical with the present, occupying much of be known to the Duke, and venturing his own

the area of the present Tartar City. After the neck for the smiles of red lips and the glances

Mongols were expelled, the capital of China of bright eyes, as young men have done since

was shifted to Nan -king, but the Jing Chinese this old world began. But one of the Duke's

dynasty returned to Peking in 1421, and built spies, of whom he maintained many, brought

the Outer City in 1552 : so that when the Tar- word to him of Tommasino's rashness ; and as

tar Janchus came in 1643 they found the city Tommasino at last rode forth privily in the

ready for them . A new
era commenced in evening, singing a love-song , and hugging in

1860, when it was surrendered to the French his bosom a glove that the lady hadsuffered

and English allies ; and since the capture of him to carry off, he came suddenly into an

Wei-hai-wei it seems as if another era were ambush of the Duke's Guard , was pulled vio

about to commence in the history of this lently from his horse, and before he could so

ancient and remarkable city, whence for so many much as draw his sword, behold, his arms were

centuries three or four hundred millions of man- seized , and the lord Lorenzo stood before him ,

kindl have been ruled and regulated. with doffed cap and mocking smile !

“ My glove is like to cost me clear," said Tom

masino.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.* ' Indeed , my lord,' answered Lorenzo, “ I fear

there will be a reckoning for it. Then he gave

the worl, and they set Tommasino bound on
ANTONIO'S RETURN .

his horse and rode without drawing rein to

In all that I have written concerning Count the city. And when the Duke heard the next

Antonio, I have striven to say that only which morning of Tommasino's capture, he raised liim

is surely based on truth and attested by cred self on his couch, where he lay in the shade

ible witness, and have left on one side the by the fish -pond under the wall of his garden.

This is sweet melicine for my sickness, ' said
more marvellous tales such as the credulity of ! he. " On the third day from now, at noon, he

ignorance and the fond license of legend are shall die. Bid them raisea great gibbet in

wont to weave. But as to the manner of his front of my Palace, so high that it shall be

return there is no room for uncertainty, for the seen from every part of the city and from be

whole account of it was recorded in the archives yond the walls ; and on that gibbet Tommasino

of the city, by order of Duke Valentine the shall hang, that all men may know that I,

Good, son and successor of that Duke who out- : Valentine,am Duke and Lord of Firmola.' And

lawed Antonio ; to which archives I, Ambrose, he lay back again, pale and faint.

have had full access ; and I have now free per But when word came to Antonio that Tom

mission to make known so much of them as masino was taken , he withdrew himself from

may serve for the proper understanding
of the the rest of the band who were lamenting the

matter. And this same task is one to which untoward chance, and walked by himself to and

I set my pen willingly, conceiving that the fro for a long while. And he gazed once on the

story is worthy of being known to every man picture of the Laly Lucia which was always

in the Duchy ; for while many may censure round his neck. Then he sat down and wrote

the things that Antonio dil in the days of a letter to the Duke, saying, 'My gracious lor ,

his sojourn in the hills, there can , I think, I am here with fifty men, stout and brave fel

be none that will not look with approval on lows ; and if my cousin_dies, there shall be no )

his bearing in this last hap of fortune. Indeed ! peace in the Duchy. But my leart is heavy

he was a gallant gentleman - and if, for that, I already for those that have died in my quarrel,

and I may not endure Tommasino's death.

Copyright reserved in the United States of America. Therefore let Tommasino go, and grant full

CHAPTER VIII.—THE MANNER OF COUNT

*
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ness .

as the

pardon and oblivion to him and to all who are be thenceforward loyal servants of His High
here with me, and swear to do this with a

binding oath ; and then I will come and deliver But will the Duke pardon you also, my

myself to you, and suffer such doom as seems lord , and the lord Tommasino ? ' asked Martolo.

gooil to your Highness. Vay Almighty God He will pardon Tommasino also,' answered

assuage your Highness's sickness anil keep you | Antonio. " And be assured that I shall suffer

in all things. --ANTONIO of Monte Velluto.' nothing . And having said this, he shook every

And this letter he sent to the Duke Valentine, man by the hand, thanking them for the love

who, having received it, pondered long, but at and service they had shown him ; and he and

last said to Lorenzo, ' I do not love to let Tom- Bena were accompanied by all of them to the

masino go, nor to pardon these lawless knaves ; ' foot of Mount Agnino ; and there, in the early

yet for five years I have pursued Antonio and morning of the appointed day, Antonio mounted

have not taken him . And I am weary, and his horse and rode with Bena into the plain.

the country is racked and troubled by our And as they rode, Bena said to him, My

strife . ' lord, why does the Duke grant this pardon ?'

• With Antonio dead , all would be quiet, my Because I give him what he asks

lord ,' said Lorenzo. price of it, Bena,' answered Antonio ; and they

Then the Duke's eyes flashed and he saiul , rode on for a while. But when Bena saw that

It shall be so. And bid them strengthen the Antonio turned his horse not towards Rilano,

gibbet, for Antonio is a large man ; and he but directly across the plain towards Firmola,

shall surely hang on it. ' he said, "My lord, whither are we riding ? '

Now Lorenzo was somewhat grieved, for he We are riding to the city, Bena ,' answered

esteemed Antonio ; yet he obeyed the Duke's Antonio. " There is no cause for fear : we go

commands, and took from the Duke a letter by leave and on the invitation of His High

for Antonio, wherein His Highness swore to all ness.

that Antonio asked , and bade him come alone ' But will he let us go again ? ' asked Bena.

or with one companion only into the city on “ You will be free to go when you will,' an

the day that had been before appointed for the swered Antonio, and me the Duke will him

hanging of Tommasino. And further, the lord self send forth from the city when I am ready

Lorenzo gathered together all the pikemen and to go.' For Lorenzo had promised in the

every man that served the Duke, and placed Duke's name that Antonio's body, after it had

them all on guard, and proclaimed that any hung three days on the gibbet, should be

man besides found carrying arms in the city lionourably carried from the city to the church

should be held as the Duke's enemy. For lie of St Prisian at Rilano, and there interred with

feared that the townsmen who loved Antonio fitting ceremony.

would attempt something on his behalf. But ‘ Yet I do not like this ride of ours,'

when the townsmen saw the great force that grumbled Bena.

Lorenzo had gathered, they dared attempt noth Nay, I like it not myself,' said Antonio,

ing, although they were sore grieved and smiling. ' But for the good of my cousin and

lamented bitterly. And the Lady Lucia, looking of all our company, we must go forward. And

from the window of her house, beheld those he stopped for a moment and added , 'Swear

who were erecting the gibbet, and wept for her to me, Bena, by St Prisian, to obey all I bid

lover. As for Tommasino, when he heard that you in the city to-day, and not to draw your

he was not to be hanged , but to be set free, sworld unless I draw mine.'

and Antonio to suffer death in his steal, he was ' Do I not always obey you, my lord ? ' asked

like a man mad, and his rage and grief could Bena.

not be restrained ; for he declared that he But swear to me.'

woull not live if Antonio diell , and did not " Well , then , I swear, ' said Bena, ' though in

cease to reproach himself bitterly: Therefore truth , my lord, your word is full as strong to

the lord Lorenzo hield him confined in his own me as any oath, whether by Prisian or another.'

house, lest he should do himself some harm , or For this man whom they called Bena was a

endeavour by somedesperate device to prevent godless man , and one that held holy things in

Antonio from fulfilling his purpose ; but he light esteem . But he was a fine fighter and a

treatel him with all courtesy, for he was sorry loyal servant ; and God's mercy is infinite. It

for his plight. may be his heart was turned at last — though

Now Count Antonio feared his companions, indeed I have found no record of it.

and did not dare to tell them of what he had My lord , will you see my lady Lucia in the

done, lest their obedience should fail under a city ?' asked Bena.

strain so great, and they shoulıl by force prevent I trust to see at the least her face at her

his going to the city. Therefore lie told them window ,' answered Antonio .

to rest quiet in their camp, while he, with Will you have speech with her, my lord ? '

Bena , went about certain necessary business ; ' If IIis Highness will grant me that favour,

and he bacle them farewell , enjoining them most Bena.

strictly to do nothing against the Duke. “ Ah, I know now why you smiled , my lord,

· For,' said he, although I may not tell you as you rode, just now, It will be a bright day

fully what the business is on which I go, yet for you.' And Bena laughed .
I have good hope that Ilis Highness is favour ' Indeed ,' said Antonio , ' I trust that the day

ably inclineil to you , and that in a short space may be bright for me. Yes, bright as the

you will receive from him pardon for all your light of heaven .'

offences. And that pardon 1 charge you to “ There is no light brighter than the eyes of

accept with gratitude, and, having accepted it, the girl a man loves,' said Bena.
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“ Yes, there is one,' said Antonio . But Bena : to Bena he said , ' I have need of your sword,

did not understandhis meaning. Bena. Give it me. '

Thus they rode till it wanted only two hours My sword , my lord ? '

of noon ; and then they were within five miles 'Yes, your sword .'

of the city, and Bena, looking, beheld the
Bena looked at him with wondering, frightened

great gibbet rising above the walls of the city eyes ; but he slowly unbuckled his sword from

and standing forth grim and black in front of his belt and gave it to Antonio. And Au onio

the marble face of the Cathedral. unbuckled his own sword also and gave them

" What is that, my lord ,' he crieil, which both to the Lieutenant of the Guard, saying,

towers above the walls of the city ? ' “ Sir, I pray you to restore Bena's to him in

' Is it not enough to know when we come the evening, and mine to me when I go fortlı

there ? ' answered Antonio. to Rilano.'

Then Bena sighed, and said to Antonio, “ I But Bena clutched at Antonio's arm , crying

find it in my heart, my lord, to be half sorry again , “ What does it mean, my lord ? '

that the Duke pardons us ; for we lived a fine Then Antonio took him by the hand and

merry life in the hills. Yet it will be pleasant said , ' Are we to be afraid now of what we

to live at ease : and we have adventures enough have often faced together with light hearts,

to tell our sweethearts, ay, and our children Bena ?'

too, when we grow old, and they come round " Are we to die ? ' asked Bena.

us and ask us for stories of our youth. I hope ' You are to live and beget those brave boys,

niy boys will be good at a fight, my lord , and Bena. But it is otherwise with me, ' said

serve your sons asI have served you. '
Antonio .

It may be God's will that I leave no Then the lord Lorenzo, who had looked in

to bear my name, Bena. ' Bena's eyes, signed to four pikemen to come

' I do not think that,' said Bena with a near, and they came and stood near Bena ; for

laugh. Lorenzo feared that he would not suffer Antonio

They were now passing the hill on which to die without seeking to save him or to die

stood the blackened " walls of Antonio's house, with him .

which Duke Valentine had burnt. 'Nay, let him alone,' said Antonio. " You

Bena cried out at the sight. You will need will obey me of your free -will, Bena ?'

to spend much in rebuilding it, ' said he. “ Yes, my lord, ' said Bena ; and he looked up

• Perhaps His Highness has provided another at the gibbet; and then he caught Antonio's

dwelling for me,' said Antonio. hand and kissed it a score of times ; and he

" To-night he will surely lodge you, my lord , began tosob as a childsobs. Andthe Guard,

in his own Palace, or, may be, with my lord | among whom were some who had felt his arm ,

Lorenzo. marvelled to see him thus moved .

• Wherever it may be, I shall sleep soundly,' * Let us go on ,' said Antonio. “ It is hard on

said Antonio. noon , and I must keep my tryst with His

Now they were near to the city, and Highness. '

they saw a body of pikemen coming out to His Highness awaits my lord by the fish

meet them , the Lieutenant of the Guard at the pond in the garden ,' said Lorenzo ; and he led

head. And when they met, the Lieutenant Antonio to the Palace and brought him through
bowed to Antonio, who greeted him most the great hall and so to the fish -pond ; and by

courteously ; and the pikemen spread theinselves it the Duke lay propped on pillows, yet very

in front and behind and on both sides of An- richly arrayed ; and his little son sat by him .

tonio and Bena, and thus they went on towards Now Lorenzo stood aloof, but Antonio came and,

the bridge and the city gate. But Bena eyed kneeling , kissed the Duke's hand , and then rose

the pikemen with no love , and moved restlessly and stood before the Duke. But the boy cried,
in his saddle. These fellows,' said he to An- Why, it is my lord Antonio ! Have you come

tonio, “ hem us in , my lord . Shall I make my back to live in the city, my lord Antonio ?

horse threaten their toes a little , so that they Al , I am glad of it ! '

may give us more room ? ' “ Nay, I have not come to live in the city,

"Let them be, ' said Antonio. “ It is not for my little lord ,' said Antonio.

long, Bena.' Whither do you go then ?' asked the boy.

At the entrance of the gate stood Lorenzo, ‘ His Highness sends me on a journey,' said

awaiting the Count, and there they clismounted, Antonio.

and Antonio passed through the gate with " Is it far ?'

Lorenzo, Bena being close to him on the other “ Yes, it is far,' said Antonio with a smile.

side. And when Bena saw the great force of ' I would he would send another and let you

pikemen , and, behind their ranks, a mighty stay ; then we could play at robber's again in

throng of people, and when he saw the tall the great hall , ' said the little Duke. Father,

gibbet and understood what it was, suddenly can you find no other lord to go in Antonio's

liis face went red and his hand flew to his place ?'

sword . The Duke turned his face, pale and wasted

But Antonio caught his arin , saying, ' lly with sickness, and his eyes, that seemed larger

sword is not drawn, Bena .' and deeper than they had been before, upon

My lord, what does it mean ?' cried Bena ihis son . ' I can send none but Antonio,' said

in a loud voice, so that Lorenzo heard and he. And calling to Lorenzo, he bade him take

stayed his steps and looked at Bena. “ Does he the boy. But the boy went reluctantly, telling

not know ? ' he asked of Antonio .
Antonio that he must return speedily. " Tor

He does not know yet, ” said Antonio. And you promised , ' said he, to teach me how to

come

6
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use my sword. ' And the Duke signed with his Antonio bowed low to His Highness ; but,

hand to Lorenzo, who lifted the boy and not being invited by the Duke to speak, he

carried him away, leaving Antonio alone with said naught, but suffered Lorenzo to lead him

the Duke. across the square ; and as he went, he passed

' I have set my seal to the pardons as I where four pikemen stood by Bena, ready to

swore,' said the Duke ; " and Tommasino shall lay hold on him if he moved ; and Bena fell

be free this evening ; and all that he and the on his knees and again kissed Antonio's hand .

rest have done against me shall be forgotten And Antonio, passing on, saw two young lords,

from this lour. Have you any cause of com- followers of Lorenzo . And between them stood

plaint against me ? ' Tommasino ; their arms were through Tom

* None, my lord,' said Count Antonio. masino's arins and they held him, though lov

' Is there anything that you ask of me ?' ingly, yet firmly ; and he had no sword.

'Nothing, my lord. Yet if it be your High May I speak with Tommasino ? asked

ness's pleasure that I should have speech with Antonio .

the lady Lucia and with my cousin, I should His Highness has forbidden it,' said Lorenzo ;

be well pleased. but Antonio paused for a moment before Tom

'You will see them yonder in the square,' masino ; and Tommasino, greatly moved, cried

said the Duke. * But otherwise you shall not piteously to him that he might die with himn .

see them .' And Antonio kissed him , and, with a shake of

Then Lorenzo returned, and he led Antonio his head, passed on. Thus then he came to the

to a chamber and gave him meat and wine ; gibbet, and mounted with Lorenzo on to the

and while Antonio ate, the Lord Archbishop, scaffold that was underneath the gibbet. And

having heard that he was come, came in great when he was seen there, a great groan went up

haste ; and the venerable man was very urgent from the people, and the apprenticed lads, who

with Antonio that he should make his peace were all gathered together on the left side of

with Heaven , so that, having confessed his sins the gibbet, murmured so fiercely and stirred so

and sought absolution, he might be relieved of restlessly that the pikemen faced round, turn

the sentence of excommunication under which ing their backs towards the scaffold , and laid

he lay, and be comforted with the rites of the their pikes in rest.

Church before he died .

' For there are many wild and wicked deeds

on your conscience, ' said the Archbishop, “ and UNCLAIMED FORTUNES IN CHANCERY.

above all the things that you did touching the In nearly every family there is a tradition that

Abbot of St Prisian , and yet more impiously at some time or other funds were placed in

touching the Sacred Bones. '

Indeed I have many sins to confess,' said Chancery owing to disagreements as to testa

Antonio ; 'but, my lord'Archbishop, concerning mentary dispositions, or from other causes.

the Abbot and concerning the Sacred Bones I And the general opinion in days gone by seems

have nothing to confess. For even now , when to have been, that when once funds were paid

I stand on the thireshold of death , I can per- into Chancery it was next to an impossibility to

ceive nothing that I did save what I could get them out again, owing to the proverbial

not leave undone,' slowness in which such matters were dealt

Then the Archbisho
p

besought him very with. It is therefore gratifying nowadays to

earnestly, and even with tears ; but Antonio notice how expeditious
ly

Chancery actions are

would own no sin in these matters, and there disposed of. The good old days of " Jarndyce r .

fore the Archbishop could not relieve him from Jarndyce ' seem to be over, although even now

his sentence 1101 give him the lioly comforts, claimants turn up in this celebrated suit, im

but left him and returned to his own llouse in mortalised by Charles Dickens, and which our

great distress of spirit. reaclers may know refers to notorious Jennens's

The lord Lorenzo now came again to Antonio estate. There is now no fund in Court to the

and said to him , “ My lord, it wants but a few credit of this matter.
moments of noon .' Therefore Antonio Most people will be surprised to learn that

and went with him ; and they came through the first Court of Chancery was instituted as far

the great hall, and, a strong escort being about back as thetime of King Alfred, in the year

them, took their stand at the foot of the 887. The Court was refounded by William I.
Palace steps. Then the Duke was borne out on about the year 1067. It is curious to uote that

his couch , high on the shoulders of his lackeys, the Court was originally founded in the desire

and was set down on the topmost step ; and to render justice complete, and to moderate the

silence having been proclaimed, the Duke spoke rigour of other Courts that are bound by the

to Antonio ; but so weak was his voice that strict letter of the law. '

none heard save those who were very near . In the olden time the masters in Chancery

Antonio of Monte Velluto,' said he, ' it may had the custody of all moneys and effects

be that in God's purposes I have not myself deposited in Court in the suits referred to them ,

long to live . Yet it is long enough for me to and the Usher took charge of any property

uphold and vindicate that princely power which brought into Court in suits which had notbeen

the same God has committed to my hands. referred to one of the Masters. The Masters

That power you have outraged ; many of my and the Usher were responsible for all moneys

faithful frienils you have slain ; against both and other property received by them , and were

me and the Church you have lifted your hand. bound to distribute the property so entrusted to

Go then to your death , that men may know them by orders of the Court. In the meantime,

the fate of traitors and of rebels. ' they employed the money in their hands for

l'ose
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their own benefit. This practice continued until minster 1. Dowager Duchess of Sutherland

the bursting of the South Sea Bubble in jewels ; Francis B. Foster, a person of unsound

1720, when it was found that several of the mind - silver plate.

Masters defaulters. The defalcations The liability of the Consolidated Fund on

amounted to over one hundred thousand pounds, March 31 , 1894, in respect of old unclaimed

but were made good by increased fees to suitors. Chancery funds was £ 2,327,822, 13s. 5d. Prior to

Stringent precautions were taken to prevent a 1869, these funds were invested in Government

recurrence of such a scandal. Curiously enough, securities, and the interest utilised towards the

the date of the oldest unclaimed fund now in payment of the salaries and expenses of certain

Court is the same as the date of the defalca- Officers of the Court. In 1869 these charges

tions — 1720 . were made payable out of the annual votesof

In 1724 an order was issued by the Lord Parliament, and the Government securities re

Chancellor directing each Master to procure and presenting the debt to suitors were transferred

send to the Bank of England a chest with one to the National Debt Commissioners, and

lock, and hasps for two padlocks ; the key of cancelled in 1870, the Consolidated Fund being

the lock to be kept by the Master ; the key thenceforward made liable for any claims aris

of one of the padlocks by one of the six clerks ing in respect of the said debt to suitors.

in Chancery ; and the key of the other by the An official list of the titles of Chancery

Goveror or Cashier of the Bank. Each Master causes undealt with for fifteen years or upwards

was ordered to deposit in his chest all moneys is published triennially ; but, as the names of

and securities in his hands belonging to the the testators or the persons entitled to the

suitors ; and the chests were then to be locked funds are in the majority of cases not stated,

up and left in the custody of the Bank, and to the information is of little value to the general

be so kept that the Masters might have easy public. To give an instance : In 1823, Nathaniel

access thereto, under orders of the Court. This Briggs, one of the next-of-kin of Thomas Storke,

plan did not work well ; and in 1725 an order ' who died in 1760, was advertised for by order

was made that all money and effects should be of the Court of Chancery. This fund was not

. taken from the Masters ' chests and given into claimed ; and in the latest official list of dor

the custody of the Cashier of the Bank. mant funds we find the title of the Chancery

In 1726 the first Accountant-general of the suit given thus — Pomeroy Brewer. No

Court of Chancery was appointed , and all funds , mention is made that the next-of-kin of Thomas

in the custody of Masters or Ushers were trans- Storke are wanted . An idea of the large number

ferred to his charge. of similar cases may be gained from the fact

Delays in Chancery proceedings having long that the list of unclaimed funds fills one hun

given dissatisfaction , the matter was brought dred and eighty -seven pages. This list is only

before Parliament in 1825, and many times an index to the titles of accounts, and is not

subsequently. These debates led to the passing in any sense either a register of next- of-kin

of important Acts between the years 1852 and wanted, or of lapsed legacies, intestates' estates,

1867, which amended the practice in the Court, unclaimed dividends, prize-money, &c.

and greatly facilitated the administration of To claimants who are interested in Chancery

estates. funds, and do not know the titles of the actions

The old Court of Chancery is now embodied | —without which information no claim can be

in the Chancery Division of the Supreme Court entertained—there is one important way of

of Judicature. There are several judges in this obtaining the desired clews. All advertisements

division . issued by order of the Court inquiring for

The funds in Court in 1894 amounted to the missing kindred contain references to the titles

huge total of £64,075,187, 4s. ld.; but the pro- of such actions, and therefore the first course

portion of this sum in want of owners is not for an heir should be to obtain a copy of the

stated. It is interesting to note that during the oflicial advertisement.

preceding year payments were made to Mr S. H. Preston, in his book on Unclaimed

cessful claimants and others amounting to Joney, cites some remarkable cases of claims to

£16,324,152, 3s. There is also a large sum in Chancery funds. We extract a few instances :

Court under the heading “Foreign Currencies,' | A. states that funds in Chancery are due to the

made up of rupees, crowns, dollars, florins, descendants of who diel probably about

francs, guilders, lire, and marks. Reference the fourteenth or fifteenth century. He was a

should also be made to a long list of boxes brother to one of the queens of Scotland . B.

and other miscellaneous effects remaining in mentions that there is an estate in London

the custody of the Bank of England, on behalf worth £ 10,000 a year , also a farm , and a large

of the Supreme Court of Judicature. Some of |fund in Chancery . The former owner made

these items are of a curious nature, thus : A his will in 1782, but did not die till 1826.

bag of clipped money, in Jones V. Lloyıl, All the property made between these dates was

August 1726 ; a Debenture dated 1799 ; a sealed undisposed of by the will . C. declares that

packet containing plate, &c.; a Bill of Exchange there is a large estate in Chancery ; the tenants

for 25,000 francs ; a paper marked "George pay no rent, and the owner is unknown. D.

Colman - Will ; ' á box containing jewellery ; is certain some of his relatives have ' smugged '

L. S. A. Giffard , a person of unsound mind property to which his family are entitled . No

plate (two boxes) ; diamond brooch bequeathed will was proved, and no letters of administra

to wife of Gerald A. Lousada ; Melville 2. tion granted. Some of the property supposed

Melville - plate and jewellery ; Wade Gery 1. to bein Chancery .

Handley — heirlooms ; two boxes ;E. A. Williams, Large sums of the suitors' money have been

deceased-presentation plate ; Duke of West- | borrowed to enable various Chancellors of the

SUIC
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Exchequer to carry through their financial looking, keenly into his face. “ Why, how_ill

operations ; and in 1881 Mr Gladstone borrowed you look ! Is there anything the matter ?-But

no less than forty million pounds of these funds I beg your pardon. What a rude question to

for National Debt purposes. It is also well ask. '

known that the Royal Courts of Justice, which Harborn sat down, hardly seeming to heed

were erected at the cost of over a million her words. He took a cigarette case from his

pounds, were built with money arising from pocket. “ May I smoke ?'

the surplus interest of the suitors' funds. Of course you may. Doesn't father smoke

With regard to old unclaimed funds in here every Sunday evening ?—But again I must

Chancery, it is officially stated that the liabili- ask your pardon. You must have forgotten

ties of the Government are considered to be the Sunday evenings here, long ago.'

remote, and the State not likely to be called Harborn lighted a cigarette : Indeed, I've

upon, to any material extent, to discharge. not.'

But, curiously enough, the Chancellor of the * Haven't you ? It's ten years and more since

Exchequer a few years ago stated that he had you set foot inside our parlour.?

been called upon quite unexpectedly to provide " Ah ! The last time I was here,' said Har

one hundred thousand pounds in respect of born , glancing about him , 'was the memorable

unclaimed funds in Chancery. It was supposed ' afternoon upon which Pilgrim Gray and I came

that a large sum owing to suitors would never to blows ! Don't you recollect, Zilpah ? It was

be claimed, but experience had proved that an about you that we had quarrelled , and your

increased spirit of research , assisted by those father locked meup in this room . I can't have

means of increased publicity which the day been more than fourteen or fifteen at the time.

demands and receives, had enabled many suitors Nor have I forgotten,' he added , “ how Pilgrim

who, it was believed , would never claim , to came to that window in the twilight, and

make their claim .' executed war dances and threatened me with

Discussions in Parliament, the Press, and dire vengeance.'

elsewhere, show the urgent need of greater Zilpah glanced laughingly towards the win

publicity as to all unclaimed funds. Lists of cow ." " Yes,' said she; ' I recollect.' Then she

some unclaimed moneys are still published only rose and lighted the candles and drew the

in the London Gazette, while others are not curtains . “ It is years ago. '

published at all . Until theselists are published ' Ilow came he to be called Pilgrim ? ' Har

in newspapers of wide circulation , the amount born presently asked .

of unclaimed money must go on increasing. his mother's maiden name,' said

Zilpah ; "and Pilgrim has proved a pilgrim by

nature as well as name ; hasn't he ? '

THE MYSTERY OF PILGRIM GRAY. Harborn blew a cloud from his cigarette.

“ You think he's dead ; don't you ?'

* I don't know what to think. Didn't you

Zilpah Garfoot searched every nook and predict, the other night,' said Zilpah, that he

corner in cottage and workshop that night, but was coming home ?'

without result. She even consulted the verger
" I felt sure that he was. A man stopped

of St Botolph's on the following day, and me on the high -road, near WildmoreFens,' said

Harborn — 'on the night you helped me to shoe
gained his confirmation as to the meeting at the mare. It was too dark to see the fellow's

the Sholfriars' Arms between her father and face ; but I never heard a voice more like

· Jolin Grimshaw ;' though with regard to the Pilgrim Gray's.-And then ,” he added , that

sealed letter which the mariner had handed to strange , knock at the door. Wasn't it like

the blacksmith , according to his own account, Pilgrim's rat-tat ?'

in the cabin of his ship at a later hour, the Žilpah nodded. It was strangely like,' said

verger could furnishi no information. He even she. At this moment it crossed her mind to

shrugged his shoulders with the air of one who relate to Harborn, word for word, all that her

would say, “ You know what sort of a man your not even holding back from him the incident
father had mentioned concerning Pilgrim Gray,

father is ? when Zilpah reported to him that of the sealedletter. But the verger's expressive

Michael Carfoot had led her to believe that shrug of incredulity recurred as she was on the

this letter held a large sum of money. Don't point of opening her lips. Who could determine

mention the matter to living soul,' Zilpah had whether Pilgrim was living, or dead ? When

urged in conclusion ; and the verger had given she had exclaimed to her father, ' Pilgrim Gray

his woril . is coming home ! ' and had capped her impulsive

Some days went by . Towards dusk one words with an account of the strange knock at

afternoon, Zilpah sat in the little parlour their door, she had already begun to question

beyond the kitchen, pondering these things in her own mind whether it was Pilgrim's

wondering whether the sealed letter would ever knock after all . And now , while still hesi

come to light—when there was a tap at the tating to confide in Harborn , she chanced to

door, and Robert Harborn stood before her : glance into the young fellow's face. Something

May I come in ?' in his expression urged her to guard the secret.

She wheeled an arm -chair towards the hearth IIe was nerving himself to communicate some

and made him welcome. They had not met aſfair of his own. Might it not be possible

since the night upon which they had worked that his mind was tormented with a trouble

together at the shoeing of the black mare . serious than this one that tormented

Pray, sit down, vir Harborn ,' said Zilpah ,' her ?

CHAPTER II.-A STEP ON THE MINSTER STAIRS.

more
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* Zilpah,' said he, in a despondent voice, “ I ready and willing to make you his wife. But

almost wish that I had done as Pilgrim Gray he has not returned — not yet.
This delay

had the pluck to do, when he had served his the rumours of his death - would have almost

apprenticeship at this forge. I almost wish that justified a confession of my enduring love for

I had gone to seek my fortune in the Pacific. you ! But how could I ask you to listen — how

I've wasted the best days of my life in this could I think to make you my wife, even if

monotonous, one -horse town. ' you could care for me — when I stood at the

Zilpah looked at Harborn with unfeigned sur- very brink of ruin ?--Forgive me, Zileli. I

prise. She had hitherto regarded him as one came-I only came to bid you good -bye.'

of the most rising men in Boston. What could Zilpah sat with her hands clasped and with

have happened to cause this tone of almost her eyes downcast, during this painful avowal.

tragic discontent ? But now, when Robert Harborn rose from his

Í hope,' said Zilpah with a hesitating chair and held out his hand , she rose too, and

manner, though her voice was full of sympathy with eager uplifted eyes, cried : ‘ Don't go ,

- I hope you're not in any trouble ? " If there don't give up hope ! I can-I may be able to

is anything - anything that I' help you. Let me think .'

Thank you ; no - nothing,' said he ; and yet You, Zilpal ! You do not know ,' said

his whole attitude seemed to contradict his Harborn , you cannot understand the extent of

words ; he sat with his head resting on his my difficulties. Unless I can raise between five

hand— nothing.'
and six thousand pounds — and within the next

They were silent for a while ; then Zilpah three days — the doors of the bank must be

ventured to say : ' I cannot see, Mr Harborn, closed .'

why you should lament that you didn't follow Zilpah looked thoughtfully into his face.

in the footsteps of Pilgrim Gray. In the first 1 Would six thousand pounds,' said she, “ really

place, he hardly belonged to your class in life . put matters straight ?'

And then, though there have been vague Why do you ask ? '

reports that he made heaps of money, one can i * Don't question me. I am not asking ,' said

scarcely call him lucky ; for they do say that, she, " out of idle curiosity ; you may be sure

out in the Pacific islands, he caught the fever ' of that.'

and died.' Harborn looked puzzled, scrutinising the girl's

Better that than Zilpah , Harborn broke ace as though he would have read her inmost

off suddenly, ' I've a great mind to tell you thoughts. 'Well, said he, ‘ I will answer in a

everything ! May I ? I can trust you , and strictly business inanner, since you urge me to

you
ill not misunderstand me. I am in trouble. do so. Yes. Six thousand pounds, repayable

And I feel — I don't suppose you know what at the end of five years — though I fear that I

it's like—I feel that unless I confide in some could not give security for the amount-would

one, some one with a kindly nature like your put my affairs on a safe footing. '

—that I must go mad .' He flung the end * Five years ? '

of his cigarette into the fire, and then , holding “ Yes. — But why do you look so strange ? ' .

his head between his hands, sat looking deject ' I am thinking,' said she, “what it would be

edly into the fire. Presently he resumed : 'My best to do. Six thousand pounds !'

father, as you know ,' said he, 'was only a small . She sank into a chair, with her elbows on
farmer. But he had a craze for finance . He the table, and her head between her hands, as

sold his snug little property — all except the old Harborn had sat a moment ago. She seemed to

cottage — when I was a lad, and started what have suddenly raised the weight of trouble

he called the Loan and Deposit Agency, which i from his shoulders and taken it upon
her

got to be known about the neighbourhood as

Harborn's Bank . Well! the farmers and trades . What is it, Zilpah ? ” said he, placing his

people trusted him , and justly too, for lie was hand gently upon her shoulder— what is it ?

honest enough. But he wasn't so prosperous as I can't bear to see you look like this ! Won't

they supposed. In fact — as I have good reason you explain ? '

to know—he was in difficulties almost from Not to-night-not now ,' she said , in a tone

first to last. And when he died , Zilpah , I of earnest entreaty. " Leave me - leave me to

came into possession of nothing more or less think what had best be done ! I don't see my

than a tottering concern. I have thought a way clearly yet, only dimly. Wait for me

hundred times to wind up the affairs of the at your bank to -morrow until four o'clock.

little counting-house in the market-place, and i Whether I succeed, or — or whatever happens — I

go seek my fortune elsewhere. But — but one will come to you before that hour.'

thing deterred me - one thing. Zilpah, shall I Harborn went out. Zilpah Garfoot never

tell you what that one thing was ? '
moved , never gave him a parting glance. She

Zilpal looked curiously into his face. ' One sat with her head between her hands lost in

thing ? thought. It was growing late. Still she sat

' Yes - only one,' said he — my love for there thinking - thinking. But at last, after

you. Don't misunderstand me,' and lebent some hours had gone by, she was suddenly

tenderly towards her. ' I must speak now ! roused by the sound of her father's violin in

Ah, Zilpah, my dear, I have been fool enough the kitchen ; and she hurriedly rose with the

to dream that I might win your love—some look of one abruptly awakened out of some

day. I did not attempt to hide from myself absorbing day -dream . She had never looked

that you were promised to Pilgriin . I llave more like her father. But she threw off the

never ceased to " dread that he would return abstraction and was quickly herself.

a rich man, as he declared that he would , She glanced at the clock . It was long past

own

Own .
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reason ,

“ Yes, yes.

means

even

supper-time, and Zilpah felt that she deserved will do, to ward off the catastrophe with which

reproach for not having gone to the turret Harborn's bank was threatened.

Workshop that evening, as she had been in the When Michael Garfoot came in from the forge

habit of doing for years past. But Michael to dinner, Zilpah asked her father to play the

Garfoot uttered no complaint to-night; he very same melodies which he had played on the

seemed to be more wrapped up in melody than day the letter was received and hidden, with a

usual. view to awaken recollection . Zilpah also re

When supper was finished , Zilpah learned the minded him that lie had made his way that

It's all settled !' said the blacksmith, night to the turret workshop and forgot himself

resuming his accustomed arm -chair beside the over his fiddle till near daybreak.

fire, and hugging his violin under his chin It was a habit of Michael Garfoot's during

all settled at last.' He drew the bow prelu- this wintry season to sit by the kitchen fire for

sively across the instrument. The a while and play a piece or two upon his

good verger has arranged it,' he went on. " I've violin . Zilpah hastened to clear away the

gained leave through him , my dear, to play my dishes, and then she went and lighted a fire in

hymn there to -morrow .' the front parlour, and sat there over her needle

Zilpah had come and put her arms about work — though she scarcely did a stitch - waiting

her father's neck , and she now kissed him ten- in fear and trembling the result of her pro

derly on both cheeks. " I can't tell you how jected ordeal by melody.

pleased ,' said she, how very pleased I am that Michael Garfoot began to play. The air was

your dream is all coming true. ' a simple dreamy one that Zilpah had heard

Next morning, Zilpah was about at daybreak. him discourse a thousand times. For the greater

But although she busied herself in her house- part of an hour the blacksmith played on . The

liold duties as she had seldom busied herself air became dreamier - more dreamy still ; and

before, Robert Harborn's trouble never left her at last the music ceased .

min . Her one thought was to lift him out Zilpah ruse from her chair. Each moment

of his difficulties. Pilgrim Gray's letter — the she expected to hear her father calling to her

letter which her father had so strangely mis- expected each moment that he would shout out

laid - must by some be unearthed . exultantly that he had called back to memory

Therein lay the chance ! If it contained ten the forgotten spot wherein might be found the

thousand, or seven thousand pounds, as dead man's letter. But no sound came to her

' John Grimshaw , mariner,' had led her father —no sound except the falling of the violin bow,

to imagine, the bringing of it to light became as it seemed to her, upon the kitchen floor.

of vital importance. For a less sum than this She waited some moments, believing that another

-a sum of six thousand pounds - would rescue melody was being meditated ; but when the

from ruin the man she loved . silence remained unbroken , Zilpah lost patience,

Yes, Zilpalı Garfoot had admitted to herself, and crept on tiptue to the kitchen door and

now that he had spoken, that she lovel Robert peered in upon her father.

llarborn -- that she had never loved any other The blacksmith sat in his arm - chair before

man than he. But she had never dreamt until the fire as Zilpah had left him ; but the violin

last night, when he confessed it all, that he was resting on his knees and his chin had sunk

gave her a second thouglit. She had always upon his breast. One arm hung listlessly over

regarded him as occupying a position in life the chair, and the violin bow lay on the tloor
above her own, and to think of him as one at his side. Michael Garfoot had played him

who could ever care for her, ever make her liis self into a sound sleep.

wife, seemed to belong more to dreamland than Zilpalı stepped noiselessly into the kitchen,

reality. She had engaged herself to Pilgrim , as and knelt down at his side. “ Father, and she

a matter of fact, ten years ago, in a prosy, spoke in a hushed and impressive voice, while

humdrum fashion, before she knew what love bending close to his ear, ' give me that letter

truly meant. They had been thrown together, from Pilgrim Gray .'

beating out red - liot bars of iron beside the forge The blacksmith slowly opened his eyes and

fire, in the days of his apprenticeship ; and then stared vacantly at the tire ; then his eyelids

he had sailed for foreign parts, and had ceased began to droop, while he muttered, just audibly :

to hold communication even with her. They • It's locked. I always — always keep it locked.

told her that hewas dead. The rumour had Ay, the box in the turretturret workshop,
been wafted into the port of Boston again and Ay, am l-am I sitting on it ? Ay, ny - I

again , and Zilpah had begun to regard Pilgrim always '

Gray as one who had at last gone out of her Zilpalı waited to hear no
The key,

life.
father !' cried she exciteilly — the key !'

And now the rumour of his death if she Garfoot started and half l'ose, rubbing his

dare believe all that her father had told her eyes with both hands, and then staring blankly

- had been positively confirmed ; and if this at Zilpah . What — what's all this ?'

letter coull be found — this letter, that had been • Pilgrim's letter ! You remember now where

written while he lay at the point of death-all you placed it ; don't you ?'

reasonable doubt would be removed . But be No.'

that as it may, Zilpal thought, she considered " Shall I tell you ? '

lierself released from her promise. She could • You, Zilpah-you tell me ? ' and the black

never marry Pilgrim now. She was resolved smith again rubbed liis eyes and agaiu stared

Robert Harborn had spoken . Her about him . How can you know ??

whole heart had been given to him ; and she *You put it into the oaken tool-box ,' said she.

racked her brain , as only a woman who loves That old black thing up in the turret work

mole.

upon that.
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lock
yielded , and she flung up the lid .

shop. You put it there on the night upon which had been closing in apace, and she now held it

itwas given into your keeping by John Grim- up with a trembling hand and peered down
shaw. Isn't it so ? '

into the box. At first the rays from her lamp
" Ah ! '

cast no light upon any article resenibling a

Michael Garfoot started up out of his chair, letter. A strange assortment of music-books

fully awakened at last. Astounding ! How and loose leaves of music, fiddles and fiddle

could I go and forget that ?' strings, and a heap of other materials, con

Never mind now . Give me the key, ' said fused her eyes and throbbing brain. But after

Zilpah, ' for you always keep that old box a Careful search, Zilpah found , lying inside an

locked : don't you ?' old violin case, the very thing she sought - an

Ay, ay ; so I do.'
obloug envelope sealed with a black seal. The

Quickly then-the key ! '
address was in a strange handwriting ; but lier

But the muddle-headed blacksmith was not name was upon the letter : Zilpah Garfoot,

one to be hurried. He began in his deliberate Boston.'

way to search in one pocket and then in another. She closed the box and sat down with the

At last he paused, and looked with his most lamp beside her, and broke the seal.

vacant stare into his daughter's face. ' I don't • Before this can reach you '—Zilpah read

rightly know ,' said he, where the key's got the words aloud , though scarcely above
to now. '

whisper — ' I slıall be lying, in muy grave. The

Ah ! have you put
that so safely away best proof I can give of the love I still have

too ? '
for you, Zilpah , is to endow you with all

“ Wait a
bit. It's like enough,' said the my worldly goods. John Grimshaw , mariner,

blacksmith, rubbing his ear— it's like enough is mytrustedfriend . He has promised to put

in the turret workshop - somewhere. I keeps it into this letter, and seal it with a black seal,

mostly, a-hanging there. Maybe,' he added,with a bank draft for seven thousand eight hundred

a sudden look of animation maybe thie box pounds. I have instructed him to give this

ain't locked, after all ! ' letter into your father's hand, and inform liimi

Zilpah did not wait for more ; she drew on of all that has happened . — Good -bye. This is

her cloak and went out into the wintry air. the last will and testament of Pilgrim Grar .
It was near

upon three o'clock. The minster The letter, too , was in a strange handwriting ;

bells were ringing for vespers ; and it came but she recognised the signature as Pilgrim's,

into her thoughts as she walked along by the beyond a doubt. As she turned it about

river-side that it was the day upon which her wonderingly, a slip of crisp paper fell out and

fatlier's ambitious cravings were to be fully settled on the floor at her feet. She picked it

gratified.
up and held it between her eyes and the light.

She had entered at a side door,and now went It was a draft on a San Francisco bank - On

unobserved
up the minster stairs. Slie liad Demand, pay to tlie , order of Zilpah Garfoot

brought the lantern with her as usual, under the of
thousand eight hundred

her cloak ; and when she had mounted a few pounds—Value received .'

steps into
the darkness, she lighted it, and Zilpah scarcely knew whether to laugh or

hurried once more on her way. Her heart beat cry. Her head thirobbed ; and she felt

wildly. This ascent to the turret in search of gh the turret workshop were spinning

a letter containing ten thousand pounds was round, and she and thebank draft along with

only a dream ; she would presently wake, and it. It was true, then-all true ! Pilgrim Gray

find thatthis gold was intangible — that Pilgrim was dead . Puor fellow ! And he, inhisun

still lived that RobertHarbornhad never dying love, had willed his fortune to her
spoken ! all truie !

A few more windings up the turret stairs and She thrust the letter with the bank bill into

she hadreached the workshop, and was kncel-the bosom of herdress, and wentdown theing down beside the oaken chest. It was locked . turret stairs, and out upon the terrace, where,

Zilpah luoked eagerly round the lumber-strewn in the keen air thatblewsogustilyroundthe

flour and at the nails upon the wall, for the old tower, she quicklyrecovered from theexcite

key. She knew it well by sight. There were meut'into which she had been thrown . Itwas

old keys in plenty, old links of chains, old the moment fora rapid and fixed resolve.

bits of iron of every sort lying about ; but What course should shetake now ?

as she soon ascertained, would The night had almost closed in around her.

open the box. The girlbent down in her Bats began to dart in and out about the arches,

despair with herheadbetween her hands,her chasing their own swiſt shadows. Zilpah leaned

elbows resting upon the vaken, lid. What hier alıııs upon the parapet and looked down

should she do now ? It suddenly came into from this great height- looked down with
her mind toforce the lid .

There were tools an anxious gaze upon the shadowy old town,

among this collection ofold iron on the turret with its narrow streets now dotted with lights,

floor,and Zilpah was not altogether ignorant and the shimmering Witham , that ran through

oflocksniith's work. She had helped her father, Boston, winding like a serpent towards the dis

andPilgrim too, in every detail connected withi tant sea, But her look quickly became con

But she quickly perceived that centrated upon one spot—the window of

thisold lock was no easy one to contend with ; housein the market-place -— a window on

besides, the tools she needed most were not upper storey, where a light shone brightly

there ;andnearly an hour went by before the through a red blind . “Itwas awindow in a

rovin at Harborn's Bank . In that room, as

She had ' lighted the lamp, for the night Zilpahknew, Harborn often worked late into

slum seven

as

nothing there,

their trade.
a

an
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the night. He was there now, waitiny - wait- ! control of the will. If it does, it is sure to be

ing for her. brought up , as with a jerk, and impelled to

* I can save you now ! she cried, in a deep, concentrate its whole power upon the subject

earnest tone- save you from ruin , and ' in hand. This has the effect of insensibly in

And at this moment there was a step upon creasing the quality of attention, which , as we

the minster stairs. It stole upon her ear all know, is one of the first requisites to the

faintly ; but as it became more and more dis- ' acquirement of a good memory. And once the

tinct, her face grew troubled. She took the habit has been acquired of ' paying attention '

lantern in her hand and crept softly to the , in one thing, it becomes natural to be as keenly

archway at the head of the stairs and listened. ; observant about everything else we do.

It was surely her father. He was mounting The many other advantages of learning a

into the tower, as he had been wont to do at language need scarcely be dwelt upon . One of

sunset for many years past, to illumine the the most prominent is the largely increased

minster light.
1
power that is gained over one's own speech.

And yet, while she still listened , it seemed The mental exercise involved in searching the

to Zilpah so unlike the sound of her father's memory for appropriate synonymous words and

step that she drew back in alarm and blew out phrases tends to increase the vocabulary, and
her lamp. to give a greater ease and facility of expression

Suddenly a sense of horror seized her. It in the use of the mother-tongue. There is,

was not her father's step ! And yet it was a besides, the pleasure that is inseparable from

step she knew . She sank upon her knees !every intellectual pursuit ; and also the prac

behind an angle of the stonework of one of tical profit of being able to converse with a

the buttresses and watched the low arch way foreigner whom we may chance to meet either

that faced her ; for at this opening the figure in the way of business or pleasure.

must in the course of a minute or more make ' But all this said, still leaves us with the

| its appearance in this upper region of dusky question to answer, How may one best learu a

twilight. The step became each moment more foreign language ? In attempting an answer to

distinct. Every shadow of a doubt had van this question, we are not advancing anything

ished. It was the footstep of Pilgrim Gray.
that is new'. But the method we would com

mend is one that cannot be too much insisted

upon , particularly in the interests of a certain

ON THE LEARNING OF LANGUAGES. class to whom these remarks are more directly

We do not pretend in this short article to applicable. Many young men find themselves

enter into a scientific dissertation on the acqui- difficult to attempt any subject of study. Therearrived at a period of life when they feel it

sition of languages, but rather to convey a
are many demands on their time, and the effort

few simple hints to those who are interested in to attempt any sort of consecutive, concentrated

the subject. There can be no doubt as to the work seems hopeless. They may have endeav

benefit that may be derived from the study of oured at various periods in their lives to ac

a foreign tongue. It is, in the first place, an ' quire a knowledge of Latin, French , German,

excellent memory -trainer. In these days of Spanish, or other foreign tongue, but, owing to

light reading and frequent skimming, we find ' various circumstances, these attempts havehad

tlie unfortunate habit of mind wandering more to be given up. The effort to make a fresh start

prevalent than ever. People do not have time is put off from day to day, although the desire

to study, and in many cases they do not have to do something in this direction may still be

the inclination to take a breathing-space and as strong as ever. Why is this so ? Simply

attempt to examine minutely into the meaning because in many cases the contemplation of the
of what they reacl. This habit tends to a task brings up before the vision so much of

superficiality in everything. A great deal is , the hard, grinding, uninteresting nature of the
glanced over, merely to entertain or to pass the school-boy task. There are visions of endless

time, but very little is remembered , and there paradigms, of rules upon rules, with all their

is absolutely no gain , either in the acquisition |exceptions - oh, those exceptions !—of dull exer

of information or in the power of assimilation cises that seem never to get beyond the " books

and discrimination. The mind of such individ- of my sister's brother's friend, or the particular

uals is like a sieve, which allows all the finer situation of this or that particular individual's

material to pass, leaving only the dross, which umbrella, or steel pen , or pencil-case, or such

is fit for nothing but to be thrown away. other interesting object. To wade through a

Now the effort required to be exerteil in grammar of perhaps one hundred and fifty

learning a language does a great deal to counter - pages, getting up by heart—if that be possible

act this fatal habit. It strengthens the concen - all the conjugations, inflections, exceptions,

tration, and compels attention to what is being and idioms, is the ordinary accepted notion of

read . In ordinary reading, one may glide along what is required to be done in the initiatory

smoothly enough , skimming the printed page process of learning some foreign tongue, after

before him , and get the general .hang of the which the pleasant prospect is held out that

tale, article, speech , or whatever it may be ; one may then begin to read something.

while at the same time the mind is ever and Such a system — if system it can be called

again wandering off into a reverie about some is an utterly erroneous one. Little wonder that

totally different thing. But there is less chance it repels so many from taking up what is

of this taking place" if the learning of a lan- really a most interesting study. To any who

guage is being engaged in . In the latter case, contemplate doing so, the advice may be given

the mind is not allowed to escape from the to cast aside all preconceived ideas about the
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old methods, and begin at once to read the is distasteful to most people who have lost their

language they are going to learn. Thoughts early enthusiasms. One very important con

about the grammar and the rules should not be sideration is, that all this may be done in those

allowed to trouble the mind. Except to those ; odd moments of time which the busiest man

who have had some previous grounding in a has at his command. There need be no ques

language, the grammar is sure to prove a tion of sitting down as it were to the perform

stumbling-block , and to beget nought but de- ance of an unpleasant duty. When that feeling

spair. A good dictionary, and a book of simple is present, it is rare that much good work is

tales in the language chosen, are all that is accomplislied . There should be a resolve, too,

necessary in the first instance. With these in to do something every day. If an hour cannot

hand, the motto of the beginner should then be be spared, then an odd five or ten minutes

to read, read , read. The printed page, at first should not be lost. However little may be

new and unfamiliar, will gradually unfold itself attempted, it should be steadily persevered in .

as word after word is learned, and when a sent To learn a foreign language in this manner is

ence has been translated, the reader will go on a pleasurable exercise : to attempt the task ac

with a strange feeling of delight to master cording to the old methods is a dreary drudgery

of the contents. There is no better which repels the mind and too often ends in

method of retaining a word in the memory failure.

than in having to goto the trouble of looking it

up in the dictionary. The word will be certain

to stick , more especially if it is found recurring THE SERPENT AND THE STAGE.

once or twice in the same page. As much
By Dr ARTITUR STRAWLING, C.M.Z.S. , &c.

reading should be done as time will allow. A

page of the dictionary may also be frequently .Not a real snake,my dear, no-not alive, you

gone
It acquires a wonderful know . Don't be frightened — it's only a painted

interest. In this way the study is made from one, with clockwork inside, and they wind it

the first attractive and agreeable. If the book up to make it move, like the mouse Papa

read be by one of the best writers, its inherent brought you from the Lowther Arcade the other

qualities will interest, while the increasing day. — Look ; he's twisting it round his arm - a

power to interpret correctly the writer's mean- live snake would bite him if he did that ! '

ing will act as a constant stimulus to go on Thus a lady to her little girl of six or seven

acquiring more words and phrases, and their summers, sitting in the stalls immediately

correct use. The help of a friend embued with before me atthe Egyptian Hall, during the pro

similar desires and aims will be useful. At the ' gress of that sense-and-reason-defying mystery

very outset, attempts should be made to carry of mysteries, the “Miracle of Lh’Asa ,' in Messrs

on conversation together in the language. The Maskelyne & Cooke's latest sketch , Modern

power to do this, at first halting and awkward , Witchery.

will gradually expand. The name of every Years ago, Mr Miaskelyne did introduce a

object which is round about us in our daily life mechanical serpent into one of his plays, an

should be learned and referred to in conversa uncanny automaton, which, by the operation of

tion . The phrases employed to denote particu- ! occult springs and wheels and wires, pursued

lar actions and feelings should be looked up as him sinuously across the stage, to finally climb

they recur to the mind . Now and again the about him and wreathe the convolutions of its

conversation that may be heard at the table, in body around his limbs and neck . And the

the train, anywhere, may be translated men- spectators in the front rows shuddered, so illu

tally. There are many times when one is alone sive was the toy, and were dismayed to find

and there is nothing in particular to occupy theniselves in such close proximity to what they

the thoughts. Such a monient should be seized took to be a veritable and uncaged reptile,

to recall words we have come across in our breathing the breath of life. Now, with the

reading, and thus make them the more firmly characteristic perversity of a show -going public,

A book of poems will be of much they refuse to accept genuine ophidian flesh

assistance. It is easier to learn a poem by and blood as such, and sum up the graceful

heart than a bit of prose, and if the meaning movements of the elegant and exquisitely iri

of each passage has been thoroughly mastered , it descent tree-boa employed by Mr Nevil Mas

will be a simple operation to recall each word kelyne in the incantation scene as the outcome
by its context. In this way it is wonderful of a cunningly devised machine. Had it not

how rapidly the vocabulary increases. been that I was loth to shake a salutary faith

Of course it must not for a moment be in the maternal omniscience, the mention of

assumed that we counsel the entire neglect of the Lowther Arcade would have stung me into

the grammar. That would be a profound mis whispering there and then that the snake in

take. The grammar will by-and-by be taken question, the ' thick -necked ' tree-boa of the

up with almost as much interest as the tale West Indies and Tropical America, was

itself, for, as the beauties and graces of the inmate of my own vivarium , and had been
language reveal themselves, the learner will not so for some years. It comes back to me for

rest content till he has made himself master of alternate fortnights to be fed , during which
all its intricacies. But what we want to insist interval another of the same species takes

upon is that the grammar in the first instance its place, the pair being the only representatives

should be given a secondary place. The method of their kind in Europe at the present time ;
we have thus briefly sketched serves to arrest and very shortly, a brilliant-huell boa con

the attention and interest from the outset, and strictor, now in process of training, will do
it robs the study of the nature of a task , which turn and turn about with them . Although

our own.

all
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not of gorgeous coloration , the tree-boa is a possession of her protégé with exuberant demon

species which lends itself admirably to a per- strations of joy and affection -- not so speedily,

formance of this sort, being light, lithe, active, however, as to prevent the episode getting into

and almost invariably tame and gentle. A the papers the same evening. I believe it

savage snake would be little likely to bite the escaped in one or two other places in a similar

operator in whose hands it lies, but might manner.

very probably direct its unwelcome attentions Mrs Langtry opened the Princess's Theatre

to the subject ' who is stretched, presumably with an English version of the play in November

hypnotised, on the plank ; while larger pytho- of the same year, filling, of course, the title

noid serpents, though easy to procure, and pos- róle; but the serpent which wrought her undoing

sibly more impressive in effect,would embarrass was represented by an effigy of jointed wood.

the action of the piece by their weight and An artificial asp was used also at Drury Lane

clifficulty of replacement in a cage or other by Mrs John Lancaster—then Miss Wallis — who,

receptacle. in 1873, played Cleopatra to Anderson's Antony

I beg to retract the word 'training, which I at the age of seventeen ; and other actresses have

have used in connection with the preparation of pressed a common slow -worm into their service

a boa constrictor for histrionic purposes. One in the same part. Indeed , it would seem that

cannot train or teach a snake to do anything ladies here, both on and off the stage, are less

whatever ; their brain -power is so limited that snakily inclined than their sisters on the other

the marvel is how they have ever managed to side of the Channel ; for the bonnets bearing

survive in the great competition, especially gold snakes which became the rage when the

when one finds that they are still on the divine Sarah appeared as the Egyptian Queen,

'ascen.ling curve of evolution . Most of them never commended themselves to the feminine

can be tamed to some extent by constant human fancy of Britain . The Regent Street milliners

companionship
and judicious handling (some took advantage of the sensation created by Mrs

species very much more readily than others); Langtry's later impersonation to display a head

when they have learned to trust, to appreciate gear of tulle on which a large jet serpent lay

the fact that there is no necessity for self- coiled ; but the design proved unsaleable, and

defence, then they may be trusteil , a principle flowers were subsequently substituted.

which applies to most animals : and there the When the Great Mogril was in preparation at

scope and possibility of their education come to the Comely Theatre ten years ago, I was con

an end.
After that, the most that a skilful sulted by the management as to the choice of

exhibitor can do with them is to adapt himself a living serpent which might be safely employed

and his actions to their movements, which by to give an air of realism to the character of a

familiarity he can pretty nearly anticipate, so snake-charmer, undertaken by Miss Florence

that these may appear purposive and intelligent. St John, who was supported by Miss Phyllis

He may affect to listen to the serpent's counsels, Broughton, Mr Arthur Roberts, Mîr Frank Wyatt,

or receive its kiss on his lips if its head inclines poor Fred Leslie, and others, and who had

in an upward direction, or to lure it from one already a tame white mouse in rehearsal as the

hand to the other, or to guide it to some given subject of one of her songs. I recommended a

spot, should it by chance glide horizontally or royal python (often called the ball-snake), a

downwards ; just as the Indian snake-charmer small species, easily manipulated, and usually

takes (leceptive advantage of the natural defiant quiet, and a specimen was accordingly procured

attitude of the well-nigh untamable cobra da from a dealer in Liverpool. By a desperate

capello. effort, Miss St John overcame her repugnance

Apart from mere circus exhibitions of pseudlo to the creature sufficiently to handle it so as to

snake -charming, the introduction of a living display its Satanic livery of black and yellow to

serpent among the dramatis personce on the advantage, and to dance and sing while it hung

molern stage may still be regariled as decidedly around her neck ; but its advent created :

novel ; nevertheless, one or two have been so panic in the company generally. It was diffi

presented to theatre -goers of late years. The cult to keep the cast together on the stage,

most famous of these was perhaps that ( a while several members of the chorus did actu

European coluber, not uncommon in the south- ally throw up their engagements. It is a horror,

ern and western parts of the Continent) which this, however, which never fails to disappear

did duty as the lethal asp in the hands of rapidly under the influence of association, and

Madame Sarah Bernhardt as Cleopatre,' when it was characteristic that before the snake had

Sardou and Moreau's spectacular drama was pro- been established many days, everybody wanted

duced at the Porte St-Martin on the 2311 of to touch it ; on the stage they coulin't keep

October 1890, the scene in the chamber of the their hands off it as they marched or waltzed

Great Pyramid being one of the most effective round ; in the green -rooin it was smothered

of the tragedienne's numerous " leaths.' When with kisses. So far, so good ; but on the day

she visited London at the termination of the following the night on which the piece was

run of the piece, this snake for the time being presented to the public for the first time, an

eluded the watch and ward of its custodian, unforeseen incident occurred . The snake died.

and was discovered in the roadway in front of An urgent telegraphic appeal for help reached

her house in St John's Wood, decorated with a me soon cnough to admit of my sending one of

gold ring and chain . In view of this evidence my own pythons up just in time to render un

of aristocratic proprietorship, the crowd which necessary a remarkable sausage -like bag, stuffed

soon collected refrained from killing it, and with sand and covered with gumnied-on scraps

presently its temporarily bereaved owner rushed of coloured paper that didn't stick very well,

out, distracted and dishevelled , and regained | which had been prepared faute de mieux for
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were

that evening's performance ; and I snaked the of a noted performer with animals who was

play through from that night forth, changing crushed to death by a huge constrictor on the

the specimen weekly for feeding. stage in Madrid .

But somehow the opera failed to find favour These so-called charmers' almost invariably

in the eyes of the world, and did not have a exhibit big non -venomous snakes, instead of

very long run . I really don't think it was my the cobras employed by their Oriental proto

poor serpents that condemned it, though they types, Indian pythons being commonly utilised

were held chiefly to blame in the matter; I for the purpose. These are kept in stock by

believe is was predestined to be a failure. Any- all dealers in such wares, and are sold at an

how , the critics had their knife into it from average rate of one pound per foot up to about

the very first, half of them protesting against ten feet ; beyond that length they become more

the hideous peril attending the introduction of valnable, a python of fourteen or fifteen feet

the cobra,' and the rest denouncing the snake being worth twenty or twenty -five pounds ;

incident as a puerile imbecility. Then , when while one of twenty feet would probably fetch

the original outcry had subsided a bit, and fifty pounds—the latter, however, would be too

people were beginning to take the piece on its heavy to be manageable even if quiet, and

own merits, a rat-snake which was then on would make its price as a menagerie specimen .

duty happened to bite one of the actors, a Dr Lynn, the conjurer, brought over

celebrated burlesque artiste ; the fact leaked Iliniu charmers with true cobras, who per

into the light of journalism , and , from the tone formed at the Aquarium and elsewhere. Some

of the paragraph which went the round of the trouble arose amongst them , and he sent the

papers, one might have imagined that the men back to Madras ; but the cobras were his

coulisses of the theatre infested with own property, and he looked about for any

ravening monsters which fed regularly on low men of colour, without regard to nationality,

comedians. The only untoward occurrence actu- to take the place of the departed half -castes.

ally worth mentioning was in connection with Two negroes volunteered , and were eventually

a large grass-snake which I was obliged to put engaged; but they would have nothing to do

on for a night or two, as everything else " of with the deally ophidians until the fangs had

suitable size in my vivarium was on the verge been excised . Like all experienced manipula

of shedding. The creature, beconiing enraged tors, the Indians had trusted simply to their

one evening, gave expression to its anger in own dexterity and experience in dealing with

that horrible effluvium which is unparalleled the cobras-after all, perhaps the easiest snakes

elsewhere amongst the Ophidia , turning every in the world to play, by reason of the weight

one in the scene so sick 'that the curtain had of their expansile hood, the peculiar posture

to be brought down prematurely. assumed by them when standing on the defen

In the Passion Play at Ober Ammergau in sive, and , not least, their nerer-failing and un

1890 —and I supposein previous representations disguised pugnacity. Arab charmers not only

-artificial snakes were used ; but a live one landle but occasionally devour live serpents pro

might have been brought out without difficulty bono publico, as a variant of their commoner

in the scene of the Garden of Eden at any rate, feat of eating scorpions and red -hot cinders.

placed on a forked branch or bough,in which So jugglers, whose specialty is to pass naked

situation any member of the Boidie will remain sworls or knives down their throats, sometimes

almost indefinitely without seeking to come swallow snakes, which they hold by the tail

down while it is conscious of movement going lest the descent into Avernus should be accom

on around . I have kept tree-snakes on the plished beyond recall, the creature being in

platform beside me in such a position for reality caused to coil itself within the cavity

demonstration throughout the whole of a lec- of the mouth , as is quite possible with a slender

ture, without the least fear of their causing snake half a yard or two feet long, while the

any interruption or embarrassment by a pre- muscles of the performer's bared throat and

mature descent-in fact, the bother is rather to neck twitch and contract in a way calculated

disengage them when one wants to, as a rule. to delude the onlooker into believing that he

A rare and curious pythonoid serpent from sees the delectable morsel inside wriggling a

Malacca, of a brilliant red colour (Python curtus), protest against its deglutition.

renained for hours on a branch in an open A large cobra da capello was sent home

room at the London Zoological Gardens while several years ago to Sir Joseph Fayrer, who

its portrait was sketched and painted by a wanted å supply of venom for analysis. It bit

special artist, though it was exceedingly vicious the spoon repeatedly without yielding any, and

and promptly aggressive towards any one who on examination was found to have none to

ventured to approach. I have seen an Eastern yield , not only its fangs but the poison -glands

juggler allow snake after snake to climb from having been extirpated. A protective operation

his hands to a forked stick balanced upright on still more cruel " is sometimes practised by

his forehead, until the bough was lailen with novices in the art of charming, and consists in
them . The Indian scene in the spectacular securing the mouth with a stitch of silk passed

extravaganza Around the IVorld in Eighty Days, through the lips in front ; to perform this, the

which M. Marius produced at the Empire poor beast's head is held tightly pressed to the

Theatre in its early days, comprehendeci a ground by a short stick on which the foot

charmer who played with live snakes - pythons ; l'ests, while the other foot restrains the writh

but he was bitten on the head and half scalped ing body, leaving both hands at liberty for the

by one of them almost at the outset, after needle. Eleven apparently healthy cobras were

which the reptiles were discreetly inuzzled with on one occasion received at the London Zoolo

black silk bags. He assumed the name (Karoly ) | gical Gardens. They refused to feed , and grew
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thin . When one died , it was discovered that his long-lost property, and offered to identify

its mouth was sewn up with stitches so fine as it by the testimony of his snake-charmer. But

to be invisible to any but the closest scrutiny. when appealed to, the young lady, who was

The rest of them did well on being restored to not in love with the beast or enamoured of

their normal condition . In connection with the prospect of regaining it, refused corrobora

this subject, I may mention that a rattlesnake tive recognition . The snake remained, there

was sent to me from up country when I was fore, in the possession of its latest owner, and,

in Demerara, with the history that it had declining to feed, was eventually transferred to

killed a coolie on one of the plantations. It me, thus crossing the Atlantic for the third

had been badly injured about the spine, prob- time. The poor thing was suffering from in

ably in capture, so that on reaching me it ternal congestion , and conld retain no nourish

was not only dead but decomposed, and I was ment, either solid or liquid, which I adminis

not able to make any very complete dissection ; tered to it. It succumbed a few weeks ago,

but I found that its lips were tied together having fasted in all probability nearly three

with stitches - obviously the effort of an un- years.

practised hand , since the work was very coarse . • Snake ' is the name of a character in the

This had apparently been preceded by an un- School for Scandal, and a serpent' is a wind

successful attempt to extract the long, erectile, instrument not infrequently heard in the or

needle - like fangs, for one of these was twisted chestra ; but the dramatic association which

half round with its bony base, and had pene- always presents itself to my mind most vividly

trated the lower lip wlien the jaws were for is that of the unfortunate actor who, playing

cibly closed . It is hardly possible that the Lear, paraphrased the monarch's grand invective

duct was not occluded, but enough venom must against his daughter Cordelia's seeming ingrati

have remained within the tube of the tiny tude when he invokes retributive vengeance
delicate syringe to inflict a fatal scrateh. upon her through her own offspring,

Snakes and snake-worship probably formed that she may feel

noteworthy ingredients of many ancient dramas.
How sharper than a serpent's thanks it is

Unless the pictorial representations which have To have a toothless child !

come down to us are otherwise than in accord

with truth , the Egyptian priests and
Man -serpent' is a title often assumed by

acrobats and contortionists, but is an inadequate
priestesses must have been au fait at the manip
ulation of venomous species, both colubrine and one, inasmuch as they usually prove themselves

viperine.
capable of bending backwards and forwards to

An ophidian which seems to have poscil, no
an extent which no serpent would be structur

doubt unwillingly enough, as apublic character, ally. competent to effect. A snake's motion and

and to have met with some queer vicissitudes flexibility, are nearly all lateral, the arrange

in the course
of its chequered career, bas ment of the bony processes projecting fronı its

just died in my Reptilium , a large specimen vertebræ prohibiting more than a very limited

of the wasp ’-snake, about eleven feet long, movement in an antero-posterior direction . The

of weird aspect, and diabolically savage dis- | amount of spinal flexion involved in touching

position. It was caught in Mexico, and there one's toes with the knees straight would be an

acquired by a travelling dealer, who brought impossibility to the Ophidia — to say nothing of

it to Europe. On landing in Burleaux, he the attitudes in which they are depicted by

found a purchaser for it almost immediately artists and sculptors, or in which their stuffed

in the person of a cirens proprietor, just on
skins are twined around poles.

the eve of departure with his troupe for the

West Indies and South America. Whether

Barbadoes was his first pitch ' or not, I am

SAIL, LITTLE BOA T.

unable to say, but it was there that the wasp Sail, little boat - sail out of the bay

snake escaped and was lost, its desertion prol
To the radiant West ;

ably connived at by the Princess of Abyssinia, Swift as a bird , to my Dear Heart say

who showed the snakes in the ring, and who That Love is best.

had been severely bitten by this particular

specimen on several occasions. Long afterwards, Bear him a message, a message sweet

the truant was discovered and secured alive, (My heart thy freight ! ) ,

in the interior of the island , creating no small And haste where the surge and the sballows meet

stir among local naturalists, as well as the popu At the golden gate.

lace in general , as the Barbadian fauna had not

hitherto " been credited with so portentous a Speed fast away with enchanted crew

member. (Barbacoes was, until comparatively And snow -white wings ;

recently, considered to be as snakeless as Ice For Peace and Joy are aboard of you ,

land or New Zealand ; several species have, And a soul that sings.

however, been found there, all most likely

importedl accidentally from other islands, con What though the wind and the wave divide,

cealed in bundles of wood. ) For more precise And the way is long

identification, this wasp -snake was sent to a her The currents of ocean are deep and wide,

petological specialist in Trinidad , but had not But Love is strong.

long been under his care when the circus company
Myra.

arrived in Port-of -Spain in the course of their

tour. Ilearing the circumstances of the case, Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

the manager hastened to claim the reptile as 47 Paternoster Row, LONDON ; and EDINBURGH,

All Rights Reserved .
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hundred and forty tons of dead poultry were
POULTRY FARMING.

booked in the year ; and taking the average

One of the most interesting among recent Par- weight of fowls to be four pounds — it must be

liamentary papers is Mr Henry Rew's Report remembered that they are artificially fattened ,

on the poultry rearing and fattening indlustries and the average would probably exceed that

of the Heathfield district of Sussex, which, in weight - we find that 1,030,400 chickens were

his capacity as an Assistant Commissioner, he despatched to market from the Heathfield

has rendered to the Royal Commission on Agri- district in 1893.

culture. A curious feature about these indus Poultry farming as an independent industry

tries (for, though intimately bound up with one was a good deal discussed some years ago, and

another, they are quite distinct) is their strict we night suppose that if it could stand upon

confinement to one spot in England. They its own feet anywhere it would be in this par

are carried on in a district which embraces ticular region. The country is peculiarly well

some fifteen parishes, and nowhere else ; and the adapted for it ; light soil which dries quickly

primary business, that of poultry breeding, has after rain, and hills alternating with deep valleys ,

had its home in the neighbourhood from time which give protection from the cold winds of

immemorial. How far back it dates is uncer- ' spring, so fatal to young stock . It is stated that

tain ; but before the advent of railways the in- young chickens can be obtained in the Heath

dustry must have been of great local importance, field district a month earlier than in the neigh

for a special service of four-horse wagons ran , bouring counties. And yet, with these natural

three times a week between Heathfield and advantages, poultry farms pure and simple do

London for the express purpose of carrying the ! not pay ; they have been tried on various

poultry and eggs to market. Within the last scales, and managed with all the skill born of

twelve or fifteen years the steady decline in experience ; but though some have been perse

agricultural prosperity induced by foreign com-, vered with for several years, the end of all has

petition has caused farmers in this locality to ' been the same—failure. It seems to be now a

turn their attention more seriously to poultry fully established fact that poultry must be merely

a subsidiary branch of their business, and a kind of farming excrescence, and we have

now it may be said that fowl raising and fatten- ' not to look far before we discover why this is

ing are the most lucrative industries pur- so. In the first place , the large breeder of

sued. | fowls must keep cows for the sake of the skim

A few figures will give a good idea of the milk which is an indispensable portion of the

value of the trade. At the last census (1891 ), | diet of young chicks ; then, again, it is cheaper

the population of the district was 24,013 ; or , to grow a few acres of oats to be ground into

there were 4866 families or separate occupiers :' meal than to buy the oatmeal. One farmer

basing calculations on the returns of 1881 , we who reared about 8000 chickens a year keeps

may safely conclude that in 1893 the popula- twenty-eight cows, and has to purchase milk

tion had increased to 24,500 ; and in 1893 the for his fowls over and above his own yield.

station -master of Heathfield Station estimated It might be supposed that where poultry

that the total value of the dead poultry booked raising is a specialty, there would be some dis

at his station for carriage to London and thetinctive breed of fowl peculiar to the district.

south-coast towns was £140,000 ; and as five. In old days this was the case. A prominent

sixths of the poultry is despatched from that breeder deplores the disappearance of the old

station , we find that the total value of the ' Sussex fowl , ' which as talle bird was

year's output is upwards of £168,000. Eighteen almost perfect,' having small white legs and a

as

a
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very well-fleshed body with good breast -meat. stock, saves enough money , and forth with pro

This variety has now completely died out, ceeds to enlarge the scope of his operations

though many men who are entitled to give an by taking a few acres of land, and narrying.

opinion believe that it was to this ‘ Sussex fowl ' With the aid of a capable wife, an industrious

that IIeath field first owed its reputation. Now- man can make the business a very paying one.

adays, the breed is surprisingly nondescript ; A farmer who had turned his attention to

à strain of the Dorking is discoverable ; but fowls in despair, when he could make nothing

cross breeds are said to give the best results, out of corn, cattle, or sheep, told Mr Rew that

and nobody was found who had a good word ' a hundred hens properly looked after will

to say for any pure breed . yield a larger return than a hundred breeding

Though poultry rearing does not answer as a ewes. The man who made this statement had

distinct occupation ,it is so profitable that pretty large experience of both, so he ought to have

nearly every one keeps fowls : there are the known ; and in regard to this statement, which

farmers, like the one above referred to, who we might suppose to be exaggerated, it must

rear their thousands; and the cottagers who, be added that Mr Rew found great difficulty

having no land, keep a few coops on the grass in obtaining any information about the financial

at the roadside. It seems somewhat curious at results of the industry ; fearing competition, the

first sight that birds brought up in the latter people were disinclined to say anything about

make -shift fashion should thrive better than their profits, and those wlio did were not

those reared in all the luxury of patent coops suspected of furnishing figures which showed

on good grass pastures ; but this is acknow- the business in the most profitable light.

ledged to be the case. The secret of it is One great advantage enjoyed by the poultry

that the fowls which have the free run of the rearer is that lie has not to go and seek lis

road get plenty of the hard grits which are market; his market comes to his own door in

essential to birå digestion ; and, moreover, find the shape ofthe man who carries on the second

a vast amount of nourishment in the insect life branch of the business, that of fattening up

of the hedgerows. Fowl rearing requires con- : the fowls for sale. These men are locally

stant attention and unremitting care ; without termed higglers.' In old days, the higgler

these it cannot succecil , and thus on large farms 'tramped the country with a great two-storeyed

it is customary to secure efficient labour by , crate on his back, in which he stowed his

paying the men a commission on the number 'purchases. Now , this is changed ; the higgler

rearel, over and above the weekly wage. On marches with the times ; the area of poultry

smaller hollings the responsibility devolves on rearing has greatly increased, and time is more

the wife, and the farmer whose "better-half' is precious, so he goes his rounds in a light-cart,

a good henwife has reason to congratulate him- collecting all the birls from his clients . There

sell.
As is very generally known, land which is etiquette in higgling as in other walks of

is continually and heavily overrun lly poultry life, from the professions of law and medicine

becomes ' staleil,' and the birds succumb to a I down to crossing-sweeping. Each liggler has

mysterious and fatal disease ; this fact means his own particular circle of customers, on whom

a good deal of work on a large farm , as each no other higgler would presume to call . He

coop must be moveil every few days to a fresh visits each customer about onice, a fortnight,

spot : the chickens go over the farm field by and takes away all the chickens ready for

field in rotation, now on pasture, 110w on arable fatteniny.

land ; a suitable coop is made with a pair of Once in the higgler's hands, the joys of early

hanilles at each siile, so that two men can chickenlood are over for the hapless young

realily carry it. Much importance attaches to fowl . For a fortnight or so he is imprisoned

the coop : it must be so constructed that it shall in a narrow coop, restrained from all exercise,

give dry footing ; it should keep off rain and and fell on oatmeal mixed with skim -milk and

wind from the inmates, and yet allow plenty beef or mutton fat ; then the process of cran

of ventilation ; it must be proof against the ming begins in earnest, and the chicken's last

wiles of foxes, and above all, must be capable pleasure, that of eating, is denied him . The

of thorough and easy cleaning: Cleanliness is a cramming machine is brought into use, and

great point in poultry farming ; a man may ' twice a day he is drawn out of his coop and

spare no effort to keep his coops sweet, but if it literally crammedl .' The fattener takes the

is his misfortune to have a careless neighbour, chicken between his knees, passes a flexible

the disease which attacks the latter's fowls will rubber tube down his gullet into the crop ; the

surely spread to his own despite liberal lime- turn of a crank propels the food down the

wash . Poultry farming, however, is not peculiar tube, and the fattener's experienced finger on

in this respect. Then, there are the natural the bird's crop tells him when the victim lias

enemies of fowls to be reckoned with ; oddly , received as niuch as he can hold ; then the

enough, the worst among these rookš. chicken is thrust back into his pen to digest

Hawks are too rare for their depredations to be the meal thus forced upon him , and to think

worth considering ; but one farmer stated that about the next. One cannot help having a

he lost upwards of fifty young chicks by looks certain sympathy for fowls subjected to this

in a single week. drastic treatinent, despite the fact that it is at

A noteworthy social result of fowl rearing, worst only the deprivation of a pleasure, involv

and one that proves it at once remunerative ing no more pain tlian thc friglit attendant

and a suitable sphere of usefulness for women , on being suddenly seized and delicately pumped

is that early marriages are very usual in the full of food often when food is not wanted,

Heathfield district. A thrifty hard -working man A fortniglıt of cramming, and then the bird

begins with a few birds, gradually increases his is ready for the market. Women and children

are
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are

perform the plucking, or ‘ stubbing ' as it is physician, who was near, spoke to him softly,

called, and also the packing ; then comes the saying, My lord, they await the signal . '

carrier, who in his turn saves the fattener all But the Duke waved him aside impatiently,

trouble, conveying the crates of dead poultry and gazed still across the square. And , seeing

to the station, and consigning them to the His Highness thus gazing intently, the Master

London salesmen, who settle up direct with the of the Household and the plıysician and all the

fatteners. rest who were about the Duke's person , looked

There can be no doubt that the business also ; and they saw the Lady Lucia ' coming

as conducted in this district is very remuner forth from her house, clad all in white.

ative, though , as already observed , reliable Antonio also saw her from where he stood on

figures were almost impossible to obtain. One the scaffold, for the people inade a way for

man who combined the vocations of innkeeper her, and the pikemen let her pass through their

and small farmer, and who for twenty years ranks ; so that she walked alone across the

had reared about two hundred chickens annually middle of the great square ; and the

in a couple of small fields behind his premises, all
, leaving Antonio, were fixed upon her. Her

stated that the cost of food represented roughly face was very pale, and her hair fell on her

half the gross returns ; thus, spending thirty shoulders ; but she walked firmly and swiftly,

pounds a year on oatmeal, maize, and skim- and she turned neither to right nor_left, but

milk, he reckoned on making sixty pounds by madle straight for the spot where the Duke lay:

the sale of his fowls. And he, seeing lier coming, moaned once, and

That there is ample scope for extension of passed his hand thrice across his eyes, and

both branches of the business is proved by the raised himself yet higher on his arm , leaning

fact that during six months of the year towards her over the side of the couch . Again

November to April—the fatteners import large lie passed his hand across his brow ; and the

quantities of live poultry from the south of physician regarded him very intently, yet dared

Ireland to feed up and sell, and this in spite not again seek to rouse his attention , and im

of the circumstances that Irish fowls are coarser posed silence on the Master of the Householi,

than home-bred birds, take longer to fatten , who had asked in low tones, “ What ails His

and are not so popular in the market. There Highness ?' Then the Lady Lucia , having

inore higglers in the district than the reached the foot of the steps , stood still there,

breeders can supply ; one fattener in a large her eyes on the Duke. Very fair was slie, and

way of business, said he could deal with one sad , and she seemed rather some beautiful un

hundred thousand more fowls annually than he substautial vision than a living maiden ; and

could obtain. The disparity is beneficial to the though she strove to form words with her lips,

poultry breeder, who can thus depend upon yet no words came ; therefore it was by her

getting the full market price for his birds ; but inuteness that she besought pity for herself and
that by the way. The point is, that the in pardon for her lover. But' tlie Duke, leaning

dustry is capableof large extension , and in yet furthertowards her , had fallen, but that

these days of depressed agriculture it is sur- |the physician , kneeling, passed his arm round

prising that it should still be practically con his body and held him up ; and he said in low

fined to one small spot in the whole of Eng- hoarse tones and like a man that is amazed

land. We pay our Continental neighbours over and full of awe, and yet moved with a glad

half a million a year for poultry and game so great that he cannot believe in it,

alone, the great bulk of the money going in 'Who is it ? Who is it ?'

poultry: In view of the very small capital And the Lady Lucia still could not answer

required to start , and the quick returns, fowl , him . And lie, craning towards her, spoke to

rearing as an adjunct tofarming oughttobe her in entreaty, "Margherita, Margherita !

more generally followed than it is. | Then indeed all marvelled ; for the name

that the Duke spoke was the name by which

that Princess who had been his wife and was

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO. * dead had been called ; and they perceived that

CHAPTER VIII. ( continued ).
His Highness, overcome by his sickness , had

lost discernment, and conceived the Lady Lucia

Then the hour of noon struck from the clock to be not herself but the spirit of his dead love

in the tower of the Cathedral ; and the Master come to him from heaven , to which delusion

of the Duke's Household , who stood by the · her white robes and her death -like pallor might

couch of his master, turned his eyes to the well incline him . And now the wonder and

Duke's face, seeking the signal for Antonio's fear left his face, and there came in place of

death ; which when he received , he would sign eyes gleamed , his lips quivered, and he beckoned
them a great joy and rapture, so that his sunk

to the executioner to set the rope round the with his hand, murmuring, ' I am ready, I am

Count's neck ; for the man stood by Antonio ready, Margherita ! ' And while this passed, all

with the rope in his hand, and Antonio was who were too distant to hear the Duke's words

alreadly in his shirt. But when the Master of wondered that the signal came not, but sup

the Household looked at the Duke, the Duke posed that the Lady Lucia had interceded for

made him no signal ; yet the Duke had not Count Antonio, and that His Highness was now

fainted from his sickness, for he was propped answering her prayer : some loped that he

on his elbow, his face was eager , and his gaze would grant it. And Antonio stood on the

was set intently across the square ; and his scaffold between the lord Lorenzo and the

executioner ; and his eyes were set on Lucia.

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America . Then the Duke spoke again to the Lady

Le

ness
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Lucia, saying, “ I have been lonely-very lonely. Do you spare pity for him ?' asked Lorenzo.

How pale your face is, my sweet! Come to me. ' Shall not I pity all who have lost their

I cannot come to you , "for I am very sick .' loves ? answered Antonio with a smile, and his

And he held out his hand towarıls her again. eye rested on the form of the Lady Lucia

But she sore bewildered, for she kneeling by the Duke's couch .

could not understand the words which His For hard on half an hour the Duke lay as he

Highness used to her, and she looked round , had fallen, but at last, his physician having

seeking some one who might tell her what they used all his skill to rouse him, he opened his

meant , but none moved from his place or came eyes ; and he clutched his physician's hand and

near to her ; and at last she found voice enough pointed to Lucia, asking, “Who is she ? '

to say in soft tones, “ Antonio, my lord , the ' It is the Lady Lucia, my lord , ' answered the

Count Antonio ! ' physician .

' Ay, I know that you loved him ,' said the And there was none else ? ' asked the Duke

Duke. But since then he has done great in a low tremulous whisper .

crimes, and he must die . Yet speak not of ' I saw no other, my lord .'

him now , but come here to me, Margherita. But I saw her, said the Duke. ' I saw her

Then with wavering tread , she came towards even as I saw her last, when she lay on her bed

him , mounting the first of the steps, and she and they took the child out of her dead arms.

said, ' I know not what you would , my lord , * It was the weakness of your malady, my lord,

nor why you call me by the name of Mar- that made the vision before your eyes.'

gherita. I am Lucia, and I come to ask Alas, was it no more ? moaned the Duke.

Antonio's life. ' ' Indeed I am very weak : there is a blur

' Lucia, Lucia ?' said he, and his face grew before my eyes . I cannot see who this lady is

doubtful. “ Nay, but you are my Margherita,' that kneels before me. Who is she , and what

he said . ails her ?' And having said this in fretful weary

“ No, my lord,'she answered , as with trembling tones, he lay back on his pillow gasping.
uncertain feet she mounted, till she stooil but Then the Master of the Household care for

one step below where his couch was placed ; ward and said to him, My lord , this is the

and then she fell on her knees on the highest Lady Lucia, and she kneels before your Highness

step and clasped her hands, crying, 'Have praying for the life of Count Antonio, because

mercy, my lord, have mercy ! Think , my dear she loves him .'

lord , how I love him ; for if he dies , I must Now the name of Count Antonio, when spoken

die also, my lord . Ah, my lord , you have to him, moved the Duke more than all the

known love. You loved our sweet Lady Mar- ministrations of his physician ; he roused him

gherita - was not her name now on your lips ? self once again, crying, 'Antonio ! I had for

So I love Antonio — so he loves me . Ah, my gotten Antonio . Does he still live ? '

lord , Christ Jesus teaches pity !! And she Your Highness has not given the signal for

buried her face in her hands and sobbed. his death. '

Then the Duke, liis physician and now the · Have I not ? Then here'

Master of the llouseholl also supporting him , He moved his hand, but with a great cry

stretched himself over the edge of his couch, the Lady Lucia sprang forward and seized his

anı, putting out his hand with feverish strength, hand before he could raise it, kneeling to him

plucked the Ladly Lucia's hands away from her and crying, 'No, no, my lord, no , no, no !'

face and gazed at her face. And when he had Anıl the Duke had no strength to fling her off,

gazed a moment, he gave a great cry, ' Ali, but he gasped , Free me from her ! ' And the

God !' and flung his arms up above his head Master of the Household, terrified lest in her

and fell back into the arms of his physician, passion she should do violence to His Highness,

who laid him down on his couch, wliere he lay roughly tore her hands from the Duke's hand,

motionless, his eyes shut and his chin resting and the Duke, released, sat up on his couch, and

on his breast . And all looked at the physician, he said , in a strange hard voice that was heard

but he answered, Nay, he is not dead yet.' of all , even to the scaffold, and yet seemed not

“ Why tarries the signal ? ' asked Antonio of the voice that they knew as his, “ Let Anto

Lorenzo on the scaffold . nio' But thenhe stopped ; he choked in his

It must be that the Lady Lucia beseeches throat, and, catching at his shirt, tore it loose

him for your life, my lord ,' answered Lorenzo. from him . ' Let Antonio ! ? he cried again.

' Indeel heartily do I wish the Duke would Let Antonio !! And he sat there for an

hearken to her prayer.' instant; and his eyes grew dim , the intelligence

‘ He will not turn for her ,' said Antonio . departing from them ; once again he opened his

But presently the report of what had passed | lips, but nothing came from them save a gasp ;

spread from those round the Duke to the pike- anil with a thud he fell back on his pillows,

men , and they, loving a marvel as most men do, and, having rolled once on his side, turned again

must needs tell it to the people, and a murmur on his back , and lay still . And a great hush

of wonder arose, and the report reached the fell on every man in the square, and they looked

Guards at the scaffold , who came and told in one another's faces, but found no answer.

Lorenzo, in the hearing of Antonio, of the For Valentine, Duke and Lord of Firmola,

strange delusion that had come upon the Duke. was dead of his sickness at the moment when

He must be sick to death ,' said. Lorenzo. he had sought to send Antonio to death . Thus

I pray not,' said Count Antonio . For marvellously did Heaven in its high purposes

though he is a stern man , yet he is an able deal with him .

and just prince, and this fancy of his is very His Highness is dead ,' said the physician.

pitiful. ' And the Master of the Household, as his duty
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peace !!

was, came to the front of the Duke's couch , smiling. Then they came down from the

and, standing there before all the people, broke scaffold and passed across the square, a great

the wand of his office, and let the broken multitude following them . And when they

fragments fall upon the niarble steps ; and he came to the steps of the Palace, the Duke's

cried aloud , ‘Hear all of you ! It hath pleased ' body was covered with a rich brocaled cloth

Almighty God to take unto Himself the soul , that some hand had brought from his cabinet ;

of the noble and illustrious Prince , Valentine, and the little Duke stood there with his hand

Duke and Lord of Firmola . May his soul find in the Master of the Household's hand ; and

the child was weeping bitterly, for he was very

But there came from the people no answer- frightened ; and over against him stood the

ing cry of ' Amen,' as, according to the custom Lady Lucia, motionless as though she had been

of the Duchy, should have come. For they turned to stone ; for the strange thing that had

were amazed atthe manner of this death ; and come about through her approaching of the

many crossed themselves in fear, and women Duke had bewildered her brain. But when the

sobbed. And Lorenzo standing on the scaffold boy saw Antonio he let go the hand he held

by Antonio , was struck with wonder and fear, and ran to Antonio and leaped into his arms.

and clutched Antonio's arın, crying, " Can it Then Antonio lifted him and showed him to

be that the Duke is dead ?' And Antonio the people, who hailed him for Duke ; and

bowed his head , answering, “ May Christ receive Antonio set him down and knelt before him

his soul ! and kissed his hand . And the child cried ,

Then the Master of the Household came for- , Now that my father is dead , Antonio, you

ward again and cried , “ Hear all of you ! Ac- must not go on your journey , but you must
cording to the high pleasure and appointment stay with me. For if I am Duke, I must

of Almighty God, the noble and illustrious learn to use my sword without delay, and no

Prince, Valentine, Second of that Naine, is from man but you shall teach me.'

this hour Duke and Lord of Firmola— whom ‘ Shall I not go on my journey, my lord ? '

obey, serve, and honour, all of you . May his , asked Antonio.

rule be prosperous ! ' No, you shall not go, ' said the little Duke.

And this time there came a low murmur of Then Antonio turned to the lords who stood

*Amen ' from the people. But before more round and said , “ Behold , my lords, Ilis Iligh

could pass, there was a sudden commotion in ness pardons me.'

the square before the scaffold. For Bena, see But the lords doubted ; and they said to An

ing what was done, and knowing that the tonio , Nay, but he does not know what he

Duke was dead, had glanced at the pikemen does in pardoning you . '

who stood near ; and when he saw that they He understands as well, I think,' said An

looked not at him but towards where the tonio, ' as his father understood when he sent

Master of the Household stood , he sprang for me to death. Indeed, my lords, it is not

ward and ran like a deer to the scaffold ; and children only who know not what they do. '

he leaped up to the scaffold before any could And at this speech Tommasino smiled and

hinder him , and he cried in a mighty loud voice, Bena laughed gruflly: But the lords, bidding

saying, “By what warrant do you hold my lord | Antonio rest where he was till they returned,

a prisoner ?'
retired with the litt ike into the Palace,

Then the apprentices raised a great cheer, and and sent word hastily to the Archbishop that

with one accord pressed upon the pikemen, he should join them there and deliberate with

who, mazed by all that had passecl, gave way them as to what it might be best to do. And

before them ; and the apprentices broke their when they were thus gone in , Antonio said ,

bounds and surged like a billow of the sea api' I may not move ; but the Lady Lucia is free

to the foot of the scaffold , shouting Antonio's , to move.'

name ; and the young lords who held Tom Then Tommasino went to the lady and

masino came with him and broke through and ' spoke to her softly, telling her that Antonio

reached the scaffold; for they feared for , desired to speak with her ; and she gave Tom

Lorenzo, and yet would not let Tommasino go : masino her hand, and he led her to Antonio,

and Lorenzo was sore at a loss, but he drew who stood within the portico, screened from

his sword and cried that he would slay any the sight of the people. And there they were

man that touched Antonio, until the right of left alone.

the matter should be known.
But meanwhile the whole body of the towns

' Indeed, if you will give me a sworil, I will men and the apprentices had gathered before

slay him myself,' said Antonio . ' For I stand the Palace, and their one cry was for Antonio.

here by my own will, and according to the For the fear of the Duke being no longer upon

promise I gave to the Duke ; and if there be them , and the pikemen not knowing whom to

lawful authority to hang me, hang me ; but if obey, and being therefore disordered, the people

not, dispose of me as the laws of the Duchy became very bold, and they had stormed the

bid .' Palace, had not one
to Antonio and

' I have no authority,' said Lorenzo, save implored himsave implored him to show himself, that the people

what the Duke gave ; and now he is dearl . ' might know that he was safe . Therefore he

Then the Count Antonio fastened his shirt came forward with the Lady Lucia, who was

again about his neck and put on his doublet; now no more bewildered , nor petrified with fear

and he signed to Bena to stand on one sile , or astonishment, but was weeping with her

of him , and he bade the young lords loose eyes and smiling with her lips, and clinging to

Tommasino. And he said to Lorenzo, “ Let us Antonio's arm . And when the people saw them

go together to the Palace . And now he was thus, they sent up a great shout, that was

come

1
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heard far beyond the city walls ; and the ap- ever for the marriage. Nevertheless it is likely

prenticed lads turned and ran in a body across that there were others. But whether Bena ful

the square and swarmeil on to the scaffold . filled his promise I know not ; for, as I have

And then and there they plucked down the said , so little is known concerning him that

gibbet and worked so fiercely that in the his true name does not survive, and it has

space of half an hour there was none of it proved an impossible thing to discover whether

left.
any of his descendants yet live in Firmola . If

And now the Archbishop with the lords it chance that they do, I trust that they fight

came forth from the council chamber, and the as well , and serve as loyally, and pray better

little Duke with them . And they caused the than he. But Martolo has left those that bear

servants to remove the body of the clead Duke, his name, and a great-grandson of his is at this

and they set his son on a high seat , and put very time huntsman to the Monastery of St

a sceptre in his hanil. And the Archbishop Prisian, where I have seen and talked with

offered up a prayer before the people ; and, him many times.

having done this, he turned to Antonio and The task which I laid upon myself thus

said, ' Wly lord Antonio, most anxiously have llis finds its end. For there is no need for me to

Highness and we of his Council considered of tell of the after-deeds of Count Antonio of

this matter ; and it has seemed to us all - my Monte Velluto, nor how , in the space of a few

own in truth was the sole reluctant voice, and months, he was chosen by all the lords to be

now I also am brought to the same mind — that Ruler and Protector of the State during the

whereas the virtuous purposes of Princes are infancy of the Duke ; in which high office he

meet to be remembered and made perpetual by did many notable deeds both of war and peace,

faithful fulfilment after their death , yet the and raised the Duchy to a great height of

errors of which they, being mortal, are guilty | power, and conferred many favours

should not overlive them nor be suffered to townsmen of Firmola, whom he loved and

endure when they have passed away. And cherished because they had not forsaken him

though we are not blind to your offences, yet nor ceased to love him during all the years

we judge that in the beginning the fault was that he dwelt an outlaw in the hills. And he

Therefore His llighness clecrees built again his house on the hill which Duke

your pardon for all offences against his civil Valentine had burnt, and dwelt there with

state and power. And I myself, who holl | Lucia, and with Tommasino also, until Tomma

authority higher than any earthly might, seeing sino took to wife that same lady for whose

in what this day has witnessed the finger of sake he had lingered and thus fallen into the

Guil Himself, do not fight against it, but will hands of the lord Lorenzo, and went and dwelt

pray you , as soon as you may fit yourself there- at Rilano, where those of his house still dwell,

unto by prayer and ineilitation , to come in a But when the young Duke came of an age to

humble mind anıl seek again the blessing of reign , the Count Antonio delivered his charge

the Church . For in what you did right and into his hand , yet continued to counsel him,

in what you ontstepped right, Gol Himself and was very high in authority. And neigh

must one day judge, and I will seek to judge bouring princes also sought his aid and his

of it no more .'
counsel, and he was greatly honoured of all

My lord,' saill Antonio, ' I have done much men . Thus if there were aught in his youth

wrong Yet I will own no wrong in the matter that merits censure, it may be held that he

of the Abbot in that of the Sacred blotted out the shame of it by his after-life,

Bones. ' for his latter days were filled with honourable

But the lord Archbishop smiled at Antonio, service to his Prince and to his country.

and Antonio bent and kissed the ring that was Yet the heart of man is a vain thing ; for

on his finger ; and the old man laid his hand when I, who am known to have learned all that

for a moment on Antonio's head , saying, " It can be recovered from the mists of past times

may be that God works sometimes in ways concerning Count Antonio, am asked - and

that I may not see .' whether it be by men or women, by boys or

Thus then it was that the Count Antonio girls, ay , or by toddling infants — to tell them

was restored to his place and came again to a tale of the great Count Antonio, it is not of

Firmola, and, having been relieved of the sent- ! the prudent ruler, nor of the wise counsellor,

ence of excommunication that had been laid nay, nor even of the leader of the Duke's army,

upon him , he was weddled in the Cathedral to that they would hear, but always of Antonio

the Lady Lucia as soon as the days of mourn- when he was an outlaw, banned by his Prince

ing for the Duke had passed. And great was and by the Church , living by the light of his

the joy in the city at their wedding ; for every own heart and by the strength of his own hand,

maidi and every man saw in the triumph of secured only by the love and duty of the law

Antonio's love a sign of the favour of Ileaven less men who followed him , and risking his life

to those who love with a pure and abiling pas- every day and every hour for the sake of the

sion. So they made great feasts , and were mar- bright eyes of that lady who waited for him in

vellously merry ; and Bena let not theday go by the city. And when I, thinking to check this

without plighting his truth to a comely clamsel, perversity, bid them look rather on his more

saying with a twinkle in his eye that the worthy and sober days, they answer with a

Count Antonio would have need of his sons, laugh, But why, father, do you not write the

whose services he had promised to him as they story of those more worthy and sober days ?'

rode together across the plain on the morning Nor will they believe when I say that it is

wlien Antonio hal supposed that he was to die. but because the deeds of those days are else

Nor would Bena yive any other reason whatso- | where recorded . In good truth, I believe that

nor
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Coll'se

in our hearts we love a lawless man ! Here might well have declined to contribute, as of

then, ye perverse children, are the stories ; they every hundrel vessels that pass between the two

are all that you shall have from me. Read seas, about ninety belong to Prussia , upon

them ;may they teach you to be true comrades, whom would , therefore, have been thrown the

faithful lovers of one maid , and, since strife cost of construction. As it is , only one-third

must needs . come until God's pleasure bring of the cost is being borne by Prussia, and the

peace to reign on earth , able, when occasion other two-thirds proportionally by the other

calls, to give and take good blows. Ay, never members of the Empire .

laugh. I have said it. A Churchman is a It in 1887* that the first Emperor

William inaugurated the work , which will thus

have occupied eight years when the second

Emperor William formally celebrates its com

pletion . But previous_to 1891, not very much

THE BALTIC AND NORTH SEA progress was macle. By the end of October

SHIP-CANAL. 1892, some £5,800,000 had been expended on

it ; the estimated cost was £8,000,000 ; and the

This summer will be fulfilled a long-cherished actual cost will be probably not less than

Teutonic dream — the completion of a navigable £ 10,000,000. Yet the Canal is only some sixty

water -way for sea-going vessels between the two miles long, and for a considerable part of

Baltic and the North Sea, entirely through its traverses low -lying level ground.

German territory. Yet it is worth noting that This physical character of the country has

the great scheme which has been successfully enabled the engineers to dispense with locks ;

carried out by German enterprise was Danish but it has also added to the cost of construc

in origin, and traverses a country which once
tion in other ways. Thus, at Grünenthal and

-andnot so long ago—was Danish by rightof have had to be constructed at a cost of about
at Lerensau (near Kiel ) , great high -level bridges

possession. When, however, King Christian VII. a quarter of a million each , in order to carry

of Denmark, more than a century ago, began the railwaysover the water-way.

the Eider Canal to connect the harbour of Kiel The Baltic entrance to the Canal is at

with the river Eider, he little thought that he |Holtenau, on the west sidle of the Bay of Kiel,

was preparing the way for the maritime expan- and within three miles of the celebrated

sion of a Power that was destined to sweep has been taken of the old Eider Canal, which
arsenal. In this portion of the route, advantage

the Danes out of Sleswig-IIolstein . And ever

since the Germans have taken their place there, and Rendsburg on the Eider. It really con ,
King Christian constructed between Holtenau

the desire has been cherished of being altogether nected the North Sea and the Baltic a hundred

independent of Denmark in passing from coast years ago, but it was hampered by many locks,

to coast of the German Empire. Nor was it and could not pass vessels drawing more than

only desire for independent communication that about nine and a half feet of water.

moulded the enterprise, for the dangers of the Some ten miles from Holtenau , the Canal

voyage - especially in winter -time - from the reaches a great natural lake called the Flem

North Sea to the Baltic round the north of hude and here a great engineering problem

Denmark are manifold . A glance at the map had to be solved. The level of the lake is

will render intelligible the chaling of German some twenty feet above that of the Ship -canal,

navigators against the long round by Skager and the question to be decided was whethier thé

Rack and the Kattegat for sea -traffic" between basin should be drained or dammed . To drain

Hamburg and Danzig, or even between Bremen it would have been to sterilise the surrounding

and Lübeck. And yet as a commercial highway country ; and to dam it involved a deviation in

the new Canal is not very highly appraised , its' the course of the river Eider. A luye cam

chief value in Germany being that it will afford has therefore been constructed to cut off the

direct water communication between the two lake, and on the outer side of the dam a channel

great arsenals of the Empire, and will enable' has been cut for the river, thus converted

the Imperial war-ships to control both coasts in into a canal . This fresh -water canal runs for
time of war. When Germany became a great ;some distance parallel with the sea -canal, but

naval power, Von Moltke said that it would be some twenty feet above it; and here again

absolutely necessary for her to secure her ' critics have found objections . They say that

possible naval operations from the interference this is the weakest part of the whole work, and

of an inconvenient neighbour. Later on , the that carefully and skilfully as it has been carried

necessity was urged of having free and lirect out, the Ship -canal will always be liable to the

communication between the great dlockyarıls of langer of the fresh -water canal breaking through

Kiel and Wilhelmshaven . It isprobable, there and sweeping away the dam . If so, the conse

fore, that strategical rather thian commercial quences io the maritime water- way would be

considerations have influenced the work , which disastrous.

the Emperor William I. inaugurated in 1887 Leaving the Flemhude See, the Canal passes

as ' for the honour of Germany, and for the , through some other lakes, which are utilised,

good, the greatness, and the strength of the and about half-way reaches the town of Rends

Empire. burg, and so on to Grinenthal, which is on the

We need not trouble ourselves with motives, watershed between the Baltic and the North

however, although there is this to be pointed Sea. Ilere the digging had to be carried to a

out, that had the Canal been designed for com- depth of one hundred and forty feet, and here

mercial purposes only, the other German States had to be constructed one of the high -level
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across.

bridges already mentioned, to carry the Hol- the shelter of vessels intending to make the
stein Railway over the canal. From Grünen- passage of the Canal. The inner harbour is to

thal to Brunsbüttel, at the mouth of the Elbe, be reserved for German naval purposes, and is

which is the North Sea terminus, the route is 1700 feet long by 570 feet broad . The outer

through a level , though marshy, country. The one is for the use of the mercantile marine, and

clifficulty at this part was not in cutting the is 2300 feet long, and 330 feet broad . Between

channel , but in builling up the banks, for these har irs and the Canal entrance is

which purpose the sandy soil taken out of the erected a tower 150 feet high, which will regu

deep cutting at Griinenthal had to be brought larly exhibit the water -level in the Elbe, in

Although this part of the work pre- the Canal, and in the first lock. The harbours

sented no engineering difficulty, it was toilsome are protected by two piers, on the end of each

and costly:
of which is a lighthouse. To enter the Canal

The entire length of the Canal from Holtenau from the Elbe the vessel first enters a lock five

to Brunsbüttel is officially stated at 98:65 kilo- hundred feet long by some eighty - five feet wide,

metres, which is rather under sixty -two miles. which shuts off the sea, and then through another

In breadth, the water -way varies, but the navi- lock of the same dimensions, which raises or

gable channel is the same at bottom as that lowers to the level of the water -way. Arrived

of the Suez Canal, say seventy feet. As it is at the Holtenau end , a double lock of the same

intended to allow of the pilssage of the largest size deposits the vessel in the waters of the

and heaviest vessels in the German navy, which Baltic in the Bay of Kiel. These immense

draw over twenty-five feet, a depth of something locks are fitted with the most improved ma

like twenty - eight feet will have to be preserved , chinery ; and at the Kiel end the quay and har

as such vessels could not attempt the passage bour accommodation is being provided on the

without a few feet of water between their most thorough and business -like scale.

keels and the bed . Whether this depth can be The locks are not so much what we usually

maintained without great annual outlay is a mean by canal locks, as regulators of the water

moot-point which can only be determined by level and acljusters to the winds and tides.

experience. It is intended, we believe, that the Brunsbüttel

Besides the Grinenthal viaduct, there are lock shall be kept open for three or four

three railway bridges (two of them swing-bridges), hours at a time during ebb-tide, and that the

and six high -roads are carried over the Canal. Holtenau lock will only be closed during spring

The great high-level bridge at Levensau has two tides, or when the wind is blowing strong from

arches of five hundred and fifty feet span each , certain quarters. If these intentions can be

and has two tower's at each side. The Canal is carried out, there will be uninterrupted navi

to be electrically lighted along its whole course. gation for a portion of each day in ordinary

There are great incandescent lamps of twenty- weather.

five candle power, placed at intervals of eight The passage from Brunsbüttel to Holtenau,

hundred feet along both sides , besides are lamps it is calculated, will occupy a steamer fifteen

for the ferries, bridges, and locks. On the lakes hours, and passing-places for very large vessels

through which the Canal passes, the course will are provided at intervals, and in the lakes, so

be marked by gas-lighted buoys. For such a that two streams of traflic may flow in opposite

gigantic system of electric lighting, enormous i directions simultaneously: Should the predic

machinery has been erected both at Holtenau tions above referred to about the greater resist

and Brunsbüttel. ance of the water to large vessels in so confined

While the water-way is level throughout, it a channel be verified , the passage will occupy

requires locks at each end , for this reason — that an entire day at least. But assuming fifteen

the rise and fall of the tidle at each end is not hours to be the possible time of transit from

simultancous. For, during the spring-tides the Brunsbüttel to Iloltenau , that contrasts with

water may rise fifteen feet above and sink ten two whole days at present required to make

feet below the ordinary levels at Brunsbüttel. the voyage from the mouth of the Elbe round

This alone may make a difference of twenty- the Danish Peninsula to Kiel.

five feet at the North Sea end ; while at the As the saving of time in the passage between

Baltic end , where the rise and fall is small, the two seas is one of the greatest advantages

the effect of the wind is marked . When it claimed for the new water-way, it is worth

blows strong from the east, the water in the while to consider that for a moment. A little

Bay of Kiel will rise as much as right feet ; study of the map will show that as far as

and when it blows hard from the west, it will British ports are concerned the advantages cannot

fall to the same extent - making at this end a be the same. Thus, while vessels proceeding

range of eighteen, or, allowing for tiles, of from the English Channel to the Baltic may

twenty feet. find the Canal a convenience, it does not follow

To meet this difficulty arising from the that vessels proceeding from the north -east

changing sea- levels, locks lave had to be built ports of England and from Scotland will find

at each end, adding, of course, greatly to the any. Roughly speaking, the ports of the whole

cost. At Brunsbüttel, on the dreary flat stretch British coast from the Wear northwards will

of land on the north side of the mouth of the derive no benefit from the Canal , because the

Elbe, which serves to depress the spirits of the route from them into the Baltic will be practi

sea -worn tourist on his way to Hamburg, the cally as short viên Cape Skagen , and without the

entrance locks have had to be founded on risk of detention always incidental to inland

immense masses of concrete deposited on the water -ways.

muddy bottom . Here two great harbours have Of course the Danes do not regard with favour

been constructed, the one within the other, for a project designed to reduce the sea -traffic past
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men

their doors, and as a counter-agent to the attrac- to pace to and fro before the fire, his restless

tions of the Canal, Copenhagen has been made a shadow following him on the opposite wall like

free port, and other facilities are being provided his own haunting thoughts. He had done his

for shipping by the old sea -route. The Danes utmost to raise six thousand pounds in order to

protest that it is rarely indeed that the Sound place the little bank on a safe footing once

and the Great Belt are closed simultaneously more ; but all his endeavour's had failed. The

by ice, whereas the difficulties of Elbe naviga- urgent need of this amount, in round figures,
tion are annual. The Sound was stopped by had become only too apparent ; without it, no

ice in the winter of 1892–93 ; but Kiel was choice would be left ; the bank door's must be

closed for a much longer period. closed before another week had run out ! And

This is one side of the question ; but on the then ? Well , and then his black mare would

other side, besides the saving in time by the have to be sold ; and the little house where he

use of the Canal — which will , it is claimed, had lived all his life - Briar Cottage-- the home

reduce certain voyages now occupying from two to which he had dreamt of taking Zilpah

to four days to from fifteen to thirty hours- Garfoot as his wife some day, would be dis

there is the question of safety , and therefore of posed of to the highest bidder. These were

saving in insurance. The Danish coast is well ' petty details ; but these are the small troubles

lighted, but yet is responsible for a large l of life that drive some to desperation.

amount of annual wreckage. Between 1858 and Harborn felt that he had not the moral courage

1891, it is recorded that no fewer than eight to face them on the morrow — for he resolved

thousand vessels were lost on these coasts - an¡that he would not remain in Boston another

average of about two hundred and fifty a year. day—he would take his passage to the United

During the last five years, according to German States. His bankruptcy would be a nine days'

statistics, ninety -two German vessels were lost wonder in the old town—his creditors would

in Danish waters, with upwards of seven hun- , wind up the affairs of the house, bringing

dred lives. It is estimated that some forty -five serious distress upon several worthy old cus

thousand vessels annually double Cape Skagen, tomers, and then Harborn's Bank would be

of a total of about sixteen million tons, and blotted out - forgotten — a thing of the past.
the Germans expect to attract about one-half It was evident Zilpah was not coming. Had

of that traffic to their new Ship -canal. If they 'she not told him to expect her before four

do so, a moderate impost for dues should yield o'clock ? Still he was in no haste to leave the

a fair return on the capital invested, after bank. This was the last day he would pass in

paying working expenses. the old room. It was here that he had cherished

But in Germany the undertaking is regarded dreams of fortune - for every confidence had

less as a financial investment than as a national been placed in him by his father's clients as a

enterprise . By means of the Canal, the coal- trustworthy son and successor. He had never

owners of Rhenish -Westplialia hope to secure indulged in foolish expectations of becoming a

the Baltic markets at present supplied from millionaire ; his desire was that he might win

England and Scotland ; and other commercial the position of a prosperous local man. He had

advantages are expected for other industries of never regarded himself, in truth, as belonging

the Empire. The strategic importance of the to a class above Zilpah Garfoot's. Her father

Canal, however, is that which gives it its and his own had always met on equal terms.

highest value in German eyes ; and from one He had always thought of her, and loved her,

point of view, the new water-way may be as one belonging to his own station in life.

regarded as a peaceful device for sweeping He began to put his papers in order. There

Denmark out of the path of Germany as à would be no chance of doing so to-morrow. He

determined to stay till midnight, if need be ;

for it should never be said of him that a single

voucher had been missing or even out of place.

THE MYSTERY OF PILGRIM GRAY. It was hateful work . He felt that there was a

keen sting of irony in this unromantic ending

to all his castle -building in the clouds.

ROBERT HARBORN, meanwhile, sat in his room Half-past four. Still there was no sign of

with the red blind, wondering at Zilpah’s delay. Zilpah . The young fellow was eager to see her

It was a little private office above the counting aid him . Her mysterionssuggestions that helpHe had no belief that she could

house, an office which had been occupied by mightbe forthcoming had impressed him slightly,

Harborn's father before him . desk

stood in a corner between the window and the wonted attitude toward him when he had made
though he was intensely perplexed by her un

fireplace, and the young banker worked there a clean breast of all his troubles. Could it be

under a shaded lamp. His very look, pale and that Zilpah had formed some desperate scheme,

haggard, would have scared any one of his he thought, by which she perceived a forlorn

clients, could they have glanced in upon him . chance of lifting him out of his difficulties ?

He was leaning his head upon one hand while He was still busy over his papers — the clock

he scratched away with the other on a large five when a ring at the hall door caught hisin the tower of St Botolpl's had just struck

sheet of foolscap paper. But the more deeply

he went into calculations, the more clearly did ing-house anhour ago—and there was no porter
The clerks were gone--had left the count

he realise that ruin, possibly disgrace, stared or housekeeper on the premises. Harborn hast

him in the face. ened to answer the summons.

He threw down his pen at last, and began “Why, Zilpah ! ' he cried — for it was Zilpah

naval power.

CHAPTER III.-A PERILOUS SILENCE.

car:
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room ,

Garfoot who stood at the door—' I had quite Harborn stared at her in blank amazement.

given up the hope' She wore the long cloak which she had thrown

'Had you ! I am sorry I'm solate,' she over her shoulders when leaving home that

interposed ; 'but ' afternoon , and the hood had fallen back, and

• Come in ,' said Harborn, closing the bank her beautiful hair was in great disorder. Žilpah

door and leading the way up - stairs. " I can't noticed his look, and drew up the hood so that

tell you how glad I am to see you , Zilpah, only a few stray tresses peeped out about her

whether you've brought good tidings or bad . ' forehead .

Zilpah followed in silence. He had only "Since you insist,' said Harborn, leaning back

caught a glimpse of her face by the light of resignedly in his chair, ' I will treat you as

the street lamp while letting her in , but it had I would an ordinary customer.-— Miss Garfoot,

impressed him as being painfully troubled . The what can I have the pleasure of doing for

faint hope of rescue - if it could be called hope you ?'

at all — which the girl's words had awakened Zilpah drew a sigh of relief as she took

on the previous night were swiftly dissipated. from the bosom of her dress an oblong envelope.

She had failel in her brave effort to aid him ; ' I have a draft here — I don't understand these

she had come to tell him so ! business matters-a draft on some bankers in

But Harborn assumed as cheery a manner as San Francisco, as far as I can make out, for

he could muster while ushering Zilpah into his seven thousand eight hundred pounds Will

It was sad to think that she should you oblige me by taking charge of it ? ' She

enter it for the first time, and make it seem held it towards Harborn as she spoke. His

almost sacred to him , on the very last night hand tremblecl as he took it from her ; and

that he was destined to seat himself at the old after scrutinising it with the eye of an expert,

desk .
looked perplexedly into Zilpal's face. He was

" You see,' said he, with a forced laugh, as he about to speak, when she interposed with the

pointed to a heap of papers on a side table, question : Does it seem to be all right ?—or

I'm busy putting my affairs in order. To- does it appear a mere valueless bit of paper,

morrow , Zilpah -- to -morrow, I shall give the that you stare so ?'

lawyers instructions to announce the much -to ' It's genuine enough. Yes, quite in order,

be-regretted suspension of Harborn's Bank. And said Harborn. Do you wish this amount

then and then placed at your credit ?'

* Excuse me for interrupting, ' said Zilpah , 'My credit ? I don't understand . '

sinking wearily into the seat he offered her • It is your wish, I mean,' said Harborn, ' to

beside the fire, but does your bank close at four open a deposit account with our house for

o'clock ? ' seven thousand eight hundred pounds ; isn't it

IIarborn looked at her with surprise ; the so ?'

cold tone in which she spoke was so unlike ' Yes.'

Zilpah Garfoot. " This bank draft needs your endorsement,'

Ten to four are the official hours,' said he, said Ilarborn , turning it about between his

almost unconsciously a lopting her formal man- fingers.

“May I ask your reason for inquiring ? ' Endorsement ? What might that be, sir ?'

Suppose, Mr Harborn ' - she scarcely seemed • Your signature,' Harborn explained ; and he

to heed his question - suppose one hail money rose to make room for her at his desk, and

one wanted to pay into your bank to -night, then handed her a pen .

would it be too late ? '
When this further act of formality had been

“ Yes ; too late in the ordinary way,' said the carried out, and Zilpah had filled up a printed

young banker, seating himself at his desk and bank form headed Deposit Account,' Harborn

looking at Zilpah with increasing surprise. It opened a safe which stood in the wall behind

is not our custom to receive or pay any moneys Zilpal's chair, and having placed the draft in

after four o'clock - on Saturdays an hour earlier. a small sile-drawer, relocked the safe and said :

But why do you ask ? ' ' By the way, would you have the goodness,

' I want to open an account at your bank Miss Garfoot, to state on this slip of paper one

to -night, if possible-to-night, if you will break small detail inore ? I am sorry to trouble you.

the rules to oblige an old friend.' For what period is the money to remain on

•An old friend ? Harborn could no longer leposit ?'

bear this freezing formality. " What can you
Zilpah wrote across the paper, ' Five years.'

mean ? 1 - I don't understand you ! You don't He" uttered an exclamation , and was about

scem the same person to -night. Dear Zil. to speak , but once more Zilpal's look and

attitude checked him . She moved towards the

“ No, no ! Let iis settle this affair. — Don't woor.

near me ! ' she cried, as Harborn rose. “ You're not going ?' said he, aghast.

" Treat me as you would a stranger - a bank • Why not ? Yes ; I am going home. The

customer. I am nothing more . ' matter is settled , I think ; isn't it ?-Good

Nothing more ? night .'

' No. And if ,' said she - ' if you refuse me But Harborn could not endure this comedy

if ' or tragedly as he felt it to be. " Stay ! You
"What then ? ' shall not leave me like this ! You have saved

' I must call at ten to -morrow ,' said Zilpah, my name— the honour of Harborn's Bank.

in a firmer voice, “ and get the business settled Only an hour ago,' said he, ' I saw no escape

down-stairs , Mr Ilarborn, by one of your out of the ruin that threatened ; and, like a

clerks.'
coward , I was bent on flight. I should never

e

ner.

palı !!

come
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mare was

your love ?

now.

day ?

no

have prospered : I know that - never have seen of his insolvent condition, she had given every

you again ! But it is only now—now that you , proof that she was willing to risk the loss of

Zilpah, have come to my rescue and removed å fortune in order to save the house.

this crisis from my life, that I can clearly com He went out and walked over to the Cross

prehend how you must despise me. ' Keys hostelry, where the black

Despise you ?' Her voice was low, and a stalled ; and presently he was cantering home

softer look had come into her eyes. ward along the dark highway. And yet, in

“ Yes ! I have myself to thank for your un spite of the fact that an almost overpowering

bending attitude,' said Harborn, in a contrite load of anxiety had been lifted off his mind,
tone. It is well deserved. But if you only another and even weightier care seemed to have

knew how deeply I love you , Zilpah , I think fallen upon him . It seemed to Harborn, in a

you would show some mercy. I even think vague sort of way, that while accepting financial

you would make some allowance for me if you aid from Zilpah Garfoot, he was giving up

knew to what a desperate strait the affairs of something that he valued a hundred times

the bank were driving me.' more. Suddenly he drew in rein . It was not

" I make every allowance,' Zilpah replied . yet too late to go to her and give back this

You-you don't understand. I Pray, let seven thousand eight hundred pounds. But as

me go !!
he was on the point of turning his horse's

One word, Zilpah. What does this mean ? ' head , a strange disinclination, that almost
Harborn urged. You have still some confi- amounted to dreadl, came over him. It was as

dence You must have ! You never would though some voice had wliispered in his ear,

have lodged this large sum with me to- night , urging him to pursue his homeward way. A

knowing what you know , unless you trusted deep gloom , like the shadow of a huge warning

in my honour. May I not still lope to win hand, seemed to have been lifted between him

and the old town . What could it mean ? His

· Let me go ! ' own foreboding thoughts perhaps, he reflected,

One look then - one word ! You cannot as he rode forward at a quickened pace.

doubt, pleaded Harborn, “ since you have placed Zilpah Garfoot reached home, meantime,

the means in my power, that I shall succeed breathless with running. She raised the latch

My reputation is at stake ; and I love of the forge door and went in noiselessly The

you. Will you promise to bemy wife some door leading into the kitchen stood ajar, and

she caught a glimpse of her father seated in

It can never be !—Don't question me,' cried his chair beside the hearth. There was

Zilpah, looking wildly about for a way of light in the room except the glow from the

escape. ' I tell you it can never be.' fire, but it showed him lost in pleasing thoughts ;

Their eyes met. A gleam of angry light for lie smiled benignly to himself, and poised

came into Harborn's look. ' I'll question you his head at a listening angle. His violin lay
no more !

He walked towards the safe and upon a chair at his side.

again unlocked it. 'Why, Zilpah , ' said lie , looking up, where

What are you doing ? ' Zilpah asked in alarm . have you been ? I had thought to have had

" This bank draft for seven thousand eight you , my dear, in St Botolph's this a'ternoon to

hundred pounds,' said Harborn in a hoarse hear me play.'

voice, has been remitted to you , Miss Garfoot, But of a sudden there was a change in the

by Pilgrim Gray ! He is on his way home to blacksmith's face. The change was so marked

make you his wife—is already here — and that Zilpalı could scarcely suppress a It

and ' filled her with dread ; for her father half rose,

' Read that ! ' she interposed ; and she han led and then sank back, clutching the armıs of his

him the letter which she had found in the chair convulsively.

oaken chest, sealed with a black seal and con " Father ! are you ill ? '

taining the bank draft. " Ill ? No. Don't you know what's wrong ?

Harborn took it and glanced at the contents. Help me with my coat !' and the blacksmith

" He is deal ! ' cried he. struggled to his feet, and stepping to the

She bent her eyes and gave no response. window, looked out. Why, there ain't no

He stepped impulsively towards her. " Zilpah ! worser crime.-What's come
that I

what is there now to keep us a part ? ' should sit a- cogitating here at thistime o' night?

She shrank back , avoiding his hand. " Don't The hand -lamp, my dear - quick ! '

question me,' said she - ' don't touch me ! Let The lamp ?' said Zilpali, with a bewildered

me go.' look .

There was no detaining her a moment more. Garfoot glanced round at her his

Harborn let her go, standing at the bank door, shoulder as she held up his coat. • Why,

utterly mystified while watching her dark what's come to you ?, It's time I looked to

figure as she fled across the market-place and the minster light; ain't it ? It's death to let

disappeared. Then he went slowly back to the 'em steer into Boston Deeps without it a dark

room up -stairs, and sat down at his desk, try- night like this !!

ing to puzzle out what all this could mean . Father ! ' and Zilpah recoiled from him with

Surely she loved him . And yet her strange horror in her face - ' is it possible you've for

words and actions had filled liis mind with a gotten to light the lantern in St Botolph's

sense of tormenting doubt. Still there seemed Tower ? '

to him something more than mere friendship “ Ay ! ' and Michael Garfoot hung his head

in her generous impulse ; for by placing this dejecteilly for the first time for five -and

bank draft in his hands, with a full knowledge twenty year. '

cry.

6

to me

over
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Zilpah hastened to light the hand -lamp, while said Zilpah, “as we were a while ago — 1 — I'll

her father walked to and fro impatiently, button- tell you everything.'

ing his coat about him with trembling hands. The blacksmith looked up inquiringly : ' About

Where ha' you been these hours ?' he sud- ; Pilgrim , is it ?'

denly asked , turning upon the girl with a Yes. I'll tell you what's happened,' said

touch of anger in his tone such as she had she - what's happened since I came here to look

never experienced from him before. for that letter. Yes, father, you shall know all .'

“ To look for that letter ,' said she - that letter Garfoot put the letter into his pocket once

from Pilgrim Gray.' She handed him the lamp. more, and took the lamp out of Zilpal's hand.

* You - you up there in the tower, Zilpah, ' About Pilgrim , is it ?' he reiterated. Well !

and never had the thought to come for me? — , wait two seconds. I'll soon set the lantern

Ah , well ! It's a warning. It won't happen a -going ; and then we'll get home.?

again . — You found Pilgrim's letter ? ' Zilpah waited in the darkness, seating herself

· Yes.' a step near the open archway, while her

• In the oak box ; ( lid you ? ' father mounted the stairs into St Botolph's

“ Yes ; it was there.' She took out the letter lantern . In another minute the beams from

and held it towards him . this minster lighthouse of the Fens flashed out

“ Ay, that's the one ! ' said the blacksmith , alike upon land and sea. The blacksmith, half

recognising the long envelope and black seal. – blinded by the strong glare, averted his eyes

‘ But how about the money ? That was an idle as he turned to descend the tall ladder. He

yarn of John Grimshaw's, I'll be bound ! ' had scarcely descended a dozen steps, when he

No, father ; it was no idle yarn .' saw Zilpah come from under the archiway some

' No ! wasn't it ? Well, I never !—But I feet below him , into the blaze of light, run

dus’n't stop to talk now , said he, moving to quickly along the terrace, and sink beside some

wards the door. ' I'd a deal rather the money thing that seemed to Michael Garfoot like the

had been lost than this should ha' happened. prostrate figure of a man . A moment after

Upon my word , I woulil ! And on such wards and he saw his daughter spring to her

night - such a dark night too. ' feet and turn an eager upward look at him

Žilpah had opened the door. He took the while shading her eyes with her hand. " Father !'

letter, thrust it into his pocket, and hurriedl , she cried , in a frightened voice.

out. 'Ay, ay, my dear. I'm a-coming.'

Michael Garfoot had not gone far — had not Father ! it's Pilgrim Gray !'

yet reached the bridge below the floodgates

over the Witham - when he heard a step be i

hind him . Ile looked back , and lifting the
NORFOLK ISLAND.

lamp above his head , Zilpah stepped breathless The Norfolk Island pine has found its way to

within the circle of light. " What's ado ??

“ Let me come with you, father ; may I ? '
most countries of the world ; but to those who

May you ? What a question !'
admire its magnificent stateliness does it occur

' It's lonely at home,' said the girl, “ and I to ask, Where is Norfolk Island, and of what

thought you were angry with me. I can't bear ; character are its people ? That facts may be as

to think that ! You're not angry, are you ? ' interesting as fiction , the following brief sketch

* No. Why should I be ? The fault's my will testify .

own. '
It may be stated that, geographically, Norfolk

She slipped her arm into his, and they hast- Island lies down in the Southern seas, distant

ened
As they went along, some four hundred miles from New Zealand,

the blacksmith, who was almost as quick to and about nine hundred miles from Australia.

interpret his daughter's moods as she was to ' It is five miles long, three across, and possesses

interpret his, surmised that there was something an area of over seventeen square miles. It is

she wished to communicate that was troubling boundled by precipitous cliffs, against which

her - something that must be weighing heavily endless breakers roll . The soil is rich and un

on her mind ; for a confession of loneliness Qulating, and bears plants of many, varieties,

at home was so unlike Zilpah. But Michael , and groups of the magnificent pines known ali

Garfoot made no effort to win his daughter's over the world.

confidence. Ile knew from experience that any ! Captain Cook discovered the island one hun

sign from him would tend to discourage rather dred and twenty years ago ; and a week after

than incite lier to speak . the occupation of the settlement of Botany Bay

When they had almost reached the last curve in 1788, a contingent of the convicts landed

up the minster stairs, Zilpah leading swiftly there was despatched thither. This contingent

with the lantern, her father cried : “ Stop a bit ! made a very small party, the total being nine

I'm a trifle short-winded to -night. I s'pose , male and six female convicts, together with

I'm a -getting old . lle sat down upon a step nine officers. These first settlers addressed

to recover breath , and took from his pocket the themselves at once to the soil , and with results

letter from Pilgrim Gray. which answered the highest expectations. At

Don't read that now ! cried Zilpalı , screen- several critical junctures afterwards, the main

ing the light with her cloak .
settlement at Botany Bay was saved from star

Not now ! Why not ?
vation by the arrival of supplies of wheat,

"Wait till we're at home,' said she. ' I will potatoes, and other produce from the little

read it to you then . And then’ island . From time to time fresh batches of

What then ? '
convicts were sent out from Australia, until,

When we are seated over the kitchen fire,' in 1793, the population numbered 1008. In

.

on their way .
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that year the produce amounted to two thou- armed ship under the command of Captain

sand bushels of wheat, fifty tons of potatoes, William Bligh, quitted Otaheite with a cargo of

and considerable quantities of other crops. In bread-fruit trees, and, a mutiny occurring on

1803 an Order from the Home Office directed board, fell into the hands of the daring out

the settlement to be broken up. Most of the laws. The captain and eighteen men were put

residents were emancipists, or persons who had into an open boat and sent adrift. The Bounty

fulfilled their term of punishment, and it was afterwards burned, and several of the

officially considered that they would make good mutineers were arrested and executed ; but nine

settlers on the mainland of Australia or in who had escaped settled on Pitcairn Island,

Tasmania. They were offered land in either of where, twenty years after, their descendants were

these places equal to that which they owned discovered, now grown to a population of onehun

on the island ; but so reluctant were they to dred and ninety -eight - ninety -six males and one

leave the scenes of happy years, that pressure hundred and two females. On Tasmania with

had to be applied ; and it was not till 1806 drawing her subjects from Norfolk Island, arrange

that the island was vacated . ments were begun for transferring the offspring

For twenty years the island now to of the mutineers from Pitcairn Island thither ;

waste. Looking back from to-day, one sees and in three years the transfer was completed,

how egregious was the blunder which drove the dependency under these new conditions

the emancipists from what they had made a being again placed under the Governor of New

home. Many of them did well in Tasmania South Wales, with instructions that the people

and Australia afterwards; but many returned were to be allowed to develop after their own

to evil ways, and that which was a garden in ideals. Governor Denison displayed special inte

the wild seas became once more a place of deso- rest in the starting of them on sound lines ,

lation and decay. In 1826 the island was made while_fulfilling to the letter his instructions

a settlement for prisoners condemned to penal ' from England ; and soon the little community

servitude in New South Wales. Prisoners con was furnished with a Constitution, which to

demned in Great Britain were sent to New the average mind of forty years ago must have

South Wales ; and to satisfy an official regula- seemed dangerously experimental. The franchise

tion of the time, those condemned in New was given to all persons of twenty -one years of

South Wales were thus sent to Norfolk Island. age and with ability to read and write. Edu

The eighteen succeeding years make a terrible cation was made compulsory under a fine of

chapter of crime and its expiation. The island sixpence per day, the accumulated fines going

became the terror of civilisation . Death was towards the remuneration of the schoolmaster,

preferable to living there. Dr Ullathorne, who was guaranteed a minimum of a ten shil

Roman Catholic vicar of New South Wales, 1lings poll-tax per child per annum .

and afterwards Bishop of Birmingham , England, forbidden to manufacture intoxicating drinks

went to the island in 1834 in the course of except for medicinal purposes ; and if it were

duty. A mutiny had broken out, in which attempted to introduce them by sea , they were

nine of the insurgents were killed, and twenty- i to be seized and poured into the harbour.

nine were condemned to die . Of the twenty Seemingly, these measures of political and

nine, eleven were executed . “ The twenty -nine social government suited well the circumstances

men,' Dr Ullathorne writes, were confined in of the island and the temperament of the people,

three cells. I read the names of the eleven for, with slight changes, progress has been the rule.

who were to die. Each thanked God. The The population is now seven hundred and fifty.

cruelties practised here made demons of men. Originally, married and single were given a

Men drew lots to see who would kill the other.' certain number of acres ; but now the unmarried

Judge Burton attended to one hundred and receive only twelve and a half acres, while the

thirty capital cases at one assizes in the same married obtain twenty -five ; and with both , con

year. The little island which had had eighteenditions are laid down demanding, under pain

years of such peace and happiness that men of forfeiture, annual improvements up to certain

longed to make it their lasting home, and from values. In addition to the population proper,

which they were only removed by absolute there reside on the island a couple of hundred

official pressure, became in these later eighteen natives from adjacent parts connected with the

years a plaguie-spot of human degradation, Melanesian Mission, but the affairs of the island

where the wildest and blackest passions brooded . are conducted without any regard to these.

And in the first period, as in the second, the The chief magistrate is provided with two coun

material officialism operated upon was of con- sellors to advise him ; and there is a jury of

vict pattern , leaving it to be seen how important seven elders, over twenty-five years of age, to

a part system plays in the punishment and deliberate and pronounce upon the guilt or

nianagement of criminals. innocence of accused persons. Last year, Judge

In 1844 the island was declared to be no Docker, of New South Wales, was commissioned

longer a dependency of New South Wales, and to go to the island to hear two cases of excep

was by letters-patent annexed to Tasmania ; but tional gravity. The judge found on that occa

nine years afterwards, on the cessation of trans- sion that the permanent force of the island

portation to Tasmania, the straggle of inhabit consisted of one policeman, and that no jail

ants was withdrawn, and once more the home of existed . Having to sentence a girl to a term of

the great pines was given up to desolation. On nine months imprisonment, he was accordingly

this occasion, however, it was quickly revisited . obliged to order her to serve the sentence in a

About the time the small band of convicts was private household, where it was agreed she

sent from Botany Bay to Norfolk Island to would be kept constantly employed and locked

experiment for å habitation , the Bounty, an up securely every night.

1
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ones.

Such is this remarkable little island in the himself to be exceedingly wide awake. On the

southern hemisphere. There are no destitute whole he was a bit of an enigma.

there ; none is out of work or hungry. Every Sattoo was as nearly as possible the reverse

acre of their little domain is put touse. Cere- of all this. He was a smart, well set-up , good

als and fruits of all sorts flourish luxuriantly. looking darkie. His shiny countenance invari

The excitements of the outside world rarely ably wore a pleased expression , and when that

intrude. The islanders occasionally complain of bright smile of his expanded into a broad grin,
this last matter ; and to meet their desires, the which it did a hundred times a day, he dis

Imperial authorities lately arranged that a boat played two rows of pearls which were at once

shall call at least four times a year. Perhaps the admiration and the envy of the beholder.

this will make their simple lives more enjoyable. As a combination , Kaki and
Sattoo were

It is at all events to be hoped that it will not distinctly a puzzle. It was impossible to say

make them less so .
whether they were friends or foes. They

carried out to the letter the routine regulations

which decreed that they should be associates in

A TALE OF ACCRÁ. toil, whether the sphere of operations was the

ACCRá is the capital of the Gold Coast, a

garden , or whether wood was to be hewn or

water to be drawn ; and to all appearances

portion of Her Majesty's dominions that has they worked amicably enough together; but

no great reputation as a sanatorium . Fate once for all that they never seemed to lighten their

ordained that my lot should be cast for a while task , whatsoever it was, by the exchange of a

in this West African town, and an agreeable remark of any kind . Day after day it was the

lot it was in many ways, notwithstanding the same : Kaki was eternally glum ; and Sattoo,

insalubrity of the climate. My billet necessi- so far as one could judge, the embodiment of

tated my living in a castle, which was not the good -humour.

least novel experience among a variety of new Matters had been progressing in this fashion

When I say a castle, it is not to be ever since my arrival at the castle, when early

understood by this that I mean it frowning one morning, as I was taking it easily in my

edifice with cloud-cappell towers,' and Gothic veranda, in pyjamas, obscured from the view

or Norman windows, as the case may be, aſter of the outside world by the stephanotis that

the manner of the solid piles of medieval days. clambered over the trellis-work, I was surprised

On the contrary, there is to be pictured to the to hear not only a discussion, but a heated one,

mind's eye a light and airy structure, neatly taking place between our usually silent young

perched on a promontory on the seaboard, and friends. Several words were pitched ina suf

in its design admirably adapted to the exigencies ficiently liigh key to be heard where I was,

of equatorial life. Cool breezes played about its but as they were in the Kroo vernacular, the

verandas, from which could be surveyed waving mysteries of which I had not yet explored ,

palms, a cloudless sky, and a blue sea . they conveyed nothing to me. But 1 fully

My quarters were situated on the western expected, when I looked out into the garden

battery, and commandedl a view of the exten- to acquaint myself with what was happening,

sive courtyard below. Now this courtyard had to see Kaki assault his helpmate with the

one remarkable feature about it, which was that watering-pot that he held in his hand , and a

quite a spacious portion of it was devoted to counter -attack to be made by Sattoo wit the

horticultural purposes. There were tubs and pots rake which he held in his. Both liad assumed

galore ; and several ornamental beds had been defiant and defensive attitudes. Ilappily, low

laid out . To crown all, a magnificent flamboy- ever, at that moment the sergeant of the Haussas

ant periodically donned its scarlet mantle. The on guard at the castle gates hove in sight, and

whole was surrounded by a hibiscus helye. It as he was coming in the direction of the dis

was in and about this attractive spot, which lay putants, they pocketed their differences, and

adjacent to my quarters, that the little drama resumed work as if nothing had happened. It

was enacted which is the subject of this narrative. was evident that a climax of some description

On the staff of black servants at the castle had been reachel.

were two Kroo Boys, whose substantive (luty it On the following day a further mystery pre

was, at six o'clock every morning, punctually, sented itself : Sattoo was nowhere to be found.

to turn into the garden that has been referred Hehad suddenly an unaccountally disappeared,

to, water the plants — when they required it- and 110 one was able to give any information

collect and remove fallen leaves, and otherwise as to his whereabouts. When two or three

put the place in apple-pic order. A Kroo Boy, days elapsed and he still continued to be non

it should be stated , is a native of the Kroo est, it struck me very forcibly that the fall -out

Coast, the ultimate expression of the term I had witnessed between himself and Kaki

having no reference whatever, as might be might prove to be a key to the situation.

expecte, to juvenility. He may be fiiteen or Kaki , therefore, was closely questioned in the

fifty . The two Boys with whom we are con- matter ; but as nothing could be elicited from

cerned, Kaki and Sattoo, were probably each him to confirm this view, the only conclusion

about twenty. that could be arrived at was that Sattoo, in

Kaki was a tall, raw-boned youth of solemn, accordance with the eccentric methods some

almost lugubrious aspect. He rarely, if ever, times practised by the Kroo Boy, had, for

smilel, and was slow and deliberate in all his reasons best known to himself, and sublimely

movements. No one would ever have accused indifferent to wages undrawn, taken it into his

him of being capalıle of a bright idea ; but head to migrate to fresh fields and pastures

yet on occasions, when least expected , he proved | new . Ile was not immediately replaced, and
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Kaki continued to perform single-handed the Entering at the northern gate while Kaki was

daily round of duties which had been assigned speaking, there then appeared upon the scene

to himself and his late companion . the individual in question, an arch -priest in

About three weeks after Sattoo's mysterious fetichism , and a personage not frequently seen

disappearance, I had sat myself down in my in public. He was a most remarkable looking

veranda one morning, soon after sunrise, to figure. At a first glance one might have been

negotiate just one ' Egyptian ,' and cogitate pos- deceived into the belief that he was not a man

sibly of England, home, and beauty. Kaki but a woman - fat and forty - though certainly

came to work as usual, and I watched him as not fair. Ilis waist was lost in another portion

he set about his task. Something peculiar in of his body , and if he was not addicted to the

his manner caused me to take more than ordi- ways of the sy barite, his face certainly libelled

nary, notice of his proceedings. There was lim . He wore no covering on his heail , and

no doubt that he seemed to be uncommonly his wool, which liad been allowed to grow to

perturbed in spirit. His heart was clearly not unusual length, was twisted into plaits, which

in his work. Moving about irresolutely, he by a dexterousarrangement on the skull resem

appeared to be incapable of fixing his attention bied a cluster of intertwined snakes. There

for long on anything. Then , for a change, he was a cunning, wicked look in his small twink

would fall into a brown-study, only to wake ling eyes. His nose was broad and flat, his

up and glance about him with a half-nervous, mouth large, his lips thick and colourless. He

expectant air. And so on. waddled rather than walked . Such was man

If I was puzzled by Kaki's erratic behaviour, niko, who had the reputation — not without good

I was considerably more so by the unexpected ground, I fear of being a singularly accom
apparition, at one of the entrances to the gardlen , plished rascal. I felt convincedthat his pres

of Zeelah , the dusky belle of Accrá. I had ence in the garden boded no good.

not seen that graceful little creature for many During the recital Kaki's account of Sattoo's

months, and lier presence was a pleasing sight. faithlessness, Zeelah remained speechless. It

Report had it that she had been sent to Krobo, was six months or more since she had seen

the fetich stronghold in the hills where all heard of Sattoo, the seclusion of Krobo being

maidens of marriageable age are sent for the rigorous in the extreme ; and, loth as she was

purpose of being subjected to certain heathenislı ' to believe it, the thought would assert itself that
rites. However that may have been , there she , after all he had forgotten her. It was a cruel

was now as comely as ever, attired in a simple blow, and the licart of the little fragile thing

arrangement of blue baft, and looking charin- was split fairly in two.

ingly picturesque. Zeelah lingered a while Mainiko expressed no surprise at sceing

where she stood, and then passed in , walking Zeelah . It was to be assumed that he was

with timid steps to where Kaki, with his back fully informed of the movements of every

turned to her, was leaning over liis rake, ap- member of his flock, and she belonged to it.

parently engrossed in one of his brown-studies. On being appealed to by Kaki, lie took up the

He was not aware of her presence until she tale of Sattoo's desertion , and delivered himself

was quite close to him . As soon as he looked of many pious reflections on the subject of her

up and was recognised , it seemed, from the dis- happy escape from such a villain .

appointed expression but too plainly, depicted But Zeelah hardly heard. She felt benumbed,

on Zeelah's face, that he was not the person and all the light and joy in her little world

she expected to meet. Vlaking the best of the were extinguished. Without vouchsafing a word,
situation, however, she smiled, wished him she turned from the two men and moved

good -day, and inquired as to where she could ; slowly away: But her strength failed her, and
find Sattoo. She had only just come in from with eyes bedimmed , she sank into the first

the hills , she said , in a soft voice, and Lectlas, seat that presented itself. As she sat there

her guard, had allowed her to stop at the castle with bowed head and broken heart, she might

to see her betrothed . Where was he ? Did not have been in the tomb for any impression that

Sattoo still work each day with Kaki ? There her surroundings could make upon her. When

was not a little anxiety in Zeelal's tones as she awoke from this state of trance, she found

she put these questions. “ Tell me,' she con- Vanniko standing by her side.

tinuel, " Sattoo is well ? —nothing has happened • Biyo ' (dlaughter'), said he, “ it is not good for

to him ?? She saw that something was amiss, thee so to tear thy soul with thoughts of Sattoo .

and the suspense evidently wrung her heart. Ile is a bad man, and made but pretence to

Kaki, as if unwilling to cause the pain which love thee ; and when thou wentest to the hills,

he knew his announcement would give, seemned he married Dede ; and have I not seen them

to hesitate at first, but then told lier how after the day's toil, at sunset, walking hand in

Sattoo had suddenly vanished, and no one hand , making great love to each other ? Think

knew what had become of him . But he (Kaki) no more of Sattoo, little Zeelah . I have plans

knew—a statement that he conveyed with a for thee that will make thee happy::

wink and a shake of the head indicative of What wouldst thou have me do, father ?'

much wisdom - and since Zeelah wished it , he said the sorely stricken girl. The question was

would tell her. It might be a hard thing for asked somewhat abruptly as she rose from the

her to bear, but it was best that she should be · bench on which she had thrown herself. She

told it at once . Sattoo had forgotten her, and had a fine sensibility, and was stung by the

was married to Dede, his cousin , whom Zeclah heartlessness of Manniko's suggestion that she

knew. They lived in Akim. "But Manniko will could so easily efface the memory of her own

tell thee all about it, ' he added , " for is it not true - love. As she stood there with her head

the holy father that I see coming towards us ?' | tossed back, she looked a little queen.
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Manniko bent forward - his fat face shinier stock of maledictions, stepped forward

than ever, his eyes glinting with more than quickly as his obesity would permit and seized

usual devilislıness — and whispered rather than her by the wrist. The electric shock of loath

spoke aloud, Marry Kaki.' ing conveyed by his clammy hand, and the

No sooner were these words uttered than it pain that the grasp itself. inflicted, produced

seemed to Zeelah that a light straight from the piercing shriek from Zeelah that followed.
heaven revealed to her the true situation. She I had sprung to my feet with the object of

knew that Manniko was well acquainted with rushing to the rescue, when there
|

everything concerning her, as indeed he was sound as of a swirling wind . A swarthy form

concerning every man, woman, and child in had cleared the hibiscus hedge at a bound, and

Accrán. From the time that she had been left ' before Manniko had time to meet the turn that

an orphan and hal been adopted by the widow events had taken further than to release his i

Takki, an eccentric but philanthrop
ic old lady, hold of Zeelah, he was clasped round the.

he had kept a watchful eye upon her, and had middle by a pair of arms endowed with a

taken good care not to allow her to stray from giant's strength, lifted on high, and thrown

his fetich fold . She felt that he had evinced | literally in a heap on the gravel path . In the

considerabl
e interest in the legacy left to her next instant Zeelal's palpitating heart was beat

by old Bombolo, the stevedore, which consisted ing against the heroic breast of her own true

of a valuable pair ofelephants tusks and half- lover.

a- vlozen sheep. (Old Bombolo had died just be Manniko got his deserts-contused limbs.

fore she was sent to the hills.) It also recurred Nor did Kaki fail to get his ; for when it was

to her how people said that Kaki was the son proved that at the instigation of the priest he

of Manniko (a relationship, however, which the had traduced the character of Zeelaħ - hence

latter would not have found it convenient to the rake and watering-pot episode — and had

admit, owing to the fact that he professed to succeeded in sending Sattoo on a wildgoose

stand on a peclestal of strict celibacy). The chase to satisfy himself on the point, he was

thoughts of these things rushed into Zeelah's debarred any further opportunity of exercising

mind. Was there not an explanatio
n in them lis peculiar talents within the castle walls.

for Sattoo's absence, and the evident desire of There was one particular in regard to which

Manniko to see her wedded to Kaki, an alliance the conspirator'
s had sadly miscalculat

ed, and

which she knew could be made binding almost that was the celerity of Sattoo's movements. It

on the instant if she would only consent to it ? was a grave doubt, in the opinion of some,

In different circumstances, Manniko's person- whether it was intended that he should return

ality would doubtless have appealed to her as at all .

one in which was centred all that was awful On the following Sunday the chapel at the

and mysterious in the diabolical practices of castle included in its congregation two converts

fetichism , and no such thought of resisting its from paganism ---Sattoo and his bride.

influence would have entered her head . But

now every sentiment of obedience was cast to

the winds. She felt that she was the victim WANTING.

of a plot, and rightly or wrongly --hardly,

indeed , knowing what she lid, except that she

The new year has brought back the same old blooms,

The daisies for the leas,
followed the lead of her emotions — she roundly

declared her belief that the whole story of
The bluebells sweet , and the cowslips' plumes,

And the pale anemones ;
! Sattoo's desertion was false . Throwing the ugly

phrase straight into Manniko's teeth , she also ,
And again with the golden fires of spring

demanderl to know whether it was true or not :
The woods and groves are bright,

that Kaki was his son — and then - well, she
And the same old songs the blackbirds sing

did what most women would have done under
In the apple orcharils white.

the circumstances - relieved the tension of her

feelings by bursting into tears. She hac
And the dawns are bright and the eves are fair

beardled the majesty of fetichism , and what the As e'er in the days of old ;

results would be, now that she had done it, And the fragrant hawthorn scents the air, i

she trembled to think .
And the gorse is of burnished gold ;

The fiendislı expression that came over the And the wind has come o'er the southern seas

Silenus-like visage of Manniko when he found From shores where the nereids play ;

himself thus defied by a girl over whom he And as of old , do the brigand bees

had never doubted the completeness of his On the clover blossoms stray .

authority, can be more easily imagined than

I describel . He was convulsed with rage, and
positively gasped for speech. When articulation There ' s an amber sea in the far -off west,

did come, however, it was full of malice and Where the hills and the sunset meet ;

all uncharitableness. lle swore by all the And the hymn of the throstle by its nest

ghosts of his ancestors that her tongue should Is tender and clear and sweet ;

be slit, and that she should do at least twenty
And I wait and watch, as in days of yore,

moons of penance. And a lot more.
By the ivied trysting -tree ;

At her flow of tears Zeelah felt relieved , but But al, never, never, nevermore

she was not unreasonably frightened at Manni Can my sweetheart come to me !

ko's threats, and turned as if to flee his

presence. But the priest divined her intention, Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

and, as he had not yet nearly exhausted his 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH,

All Rights Resered.
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by the “ rapide ' from Bordeaux to Spain. But
A DAY IN THE LANDES.

it is not enough. There is much beauty in

By CHARLES EDWARDES. this kaleidoscopic picture. The green pines in

The Landes, or wastes, of France do not form their close ranks look charming on a hot day,

a very attractive district for tourists, even and their varied undergrowth of pink -purple

French tourists. But they are well worth a leather, gorse, and brambles, with , perhaps, the

visit. The people here are among the more ; added glow of the bracken in its autumnal

primitive inhabitants of the country. For long colours, form a vision of beauty that would

they were left to themselves, their dunes, pine extort praise from any one. But, we repeat,

forests, marshes, and large silent lakes ; while this is the Landes at their best. The casual

the rest of the country revelled in railways, traveller would exclaim , “What a lovely region !!

high -roads of the best class, and the other and, marking the innumerable little earthen pots

blessings and excitements of civilisation . Their hitched to the base of the gashes in the trees ,

favourite, indeed to some extent their enforced , I might be excused for supposing that it is a

method of locomotion was stilts ; and they wore wealthy region too. These pots are for the col

sheep-skins, like those other extremely back- lection of the resin which is the one industry
1

ward people, the Sardinian peasants. of the Landes. There must be millions of them

But nowadays things are a little better with in use between Bordeaux and Bayonne. They

them. It is an enormous tract of country, this and the resin they gather do, in fact, represent

native land of theirs. Roughly, its western ' a large annual expenditure and receipts. But

side stretches from the mouth of the Girondle for all that, this is one of the poorest districts of

to the Spanish frontier, more than a hundred , rich, thrifty France . “ There is no money here

and fifty miles of length ; and there are places at all , ' said a large, moustached lady of Bordeaux

where its width is as much as fifty miles. ' to the writer the other day among the pines.

Such an area exacted a colossal method of She had been visiting her relatives at Cazeaux,

amelioration . A hundred years ago, this was and was, she said, glad to return to the opu

begun by the planting, first of all , of pines near ' lent city she had macle her home.

the coast, to stop the invasion of the sand The thing to do is to get to the coast south

dunes ; and the improvements then begun have ; of Arcachon — that gay little health and pleas

never ended. Roads of a kind now traverse ure resort-and , from the sun it of one of the

the district at broad intervals, canals have sand mountains, contemplate as much of the

been cut to draw off the waters which used district as the clearness of the day will allow.

regularly in winter to form swamps as pesti- Pines and sand for miles and miles ; and the

lential as destructive to agricultural enterprise, Atlantic chafing against the sandhills, as if it

and there are even railways of a sad, slow yearned to drive them inland in the old way,

order, a journey on which gives the traveller without let or hindrance. A healthy, invigorat

abundant leisure for taking stock of the mon- ing prospect, but somewhat melancholy in its

otonous landscape within his ken . More than loneliness ! Man can get little satisfactory foot

this can hardly be done for the Landes. It is hold in such a land . And there are some two

not as if there were a subsoil here that would thousand square miles of it which are about

repay the hard -working cultivator. The land as thinly inhabited as the Sahara. Where it is

is sandy to the last degree, and what vegetable not sanıl, it must be pines or nothing. A man

matter is mixed with the sand is a bar rather may nowhere in Europe lose himself more easily

than an aid to fertility . —and perhaps with less assurance of speedly

One gets a glimpse of the Landes in careering rescue — than here, within a few hours of the

I
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fourth city in France. The soft sand is not at Before him was a drove of distressed bullocks,

all easy for walking, and the tangle of bram- lolling their tongues and tinkling the bells

bles and heath is in places dense enough for about their necks . He had brought them from

anything. Besides, the occasional weedy water- the forest on his ten -feet legs, controlling them

ways which link the great lakes of the Landes friend" and his cream -coloured kine passed on

with a pole as long as his legs. Our stilted

together are another opposition to comfortable upthe leafy street of La Teste, and we set

progress in a set direction. They are straight our faces towarıls the forest, already redo

and stagnant, and upon the whole repellent : lent of turpentine, and just gilded in the west

one fancies, the moment one is in their depths, by the sinking sun. It was not a very wise

some subaqueous power will grapple one's legs proceeding, this walk of ours, at such å time.

with irresistible force . A futile death -shout, IBut the Briton on tour is allowed a certain

and there will be one lost traveller the less in license of eccentricity ; and besides, though there

was no moon to aid us, we knew that the road

the world .
was unmistakable, and that the southern stars

It was by mere chance that we spent a night
on such a night might be trusted to help us

by one of these lonely lakes of the Landes. somewhat.

We were in Arcachon, anıl , being thirsty, All too soon the sunset glow in the unclouded

entered one of its numerous cafés. Here we heavens intensifiel. We could see the lurid

clashed with a fine-looking man , who was soon | light through thearcades of the pine trunks in

well at work explaining that it were a sin to the west. Then the stars appeared one by one,

leave the district without visiting Cazeaux. To and the hum of insects, with the louder simul

lend further zest to his words, he gave us his ' taneous chirp of grasshoppers, broke forth on

card, a professional bit of pasteboard depicting both sides. ' It was like being in the tropics.

on stilts, and telling that the name in- | And the close warm air was also more than a

scribed on it belonged to the man who in 1889 little suggestive of latitudes lower than the

ascended the Eiffel Tower on these same stilts ; forty -fifth parallel.

and also, two years later, journeyed-of course We passed no houses and no enclosures. At

for consideration-from Paris to Moscow in first, it was the forest and nothing but the

fifty-eight days on the like cumbrous supports. forest. Later, on the left hand, we could dimly

This was most interesting. We had come, in ' listinguish a vast tract of the unregenerate

short, face to face with the very archetype of : Landes—level and arid and unplanted ; while

the Landes' people. It was diverting into the on the right the forest continued, with

bargain to learn ihat our honest friend - a baker (azeaux's railway line showing faintly now and

by traile—had killed two birds with one stone ! then close alongside 11s. There was much that

by gaining a medal for his bread at a Moscow | was eerie about this walk , and until the Great

Exhibition. Ile must have had plenty of time i Bear was very emphatic in the heavens, and

for thought about commercial ventures during red Mars had appeared in the east, we rather

that long stride across the middle of Europe.
felt than sav our way.

And so, in the cool of a hot September day, Cazeaux consists of a hamlet and a railway

we left Arcachon for La Teste , where there are terminus , less than a mile apart, but separated

scores of oyster-bells in the shallow Arcachon by one of the long dreary canals of the Landes.

Bay, and prepared for our tramp into the i It was to the hamlet that we had been directed.

forest. One naturally looked for some relic of But our application here for beris missed its mark ,

the fendal abode of that great lord of Buch A bulldog greeted us somewhat demonstratively

who lived here five hundred years and more 'as we knocked at a door which by good luck

ago, and was so stout a friend to the English belonged to the hamlet hotel. The bulldog's

, not

believe there is still a Seigneur de Buch, as And so we had to retrace our steps and

there was in Froissart's time ; but he does not flounder along the railway line in thick sand

now oversha-low the land with his might. and a forest gloom that was almost oppressive,

It was on the thireshold of the sunset hour until yet another twinkle of lights betokened

that we set out down La Teste's lusty streets, a dwelling-house. Here were welcomed

its white houses mottled by the blue cottoned sufficiently, promised beds and a supper, and

figures of men and women on the doorsteps. shown into a room remarkable for its extreme

The day's work was over : a pleasant evening's nakelness. It was much to be assured of a

idleness had begun. The people stared to see night's shelter, however, and we were glad to

us go by, as well they might. The Rue des come to an anchor. Vor did it discompose

Landes, our thoroughfare, leil nowhere exceptius very much to hear that there were mos

to Cazeaux, eight good miles away. Doubtless, quitoes in the forest, and that, in all likeli

the villagers asked themselves what in the hood, we should make their acquaintance in

world we could want in the forest at such the dark hours. What shall we do with themı ? '

an hour. But they did not put the question we innocently asked the stalwart landlady of

to 118 ; they gave directions plainly the inn, when we marked the absence of mos

enough, anıl were content to add a mere com- quito or other curtains to the beds. ' Do ! '

ment on the length of the road . quoth she - why, kill them -- so ! ' and she put

On the skirts of the village, with the dark | finger and thumb to her check as an object

pines already absorbing the paling horizon lesson. This good lady also carried a moustache

before us, we obtained our first and last view of to her lip that would have made her ridiculous

a Landles' man on stilts. He was a picturesque in England. Down here, though, it was not

person in blue, with a gourd slung round him. I of a size to attract notice. We had seen

lis .

We

us our

e
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women not only with twirled moustaches, but -told their own tale of the uphill work of

also with whiskers worthy of the attribute the local labourer.

Dundreary . There is a church in the hanılet, a common

The night passed more tranquilly than we place French country church , with white walls

had a right to expect. We were not troubled and a ceiling painted with stars. But the plane

inordinately by insects. And so at six o'clock trees round about were not commonplace.

we pushed open our shutters and looked at the They had already begun to don the majestic

contiguous forest in its fair sheen of morning hues of autumnal decay. Moreover, they offered

sunlight. There was something yastly exhilarat- 18 some shade. We got more shade" at the

ing in the spectacle, which includeil a corner hamlet inn , where, later, we breakfasted in a

of the great lake, lustrous as a mirror. Thus meagre fashion on a table set in the vineyard .

stimulated, we were not long in dressing, ac- This done, we gasped through the forest towards

commodating our café au lait, and getting down the railway station. We could well understand

to the lake side, where a tub- like boat with a that the heat of the summer is as deleterious to

red - faced young man was awaiting us. It had the Landes as the rains of winter. The one

been taken for granted that we would fish the withers the district with astonishing prompti

lake, an assumption we were not disposed to tude, while the other soaks it as mercilessly.

quarrel with . And so we made our way back to La Teste.

As a characteristic Landes lake, and the The train spent an hour in covering the eight

largest of them all, this of Cazeaux was well miles : perhaps the heat tried it. As we returned

worth seeing. It covers about seventeen thou- in the evening to Bordeaux , a huge beam of

sand acres, and is girdled completely by an purpled smoke was visible, trending obliquely

undulating belt of forest, seldom more than from the heart of the forest towards the

twenty or thirty feet above the water-line. | heavens. Our fellow -travellers were much agi

Here and there were slight bluffs, admirable tated by the sight. Indeed , they had some

sites for châlets. But fashionable France has reason to be, if they were either sympathetic

not yet taken to Cazeaux, and only one recl. ally or pecuniarily interested in the Landes. A

roofed villa of the ornamental kind could be forest fire had broken out. How it would burn,

discerned among the interminable pines. A with such resinous fuel to feed it, the imagina

single church spire above the trees on a dis- tion may readily conceive. These contingencies

tant shore was the only other noticeable indica- represent yet another of the hardships attendant

tion of inhabitants on the lake's circunference. | upon cultivation in this fascinating yet not

Before the shore-clunes rose up as a barrier | altogether cheerful district. This fire in a few

between this part of France and the sea, it is, hours consumed , it is said , about forty thousand

supposed a dry valley existed where the lake pounds' worth of timber.

now is ; and à Roman road is even said to

have run through the middle of it. But the

lake has now got a firm hold of the land. It THE MYSTERY OF PILGRIM GRAY.

is a hundred feet deep in places.
CHAPTER IV.-CONCLUSION.

We fished for pike, while our man lazily

rowed the racliant water. It was When Harborn reached the office next morning,

scarcely a congenial pastime at so early an after a more restful night than he had known

hour, for the air was frosty though the sun for some days, his gloomy forebodings had been

was hot. Very soon , however, we had leat ( ispelled. He sat down at his desk to open

enough for our purpose. The pale gold and his letters without any dread of the possible

turquoise and silver-gray of the morning , sky threats of creditors. He broke the seals and

were succeeded by an intense incloudet blue.

The lake became smooth as a dish, and tried read communication after communication, by

the eyes with its brilliancy. Nor had we much no means cheering—without a single qualm .

sport to encourage us to continue being slowly With few exceptions, these letters would have

broiled. Twice only did the bell ring to which Iriven him half-crazy with despair four-and

our lines were attached : a comfortable Southern twenty hours ago. But things had changed .

method of fishing which enables the angler to The bank was as firm as a rock now , His

devote his attention to other things until he credit would be saved ! For wasn't there a

has attracted the notice of a fish .
draft on demand for seven thousand eight hun

Towards eleven o'clock we returnedto the dred pounds lying snugly stowed away behind

shore and rambled about the forest. I never iron doors ? Yes ; before four o'clock that day,

more butterflies than here : notably, the Ilarborn reflected, the bill would have been

clouded yellow. The heath was in gay bloom, discounted — it was drawn upon a leading San

and the sun on our green canopy macie a fine Francisco bank -- and his affairs would be once

show . Blackberries were thick and ripe on the more in a solvent condition.

branıbles. And the yellow and bronze of the Ile unlocked the safe and took out the

bracken went well with the other colours about bank craft that Zilpah had left in his keeping.

Thus sauntering idly, we returned to the While he still stood with it in his land,

hamlet, a straggling coterie of neat little single- revolving in his mind the best and quickest

storeyed cottages dispersed about a broad clear- method of converting it into hard cash, the

ing in the forest. The people may be poor, door opened and one of the clerks canie in.

but there were no signs of poverty in their · Mr Garfoot, sir. He wishes to see you . '

tenements. Vines and fig -trees hugged the Michael Garfoot ? ' said Harborn. Show him

white walls, and made them pleasant to behold . up-stairs.'

But the cultivated fields — vines and Indian corn Among the first to put money into Harborn's

ns over

saw

us.
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bank, when Harborn’s father started the Loan need to set the sparks a-flying when dealing

and Deposit business in the market-place at with the true metal I b’lieve you to be. Come,

Boston , had been Michael Garfoot. During the sir ! We had best understand each other at

last thirty years his account with the bank lad once. '

been steadily on the increase. Harborn there • What is it ? ' said Harborn, apprehensively.

fore regarded him as one of the oldest if not • Mly girl was here, in this very office, about

the most important client. the time all this terrible business was a-going

“ Well , Mr Garfoot,' said the young banker on . I've got her word for it ! She's told me

cheerily as he placed a chair for the black- everything . You haven't a thought to deny it ;

smith, what can we do for you ? ' i have you ?

Garfoot wore a greatcoat buttoned up over “ No ! Zilpah was here about five o'clock last

his leathern apron , of which an inch or two evening,' said Harborn, taking the bank draft

peeped out below his knees. He sat down from under a paper-weight and handing it to

and began to twist his low - crowned hat nerv- the blacksmith .

ously in his hands. “ I reckon, Mr Harborn,! Garfoot took it and examined it thoughtfully.

you've not heard the news. Your manner tells The mariner, John Grimshaw , gave this to

me that.' me,' said he, ' in that black -sealed letter to

The news, Garfoot ? ' and Harboru regarded | Zilpah from Pilgrim Gray. That was a week

the blacksmith more attentively. What news?' or two ago. I've a mind to give it back.'

* Terrible, sir, ' he answered in a husky voice. ! "Why ?!

‘ You may hammer it into as neat a shape as “Why, Mr Harborn ? Why, you see, sir, I'm

you choose, you can't make it anything but mighty doubtful whether this money is my

terrible-- leastways, for me and my girl . ' girl's a'ter all . How'd it be if Pilgrim should

Zilpah ! She's not ill ?? recover ? lle might lay claim to this here seven

No. She bears up wonderful,' said Garfoot thousand odd pounds. There ain't no saying.

_wonderful, considerin '. For it's likely enough But how'd it be should he die ? Which it

there'll be a warrant out afore the day's over ain't unlikely ! If this seven thousand odd

agin her and me.' pounds be used , sir, used as a desperate means

" What can you mean ? ' o saving your bank from a smash-up—you 'll

“ That's what I've come to tell you . Some excuse plain speaking - wouldn't there be a sort

thing happened last night, sir, that looks m- of a reason to suspect you alonger Zilpah and

common like the worst o crimes --murder. An me ?'

individual was struck down, as it's thought, in Harborn started up from his desk. ' I never

St Botolpl's Tower ; and the inclividual's name thonght of that ! ' said he ; and he began to

is Pilgrim Gray.
pace to and fro.

· Pilgrim Gray ? and the colour left llarborn's Garfoot watched him distressfully, still turn

cheeks.
ing the draft over and over while waiting for

My old apprentice, Mr Harborn ,' said the Harborn to come some decision. Suddenly

blacksmith, and Zilpal's young man .' the young banker paused and rested his hand

* And you Zilpali and you-are suspected of upon the blacksmith's great shoulder. ' She

being concerned ?' has told you that I love her ; hasn't she ?'

' Ay, suspected. You can't hammer it into a Yes. My girl has kept nothing back .'

better word) , sir, try how you may .' You've no word to say against it ?'

' But — but the thing's preposterous,' criedl Not a word ,' said Garfoot.

Harborn, with an inclignant and angry look. " You have full confidence in me ?'

“How is it possible that you or Zilpah should Ay, my lad, said the blacksmith , holding

be concerned ? | out his hand ; I would trust ye with untold

“ That's soon told ,' said Garfoot ; and he pro- gold .'

ceeded to relate how his daughter was known Harborn grasped Garfoot's hand ; then he

to have been in St Botolph's Tower for an ' said : Now give me back that draft.'

hour and more yesterday afternoon ; how he', Garfoot gave it back without hesitation ; and

owing to a fit of abstraction, had neglected to then rising from his chair, shook Harborn by

light St Botolpli's lantern at the hour of sun- the hand once more, saying, ' I'll leave the

set ; and finally, how , the lantern being once , business to you, sir, and trust you to act as a

set going, Pilgrim Gray had been discovered by ! man of honour would do ! ' and then he went

Zilpah lying on the terrace injured seriously, ' out.

and like to die. “ At the very moment llarborn had risen from his desk. A look of

found him ," Garfoot concluded , who should firm resolve crossed his face. The crash might

appear at the open archway,at the top o' the come; the doors of the bank might be closed ;

stairs, Mr Harborn, but Matt Hilbins the 'but this draft on a San Francisco house, which

verger, and a mariner what calls himself John hail fallen so strangely into his hands, should

Grimshaw ! We carried Pilgrim clown-stairs never pass into circulation while a knowledge

among us, and conveyed him aboard the of its existence might even remotely injure

mariner's ship. Ile's a -lying there now 'twixt Zilpah Garfoot's name.

life and death .'

For a moment they sat silent, looking fixedly A week went by. The day was drawing to

at each other. The blacksmith' was the first to a close . Michael Garfoot, in his leathern apron

speak .
and cap, stood beside his forge fire. His

“ Mr Harborn ,' said he, laying his hand re- daughter stool opposite to him , working dili

spectfully on the young fellow's knee, I've gently at the bellows with both hands. These

known you all your life ; and there ain't no two ligures standing there, with the fire -glow

we
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ing him .

more brightly reflected, as the twilight deep Zilpah put her hand before her eyes , but she

ened outside, formed expressive group. uttered no response.

Zilpah's figure was even picturesque in its atti ' It ended by your promising to marry him ,'

tude of energy and half-conscious defiance. The said Harborn, if he, on his part, would promise

blacksmith had no look of dreaminess now . to lay no claim to the seven thousand eight

His whole aspect was that of a stern and hundred pounds for the term of five years. '

almost dogged workman, without any visible sign • Who told you this ? '

of poetry in his grimy face. He presently drew ' I have learned it from Pilgrim Gray himself,

forth a piece of red -hot iron with the tongs, on board Grimshaw's ship. He is in a fair way

and began to strike sparks from it on the to recover.'

anvil, beating out the metal in masterly style. ' I'm glad of that. I was there an hour ago ;

Zilpah leaned an arm upon the bellows, watch- but Captain Grimshaw wouldn'tlet me see him .

' For the best of reasons, Zilpah ,' said Har

Ah ! ' said he at last, still busy with hammer born ; "another meeting between you in his

and tongs, this here's the music for me a'ter present state of health would probably kill the

all. There's none like it when you're regular man. When you abruptly left the tower—

overset ! The fiddle is my 'obby, I'll not deny. when you left Pilgrim Gray to his meditations

It has helped to pass many an hour; ay, an ' - he was seized with a sudden giddiness and

cheer it too ! But this is the pitch -pipe to go fell, striking his head against the stonework .

by, my dear ; leastways, when the troubles come. There he lay until you found him an hour

Perhaps you're right, father,' said Zilpah afterwards.

wearily ; but we had need to hammer till i , Poor fellow ! I am much to blame. He

doomsday to lighten the weight of trouble looked as though he had been struck down, '

that's come upon us. said Zilpah-- and the verger gave it as his

Now , Zilpah, don't you give way, my dear,' opinion that there had been an attempt on his
said the blacksmith. It ain't like you. Our life. Even Captain Grimshaw cast suspicious

luck's sure to turn ! How could it be other looks at my father and me.
And I led you

wise with all these horse-shoes a -hanging round to believe, when I came to your office, that he

the walls ?—Come! Light the lamp. I mustn't was dead.'

be late to -night with the lantern in St Botolph's “ Yes. Why did you ?'

Tower. I don't know what the verger would ' 1 dreaded being questioned ,' said Zilpah .

say if 'twere to happen agin !' ' It was the only means of escape I could think

When her father was gone, Zilpah still stood of. We are no longer suspected ?'

leaning her arm on the bellows, keeping the ‘ No. And I'll take good care,' said Harborn,

dying embers aglow by a mechanical movement that no word is ever breathed against you

of her elbow , and throwing up fitful reflections again. The man has been subject to these

of the fire. Her cloak hung loosely over her attacks of giddiness ever since that serious

shoulders, as though she had lately been out illness that led to his reported death ; for it

upon some errand , and had come back too tired was generally believed, at the time Grimshaw

and disheartened to remove it. While she still set sail, that Pilgrim Gray was as good as dead.

stood lost in thought, the clatter of a horse's He is not the man he was never will be. He

hoofs upon the highway stole upon her ear and has never quite got over the effects of that

roused her attention . She raised her head , and fever ; and there is little doubt that, what with

seemed on the point of flight. But before she the excitement of meeting you, and his jealous

had moved a step, Harborn appeared , leading in anger upon a certain night at seeing us here

the black mare at the forge door. He dropped together-for it was Pilgrim's knock, after all !

the bridle and came forward with both hands - naturally combined to unhinge him . But he

outheld towards her : ‘ Zilpah ! ' is now out of danger once more.'

Her arin still rested upon the bellows. She Zilpah had begun to draw her cloak more

moved her elbow, and awakened a blaze that closely about her while he still spoke. ' I'll

was reflected upon both their faces. She met go and tell father at once,' said she.—- Thank

Harborn’s glance with an intensely appealing you, Mr Harborn, for coming on your way

look. honie : thank you a thousand times ! I can't

Why did you hide the truth from me ? ' he tell you what a load you've taken off my

cried. Why did you give me reason to sus- mind . — Good -night !'

pect you for a single day ? But I might have Stay ! ' and Harborn stepped quickly before

known. Forgive me You are the best - the her as she moved towards the forge door.

most generous woman that ever breathed ? * One word before you go. You can spare one

Again he held out his hands to her ; but moment more .'

Zilpah never took her eyes from his face, What is it, sir ? '

seemingly too intent upon the words he was Zilpah, don't speak so coldly. I want to

speaking to heed the gesture. ask you a question. May I ?–Well, suppose,'

' I have had the good fortune, Harborn went said he, stroking the sleek neck of his black

on, ' to learn the whole truth at last about the mare thoughtfully - suppose that Pilgrim Gray,

affair in St Botolph's Tower. You met Pilgrim realising, in his calmer moments, not only that

Gray on the minster stairs-met him at the you do not love him , but that a union between

very moment of discovering his letter and the you would lead to serious misunderstandings

bank draft. You were on the point of coming as the years went by — suppose that, realising

to me ; but he barred the way . There was à all this before it was too late, he had deter

scene-a painful scene between you , I have mined to free you from your promise - would

little doubt. you accept your release ? '

a

6
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Zilpah stared at him with wondering eyes, constrain us to the acquaintance of others. We

but no word escaped her. need not give opinions from readers, although

' Suppose, ' Harborn persisted suppose that, much might be said of the abuse of this power,

partly through his own good sense, and partly and also of over-production, as well as of the

through Grimshaw's persuasion, Pilgrim Gray increase of 'Sexmania novels, a passing disease

had resolved upon à long voyage with his in fiction, which it is to be hoped will soon

trusty friend - a voyage that might extend over yield to healthier influences.

years—and that it was his wish to
No daring interviewer has hitherto managed

seven thousand eight hunclred pounds invested to print a list of the reading of Queen Victoria,

in Harborn's Bank before he set sail—would but it has been stated that she has read some

you still keep me at arm's-length ? ' of the novels of William Black and Thomas

*Dear friend ! If it is really true,' she cried , Hardy, Edna Lyall's Donovan, and in 1892

-'if I am free - how can you ask ? ' accepted a whole set of the novels of Marie

" Because I love you . Zilpah, it's true. Corelli. The favourite reading of the late Czar

You will not refuse me now ?' of Russia consisted of the fiction of all coun

Zilpah took his outstretched hands. “ I have tries. Darwin enjoyed a novel being read to

always loved you,' said she ; but I never him, while Carlyle solaced himself with Marryat

knew how deeply until I heard Pilgrim's knock , and the like, ere he buckled to the re -writing

aud—and you were gone.' of the burnt first volume of his French Revolu

tion . Ruskin likes a good novel, and what is

Harboru's Bank prospered. And at the end more, has hintedas to improvements inthe

of five years the seven thousand eight hundred writing of them. One of the discomforts of his

pounds, which had caused Zilpalı so much dis- old age has been that the novelists have not

tress, was repaid with interest to Pilgrim Gray. | allowed him to stay long enough with the

In the turret workshop in St Botolph's Tower, people he likes, and that for the growing good

Michael Garfoot was to be often seen during of society, the varied energies and expanding

the last days of his life scated on the oaken peace of wedded life ’ should have more atten

chest discoursing melodiously on his old violin . tion. “ The true love-story begins at the altar,'

After Zilpah became Robert Harborn's wife, says R. L. Stevenson in his essay El Dorado;

she seldom found the time to mount into the and Andrew Lang tells us the story is the

tower, as she was wont to do in former days ; thing, and that all sorts of fiction are good

but ler eldest boy was often there, seated at save that which is wearisome.

the blacksmith's feet, as the verger had often The annual issue of novels, tales, and other

seen Zilpah Garfoot - he assured me in conclu- | fiction , in the shape of new books and new

sion — when she was a child .
editions, is far beyond the powers of the most

voracious reader. It amounts to something like

three books for every day in the year, and in

THE MODERN NOVEL. the case of 1894, if we include new editions,

with two hundred or so to spare. Reports from

THE best -read productions of the modern press, librarians unite in telling us of the run upon

in the sense of being widely read, are doubt- fiction in the shelves of every public and circu

less the newspaper, the monthly or weekly ting library. The Tate Library, Brixton, with

periodical with instalments of serials or short five thousand novels on its shelves, had only

stories, and the modern novel , whether in one one hundred not in circulation the other day.

volume or three volumes, either bought or Mudie's first order for a novel in demand is

perused through the circulating library. The sometimes three thousand copies. The success

idlest as well as the busiest people, the jaded of the cheap collected editions of the works of

business man , the clergyman, the lawyer as well with the continued sale of Scott, and the re
Black , Blackmore, Hardy, Meredith, and others,

as the working man, alike expatiate and recreate vival from time to time in the shape of new

themselves in the imaginary world conjured up editions of the older and more classical story

in books. Dr Conan Doyle, no mean master of tellers, all point in the same direction.

the craft, magnifies his office, and warns us not There are many modern successes which are

to look at fiction as a mere pastime. It was not easy to account for. These we can but

one of the most vital influences in the world ; chronicle, and the reader may make his or her

what the people mostly read, and what they own deductions. For instance, the sale of thirty

read, they thought, and what they thought they four of the books issued by Mrs Henry Wood

did. ' It moulded the character, and the actions has exceeded a million of copies ; and had she

of men .
When one thought of what a single been able to secure à royalty on all the drama

good novel could do, of the thousands of weary tisations of them, she might have been, if not

hours it had lightened to the sad -hearted, a millionaire, at least a much wealthier author. i

of the sick men who had been cheered up by East Lynne leads off at four hundred thousand ;

it, he felt doubtful whether there was The Channings at one hundred and forty thou

sphere of human effort by which one could sand ; Mrs IIaliburton's Troubles, one hundred

confer greater benefit one's fellow -men .' and twenty thousand ; and so on down the long

And R. L. Stevenson has said , in allusion to list, in a descending scale of popularity. Of

his own intellectual development, that the most the Heavenly Twins, four thousand were sold in

influential books, and the truest in their three-volume form , and fifty thousand altogether

influence, are works of fiction, because they in 1894. Dodo and the Yellow Aster both did

repeat, rearrange, and clarify the lessons of life, well : of the latter, three thousand went in

'they disengage us from ourselves, and they three -volume form , and the book is in a

one

On
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fourteenth edition . Of Hall Caine's Munic- Ituly lie received fifty pounds a year. And

man, fifty thousand copies were sold in five there are authors who work harder than the

months.
The sale of Scott's Antiquary during average clerk or business man, who cannot keep

the first week of publication was six thousand their heads above water. In literature, as in

copies. Of Mr Du Maurier's Trilby, one hun- other professions, there is always plenty of

dred thousand copies were disposed of by room at the top,' and the best reward there.

Harpers in America in ten weeks, and eight The struggle is at the foot of the ladder.

editions followed one another immediately on There is a fickleness about the regular novel

publication in this country : this last in three- reader : he is a perfect Athenian, ever craving

volume form, a rare event in the case of any something new ; ready to drop a favourite

novel. The American selling price, we may author, wlien tired of his characters and trick

add, is a dollar and a half ; the English edition of style, in favour of a fresh hand. Thus the

was published at the orthodox thirty -one shil- older writers get elbowed out and forgotten in

lings and sixpence. The original drawings illus- | a surprisingly short space of time. We do not

trating Peter Ibbetson and Trilby have been sold mean to indicate that this is quite the case

for fifteen hundred pounds. with William Black, Besant, and others we could

We were lately told that Mr Stanley J. name who have been before the public for twenty

Weyman made six thousand pounds in one years and more ; but so many younger men have

year : this is explained when we know that he struggled to the front, that the stage is crowded,

was able to put four books on the market and all do not get a proper hearing. Rud

when the tide turned in his favour, and as he yard Kipling, Rider Ilaggard , Stevenson, Barric,

has himself acknowledged, two thousand pounds Crockett, Hall Caine, Dr A. Conan Doyle, Mary

of this sum came from America. The sale of E. Wilkins, Stanley Weyman, Gilbert Parker,

J. M. Barrie's books was slow at first ; it took Anthony Ilope, all demand and have received

five months to sell the first five hundred of the patronage of the fiction -reading public.

Auld Licht Idylls : a notice in the Spectator | So one writer crowds out another, and the ques

started the book ; and A Window in Thrums tion will be, Who is to stay ? To be ignorant

has run up to fifty thousand copies ; while of of the younger men is to belong to a past

the Little Minister forty -six thousand have been generation, although one feels that keeping up

sold. It is quite natural here to point to the with them is often done at the expense of the

success last year of S. R. Crockett with the classics. Even the form of publication has been

Raiders and Lilac Sun-bonnet,while the fortunate threatened ; one, volume, two, or three, what

author has engagements booked up till the end shall it be ? Scott's Pirate brought in the

of the century ; and Ian Maclaren's (Rev. John thirty -one-and-sixpence price in 1822, while Silas

Watson ) Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush, has had Marner was amongst the first of the novels at

a sale of thirty thousand copies in five months. six shillings and in one volume, a form and

The increase in the demand for fiction has price which is very popular at present.

quickened the competition immensely amongst The foundation of Arrowsmitli's well-known

editors and publishers for the services of the Bristol Library, began with the phenomenal

first five or six leading novelists, and forced success of 'Hugh Conway's ' Called Back, which

up prices in proportion. It is quite possible sold for a time at the rate of ten thousand a

for a novelist who has a vogue, and who is week, and in less than four years had run

neither a Thackeray nor a Dickens, to command up to three hundred and forty-eight thousand.

one thousand pounds, or even fifteen hundred The author had parted with the copyright for

pounds, as the price for serial issue alone. eighty pounds, but the publisher (as in the case

A common inethod is to farm out a story of the Harpers and Trilby) generously gave him
through a syndicate or literary agent. Liter- a royalty afterwards on the copics sold. One

ature to the man who has a big public is of the later successes of this series has been

not altogether a beggarly business . The gross Anthony Hope's Prisoner of Zenda, which soon

value of Lord Tennyson's estate was over fifty- passed into a twelfth edition , and which , along

seven thousand pounds ; that of Mr Froude was with three more works from the same pen in

a few thousands more; while the value of 1894, and manymagazine sketches, brought this

Victor Hugo's personal estate in England was clever writer rapidly to the front. He has gained

ninety -two thousand pounds. Chapınan arranged a place in five or six years ; and his ' Chronicles

to pay Dickens seven thousand five hundred of Count Antonio' in Chambers, and other works,

pounds for his unfinished Edwin Drood , with a promise that he will keep it too, and advance.

slare in after -profits. George Eliot received in Like Anthony Hope, F. Anstey ( Guthrie) and

cash down for her different novels at least forty many another well-known author, Mr Rider

thousand pounds, Romolu alone yielding seven Haggard, when he began literary work, only i

thousand pounds. Wilkie Collins received five thought at first of filling up his time when pre

thousand pounds for Armadale, and three thou- paring for the bar. The success ofKing Solomon's
sand pounds for No Name. The Bonners of Mines led him on the ice ; and of his most suc

Philadelphia have paid Mrs Hodgson Burnett as cessful story, She, written at fever-heat in six

inuch as three thousand pounds for a new story. weeks, one hundred thousand copies have been

No wonder Mr Grant Allen turned his back in sold. Being a country gentleman, Mr Haggard

1885 on the fight against poverty at scientific can write how and when he pleases, wliich

work, and took to penny-a-lining at vulgar seems to be in winter, when there is less temp

stories. But all do not receive the great prizes tation to an out-of-door life. King Solomon's

of literature ; the highest work is not the best Mines is not far behind She, at ninety-four

rewarded . Mr J. A. Symonds calculated that thousand . Rudyard Kipling, who has made

for eleven years' labour on his Renaissance in capital of Tommy Atkins both in verse and

: 9
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prose, has given literary form to a vast body thirty years ago, and lately achieved the honour

of Anglo- Indian folklore and garrison romance. of a sixpenny edition. In writing his story,

Ever since Micah Clarke and the White Company, Reade perused whole bookshelves and ransacked

and the better-known Sherlock Holmes stories, libraries. It appears that the editor of Once a

Dr A. Conan Doyle has been a popular favourite ; IVeek having hinted at the speedy termination

while Stanley J. Weyman dates from the Ilouse of the story, Reade reversed the catastrophe as

of the Wolf, and has extended his reputation it stands in volume form , as he made Gerard

with A Gentleman of France, The Red Robe, and and his sweetheart happy. Mr Quiller -Couch

My Lady Rotha. So that the historical romance agrees with Mr Besant as to this being one of

of adventure is anything but dead amongst us. the greatest of our modern historical novels.

The novel and sketch of Scottish life and char- It is something, surely, to get all this for six

acter begun by Scott, indifferently successful in pence. At the date of his death, the romances

the hands of Lockhart and John Wilson, and of incident and adventure from the pen of R. L.

continued by Galt, Mrs Oliphant, George Mac- Stevenson had all achieved wide recognition. Of

Donald, and William Black, received a powerful Jekyll and Hyde, eighty thousand had been sold ;

impulse from the work of J. M. Barrie, and has about the same number as of Olive Schreiner's

lost nothing in the hands of S. R. Crockett. African Farm . Treasure Island stood at fifty -two

Thomas Hardy, Blackmore, William Black, thousand ; Kidnapped at thirty -nine thousand ;

Walter Besant, Mrs hant, Miss Braddon, and its quel, Catriona, at twenty thousand .

Ouida,' W. Clark Russell, “Edna Lyall, W. E. These numbers are not remarkable. The greatest

Norris, Marie Corelli, George MacDonald , master of words amongst recent writers, he has

Jerome, Rhoda Broughton, Wilkie Collins, defined his secret as 'elbow grease.' Though he

Grant Allen, Trollope, Lord Lytton, and others, was hardly a popular writer at first, the grue

have had nothing to complain of from the some story of Dr Jekyll and MrHyde helped to

readers at the circulating library. Mr Black- carry his name abroad ; but his sure touch in

more's Lorna Doone, one of the finest of our criticism and refined and delicate prose early

modern romances, had, as the Spectator says, gained the car of the intelligent public, through

' the superior advantage of being novel as well his incomparable essays. According to Dr Conan

as a novel , and came upon the world with the Doyle, no man ever had a more delicate percep

freshness and sunshine of a spring morning.' tion of the meaning of words than Stevenson,

To other than the Devonshire man, it is as although his stories, while faultlessly composed,

good as clotted cream almost. Murray indicates lack the robust vitality of Scott. But as a

its value a guide to Exmoor. At first stylist he has been widely influential. A happy

neglected , Mr Blackmore believes his romance inspiration for a child's map of a treasure

caught on when the marriage of the Princess island suggested the outline of the story of that

Louise with the Marquis of Lorne happened by inasterpiece in narrative. The Spectator bas

the similarity of name to bring the book to said that the boys who lived between Robinson

public hearing. It has gone through thirty- Crusoe and Treasure Island are boys who had

eight editions, while the original three -volume only a foretaste of what was in preparation.

edition has been reprinted . Mr Blackmore has The success of the Edinburgh edition of his

never again reached the same high -water mark. works in twenty volumes lends colour to the

Since l'ar from the Madding Crowd ( 1874) , Mr opinion that much of his work will become

Thomas Hardy has had an excellent constitu- classical.

ency , although T'ess of the D'Urbervilles has been John W. Parker only ventured to print seven

too much for some of his carly admirers. Be- hundred and fifty copies of the Heir of Redclyffe,

tween three and four pounds have been offered the maiden effort of Charlotte M. Yonge. Since

for a first edition of the Nadding Crowd. For it came into the hands of Macmillan in 1864 it

long, George Meredith could hardly be called has been reprinted twenty -two times up till

popular, though the recent issue of a cheap 1889 ; the Daisy Chain , by the same author, has

edition immensely widened his reading circle. gone through twenty editions in the same period.

The veteran novelist commands and brings a Though it is not a novel in the ordinary sense,

large price. WhenMr Payn tells us that his we note that Tom Brown's School -days was re

average income for thirty -five working years has printed four times in 1857, and about fifty times

been fifteen hundred pounds a year from all altogether ; while Carrots, by Mrs Molesworth,

sources, guess how he stands with the has been printed nineteen times between 1876

public. He began by being frequently rejected , and 1889. Charles Kingsley's IVestward Ho ! in

and the earnings of the first year of his married its various editions since 1885, hasbeen printed

life were not much over thirty pounds. As the ' at least thirty -four times. Alr Isaacs, by F.

plot of Mehulah came to Mi Baring-Gould Marion Crawford, has been printed eighteen

during a sleepless night at Mersea, Essex , and times between 1882 (the date of issue) and 1889 ;

after à visit to a dreary house on a marslı, so the demand for this story in 1883 seems to have

Mr Payn's clever plot of Lost Sir Mussinyberl,!been considerable, as it was at press nine times.

which first appeared in Chambers's Journal,camé, Doctor Claudius, by the same author, has been

to him while seated on the top of a stagecoach. Sprinted nine times in six years. William Black's

What Mr Swinburne has called one of our i Princess of Thule (1873) has been reprinted

greatest masterpieces of narrative, and Mr Besant fourteen times up till 1886. Four editions were

a picture of Europe before the dawn of learn- called for in the year of publication. The

ing and religion more faithful than anything Strange Adrentures of a Phaeton has also been

in Scott, is Charles Reade's Cloister and the reprinted fourteen times. All this and more in

Hearth, which at first appeared as ' A Good Fight ' this paragraplı may be learned from the model

in Once a IVeck, was recast, published about | bibliographical catalogue of Macmillan & Co.

we
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Misunderstood, by Florence Montgomery, has been might for a stile to get over ; and if there were

reprinted twenty-three times. We would like any breaks in the hawthorn, those sweet wild

to know how often Mrs Craik's John Halifax has roses crammed them up . — Honestly, Flo, do I

been reprinted, and also George MacDonald's, look very — primeval ?'

Alec Forbes, but no facts are forthcoming. She pretended to study him , but answered

In a brief article we can only touch the fringe fairly : No; only fresher than most people.

of a big subject, and cannot touch fiction for Not a bit like a tramp.'

the young, nor the American writer. We fancy " She did not like my presence, though , unin

E. P. Roe and Lew Wallace, whose Ben -Hur troduced ! And you see we walked at pretty

has sold to the extent of six hundred thousand, much the same pace; she on one side and I on
have had the largest sale in the United States. the other. I think the l'oses near hier were

Dr Holland, the founder of Scribner, is not far sweeter ; she kept her eyes on them , and I
behind them . The immense sale of " yellow glanced that way too. But suddenly she turned

backs' goes without saying, and of sixpenny edi- and caught my look. Then she stopped to

tions, such as Wilkie Collins's IVoman in IVhite, fasten a bootlace that was not untied ; and as

one hundred thousand is a cominon first impres- she meant me to proceed , I did it, though it
sion. The secret of the inmense popularity of was hard .'

Mrs Henry Wood has been ascribed to the fact Poor boy ! ' said his cousin feelingly, patting

that she was the novelist of the commonplace his shoulder as she spoke. What a long story ?

respectables ; ' that she could embody for us the And are you very, very smitten ?'

ordinary middle class, unintellectual, half - dis Oh, awfully,' said "Charley. " Be a comfort

agreeable folk, of whom there are thousands to me, Flo.?

round us, courting, fighting, stealing, giving, She smiled as frankly as himself. “ Indeed ,

exactly as she described them .' Charles Lever I will,' she said . “ You shall pour out your

tells us he wrote as he felt, sometimes in good woes to me as you used , and I will advise

spirits, sometimes in bad, always carelessly. you ; and ask her to tea .'

God help me, I can do no better. ' The Out of the depths of an easy -chair came

authoress of John Halifax doubts if any really a sudden interruption : "Well, children, and

immoral man or irreligious woman ever made a what about the wedding ? '

good novelist. Whatever you give, let it be They stared at each other blankly. The

the best that it is in you to give, whether suc- wedding !

cess ever come, or be long delayed,' says Mrs Flo looked down at lier hands. They were

Parr. And no advice could be better. not pretty. Useful little pudgy things, not

overburdened with jewellery. She wore only

one ring, and it flashed in her eyes now ,

COUSIN CHARLE Y.
reminding her of something.

Charley, following her look, started . Oh !'

he said .

' She is lovely ! ' said the cousin from Buenos A shadow of constraint fell over them . It

Ayres. spoilt their talk, and made them — these old

Indeed ! ' said little Flo. comrades !-positively shy. It was absurd . Flo

* And our meeting was quite a romance . said so to herself, looking as if she would like

Green hawthorn boughs and roses and things
to pull off her only ring. But she had worn it

on all sides-after we got out ofthe station.I long, and only soapy water could get it from

herfinger.

am glad I managed to take the wrong train
She and Charley had always been the best of

from town ! '
friends ; but just before he went, a boy of

Flo held up her finger, laughing. " Think of twenty -one, to make his way abroad , they had

poor little me--and of the pony - waiting half had a sentimental fit. Charley had spent an

an hour in dismal disappointment, and then uncle's tip on a ring for her, and Flo's parents

crawling back alone, past the same hawthorn took the matter seriously, though the two young

boughs and roses ! ' things got over their sentiment very soon .

" Oh yes,' said Charley, laughing back . But After the first few mails, Charley wrote no

one can't connect romance with you, or with more flowery details of the house he mea to

the pony . build , and the telegram he would send to fetch

Then tell me about the beauty :' her when it was ready ; and Flo quite gave up

Well, she got out of the same train, and studying the wedding gowns in papers.
But

nobody met her either.
She had a little bag when Flo was left an orphai, and Aunt Mary

to carry, and I had nothing. So, when we got had addressed to him a long and solemn letter,

out of the station and began to march solemnly he wrote to Flo, bidding her remember she

down the one long road , I raised myhat and belonged to him , and then filling up the l'est
said , “ Allow me,” which may have been un- of his letter in the old brother-fashion.

civilised ; but when a fellow lias just arrived Now Charley had come over to England ' for

from the wilds, he can't be expected to know a spree,' he said. He found his little cousin

that it is rude to offer to carry a lady's luggage. the same as ever, a bright, busy, little soul;

She turned the loveliest in «lignant face in the fair and round, and not particularly beautiful,

world upon me, hugging her bag with both but the jolliest little conrade in the world.

hands. “ No --thanks," she said shortly, and The very first morning she had gathered up

proceeded to the very farthest side of the road . his socks and carried them off to menil, in the

It made me very red"; and then I began to feel ' nicest and least romantic way. Like a shock to

amused ; for she was looking with all her , both of them came the fact, never soberly faced

I.
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that they were engaged to each There was tennis going on in the garden

other ! behind. They passed through a crooked pass

Aunt Mary, very kindly and considerately, age, and came suddenly out among geraniums
remembering that the two had not had a and balls and people.

private talk since Charley's coming on the day " There she is !' whispered Charley — the

before, rose up from her comfortable chair and beauty of the station.' But Flo looked dis

left the room . Her niece looked after her in appointed.

consternation ; and Charley gave an embarrassed That is Helen Smith,' she whispered back,

laugh, and then began to whistle. There was ' Oh Charley, is she your style ?'

no savour in an obvious tête- à- tête with Flo. I think her very pretty ,' said Charley

It was she who solved the difficulty by getting stoutly.

up and retreating after her too kind relation. His cousin raised her eyebrows. ' All right ;

It is ridiculous !' she cried , pausing on the I will present you, ' she observed shortly , and

threshold ; and then she slammed the door. you can go and talk to her.'

Charley was only too delighted. Properly

'My dear child
Aunt Mary was holding brought up and introduced, he was quite ac

forth in the kitchen, whence tlie only mail ceptable to Helen Smith, and was permitted to

had been despatched upon a message. Flo knelt fetch a camp-stool to her side . Her big dark

on the fender , making toast, and her cheeks eyes were very kind , and her voice was slow

were as hot as her angry little brain . and friendly

My dear child ,' went Aunt Mary At the end of a very pleasant quarter of an

solemnly, “ the present arrangement, sanctioned hour, he looked lazily round to see what Flo

by your parents, is eminently desirable. Charley was about, and saw her wandering among rows

and you know all each other's faults and of distant cabbages with a tall and soldierly

habits ; and such a good little housekeeper as companion. As Charley could not keep his

you are is just the thing for a man in his eyes entirely fixed on Helen Smith, he glanced

position. I may say you have been brought over yonder now and then , and counted how

up expressly for that purpose, since I have often they passed the cabbages. Six times. It

always in your training kept your probable was rather rude of Flo to desert her cousin so

future well in mind -
completely. They turned . She must be coming

• Bother ! ' ejaculated Flo. But no ; they went serenely off along å

• Besides, my dear, your parents quite con- hedge of peas.

sidered it a settled matter. You would surely

never disappoint their wishes, and for a whim Well, did you get on with Helen Smith ? '

of your own upset a plan known and approved said Flo, as she and her cousin proceeded home.

by every boly , and especially advantageous to Charley, however, had a grievance which no

yourself and Charley ' gratitude could smother. What made you go

Flo's toast was burning black and ominous. off with that fellow ?? he said. “ I didn't like

She only said , however, getting redder, ‘ But the look of him at all.'

if Charley does not care - for me ?' Flo looked up quickly, with the light of

• FIe is very fond of you , I am sure,' declared battle in her eyes. ' No ? He is Helen's

Aunt Mary, and more than that would be brother - an officer,' she said, and then was

superfluous' silent, though she had not uttered all she

* Or— 1— for Charley ? ' meant to say. After a while she spoke again,

‘ Do not be foolish ! With these words Aunt briskly : “ To-morrow, Helen is coming to tea.'

Mary caught the fork from her niece's careless

hands and held up, the smoking toast. Flo Charley was at his window . On the chest of

saw rebuke approaching, and decamped, but drawers lay a l'ow of neatly folded socks, fresh

not to go and talk to Charley: There was a from Flo's tidy fingers. She had hemmed the

lump in her throat that would have to come crisp little frills of the curtains he pushed

out at her eyes. aside, and she had pinned illuminated texts

above the mantel-piece. But he was not think

“ Take Charley for a walk. These were Aunt ing of Flo. Perhaps of somebody with great

Mary's commands, delivered stringently, and dark eyes, and a slow , sweet voice. Somebody

Flo, while fetching her hat, made up her mind whose face was like that in a Christmas annual

that it should not be a solitary country ramble. that Flo had once posted to Buenos Ayres,

It would have been so nice to tramp over along with her own photograph in a tie and

muddy fields with Charley and chatter as they sailor hat. Ile had gazed long at the lovely

did of old . But that was impossible when | face in the engraving — far longer than he had

they were sent out as engaged people, with the at the likeness of his little cousin ! He had

horrid consciousness upon them that they were said then that he would never see such a face

truly such . in real life. But he hail seen llelen Smith.

• We will call on the Smiths,' she suggested All at once the small room seemed to stifle

quickly, anıl Charley seemed relieved . him . It reminded him of ties and promises

Out of Aunt Mary's siglit, they were not so that hemmed him in , ties that he could not

constrained , and managed to forget that they fairly break. It made him feel as if all beauti

were anything but chums. As they marched ful faces like Helen Smith's were far away,

up the weedy path that brought them to the and amongst the l'est of dear things unattain

Smiths', the rising fun in Flo's gray eyes able ; and he could not bear it .

encountered more in Charley's, and they rubbel Ilurrying down the narrow stair, and just

their boots on the mat in merry fellowship. I diving into Aunt Mary's presence to secure a
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match, he went into the garılen and began to The Smiths' gate swung gaily shut as Charley

smoke. A straggling apple-tree hid the stiti sauntered through. The Smiths' cat sat on the

little red -brick dwelling from his view, and far door -mat very solemnly, but arose to greet him ,

down the twisting road he could see the trees and purred about his Luots. Anul Helen Smith

and the white smoke of Helen Smith's abole. rose " slowly from a hammock in the garden

It was hard on a fellow to be bound like this. ' and met him on the grass . Ile was not taken

He had been a boy and an idiot then ; but into the drawing-room . Why should one intro

everybody took it for granted that he had the duce dirty feet to the crumbless carpet, and

same mind still. And he could not fairly go ! disturb the fluffy tidies on the chairs, when

up to Flo , kind little Flo, and say : “ You are the sun was shining warmly on the lawn ?

a jolly little chum , and I like you very much ; The note was opened and read . Something

but I do want something else in a wife.' That about bazaar-work , needing Mrs Smith to dictate

would be a mean thing, and he could not do it. the answer. She was out ; but Charley was will

But if only ing to wait, and Helen sat under the trees and

"Charley ! '
looked enchanting ; while he in his new-found

He started . Flo, in her cotton blouse and freedom felt as if there were nothing to prevent

dark blue skirt, was hurrying down the path. This gazing at her as much as he liked , and as

Her face was red, as if she hal been crying, long as she would let him . The martial tread

and her hair was rather tunbled . ' I want to of Helen's brother disturbed them suddenly.

speak to you,' she called, panting. Then she He stalked up, leaving heavy traces on the

took him to the very end of the garden , which ' grass, and shook hands with Charley very

no window saw, and began. ' Aunt Mary has shortly . Then he looked round and asked if

been driving me wild. She keeps reminding he had come alone. The civilian saw him

me that you and I are engaged, and telling me march back into the house, and thought to

that — that you really need me, and that it is himself that Major Smith was a poor specimen

horrid of me to feel — different. Oh Charley, of a British soldier, in spite of his girth and

we were such good friends before ! and now I height. It did not need Helen's soft laugh to

know we are both cross anil miserable, and I explain that if his cousin Flo had accompanied

am sure you are getting to hate me, and I - I him , Major Smith would not have been in such

am getting to hate you . It would be so much a hurry to retire, though he had letters to

better if we were not engaged, and if we miglit write . ' And Charley considered that Flo was

do whatever we liked . I want to give you back far too good for him , though he was Helen's

your ring, Charley ; and, please, let us be only brother.

happy again ! ' She ended with a short, excited lielen did not talk much, 110w they were

sob, and held out the ring glittering in her together and alone. But Charley trusted that

palm . There a mark round her finger Mrs Smith would not feel called upon to hurry.

where it had been, and she had spent an hour How beautiful she was !-not Mrs Smith, of

trying to get it off with soap and water ; but course. How daintily her hair waved back

at last she had succeeded, anil had brought it wards, and how sweet and white were the

out all wet and shining. hands that lay so idly on her lap. He could

Charley looked at her, full of relief. Poor not help wondering how the ring Flo had

little Flo ! So she had been in the same con- repudiated woull look on her taper finger. It

dition as himself, only she was braver about it would have to be taken in considerably first.

than he, and had had the courage to put an ' And then the brisk swish of coming skirts was

end to it all . heard, and Mrs Smith called out “Good

“ So that is all square,' he said, after many morning shrilly in advance,

arguments put weakly on his part, and a tri Walking back, Charley shut his eyes and

umphant overriding of them by Flo. Tucking tried to call up visions of Helen Smith : Helen

her arm in his own, he proposed a walk. But in long white floating robes, with flowers on

Flo shook her headl, and saiil she had things to her head ; Helen on board shij, with the wide

do. Would he take a note to Helen Smith ? blue sea glinting up in her eyes ; Helen stand

ing on a veranda, greeting - somebody. The

pictures he called up were pretty ones ; but

He was free, quite free -Charley told him- somehow they all stopped at the veranda, over

self so many times, as he tramped down the which the jasmine stars were drooping, with

muddy country lane with Flo's little note in the soft windy sighing past. Homelier, simpler

his pocket. It made a difference to everything ; pictures did not suit so well. It was easier to

the very air seemed lighter, and the sun more , fancy some small, busy face , like Flo's, smiling

cheery. Still, he was sorry that Flo had not across the teacups, orlooking warmly up from

kept his ring She hail had it so long ; it did the winter fire.
He had too much reverence

not seem uice of her to give it back like a for the stately Helen to imagine her trotting

trifle she did not prize or care for in the least . about in a shabby house-frock , with a jingle

Might she not have said : ‘ I will keep my ring of keys at her waist, and thoughts of tea and

for your sake all the same, Clarley ?' Ile had sugar. She was a beautiful thing to admire and

asked her to ; but she had declareil that Aunt treasure, not a mere ordinary being such as Flo.

Jary would need its disappearance is a proof Lightly, rapiilly, the summer days went by.

that matters were really at an end . Dear little Flo made the dearest little comrade in the

Flo ! She was as glail as he was to be on the world, and when she sail that Helen Smith

samie footing as of yore, and to have got riil of was not her style, she would always end by talk

the complication that was upsetting their friend - ing of lier beauty, which was very kind . But

ship for each other. | Charley could not get on with Major Smith .

was

II.
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Men so greedy. His relief had been you to let my affairs alone, and to try and

intense when Flo haŭ cut the knot in early imagine, if you can , that everybody may not

summer. They were free again , free to go back feel as you do. Then she caught up the

to the early friendship that had been no en- empty bowl, and , crushing the gooseberries

cumbrance, that had not shut all romance for under her hasty feet, departed.
them into one dull and narrow groove . And Flo was offended, and Charley found it a

that was to both delightful. But now , when very serious matter. Rain had come on ; there

the time of his going was not so far, he was was no getting out. He was thrown on Aunt

not so content. He did not like to think that Mary's powers of entertainment, and got no

his little cousin's face should brighten more help from Flo. The sitting -room had a damp

for anybody else — that he should be only and clammy feel .
His own

was being

Charley ' to her now. It was greely and stupid ' cleaned ' by a dilatory maid ; the carpet was

to feel so. He told himself that with a laugh , up, and could not be shaken in the wet. And

and tried to be more charitable to this Major Aunt Mary's talk was that of a barometer.

Smith, who seemed to have so much good He way laid Flo on the stairs once and began

He would be a lucky man if he married to make apologies. But she, sailing
down,

Flo — if he was not only thirting-and at that smothered in a big white apron, said she was

thought Charley ground his teeth. If anybudy busy, and quickly disappeared. Charley lingered

dared flirt with Flo, dear little Flo ! in the dranghty passage for a space, and then

He took to watching Major Smith, instead of pushed open the kitchen door. The maid was

giving all his mind to Helen. Yes, he was up-stairs, and Flo in sole possession . The fire

sure of it — there was no sincerity in the man. shone from the open range, and glittered on

He was amusing himself. And what would it'the polished things hanging about. Flo's hands,

be to Flo ? Charley made up his mind to looking, white and comely, were dabbling, in

warn her. A brother and a chum might well ' white clouds of flour, and she looked so bright

do that. So he followed her into the garden , and busy that Charley forgot her wrath and

where she was picking gooseberries, and offered took one step towards her. But on seeing hiin,

help her face changed, and the little song she was

*Thanks, ' said Flo, displaying her scratched humming stopped. You must not come into

fingers wofully. “ The harm is done !! the kitchen, she said . “ Aunt Mary would not

Oh, what a shame !' said Charley ; and then , , like it ; ' and her voice was dry and cold. She

suggestively, ' Can't you wear gloves ?' would not answer his beseeching except by a

Hly hands are not ornaments, like Helen's,' sharper repetition ; and he had to remove him

retorted Flo snappishly, and continuing to self from thence. That warm little picture

thrust them into the thorniest bushes. fixed itself on his mind regretfully through the

He helped to fill her bow) , and then, when 'whole dreary afternoon .

she sat down on the grass to cut off the tops ! She did not relent at night. And the next

and tails, he established himself beside her morning she had to go to a dentist, and Charley

and began to feel his way. might not come with her. She would be all

They talked of the house across the ocean day about that and other things ; and unless he

which Flo would never see of the shiftless cared to walk about the streets of a country

bachelor rooms that might be made so pretty town for hours in solitary state, he had better

--of the yellow l'ose that would not beat the stay at home. So he stayed , and found the

jasmine, and that nobody ever tended. And day extremely long.

Flo was full of such clever plans and fancies, He went over to the Smiths' for a little, but

that Charley said : “ I do wish you were there did not enjoy it so much as he expected.

to carry them out ! ' Ilelen looked as lovely as ever, but then she

Flo laughed. Honestly, Churley, you are had always looked the same. For the first

wishing that someboily like Helen Smith, some time Charley felt impatient, bored, and took

body with beautiful eyes and voice and primed himself off early.

with good advice from me , was sweeping up He had observed a sudden look of Major

and down the veranda and ordering you to do Smith's as he said that Flo was coming back

things ! that evening ; and he wondered if Helen's

Talking of Helen Smith ,' said Charley brother meant to have the impertinence to

quickly-here was his chance - 'I wanted to meet her. The fancy bothered him . He did

speak to you about her brother.' not know by what train she would come. She

" To speak to me ?' and there was something would not say, but declared that all depended

very proud in the way Flo lifted up her little on the dentist and if he was merciful. But

voice.
supposing that fellow Smith was going to hang

“ Yes. I don't like the way--I mean I think about until she arrived, ought not Charley to

he is trying to amuse himself — to' go down ? Even if Flo resented his brotherly

' Go on, ' said Flo. attentions, still , as her oldest friend, and one

· Well, “ flirt ” I suppose you would call it,' who might have been more than that, he ought

finished Charley lamely _ with you . ' to take care of her, and keep the other, the

The bowl was overturned . The gooseberries insincere Major, at ' a distance. So Charley

rolled far and wide over the grass, and Flo thought ; and he marched along to his duty,

stood up in a blaze of indignation . What feeling like a judicious guardian and a meri

right have yon ?' she cried tempestuously ; "and torious friend.

what business have you to suppose that, because The first thing he saw on the platform was

you cannot care for me, because you do not Major Smith stalking up and down and watch

think me pretty, others cannot ? I will thanking the smoke of a coming train . He started

6
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as Charley banged the little gate, but greeted about blindly, trampling over Aunt Mary's

him quite coolly. I just turned in to see about mignonette and young potatoes, thinking of

a parcel,' he remarked. ' Idiots, these porters ! nothing but his little cousin and her sudden

They seem intelligent,' said Charley. grief. Then he saw a window open , and a face

" Well, they can't find it,' said Major Smith , look tremulously out, and then Flo herself

" Say it has not arrived yet, and may turn up came slowly out and towards him . As he saw

any time. So I must wait.' her sad little face approaching, his whole being

- Can I do anything for you ?? asked Charley longed to comfort her, and a great pity and

most politely. ' I am waiting for my cousin, anger filled him . Dlore than that. In watching

and perhaps her, the fog of the last few weeks cleared sud

" Thanks so much ; but I must see to it denly, and Charley understood himself at last.

myself,' said Major Smith ; and as train after ' Oh Charley !' Flo had come up now , and

train arrived, he questioned the guards and her eyes were full of the tears that were stain

stuck to the platform . When Flo at last arrived , ing her kind little face. But while he was

they were both still on the spot ; when the wondering how much comfort he dared to offer,

Major said he must give it up, and the three she laid her hand on his arm and said : “ My

went solemnly together down the road .

Flo was quite happy. The dentist had not Charley stared. Was she going to console

hurt her much . But she had not forgiven him for having given vain advice ?

Charley. Flo continued : At first, 1-1-oh, I don't

Major Smith was on one side, and he on the know how I felt. But I was so sorry directly,

other ; but Flo always turned to the Major and I - have been fearing to think how you

when she spoke or smileil ; and Charley strode would bear it.—Bravely, of course. But still I

glumly on and longed to punch his head, and know how it will hurt; and if only I could

do other zealous things that were not called do anything ! Oh Charley, my poor Charley,

for. It was a dismal walk for Charley. His believe me I am so sorry for you !

cousin looked so bright and cheerful, and was ' But why ?' asked Charley blankly.

so very oblivious of him ; and he was sure the Flo seemed hardly to have the courage to

Major was only amusing himself ; and alto- tell her news; then she pulled herself together

gether it was wretched . He had nothing to do anıl said : “ Helen is engaged .

but stare at the sloppy fields, and listen After that, she thought that he was mad ;

to their talk-so seldom including him — or for, instead of needing her support and comfort,

think he laughed , a great, wide laugh . And then she

looked in his eyes, and her own brightened

strangely.

A letter for you .' ' Is that all ? ' he asked .

' From Helen ? Thanks,' said Flo carelessly, ' Oh yes,' said Flo , amazed, and she held up

and she filled all the cups before she opened it. the letter for liim to see. What was it that

Helen Smith had gone on a fleeting visit some- caught Charley's eye, far down the page ?

where, escorted by her brother. It was nice ‘ You naughty little girl, we might have been

of her to write, but the letter could be noth- married together, if you had not refused

ing very special . poor'
That was on the other side , and

" Oh !' A short gasp macle Charley look up. Flo caught back her letter suddenly.

She sat quite straight, with her eyes wide, anil • W'hom did you refuse ? ' asked Charley

her cheeks suddenly pale . Then she crumpleil quickly.

up her letter, and meeting her cousin's look , Flo looked down. Major Smith .'

swallowed her tea quickly enough to make a Then Charley took her hands in his own, and

casual observer think it had gone the wrong was encouraged when she let them stay. Do

way, when she got up and hurried out. you know , Flo, I have found out something.'

Going up -stairs soon after, Charley heard a Oh Charley, so have I ! '

sound of crying Flo's door was shut, and she

did not speak when he called . There

clearly something wrong: Τ Η Ε Μ Ο Ν Τ Η :

Poor little girl ! So the blow had fallen , the
SCIENCE

thing that he had feared. Something in Ilelen's

letter had done it. And a sudden anger ruse. The subject of meteorites is always an attrac

in his mind against her. She was beautiful, tive one, if only on account of the interest

charming ; her eyes were dark anıl lustrous, which must attach itself_ to an entissary from

and hervoice was sweet. But she had not hail the depths of space. For this reason, the

the sense to avoid wounding her friend , or the lectures recently given at the Royal Institution

heart to do it gently . | by Mr Fletcher , F.R.S., met with much ap

Poor little Flo ! Charley had seen it coming ; , preciation . At a moclerate calculation , these

he had warned her, but she would not hear. Tuminous bodies travel at a rate of thirty or

And now
IIelen's own hand had shown up forty miles per second, a speed which is

her brother ; and Flo was comfortless. Oh , if recluced to perhaps not more than four hun

Charley had only got that fellow in his grip ! -- | ( red feet per second when they come into

that villain who had dared to play with her. contact with our atmosphere. Schiaparelli calcu

He listened anxiously. She was crying still . latel that a meteorite eight inches in diameter

He called, and again ; but she slidl not and weighing thirty -two pounds would have

So, with a sore heart, Charley went its speed reduced to gunnery velocities even in

down and out into the garden. He stalked the highly rarefied regions of the atmosphere,

e

Was

AND ARTS.

answer.
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although its initial speed may have been forty The Society of Arts ( London ), with a view to

five miles per second. Friction has not so encourage the development of photogravure in

much to do with this reduction of speed as this country, are offering two prizes, the first

the cushion of compressed air in front of the being a gold medal and twenty pounds for the

movingbody. The luminous train which many best reproduction of a selected picture; and the

meteorites leave in their wake may be accounted second à silver medal and ten pounds for the

for by the recent researches of Professor Dewar best negative suitable for such à reproduction.

with regard to the phosphorescence exhibited by i We may explain, for the benefit of the uniniti

bodies at an extremely low temperature after ateil , that photogravure is a process by which

exposure to a brilliant light. The meteorite in a photographic picture is reproduced on copper,

passing through the air lights up the dust par- , which can be printed from in a copperplate

ticles, and these continue luminous long after press. It is generally considered to be the finest

the meteor itself has becomeextinguisheil . of all the photographic reproductive processes,

The utilisation of the Falls of Niagara as a not only because it gives most beautiful results,

source of energy, which, thanks to the dynamo, but also because the proofs, being in printing

can be distributed over many square miles of ink, are as permanent as any printed matter can

country, will surely lead to the employment be. The method is only adapted to illustrations

of many minor waterfalls in a like capacity, of the highest class, the process of printing from

for a natural fall of water represents the very the platebeing necessarily slow.

cheapest form of energy which we The British system of weights and measures

mand. Already many hundreds of waterfalls is now being inquired into by a select Com

have been thus placed in harness, and, as a mittee of the House of Commons ; and accord

matter of course, their beauty has been spoilt |ing to the evidence given before this Committee

by the juxtaposition of machinery. The Falls by an official of the Board of Trade, the

of Foyers, on Loch Ness, are , it is said , about various methods of weighing and measuring

to furnish the necessary power for a British which obtain in different parts ofthe country

Aluminium Company which is to establish are most confusing. Practically, the only two

itself there. The Falls are a great attraction European countries of any importance in which

to tourists, and we trust that they are not the metric system is not adopted are Great

destined to assume the appearance of a manu- Britain and Russia, and the sooner that they

facturing plant. connection with this fall into line with the others the better for

matter it may be mentioned that the difficulty ' the convenience of trade generally. Many

of soldering aluminium has been solved by lr ; weights and measures are in use among us

T. M. Clark of Boston . Vo flux is necessary. which are not legally recognised, such as the

A bit of solder is placed on the aluminium and ! carat, the boll (used in Scotland), the ell, the

rendered fluid by heat ; it is then painted along coomb ( for measuring corn ), the Winchester

the surface to be joined with a wire-brush. bushel, the butcher's stone (eight pounds), the

Two surfaces so treated will adhere so strongly miner's dish (a measure for ore used in Derby

that the joint cannot be torn open. shire ); besides others. Then there were the

That mysterious action known as spontaneous : Scotch and Irish miles , which differed from the

combustion , which has been the cause of so recognised mile of 1760 yards ; and, to go to

many disastrous fires both on land and sea , smaller things, the druggist has two different

was very clearly explained in a lecture on Fire- ounces, one of 480 grains, and the other of 437}

risks, recently given at Bristol by Dr Ernest grains. It is to be hoped that the Committee

Couk. Speaking of oils, he pointed out that will put an end to these anomalies, and appar

they coull be divided into «lrying oils and non- ently the best way to do this would be to

drying oils. The former included the animal adopt the metric system .

and vegetable oils, which could not be distillel, M. Meillère of Paris has published the

but broke up under the process ; while the formula of a cheap and efficient disinfectant

latter are mineral oils, which can be distilleil which is intended more especially for use in

with ease .
The non -elrying oils will not ignite the sick -room . It consists of 1000 grammes of

spontaneously, while the drying oils will do so. zinc sulphate, 5 to 10 centigrammes of sulphuric

The action is due to oxidation, or union of ' acil , 2 centigrammes of essence of mirbane,

the oil with the oxygen of the atmosphere. A , and 15 centigrammes of colouring-matter such

board painted with boiled linseed oil will, when as indigo. A small quantity of this mixture

dry, be heavier than the original weight of the will not only act as a perfect antiseptic, but it

wood and oil added together, the absorption of , will replace objectionable odlours by an agree

oxygen accounting for the difference. This 'able smell.

combination of oxygen with the oil will evolve
i

It is well known that the extreme tenuity

heat, which in the case of the board will be of the air at great altitudes occasions much

carried away by the air. Oil-waste, if spread suffering both to mountaineers and aëronauts.

out so that the air will permeate it, will also A pigeon thrown from the car of a balloon will

give up the heat evolved in the same manner. fall like a stone until it reaches a lower depth

But if the waste be placed in a beap, the where the air is dense enough to offer suffi

weight of the upper portion will contine the cient resistance to the action of its wings. The

lower part, and more heat will be produced short supply of oxygen at high altitudes makes

than the air can carry away, and the tempera- exertion very difficult, and a case in point was

ture rapidly rises until the mass bursts into furnished during the recent construction of the
flame. This is the history,' said the lecturer, Peruvian Central Railway, a line which, starting

of what has doubtless often occurred in the from Lima, and proceeding inland , reaches an

cases of many fires of doubtful origin .' elevation of nearly 16,000 feet above sea-level.
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At about half the altitude, the men could do the surface are secure from frost, that is, in

a fair day's work ; but after this there was a the case of private grounds. But owing to the

sudden falling -off in the work of one-fourth to reprehensible practice of strewing the public

one-third up to 12,000 feet. Higher than this, roalways with salt, they are turneil into arti

one hundred men were required to do the ficial refrigerators, and the pipes must surely

work which , at sea-level, could be easily ac- suffer. This practice has again and again been

complished by fifty. condemned , as inflicting needless suffering on

Numberless methols for coating the bottoms both man and beast, but it is continued all the

of ships with so -called ' anti-fouling ' paints and same. Possibly the parochial mind cannot

preparations have from time to time been appreciate the fact that liquid slush can be

brought forward, anıl vast sums have been spent, colder than solid ice and snow.

in such enterprises, but without any really ! Householders have a certain protection against

successful result. The importance of keeping the lisagreeable incident of burst water-pipes

the hull of a ship free from barnacles is within their premises, if they will only secure

instanced by a case recorded of a large vessel ' the means of emptying the pipes when the

having used in one voyage a thousand tons thermometer goes below thirty -two dlegrees. In

more coal than she would have done had she the first place, there should be provided a

been free from this pest. From two other stopcock to shut off the water from the street

vessels twenty-five tons of barnacles In addition to this there should be a

removed. A coating of copper will effectually small tap on the service pipe where it enters

keep barnacles and other marine growths from the house, so that the water remaining in the

the hulls of ships ; and a process by which a pipe may be drawn off. By this means the

hull can be electroplated by that metal has supply is kept under control, and no ice can

recently been put in practice at New York ' form in the pipes. A similar draw -off tap should

with every success. It has been patenteil by be provided on the hot-water pipe which serves

Mr T. S. Crane, of East Orange, New Jersey . : the bath , & c., and all domestic boilers for the

The process briefly consists in attaching to supply of baths should also be provided with

part of the hull a temporary tray or bath, in a safety-valve. By such simple means, frozen

which the necessary solutions are held in con- , water- pipes within the house and domestic boiler

tact with the iron surface. First, an acid solu- explosions would become impossible.

tion to clean the surface, and afterwards a Four years ago, the Society for the Protection

copper solution , which in conjunction with an of Birils was formed as a protest against the

electric current deposits a layer of that metal wanton destruction of these beautiful creatures

upon the iron of the requisite thickness. The for « ecorative purposes, and it now numbers

operation takes about four days, after which nearly twelve thousand menibers. The bird -wear

the bath is removed to operate upon another ing fashion , although it has greatly decreased, still

portion of the hull, until the whole is covered continues, and the Society are endeavouring to

with a layer of copper so aidherent that it can impress upon members of Parliament that a

only be removed with a cold chisel. Of course law is still wanted to put some restraint upon

the process can be hastened by the employment bird -catching. In the meantime, there is an

of several baths. other enemy to bird-life in the indefensible

A new method of treating floors has been and increasing demand for larks for the table

invented in Germany under the name of Wood- of the gourmand. A correspondent of the Times

pulp . Mosaics. The process briefly described is recently pointed out that in one poulterer's shop

as follows: Particles of wood, such as sawdust and in London were to be seen twenty hampers

fine shavings, are thoroughly impregnated with packed with the bodies of these sweet songsters.

shellac dissolved in alcohol, and are afterwards Surely, it is not too much to ask that protec

dried. A cement is then nade by mixing fresh tion should be extended to these birds, whose

cheese whey, and slaked lime, and incorpor- notes have given a theme to so many of our

ated with this is the shellackel wood. The poets, and give such pleasure to all lovers of

compound is now allowed to cry to a certain nature.

extent, when it is placed in hot moulds under An excellent paper upon Cider-making was

pressure, and thus takes any form required. ! reail recently before the Society of Arts by Vr

After cooling, the compound becomes as hard as Radcliffe Cooke, M.P., who stated that cider

stone, and yet retains all the essential prop-and perry making were flourishing industries

erties of wood ; but it is not susceptible to two centuries back, but had since decayed .

moisture or to changes of temperature. "If colour Within the last few years, however, there had

be desired, the wood is stained in the first been a revival , and there was every hope that

instance, and then patterns can be worked out the art was not a lost one, but would again

as in ordinary mosaics. The method is said become important home industry. The

to be particularly well adapted for use as floor- recognised cider-fruit might be divided into

covering in living rooms. * Bitter Sweets, such as the so - called Norman

The cold wave which swept over the country apples and the Wildings ; and “ Red ' fruits, with

in February will long be remembered by house à sharper llavour, such as the nearly extinct

holders, if only because of the stoppage of the . “ Red Streak .' The best cider was made from

usual water supply, a stoppage due not to frost an admixture of the two sorts of juice. Fle

within their premises, but to ice-bound pipes pointed out that cider was
à very healthful

beneath the roadways. It seems certain, from beverage, and said that those who arlopted it

careful observations recorded ly the Assistant lived to an old age. There was no dilliculty

Secretary of the Royal Botanic Gardens, London, in expressing the juice, but the fermentation

that all pipes laid at a clepth of two feet from process was not sufficiently studied , and it was

all
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there that failure commonly occurred. The flooring is also made from layers of cork . The

process of cider-making in this country, had cuttings and residue generally are ground to

recently been much facilitated by the intro- powder, and used for packing fruit ; and if it

duction of improved appliances. The reading is not good enough for this purpose, it enters

of the paper gave rise to an animated discussion, into brick -making for building purposes.

giving evidence that it had aroused much inte A new advertising appliance which is designed

rest among the many who were present. to decorate the public roadways with lettering is

From statistics recently published, it would described by a Parisian paper. The apparatus

appear that the Infectious Diseases (Notification ) consists of a large tricycle with very broad

Act of 1889, which has been rigorously enforced wheels, upon which are fitted flat india -rubber

in London , although adopted or declined at will tires with raised letters inscribed thereon. An

by other districts, has had no beneficial effect air - blast in front of each wheel drives away

whatever, for there has been an increase rather the dust preparatory to the printing operations,

than a decline in the diseases covered by the for printing pure and simple it is, the wheels

Act since its adoption . By this Act a case of, being inked by rollers placed above them . We

say, scarlet fever must be reported to the trust that this new infliction will keep to the

authorities both by the householder when the country of its origin . Luckily, its action must

outbreak occurs, and by the doctor in attend to a very great extent depend upon the weather.

But let us suppose that the case is of a Upon wet asphalt it would make no impres

mild type, and that it occurs in the house of sion whatever,and the words it printed would

a man too poor to call in medical aid . The hardly be decipherable upon any other forni

patient is apparently suffering from a feverish of roadway. All things considered , it hardly

cold, is contined to the house for a day or two, ' seems good enough to tempt the enterprising

and then goes among his usual associates an advertiser from his customary groove.

innocent disseminator of the disease. The Noti

fication Act, therefore, is a dead -letter with

ON A ROMAN CAM P.

regard to those who are most likely in their

ignorance to spread infection . HERE on this brow the Roman eagle made

Few persons are aware of the enormous trade Her eyrie ; hence she watched the wide champaign ,

which is carried on in the supply of violets And, taming the rude dwellers on the plain,

fromthe south of France, and particularly from Stablished that power which the world obeyed :

the French Riviera. During the last two years

the growers have noteil with alarm a discase And hence the swart Italian, who had strayed

attacking the flowers , which occasions the greatest Far from his home in sunnier Italy ,

anxiety. The flowers are grown in the open Looked down with home-sick eye , and wept to see

fields to the value of many hundred thousand Bleak dreary wastes, that knew not axe or spade.

pounds annually, and the disease referred to

manifests itself in a cropping of the leaves and That day hath passed for aye ; and whoso stands

a residue of bare roots. The application of a
Hereon , doth see no more the woods and heaths

copper solution is found an effectual remedy, That lay of olil beneath the sway of Rome,

but the cost of applying it is a serious item of But corn and harvest, and green pasture- lands

expense. In the meantime, there is no doubt Dotted with flocks and herds, and circling wreaths

that the ' molest violet ' blossom is more highly Of blue smoke over many a quiet home.

esteemed than any other flower in season , and R. C. K. ENSOR.

endless new varieties are appearing as a rival to

the woodland original. One of these is a huge
Next Saturday, May 1th , will commence the

Californian variety with a bloom larger than it
silver « lollar, which is arousinggreat interest on opening chapters of a new Novel , entitled

the other side of the Atlantic . Its colour is a A ELECTRIC SPARK ,

deep purple, and it is said to have a very strong

scent.
By GEORGE MINVILLE FENN ;

The Catalonian cork industry forms the sub Also

ject of a recent United States Consular Report.

A large quantity of cork is exported annually
RICHARD MAITLAND-CONSUL,

from this district of Spain to the United States, STORY II. ,

the lesser purchasers being England , Italy ,
By Professor R. K. DOUGLAS and L. T. MEADE.

France, and the Spanish colonies. The cork

forests are situated in Gerona, one of the four

provinces comprising the principality of ( ata *** TO) CONTRIBUTORS.

İonia . The trees grow for from three to four : 1st . All communications should be addressed to the

hundred years , and become productive at an age • Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh .'

of about twenty -five years. The bark is then 2d. For its return in case of ineligibility, postage - stainps
removed , and thereafter the operation is repeatel should accompany every manuscript.

every twelve or fourteen years. The greater , 3d .Tosecure their safe return if ineligible, All Manu
part of the bark is male into corks for bottles, SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by a letter of advice or

otherwise, should have the uriter's Name and Address
the rougher parts being reserved for rustic

written upon them IN FULL.

decoration . The fishermen also employ the 4th , Poetical contributions should invariably be accom

coarser pieces as floats for their nets. The
panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

articles manufactured from cork comprise handles

for bicycles,cigarette mouth -pieces, shoe soles , Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

and visiting -carıls. A very warm and lasting 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH,

I
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CHAPTER I.—AT FULL TIDE.

- No : there can be no mistake now . I have it , if he were walking on air. Then he checked

safe-- safe as anything upon this changing earth his pace, and one strong hand clutched his

can be. Not a doubt about it .' dark brown beard .

The sun shone brightly upon the green turf, Carriages ? Two), at the office door, forty

but Paul Wynyan was brooding upon his own yards away across the street.

affairs, so that he did not see how it lit up the Paul Wynyan felt startled, for the first was

brilliant cups of yellow and scarlet where the the doctor's brougham . Was his chief worse ?

tulips stood up rigidly, and ranked , like brigades Then his pulses began to beat with a heavy accel

from Flora's army, massed in the opening by erated throb, for he knew the second brougham ,

the Abbey ; but though the carnest -looking a quiet-looking but perfect equipage with mag

thinker paused by one of the carefully tended nificent horses, and coachman and footman in

beds, as if to examine them , he still did not quiet liveries.

see the gay early summer flowers, for his mind He knew that carriage well in the park, at

was occupied with other matters, and he saw à distance, in square and fashionable street,

there before him the result of long months where there were dinner-parties, and where, late

of arduous labour in the form of success of at night, from knowledge previously gained ,

fortune. This to him took the shape, not he had - accidentally, of course - been strolling

of a heavy balance at his bank, but of a pair along, smoking a cigar, about half-past ten ,

of soft gray eyes set in a face that had for two ' till , unnoticed, he could see a stiff -built, big

years been to him that of his guardian angel, headed, elderly man lead out a graceful figure

the decider of his course, and for whose sake , in light wrapper and lace veil to the carriage

he worked as few men of eight-and -twenty care waiting. And at such times the young en

to work, giving up every form of pleasure and gineer would perhaps catch the flash of

social engagement, burning the midnight oil 'diamond or the soft gleam of pearls in the

till he had , as he told himself, won , and with lamplight. Then there was the clatter of hoofs,

the winning gained the right to say to the keen , the whir of wheels, and he went back to his

stern man he served : ' I love her : give her chambers, to dream of the future and of the

me to wife .' great work in hand .

Paul Wynyan could not see the tulips through But it was broad daylight now, as he walked

Rénée Dalton's face ; but in a few seconds he : up to the open doorway of Robert Dalton &

awoke from his dream , walked on quickly, and Company's offices, stepped into the well-worn,

did see the tawdry drinking fountain whose dingy marble-paved hall, and stopped short

ornamentation glittered in the sunshine. facing a sandy and gray haired middle -aged

"Gimcrack ! he muttered , and then strode man in black and shepherd's plaid .

along Great George Street, erect, proul, and as “ Hullo, young fireworks ! '

а
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answer.

6

1

You, doctor ? There's nothing wrong ?' ' I have had the pleasure,' said Wynyan,

•Who said there was ? ' was the rather acid bowing as the lady named - a black -eyed, black

“ How are you ? Veedn't ask . My haired , waxen-complexioned girl of about seven

word, I'd give something for your physique, teen - rose and returned his bow, gazing at hiin

Wynyan. Strong as a horse — and young. Hah ? dreamily for amoment before the heavily fringed

lids of her great eyes drooped slowly.

But don't overdo it, my boy, don't overdlo it ! '
* And Mr Wynyan knows me too , said the

" But Dr Dalton ! You've been to see him ?'
third visitor, a well-featured, rather faded lady

Yes ; "bliged to. He won't come to me.
of any age between forty and fifty, and once

Oh, he's pretty well. — But, look here, Wynyan ; more a delicately gloved hand was extended to

yon'll oblige me if you'll put the drag on him the engineer ; 'but really, Mr Wynyan, you are

all you can . He's a good fellow, and we can't not at all polite. You never call upon us, and

spare him . He really has overdone it. Stop we are always at home to you . '

him all you can .' The gentleman addressed as Brant turned

I do ; but you know what he is. ' impatiently away, made his teeth grate together,

Oh
yes, I know what he is. Talk about , and said something known across Palace Yard

burning the candle at both ends : he does that, as unparliamentary — but to himself.

and melts it in the middle too. '
Miss Bryne forgets that I am not a society

* But , doctor, surely there's nothing serious ? ' man .'

Eh ? Humph ! Well, I must be off : half " Oh no ! I do not,' said the lady. It is

a -dozen important patients to see who have always this dreadful business. '

nothing serious the matter. The ladies are Just then a door behind the lady opened

up-stairs. sharply, and the thick -set massively headed

The doctor was off without answering the man of Paul W’ynyan's dreams entered with a

important question asked ; and Paul Wynyan cheque in his hand. ‘ Here you are, Rénée.

with his heart still beating heavily, hurried I shan't Ah, W'ynyan, back at last. Come

up -stairs to the principal offices on the first in here. — There, my dear : that's the last dona

floor, where in the outer room four draughits- tion I'll give them . I believe it's humbug.

men were busily at work with scale, compasses, Take it, and be off for your drive. — Eh ? Don't

and ruling pen, and a gray,plump little man look shocked , Isabel, my dear. '

of about sixty, with a quill pen behind his ear, ' But you quite frighten me, Mr Dalton ,' said

and a small boxwood ruler across his mouth, the foreign -looking girl, wrinkling her forehead

rose from a green baizc-coverel table at which , and pouting.

he hail been busy writing in figures upon a ' Do I, my dear ? Then you shouldn't come

plan held flat against a board with drawing, and stir me up in my den when I'm busy .'

pins . He smiled pleasantly as he took and putted

Mr Dalton has asked for you twice, Mr , the girl's hand, retaining it for a moment or

Wynyan ,' said the old man . You were to go two. Then turning to her elderly companion,

to him as soon as you returnel.' • There, Mary,' he said ; ' now do rid me of these

“ But he has company.' tiresome girls. - Well, Brant, what are you wait

"He wouldn't like you to study that, sir. ing for ?'

Better go in at once.' Oh, all right, uncle,' said the young man,

Wynyan drew a deep breath , steadied himself glancing at Rénée and biting his lip.

successfully, though the colour in liis face was By the way, Miss Endoza, ' continued the

slightly heightened, hung, his coat upon a peg, head of the firm quickly ; but as he turned to

and crossing the room , he crew back a baize the ladly , he saw his nephew looking hard at

cloor, and then tappel sharply upon an innerliis daughter. ' Did you hear what I said,

one of oak, opened it, and stepped into a Brant ?' he criedl.

substantially furnished room whose walls and Yes,' said the young man sulkily.

tables were covered with coloured plans ; and “ Then why don't you go ?

the thick Turkey carpet littered like the wall A sharp retort was on Brant Dalton's lips,

and stands with papers, flat, rolled , and pinned but he checked it, made an impatient gesture,

out on boards.
and went out, closing the first door gently, the

Familiar objects these, but it was at the baize with a bang.

unfamiliar that Paul Wynyan gazed as he was i Robert Dalton's head turned with an angry

greeted by a waft of fragrance, and faced the jerk , but it was brought back by lis foreign

features which haunted his sleeping and waking ,looking visitor.

moments , He was conscious of the brightness You really do frighten me, Mr Dalton ,' she

of flowers and fashionable attire, and then of said , with a pretty little show of fear.

the presence of some beside the three ! ' No, no ; I don't believe that, he said .

ladies, for a sharp, rather bullying voice ex- 1 Thank you both for the flowers, my dears.

claimed loudly : “ Oh, hang it all, Mr Wynyan, Now , gooil-byc.?

don't you see that the room is engaged ?' But, l'apa clear,' said his child, laying her

' I beg pardon ,' said the intruder ; but he hands upon his breast as he bent down to kiss

was interrupted by one of the visitors, whose her tenderly, ` you haven't told me what Doctor

voice thrilled Wynyan she exclaimel Kilpatrick said .

reproachfully: "Oh Brant, how can you -We • El ? No. Oh, nothing. That I was quite

ought to beg pardon , Mr Wynyan ,' she con well . To take a holiday or some nonsense

tinued, holding out her delicately gloved hanı, another, and Here-I say,' he cried, in his

for intruding here. But I am so anxious quick sharp imperious manner, as he graspeci

about Papa. You know Miss Endoza ?' Rénée's shoulder's and peered sharply in her

6
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inore .

Two years of

face, turning then to look searchingly at Miss Will you lie down , sir ?' said Wynyan

Bryne. This is a plot - an imposition : flowers earnestly.'

for me from Covent Garden - clieque wanted No, no. It 's passing off.
A kind of spasm .

for the Decayed Ladies ' Asylum - Kilpatrick Those drops work wonders. Must talk to you

dropping in as he passed. Mary - Rénée - you directly.'

witch - you told him to come.' ' I would not worry about business to -day,

“ Yes, Papa dear,' said the girl with the tears sir,' said Wynyan in a tone of remonstrance.

gathering in her eyes :
we were so very , very What ! ' cried the engineer with fierce energy

anxious about you . now . Why, it is life to me. There ; I'm

Tut, tut, tut ! ' he ejaculated impatiently. myself again . Now then , Wynyan : sit down.

' I'm quite well, only a little overdone with Look here, boy. I've been half mad . Then

work.— There,' he said, changing his tone and they came— she came - God bless her ! and I

more bending down to kiss the sweet was obliged to keep it down. Look here, boy.

earnest face looking up so lovingly ; ' I shall I'll tell you now. It has been a terribly

soon be more at liberty, and we'll have a run ! anxious time, but the negotiations have all been

on the Continent. Mr Wynyan here will give carried through. We've sold the motor.'

me a holiday. There ; run away now ; I have ' To some company, sir ? '

argent business with him .' Company ? No, boy : at Whitehall - to the

Yes, Papa dear,' said Rénée, smiling once Government. They've paid me a heavy sum

down - a big sum , Wynyan .'

“Good -bye, Spanish Gypsy, continued the old i Mydear Mr Dalton, cried the young man

man . Are you very much afraid of me now ?'' exciteilly, ' I congratulate you. Then now you

' No : not a bit," said the lacly addressed , as must rest and grow strong.'
!

she offered her lips to his salute . Rest, boy ? Congratulate me ? It is ruin

" That's right. I shall see you on Friday of and destruction .'

course .'
Wynyan looked at him curiously. “ Ruin ,

“Good-day, Jr Wynyan ,' said Rénie, offering sir ???

her hand . Do take care of l'apa .' !
“ Yes, Ruin. I thought, you thought , that

“ Yes, do, Mr Wynyan,' criedl Miss Bryne,' we were perfect -- that the cursed thing could

smiling quite maternally upon the young man. not fail ; and now it is like ruin to me and

By this time Robert Dalton hal opened the my bondsmen too ; for, as usual in an invention,
inner door and then the baize.

there was one little point we had forgotten, one

* Here Brant,' he cried in his sharp imperious little hole through which all our hopes escape.

way : show the ladies to their carriage. I only saw it last night, and doubted. This

The next ininute, the brize cloor fell to , the morning I have maile sure.

greatengineer's face turned ashy as he closed anxiety and labourcast away. In spiteof all

and slippel the bolt of the inner door ; and as we have done, the motor as we have clesigned

Paul Wynyan looked at him anxiously, he it is bound to fail, and even the greatest

walked hurriedly to the great oflice table, took heads the Government called in were as blind

up the superb bouquet his chill has left for as l .

him , raised it to his face in a dazed way , " Yes, sir,' said Wynyan, bowing his head :

dropped it suddenly, and had just time to “ it was bound to fail .

stagger to a great morocco-covered chair, Wynyan

springing forward and guiding him as he sink

back heavily. THE SUPPLY OF SEAMEY.

• Water,' he panted - glass ; ' and Wynyan The incessantly increasing proportion of foreign

caught a table filter from where it stood and sailors and firemen in the many and various

filled a glass.

Halt,' said the old man in a hoarse whisper, steamships and sailing-vessels of the British

and a portion of the glass's contents was sent ! mercantile marine demands the careful

sideration of all those who hold dear the red
flying over the carpet.

' Shall I call for help, sir ? ' ension of our fatherland . Britannia can only

' No-that drawer - Lottle , and a trembling continue to be supreme on the high seas pro

hand was pointed at the table. viiled her stalwart sons offer themselves for a

Wynyan snatchel open the drawer, caught up life on the ocean wave in suflicient numbers to

a small stoppered phial, read upon it the clirec

tions : Dose : twentyminims.' " Then removing much as skilled seamanship is only obtainable
cope with modern requirements. Moreover, inas

the stopper, he carefully let the required number

of drops fall into theglass, held it tothe fainting by thorough training from youth to manhood,

nian's lips, and watched him as he drauk it off under every sky, it necessarily follows that

quickly , and then sighed and closed his eyes as boys and young men should be found forming

he lay back.
an essential portion of every ship's crew. War

Wynyan took the glass from his band, plared ships may be of the most approved type, and

it on the table, and moved towarıls the door numerous enough to satisfy the most exact

to seek for help.
ing of competent critics. The naval architect

‘ Don't go,' came from behind him . “ Better

Hal ! Thank God !' was breatheil in a
can readily devise more and more powerful

lond sigh . I shall be all right directly, Il'ynyan . fleets ; and money will doubtless be voted with

Weak heart, Kilpatrick says. I don't look the out a murmur to vlefray the cost of keeping up

sort of man , «lo I ? he acldled with a feeble a first line of defence worthy of the premier

smile. "Hah ,' he sigheil. “ That's better .' nantical nation . Nevertheless, without sailors

i

1
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and firemen , deck officers and marine engineers, to one edition of Defoe's tale may not be

battleships and cruisers would be worse than known generally, but it is acted upon literally,

useless. The very fact that such splendid ships and home comfort is at a premium.

were afloat might nislead those whose heritage matter of fact, boys are seldom wanted now on

is the sea ' by engendering a feeling of baseless I board? sailing-ships, except as apprentices in

| training for officers ; and lads from the school

security. In the old sailing -ship days of our
ships around our coasts experience very great

masterful forefathers there were certainly a few difficulty in finding a ship-owning firm that

foreigners serving in inferior capacities on board will give them employment in the forecastle.

Britishı merchant-ships ; but, as a general rule, Able-bodied seamen are almost solely in request,

our sailors and officers were of British birth . but no attempt is made to bring up boys in the

They were second to none, neither with respect way they should go to become seamen for the

to quantity nor to quality.
replacement of those who die or desert. A stow

Ilence, when the dogs of war were let loose, away is sent on shore as soon as possible after

discovery. He also runs a serious risk of receiv

the ships of the State could always fairly relying three months' imprisonment in a common

upon the services of many sterling seamen of jail for his pains. Yet we must have sailors of

every rank, who would readily volunteer fronı our mature age to man our carrying craft. British

carrying craft to help their native land in the ship -owners exercise the right of all employers

hour of her need . Those who evincel any re of labour by buying in the cheapest market

luctance to risk their lives at the camnon's mouth and selling in the dearest, and ‘ sailor boys

not infrequently fell into the over - eager hands are seldom seen in our merchant-ships. Con

of the prowling pressgangs, so much in evidence sequently, seamen of British birth are surely

when the world was younger. Such stragglers ensign of our fatherland .
i becoming a lamentable exception under the red

accepted the situation thus thrust upon them ,
Captain A. G. Froud, R.N.R. , during the

despite every effort to the contrary, with but course of an inquiry into the manning of

little demur, when once environed by the British ships, found that of thirty vessels

discipline and duty of a British man - of -war. taken haphazard, no fewer than eighteen carried

In the days of yore, when pigtails and long ' none but able seamen. Hence the forecastle, or

voyages were de rigueur, British boys yearned sailors' dwelling -place, of many a sailing -ship

to become sailors ." At the same time these! under the British reil ensign is a veritable

| Tower of Babel, where every language is heard
ingenuous youngsters were warmly welcomed

There are not wanting sailing

on board their country's cargo-carriers, making vessels belonging or other of our

perilous passages under swelling sails to and principal home ports, on board which master,

from far -off lands. Charles Kingsley, in his officers , and men are all foreigners. Just eight

soul-stirring story of Il'estward Ho ! has deliglit- years ago a Californian daily newspaper , the

fully described that absorbing love of the sea San Francisco Call, gave a curious example of

and seamen which animated British -born youths the extent to which foreigners are carried in

when Drake, Hawkins, and a famous liost of our merchant-ships. A large British sailing

undlaunted rovers on the wild wastes of waters ! vessel, the Banılaneira, at that Pacific port was

laid the firm foundations of Englanil's naval decorated with flags from stem to stern , from
i one day the observed of all observers. She was

and commercial glory. His vivid word -picture truck to rail, as though it were the occasion of

of young Amyas Leigh affords an insight some national holiday. The paper's marine

to the intense attraction which the sea had ' reporter ascertained that, althougli an English

for boys of that history-making epoch . That ship, captain and crew were Germans, and they

ardent youth addressing Oxen ham , i navigator ' took this means of testifying to their joy at

just returned home from an adventurous voyage, the passage of a Bill in the German Reichstag
to the Spanish Main, blurted out : ' I want to which affected their interests. Ships thus

go to sea . I want to see the Inlies. I want manned would not only be a source of weak

to fight the Spaniards. Though I am il gentle - ness, but also an element of danger, in war
man's son , I'd it cleal liever be a cabin boy time. The Liverpool ship Theophane disappeared

on board your ship . Of such stuff are seamen while taking a coal cargo from New South
malle !

Wales to Peru . ller published crew -list show's

Steam and the screw propeller have almost that her officers were British born, but her

killed that spirit of adventure which has helped sailors were of various nationalities. There were

to make the British flag evident and respected seven (iermans, two Norwegians, two Italians,
on every sea. No longer even does the harly three Swedes, one Dane, one Russian , and only

toiler of old ocean fill his pockets with the four English . Captain J. Mitchell, R.N.R., in a

good red gold , by sailing on the sea , ( !' ; pamphlet of 1876 , gave two examples of mixed

Prudent parents more often prevail upon their crews under the British flag, and since then

boys to seek safer and more luerative employ- we have gone from bad to worse in this re

ment on dry land ; and , worse still , many of spect. The sailing -ship North fleet had sixteen

those who actually proceed to sea soon throw sailors. Of these there were three Russians,

up the nautical profession in deep disgust. eight Sweles, two Germans, one American, ancí

Robinson Crusoe has an ever-widening circle of but two British . A steamer, the Scotland, had a

reaclers, but that enchanting book appears to crew consisting of eight Greeks, two Brazilians,

have a «lecreasing influence upon each successive eight Scandinavians, three Dutch, four Germans,

generation. Alfred Crowquill's moral appended three French , one American, one Russian , one

|
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Austrian, one Chinaman, one East Indian, and marines. This small number comprised twenty

twelve Englishmen. The last-mentioned would different races gathered from the four quarters

doubtless include the deck officers and marine of the globe. Only nineteen were native -born

engineers. ' Comment,” he said, “ is needless on Americans. Another similar ship, the Monocacy,

the above ; they speak for themselves in all had a crew of one hundred and five exclusive

languages . Very many instances of a like of officers and marines. Twenty-one countries

nature might be quoted. Sufficient, however, were represented , and foreigners held most of

has been done to indicate that the British the important petty officers' ratings. From

mercantile marine, as at present constituted , personal observation of the writer, at least

would be but a broken reeil to rely upon in one-half of the sailors on board the United

the hour of danger . i States llag -ship Chicago are foreigners. Mr

Statistics ofteni afford much food for reflection . ' F. U. Bennett, an engineer officer of the United

' Facts, or what a man believes to be facts,' States Navy, in the course of an instructive

said Mark Twain, are delightful.? Curiously article entitled ' American Men for the Ameri

enough , the same data by delicate manipulation can Vavy ,' has done good service to his country

often serve to enforce contradictory propositions by drawing attention to the danger to the State

at the sweet will of the operators. Board of likely to arise by the employment of foreigners

Trade returns give sixteen per centum as the in war-ships. Ile suggests ihat ' theories must

actual roportion of foreign seamen in British be laid aside, and some practical method put

ships of the mercantile marine. Sailors, how- in operation whereby an American youth can

ever, frequently form a relatively insignificant find in the navy of his country an opportunity

portion of the whole crew in many a modern for a career at least equal to that open to liim

merchantman. A large passenger steamship will in trade or in the mechanical arts. America

have a master, mates, petty oflicers, sailors, en once had a far -famed fleet of first-class clipper

gineers, firemen , coal-trimmers, stewards, stew- merchant-ships which held their own against

ardesses, and others, in her crew . Captain E. all comers . These sailing -vessels monopolised

Blackınore, J.P., in a paper reacl before the the most paying, routes. British shipmaster's

London Shipmasters' Society, has referred to !often murmured because the American clipper

the misleading nature of these official returns. could command a freight in a China tea -port ;

The correct result can only be obtained by wliereas our ships, badly modelled , for the

taking the number of able seamen who sign the purpose of evading the tonnage laws of the

articles of agreement in British merchant-ships period , were utterly ignored . Much has hap

| during one year, separate our own countrymen pened since then , however, and the glory of

from the foreigners, and then make the com- , the American mercantile marine is but a mem

parison. Any other method is simply throwing ory of the past.

clust in the eyes of the public, and can never Ships of the Great Republic seem at one

show our strength or weakness in case of a great time to have been actually oflicered and mannel

war with European powers.' A Liverpool ship - by her sailor sons. The repugnance against il

owner, Mr Williamson, of statistical repute, is sca-life evinced by American youths of to -day

of opinion that nearly one-third of the sailors must militate sadly against the wish of Ameri

in British ships are foreigners, who owe cans to obtain a larger share of the world's

| allegiance to the famous flag under which they ocean carrying -trade. The American flag is now

sail. An interesting return, apparently obtained seldom seen in ports abroad displayed by mer

from an official source, has lately made the chant vessels, and the crews of her finest ships

i round of the public press. This being accepted ' are of every nationality. It would be passing

as true, it follows that in April 1891 there was strange were England and America compelled

forty - three per centum of foreign sailors in our to rely for seamen upon Scandinavia. Yet,

sailing-ships making voyages to ports abroad ; unless some serious stops be shortly taken, this

and during the first six months of 1894 the most undesirable result is probable in the near

i total percentage of foreign sailors in ships be- ; future.

longing to the United Kinglom was forty Captain G. Cawley, R.N.R., has well said that

three. In London, the percentage was forty- 1 it is a question of patriotism and national

eight; and in Nortli Shielils it actually reached expediency that we should foster British seamen .'

sixty-seven ! Not are foreigners ling the forecastles of

Our near kindred on the other side of the ' our cargo-carriers, but they are also serving as

stormy North Atlantic are even worse off than officers and masters. The late Admiral Hornby,

ourselves with respect to seamen of native ' in an important letter which appeared in the

birth . We continue to rigidly exclude for- , Times of oth June 1894, dealing with the supply

eigners from serving Her Majesty in a war -ship. of seamen , remarks that ship -owners complain

The United States could not possibly do with that they are obliged to employ many of those

out the ubiquitous foreigner" in government foreigners as mates, and even as captains, for
ships. Otherwise, the first-class fighting -ships want of competent Englishmen . If this be

of her brand -new war navy would have to true, it follows that the clownfall of England's

remain snugly moored in her home ports. IIer supremacy at sea is merely a matter of time.
naval officers are all citizens of the Great The Shipmasters' Society have denied that there

Republic, and equal to those of any other race is any truth in the imputation. Nevertheless, it

either in theory or in practice. Not so her sailor's. must be confessed that foreign sailors are be

The United States war-ship «1shuelot, which met coming more and more numerous in British

her fate in the China Sea about eleven years merchant-ships ; boys are rarely found ; and

ago, going down with part of her crew , had one there is no restriction at present with respect

hundred and eleven enlistedd men exclusive of to this insidious danger, which threatens to sap

no
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STORY II .-A VICTIM OF THE KOL.10 -HWII.

All eyes on
CHAPTER I.

the foundations of British maritime supremacy. were rendered gay with Chinese lanterns and

No other country, save Belgium , will permit various other illuminations. A spirited band

her merchant vessels to be mannel solely by kept up a constant and gay strain of music. It

foreigners. That celebrated nautical novelist, ! would have been difficult anywhere to find a

Clark Russell, in one of his most recent yarns more brilliant or more animated scene. The

of the salt sea, makes the principal character 'hour was close on midnight; but the special

truthfully say that with a fok’sle so full of guests of the evening - Sterling and his wife had

fired Dutchmen ---why, when they hoist the not arrived . As the moments flew by without

English red ensign , ihe flag 's the bitterest lie their putting in an appearance, the feeling of

since Annynius anil Sophia . Our heritage is expectation which all shared gradually reached

the sea, and the incessant influx of foreign sea that of disappointment. A bride was not to be

men does not tend to make it secure for those found every dayatTingchiang ; and this bride,

coming after 11s. To lave British -born seamen report said, was both beautiful and young.

requires that our youth shall be trained on our Maitland had seen Mrs Sterling that morn

merchant-ships, and ship -owners will not have ing. She and her husband had promised to

boys. Hence the supply of native-born seamen ' arrive in good time ; the Consul was therefore

will grow surely less, while those scamen found | beginning to feel a slight sense of uneasiness

in British ships will be either inefficient or at their prolonged absence, when a commotion

foreign. It is high time that this question of near one of the principalentrances caused him

the supply of seamen received the serious atten- to hurry forward . One of the Chinese servants

tion of our foremost legislator's ere it be too called the names of Jr and Mrs Sterling in

late . Sca-going training ships have become a shrill , high , penetrating voice, and a slender

almost absolutely necessary to ensure a girl in white , accompanied by a tall square

proportion of competent merchant seamen of shouldered young man, came eagerly forward .

British birth . * Better late than never,' exclaimed Maitland,

as le extended a hearty hand of welcome to

each .

RICHARD MAITLAND )-CONSUL. We were unexpectedly delayed. We are ever

By L. T. MEADE and Professor ROBERT K. DOL'ULAS. so sorry,' explained Urs Sterling.

Maitland offered her his arm , and they

entered the ballroom together.

were immediately fixed the

young bride's pretty face. The brightness of

AFTER the exciting adventures related in the her complexion , her fresh and rounded cheeks,

last story, the Foreign Office thought it well, the delicate lines of her soft mouth , all pro

for more than one reason, to remove Richard claimed to those habitués of an Oriental climate

Maitland from the Consulate at Ch’anyang to the factof her late arrival from England.

“ She will soon lose those roses," whispered a
the larger treaty port of Tingchiang. Here he

was in the centre of a large English com- whom she was clancing.
sallow -faced lady to a young naval officer with

munity ; and as time passed, the strange events • What a beautiful girl she is ! ' he replied.

which had so seriously destroyed his peace , and I hope I may get introduced to her. Her

almost cost him his life, began to fade from husband is a remarkably good -looking fellow

his mind . He commenced once again to look too .

upon life from a humorous and kindly stand " Oh , Wilfrid Sterling has been the pet of all

point. He was soon an immense favourite with the English residents for a long time, replied

the English residents, and began also to be Mrs Anstruther. ' He is one of the best-natured ,

Wepopular with those Chinamen who came in his jolliest fellow : I have ever comeacross.

were all istonished when he suddenly got leave
way.

of absence and rushed off to England ; and

On the day when this story opens, Maitland still more amazed when the news reached us

was in his most genial frame of mind. An that he was coming back with an English wife.

entertainment on a very magnificent scale was He was not quite well when he left - I only

to take place th evening at the Consulate. hope the change has done him good .'

To this festivity nearly all the Englislı resi
İlere Mrs Anstruther looked eagerly across

dents of the place were invited . Amongst the the room at Sterling, as he stood in the recess

of a window . He was not speaking, and some

expected guests was a young man of the name lines ofworry were plainly discernible on his

of Wilfrid Sterling. He has been a resident | brow.

at Tingchiang for some years , and was one of Now that I look at him , he does not seem

the inost popular of the English inhabitants. much better for the change,' she continued.

On this occasion his name was in every one's What a pity !-one would have thought that

mouth, for he had just returned from England England anıl matrimony would have set up any

bringing his bridle" with him . Mrs Sterling man .'

happened to belong to a family whom Maitland ‘ Sterling's complexion is as allow as his

knew well in the old country, and it was wife's is the reverse,' replied Captain Jeffrey.

primarily in her honour that the ball was ' I should say — though perhaps it is treason to

given. think such a thing — that your good friend

In due course the company began to as- inclulges in opium -smoking on the quiet.'

semble. The splendid rooms of the ('onsulate I am certain he does not,' replied Mrs

were brightly lighted. The yarılens and verandas Anstruther with indignation ; ' le is as steady

i
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up to him .

6

a fellow as any in the settlement. But come land has been expecting you the whole even

this way ; I must speak to him , and get him ing.'

to introduce me to Mrs Sterling. ' I know it, worse luck, ' muttered Sterling.

Sterling had moved farther into the recess The business which now calls me away also

of the window. Noone was speaking to him delayed my coming here in time. Now, I must

for a moment, and the look of anxiety seemed hurry off. I wonder if you would be good

to deepen and grow more marked on his dark, natured enough to take a message froni me to

handsome face. His young wife was standing Mrs Sterling ?

not ten yards away from him. Her girlish and ' I will, with all the pleasure in the world .'

silvery laughter floated to him where he stood. ' A thousand thanks. Pray, do not stand on

He suddenly clenched his teeth . ceremony with her. Tell her I asked you to

' For Evelyn's sake, I will cut this Gordian speak to her. Say that I have been obliged to

knot,' he said to himself. leave here unexpectedly, but I expect to be

Just at this moment Mrs Anstruther came home early to-morrow morning .. Ask Maitland

‘ How do you do ? she said . to see that she has a sedan - chair home to our

Allow me to introduce my friend, Captain hong [house ). I shall be eternally grateful if

Jeffrey. I am delighted to welcome you back, you can do this for me.?

Mr Sterling Pray , introduce me without any A grave expression came over Captain Jeffrey's

delay to your wife. How sweet and fresh and good -humoured face when Sterling left him.

charming she looks — in short, almost a child.' “ That lad looks as if he had got into some

‘ Evelyn is nineteen,' replied Sterling. “ She sort of trouble,' he muttered . “ Yes, of course ;

will be only too glad to make your acquaint- I will take his message to his pretty wife ; but

ance, Mrs Anstruther ; and if you can help her I will also interfere sufficiently in the matter

in any way, you will secure my abundant to consult Maitland . I confess I do not like

gratitude. She knows nothing of the life here ; the look of things. That letter, which evidently

and I am very much afraid may suffer from gave Sterling such a shock , was not written by

loneliness while I am busy at the office .' an Englishman.

Oh, she won't suffer from that long,' said As these thoughts passed quickly through his

Mrs Anstruther. " There isn't a lady in the mind , Captain Jeffrey re-entered the leated

settlement who won't be good to your bride. ballroom .

-Oh, how provoking ! Mr Maitland has taken Meanwhile, Sterling having reached the outer

her away. to a distant part of the room . Most air, stood still for a moment to breathe and

inconsiderate of our good Consul. I see that consider how best to act. His head was burn

ny introduction must wait. Well , I will come ing, and his pulses were beating fast. He knew

back to you presently ; in the meantime, I too well the purport of the paper which had

should like you and my friend Captain Jeffrey been put into his hands in Maitland's drawing

to know each other.' Its contents, short and stern as they

Sterling bowed ; and Mrs Anstruther, sceing were, were not any shorter or sterner than the

new acquaintance, hurried off to exchange fate which would be his if he dared to disobey

greetings. The two young men were left stand- them .

ing side by side in the veranda. " Obey and tremble ,' said the writer of the

Why don't you join the dancers ? said Cap- note. Sterling was as plucky a young English

tain Jeffrey presently . man as could be fouml anywhere, but at the

Before Sterling could reply, some one touched present moment he undoubtedly felt a strong
his coat from behind . Ile turned abruptly ; a sense of fear.

Chinese servant who had come up slipped a The circumstances under which he now found

small piece of paper into his hand. His fingers himself were as follows : He was entrapped by

closed over it tremulously ; he could not quite one of the most terrible of the many secret

conceal his emotion. societies which abound in China. The document

" You will excuse me for a moment, Captain which he still held in his hand was stamped

Jeffrey, while I attend to this,' he said. with the seal of this society ; and though the

He went up and stood under the light of a paper was unsigned, the unfortunate young man

Chinese lantern. His eyes quickly devoured the was able to make a shrewd guess as to the per

following words : ‘Meet me under the willow sonality of the writer.

tree by the bridge which crosses the Mien Wilfrid Sterling was the junior partner in a

stream, at twelve to -night. If you dare to dis- large firm of tea-merchants. He had come from

obey, or if you breathe à word to the autho- England when little more than a lac , and for

rities, an order will at once be issued for the a long time all had gone well with himn ; but

murder of yourself and of your wife ; so obey in an evil hour he had been tempted into an

and tremble .
opium saloon by a Chinese acquaintance. He

Having read this ominous epistle twice, the had gone there principally from curiosity, and

young man crushed it tightly in the palm of did not even intend to indulge in the pipe.

his right hand, and turning to Captain Jeffrey, This scruple, however, was quickly overcome ;

who had been watching him witli undisguised and although at first he had found some cliffi

interest and some slighit alarm , began to speak culty in inhaling the drug, and had wondered

in a husky voice. what gratification its votaries could possibly

" This letter is of importance,' he said ; ' I find in the opium pipe, by degrees he learned

must attend to it immediately. ' to breathe it in , and then the delight of its

You cannot intend to leave us !' exclaimed fumes fairly intoxicated him . His first evening

Jeffrey. Wly, you and your wife have only at the opium saloon was followed by many

just arrived, and I know our good friend Mait- others. Soon, evening after crening found him

e

room .

a
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there, until at last the one dream of his life promise he had given to Lin . Lin, however,

was to repair to the den, and there rejoice in was the sort of person who never forgets. It

visions of joy, beauty, and happiness until the was one of the objects of his life to gain recruits

small-hours of the morning. In the daytime for the society, and he hoped great things from

he made desperate struggles to overcome the the young Englishman

vice which was undermining, his manlıood, ! Sterling and his wife spent two or three

but evening after evening found him again the weeks of perfect happiness at Tingchiang

victim of this terrible temptation. before the blow fell. On the evening, how

Bad as this state of things was, however, \ ever, of Maitland's ball, as he was preparing to

there was
worse to follow . More often than accompany Evelyn to the scene of festivities,

not, when indulging in the opium pipe, he was he was met ly an emissary of Lin's , who

associated on the same divan with a Chinaman 'whispered to him that he would presently

of the name of Lin. Close neighbourhood and receive a substantial token of Lin's identity.

a certain affinity of tastes brought about an ' The news came as a terrible shock to the un

alliance ; and as time went on , Lin confessed : fortunate young man. He returned to the room

himself to be a member of the Kolao -liwuy, where his pretty wife stood in her white dress,

one of the largest and most famous of the looked at her with passionate trouble in his

secret societies which abounded in all parts of eyes, and wondered if even now he might dare

the empire . Even to mention the name of the to tell her the truth .

Kolao -liwuy was to strike terror in many a We are late already, Wilfrid, exclaimed Mrs

breast. But Sterling, under the influence of the Sterling in an eager tone — had we not better

drug , listened to his companion's speech with go??

complaisance, and gradually became himself in- Sterling sat somewhat in shadow , and she

doctrinated with Lin's views of the iniquities of did not notice how pale and haggard his face

the present dynasty , and the past glories of the , had grown.

dynasty of Ming. One marked effect of opium 'Yes, yes, we'll go at once,' he exclaimed .

smoking is that it weakens the will and demor Ile roused himself — a sedan-chair was sent

alises the sense of right and wrong. Under the for, and the young couple were carried quickly

influence of the fumes, Sterling listened to his to the Consulate.

companion with deep sympathy, and eventually The fatal note, therefore, which was so

authorised Lin to enter his name as a candi- slipped into Sterling's hand, came by no means

dlate for election to the society. as a surprise .

He had no sooner clone this than the re As he stood now , in the open air, just out

action came, and he hurried back to his lodg- side the ('onsulate, the thought of all this note

ings in the English settlement in a state of involved made him feel for a few moments as

terror. | if his reason would be upset. To flee was hope

The next morning, however, unexpected relief less; to struggle was absolutely vain . The old

It was necessary to send a member of habits — the old horrors - would once more sur

the firm to England without clelay, and Ster- round him .

ling, as the youngest partner, was the man Vay,' he said half aloud ; ' if it were only

appointed to undertake the business. Within the old habits — the old demoralising vice ! It

two days he found himself far from Ting- is worse, far worse things which I have now
chiang, and hoped that he had also put away to fear. What madness seized me when I

for ever the vice which had so nearly ruined promised to become a member of such a terrible

him . The bracing climate of his native land, and dangerous society asthe Kolao-hwuy ?

andthe society of those whom he loved best, Well, I dare not hesitate ; thereis no turning

helped further to restore him . The evils of back. I must meet Lin under the willow -tree

the habits he had contracted were borne in which crosses the Mien . Yes, and it only

strongly upon him , and he vowed a fierce vow wants half an hour to twelve o'clock . I can't

that never again woull he take an opium pipe risk Evelyn's life . Yes, I must obey. What a

within his lips. During his stay in England, frightful position to be in ! how little I guessed

Sterling met the daughter of an old friend of what a nouse I was slipping round my neck
Richard Maitland's. when I became friends with an unscrupulous

Evelyn Stanhope was a beautiful girl, with fellow like Lin .'

sparkling eyes and a vivacious temperament. The night was warnı, the sky cloudless ; but

Sterling fell in love with her almost at first Sterling shivered as he stood aloneand allowed

sight - his passion was returned ; and when he these thoughts to rush through his brain . Then

set sail again for China, Evelyn accompanied making a great effort, he pulled himself to

him as his wife. During their short engage- gether. Whatever happens, I must play the

ment, he had often felt inclined to tell the inan ," he exclaimed. ' I must be wary, cautious,

girl whom he loved the story of his brief fall cunning — there may be a loophole of escape ;

from the paths of virtue ; but he had not suf- but at present there is nothing for me but to

ficient courage to undertake this task. He could obey - well, at least I will not tremble. Out

not bear to see the reproach which he was wardly, I'll show these Chinese beggars that

quite certain would fill Evelyn's dark eyes ; and I have got the grit of an Englishman about

as he now considered the whole thing at an end, me ?

he hoped that his bride might never learn how He hurried forward, hastening his steps as he

nearly his life had been wrecked . knew that the time of the appointment was

In the excitement of his hurried visit to close at hand . He soon left the town behind

England, his brief wooing and hast.y marriage, him , and the soft night-air fanning his heated

the young man had absolutely forgotten the forehead brought back some degree of courage

came .
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to his heart. As he walked faster and faster, straight, and you will be able to get home in

houses occurred at rare intervals, until by -and- good time in the morning .'

by he found himself in the neighbourhood of " Then let us get it over quickly, said

the rice-fields and beyond the reach of human Sterling.

dwellings. A walk of a inile and a half farther In sober silence , the three men set forth in

along the narrow path which bordered the rice- Indian file , Lin taking the lead , Sterling fol

fields brought him to the pot where the lowing, and the other man bringing up the

appointment had been made. As he approached rear . By many secret and divers paths, they

the willow -tree, he trembled again with anxiety crossed a rough and mountainous country, until

and horror. The place, however, was perfectly ' at last they came to a narrow opening in the

quiet, not a soul within sight. The solitude rocks which went by the name of the Sun

and the peace had a strange power of relieving Moon Pass. Here, å stern -looking custodian

Sterling from his worst terrors. He looked awaited them , motionless ; when the three men

around him, to right and left. No one was approached him , he turned and passed a secret

waiting for him at the willow -tree. This fact sign with Lin , and immediately afterwards de

brought immense comfort to his overstrained manded a small fee in money from Sterling.

nerves, and he said to himself, with a sigh of 'Give him a trifle and come on ,' said Lin in

gladness, that doubtless he was after all but his harshest tone.

the victim of a hoax. He was about to turn The Englishman obeyed mechanically. The

back again, when suddenly, from behind a three walked on quickly once again until,

bush, Lin and another man who was an abso- having crossed a stone bridge over a rapidly

lute stranger to Sterling, appeared. He started flowing river, they reached a small building

violently when he saw them. which went by the name of the ' Ilall of

‘ Your Excellency has done well to come, Fidelity and Loyalty .' Here Lin and his friend

said Lin, and it is high time we started.' were obliged to produce their diplomas. They

The revulsion of feeling from hope once again did so quickly, and hurried Sterling on at a

to despair, had made the poor young English- greater speed than ever. After a further walk

man almost incapable of speech. of some distance, they reached the Lodge known

· Are you in a dream ?' said Lin roughly. as the City of Willows. This ominous-look

' I said it was high time we started. ' ing place was surrounded by a wall which

Sterling made an effort to find speech . resembled the approach to à camp. Here a

' It is many months since we talked of these number of men stood waiting, and Sterling was

matters,' he said. ' I have married since then ; informed by Lin that they were neophytes,

and though approving of the principles of your who, like himself, were to be initiated into the

society, I do not now feel inclined to join its society that evening. The neophytes were all

ranks.'
attended, as Sterling was himself, Ivy well

A grim smile passed like a flash over Lin's accreditel brethren .
So soon as the party

austere face. met outside the City of Willows, they were

The order has gone forth at the Willow led within the first gate of the camp, where

Lodge for your initiation ,' he said. “ And the ithey found themselves face to face with an

punishinent for non -compliance stated in the official whom Lin described to Sterling as

is idle threat, I assure the Vanguard. The candidates were paracled

you .' one by one before this individual, who asked

As he spoke, his companion planted himself them their names and ages. Sterling's English

on the narrow causeway along which Sterling face and figure formed a striking contrast to

had come, and the manner of both men showed those of the other neophytes, and as le passed

that at all events in this matter they were before the Vanguard, the man favoured him with

fully in earnest. à piercing and suspicious glance.

For a moment he scarcely knew how to act. What is the name of this neophyte ? ' he

Whether he obeyed or disobeyed the summons, said, turning quickly round to Lin .

he felt that ruin was awaiting him . If he " Sterling , the Englishman, your Excellency,

became a member of the society, there was no whose services
have been so anxious to

knowing what terrible commission he might be ,secure for our society,' replied Lin, in a some

called upon to accomplish. If he refused to what pompous tone.

take the initiatory vows, he and his young wife Is he likely to be loyal and faithful ?? asked

would certainly both fall victims to thesecret the Vanguard.

and awful power which never failed to strike! To this question Lin replied in too low a i

those who had once put themselves in its grasj . tone for Sterling to catch his words, but the

Scarcely a moment was given him for delibera- ominous look on his face was the reverse of |

tion , and in the confused and hurried rush reassuring.

of thought which passed through his brain , The Vanguard now once again asked Sterling's

he tried to consider which course entailed the name. This proved a severe puzzle to his im

least fearful consequences to Evelyn . After accustomed lips, nor did he feel equal to cope |

brief and rapid thought, he made up his mind with the spelling, of such an unwonted word ; |

that the only thing now to do was to follow he finally ended by writing it down as follows
the men .

For the present at least, his life and -Ssu -Ta -ling.

his wife's were safe, and he must leave conse When all the names had been duly regis

quences to the future.
tered, the Vanguard gave the word of com

‘ I will go with you,' he said to Lin . “ How mand.

far is it to the place ? ' ' Form the Bridge of Swords,' he shouted in

“ Not far,' said Lin . ' We will take you there a sonorous voice.

summons no can

we

9
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In compliance with this startling order, the happened, and we looked around, we beheld a

brethren immediately formed themselves into more curious spectacle than Blondin will ever

two ranks, which were distinguished by the present, reflected in the sea of up-turned faces

materials of their swords ; the swords held by that were watching him . If this was so in the

the right rank being made of steel , and those Crystal Palace, what must have been the terrible

by the left , of copper. Having raised the fascination and tension of feeling in watching

swords as to meet in the air in the form him cross and recross Niagara ?

of a bridge, the neophytes, conducted by their Blondin is the nom de théâtre of Jean François

introducers, were obliged to pass beneath them , Gravelet, who was born at Hesdin , near Calais,

and were then immediately led forward into on the 28th of February 1824. His father

the presence of two generals who were guarding whose nickname, ‘ Blondin, from the colour of

the Hung Gate. his hair, has descended to his son — was a sol

Name the “ New Horses,” ' commanded these dier of the first French Empire, who had seen

officers. service under Napoleon at Austerlitz, Wagram ,

The Vanguard imniediately replied by read and Moscow , but died when his son was in his

ing out the list of candidates ; and Sterling ninth year. The pluck and strength that young

found himself with the other neophytes intro- Blondin displayed even in his fourth year was

i duced into the Ilall , where the task of instruct marvellous ; and when only a few years older, he

ing the new members in the objects and rules was trained by the Principal of L'Ecole de Gymnase

of the society began . at Lyons in many gymnastic feats, and after six

months there, was brought out as “ The Little

Wonder .' He excelled especially at tight-rope

BLONDIN. clancing, jumping, and somersault-throwing. One

of his jumps was over a double rank of soldiers

ROPE -WALKERS, like lion - tamers and poets, are with bayonets fixed . The agent of an American

born and not made. Blondin began to walk company — the Ravels — aware of his success in

along a rope when he was only four years old , the French provinces, gave him a two years'

and at twice that age gave a special exhibition engagement for the United States, which after

before the king of Italy at Turin. And last America in 1855 ; and it must have been about

wards extended to eight years. He went to

Christmas, although over seventy years of age, four years later,when looking across the

when performing on the high -rope in the Agri- Niagara Falls, that he remarked to Mr Ravel:

cultural Hall, Islington, he appeared as nimble .What a splendid place to bridge with a tight

and active as ever . He went through much the rope !'

same performance ils that which startled the When at the end of his contract, although

public at the Crystal Palace about thirty years called idiot and madman, he endeavoured to

He ran along the rope ; he dich the carry this daring project of crossing the Falls

journey in al sack and blindfolded ; he stood on the tight-rope into' execution . In the spring

upright in a chair, which he had previously Falls village, and began to makehis arrange

of 1859 he took rooms in the Hotel at Niagara

balanced in the centre of the rope ; he stoud ments. There was sone difficulty at first in get

on his head on the rope, and concluded by ting permission from the proprietors on either

carrying his attendant across . When performing side of the river. A Mr Iłamblin was good for

at the Crystal Palace in 1860 he made one the necessary thirteen hundred dollars for the

hundred pounds a clay by his exhibitions, and rope to span the fifteen hundred feet of roaring

The bank on one side
one hundred and fifty pounds when he had water below the Falls.

two exhibitions. A rope two inches in diameter, Iwas about one hundred and sixty feet in height ;

and two hundred and forty yarls long, was crossed for the first time on the 30th of June,
on the other, one hundred and seventy. He

stretched from the level of the hand -rail of the in the presence of what was said to be a con

highest gallery in the transept right across to course of upwards of fifty thousand people. On

the other side, and kept from swinging laterally the 4th of July he crossed again, his body

by fifteen pairs of gay -lines. The rope was enveloped in a heavy sack of blankets ; with

made steady, but not rigid ,at one hundred and eyes thus blindfolded , his step was as steady as

seventy feet from the ground. There Blondin ! if he saw. In the middle of the month he

disported himself as if the narrow rope were as ! crossecl, wheeling a wheelbarrow ; and on the

broad and safe as a London street . Ile turned 5th of August, in crossing, he turned somer

saults and performed various gymnastic feats on

somersaults, walker blindfolded ; passed along the rope. ' Ile crossed with a man on his back

the rope with his feet in waste -paper baskets on the 19th ; and on the 27th as a Siberian

He even carried a cooking -stove, and fastened it exile in shackles. On the2d of September he

on the centre of the rope, and cooked an ome crossed at night, and stood on his head amid

lette there. Once, when he pretended to slip , la blaze of fireworks. In the summer of 1860

two ladlies fainted right away. A spectator has he crossed below the Suspension Bridge; but

written : We have seen enough to set
our previously, he hail great difficulty in adjusting

pulses thumping minfully , to send a cold sick - liis one-inch rope, and nearly lost his life in

ening terror crawling along our veins, to make danger in crossing was increased by a dip, of
fixing the lateral yuy-ropes. The difficulty and

us very glad to look anywhere but on the rope, forty feet on the length of the rope. His last

when the fascination which riveted our gaze performance here, on the 14th of September

upon it had a little died
away. When this 1860, was witnessed by the Prince of Wales and

ago.
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suite and a vast assembly of spectators. The ropes, fifty guide-ropes , eighty tying-bars — the

Prince eagerly and anxiously watched his pro- average weight, not including poles, being five

gress through a telescope ; and on Blondin being and a half tons. The freight of his fixings

presented afterwards, his first words of greeting including, we suppose, a huge travelling tent,

were : Thank God, it is all over. ' At this which can encompass fourteen thousand people

time he crossed with a man on his back , tra -amounted to one thousand pounds between

versed the rope in a sack and blindfolded, and Southampton and Melbourne. About three days

even went across on stilts. In traversing the are consumed in making his preparations, by

rope with a man on his back , the time occu- the aid of a dozen assistants. The due adjust

pied was forty -five minutes ; he set the man ment of his rope is his principal care, and he

down, while he rested six times on the rope. superintends every detail.

Fancy the man thus climbing again on his In a fragment of autobiography written some

shoulders and inserting his legs in the hooks years ago, Blondin tells us that the rope he

attached to the hips of the gymnast for his generally used was formed with a flexible core

support !
of steel wire covered with the best Manila

The Prince of Wales sent a special cheque to'hemp, about an inch or three-quarters in dia

Blondin after his great feat ; another of his meter, several hundred yards in length , and

gifts was a cluster diamond ring ; and the in- costing about one hundred pounds. A large

habitants of the village gave hill a gold medal, windlass at either end of the rope served to

as a tribute of admiration, with this inscription : ! make it taut, while it was supported by two

Presented to Mons. J. F. Blondin by the high poles. His balancing-poles, of ash -wood,

Citizens of Niagara Falls, in appreciation of a vary in length , and are in three sections, and

feat never before attenpted by inan , but by weigh from thirty -seven to forty- seven pounds.

him successfully performed on the 19th of He is indifferent as to the height at which he

August 1859, that of carrying a man upon his is to perform . Blondin has never confessed to

back over the Falls of Niagara on a Tight-rope . ' any nervousness on the rope, and while walking,

Probably, these feats are never likely again to 'he generally looks eighteen or twenty feet

be repeated by even the most daring and ahead, and whistles or hums some snatch of

accomplished rope-walker. a song. The time kept by a musical band has

Since his triumphs at Niagara, Blondin has frequently aided him in preserving his balance.

made more than four thousand ascents in all Blondin is something of both carpenter and

parts of the world without the slightest acci- blacksmith, and is able to make his own models

dent. He used his Niagara rope for the first and fit up his own apparatus.

performance at the Crystal Palace ; in one of At Niagara House, South Ealing, he is quite

these performances the inan who had charge of a country gentleman, surrounded by his pet

the fireworks sent him off' his balance, and he black and tau terriers, and poultry, and recreates

narrowly missed falling one hundred and twenty hiinself , and does a stroke of honest work in

feet, by catching hold of the rope. He dropped | his workshop with its lathe and forge. He is

his balancing-pole, however, His only other 110 smoker, takes little or no wine, and is a

misadventures were while wheeling a lioness good billiard player. This blue-eyed, fair -com

down the ' sag ' of the rope ; it became entangled plexioned , ruddy old man seems to have the

with the line regulating his descent, and he secret of perpetual youth. He displays a pro

had to return walking backwards. At Birming- fusion of diamond studsand rings ,and besides

ham reservoir the sag of the rope caused him his gifts from the Prince of Wales, has had

to cross knee -deep in water at one part. The many lionours from crowned heads. He is the

riding along the rope on a special bicycle seems proud possessor of one of the two gold medals

a difficult feat, and the finishi uj), surrounded by struck in commemoration of the opening of the

a blaze of fireworks, was very effective, Crystal Palace in 1854. The Queen has the

Apparently, Blondin does not know what nerv- other. He has, besides, the Cross from Queen

ousness means, and his secret has been described Isabel of Spain ,which entitles him to the title

confidence in himself, obtained by long of Chevalier ; while the Australians bestowed a

habit in rope-walking. There is no doubt some handsome cross upon him of Australian gold.

of the victims he has carried across his rope Blondin possesses besides a wonderful scrap

have suffered. He would talk to them on the book, containing extracts and pictures from

most indifferent subjects ; tell them to sit per- newspapers in almost every language,recording

fectly still, and avoid clutching him round the his feats in various parts of the world. Here

neck , or look downward when in mid -air. lle is a gem entitled ' À Noad to Mr Blondin :

has frequently detected a gasp of relief from Remarkable pusson ! enterprisin' Strainger !

the man on his back, when the end of the You probably startid on to a railrode trac, or

rope and platform were reached. What he praps a curb ston ; then you took to fensis ;
considers as one of his greatest feats was in and then you Svared to rafters of noo houses.

walking on a rope from the mainmast to the Remarkable pulsson ! Bi merely a taikin ov a

mizzen on board the Peninsular and Oriental ! walk you clear 1000 dolers neerly every time.

steamer Poonah, while on her way to Australia , ; Then the hier you get the Straiter you kin

between Aden and Galle in 1874. He had to walk, this shows you ain't at al like common

sit down five times while the heaviest waves foax, wich can't walk mutch when they are

were approaching the ship . Elevated .'

His baggage when on tour consists of the There have been l'ope-dancers and rope

following : a main rope of eight hundred feet ; walkers before Blondin , but he claims to have

circumference six and a half inches ; weight | been the first to perform on the horizontal

eight hundredweight: twenty-eight straining- | tight -rope. Previous performances were on hori

as
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zontal slack -ropes, or ropes fastened diagonally every direction ; the tall chimneys of furnaces

from a height to the ground . And certainly and smelting-houses pour forth volumes of

he has shown as much care, talent, and origin- black unsavoury smoke ; small towns and vil

ality in the manufacture and adjustment of his lages inhabitedby rough miners ; fields on wliose

ropies, as in his performances, else he had not red metallic soil grow but scanty harvests ; un

livell till now . sheltered roads over which the wind sweeps

The Romans were familiar with performances in fury ; black heaps of aslies and refuse - make

on the tight -rope, and Pliny has described the up, spite of the human activity of which they

evolutions of elephants thereon. At the mar- tell , a sad picture, rendered sadder still by the

riage festivities of Charles VI. with Isabel of knowledge that these mines, the source of the

Bavaria in 1385, a rope-dancer walked along wealth and power of the Mansfelds, were also,

a rope stretched ' between St Michael's Church indirectly, the cause of their shameful decay.

and Notre-Dame, with burning candles in his In the last few months, the mines have been

hand. A Spaniard danced and tumbled on a inundated, and are now closed , thousands of

tight-rope at another royal marriage in 1501- men being thrown outofemploy. The sub
sometime on pattens, sometime with tennis sidence of the great lake near Halle, the

balls, sometime with fetters of iron , dancing waters of which are believed to have forced a

with' bells, and leaping many leaps upon the subterranean passage into the galleries, has

said cables both forward and backward. He provided the scientific world of Germany with

played some time with a sword and a buckler ; an interesting problem .

eftsoon he cast himself suddenly from the rope, A modern house has been built in connec

and hung by the toes, sometimes by the teeth , tion with the best-preserved portion of the old

most marvellously and with greatest sleight and castle ; terraced gardens have been laid out on

cunning that any man couli « lo .? A man slidl ' what lennains of the gigantic fortifications ; the

clown a rope from the top of St Paul's, without tournament court is now a grass plot with

aid of hand or foot, in 1554. Pepys, under late ' flower -beds and fruit -trees ; a lodge, recently

September 15th , 1657, records the feats of a crected, occupies the site of the old gate-tower.

wonderful rope - lancer. And all through the Passing under this and crossing the drawbridge,

eighteenth century there are references now and ' you look down into the broad deep moat,

again to this amusement. Cadman, a rope- ; where trees are growing amid fragments of

walker, was
killed by a fall from rompe enormous masonry. Shattered as the ruins are ,

stretched from Shrewsbury Church tower across they have so far escaped the ravages of Time

the Severn to the fields on the other side . as to allow us to trace out the lines of the

And this is part of his epitaph : ancient building ; while the Gothic chapel and

'Twas not for want of skill, spiral staircase, the gems of Mansfeld , remain

Or courage, to perform the task, he fell : almost entire.

No, no - a faulty cord, being drawn too tight, There is no record of the foundation of this

Huried his soul on high to take her flight,
mighty stronghold ; the first mention of it

Which bid the body here beneath good -night.
Occu's in the Saxon wars of the twelfth cen

No wonder Blondin sees personally after the tury, when it was already a place of consider

making and adjustment of his rope, when all able ' importance. Its owners, the Counts of

the risks to be run are fully realisadl. Mansfeld, are said to have acquired their lands

in the following manner : a doughty warrior

in the service of the Emperor Henry IV. , whenSCIILOSS MANSFEL D. 1
told to name the reward of some great service,

On a wooded hill , in the midst of a bare, molestly asked for so much ground as he could

unattractive landscape, in Prussian Saxony, not sow with a bushel of corn . The request was

far from Luther's town of Eisleben, rise the I granted ; and he, dropping grain by grain warily,

walls of Schloss Mansfeld, one of the most to the amazement and chagrin of his comrades,

notable fortresses in Germany during those traced the borders of the county which_bore

stormy centuries when a great noble from that day the name of the Man's Field.

powerful factor in the history of his country. In corroboration of the legend, the Counts bore

For generations the Lords of Mansfeld played six grains of corn gules on a field argent.

their parts in the tragic drama — stern lords As they became more powerful, adding, by

and mighty , as their chronicler calls them , conquest or by marriage, fief after fief to their

ruling like independent princes over the wide fair possessions, this story of their origin was

tract of land which, by fair means or foll, colisidered too modern, and zealous claroniclers,

they had gradually drawn under their sway, groping into the mists of prehistoric times,

and passing away at last, after a blaze of discovered a certain Hoyer the Reil, whose

meteoric splendour, in the Thirty Years' War, prowess eclipsed most of his companions of

in a riot of pride and luxury, of debt and Arthur's Round Table. Hoyer was always a

fraternal hatrei - one of the saddest ruins of favourite name with the Counts of Mansfeld,

à grand old family of which even German They were masters of all the country round,

ammals can furnish us with an example. and at the period of their greatest prosperity,

• The old order changeth, giving place to no fewer than seven ruling families of the

new .' And surely, nowhere could the contrast name dlwelt in their respective fortresses, while

be more striking than at Mansfeld the main line resided in Mansfeld itself, where

Round the base of the hill, far almost as eye it was represented by three brothers, who

can see, the commercial spirit of the nineteenth shared the castle, naming their respective abodes

century shows itself in a most unlovely aspect. the Vorder (Front), Mittel (Middle), and Hinter

The low swelling hills are pierced ly mines in |(Rear) Ort.

1

diWAS a

1

1

NOW .
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Their descendants dwelt for generations shut mines and counter-mines, stratagems, attempts

up between these walls, hating each other with to poison the water in the deep well, all that

a hatred born of jealousy and greed, nourished the ingenuity of those days could devise, was
by constant intercourse, and finally embittered tried against the formidable fortress. The

by difference of creed , presenting us with one Imperial garrison was at length starved into
of the most miserable family histories which it capitulation, and for seven year's, Gustavus's

is possible to conceive. In 1420 a number of soldiers manned the walls under various com

friends and adherents interfered , and a treaty manders, one of whom , George Wardland , was

was signed by the three families, specifying a Scotsman . The chief burghers of Eisleben

their mutual rights, and making arrangements were detained here as hostages till the town

for the future, which it was vainly hoped paid the enormous contributions levied by the

might enable them to live peacefully together. Swedes.

At this time the buildings of the Vorder Ort In 1650, after the peace of Westphalia, the

were painted red, the Mittel yellow, and the keys of Mansfeld were handed to Christian
Hinter blue. Vast sums

were spent by the Frederick, the senior of the family.
Not long

Counts in decorating and fortifying their resi-, after, the inhabitants of the adjacent country

dences ; the Hinter Ort was wainscoted through. entreated that the fortifications might be razeri,

out with precious foreign woods, the scent of and a party of four hundred soldiers and forty

which perfumed the whole castle ; the Mittel , miners worked busily at the demolition of the

Ort boasted a large banquet-hall, which from ramparts. Strange secrets were then brought to

its splendour was called the Golden Room ; the light - unknown vaults with fragments of antique

Vorder Ort, being less magnificent, outlasted weapons and human skeletons ; an underground

both its rivals. It was repaired and partly passage leading into the town of Eisleben, and

rebuilt by Count Iloyer, the privy-councillor of said to exist to this day, though choked up by
Charles V. , whose monument may still be seen rubbish . Several of the bastions were blown

in the chapel ; and in it clied (1710) John up by gunpowder ; but such was the strength

George, the last Mansfell who inhabited the of the walls, that considerable portions still

home of his ancestors, and who was carried to attest the skill of those builders from Nurem
his

grave at Eisleben with regal pomp and bery who labourel on the vast pile in the

ceremony . days of its splendour. There is a legend in

The castle stood many sieges in troublous the neighbourhood that Luther, who at

times ; the tide of the Thirty Years' War ebbed school in Mansfeld, and loved the place with

and flowed round its vast ramparts ; sometimes all his heart, had the proud castle in his mind

it was in the hands of the Protestants, with when he composeil the glorious battle-hymn

whom Count Albert of the Ilinter Ort hall of German Protestantism , Ein' feste Burg ist

cast in his lot ; sometimes in those of the user Gott. ' And one can easily believe it when

Imperialists, for whom Count Wolf held it standing in the round battery of the Mint, and

with the help of his Catholic brothers and looking through its embrasures, fifteen feet

cousins. An amusing story is told of two Pro- deep, each one or which 11:ed to hold a cannon

testants who were imprisoned for a long time blazoned with the arms of Mansfeld . This was

in the vaults and fed on bread and water. They the famous bastion , the Fox, of which it is

heard the guns firing in honour of several said that, when its guns fired , the whole valley

Catholic victories ; presently came tidings of ' of the Wipper nised to tremble.

the Catholics' defeat at Leipzig, which the cap- bastion in the rear, called the Wild ( 'at , from

tives found out somehow or other. They sing the name of its largest piece of ordnance, has

Protestant hymns of triumph lustily through entirely disappeared.

their dungeon bars, till the Commandant, find Traditions of Luther are the most cherished

ing that neither threats nor persuasion would memories of the place . In his childhood he

silence them , ordered the one to be left alone was frequently in the small mining town at

in his subterranean prison, while the other was the foot of the hill, and must have looked up,

carried to a cell over the gate tower . It says with a child's boundless awe and wonder, to

something for the Commandant's humanity that, the towers frowning on the height. As a man ,

in those fearful times, when every man did he retained his love for the place and people,

that which was right in his own eyes, he though his respect for their lords musi havé

should have adopted no sterner measure to been rudely shaken . We preached often from

enforce their silence. Count Albert at this the little pulpit in the chapel ; and when the

juncture had been turned out of the castle ; reckless extravagance of the counts had reached

but his wife, a courageous (lame, who prove its highest pitch , he rebuked them publicly.

her Protestantism by cleeds ils well as words, It was doubtless at the time when his stanch

kept her apartinents with i stately retinue partisan, Count Albert, was il fugitive, and

around her. " The cousins lived in constant dreail political and religious differences added a yet

of Albert's return , and once , when a dense fog ' deeper dye to their sins in his eyes. Trusting in

enveloped the hill for three consecutive clays, the sacredness of his office , pierhaps, too, in the

and nights, they insisteil on expelling all the friendship of the strony-mindel Countess, who

Countess's inale retainers, and allowed only her seems, even when her husbanıl's fortunes were

maids to wait upon her. Albert did return ' at their lowest ebb, to have inspireil her rough

after all , by a peaceful compromise. He had a relatives with a certain amount of respect, the

large family, fifteen in all ; and, by marrying , great Reformer went to beard the lion in his

three of his daughters to three brothers of the den. Standing on the neutral ground of the

rival house, he stayed the feud for a while. tournament court, he inveighed against the evil

The Swedes sat down before the castle ; anil ! courses which were sapping their proud house

The great
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to its very foundations. The Counts, newly he had said , ' He rose again from the dead ,

risen from a banquet in the Golden Room , a protest against the wild theories which im .

stood on the carved balcony whence the ladies pugned the perfect divinity of the Son. Un

used to_hand prizes to the victors in the seemly disputes took place sometimes in the

jousts. Flushed with wine, they mocked the chapel. Protestants and Catholics, with their

sturdy champion of the new creed , and made respective chaplains, fought for possession of the

their servants roll down upon him a cask which sacred edifice, and when, by a compromise, the

had been broached for their revels. Masters use of it was allowed to both at different hours,

and men laughed boisterously the rich matters were hardly improved. The Reformers

liquor splashed thesteps ; and Luther, gathering thundered against the Romanists in the morn

his black gown about him , retreated a few ing to the edification of Count Albert ; Count

yards ; but, turning once more and raising his Wolf's priest reconsecrated the church ' in the

hand in solemn warning, he told them that, afternoon, and diligently refuted all that had

for all their godless mirth, the grass would been taught in the morning.

grow in their courts ere a hundred years were After the Mansfelds left their dismantled

And his prophecy was fulfilled , although castle , a Protestant service was held by the

the Catholic Count Hoyer restored the castle, minister of the town below ; sometimes, at long

and made a pilgrimage to the Holy Land , and intervals, one of the family would come from

filled the small court near the Golden Room Prague for a few days, bringing his chaplain to

with hallowed earth from Palestine, in which say mass for him daily. All the carvings and

flourishes to this day a peculiar species of ornaments which were considered of any value

nettle, Urtica pillulosu, which, they say, will were gradually removed to Bohemia. The

grow nowhere else in the country . chapel was left entirely to the Protestants, who

Though Luther shook off the clust from his took no care of it whatever.

feet when he parted with the riotous ( ounts, The tombs of Counts Hoyer and Albert, and

his love for Wansfeld was not extinguished. a few broken ornaments of wood and stone,

Evil tidings reached him from time to time are all that remain in the lovely building

in Wittenberg, and it was in the hope of which now serves the purposes of a common

making some impression on the godless nobles lumber -room . In the sacristy are

that he set out on his last journey to Eisleben. sized wooden figures, male and female, which

Ileavy storms had made the river impassable, used to be draped in mourning garments and

anıl for three days he waited on its banks, placed round the coffin of each departed Mans

crossing at last, not without <langer, in i frail fell as he lay in state before the altar. Tra

boat. During the last fortnight of his life, he ' (lition says these quaint figures were made to

summonel the Mansfelds to his beilside and replace tirelve statues of the apostles in mass

admonished them repeateilly. Albert and his ive silver. As their debts increased and their

wife remained with him , ministering to him faitlı waxed feebler, the Counts sent one apostle

with their own hands till all was over. Several after the other to the Mint, to be coined into

of the Counts, with two hundred mounted the thalers which are still sometimes found in

retainers, escorted the corpse to Wittenberg ; the neighbourhool, and to which a special value

but the smoulilering feud broke out again when is attached. They bear the arms and initials

the Reformer was in his grave, and rager till of the Counts in whose reign they were coined,

the proud family was destroyed and the doom and on the obverse side, their patron, St

fulfilled . George, slaying the dragon . As their fortunes

The Cothic chapel of Mansfeld is a beautiful waneil, their patron dismounted, and on the

building, with high groined roof and long latest Mansfeld thalers he appears on foot. In

lancet windows; the altar-piece, il curious oll the Hungarian wars of the fourteenth and fif

triptych by an unknown hand , represents the teenth centuries , these coins were supposed to

Crucifixion. A screen of wrought-iron, with protect the bearer from all hostile weapons. To

the arms and quarterings of the Jansfelds, and this day they are worn as talismans, the most

surmounted by a large crucifix with the Virgin « urious part of the superstition being, that the

standing at its foot , separates the chancel from thaler musteither be received as a gift, or found,

the rest of the builling ; insiile the screen or stolen. If purchased for money, its efficacy

stands the small pulpit. The carved gallery is at an end.

round three siiles of the chapel userl to be

connecter by passages stretching across the

courts with the three different residences. The MORE ABOUT SOLUBLE PAPER.

spiral staircase giving access to the Vorler Ort
now joins the chapel to the molern house. SINCE the appearance of the short article on

The Counts used to sit in the right-hanil gallery , Soluble Paper' in the 12th January issue of this

their officers occupying the leftone. The ser- Journal, many fresh facts about this inportant

vice useil to be celebrated with considerable form of cellulose have come under our notice.

pomp. When they repeated the Creel, all the A number of experiments in the practical appli

gentlemen stood with their hands on their
cations of viscose ' as the new substance has

Swords,drawing them hall out of the scabbarl; been termed by its discoverers, Messrs Cross,

in token thit they were ever realy to fight

for their faith ; and in the early days of the Bevan , and Beadle — have been carried out by

Reformation, when heresies were rife, four chor- Jr Arthur D. Little, who has published the

isters used to kneel in front of the altar when results of his work in the Journal of the

the ofliciating minister began the worls, ‘ Born Franklin Institute. The term ' soluble paper'

of the Virgin Mary,' and remain kneeling till is perhaps rather a misnomer, for the cellulose
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is not soluble when once the alkali and sulphur As soon as the new method comes into vogue

that were combined with it have been removed ; generally, we shall get over the tortures inci

dent

but what we wished to express by the title was
on buttoning a collar that has been

that in the new substance we had a soluble shall escape the opposite extreme of fastening
starched so as to resemble enamelled iron ; and

combination of cellulose—or, in popular lan- round our necks what is little better than a

guage, paper—from which the solid could be limp rag.

recovered in any shape we desired . Wonderful, We have mentioned the use of viscose solution

indeed, are the forms it can be made to assume, for strengthening and filling textile goods in

either alone or in combination with foreign application in colour pigment printing. In this
our previous article, so that we can pass on to its

matter, for Jr Little's experiments have ex- industry the weak solution will be employed as

tended the sphere of usefulness of viscose so as a vehicle for the pigments, and the cloth, after

to include such heterogeneous things as sponges, printing, will be washed and dried in the usual

artificial leather, floor -tiles, and lagging ' for way. As soon as it is dry, the viscose will

steam-pipes and boilers. A substance that can coagulate, cementing the pigments firmly to

assume such a multitude of forms, all equally the material, so that the cloth will preserve its
useful, and can appear first as glue, then as a appearance for a longer period than is now the

film of paper so thin as to be almost intangible,
For centuries the Japanese have done

and finally as a substance hard as ebonite, is exquisite work incolour-printing on fabric,

indeed a wonderful addition to our workshop. turers are showing a disposition to adopt their
largely with a stencil ; and European manufac

It sounds almost too good to be true, and re- ' methods, although in the hurry after cheapness,

minds us of the gifts of the fairies that would the Westerns will never turn out such beautiful

change at the will of the possessor from a work as the Japanese have done. The style of

cloak to a table spread with an aldermanic the new school of design, which has learned a

l'epast.
great deal from the Japanese, is admirably suited

As regards the first of its applications, viscose for stencil-work, and ihe introduction of viscose

is said to be not only better than glue, but will lend much assistance to thework , for, by

varying the density of the medium , we shall be
cheaper, a five per cent. solution having greater enabled to alter the effects of the superimposed

adhesive properties than a fifty per cent. solu- ' colours. In our last article we spoke of the

tion of hot glue ; whilst a solution containing possible use of viscose in the manufacture of

more than ten per cent. was too thick to be artificial silk. We do not know whether it is

used. When two pieces of maple were stuck being used for this purpose at present, but a

together with a ten per cent. solution of viscose nitrated wood -pulp is actually being manu

so as to form a joint one square inch in section, i factured into artificial silk by the apparatus

a strain of five hundreil pounds was required Lehner of Zürich . Those who are interested in
we mentionel, which is the invention of Dr

to separate them . Weak viscose has been used the subject will find much information in the

successfully in the manufacture of three and , l'nited States Consular Reports for December.

four ply straw boards, and has an advantage. It is stater that a company is being formed in

over glue in that it has no smell and is not Bradford for the manufacture oi this material,

affected by moisture . Books that have been and that we shall soon be able to purchase it

bound by its aid open anywhere, and remain in England. Some doubts, however, have been

open, being perfectly flexible. Another applica- expressed by experts as to its success when

tion will be welcomed with positive enthusiasm usedl alone, although they think there is a pos

by nearly everybody - namely, its use in the sibility of the artificial product being used as a

treatment of cotton and linen as a substitute
According to the Report of the Bradford

for starch . Articles of personal apparel , such Conditioning House, the strength of the arti

as shirt-bosoms,' to quote the American orig- ficial silk is little more than half that of the

inal, or larger articles of domestic furniture natural variety, but the two resemble

su as table-cloths and serviettes, are passed another, in being practically non -elastic. The

through the decolorised solution , and the excess artificial silk is relatively heavier and more

is squeezed out by rollers. When dry, the even in texture, taking the dye perfectly in all

various articles become as stiff as if they had that the introcluction of soluble paper will give
shades with a brilliant eflect. It is probable

been starched in the ordinary way, and possess an impetus to this new fabric ; and it is quite

that polished surface which is so much appre possible that the silk made from viscose will

ciated by the male members of the community. be quite as strong as the product of the silk,

The superiority does not end here, for the worm , although whether it will be as beautiful

sizing operation with viscose only requires to remains to be seen .

be done once for all . When a collar or The applications of the films are more exten

shirt -bosom ’ that has once been treated with i sive even than we had imagined . Not only

riscose is sent to the wash, it becomes perfectly cementing the wet films on to acloth backing,
will they be useful by themselves ; but by

soft directly it is placed in hot water ; and after a whole "series of new products can be evolved .

the washing process is complete, the articles As regards the simple" tilm , which may vary

resume their former stiffness when dried and in thickness from gossamer to thick leather, it

ironed without any further addition of viscose. I is stated that a film as clear as glass can be

one

а
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made by pouring the viscose solution on to a all appearances, we shall build our houses soon

glass plate with rough edges, to regulate the of paper bricks, make the floors of paper tiles,

thickness, and coagulating it by heat. When and cover them with paper carpets, decorate

it is washed and tried , the film is perfectly the walls with paper mouldings, shut out

clear and transparent, and eminently fitted for the draughts with paper curtains, sit on paper

all photographic purposes. The inventors of chairs, and on high days and holidays clothe

viscose have discovered a new substance, also ourselves in paper silks.

a cellulose compound, which seems likely to be

more valuable for this end than viscose , and

possesses the remarkable property of being A BACHELOR'S CONSOLATIONS.

unaffected by lieat up to two hundred degrees

Centigrade (three hundred and ninety -two de
While most companions of my youth

grees Fahrenheit). This substance is quite a Now proudly lead about a wife,

new ad lition to our knowledge of cellulose, I sometimes feel, to own the truth ,

and experiments upon it from an industrial But half -content with single life ;

point of view have hardly been begun ; but it Yet wedlock may be not all sweet,

will prove to be of the utmost importance
And e'en the humble bachelor

commercially, and we hope to give further par In unthought ways a joy may meet

ticulars about it soon . The heavier sheets made That's well worth living single for .

from viscose have been cut into all kinds of

useful things, including plates, trays, backs for A trait it is of envious man

brushes, inner soles for boots, embossed signs, To think his share of blessing less,

&c.; and the sheets can be printed upon and If in another's lot he scan

useil as book -covers. Cloth with a facing of
Some part which he does not possess ;

cellulose from ten- to thirty -thousandths of an

inch in thickness seems to be of great import

But , rightly viewed , my Celebs yoke

May be a state superior

Owing to the readiness with which the

be
superficial layer can be moulded , it can

To that of double -harnessed folk ,

And well worth living single for .

madle to imitate morocco exactly, taking all the

fine grain under a suitable die ; whilst thicker

sheets have proved themselves to be a hand- : ' Tis clear that in the case of Tom

some carpet, and durable withal. Perhaps the , The gray mare is the better horse ;

most remarkable opening for viscose is in the She orders him to go and come,

manufacture of sponges . By suitable treatment, And he obeys her as of course.

the cellulose can be recovered from the viscose I go and come just as I please ,

solution in a porous form ; and with a little Ruled by no female monitor.

improvement, there is no reason why the struc Are not such liberty and ease

ture of the sponge cannot be imitateil. A large Right well worth living single for ?

sponge is a somewhat expensive luxury, and

promises to become still more so as the fishing
Three tiny restless elves bath Jack,

grounds become exhausted ; so that the discovery
Of whom he is exceedling proud ;

of a substitute is very opportune. Besides

By Jove, my ears they soon would crack,
sponges, the porous form of cellulose is admir

ably adapted to the making of fancy boxes,
Their squalls are so exceeding loud !

embossed hangings, photograph frames, book
But in my wifeless, childless nest,

covers, and novel kinds of decorative material.
Peace is a constant visitor ,

By mixing foreign ingredients such as sawdust, A blessing surely of the best ,

fibres, plaster of Paris, clay, Kieselyuhr, & c. with
And well worth living single for.

a small proportion of raw viscose solution, all

kinds of materials, such as linoleum , decorative Two, and potential more, afford

tiles, panels, and numberless other products, can An easy mark to fortune's aim ;

be obtained. In fact, there seems to be no end Misfortune here the fitter word

to its applications in this direction. Viscose May be, the meaning is the same ;

solution inakes a splendid medium for gesso Man solus- hard to hit is he

work , and we have seen some clever decora
By any stroke of fortune, or

tions executed with a inixture of plaster of Misfortune. Such immunity

Paris and viscose .
Is well worth living single for .

With all our bousted progress, we are a long

way behind the plants and the insects. Plants

discovererl soluble cellulose before man existed ,
The wight before the altar who

and the long rows of upright cells just under
' I wed thee' says, with fateful breath ,

the upper surface of the leaf called liy botanists
Hath little to look forward to

Palisade parenchymu, scems to be the prin In order of events but death ;

cipal manufactory of it. Wasps and other While he whose bolt is still unshot

insects learned to build their houses of paper llath hope and chances yet galore ;

long, long ago, and we are only just beginning In short, a prospect --hath he not ? --

to find all this out. We are endeavouring, That's well worth living single for .

nevertheless, to make the most of our discov WOONBURN.

eries ; and if the present century has earned

the title of the Iron Age, the next cra may Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

perhaps claim the title of the Paper Age. TO 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH ,

All Rights Resermed .
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CHINEE TOWN, CALCUTTA.
much gambling done in opium -broking in the

Ix Cliristmas week there met me at the races • Afim -ha -chowrasta .'

an acquaintance fresh from England. It was We watched the process of filling and smok

the height of the globe-trotting season, and iny a pipe. The two annas' worth was put

Calcutta was sweet with the savour of them . into a small metal cup and roasted . It became a

I am only a subaltern, one of a privileged class brown treacly-looking substance - lifted , turned ,

in the matter of globe -trotters , for no earnest and twisted a skewer, round which it

seeker after knowledge can spare more than a writhed and wriggled demoniacally like silver

cursory dinner with such insignificant persons paper in a flame. The long wooden pipe was

it is even delusive to talk to them . But this taken from its nail, the writhing brown mass

man failed , somehow , to take himself seriously. placed in it. The intent Chinaman sat him

He came to dine in the Fort, and capital com- down on the edge of the couch and pulled

pany he was I found he had never seen opium at it. His eyes brightened, then half-closed,

dens. They were much discussed at the time, for and he lay back among the other recumbent

the beautiful Sunbeam was lying in the Hooghly, bundles, his so strange Mongolian visage

and the Opium Commission was laboriously beatified . Did he reach the heaven of philo

examining the motes in other men's eyes. A sophy, the rapture of release from individuality,

note to the police station brought a pleasant the selfless floating in contentment ?
Or was

sergeant of police ; and we descended to the it only of his puny life glorified that he

Inferno of Chinee Town. “ And to the place dreamt, of hundreds of rupees, of a good son ,

I come where nothing shines .' In truth, the of a new wife, of a run at the gambling-tible ?

slums were fearsome, dirty , dark, evil - smelling ! The man in charge presented us with little

-remote, apparently , from all things open, sticks of incense . They are about eight inches

cleanly, respectable. long, and will burn all night before the black

The opium dens close early, so thither we joss. We left the quiet hot place, where no

went first of all . Shade of De Quincey ! there one seems to speak above a whisper.

was no ' cottage room seven and a half feet long A dark muddy lane, a right-handed turn

by seven and a half high ; no library of five into a courtyard , through a shop, into a sort

thousand books ; no tea-table ; no open volume of bamboo -built onthouse. This was a Chinese

of German metaphysics ; no glass decanter made gambling den, where ' fan -tan ’ was being played.

to look as much like a wine decanter as pos- There was a large table divided into four parts

sible, full of a quart of ruby -coloured liquid, ly lines from corner to corner .
These parts

the pharmakon nepenthes for all human woes - were numbereil 0, 1 , 2 , and 3, and the stake

oh ! just subtle and mighty opium . Here were could be placed on any of them . A heap of

far other temples for other devotees-a small cowries or counters was poured upon the table ,

door with a hatch in it—a narrow, dark pass ! and rapidly counted into fours by a croupier

age, and a tiny stifling den—a wooden couch with a small rake. According as the remainder

with wooden blocks for pillows—a sort of safe , was one, two, three, or nothing, the people

with bars—a smiling Chinese attendant - two who hail staked on the division so numbered

bundles of inert blue garments, and a fresh won double their stake ; for the table laid two

customer paying two annas for his smoke. Two to one, which obviously it could very well

annas bought enough to half-fill a thimble ; afford. The gamblers were quick reckoners.

and a piece which looked about the size of a Before the croupier had nearly finished count

packet of envelopes was worth twenty -fiveing, they seemed to know from the size and
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appearance of the pile what the remainder After supper, we were all seated in the

would be. There they stood in a crowd, stolid, court.

In one corner a band, made up

immovable as so many tallow idols. They were of ten or twelve sepoys in mufti from the

band of the nearest native regiment. They
all dressed in blue cotton ; their faces were

all yellow and wrinklel, their eyes all narrow

played at intervals, the British Grenadiers and

and brown, their pigtails all black and greasy; total of their accomplishments.
the Regimental March seeming about the sum

They were one and all apparently indifferent storey, which was built on stucco columns, were

to gain or loss, though they were all poor men , the ladies of the house. They were screened of

and many of them , we were told , would stake course, but evidently enjoying the scene, whis

a week's carnings. The profits of such tables, pering and laughing

which, from the olds they lay, must necessarily The nautch began. Dancer succeeded dancer.

be large, are
formed into charitable funis i We only stayed for four of them , each uglier

than the last, and to
among these peculiar people in their peculiar ! phonous. Their silk dresses and massivesilver

quarter. The poor are relieved ; and as the

men of Chinee Town are all too familiar with ' Each girl was en grande tenue, and had broug !ıt

| ornamients rustled and chinked as they circled.

the police courts, the defence of any accused , her own four musicians - tom - toms and saringis.

member of the community is furnished out ' One dancing girl who just escaped being ugly,

of these funds. Several noted criminals were came forward singing in English - she was the

pointed out to us that night - one old man première clanseuse et cantatrice of Calcutta - Oh !

with a wooden , vacant, smiling face , had served : my darling ! where is she?' with tedious repe

tition .
his time in the Andamans. It is not a quarter

Chink -chank ! chink -chank ! went her

of the city wliere it would be pleasant to
anklets as she swayed before us , her feet to

gether, her arms raised gracefully , sinking to
wander after dark without a police escort. the ground in a sort of curtsying finale. A

We went to several gamliling places. They ' nautch is extremely monotonous,and we were

are all alike — hut, foul, and crowied , full of soon saying good -night to our host.

the sickening smell of cocoa - nut oil . Even ! He took uis across the road to show us the

Western curiosity was glutted with the kaleiilo- j temple
that he had built. It was of stucco,

scope of faces - hard, seamed faces - young yellow and was highly ornate in the usual Hindu

faces — each like a mask, a riddle to decipher,style. How many lakhs it had cost, or how

yet even so all alike , covering one emotion, manypoor menhe fed daily, I have forgotten ;

but he was a good man and passing rich.
one master - passion.

The Bengali theatre was near, and to finish

At last our cicerone put us down by the lock - ' the night we turned in there. Sitting in state

up, appropriately wholly of stone, and of an in the Viceregal box, we surveyed the house.

iron colour, and we fled out of this ominous There was a tier of boxes to the right and left

region in a ticca yharry. of us, curtained for purdah rashin ladies, and

The night was young, and I remembered an every box seemed full. The stalls and pit were

invitation to the wedding feast of a wealthy crowded with white togaed babus ; young, mild

babu's son .
The very thing ; and we headed eyed babus; old, bearded, and paunch -bearing

for Dum - Dum . Two miles in this direction looking happy, all wearing patent-leather shoes.

babus, there they lolled , all chewing betel, ali

brought us to our destination. Flags , flowery One felt certain they would answer every con

poles, triumphal arches, an avenue of lamps.ceivable question under the sun .
The play

It was a great tumasha. Torches waved , and was a classic tragedy of the highest order

servants bowed , and we were shown into the scenes from the Ramayana, showing the ruin of

atrium , the middle court, which is so distinctive Sita, and the slaying of her destroyer, the king

a feature in Eastern houses. We were met by of Lanha, at the hands of Rama. The language

our lost, a genial babu, who spoke excellent was either Hindi or Bengali, and was too hard

Englisli . In the centre of the court sat the
for vis ; but it was pleasant to hear, and the

elocution was undeniably good. The company

bridegroom , throned. Ile was richly dressed , acted with great spirit, and some actors were

and covered with jewels, but he looked very natural and eloquent, though even the best of

tired, poor little boy. Ilis part was to sit them ranted somewhat. The orchestra played

there all night, neither moving nor speaking, dreary, blatant, native music . When the piece

nor being spoken to. Ilis father once spoke was over, the manager took us behind the

two words to him , but it was not etiquette
te were introduced to the green -room ,

for guests to greet him . Ile was only fourteen ;
| where the main article of furniture was a large

and the bride, not of course on erilenci., was The ' actors are shareholders. The leading actor's
sink , in which the company washed their faces.

much younger. This was the preliminary or | pay was sixty rupees a month , besidessa share

betrothal ceremony, what we should call the of protits. The leading lady's, thirty to fifty

marriage not taking place for three or four rupees .

years. We were taken up -stairs, where a lavish While we were behind, they began the farce,

table was laid for many people, and we duly , the humour of which was beyond us.

drank the bridegroom's health . The food , the then about half an hour after midnight, and

wine, and the service were English ; while the farce would last another hour. It is a

from the wall , bizarrely painted , looked down strange reversal of our arrangement to play a

strangely Vishnu the Preserver.
longºclassical piece first, and then with the

scenes .

It was
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CHAPTER II.-ONE CLOUD CLEARED.

same troupe embark after midnight on a roaring took up a pencil and crew his chair closer to

farce. The audience would certainly get their the table. “ It is as you say, sir, certain to fail

money's worth . as it stands. Our model worked beautifully,

Then away in the cool black niglıt, between but as you have seen , the constant pressure

dark houses and up quiet streets. They were
must after some hours mean collapse . '

playing the last bars of the opera at the Parsi

Theatre, a sort of dismal, clanging, thumping
“ Yes, yes, I know, ' sail Dalton bitterly ; but

medley of tuneless instruments and strained he was impresseil by his junior's manner. There

voices. In the house were a curious crowd was something suggestive of the holding out a

Hindus from Bengal, Mohammedans from the straw to one who drowned, and his fingers

Punjab, Parsis from Bombay, Afghan horse- twitchel as if to grasp that straw in his great

dealers, Arabs from the Gulf, Malays, China- despair.

men , with here and there the green turban of
Now ,' said Wynyan , in a low voice as if to

a halji.

An iced drink atthe club, an appointment himself, and hekept on tonching portions of

to visit the rain -gamblingden next day, and the coloured sections carefully drawn to scale,

we went over the blaidan homewards in the ' I spent last night going through this from

grateful coolness of an Indian night. point to point, calculating it, working the stress

and strain at easy pressure.'

“ Yes,' sighed Dalton sadly, and it means

AN ELECTRIC SPARK.*
utter destruction after some hours' use . Ship

or building would go , and it would be more

dangerous to its friends than to its enemies. '

ROBERT Dalton gazed wildly at the man whom
So would a steam -engine be if there were no

during the past year or so he had grown to safety -valve, ' replied Wynyan quietly.

trust more and more, looking at him as his

hel.alter ego , only, as it now seemed , to find that he

' Then you propose to put a safety - valve in

there, I suppose ? ' replied Dalton mockingly.

had leaned upon a bruised reed .
“ That which would occupy its place and

“ You knew this ,' he cried fiercely, “ and did purpose,' replied Wynyan . “ Suppose I introluce

not speak ? ' à small shaft here bearing an eccentric, and

" Yes, sir.
break or molify the current at stated intervals

And let me go so far as to make that -half-minutes or minutes as we pleased , or

tremendous engagement ? Why, it will be the experience taught us was necessary to relieve

ruin of a reputation I have spent my life in the strain.'

building up !
Ile pointed with his pencil as le spoke,

“ The thought must have come to us simultan
and the old engineer sprang from his chair,

clapped his trembling hands down upon the

eously,' said Wynyan , smiling, ' I had not a drawing,and gazed at the portion indicated by

doubt until last night ; but I have always been the pencil.

seeking for that flaw. Last night I found it. ' Say that again, ' he cried in a husky voice,

It came like a flash . ' and Wynyan quietly repeated his words , while

• Yes, the thunderbolt to destroy the work of the great drops gathered on the old man's

a life. IIow could we be such idiots ! ' broad forehead ran together, and there was a

Wynyan was silent ; but he took out a large faint pat, and a gathering stain upon the weak

thin flat leather case from his pocket, and spot of the drawing — a spot which male the
colour run as if marked out upon blotting

opened from it a fine sheet of transparent paper. Then with a cry, the hands resting

tracing -linen folded like a map. This he spread upon the plans were shifted to Wynyan's shoul

upon the table, and the old engineer shrauk ders, and he was pressed back in his chair.

from it as if it filled him with disgust. · Not - not another word,' panted Dalton , " un

Don’t,' he cried. " Keep the accursed thing less you cry. “ Eureka.” But there , I must be

out of siglit.'
calm - for Rénéc's sake. Paul - Paul Wynyan,'

Why ? : replied Wynyan with a faint smile he gasped out, as he sank back in his chair,

« God ' less you, boy ! You have saved my

of satisfaction upon his lip. life. '

Why ?' cried Dalton fiercely. " I'll tell you .
' You think , then, that I am right ?'

Because you are almost a boy. To you it You are right , boy. A simple thing threat

means trying to grapple with difficulties during ened ruin ; a simple thing has given me back

the long years of life you have stretching out my life. I couldn't have borne it, Wynyan. I

in sunshine. To me it means hopelessness and must have gone . '

despair. You are healthy and strong. I am
* Come, come; you are excitedl , sir, and you

old and broken in health. For Ileaven's sake, magnify, the evil and relief.'

No, boy : neither - I know .'
burn the miserable delusion-the share with its

Ile spoke in a subduell voice now, with his
tempting bait.'

hands laid upon his breast.

That is not the spirit in which we have ' I did not want more money ; but when you

always worked,' sail Wynyan quietly. You suggested the production of this motor, I saw

taught me differently froin that, Jr Dalton. ' IIe its enormous value, and for your sake, as well

as my own , I went into it heart and soul. As

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America. we went on , it grew upon us till I felt that if

6
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we perfected our work a nation which possessed “What ?' said Brant sharply ; but he did not

it might laugh at her rivals. ' look at the man he addressed. Wynyan saw

' Yes, sir," said Wynyan quietly, it must give that his eyes were fixed upon
the rose he was

a country gigantic power.' wearing at his breast.

“ And we have won, then , after all. Wynyan,

my dear boy, I proniised you that if you suc

ceeded I would be fair.' TIE SCOTTISH GOLD-FIELDS.

“ Yes ; but you need not have promised ,' said
| THERE are few countries in the world which

the young man quietly. “ You always are ?

* My enemies do not say so,' said Dalton. have not at some time or other yielded gold ,

' Even Brant considers me unjust. '
for it is one of the most widely distributed

* Don't let us discuss that or anything else metals, though, unfortunately, it always occurs

now, sir,' said Wynyan, doubling up his draw- ! in small quantities, mingled with vast masses

ing , and replacing it in his pocket. You have of valueless materials. So valuable is it,

had anxiety enough. Only tell me this — you ' moreover, that once a deposit has been dis- |

feel full confidence in the invention now ?' | covered, men do not rest until they have

Perfect. '
extracted all the precious metal that is within

“ And I have the same, Mr Dalton, in you .' their reach ; and therefore in countries which

' I know that, my boy,' said the old man , have been long civilised , the gold-fields have

leaning forward to lay his hand upon his liell mostly become exhausted. The United Kingdom

tenant's knee. But will say this - you must has in the past yielded very considerable quan

join me as my partner.' tities of gold, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales

Mr Dalton, this is too much ,' cried the each giving a fair share ; but of all the regions

young man , flushing. in which gold has been found in Great Britain,

' Let me be the judge of that. There ; I the Scottish gold -fields of Lanarkshire are the

must rest now ; I have gone through too much most interesting.

during the pasttwenty - four hours. Tell llamber Not fiſty miles from the city of Glasgow, it

not to let me be disturbed .'
is yet a terra incognitu both to natives and

“Would it not be better to have some advice, visitors, except the very few who have in some

sir ?' said Wynyan anxiously. i way become acquainted with it ; indeed , probably

' Send for Kilpatrick again ? ' replied Dalton the great majority of Scotsmen do not know

with a smile. My dear boy, you have pre- that Scotland ever produced any gold . The

scribed that this afternoon which will give me district in which the goldl was found is the

years of life . By the way, we are at home on only mineral region in Scotland, and so rich

Wednesdays. Come in for an hour or two. ' was it in gold and lead , that it came to be

Wynyan hesitated . called “ God's Treasure -house in Scotland . The

“ Yes,' continued Dalton, come in now and gold was found in the valleys of the Lowthers,

then . You must meet people more. There will a group of rounded, featureless hills, covered

not be many, but Villar Endoza said he would with dark grass, enriched during the autunin

come ; I want you to know him more. He has by patches of purple heather ; bare and tree

something on the way again, and we may as less, and having altogether a very barren and

well have the contract. They, pay — or the uninviting appearance. Nor are they lofty ; and

British public does. The electric lighting has they cannot by any stretch of the imagination

given great satisfaction, he says. For the pres- / be considered to be mountains, the highest

ent, then . You will come in sometimes ? ' i point, the Green Lowther, only attaining an

Come ! When it was like opening to him altitude of about two thousand four hundred

the door of happiness and joy: feet. The hills are the remains of a mass of

The old man turned to the table filter to high land elevated above the sea many ages ago,

replenish his glass of water, and Wynyan's into which the long-continued action of running

hand closed upon a white rose which had half water has cut deep valleys. On the high

escaped from the bouquet on the table . He lands rise tiny rivulets, which uniting, form

hesitated for a moment, and then resisted the burns, and these ultimately find their way

temptation. into the two rivers which receive most of

The next moment Dalton was back and took the drainage on the two sides of the water

up the bunch to hold them to his face . ' IIah ! ' parting, the Clyde and the Nith . Of the

he said with a smile, the links that hold us streams, but three have yielded any consider

back to childhool. Take one for your button-, able quantity of gold , and these rise very close

hole, Wynyan. They are very fine . But you together near the base of the Green Lowther.

don't do that sort of thing.' | The Wanlock Water flows by a very devious

"Oh yes,' he cried eagerly, sometimes ; , and course to the Nith ; the other two soon separate,

he took a creamy bud with feverish baste, and reach the Clydle, some miles apart - the

placed it in his coat, and then went out from , Glengonar Water taking, the more northerly

the principal's room with the feeling upon him course, and the Shortcleuch, which soon becomes

that' flowers linked us with something more the Elvan Water, going more to the south.

than childhood . To him then it was as if he The total length of each of these streams, from

were a step nearer Rénée. its source to the Clydle, is under ten miles.

The next moment he felt a chill, for Brant The valleys are not narrow gorges ; but are of

Dalton came up as if to enter the private the usual river-valley type, å more or less wide

plain through which the stream runs, winding

“ Mr Dalton asked me to say that he wished in and out, bounded by steep sloping hills,

not to be disturbed .? which are cut into smaller transverse valleys

rooin .
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wherever smaller burns send clown their ! fine new gold coins (the celebrated “ Bonnet '

waters. pieces), made with gold from the Elvan Valley.

The streams have cut their courses deep into | It was admitted that this was a goodly fruit,

the rock ; the heavy rains aided by the resistless and the king thus won his bet.
It seems

expansive force of freezing, water, and the more curious that a descendant of one De Hope, who

important, though less obvious disintegration
came over in the train of Queen Magdalene

,

brought about by tlie chemical action of air should afterwards own Leachills. These valu

and water, have worn away the sides of the alle mines were acquired by the Hopetoun

valleys, and the remnants of the rocks have family through the marriage of Sir James
been carried into the streams. In ordinary Hope of Hopetoun, a member of the Scottish

times, these streams are small brooks, and seem bar, to Anne, only daughter and heir of Robert

almost powerless ; but in times of spate' Foulis, of Leachills.

they increase enormously in size, and, becom- 1 Soon after the death of his young French

ing torrents, sweep, the lighter materials clown queen , James married Mary of Guise. The

towards the sea ; whilst the larger and heavier new queen of great ability

fragments, which the rushing water cannot and energy ; she had no doubt

carry, are deposited, forming the bells of gravel heard of the bonnet-pieces, and she resolved

which line the bottom of the valleys, and to gather a further harvest of the same fruit.
through which in peaceful times the streams She brought over miners from France to

flow .
carry on the work systematically, and probably

It is in these gravels that the golel has been ' a considerable quantity of gold was obtained,

found. Gold is not easily destructible ; it is , for in ‘ 1567 Cornelius de Vois sent eight

not acted on by water, or by air, and being pounds' weight of gold to Edinburgh, the

very heavy, it is not easily carried down by produce of thirty days' work of the persons

the streams,whilst its brightness enables it to lie had employed';' and the Regent Morton not

be found with comparative case, even when long after presented to the French king a gold

present in small quantities. At what period basin filled with gold pieces, all being the pro

gold was first discovered in this region it is duce of Scotland.?

impossible to say-certainly it was before the A period of religious and political upheaving

beginning of authentic history, for gold orna- followed , in which men hail little time to give

ments have been found in abundance among to systematic mining, and still less to recording

the very earliest Scotch remains; and we know their sucress ; so for a few years nothing is

of no district from which the metal is likely known of what was done.
to have

but this — unless, indeed , it About 1578, another attempt was made to find

was imported, which does not to be gold --this time, by an English adventurer, Bevis

likely - and both Strabo and Tacitus mention Bulmer. Thomas Foulis, an Elinburgh gold

golul as being one of the metals occurring smith, had commenced to work the lead -mines

in the island. Gold is known to have been at the head of the Shortcleuch and Glengonar

worked in these valleys as far back as the Waters — which have been worked ever since, and

thirteenth century, mention being made of , are now known as the Leadhills mines — and in

workings in the reign of David I. (1125 ). Later, 1576 he engaged Bulmer to take charge of the

in the reign of James IV., golil was obtained works. Bulmer had of course heard of the gold

in considerable quantities, the works being then finds, and being of a very speculative disposition,

known as those of Crawford or Crawford -muir. was more powerfully attracted by the chances of

In 1537, James V. married Magdalene, a gold - finding than by the more prosaic if more

daughter of the king of France, and brought profitable lead -mining. Ile obtained letters of

her to Scotland, accompanied, of course, by recominendation from Queen Elizabeth ; ' and on

many retainers from the French court. Soon the strength of these, the Scotch Government

after their arrival, the king, accompanied by the granted him a patent to adventure and search

queen and her train , set out to hunt among for gold and silver mines' on Crawford-muir.

the Lowthers, anil took up his abode at Craw He commenced work on the Menock Water,

ford Castle. No contrasts could be greater where he found but little gold ; then he tried the

than those between the lovely fertile valleys of Wanlock Water, where he was more successful ;

| France with their trees and flowers, and these then he turned his attention to the Shortcleuch,

bare, bleak, treeless hills, hardly supporting any and worked down it and the Elvan Water, and

plants but grass and heather, uncultivated anil then down the Glengonar Water, on all of which

incultivable, affording a bare subsistence to hardly be found gold , some pieces being of considerable

mountain sheep, andbetween the bright sunny size. The works were carried on in a thorough

weather of the south, and the damp, lull, de- and systematic manner. He was miner enough

pressing climate of the north. The French felt to know that desultory hunting could be of

the difference keenly, and no doubt also expressed little use, so he erected dams, and made artificial

it openly, jeering at the barrenness of the land water -courses or sluices for the washing ; and

to which they had come. The king heard of the great heaps of refuse, the gold scaurs,

this, and , according to the tradition, he wagered which still remain in various parts of the valley,

that his land, barren though it seemned , would attest to the thoroughness with which the work

proluce fairer fruit than any in sunny France was done. He built stores in several places, and

anil at a banquet to be held soon after, he erected a house for himself in Glengonar, over

would be really to make yood his wager. When the cloor of which he is said to have put

the day of the banquet arrived , a large covered the lines :

dish was brought in and set before the queen ; In Wanlock, Elvan , and Glengonar,

the cover was removed, and revealed a heap of I found my riches and my honour.

scem
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For three years the work went on successfully ; and if the streams be traced up to their source,

about three hundred men being employed, and the place from which it came'should be found.

gold to the value of one hundred thousand For centuries, search has been made for this

pounds Wals obtained ; but as the workings' reef , but without success. Bulmer thought he

were carried down the streams, they became , had found it, and set up stamping machinery

less and less procluctive, and at last ceasing to , to extract the gold ; but the yield was too

be profitable, were abandoneil. Bulmer return- small to be profitable. Quite recently, a miner

ing to England, presented Queen Elizabeth found a piece of quartz containing unmis

with a porringer made of Scotch gold, along takable gold , and he thought he could find

with the statement in rhyme : the reef from which it came ; but after diligent

search , he, too, failed to find it. The accumula
My mind and heart shall still invent

To seek out treasures yet unknown .' tion of the mass of auriferous gravel must have

taken enormous time, the water breaking

Bulmer's work has been a success ; he ex up the rocks, and carrying them in powder or

hausted the gold so completely, that there was in solution to the sea, whilst the gold, from its

little left for those who after him . durability and density, was left, Nature carry

Alluvial gold -washing can never last long , if ing on in her own way a process of concen

systematically carrieil on ; very short time tration exactly similar to that by which man

sufficing to clear out the gold which has taken treats the gravels to recover the gold.

ages to accumulate ; but as the most complete If the reef exists, it is curious that it has

washing fails to remove all the metal, occa not been discovered ; but as the great bulk of

sional finds are possible, even after the gravels i the gold has been found not very far from the

have been well workel. Since Bulmer's time, ' heads of the streams, it is obvious that the

no systematic working has been attempted ; ; source of the gold cannot be lower down. The

but occasional finds , sometimes of considerable whole region is traversed by a large number of

value, have not been uncommon. In 1863 a mineral veins, which now yield lead , or contain

party of Leadhills miners made an organised nothing of worth ; and it is possible that the

search , and obtained about two thousand grains gold may have been in the upper portions of

of gold, which was presenteil to Laily Hopetoun, ' some of these, and that the reef, as far as it

who had it malle into ornaments. Since that was goll-bearing, may have been completely

date, on several occasions small quantities of washed away.

eighty grains or so hive been found, and made Whether the days of Scotland as a gold

into wedding rings on the occasion of the mar- producing country - at anyrate as far as the

riage of some of the officials of the inining com district under consideration is concerned — are

pany, and an ornament of Leachills gold was gone for ever, it is impossible to say. Bevis

given by the miners to the present Lady llopetoun Bulmer did his work so well, that there is no

on her marriage. A ring ofLeadhills gold was likelihood of more gold being obtained from

presented in 1893 to the Duchess of York . The the gravels ; but should the reef at any time

lion shielil of the oll Scottish kings with the be found, it is impossible to say what it may

thistle was impressed upon the outside of the or may not yiell. Quite apart from gold, the

ring, and also this motio , Nemo me impune Treasure-house' is still rich in mineral wealth ;

lacessit.' Inside the ring there was this inscrip- and a large quantity of lead, containing sonie

tion : This ring of Scotch yold, from the ancient silver, is still obtained from the mines at the

mines of Lendliills, was given by Mr W. G. Leadhills and at Wanlockhead . The output

Borron and the miners of that district, to the from these mines is much smaller now than it

Princess Victoria Wary of Teck , July 1893. Was ; but in 1892 it amounted to about 3000

Even now , small quantities of the precious metal , tons, containing about 9000 ounces of silver.

are occasionally foundbyminers, someof whom In both places the lead ore is smelted , and

spend their spare time in searching likely places at Wanlocklead the silver is extracted, whilst

-a very good substitute, one would think, for the lead from Leadhills is sent to Glasgow,and

fishing, and one not to be despised as a recrea- is there desilverised . The mines have been

tion in a place where amusements are few . profitable in the past ; but it is difficult to see

The gold occurs in the gravels in the form how they can lony continue so with lead at its

of dust, scales, and small nuggets, and is very | present very low price.

irregularly scattered. It might be thought that In Dr John Brown's delightful article in John

none would now occur near enough the surface Leech and other Papers on the wild Enterkin

to be obtained ; but it must be remembered Pass, near at hand, the story of a covenanting

that the heavy rains, which are by no means rescue is quoted from Defoe. There is much

infrequent in the district, disturb and rearrange information also in Porteous's God's Treasure

the gravels, and sweep down fresh debris from house in Scotland. Allan Ramsay the poet was a

the hillsides. son of a mine manager at Leadhills ; and James

The golil from various parts of the field Taylor, il pioneer in inland steanı-navigation,

differs much in appearance ; and like all native was also a native . There is a good public

gold, it is never pure, but contains a consid library, founded in 1741 . Dorothy Words

erable quantity of silver. The Leadhills gold worthi has a record in her Journal in Scotland

has an average fineness of about 850, or contains in 1803, of the visit paid to Leadhills and the

eighty - five per cent. of gold , the remainder neighbouring village of Wanlockhead by her

being almost entirely silver. self, her brother William , and Coleridge. " Lead

Whence came the gold ; and how did it get hills and Wanlockhead claim to be two of the

into the gravels ? It must surely have come highest villages in Scotland ; and both, along

from the rocks which have yielded the gravel ; |with Crawford, Elvanfoot, and Abington, on
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the upper reach of the Clyde, are patronised by Kolao -hwuy, added to the horrors which already

visitors, in the season, for the bracing hill air. fillel poor Sterling's niind. He thought of

There is another district from which gold has Evelyn waiting for him at home, and of the

been obtained , and which deserves mention among terrible chains which , through his own rash act,

the gold -fields of Scotland. It is situated on were now being riveted round his neck .

the south-east coast of Sutherland . Here streams As a preliminary to this final ceremony, the

flowing down from the hills have deposited beils faces of the new members were washed in cold

of gravel, and in these gravels gold has been water and long white robes were put upon

found. The first finds in this district date back them . After a tedious prayer to the gods, in

to a somewhat remote periol, and attempts have which the brethren declared their intention of

been made at intervals to work them . Whether destroying the present dynasty, and remaining

the gravels contain enough of the precious faithful to the Kolao-hwuy Society through all

metal to make a systematic washing profitable changes and chances of life, the oath , which

is uncertain, but attempts are being made to consisted of thirty-six articles, was read to the

test this, anil to keep the working open , and it neophytes on their bended knees. A bowl of

is to be hoped that the yield may be large wine was next introduced , over which each

enough to add gold -washing to the permanent candidate prickel his middle finger with a

industries of the Ilighlands. silver needle andlet some drops of blood mix

with the wine. This was done as a token of

membership. After which each individual drank

RICHARD MAITLAND-CONSUL. in turn out of the bowl, and thus confirmed

by blood his loyalty to the society.
A VICTIM OF THE KOLAO -HWUY.

This formality ended the initiation ceremony,

immediately after which the President distrib

utel to each member a diploma inscribedl on

It took some time to prime the candidates in linen.

their new duties ; but at last the weary task When he receivel his, Sterling asked if he

came to an end, and Sterling, and the other might now be allowed to return home. His

neoplıytes were led to the ' Lodge of Universal request was grufily refused . Ile had once again

Peace,' where the whole council was assembled . to accompany his brethren through the Lodge,

Vay my lords live myriads of years,' said and was called upon to isten to many and

the Vanguard as he entered the assembly. weary explanationsof all the numerous insignia

Who is there before me, on the ground ? ' pertaining to the society. The lecture
demanded the President.

finally followed by a feast ; and it was not

' It is Tien -yu -hung' (the Introducer). until the first streaks of dawn lit up
the

The 'Introducer' took his place by the side eastern sky that the new member of the Kolao

of the candidates. A long examination immedi- lwuy was allowed to make his way back to

ately followed , which to poor Sterling's fevered the settlement.

brain appeared meaningless and wearisome in When he found himself once more in the

the extreme.
open air, he could not help giving a sigh of

At the conclusion of this so-called examina- relief. The ghastly thing is over,' he muttered

tion, the following question was put to the under his breath ; and I must now hope for

new members : ‘Do you still desire to become the best. I must lide all knowledge of what

one of the brethren ? has occurred from Evelyn, and must as soon as

Sterling raised his eyes with a momentary possible take steps to ensure our return to

gleam of hope – the word ' No' had almost England. It is impossible for me to be a

passed his lips; but he fortunately pansed member of anything so iniquitous except in

before he uttered it , for a wretched ncophyte name, and I have a shrewd suspicion , from the

who stood near was bold enough to decline to look on Lin's face when he introduced me to

become a member of the Kolao -hwily.
the l'unguaril, that these people mean me to

' No; I do not wish to become a brother,' he be by no means an idle member. It is to be

said. The words had scarcely passed his' lips hoped , though, that they will give me a few

before the unfortunate man was dragged out- day's' grace ; and now my first is to

side the west gate of the camp and instantly reassure Evelyn, and satisfy her

beheaded .
strange absence from home tonight.'

After this ghastly experience, there were no The sun was shining brightly when Sterling

more (lissentient voices on the part of the entered his hong. Ile was startled to see that

neoplıytes. Sterling felt his heart beat hard his wife had never been to bed. She hurried

and fast; but true to his resolve to act up to out of one oftheir reception rooms, threw her

the traditions of his country, he hell himself arms round his neck, and burst into tears. “ I

erect, and looked boldly into the face of the i have gone through a terrible: night,' she said .

President. ' I cannot tell you what fears and horrors have

We will now go into the Red Flower come to me. il'here have you been, Wilfrid ?

Pavilion,' said that personage. He led the What has happened ? Oh, the joy of seeing

way ; and the new members with the council | you back again ! Do tell me where you have

immediately followed him . Here the ncophytes been .'

were obliged to confirm by a bloody oath their ' I was called away on unexpected business,

desire to join the society. The whole of this dearest,' replieil the young man ; "we won't say

ceremony was ghastly in the extreme. The anything about it now-it doesn't concern you,

place, the hour, the expressions on the faces anil it is over, Evelyn ; ' and so he silenced her

of those men who already belonged to the inquiries for the time being.

cire

as to my
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During the day that followed, Sterling found off. The strong stimulant brought back his

it extremely difficult to keep up his spirits. failing courage.

In the first place, he felt tired ; and in the You must tell me what is wrong,' said

next, the more he thought about the dilemma ' Evelyn, following liim . There,' she added,

into which his own rash acts had bronght him ,, using a sudden new note of authority ; ' I insist

the more difficult it appeared to be to find any upon knowing. Sit clown on that chair and tell

way out of it.
It was all very well for him me at once. Do you think I can't share your

to say that he might escape the machinations troubles ? What is a wife for, except to share |

of the Kolao-hwuy by leaving the country ; but her husband's troubles ? ' Here she knelt by

what possible excuse could he give to the other his side and put her arms round his neck.

partners of the firm for asking for leave of The unfortunate young
man clasped her

absence just after he had been for a holiday. tightly to his heart. ' Oh, my darling, he ex

He thought and thought ; the more he thought, claimei, ' I ought never to have married you .

the less he liked the position of affairs. In the, I have done wrong, and I am punished . I

evening he returned to his hong, where Evelyn ought not to have married you , Evelyn .'

was waiting for him . She was dressed in one Why so ?' she answered . “ You love me, and

of those simple dresses which she used to wear | I love you . '

at home. She looked so young and fair, so " God knows I love you, dearest.'

guileless, so almost child -like, that the young * Then nothing else is any matter, ' she replied

man's whole heart went out to her with a great in a cheerful tone. ' I didn't expect everything

yearning Ile felt a choking sensation in his' to be smooth when I became your wife, Wilfrid.

throat as he looked at her. Now tell me the trouble. Where were you

“ She is such a child , he muttered to himself. last night? And what does that dreadful bit

How can I ever forgive myself for dragging of paper and this horrid arrow mean ?'

her into a mess of this sort .'
" They mean, Evelyn ,” said Sterling, “ that I

1 Evelyn, however, was not quite so child -like am in the hands of enemy who never

as she looked. She was a woman, and a brave relents, and who never slackens his hold. Be

one - she had also considerable sense and pene- lieve me, my dear wife, you had best not know

tration. In short, she coull read the faces of any more.'

those she loved as an open book. Sterling had I insist on knowing. Who is the enemy,

ured er whei he came bacl in the morning i Wilfrid ??

that there was nothing wrong ; but Evelyn • I will whisper the name to you . '

looked into his eyes and suspected otherwise. • Yes, do. What is it ?'

| It was impossible for her to have the least sus “ The Kolao -hwuy. a member of the

picion as to the sort of trouble that hung over Kolao-hway

him , but to know that he was in trouble was Evelyn's face looked blank. She had never

quite enough for her . She thought of him all heard of the Kolao -hwuy, and thought that her

day long ; anil when he came down -stairs alressed husband must be slightly off his head .

for dinner, she determined to win his conti- ' I have notimeto explain,"he said, springing

dence before the evening passeil. to his feet. ' I am a member of a very terrible

During dinner, Sterling's spirits somewhat secret society called the Kolao-hwuy. I was

revived . It was some hours now since his initi- initiated into that society last night. I didn't

ation into the society: Not a word, not a token mean you to know , but I cannot keep the

had been vouchsafel to him during the day, knowledge from your ears. If I disobey the

anil he greatly hoped that Lin and his emis- mandates of the society, a dead man.

saries would leave him alone for at least a The letter which you saw pinned with an
time. to the tablecloth in

our study is a

' I shall surely be given breathing -space, and summons to be present at one of their import

during that time something must be done,” he ant meetings. I must go, Evelyn . As long as

murmured . I obey them , I am all right.'

TIe cheered up as this thought came to him , Evelyn's face had grown as white as death.

and after dinner suggested to Evelyn that she “ But what do they want you to do ? ' she

should sing to him . exclaimed .

Glad to see him cheerful once more, she ran ' Gocl knows ; I don't. '

out of the room to fetch lier music. But suppose it is anything wrong, anything

some little time absent, and when she came awful ?'

back, her face wore a startled expression. " I must go to them to- night, Evelyn. They

“ See what an extraorılinary thing I found in are scarcely likely to give an important mission

your study,' she said. It was pinned to the, to so new a member . My dear, you must not
tablecloth with an What in the world keep me any longer. This summons requires

is it ? I cannot understand this curious message.' immediate attention. We will try and get back

Give it to me at once , Evelyn ,' said her to England by-and -by. In England we shall

husband .
be safe. ' Sterling rose as he spoke. A moment

IIe snatched the piece of blue paper from her later he had left the room and the house.

hanı, tore it open , and read the contents. IIis Evelyn stood quite still after he had left her.

face turned ghastly. TI sudlemness of the calamity which had over

“What is the matter ? You lovk as if you taken her husband, and turned all their happi
are going to faint,' said the wife. ness into misery, stunned her for a moment;

Nothing, nothing," he replied. lIc walked then a great wave of courage and determination

the room , took some branily out of a lilled her heart.

sicleboard , mixed it with water, anil drank it “ Something must be done, and I am the one

I am

arrow

She was

uri'ow .

Cross
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to do it,' she murmured . “Yes ; I won't lose ' I don't know ,' she replied . ' I suppose he

a minute. ' She walked across the room and has gone to this terrible meeting.'

rang a bell. When a servant appeared, she “ That can't be,' said Maitland. The meetings

asked him to fetch a sedan -chair for her im- are always held late at niglit. ' He turned as

mediately. When it arrived , she stepped into he spoke, and again strodle up and down the

it, and desired the bearers to take her to the room - his brow was heavily overcast, as if he
Consulate. saw a fresh difficulty inhis way. Evelyn's

The night was as beautiful as the previous eyes followed him in mute agony.

one, and Maitland was enjoying the fresh air Aſter a time, he again broke the silence.

on the veranda when Mrs Sterling was an- ' Can you tell me, Evelyn, if there is any one

nounced. She had thrown a white shawl over who knows your husband's usual haunts ? '

her head and shoulders, and came up to his Maitland laid å peculiar emphasis on the word

side impulsively
' haunts,' that male poor Evelyn shiver.

One glance at her face was quite enough to “ I don't know ,' she replied with a choking

show Maitland that she was in trouble. My sensation in her voice. Until last night, I

dear girl , what can I do for you ?' he said, thought I knew everything about him ; but it

taking one of her hands in both of his. seems I was mistaken . Perhaps his “ boy ” can

' I want to speak to you ,' she said in a tell us.'

hoarse kind of voice. Can we be alone some " Ah, that is a good thought,' answered Mait

where ? ' land . ' I will go and see the boy immediately.

' Yes ; come into my stuly with me. ' - Now , my dear, listen to me ; you ’re safest

The moment they entered this room , Evelyn where you are at the present moment. I wish

came close to Maitland. ' We're in terrible you to stay here ; and I want you further to

trouble,' she said . " I have not the faintest ' trust me, and to rely on my promise to do all

idea what it means, but I know it means some that mortal man can to save your husband from

thing dreadful. Vy husband made the grave danyer in which he has placed

member of the Kolao-hwuy last night.' himself.'

· What ? ' cried Maitland . Evelyn stood up. “ How can I thank you ? '

My husband was last night made a member she said. • I felt from the first that you were

of a secret society, here, which goes by the the only one who could and who would help

name of the Kolav-hwuy. It was for that pur- | me. But I would rather go home now, please.

pose he suddenly left this house . — What is the Wilfrid might return at any moment, and think

matter, Jr Maitland ? ' it strange if I were out.'

" Oh, nothing, my dear - nothing,' replied the " Do as you like,' replied_llaitland ; Conly,

Consul— 'only, your news has startled me we have no time to lose . ' He drew her hand

good bit. through his arm as he spoke, and conducted

' I am ignorant of where the danger lies,' her down-stairs to her sedan.

replied Evelyn ; ' but I judge from Wilfrid's The coolies who were crouching beside it

manner that it is very real and very grave.' rose to their feet at a word from the Consul,

• What possessed the man ?' began Mait- and without more ado, carried the chair towards
land. the long at a pace which taxed Maitland's

We have no time to go into that now, ' ' walking powers to the utmost. On reaching

continued Evelyn, interrupting him with sudden the long, Maitland immediately summoned

passion . Wilfrid made a member last Sterling's boy into his presence.

night. An hour ago, I found a paper pinned "Where your inaster liave got ? ' inquire , the

with an arrow to the cloth in our study, sum- Consul.

moning him to a meeting of the society. I I no savey ,' answered the imperturbable

took it to him . I do not know what the con- Chinaman .

tents were, but they evidently caused him the " You no talkee me lie, picljin . You savey

deepest distress. Ile has now gone to attend very well. Tell me where he have got. You

the meeting ; and I, Mr Maitland, I have come no tellee me, I send you to the Mandalin .'

to you . Evelyn looked full into the Consul's This threat had a perceptible effect on the

face as she said the last words. “ Will you boy. He lost his stolid indifference, and began

help me ?' she asked . “ Will you save my to gesticulate as he said : “ How can savey

husband ? '
master go plenty places. '

' I will do everything that man can do for " Tell where that place, opium shop

you , my poor child . Your news has upset me belong ?

i good bit. I know all about the Kolao -hwuy. This last question was said at a venture. A

I can't hide from you , Evelyn, that your sudden idea had darted through Maitland's brain

husband is in extreme «langer. You must let that Sterling might be seeking refuge from his

methinkfor afew minutes. Sit there, my misery in opium . When putting the question,

clear ; when I have arranged my thoughts, I Maitland looked at the boy straight in his eyes,

will speak to you .' and he saw at once that the shot had told .

Maitland paced up and down his room in ‘ Suppose master go smoke opium, I can savey

deep. cogitation. Evelyn sat in her chair, lean that place,' he answered in a low tone.

ing her faceon her hands — she was trying hard “ You can show me immediately ,' said Mait

to restrain her tears—a fearful weight lay at land, as he rose to go into the drawing -room to

her heart. Maitland's manner, too, added to speak one last word to Evelyn. She was stand

hier alarm .
ing near the door, listening intently - her hands

Suddenly he stopped and stood opposite to her. were tightly clasped together, her head slightly

Where is Sterling at this moment ?! he asked . thrown back.

was

me
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" I think I know where your husband is ' I know what you mean ,' said Maitland ;

now ,' said Jaitland in his most cheering tones. 'but remember, I am on the side of right

! Keep up your courage, and I will bring him ' against wrong, and I swear that I will save

back to you in less than no time.' you , were you in the hands of fifty Kolao

Without allowing himseli eren a moment to hwuys.?

glance at the poor young wife's stricken face, ' You can't, Maitland - you can't,' said the

the Consul turned and went out into the courts wretched man. ' I am lost - I am lost ! '

yar ), where Sterling's boy was waiting for him ;

and in silence the two walked out of the

foreign settlement into the native city. THE FOREST DWARFS OF THE CONGO.

On entering the main street, the boy turned The existence of a tribe of Dwarfs, not as a

sharply to the right, down a narrow lane, and,

after several more turns and twists, stopped
mere lusus naturce, but as an independent branch

of the human race, has been an oft-dispated
suddenly and pointed at a house which stood !
just before them . On the side of the door point, which the explorations of Mr Stanley

in the great forest of the Congo have gone far

was pasted a round piece of paper, which marked
to solve.

the character of the place. Dwarfs figure largely in allheathen

" Wait here for me,' said Maitland in
mythologies, whence they have descended into

authoritative tone.
As early asthe pages of modern fairy tales.

!

Withont a moment's hesitation, he pushed of Miletus speaks of a race of tiny beings no
the fifth century B.C. the geographer Hecatæus

open the door and walked into the squalid

yard of the building. As he entered, he saw
more than a span in height, dwelling in Libya,

an attendant carrying some prepared opium and whom Hercules is said to have gathered up in

who cut down corn -stalks with an axe, and

a pipe into theprincipal saloon. Jaitland fol- his lion's skin as a present forKing Eurystheus.

lowed him swiftly : he found himself in a long Dwarfs also play an important part in thefolk

lowroom — the sickening fumes of the drughuny lore of the nations of northern and western

heavyin the air ; and stretched on different Europe, whose imagination peopled thehills

,divans lay eight or ten men in various stages the woods, and the rivers of their respective

of intoxication.

As long as he lived ,Jaitland never forgot this countries withnumberless elves, fairies, sprites,

sickening sight. Some of the opium victims i
trolls, and water-nixies - beings endowed with

were inhaling the first few whill's from their supernatural powers, employed for the most

Modern writerspipes, and were chatting eagerly to one another. ' part in the service of man.

Others,who has passed thissinge, were sleepily have occasionally adapted the sametalesto

breathing in the smoke, and were fastentering rivalry between Oberon and Titania forns the

| meet their own requirements — for example, the

that laul of dreams in which others; again; background of the plot of A Midsummer Night's

were already revelling. The pale and haggard i Dream ;while Swift,under cover of Gulliver's

features of these wretched men were in striking visit to Lilliput, takes theopportunity of direct

contrast to the painted cheeks of two girls who

were supplying their wants. None of the men ing a scathing satire against the political in

took the least notice of Maitland ; but one of trignes of his own country.

the girls came quickly up to him and offered of ancient and modern writers, it is interesting
But altogether apart from the imaginations

him a place on a divan, and also a pipe.
Jaitland pushed her asidein disgust; and to notice the persistent and reiterated tradition

which asserted the existence of an undersized

looking more keenly into the faces of the nomadic race inthe heartof the African Con

smokers, discovered, with a strange thrill of

pain and satisfaction, the haggard features of fromthe time ofHomer, nearly a thousand
tinent - a tradition whose first appearance dates

the Englishman whom he had come to rescue.
years before the Christian era .

for
In a passage

Sterling was lying in a half -stupor, waiting

the refilling of his pipe. Maitlandwent quickly refers to the wars carried on between the
| found in the third book of the Iliad, Homer

up to him , took him by the arm , and gently

shook him . Sterling gazed at him with a con

Pygmies and the Cranes :

fused stare, then exclaimed, in an accent of As when the cry

terror : Who are you ?' nes is in the air, that, flying south

Come along, Sterling. I am Maitland , your From winter, and its mighty breadth of rain ,

friend. I have got something to say to you . ?
Wing their way over ocean , and at dawn

Bring fearful battle to the Pygmy race,
Once in the courtyard, a cup of tea which Bloodshed and death .

was immediately supplied had a womerful effect

ou Sterling. Ile recovered his senses, anıl with By the time of Ilerodotus their position had

them came a feeling of shame which bowed him become permanently fixed in the centre of
to the ground . ' Flow dil you know where I Africa . That historian relates the adventures

was ? he asked . “ And why have you come to or five young men of the Yasamones , a fierce

see me in my disgrace ?' Libyan tribe on the north coast of Africa,

· Because I have something to say ; it is this : 'whó started to explore the unknown parts of

I am determined to save you from yourself, , the interior ; and describes how they at length

and also to save your brave wife from misery saw soine trees growing on

and shame.' having approached, they began to pluck the

At the word ' wife,' Sterling uttered a groan fruit ; anil while they were gathering it, some

and covered his face with both hands. You clon't ' diminutive men , less than
of middle

know what yon are saying,' heanswered . ' I am stature, came up and seized them and carried

in the hands of those whoin to disobey is death.'¡ them away. '

Of cra

a plain ; and

men
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Later on, Aristotle, with evident reference to new quarters. Ou several occasions he entered

the passage in the Iliad , alludes to the same their huts, which were oval in shape, resem

tradition. The cranes,” he says, ' fly to the bling the half of a severed orange, and high

lakes above Egypt from which flows the Nile. enough to allow a full-grown man to stand

There dwell the Pygmies ; and this is no fable, upright without touching the roof. They are

but the simple truth. There, just as we are represented as having prominent cheek -bones,

told , men and horses of diminutive size dwell thick lips, flat noses, and low , narrow foreheads,

in caves .'
while their average height is about four feet

Strabo, the Roman geographer in the time of seven inches.

Tiberius, had heard of thePygmies, but dis The next explorer who makes mention of

believed in their existence. In the seventeenth the forest dwarfs is Dr Schweinfurth , a Pro

book of his Geography, which deals chiefly with fessor of Heidelberg University, who in three

Egypt and Libya , there occurs the following years ( 1868–1871) penetrated the heart of Africa

statement: " The Æthiopians for the most part as far as the previously unknown region of

live a miserable and nomadic life . They go Mombuttu.
He gives an extremely interesting

naked ; and their domestic animals are of small ' account of the dwarfs, whom he describes

stature, as are also their dogs. The inhabitants under the generic term of Akka. According

themselves are small , but active and warlike. I to him ,they inhabit the forest region lying to

Perhaps it is their small stature which has the south of the Monbuttu people, whom they

givenº rise to the fables about the Pygmies ; assist against the neighbouring tribes. They are

for there is no man worthy of credit who has skilful hunters, very cunning and cruel, and

spoken of them as an eye-witness.? have no domestic animals except poultry. Two

From these statements of early liistorians and specimens whom he captured measured respec

geographers, it may be clearly gathered that tively four feet one inch and four feet four

the existence of a nomadic race of undersized inches ; and he never came across any whose

was an article of popular belief among height exceeded four feet ten inches. The per

the ancients. It remains, therefore, to inquire sonal characteristics of the two captured dwarfs

how far the investigations of modern African i are thus described : Their skin was of a clull

explorers tend to confirm the truth of this tra- brown tint, the colour of partially roasted coffee ;

dition. On the disruption of the Roman Empire, their heads were large, set on thin , weak necks ;

civilisation and literature perished for a time chests flat and contracted , with protuberant

under the smouldering ruins of Athens and bellies ; hands sınall and well formed ; jaws pro

Rome, During the period that ensued, the jecting and very prognathous, their facial angles

course of exploration and scientific investigation measuring sixty and sixty-six degrees respec

was roughly interrupted ,and was not resumed tively.?

until the nations of modern Europe began to Emin Paslia during his eight years' residence

emerge from the chaos. Throughout the six- at the Equator occasionally encountered indi

teenth and seventeenth centuries, the tide of ! viduals of the same race. By him they are

exploration was for the most part turned to described as being divided into numerous small

America ; nor was it until the end of the tribes, with no settled abodes, leading a nomadic

eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth life among the Mombuttu and Anadi. They

century that attention was more fully have neither lances nor spears, but make ex

directed towards Africa. During the first half clusive use of the bow and arrow. Two dis

of the nineteenth century, a fair knowledge tinctly marked types of physiognomy are found

was gained of those parts of Africa adjoining among them ; sone having a pale yellow skin,

the sea -coast ; but the interior of the Continent the colour of ivory, while other's possess a dark

long remained unexplored , until the modern era skin tinged with red. Their general appearance

of exploration began under Livingstone, Speke, is described in terms nearly identical with those

Burton, Grant, and others, and culminated in of Dr Schweinfurth, with the addition that

the successful expeditions of Mr Stanley. their bodies are covered with a thick stiff hair

With the increased knowledge of the interior, almost resembling felt .
Individual specimens

it is interesting to notice the revival of the measured five feet five inches (a man of excep

traditions concerning the Pygmy race of Central tional height), three feet six inches, and three

Africa. As early as 1848 , Du Chaillu , a well- feet one inch, the last being a girl of four

known African traveller, had heard reports of teen ,

a tribe called Dokos, no bigger than boys ten The man, however, to whom we are chiefly

years old — that is, about four feet in height , indebted for full and accurate information about

with dark olive -coloured complexions, whose the forest dwarfs is Mr. H. M. Stanley, the

main articles of diet consisted of serpents, ants, result of whose investigations was made known
and mice. At a later date he himself came to the world in Darkest Africa. In 1875 he

a race of dwarfs called Obongos, whose first heard rumours of them from Arab traders

appearance and customs are fully described in at Ujiji, on the shores of Lake Tanganyika ;

a book entitled The Country of the Dwurfs. He and shortly afterwards, during his adventurous

found them dwelling in a forest, scattered at ( escent of the Congo, he actually encountered

in rvals near the settlements of the full-grown an isolated member of the Pygmy race.

aborigines. He describes them as skilful hunters But in his search for Emin Pasha he passed

anl trappers of game, using, no iron weapons, through the centre of the forest district in

but only bows and arrows,the latter of which habited by the dwarfs. Ascending the Upper

they tip with poison . They never remained long Congo hy steamer, he entered the mouth of the

together in the same place ; but when food Aruwimi River, and formed an intrenched camp

began to grow scarce, moved off in search of at Yambua. Thence pressing forward with the

once

across
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aclvance-guard, he traversed the great forest of Stanley, took exhaustive measurements of four

the Congo, à vast district, as large as the specimens-a man, a woman, a boy, and a girl,

whole of France and Spain , six hundred and measuring respectively four feet five, four feet

twenty miles in length , and upwards of five five and a quarter, four feet two inches, and

hundred miles in breadth . There, thickly four feet.

scattered along the course of the Aruwimi An amusing incident occurred during Stanley's

and the Ituri Rivers, he passed through second journey through the forest. A member

than hundred and fifty villages of the expedition having dropped a heavy am

of the dwarfs. Like Emin Pasha, he saw munition -box not far from the camp, returning

two tribes with different characteristics — the to look for it, found a number of dwarfs of

Wambutti to the south, and the Batwa to the both sexes watching, with excited interest the

north of the clistrict traversed . The Wambutti, efforts of two of their strongest men, the Her

he describes as having a bricky complexion, cules and the Milo of the tribe, to carry off

long heads, narrow faces, and red ferret eyes, the prize. A few harmless shots sent them

with a sour, anxious look . The Batwa, on the scampering off into the depths of the forest,

other hand , are of a rich ivory -yellow com- and the ammunition -box was brought safely

plexion, with round faces, and gazelle-like eyes, back to the camp. Another encounter was fol

set far apart on broad open foreheals. lowed by more serious consequences, two strag

The following interesting description of their glers from the expedition, like the young Nasa

habits and manner of life occurs in the second monian explorers, being carried off by the

volume of Darkest Africa : " The Wambutti — Awarfs, and never seen or heard of again .

variously called Batwa, Akka, Bazungu — are Now that the truth of this long -established

undersized nomails, dwarfs, or pygmies, living tradition has been thus definitely ascertained,

in the uncleared forest. They support them- the causes which tended to produce and to per

selves upon game, which they are very expert petuate this stunted branch of the human race

in catching. They plant their camps from two will no doubt be thoroughly investigated ; and

to three miles from the dwellings of the abo- ' an interesting field of inquiry will be opened

rigines. A large clearing may have from eight both to the theologian and to the man of

to twelve separate communities, numbering from ' science. With the rediscovery of this long

two thousand to two thousand five hundred buried people, of the last secrets of

souls. With bows and arrows smeared with the great African Continent may be said to

poison, they kill elephants, buffaloes, and ante- have been unveiled . Henceforth the future

Topes. When fool becomes scarce, they move history of Africa will doubtless consist in the

to seek other settlements. They live on development of its great internal resources,

friendly terms with the larger aborigines, for , and in the civilisation of its teeming tribes.

whom they act as scouts.' Even now , the forerunners of civilisation in

Their dwellings are described as low oval- the shape of Christian missionaries are slowly

shaperl structures, with doors from two to three winning their way into the heart of the

feet in height, placed at the ends. The houses country ; it is therefore to be hoped that before

are arranged in a rough circle, the centre of , long the civilising light of Christianity will

which is left clear for the chief and his family. shine upon the strange race dwelling in the

About one hundred yards in advance of the gloomy forest l'ecesses of the Dark Continent.

camp, along every path lealing away from the

settlement, is placed a sentry -house with a door

way looking up the track. The approaches are i PRINCE RUPERT'S EMERALD RING .

further protected by poisoned skewers artfully ABOUT twenty years ago, I held the rank of

concealed among the dead foliage.
Members of the expedition had frequent op Troop-sergeant-major in the 1st Lancers, the

portunities of studying their height and general regiment being then quartered in Horneleigh.

appearance, ils dwarfs were from time to time , At that period, full arrangements had been

brought into the camp in order that they made for celebrating the marriage of

might act as guides. The first specimen actu , Captain, Lord Dashcliffe, a very popular, genial,

ally encountered was at the Arab settlement of and handsome young fellow, who had succeeded

Ugarrowa. " At this settlement,' says Stanley, ' to the title on the death of his father, abont

' I saw the first specimen of the dwarfs. She , two years previously . The lady of the soldier

measured thirty-three inches in height, and was peer's choice was Miss Daisy Wylkyns, the

a perfectly forined woman about seventeen years daughter of Sir Pierce Wylkyns, of Billoby

old. ller complexion was that of a quaclroon, j Hall, Yorkshire.

or of the colour of yellow ivory . On another On the clay before that fixed for the wedding,

occasion they captured four women and a boy, the two subalternis of the troop, and the

the tallest of whom measured only four feet requisite number of non -commissioned officers and

four inches. Again , luring the stay at Ibwiri, 'men, were, by permission of the commanding

the wife of a chief was brought into the Fort. , officer, despatched by train to the Hall, in order

She was of a light-brown complexion, with to form a guard of honour at the church door

broad round face, large eyes, and small lips, and during the time of the marriage. Upon our

about four feet four inches in height. Later arrival, a most sumptuous meal was provided

on , a man was measured by Mr. Bonny, the for the rank and file in the servants hall ;

assistant-surgeon of the expeilition, whose stat- and beds for the men , which were of the

ure did not exceed four feet. The colour of ' shake-clown ' order, were provided in the

his skin was coppery, and his fell almost furry. Riding -school attached to the stables, about half

At Kavalli , Emin Pasha, after his meeting with a mile from the Hall.

our

1
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me :

Between eight and nine in the evening, Baronet, Sir Harry Beynell , well -known

just as I was thinking of getting my men character in society and on the turf, observed :

marched off to night-quarters, the senior lieu- | ' Look here, General ; I wonder if that ring

tenant, Mr Gloster, sent for me and said : was ever consigned by your folks to the care of

Sergeant-major, Lord Dashcliffe wishes a sentry Messrs A or some bygone “ uncle” in the

to be placed in the Library where the wedding same line of business as that distinguished

presents are laid out. Many of the articles firm ? Perhaps, according to the condition per

are of great value, and he thinks it best to taining to a breach of contract in the shape of

have them watched, in case of accident. So non -payment of principal and interest, the real

just pick out three of the men and form a one may have been forfeited , and a sham one

guard .--Lord Dashcliffe will remember them for substituted, for the look of the thing.'

their trouble, which may afford them some General Wylkyns, appearing a trille angry,

consolation, and any three will do. ' Accord, l'esponded : By Jove ! Beynell, I have heard

ingly, I picked out three men , took command stories of the same kind about diamonds !

myself, and one trooper, by name Martin ' Outside the value of this emerald from its

Clements, I ordered to go on duty first. associations, I assure you it is intrinsically

I bade Clements put on his sword , and we worth a thousanıl pounds !'

entered the spacious and beautifully fitted -up . One of the guests now popped his head into

Library. The sight that met my eyes was the doorway, and cried : '' I say, you fellows,

dazzling in the extreme. A large table in the come to the billiard -room .'

centre was literally covered with pieces of plate, There was immediately an exodus, the last

from a solid silver service presented by a Prince to leave being the General. He had reached

of the bloodl - royal , to the modest inkstand we the corridor outside, when there was a noise

had subscribed for in ourown troop. On several as if he had fallen , and then I heard the old

side-tables were displayed numerous articles of warrior giving vent to a volume of potent im

jewellery, with tickets in front bearing the precations. I rushed outside and said to him :

donors' names, representative of nearly all the "Oh, I beg your pardon, sir, but I thought

best families in England. About a dozen I heard you tumble ; I hope you aren't hurt,

gentlemen were in the room , surrounding a sir ?'

cut, aristocratic features, and the unmistakable , thank you. , My foot slipperl on the polislied

bearing of a soldier. The butler, who was oak floor. I wonder if I've broken my arti

standing near , whispered to " That is ficial hand ?' Having rapidly felt it all over,

Major -general Wylkyns, Sir Pierce's brother .' he growled : No ; I think not, for a marvel.

When the General saw me, he called out : I'm off to bed .—Good-night, Sergeant-major.'

I perceive you have got your man on ; very Turning, I saw Clements at the Library door.

good.' Then he said to the others : Excuse Sentry-go, Sergeant-major,' the man whispered ;

me a moment, while I show the Sergeant-major, ' it's just struck twelve.

round. In a most graciousand frienilly manner, All right,'I replied. Then I walked to the

the old officer pointed out to all the end of the corridor that ran parallel with

valuables in detail. Then he stopped at one the Library, and ascending the stair, called the

of the side- tables, and picking up a large second man, whose name was Jones.

emerald ring of very antique pattern , said, in a While I was relieving Clements, Sir Pierce

garrulous fashion : That is one of my gifts Wylkyns
in with the butler . The

to my niece. You see — isn't the stone magni- Baronet remarked to me: 'Sergeant-major, I
ficent? One of the finest I ever saw.

V:—Well, think it will be better to lock up all the

it was presented to an ancestor of mine by small articles in a cabinet.— Williams here will

Prince Rupert, some time after Naseby, for clear them away. — Hulloa ! he exclaimed excit

services rendered at the battle. I believe the edly, ' where on earth is that emerald ring ?'

Prince took it from his own finger, or something Sure enough, Prince Rupert's emerald was

of the sort. Anyhow , this ring has been in my missing !

family for over two centuries. When my aunt ' I beg pardon , Sir Pierce,' I remarked ;

died , a couple of years ago, she bequeathed it General Wýlkyns had it in his hand only a

to me ; and now , having no children of my few minutes ago. Possibly he may have inad

own, I am giving it to my niece. — No, by Jove vertently placed it in his pocket. He informed

it won't go on !' continued the General, as he me, Sir Pierce, that he was going to bed .'

tried the ring over the glove on the little Sir Pierce fumeil for a ninute, and then said

finger of his right hand. I remember when to the butler : " Just go and tap at my brother's

it would, though. My fingers are trifle door — he can't be asleep yet — and ask him to

gouty nowadays.-- But see, Sergeant-major '— give you the ring. '

and General Wylkyns slipped the ring in rapid Williams disappeared ; and Sir Pierce began

succession over all the digits of his left handi carefully to place the smaller articles of

' no chance of a swelling of the muscles here. jewellery on a silver waiter.

I'll tell you why. This paw is made of wood When the butler returned , he said to

and steel springs, and so forth. It takes the his master : ' I knocked at General Wylkyns's

place of the hand I lost at Sobraon. I can door, Sir Pierce, and told him your message.

fish, shoot, hunt, carve, box—do anything with He called out : ' " I'm in bed , and shan't get

it, in fact.' up !” I daresay, Sir Pierce, it's all right. '

While I stood opposite to Clements, I heard I daresay it is, Williams,' remarked the

the voluble General still talking to a knot of Baronet carelessly.

griests on the subject of the ring, when a young When Sir Pierce hal placed all the jewels

le

me

came
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under lock and key, he bacle me gooil-night, each will be searched in turn . — And , General

and retirel. Wylkyns, I must search you first.'

Next day, before Lord Dashcliffe and his Me !' exclaimed the surprised General.

fair bride went off on their honeymoon, the “ Yes, sir ; you may have placed the ring in

peer sent me a sovereign , and five shillings for one ofthe pockets of your dress suit. '

cach man of the guard. He also gave orders “ I assure you, I examined it carefully a few

that the troopers should be allowed out for ' minutes ago.

a stroll round the town of Billoby, if they ; 'Still, there may be a hole in the lining,

chose. This indulgence was almost universally and it has slipped through.-Stop, sir ! Have

taken advantage of. you a valet here ?'

I did not leave Sir Pierce's grounds, but ! No,' answered the General. Sir Pierce's

instead, strolled about the garden and park. , man attended to the clothes I wore at the

Late in the afternoon, when I was returning wedding. Jy dress suit, which I had on last

to the Hall, I met a footman, almost out of night, I left on a chair in my dressing -room .'
breath , who exclaimed : ‘ Your oflicer, Mr

Who hail access to your bedroom and dress

Gloster, wishes to see you at once ! ' ing-room after you left it this morning ?!

I quickeneil my steps ; and approaching the ! * I've no idea ; possibly, a housemaid or a

Ilall, perceived Jr Gloster pacing about in front · footman. But I give you my word of honour

of the portico. “ Sergeant-niajor," he exclaimed, that I'm certain I laid down the ring before I

this is an awkwarıl business. General W'ylkyns, , left the Library last night.'

who, after the breakfast, was applied to on the A rapid search was made of the men , includ

subject by Sir Pierce, cienies that he took the ing myself ; but nothing came of it.

ring out of the Library last niglit, and avers Clements stoutly andindignantly denied ever

that he laid it on the table again . - Who was !having seen the ring, except when General

on sentry at the time ?'
Wylkyns was holding it up for inspection.

' Clements, sir,' I answereil . I lieard the General whisper to Dir Gloster :

Was he alone in the room at any period I wonder, now, if that satirical rogue Beynell

during that portion of the evening ??
has annexed the article as a practical joke ?

“ Just a minute or two, sir,' I answered, when He's bad enough , but surely not so bad as

I was outside ascertaining if the General had that !'

hurt himself, as I heard him fall. Then Clem The missing ring threw a complete damper

ents, for the first time, I am almost positive, ' on the conclusion of our otherwise enjoyable

traversed the whole length of the Library to outing, and all were glau , consequently, when

the door opposite to the western corridor, in we entrained and rattled off to London .

order to tell me that it was sentry -yo ! " A day or two after our return to Horne

" Do you think the man could have the leigh, and while the story of the lost ring

villainy anl audacity to steal the ring ? ' excit- , was still the staple subject of barrack gossip,

edly queriel Ir Glöster. a telegram reached
our commanding officer

" Surely not, sir ,' I replieil. “ But of this I from the Billoby Police Inspector, which read

am certain - I saw the ring last in General as follows : ' Soldier, description answering to

Wylkyns's hanıl. That was while he was talking Clements, sent off registered letter while here.

to Sir Iſarry Beynell, who was leaning over Arrest him . Detective leaves to -night.'

the table beside him . There was no other Clements, while vigorously protesting his in

person near it, excepting, perhaps, the first nocence of the charge against him , was confined

relief, Jones, sir. As I was posting liim , Sir in the guardroom .

Pierce came in, and I remember the man ! When the Yorkshire detective who had charge

walked about the room while Sir Pierce was of the case reached barracks, the prisoner was

speaking to me. The third man , Tomlin , was at once brought before the commanding officer.

asleep up-stairs ; he didn't go on until two. ' The man admitted having sent off a registered

At this instant Sir Pierce and General letter, containing half a sovereign, to his sweet

Wylkyns approached, accompanied buy the local heart' in London, whose business was that of a

Inspector of Police and twoof his Sergeants. J dressmaker, but who was out of a situation,

General Wylkyns, who lookel terribly cut and required assistance. One five shillings he

up, said to me sternly : Now, Sergeant-major, had receivel from Lord Dashclifle ; and the

do you know anything about this ring ?' other he had saved out of his pay. The regis

I replied: 'Only, sir, what I mentioned to tration receipt , which had been found in his

Lieutenant Gloster just now . I saw it last in pocket, was produced by the Sergeant of the

guaril. It bore the name ' Emily Hawkins,

The Inspector interrupted : ' Excuse me, Gene- with the adress, Care of Mrs Tucker, 612

ral , but I must first search all concerned — the Park Street, London .'

Sergeant-major, the sentries, and all the inen The detective remarked : “My informant at

of the guaril of honour. Assuming the first the Billoby Post-oflice says that the envelope

sentry to liave stolen it, he may have passed 'you hal registered was bulky. '

the ring to comracle to avert detection . Yes, ' spoke the prisoner without hesitation.

-Sergeants Price and Davis, go to the Riding- ' I sent off with tlie half-sovereign two letters

school and carefully overhaul all the soldiers' for Miss Hawkins to reail, that I had received

valises and pouch -belts. — You, Sergeant-major, from my cousins in America. One contained

remain here, and let your men fall in as they an offer to buy my discharge. I crammed them

arrive. And, please, don't allow a single whisper into the envelope anyhow , Sir,' continned

of the supposed theft to transpire. Å constable ('lements bollly , addressing the commanding

will be here immediately to assist me, when officer, that night, while on sentry in the

your hands.'

а
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was now

Library, I saw all that went on. The matter passing policeman and informed him of his

of the disappearance of the ring lies between suspicions. The two entered the shop , and the

two - General Wylkyns and Sir Harry Beynell.? man in blue demanded to see the article that

The accused man was detained in custody Clements had offered for sale . The shopkeeper

until the detective made inquiries in London. produced a cheap nine-carat article, set with

He speedily ascertained that Clements's story, in garnets ; and thesoldier explained that he was

respect of its main details, was perfectly true. I exchanging it for a wedding ring, and was

The half-sovereign when it arrived had been prepared to pay any difference in value. (From

at once paid by Miss IIawkins to her landlady. inquiries made, it appeared Clements was to

The girl's room was carefully searched , but ' have been married that very morning in St

nothing incriminating was found. Her former Pancras Church .) A police Inspector baring

employers, when applied to, assured the officer been called , and the particulars of the case

that Miss Hawkins was a young person of retailed to him , it was decided to take all

unexceptionable respectability. three into custody on suspicion. The shop had

There being nothing to justify the further been overhauled, and a large antique emerald

detention of Člements, he was at once released . ring discovered in a drawer , which was supposed

A dark ruinour
afloat-how it to be the stolen valuable. The jeweller, despite

originated, no one could tell — that Sir Harry his annoyance, appeared to be half amused , and

Beynell was the purloiner of Prince Rupert's averred that the emerald was spurious. General !

emerald ring. An allusion made to the affair Wylkyns had been wired to respecting identifi

in a society' paper provoked an indignant cation of the missing ring, and had replied,

denial from the Baronet and a threat to horse- stating that he had left Billoby for London by

whip the editor. The latter applied for a the last train, and would be in court during

summons; and Sir Harry, in consequence, was the examination of tlıe prisoners.

bound over to keep the peace. This episode It was near mid -day when the case was called ,

had the effect of making still more public tle and the suspected trio were placed in the dock.

evil report. The court was crowded , and I could perceive

One day Clements applied for a furlough. ' Sir Harry Beynell sitting in the counsel's seat,

Many, including myself, were still of opinion in company with a barrister whom he had

that he knew something about the ring, ; employed to watch the case. Briefly , the In

and I took the liberty of stating my views spector, the constable, and the private detective

to the Colonel. The theory I alvanced was gave their evidence. I had just been called upon,

that the man, or rather his sweetheart, hail : when there was a bustle at the witnesses' door,

the article secreted somewhere, and that ' and in pushed General Wylkyns and Lord

Clements, when he proceedel on leave, meant Dashcliffe, the latter having returned from the

to realise what he could on it and clear out of | Continent that very morning. Both appeared

the country. to be in a condition of great excitement. The

Thank you , Sergeant-major,' answered the General , addressing the learned magistrate with

Colonel. * Your hypothesis is at least reasonable. ! out ceremony, cried : ‘ I'm very sorry, Your

I'll write at once to Sir Pierce Wylkyns, who ' Worship, but will you please stop the hearing

will doubtless instruct some of those private of this case ? I'm gratified to be able to say

detective fellows to keep an eye on Clements. that the ring has been found ! '

Therefore, in the hope that the mystery may There was what newspaper reporters call a

be cleared up, I'll grant the man his furlough .' ' sensation ' in court ; the usler bawled ' Silence !

Clements, after drawing whatever savings he and the magistrate leaned over his desk in an

had deposited in the regimental bank , obtained | attitude of attention .

a month's leave, and left for London . Sir The General went on : ' Your Worship, I

Pierce Wylkyns hal given instructions to a must tell you that I wear an artificial left

well-known private detective agency in the hand . I am a trifle excitable at times, and am

metropolis ; and from the time the suspected apt to smash it, so I keep one or two in stock,

man left the barrack gate, he was vigilantly in case of accident. Well, last night, Your

shadowed. Late one afternoon, a telegram Worship, before starting for London , I packed

reached the commanding officer, which contained up a damaged specinien, intending to have it

the startling news : ' Clements and girl arrested . repaired , when I found the missing article on

Sergeant-major wanted at Bow Street to -morrow one of the fingers ! I must inadvertently have

morning, ten. Therefore, acting upon orders, slipped it on. Here is the ring, Your Worship,

I caught the evening train to town, and reach- presented by Prince Rupert, after Naseby, to

ing Victoria, put up at an adjacent coffee- one of my ancestors.'

house. • The soldier and the woman are discharged , '

On my arrival next morning at Bow Street, abruptly interrupted the magistrate. This was

I leard particulars of the arrest from a police followed by applause.

Sergeant on duty: Clements, accompanied by : Turning to the police Inspector, the bench

his sweetheart, had been seen to enter the shop said : Do you wish the other prisoner to be

of a dealer in jewellery near Holborn wlio for detained ? Is there anything respecting him

some time had been suspecteil by the police that requires investigation ?'

of trafficking in stolen property. The detective No, Your Worship, ' answered the Inspector,

looking through the window, perceived that Only, in lis shop we found a large emerald

the soldier handled something like a ring ring

to the jeweller for inspection , and the latter Which, Your Worship, is spurious !! inter

took it aside, to submit it, presumably, to the rupted the jeweller. We'll soon settle that
usual tests. Then the detective called to a question . I see Mr Habakkuk of Hatton Garden

6

3
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was

in court. Perhaps, to save trouble, he will “ Yes, by Jove ! ' stammered the General. ' I am

give an opinion upon it.' suffering for the Squire's eccentricities now. '

' I shall be pleased to be guidel by a gentle * Well, for five hundred pounds, the Squire

man of Mr Habakkuk's well-known experience ' sold the undiluted article to my partner Mr

as a lapilary ,' spoke the Court suavely. Joal’s grand-uncle. Why, I can trace the history

Mr Habakkuk, who was waiting to give ' of the stone ever since. Now , it is in the

evidence in a charge of an attempted diamond possession ofa New York millionaire, who had

robbery, looked at the ring for a moment, and it palmed off on him by an_Amsterdam firmi

observed : 'It is an imitation, and a very poor as a gem presented to Anne Boleyn by Henry

one, Your Worship. Gold may be worth fifteen VIII., and worn by that lady when she had

shillings, or thereabouts. '
|her head struck off

. Whoever the Squire

Discharged also,' said the magistrate to the employed to get up that rubbishy make-believe

tradesman . thing, I can't say. It certainly couldn't have

When Clements and his sweetheart — a pretty, cost him much more than a fiver !!

molest-looking girl she was, by the way -- and The General looked fairly crestfallen ; and the

I managed to elbow our way out of the crowded highly gratified Sir Harry Beynell, after exclaim

court and into the passage, we saw the General ing, So this has been a delicious case of nuch

and Lord Dashcliffe shaking hands with Sir ado about nothing ! ' burst into a mocking peal

Ilarry Beynell. of laughter.

After General Wylkyns lial profusely expresseil When Clements got his discharge, Lord

his regrets to the soldier, Lord Dashcliffe added, Dashcliffe procured him a situation in one of

on hearing that Clements intended leaving the the Government offices at Whitehall.

service, and that he had only been exchanging General Wylkyns took independent opinion

an old ring, for a welding ring, as he was respecting the emerald , but each authority

getting married, “ Here is my present to you on applied to supported the statement of Mr

this auspicious occasion ; ' and the peer placed ilabakkuk. The story got into the papers,

five sovereigns in Clements’s hand. This the and , in consequence , the poor General

General supplemented by a similar sum . prodigiously chaffed about the business.

When Clements and his betrothel, pleased On one occasion , within the Anglo-Indian

and happy, had taken their departure, the Club, the fiery veteran got so annoyed at the
Ge ral whispered to me : Sergeant-major, I banter he was being subjected to, that he took

didn't wish to say it in court, but the truth is from his pocket the degraded imposture of an

I had taken too much wine that evening. I , heirloom , erst supposed to have belonged to

did break my hand when I fell in the passage ; Prince Rupert, and tossed it into a roaring

and when I got to iny bedroom , I wrapped it fire !

in paper, placed it in a portmantean, and got

another out. What a stupid business it has

been , to be sure ! '
TIIE COMING OF THE MAY.

Wylkyns,' interrupted Sir Harry Beynell in

a sneering tone, ' I have been all but called a The chestnut boughs are all aglow ;

thief over this lost ring of yours ; now I should The gorse illumes the fells ;

like to know the value of the article . ' The hawthorns bend 'neath summer snow ;

“ What !' said the General sharply. It was The violets pave the dells ;

valueil at a thousand pounds by a banker, who
The lilies fling their banners free ;

was introducel to me as an authority on such Their plumes the cowslips sway ;

matters at the Anglo - Indian Club .' The foam -white daisies star the lea

At this moment Mr IIabakkuk was passing
At coming of the May.

out of court, and Sir llarry Beynell, accosting

him , said : " Woulil you be good enough, sir,

to give your verilict on this famous emerali The skylarks chant their triumph strains

ring ?-Kindly let the gentleman it, High in the blue above ;

Wylkyns. The throstles join in loud refrains

Certainly ,' responded the General, and he In every vale and grove ;

passed the historical bauble to Mr Ilabakkuk . And blackbirds in a happy mood

The latter, putting a magnifying_glass to his Sing on from dawn to gray,

eye , intently examined the stone. Then he said And wake the wind -flowers in the wood

with a smile : 'Gentlemen, the value is about At coming of the May.

two guineas, and that's mostly for the setting !

“Nonsense !' angrily exclaimed the General,
Ascenteil wealth of bloom is spread

reddening. Sir Marry tittered , and Lord Dash
On orchard branches old ;

cliffe appeared very interested.

Mr Habakkuk quietlywent on : Sir, in my
The long day comes in gold and red,

business we see queer things, and possess queer
And ends in red and gold ;

secrets. If you knew as much as I do, you
The brown bees and the butterflies

Flit o'er the heather gay ;
might be suspicious of the genuine character of

the crown jewels. I think , General, your mother Like jets of flame the marsh flowers rise

a Wielden , of Wielden Hall, Norfolk ? . At coming of the May.

Well , your grandfather, Squire Wielden , as you
M. Rook .

know, was a great pal of the Prince Regent's,

and went it fast and loose , and lost pots of l'rinted and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

money card -playing.' 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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Marsh , a young man once said : "What is the

WHEN ARE WE OLD ?
use of being young, when one sees a man of

By the Author of How to be Happy though Married . eighty in better spirits than the jolliest among

A MAN is as old as he feels, and a woman as us ? ' When an old lady who had devoted her

old as she looks. The number of years is of life to others was congratulated , at the age of

less importance. There are old men , like the eighty -seven, on her remarkable vigour, she said :

late Oliver Wendell Holmes, in whom youth “ They never so often told me I was young as

the youthful outlook — is perennial. A friend since I have grown old . ' This reminds us of

asked Lord Palmerston when he considered a the lady of ninety who said to Fontenelle, then

inan to be in the prime of life . His lordship eighty-five : ' Death appears to have forgotten

immediately replied , Seventy -nine. — But,' he us.'— ' Hush ! ' whispered the witty old man

added , with a playful smile, as I have just hastily, putting his finger on his lips.

entered my eightieth year, perhaps I am myself The writer knows a lady who is ‘ so well pre

a little past it ! served ' that she looks almost as young and is

Leigh Hunt quotes the following, which he as much admired as her handsome daughter,

calls ' a delicious memorandum ,' from Mrs Inch- who is engaged to be married . “ How does she do

bald's Diary : ' I dined , drank tea , and supped it ? ' is the question of friends, who wonder and

with Mrs Whitfield . At dark , she and I and envy as they see her from time to time looking

her son William walked out and rapped at younger than ever. ' Tosome extent, no doubt,

the doors in New Street, and ran away. ' The she does not do it at all . It is done for her

narrator of this feat of a woman who was then by the splendid constitution which she has in

middle-aged and a most popular authoress, adds, ' herited from a long -lived race . Then she had

' but such people never grow old . ' the advantage of being brought up simply and

Some of us know middle-aged men who think in the country. The roses of her youth were

it a hardship not to be allowed to play marbles, not blighted by late hours, heated ballrooms,

and even leap-frog. If they dared , they would and indigestible suppers. She has had few

still take part in boyish ‘ larks. ' The death of sorrows of her own ; but she never denies

Matthew Arnold, the apostle of “ sweetness and sympathy and help to the sorrows of others.

light,' was caused in his sixty - fifth year by And this last fact is perhaps the chief reason

leaping over a fence in a fit of juvenile high why she wears so well, for nothing tends to

spirits. keep the heart, and therefore the outward

Swedenborg imagines that in heaven the appearance, young as the nurture of kindly

angels advance continually to the prime of feelings and the practice of doing good.

youth, so that those who have been there longest “ The Lord hath kept me alive , ' said Caleb,

are the youngest. Some of us have friends a young of eighty -five years (Joshua

who seem to fulfil this idea. They preserve the xiv. 10, 11). “ Even the youths shall faint and

freshness, guilelessness, hopefulness, and elasticity be weary, and the young men shall utterly

of youth. They have put away the weakness, fail ; but they that wait upon the Lord shall

imperfection, and immaturity of childhood ; they renew their strength ; they shall mount up with

retain its open mind and heart - In wit, a man ; wings as eagles ; they shall run , and not be

simplicity, a child . ' weary ; and they shall walk, and not faint.'

Many young men are more blasé than their This was the secret of Caleb's prolonged youth.

fathers ; and there are girls who are more He had ' followed wholly' the Lord his God. '

worldly wise and world -worn than their mother's. Old age, then , does not depend on years so

After talking with the venerable missionary, Dr | much as is generally supposed ; but if we think

nan
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only of years, when does it tap us on the incredible if we reflect that it is not natural

shoulder and say that it has come to keep us for the lives of men to be as short as they

company ? This varies with each individual are.
The law of Nature is that every animal

and the circumstances of his life.
should live five times the number of years it

Aristotle

said that a man is not at his best until forty- this is twenty -one, so that the child born with
takes to reach maturity. In the case of man,

five. Other writers say that he is old then .

a good constitution should, if he lived a per
The threescore years and ten of the Psalmist | fectly healthy life, and were not cut off by

has been adopted by most people as the normal accidental destructive agencies, live one hundred

standard. Dr John Gardner, who has written and five years. There must be something

on “ Longevity,' remarks : ‘ Long observation has wrong somewhere when he does not. There

convinced me that sixty -three is an age at has been or less of a murder or of a

which the majority of persons may be termed suicide, or the environment has been unsuit

able.
old.'

When a certain Frenchwoman , eighty years

This last age, however, is mere infancy com- old, was running over the catalogue of her

pared with the ages said to have been attained ailments, her physician at last said to her:

by many people. Mr C. Walford , in his Insur- What would you have, madam ? I cannot

ance Guide, gives a list of two hundred and make you young again !'. ' Ordinary practitioners

twenty persons who, he thinks, can be shown cannot do this ; but there are four famous

to have reached the age of one hundred and Doctors who, if they cannot make us young,

twenty years and upwards. An American (Mr can keep us for a long time from becoming old.

Joseph Perkins) has published a work in which Their namesare Temperance, Exercise, "Good

he records over ten thousand cases of centen- believe in these physicians, because they are

Air, and Early Hours. Many people do not

arianism . In his History and Antiquities of cheap , unaffected , and truthful ; but if they

Richmond ( Yorkshire ), Clarkson tells the fol were more generally obeyed, old age would

lowing story in reference to the cause ' Ilowe stay away much longer, and when it came,

2. Wastell,' in which a man called Jenkins would be far less burdensome.

gave evidence as to his age. When the agent Were people to observe moderation in all

of Mrs Wastell went to him to find out what things - were our working classes as well fed,

account he could give about the matter in dis- clothed , and housed as they might be — and

pute, he saw an old man sitting at the door, to the rich to abstain from the use of

whom he told his business. The old man said : dangerous luxuries, including idleness, no end

“ Ah can remember nought about it ; but thee of diseases and accidents would be averted , and

can find feather i' t' house, an’al do nought doot the threescore years and ten would not be the

he'll tell ye arl about it. When he went into ordinary limit, but the ordinary average of

the house he saw another old man sitting over human life - as many living beyond that period

the fire, bowed down with years, to whom as dying before it. " Quiet consciences and con

he put again his question . Only with difficulty tented minds keep away sickness and old age.

could he make this old nan understand what So does the will to be well .

he wanted . But after a little time he got the

following answer : “ Ah noo nought about it ;

The surest guide to health, say what they will,

Is never to suppose we shall be ill ;

boot maybe if ye'll go in t yarl ye'll meet Most of those evils we poor mortals know,

wi' feather, wlio maybe can tell ye." The From doctors and imagination flow .

agent upon this thought he had met with a

race of antediluvians. llowever, into the yard defined ašdrafts upon our old age, payable

As for youthful excesses, they have been well

he went, and, to his no small astonishment, with interest about thirty years after date. A

found a venerable old man with a long beard ,

sticks. To this man he again told his business, well ?' The old man took the youngster to an

and a broad leathern belt about him , chopping young man sail to a man of ninetyyears of

Ilow do you live so long and be so

and received such informationas in the end orchard , and,pointingto some trees full of

recovered the royalty in dispute .'

One of the last services Dean anley did for apples, said : 1 planted these trees when I was

Westminster Abbey was to cause the almost
effaced inscription over the celebrated old permitted to gather the fruit of them ? le

Parr's grave to be recut. It is as follows :

gather in old what we plant in our youth.

* Tho :Parr ofye county of Salop: Borne in has something ofthe oldman in him, so I am

* As I approve,' says Cicero, of a youth that

AD 1483. Ile lived in ye reigns of Ten Princes

viz . : K. Edw . 4, K. Edw . 5, K. Rich . 3, K.
no less pleased with an old man that has some

llen . 7 , K. llen . 8,K. Edw .6, Q. Ma., Q.Eliz; thing of the youth. He that follows this rule

K. Ja. & K. Charles. Aged 152
may be old in body, but can never be so in

yeares,, and mind.'

was Buried Ilere Novemb. 15, 1635 .

" The old Countess of Desmond,' who is said The ingredients of health and long life are

to have died at the age of one hundred and
Great temperance, open air,

forty, is mentioned by Lord Bacon, Archbishop

Easy labour, little care,

Usher, and Sir William Temple. The first If men would only take as much care of

us that she did dentige (renew her themselves as they do of watches or other

teeth] twice or thrice , casting her old teeth, machines of which they have charge,they

and others coming in their place.' would not grow old and wear out nearly so

These cases of longevity will not seem so very soon . Sir Benjamin Richardson relates a con

Assures
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CHAPTER III.-A VILE BARGAIN.

a

versation which he once had with an engineer over that, they do not feel old, though they

who had charge of a large stationary engine. are eighty years of age.

The man surprised the eminent physician by When are we old ?

telling him that this engine had been working

as true as steel ninety years. “ And do you
We live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, not

breaths ;

know ,' he added, " it has had eight masters. I In feelings, not in figures on a dial.

am the eighth who has had the care of it ; the We should count time by heart -throbs. He most

others are all either dead or worn out, and yet
lives

it goes on as if it were
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.

as young as

Very strange, sir, isn't it ? that an engine should This seems to be what the prophet Isaiah

live so much longer than a man ; and it is not means when he says that in the new Jerusalem

hard work for us either, or exposed work , for there shall be no more an infant of days, nor

the room is always warm and comfortable, and an old man that hath not filled his days : for

the place is of course clean and light.' the child shall die an hundred years old ; but

What did the men die from ? asked the the sinner being an hundred years old shall be

Doctor. accursed . '

Well, three or four, I am afraid , died of

drink ; another, of_bad temper ; another, of

worry ; and so on. But the engine went on all AN ELECTRIC SPAR K.*

the same. '

“ The fate of the engine,' says Dr Richardson,

' its long life and continued industry , puzzled Can any one explain why it is that West End

the man. He often in his lonely hours thought money-lenders usually affect streets in which

of it, and wondered how many men would
follow him before the engine began to break wine-merchants have their offices and cellars ?

down. It did not puzzle me . That engine Mr Lewis Levvinson , who always reached his

worked a great many hours a day, truly ; but offices in that particularly neat brougham so

it was equable in its work ; it never ran loose ; well known at the principal theatre doors on

it was true in its vocation ; it was bright as first-night performances, would have been in

a new pin , clean in every point ; it was served sulted if anyone had spoken of him as

with the best but simplest fuel-food ; it had its money-lender-his profession being finance, and

furnace tubes clear ; it was saved from friction his place of business in a particularly aristo

by having its parts oiled ; and it drank nothing cratic-looking house in St. James's, of which
but water. So it lived on through nearly three the whole basement extending half under the

generations, with a good chance of living through street was extensively cellared. So much was

three more ; it was allowed, in fact, to make this the case, that when Brant Dalton stepped

the most of its physical life. Its masters did out of a cal and entered the door, there was

not make the most of their lives ; they might a fine strong ether-like odour strangely sug

have been somewhat industrious, but they were gestive of paleof pale dinner sherry chemically

not so orderly, so true, so steady, so clean as matured .

they made the engine ; they had not learned A clerk in a well-furnished office gave him

so well how to find the best food and drink a look of recognition , half-way toward a smile,

for their own labour as they had found for the and thought that Mr Levvinson would see him ,

engine. placed a chair, and went out into the hall,

Speaking of Ephraim , the prophet IIosea leaving Brant soiling the cushion of the chair

says; Gray hairs are here and there upon him , by planting one foot thereon, and scowling

yet he knoweth not.' Many people resemble round the place, biting his under lip and

Ephraim in this respect. They will not recog- occasionally uttering an angry ejaculation.

nise the fact that they are getting on in life, •How long's he going to keep me here ?' he

and not so young as they were. So they make said , at the end of about a minute ; and he

themselves ridiculous by dressing and acting in walked to the mirror over the fireplace, exam

a juvenile way. They take liberties withi their ined the flower in his button -hole, curled up

health, and play games for which they have the ends of his carefully, tended moustache,

neither wind nor limb. They force their com- took up his well-brushed hat, and put

pauy upon youngsters, and are indignant when again with the slightest suggestion of a cock ,

these keep them at a respectful distance. and then saw that the clerkhad re-entered the

Others acquiesce too readily in old age . In- room .

stead of resisting it, they make ' I'm getting « Well ? '

old ' an excuse for mental and bodily laziness. "Mr Levvinson will see you , sir.'

Their tempers become grumpy, and they allow * All right. You needn't come ; I know the

themselves to fall into the boring ways of unway:

old fogy. " Yes, sir, of course ; but Mr Levvinsou prefers

Athletes are said to have a second breath . his clients to be shown up.'

After they have exhausted their first strength, • Clients ? Slaves ! ' thought Brant as he fol

there is a rallying of the system , and then they lowed the man up the thickly carpeted stone

have come to their second breath . When they staircase to the first floor. “ Only let me once

their second breath, they hold out a get clear of the brute !

great while. So it is with our thoughts about Mr Levvinson's business was so private and

growing old. We have a sad feeling to get confidential that he conducted it in no back

over, which arises from the consciousness that

we are becoming aged ; but after men have got * Copyright reserved in the United States of Ainerica.

on

are on
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rooms communicating with others, but in the Brant's manner had been eager on hearing

handsome drawing-room provided with double the word business ; but it became gloomy and

doors, double windows, the surroundings of sullen at the financier's last announcement. In

pictures, sculpture, and bric-à -brac, such as fact,his aspect was what is generally known

would have formed the nucleus of a museum , as chop -fallen.

while the rich hangings, pieces of valuable Don't be disheartened , my dear Dalton. Any

tapestry, and thick carpets and Eastern rugs one would think you had no expectations.'

acted as mullers to voices, even if raised in Oh no, they wouldn't,' said Brant; ' not if

anger or dispute. they saw me here.'

Into this room Brant was ushered , and as That's not so bad, my dear Dalton . Any

the doors closed behind him with a peculiar one who says you are not a sharp-witted fellow

click which indicated that the clerk had passed either does not know you, or is a fool. But

through, a keen, dark, slightly gray personage, you are quite right : if you had no expectations,

with the look of one who had been sharpened by you would not be here. Who would lend money

long contact with hard men, rose from an easy- to a man who had nothing to make a return

chair and held out his hand - a well -shaped, seem likely ? But have another cigarette ; they

thin, but particularly white hand . are very short.'

" Ah, my dear Dalton !' he said , ' what a He leaned forward to hand the box , and then

lovely morning. So sorry to bring you here. took another, lighting it daintily from the

What is the latest good thing on the turf ?'
|
stump of the last. Then, after a side-glance

Morning ! How should I know ? ' said Brant through his half-closed eyes had shown him

sulkily and without removing his hat. ' I got that his visitor had lit the second cigarette, he

your letter : what is it ? ' drew one leg over the other, placed his hands

Bile, I should say, my dear fellow ,' came behind his head, and said quietly : What

the reply with a smile which showed some very would you think , my dear Dalton, if I pro

white teeth . • Try one of these ?' posed to place a heavy sum of money in your

The speaker took a cigarette box from the hands ?'

table and held it out to his visitor, who made “ Two things,' replied Brant shortly. At

an angry gesture. how much per cent. ? and what for ?'

No ? Well , I will ; I've not had my morning * I'll take it that you have said the two

whiff yet. Hah ! he continuerl, as he lit the things, my dear Dalton ; and I'll answer your

cigarette at a taper burning on a filigree silver questions frankly. It is as well to be quite

stand. " These are some choice tobacco sent me plain in business : I always am .'

from Alexandria. Better try one.' Yes, you are,' said Brant meaningly.

' I've no time to stop here smoking ,' said * An unfair innuendo, my dear Dalton,' said

Brant, snatching one of the little rolls from the financier quietly, ' for when you have come

the box and lighting, it impatiently. Now ,' to borrow money of me, I have told you what

then, Levvinson, what is it ? If you've dragged my percentage would be. High, perhaps, but

me here to tell me my paper's overdue, I knew not too high for the risk : and then I have

it. I haven't any money, and I don't know given you a cheque for what you asked ; no

when I shall have, so there !! deduction for interest in advance, no cigars,

* Dear me ! ' said the keen -looking man, wine, or paintings : but the cash. '

watching his visitor with half-closed eyes as he Brant nodded.

stood see-sawing heel and toe upon a thick rug. Be just, then, my dear fellow . Now, then,

“Now , don't you think, my dear boy, you for my answers. A heavy sum in cash as a

could have said that just as easily and far more douceur or fee for what you will do for me.

comfortably if you had taken a chair ? ' Not a loan . That is an answer to your first

As he spoke, he let himself subside into the question- " What for ?” will take longer. Now,

from which he had risen , and looked then : you have lost pretty heavily lately.'

mockingly at Brant. | “How do you know ?' cried Brant roughly.

‘ Hooked, and of course you'll play me as ' I pay people to tell me what is going on,

long as you like,' said Brant with quite a said Levvinson quietly. “ And one way and

sneer ; and taking off his hat he banged it another, you must be rather tightly fixed.

down upon a buhl table, laid his ivory -handled Gambling does not pay, my dear Dalton, believe

cane across it , and litching up the knees of his me'

trousers, threw himself back in the nearest ' Look here ; if you're going to lecture me,

chair. • Now, then, say it out, and get it Mr Levvinson , I am off, cried Brant shortly.

over. '
• What an impatient irritable boy it is,' said

My dear Dalton, you would never do for a Levvinson, laughing. Here ; go on with your

financier,' said Levvinson, with a meaning smile. ' cigarette and I'll explain. I want you to help

“ The suaviter in moilo is wanted there.—Like me, my dear fellow , and in return I will place

these cigarettes ? ' such a cheque in your hands as shall nake

• Confound the cigarettes ! What is it you you easy for some time to come.'

want ? '
' So long as it isn't dirty work, I'm ready,'

' I sent you a line , my dear Dalton, because said Brant ; so go on. '

I wanted to see you .' Dirty work ! Absurd ! A little bit of di

• What for ? plomacy, my dear fellow, nothing more. — Look

On business .' here : your firm has invented an electro motor

" Then you do not send for me because -- on of a very peculiar nature. It is a miraculous

account of money ? ' success, and will be invaluable for naval

' Yes, I did. ' purposes.'

olie

1

|
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“What?' cried Brant, with a laugh ; ‘nonsense !' Really, my dear boy, your experience of human

It is a fact,' said Levvinson quietly. • While nature must have been very sad. I must ask

you have been enjoying life, like the handsome you to recollect that you are dealing with a

young butterfly you are, that dear good busy gentleman , whose word of honour in this trans

old bee of an uncle of yours has been making action would be as good as any bond.
Bring

honey and sealing it all in private cells with me the complete scheme of that invention, so

out trusting you with the key. ' that it can be worked out abroad ; and I,

Brant winced, and Levvinson saw it, but he trusting you that it is complete, will immedi

did not stir.
ately place in your hands Bank of England

" Well, my dear Dalton , the invention being a notes for a thousand pounds.'

marvel, and likely to prove of incalculable And confoundedly poor pay , too, for making

value to a warlike nation, our dear uncle, as a a man turn a thief.?

patriot and a business man combined, has sold Diplomat, my dear Dalton , a diplomat,

all rights and the secret of this invention to said Levvinson, watching him keenly through

the Government. ' his half- closed eyes. A thousand pounds is a

' Impossible ! I should have known,' cried very serviceable sum — a great deal can be done

Brant, startled into utterance . ‘ But how do with it ; but I am only the agent acting for a

you know this ? ' Government willing to be generous. It is my

By money, my dear Dalton. One can do duty of course to study their interests ; but I

anything with coin .' confess it seems to me too small a douceur

Oh ! Can you ?' said Brant sarcastically . ' I for so important a transaction, and I shall

have not found it so . But suppose we have take it upon myself to double the amount

produced this wonderful motor : what then ? ' named . Two thousand pounds sterling, my

Levvinson looked at his visitor for a moment dear Dalton , for those plans.'

or two, and then turned his eyes to the table, " Two thousand pounds, cried Brant, starting

drew forward a silver ash -tray and carefully up, ‘ for behaving like a scoundrel , betraying

removed the gray powder from the end of his my uncle's trust !

cigarette . You complained , my dear fellow , that very

That being so—and it is, my dear Dalton- little trust was placed in you .

I want the drawings, plans, and descriptions as Never you mind that. I'm not going to

laid down by the inventor-in other words, the betray the secrets of our firm . You've gothold

whole scheme. ' of the wrong man, Lewis Levvinson. Pay some

" Oh ! indeed ! ' cried Brant with a forced one else : that blackguard who has betrayed so

laugh. “ May I ask what for ? ' much already

If you like. I shall simply reply that it Sit down, my clear Dalton . What a hot

would be a pity for the officials in Whitehall to blooded , impetuous boy you are .

pigeon -hole so valuable an invention, and per: why it is that you so often run short of money.

haps never make the smallest use of it.-- I You must curb yourself, and practise calcula

should pay very handsomely
tion a little more . Chess would be the making

' I should think you would, ' said Brant con of you.

temptuously. “ Is that all ?? Brant in spite of himself yielded to the

• Yes, save that I want you to bring me those man's influence, and sank back in his chair

plans. once more, snatched up another cigarette, and

“ Oh ! to be sure, cried Brant, gazing hard at began to smoke furiously.

the perfectly dresseil nonchalant man before Ah, that's better,' said Levvinson. * Very

him. ‘ And so you think , because I have good tobacco that, is it not ? The Khedive's

stooped to borrow money of you , instead of special brand . Now , my dear Dalton , do, pray,

worrying my uncle, that I should be scoundrel look at this transaction from a business inan's

enough to steal them . That I am a thief ! ' point of view , and as an affair that is no petty

• Absurd ! Never use strong language in question of buying and selling, but a national

business matters, my dear Dalton . As you matter.'

may surmise, I am only the agent in this case, ' I do,' said Brant shortly. “ You ask me to

acting for a foreign Government, which is realy rob my uncle and betray my country:

to be generous to any one who will serve it. · Pish ! My dear boy, I ask you nothing of

Steal ! Thief! My clear boy, of what are you the kind. Now listen to reason .'

thinking ? Petty transactions between man and ' I'll have nothing to do with it. '

are so dubbed , just as , kill * Very well ; but let me remind you of how

I killed you, people would call it matters stand. There, be calm and go

murder ; but if a Government destroyed thou- smoking. If you do not put this money in

sanıls, it is war. So in this case you obtain your pocket, some one else will , for I look

these plans for me, and I pass them on to a upon the matter as done. I shall have the

foreign Government, then it becomes di- drawings and plans - tracings of them , and I

plomacy. shall have to pay ; but I would rather put the

"Oh, that's diplomacy, is it ? ' said Brant. money in your pocket than in that of any

“ Yes, my dear Dalton , with a quid pro quo other man.'

to the tune of a thousand pounds.? You won't get them ,' cried Brant.

Shared with Mr Lewis Levvinson, eh ? cried " Indeed !-But to continue. You not

Brant, “ and the sharers share a cancelled bill well treated at the office : less trusted than one

or two. of the clerks. '

“ My dear Dalton , you must have got into • Why, it would ruin the old man. '

very bad hands before you
to Nonsense ! He would lose, of course, and be

I see now

man should you

me or on

6

are

came me .
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the grate.

furious.But why should you trouble about As he spoke he caught up his hat and cane.

that ? Will he let you have money to live like And now Levvinson rose too, but in the

a gentleman ? No , you are forced to come to quietest and most deliberate fashion.

me.—You are deeply attached to your cousin .' One moment, my dear Dalton,' he said.

Brant swung himself round fiercely ; but You must forgive me for misjudging you. I

Levvinson did not meet his eyes, only went on never gave you credit for so much firmness and

talking in a quiet convincing tone. prompt decision. There you are a true diplo

' A sweet lady, my dear Dalton , and worth mat, and ought to rise high in whatever you

the winning. But the old man has already take up.'

nipped your aspirations in the buil , and under Brant looked at him mockingly as he put on

the present state of affairs he never will con- his hat, and then glanced in a mirror.

sent to a wion. Why not help me in this ? ' You force my hand, continued Levvinson,

It will go a long way toward making you in- 'and I must now speak out finally. I tell you

dependent of him ; and if he went down a frankly that there are those in your uncle's

little, you would go on and be in a position employ who will get me what I want.'

possibly to dictate . You cannot get it.'

Brant threw his half-smoked cigarette into ' I will get it ,' said Levvinson quietly ; but

I prefer to obtain it without trouble — from

You might - you see I speak plainly - you you. No listen : I should detest to do any

might injure him a little ; but in so doing you thing unpleasant over your monetary affairs.'

would benefit yourself and his daughter. He " Threats now ? ' said Brant mockingly.

has had his innings. It is your turn now .' " I have not threatened . Don't force me to

" To be a thief and a traitor to my country !' do so. Once more I askyou to oblige me, and

cried Brant. I will now go to the limit entrusted to me.

' Absurd boy ! ' saidl Levvinson, with a little Get me those papers - a trifle in your case, and

laugh, as if the other's firmness was amusing. then feel independent of your uncle, and all

“ With three thousand pounds in your pocket, he can say or do.'

you would be independent of the old man ; and I will not.'

if you wished it, independent of me. But if ' Ilear me out, my dear Dalton,' said Levvin

I might advise, I would not throw Lewis Lev- son very softly. ' Bring what I want, and there

vinson over, my dear Dalton. Oblige me in shall be no deduction, commission, or paper. I

this, and you will make a good friend. It will place in your hands directly the suin that

might be in my power to put a very good will enable you to carry out every plan you

thing or two in your way. Come, your hand may lave in petto, for I promise you in the

upon it. Such a trille - a few hours shut up name of the Government for which I act an

with the documents and some fine tracing- immecliate payment of five thousand pounds.'

paper' ' Five thou. ?'cried Brant, excitedly.

No,' said Brant firmly . “ I'll be hanged if “ Yes : five.—There, your hand upon it as a

I stoop so low even for what you hinteil at.' man ,' cried Levvinson now quickly as he ex

‘Or that fine transparent tracing-linen ,' con
tended his own.

tinued Levvinson, without heeding the inter Brant sprang forward, and in another instant

ruption . Then you double it all, and bring it would have been grasped to seal the iniqui

it to me sealed in an envelope ; it is a per- tous contract, but with an oath he dashed the

fectly private transaction in secret service . extendel palm away, strode out of the room ,

Then you have herewith bank -notes to the and the doors closed heavily behind him with

value of four thousand pounds in your their peculiar click .

pocket.' At that moment a large casy -chair half hidden

As this was said very slowly , and with a by the hangings at the far window was slowly

slight emphasis upon the four, Brant's breath thrust back, and the figure of a tall slight

came heavily, and there was a singing in his Spanish -looking man l'ose from where it had

He started forwarı , but threw himself lain back unseen. It was the living present

back with his teeth pressed hard together, and ment of one of Velasquez's handsomest faces

something like a faint groan escaped him , as above the faultless dress of an English gentle

he had a vision of freerlom and enjoyment man ; and the fresh comer upon the scene stood

before him , with far onward in the future his with his high forehead wrinkled as he buttoned

cousin Rónée smiling upon his suit : but he one of his gloves.

uttered no word, and Levvinson's clear soft voice " An hour wasted , Mr Levvinson . But you

went on delivering words which sounded like have other cards to play ?'

empty nothings, but were really full of the There was only a slight foreign accent in

deepest meaning
the voice, so slight that it was hardly per

Then as to the trifling matter outstanding, ceptible.

my dear Dalton , I should feel bound to say to Oh yes, Count, several ; but the hour has

a man who had proved himself so great a friend, not been wasted. '

“ Never worry about that ; pay me at your con ' I say yes, and it was very wearisome. I do

venience, dear boy."
not like playing such a part as this. But you

No, cried Brant, springing up firmly now . must get these plans.

" Tempt some one else , and get the papers if you ' I have got them ,' said Levvinson .

I don't believe there are any such plans • Got them ? '

in existence ; but I'll do no such dirty work, Well, sir, good as got them .'

and I'll go straight from here and put the old But he refused point-blank. He isaid deci

man upon his guard .' sively that he would not. '

eal's .

can.
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" Yes,' said Levvinson quietly, as he offered Pumblechook’s Paste is the Best,' or the friendly

the cigarettes and then the taper ; but do not though gratuitous advice — 'When you ask for

have any doubts about that. Talk only. I Tommy's Tooth -powder, see that you get it. '

know my man . We would all miss these more or less in

genious and ingenuous announcements, especi

ally the publishers and proprietors of news

CURIOSITIES OF ADVERTISING. papers and periodicals. In fact, but for the

advertiser, the modern newspaper would be an
ADVERTISEMENT, which somebody has called

the breath of trade, and somebody else has for the public - he practically provides the news

impossibility. The advertiser not only purveys

styled the lubricating oil that makes the wheel of the world. Does anybody suppose that the

of commerce run, is only about two hundred
penny

he
pays for his morning journal will

years old . At all events, it is to the reign of cover the cost of all the reading matter for

Charles II. that one must look for the first which he looks daily as eagerly as for his

extensive use of the public prints by adver- breakfast ? Certainly not the least interesting

tisers ; but if one chooses to go back to the portion of the reading matter for the thought

stentorian What d’ye lack ? ' of the London ful student in what Pope called the proper

'prentice boys, it will be only to find that one study of mankind-namely, Man - are the adver

must go farther back still in order to reach the tising columns. Therein one may find an in

real beginning of the art. For it is an art , as finite variety of food for reflection in the

well as a science, and an art which flourishes display of the wants, wishes, faults, virtues,

by expenditure. It is not so very long since rivalries, and eccentricities of all classes of the

Thackeray was moved to moralisation by an community . The advertisement sheet is the

advertisement of Warren's blacking on the reflex of the social and industrial life of a

Egyptian Pyramids, yet such a thing to -day people , as well as the patent of its commercial

would excite no surprise. Were a traveller enterprise.

across the Kalahari Desert now to come upon There is both likeness and difference between

a collection of Moonshine Hair-wash ' coupons, the advertisements one sees in one's daily paper

he would simply note it as an instance of and those finds stitched up with the

enterprise. Blacking on the Pyramids ! Why, magazines or displayed on the walls. The

are not our seas covered with argosies of pills costliness of the numerous pictorial and other

worth a guinea a box ? And do not the very ingenious devices, many of them by renowned

clouds rain down upon us eulogies of the artists, must be obvious to the merest tyro ;

virtues of some American watch, or other and when to such striking appeals to the eye

notion ,' which the aeronaut takes up with him we find allied presents of books, calendars, and

in lieu of sand ballast ? artistic trifles, and generous offers of pianos,

It was George Cruikshank , if we remember bicycles, sewing machines, and all sorts of

aright, who drew for a blacking -manufacturer things to those who will help forward the

a wondrous picture of an astonished cat gazing work of advertisement, one is lost in wonder

at herself in the speckless surface of a Hessian how it can pay. Princely incomes are

boot, polished to refulgence by the use of the pendled by some of the large purveyors in

blacking . Since then, the art of pictorial ail- bringing and keeping their wares before the

vertisement has developed enormously, and if public. When a certain well-known soap con

we do not see anything more clever than Cruik- cern was not long ago turned into a Limited

shank's design, we see an infinite variety. Who Liability Company, it was stated that the adver

does not know how two great Royal Academicians tising bill ran over eighty thousand pounds per
have immortalised a certain soap ? We do not annum . If are not mistaken, the late

know how much Cruikshank got for his aston Professor' Holloway expended even

ished cat, but Messrs Pears are said to have vaunting the virtues of his pills and ointment,

paid £ 20,000 in the purchase and reproduction and with what pecuniary result is pretty well

of Millais famous 'Soap Bubbles. Every street | known. And it has been frequently proved

hoarding is a mural exhibition of the art of puff, that a business which has been built up by

and these exhibitions are more in keeping with ; advertising will rise or fall according, as the

their surroundings than the dreadful signposts advertising is maintained or reduced. In prac

that disfigure the fair face of Nature, so that tical business, indeed , ' once an advertiser, always

he who runs by rail may read of some vaunted an advertiser,' seems to be the invariable rule.

pain -killer or pig -fattener. And in place of Among the most remarkable of modern -day

Cruikshank's cat, have we not a familiar monkey | advertisements are those which refer to specifics

in full ciress careering round the globe in shoes for every disease under the sun. The number

of swiftness in order to spread the glad tiilings of 'perfect cures' is so large that the only room

of something whose virtues are largely expressed for wonder is that any disease should remain
in negatives ? How familiar has the benevolent to be cured. Not less marvellous than the

Simian become ! Yet think of it, how many qualities of the medicines are the length and

other familiar forms, faces, and formulas one liberality with which some of them are adver

meets with month after month and year after tised . And the money spent in advertising

year, bound up with the monthly copy of our pills ought to be enough to cure earthquakes

favourite magazine, or showered upon us through - not to mention the endowment of hospitals.

our letter -box. Sometimes it is a brilliant But after all , this kind of thing is not new .

butterfly in variegated colours, sometimes a Jere, for instance, is the advertisement of one

hirsute female or a gurgling baby, and some- Thomas Smith, a quack of the last century : ‘ In

times the plain and positive statement that | King Street, Westminster, at the Queen's Arms

ex

we

more in
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an Corn -cutter liveth Thomas SMITH, who by ments : ' All sorts of Dead Cloathes made after

experience and ingenuity has learnt the art of the British fashion, are made by JANET CHAMERS

taking out and curing all manner of Corns in Patrick Turnbull's, Goldsmith, at the head

without pain or drawing, blood. He likewise of Forester's Wynd, at as reasonable rates as

takes out all manner of Nails which cause any anywhere . And : All sorts of Grave Cloathes

disaster, trouble, or pain , which no man in of woollen, ready made for men, women, and

England can the like . He cures the Toothache children, as fine and as fashionable as any

in half an hour, let the pain be never so great, which are to be sold at MISTRES CHRISTIE's in

and cleanses and preserves the Teeth. He Dunse. ' What was the British fashion, and

can, with God's assistance, perform the same in what constituted fashionableness in such grave

a little time. The famousest Ware in Eng- affairs, we are unable to explain ; but among

land , which never fails to cure the Toothache the collection of advertisements of Charles

in half an hour, price One Shilling the bottle. II.'s time above referred to is this one : 'At

Likewise a Powder for cleansing the teeth, the sign of the Golden Pall and Coffin, a Coffin

which makes them as ivory without wearing maker's shop at the upper end of the Old

them , and without prejudice to the gums, One Change, near Cheepside, there are ready made

Shilling the box. Also two sorts of Water for to be sold very fashionable laced and plain

curing the Scurvy in the gums : though they dressings for the dead of all sizes, with very

are eaten away to the bottom , it will heal fashionable coffins, that will secure any corps

them and cause them to grow as firm as ever, above ground without any ill scent or other

very safe — without Mercury or any unwhole- annoyance as long as shall be required.' Hap

some Spirit. To avoid counterfeits, they are pily, this kind of thing is not met with nowa

only sold at his own house, price of each bottle days, although the purveyors of mourning lose

Half-a-crown, or more, according to the bigness, no opportunity of letting everybody know where

with directions.' to go for the garb of woe.

This is not quite so ingenious as the Amer Here is the case of a widow who advertises

ican dentist who advertised : Teeth extractel ; her wants in a recent daily newspaper in a

without Pain , two dollars ; with Pain , one somewhat mysterious manner : Would Lady

dollar. This is pithy and to the point. There or Gentleman kindly Lend Respectable Young

is no mistaking the intention of the advertiser, , Widow, Good Home, £ 5 for Rent? Repaid

and the patient is quite free to make his own 'monthly. Yo. Office . This is some

choice. thing like a prize puzzle. Does the respect

Apropos of medical advertisements, we have able young widow ' want the loan of a good

come across the following in an old Stamford home or a five-pound note, or both ? And what

newspaper : " Whereas the majority of Apothe- is it she proposes to repay monthly ? Her need

caries in Boston have agreed to pull down the may have been urgent, but her grammar is

price of Bleeding to Sixpence, let these certifie defective.

that Mr RICHARD CLARKE, Apothecary, will Telegraphese is a species of elliptical expres

bleed anybody at his shop, (rrutis.'
sion that has resulted from the use of the

Contrast with the foregoing advertisement telegraph . When people have to pay for every

of Thomas Smith's, the following, which is a word, they necessarily reduce the number as

type of what one sees every day in every much as possible. The same result may be

newspaper in the land : ' All Diseases Cured with observed in the ' Wanted ' columns of the news

HERBS, after failure everywhere ; free advice, papers, where the most surprising abbreviations

10 till 2, and 4 till 8 ; or write. — Botanic IIall.' may sometimes be seen. Look at the following,

Do our people really believe in such profes- ; for instance : 'General (experienced) Wanted;

sions ? Do any suppose that an illiterate herb- no family ; superior place ; references. No

alist can do what the most highly trained retired military officers, of course, need apply.

medical skill cannot effect ? We fear that many A general servant is meant; and though the

people are innocent and credulous enough to do male mind may ponder in amazement over a

so, for avertisements cost money, and adver- ' request for Cook" (plain ): flannel washing,' or

tisers could not and would not incur the cost no washing,' he may rest content in the belief

if it did not pay them . that his better-half knows better.

Soap, which now is the subject of the most The oddities of foreigners who advertise in

extensive, complicated , and often artistic adver- English , not exactly as she is spoke, have

tising of the century, was an early material for frequently called up a smile. Here is a speci

advertisement. In Dr. Robert Chambers's Book men of a genuine hotel advertisement of some

of Days, for instance, among a number of fifty years ago : Mr DEWIt in the Golden

examples given of curious advertisements in Apple art of the Burges Gate at Ghent, has

the seventeenth century ,we find the following, the honour to prevent the Persons who would

dlated 1680 : William Duval, at the sign of come at his house, that they should find there

the Angel and Stilliards in St Ann's Lane, near always good and spacious Lodging, a Table

Aldersgate, London , maketh Castile, Marble, served at their taste, Wine of any quality, & c.

and White Soap as good as any man sells : Besides he hires horses and chaises, which shall

tryed and proved, and sold at very reasonable be of a great conveniency for the Travelleir.

rates.'— “ As good as any man seils,' observe, The Bark of Bruges depart and arrives every

not matchless,' or capable even of washing day before his door. He dares flatter himself

a shipwrecked crew ashore, like some modern that they shall be satisfied , as well with the

saponifiers we read of. cheapness of the price as with the cares such

In Edinburgh newspapers of 1709 we have an establishment requires.'

seen the following grimly suggestive advertise As another specimen of foreigners' English
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take the following playbill of an English enter- London, and will probably offer to work

tainment in Paris in 1829 : “ A Grand Enter- his passage. • . It is therefore requested that

tainment Concert and Ball will be given at no gentleman will take him into his service,

Monsieur Lemer pres du Port de Charenton, nor no captain of vessels or others will take

No. 5. To open with the favourite comic song him on board their ships. Reward of Two

called the mill after witch will be given a part Guineas for his apprehension . Who, by the

of Macbeath a song and Resitation after witch way, ever heard of a white negro man ?

a favourite hornpipe. A gentleman a performer The Lord Mayor's show is still a popular

in provencal parts will appear inimetationsof spectacle, in spite of Progressivism ; but it was

the great English actars from Paris, afterwards so popular a hundred and fifty years ago that

the prinsopal parts of Douglas or the noble people were even ready to listen to lectures

shepsard afterwitch a grand terifac combat about it. Here is the advertisement of one of

then to be given a Resitation, comic duet, i these lecturers of the year 1730 : 'At the

songs &c. , the whole to conclude with a Ball. Oratory, the corner of Lincoln's Inn Fields near

Music is provided. Enteornce at past 6 to Clare Market, this day, being Wednesday, at

begin at past 7. Tickets to be had of Mr six of the clock in the Evening, will be a new

Joseph Turner, James Riley, John Liwois or Rilling upon an old Cavalcade, entituled , “ The

at сhe wouse. ' City in its Glory ; or my Lord Mayor's Show : "

Among the curiosities of advertising may Explaining to all capacities the wonderful Pro

surely be placed the first advertisement of the cession so much envy'd in Foreign Parts and

first steamer that plied for hire in Great ' nois'd at Paris : on my Lord Mayor's Day : the

Britain - namely, Henry Bell's Comet. Thus ran i fine appearance and splendor of the Companies

the advertisement in the Glasgow Courier of of Trade : Bear and Chain : the Trumpets,

1812 : 'Steam Passage Boat, the Comet, between Drums, and Cries intermixed : the qualifica

Glasgow, Greenock, and Helensburgh . For Pass- tions of my Lord's Horse, the whole Art and

engers only. The subscriber having at much | History of the City Ladies and Beaus at the

expense fitted up a handsome vessel to ply Gape-stare in the Balconies : the Airs, Dress,

upon the river Clyde between Glasgow anil and Motions : the TwoGiants walking out to

Greenock — to sail by the Power of Wind, Air, keep Holiday : like Snails over a Cabbage, says

and Steam , he intends that the vessel shall an old author, they all crept along : admir'd by

leave the Broomielaw on Tuesdays, Thursdays, their Wives and huzzaed by the Throng .'

and Saturdays about Vid -day, or at such time | This advertiser seems to have had something

thereafter as may answer from the state of the of the talent which made the late P. T. Barnum

tide, and to leave Greenock on Mondays, famous. Barnum was the Prince of Advertisers,

Wednesdays, and Fridays in the morning to and floated his Fiji Mermaid so persistently as

suit the tide. The elegance, comfort, safety, and head -lines before an incredulous public, that

speed of this vessel require only to be proved ' they were compelled to go to see her. And

to meet the approbation of the Public ; and the doesn't everybody know how the moral'

Proprietor is determined to do everything in qualities of his Exhibition were made capital

his power to merit public encouragement. The of by poor Artemus Ward ?

terms are for the present—4 shillings for the The law's expense is not less proverbial than

best cabin and 3 shillings for the second ; but the law's delay, but, according to standing an

beyond these rates nothing is to be allowed to nouncements in the daily — particularly the even

servants or any other person employed about ing - papers, the expense is triſling. See this :

the vessel. ' • Law Advice, Is . till 9. Courts attended, Deeds

What would poor neglected Henry Bell have prepared, Debts recovered. Aliments, Damages,

said could he have his humble little Divorces, Separations.-No. Street.

Comet, of whose elegance, comfort, and speed Advice for a shilling is surely cheap enough ;

he was so proud, alongside a modern Cunarder but what about the cost of preparing deeds ? ;

or one of the latest palatial river -steamers of Those who contemplate having recourse to a

the Clyde or Thames, all so well advertised ? shilling lawyer—for even less serious matters

In these days of anti-sweating, living wage, thau ' Divorces and Separations '-would do well

and short-hour movements, it is well to recall to consider the same advice may be dear at

that slavery was not confined to America and any price.

the West Indies. In a now extinct Edinburgh | There are queer animals in the world as well

newspaper of February 1740, we find the fol- as queer folks, but surely the horse referred to

lowing advertisement : ' In August last a Negro in this is a phenomenon : ' For Sale, brown

ran away from Denen, belonging to Captain mare ; would suit coal lorry ; goes to bed every

William Jones of the St David ofLondon . He : night ; cheap.—Great Western Road Station. '

was spoke with at Dalkeith on Wednesday the From one point of view , a horse that goes to

20th instant. Any person who can apprehend bed every night would be cheap at any price,

him shall have a Guinea of reward and all because it would make such a splendidi show .

charges paid. Only a guinea for recovering the But then if it runs in a coal-cart, the laundry

corpus of such a piece of property ! bill must be excessively heavy - and few house

Another advertiser somewhat later (1773) in holds could provide å bedstead large enough.

the same paper is more liberal. He announcel: Nothing is said about a nightcap or foot

* Ran off à White Negro man who passes by warmer for this remarkable animal, whose

the of William Northumberland, the exemplary conduct outshines that of the man

property of a gentleman lately from South who always comes home to tea ! '

Carolina. He is supposed to have gone One has heard a good deal at different times

to Leith , in order to à passage for about the quarrels of authors, but perhaps not

seen

name

.

secure
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many living people have seen the following anger, and felt sure that it belonged to an em

advertisement, which the author of Essay on issary of the Kolao-hwuy. He was right. Lin

Man inserted in the Daily Post of June 14, had been one of the occupiers of thedivan, and

1728 : “ Whereas there has been a scandalous saw in the presence of the English Consul the

paper cried about the streets, under the title possibility that Sterling might escape from him .

of " A Popp upon Pope,” insinuatingthat I was with all speed Maitland now hurriedhis

whipped in Ilam -walks on Thursday last : This unfortunate young friend back to the Consulate.

is to give notice that I did not stir out of my Having reached it, he put Sterling, who was

house at Twickenham , and that the same is å still weak, dazed, and trembling, intoa chair

malicious and ill-grounded report.-— ALEXANDER on the veranda, and immediately afterwards

POPE. Poor Pope, who said his life was one sent a servant with a note to Evelyn begging

long disease, was justifiably angry this her to come over and take up her quarters at

occasion , though one cannot excuse some of his the Consulate.

other bursts of temper. In a surprisingly short space of time Mait

But what of those people who advertise their land saw lier sedan -chair enter the courtyard.

family quarrels, and who insist on washing their He went to meet her, and without uttering a

dirty linen in public ? The reader knows the word, brought her immediately to the veranda.

kind of thing we mean, when partners and Sterling, lay back in the chair in which he

brothers and married couples fall out . And had sunk, sleeping heavily. Maitland pointed to

surely the least edifying and the most lament- ; him and immediately turned away. For a

able of the curiosities of advertising are the moment after he had left her, Evelyn stood in
notifications one so frequently sees, that ' I, ' a state of hesitation . The man whom she now

A. B. , hereby give notice that I will not be ' looked at in his weakness and disgrace, was in

answerable for any debts contracted by my no sense the hero of her happy love-dreams.

wife C. D. after this date.' For a brief moment a pang sharper than any

Said we not that the advertising , sheet is sword passed through her heart ; but real love,

the reflex of the social as well as the industrial after all, is not easily conquered ; the next

life of a people ? It is a record of sorrows instant the affectionate girl was kneeling by

as well as of joys ; of tragedly as well as of Sterling's side — her arms were round his neck,

frivolity — it is, in short, not an epitome of her kisses pressed his cheek, and tears for the

human nature, but human nature writ very first time flowed freely from her eyes.

large. Hasty directions were meanwhile given by

the Consul for the reception of his unlooked

for griests. He called his faithful constable
RICHARD MAITLAND - CONSUL,

Bryce, and gave him stern and rigorons direc

A VICTIM OF THE KOLAO-HWUY, tions that the gates of the consular compound

were to be kept carefully shut and guarded,

and that the watchmen were to have special

No human being could look more absolutely orders to be more than usually on the alert.

limp or less capable of moral effort than thie The night was far spent when Maitland at last

unfortunate Sterling did at this moment. Mait- |betook himself to his bed ; but at early dawn

land, however, who knew the demoralising he was up again and about. He knew only

effects of opium , was not to be discouraged too well that he had not a moment to lose,

Be a man, Sterling,' he sail. ' If not for if Sterling was really to be rescued from the

your own sake, for that of your wife. Pull |clutches of his formidable enemy.

yourself together, and put yourself in my hands.
As soon as the conventionalities would per

You know I am not a man to say what I mit, Maitland sent his principal Tingchai (mess
don't mean .'

enger) to the Taotai with a message to say

' I know you are not,' replied Sterling. " If that he would call upon him at noon if con

you can drag me out of this bondage, I shall venient on a matter of importance.

be eternally grateful to you . — But there, he When Sterling and his wife appeared at

continued , the abject expression returning once breakfast, Maitland did his best to seem un

more to his face"; " you can't save me even if concerned, and to talk to his unlooked - for

you would ; and even if you are able, Evelyn guests as if nothing extraordinary had hap

will hate me the remainder of my life for this pened. Evelyn's face was white, and there were

disgrace .' black lines under her eyes, but otherwise she

No,' said Maitland ; 'you wrong her. If I looked calm and composed. Sterling, on the

read your wife's character aright--and I think other hand, was evidently intensely nervous,

I do — she is one of the best women that God he ate next to nothing, started at erery sound,

ever nade. It will be her delight to help to and looked up apprehensively when a servant

lead you back to a new and better life.- Now , happened to enter the room . By nature he

come along with me — we must get back to the hall all an Englishman's pluck ; but opium had

Consulate as quickly as we can .' effected the most disastrous results, and, as

As le passed out of the courtyard , Maitland Maitland saw, he was unable to pull himself

turned towards the door of the saloon , and together at the present juncture.

saw that the two attendants had evidently been After breakfast, the two men went to smoke

watching, his interview with Sterling . Of this their Manila cheroots on the veranda. When

he thought with nothing but disgust ; but now they found themselves alone, Maitland turned

above their heals appeared a face which filled immediately, to Sterling and said abruptly :

him with serious misgivings. In those maliy. Now look here, Sterling. It's no use mincing

nant features he saw a mixture of hatred and matters — you're in a frightful mess.'

CHAPTER III.
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' I am indeed,' replied Sterling ; and,' he suit Maitland's purpose, and he leaned over to

added—his voice slightly shaking —-I am in a the Taotai and whispered a request that they

worse mess than even you could possibly dream might be left alone for a few moments. The

of.' Taotai immediately issued a command that the

Well, my dear fellow,' said the Consul, 'you ' room to be cleared. The moment this

must treat me as a man does his doctor-you was done, Maitland began to speak about his

must tell me everything. I can do nothing to business. He told his terrible tale in brief

aid you if I don't know all. ' clear words which it would have been impos

It is awful , ' said Sterling ; 'but the lot has sible to misunderstand. He described the young
fallen on me to murder the Tartar General Englishman in graphic touches, just alluding

who has been waging war against the society ; to the weakness which had made him a prey

and unless by to-morrow night I have done of the terrible Kolao-hwuy, and dwelling also

the deed, my life is forfeited . ' on many good points in his character. He

Maitland's brow became heavily clouded. described the threats which had been employed

“ That certainly is than anything I to induce him to attend the initiation cere

thought of,' he said. ‘ But, after all, it doesn't mony, and spoke in graphic words of his

matter so long as you are in this Consulate. present bitter repentance. He finally ended by

While you remain here, you are safe against saying that he certain Sterling would

all the wiles of the Kolao-hwuy ; but remember, gladly lay all the information le possessed

you must do exactly as I tell you.' before the authorities.

' I have promised Evelyn that I will , ' replied On hearing these last words, the Taotai's

Sterling ; " and however low I have fallen , please brow cleared . That condition alone saves your

God , at least I'll keep that promise.' friend from being accused of the crime of

That's right. Now , you are getting more belonging to the society,' he said. "Can you

like yourself. Pray, give me your attention give me the name of the man who entrapped

carefully. I have thought matters over, and him ?'

there is nothing for it but what I now propose “ Yes, ' said Maitland ; "his name is Lin. I

to do. I am going this morning to the Taotai saw him for a monient last night at the opium

to get from him two of his most experienced den , when I went to look for poor Sterling:

detectives, who shall come here and guard you He is as ill -favoured a scoundrel as
ever I

night and day until we can ship you to Eng - saw ; and from the expression of his face, I

land .' feel 'sure he was voving vengeance on Sterling
1

At these worils a ray of real hope lit up for allowing himself to be drawn out of his

Sterling's haggard face. ' How is it possible for , clutches.'

me to thank you ? ” he exclaimed. " IIe sprang ' I will send to the opium shop and secure

from his chair, and suddenly taking the that fellow at least, ' said the Taotai. “ The

Consul's hand, shook it with a grip and vehe- question now, however, is this : What is to be

mence which was as iron compared with the done with the Englishman ? As you are aware,

nerveless twitching of his fingers a short time his life is in immediate danger; and I shall

back. " Your goodness leaves me no words to want him to give evidence against these men

express what I feel,' he said . “ But, he added, as I catch them .'

however terrible my position, it will be simply " That is what I came about,' said Maitland.

impossible for to get away for anothier ' At present, Sterling, is in my Consulate, and

month, as Stephenson - one of my partners as long as he remains within the compound,

will not be out here for two or three mails.' he is safe. He has, however, his business to

Well, never mind,' said Maitland cheerily.'attend to , and what I would ask Your Excel

" We'll look after you for that time ; and now lency is this : send me two of your sharpest

I must be off to the Yamun .' detectives—so that one can be on duty night

Though the Consul had assumed a cheerful and day — to follow Sterling when his business

air in talking to his guest, his mind in reality calls him beyond the protection of my flag.'

was the reverse of easy, and many and dark ‘ I will do it,' said the Taotai, on the

forebodings seized him as he was borne in his distinct understanding that he shall be forth

consular chair to the Taotai's residence. coming whenever I want him to give informa

When he approached the Yamun, his Tingchai , tion or take evidence from him .'

taking his card, went ahead to announce his , Agreed,' said Maitland.- Now , I will no
arrival. As soon as the sedan -chair drew up longer detain Your Excellency:'

at the Yamun, the centre doors were thrown : So saying, he drank off his cup of tea as

wide open, and inessenger, bowing low , the signal of the conclusion of his visit. The

invited the Consul to enter. Taotai conducted him with courteous ceremony

Without dismounting from his chair, the to his chair, and bowed low in response to

coolies carried him into the compound as far Maitland's parting salutations.

as the steps leading up to the principal hall. On arriving at the Consulate, Maitland went

Here the Taotai stood ready to receive him . at once to the veranda, where, as he expected ,

With many bows, the host conducted his he found Sterling and his wife. They were

guest into the reception room and placed him talking earnestly together, and Sterling's face

immediately in the seat of honour on his left looked' animated, and even hopeful' again .

hand. The interchange of many compliments when they saw Maitland ,they hurried to meet

followed . The servants brought in tea, and , as him .

is usual, remained in the apartment within ear • What news ? ' said Sterling .

shot of the Consul and his host. ' I have arranged everything satisfactorily,'

This state of affairs did not, however, at all replied the Consul. " The detectives will be

nie

1

а
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here in half an hour, and one will always be words. You must not stir until the detectives

ready to go with you whenever business calls come,' she said .

you to the hong or elsewhere.' Sterling laughed impatiently. " To tell the

‘ How can we thank you ? ' said Evelyn, her truth ,' he said after a pause, ' I don't much

bright eyes filling with tears as she raised them believe in them . What are two detectives,

to Maitland's face. sharp as they doubtless may be, against the

Sterling said nothing; but the expression of machinations of a society like the Kolao-hwuy?

his face showed plainly that he would now But there, my darling, I am frightening you.

leave no stone unturned to regain that strength What a brute I am ! There, Evelyn, don't cry.

and manhood which the use of opium had I wonder you care a bit for a fellow like me;

deprived him of. but if my life is of any value to you, I will

Tiffin was announced, and afterwards the two certainly do all in my power to preserve it for

men smoked their cigars in comparative peace. your sake.— Now, let me help you to match

Alas ! thispeace was soon to be broken. Mait- these silks. You know my eye for colour is

land had just risen to see to the duties of his more perfect than your own.

office, when Sterling's ' boy ' came forward with Evelyn tried to smile, andto keep back the

a scared face, holding a piece of paper in his tears which ever and anon filled her eyes.

hand . As long as her husband was by her side, she

Me findlee this piecee chit on master's table ,' felt that he was safe, but she dreaded indescrib

he said as he handled the note to the Consul. ably the moment when he must leave her. An

Maitland took it and translated the Chinese important meeting was to be held in his office

characters, which were as follows: " The ilie is that afternoon ; and as his clerks knew nothing

cast ; your leuth -warrant is signed .' of the scrape into which he had got himself, it

Maitland crushed the paper in his hand , and i was all important that he should attend it. As

called Sterling to follow him . ' Read that, he' the moments flew by, he became more and more

saiil . • The scoundrels are evidently determined , restless, and even went into the compound to

to have a shy at you ; but we will be one too , ask Bryce if the detectives whom the Taotai had

many for them .' promised to send had yet arrived .

Sterling turned pale as he read the missive. After a time, two quietly dressed and rather

For God's sake, don't tell Evelyn ,' he ex- stupid -looking Chinamen were seen to enter the

claimed . compound. They had short consultation

Not I , ' answered Maitland. He took the with Bryce, who a moment or two afterwards

paper from Sterling and locked it up in his put in his appearance on the veranda. He

secret drawer. asked Sterling to step outside with him .

Sterling went slowly back to where his wife The young man complieil . The Chinamen,

was sitting. She had returned to her place in who called themselves Foo aul Chang, bowed a

the veranda. It was comparatively cool there ; low obeisance to Sterling. They then told him

anıl relieved from some of her worst fears, and in a few words that he might now feel himself

having absolute confidence in Maitland, she absolutely safe. They assured him that they

was iilly employing her fingers with some gaily would not intrude themselves on Ixis notice in

coloured embroidery, which she was preparing any way ; but also, never for a single moment

to ornament her own pretty drawing-room . would they allow him out of their sight.

The many- coloured silks and wouls lay in her You are safe now, ' said Foo. Your Ex

lap -- a bright colour was in her cheeks; and cellency may go in and out exactly as you

her beautiful dark eyes, full of love and relief, please. We know the emissaries of the Kolao

looked full at her husband as he approached hwuy, every single man of them , and no \harm

her. Iler attitude and expression stabbed the can possibly happen to you. '

unfortunate young, to the heart. Her The man called Chang further told Sterling

quick eyes saw all too soon that there was that Lin had been arrested by the Taotai, and

some fresh trouble.
was now in custody in the prison -house of this

" Sit down by me, Wilfrid ,' she said . She Yamun.

made a great effort to speak cheerfully. “ See This fact went further than anything else tio

how natural and peaceful everything seems, reassure the Englishman , and he went back tď

and you certainly are safe here. Now you say "Good -bye ' to his wife in better spirits.

must keep up your courage — it is that dreaciful, It's all right,' he said. “ If ever there was a

opium that has upset your nerves.' brick in the world, it's our good friend Mait

" It has been the cause from first to last of land. I will go at once to my hong, see my

my indoing, Evelyn .'
people, transact all the necessary business, and

- Why do you look so pale now ? Is there be back with you before dark . Keep up your

anything fresh the matter § ' courage, my lear wife ; I verily believe the

No, no, my darling. I am in a mess, and danger is past.'

inust get out of it as best I can .' To Sterling's astonishment, it was just at this

*And the Consul is so kind and brave. Was juncture, however, that allpoorEvelyn'sself

there ever a man like him ?' exclaimed Evelyn. , control gave way . I can't hear it,' she sobbed.

If I do escape, Evelyn , I shall certainly owe I feel that the danger is not past.

my life to him ." said yourself, what can two men do against

You are perfectly safe, so long as you stay here. ' hundreds ?-Oh, don't leave me, Wilfrid . Stay

· But I can't stay here always, Evelyn -- that here, or at least allow me to accompany you .

is just the point. I must get back to business " That would indeed be folly ,' answered the
this afternoon .'

young man. • What could you do, dearest, at

Evelyn's face turned very white at these | a meeting of my tea- tasters ? '

man

As you
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Nothing,' she answered with a heavy sigh . , one . Suffice it to say that Charles II . was then

" Oh, why are women so useless, when they love a refugee in Hollandi ; Cromwell's soldiers filled

so much ? '
our barracks ; Cromwell's frigates kept watch

•Useless ! ' echoed Sterling . It is love like along our coasts ; and the Solemn League and

theirs—like yours, that keeps the world straight. Covenant remained unsigned. Overtures had

-Now, good -bye. Don't despair. I vow and been made to the absent king that he should

declare that I'll be back with you before you recognise the last-mentioned document ; but

have time to miss me. ' promise of that recognition was not granted

Evelyn made a great effort to check her | till a second deputation from Scotland had

tears ; but when Sterling had really gone, she waited on Charles. That promise being given ,

flung herself back into the deep chair in which the king set sail, from the not too hospitable

she had been sitting on the veranda and gave shores of Holland, on the morning of Sunday

way to a burst of terrible grief. the 12th of June 1650, and a course was steered

"How can I bear it ? ' she moaned. “ All the for the British coast ; nor did the king lack

terrors of last night were nothing to what I company, for Walker, in his Historical Dis

am now enduring. No ; my fancies are not , courses, informs us that the chief persons of

really nervous. I feel that some terrible fate : quality that waited upon him were the Dukes

is going to overtake my husband. ' of Buckingham and Hamilton ; the Earls of

Poor Evelyn never forgot the slow torture of Cleveland, Bramford, Dumfermline, Lauderdale,

the next two hours. Maitland was busy over and Carnwarth ; and the Lords Wentworth,

the duties of his office. She was absolutely Wilmot, Wedrington, and Sincleer ; besicles his

alone, and the time seemed to crawl on own servants, the Scottish Commissioners, and

leaden wings. She became more and divers other persons (as well as soldiers) of

nervous, until at last her dread reached the ' quality , courage, and fidelity.'

culminating point of agony . ' If Wilfrid is not The first stage of the historic voyage - accord

in by dusk," she said to herself, ` 1 will go ing to the testimony of a fellow - passenger with

myself to the hong. I cannot endure this sus the king — was successfully accomplished. The

pense any longer.' weather was fine , the wind was favourable,

At this moment there was a commotion in , and we may safely assume the company was

the compound. Evelyn, peering through the happy. But alas! all too suddenly were these

dusk , which was already beginning to set in , favourable conditionsreversed. Lowering clouds

saw the detective Chang enter hurriedly, go up darkened the face of the wind-tormented waters,

to Bryce, and speak to him .
and the lumbering, hulk (a Dutch man -of

This was enough. As if wings were to her war belonging to the Prince of Orange) with

feet, she flew down-stairs, and running out, its royal cargo struggled in the teeth of a

went up to the constable and laid her shaking ' rising gale. Night closed in, and the darkness

hand on his arm . • What is it ? what is it ?' addeil fresh discomfiture the situation.

she gasped in a choking voice. ' Heal-winds sorely impeded progress, and for

Bryce was inuch startled when he saw her. days and nights together the billows raged

Won't you come in, Mrs Sterling ?' he said. round the now all but stationary and sadly

' I will take you at once to my master.' battered ship. If we could have stepped on

“ Oh , I know there is bad news, she gasped . ' board just at that juncture, the scene presented

* You have something to say, she continued, to us would certainly have been one entirely

fixing her eyes on Chang and speaking in á out of keeping wit

new tone of command. ' I insist upon knowing Under the most favourable circumstances, the

immediately. Where is Mr Sterling ? Why berths afforded to passengers must have been

have you left him ?' the very opposite of luxurious, for the deck

The man threw up his hands in despair. ' accommodation was inadequate, the cabin con

' He have vanished ,' he exclaimed. “ The Èng- ' veniences of a very third -rate oriler, and all

lishidan turned a corner and vanished before pretensions to anytſing like moderate comfort,

my very eyes. ' under the circumstances, could not have been

entertained . It is easy for us to imagine, too ,

that the physical condition of the party must

A LOST PAGE OF BRITISH HISTORY. have been reduced to the lowest ebb ; for none

JUNE is generally a month of comparativemonth of comparative and, consequently, the effects of someweeks
of them , we may assume, were practical sailors,

tranquillity, from a meteorological point of view. , ' of 'stormy and contrary winds must have put

Then the summer's sun does brightly blaze, all thought of comfort out of the question,

and breezes light the water's bosom gently and must have played sad havoc with nightly

brush .' The June of 1650 ' was, however, rest. Those of the party addicteil to the horrors

a month of extreme boisterousness ; for days of sea-sickness must have prayed that the

anıl weeks together winds and rains pre-' waters would engulf them .

vailed, and the sea was much tormented. The But still another calamity was in store for

meteorological condition of the atmosphere was the luckless passengers and their royal superior.

in keeping with the political and ecclesiastical The limited stock ofprovisions on board went

condition of our country, for it was then pass- done long before the destined haven

ing through a period that will ever remain ' reached — for the voyage had already been pro

prominent in the pages of history. To picture tracted long beyond anticipations. A fresh supply

here the condition of things then existing is of provisions would have to be secured at all

needless, for the history of the Commonwealth , hazards ; and with this end in view Holy

is closely wrapped around the minds of every Island was called at, though such an act made

to

was
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the king and his companions run a grave in the presence of royalty ; indeed , probably

risk of being seized by a Government frigate. he did not know he was offering his services to

No such mishap occurred , however, and with a king, when, turning round his broad shoul

abundance of provisions on board, the voyage ders, and slightly stooping down, he simply

was renewed. It was the intention of Charles said in the broadest of broad Scotch, ' Loup

to proceed forth with to Shetland, where seven on ! ' The monarch did not readily comply with

ships of the States, guarding the herring-fish- the abrupt invitation thus laconically given ;

ing, were , by the Prince of Orange's orders, but eyed suspiciously the little fellow , and then

to have joined with the king, the better to cast a furtive and fearful glance at the threatening

secure his passage.' Whether the commander water beyond. Milne at once perceived the

had miscalculated his bearings or no we cannot dubiousness and uncertainty thus unmistakably

say, but certain it is that the desired destina- expressed , and , looking Charles full in the face,

tion was not reached. After floundering for- i said, with just the slightest twinkle of mischief

ward for seven days ' in no very good weather,' in his keen, honest eye : ' I may beleetle o'

quite unexpectedlý—altogether contrary to ex- statur ; but I'se be bound I'm baith strong

pectations land was discovered, which ,' records ansteddy ; an'mony's the weightier burden

one of the passengers, was found to be Caith - I've carried in my day !'
ness, in the north of Scotland .' The tone of voice in which these words

On Sunday morning, the 22d day of June were uttered at once banished all uncertainty

(old style) 1650, a man -of-war could have been from the ' Merry Monarch's? mind, and he,

from several vantage points along the to the no small amusement of his companions,

shore making slow headway down the now at mounted the back of the little

still waters of the Moray Firth . At first, the ferryman, and , next minute, found himself on

ungainly hulk was deemed to be a Govern- dry land. Local tradition does not tell if

ment war-vessel ; but on closer inspection , its i Milne received any royal favours for this

peculiar build betrayel its nationality. When piece of gallant service to his king ; but certain

opposite the quaint little village of Garmouth, it is that both he and his descendants — the
which nestles almost on the margin of the last of whom , bearing the name and title, died

Firth, the foreign craft tacked landward, and at Garmouth recently , received , and were after

made for the rough natural harbour formed at wards known by, the sobriquet of 'King

the mouth of the river Spey. The crew , how- Milne.'

ever, unacquainted as they were with the pecu It is hardly possible to trace with any great

liarly dangerous characteristics of the river's degree of precision the immediately subsequent

mouth , did not notice that the tide had almost movements and actions of Charles . It is held

fully ebbed, and that, in consequence, the by some that the Solemn League and Cove
harbour basin was extremely shallow. It was nant was signed on board ship while the

not long, therefore, before they became con vessel lay in the offing at Spey's bar. But

vinced that to enter the harbour under exist- other authorities contradict this, arguing—and

ing circumstances would be a physical impossi- local tradition conclusively supports the con
bility. A boat was lowerel, and into it tention — that the king signed the Covenant in

Charles stepped, followed by the more illus- a house in Garmouth, and that he was after

trious members of his retinue. But before wards entertained ly the knight of Innes, the

terra firma was reached, a very ludicrous inci- then superior of the place. Until within quite

dent took place. The oarsmen had lowel for- a recent date, part of the gable of this house

ward only a short distance when the boat, stood ; and as long as a remnant of the wall

probably grounding on one of the hidden sand- was left, tourists and others were wont to visit
banks wliich are so common along this coast, Garmouth and carry away with them a morsel

stuck fast, and refused to budge. What was of the clay of which the lowly though historic
to be done ? To back to the ship was building was built. So eminent an author

impossible : to reach the shore was equally ity as Sir Thomas Dick Lauder declares, “ It

impossible, unless, indeed , the party cared to was in this very louse that the clergy of

waile the goodly piece of deep water that lay Woray presented Charles with the “Solemn

between them and it. Ilistory relates that League and Covenant,” which he signed.' This

Charles II . found himself in many queer plights fact is slightly alluded to in the title as

in his day ; and probably the royal dignitary given in_tlie printed copies of the Confes

who dressed in buckskin breeches and carried sion of Faith ' of the Scottish Church, where

a tashed riding-whip under his arm , in order it is said that it was taken and subscribed by

to escape his enemies would not object to be King Charles II. at Spey, June 23d, 1650 ;

seen foundering through the water on the back and at Scoon, January 1st, 1651.' According to

of a humble dependent. The king's companions the same authority, the house referred to was

were, however , saved the exertion that such two storeys high , built of clay and straw , its

an exhibition would entail. Old Thomas Milne, door being approached by an outside stair. Its

the local ferryman, a man described as being apartments consisted of a kitchen and three

‘ little of stature, but more than ordinarily rooms, the upper of which was ' panelled all

robust, and who from the shore had seen the round.?. In this room , it is supposed, Charles

boat stick fast, took compassion on the party subscribed the Covenant.

in their perplexity. Tucking up his moleskin Immediately on the king's landing, word

breeches, le strode into the current, and was was sent by the Commissioners to the magis

soon by the boat's side. Milne, honest fellow, trates of Aberdeen ; and the letter, which was

as he doubtlesswas, knew nought of the supe (lated ' Speymouth, June 23d, 1650 , is carefully

rior deportment that is wont to be displayed recorded in the Council register of the Granite
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City . It ran thus :, 'Worshipfull and good world '-- ravens among the most notable

Friends — We have directed these to let you of our birds, and lend a peculiar interest and

know that the king is safely arrived, and charm to those localities which they still fre

intends, if God permits, to be in Aberdeen on quent.

Thursday at night : therefore, you will take Usually, the brood were hatched early in

care to provide such lodgings for him and for March . One year the young were taken as

the Commissioners and for the train as may early as the middle of February. The spring,

be best had on such short alvertisement. Anil however, was now drawing to a close, and I

we beseech you let nothing be wanting which had quite given up hope of having my desire

may testify your affection to the native king, gratified that season , when a yamekeeper, to

who has fully assured all the desire of his whom I had communicated my wish , told me

people.' that, though the ravens had deserted their first

For several days longer Charles and his nest, he had discovered another midway on the

retinue remained in the Garmouth district, face of a high cliff, overlooking the sea, and

enjoying the unstinted hospitality of local mag- that, by peering from a precipice opposite, he

nates ; and on reaching Aberdeen he was, ac- could see in it the young ready to take wing.

cording to Walker, received with real expres- Early next morning we set off together

sions of joy by the people.' drizzle of rain ; the mist hung like a chill

It is unnecessary that we should here further curtain upon the hillsides , and the long grass

detail the progress of Charles, for his subsequent and heather of the moorland were drenched

joys and triumphs, cares and crosses, are fully with the moisture. The plan which approved

chronicled in the open pages
of British itself to my guide was to take his boat,which

History. he kept on the pebbly beach of Finnart Bay,

and make our way by sea to the foot of the

cliff on which the ravens had built their nest .
MY FIRST RAVEN.

By rowing round, the weary trudge over rough

A TAME raven which was kept in our neigh- and broken ground , and the dangerous climbing

bourhood had for long attracted my attention , over slippery rocks, would be avoided . But on

and in time became an object of much interest reaching the bay the experienced eye of the
to me.

It may be that a sort of weird in- gamekeeper at once told him that with the

fluence was exercised over me by this dark , strong tidal swell from the Atlantic any attempt

bird of the mountain and corrie, so strangely to land among rocks so rugged, and on a coast

at home in the courtyard of a cottage against so full of hidden perils, would be hazardous in

which were exposed, like gibbeted lighwaymen, the extreme. Before leaving the boat, he took

the bleached and tattered remains of many of with him a large rod and tackle, used for

its predatory congeners. Over these ensigns of | fishing off the rocks.

mortality it would at times perch and croak Ascending the steep brow of a hill and look

loudly and mournfully, as if bewailing their ing northward , we saw stretched at the foot a

fate or chanting their requiem . Being clever long broken line of cliff, ravine, and precipice,

and intelligent, as also thoroughly domesticated, over which spread the mist. This scene, which

it had learned several tricks, and could utter a was the haunt of these hardy birds, was may

few words in a deep guttural voice . An im- nificent in its wild savage grandeur. At one

partial witness of its onguings might have said place, high above the sea, the hillside was

that it was little better than a confirmed rogue strewn with the wreckage of a ship , lately

and nuisance — the terror of little children , whose dashed to pieces against this iron-bound coast.

heels it pecked ; the plagne of the dogs, whose Ere we had journeyed far, the conviction was

tails it pulled ; the pest of the poultry yards, borne in upon the mind that this region , so

which it plundered of eggs and chickens. But inhospitable to man , so dangerous to his herds,

if it was à troublesome pet, it certainly was an was at once a liomé and refuge to many help

unusual one.
So prejudiced had I become in less creatures, against which lie waged a relent

its favour, that I resolved as soon as possible to iless war of extermination. Save for the rock

become possessed of such another. doves, which in large numbers bred in the

A pair of ravens year by year nested a few caves, the martins that hung their frail nests

miles distant on the rocks of the South Ayr- upon the cliffs, or the noisy choughs that now

shire coast, where Loch Ryan opens its haven and tiren visited these yiddý heights, there was

of refuge to storm- tossed sailors. Often have I not a bird or beast that found in this solitude

watched and admired them as in their bold llight, a resting -place_but against it ny companion

upborne on the breeze, they circled and towerel | had proclaimed himself the foe. Were there

and plunged above the crest of the highest hill not such fastnesses, to which our persecuted

in the range, which hemmed in our glen on its fauna could resort, their sadly diminished num

north -western side—their wild notes all the i bers would certainly be reduced even

while resounding far and near. No one coulil than they are. From a rocky precipice covered

have observed their aërial evolutions or studied with ivy and scraggy juniper there flew out a

their habits in their native haunts without kestrel, engaged in rearing her brood. On

acknowledging that, on account of their daring another, bare and exposed to sunlight and

and hardihood, their wonderfully developed sense storm , á hooded crow had brought forth several

of sight or smell—for from their dizzy heights young, their bodies black as night,while breasts,

they mark the carrion, be it leagues away — the shoulders, and back were mantled in gray.

wild scenes amid which they live and move, At a ravine where a rivulet, after many leaps,

the wide area of the globe over which they lost itself in the sea , we clambered down into

wander free, being veritable citizens of the a to inspect traps set for otters. To

niole

cave
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were in

my relief, their cruel jaws were innocent of which a view of the nest could be got, a young

the vermin ; so, after destroying as best we one was seen crouching in the further corner.

could all trace of our visit, we regained our Descending, the keeper again plied his rod ; the

former track , where the bent of the hillside hooks at one time caught among the twigs of

seemed to spring from out the brow of the ' which the nest was made, tearing away the

rocks. In a cave where the chambers, festooned front, but failed to attach themselves to the

with the tender fronds of maiden -hair and thongs bird. " My own attempts to wield the ponderous

of hartstongue, decreased in size as you penetratel ' implement were in vain ; it required the arm

their darkness, a pair of foxes had that season of a strong man and the art of an expert

hidden their cubs, which were discovered and angler. When the afternoon was drawing to a

captured, and afterwards sold for the purpose of close, one lucky cast of the hooks at last caught

affording elsewhere sport to the huntsmen. A the bird, and in a moment it was landed at

considerable stretch of coast-line , made up of our feet, safe and sound.

frowning precipice and treacherous rock, inac It was not my fortune to retain this raven

cessible to human foot, was appropriated by a for long. After a few weeks' confinement, it

crowd of evil- looking skarts or cormorants, seemed tame enough to be allowed some liberty,

which the gamekeeper misnamed 'cameronians. and in a little while it was hopping about

Tier above tier they squatted in the midst of among the poultry, doing its best to persuade

their foul-smelling offal, the deposit of centu- ' them that it was one of themselves.
But one

ries . Now and then , one, taking alarm , would day, suddenly, without the least warning, the

awkwarılly waddle to the edge and throw itself old pair swooped down from the heavens. Not

into the sea ; but once in that element, its ' deigning to alight, they uttered a call, which

movements were nimble and graceful as it swam was at once recognised ; and in an instant the

and dived and rose again to the surface far young raven , which before had never shown

distant from where it disappeared. On the any inclination to fly , was on the wing - the

huge side of a cave, up the mouth of which, parents passing and repassing under it, as if, in

opening wide to the sea, the waves roared and their eagerness to l'escue their lost nestling, they

dashed themselves to spray in tempest, and would bear it upon their backs. For a while

murmured and danced in calm , the peregrine, after this they frequented the glen ; whether it

falcon had built its eyrie ; but the young ' was because they expected to discover and lure

had been taken ere they could fly, and perhaps away others of their missing family, I know

caged in the tainted atmosphere
of some biril- ' not . Only this remains to be told , that all my

shop, were now awaiting a purchaser. At last, , careful searchings for the escaped one

after a rough scramble over rocks, leaping over vain , as never did they permit it to be seen ,

gorges where the gurgle of the waters inder- but kept it well out of danger's way.

neath was heard , creeping alony ledges where

one false step meant death , then descending, as

near is possible to the title-mark, and turning
MEMORIES.

the corner of a huge rock , before us
l'ose the

cliff from which the ravens' brood were looking
A LITTLE window , and a broad expanse

down. | Of sky and sea ,

The usual method of securing the eyes and
A little window where the stars look in,

young of birds which nest on these cliff's is : And waves beat ceaselessly ;

for a man or boy bound to a rope to be let Where, through the night, across the silvery foam ,

down from the top. Such hazardous work The moonlight falls, like blessed thoughts of home.

demands a cool heal and no small amount of

daring. This proceilure was of no avail here, A little space within a crowded ship,

as the cliff leaned over considerably ; and had a
A restless heart ;

person been let down, he would have hung A little time to pause awhile and think

wide of the nest by many yards. (l’er lives apart ;

keeper, however, was prepared for the emer To pause and think , while others pray and sleep ;

gency. I had wondered at his bringing the A little while to bow the head and weep.

fishing-rod and tackle from the boat. But now ,

with a look that told me he knew his business,
A little window , but a heaven of rest

he got ready the rod , and attaching to it a Bent over all,

strong line with large hooks, he began to lash
Where, through the silence of the star- lit dusk .

vigorously the face of the cliff, aiming at the .
The angels call ,nest. After a few throws, he landed the hooks

in the midst of the young ravens. In
Where the dead faces of the vanished years

Look in and smile, across a sea of tears.
instant, one, two, three, they sprang into the

air, and after circling for a brief space in their

virgin flight, dropped wearied into the sea ! A quiet room -a quiet heart at peace

Hadit been possible to have brought round the !
With earth and sea ;

boat, they could have been rescued little the A little corner — but a glimpse of heaven,

worse for their mishap ; but now , all that could
An angel's company ;

be done was to shout to and encourage the Oh steadfast soul , oh floweret pure and white,

retriever, which at the gamekeeper's word had Still on my lips I feel thy last ' Good-night. '

plunged into the waves, and was struggling hard

to reach the crowning birids. By this untoward

event our toil seemed coomed to failure . Hope Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

revived when, after climbing the precipice, from 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH .
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money markets of the world and the masses of

TWO PER CEN T.
capital employed in them have now a magni

For more than twelve months the official rate tude hitherto undreamt of. It is well under

of discount at the Bank of England has stood stood nowadays that the official rate is fre

at two per cent. , without sign of movement, a quently ineffectual in ordinary times, neither

phenomenon not altogether but almost without controlling nor representing the current value

precedent in the history of the Bank rate. In of money — a circumstance never more evident

those foreign countries where the general condi- than during last year, when the open market

tions of the money market approach most nearly lent freely for short periods at one, or three

to those prevailing in London, such as France quarters, or one-half per cent. , while

and Germany, there is, as a rule , a much bankers and bill -brokers considered themselves

greater steadiness in the charge for loanable happy in getting from one and a half to one

capital ; the variations are neither so extreme and three-quarters or thereabout for the discount

nor so frequent. It is indeed a complaint often of good commercial bills, and had often to be

heard from our merchants and traders that the content with much less . Yet even
now the

impossibility of foreseeing these changes imposes rule adopted by the banks in fixing the rate of

an additional difficulty in the way of profitable interest for deposits is to follow the Bank of

business. At the present moment the tendency England rate at a little distance, generally one

is rather to complain of a steadiness that too per cent. or one -half per cent. below it, although

much resembles stagnation . It may be worth the practice has been somewhat modified very

our while to inquire what are the principal recently, in view of the unreality or ineffec

causes affecting the rate, and particularly why tuality to which we have referred.

for so long a period it has stood at this low The present condition of the money market

point. is most anomalous, nor is there any class of the

Seeing that the interest allowed for money commercial community to which it can be said

deposited with bankers necessarily Auctuates to be quite satisfactory. Obviously the business

with that which charged for the loan of it, of bankers must be unremunerative, with a rate

the matter is one which touches not business so low, and an ever -growing mass of deposits

men alone, but the entire community. No for which a suitable outlet can scarcely be

doubt it is true that the paramount importance found . It might appear to be possible for them

of the Bank of England rate has to a large at any time to invest their funds so

extent declined with the development of bank- secure a return of about three per cent. with

ing, and with the rise in our own country and absolute safety ; that is, about double what they

abroad of joint-stock institutions, the amount of allow for deposits, seeing that ' gilt-edged '

whose resources in capital and deposits may securities are still to be had , although the

rival and in some instances overtop the Bank's prices of them have of late risen to an extra

An incident which Cobden narrates as ordinary degree. But it is only a comparatively

coming under his observation when travelling small proportion of their which

in a steamer off the coast of Greece, is a well- prudent bankers will employ in such a manner.

known illustration of the world - wide influence It is a recognised rule that banks cannot, like

of the Bank rate—a little boat putting off from a Trust Company or an Insurance Company,

the shore with no other errand than to inquire place their means freely in fixed and dead

how it stood ! Great changes in this respect, as investments ; the reason being, that they are

in so many other conditions of commerce, the liable to be called upon to repay their deposits

past forty years have indeed witnessed ; the at a moment when all such investments are

as to

own.

resources
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falling in value, and cannot be disposed of in severe loss on important classes, but cannot be

heavy amounts without a serious sacrifice. The carried very far without in timetime affecting

same considerations do not affect merchants, adversely those who for the present reap its

and it might be supposed that a state of benefits. Profits may reach vanishing - point,

things in which bills can be discounted or and thus employment be curtailed by the dis

advances obtained at so trifling a charge, would couragement or stoppage of an industry.

be an ideal one for traders. But the price of Some remarkable theories have been broached

loanable capital may be so low as to indicate
in order to account for the origin and long con

an unhealthy state of business ; and when it tinuance of the present depression. A very active

remains low for a long period , it does indicate at home and abroad trace it to the denionetisa

section of the commercial community both

that trade is shrinking in volume or becoming tion of silver,pointingoutthat since 1873the

less profitable. Thriving conditions of commerce fall of prices has been almost continuous — a

do not usually accompany either extreme ; so
that it has often been considered that it is fact to be explained only, as bimetallists affirm ,

when about four per cent. is being charged and

by the shrinkage of our measure of value.

Since 1870

freely paidl for the loan of money, we are to

both Germany and Italy have

look for signs of active and profitable trade.

adopted a gold standard, and in 1873 France

Some light may be thrown on the causes of was obliged to close her mints to the free coin

the present stagnation if we recall what has age of silver. Thereupon — the argument runs

generally taken place at those crises when the followed a greatly increased demand for gold

rate of discount has risen to its highest point. i
as coinage, as well as a hoarding of the metal

In the course of the last half-century many and national banks of Russia, Germany, and
to an unprecedented extent in the war -chests

such crises have occurred , and we have always France.

found the immediate starting point of a rapid |

So that the general fall of prices

rise in the rate to be a threatened scarcity of since that date is to be interpreted rather as

The remedy theyloanable capital, generally exhibited most visibly an appreciation of gold.

in an undue decline in the Bank's reserve -- the propose is in some way to rehabilitate silver,

last line of defence in the citadel of finance. to link it with gold at å ratio fixed by statute

The condition precedent to such a situation

and by international agreement, and thus very

has invariably been a period of more than largely to increase if not even to double the

mass of metallic money. For some years this
orclinarily active trade and speculation , of rising
prices, and of inflation in one or more forms theory has been the subject of very warm

of enterprise. These periods have commonly

controversy ; the bimetallic view has of late

attracted

issued in disasters that have made too deep an
very able and distinguished

alvocates, though it is still very far from
impression to be forgotten , and have alternated

with times of sluggishness and depression. general public, without whose approval so

being accepted or considered by the

Trained observers have told us lately that i delicate a matter as the coin of the realm is

symptoms are now to be discerned which fore- little likely to be meddled with by responsible

tell the approach of happier times for the statesmen .

commercial community. Nothing could be more
The leadling arguments on the other side are

welcome, for the depression has been
almost too well known or too obvious to be

Very

deep and prolonged ; it is only to be hoped cited here. The present plethora of gold in the

that when the revival comes, it will not bein money market is taken to be a sign that there

the form of a renewed outburst of financial greatly increased production of the metalin

is no such scarcity as is affirmed ; while the

recklessness. We must guard ourselves against recent years is relied upon to meet all probable

thinking that recent years have been a period requirements. There are, further, the practical

of privation or more than ordinary suffering ! answers which perhaps weigh most with our

for the people generally. Prices have fallen in financiers and investors — that we are a creditor

almost every branch of production, and profits country, and should be unwilling to receive the

have cleclinedl ; but neither has the bulk of payment of, say, a hundred millions annually in

trade diminished nor has the standard of wages ent standard, we have enjoyed much prosperity,

silver rather than in gold ; that with our pres

been lowered ; where, at least, this has occurred , and thatthe risks ofso great a change nay be

it has been in quite exceptional instances. Low very real, even if it is not easy to define them

prices, and especially prices continuously falling, beforehand. Then , again , the fall of prices can

are grief and pain to merchant and manu- be otherwise explained , particularly by the

facturer, to farmer and tradesman ; but they immense advance in methods of manufacture,

wear another aspect to the great body of con- in the means of communication and of transport.

It might,indeed, very fairly be argued In the near future more will beheard of this

that the growing cheapness of nearly all articles controversy, one feature of which is certainly

remarkable — the absolute confidence on either

has made the last twenty years a time of un- side of equally able and well-informed dis

usual prosperity for the working population. putants.

Yet every one can see that this process must Another view of the reasons why the rate of

have its limits, and that it not only inflicts interest continues so long at its present low

some

even

sumer's .
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point is that the natural and ordinary course touching the obligations of such a State would

of commerce will bring about this result , and seem to be the only wiscloin . But high interest

that the tendency which has long prevailel for and the sanction of great financial names com

the value of loanable capital to fall is only being bined to form a temptation too powerful to be

somewhat more clearly manifested than hereto- resisted. It may well be feared that even now,

fore. This we take to be a theory by no means after the serious breakdown of 1890, the lesson

free doubt. The rate of interest perhaps has been partially forgotten, and that some of

tends in the long run to fall ; but in a very the worst defaulters now enjoy a higher credit

long period of years it has not actually fallen than their history justifies.

so decidedly as many, suppose.
William Pater South America, however, has not been the

son , the founder of the Bank of England, and only theatre of overstrained credit in recent

projector of the Darien scheme, writing in the times. Somewhat more than two years ago

beginning of the eighteenth century on the re- symptoms of financial weakness began to appear

demption of the National Debt, declared that in our Australian colonies, and developed with

the Dutch at that time obtained money at great rapidity into a serious crisis . Bank after

three per cent., or under, simply by the punc- bank of high standing and widespread connec

tuality of their payments. If that was the tions closed its doors, and could only reopen

case almost two centuries ago, then the value them after a reconstruction involving consider

of money lent on good security has not altered able concessions on the part of its creditors.

to the extent that might have been | No such financial disturbance, of course, can

expected, and the alleged permanent tendency happen anywhere without affecting many people

in this direction scarcely explains sufficiently in this country ; but, owing to the fact that

a downwarıl movement so considerable as the the Australian banks have always with large

last few years have witnessed. classes of our population been a favourite and

We believe that the present stagnation may thoroughly trusted channel of investment in the

be acounted for without the exercise of so shape of deposits, the recent breakılown was felt

much ingenuity and without the aid of any with especial severity. Overtrading in Australia

far-fetched theories. It has been the rule in had taken the shape of a land boom, supported

our commercial affairs, exemplified by several and stimulated by the deposit money with

striking instances within living memory, that which the banks were overloaded. It appeared

periods of inflation and periods of depression also that the Government finance in many of

should alternate, a time of undue eagerness these colonies had been conducted in a much

in trade and recklessness in speculation gen- too sanguine spirit, and that a burden of debt

erally terminating in a disastrous crisis, and disproportionate to their present resources had

being followed by a period of slack trade and been recklessly accumulated. Our colonies, it

extreme caution in every kind of enterprise. is needless to say , are in à very different

For some years past we have been at the position from the South American States to

lowest point of this cycle, and if we have which we have referred , especially in the char

waited longer than usual for the reaction acter of their people and the honour of their

towards prosperous times , it is because the Governments ; Tut from this very fact the shock

excesses of the latest period of activity resulted of the disaster was felt more widely ; nothing,

in a more than usually severe shock to credit. indeed, that has happened of late years has

A noticeable feature of those outbreaks of proved a more serious (liscouragement to enter

speculative mania which lead in the first place prise and investment than the Australian crisis.

to financial crises, and then by a natural The two great sources of trouble which have

sequence to clistress and dullness in tradle, now been specified might be suflicient in them

is that they usually expend their energy in selves to account for all the recent depression ;

some one particular direction ; as in 1825, in but much has been done to aggravate the

overtrading anl foreign loans ; in 1835 and mischief by the fraud and neglect disclosed in

1836, in the formation of joint-stock companies ; the failure of the ' Liberator' and of some

and in the years preceding 1847, in railway gigantic “ Trusts.' Building Societies and Trust

enterprises. But since 1890, when a terrible Companies alike, if managed with care and

crisis was very narrowly escapel, the evidence prudence, should be among the safest of enter

of speculative recklessness has notbeen confined prises ; but the history of finance may be

to any one kind of investment. The year just ransacked in vain to find a more deplorable

namel brought to its height, and also for a exhibition of folly and criminality than was

little time to its close, the insatiable demand displayed in these insolvencies. Perhaps the

for the wretched securities offered to lenders most disheartening feature of all the

by some South American States — a demand revelation that the most reputable names on a

stiinulated inorclinately by the fact that firms prospectus or on a directorate are no safeguard

of the highest standling and of world -wide to the investor under present conditions ; he

reputation introduced these securities to the can clerive no assurance therefrom that fraud

public, and were themselves holders of them will be guarıled against by the vigilance of

to a vast amount. To common-sense people it directors, or that their shrewelness may be

appears a mystery why States whose govern- trusted to save the concern from the most

ments are instable and in too many cases i childish mismanagement. The natural result is

corrupt, should have found it so easy to borrow that the investing public have become timid ,

in the money markets of Europe. Whatever and seek for absolute safety before everything

may be the natural resources of a country, else. This, we believe, is the explanation of

if there is a plentiful lack of men of character the extraordinary price of Consols and of other

and principle to direct its affairs, then to avoid gilt -eilged ' securities ; and the dullness of trade,

was
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CHAPTER IV.—UNCLE AND NEPHEW.

over

I

the stagnation of the money market, and the I have been to the works, Mr Brant,' said

unprecedented continuance of a Bank rate of Hamber, interposing ; " and Mr Dalton would be

two per cent. , appear to us attributable to the glad if you would step into his room, sir - as

soon as you got back, sir.'

' Ah ! Why didn't me before ? '

cried Brant haughtily.

AN ELECTRIC SPARK . *
' Not you, sir ; Mr Wynyan, sir,' said the old

clerk ; and Brant turned sharply round, walked

to his room , and went in and banged the door.

' I'm going to see how I stand,' said Brant Wynyan ,' he muttered, "Wynyan, always

Dalton. • If the old man thinks that he is to Wynyan. If ever poor wretch was driven

do just as he likes with me, he is mistaken. It's fate ! '

I want to get clear of the miserable Israelite. He took up the Times again, and the first

Lewis ! and Levvinson ! Bah ! Hang it all, words his eyes lit upon were • bloney Market.'

if I were a Jew, I wouldn't be ashamed of it. The paper was tossed aside once more, and he

Why should they be ? Grand old nation walked up and down till he heard Wynyan's

enough. Why can't he call himself Levison voice in the office.

or Levi, like a man ?' ' I can't stand it ,' he said to himself. I'll

This was
as he walked from his chambers bring things to a climax somehow .'

in the Temple toward the offices, stopping once Leaving his place, he walked sharply across

at a shop to purchase an expensive button to his uncle's private room ; to find the table

hole, and then marching along as if the pave- covered with drawings, and the old engineer

ment were set aside for his especial benefit, and in the little inner office, where the safe was built

he expected every one to give way.
into the wall.

His thoughts were busy, too, his That you, Wynyan ?'

cousin, who, he told himsell, must be brought Brant stifled his ejaculation . ' No, uncle.'

to book, for he was tired of being played with “ You , Brant ? ' said the old man , coming

at fast and loose. hurriedly out. “ Yes ? What do you want ?

It was about half an hour after his usual I'm very busy this morning .'

time when he entered the offices ; and going up “ Oh, I won't keep you long, uncle, cried his

to the principal room , the old clerk Hamber nephew . ' I only want a few words with you .'
looked up from his work and said , 'Good * Well — what is it ? Money again ? '

morning, sir, with a large paper knife across “ Yes, uncle ; I want some money for one

his mouth like a bit. thing .'

Morning. - Mr Dalton come ?' Then we will soon settle one thing,' said

“ Yes, sir ; been here nearly an hour,' said the engineer with a grim smile. " You are

Hamber.
me here in the business, Brant ; ,

Brant grunted, and went into a little room but in the hope that you may alter some day,
at the back , which he had taken to for some and cease to be ornamental, I pay you, as my

months past for his special office.
brother's son, five hundred a year, which is

At the end of a quarter of an hour he was more than I have paid Wynyan. My house is

out again, and his eye wandlered about the always open to you to have as many meals as

place ; but no one took any notice of him , and you like; my wines and cigars are at your

he went back to look over the Times, the work service ; and all you have to do is to walk in

of the office going steadily on without much here and read the newspapers.'

help from him . 'Yes, you've often told me that, ' said Brant

India - the Burmese –Money Market,' he sulkily.

muttered as he turned over the sheets. Hang • Here's the rest of it then , my boy. You

money ! I wish there wasn't such a thing on draw your salary quarterly ; and you have,

the face of the earth .' Ilamber tells me, drawn two quarters in ad

He tossed the paper aside and went out vance, so we'll settle the thing promptly. — No,

into the principal office again , where pens and Brant; I cannot let you have any more money.

rulers were at work , calculations being male · But I want a few hundreds badly, uncle,

to scale ; anıl old IIamber was busily mixing cried the young man, almost imploringly.
some Indian ink on a white earthenware slab, • What for ? '

and holding a camel -hair pencil in his lips. " To extricate myself — to pay debt of

Just then, Wynyan entered the office quickly, honour.'

and Brant crossed to meet him , while the old * Dishonour, boy. Not a penny. Now then :

clerk slowly left his chair to follow, but hesi- the other thing ??

tated, wrinkled his foreheadl, lookedl perplexed, It's about my position here, ' said Brant

and began to arrange his thin gray hair with bitterly.

the cedar handle of the camel-hair brush .
Well, sir, it's a very good one. '

" Oh , there you are, Mr Wynyan,' said ' No, sir ; it is not,' criel the young man

Brant, in a supercilious way. Things all warmly. ' I have 110 encouragement.

right at the work's ? ' to be left out of everything.'

I have not been there this morning ,' replied ' Your own fault, Brant. '

the young engineer. • Was it my fault that I was kept in ignor

Not been there ? Well, somebody must go. ance of this new invention ?'

I thought you were down there.' • What new invention ? ' said Dalton, with his

massive face turning hard.

Copyright reserved in the United States of America.
This electric motor .'

no use to
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“ Who told you a new electric motor had * Ah, you don't believe me. Mr Wynyan is

been invented here ? '
too honourable and trustworthy for that? Why,

' I asked you, sir, why this was kept a secret I could soon open your eyes to what he is, if

from ine,' said Brant, evading the question. I would stoop to such a thing.— Yes, you drive

' Inventors as a rule keep their schemes to me to it. I will tell you.
While

themselves. You could have been of no service been petting him and blinding yourself to what

to Mr Wynyan and me, so we kept our own he is , the scoundrel — a hired servant—has dared

counsel, and workel while you played .' to raise his eyes to Rénée. '

“ Yes, cried Brant bitterly. Mr Wynyan ! Indeed ! ' said Dalton quietly. “ I thought

always Mr Wynyan .' he was too much occupied over our work. But

' A gentleman to whom I must request you if he has, pray, what is that to you ? '.

to be a little more respectful. I have noticed Uncle ! Are you mad ? You would not let

several things lately, Brant Dalton, that I must that hound'

ask you to alter.'
' Silence, sir ! No such language as that con

‘ Å miserable prig ! ' cerning Mr Wynyan. Answer my question, if

“ A gentleman, sir, and one whom I can trust. ' you please — this time. I said, what is that to

‘ How can you expect me to behave respect you ?"

fully to a man who regularly ousts me from my ' I told you a year ago,' said the young man

position ? I thought I was to become a part- sulkily.

ner some day. But when am I asked to join ‘ Yes ; and I told you then that the notion

in any of the business consultations ? Why, old was outrageous ; and after what I said, I sup

Hamber and the clerks laugh at my position .' posed you would come to your senses - that

* I'll tell you , Brant,' said the old engineer, you had forgotten all that folly. Rénée, if she

with his manner changing and becoming fatherly ; inarries, will choose her own husband, and he

' you have driven me into a corner, and I must will not be her cousin .'

say things to you that I would rather have Brant winced and ground his teeth .

left unsaid . You ask me why you are left out " So once for all , let that miserable notion be

of the consultations. I will tell you— Because buried. It is utter madness — unnatural - un

I cannot trust you yet.' Pooh ! Rénée would laugh at you for an idiot.

Not trust me, uncle ? ' But I have no more time to waste upon you

' No, Brant ; and I grieve to say it.
Most now . I will just say this : If I believed

of my business dealinys are of great import- in you now , I'd pay off every shilling you

ance, and signify thousands gained or lost. owe, and let you start fair ; but I can't : you've

They require clear cool heads to deal with. deceived me too often . Your creditors must

How can I place faith in a man whose mind wait while you retrench . Such people as they

is given up to the new ballet or the next race, are deserve to wait. You have five hundred a

and who gambles ? ' year, so set to work and live on one hundred :

* Has that contemptible prig Wynyau dared that will leave four to pay off debts for a few

to tell you that ? ' said the young man hotly. years. When I was your age, I lived on fifty,

' Mr Wynyan has not mentioned your name and thought myself well off. There ; I've done :

to me; but I know these things as a fact, just behave yourself towards Mr Wynyan, and act

as I know that you are in debt and visit the as a Dalton should , that is, like an honest man .

money -lenders. Prove to me that I can trust you, and then I

Then some one has been maligning me, cried will. Now be off.'

Brant hotly. " He treats me like a schoolboy ,' muttered

No: people from whom you borrowed have Brant. ' Behave myself to Mr Wynyan ! Yes,

applied to me for payment, and for a time I | I 'll behave myself to Mr Wynyan. The inso

pail the amounts due by my dead brother's lent overbearing prig. I always hated him . He

I soon found, though , that it was pouring has got the length of the old lunatic's foot, and

water into a sieve, and stopped. You see , I no mistake. Actually encouraged the idea. Live

know more, Brant, than you imagined .? on a hundred a year, eh ? All right, uncle ;

* Calumnies, sir. it's to be a game of chess, then, is it ? Per

' I do not call the reports by that name, boy ; , haps I can get the better of your pawn, my

and tell you plainly that if you were not ny beloved uncle. Suppose I play the Queen.'

nephew , and I did not lope soon to ( To be continued .)

end to the wild - oats business, I should long ago

have told you that you are not fit for iny pro
THE HABITS AND TASTES OF

| fession , and suggested, ranching, squatting , or LEPIDOPTERA.
something of the kind .'

“ You misjudge me,' cried Brant passionately, By CHARLES J. MANSFORD , B.A.

“ because you have given all the trust clue to

me to this man , this Wynyan .'
MUCH as

we have already learned about the

' I would rather have trusted you, my boy, habits and tastes of butterflies and moths, there

that you know ,' said Dalton, growing calmer seems still much more to be taught us from

as his nephew became more heated .
the open book of Nature. Every collector or

" A nice confidential man ! Yes, I have treated !

him as he deserved—a hound. A hire servant,
entomologist is aware how very local many

who, knowing he is high in favour withyou, can- species are wont to be. Although the food

not contain himself, and must be insolent tó me.' plant may abound in every nook and corner

' Rubbish , boy ! You are in a passion. Don't of a country, and, to all appearances, every

make a donkey of yourself.' necessary condition for some insect's life is

son.

1

i

see an
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fulfilled, yet nowhere can this same insect be Brazil is probably the best hunting-ground

found except, perhaps, in a space a few yards in the world , so far as the aggregate number

square. of species to be found is concerned : out of a

Quite a flutter was produced among entomolo- total of ten thousand species, no fewer than

five thousand are said to be found there. In

gists, some years ago, by the discovery of a

small moth (Albulalis) ; and the discoverer taken seven hundred different species in a single
Peru, Mr W. H. Gates is reported to have

thereof was able to keep his secret to himself year.

for a long time, during which he reaped no Perhaps the great discoveries yet to be made

slight benefit pecuniarily by disposing of the will emanate from Borneo. Already collectors

insects to less fortunate collectors. This moth have touched its shores ; but within its con

was found first in a small plantation on the fines there exist, in all likelihood, species abso

estate of the Earl of Darnley, where it is lutely unknown to the world, and thither ento

common enough during the month of July, mologists who now explore the Alps in search

although in no other part of theBritish Isles of fresh species would do well to direct their

footsteps.

has it, so far as the writer is aware, been There is another more remarkable fact than

discovered .
that of the localness of Lepidoptera that is en

A knowledge of the geographical distribution ng the thought of many collectors : this is

of plants is, lowever, leading up to a more the keen sense of taste or smell which butter

sound knowledge of the general distribution of dies and moths possess. The connection in the

Lepidoptera, although it will appear from the human being between taste and smell is so

above that no account, even then, can be made intimate that it is a matter of difficulty to say

for insects that are only on the wing for a few where the one ends and the other begins.

weeks or days, and rarely leave the narrow

Certainly, with regard to moths and butterflies,

bounds within which they, willingly it would the evaporation of certain liquids should

one is at a loss to say why certain smells and

seem, imprison themselves. attract them .

So much attention has of late been turned to The common notion that the quest of honey

Japan, that it may not seem out of place to is the sole object for which a moth or butterfly

comment on the fact that no less than six per exists, has long been exploded by the experi

the
cent. of English Lepiloptera are taken in that ence and experiments of even

country. For a knowledge of the butterflies and
entomology.

moths of Japan we are largely indebted to Mr flies, the Vanessa , have long, been lured to

Amongmoths, the Noctuæ, and among butter

Jonas, whose splendid collection was placed at destruction by the simple device of treacling.

the disposal of the British Museum . Turning This, for the benefit of the uninitiated, may be

over the leaves of the catalogue of this collec- briefly explained as smearing the boles of trees

tion, the English collector will recognise many with a decoction of brown sugar, beer, and

old friends ; and a reference to the Flora of rum . The process here mentioned has resulted

Japan will explain the wherefore of this. in the discovery of many species of Noctua and

In Europe , the year 1994 has been a bad
a few geometers, that otherwise might never

one, the unsettled weather makingcollecting diffi- have been known to theentomologist.

Granted that the mixture of beer and rum

cult, and, moreover, damaging the slender wings is intended to intoxicate the insects — a result

of the mature insect. Curious enough it is, too, known from the effect of mixing drinks among

that Nature, so careful to preserve the species, mankind — is it the sugar, the rum , or the beer

and so careless of the life of the individual which attracts Lepidoptera ? It may be all

specimen, should endow a moth or butterfly three ; certainly the smell of beer has some

with a life that is frail in the extreme, if we attraction in itself for moths, which the writer

except the hawk -noths, which cling tenaciously has tested by smearing trees with beer alone,

to life even when chloroform is administered . and neglecting both the run and sugar, or

While the nature insect dies when pinched or treacle.

struck down by the hand, the egg from which Sweetness, either in honeyed or other form ,

the moth or butterfly comes forth is able to cannot be, then, the sole attraction for insects.

endure extremes of heat and cold with perfect Further, it has been shown that strength of

immunity from death . A temperature of ten smell, rather than sweetness, has the greater

degrees Fahrenheit has failed to freeze the effect. In the of the Purple Emperor

young blood of the tiny life within the tiny ( Aputura iris), the old mode of catching this

shell no larger than a pin's head ; a cluster of prize by means of a net attached to a pole

butterfly egys, upon a withered stalk of grass, twenty feet long has been superseded by the

has defied the burning heat of the sun glaring (liscovery of the insect's taste for game. The

down upon the sand of the Sahara.
word game' is used of malice aforethought,

Entomologists visiting Greenland have found for the beautiful insect delights in the taste of

the same species of moths and butterflies ex the juice of a much decomposed cat, or the fra

isting there as at Grindelwald , and among grant essence it is able to distil from a hare's

the Swiss mountains generally. 'When Europe skin that has been kept in the sun until ripe for

emerged from its glacial state, many scores operations. These juices, too, seem to intoxicate,

of insects were forced slowly but surely to though to a less degree, as do the sugar, runi,

migrate up the mountain sides or to emigrate and beer.

to frozen Arctic lands. Apart from atmospheric conditions, which

case
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CHAPTER IV.-CONCLUSION.

were

largely settle whether an insect shall remain at Taotai . If he is not found and brought back

home or not, it has been found that in some alive, your head may be lost.'

years ' sugaring ? does not pay. For some per *Have mercy, Your Excellency ! ' cried the

verse reason, the insects refuse to accept the man in an agony of terror. ' I stopped for

airy invitation to a drunken carousal, at the only one instant, and I have made every pos

end of which they will be transferred to the sible effort to get news of His Honour.'

collector's pill-boxes or relaxing box. Experi “ You must follow me to the Taotai's Yamun,'

ence here again seems to point to the fact said Maitland.

that pungency and not sweetness attracts, for, Glancing at Evelyn , who, wrapped in the

among entomologists, the use of methylated stupor of despair, took no notice of him , Mait

spirits instead of rum as a bait for the un- land hurried from the room . A moment later,

wary butterfly and moth is coming into rather he was being carried as fast as four stalwart

common use ; and by its means, or by means coolies could bear him .

of soine other liquid still more pungent, we As he entered the Yamun, he saw by the

may yet discover new species, and so enrich our number of Tingchais about that the court was

knowledge of the wonders which the world sitting. On reaching the tribunal, lie found the

contains. Taotai seated by a table with a prisoner in the

courtyard before him . Maitland was too pre

occupied to recognise the culprit. He hurried

RICHARD MAITLAND-CONSUL. forward as the Taotai rose to receive him. ' I

have bad news, Your Excellency ,' he said .
A VICTIM OF THE KOLAO -HWUY .

What is it ? ' asked the Taotai. His tone

expressed sympathy, for Maitland's perturbation

ALL Evelyn's worst fears
was too evident not to be noticed at once.

immediately

realised . With wild despair at her heart, she
‘Sterling has been carried off by the Kolao

i liwuy ,' exclaimed the Consul.

rushed into Maitland's office. One glance at

1
Where and how ? ' asked the Taotai. Were

her face revealed to the Consul that something not my detectives with bim ??

had happened.
* That is true,' replied Daitland ; ' but, unfor

‘ All is lost ! They have taken him ,' she tunately, the detective Chang, who was follow

said with a bitter cry. As she spoke, she sank ing the Englislınan from his hong to my

into a chair and rocked herself to and fro in Consulate, turned for a moment to speak to

her misery.
an acquaintance : at that instant, Sterling was

" Tell me exactly what you have heard ,' said that hesaw three men loitering near the corner
carried off. A shopkeeper who stood near said

Maitland, taking her hand.
of the street for some time — they, doubtless,

Evelyn looked up at him - her throat was were emissaries of the Kolao-liwuy, and did

choking, and try as she would , no further their fell work while Chang's attention was

words would come. Fortunately, at this mo- otherwise engagedl .'

ment the detective appeared at the door. It " The scoundrels !' exclaimed the Taotai fiercely.

must be a circumstance of more than usual Ile raised his head , saw Chang, and called to

excitement to effect any change in the stolid him in angry tones : “ How dared you lose

features of a Chinaman, but the man, to Mait- sight of the Englishman for a moment ?'

land's horror, showed manifest signs of agita The man immediately fell on his knees, and

tion. His yellow complexion showed a greenish with loud protestations declared low diligently

tinge, his eyes were bloodshot, and the hand in lie had sought Sterling the instant he discovered

which he held his fan trembled visibly. he had been carried off.

• What has happened ? asked the Consul, " You have been shamefully neglectful,' said

speaking in Chinese. the Taotai ; and the only way in which you

" I will tell Your Excellency , replied the save yourself from the consequences of

detective. ' I went with His Honour to his your crime will be by bringing the Englishman

hong this afternoon, and waited there until he back again safe and sound. Go at once and

had finished transacting business. At six o'clock bring the shopkeeper who saw the three men. '

he told me to follow him to the Consulate. I The detective hurried off, and the Taotai

did so ; but happening to meet an acquaintance turned to Maitland. ' I was examining a man

close to the corner of the Street of Longevity, connected with this pestilential society as Your

I stopped for an instant to speak to him . " 1 Excellency came in ,' he said . " Perhaps he may

then turned the corner, and Ilis Honour was be able to throw some light on the matter.'

nowhere to be seen. I searched for him every On hearing these words, Maitland turned and

where, and made inquiries of the bystanders, looked at the prisoner. Íle immediately recog

but could neither hear nor see anything of him . nised him as the man whom he had seen the

The only man who could throw the least light night before at the opium den . The features

on the subject was a shopkeeper, who said that were, however, altered. Then they had been

he had noticed three men hanging about the full of malignant hate, now they were expres

corner of the street all the afternoon ; but when sive of a queer mixture of agony and obstinacy.

I questioned him further, he denied having This state of things was easily explained. An

seenany gentleman pass. ' executioner was driving wedges into wooden

You have betrayed your trust, said Mait- boots which were crushing the man's ankle

land , and have allowed the members of that bones and knee joints. Infuriated as Maitland

abominable society to carry off the Englishman, felt, he could not but experience a pang of

who was under the direct protection of the compassion for the wretched sufferer.

1

can
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' Is it necessary , Your Excellency ,' he said Maitland now hurried back to the Consulate,

to the Taotai, ‘to use such torture to this As he entered his compound, Evelyn, who
miserable man ? '

had evidently been waiting for him, came

• It is,' he replied. He is one of the most forward. He could not help starting when he

obdurate villains I have ever come across. If glanced at her. The change in her appearance

you will stand by me now, I will proceed with was almost indescribable. Yesterday, she had

his examination - The Englishman Sterling,' been a bright and happy -looking girl, with the

said the Taotai, raising his voice and looking fresh colour and bloom of youth. Now , her

full at the half-fainting prisoner, was carried cheeks were deadly pale, and deep black rims

off to -day by your vile society. Tell me, who surrounded her eyes, which red and

planned the capture ? ' staring. She was twisting the remains of her

“ I don't know ,' answered Lin defiantly. handkerchief, which was little more than a

' Put in another wedge,' said the Taotai to shred, in her nerveless hands. In a hollow

the executioner. This order was immediately voice, which had lost all its old ring, she

obeyed. With a heavy blow , the man drove demanded hoarsely : Have you any news?'

in a wedge, and Lin's whole frame quivered Not yet,' replied the Consul, trying to

with the agony. assume à cheerful tone ; ' but I hope to have

Tell me who planned the capture,' repeated something to tell you soon ,” he added... 'Now
the Taotai.

go and lie down—you are looking ill and

Lin macle no answer ; and at a nod from the exhausted .'

Taotai , the executioner drove the wedge to the How can I rest ?' she replied . At this very

head. The pain was more than human strength moment those wretches may be murdering my

could endure, and Lin fell back in a dead -faint. husband. Do you think, under such circum

“ Carry him away for the present, said the stances, it is possible for me to rest ?'

Taotai, and bring him back when he has re The repetition of almost his own words gave

covered consciousness. —Now ,' he said , turning to Jaitland a shock. ' My dear, ' he said suddenly,

Maitland, we must see what can be done to you must not give up hope. I quite think

save your friend, and Ah, here comes the that we may be able to give you back your

shopkeeper. I will first question him .' husband safe and sound .'

' Did you see the Englishman ? ' ' Are you telling me the truth ? ' asked the

' I did not, Your Excellency.' poor girl ; or are you only trying to comfort

The shopkeeper confessed to having seen Ever since you left me, continued Evelyn,

three men hanging about the street corner. I have been praying to God . I have been

" They were all three tall : one had a black com- begging of Him to save my husband : although

plexion ; another was deeply marked with small. I pray, I seem to be absolutely without hope.

pox ; and the third had only one eye. ' -Oh , I know you are doing your best, and

" This crime,' said the Taotai, 'was committed you are kind, very kind ; but I have no hope,

at your door ; and unless the Englishman is none none.'

l'ecovered, yon and those in your neighbourhood * Your feelings are quite natural,' said the

will be punished for allowing such a disgraceful Consul. The position is a terrible one. I can't

matter to happen in your street. Now go, and deny this fact for å moment ; but you may

come back to -morrow morning with some news, absolutely depend on all being done that can

or else beware .' be done. Come, let me take you to your room.

The shopkeeper on being dismissed struck his Rest assured that I will bring you news the

head three times on the pavement, and then instant it arrives.'

hurrieilly rose and departe.. Overmastered by Maitland's strong will , Evelyn

' I would impress on Your Excellency,' said obeyed like a child. She went to her rooni

Maitland, turning to the Taotai, “ that what we but to rest was impossible. When she found

do, we must do quickly. It may be that even herself alone, she threw herself upon a sofa,

now Sterling has been murdered . where she tossed about in agony , listening to
|

' I doubt it,' said the Taotai. According to every sound . At times, too, she rushed to

their rules and practices, the society will hold the veranda which overlooked the courtyard,

a meeting before deciding on the Englishman's in the vain hope that some messenger might
immediate fate. My hope is in Lin . Up to be arriving with tidings. As night came on ,

now, he has been obstinate ;. but I think I she fell into a feverish and fitful sleep, which

know of a way of making him speak . Here was broken by wild dreams and imaginings

the Taotai gave a grim smile. At daylight she rose, and seating herself on

Maitland could not help shudilering. After the veranda, waited for Maitland's appearance.

a pause, he asked, under his breath : When Her restlessness was over for the present - she

shall I hear from you ? '
sat motionless, in a partially stunned condition.

“ To -morrow morning at latest. I hope by At nine o'clock a liote came from the Taotai,

that time to be able to give you some definite asking the Consul to call upon him . Maitland

We shall have to follow your friend to receivedl it with a sense of disappointment. He

the “ Willow Lodge,” and it is possible we may had fully expected that some definite news

have to go in force.- What number of English- would be forthcoming. He went immediately

men can you bring ?' to the veranda, where Evelyn was sitting, and

" There is not an Englislıman in the settlement told her that the Taotai had sent for him .

who will not gladly aid me,' said Maitland. ' I She raised her eyes to his face. ' I hoped

should think I could count upon twenty. ' you would have had news this morning. '

" That will be quite enough. I shall bring ' I certainly hoped to have heard something,'

about twice that number .' said Maitland ; ' but perhaps I may have news

news.
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for you when I return. I judge from the tone Her face was white and motionless — her eyes

of the Taotai's note that he knows more than sought the ground. When Maitland had finished

he chooses to say:-Now I will go, and be back speaking, Evelyn said, in a quiet, determined

with you as quickly as possible .
voice : "I will go with you.'

The Taotai received Maitland cordially, and Maitland endeavoured to show her the fearful

told him that the torture which had been risk she was running. But when she declared

applied to Lin had at last had the desired she would lose her senses if left behind, he

effect — he had confessed that it was at his in- saw she spoke truly, and consented to her

stigation a party of three members of the Kolao- ' going, on condition that she took some refresh

hwuy had been told off to kidnap Sterling ; ment, went straight to bed , and undertook to

that he had probably been carried off to one obey him implicitly when on the expedition.

of their secret resorts ; and that a council The day which followed was one of terrible

would most likely be held that evening, at suspense. The Consul found it impossible to

which he was to be brought up for judgment settle to his ordinary duties. The feeling of
and sentence. hopeless despair which had seized him as he

" The scoundrel admitted ,' said the Taotai, was returning from the Taotai’s Yamun in

that the sentence would probably be death, and creased as the hours flew on. Half an hour

that by Lingche, or the lingering process. ' before the appointed time, he knocked at

Maitland's face grew cold and stern. ‘ How Evelyn's door and told her to be ready when

are we to prevent this horrible atrocity ? he he sent for her.

said .
As the clock struck cight, the Taotai was

" We can do nothing till evening. The move seen to arrive at the trysting-place. A moment

ment of a body of men in the direction of the later he was met by Maitland, Mrs Sterling,

Yellow Lodge by daylight would be the instant and a party of stalwart Englishmen. Maitland

signal for the removal of your friend to some and Evelyn were carried in sedan-chairs ; but

inaccessible fortress. I would suggest that we Bryce, Captain Jeffreys, and other friends of

start about an hour after sunset ; that should the Consul's, accompanied the expedition on

bring us to the Yellow Lodge about the time foot.

when the members meet.'
" I don't like the lady coming ; but I suppose

· But how are we to find our way ? '
there is no help for it,' said the Taotai , pointing

The Taotai gave a grim smile . I have with a shrug of his shoulders to Evelyn's chair.

reduced Lin to å state of compliance, ' he said . The party immediately departed in silence. As

' I have given him a respite from torture, on they moved on, Maitland glanced at a figure

condition that he leads us direct to the meeting which was borne at the head of the procession in

place. a chair, and recognised with some difficulty that

' Can you trust him ? ' asked Maitland. it was Lin . His features expressed intense suffer

I think I He knows that at the ing, and he appeared more dead than alive.

slightest deception, the executioner, whom I Now and then he was seen to open his eyes, and

shall take with me, will at once behead him. to direct the bearers on the desired road. They

It is fortunate that we have not to go for went slowly forward in the intense darkness. To

some hours, as at present he is unconscious, both Evelyn and Maitland the distance seemed

and I have left him in the hands of the jailers interminable. They passed the bridge where

until his senses return . ' Sterling had been net on his first expedition,

As Maitland returned to the Consulate , his and reached the Hall of Fidelity and Loyalty,

feelings were of a mixed nature. He fully When they came to this spot, Maitland fancied

believed that the Taotai would do everything that he heard a movement amongst the trees.

in his power to save Sterling and to seize the His thought was evidently shared by Lin, for

leaders of the Kolao-hwuy. Self- interest, if no he partly raised himself and turned towards

other motive, would prompt him to this course. the thicket that covered the hills.

A capture of so important a
kind would Maitland whispered his suspicions that they

certainly lead to his being promoted to a higher had been seen , to the Taotai, who imme

office ; but he also felt that the chances of diately gave orders to the coolies to go as

saving his unfortunate young friend were but fast as they could. Though the way was steep

slight. He recalled Evelyn's words—her despair and rugged, the coolies carried their burdens

-the dumb nisery of her face. quickly over the ground. They passed the

' She has reasons for her dark forebodings, Pavilion of the Black River, and the Palace of

murmured the Consul under his breath . Í Justice, and at last Lin whispered to the man

know only too well the cruel barbarity of the beside him : " Tell His Excellency we are close

League. The slightest mistake in the expedition there. '

for capture will lead to Sterling's instant Maitland overheard the words, and getting

execution. Yes, I confess I feel almost as hope out of his chair, went immediately to Evelyn's

less as that poor girl at this moment.' Full of side. ' You must stay here with Bryce,' he

heavy fears, Maitland entered the Consulate. said ; ' I dare not take you another step .'

Evelyn saw him , but she seemed to read his Evelyn strongly objected to remain , and was

thoughts, and made no effort to rise and meet only persuaded when she heard that her pres

him . ence might interfere with the saving of her

' I must keep my alarms in check for her husband .

sake,' thought the Consul. He came forward The Taotai, who seemed impatient at the

boldly and made valiant efforts to cheer the brief delay which Maitland had caused while

unhappy young wife. She listened to his story, talking to Evelyn , immediately ordered the

standing before him like a block of marble. party to hurry forward .

can.
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For a moment they halted to gain breath for tion to these, he had found a bright yellow

the last spring, and finally, at a command from line, which had previously only been seen

the Taotai, they rushed into the Yellow Lodge. in the solar spectrum , and which had been

The sound of hurrying feet told them that attributed to a hypothetical element to which

their presence had been discovered , and that their the name Heliumi had been given . Professor

quarry were fleeing. Maitland rushed forward Rainsay's observations corroborated by

with a few of the first soldiers, and almost Mr Crookes, who pointed out that although

immediately found himself within the inner the brilliant yellow line apparently occupied

hall. At the first glance, he thought that it the position of the well-known yellow lines

was empty ; but peering through the gloom , he due to sodium , examination with high powers

discovered one motionless figure which appeared showed , however, that the line remained rigor

to be stiinding with outstretched arms in front ously single, when the sodium lines would be

of the tribunal. The Consul rushed forward, widely separated . The list of terrestrial elements

and, to his inexpressible distress, saw that it must therefore receive an additional member

was the form of his friend. The unfortunate in Helium , which until the other day was

Sterling was fastened to the cross, with the supposed to be peculiar to the sun.

wooden tally recording his sentence over his Stupendous engineering undertakings

head . Maitland's eyes quickly read the follow- marking the closing years of the nineteenth

ing sentence : “ The English traitor to the Kolao- century, and among them must be named

hwuy, sentenced to death by the Lingche process.' the Blackwall Tunnel beneath the Thames,

The unfortunate man's head had fallen forward now approaching completion . The first Thames

on his breast. His face was ashen pale. Mait- Tunnel, the work of Brunel, was almost use

land's first impression was that he was already less until a railway conipany took possession of

dead . A cry, however, from one of the soldiers it ; but at the same time it was regarded as

quickly and joyfully undeceived him . a wonderful triumph of the engineer's art.

The Englishman is safe --he is unhurt - we It cannot, however, he named in the same

are in time,' said the man . * Cut him down , breath with the new tunnel which is boring

he is unhurt .' its way beneath the river between

This was done in a moment ; and Sterling, Greenwich and Black wall. The work has been

still unconscious, was dragged out of the hall, carried out on the shield and compressed - air

into the outer air. principle, upon a scale never before attempted,

Had the rescue party been two minutes later, the diameter of the tunnel being more than

the dread sentence would have been carried out twenty -four feet. Its length is nearly a mile

to the full. As it was, Sterling was safe. He and a quarter, of which about twelve hundred

opened his dazed eyes and looked around him . feet pass beneath the river. One unlooked -for

There am I ? ' he gasped. ' Is it over ? I can difficulty was found in passing through a mass

bear nothing further.' of flint ' ballast which occurred nearly in the

* It's all right, old fellow, ' said Maitland in centre of the boring. This necessitated the

*Keep up your courage. Your wife is sinking in the river above of ten thousand

waiting for you not a hundred yards away yards of puddled clay to cover the weak place.

you will soon be well enough for me to take The men who are engaged in the work of

advancing the shield and clearing away, the

Maitland poured some brandy out of a flask debris have to carry on their labours in a

which he was carrying, and induced Sterling to chamber where the air-pressure is twenty -three

swallow the stimulant. Ilis colour returned pounds on the square inch. It may be noted

almost on the instant, and he sprang to his that Brunel devised the shield method of

feet. ' llow can I thank you ?' he said with a cutting tunnels, and that Lord Cochrane patented

gasp: - Where is Evelyn ? Take me to her.' the use of compressed air for such operations

The return journey was made without adven- more than sixty years ago.

ture ; and a week later, Sterling and his wife Referring to a note which appeared some

were shipped off to England, from which haven time ago in our columns with reference to the

of refuge they are never likely to return to the necessity of securing efficient ventilation in

horrors of the Celestial City.
ships conveying such cargoes as jute, cotton, & c.,

an esteemed correspondent at Natal proposes a

plan which seems to be as practical as it is

THE MONTH :
novel. He suggests that a number of perforated

pipes might be laid through the whole of the

cargo, such pipes to be supplied with air by
The discovery of Argon in the atmosphere has means of steam -pump or in some other

led to an interesting and quite unexpected available manner. In case of fire, the pipes

development, an account of wliich was given at could be charged with water, so that they
the recent anniversary meeting of the Chemical would fulfil a double office. When not in use,

Society by Professor Ramsay. He explained the tubes could be carried as ballast.

that he had been led to repeat certain experi The annual Report of Dr Clouston, Physician

ments which had previously been made by Ilille- Superintendent of Morningside Asylum , Edin
brand on the rare mineral called člèveite. burgh, contains a remarkable testimony to the

Upon boiling with weak sulphuric acid , this value of the new treatment of Myxædema,

mineral gave" off' a gas hitherto supposed to be or mucous swelling, already noticed in this

nitrogen. But he found that the gas was almost Journal (May 6, 1893), in certain forms of

free from nitrogen, and showed in his spec- mental disease. The new mode of treatment

troscope all the prominent Argon lines. In addi- was devised by Dr. Bruce, one of the assistant

his ear.

you to her.'

SCIENCE AND ARTS.

a
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screen

physicians, and consists in the employment of perfect shape and finish than those due to the

thyroid extract. In addition to many patients most nimble fingers. The foundation or inside

who were greatly improved by the treatment, of the cigar is placed in a mould, and four

three had been cured whom the Superintendent curved jaws press it into shape. The outside

had regarded as quite beyond hope. These wrapper of
tobacco is then fed into the

cases were so striking that be regarded them machine by an attendant, is rolled round the

as miracles of healing. The sameReport alludes moulded part automatically, and is finally

to the practice of making photo-micrographs of sealed at the pointed end by a drop of gum,

brain sections, and projecting such pictures on which presents itself at the right time and

screen by means of a lantern, for the edu- place. The cigars so made are uniform in

cation of students. It thus becomes possible length and shape, and the leaf in the interior

to show in a graphic manner why one man is is so evenly distributed that the draw ' is far

under the delusion that he is somebody else, better than in many hand -made cigars.
The

and why another commits suicide. This is contrivance is known as the Jean Reuse Cigar

regarded as a long step in advance in the making Machine.

study of morbid psychology. Crawford's Patent Portable Balcony is a

• The calm , quiet, innocent recreation of temporary iron -work or guard which

angling,' as old Izuak Walton called it three hun- can be placed upon any window ledge while
dred years ago, has many followers among those the glass is being cleaned . It is secured in

who can afford no more expensive form of place by counter-weights, which hang towards

sport ; and for the benefit of these worthy the floor inside the window , and seems to well

persons, a movement is on foot to urge the answer the purpose for which it is designed .

London County Council to utilise some of the It is needless to remind our readers that many

lakes in the parks under their control as hatch- fatal accidents have been recorded in connection

eries or rearing-ponds. These reservoirs would be with domestic window -cleaning, and an inven
emptied from time to time, and the fish turned tion which promises immunity from such

into the public rivers. It is calculated that disasters is worthy of mention in these

hundreds of acres ofwater are available for this columns. The contrivance is made by Messrs

purpose, and that the authorities who spend so Musgrave & Company of London and Man

much upon grounds for cricket, football, and other chester.

pastimes, might reasonably benefit the anglers We recently called attention to a voting

in the manner indicated. It is curious to watch machine which had been patented in the

sone of these humble fishermen on a summer United States. We now learn that a previous

evening standing for hours at the ponds at patent had been granted to Mr 0. Sheppard

Hampstead Heath, and elsewhere in the neigh- of Bridgend, South Wales, for a machine very

bourhood of the metropolis, holding a rod and similar in design . By this contrivance votes

line, and never apparently catching anything are recorded in absolute secrecy, and every
but the proverbial cold. One of these ponds, safeguard is provided against fraud. The

by the way, was cleaned out a short time illiterate voter is also cared for, and can take

agy, and yielded two cartloads of medium -sized part in an election if only he can distinguishi

fish . colour from another. The device has

It is stated that the peat deposits of Great been warmly approved by many members of

Britain cover an area of six million acres to an Parliament ; but it awaits a special Act to

average depth of twelve feet, and it is obvious make it supersede the present cunibrous system

that in such an mass of fuel there of voting.

must be stored up a corresponding amount of On both sides of the Falls of Niagara, works

energy• Hitherto, peat has not been much are in progress which will, when complete,

used as a fuel for steam -engines, for it contains generate from that nighty force of water, which

much water, and produces a great deal of ash ; for countless centuries has been running to

moreover, it can only be used profitably where waste, electric energy equivalent to iliree

it occurs. A recent invention, however, shows quarters of a million horse-power. Whut this

that peat may have a future before it as means may be partly conceived when we state

gas-producer for gas-engines. Mr B. H. Thwaite, that a few years ago an official estimate put the

C.E., has constructed a gas-generator in which whole of the machinery at work in New York

the ash cannot accumulate, and he has found State at 450,000 horse-power. Unfortunately,

that by working a gas-engine in conjunction there is a difficulty in conveying this subtle

with it, he can produce from brown peat half form of energy over long distances without

the power which would be obtained from the serious loss by leakage ; but Mr Nicholas Tesla,

same weight of good coal. It would thus one of the foremost electricians in America, is

appear possible for dwellers in peat districts said to have overcome this problem , although

to get motive- power without coal and without no particulars have been given of the method

water or boiler. by which he has done it.

While most things nowadays are machine Avery simple and effective method of obtain

made, the familiar cigar has hitherto resisted ing from a photograph a block for the printing

all mechanical attempts to fashion it, and has press was invented some years ago by Nir Leon

continued to be literally manufactured ,' that Warnerke, a Russian gentleman, to whom pho

is, made with the hand. But at last a con- tography is much indebted for other alvances.

trivance has been introduced by the Honduras This invention was, however, before its time, but

Government Banking and Trading Company it has recently been revived under the encour

which is said to conquer all difficulties, and to aging demand that now exists for photo-mechan

turn out machine-made cigars of far more | ical means of illustration . Here is the process

one

enormous

a
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in brief. A specially prepared gelatinous paper, A new method of preserving wood is known

sensitive to light, is exposed beneath a line in America as Vulcanising or Haskinising, after

screen negative — that is, a negative which has the name of its inventor, Colonel S. E. Haskin.

been cut up into dots by the interposition of a ; Hitherto, all methods of preserving wood have

ruled screen. The paper, after exposure and been based upon the assumption that the sap

development, is pressed into contact with a must be discharged from out the pores, and must

plate of copper, to which it firmly adheres, and be replaced by some chemical antiseptic body

is then laved with hot water. Under this treat- such as creosote. Colonel Haskin holds that this

ment the paper and unaltered gelatine come system is wrong in theory, and that the sap

away, leaving the image, which has become in being the life-blood of the wood , should remain,

soluble under development, upon the copper being subjected to special treatment. By certain

plate. The metal is now placed in a series of processes in which heat plays a very important

baths of perchloride of iron , each one varying part the sap is rendered insoluble, and the wood

in strength, by which the copper is etched away is no longer capable of absorbing moisture. This

except in those parts covered by the gelatine vulcanised wood is coming into use for all

dots which form the image. After being kinds of constructive work. It is odourless,

mounted on wood , to make it type high, the can in the process be charged with any desired

copper becomes a block ready for the printing- stain ; it works well under all cutting-tools, and

press. From specimens which we have seen, is practically indestructible. Specimens have

we can testify to the practicability and beauty recently been on view in London, and have

met with much attention among builders, furni

Compressed gases for all kinds of purposes ture manufacturers, and others.

are now supplied commercially to an M. Charpy has recently published the results

extent, and many thousands of steel cylinders of certain experiments which he has made

containing oxygen, hydrogen, nitrous oxide, or regarding, the changes which take place in

carbonic acid gas are in daily use. The cylin- steel under the operation called tempering.

ders are made of the best mild steel, and are He has found that tempering will diminish

tested to double the pressure which under the length of a steel bar, while at the same

normal conditions they will be called upon to time the metal has imparted to it great resist

bear. A small cylinder of this description, sup- ance to bending, shock, or breaking stress.

posed to contain oxygen , recently exploded at a The annount of change depends upon the

Lon lon railway station, unfortunately killing chemical constitution and nature of the temper

the man who carried it. At the coroner's in- ing bath, and in every case this change takes

quest it was rendered apparent that the cylinder' place at a temperature of about 700 degrees

in reality contained an explosive mixture of Centigrade. No action takes place below this

gases, which were fired by the unsuspected temperature, and no advantage seems to be

presence of some oxidisable substance. It is gained in exceeding it.

now proposed that the compressed -gas industry A strange relic of troublous times, when civil

should be placed, like the trade in explosives, war was rife in the land, has recently come to

under some kind of Government control, and light at the church of Teynham , in Kent. The

that all containing vessels should have a stamp westdoorof this edifice has beenundergoing

like the proof-mark on a firearm. repair, and the removal of sundry coats of

Any one in the constant habit of using the paint and patches has revealed the original

telephone will know that a difficulty in hearing oaken door in a fine state of preservation , save

one's correspondent often arises from the pres that it is scarred in various places with bullet

ence of induction noises. This is due to the marks. Some of the leaden missiles are of

well-known fact that a wire conveying a current large size, and still remain embedded in the

will induce a current in another wire in its wood . It has been suggested that the shots

neighbourhood. This phenomenon has led to were fired by Cromwell's soldiers ; for this par

the belief that it would be possible to send ticular building is believed to have sustained

electrical signals between two places although much damage at their hands, notably in the

no metallic conductor in the form of a tele- destruction of valuable stained glass ; and it is

graph or telephone wire acted as a bridge assumed that the west door being shut against

between them . Practice bore out theory, and them , guns of large calibre, fired from a rest ,

experiments between Kintyre and Arran, on were brought against the woodwork, in order

the Clyde, and in Wales, showed that within to force an entrance. There are also distinct

certain limits telegraphic communication with signs of fire having been applied to the door.

out lines of communication was possible. Re Several alarming explosions haviny occurred

cently, the cable which runs from a point not in London and elsewhere, by which the pave

far from Oban to Mull got out of order, and ment in the streets was torn up over the

for some days telegraphic communication was sunken boxes containing electric-light appar

carried on across the Sound of Mull, where the atus, a Committee of experts was appointed to

waterway measures about two miles across with - investigate the cause of the accidents. They

out any communicating wires. Wires there were ; have now issued their Report, which reveals

already running along the coast on the Mull a very curious state of things. It appears that

side; and corresponding wires had to be erected on the insulators of the electric-light mains

on the Argyllshire side, and the current gener- incrustations have formed, embedded in which

ated in the one induced the necessary current have been found globules of metallic potassium

in the other. The most daring of romance and sodium , which metals it will be remembered

writers would hardly have ventured upon such take fire by contact with water. It is assumed

a possibility as this. with regard to the formation of the metals in
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such a strange situation that they “ have been manner, which suggested colonial life . He had

produced by the electrolytic decomposition of an air as if the village street were scarcely

alkaline salts chiefly derived from the soil.' iwide enough for his swinging stride, as if he

The wooden bearers of the insulators had acted felt the little world of the smithy, the arena

as conductors of moisture from the ground, and of the intellectual heroes of Godscroft, narrow

some of them were found to be saturated with and circumscribed. He was good -looking, with

alkaline salts. The explosions themselves were a sun-embrowned complexion, and dark eyes

doubtless due to an accumulation of gas from 'with a merry twinkle in them ; while a strong

leaky and adjacent pipes mingling with the squarely-cut chin and jaw gave character to a

air in the boxes and fired by the metals named . face that would otherwise bave been only

This Report calls to mind the fact that both weakly good -natured. A large wiry -haired dog,

sodium and potassium - which are unknown in ' of a mongrel and nondescript type, lay at his
nature in uncombined state—were both feet, and formell the theme of conversation.

produced by Davy at the beginning of this It's a bonny dog o' its kind, and a guid dog,

century by passing a powerful electric current I’se warrant ; but I will never allow that it's

through the alkalies. la collie,' said one speaker.

The Royal United Service Institution now ' Did I ever say that it was? It has nothing

finds a home in handsome premises adjoining of the collie about it, although it has more

the large banqueting hall which until lately than a collie's intelligence.'

formed one of the Chapels Royal, Whitehall, ' It's a dour-looking beast,' said another. ' It

and the latter building is converted into its reminds me of a wolf I once saw in Wombwell's

Museum , which formerly was hidden away in 'menagerie, that came round this country -side

very shabby rooms. This Museum contains a four years ago come Lammas. — Ye'll mind it,

very valuable collection of models, arms, and Geordie ? '

armour, ordnance, and other things pertaining
You're none so handsome yourself, Jock, '

to naval and military matters. It seems a pity ' said the stranger, ' that you should object to the

that, at a time when every inducement to 'want of beauty in others. Did you never hear

enlist should be held out to aspiring youth tell of the old proverb, “ Handsome is as hand

by making both services popular, a collection some does ?”. Bill , here, is better than he is

such as this cannot be visited by the public bonny, and that he has proved .'

without payment for admission, while all other * Tell us all about it . It's just grand to

are free. It is a penny -wise and hear ye telling these outlandish stories,' said

pound-foolish policy. one of the bystanders.

An Antarctic expedition is to start from New • It would be away out there in Australia ,

York on the 1st of September next, under the I’se warrant,' said another.

command of Mr F. Ā. Cook, who went out “ Yes, boys, it was,' said the tall, bronzed ,

with Lieutenant Peary ethnologist and bearded man who owned Bill ; and he tossed

surgeon, and has twice since been on Arctic back his hair and gave his forehead a rub , as

voyages. if to quicken the bump of memory, and straight

waybegan.

* You want Bill's story, mates. Well , here it

is.
Κ Α ΤΙ Ε.

Some of you here, I don't doubt, will

remember that when the old man died in the

THERE are few more cheerful places on a cold hard winter of '70, I left the old country, that

winter nightthan a smithy with its roaring was pretty well used up for me, to try my luck

fire . The ruddy glow and sparkle of light, the in the Australian gold- fields, where they used

interested faces of the village loungers, the roar
to tell us down here that thegold might be

What

of the bellows, and the cheerful ring of the I got, and that was never very much , took a

I got for the mere trouble of lifting it up.

smith’s hammer on the anvil , all combine to precious deal of hard work, I can tell yoll ; and

make up a comfortable rural picture of light what with one thing and another, I tired of it,

and warnith . The smithy at Godscroft on a and went up the country to a big squatter, a

cold December evening was no exception to kenned man and a kindly, for he was one of

this rule ; it was warm and bright, and filled Hunter of Godscroft's sons, and hired myself to

to overflowing with village gossips, met to talk be one of his shepherds. I had a good berth

over the events of the day. The group of ' with him , nothing to complain of, either in

men collected round the fire was just such the way of work, or meat,or wages ; but it was

a group as may be found round any smithy I missedmy mother, poor old body, more than
| an ont-station, and it was terribly lonesome.

fire in the country, hard -headed , hard -featured, I can tell you. Many a time it would have

hard - fisted, shrewd, sensible men ; keen politi- done my heart good just to have heard the

cians, learned in polemical controversy, fond of click of her knitting needles, or seen the whisk

argument on most subjects, and able to take of the skirts of her old black gown ; and some

an intelligent , although often prejuliced, interest times I laughed, and sometimes I almost shed

in almost all the leading topics of the day.
tears, when I thought how it would have

Such were the loungers collected round the turned up kneadingdamper

, or toasting a bit of

amused her to have seen me with my sleeves

smithy fire at Godscroft, listening eagerly to mutton at the smoky fire.

a man who was in many respects dissimilar to • However, it was better, as I often said to

them . There was about him an easy breadth , myself, to be alone than tethered to a bad

a freedom, an expansiveness of gesture and neighbour ; and my sheep kept nie in so much

as
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work that I had very little time for thinking. was a boy. I had not the least idea in what

Every now and again they would take a wan- direction to turn , and was standing irresolute,

dering fit, and I would get up some fine when I heard the cry again , and it sounded

morning and find the half of the hirsel gone ; nearer, and was so distinct that I thought I

and nothing for it but to scour the country could go straight to the very spot it came from .

far and near till I came upon the track of The bank was so steep that I had to scramble

them . I have seen me ride fifty miles before up on my hands and knees, often slipping back

I came up with them .' and stopping to listen ; but I could hear nothing

" Eh, man, but ye woull be fearsome when except the soft gurgling plash of the water

ye did , said an old school-fellow appreciatively. down beneath me. was not sure which way

The big Australian withered him with a to turn, when I heard the cry again right ont

look , and went calmly on. of the scrub before me. I was in the right

' I was out one day after a lot of these long direction—that was one good thing ; but I will

legged woolly trespassers, that were as swift as never deny that I was frightened a bit, it

deer, and as cunning as the oldest fox in your was such a terrible cry, and the spot was so

spinneys here ; and I had not seen as much as lonely . I had that spirit in me, though, that

a print of one of their feet. I had been riding I would not go back ; and I crept forward on

since the morning broke, and I was spent with my hands and knees towards the top of the

hunger and fatigue, when the night came down bank, which was covered with a close low bush.

upon ine pitch dark, not a star visible --a deep It was a bit of a climb, and I had stopped a

Egyptian darkness that could almost be felt. I minute to get my breath, when I thought I

coulil not so much as see my hand when I heard a low moaning noise close to me. I

held it up before me. gripped my revolver, but it was of little use in

“ Ye were aye a baule billy,' said another the darkness, so I took out instead a big bowie

retrospective school-fellow , but that would knife I always carried , and held it ready in my

daunton ye. What did ye do ? '
hand . The next moment there was a sort of

• What could I do ? To turn back was more hurtling rush through the air above me, and

dangerous than to go forward. I let my horse something leaped right down upon my shoulders.

solve the difficulty ; he seemed to see what was I gave a yell, and then another ; and then away

before him ; I could not ; and we went on , and down the bank we rolled , riving and tearing at

on , and on till I saw a shimmering gleam flash each other in an agony of mortal fright. As

through the mirk darkness of the night, and soon as I could get my right hand free, I gave
heard the rush of water. It was a creek, as we a desperate thrust with the knife ; and with a

call them in those parts ; and as the horse yell of rage and pain , the creature dropped off

macle no pause, I role boldly on , and by God's from me , and I heard the thud of its fall on

mercy, rather than my own good guidance, some projecting rock or bush that had caught

we stumbled on a place that was fordable, and it in its downward descent.

got safely to the other side. The steep bank ' I was more frightened than hurt, and soon

was overgrown with bush, as I could see by a scrambled to my feet. As a smoker is never

glint of moonlight that flashed out all of a without matches, I soon had a light, with which

sudden , and I was just taking a look round to I groped my way down to where the creature

see if I could make out where I was, when my lay, and what do you think I found ?'

were pierced by the most awful cry I A teeger, may be,' said another old school

think I have ever heard . It was so loud , and fellow.

so shrill, and so full of pain, that it fairly 'Ye silly gowk, there are no tigers in Aus

made my blood run cold. I leaped out of the tralia. I found Bill ;but my word, he was not

sailile in sheer fright, and looked round me the comfortable well-fed beast he is to -day. I

like a man bewildered . The wide bare pastures don't think I ever saw such a dog as lie looked

and scrubby bush around were void of any then, either before or since. He was a gaunt,

human habitation, and yet it was like the cry starved skeleton , bleeding slowly from a wound

of some poor human creature in the extremity in the side which he had got in his struggle

of distress. so ghastly, so unearthly, with He made no attempt to escape, but

that the horse I was riding, although he was a lifted his head and gave me a look so pathetic,

steady old brute, shied, and swerved sharply so almost human in its mute, reproachful appeal

round . Ile was in such a panic, that I could for help, that it fairly went to my heart. I

not help remembering mother's old -world stories spoke gently to him ; and he looked up at me

about ghosts, although I tried to tell myself as if he would ſain have spoken and told me

that there was no such thing. However, ghost his story. He let me stanch the blood that

or no ghost, I was bound to go on ; so I set a was trickling from his side ; and I bound up

stout heart to a stey brae ; and when I found the wound as well as I could. He then stag

that I could not force the terrified brute up gered to his feet and whined, and caught my

the bank, I dismounted, and tied him to å sleeve with his teeth, and showed me as plainly

young gum - tree. as if he had spoken that he wanted me to

I had scarcely set my face to the bank follow him .

again , when the same cry sounded out once ' I took up the lantern and he wagged his

I tell you, mates, it made the blood tail and licked my hand ; and we scrambled up

run cold round my heart, it was so shrilly the bank together, and then , always whining

wild , so unearthly , so despairing ; and to make and looking back , he led the way into the

it worse, the black night came down on me bush . The brushwood was so thick and dense

again mirk and heavy, like the blackness of the that I was almost beat ; I could scarcely force

parishi mortcloth I used to wonder at when I my way through ; but whenever I stopped to

ear's

It was me.

more.
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get a mouthful of breath , he whined and by his aid I got her home to my hut, where

fawned on me, and pulled at my sleeve, and she lay for many days more dead than alive.

showed such an agony of distress, that I could She wanted nothing but a sip of water or tea ;

not but pity the poor dumb beast, and make and when she came round a little, a mouthful

all the haste I could to follow. By this time of damper. It was poor fare for an invalid , and

the day was beginning to break, and it was one, too, who had evidently been daintily nur

not so dark as it had been. He had led me to tured ; and I expected nothing but that it would

a sort of cave formed by a shelf of rock kill her outright. She rallied, however, and got

projecting from the bank, and there, wrapped up at last, and crept to the door ; and the fresh

in å tartan shawl , was a sight that brought my air helped to strengthen her ; and, as was natural

heart to my mouth . A girl, a bit lassie, so for so young a creature, the heavy cloud of grief

sorely wasted and spent that I lifted her up that had overshadowed her lightened a little, and

in my arms like a child and carried her out she began to sing softly to herself, in a sorrowful

to the - open. Her eyes were closed , and she heart-broken way, that saddened me to hear,

seemed too far gone for speech ; but there was but was better for herself, maybe, than the

life in her still, as I could see by the flickering silent despair in which she had been since the

of her eyelids when I stooped down to look at day I found her.

her.
As for Bill here, he had got better long before

As for the dog, who had crawled after us, he she was able to move about ; and although he

looked up in my face with his pathetic eyes always took a charge of her, he showed a great

full of a dumb prayer for help ; and then-for affection for me, and liked nothing better than

he was fairly beat, and could not, I believe, to follow meabout.

have dragged his trembling limbs another step ' I could makeout nothing clearly about Katie

-he stretched himself out on the grass beside for that she told me was her name-e
xcept that

her and licked her little wasted hand . I was she was the daughter of a poor gentleman ; that

in such a state of excitement myself that I her mother was dead ; and that she and her father

fairly trembled . I scarcely knew what to had always been all in all to each other. He

do ; but I got some water and laved her face i had made money at the diggings, but that was

and moistened her lips ; and when she had gone; she was all that was left ; and I could

swallowed a few drops, she came round so far see for myself that she was the bonniest bit

that she could utter a word or two in a faint lassie that ever gladdened a man's heart. Her

whisper. eyes were bright and blue, like the dewy blue

" Thus, bit by bit I got her story: She and bells I used to gather when I was a laddie on

her father had been on their way home from the Godscroft rigs ; her hair had the colour

the gold -fielels, and he had a considerable sum and glint of burnished gold ; and her cheeks

of money on him , how much she scarcely knew, began to show the loveliest colour, like that of

and it made little matter, for it was all gone. the sweet fresh wild -roses.

In a darksome gully on the roal , he had been ' I think I see her as if it were but yesterday

set upon and robbed and murdered ; and she shaking back the curling hair from her brow,

had fled into the bush like a distracted creature, and lifting her bonny lit face to mine, and

and wandered about day and niglit till Bill had asking how she was to do this, and what she

come back to her ; and she had followed him to was to make of that, for she had never been used

this cave, where she had lived for some weeks to work ; and I had to show her how the

on such berries and roots as she could findl. simplest things were done ; but she was quick

She was afraid to leave its poor shelter, for at the uptake, and never necded to be told a

she had lost her way completely, and was thing twice ; and I liked her to ask my advice,

thoroughly bewildered "; and so, when the for when she did so, her eyes would shine like

supplies of roots and berries-never very ' genis, and her face would flush up almost as

plentiful in an Australian bush — began to run , if she liked me ; but that, I told myself, was

short, she gave herself
up for lost, and lay impossible.

down in despair to die. "The long and the short of it was that I

Poor thing ! My heart was in my mouth began to like her too well for my own peace.

as I listened.
Gaunt and haggard as she was, The only happy moments in my life were

it was easy to see that she had been a bonny spent in watching her, or listening with the

lassie ; and her voice was so soft and sweet that keenest delight to every word she uttered.

it was like a song from Paraclise. “ You must She told me often about the books she had

not speak of dying,” I said— “ you that have all read ; and she spoke sometimes of the life she

your life before you, and can scarcely tell yet had led, a life altogether unlike mine. My

how pleasant a thing it is to live." heart sank within me when I thought it over.

“ I have no desire to live longer,” she said. What was I that I should think of winning

" I have nothing to live for, now that my father lier love ; I had nothing to offer her but the

is gone ;" and she closed her eyes and shudderel. true affection of a fond, loving heart. I could

She spoke with a pretty accent, and her voice not even tell her how well I liked her. I

sounded in my lonely ears like the sweetest trembled before her like an aspen leaf, and

music I had ever heard ; but although she was could scarcely get out a word if it were to

so gentle and sweet, she quite knocked all the save my life. That was a rough time on me,

conceit out of me, and I could only stare at mates. I was so wretched , that I got sour and

her and munible, “ No, no ; you must not talk gruff, and spoke sharply to the very creature

of dying.” I could have fallen down and worshipped . So,

When she revived a little, I carried her down from less to more, she got to think that I was

to the place where I had left my horse, and | tired of her presence there ; and one evening

é
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how well I memember it - she was stanling shoulder, and I thought she was tired, and was

full in the blaze of the firelight, her figure falling asleep ; but after a few minutes she

erect, her hands loosely clasped before her, her opened her eyes, and there was a solemn far

bonny blue eyes fixed wistfully on mine. away look in their blue deeps that fairly

“ I must have been a great trouble to you ,” | frightened me. “ John ,” she whispered so low ,

she said quietly. “ And you have been very that I could just hear her by bending down

good to me. But now I feel quite strong. If my ear to her mouth— “ John, you have been

you will put me on the right road to-morrow . a dear good husband to me. Kiss me, and

I will go away with Bill, and never trouble hold me fast, for I feel as if I were slipping

you any more. away.”

“ Where ?” I almost shouted , clutching Bill's Woes me, how gladly would I have held

collar as I spoke. her fast forever ; but I could not ; she was

“ To the city ; it was there my father was slipping away from me, and from all things

going.” earthly . There was a flutter of her bonny

“ Have you any friends there ?”
white eyelids, a long, long gasping breath, and

“ No ; I have no friends anywhere ; but I she was gone. Bill, there, is all that I have

have learned to work. I shall find work there, left of her, and rough , mongrel tyke as he is,

I hope." the money is not coined that could buy him

Stay with me, Katie,” I cried in utter from me !

despair. “ I have not much to offer you ; but I He drew his large brown hand across his

loveyou - you must have seen how I love you ." | eyes. It is years since now, and the world

" She did not answer me in worıls, but she has used me not unkindly. I am a prosperous

stole her little soft hand into mine. How man ; and my wife up there' --and he pointed

happy I was ! I could scarcely believe in myown to the village inn behind him-' is a good

good fortune, for I hall never dared to hope , woman, and has made me an excellent wife,

that it was possible that she could like me. and we are happy enough . I have nothing

“ There was nothing to be gained by waiting to complain of ; but oh ! I never lay my hand

Handsome trousseaux are not easily come by on Bill's rough head but I think of my lost

out in the Australian bush . We went down to love, and the place where she lies by the side

the station, where the parson chance to be of her murdered father far out in the Aus

making his rounds, and were married. The tralian bush .'

very loneliness of our life made our happiness

deeper, I think. We were like Adam and Eve

in Paraclise. I never saw the sun shine so A L U LL A B Y.

brightly as it did that spring, or the grass
Hush - A - BYE, baby !

look so fresh and green ; and my bonny bit
Mother will sing to thee .

lassie was as pleased as a queen and as blithe as Soft is the moan of the wind in the tree .

a mavis. If I were to speak for ever, I could
Angels are listening,

never tell you of all the true and tender feeling

of a lad and his lass who love each other as
Bright stars are glistening,

we did. Earth was like heaven to 11s, and that
Like sentinels watching my baby and me.

lonely little hut an Eden . Woes me ! we were

driven too soon from its shelter . Hush -a -bye, baby !

" She was as merry as a linnet, as I said What shall I sing to thee ?

before, and her eyes glanced like diamonds,
Sinketh the bird to her nest on the lea ;

and her cheek bloomed like the red, red rose ; Shadows are creeping,

but for all that, the canker was at the root of
Moonbeams are peeping,

my bonny flower. She complained of no pain , Twilight is deepening o'er moorland and sea ,

and she seemed to grow bonnier and bonnier

every day ; yet she grew weaker also, and she Lullaby, dearie !

kuew it herself ; but I struggled sore not to Mother is near thee.

Bright may the dreams of my little one be.

“ When I cannot stay any longer with you , Angels defend thee ;

John,” she said , “ promise to buryme beside my God His love send thee,

father.”
And carefully guard both my baby and me.

' For I had gone out to the bush and looked GERALD HAYWARD.

for the murdered man, and found him lying

where she hail covered him up with leaves and
* TO CONTRIBUTORS.

A ghastly object he was
to look at,

with his skull beaten in, and his clothes all | 1st. All communications should be addressed to the !

covered with clotted blood ; and I hail laid
' Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh .'

2d . For its return in case of ineligibility, postage - stamps
him in a decent grave, and happit him up

should accompany every manuscript.
close and warm--for love of her, that was

3d. To secure their safo return if ineligible, ALL Mand
even then the very light of any eyes.

SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by aletter of advice or

“ Don't speak in that way, Katie,” I cried ; otherwise, should have the writer's Name and Address

“ I camot bear it. Oh , my lassie, you are written upon them IN FULL .

better to-day --tell me that you feel stronger ?” 4th . Poetical contributions should invariably be accom

“ I think I do," she answered, looking wist
panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

fully at me; but that very night, when we

were sitting on a bench I had put up outside : Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

the door, she leaned her head against my 47 Paternoster Row, LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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AN UNAUTHORISED INTERVENTION :*

BEING A PASSAGE IN THE CAREER OF A CENTRAL AMERICAN DIPLOMATIST.

BY DAVID LAWSON JOHNSTONE, AUTHOR OF THE REBEL COMMODORE, ' &c.

IN FOUR CHAPTERS. — CHAPTER I.

WELL, good -bye,' said Sir Ralph, rising. ' I | riors for the time being ; and he was so charm

hope you will have a good time in the States, ingly irresponsible, and did outrageous things

Thorold. You will go straight on to 'Frisco, -considered from an official standpoint - with

of course ? such an unconscious air, that the most easy

“ Oh, I suppose so.' going diplomatist was forced in his own defence

' It will be better. I only mentioned it in to get rid of him as quickly as possible . Thus,

case you had a fancy to land in San Estevan. having exhausted the influence of his relatives

The trouble there seems to be coming to a head, and the patience of Downing Street, and gone

you know , and a man with your reputation for the round of the smaller European legations, lie

getting into scrapes cannot afford to run risks had been banished for his good to a place where

—nor we to allow you.- I think that's all .' opportunities for mischief were of the smallest.

Jack Thorold laughed as he shook hands He did not like it -for the American Spaniard

with his chief. “ Most reputations would be the is prone to jealousy, and the details of Spanish

better of being pricked ,' he remarked , ' and American politics are somewhat sordid , but

mine has been ready for the needle for a long for twelve months he had made the best of the

time. - Good -bye, sir. Don't hesitate to tele- situation, and added not more than half - a -dozen

graph if I am wanted in Salvatierra before my wrinkles to his chief's brow. Now he was free

leave's up. ' for a time. It liad been his intention to visit

" Thanks,' said the chief, quite gravely. “ But the Western States, and try to get some shoot

we shall try to get along for two months withing. But Sir Ralph, in the innocence of his

out your assistance. ' heart, had given him a new idea . The worthy

Providence and the Foreign Office had assigned knight had failed altogether to comprehend his

to Sir Ralph Petre the arduous task of watch - junior's nature, or he would never have men

ing over Her Majesty's interests in a group of tioned the troubles in the neighbouring republic

little republics on the Pacific coast, most of of San Estevan - still less would he have barred

them addicted to the engrossing amusement of him from going thither. It may be said at

revolution ; and the authorities had once that Jack did go to San Estevan, and

saddled Sir Ralph, who was a worthy man underwent some remarkable experiences. The

and did not deserve it, with Mr Jack Thorold story is told here because—for reasons that are

as his second secretary. One is afraid that good and sufficient - it is not to be found in

neither was sufficiently grateful. Jack hail the archives of the Foreign Office.

devoted five years of his life to the service of Within twenty -four hours of his interview

his country and his own entertainment, and with Sir Ralph, Jack was quite at home on

the occupations were inclined to clash . He was board the Pacific mail steamer Idaho, north

popular with everybody, except with his supe- ward bound for San Francisco, touching en route

same
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at various points of Central America and Mexico. Looks as if Melgarejo was going to be

IIe had arrived at the port of New Salvatierra euchred this game,' said the captain . No funds ;

from the capital as she was getting up steam , and can't get 'em at any price.
I heard a

and had swung his luggage — it consisted of a good yarn about him last trip,' he went on .

guin-case and a small portmanteau — on board It seems he bought a couple of old Gatlings

when the engines were actually moving. The from Mexico, and for a while carried every
first-mate stood fuming at the gangway, thing before him . This didn't suit the rebels,

' Come! hurry up, sir ! ' he cried. Do you as they call 'em. So they made a surprise raid

wish to be left behind ? ' one night, and collared all the Gatling ammu

'A moment, please.” Jack paid his boatmen, nition. Melgarejo can't move until he gets

and, without undue haste, began to climb the more from the States ; and if the rebels can

steps. manage to capture the guns before it turns up

Hurry up, sir ! hurry up ! repeated the mate. —well, it's all over with him .'

Jack stoppel, and pulled out his watch. And a good job, too,' remarked somebody.

“Why should I ?” he asked , with an aggrieved I'm not so sure, now . It depends. They

air. You will pardon me, but it still wants say the rebel leaders don't hit it off together ;

two minutes of the advertised time of starting and if they fall out over the spoils — as they're

This was at five o'clock ; before dinner, he murally certain to do — it may mean six of the

liad heard the captain's family history over a one and half-a-dozen of the other. That's the

glass of sherry-and- bitters, and was on excellent worst of these revolutions. They're like

terms with his fellow -passengers. liqueur-drinking : you can't break yourself off

Sir Ralph's hint played hide-and-seek with the habit. Here, there's only one man that

his all that night ; and on the can pull 'em through .'

morrow , while the Iduho ran northward within " And that is ? '

sight of the blue range of the San Estevan moun ' Young Juan Tovar.'

tains , that troublesome little State was more in ' I'm afraid I never heard of him, ' said Jack.

his thoughts than was altogether safe. For the , ' But if he can , why doesn't he ?'

first time it struck him as a grievance that he Never heard of Tovar ? ' asked the captain.

had never set foot in it. His chief had visited ' The old man, Juan's father, was the best

it more than once during the past year, but President that San Estevan ever had - and a

had always left him in Salvatierra. Its repu- long way the best in Central America, for

tation, of course, was not unknown to him . the matter of that. As straight as old ' Job,

Although one of the smallest republics of the sir. In five years he showed what the republic

group, it was undoubtedly the worst governed could do under honest rule : paid up the in

and most corrupt and most turbulent ; which i terest like a man , developed trade, built the

meant much . For ten years General Melgarejo, railroad from Sampacho to the capital, encour

with the army behind liim , had ruled it as aged enterprise of every sort. Tell you for

Dictator, suppressing the numerous attempts at a fact, sir , the country was never so Hourish

l'evolution with rigour, choking all progress, and ing. I used to liſt five times the amount of

ultimately landing it in bankruptcy. Now, by cargo myself ; and if that ain't proof, I'll be glad

all accounts, the tide was turning. Melgarejo to hear what is. Then he went down under

was confronted with the most serious rebellion this Llackguard Melgarejo, who was his Minister

of the long series ; the whole country beyond of War, and had him treacherously shot in the

the capital and the seaboard was said to be back one fine morning. And his son ? Oli, he

in arnis against him ; , his back was , to the was a lad of sixteen or so then , and managed

wall ; and, as Sir Ralph had indicatel, it was to give 'em the slip; lle's been all over since

an open question what the upshot would be. - in the States and England - doing a bit of

Jack , on his part, was sorely tempted to find fighting in Brazil and Chili - waiting his chance,

out for himself. so to speak. They tell me he's got plenty of

At dinner -time that evening he was still in sand — a second edition of his father for brains

doubt, but made an opportunity to bring the and grit. Well, you may lay to it that the

talk round to the subject. biggest part of the people look back upon these

• You touch at San Estevan , I suppose, cap- times with considerable regret, and after ten

tain ?' he inquired , in an indifferent tone. years of Melgarejo, swear by the name of Tovar,

' We'll be off Sampacho in a matter of three The youngster has only, to turn up to have

or four hours ,' replied the captain . ' But I half the army and the whole country with him

guess you won't see much, sir. Not that there's in a fortnight.'

much to see — barring surf, and there's no * Then why doesn't he ?' repeated Jack, quite

scenery in that. It'll be dark, of course ; but eagerly. All this information had not tended

we've only to land the mails and some cargo, to lessen his interest in the affairs of San

so that don't matter neither. A two-hours' job, Estevan.

say - and quite long enough. It's not exactly ' I was coming to that. Melgarejo, for all

what you call a health -resort, Sainpacho isn't.' he's a sweep , ain't much of a fool. He's hand

• The
remark might fit the whole in glove with the surrounding States— birds of

republic just now , I believe. a feather-and they watch the frontiers for

Well, it isn't the healthiest spot in the him . So young Tovar's choked off there ; and

world for an honest man, if all's true that's if he tries the front-door entrance by steamer

told ,' admitted the captain. —then, I guess, I wouldn't risk the lowest in

The parable was taken up by another pass- surance premium on record on his life.
They

enger. How's the revolution going ?" he say, too, that the President's spies have been

asked.
dogging him for years. And that's why, sir.—

same
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But it's too good a night to waste here, now ' I ?—Oh, I am a native,' said Valdez.

that dinner's over, gentlemen , In an hour or “ Of San Estevan ?' Jack wheeled round upon

two we'll maybe have somefresher news to dis- him , wondering from his tone if he had put

cuss about this revolution .' his foot in it. Then perhaps you are going to

As they rose to go on deck, Jack's eyes hap- land also ? ' he asked.

pened to meet those of his neighbour. He was Valdez smiled . " Thanks ; but I am not quite

a young Spanish -American of the name of tired of my life,' he answered. • The truth is,

Valdez , understood to be a Chileño, and while Mr Thorold, that Melgarejo and I have several

he had taken no part in the conversation, had old scores between us. I am one of his exiles,

evidently followed it with interest. Now he and have been lucky enough to cross him in

smiled to the Englishman. one or two pet schemes. So he does not love

What do you think, sir ?' he inquired, in me ; and I '—-his voice took on a more bitter

perfect English. tone-' well, I should give much to have him

Jack caught his meaning at once. That if within ten feet of my revolver. I do not

I were this young fellow,'he replied, ' I shouldn't think his army would be of much use to him

think twice about running the risk, big as it ! then . — But pardon me,' he went on ; ' I must
is . There's bound to be a flaw somewhere .' not trouble you with my anıbitions. Such talk

' I think the same,' said the other, always sounds foolish . - You are quite deter

For half-an -hour thereafter Jack paced the mined to go to San Estevan ? '

deck, idly thinking. The sun had dropped Quite !

into the Pacific, which for once did not belie Pray, consider. He laid his hand on Jack's

its name; the night was calm , the sky bright arm . * It may be dangerous — it will certainly

with a thousand stars ; and perhaps the dimbe uncomfortable. For one thing, you will

phosphorescent gleam from the water, the have to stay all night in Sampacho, and it is

witchery of the tropic evening, insensibly i a most miserable place. Then the risks of

affected his decision. Like most men, although war '

he was unaware of it himself — and, like them , My dear fellow, you are really making

would have scouted the idea-he was very , me more eager to go. Anyway, my mind's

susceptible to the romantic. He did not argue , made up. It will do me a world of good to

the matter out in his mind : he never did. ' l'ough it for one night; and as to San Estevan,

Stopping, he leaned over the starboardl rail. , it will be a service if you can recommend ine

All at once he saw the twinkle of a light in a decent hotel in the city.'

the distance , doubtless from some point on the Valdez shrugged his shoulders in deprecation .

shore — the San Estevan shore. Then, yawning, It is your own affair,' he said.

he tossed his cigar into the water. His decision " And the hotel ? '

was taken . “ The Casa Bolivar is said to be good.'

' Is it not a beautiful evening, Mr Thorold ? ' Jack thanked him , and the subject was

said a voice in his ear. dropped by common consent : there was

Turning, he recognised his neiglıbour at more to be said . Then , after a minute, Valdez

dinner. Señor Valdez was smiling, pleasantly : made his excuses and went below.

a clean -built young fellow, something, of liis ' Good-luck, amigo mio,' he said , as they

own age and height, with a face telling of shook hands. “ Something tellsine
we shall

some power and considerab
le

decision. Jack meet again .'

liked his appearance, and returned the greeting ; As for Thorold , he paced the deck for a

and for a little the two walked up and down, i little longer, wrestling with some new ideas to

conversing on this and that. which the conversation had given birth. What

At last Valdez recurred to the old subject. ever the result, it did not change his inten

You to have interest in San , tion .

Estevan, Mr Thorold ? ' said he. Before ten o'clock the Idaho was riding at

' I mean to land at Sampacho to -night, said anchor a full mile off the port (humorously

Jack , quietly. so called ) of Sampachy, which was as near as

Indeed ? ' There
moment's pause. she dared venture ; and the lights of the

For pleasure, I presume?? village were before Jack Thorold, and the

And in the pursuit of knowledge, of course . sound of the surf was loud in his ears, as he

It is the proper thing to add.' stepped into the boat to be rowed ashore with

“ You know the country ?' the mails. He was the only stranger to land,

I never there, I am glad to say. and captain and passengers bade him farewell

Knowledge of a country is sometimes a danger- at the gangway with a pleasant exaggeration of

ous thing.' Gall except Valdez, who did not again

“ Ah !' said Vallez, and silent for a appear. Jack was in high spirits. There was

minute. Then : ‘ You may see some fighting, if a suggestion of adventure in the affair that

the captain is right.' very congenial to his mood. A heavy

Frankly, I might never have thought of swell was running ; and it was a matter requir

going otherwise, replied Jack, laughing : The ing some delicacy of management to approach

captain has male me anxious to see this ter- the jetty through the surf, and some nerve to

rible Melgarejo before he's thrown. Good -luck catch and mount the rope-ladder that at one

to the rebels, say I ! Isn't it curious, now , moment swung high above the water, and at

how the mind of the average man has an the next was immersed in it to the highest

abstract sympathy with rebels ? I know I have, rung. But at last it was done in safety , and

at least.' He broke off. “ Do you know the Jack Thorold set_foot for the first time in the

country, señor ? ' l'epublic of San Estevan.

no
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Involuntarily he shivered as he paused for alternately regarding him and the group. He

a moment to take in the scene . The air was was just beginningto think that the conduct

thick and close, and smelt of malaria ; and the of the officials of San Estevan was somewhat

crowd of Ladinos (Ladino or Mestizo - half - wanting both in business-like despatch and in

breed , applied to the descendant of white men courtesy to foreigners, when at length the con

and Indians in whatever degree ) and Indians ference broke up, an officer detached himself

on the jetty - Custom -house officials, soldiers in from his comrades and left the hut ; and at

ragged uniforms, hangers-on of the port-looked the command of another — a middle-aged man,

far from prepossessing under the ligìt of half -a- with an air of authority--the shed was cleared

dozen miserable lamps. He noticed first that of all except those in uniform , perhaps a dozen

the soldiers largely predominated, but were in in number. To these Jack took off his hat,

no apparent oriler ; secondly, that they were and suggested in Spanish — he spoke it better

armell with rifle and bayonet ; and , last of all than most natives — that it might be convenient

-this with a mild surprise — that his own ap- to examine his luggage and allow him to dis

pearance had evidently caused some excitement ; cover a night's lodging.

for he was being scrutinised from head to foot The middle-aged officer returned the saluta

with distinct curiosity , while mysterious nods tion. ' I am quite at your service, señor," he

and winks were circulating amongst the on- said , civilly enough.

lookers. He coull not understand it, but stood Jack bowed ; and the spectators, forgetting

the ordeal with his customary moclesty . For even their cigarettes, craned forward to watch

perhaps a niinute he awaiteil" a sequel; and , the inspection of his solitary valise. In a

just as he was despairing of one, a fellow in gentle way, he felt interested in their obvious

Indian dress hustled roughly against him . interest. It was so incomprehensible. Truth to

A thousand pardons, señor," he said, aloud ; tell , the ceremony could scarcely have been

and then , in English : Follow me - quick ! more thorough if the Custom-house had been

quick ! on the Pyrenees, and he a suspected contraban

Jack turned upon him like a shot, only to dista . In the end he was even a little sorry

find that he was yazing unconcernedly out to for the searchers' disappointment, though he

At first, in his astonishment, he could do could not guess what it was that they had

nothing but stare at the man's profile. There expected to find. But his ordeal was not yet

was little doubt in his inind that it was he for over. The fruitless examination was followed

whom the remark was intended ; and the small by another spell of whispering, and that in

amount remaining was presently dispelled by a turn by a keen interrogation regarding his

gentle pressure of the stranger's foot upon his name, nationality, destination, and purpose in

llis curiosity mastered his instinct of pru- visiting San Estevan. Jack, repelling , an

dence. impulse to do otherwise, answered with a

Wliy, what's this ?' he demanded . reasonable amount of truth . He did not deem

‘ H’sh ! they're watching, us-take no notice, it necessary to mention his connection with

on your life !' was the quick reply. Louder, in the British Legation .

Spanish : ‘ Si, señor : she sails in an hour for Still the officer did not appear to be satisfied.

the north . Dropping again into English, he You have a passport, perhaps ?' he suggested.

wliispereil : Follow me at once—it's the only Is it needful ?' asked Jack. ' I was not

chance — don't hesitate to use your revolver if aware, or I could easily have got one.'

necessary ! Readly ? This way, then -come !' ' It is usual, especially when one visits San

The stranger čuyed away as he spoke ; and Estevan for pleasure. He repeated the word

his tone so peremptory that Jack - who doubtfully, as if he failed to grasp the idea of

hal a curious feeling that he was somebody anybody doing such an idiotic act. “ Business,

else , and as such bound to obey the command one can understand—si ! But pleasure !— And

-was half-tempted to see the affair through, then, señor, you speak the language very well

be the consequences what they might. But at for an Englishman.

that moment a sharp whistle sounded ; all at Jack laughed outright. " Pardon me,' he said,

once, it seemed, he was surrounded by but that does not strike me as a reason for

soldiers ; his bag was seized by one, his gun- keeping me out of the country-or out of my
case by another , and so, before he had time bed , which is more important just now. And

to realise the position, he was hustled into the if there is nothing else, señor,' he went on,

bailly-lit shed that did duty for a Custom -house. perhaps you will be good enough to direct me

How the thing had been done, and why, were to a lodging. I should be obliged.?

equally beyoni him . Ele glanced around. lle A minute, if you please,' replied the officer.

was the centre of a motley crowd which occu He rejoined the others, and the whispered con

piel the room and blocked up the doors, and versation was renewed with many head -shakings

one and all were eyeing him harler than ever. and doubtful glances towards the Englishman.

But of the mysterious English -speaking Indian For him , the farce was beginning to lose its
there was

no sign. Somehow , he was glad interest—it was being unduly prolonged, to his

of it.
mind - when one phrase that he overheard set

It was a minute or two before he had quite his wits a -puzzling again . ' If only the Com

recovered his equanimity, and then he observed mandante would come!' said somebody. Then

that several personages in uniform , apparently there was method in all this confabulation :

officers, had drawn aside from the ruck and for some unaccountable reason he was being

were conferring in undertones, throwing an detained : he was practically a prisoner. He

occasional look in his direction . He waited in whistled softly to himself. He had wished for

patience ; the commoner onlookers did the same, an adventure, and here
adventure
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A STUDY FOR ENGLISHMEN.

already to his hand ! And, before the whistle erable to our more rigid and scientific

had died away, one of the doors swung open , system of penal servitude.

and several more officers entered . The Dobru Volna Flot (the ' Fleet of the Good

“ The Commandante ! ' Will ') is the flotte patriotique of the Journal de

Hat in lanıl, the middle -aged spokesman St Pétersbourg and of the French press , while

advanced to meet the leader — a stout, surly- it is known to us as the Russian Volunteer

faced soldier, in the uniform of a colonel of Fleet. The origin of this truly extraordinary
infantry. Heet was the enthusiasm of the Russian people

We were waiting for you, Señor Coronel,' during the Russo -Turkish war . It was then

he said. found that the Russian Government had not

The colonel waved him asiile . ‘ Pshaw ! there sufficient transports at its command for the

could be no doubt,' he answered, a little con- purposes of the war, and it was proposed to

temptuously. Then he advanced to Jack , bow- meet this deficiency by means of a Heet bought

ing ironically. “ Don Juan Tovar, I believe ?? and paid for by the people. The idea was a

said he. ' I am happy to welcome you back splendid success — subscriptions poured in

to San Estevan, señor-and grieved that it is every hand, and in a few days amounted to

my duty to make you my prisoner as a rebel some millions of roubles. Wealthy merchants

to the Government of the republic ! ' guaranteed annual contributions ; and naval

officers, not content with fighting their country's

battles, offered the Governmenta share of their

THE RUSSIAN VOLUNTEER FLEET.
pay . The patriotic spirit of the people carried

everything before it, and when a Committee

was formed to administer the funds so lavishly
By Joan Dill Ross .

subscribed , the Volunteer Fleet commenced its

The clouds of national prejudice which have so successful and honourable career.

long separated Englishmen and Russians are at The first vessels purchased were such of the

last clearing away , and as the two great nations Atlantic liners or other suitable ships as were

are beginning to know more about cach other, immediately available for the intended trans

the old -time feuds are fast disappearing, to be port service ; and at the termination of the

replaced , it is sincerely to be hoped, by feelings war, the Russian Government had several fine

of friendship which must necessarily work to steamers at its disposal which were no longer

the best interests of both empires, and of peace required as ' troopers' in the Black Sea . It

throughout Europe and Asia. The popular feel- was then very wisely decided to utilise these

ing that the Prince of Wales has done much to ships in improving the communications by sea

improve our relations with the great Russian between Russia and Siberia, and at the same

Empire is no doubt based on good grounds, time to make them useful in developing Rus

and than this, His Royal Highness could hardly sian commerce with the Far East. Both these

render a greater service to his country. objects have been attained to such an extent

The Russian Volunteer Fleet has often been that the Volunteer Fleet is becoming of greater

written about in the English press, and news importance every year. The old vessels pur

of the movements of these ships is frequently chased during the war have long since been

to be found amidst the ample telegraphic sold out of the service, and have been replaced

despatches of the Times. Like many things by the finest ships which the Tyne and the Clyde

Russian, however, the flotte patriotique has been can build for theCommittee. Such splendid

written about with a marvellous ignorance of ships as the Petersburg, Sarutof, and Orel can

the origin and aims of the Aeet. Even the steam their eighteen knots, and have developed

Times, in publishing a Shanghai telegram ,dated even higher speeds than that in their trial

230 September, to the effect that the ships of trips. They are by far the fastest ships runn

the feet were being concentrated at Vladi- ing a regular service east of the Suez Canal.

vostok, presumably in response to the course These steamers are variously employed on

of the Japanese invasion of China, gave wings their voyages to Vladivostok. Some carry troops;

to a canard of the wildest breed . Inquiries others take emigrants from the more crowded

made immediately on the publication of the listricts of Russia to make a new home for

telegram at once showed it to be pure inven- themselves in Siberia, a magnificent country,

tion, and the ' Volunteers' have quietly carried capable of supporting a vast population ; while

out their usual service without the slightest such vessels as the Yaroslavl and the Tamboff

reference to events in China. Journalists of the have been especially designed and built at very

more sensational order have, moreover, filled great cost for the transport of convicts. Rail

columns in British newspapers both at home way material and military stores are shipped

and abroad with wonderful stories about the by these steamers in very large quantities. On

prison -ships of the fleet, wherein clanking chains, the return journey to Russia, they often bring

ingenious arrangements for boiling refractory home time-expired troops ; but this does not

prisoners
in superheated steam , and other prevent them from loading immense quantities

romantic details, are sketched in with a bold of tea at Hankow for Odessa. The Volunteer

hand. As a matter of fact, however, the prison- Fleet has had a marked influence on the tea

ships of the fleet the outcome of the trade of China. The difference between the

studies of the best English and Russian prison present direct communication from Hankow to

authorities, and are admirably suited for their Odessa at a moderate freight, and the old slow,

purpose. Indeed, to most minds the lot of the costly, and uncertain overland route, is enor

Russian convict transported to Siberia under mous, and it simply enables the Russian mer

the present system would appear infinitely pref- chants of to-day to pay prices for the finer

are
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teas which English buyers cannot approach. A treated with the greatest kindness and courtesy

trade of less but increasing importance is that by everyone
on board. The points which

in oil-seeds, pepper, and other tropical produce struck me most were in the first place the

from the Straits Settlements and Ceylon to care and skill with which the ship was navi

Odessa. This development of Russian trade gated ; and secondly, the admirable conduct and

with the Far East is capable of still greater discipline of the troops on board, who were

expansion, and it is difficult to see how it could over a thousand in number. It is well worth

have been accomplished without the agency of recording that when the Vladivostok of the

the Volunteer Fleet. Volunteer Fleet was wrecked off the coast of

There is of course the political aspect of the Japan in 1893, in a dense fog, which had lasted

Volunteer Fleet-perhaps the point which is of for days, and although a nasty sea was run

the greatest general interest to us. The officers ning at the time, her commander nevertheless

of the fleet are all officers of the Imperial landed over a thousand soldiers and sailors,

navy, and although the ships carry no arma- and some two hundred women and children,

ment, the facilities doubtless exist for placing without the loss of a single life, an achieve

it on board either at Sebastopol or Vladivostok ment which surely reflects the highest credit

as occasion may require. Here, then , we have on both officers and men.

ships capable of carrying from fifteen hundred
The Orél is a splendid sea-boat . Crossing

to two thousand troops, of a speed which no the Indian Ocean in June, we had the full

vessel east of the Suez Canal" can approach, force of the monsoon against us all the way

and of an almost indefinite coal-endurance, from Acheen Head to the Red Sea. She steamed

for the “ Volunteers' liave a bunker capacity of an easy thirteen knots with only two of her

several hundreds of tons, and would most likely four boilers under pressure, and the great steamer

be at their best steaming trim with something was as lively in the waves as a yacht.

like two thousand tons of coals in their holds An historical interest attaches to the Orel

as dead-weight . What six or seven such cruisers since she took the late Emperor of Russia on

might do amongst our shipping all the way his last sea -voyage to Livadia. The Prince and

from Suez to Japan it is hard to say. There Princess of Wales also travelled in her on their

would be no catching them or escaping them . sad journey thither. The Princess seems to

Our Atlantic ' flyers,' even if they had not have won all hearts on board the Orel, as Her

other work to do, could not possibly get to the Royal Highness always does wherever she goes ;

Straits of Malacca or the China Sea in time ; nor, indeed , is this the first time that members

and it is as well to remember that the Penin- of our royal family have sailed on board of a

sular_and Oriental liner which finds its way to ship of the Russian Volunteer Fleet.

the Far East is but a twelve or thirteen knot

craft, sent there most likely because she is not

fast enough for their Australian service.
Then , AN ELECTRIC SPAR K.*

again, those who have any experience of the By G. MANVILLE Fens.

Eastern extension cables will know how prone

they are to get out of order in times of pro

foundest peace. Of what service they would be

to us during a war is highly problematical ; EVERY one was too busy in the outer office to

and in the event of these cabiles being inter- take any notice of the comings and goings of

rupted ' at a critical period, a really fast steamer

might be well nigh invaluable to It Brant Dalton ; and something like bitterness

miglit not be convenient at such a juncture to assailed him as he saw how the business would

detach the admiral's flagship, or even a first- go steadily on in a firm , in which he had

class cruiser, for service either as a despatch- always expected to hold a partnership, whether

boat or a transport. We certainly should have he were present or no. Old Hamber, who sat

no other vessels capable of developing a high there looking as if he were about to torture a

speed at our disposal, as matters now stand .

Even with the sincerest desire for amicable did not even raise his eyes when the young
plan with a sharp- pointed pair of compasses,

relations with all foreign powers, and especially

with Russia, it seems inconsistent, to say the manalmost pushed his elbow on his way to

least of it, to spend millions on our navy and thedoor, and then down into the street.

our fortified coaling stations in the Far East,
“ There's only one way out of it,' he said to

while the fastest steamers in seas where British himself — money. Don't think I was

interests are so important fly a foreign flag. short in my life. '

Our Russian friends are surely teachingus that People have very different notions upon what

we should have vessels of a certain type designed is termed being short of money: Brant had

for permanent service in Eastern waters. special ideas of his own, and raised his cane

Perhaps I may be allowed to close this brief as he a good cab. ' Covent

sketch with some personal experiences of the Garden,' he cried as he stepped in ; and as he

Volunteer Fleet. Last year I had the pleasure stepped out at the St Paul's end of the central

of coming home from the Straits rica Russia avenue he said Wait ! '

in the Orêl. I fancy that I am not far wrong The cabman glanced at his fare, and thought

in saying that I am perhaps the only English of the Russell Street end, and the possibility of

passenger to whom this privilege has been an exit being made there, but concluded that

accorded . Of the voyage itself it is only neces- he would be safe, and waited while Brant

sary to remark that I was indulged in the

luxury of a cabin all to myself, andthat I was * Copyright reserved in the United States of America .

CHAPTER V. -THE LIGHT THAT WOULD NOT

BURN.
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sauntered amongst the flowers till he saw what About Papa ?' — very eagerly ; and Miss Bryne

he wanted, and entered a shop. let her work fall in her lap.

' Put that in a neat box , ' he said, pointing ' Yes. — Nothing, private, auntie,' said Brant,

with his cane to a large bouquet of white addressing the elder lady. ' It's for you , too. '

lilies evidently just made up from the morning's ' But is it something serious, Brant, dear ? '

flowers, artificially dew -wet, but exhaling their “ Serious and not serious,' he replied .

sweet perfume ; ånıl while the attendant's deft ! Pray, don't trifle with me, Brant,' cried

fingers were busy, he looked round and made Rénée, with her face growing troubled , and

a set at a white rose, hesitated , turned a little more winsome in its sadness ; we

aside, and stooped to smell at a vase of orange anxious about Papa's health . It is about that,

blossoms.
isn't it ? '

As he raised his eyes, he caught those of * Yes : that's it , ' said the young man , begin

the pretty attendant, who smiled at him with ning to unfasten the string of the box, which

a good deal of meaning in her glance. Brant : he had taken upon his knees, as he sat in a

smiled too, for they both thought of the same very low chair. " You people think me very

thing ; and both from a business point of view careless and unfeeling ; but I'm not, you know,

in the shape of an early oriler for a special and the old man worries me a great deal.?

occasion. “ But why - what about ?—what have you

' Here, take this out,' he said , tapping the seen ? ' cried Rénée, laying her soft white hånd

breast of his coat, and put in one of those. ' upon the knot in the string, so as to prison

He pointed to some delicate buttonhole bouquets her cousin's_fingers at the same time.

of lily of the valley ; and the rose he wore " Gently, Ren. I can't answer three questions

was removed and the lilies took their place. at once.—There - oh, I say, dear, don't cry ; it
Thanks : how much ? ' hurts me, and there's nothing to cry about.'

" Sixteen and six, sir. ' ' But you are keeping me on the rack, Do,

Brant put down a sovereign, received his do leave that box alone.

change, and turned to go. ' Send the box to All right. Then it's this. Here's what's

my hansom .' the matter : Uncle's just like a horse who will

In another minute he was going west, and persist in dragging a wagon with three horses'

checked the cab in Piccadilly at à perfumer's loads up the biggest bills he can find .'

shop, which he entered , and after selecting a ' Quite right , my dear, ' said Miss Bryne ;

large square-cut glass bottle of scent, began to and a very good simile. What I always tell

take off his glove. him : he works far too hard .'

' Such a trille, sir,' said the attendant ; ' shall " That's it, ' said Brant, vainly trying to

I put it to your account ?' retain his cousin's hand, which she now hastily

Yes, may as well,' said Brant ; and he once withdrew , and sat back in her chair. And

more entered the cab. " Look sharp : South now look here, Ren ; I know auntie has always

Audley Street. ' done her best, but she has no influence over

There he alighted, paid , took his bouquet him . You are the only one who can do it :

box, and ringing at the door of one of the he must have some rest

lately -built mansions, was admitted by a servant ' Yes, he ought to rest,' said Rénée, pressing

in quiet livery. her white teeth upon her lower lip , and trying

At home ?' hard to keep back the tears which brimmed in

' Yes, sir.

Bring up that box . ' Then, quite at home, " Then you must make him drop a lot of the

he deliberately went up the broad staircase , work : leave it to Mr Wynyan and I

where there was an ample display of the could relieve him of more than half. We'd

owner's wealth ; but everytīving in the furnish- undertake it all, if he'd let us. Then he could

ing and decoration was in excellent taste. go trips with you , dear, and give up all this

Brant went up very slowly, with his brow confounded express-train way of living. '

slightly wrinkled, for he was calculating his “ Yes : high pressure, high pressure, said Miss

move before playing his queen , the move mean- Bryne with a sigh.

ing so much to him just then. He kept in That's it. But it's getting to be regular

front of the man, openeil the drawing-room electricity now,' continued Brant; and what

door himself, and crossel to where Rénée was for ? He has plenty of money, and he ought

seated writing, and Miss Bryne lay back on to make me do the work, while he takes it

a lounge, looking very sad and pensive, as she coolly.?

worked silken flowers upon a square of cambric . Renée bowed her head and pressed her hands

Morning ! cried the visitor loudly. Then to together : she could not trust herself to

the man : Set it down on that chair.' speak.

One moment, Brant,' said Rénée, looking up ' I know you people think me idle and careless,

with a smile. — Stop a moment, William . 1 but I'm not ; 'pon my soul, I'm not, Ren .

want this note taken to Miss Endoza .' But what's a fellow to do ? Here I go down

The man waited while the note was finished to the office of a morning, wanting to pitel

and directed, and then receiving his instructions into the work and do all kinds of things ; but

to wait for an answer, left the room.
do you think he'll let me? Not he. I'm

come from the office ? ' cried pitchforked on one sile ;nobody can do it but

Rénée eagerly. himself. And it's so with Wynyan's work and

' Yes : just come. Old man's all right. Busy the clerks' ; he must do it all himself. Flesh

as a whole hive of bees.-I say, Ren, I want and blood can't stand the strain. He'll break

to talk to you about him .' | downas sure as a gun.'

her eyes .
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• Yes, yes,' said Rénée, with her tears now character of the competition complained of.

beginning to flow ; “but what can be done ? ' Since then, however, the Board of Trade has

What can be done? she says,' cried Brant exhaustively investigated the subject, and from

angrily, turning to Miss Bryne. That's why

I've come this morning, when I knew I could
a Report presented by that body to Parliament

catch you both . I want you to help me spur

we derive a
mass of interesting information

her on, auntie, to coax him and wheelle hini.- respecting foreign immigrants, their number,

Oh , you soon can , I know , Ren . And I say and the social and economical results of their

you know , dear; promise me you'll try:' residence here. This information has been

“ Yes, Brant, I have tried ; but I do promise collected from many sources, and scrutinised

you . I will indeed ; I'll strain every nerve.'

“ That's right,' he cried . “ Do everything you
and commented upon by competent officials ;

You're worth a dozen of old Kilpatrick . and now for the first time we have tangible

You're the doctor for him ; and if he resists, and reliable materials for a complete examina

make him . We'll keep things going at the tion of this highly important question.

office . — There now ; my mind 's at l'est. Look An Act of the reign of William IV. provided

here :
I happened to come through Covent for the preparation of a record of aliens arriv

Garden this morning and saw these. You like ing from foreign ports. A return was to be

lilies, don't you ?'
compiled for each vessel , showing the name,

‘ Oh, how sweet ! cried the girl excitedly, as

the great bunch of silvery white flowers was i
occupation , and description of every alien on

taken ont of the box. Lovely - lovely ! Oh, board. This, however, had fallen into disuse ;

Brant, what a good thoughtful boy you are !
and in 1890 it was revived to a certain extent,

' I thought you'd like them ,' said Brant. - being applied to twenty-six of the principal

Ha, ha ! Look at auntie's phiz. Envy, hatred , ports in Great Britain , and to such deck pass

and all uncharitableness .'
engers as were unprovided with through -tickets

" That I'm there is not,' crieıl Jiss for, say, America, and who, presumably, in

Bryne indignantly. tended to settle here. From these lists we

Oh yes jealous as a female Othello, cried learn that the European immigrants arriving

Brant boisterously, as he rose laughing, and

thrust his hand into his pocket to tear the in this country during the years 1891, 1892,

paper away from the bottle within . “ Did um and 1893 numbered respectively 28,000, 22,000,

neglect a dear old auntie, then, and not give and 23,000, Russia and Poland contributing the

her anything to smell nice ?—There, and there, largest proportion. The figures for last year

and there. — Come and have a sniff, Ren ,' he show that 7700 Russians and Poles arrivedd ;

said as he loosened the stopper and cleverly ' 4600 Norwegians, Swedes, and Danes ; and 6500

sprinklel a few drops over lace and clress. Germans. From the Census of 1891 we learn

' Brant, you shouldn't. — Oh , how delicious !

You brouglit that for me, my dear ??

that in that year we hal in the United King

Of course I did . The new scent.' dom 220,000 foreigners, Germany ranking first

Then you're a dear good thoughtful boy, ' with 53,000, while Russians and Poles numbered

cried Miss Bryne; " and I'm very , very much 18,000. Nine -tenths of these were found in

obligeil to you for it. -Look , Rénée, what a England and Wales, where they numbered 6.8

splendidl great bottle.-,-There, Brant, my dear,” per thousand of the population. Edinburgh,

she continuerl, kissing him . Leith, and Glasgow absorbed half of the 8500

* Thank you, auntie,' cried the young man , foreigners in Scotland, where in every 1000 of

returning the salute ; and in a quick whisper : 1

“ Cut. Want so to talk to her !— Bah, don't |

In Ireland thethe population 2.1 were aliens.

wipe it off. Scent (lon't spoil anything?
proportion was 2.7 ; but considerably more than

* But silk cloes spot, my dear,' said Miss half of the 13,000 aliens in that country were

Bryne, crossing to Renoc, and playfully sprink- Irish Americans. From these figures, thien , we

ling her in turn, before going on toward the cloor. may
that there in our midst

Are you going, aunt ?' said Rénée. about a quarter of a million of foreigners.

* Back directly, my dear. Do you remember These are of many nationalities and of many

where that spray cliff'user was put?'.

No ; I really do not,' said "Rénée ; but the ! distributed 'pretty equally through the great
occupations ; and, generally speaking, they are

door was already closing, and the girl rose to

place her bouquet in a great bronze bowl.
towns, assimilating easily with those among

wliom their lot is cast, and making estimable

citizens. But there is one section of immigrants

STRANGERS WITIIIN OUR GATES.
whose ways are not our ways, and who stead

ABOUT eight years ago, in consequence of the fastly resist every tendency towards assimila

existence of widespread (listress in East London, tion , who, while timiilly herding together in a

public attention was directed to the growth in few localities, and limiting themselves to a

that neighbourhood of a large foreign popula- few vocations, are bold and successful operators

tion , and its competition in certain industries in trade - who are a peculiar people, and pictur

with the English working classes. Inquiries, esque in their incongruity with their surround

official and unoflicial, took place ; but no suffi- inys. These are arrivals from Russia and

cient data were obtainable for arriving at a Polanıl, the great bulk of wliom are Jews, and

satisfactory conclusion as to the extent and it is with these that we have to deal in this

1

assume are
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paper. A few figures will show how the tide fellowship of his compatriots and co -religionists.

of emigration from these countries has increased. |The Jewish colony in East London is a com

In 1871 we had in Great Britain 10,000 Russians paratively old one, dating from the beginning

and Poles ; in 1881, 15,000 ; and in 1891, 47,700. of the sixteenth century, and in its niidst

In 1881, the United States received 15,000 ; and have grown up institutions for the supply of

each year the number seeking admission has its wants, physical, educational, and religions.

increased, until, in 1891 , the subjects of the There the inmigrant is near the various boilies

Czar entering the States reached 104,500. No organised in order to give him and his like

other European country can slow such an assistance, a weekly allowance, a grant

increase in emigration. Most of those who wherewith to purchase stock, or a premium for

come to Great Britain settle clown in London. his admission to some factory. There his

Leeds has some 5000, and Manchester an equal children may be clothed and educated , and

number ; but the great bulk are found in the partially boarded free of expense to him ; there

metropolis, and in a small portion of it. In the wealthy members of his faith have

Mile End, they form nearly 30 per cent. of the establishedl soup-kitchens; there the special

population ; in Whitechapel, nearly 19 ; while forms of Jewish food are most readily otain

in Shoreclitch, Hackney, and Stepney the per- alle. Finally, he has there the chevras, or

centage is infinitesimal. Manchester and Leeds Jews' clubs and minor synagogues ; and it is liis

also have their Jewish quarters, two districts in delight wlien work is slack to descend from

the former city having respectively 31 and 8 his narrow_and dirty attic and in the chevra

per cent. of Jews ; while one district of Leeds, hear the Talmud read, perchance himself ex

has 64 per cent. The way in which they pounding one of its chapters from the raised

congregate in a few trades is striking also. Shoe desk, and join in the eager discussion which

and slipper making, tailoring and other branches follows, when hairs are split, and theological

of the clothing tracle, absorb nearly all. Otliers subtleties woven with astonishing zeal. This

make cigars, or are workers in wood ; there are zeal is, by the way, supposed to not wholly

some hundrels engagel as clerks ; many become spring from piety, being alleged to be partly

hawkers when their special trade is slack ; but due to a desire for intellectual exercise, which

extremely few engage in outdoor labour. Out will bear fruit when trade rivals have to be

of 23,000 in London whose occupations have met and advantageous bargains struck.

been ascertained, only 69 were seamen, and 12 Having become, then, a tailor or shoemaker,

labourers, carters, and railway employees. or a furrier, or a wood- worker, he in time

We may now follow one of these Russian acquires skill ; but his wishes never stray

or Polish Jews froin the steamer which brings towards the great factories. His lieart is in

him to the Thames. IIe is accosted off Graves- petty trade ; lie loves independence ; and his

end by officials of the Customs and of the ambition is to become a chamber-master,' a

Sanitary Authority, and if he be trim and position wliose profits are comparatively large,

neat and knows exactly to what part of London and which - materials being given out by the

he is going, there is no further interference ; factories — requires very little capital. ' A Jew ,

but should he be uprovided with an address, it has been sail, ' is either a sweater or sweatee,

he is handed over to an agent of the Jews' the fact being that appeals to the dignity of

Shelter in Leman Street, an institution sup- labour ' do not touch him ; though clannish to a

ported by wealthy adherents of that creed . degree in matters of race and religion , his lack

Here he is allowed to remain for a period not of esprit de corps in those of trade makes him

exceeding fourteen days, and his future address hatel and despised by the Unions, and his

is on his departure communicated by the man- only idea of a standard wage ' is to get what

agers to the Sanitary Authority. Ile knows he can. As a beginner, therefore, le works

notlıing of the great city, is ignorant of the for a pittance ; as an employer lie is a bard

world , and his tongne is confined to the dialect taskmaster; and in either case tenacious of his

of his native district ; but he probably has rights.

hopes from a friend or from some former The Jew whom we have seen enter the Thames

neighbour now settled in London. Him he will probably end his days among his brethren

seeks, and in all likelihood finds him a tailor in East London, even should he become wealthy.

or shoemaker, perhaps a master on a small The Jewish Committee and other charitable

scale. boilies of the kind have tried to diminish the

Now, the new-comer knows no tradle,or if he congestion in that neighbourhood, but without

does, English and Russian methods are different, avail as regards the first generation ; but they

and he has to commence afresh as a ' greener,' are more fortunate with the children of the

content with what would to a British workman immigrants, who are taught English, and are

be starvation wages. His want of skill closes free from the timidity and prejudices of their

to him the better class of workshops ; while he parents. It is said, indeed, that the younger

is unwelcome in non -Jewish factories through people are becoming anglicised more rapidly

his Sabbath falling on a Gentile working - lay ;; than some of the elders like, and do not

anıl even if his lack of English permitted him always betray that reverence for the customs

to go far afield, the popular prejudice against and traditions of Judaism that is thought desir

him woulil discourage it. Almost as a matter able. However, in spite of this, and of warn

of necessity , therefore, he attaches himself to ings sent broadcast over the Continent as to

one of the Jewish colonies, and to one of the the crowded state of the British labour market,

trades in which there is the best opening for the Jewish population of East Lonilon continues

inexperienced persons. to increase , though not at the same

But there are other causes for his seeking the three or four years ago, a circumstance aſfording

7

rate as
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much satisfaction to its charitable associations, the manufacture of which in this country was

whose resources were becoming strained . prohibited by the English scale of wages, and

Here it may be well to consider the pecuniary which have since the influx of Jews into Eng

position of these immigrants from Russia and land found a prominent place among our exports.

Poland. Arriving, as a rule, haggard and travel . In the tailoring trade, it is said , there are vir

stained, they are hastily written down as paupers. tually English and Jewish departments, and the

This is not so, however. Almost invariably they two peoples hardly come into collision at all ;

possess a little money, and many have exliibited but in shoemaking, these spheres sometimes

on arriving as much as thirty pounds ; and on overlap, and as it was in this trade that com

a given day of this year there were in East plaints were most rife, the conditions under

London workhouses only twenty-four Jewish which it was carried on were closely studied.

inmates, while thirty -four were in receipt of Apparently, the introduction of machinery

medical aid . True, their philanthropic agencies into the making of boots and shoes is respons

are active ; but even these only distribute an ible for much of what is attributed to Jewish

average annual sum of four-and -sixpence per competition. The trade is being revolutionised

head of the Russo -Polish population, which may !by machinery and the concentration of work

be estimated at 80,000 ; and this is less than the l in factories ; and the contest between the latter

expenditure per head on the whole population and home-workers is keen where Jews are un

London the shape of poor relief. Add to known. In the Leicester Co-operative Society's

this that these immigrants are not at all delicate factory a boot passes through fifty-nine distinct

about seeking assistance, and the conclusion is ' machines and · ninety-eight distinct processes,

forced upon us that the term “ paupers ' is not and it is held that there is here a far more

applicable to them . In this connection it may powerful rival to the English hand -worker than

be observed that while what we understand as is the Jewish sweater.' The influence of the

an independent spirit is conspicuous by its Jew is suggested to consist in this—that he

absence , inasmuch as charity is habitually has somewhat prolonged the period of transi

sought when it is not needed, yet the receipt tion from hand-labour in small workshops to

of doles in no degree diminishes their industry machine -labour in factories by his low standard

or tends to produce that demoralisation which so of comfort and his taste for pettyhandicraft.

generally accompanies it. Gambling is a vice It would be unfair to omit all reference to

to which these Jews are sometimes prone, but the action of the London Bootmakers' Union,

from drunkenness anil idleness they are notably which five years ago persuaded the masters to

free . Of crime, too, thereis less than among provide workshops. This was a deathblow to a

the general population of the country ; and by large proportion of the 'sweaters,' and very

those conversant with their habits they are many masters of the latter class

pronounced to be on the whole a peaceful and journeyinen in these new factories. Such

law -abiding community. man under the old system took out boots to

There remains to be considered the important finish , himself paring the soles and heels, and

question of the social and economic effects of employing a team of from two to four less

the presence in our midst of colonies of people skilled assistants to perform the rest of the

whose views of life are so different from those operation. In addition to his work, he pro

of the native working-classes. It must in the vided room , firelight, and tools, and took half

first place be borne in mind that this difference of the earnings. He might thus earn five

is acute only in the case of immigrants, and pounds a week, while his wages in a factory

that, as has already been sail, their children would amount to about two pounds.

easily assimilate with English people, anıl adopt Broadly speaking, therefore, the tendency, is

English icleas. It is also to be noticed that, ! towards concentration ; but it is admitted that

even in streets which they monopolise, their there are influences at work in the opposite

sanitary surroundings are year by year improv- direction. The factory being closed to the un

ing, and that their workshops are gradually skilled ' greener,' he is driven towards the small

losing the den -like character which has for so shop of a fellow -countryman, who despises trade

long been their reproach . agreements ; and these shops are the parents of

The weightiest charge levelled against the a new system of home-work on a petty scale.

foreign Jews has been that they competeil It will be seen from the foregoing that the

unfairly with the native workman . It will be question is an extremely complicated one, and

well to briefly summarise what the Board of not to be pronounced upon lightly.

Trade officials have on the point. Before leaving it, a few words may be said

Prima facie, if the number of workers be in- !upon the position in this matter of Jewish

creased, the labour of each is diminished — if , women , a branch of the subject which has been

the quantity of work remain stationary. It is exhaustively investigated by Miss Collet, one

asserted, however, that it has not remained of the Labour Correspondents of the Board of

stationary in this case, and that the cheap Trade. Among the Russo-Polish immigrants,

labour of the Jews has — to take the boot and the women are only half as many as the nien ,

shoe trade as an example - created new branches, and their competition is consequently so much
or taken trade away from foreign countries. the less formidable. Their rivals are their

This matter is closely argued by the chief of countrymen and English women.
They appear

the Labour Department, and it will be sufficient to be better workers than the latter, and earn

for us to state his conclusions. It is contended larger wages in the tailoring and cap -making

that, speaking generally, the Jew tailor, boot- trades, which principally occupy them . But, on

maker, or slippermaker is employed on a differ- the other hanıl , they marry young, and rarely

ent class of goods from the Englishman , goods work afterwards. On this point, Miss Collet

a

to say
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supplies conclusive figures. Taking some of tem was loathed by the people, not so much

these at random , we find that in one district that they were unwilling to fight for king and

and trade only one working Jewess in 41 is mar- country, as because of the unfair way in which

ried , while every third working English woman they were treated . Men of wealth and position

is ; in another case, the respective proportions were never impressed ; but the working-classes,

are one in 83 and one in 17 ; and in another, especially those accustomed to a seafaring life,

that half of the English women are married , and were remorselessly torn from hearth and hoine

only one Jewess in 161 . In this contest with wherever they could be found .

the opposite sex, the male foreigner is often The mode adopted in Orkney for choosing

beaten . In certain classes of work, he is better the victims who were to be despatched to the

than a
woman ; but he is being rapidly dis- seat of war seems to have been very simple.

placed in factories - even those owned by Jews The landlords and principal tenants in each

--by Jewish and English women , who are parish met in private and made a selection .

cheaper and more docile. We have remarked A list of those names was handed to the press

that the Jewish woman earns more per day- gang or constables ; but the general inhabitants

but perhaps not per week , which with her con- being kept in ignorance of those chosen, were

sists of only five days — than her English sister naturally in dread of being captured, and went

in the same trade, and the remark may be into hiding. On the other hand, if the con

applied to other trades, the Jewish tailoress stables met a person likely to be suitable for

inaking more money than the girls employed the service, they were not very particular

in , say, the jam , rope, and match industries. whether he had been specially named to them

In conclusion , then, the competition of the or not. They placed the king's baton on the

female portion of the Russo- Polish immigrants unfortunate man's shoulder, and that settled the

may be set aside as slight in extent and tem- question.

porary in duration . That of the male portion, People had therefore to defend themselves,

if serious at all , is only so during the earlier and adopted many devices to retain their free

years of their residence here ; and its importance dom. Holes were made in the floors of houses,

is likely to diminish with the falling -off in the and recesses were cunningly formed in presses,

number of immigrants, which has been notice- peat-stacks, and elsewhere, to be handy hiding

able for a year or two. On the other hand, it places in the event of a surprise . Those who

is fairly well established that they have in were afraid to risk such methods of conceal

creased the volume of production, and thereby ment went off to the crags, or roamed day and

extended our foreign trade. Lastly, they are night amongst the hills. In harvest -time, when

consumers as well as producers, and must be to all hands were required for cutting corn, horses

that extent a source of wealth . Without en- | were usually kept within easy distance, to pro

tering upon the question of the propriety of vide a ready means of escape, and mothers and

total or partial exclusion , it may be urged that daughters were stationed on rising ground, so

in their own interests and those of their neigh- that they might watch for and signal the ap

bours in London and the other great towns proach of the dreaded pressgang. Occasionally,

which they affect, more stringent sanitary regu- the fair sex assumed the aggressive attitude,

lations as regards both workshops anel dwell- and in one case in Sandwick a woman, in

ings might with advantage be enforced on the protecting her lover, struck a constable with

Russian and Polish Jews who find an asylum à shearing -hook. It is said that the weapon

in this country, and whose standard of cleau- entered the man's sidle, and that the wound

liness is admittedly not high. proved fatal .

The memory of a great wrong done to a com

munity dies hard. Thus it is that on the long

THE PRESSGANG IN ORKNEY. winter evenings, as Orcadians gather nightly

Though the practice of impressing seamen to stories setting forth the evil deeds of the press

around their blazing peat- fires, they still recount

man the royal navy commenced in England as gang, though the heroes and victims of that

early as 1355, immediately after the country trying time have long since been gathered to

had been desolated by a noisome pestilence their rest. The object of this paper is to repro

which had scarcely left a State of Europe or duce a number of the more interesting of these

Asia free from its ravages, it was only at the anecdotes.

close of the past anıl the beginning of the A very good story is told of how a

He was

present century that the pressgang became par. being hotly pursued by the pressgang through

escaped serving his king and country.

ticularly oppressive. The cause of this was the Kirkwall, when he took refuge in a garden in

outbreak of the French Revolutionary War in Victoria Street. At that time most of the

1792.
houses on the west side of the town had jet

Amongst the evils which arose from that ties running into the ' Peerie ' Sea, which were

dreadful struggle, none was felt more keenly, I used for taking in peats, and occasionally for

or was more openly resisted and denounced by landling smuggled goods. The man referred to

the people, than the pressgang. Owing to the his name seems to be forgotten now - yot a hint

long continuance of the war with the French , that his pursuers had found out his hiding

and the many bloody engagements which ensued place, so that he plunged into the Peerie Sea

by land and sea, it was found impossible to fill and male his way up Wideford Hill , past the

up the ever-recurring vacancies in the navy ' lands of Grainbank. In thedistance hecould see

by the usual means. The Government therefore the pressgang hurrying along the route he had

resorted to the pressgang. This iniquitous sys- so recently trod himself, so that it looked as if

man
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man was

his capture would only be the matter of a few woman could get it out to use it again , she

minutes. In this dilemma he determined to was thrown on the ground beside her brother.

secure his freedom by strategy. He therefore It turned out that Tait had merely been

divested himself of his clothes, rolled in a bed stunned by the blow he had received , and in

of nettles, and again dressed before the press- a short tiine was able, with the assistance of

gang , came upon the scene. The constables his companion, to return to Kirkwall.

indulged in some banter at the expense of their As for the Sinclairs — brother and sister

prisoner, because he hail allowed himself to be they were left lying in the field bleeding and

so easily captured ; but the laugh was soon helpless. Some war-vessels happened to be

turned ihe other way. In the natural course anchoreil in Kirkwall Bay at the time, and the

of events the man was taken before a doctor, constables having reported their experiences at

and when examined , his body was found to be Fingerow , a few sailors were sent ashore to

one mass of blisters. As it was believed that assist in bringing Sinclair into town . That

the captive was suffering from some sort of same night, Wick returned to the croft accom

skin disease, he was declared unfit for Ilis panied by these sailors, dragged Sinclair out

Majesty's service ; but it turned out that the of bed , and told him he was their prisoner.

on the eve of being married, and , The poor man was ill- fitted for such a journey,

rather than be parted from his lady-love, he after the mauling he had received earlier in the

too that awful plunge amongst the nettles. day, and he frequently lay down on the road.

One morning the occupants of the little croft Some of the sailors, however, had a rattan,'

of Fingerow , Scapa, near Kirkwall, thought they which they vigorously applied to Sinclair's back

might risk commencing their harvest. The on such occasions, so that before lie reached

pressyang had not been seen for some days, the town his skin was broken and lacerated .

and it was loped they had given up the search When taken before a doctor the next day, the

in that district as fruitless . Thomas Sinclair, pour fellow's body was such a mass of sores

the tenant of Fingerow , therefore went clown that he was considered unfit for service in the

with his hook to a field of barley below navy, and therefore sent home again . As he

the house ; but he hail only got a small patch had resisteil the constables in the discharge of

of the crop cut, when he received a signal that their duties, however, and had attacked them

the pressgang was approaching. lle hal 110 with a bludgeon, his only cow was taken from

time to escape down the face of the cliffs, him , and presented to Tait as consolation for

which had been his usual hiding-place, so he the injuries he had sustained .

crawled away into the middle of the field of It was not an easy matter to get married

barley. The two officers who were in search in pressgang times. Robert Miller, a Kirkwall

of lim - Peter Wick and Joseph Tait - poked man, found this to be the case. He returned

into every corner and cranny of the house, and from the whale-fishing one autumn, fully re

were closely followed by Sinclair's sister. As solved that he should take unto himself a wife.

Wick and Tait visited one place after another But the pressgang got on his track, and he

at the steading without finding their man , soon saw that if he was to get his heart's

Kirsty Sinclair, who was armed with a shearing desire, he would require to exert both pluck

hook , gave a derisive cheer, at the same time and perseverance. At length the fateful night

waving over her head the rusty weapon she arrived . The company had gathererl , and the

carried . The conduct of Kirsty, however, in- minister was in the house of the bride prepared

stead of < riving, the officers off the place, as to proceed with the ceremony, when the dreaded

was intenderl, only made them the more deter- pressgang made its appearance. Ladies are not

mined in their search, as they were sure Sin- usually of a belligerent disposition, but when

clair was somewhere on the croft. When they they saw, as in this instance, the likelihood of

reached the field of barley, and saw one small a marriage being spoiled by interlopers, they

patch cut, they concluded that their man rose up in wrath against them . They assailed

probably hidden amongst the long straw . That the members of the pressgang both with tongue

the search might be thorough, Wick went clown and missiles, so that these gentlemen were glad

one rig, whilst Tait went up the other. The to beat a lasty retreat. After this little epi

officers were thus slowly but surely closing in sode, a back window of the house was lifted,

upon their man . At length Tait got his eye and the brillegroom , dressed in woman's clothes,

upon Sinclair and made å rusli at him . Sin- bounded into the room . The doors having been

clair determined to fight for his liberty, and barricaded , to prevent a surprise, the clergyman

struck ont at Tait with a heavy batten of proceeded to perform the ceremony, and surely

wood. The attack was so sudden and no bridegroom was ever marrierl' in such a

expected that the officer with one blow was strange garb ! Miller was never captured. He

laiil senseless. Peter Wick, the other constable, livel to a ripe old age, and was the first beadle

then rushed upon Sinclair, and the two had a of the Kirkwall Free Church .

severe encounter. Wick , however, was an old Many anecdotes are told of the tricks adopted

Nor-waster ' with a powerfularm , anı he used by those who were captured by the pressgang,

his fists so eflectually that his opponent was to escape service, and some of these have a

speedily put hors de combat. Kirsty Sinclair humour of their own. Walter Ro-sie, who be

meantime was not idle. Thinking, her brother longed to Stroma, happened to be in Flotta one

had been killed , she ruslied up belini Wick ( ay, and was captured by the pressgang: He

with the hook which she had in her hand, and was a strong, healthy-looking man, and was

dealt a blow at the back of his lead . For- considered by his acquaintances to be very

tunately for the officer, the weapon stuck in clever. When he was put on board ship, he at

the collar of his coat, and before the enraged once began to play the foul. Every means that

was

6
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one of

could be thought of was used for the purpose farmhouse in the vicinity of the old palace

of getting Rossie to commit himself, but with in the barony of Birsay. Fun and frolic were

out avail. At last the captain of the vessel running high, when all at once the warning

took him in hand . He pitched a silver coin cry ran through the building that the pressgang

to Rossie, and asked him what he would do was approaching. Amongst those present were

with it. The malingerer took the coin, turned John Johnston, locally known as Johnnie o'

it carefully over, and then declared it would | Smerchants,' anil Sandy Cumloquoy. There was

make a fine henching '-stone. Throwing it a strong suspicion that these were the men

overboard , le clapped his hands, and gleefully wanted , and they naturally made a rush for

chuckled as he saw it bounding out of the their freedom . The result of the hunt was the

water once or twice before it finally disappeared. capture of the former. As Johnnieo' Smerch

That was enough for the captain . He declared ants was brought back past the old palace, le

that the Orcadian who thought so lightly of was met by his sweetheart, Kitty Cumloquoy.

money as to pitch it in the sea must be a Kitty went almost distracted when she saw her

hopeless fool indeed , and he at once ordered lover being led away a prisoner by the press

Rossie to be put ashore. gang. She ' murmelted sorely ,' to use an old

One day the people of Burray saw the press- Orcadian phrase, the hard fate which so rudely

gang leave Holm, and, suspecting that they parted her from her Johnnie, especially at such

would have to receive these unwelcome visitors, à festive season ; but she determined that he

they sent out Harry Wyllie and Solomon should not leave his native place without a

Guthrie as a pair of decoy birds. Wyllie farewell gift. Accordingly, she parcellel up

and Guthrie acted as if they had been taken some Christmas cheer in the shape of bread

by surprise, made for Glimpse Holm , and pulled and cheese, and just as the pressgang was

up their boat there, at the same time crawl- tearing her from her lover's arms, she placed

ing,beneath it. The members of the pressgang her love-offering in his hands. It so happened

pulled with might and main in the that Johnnie o Smerchants, in the course of1

direction , assured that they were about to make his service in the navy, was drafted into the

a capture. Arriving at the little island, they same vessel with one of his captors, a sergeant,

turned up the Burray boat, and ordered the who had been foremost in laying hands upon

two men to get up and accompany them . him that night of the Yule feast.
This man

When Harry Wyllie had struggled off the hail conimitted some offence, and , as a punish

ground, it was discovered that he had a club- ment, was sentenced to receive a number of

foot, whilst Solomon Guthrie sported a wooden lashes. Johnnie, curiously enough , was

leg ! It is needless to add that the pressgang the sailors ordered to administer the cat,' and

would not take a gift of either ; and when he applied it with such pith to the back of

they subsequently found , on going to Burray, liis old enemy, that the commander of the

that there was not a man on the island , they squad at the close of the punishment exclaimed :

could not help seeing that they had been That man did his duty.”

cleverly tricked When Jolinnie o' Smerchants got his dis

A man named Tom Brock , belonging to charge and returned to his island home, Kitty

Stronsay, had severalnarrow escapes in press - Cumloquoy was still single. He called on her,

gang times. One night when he had just re- and showed her portions of the bread and

tired to bed, the constables forced the door, cheese she had given him on that doleful night

entered the house, and ordered him to get up , when they were wrenched from each other's

as he was now their prisoner. Brock occupied arms. Through all the battles in which le

one of those old -fashioned box -beds which were had been engaged, he had carried it as a token

common in bygone days, and he asked that and for sign . A marriage speedily fol

he might be allowed to dress there. His re- lowed .

quest was granted, and he closed the doors, Early in the present century there was

that he miglit have a little more privacy. His public-house in Bridye Street, Kirkwall , which

wife then began to abuse the pressgang for was a favourite resort of the pressgang, especi

their hard -heartedness in taking her husband ally on market days, and not a few young men

away from his poor children. At last the got into trouble there. The method alopted

constables thought Brock had had ample time for trapping unsuspecting youth was somewhat

to dress, and told him so. Mrs Brock then as follows. One of the pressgang would take

began to plead with Thomas not to leave her, up a position at a window up-stairs, whilst

and the constables, thinking to put an end to two of his companions were secreted near the

the painful scene , threw open the doors of the front of the building on the ground -floor. If a

bed. “ Presto ! their man was gone. Brock hall likely -looking young man was seen passing along

previously loosened two boards at the back of the street, å shilling was dropped over the

the bed, which gave him communication with upper window. The youth would stop, pick it

a window, and at the time he was supposed up, and whilst he was so engaged, the pressgang

to be dressing and comforting his weeping pounced upon him .
The baton was then laid

wife, he was fleeing across country on horseback , on his shoulder, and he was blandly told that,

putting as great å distance as possible between having accepted the shilling, he would now

him and the pressgang. He ultimately found have to go and serve His Majesty. Many a

a safe hiding-place amongst the crays, and was young man was captured in this way, and there

never captured. is no doubt that such tactics as these helped

In pressgang times courtship was carried on considerably to rouse the feelings of the people

under great difficulties. A number of young against the pressgang.

people were enjoying their Yule feast at å One of the most touching incidents that

SO а

а
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occurred in Orkney in pressgang times was in ever, they began to suspect that she was

connection with the capture of David Cromarty, cruiser in disguise , and they therefore resolved

North -house, Deerness. He was sitting smoking to return to the shore as speedily as possible.

one day when his wife gave the alarm that the moment the Deerness men put about, a

the pressgang was approaching. David was boat manned by blue-jackets shot round the

prepared for such an eventuality, and had offside of the disguised vessel. A most exciting

so constructed the shelves of a press that they race then ensued. Though the natives had

came out on hinges and gave sufficient room fewer oars, they knew the tidal currents better

behind as a hiding-place. When the pressgang than their pursuers, and therefore managed for

entered the house, Mrs Cromarty was busily a time to retain their lead. Two young women

engaged at her spinning -wheel, and she put on - Barbara Wick and Barbara Dinnie — having

such a bold front that the constables began to noticed the contest, at once concluded what it

suspect that their man had made good his meant. They therefore threw aside their cards

escape . Her three-year-old child David was and spinning-wheels, and rushed to the cliffs,

playing at her feet on the floor, whilst the gathering a lapful of stones apiece as they ran.

pressgang, was searching the hallan ' and the Barbara Wick then took up her stand at the

peat-neuk ' for his father ; and the little fellow top of the Gate, as it was called , and eagerly

clapped his hands in glee as he saw them going watched the close of the exciting chase, whilst

everywhere but the right place. At last, when her companion continued to gather stones. In

they were on the point of leaving, the child, the Deerness boat was her avowed lover, and

evidently thinking he was witnessing a game at she was resolved that he would not be captured

hile-and -scek, innocently shouted : Da's in ' if she could prevent it . The man -of-war boat,

the press !! The mother tried to drown his after getting through the tideway, was gradually

voice, but this only made him the more deter- gaining ground, and it looked as if it were

mined to let himself be heard, and he finished impossible for the men to land and get up the

up by pointing to his father's place of conceal- clills in time to escape. Barbara, who was

ment. Who can describe the anguish of the watching the race with breathless anxiety, see

poor woman
as she saw the constables, by ing her friends hesitate, as if not sure where

accepting the information so innocently given,, to find a landing-place, by voice and signal

capture her husband ? directed them into a safe woe. As they jumped

The man who was looked upon as the greatest ashore, they assisted by the intrepid

hero in Deerness in those days was Andrew woman , and, as they scrambled up the crags,

Papley. The constables, after a long search, at she boldly covered their retreat. As soon as

last found him in the west end of the parish, the Deerness men had got safely over the rocks,

and chased him into the adjoining parish of Barbara turned and faced the foe alone. Wheu

Holm . Papley launched a boat and put off to the sailors landed , they tried to mount the

sea, where he was promptly followed by the crays, but were assailed with a shower of stones.

pressgang. For a while, he seemed to be hold . The moment a tar tried to move upwards, a

ing his own, but at last one of his oars broke, stone was sent towards him with unerring aim ,

and he was forced to take refuge in one of the with the result that the woman was enabled

many caves which stud the coast at that place for a long time to hold the passage. By-and

Being cliscovered in this retreat he resolved by, however, her supply of stones ran out, and

to make a dash for liberty: Arming himself one of the sailors made a dash for her. Taking

with the broken oar, he rushed at his captors, her in his arms, he attempted to implant a

dealing Magnus Budge a terrific blow on the kiss on her lips. But Barbara was strong as

As Papley was courting the sister of the she was bold , and she succeeded in hurling her

other constable, he thought he had little to fear assailant down the pass upon his companions,

from that individual, and was passing him so that they were all precipitated to the shore

with a friendly nod ; but the officer tripped in a struggling mass. After that, the sailors

him up, and he was marchel off a prisoner to beat an inglorious retreat.

Kirkwall. As things turned out, however,

Papley had never to engage in active service .

By the time he reached Leith , news had been
RAIN -GAMBLING IN CALCUTTA.

received of the great victory at Waterloo, and Tex o'clock in the morning found us in a gharry

he was therefore allowed to return home.
As ticca ; jolt, squeak, shake, over tramway lines

for Magnus Budge, he carried to the grave the that bend axle -trees and set teeth on edge, and

inark of the blow which he received from

Papley . A growth, said to be as large as andwarehouses, shipping offices and places of

we are in the busy Strand. Past banks we go

tomato, developed on the point of his nose, business, past trucksand trams and carts of

which was always alluded to as the

mark, and some people are still alive who knew every sort. This is the port of Calcutta ; and

the man, and testify to the truth of the story by the quays lic many slips, P. and O. steamers,

to the
way in which he received the to take the elect to England ; the Burma boats,

injury. to take unlucky soldiers to Burma ; the opium

As showing how heroic the fair daughters of ships, which trade with China ; and many a

Orcadia can be when occasion demands it,one tall sailing-ship from Bristol, Dundee, and other

more anecdote may be given . In
times a large vesseľ hove-to off the Moul Hend British ports. We meet a string of bullock

of Deerness, signalling for a pilot. In response, carts, and thread through them , our gharry

a crew of four men at once put off to offer wallah and the other dirty ruffian who acts as

their services . As they neared the ship, low- syce discoursing shrilly. The nearly naked

nose .

1
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bullock -drivers answer by convulsive twisting goes for ten rupees. The broker holds it up

of the much-enduring bullock's tail, and we more shouting, more laughing, more fingers

shave past, turning right-handed into Harrison held up. He tells you he has sold it at seven ;

Road. Harrison Road is a Calcutta glory. It the price is rising. Supposing that it rains

has electric light. Native houses are here ex- i between now and nine o'clock at night, we

alted ; they have several storeys, some one, some shall win six rupees for every rupee of our

two, some three, and stand at many and inter- stake, our own rupee making up seven, the

esting angles to the street. Here is one with quoted price. Chooni Lall will take an anna in

the end of it sharpened like the bow of a , every rupee for brokerage. He is already worth

boat, for no apparent reason. It is three storeys many laklıs, for fortunes are won and lost here

The very sugar
high, and for blank idiocy of design stands every day in the monsoon.

alone in my memory. On, pasta dirty, muddy cane seller at the door , who doles out sticks of

recess by the side of the road, where are fakirs, sugar-cane for two pice, is worth thousands

cows, a few booths, and general filth . One
of rupees. You can bet either way for or

wild man of them , á few weeks back, stabbed against the rain, for to -day or to- norrow or

a policeman in the road in broad daylight,by against any fixed day, if you can find a taker .

way of protest against moving on. The fakirs You can take your choice of the two periods

are mostly naked, but some arecovered with ofhours from six A.31. till noon, or from sixA.J.

till nine P.M.

ashes. Strange objects to European eyes in a

Of course, to a man who bets

big street ofa big city ; but the Anglo-Indian that rain will fall in the first period, far longer

loses all faculty of surprise - a naked fakir, and oddsare offered. It rarely rains, even in the

" Colonel' Lucy Booth, with her loose hair, her monsoon ,between those hours ; and I have seen

four hundred to one offered .

peculiar dress, and eloquent enthusiasm , create

about the same amount of languid interest. It

Rich men deposit large sums with Chooni

is only those who have the art or means of
Lall - he is also a banker - and lay odds on

idling , that retain the faculty of looking for for the month in which the monsoon usually

the rain falling within certain month .

the sake of looking.
Here we are ! à narrow muddy lane, native breaks, they lay five and six to one on the rain ";

shops on each side, where they sell grain and and it would undoubtedly be a very goodbut

ghee and sweetmeats. Overhead, the houses almost | Brokers themselves bet būt rarely — their broker

touch. A crowd is always passing through— age pays them ; butof course there comes often

every sort of man treads the “ Afim -a -chow
a certainty of winning by easy hedging. The

rusta (the Opium Road ). Does it not lead odds are not hard to foretell. Every bet is

from the Opium Exchange past the house of
sold in the open market, and the price recorded.

Chooni Lall, the marwari ? Come in, then , and | Theplace is really a sort of rain exchange, and

smell the genius loci. Up a high step, down a there is never any difficulty in betting cither
as in the monsoon weather it is constantly full,

short and narrow passage, and babel ! beillanı ! |

a shouting,roaring, sweating,jostling, laughing way, supposing you be willing to take the

current price.
crowd - white niên , black brown men ,

Chinamen - specimens of every sort of indweller

Here is the place of payment. A piece of fat,

in heterogeneous Calcutta, save only of the good -natured copper-coloured vabudom sits on

Sahib , the lord of the earth . There is a square i
the charpoy ladling out rupees. Your name,

court all round it - the stalls of the marwuris your bet; he refers back, deducts brokerage,

and hands over.

on one side ; stairs lead up to the watchi-tower .
There is no such thing known

A fat marwari, with nothing on but a loin- as non -payment, no welshers in this court , and

no racecourse thieves.

cloth and a heavy gold chain , leans over a rail
| The natives of India , grasping, penurious

half-way up . He liolds up three fingers, shout

ing the odds down to the din below.
Slıylocks as so many of them are, yet gamble

How

the folds of flesh thicken and settle round his de
race all of them . How they shout ! One

cannot understand what is going on, a curious

middle as he bends sideways ! On one roof is
mixture of Bengali and Hindustani wrapping

the tank, some six feet square, perhaps two or

three inches deep, with a spout that leads into Some red -turbaned ruffian comes out of the

up terms of art that are utterly bewildering.

the court below . In the tank is a nail bent crowd on a sudden , and laughs foolishly as he

flat upon its side. When that nail is covered lands over two rupees. It is putup to auction,

with water, the spout runs, and bets are and is sold at eight. This is evidently a sensi

decided.
tive market. He watches with eager eyes his

Come down again to where old Chooni Lall name written in the big book in Nagri char

himself sits cross-legged - cheery, genial , and acters, and departs nervously, to pass a day of

wrinkled. He is always glad to see you . Ile fears and hopes,ofvows and prayers tomany

never mentions a bet. You ask the price, un- surely cheap at two rupees.

gods — a day of movement of life new to him , and

able in the clamour of tongues to hear and Ilere is a talkative Eurasian, explaining how

understand . He murmurs six and a half. Come, to win a fortune. ' First you bet, then you

let us bet, and see how it is done. Here cat ' (that is, hedge); " the odds are always shorter

men ,

2
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past him .

towards the evening ; then you bet again and The place is getting curiously silent. Splash !

eat again ; and on . How excitedly he Splashı ! One thousand to one ! Another

reckons up his rows of figures, his thin mean minute will do it !

face working, his brown eyes gleaming. A The wind veers ; the cloud rolls aside to

fatherly policeman reminds him gently that the break elsewhere. Immortal gods ! one thou

odds will not always shorten , and he starts as sand to one. It makes even hardened gamblers

if some one had struck him , jal)lers wildly take a little breath.

in Hindustani, to stop, suddenly clutching at The tank is quickly dried. It was within

some delusive calculation . The policeman winks the merest ace of overflowing. Away out of

solemnly at us, and Chooni Lall's wrinkled . this, all sensible people ; for this kind is a very

smile is a little more marked . But the arith- potent devil, that takes little men by the neck

metical Goanese cares for none of these things ; and shakes them ratwise till their little indi

he ciphers absorbed, hearing nothing, seeing vidualities drop out like false teeth .

nothing, not even that burly Rajput jostling So we drove home - and my globe-trotter said

i it was an interesting place.

What a picture it would make the quaint

court with its narrow veranda under the tank ;

the
A MOORLAND REVERIE.

steep wooden stairs ; the four -storeyed

watch tower ; the maruari stalls ; the crowd, By hedgerows where the wild-rose clings,

the wonderful moving crowd ; men stirred out And honeysuckles droop and trail ,

of their habitual sluggislıness, their apathetic Anil dragon -flies in burnished mail

animalism , and by what ? Auri sacra fames Flit by and flash their jewelled rings ;

the weird 'lust of gold . It is a study in sepia,

the many shacles of brown touched by the By many a winding woodland way ,

white of a babu's shirt, the flash of white By sunny glades, and valleys cool

teeth , or the white of eyes turned upwards to With moss, and fern, and reedy pool,

the Tower of Destiny. And over all, the u Where wayward watercourses stray ;

winking sun of Bengal staring down even into

this stuffy courtyard , as if there were no such I gain the inoor : a soft air blows

thing as rain in the world . " Ten ,' they shout, Sweet -scented from the burning gorse ;

and in five minutes it is twenty. Business is And fresh from ters at their source

slackening ; there is not much taking of the In runnels that the red deer knows.

long odds.

Let 11 go up the tower. Its only other occu Soft grassy billows fall and swell

pants are the paid watchers looking for clouds O’er leagues of countless flowers ablaze

to rise from the bay to southward . We watchi In thymy hollows; a golden baze

too, gradually falling into a lazy dream in the To purple melts on the distant fell.
sunshine, staring over flat Bengal. And the

clamour from below comes up to us a confused I watch the heron floating by ,

murmur of voices —the heavy refrain of the The hawk on level pinions hung,

terrible gambling melody, a melody made of Or plover anxious for her young

the tearing sound of falling money - of straining With wavering flight and wailing cry.

eyes, and grinning lips drawn båck -of corded

veins and rigid muscles - of trickling drops of No city's tumult sounds to fret

sweat on tense brown faces of men absorbed The silence of this place of peace .

and driuk: -a song of the mad joy of winning, It gives from toil a sweet release,

the wild exhilaration over money, well -loved And joys that leave no late regret.

money, won without toil , its bitter wages - won

by no strain of lazy limb and sleepy head. And all my soul in peace

Yes, there is that swirl in the lilt of it . And And Fame tbat ever walks with Fear,

the curses, the despair, the growing, growing And Love whose harvest is a tear,

blackness of loss , ihat can ill be borne by Seem mocking dreams that mar a sleep.

minis imbalanced ; the sense of wrong, the

mastering angry envy that another man should Through field and woodland here I rove,

win wliile we lose ; the grinding, crushing Aloof from Glory's headlong race,

emptiness, the blank and dread to -morrow. Heedless of Beauty's fleeting grace

This, too, the sharp dull voice of loss. Strophe And casting loose the chains they wove.

and antistrophe they call against each other in

that devil's chorus, For other pleasures now I prove ;

But the watcher says something and waves My heart of passion dispossessed,

a signal. The noise below redoubles, and we I find on Nature's sheltering breast

forget to dream any more. Up comes a cloud
Delights that these could never move.

rapidly, menacingly. Thrves, twos, level money.

The crowd surges, and half the sky is covered ; But Twilight now with shallows stoled,

the wind sighs a little. Two to one the tank One silver star set on her brow ,

Ten to one. How the odds alter ! The Steals down the western hills - and now

first drops come down like blood , as it were. Her feet are on the fading wold .

The biggest, ugliest, richest marwari offers one

thousand to one the tank runs. Once a poor

coolie won his case for ever by taking odds like Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited,

this for his montli's pay ; but now none answers. 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH .
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the newspapers are caught napping. A young

NEWSPAPER OBITUARIES. public man, who would seem in the natural

course of things to have a long lease of life, is

By a JOURNALIST.
suddenly and unexpectedly cut down by death,

A LARGE portion of my yearly income is earned and there is no obituary ready for publication .

by the writing of newspaper obituaries. As a In such a case, which fortunately is very rare,

journalist I have made that sort of work a the best that is possible in the circumstances is

specialty, and I find it pays excellently well. done with the aid of a biographical dictionary,

You may imagine it is a rather gruesome occu- like Men of the Time and other books of refer

pation ; that it reminds one too forcibly of ence. But an obituary turned out under such

' graves and worms and epitaphs ; ' and that, like difficulties is, as a rule, little more than a

the undertaker's mute, I must be a person of string of dates.

sad and solemn visage . But if you think so, The sudden death of Mr Parnell, for instance ,

you are much mistaken . My occupation has no an event for which the newspapers were

depressing effect whatever on my countenance ; entirely unprepared. This was all the more

and at the social gatherings of the London Press vexatious, from the editor's point of view, as

Club, up Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, my the leader of the Irish Nationalists was at the

laugh rings the loudest and the merriest. And time one of the most prominent and interesting

I cannot see why it should be otherwise. As an personages on the public stage of this kingilom ,

obituary writer, I live and move and have my and columns of excellent ' copy' could have

being in the companionship of great men and been made out of the events of his varied and

women of all classes-poets, artists, statesmen , exciting career, if only time had been given

politicians, soldiers, scientists , and littérateurs. I to prepare it. As it was, the obituaries of Mr

trace their careers ; I record their achievements ; | Parnell were, with a few exceptions, dull and

I note their influence on their time. What meagre, and entirely unworthy both of the

other effect could such employment have on subject and of the Press.

the character of a man but to strengthen, The average newspaper reader will read with

enlarge , and ennoble it ? greater interest and more at length the obituary

You must not suppose that the obituary is of a public man who is suddenly cut off, than

written in the newspaper office when the news the obituary of one who has had a long illness,

of the death of some public personage arrives and for whose death the public are prepared.

All the big daily papers have obituaries of ! But of course it is of the latter that the best

every man and woman of distinction who are ; obituary is published. When a public man

advanced in years pigeon -holed, or ' in pickle , becomes seriously ill , his obituary is taken from

as the phrase goes in journalistic circles. Some the pigeon -hole, carefully gone over, freshened

of these obituaries are brief ; others extend to and brightened and brought up to date by the

three or four or five columns, according to addition of the recent events of his

the relative importance of the subject ; but career. Of that phase of journalism we have

they are all at the editor's hand, ready for had some illustrations within the past few

publication at any moment, and he is thus years in the excellent obituaries which were

enabled to give a sketch , columns long, of the published of Lord Tennyson, Professor Tyndall ,

career of a public man , a few hours, in some Dr Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Mr J. A.

instances, after that has closed for Froude, all of whom had a long struggle

with death before they finally succumbed .

Of course, it happens now and then that There are many obituaries pigeon -holed in

more

career

ever.
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no more .

new paper offices the writers of which will never proofs ' of the obituaries ; and pasted in a

see them in print, for they themselves have bulky scrap -book, they now form one of the

died before the subjects of their biographical strangest and most curious objects to be seen

essays. A curious instance of this is afforded at Marlborough House.

The eccentric Lord Brougham also had the
by the case of the Times obituary of Earl
Russell ( better known as 'LordJohn Russell'), unique experience of being able to read his

own obituaries in the newspapers. He was

who died in 1878 at the ripe old age of said to have circulated the report of his death

eighty -six years, sixty - five of which were spent in order to see how he would be referred to in

in public life. The obituary was written twenty the Press; and as many unpleasant things

years before the Earl's death. It was added to were written of his erratic political career, he

ås time went on ; but-strange fatality !-every could , in that case, hardly have enjoyed the
one of its contributors clied before the subject outcome of the experiment. ' I wonder what

himself. In the end, notwithstanding
the gene- the Times will say of me ? ' Lord Elgin

ral freedom from superstition of journalists, no who brought the celebrated sculptures known

one could be got to touch the biography until as ' the Šlgin Marbles' from Athens early in

the time came for its publication. the century - was heard to murmur to hiniself

To take another instance. There is not a daily ' on his death -bed in 1811 ; but his curiosity was

newspaper in the kingdom that has not had in not satisfied .

readiness for years an obituary of Mr Gladstone. Robert Louis Stevenson had, like the Prince

Twenty years ago, in 1875 , the aged statesman ' of Wales, the pleasure - the melancholy pleasure,

wrote to Lord Granville resigning the leadership perhaps — of reading before his death the good

of the Liberal party, as, he said , he was too old things the Press would write of him when he was

for public affairs, and it was time for liim to It has been a source of interest and

turn his thoughts to the other world . But, as amusement to me in this island home,' he once

everyone knows, he came back to public life , said to a visitor to Samoa, “ to read from time

after a few years of retirement, and since then has to time my obituary notices . The news travels

male more history than in the previous forty so far before it can be contradicted, that it

years of his public career. When he goes, what, often becomes exciting. However, the climate

excitement and confusion the event will create | is so admirable, that instead of furnishing the

in the newspaper offices of the kingilom ! Mr journals with interesting matter for paragraphs,

J. M. Barrie , in his entertaining story of news- |I am likely, to supply my editors with copy

paper life, Ihen a Man's Single, tells us that the for a considerable time to come. When the

foreman printer and the sub -editor of the Sil- news reached this country in December of 1894

chester Daily Mirror often talked with bated that the great novelist was dead, it was believed

breath of the amount of copy that would come in and loped by many to be an unfounded rumour,

should anything happen to lír Gladstone. The and that once again Mr Stevenson would be

sub-editor, if he was in a despondent mood, pre- able to read his obituary notices. But, alas !

dicted ,' writes V[r Barrie facetiously , “ tliat it the announcement was only too true.

would occur at midniglit. Thinking of this A still rarer experience is for one to write

had made him a Conservative .' one's own obituary for newspaper. Miss

Such an event occurring late at night would Harriet Martinean, the celebrated author, who

completely upset the internal cconomy of every was for many years a leader-writer on the

newspaper office in the country. At midnight,staff of the Daily News, actually wrote the

the next morning's paper is practically all in obituary , which appeared in the issue of that

type ; and should the prophecy which the sub- journal for June 29, 1876, two days after her

editor of the Mirror inclulged in when in a leath. A more excellent or impartial review of

despondent mood come true, from five to ten her career could hardly have been produced.

columns of the matter in type would have to She says she had small imaginative and sug

be discarded from tlie account of Vir Clackstone's | gestive powers, and thierefore no approach to

long and eminent career. genius ; and that she could popularise, though

The dangerous illness of the Prince of Wales, she could neither discover nor invent.' This

in December 1871 , was the cause of events remarkable obituary, which fills three and a

-curious and amusing , which will ever ſind half columns of the Daily News, was published

a place in the history of British journalism . precisely as it was written in 1855, when the

The cleath of the Prince seemed inevitable ; for author and the subject of it felt that her end

the doctors had begun to despair. One day the was at hand . But she lived for twenty - one

announcement went forth that Iis Royal lligh- years after, during which the obituary notice

ness could not survive many hours, and accord- lay in a pigeon -hole in the Daily News office.

ingly every daily newspaper in the kingilom But probably the most extraordinary circum

had its obituary of the Prince ' set, or put stances in connection with this subject were

into type. But the expected telegram announc- two recent libel actions against London evening

ing the death never came, and so at miilnight, papers for statements contained in obituaries.

when the hour for going to press was close at in one case a man fell from a train in motion

hand, many a newspaper editor who had relied on a Welsh railway and was killed. There

on his biographical sketch of the Prince filling was nothing on his person to lead to his

six or ciclit columns of his paper, was compelled identification ; but as some sketch -books belong

to fill up the blank columns with standing'ing to an artist connected with a London

matter of all kinds, such as old avertisements weekly illustrated paper were found in an

diand older news. The principal newspaper editors empty carriage of the train , it was presumed

subsequently sent the Prince , at his own request, the dead man was the artist, and a telegram

a
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to that effect was sent, in the ordinary course, corner in the hearts of millions of the people

to the London newspapers. of these islands — I inadvertently mentioned the

One of the evening journals published a object for which I wanted the information I

sketch of the artist's life, in which it was said asked for, and as my letter reached him on

that if the deceased had only had more appli- his birthday, of all cays of the year, I am

cation and steadiness he would have attained afraid it was a most unseasonable and perhaps

a far higher position in illustrated journalism . a most unwelcome communication. Neverthe

But the artist was not dead at all ; he had less, it evoked the following genial reply :

simply forgotten his paraphernalia in the rail DEAR SIR — You acted the part of the skel

way carriage, and on returning to London , eton at the feast in my household this morning,

brought an action against the evening paper and acted it, I nust say, in a becomingly grue

for libel, which he alleged was contained in its some fashion, At the breakfast table , while I

comments in the obituary notice. The action was happily receiving the congratulations of

was settled out of Court by the payment of my family on my seventy-sixth birthday - for

substantial damages. I was born three -quarters of a century ago to

In the other and more recent case, the day—I opened your letter ; and when I read

person who complained of being slandered in of the purpose for which you require the in

an obituary was a music-hall artist. The notice formation you asked for, truly the subsequent

of his death was complimentary to him as proceedings interested me no more . A moment

a singer, but it insinuated that he was an after I was told I looked as if I might live

agent of the Irish -American dynanitards, and for ever, comes your reminder that the news

as such, frequently travelled between London, ' papers are making preparations for my death |

New York, and Paris. The newspaper in Well, now , wasn't that provoking ! Ilowever,

question got the news from an outside con- I'll forgive your untimely intrusion if you

tributor- it was sent, probably, as a stupid or promise not to be too hard on me in your

malicious practical joke; but the music-hall sketch of iny career . I only hope that the

artist was handsomely compensated for its newspapers circulate in Paradise, in order that

publication.
I may read there what you have got to say

The obituary writer must be a diligent and of me.'

omnivorous reader of newspapers and magazines He gave me the information I desired ; and

and of current literature ; and when he reads, he in a letter of apology and thanks I sent him ,

must always have beside him pencil and note . I told him of the profound conviction which

book, scissors, paste , and scrap -book. Thanks prevails in journalistic circles that the best

to my own extensive scrap-books and note- guarantee of a long life is to have one's obitu

books, which I have indexed on a most elabo- , ary pigeon -holed in a newspaper office, of

rate scale, I can turn out at a few hours' notice, which there are two remarkable illustrations

a biographical sketch , from three to six columns in the of Earl Russell and Harriet

long, ofany of the thirty or forty learling men Martineau .

and women of the day in politics, literature,

art, or science. It is only by such a system

that full and accurate obituaries can be written. AN ELECTRIC SPARK.*

The public careers of these distinguished per

sonages are recorded from day to day, from CHAPTER v. ( continued ).

week to week, in the newspapers, and from I’s glad I spoke out about that, Ren,' said

month to month in the magazines, while occa- Brant, placing his foot upon a chair, resting

sionally, glimpses behind the scenes in their his arm upon his knee, and speaking in a low ,

private lives are afforded by theautobiographics thoughtful manner. " I must make more of a

and reminiscences of contemporaries, which
form a not insignificant part of current litera- pusl of it now over the business, and insist

ture ; and one needs to be very alert, and very upon taking my place there. I'm afraid I've

laborious in the use of pencil and scissors and been a bit careless. '

paste-brush , to keep note - books and scrap-books Rénée looked at him wistfully.

fully up to date. Yes,' he said ; that has been it, Ren. The

Occasionally, men and women spring sud- old man made it tov easy for me,and a young

denly into fame. I may mention " as recent fellow likes a bit of pleasure : races and all

instances Mr Crockett and Mr John Davidson that sort of thing ?

in literature ; Mrs Patrick Campbell on the ' It has troubled Papa a great deal , Brant,

staye ; and Mr Asquith in politics. In some of said Rénée.

these cases it is not easy to trace the career 'S'pose so. But half of it was his fault ;

of a man up to the point at which he achievel and it wasn't pleasant for us to have lows

renown, and his movements and doings became about it. Dear old boy ; he's a good fellow,

of interest to the general public. I have, and we can't have him knocking up from too

therefore, often written to a man for necessary much work .'

information which I could obtain from no other Vo, Brant, and it troubles me greatly:

source, telling him , of course, I neeiled it for Of course it does. I haven't noticed it so

à biographical sketch, but refraining from , much till lately. Then the change came upon

mentioning the melancholy occasion on which me all at once, and I felt startled?

that sketch would be published ; and, as a rule, * Brant !'

I have always attained the desired object.
“ There, there ; don't take it like that. Noth

In one instance, however - the case of a man

who is still alive, and holds a very warm Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

cases
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ing the matter but that he is fagged out, Then you shall be happy, Ren , he said

poor old boy. But there ; I'll—we, I mean earnestly— Now, listen : I must be a partner for

we'll soon put that right: you work at home, the sake of the position. You'll help me in

I at the office .' that, too, for all our sakes ? '

Thank you, Brant, clear ; we will indeed .' Of course I will , dear. '

• He won't like it at first ; but he'll soon get Mind, it is for his sake. But once done, the

used to it. So hard, you know, to alter a rest will follow. '

man's habits.' “ Yes, I see, ' said Rénée.

‘ But, Brant, speak frankly to me. Dr Kil And you do believe in me now ? '

patrick never will . ' Yes, indeed I do,' she said , looking him full

" Of course he won't-doctors are such hum in his eyes.

bugs. They pretend things are worse than they “ Thank you, clear,' he cried , folding her in

are, and play mystery and hocus pocus to make his arms and kissing her warmly as he took her

you think they are wonderfully clever when quite by surprise. We must make him consent

the patient gets well. No ; there's nothing to an early marriage, and'

radically wrong with him , only fagged out. ‘ Brant !' she exclaimed wildly as she wrested

Worries too much. More he makes, the more lierself free, and gazed at him wide-eyed, cheek

he wants to make ; and money doesn't mean flaming, and astonished .

happiness, Ren . Why, what's the matter, dear ?' he said,

No, Brant.'
trying to catch her to his breast again.

' It's very well, of course ; but you want Don't ! '

something else, or it's of no use. — Well, there ; Only that one word, but accompanied by a

I must be off directly. I shall go straight back look full of indignation.

to the office, and there's going to be a bit of “Why, you silly little thing ! ' he said, laugh

rebellion . I don't care what he says ; I shall ing. Woman's nature. You love me, and

stick to the work and relieve him all I can .' promise me everything I could wish for, and

Thank you, Brant. I know you will .' then look flashes of lightning at me for trying

Yes. There's no nonsense about it now, to steal a kiss. What a naughty little cousin !'

Ren - I mean work, and to hold my own at Brant !' she cried excitedly, you misunder

the office : he must make me a junior partner.' stand me.'

Rénée shook her head . “ I'm afraid he would " Oh , no ; I don't, pussy. If there is any one

not yet. ' I understand, it is you . — But there, so long as

He must, dear. It is necessary for my we understand each other, that will do. You

I you
I can get on with what I have now ; but if past, as a man loves the first woman who ever

a fellow is to command , he must have his com- made his heart beat fast. I can wait. We

mission. I'm only a sort of clerk, and there have others to think of now more than of our

must be some change made.' selves. We must studly him , Ren , dear.'

Rénée shook her head : she was too much in • Brant, she cried in horror at his quiet

her father's confidence not to know a good deal assumption of a right to speak as he did , are

about her cousin's
in Great George you mad ? '

Street.
“ Very nearly, dear - with joy . My darling

" Don't do that, my dear," he said quietly . cousin has shown me the secret of her dear

" You must work with me for his sake. Ren, little heart, and I know she loves me.'

I'm four -and -twenty next year ; I know all
she cried wildlly . · Cousin Brant,

the flam of a fashionable man's life . It won't if I made you think I loved you , it was as my

do. A fellow wants something more solid. cousin---as my brother.'

Thank goodness, my life's mapped out, and What ! ' he cried, laughing. Nonsense, Ren ,

Robert Dalton & Co. shan't stand still, I pro- dear. You don't know yourself yet. There ; I

mise you. I mean to make you all proud of love you all the better for your sweet girlish

me and of what I do. Hle's a fine old fellow, innocency:

and he has done a deal for me ; and I'll let ' No, no, Brant ; don't—don't talk like that,

him see that I've got some of the right stuff in she cried wildly.

me after all . '
Why, what has come to you, darling ? ' le

" Thank you , Brant,' cried Rénée, placing her said tenderly, as she turned hysterical.

hands in bis. * You don't know how happy Don't – don't touch me,' she criel, almost

you have made me,' she cried, the husky tone fiercely . ' It is all a dreadful misunderstand

of his voice impressing her. I always told ing .'

Papa that you would see through your folly Is it ? he cried , with a hard look in his

soon, and be to us the good loving boy again eyes, and his whole manner changing. I'll

that you were when you first came.' show you that it is not. You can't draw back

" Thank you, too, dear,' he crieil warmly , as now, Ren, for a girlish whim . Recollect, it is

he held her hands, but turned away his head a for poor uncle's sake, as well as our happiness.

little. " I say, don't think me a soft. ' Why, what do you mean ? One minute you

' I am only too glad to see you moved , are all loving and kind ; the next, ready to

Brant, dear.' make me think But there, nonsense ! I

“ Are you , Ren ? And you will help me in know I startled you. I'll wait for a bit , and

my plans ? you'll soon think differently. Misunderstand

Of course, clear ; and if they result in wean- ing ? Oh no, Ren , dear, there is no misunder

ing Papa from so much weary toil and restore standing now . I take it that you have prom

him to his health, I shall be happy indeed .' ised to be my little wife. '

career

Oh yes,
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* Brant, she said , growing perfectly calm now , in a savage whisper, which , in spite of her

and speaking with quiet womanly dignity, indignation, made Rénée shrink from him in
listen to me.'

horror, and for the moment, trembling. But

' Listen to you ? Yes, I like to, ' he said in a short time she had recovered herself and

playfully. spoke up bravely.

"Oh, don't speak to me like that, Brant,' she " You have no right to talk to
me like

said, losing her firmness for a moment. that, Brant,' she cried . ' It is cruel and in

' I can't guide my tongue when I speak to sulting.'

you , Ren - dear,' he said .
" Then there is something,' he said .

Listen to me : you are purposely trifling.' She made no reply, but looked in his eyes

No : serious as a judge,' he replied . defiantly — the girl no longer, a strong woman

‘ Brant, stop this mocking way. You shall now .

listen to me seriously. We were children to Then that insolent pauper — that miserable

gether, and to me you have always seemed like time-serving sneak , Wynyan, has spoken to

a brother you. I suspected him . The hound ! Mr Paul

Nonsense ! ' he said sharply, and with the Wynyan, eh ?'

blood now beginning to tingle in his cheeks. She looked at him scornfully, but she was

I have always thought of you as my little very white.

wife. I told uncle I meai marry you over Right! You don't deny it, ' he continued.

a year ago, and again this morning:
Not the first clerk who has made love to

Oh, no, no, no, she cried excitedly. his master's daughter.'

Don't be so silly, Ren. We are man and • Brant, you have said enough . She spoke

woman now, bound together to help him , per- quietly now. ' Pray, go , before you say words

haps to save his life. ' which must cause a cruel estrangement between

* Bound to help, my dear father ,' she cried, us.

' but not like that.' ' How sentimentally romantic we are ! Cause

There was such a look of horror in her eyes an estrangement between us ? Oh, do not think

that he began to lose patience, but he mastered it, fairest cousin . So I'm to be honoured by

his rising temper, and said firmly : ‘ Yes : having the proud young porter - I mean engi

bound like that - for his sake. ' neer, for a relative.
Is it really lie ?—You are

But it is impossible ,' she cried ; ' never silent. Better tell me, so that I shall not make

speak to me again like this .' any mistake. It would be so sad if I did him

“What?' hecried, with his temper getting the a mischief, and he proved to be the wrong man .

upper hand for the moment ; but he was master -Not a word ? Then I suppose I am correct.

of himself again directly, and laughed unpleas- Now, listen to me.
I mean to be incle's

antly: 'What an absurd girl you are ! There ; partner, and your husband ; so I shall just go

all right : hold me off a bit. I know .' straight back to the office and thrash Wynyan

" Oh Brant, ' she cried in so piteous à tone till he cannot stand , and then bring the dog

that he was startled , and gazed at her fiercely. into uncle's room , and make him confess that

" You do not know .' he has taken advantage of his position of trust

" What ?' he cried . “ You mean No : it to address his master's daughter, and Here,

isn't that,' he said in a low menacing tone. It what are you going to clo ?' he cried as she

couldn't be . Ren , I'm a man now — a man of darted to and rang the bell .

strong feeling. I love you , and you are going " Send for some one to protect me from your

to be my wife. Soon , too, for many reasons ; violence and insult, sir .'

so be sensible and wise, dear. Why, if it had * Then you set me at defiance ? '

been that which I thought, instead of a bit · Yes.

of coquetry on your part, I'd — Yes, I'd kill You throw over your poor suffering father .'

him .'
??

* Brant !' • Ask Miss Bryne to come here. '

‘ As I would some dog that had bitten me.' The man withdrew .

She looked at him with the pupils of her * War, is it, then ?' cried Brant, striding, to

eyes dilating, and the rage with which he had the table and snatching the flowers he had
battled hard had its way. brought from where they stood , and raising

Then it is,' lie cried, catching her wrist them to dash them down upon the carpet, only

' I suspected it ;but I wouldn't believe it of checking the impulse.

you . What has he cared to say ? ' No, no ; I won't do that,' he said with a

She wrested her hand away, and looked at mocking laugh . “ It would be a pity. Get

him defiantly. some wire, dear, and make them into a wreath

“ Yes,' he continued , “ I'd shoot hiin like a to send to our dear Paul when I have had

clog. And as for you There ; pish ! you my interview with him . Don't make a mis

make
I couldn't help it. take, Ren ; I mean what I say,

and' He

That's impossible. I won't say what I was paused as he reached the door. • Recollect, you

going to Yes; I will. Look here, then. are going to be my wife.'

You are only a girl, so let me tell you that it is IIe strode out of the house, and had hard

dangerous to trifle with a strong mau's love. work to check himself in a mad desire to

If such a thing were possible — that you had give a slashing stroke at the neck of a marble

listened to another, sooner than he should rob statue on the landing, and then from banging

me of you—of one whom I have always looked the door.

upon as my wife — I'l– kill you .' Ile grew calmer, though, as he reached the

Brant seemed another man . His words came street with a grim kind of calmness, and he

ring ",

me angry , dear.
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said to himself : " That settles it. Fate had breast. Ah , what we poor trembling women

nothing else. It would have given me time, suffer for their sake.'

and I could have borrowed then of anybody. ' It is , yes,' mused Miss Bryne as she gently

Well, all right. I wanted to be an honest led Rénée to a couch , and drew the agitated

Never mind ; there's little Bella Endoza face down till it was hidden in her breast.

after all.' ' He has told her, and she loves him ; but the

poor heart rebels still against its master. Ah,

so like—so like. But it is nature, I suppose ;

That spray producer took so long in finding and throughout nature is so cruel, even the

" Poor fellow ! ' said Miss Bryne, smiling in gentle birds can peck. Oh, how well I

a late twilight fashion. ' I could see it in his know.'

eye. He has been very naughty, I'm afraid ; ‘ Rénée, dearest,' she whispered, ' what is it ? '

but if he loves her, and is a good boy now , why There was no reply:

should it not be so ? I don't think dear Rénée Can you not confide in me, my own ??.

loves him ; but slie has grieved a great dealabout Still no reply, but Rénée's arms tightened

him when Robert has been put out ; and though about her aunt's neck.

they are cousins, he might make her very “ That is right, dear. I know your brave little

happy ; and it would be so sad for either of heart feels crushed , and you cannot trust your

them to suffer a disappointment in early youth, self to speak. But let me help you, dearest.

as some one did whom I once knew .' It will do you good, I know : I could not help

Miss Bryne sighed, and looked in the glass seeing what he meant by bringing those flowers

at her pleasant, amiable, but decidedly passé and asking me to go .'

aspect, and mused upon the past. Rénée raised her head with her face now

It is a terrible thing this love, and I fear flushed and her eyes flashing.

me that it produces more pain than pleasure in * Did Brant ask you to go, aunt ?'

the world . But dearest Rénée would make “ Yes, dearest.—But don't, pray, don't look at

any man happy and good if he could win her. me like that.'

-Lilies ! How suitable a present for her. “ How could you , aunt ! How could you ! '

Scent only - memories of the dead flowers — for cried Rénée, shrinking away in her indigna

poor me. Heigh -ho ! never mind ; I will not tion .

murmur. It might have been , had he lived ; • My darling, I did it for the best ; and I

and now — who knows what may be. ' thought perhaps that - that - though you might

Miss Bryne stood with her brow wrinkled, think like this, you would thank me after

looking very dreamy for a time. Then the wards.'

smile came faintly upon her lip again. " Oh aunt ! shame ! ' cried Rénée angrily.

' I think I'll leave them together a little Don't speak to me like that, dearest,' pleaded

longer. No : perhaps I ought not to. I'll go Miss Bryne. “ But tell me : Brant did come to
down now.' At that moment a sound which propose to you ?'

came in through the open window made her ‘ Yes : my cousin ! '

start. “ Why, he has gone ! ' she said in sur " Well, yes, dear, the relationship is near ; but

prise ; and then in a hurried she then we have precedent amongst people in

descended to the drawing -room , where Rénée the highest ranks of society. And besides,love,

stood trembling and agitated , face to face with dear Brant is like myself,related in the second

ů something which had crept into her breast, degree. Really, dearest, I do not think you

and of whose presence she had not been fully need raise that as an obstacle. Of course it

aware till her cousin rudely dragged the veil was quite right to name it at first.'

aside. Rénée's weakness had passed away, and she

Miss Bryne entered softly and quickly. ' I looked at her aunt with an air of perplexity

really cannot find the spray producer anywhere, mingled with contempt and indignation , which

Then arclily : ' I hope you did not increased when Miss Bryne drew her closer

think me long ?? once inore and kissed her tenderly.

At these words Rénée slowly turned her face , ' You are agitated now , dearest,' whispered

and Miss Bryne's manner changed. That facé Miss Bryne, and it is only natural, my love.

was casy to read ; and hurrying to her niece's , Al Rénée, my child , I have suffered too. But

side, she caught the agitated girl in her arms. you might confide in me, dear. It would

•Rénée, my darling, what isthe matter ? ' inake me so happy to feel that I was every

It was like the touch of the discharging rod thing to you, and I know , darling, it would

upon a Leyden jar. One moment Renée had comfort this brave little throbbing heart.'

stood there overcharged with human electricity, 'Aunt, Į have nothing toconfide more than

a passionate, indignant woman , vibrating with you know,' said Rénée coldly.

the intense storm evoked by that which she My darling ! ' said Miss Bryne reproach

had gone through ; the next, the cloud had fully .

burstwith its rain, and she was sobbing with "Well, what do you wish me to say ? I have

an hysterical rusl of tears in Miss Bryne's always thought of Brant as my brother. He

took me by surprise, and I felt that it was

Yes ? No ? mused the elder lady as she dreadful.'

caressingly tried to soothe and comfort her Yes, dear, at first. It is how a woman should

charge. Oh, this love, this love ! ' she said to feel . But afterwards ?'

herself. It must be so . The reaction that is Afterwards, I made him passionately angry,

to come after the self-surrender - this and he left me after saying the cruellest

owning to the passion so deeply hidden in the things.'

die

manner

my dear .'

aris.

sure
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some

no more.

But you had relented first, dear ? ' ported from the United States. This American

" Relented ? Oh aunt, this is too dreadful. ginseng is said be much used in the

How can you be so weak ?' domestic medicine of the States to the west of

• Because I am a suffering woman, my child, the Alleghanies ; but it is regarded by regular

and we are all alike. I could confide in you, medical practitioners as quite worthless.

dearest, and I should like you to confide in

But there ; I know what it is. One feels Notwithstanding the firin belief which the

the pain, the agony of it all ; but, Rénée, Chinese have in the extraordinary powers of

dearest, we should not quite believe inour the genuinenative root, Europeans have hither

hearts : they are liable to deceive us, and to to failed to find any remarkable properties in it,

prompt us to say things which may cause us to and it has no active principle and no medic

repent for years.—No, no ; don't try to leave inal action. Like the mandrake, which was

me, dear. I want to sympathise with you asI accounted so potent in former days, it no

You know once, dear - ah , so many years doubt derives its virtues largely from the faith

ago ! there was one who never would

of the patient. Dr Porter Smith, however,

have proposed to me; but if he had, I know

then that I should have indignantly refused mentions having seen some cases in which life

him , and then relented ever after. Come, try appeared to have been prolonged for a time by

and believe in me, and make me the receptacle its use. M. Maack states that a Cossack of his

of all your thoughts, love ; and think, I beg of party , having accidentally chopped off a finger

you, for the sake of your father's happiness, with an axe, applied an ointment made of

don't be too ready to treat all that has passed ginseng , to the wound, which healed rapidly.

as final. You may see later on that it was to The Chinese believe it to be a sovereign remedy

be, only you checked the current of two loving for almost all diseases, and more particularly

hearts. If Brant loves you, as I think he does, for exhaustion of body or mind. M. Huc says

ought you to blast his hopes ? ' that “ they report marvels of its curative powers,

Aunt, dear, I cannot bear this. Please, say and no doubt it is for Chinese organisations a

There ; I must - I must go .' tonic of very great effect for old and weak per

“ Yes, dear, you shall. I know solitude is so sons ; but its nature is too heating, the Chinese

great a comfort at such times. But so is sym- physicians admit, for the European tempera

pathy, dearest — a woman's sympathy, especially ment, already, in their opinion , too hot.'

of one who is perhaps as weak as yourself. At one time the ginseng grown in Manchuria

You want it now, if ever. ' was considered to be the finest, and it became

“ Yes,' thought Rénée in the solitude of her so scarce in consequence, that an Imperial edict

own room , I want it now , ifever. Poor aunt ! was issued prohibiting its collection. All the

And yet she loves me very dearly, in her supplies of the drug collected in the Chinese

way' Empire are Imperial property, and are sold to

those allowed to deal in it at its weight in

gold. The ginseng obtained in Corea is now

GINSENG.
accounted most valuable. The root of the

wild plant is preferred to that of the cultivated ,

THE most prized drug in the entire Chinese and the quality of the drug is supposed to im

pharmacopeia — that medley of fearful and prove with the age of the plant. The export

wonderful things—is the famous Ginseng, the from Corea is a strict monopoly, the punish

root of a plant belonging to the Ivy tribe, ment for smuggling it out being death. The

which has for centuries been regarded as total export is only about twenty-seven thousand

very elixir of life, and supposed to be endowed pounds annually ; but owingto its greatvalue,

with almost miraculous properties.
even this small quantity yields a considerable

While of

revenue, which is said to be the king's personal
prime importance in China and Japan, its use perquisite. Ginseng is also grown in Japan,

is by no means confined to these countries. It where it was introduced from Corea, but as

is the principal tonic used in Central Asia, and there the plant grows much more luxuriantly

in Oriental countries generally, and indeed was than in its native country, the root is con

at one time introduced into Europe, where it sidered less active, and is not so much esteemed .

met with some favour, until sarsaparilla sup Though the product of the wild ginseng is

planted it in popularity.
most valued, the plant is carefully cultivated

So great is the demand for ginseng in China, which is sown inMarch. The seedlings are
in some parts of Corea. It is raised from seed

that the finest kinds command enormous prices ; transplanted frequently during the first two or

the drug, according to quality, selling at from three years, and great care is taken to shade

six dollars to four hundred dollars an ounce.them from the sun and rain. Healthy plants

Doubtless, its dearness contributes largely, with mature in about four years, but the roots are

such a people as the Chinese, to raise its celeb- not usually taken up until the sixth season.

rity so high . The rich and the mandarins prob- Ordinary ginseng is prepared by simply drying
the root in the sun or over a charcoal fire.

ably use it mainly out of pure ostentation, as
To make red or clarified ginseng, the root is

its cost puts it beyond the reach of the common

people. " To meet the wants of the poorer classes, large earthenware vessel with a closely fitting
placed in wicker baskets, which are put in a

many other roots are substituted , the most im- cover, and pierced in the bottom with holes.

portant of which is American ginseng, the pro- The whole is then set over boiling water and

duct of an allied species, which is largely im- steamed for about four hours. The ginseng is

a
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CHAPTER II.

afterwards dried until it assumes a hard resin . more commonplace method of taking ginseng

ous, translucent appearance, which is a proof requires no other precautions than the avoiding

of its good quality. That of the best quality of acids, salt, and pepper, and choosing summer

is generally sold in hard, rather brittle, trans- time, as cold is supposed to cause rheumatisn .

lucent pieces, about the size of the little finger,

and from two to four inches in length .

taste is mucilaginous, sweetish , and sliglıtly
AN UNAUTHORISED INTERVENTION . *

bitter and aromatic.

The greatest care is taken of the pieces of

the finest quality. M. Huc says that through- INSTINCTIVELY, in his utter amazement, Jack

out China no chemist's shop is unprovided with advanced a step . At a sign from the colonel,

more or less of it. According to the account who had evidently mistaken his meaning, half

given byLockhart (Aledical Missionary, in a -dozen revolvers were pointed at his head.

China) of a visit to a ginseng merchant, it is

stored in small boxes lined with sheet-lead, “ The house is surrounded — and the soldiers have
Resistance is useless, señor, ' said the officer.

which are kept in larger boxes containing

quicklime for absorbing moisture. The pieces their orders. Surely Don Juan, after his long

of the precious drug are further enclosed in absence, isn't already tired of his native country?

silk wrappers
and kept in little silk -lined It would be a pity if he were to share the

boxes. The merchant, when showing a piece fate of his distinguished father - just yet.'

bared of its wrappings to Mr Lockhart for his His tone was not very pleasant ; but of course

inspection , requested him not to breathe on or Jack had not the same reason to resent it as

handle it, while he dilated on its merits, and the realJuan Tovar might have had, any more

related the marvellous cures he had known it ! thanhe had the inclination to resent the laugh

to effect. The root is covered, according, to i
quality, with the finest embroidered silk , plain with which the words were received. He con

cotton cloth, or paper: fronted the colonel quite calmly : the instant's

In China, ginseng is often sent to friends as thought had shown him the position-and its

a valuable present, and in such cases there is possibilities.

usually presented along with the druy a small ' I am sorry to disappoint you, Señor Coronel,'

finely finished double kettle for its preparation. he said , very slowly ; but might it not be as

The inner kettle is made of silver, and between well to make sure, first of all, that you have

it and the outside copper vessel is asmall space the right man ? '

for holding water. The silver kettle fits in a

The colonel threw out his palms in a sig.
ring near the top of the outer covering, and is

furnished with a cup-like cover, in which rice nificant gesture.

is put, with a little water. The ginseng is • Because, in the other case,' Jack went on,

placed in the inner vessel , the cover put on, unheedling, ‘ it may prove very uncomfortable
and the whole apparatus set on the fire. When for the Señor Coronel and his Government if

the rice in the cover is cooked , the medicine is they detain a British subject without reasonable

readly, and is eaten by the patient, who drinks cause, and without reasonable inquiry. That, of

the ginseng tea at the same time.
The dose of the root is from sixty to ninety course," he added, “ is a matter for the Señor

grains. During the use of the drug, tea-drink Coronel. I am powerless.'

ing is prohibited for at least a month, without ' Ca ! I am glad Don Juan recognises the

any other change of diet. It is taken in the facts—for his own sake. ' He resumed his tone

morning before breakfast, and sometimes in the of irony. " And so you are a British subject

evening before going to beil . now, señor ? I was aware of your residence in

In India, Persia, and Afghanistan, ginseng is England for a year or two,but not that it

known as chob-chini, the Chinese wood. ' In absolved you from the risks of meddling with

these countries it is prepared either as a powder, the aflairs of San Estevan .'

which is compounded of ginseng, with gum ' I have nothing more to say,' replied Jack,

mastic and sugar-candy, equal parts of each, except this : I have already given your subor

about a drachm being taken once a day, early dinates all particulars of myself ; the Idaho is

in the morning ; or as a decoction, in the pre- still at anchor, and you may easily satisfy

paration of which an ounce of fine parings is yourself of their truth ; and if not, I shall hold

boiled for a quarter of an hour in a pint of myself free to take such steps as I may think

water. There are two ways in which the tonic proper to get reparation for this outrage. You

is taken. The first is a truly Oriental luxu- have heard my protest, Señor Coronel. The

rious method , affected by wealthy people , and rest is for yourself?

especially by Afghan princes. The patient retires Then he lit a cigar carelessly , by way of

to a garden, where his senses are soothed by hinting that he had no further interest in the

listening to music, the song of birds, and the proceedings. The onlookers cxchanged glances :

bubbling of a flowing stream , and enjoying they seemed struck by his attitude of indif

the balmy breeze. He avoids everything likely ference. But the colonel, who was an obstinate

to trouble and annoy liim , and will not even man by nature, and incapable of more than one

open a letter lest it should contain bad news ; idea at a time, smiled blandly in the conscious

and the doctor forbids any one to contradict ness of his superior prescience.

lim . Some grandees of Central Asia go ' Oh ! it is good acting,' he remarked. “ But

through a course of forty days of this pleasant

regimen every second year. The other and * Copyright reserved in the United States of America .
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Don Juan does not flatter our intelligence. We shadow of the houses. Jack took his place by

expected him ; we did not expect ( even we) the colonel's side ; the troops closed round ;

that he would land at Sampachó labelled with and , at the word of command, the party moved

his name and object, or without a story. When off in dead silence through the line of tumble

he left Valparaiso on the 14th ' He paused down huts. It was a novel experience to the

for a contradiction . Englishman, and in his state of mind not alto

Jack calmly blew out his match . " We seem gether an unpleasant one, to feel himself the

to be losing time,' he said . central figure of all this hubbub. For once in

Then you surrender to the charge, señor ?' his life , at least, he was a personage of some

Pardon me : I submit to force. You have importance. The sensation was still fresh when

my warning of the probable consequences.' And they drew up presently before a low, white

seeing no alternative, he handed his washed building, and the information

revolver as he spoke. vouchsafed to him that he had reached his

· Don Juan is wise,' replied the colonel, lodging for the night. The larger portion of

accepting the weapon. ' You have no other his guard was told off for various duties around

arms on your person ? Very good !- For my- and about the house ; and , surrounded by the

self, I am quite ready to take the responsibility rest, he was conducted through a vile patio

for my action , either now or when the British which seemed to be used chiefly for stabling

Government chooses to interfere. ' purposes -- to an equally vile chaniber, furnished

" Now that we understand each other, I am only with a pallet and a couple of chairs, and

at your service. May I ask what you intend far from clean . Here he had a last tussle with

to do with me ? '
the Commandante. Learning that he was

' Pray, assure yourself , señor. On my part, pected, for precaution's sake, to share the little

nothing very terrible,' said the officer, unbending room with two soldiers, he objected in the

under the obvious delusion that his prisoner had strongest terms. They could post half -a-dozen

thrown up his hand. ' I shall only have the outside his door, and another half-dozen at the

honour to conduct you to-morrow to the city window , and as many around the place as they

of San Estevan. My own duty ends when I chose ; but he insisted so energetically upon

deliver you to the military Governor : it is privacy within it, that at last the oflicer gave

for him , under the instructions of His Excel . in . Then he wished his prisoner ' Buenas noches,'

lency the President, to cleal with serious cases and withdrew with his men.

of rebellion such as this .' Left to his meditations, Jack threw himself

And in the meantime ? '
upon the pallet and indulged in a hearty bout

' I am afraid you must spend the night in of laughter. At the moment, it was the ludi

close custody. Believe me, however, that we crous side of the position that struck him most

shall do our utmost to make your visit to the of all. He did not blame his captor's overmuch .

republic - which, said he, with grim humour, Evidently they had some ground to expect the

may not be a long one—as comfortable as we arrival of the redoubtable Juan Tovar ; he was

not surprised , after what he had heard on board

With that he turned to give some instructions the Idaho, to find how much they feared him ;

to his subordinates, and for a minute Jack was and, for all that he knew to the contrary, they
left to his own thoughts . These, one must might be as much alike as twin -brothers. He

admit, were scarcely so desponding as they amused himself with the fancy of the Señor
should have been . Indeed , he

he smiled to Coronel's disappointment when the mistake was

himself as he pictured the look on Sir Ralph discovered, and hugged the anticipation of his

Petre's face if that worthy diplonatist were to own part in the scene. And in thie meantime ?

see him in his present plight, held prisoner as Well, he felt no inclination to hurry on the

à dangerous rebel within ten minutes of his crisis ; the adventure pleased him ; and as he

landing, and now watched over in every move meant to be as comfortable as circumstances

ment by a dozen pairs of keen and suspicious would permit, he set himself for slumber with

eyes ! an easy conscience. Almost the last sound that

His pleasant musings were broken by the came to his ears before he fell off was the

colonel's voice. Now , Don Juan,' he said. steam -whistle of the Idaho as she resumed her

' I am ready, Señor Coronel,' he answered . voyage northward . It mingled in his dreams

But, first, there is one favour that I must beg all that night with the tramp-tramp of the

sentinels outside his door.

The colonel bowed . " If it is within my Even the annoyances of the next morning

power'
did not serve to depress his spirits. His toilet

' I have simply to ask you to aildress me, was made, his breakfast eaten, under the eyes

while we are together, by the name I have of his guards ; he loitered for two hours in ihe

given. It isn't a matter of much importance, patio, stared at by a succession of unwashed

perhaps; but I have no wish to pose, even warriors. They did not grow in one's favour

for a day or two, as man whom I have under the light of clay : their uniforms seemed

never seen . '
more ragged , their demeanour more villainous,

" Oh ! as you please, ' said the other, laughing their whole appearance as far removed from

carelessly. soldierly smartness as could well be imagined.

He signed to his officers, and preceded Jack He was relieved at half- past nine by the coming

to the door. Outside, the street was occupied of the colonel, with the welcome news that

by an imposing array of soldiers under arms, everything was in readiness for his departure

and beyond them the presence of the curious -if the señor pleased .

villagers was dimly to be discerned in the “ The señor is only too glad ,' he returned.

6

can .

of you .'

a
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The scene in the village was a repetition of was uncomfortably hot; his guards were not

that of the previous evening. The most elab- inclined to be sociable ; and to a man wedged

orate precautions had evidently been taken to in the middle of a railway carriage, while the

ensure his safe custody and prevent the possi- train crawls along at seven or eight miles an

bility of a rescue. He had the usual escort ; hour, the_best scenery loses its attraction

from the inn to the railway depôt, not more although Jack, to be honest, did not trouble

than a thousand yards in distance, the road was himself much with scenery under the best of

lined by troops ; the brown-faced villagers had circumstances. For one thing, however, he had

been crushed back into the spaces between the the opportunity of deciding his plan of cam

huts, whence they watched the procession with paign without interruption. Barring the un

curious eyes ; and the little station itself was desirable chance of a rescue, he felt little dread of

i occupied by the military, to the total exclusion the upshot. If the worst came to the worst, he

of the populace. By this time Jack had be- had always the British Consul at San Estevan,

come rather indifferent to their presence, and Mr Chalmers, upon whom to fall back . He

glanced with more interest at the train . It knew Chalmers well, having met him frequently

consisted, first, of a fairly -powerful engine, badly at Salvatierra ; but for divers reasons, not un

in need of some paint ; a carriage offour com- connected with Sir Ralph Petre, he did not

partments, which had probably been condemned wish to trouble him unless in the last resort,

as antiquated by the most backward railway and of that he had no fear. Sooner or later,

company in England ten years before ; five or the discovery of his identity must be made

six open wagons, in one of which a crowd of there was sure to be somebody in the capital

natives with market baskets was huddled, having who knew young Tovar. Meanwhile, he con

apparently been evicted from their legitimate cluded, it was no business of his to help a

places ; and, lastly, the conductor's van . Every- tottering Government. All his sympathies were

where there were soldiers — in three of the four with the other side ; and if by doing nothing

compartments, in the van, even on the engine. he could confirm his captors in their mistake

If this were on his account alone, then indeed without compromising himself, and thus per

were the authorities in a nervous state . haps render the rebels some assistance — why,it

The second compartment was empty : the was no more than the authorities deserved. He

colonel motioned him to take his seat in it. mapped out his course of action accordingly.

• After you, señor,' said he, stepping aside. It was one that might entail some discomfort,

My thanks - 10 ! My place is the but of that he thought nothing : it was an

engine.' experience in the present, and for the future it

Jack stared at him . 'On the engine ! But would at least be something worth telling in

that will be a little uncomfortable, won't it ? ' the smoking-room of his club.

he suggested . The day passed slowly and without incident.

* Doubtless,' said the other, with a shrug of. Before_long the train was toiling painfully

his shoulders. ' It is only a matter of pre- through the mountain - passes, now ascending

caution. ' successive plateaux by gentle gradients, now

‘ But surely you don't fear a rescue , Señor skirting the edge of a picturesque ravine; the

Coronel ? ' vegetation began to lose its distinctive tropical

“ Oh ! it is always as well to be prepared character, to approach more nearly to that of

for one,' was the reply . ' Anil now , if I may Europe ; and, after the sultry heat of the coast

trouble you '
region, the freshness of the hill -air was delight

Jack stepped in without another word, and ful. Even here the colonel did not relax his

was followed by four under -officers. Just then precautions. At every little station at which

his thoughts were too busy with this new they stopped - although scarcely a native was

development to notice that they showed their ever to be seen , save one or two who left or

l'evolvers very ostentatiously. What if the joined the party in the wagon behind - a number

colonel's fears were realised ? IIe recollected of soldiers descended and patrolled the line on

the English -speaking, Indian, and for the first both sides until they were ready to start

time saw the full significance of the incident. again.

If he, too, had mistaken him for Tovar, he It was not until late in the afternoon that

could not gainsay the possibility of a rescue the monotony was broken. They had climbed

being attempted . And in that event ? It the three thousand feet to the great plain of

sounded very well and very romantic in theory : San Estevan ; the mountains were behind them

it was not unlikely to be somewhat unpleasant at last ; and, as they drew up at a wayside

for him in solid reality. And a slight shiver station, Jack learned with relief that they had

ran through him as his eyes fell on his com now a level run of barely ten miles to the

panions' revolver's. capital . Then he chanced to glance out of the

He was still in his reverie when the train window . The station stood in the middle of

started on its way across the broad stretch of an orange grove, the trees coming right up to

jungle which intervenes between the seaboard , the barriers ; and through these, at this moment,

and the foot-hills. It was the beginning of a several of his Indian fellow -travellers — they of

long and tedious journey. From Sampacho to ' the wagon — were passing between a file of the

the capital it is little more than forty miles ; , military. Jack started as he noticed the last

but of that nearly the half is a steady climb one, who had halted for an instant to address

across the great mountain -range of San Estevan, a soldier. He saw only the man's profile, but

beyond which the city lies ; and this upward it was enough : he could have sworn to it any

trip, according to one of the officers, was never where as that of his English -speaking acquaint

done in less than seven hours. Then the day ance of the previous evening. Suddenly there
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was a commotion . The soldier seemed to hustle man in uniform ; and the third, an older man

the Indian ; quick as a flash , the latter turned in civilian's dress. He learned afterwards that

upon him , struck him heavily in the face, and the officer was General Ferreira , military Gover

sent him reeling amongst his comrades ; then, nor of the city ; and his companion, Señor Elias,

in a couple of bounds, he sought refuge in the the President's chief secretary.

orange grove ; and, wheeling for a second before The two looked him over, somewhat inso

he disappeared behind the trees, he shook his lently. Then Ferreira nodded.

fist and shouted : " Viva Tovar ! Viva la “ There is no doubt, Elias,' said he.

Libertad !! No - I suppose not,' replied Elias, after

Immediately all was confusion . The soldiers another scrutiny. Still, he does not resemble

rushed to the barriers ; a few shots were fired ; his father so much as he promised ten years

the hotter spirits, without waiting for the order, ayo. IIe was only a boy then , of course. '

started in chase ; the colonel ran up_hot-foot, "Oh ! they always change. ' He turned to the

commanding and gesticulating. This Jack saw, soldiers. “ Search him ! ' he cried sharply.
and no more. He had risen in his excitement; Jack was taken by surprise, and before he

and now he was roughly pressed back into his recovered , the men had laid down their arms

seat by his gnards, and, with four revolvers and gripped him . But he resisted instinctively,

staring him in the face, persuaded to remain witli all his strength, protesting with every

there. But the issue of the episode was soon muscle against the outrage. He was no weak

apparent. The colonel had evidently chosen the ling, and the guards soon discovered that they
wiser part ; for in another minute the train was hac their work cut out for them . For a

again in motion, and did not_stop until it minute Ferreira watched the struggle, smiling.

reached the terminus at San Estevan. Here Then, at a signal from him , the other soldiers

there were more soldiers, information of the ' advanced to their comrades' aid : Jack was

capture having doubtless been sent on by tele- thrown to the floor ; and in a minute more,

graph ; and as Jack descended at the invitation notwithstanding his efforts, the Governor's pur

of the colonel, who looked none the better for pose had been accomplished . After all, it was

his ride on the engine, an officer came forward fruitless. The only document found in his
to meet them .

possession was a letter of credit upon a San

' Is this the man , Señor Coronel ? ' he asked, Francisco banker, payable to John Thorold .

saluting:
Jack rose to his feet. Hot with righteous

" Yes.'
inlignation as he was, he saw his opportunity,

" Then everything is ready for his reception . and waited patiently until Ferreira and his

The Governor would like to examine him at , colleagries had stuclied the paper.

once. ' " Well, Señor Tovar ? ' asked the general , look

So the critical moment was at hand ! They ing up.

passed outside, where a two-horse carriage was in " I am waiting for your apology ,' he said.

waiting, surrounded — Jack was pleased to see ' You will find my name, and the proof of

by a half-troop of cavalry.
cavalry. Beyond , a small your mistake, in that paper. '

crowd of loafers had gathered. There was no ' Indeed ?' said Ferreira , sneering. “ An apol

demonstration ; he was hustled into the con- ogy ? '

veyance, followed by the colonel and another ; assure you, señor, that you will

the soldiers closed round ; and off they went at have to give it sooner or later, he returned.

full speed through one bailly-paved street after " That is quite certain ; meanwhile, you will

another, each lined in sombre uniformity with excuse me if I refuse to hold any communica
one-storeyed, flat- roofed houses. The shaking 'tion with you until you have done so.'

and jolting were terrible, for the carriage “ So you still deny your identity ? I am

seemed innocent of springs; but the journey afraid I must convince Señor Tovar ' — this,
was short, and in five minutes they dashedl nevertheless, with a side-glance at Elias . " The

into the Plaza, and drew up before a large document? Oh ! we shall come to that pres

building on the farther sile. Five o'clock was ently. The apology, too-it also must wait a

just striking on a neighbouring clock ; and little.'

through the window of the coach the prisoner Jack folded his hands behind him . “ Very

observed that more troops were manquvring in well,' he said : " you understand, señor, that I

the square, and that camon were placed to com- have nothing whatever to say to you — and, for

niand the approaches. He hail a vagne wonder the rest, I am in your hands.?

if all the inhabitants of San Estevan were ' Let us begin at the beginning, then, the

soldiers. Since his landing, he had seen few general went on, unheeding his interruption .
who were not. ! It is now about three months since you took

Now , with lialf -a-dozen around him , he was up your resilence in Valparaiso, where we

conducted into the courtyard of the building ; happen to have a trusty agent. This is his

and there the colonel left him to kick his heels, report' -picking out a paper from the mass

and be stared at by those going out and in. before him . Gió About five feet ten inches in

For twenty minutes he awaited the Governor's height, black hair, dark eyes, heavy dark

pleasure, and then he was summoned into his moustache, is twenty-six years old, but looks

presence - he and his escort. Presently he found thirty, speaks English well — will probably

himself in a large roon , a soldier on either attempt to pass for an Englishman or Amer

side, the others at the door. Behind a table, ican.” He was right, you see. And the descrip

on which lay his gun-case and the contents of tion - is it not good ?'

his bag, three men were seate.l -- one of them Jack could not deny it, even to them : it

the colonel ; another, a youngish, sharp - faced fitted him well enough, although it was suffi

· Let me
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onciently general to fit thousands of young men . Tovar - armed mob — fired soldiers ! ' - and

But, true to his plan, he said nothing. overheard, too, the peremptory command of the

Well , your preparations did not escape our general : You have the order : clear the streets

agent , continued Ferreira. " The three months at once , and at whatever cost !

passed. Then , four days ago, we received a

telegram warning , us that you had left on the

14th on board the Idaho steamer, presumably
AN OLD ENGLISH TOPOGRAPHER .

bound for Sampacho. The Idaho arrived last

evening : you were the only passenger to land.' WHEN Thomas Baskerville, in 1678, rode at his

He paused , as if this put the matter beyond own sweet will from one English town to

doubt, but resumed as the prisoner still kept another, he never dreamed the record of his

silence : . ' On the Wharf, you are met by an journeyings would, two centuries later, rank

accomplice, with whom you have a whispered among historical documents, and, as such, be

consultation. You are about to follow him , but given to the world at the public expense.

the soldiers prevent the movement just in time.' Holding inns to be the chief things about

IIe broke off, and turned to the colonel : ‘ By which the well-provided traveller has to concern

the way, what became of the accomplice ? ' himself, Baskerville is careful to set down those

He escaped in the confusion of the moment, at which he stayed , the sort of entertainment

general— we were more anxious to secure Señor they provided , with a word or two about the

Tovar.' landlord or landlady. An inn exactly to his

· Ile has not been seen since ? '
liking was the ' Black Swan ' at Hereford, kept

' No. ' by an honest, ingenious gentleman , whose spouse

Jack smiled to himself, both because he was a distiller of incomparable strong waters ;

could have told them differently - and for for at this hostelry was to be had a morning

another reason .
draught of two, three, four, or five year old beer,

' Is that enough ? ' asked Ferreira. ' If not, or brave red -streak cider, a beverage brought

well , here are your clothes, your giin , all to such perfection by our traveller's own uncle,

marked with the initials of your name. The Lord Scudamore, that the Prince of Tuscany,

English name also ? Pah ! It is to be sup- , imbibing it at Oxford , dubbed it ' Vin de Scuda

posed that even a fool, far less a clever man more.' In the course of his wanderings, Basker

ſike Don Juan Tovar, would provide him- ville came across several gentle' and genteel

self with an English name which corresponded hosts and hostesses, but missed seeing the land

with his initials, and even with a banker's lord of the best inn in “ Chetnam , by reason

letter in that name ! - But enough of this !' of that gentleman having , just been hanged

said he, rising impatiently.-Señor Elias, I for making money by coining it. Belated one

presume that you are satisfied ? December night in Gloucestershire, Baskerville

Elias bowed. and half-a-clozen companions stunbled upon

‘ And you , Señor Coronel ? ' an inn at Withington, at which they found a

'Quite ! replied the colonel. conscionable landlord and landlady, " for, being

Ferreira turned again to Jack . " Then , Juan seven and horses, we had good fires,

Tovar, I have to inform you that you will be excellent ale, of which we drank very freely,

held in strict confinement for the present, until a good dish of steaks or fried beef, a dish of

I can report to His Excellency the President birds we had killed , well roasted, strong water,

at the seat of war -- and then, to -morrow or and for breakfast, bread and cheese and cold

next day,' he added , in his former tone, ‘ I neats ' tongues well boiled , hay, and each horse

hope to make my apology to you in the Plaza, his peck of oats ; and all this for seventeen

with a company of soldiers to witness it ! ' shillings.

Jack's answer was a broad smile, which meant The liquors in vogue in Charles II.'s days

very plainly that the general could do as he were canary at two shillings, sherry at twenty

please.l. For, now that the conversation had pence, claret as good as in London ' at a

given him the clue to the whole mystery, the shilling a bottle, sack at half-a -crown a quart,

threat had no terrors for him . strong waters,ale, beer, cider, and mum . At

Meanwhile , if you have nothing to say ' York, Baskerville found his host's strong, slug

Nothing - except that I am very hungry, gish 'ale solittle to his liking, that hebetook

and should be glad of some dinner,' he said himself to a barber's house and reguled himself

quietly. with China ale ' at sixpence a quart.

Ferreira looked at him with more approval puzzled by the barber asking if he would bite

than he had yet shown, and also with some inquiry explained by that worthy saying

perplexity : le could appreciate his coolness, anybody who had a mind to drink at his

even if he could not quite understand it. But, house was welcome to roast beef and such - like

before he had time to reply , a new sound came victuals for nothing, At inn between

to his ears,startling him and the others into Skipton and Leels the same hospitality was

immediate attention : the sound of distant firing. displayed , showing that the free lunch is by no

For a minute or two they listened , speaking means an American invention .

not a worl, and then an officer flung himself The inns of Northampton might be such

unceremoniously into the om : ‘ General , the gallant and stately structures the like is scarcely

town has risen elsewhere to be seen ; ' but for a sumptuous sign

Ferreira silenced the man with a quick ges- post, the " Scole Inn,' near St Edmundsbury,

ture, and drew him aside. And Jack, straining bore away the bell . It is thus described : The

his ears, overheard these snatches from the signpost, having most of the effigies cut in full

whispered communication : ‘ News has spread proportion, is contrived with these poetical

men

He was
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fancies for supporters to the post. On the wool and iron , heaps of salt-fish , carts laden

further side of the way there is Cerberus or with oysters, while the river was thick -set with

a large dog with three heads on one side ; and provision -laden boats . The concourse of this

Charon with a boat rowing an old woman with fair,' says our tourist, must doubtless contrib .

a letter in her hand, on the other side . The ute very great riches to Cambridge ; and the

other figures are Saturn, with a child in his farmers of Stourbridge fields are also enriched

arms, eating it up ; Diana, with a crescent moon by it, for, besides the great rates that are given

on her head ; Actæon, with his hounds eating where shops and victualling houses dostand,

him , and the effigies of his huntsmen . Here the soil is greatly enriched with oyster-shells

also are cut in wood the_effigies of Justice, and other muck .'

Prudence, Temperance, and Fortitude ; Neptune, In the river by Chatham , Baskerville beheld

the sea-goil, with his sceptre or trident ; and thirty stout war-ships riding; and at Gillingham

for a weathercock, a man taking the altitude went aboard the pride of the royal navy, the
with a quadrant. Moreover, this signpost is Royal Sovereiyn, requiring a of seven

adorned with two figures of lions, two of harts, hundred men when on service. " She carries,

the one painted on a board, the other cut in says he, between eighty and a hundred guns.

wood in full proportion of it ; ten escutcheons ; The guinrooms—for she hath three decks and

two figures of angels ; Bacchus, the god of two gunrooms, one under another — are about

wine ; and a whale's head spewing up Jonas ; with sixty paces long. I stern nnd quarters are

other figures and flourishes .' Truly, thirsty curiously carved and painted with imagery work

wayfarers could scarcely miss finding the Scole in poetical fancies, and richly overlaid with

Inn . ' In the lanthorn that is erected in the

Considerations of space forbid the attempting midst of the stern , I stood upright. The king's

to summarise what Baskerville has to say of cabin is richly painted and gilded ; and so is

the many towns he halted at ; but it may be the great cabin .'

noted that Leicester is stigmatised as a stinking Two hundred years ago, Beccles in Suffolk

old town on a dull river, Newmarket (lismissed thanks to being blessed or otherwise with an

a poor thoroughfare' town, environed with abundance of common land –was ruled by the

rare downy open country, having nothing Grass Stewards, and had more than its fair

remarkable save the king's house, lately built share of poor folk ; ‘ for customs permitting them

for his use when coming there for hunting or if able to rent a house of so much per annum ,

racing ; York is pronounced to need a purga- to enjoy the profits of the common, so, when

tion of fire if it desire to emulate the beauty their stock fails tliem , they come to the parish's

of London and Northampton ; while Notting charge.'

ham is extolled as a paradise restored , ' for Doncaster then prided itself upon its coloured

here you find large streets, fair -built houses, stockings for horsemen's wear, in the vending

fine women , and many coaches rattling about, of which the women went from inn to inn,

and their shops full of merchantable riches following travellers even into their chambers,

The town is situated upon a pleasant rock of and taking no clenial. The women of Ilarricate

freestone, in which every one may have cellars, (Harrogate) were equally bent upon business,

and that without the trouble of springs or bringing water fronī the wells to travellers at

moisture, so that, excepting Bridgnorth in their lodgings.

Shropshire, you cannot find such another town When Charles II. ruled the land , all strangers

in England. It is divided into the upper and entering Southampton had to satisfy the author

lower towns; for when you have a mind to ities as to whom they were, whence they came,

leave the more spacions parts on the plain of and what they wanted there. Stone was

the hill, and will go down to the lower streets scarce Gravesend way, that the names of the

by the river, you must descend down right' occupiers of churchyarıl ground were inscribed

many stairs ere you get to the bottom ; and on logs of wood , fastened to posts at each end

here you find another town full of shops and of the grave ;and for want of better fuel, the

people, who have a convenience to cut in the people of Wilts used cow-dung, which they

rock warehouses, stables, or what rooms else dried in summer by daubing it against their

they please for their peculiar uses . '
houses and walls. Norwich butchers were com

Oxonian as he was, Baskerville could not but pelled to sell all meat killed in the fore-part of

admire Cambridge with its fourteen churches, the week by Thursday night, in order to en

and its colleges of St John's, Trinity, Clare, courage the sale of fish on the following days.

King's, and Trinity Hall, having fair bridges A pleasanter peculiarity of the place was the

over the river, leading to delicate bowling- annual feast of the mayor, aldermen, and

greens and fine garilens ; but the black dirty liverymen, kept in the town-hall, whereunto

streets eclipsed the splendour of the buildings, ladies were invited anıl presented with march

and for situation, air, and magnificent architec- panes to take home with them . With like gal

ture Cambridge could not compare with his lantry the trade-companies of Newbury allowed

own Alma Mater ; although the Cantabs had a the sex to participate in the merry meetings

better fashion for undergraduates' caps to keep they delighted in holding, on which occasions

off the sun , and the tufts of the masters' caps the men , arrayed in their best clothes, marched

were four or five inches long. In the fields a through the town with the town music playing

wile beyond Cambridge, the greatest fair in before them , the women following after, finely

England" was held every September. Here, at dressed and all in steeple-crowned hats, a

fair time, were to be seen large streets and pleasant sight to behold .?

shops full of all the varieties of wares to be Another pleasant sight to Baskerville's eyes

found in London itself, besides quantities of I was a strange bird that fell a victim to the

SO
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of his companions at Hosbury with a substantial risk of death in trying to

Bridge, near Gloucester. This ornithological reach a shore so precipitously rocky as to fitly

curiosity was nearly as big as a wind-thrush ; merit, even when ice is absent, the title of

the head , resembling that of a bullfinch , bore ironbound .'

a fine tuft of feathers of a cinnamon colour ;

the feathers of the neck, breast, and part of
Fishing -boats, schooners, and sailing -ships are

the wings, being something darker. The upper
not the only wrecks ; steamers of large tonnage,

part of the tail was asli-coloured, with a ring
sometimes carrying passengers and mails in

of black ; the extreme part of the tail feathers addition to much valuable freight, as well as

bearing another ring of flame or gold colour. ' tramps,' come to irretrievable disaster, and often

Upon the prime flying feathers of the wings,' form rich spoil for the fishing population in these

mostly black , were white spots "answerable to regions. In fact, a large portion of the coast of

each other ;' while nine of the largest feathers Newfoundland might be dotted with crosses every

were tipped with white and lemon, the seven few miles at irregular intervals, but clustering

lesser ones being tipped white,and having ends thickly inthe vicinityof Cape Race, showing

of brilliant vermilion lue - a avis

indeed. the localities where steamers have been totally

At the end of the notes of a journey in 1681 , or occasionally only partially wrecked, and where

we find enumerated all the highest reputed many lives have been sacrificed. The reasons

commodities of the period, the English items for this are not at all far to seek. Towards

running as follows: Herefordshire cider, Derby the end of spring and during summer, when

ale, Cheddar cheese, Pumfret (Pontefract) the ice breaks up far to the northward, the

liquorice, Tewkesbury mustard balls (to be dis- Arctic current sweeps it south in large fields,

solved in vinegar or verjuice), Banbury, cakes, Aloes, or detached bergs along the coast of New

Witney blankets, Norwich Stuffs, Colchester

baize , Shropshire coal, Beamdown samphire, foundland, and with the ice comes the fog.

Saffron-Walden saffron, Burford saddles, St
Another factor which has often been lost

Albans straw tankards and pots, Dunstable sight of, but which combines with the ice and

straw hats and Dunstable larks, Studley carrots, fog and rockbound coast to render disaster

Besselsleigh (near Abingdon) turnips, Stroud likely to ships in these latitudes, is a current

water-reeds, Windsor Forest turf, Glastonbury or series of currents which set shorewards in

peat, lIol barley broth, Lancashire lasses, the neighbourhood of Cape Race. In spite of
Warfleet oysters ; Yarmouth, Lowestoft, and Admiralty charts and books on navigation, it is

Norfolk herrinys ; Thames sprats, Severn salmon, very difficult to ascertain exactly the speed and

Dorset “ base , Avon Salisbury graylings, Minin- direction of these currents ; and inshore the

hend mussels, Ock cels, Gloucester lampreys, problem is further complicated by the tides
Newbury crawfish , Cornish and Devonshire pil- having to be taken into consideration. The

chards, Pembroke new -found -out anchovies, only really safe rule is to keep the open sea,

made of young shad , and and give the coast as wide a berth as possible.

Arundel mullets, as they say here,
No event of any importance had occurred on

Are the best in England for good cheer, the outward trip from England in the good

But at sixpence the pound are pretty dear. ship nor on the beginningof the home

And we are furthermore told of
ward run until after weleft Halifax, Nova

Scotia, for St John's, Newfoundland, a run of

Dorsetshire ewes for early lambs,
about five hundred and fifty nautical miles.

And Warwickshire breeds most excellent rams, The second day out was inclined to be foggy,

and assured that 'Hampshire honey is current and the ship was not making her usual speed,

goods for every one's money .' while during the night the fog came down

at intervals and lifted again . On the morning

of the last day it was my duty to go on watch

MY FIRST SHIPWRECK. at eight o'clock. The engineer relieved said ,

She's been doing a good deal of half-speed ;
By R. C. Dowie.

but I think you're all right now '— the tele

The island of Newfoundland, which has lately graph then showing full speed ahead, although,

achieved an unenviable prominence in the public as amatterof fact, shortly afterwards, owing to

press owing to the failure of its banks, and cleaning fires,' the speed was not more than

consequent serious financial difficulties, is chiefly three- quarters. Still, continued the second engi

famous for its abundant fisheries , which seem , valve.'

neer, I would not go far from the throttle

in spite of a great many unfair attempted Things were not very comfortable below that

methods of capture, to be practically inexhaust- morning. The telegraph soon rang, half-speed

ible. The island, however, is famous, or rather again, then full speed for a few minutes, and

notorious, for possessing a feature of a very dif- then half-speed again. Shortly after nine o'clock,

ferent nature, yet one well known to and under- just when the steam showed signs of a steady

stood by seafaring men whose lot it is to trade rise, the telegraph again rang full speed ahead.

to and from St John's either to GreatBritain Leaving, the throttle-valve in charge of the

eastward , or south -westward to Halifax, Nova water was at the right level in the boilers, the

stoker, I looked round the stoke-hold, saw the

Scotia. And that feature is the ever-present cleaning of the fires was finished, and that

danger of shipwreck, with the odds more in things seemed generally to be shaping better.

favour of total loss than against it, together In å few minutes, however, the order came

>
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suddenly, ' Stop ; and as I shut the throttle- sent at a much cheaper rate by a trusty member

valve, the thought flashed through my mind of the crew , accompanied by a fisherman as

that the next order would be, ' Full speed astern. ' guide. The immediate business on hand was

Before the engines stopped , the telegraph rang hoisting out as much of the passengers' luggage

this order sharply twice. The engines were at as possible before the water reached it, and

once reversed, and the throttle -valve opened some was got out in this way, until the water

again . rose to the same level inside the ship as out

Owing to the way on the ship, and the mo- sidle , which was about twenty -eight feet, so

mentum of the shaft, it was perhaps two minutes that she only sank some four or five feet

before the engines could be made to go full altogether.

speed astern, during which time the second About this time some of the fishermen

officer had twice called down through the sky- became very annoying, and even threatening,

light the last order. The steamer, however, had boarding the ship to see what they could pick

now struck , and though rhythmically lifted with up, and refusing to go off. After getting ashore,

the swell of the waves, the engines were power- and later in the day, some of them said coolly

less to drag her off. this would not be a good wreck—by which they

Five minutes after the steamer struck or ran meant they would not make much out of it.

aground, the fog lifted , and disclosed the land , The time arrived for to follow the

with a group of fishermen in the foreground, passengers ashore, and here we were most for

some two hundred yards away. Fortunately, tunate in saving all our luggage and effects,

there was no sea on, only a heaving swell. including beds, which latter served very well

This caused the ship to bump from side to for one night. Rowing ashore was nothing ;

side on the boulders below, graclually tearing indeed, we came back to the ship a second

holes in her plates from end to end along the time. The cabins had then beenpretty suc

keel. When we first struck, the four firemen cessfully looted , and there was little more that

and trimmers bolted up the ladder, and were was worth saving.

never again seen below. The donkeyman and On shore, the saloon passengers , who could

three stokers, however, who were all old hands well afford to pay for it, succeeded in obtaining

from previous voyages, remained staunch , and very fair accommodation in some of the cottages

were ready for any job when required . That of the more well-to-do fishermen .

was a difficult twenty minutes for the engine One or two interesting facts transpired in

room staff to bear, before they knew where conversation with the officers. It appears that

the ship was, and were quite uncertain what some time before we went ashore, on heaving

would happen next. I remember logging the the lead only a depth of seven fathoms was

engine 'movements on the slate, with a view found ; and the ship's course was altered until

to future eventualities ; sounded , by order of deep water was reached. Unfortunately, the

the chief-engineer, the ballast tank underneath ship was not kept long enough on this course

the engine-room , and on the second trial found to clear Cape Race, and the strength of the

it was rapidly filling with water. current was miscalculated, tending to bring us

Orders from the captain to drive her nearer still closer inshore.

inshore had little or no effect in moving the Although once terra firma, and

doomed vessel . In about an hour we were slowly heartily glad to be out of an awkward predica

driven from the engine-room by , the incoming ment, our troubles were not altogether over.

water, which gradually became high enough to For some hours, stores had been steadily brought

put out the boiler fires ; and the last order I ashore in the ship's boats, a process that inter

recollect executing, below was to case ' the ested the fishermen extremely. This interest

safety - valves, though the steam had been escap- was shown by their anxiety to assist in landing

ing with a roar some time before. A few tools and carrying the stuff ashore, though they were

were brought up, which it was considered might not so particular in taking it to its proper des

be useful on deck ; and it seemed a pity to tination ; and it was an amusing sight to see a

leave the engine oil-kettle always so brightly stalwart fisherman carrying off a side of beef

burnished ; so I took it away , and it came on his shoulder, pursued by our chief steward,

in handy to make coffee in during the night, to whom the freebooter explained that he had

after several boilings to rid it of its oily flavour. misunderstood the directions given him . Our

On reaching the deck , it appeared tħat many crew , distributed among the boats, liad had no

of the passengers, of whom there were about proper meal since breakfast ; and in order to

one hundred and fifty -five, and certainly all the encourage them to work well , grog had been

women and children , had been safely got ashore served out in liberal fashion.

at a landing -place about half a mile away, in All the officers, including the purser, doctor,

the ship's own boats, manned by some of the and engineers, had been allotted various duties ;

officers, stewards, and crew. the former two, assisted by the second-engineer,

Before this took place, our captain had offered doing their best in arranging accommodation

three pounds to eight fishermen to convey a no easy task-for the shipwrecked passengers,

message to the nearest telegraph station , and chiefly steerage, in the fishermen's cottages,

they asked five, which he agreed to give. When The women and children suffered a good deal

the message was written , the fishermen had of discomfort. In the first place, there was no

changed their minds, and raised their terms, bread, except in the form of hard biscuits.

asking a pound an oar. They reckoned withi- Another great difficulty was the want of fire

out their host, as, on hearing this, the captain and cooking utensils, chiefly kettles, to boil water

changed his mind, and said he did not require and make tea or coffee in. I had been placed

their services ; the message being afterwards in charge of a boat-shed roughly extemporised

more on
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a store, and was occupied in serving out fishing village, it took about an hour to get

tinned meat, of which there was plenty, and all the people billeted successfully.
We were

tea and coffee to all who came and asked for hospitably received by the fisherfolk, who

it. seemed mostly fairly well-to-do. Trepassey is

And so the afternoon wore away, Fortunately , at one side of a spade-shaped bay, possessing

the temperature was not cold ; the season was deep water, mostly engirt with precipitous cliffs,

mild September even in that inhospitable clic and forms a fairly safe harbour, being land

mate ; and there was still a touch of August in locked on three sides.

the air, while we felt none of those winged It will always be memorable to seafarers, as

pests, the mosquitoes. it was close to here that the terrible wreck of

Most of the passengers and crew had now the Anglo- Saxon occurred , when some two hun

either obtained Todgings for the night, or been dred and eighty people lost their lives. Some

assigned out-houses or boat-sheds which would miles away from where we were could plainly

have to serve on a communistic system . be discerned the cemetery where they lie , the

The distinctive feature of this little fishing stones gleaming white in the sunlight amid the

hamlet with its scattered cottages, whose name green turf — a sight that aroused the deepest

I forget , was the odour of dried fish . It was emotions, as we thought how easily their fate

everywhere : lines of fish were ranged along the might have been ours. That evening was

beach ; and in some other places they were comfortabıle one for us, owing to the kindness

stacked in tiers. of our hosts, and no doubt in one way our

We obtained for a lodging a wooden shed coming must have been a welcome event in the

fairly well constructed, with a second storey, monotony of their lives.

that simply reeked with the smell of dried fish . A small steamer successfully brought us to

The fish almost covered the floor to a depth of St John's next day. Shortly afterwards, we

two feet, and a tarpaulin was spread over it. were paid off by the Board of Trade, our pay

One had to get used to the smell. Still, our being reckoned up to the day our ship was

night's rest was comfortable and indisturbed - wrecked (as the law — a bail one for the sailor

at least mine was ; and one heard no complaint preseribes) ; and after only three days' deten

on this score .
tion in St John's, we embarked on a mail

After breakfast, which was not a thing to be steamer that had called for us ; and in due

specially treasured in one's memory, left to our course, with a fair north-westerly gale behind

own devices, we three engineers went on us, reached England. And so ended my first

exploring expedition . At the outset, however, and, I hope, my last shipwreck. It only re

were somewhat delayed by the news that mains to add that the captain and those of

one of Her Majesty's gunboats had arrived ; and his officers mentioned staid on the

very soon a boat came off from her, and a week, and by her for a month, when a westerly

lieutenant at the head of his men marched gale came on and completely broke her up.

ashore. There was a business-like air about the

blue-jackets that produced a salutary effect for
WIL D - FLOWERS.

the time being amongst the fishermen. By this

time we were heartily tired of the harpy-like Ou , beautiful blossoms, pure and sweet,

instincts of the younger members of the com Agleam with dew from the country ways,

munity, though it is but just to say that some To me, at work in a city street,

of the elder men did not at all approve of
You bring fair visions of bygone days—

their actions. The country was will and desc Glad days , when I hid in a mist of green

late in appearance — i mixture of rock and
To watch Spring's delicate buds unfold ;

heath , intersected here and there by streams ; And all the riches I cared to glean

and there seemed an extraordinary absence of

animal life . We heard that it was a bail year
Were daisy silver and buttercup gold.

for ' partridges' (a kind of grouse ), and only
' Tis true you come of a lowly race,

saw about half-a -clozen, and found in few small

trout in the pools.

Nursed by the sunshine, fed by the showers ;

And yet you are heirs to a naweless grace

After our walk, the next important matter
Which I fail to find in my hothouse flowers ;

was dinner. This we got at one of the fisher
And you breathe on me with your honeyed lips,

men's cottages, after the inmates had been

served , which was rather cool, considering it.
Till in thought I stand on the wind-swept fells,

was all the ship's provisions that were
Where the brown bees hum o'er the ferny dips,

sumed ; however, we managed to get enough to
Or ring faint peals on the heather bells.

cat. It has now been decided that the gunboat

should take the saloon passengers ofl', and steam
I close my eyes on the crowded street,

to St John's ; while the others and crew should I shut my ears to the city's roar,

walk to Trepassey - said to be five or six miles And am out in the open with Aying feet

away : it proved quite ten --and await another Off, off to your emerald haunts once more !

steamer, which was to call next day. But the harsh wheels grate on the stones below ,

There was no choice ; so, leaving our luggage, And a sparrow chirps at the murky pane,

the whole company started off along a fairly And my bright dreams fade in an overflow

good road . I have never quite understood how Of passionate longing and tender pain.

the women and children managed this walk, E. MATHESON .

but they did , and the conclusion is that

necessity' is a great stimulant. After reaching Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

Trepassey, which is rather important 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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drew up so much of the constitution as was
THE BI-CENTENARY OF THE BANK

necessary to be in the Act ; and in three or four

OF SCOTLAND.
days he brought me a formal Bill drawn up

On the 17th of July the Bank of Scotland in the Scottish style ; and he told me that he

reaches the venerable age of two hundred had spoken to most of his nation that were in

years. This is a unique event in the history town, and that he had good reason to believe

of Scottish banking, which is known all the the Bill would pass that session . '

world over for its solidity and practical utility . Holland drafted the Bill for the establishment

In fact, if any general characterisation of the of the Scottish bank on the model of that for

system be asked, the answer is that here theory the Bank of England , and it received the assent

and practice go hand in hand , and that the of the Scottish Parliament on the 17th of July

public weal is one of the great ends which the 1695. So great was the foresight displayed,

system subserves. But whatever Scottish bank- that the leading principles of the Act remain

ing may be to -day, its lot was cast in very to this day. One of these is the joint-stock prin

different times when the Bank of Scotland was ciple, by which a certain amount of capital is put

founded. Scotland was then a poor country, as it were into a joint purse, to be used for the

of undeveloped resources, backward agriculture, benefit of all , while each retains the right to

and had suffered much through injuries inflicted his own proportion of the total amount. This

on her by civil war. Her population was only joint-stock in the case of the Bank of Scotland

about one million, and the national revenue has been increased from time to time to suit

scarcely £ 100,000 sterling. The richer inhabit the bank's business requirements, and to enable

ants of the metropolis were locateil in those it to be of more use to the community. All the

closes' which so much puzzle foreigners, and ten Scottish banks carrying on business to-day

bear so great a l'esemblance to the labyrinthine are founded on the joint-stock principle, and

lanes of Genoa and other Continental cities, all the private bankers in Scotland have long

all converging on the main place of public and ago disappeared .

business resort. Scotland owes to John Holland a debt of

Just one year before the foundation of the gratitude, for he came to that country and

Bank of Scotland , William Paterson, a famous resided there until the bank which he founded

Scotsman, had established the Bank of England. had fairly taken root. After he returned to

This in turn led to the idea of a similar bank England and was ensconced in that rural retreat

in Scotland . John Holland, the Englishman for which he so long yearned , the adventurers

who has been so much and so closely associated that is, shareholders of the bank - made a grace

with the origin of the Bank of Scotland, tells i ful acknowledgment of his services. They sent

of a Scotsman coming to him with the germ of him what was termed a compliment of silver
his idea. ' In the autumn of the year 1695,' plate to his Lady ' of the value of about £150.

Holland says, “ an earnest and ingenious friend He appears to have been very grateful for this

of mine, a Scottish gentleman, importuned me token of regard, as English friends had not

one day to think of a bank for Scotland . I spoken too well to him of Scotsmen and the

told him I had done with framing of schemes Scottish bank. Holland made a visit to Scot

for banks, and all other public societies, and laud in 1709, the bank paying his expenses for

resolved, as in some measure I had done a few the journey. In addition , he received a per

years before, to lead a country life. He replied centage of each year's profits after the adven

that I should have an Act of Parliament upon turers had drawn their share. Hewas appointed

my own conditions. Upon this I immediately first Governor of the bank, and held office for
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wasone year. Holland a merchant of the encouraging the demand, lest the money should

Staple, and had, in association with James fall into the hands of the insurgents. But they

Foulis (one of the directors of the new bank ), took care to retain the whole of the cash

made an effort to introduce into Scotland the belonging to the Government ;and after all the

manufacture of Colchester baizes. He died in rest of the bank's money had been issued, they

1722.
delivered the public money, amounting to about

The bank had for capital only £ 100,000 £30,000, to the authorities, who lodged it for

sterling, or £ 1,200,000 Scots. To raise this safety in the Castle vaults. This stoppage of

capital, two Committees were appointed, one payments by the bank lasted for a few months

in London , and one in Edinburgh ; and these only, and the bank paid interest on its notes

received subscriptions, which were paid into after it had resumed ordinary payments.

the bank's coffers in Edinburgh on the 25th In 1745 the Bank of Scotland could do

of March 1696 , and formed the first cash entry practically no business, because of the presence

in the bank's books. The nature of its busi- in Edinburgh of the Highland arnıý under

ness at this time was the circulating of notes. Prince Charlie. As soon as news came of the

Although its constitution contained ample pro- Prince's approach to the metropolis , all the

vision for receiving money from the beginning, effects of the bank were removed to the Castle

it was purely and simply a lending bank at the and deposited for safety in one of the dun

outset. To get its notes floated, it opened geons, as was done in 1715. Prince Charlie

branches at various provincial towns, where its was very troublesome to the Royal Bank of

notes were taken readily enough, because_they Scotland, and his Secretary, Mr Murray of

could be used for making payments in Edin- Broughton, seems to have collected as many

burgh ; but the question was, how could the Royal Bank notes as he could lay hands on

bank get at the money which had been paid and to have protested them for non -payment.

for the notes at its branches ? As there was The Prince was, however, very friendly with

not sufficient trade to admit of the bank selling the Bank of Scotland , whose former Treasurer,

bills on these places so as to obtain this note Mr David Drummond, was believed to be of

money, the Directors hal no alternative but to Jacobite tendencies, though, with the prudence

close these branches, and to have the money common to all bankers, he took good care

brought to Edinburgh by horse-carriage — an not to reveal them . Mr Drummond had acted

expensive proceeding in those days of a silver as Treasurer to a fund raised after the sup

curreucy. pression of the rebellion in 1715 for the

But the bank lent money on bonds with defence of prisoners put on their trial for high

personal security, and in this way put its notes treason. When the Royal Bank was pressed

into the hands of the public. These notes for payment of its notes, its Cashier had to

acted as advertisements of the bank, and as arrange with the Highlanders and General

pioneers of banking credit, which later on took Guest, the Castle commander, before he could

the form of deposits. Loans were also given get his bauk's money out of the Castle to

on pledges of plate accompanied by a personal satisfy the Prince's demands. During this time,

bond bearing interest, as well as on heritable exchanges of notes proceeded between the two
bonds. Although the bank was in no way banks, and these took place within the Castle.

under obligation to the State, it bore a share The IIighland guard extended to the Weigh
at its own expense in the calling in of the old | House, and the Castle guns kept firing on

and substitution of the new coinage. It had to them . It needed, therefore, a flag of truce to

debit its profit and loss account in case be displayed pending these banking exchange

with a sum of £ 82, ' for so much loss on operations. Such was the state of things that

£906, 158. sterling of milu'd Scots money a diarist of the period, Mr John Campbell,

receaved in befoir the Proclamation crying doune Cashier of the Royal Bank of Scotland , says that

the same was published. In connection with at that time there was 110 sermon in the

this crying down of the specie, a run was made churches ; ' and on several Sundays he remarks,

on the bank in December 1704, through the ' I was not abroad all this day.' On Charles

action of the Government; and the bank in con- withdrawing on the 18th of November 1745, Mr

sequence stopped payment temporarily, because Campbell writes : Wrote to Lord Justice -clerk

its specie was exhausted. It petitioned the about bank affairs, and advised him the Old

Privy Council to inspect the bank's books, with Bank [Bank of Scotland] had opened shop.'
the result that it was found the bank had Thus passed away this scare.

sufficient to pay all its bills and debts, and The first office of the bank was in the

that with a considerable overplus. So ended second storey of Paterson's Land, in the Parlia

the first run on the bank. ment Close, which was bought from Sir Alex

Another scare which the bank had was a ander Seton of Pitmedden for a little over a

few years later - namely, in March 1708—when thousand pounds sterling, his lady receiving a

the French fleet appeared at the mouth of the gratuity of fifteen guineas for consenting to the

Firth of Forth . At that time the bank had a purchase. The bank's annual meetings were held

large sum lying in the Scottish Mint in ingots, there for two years ; but owing to a fire which

and il considerable sum in the bank, brought raged in the Parliament Close on the 3d of

in to be recoined , besides a large sum in specie, February 1700, the bank betook itself to the

which could not well have been carried off and first storey of the new stone land over against

concealed. Happily, the French fleet bore off, the head of Forrester's Wynd.' A contem

and all fears were at an end. In 1715, when porary account says, “ The directors and others

the rebellion broke out, the whole specie in the concerned did with great care and diligence

bank was drawn out, the director's privately | carry of all the cash , bank -notes, books, and

one
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papers in the office ; being assisted by a party thing of a public character, was Mr George

of soldiers brought from the castle by the Eurl Sandy, for long Secretary of the Bank of Scot

of Leven, then Governor thereof, and Governor , land. It is puzzling to know how so hard

of the bank . In 1702, two years later, the working, quiet-living, well- read, and inoffensive

bank's office was on the south side of the Land a man as Ar Sandy was seized upon as a type

Mercat (Lawnmarket). The Old Bank Close, of a section of Edinburgh Society, and deemed

High Street—of which the site then occu- worthy of reproduction. No man led a more self

pied by the bank is now to be found at contained life or did less to gain uotoriety.
the corner of Melbourne Place and Victoria In the telling-room of the bank's principal

Street—became for long the abode of the bank, office hangs a portrait, by Sir John Watson

the actual building where business was carried Gordon, of Archibald Bennet, Secretary of

on being known as Gourlay's House. In 1713 the Bank of Scotland from 1824 to 1868. A

the bank expended money in making ' repara- strong fresh -coloured face it is, of the homely

tions in the house and office. When, in the country type, with kindly shrewd eyes, that

first quarter of the century, the old Bank seem intuitively, to takeinthe situation, and
House was taken down, it was found that all to read a would -be borrower at a glance. In

the shutters communicated by wire with a row the entrance hall above the fireplace is a very

of bells within the building , and this shows fine portrait, by Sir Henry Raeburn, of the

the old plan adopted for sounding an alarm in Right Hon . Heury Dundas (Viscount Melville),

the event of an attempt at robbery. Below the who was for many years Governor of the bank.

level of the street, a stone- built recess with an An outstanding public personage also

arched roof is still to be seen , which is believed Patrick Miller of Dalswinton , who for about

to have been used as the bank's safe. This , forty years was Deputy-governor of the bank.

buuk building appears to have had no fewer He is sometimes said to have been the inventor

than forty -four windows in 1727, judging by of carronade guns ; he was eminent as an agri

a glazier's account of that time. Some of the culturist ; and spent much time and money on

items are interesting : experiments in shipbuilding. In 1788 he had

To one chess lozen (pane) put in the staire window ,
a boat constructed with double or twin liulls,

9 be 6.4 inches...... 34d.
and paddles between them , and fitted with a

To dight [dicht, that is, clean ) 44 windows.......7s. éd. steam-engine by Symington ; and this boat he

To achess lozen of crown glass put in , 143 be tried on the lake at Dalswinton , in presence of
11.

.2s. 2d. Robert Burns the poet (who was then a tenant

This is the famous crown glass with the well- of Mr Miller's at Ellisland ), Mr Alexander

known knot in the centre . Nasmyth, and a few others. Mr Miller, at the

The bank had a small staff at first. The annual neeting of shareholders in March 1796,

Treasurer was then, as now , the chief officer, alluded to the bank's Centenary, and said that

and he lived at that time in the bank house. i the bank had proved of great utility to the

His salary was £100, and he had an allowance trade, manufacturers, and agricultural improve

of £15 for coal and candle to the office. ments of the country.

George Watson , the founder of Watson's Hos The bank has naturally sought to encourage

pital , was the first Auditor, his salary being Scottish industries, and this is shown in the

£60. He had also two assistants, and the manufacture of its paper for notes. The first

Treasurer lad one. The Secretary had the large notes were made in 1696 , twenty -shilling

same salary as the two tellers - nainely, £25 ; uotes, as they were termed , being only issued

while the liveried officer had £12 per annum . on the 7th of April 1704. In 1729 the bank's

In the tellers' cash books one is struck with paper was manufactured at Giffordhall, year

the religious inscriptions on some of the leaves. Haddington. Attendants had to be present in

One of these runs thus : the bank's interest, and their account was paid

by the bank. One item was " ale and bread

In my beginning, God me speed
furnished to the workmen, 10s. ; ' and another

In grace and vertue to proceed
for drink -money to servants, £ 4 , 17s. 6d. ' The

and was duly signed. Another bore the words items are suggestive, although it is possible

Laus Deo ;' while the boards of several of the they only represented drink-money in name.

books were adorned by such drawings as that In 1735 the bank got its twenty -shilling bank

of a fish in circular form (said to be emblem- notes made at Collingtoun Miln (Colinton Mill),

atic of eternity ), and of Cupids blowing and there is an accompt for drink -money' in

trumpets. Spite of all these spiritual spurs connection with it. A barber came twice froin

to duty, it is sad to relate that in the Edinburgh to shave the officials, and received

summer of 1705—ten years after the bank's three shillings for his professional attendance.

foundation-one of the teller's went off with Green tea must have cost at this time 24s.

£ 125, a large sum in these poverty -stricken per pound, for in the bill, a quarter -pound

times. He was apprehended, tried , and i sells for six shillings. At this Colinton Mill

sentenced to be set on the cockstool (pil- , the bank appears to have kept all the em

lory) with a paper on his breast, and to be ployees in food during the time the paper

detained in prison till he satisfied the bank was being manufactured. A man was engaged

and relieved his cautioners. Among the bank's twelve days at the paper mill in dressing

staff, Mr David Drummond, Treasurer, must be meat, and he cut up in that time two huu

reckoned one of the most notable, his services dred pounds of it. Meat and mutton cost only

in that high capacity having been rendered for 2 }d . per pound in these good old days. A hen

fully forty years. Another official whom Kay's is charged at 8d. ; a duck at 9d. ; 1 sollan

famous portraits have caricatured into some gouss,' is. 8d. ; a dozen of eggs, 3d. ; 6 chickens,

Le
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only ls. 10. ; and a wild-fowl, 100. ; cheese cost in 1804, 1} millions ; that of the present

4d . per pound, and bacon 8d. per pound. In year shows over 18 millions. The rate of divi

1769 the bank's note - paper was made at Red- dend was high during its early years, rang

laugh Miln ( Redhall Mill). ing from 12 to 30 per cent. , then it fell to 7

In the course of its existence, some out-of- or 8 per cent., at which it remained for the

the-way donations have been given by the Bank first portion of the century. The dividend is

of Scotland. Its name has figured frequently now per cent. The average rate of dividend

in the books of the Edinburgh City Chamber- and bonus paid from 1699 to 1810 was £ 9, 198.;

lain in connection with public charities. At the from 1810 to 1881, £ 9 , 4s. 11d. ; and from 1699

Centennial meeting of 1796, the Directors unani- to 1881 , £ 9, 13s. 9d. The bank's stock averaged

mously voted 300 guineas towards defraying in price £ 156 from 1800 to 1810 ; from 1810 to

the expenses of selling meal at reduced prices 1881, £216 ; and from 1800 to 1881, £212 . It

to the poor of Edinburgh and Leith. When is now selling at £325. Formerly, the stock

the present head -office buildings were being used to be sold by public roup ; but such trans

erected in 1802, there was a splendid illumina- actions now take place in the Stock Exchange.

tion held by the bank on the 1st of April, in The bank's branches in 1815 numbered only 18 ;

honour of the treaty of peace which had been there are now 117, including an office in London .

signed at Amiens on the 27th of March. The The question has frequently been asked

rejoicing was general in Edinburgh and Leith, whether the liability of the bank's shareholders

and the masons employed in the construction is limited. The bank does not attach the word

of the bank evidently desired to participate in Limited ' to its designation, as it could not

it, for they sent the following petition to the register under the Limited Liability Company

banking authorities : 'Gentlemen Directors of Act, passed after the failure of the City of

the Bank of Scotland -We your humble peti- | Glasgow Bank, which was a bank of unlimited

tioners , masons and laborars, of which their is į liability. The bank is a corporation, and in

imploied 38 masons and 40 laborars, and as terms of the Acts of Parliament which relate

this is a day of publik rejoisin we expect some to it, the proportion of stock called up is now

thing from you to reas our spirets in the even two-thirds in the case of each proprietor. The

ing ' The Directors voted a sum of £5 to liability of a holder is one -half of his actual

these petitioners on the occasion . In 1780 the holding - thus, a holder of £ 100 stock is liable

bank paid over to the City Chamberlain £50 for a further sum of £50.

its subscription for building a battery There appears to exist a popular belief that

betwixt North Leith and Newhaven. This is the magnificent buildings of this and the other

evidently what is now known as Leith Fort. Scottish banks have been erected out of un

On the 12th of August 1806, the bank claimed funds. But this is quite a fallacy, as

entered its premises in Bank Street, ' a reference to the published balance sheets of

which were subsequently enlarge and embel- the various banks will show , for therein will be

lished by the late Mr David Bryce, R.S.A. , as found an entry debiting the costs of such to a

instructed by the Directors of the bank, in Heritable Property account, to which it is usual

1868. The site on which the bank building to apply a sum annually out of the bank's

stanıls is one of the most commanding in Edin- profits in reduction of the amount.

burgh. It is in a line with the stle, and One historical reference before closing. While

faces the monument to Sir Walter Scott. | Sir Walter Scott was à partner of Messrs

It is curious, at this date , to note the amount Ballantyne & Co., this firm was largely indebted

of friction which existed between some rival , to the bank, and for long withheld the fact

banking companies at an early period , and how of Sir Walter's partnership with them .
The

certain devices were adopted to which first occasion on which the authorship of the

Scottish bank would
condescend .

In | Waverley Novels was authoritatively announced

Memoirs of a Banking House, by Sir W. Forbes, was to the Directors of the Bank of Scotland,

edited by Robert Chambers, we are told that ; and it was made at the desire of Sir Walter

the banks would hoard up a quantity of each by Mr John Gibson, W.S., his man of busi

other's notes , and endeavour, by presenting ness. But the Bank has all along been bound

them suddenly, to create embarrassment. On up in a multitude of ways with the history

the establishment of the Royal Bank in 1727 | making personages of Scotland.

there was a good deal of angry rivalry between

it ind the Bank of Scotland, which considered

itself ill - used by the government of George I.
AN ELECTRIC SPAR K.*

when that bank received its charter. This feel

ing finds vent in a pamphlet which appeared

in 1728 , entitled, ' An Historical Account of the Count VILLAR ENDOZA and Miss Endoza,'

Establishment, Progress, and State of the Bank announced the servant at the house in South

of Scotland ; and of the several attempts that Audley Street ; and the tall, stately, Spanish

have been made against it, and the severalinterruptions and inconveniences which the grandee-like visitor to Mr Lewis Levvinson's

company has encountered . The action of the entered the drawing-room with his daughter,

Royal Bank in purchasing all the notes of the who, all dark eyes, diamonds and diaphané, a

Bank of Scotland that could be secured , did study in black and white, held her cheek to

One land the bank in considerable difficulties. Miss Bryne, and then kissed Rénée effusively ;

The paid -up capital of the bank in 1695 while in turn her father bent gracefully over

was £ 10,000 sterling ; now it is £1,250,000.

Its first balance sheet showed £63,199 of assets ; Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

new

no

now

CHAPTER VII.—THE BLACK SHADOW .

*
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sex .

“ Yes ;

6

the elder lady's hand and lowered the sole smiling sadly at Miss Bryne, whose eye he

ornament he wore, a sparkling order-cross caught. But I was going to say that your

which depended from its ribbon till it touched country seems to me more the home of elderly,

the lady's glove. thoughtful, money -making business men than

" So ` chivalrous—so like the old régime,' of the young.'

thought Miss Bryne, whose heart fluttered as Oh, it isn't a bad place when you have the

she faintly returned the pressure of the Count's cash ,' said Brant, watching Isabel as he spoke.

hand , and then trembled as she met his eyes. “ The cash ? The large income? no : that may

It is always a delight to visit your charm- make a difference ; but if I were a young man

ing home, Miss Bryne, " he said . Then turning of your age and talent in what you call it

to Rénée, he went through the same ceremony mechaneesim!

with his order, but only smiled and nodded, to Mechanism .'

pass on to the old engineer, shake hands, and Thank you , my dear Señor Brant. If I

then draw him aside and lay his hands upon were such as you, I should kiss my fingers to

the Englishman's broad shoulders, turning his London, and then ship for such a country as

head to glance for a moment at where Rénée mine. Ah, my dear Señor Brant, you should

and Isabel were now seated, the latter softly see Decongaguia with its sunny plains, rich

agitating an enormous black ostrich feather fan valleys, and its great volcano, now all fire, now

for the benefit of both . calmly serene in its mantle of virgin snow. It

“ My dear Dalton , ' he said softly, when I is like our women — an emblem of their nature :

am at home I gaze at my child, think of her now beautiful in repose, now grand in fiery

dead mother, and feel that she has left to me !passion. Ah , you should see our women of the

an angel of light — the most beautiful of her sun .'

When I come here, I find that she is ‘ Needn't go to Central America for that,

rivalled by another - yours. How beautiful they sir, ' said Brant bluntly. “ I don't believe there

are ! England - Spanish America - earth's fairest is a more beautiful face there than there is

children. Ah, we two - old - olil at this moment in here — in this room .'

' Fogies,' suggested Dalton , smiling. “ Ah, you mean my dear child's sweet friend ,

that is the word - fogeese - two old Miss Dalton .'

fogeese ought to be very proud .' No ; I don't, sir, ' said Brant. ' I mean Miss

' And so we are, Count : Heaven bless them Isabel. ' '

both ! ' The Count softly took the
young man's

“ Yes, IIeaven bless them both ,' said the hand , pressed it, and let it go. ' I thank you ,

Count.— ' But how is it with you ? Very busy ? Señor," he said softly. ' I am
a father ; yes,

Are you lighting up more dark cities ? My you are right, and I am proud . — But we are

dear Dalton, I hope to have some fresh project speaking of her land—of mine. At your age,

for you ere long. The President, the Governor, with introductions
, you would achieve greatness ;

and the peopleare enchanted with the electric you would win orders’ — he suggested his own

light. You were quite satisfied, I hope ? ' as he spoke. " Titles we do not give. Mine is

* Perfectly , sir. Nothing could have been the old Spanish ennoblement. But think it

more prompt and business-like. ' over, my dear señor. We are a rising nation ;

“ That is well,' said the Count with dignity. and, should you care to go, for the sake of

' I am proud to represent a Government so my frien lship with your uncle, I am at your

correct in every way to the manufacturers of service., Charming climate, beauty, wine, women,

this great business nation . It is a privilege, a paradise to live in . Think, my dear señor,

Señor Dalton, which reconciles me to my exile of my words. '

from my beautiful lanı. -Ah, did not see you i Brant's cheeks flushed , then turned pale, for

at first, my dear Señor Brant,' he continued the servant just then announced Mr Wynyan ;

impressively, shaking hands and inquiring with and Paul entered, quiet, firm , and gentlemanly,

the greatest solicitude after the young man's to receive Miss Bryne's greetings, and then

health.—' And the good doctor, too . So pleased stand talking for a few moments to Rénée.

to meet you out of that terrible room where ‘ You’re late, Wynyan ,' said Dalton , joining

you make your patients wait a Cabinet them from where he hail been chatting to the

Klinister does his people who seek an audi- doctor. 'Glad you've come, though .

ence. ' The time ylided on with ' wonderful rapidity,

The doctor crossed to talk to Miss Bryne, as it seemed to Paul , who felt as if he were

trying hard to bechatty ; but his every advance in some blissful state of unreality, where every

was received with a gentle tolerance ; and at thing was tinged by delight, though all ap

the end of a minute he walked sulkily away. peared to progress in the most realistic way,

He went into the next drawing-room, where For a short time he was seated beside Isabel

his eye rested on the pleasant, slightly flushed Endoza talking about Decongagua and its

face of Miss Bryne, who was seated glancing beauties, and listening to her rapturous praise

from time to time at Villar Endoza as he of London .

talked quietly to Brant.
Then came

a quiet chat with the doctor,

• You see, my dear Señor Brant, after six full of requests to him to spare his principal

years' residence in London in the service of all he could . Then he was back with Rénée,

my country'
saying, little, but drinking in her words, which

Where you haven't lost much time, sir, for took the form of a prayer — a repetition of the

you speak our language like a native.' doctor's —that he wouli spare her father in

* Thank you : † try hard,' said the Count, ' every way.

gravely accepting the compliment, and then Ilis promise was given quietly and calmly,

as

|
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manner was

should you ever

for whatever moved beneath, Paul Wynyan's ' In Decongagua ? ' said Brant.

surface was unruflled . “ No : I mean here. There ; I thought so . I

To play propriety well, Miss Bryne joined can read your face easily enough : yon are

them ; and at the same moment, Brant, whose looking daggers because that nice, handsome

one moment repellent, the next Mr Wynyan has gone over to talk to dearest

suggestive of malice, as he looked from one to Rénée.

the other. It required no great penetration to read the

Soon after, Wynyan was led by Dalton to young man's face just then, and his blundering

the Count, who took him by the coat and efforts to carry on the flirtation were transparent

talked of the engineering works done by Robert in the extreme : setting the mischievous, abnor

Dallon & Company for the Republic of De- mally sharp girl laughing at him maliciously, so

congagua. that Brant's temper was getting pretty well

Evening , Count,' said the doctor, interrupt- ruffled when the Count rejoined them , after

ing their conversation . Patient to see . You making Miss Bryne almost happy over the few

follow my advice. ' scraps of warm flattering politeness he had

'Going so soon , Doctor Kilpatrick ?' said Miss bestowed upon her.'

Bryne, after the doctor had bidden Rénée and Now, my dearest one, ' he said, come and

her friend good -night. say good -night to Mr Dalton .'

' Yes, ma'am. As our foreign friend said , I " So glad that you came in, Count,' said the

have affairs. Good-night. He shook hands latter. I'm afraid that I am a poor society

with her calmly enough ; and Miss Bryne man ; but you must excuse it, and you too,

uttered a sigh of relief as she saw him go to little one.'

the door with her half-brother, and then her " You know I am so glad to come,' cried

eyes were directed sadly at the Spanish -American Isabel, reaching up to kiss him . ' I am nerer

envoy, who was earnestly talking to Wynyan. so happy anywhere as with you and dearest

' Bear it in mind, my dear sir,' he said . Rénée.'

" The Decongagna Government woull not be " That's right, then ,' cried Dalton, patting

ungrateful to a gentleman of your ability, the little hand he held ; come and be happy

seek a change. A lovely often ; Rénée is always glad .'

country , fair women , honours, wealth, orders ' She makes our life a pleasure,' said the

of merit, await the enterprising man of talent.' Count— Rénée and our dear Miss Bryne.'

‘Oh , thank you , Count. I do not think I " “ Don't be flowery, Jacob ,” ' muttered Dalton

shall leave England, said Wynyan thought to himself. Then lie was about to offer his arm

fully . to Isabel, who had just taken an affectionate

TVho knows, my dear sir ? there are changes. leave of Rénée and hier aunt; but Brant was

But remember, in gratitude for what you have eager to perform that office, and the Count

done for my country, I am your friend. My nodded and smiled as the young people went

house at the Embassy is open to you at any down to the carriage, following directly after

time.—Now, a few words with my charming with Dalton, who passed out talking with

hostess, and then we depart.' him .

The Decongaguan envoy went smiling across ' I think I will now take my leave,' said

the room to where Brant was hard at work Wynyan, joining the two ladies, when involun

trying to pique his cousin by being very atten- tarily Rénée glanced at the great clock upon

tive to Isabel, who accepted his advances after the mantel-piece.

the fashion attributed to finished coquettes. ' It is very early yet,' she said naïvely. " Per

" Ah, my sweet one,' said the Count, ' I have laps my father would like to talk to you when

been telling Mr Brant Dalton of the beauty of he comes back, he has seen so little of you

our land. You must add your praise. Now, I tv -night.'

am going to chat for five minutes with our " I am almost afraid to stay ,' said Wynyan,

hostess, and then the carriage must be ordered more eagerly than was his wont, for the half

up. invitation sent a thrill of pleasure through him,

Oh Papa ! So soon ? ' though all the while he felt that it was given

" You forget that we must look in at our solely from a desire to gratify the father. Mr

other friends, my child, and it is growing Dalton looked tired, and he might want to talk
late . business .'

‘ And is Decongagua so lovely a place, then ?? " Then don't let him , Mr Wynyan ,' said Miss

said Brant, as the Count went over to where Bryne with a look that endorsed her niece's

Miss Bryne was palpitating with pleasure at his invitation to him to stay .

approach. " I'll try my best, ' said Wynyan; and then

Indescribably beautiful,' she said . he stopped short, for Robert Dalton's voice was

Ah, I should go and see for myself if you heard speaking loudly, and he saw Renée change

were over there. ' colour. But the voices were hushed directly ,

Perhaps I shall be -- soon,' said the girl archily, and the two gentlemen returned, Brant_looking

as she made play with her eyes.
angry, and then furious, as he saw Wynyan

" Then I shall come over and perhaps stay, ' talking to his cousin.

he whispered. Rénée noticed his manner and his savage

What nonsense ! ' she replied . Why, what glance, but her attention was taken off directly

would dearest Rénée say ?' by the change which came over her father, who

•What she liked ,' he whispered earnestly, caught at à chair-back ; and she flew to his

' I know better,' was the reply. ' How wicked side, Wynyan as quickly supporting him on the

men can be ! one never can believe them .' other.
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' Papa-father ! ' cried Rénée, ‘you are ill ! ' No ; we will not keep you , Mr Wynyan.

No : nothing much ,' he said huskily. " Better Thank you , though, so very much . Brant here

directly. I'll go to my own room .' shall stay for a bit, and fetch the doctor if

' Can I do anything ?' said Wynyan hastily. we want him . On this dreadful work ! Good

' Let me fetch Doctor Kilpatrick back.' night. We have been so glad to see you. I

“ No, no: it is not necessary,' said Dalton will apologise to Rénée for you — I mean I

faintly. ' I shall be better in a few minutes. apologise for her not coming down .'

Walk with me, Rénée. - Yes, thank you , Sarah ,' Rénée ! Her name seemed to sweep away

he sighed , as Miss Bryne caught his hand , then every feeling of anger in the young man's

left it, and hurried back to where Wynyan was breast, and he went out of the house calm and

standing, Brant having runto open the door. restful .

Don't go, Mr Wynyan ; I'll be back directly , Rénée ! She filled his inner nature as he

and tell you how he is. I may ask you to go walked slowly back to his chambers, seeing her

for the doctor .' bright and happy as the hostess, full of solici

At that moment Dalton turned , looking very tude, the tender woman, as she flew to her

white, and nodded to the young engineer. father's side.

‘ Only a slight attack of faintness, ' he said . “ I Rénée, Rénée : there was room in his

amvery sorry. ' mind for Brant. There was something so gentle,

The next moment the door closed , and Branttoo, in her words to him that night, enough,

came across to Wynyan with his face flushed surely, to give him hope ; and her manner and

and a heavy scow upon his brow. " Well , Mr Brant's toward Isabel Endoza were enough

Wynyan, ' he said, “surely you can see that you to set him at rest. The cousin ? Why should

are not wanted here now. ' he trouble about him and his ill-conditioned

' I beg your pardon ?? was the quiet reply. Brant was jealous of him — of the

Oh, hang your pardon , sir !' * cried Brant; ' confidential position with his uncle, and of his

‘ have you no knowledge whatever of society intimacy at the house.

manners, sir ? This is not Great George Street. " Perhaps I should feel the same under the

My uncle has been taken ill . ' circumstances, evenif I did not show it in the

Yes, I am aware of that, said Wynyan same way. '

gravely. Then he thought over his last conversation

“ Then why the deuce don't you clear out, with Dalton, and his promise, modestly enough,

sir ? Because my uncle is good enough to let hardly giving himself credit for all he had

you drop in here, it does not mean that you done in the great invention.

are to setup your confounded tent. And look ‘ Partner, ' he said softly ; " there is no hurry :

here, Mr Wynyan, you may as well take a bit Jacob served long for his Rachel. It will be

of advice. ' I have seen
a good deal , sir, and I time enough to think then. Partner ! Oh , I

noticed several little bits of confounded pre- have no room for thoughts of poor Brant.'

sumption on your part to -night. My uncle is

too easy to mind it, and my aunt cannot speak ;

but I can, and, hang it, I will . If ever you
RHUBARB.

come here again , just please to recollect that it is now many centuries since the Arabians

you are the paidservant of Dalton & Company, first introduced into Europe, from China, Tibet,

and behave accordingly.

position would have kicked you out of the and elsewhere, the dried medicinal roots known

house for less than I've noticed ; but I don't in commerce under the generic name of Turkey

want to quarrel with every impertinent beggar Rhubarb, with the pharmaceutic preparations of

I come across. ' which we are all more or less familiar. About

Wynyan made no reply, only looked firmly 1573 the living plant came to be cultivated

at the speaker, while the pulses in his temples for medicine only — in our own south-eastern

throbbed with a heavy beat.
counties, but the home-grown roots were never

Well, do you understand me? continued

Brant.
equal in quality to those obtained from the

East.
Perfectly, sir ,' replied Wynyan .

Our occasional enforced acqnaintance

Then why don't you go ? Are you so thick- with ' Rheum Officinale ’ is very unlike our

skinned that I am to ring for one of the voluntary, common knowledge of the sub-acid,

servants to show you the door ? ' succulent leaf-stalks of R. Rhaponticum (Linnæus ),

A red spot was rising fast in each of the which a cook who knows her business can make

young engineer's cheeks, for Brant had gone so tempting in the form of domestic pies, pud

pretty well to the limit that he could bear ; dings, compôtes, and preserves, not forgetting

but at that inoment a was arrested by the excellent effervescing wine yielded by its

the return of Miss Bryne.
juices, after a certain amount of fermentation.

He is better,' she said hurriedly ; (and I The rhubarb of our kitchen garden differs con

don't think we need have the doctor to -night.' siderably in appearance from that from which

Then we need not ask Mr Wynyan to wait, ' medicine — so safe for children, and so valuable

said Brant mockingły, “ You see, he has to be for adults—is obtained , and its recognition as a

at the office in good time in the morning .' wholesome culinary article of food is of con

The sting had been bitter enough before, and paratively recent date. Its culture, for uses

biting his lip, Wynyan turned to the speaker, other than for decocting doctors' stuff, was still

but he said nothing, for Miss Bryne took it all experimental in 1820, when Mr Wyatt of

in the most innocent manner, and held out her Deptford sent five bundles of the leaf stalks of

hand warmly to the visitor. rhubarb for sale to the borough market, and

scene
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had three returned to him because no Except as an occasional ornamental plant in

would buy the novel esculent. Now the quan- their flower-borders, foreigners almost ignore

tity of rhubarb which arrives every week in rhubarb, and the question may be asked , why

Covent Garden alone from January to August we do not send any surplus fruit, after our own

may be counted by tons, and its money value needs are satisfied, over to them.
Our mer

by thousands of pounds, and so cheaply is it chants would gladly welcome this extra source

sold , that all classes from the richest to the of profit ; but « Protection stands in the way.

poorest can buy it. Thonsands of tons of garden produce from

Theoretically a vegetable, but practically a every port of the world are landed on

fruit, this perennial is closely allied to the shores — a gain to the consumer, but a ruinous

Rumex family-our Docks and Sorrels — which loss to the horticulturist - but we in return are

it resembles in more ways than one, but espe- excluded by prohibitive tariffs from the Conti

cially in the form of its flowers and the acidity of nental markets, which on the one hand cheapen

its flavour. Rhubarb is the only known herba- our productions, and on the other seriously

ceous plant bearing a gum similar to that ob- diminish our exports.

tained from trees ; and if we trouble to examine Several methods are practised for forcing

the thick ribs of the broad , palm -like leaves and rhubarb. The essential factors a steady

the green supporting stems in the months of heat and the exclusion of light. A considerable

June and July, we find exuding from them a quantity of the earliest comes from Yorkshire,

clear mucilaginous substance that hardlens into grown in disused coal -mines, where the requi

tiny drops of gum. This is the time for bloom- site conditions for a quick and successful crop

ing ; and the handsome clusters of loose, cream are at hand, without the usual initial cost of

coloured panicles, if allowed to do so, produce artificial means. Houses where early peaches,

an abundance of seed. But if the plant exhausts mushrooms, or cucumbers are raised, vineries

itself by expanding flowers and ripening seed and conservatories, are all utilised, and in these

in the autumn, only a poor crop of leaves can the crowns are placed under pots or in pits,

be expected in the spring ; so the gardener's or else simply covered with matting. But for

knife quickly puts an end to a thing of beauty, ' market supplies, the forcing is done in pits ;

equal if not superior to many blossoms we and trenches, dug , in the open, and prepared

spend time and money over to bring to per- with six or eiglit inches of well-rotted manure,

fection . The quicker propagation by offsets is covered with a few inches of rich loam . On

now very generally preferred by the market this, about the middle of October or beginning

gardener to the slower process of raising seed- of November, are put the crowns intended to

ling rhubarb. The strongest of the eyes, or buds, be ready for January, the variety " Red Cham

shooting out at the base, immediately above pagne' being a favourite kind for its rich

the pendulous finger-like tap roots, are care colour and vigorous growth . To vegetate natur

fully detached , with the delicate fibres uninjured , ally, the roots are planted about three and a

and a portion of the root itself. Crowns grown half feet apart ; but for forcing, they are

from buds are stronger, and come quicker to crowded together as thickly as the fingers are

perfection than seedlings, and suffer less from upon the hand. The trenches, hooped across,

the attacks of snails, slugs, and other destructive are further covered well in with straw, litter,

garden pests. or mats, with a tall drain -tile here and there,

An accommodating crop, requiring little atten- to carry off any injurious steamy heat. After

tion, rhubarb, with moderate care and liberal six or eight weeks, the stalks will be ready to

treatment, can be raised with profit on almost gather ; and after sorting, fifteen to twenty of

any part of cultivated land. London market them are made into flat market bundles,' ar

gardeners often grow it between the rows of ranged alternately in yellow heads and crimson

orchard trees, where it remains permanently, tails, firmly bound at each end with rods, or

the older crowns liſted in rotation for early witlies from the osier beds. A bunch this size

forcing, and younger ones planted in their place. once brought eightpence to the grower ; but in

A constant succession must be kept up to fill these times of depression they now fetch less

the gaps left by the old plants, which after a than half that price. Rhubarb suffers from any

spring in the hotbeds are of little worth, and prolonged frost , like that experienced in the

are generally thrown out on the rubbish heap. early part of 1895, and the small profits now

Forcing can be carried on at any season ; but possible to make out of a market garden are

in this as in most other things there is an still further curtailed. The experience of a

unwritten law, and those whose tradle it is to well-known supplier of Covent Garden, whose

cater for the public have to study its unac- extensive grounds are near Kew , is that of one,

countable freaks, one of which is, that where out of many, who had to face disastrous finan

rhubarb is concerned , it will have none of cial losses in this memorable season, when the

it before the New Year. Directly Christmas is ground was iron -bound for two whole months.

over, our markets and fruit shops have an extra Not only were his rhubarb crops several weeks

note of colour in the bunches of vivid crimson behind , but four acres of celery, calculated to

stalks and delicate amber leaves of rhubarb, bring in eighty pounds an acre, and twenty

almost as tempting to look at as the pure white acres of cabbage worth thirty pounds an acre,

narcissus and deep purple violets among which were so completely destroyed , that the whole

they lie . The costly flowers, however, come had to be ploughed up, instead of giving the

from the sunny South, whilst our favourite looked-for return for the expensive labour and

table delicacy is a specialty of home growth , not anxious care expended on their cultivation.

yet encroached upon - like so manyother pro The cherry, pear, and plunı trees are in their

ducts—by rival supplies from abroad. full beauty of snowy blossom when the forced
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• That you

CHAPTER III.

crop of rhubarb is about exhausted, and that will be given at once to prepare some dinner

grown naturally is just ready, having had the for you ; and afterwards ’

protection of a loose covering of straw, to avert Thanks. And afterwards ? '

damage from treacherous white frosts, so apt will learn in good time, he

to come in the early mornings of spring. In- answered , dryly .

ferior in delicacy, from the stronger fibre, and So he was conducted by his escort to another

dull in colour where the other was brilliant, room , and in due course served with a meal

this latter kind is still an immense favourite , that did credit to Ferreira's cook and cellar.

and continues to be largely consumed even As the result, having lit a cigar, he could con

after the vernal blooms have brought us the template the future with some degree of philo

ripe fruits of summer. Every cottager has his sophy. The room overlooked the patio ; through

clump of rhubarb, too often put in some out the open window came the echoes of an inter

of-the-way corner, where, spite of neglect, it mittent rifle - fire ; and the muttered conversation

still supplies many a pudding for the Sunday's of the soldiers standing by the door, whose

dinner. A little more care would soon repay attention seemed to be divided between him

the extra labour bestowed upon it. Each crown self and the doings outside, was a pleasing

should be placed on a raised mound of rich , tribute to the sensation that he had unwittingly

deep soil, and trenched round , for it is a plant caused . Fully an hour passed : the sounds of

impatient of water, suffering less from the want firing became more distant, but did not alto

than from a superabundance of it. It is better gether die away : the rebels must still be hold

for the plants not to allow them to flower, ing out. And it would soon be night, when

nor yet to gather any leaf- stalks after August, their chances of a successful resistance would

so that time is given to allow of the crowns be enormously increased .

ripening for another year's crop. Withfair At last he heard the champing of horses in

treatment and with very little expense, a ' the courtyard beneath ; then the door was

garden, however small, ought to give its owner thrown open , and Ferreira appeared alone.

an abundance of this delicious wholesome fruit Jack tried in vain to gather from the general's

for at least six months in the year. countenance some hint of his feelings.

' Can you ride ? ' he asked abruptly.

• Of course .

AN UNAUTHORISED INTERVENTION.* • Then be good enough to follow me.'

Motioning the soldiers to fall in behind the

captive, he led the way down -stairs to the

Jack THOROLD could scarcely credit the testi- patio. It was almost filled by a squadron of

mony of his ears. That the citizens--or some cavalry - probably the full force of that arm in

of them — had risen against the Government, the capital—and at the door stood a couple of

and on his behalf : surely thenewswasenough the troopers with a sweep of his hand : they
orderlies with spare horses. Ferreira indicated

to upset the nerves of the most impassive of had their swords drawn.

diplomatists ! But, with an effort, he managed
' One word , Señor Tovar," he said, more

to suppress all signs of the excitement that I gravely than he had yet spoken. There is

burned within him . His chief anxiety, after : trouble in the city ; I must do my duty ; and

the first shock, was regarding the result to I have to warn you that if you make any

himself. He had not long to wait. The officer attempt to escape or to open communication

having hurrieilly withdrawn, Ferreira and his with the rebels, or if a rescue seems likely

companions laicł their heads together. The well , my men will know exactly what to do.

You understand me, I hope ? '
prisoner could not doubt that he was the object

of the conference, and it flattered him a little, and was not particularly charmed.

Jack nodded : he understood only too well ,

even in the midst of his danger, to think that " That is well .—Mount, if you please ! '

his disposal was deemed more urgent than a IIe obeyed , having no alternative ; while

serious rebellion in the streets. Ferreira, who was evidently afraid to trust his

Presently the colonel raised his voice some important charge to a subordinate, took his

what: “Why not take him to the castle, then ?' ' place at the head of the squadron. A minute

he asked. later, it had formed up in the Plaza, eight men

You are right, colonel , ' replied Ferreira, abreast. In spite of his misyivings, or perhaps

after a second's deliberation . The castle be it ! because of them , Jack had the curiosity to

It will certainly be much safer - in case of master his bearings. His own position was in

accidents. the fifth rank from the front. The great square

Elias interposed , with an inaudible remark. was empty, save for a company of infantry

‘ Oh, there's no fear,' said the general . •He around the guns at each corner ; the sun was

can stay here for hour. They will be going down behind the houses ; and the din of

dispersed in half that time. ' the fighting, albeit distinct enough, seemed to

They exchanged views for a few minutes come from the opposite direction to that in

longer, Jack wondering the while where the which they were facing. He was devoutly

castle ' might be, and what they intended to do thankful that it was so.

with him there ; and then, returning to the IIis thankfulness was somewhat premature.

table, Ferreira addressed hini as if nothing had The word was given, and at a hand -gallop they

happened : ' As you are hungry, señor, orders emerged from the Plaza into a broad, straight

thoroughfare leading northward . It was also

Copyright reserved in the United States of America. deserted ; only here and there a head showed

an

1
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at a balconied window , to be withdrawn at parted on this side and that and left a clear

once ; for in Central America , under martial lane for their passage, but greeted them, never

law, curiosity has perils that make quiet-living theless, with a Parthian volley of shots, stones,

people shun it like the yellow fever. Presently and frenzied shouts of “ Viva Tovar ! Down

the squadron turned into a narrower street, with Melgarejo !' It was not without effect.

running at right angles with the other ; and, One of the officers escorting Jack went down ;

as they advanced , the houses became less and a curse from his left-hand neighbour told him

less pretentious in appearance, and in many that the man had been struck ; and, for his

cases were separated by stretchesof garilen -wall. own part, the balls were whistling past too

Still , though they were plainly approaching near his head for comfort. For him , indeed , it

the poorer districts of the town, the inhabitants was a moment of peculiar peril. It was not

remained invisible. Ferreira seemed to have his only the chance of a stray bullet, but he had

doubts, for the additional precaution was taken the fear that the slightest misadventure might

of throwing out an advance-party. Nor was it give his captors the excuse to get rid of him

long in being justified . All at once they were without further trouble. In less than a minute,

aware of a noise that could not be mistaken however, it all over : the square was

the noise of shouting, punctuated by, occasional crossed, the last of the crowd left behind, the

volleys and isolated shots. It grew londer and shouting was dying away in the rear, and they

louder as they neared a little square into which were riding at full speed along another narrow

several streets debouched, and before long a street, oblivious, apparently, of those who had

struggling, confused mass was to be discerned fallen in the scrimmage.

right in their path . Here, it was obvious, Then, and not until then , did Jack Thorold

soldiers were in conflict with the populace. draw a full breath of relief.

Jack's pulses began to beat faster. Then the “ They did not recognise you, señor,' said the

advance-guard fell back ; a quick order was trooper at his left hand. i And lucky for you,

issued, and the ranks closed up ; and , glancing too, he added.

round, the Englishman noticed that a couple of Wounded ? ' asked Jack.

officers had posted themselves at either end of "Gracias : only a ball in my bridle -arm . But

his line. The fact, with Ferreira's warning in we'll pay 'em out for it going back, never

his recollection , was more significant than fear.'

pleasant. Jack had no doubt of it : if they got the

But he had little leisure for thought. They opportunity. Meanwhile, the had set ;

were now within fifty yards of the square ; darkness liad come down with tropical sudden

anl suddenly the clamour increased in volume, ness ; the passing landmarks - houses, churches,

a shot or two whizzed over their heads, and trees-had become blurred into uniformity ;

a portion of the crowd seemed to break away but on they dashed at the same breakneck speed

anil rush pell-mell towards them . for perhaps five minutes longer, through one

Halt ! ' cried Ferreira, to Jack's surprise. street after another, then up a long and steep

Next moment, the cause was evident. The ascent, and finally drew rein before a huge,

Governor had realised the truth - that the black mass of building which seemed to bar their

soldiers had been dispersed and driven back further progress.

by the mob, and were now fleeing, routed, to •Where are we ? ' inquired Jack of the friendly

the shelter of the cavalry. And perhaps, con- trooper.

sidering the morale of the San Estevan troops, We have arrived, señor-the saints be

it was not surprising : there were less than a thanked ! '

hundred of them , while the citizens must have At the castle ? '

outnumbered them by five to one. Certainly " Si

they did not look particularly soldierly as they Apparently they were expected, for, after a

dashed past in panic, and it is questionable if moment's delay, the heavy gate was swung back,

they hearıl or feeded Ferreira’s injunction to and they rode across å bridge into a large

form behind. At any rate, Jack saw no more courtyard. A weary pause ensued. Then Jack

of them .
was ordered to dismount, and , attended by a

The refugees were not pursued, and for a couple of troopers, was conducted into a hall

minute crowd and cavalry confronted each other of goodly proportions, where he was transferred

in dead silence, the former drawing instinctively at once to the custody of a file of the garrison.

together, the latter awaiting the world of their Ferreira was deep in talk with a white -haired

commander. In the space between the two old officer of benevolent aspect, doubtless the

boilies lay a number of dead and wounded, Governor of the fortress, upon whom he appeared

and it was somewhat pathetic to observe the to be impressing his views with much vigour.

efforts of the injured to crawl away from the The officer listened attentively, nodding his

scene of danger. Only, this was no time for head now and then , but said little. And at

pathos. The spell was broken by the citizens length Ferreira turned to the prisoner.

with a defiant shout, in which Jack recognised Buenas noches, Señor Tovar !' said he. ' I

the name of liis prototype. A scattering volley can trust my gallant friend to make you very

from rifles and revolvers followed. A man in comfortable. For the rest, believe that I look

the front rank was hit ; several horses began forward to our next meeting with pleasure !

to rear and plunge. Ferreira cast a quick Until then - adios !'

glance behind him , and then the command He gave place to the white-haired officer,

rang out : Charge ! ' who bowed with the courtesy of his race. « The

The rebels were wise in their generation ; for, señor will oblige me by stepping this way,' he

as the horsemen swept down upon them , they said, after a minute's scrutiny.
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threw open.
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So, accompanied by his guard, Jack followed could have sworn that he heard the rustle of

at his heels through divers long, deserted corri- skirts. In an instant the fact was put beyond

dors, in which the tread of their footsteps question by the sentinel : ' Si, señorita ,' said he :

sounded hollow and unreal, and up a winding you have half-an -hour.'

staircase to a passage dimly lit by a flickering The answer was merely a word of thanks,

oil-lamp. There they came to a halt before an spoken in a low tone, but unmistakably the

iron -bound door, which one of the solliers voicewas that of a lady: Then the door closed ;

and the stranger, still in the shadow , addressed

· Enter, señor ! ' said the Governor. him : ' Juan !!

Entering accordingly, Jack found himself in She advanced into the light as she spoke,

a good-sized chamber, and saw by the light both hands outstretched . For the moment

from the passage that it was plainly but suf Jack, not usually the most backward of men ,

ficiently furnished , and seemed not uncomfort was too much astounded either to speak or

able. It was better than a prisoner in his cir- move. He could only stare at the visitor, and

cumstances had any right to expect; better , wonder if it were all a dream-if the girl

indeed , than he had expected . He was propor- standing there in an attitude of expectancy,

tionately thankful, and told the Governor so . her eyes trying to pierce the shadow in which

' I ani at the señor's service,' was the reply. he was hidilen -- if she were not a creature of

" If he will permit me, I will send up a lamp his imagination . And this idea was not alto

and some books in a little . And if there is gether dispelled when she threw back the

anything else'— mantilla which had partly concealed her face

Jack thanked him again . Just at present, and form , and revealed to him - or was it a

there was nothing else. vision from one of Velasquez's portraits ?—the

The Governor bowed himself out ; the door tall, lithe figure, the perfect features of the

was locked , and the measured tramp of a sentry Spanish type, the mass of black hair, and the

in the corridor assured the captive that civility glorious eyes of dark -gray, over which a shadow

was not inconsistent with a proper precaution. of hesitation , doubt, was now fleeting. He was

Instinctively, in the dark , he betook himself to not recalled to reality, and to a sense of his

the window, to discover that it opened inward , own remissness, until she spoke again .
but was heavily barred on the outside. He " Well , Juan ?' she repeated, in surely the

pulled it open . Nothing was visible save most musical of voices : and, perhaps for the

few twinkling lights in the city ; but he heard first time, Jack was truly sorry that he was

-or it was imagination—the distant and now not Juan Torar.

familiar rattle of rifle - fire ; and , just beneath, And at length le came forward. " Seño

the tread of sentinels could not be mistaken . rita'

And , as he stood inhaling the cool evening ! She retreated a step , a sudden terror in her

breeze, another sound rose to his ears — that_of eyes. " There is a mistake, I fear - I thought

Ferreira's squadron as it clattered away.For I was told Oh ! you are not Juan Tovar !!

twenty minutes or so he kept his post, whist- she cried , incoherently ,

ling rather dolefully. The excitement of the ' I am deeply grieved , señorita, ' he said , “ but

day was wearing off'; and, as a natural result it is not my islame—for twenty-four hours

of the reaction, the realities of liis position your countrymen have been insisting against my
began to come home to his mind with the appeals and protestations that I am. And that

darker side uppermost. More than ever, he is why I am a prisoner — and the señorita's

was inclined to wish himself well out of the good servant,' he added, with his best bow.
affair. She seemed scarcely to hecd him . And

His meditations were broken by the entrance Juan ? Then he is not here at all ?'

of two soldiers with the promised lamıp, several ' I am happy to say not. '

volumes of Spanish romances, a respectable " But why Oh ! there is a mistake,' she

supper of cold viands and wine, and the humble said again . 'I am perplexed - I must go ?

compliments of the Governor. Jack's spirits Jack placed a chair for her. Will you not

went up again : the old fellow had nobly honour me by hearing my story first ?? he

redeemed his word . plealed. “ Your - your friend is safe, as I hope

“ Come! this isn't so bal, after all ,' he told to convince you. But I, señorita ? —And you

himself, surveying the table with due satisfac- have still twenty-five minutes.'

tion when the men had gone. " They don't She looked straight at him for a moment ;

mean to starve me at least, and any other form then , blushing a little, she sat down. ' It is

of death I think I can risk ! ' due to you, señor,' she said .

Fortified by these consoliny thoughts, and He thanked her gravely, and , taking a seat

leaving the question of supper for future dis- at the other side of the table, plunged at once

cussion, he was quite ready to pass the evening 'into a narrative of his experiences since leaving

in the company of the Spanish romancers. But Salvatierra . Be sure he missed none of the

the books were deadly dull, and ere long he details : he was too glad of the excuse to have

fell fast asleep over the love-adventures of one her company, and to watch the interest grow

Don Guzman in the city of Seville. Ile was in her countenance and expressive eyes. But

awakened by the rattling of his door as the she dill not interrupt him until he had related

guard prepared to open it ' ; and , glancing at his the exciting incident of the wayside station.

watch, he saw that it was now past nine o'clock. " So he is safe !' she cried, clapping her

IIalf involuntarily, he placed himself beyond the hands in delight. ' Oh ! I am sure of it, señor ;

circle of light cast by the lamp. he will reach the army to- night, to -morrow at

Ile started as the door was thrown open : he the latest, and then ' Recollecting herself,
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answer

she pulled up. ' I am so sorry- I had forgotten Governor of this place is an old friend of my

that you were a prisoner in his place. You father's, although I had not seen him for many

will pardon me, señor ?' she entreated , holding years. Besides, he is favourable to the cause,

out her hand. but too timid to declare himself. Juan had

Jack raised it to his lips. changed much, he told me — he knew him well

' I was thinking only of Juan ? as a boy — and if he could do anything to help

You will permit me to congratulate him , him , he was glad to do it for his father's

señorita ? '

“ He is dearer to me than anybody in the “ Then he did not suspect the truth ? He

world , she said , quietly . “ It is my excuse, was kind enough certainly, but didn't strike

señor
me as particularly friendly .'

‘ One could not wish a better,' replied Jack . " He is afraid of Ferreira, who has no mercy

* Don Juan is a very fortunate man. And I - doubtless, that was the reason .'

am afraid he gave utterance to an audible sigh . And this place—what is it ?'

She glanced at him quickly, as if to gather ' It is the old castle of San Estevan , built

his meaning, and then asked him to be kind three centuries ago by the founders of the city.

enough to continue his story. This, however, I should know it well, Señor Thorold. Juan

with a peculiar glint in her eyes, which did and I, as boy and girl, explored every inch of

not escape Jack's keen attention . Both smiled ; it, and so every passage and room is familiar

and although no words passed , the history was to me, and very dear. — But about you, señor ?'

resumed with the knowledge that quite a she cried, jumping up. We have only a

friendly feeling had been established between minute or two, and we must have some plan :

them . we must not permit you to be shot in mis

When at length it had been told to the take. '

end : ‘ How am I to thank you , señor ? " she ' I can always appeal to my Consul, ' sug

asked . “ To go through all those dangers for gested Jack.

a stranger — to run the risk of being shot — it ' Oh ! you do not understand Ferreira. He

is like the brave English nation ! Thank you ,' will shoot you first, and make inquiries after

she repeatedl , but in English. “ Will you shake wards. But let me think ! ' After a moment :

hands with me ?' ' He has written to Melgarejo, you say ? In

' You speak English ! ' cried Jack . It was that case, you are safe for to-morrow at least.

like a revelation to him .
The camp is on the other side of the plain,

' Only a little ' — and certainly her accent was fifty miles to the north-east ; there can harilly

very marked. ' I was for some years in Cali- be an until night, even if nothing

fornia, at school there. And now—you will happens in the meanwhile ??

tell meyour name ?' There was a sound of fumbling at the lock :

He did so.
the time was up. Dolores hurriedly continued :

' Jack Thorold ! It is very difficult to say it ' Quick ! we must allow them to suspect noth

—as you clo . ' ing — you must leave it to me. I will consult

Call me Jack, then ,' he suggested , with some my friends — they will think of some plan, even

audacity . “ Everybodly does, you know .' if we have to take the castle to release you !

She reverted immediately to her Spanish . You will trust me in this, Señor Thorold ?'

For me, I am known as Dolores Alvarado , ' If you promise to return,' said he, as the

and ,' she said , smiling, ' I also expect to be door opened.

shot some day as a dangerous rebel. But the Can you doubt it ? ' she asked , lowering her

time passes, Señor Thoroll voice. Till to -morrow — then it will be all

And you have not told me yet how you right.' She gave him her hand. Buenas

managed to get here, and about the rising of noches, Juan, ' she said ; and , with a bright nod,

the people, and a hundred other things I am followed the sentry and passed from his view.

dying to hear.

" That is easily done. We have informants

everywhere - you know already how quickly SOME POETS AND THEIR PASTIMES.

the news of your capture spread, and how

quickly our friends took arms. The city is ONE hates an author that's all author,' wrote

with us--like the rest of the country, except Byron ; and despite the sneer, it is true, more

the army and the officials, it las bad cnough particularly with regard to those who have

of General Melgarejo's rule. It is shown by i

their realliness, by their bravery in holding i
attained great literary distinction, that there is

the troops in check all evening ! You were ,
a general desire to know something of the man

brought here : it was known all over the town himself apart from his works. And in these

within an hour. For me, señor, I need not tell days especially, when no detail of a great writer's

you with what grief I heard it. What could life is deemed too minute or insignificant to

I do ? If I waited until the morning, I was contribute something towards the elucidation of

afraid that I should be too late to see Juan ; his works, a glance at the leisure hours of some

my only course was to come to the castle
of our poets, and the very different ways in

at once,in spite of everything.'
'And you did so? It was very brave of which they employed them, will not be devoid

you ,' said Jack ; and meant it. “ But not alone,
of interest.

surely ? ' With most persons, indeed , poetry is itself a

' I have a servant with me ; but there was pastime ; but those favoured beings to whom

no danger-- for me. The rest was easy. The poesy was the chief business of life have fre
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gave him

quently had secondary pursuits, in which they sober studious days' were more to the taste

attained considerable excellence, and few have of one who had to make a constant study of

been without a certain liking for pastimes his health. When in town, however, he was

properly so styled. Recreation of a kind which as sure to be in a bustle as a porpoise in a

does not call for too much exertion or fatigue and in 1715 journeyed with his friends Arbutlı
storm . In early life he was fond of riding,

has generally recommended itself to the con
not and Disney from London to Bath on horse

templative mind of the poet, whether in town back , their luggage being on a very small scale,

or country. Gray had little liking for active for Arbuthnot, the commander-in-chief of the

exercise, and to this his tinge of melancholy party, allowed but a shirt and cravat to each

may perhaps be in part attributed . Low spirits, traveller. The followivg year, he describes his

he tells us, were his true and faithful followers, pursuits in a letter to the sisters Blount : ‘ I

and most commonly we sit together, and are write an hour or two every morning, then ride

the prettiest insipiil company in the world' outa -hunting [at Cirencester), eat heartily, talk

When staying near Henley in 1760, he found for houses and gardens, open avenues, cut glades,

tender sentiments with Lord B., or draw plans

the round of gaieties too much for him . His plant firs, contrive water-works - all very fine

hosts were always what they called doing and beautiful in our own imaginations. At

something that is, racketing about from morn- night we play at commerce , and play pretty

ing to night - occupations I find that wear out high .'

my spirits, especially in a situation where we In Pope's day, landscape-gardening was

might sit still and be alone with pleasure. ' At rising art, and one much cultivated by thepoet.

another time we find him desiring 'to lie all Writing to Swift in 1736, he says : My house

day long on a sofa and read eternal new novels is enlarged, and the gardens extend and tourish .

I have more fruit-trees and kitchen gardens
of Marivaux and Crebillon .' It is only fair, than you have any thought of ; nay, I have

however, on the other hand, to mention the i melons and pine-apples of my own growth. I

grand tour which he made in the company of ; am as much a better gardener as I am a worse

Horace Walpole, than whom no more delightful ; poet than when you saw me.' His rustic grotto

cicerone could be found . was furnished with mirrors, and would reflect

Cowper while at Olney confined his walks as in a camera -obscura the beautiful river

within the narrow compass of thirty yards of scenery around Twickenham . Here it was that

gravel, while dumb-bells a little his friend St John was wont to mingle with

exercise in winter. His love of home-life — the the friendly bowl ' the feast of reason and the

bright fire, the closely -drawn curtains, the flow of soul . ' Swift and Gray were among

bubbling and loud -hissing urn - is apparent in those who helped him to plant his quincunx,

what has been called his divine chit-chat.' and to decorate the walls of the grotto with

Carpentering was one of his few recreations ;; choice marbles or shining bits of spar.

and the care of his garden and three tame Many poets have found an enduring source

hares filled up the measure of his peaceful of pleasure in their gardens. Shenstone, the

existence. author of the Schoolmistress, was devoted to

On reading the Seasons, a lady, we are told , landscape-gardening, and loved to entangle his

discovered three things of its author — that he walks and wind his waters until his little

was a great lover, a great swimmer, and rigidly domain became the envy of the great and the

abstinent ; on hearing which , Savage, with all admiration of the skilful. But this passion for

the candour of a privileged friend, laughed his garden , like any other form of extravagance,

heartily , saying he believeil Thomson was never led him into debt, and,as Dr Johnson observes,

in cold water in his life , and that the other his groves were soon haunted by beings very

particulars were just as true ! Quin tells us different from fauns and fairies. Far, too, from

Thomson never saw the sun rise in his life ;, the busy haunts of men lived Abraham Cowley

and on one occasion the poet gave as an excuse ; among his books and gardens.

for not rising before noon , that he had The planting of trees was one of Sir Walter

no motive. Allowing forexaggeration, Thomson Scott's favourite diversions. Planting and prun

doubtless lived in a Castle of Indolence all his ing trees, he tells us, he could work at from

own ; but we must remember that he was morning to night. Your very acorn may send

wont to walk daily from town to his house at its ribs of oak to future victories like Trafalgar.'

Richmond. On the other hand, he had no taste for agri

Southey was accustomed to read as he walked ; culture : ' to wrangle with farmers about prices,

but when quickening his pace to four miles or and to be constantly at the mercy of the

so an hour, he was obliged — fortunately for the seasons. '

enjoyment of his walk-reluctantly to close the Tree-planting was also a favourite pursuit of
book . He shared the love of the beautiful Walter Savage Landor while living at Llanthony,

scenery around Keswick with the other Lake in Wales. At one time he bought two thou
Poets. “ These lakes and mountains,' lie writes, sand pine-cones, that the side of the valley might

‘ give me a deep joy, for which I suspect noth- one day be covered with cedars of Lebanon.

ing else can compensate ; and this is a feeling He disliked to see flowers plucked. ' I love

which time strengthens instead of weakening. ' these beautiful and graceful tribes,' he says ;

Pope, as he tells us, was the unfortunate they always meet one in the same place at the

possessor of a crazy carcase ;' and though, same season ; and years have no more effect on

when leaving London , he bids farewell to their placid countenances than on so many of

" luxurious lobster nights,' it is probable that the most favoured gods.'
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Science has not always proved so incompat- 1821 , his numerous retinue, besides horses and

ible with poetry is generally believed. dogs, included fowls and monkeys. His favourite

Shelley while at Eton was interested in chem- dogs Lion and Boatswain are among the domestic

istry and electricity. Crabbe took great delight pets of literature.

in botany and entomology. While in London, This love of animals was shared by Walter

his favourite haunt was Hornsey Wood , where Scott, whose greyhounds Maida ( immortalised

he sought for plants and insects ; and at Bel- as the “Bevis ' of Woodstock ), Nimrod, and the

voir his leisure moments were occupied with rest, were for so many years his faithful friends.

the same pursuits. Besides the planting and pruning of trees, a

Among foreign poets, Goethe was conspicuous favourite exercise with him was riding ; and

for his love of science in nearly all its branches. Sybil Grey or Douce Davie was the frequent

He studied anatomy, and was initiated into companion of his leisure hours. We can pic

the mysteries of physiognomy by Lavater. He ture him to ourselves mounted on Sybil Grey

published his Metamorphoses of Plants in 1790 , with a huge hunting- whip, prepared for cours

and his Theory of Colours in the early years of ing on Newark Hill ; Mackenzie, the author of

the present century. the Man of Feeling, being of the party ; and

We should, however, expect the arts of music Sir Humphry Davy, bent on fishing, with his

and painting to appeal more strongly to the hat surrounded by line upon line and innumer

poetic temperament ; and with the majority of able lly -hooks, with jack -boots worthy of a

poets this has been the case . Milton had a 'Dutch smuggler, and a fustian surtout dabbled

strong taste for music, and wrote liis Vasque , with the blood of salmon .

of Comus for his friend Henry Lawes, the most | Shelley's pastimes were many of them of a

distinguished composer of the day in England. rather dangerous character, even from childhood,

Music and conversation , indeed, were his chief when his sister and he dressed themselves in

recreations. He sometimes suns, and could play strange costumes to personate spirits or fiends ;

the bass viol, but his favourite instrument was and Byssle would take a firestove and fill it

Gray had a liking for music, and with some inflammable liquid, and carry it

would sing ou occasion, thouglí with some diffi- flaming into the kitchen and to the back door.'

dence. While in Italy, he learned to play on ' At Eton he is said on one occasion to have

the harpsichord from the younger Scarlatti, given his tutor a severe shock with a Leyden

and was the means of introducing . Pergolesi jar. He often carried pistols, and was a better

into England. Though Rogers kept nightingales shut than Byron , with whom he practised in

to sing to liim , his taste in music would hardly Italy. While sailing, he was in the habit of

be admired at the present day, for he is said ' steering and reading at the same time. His

when dining alone to have had an Italian love of books was equal to that of Charles

organ -grinder playing in the hall ! Goldsmith : Lamb, and no volume which took his fancy

was skilful with the flute , and could sing a was too large or too expensive for him.

song or dance à minuet with the best. Other fortunately, however, in the of his

and noisier amusements, however, did not come frequent removals, the more ponderous tomes

umiss to him , and games of blindman’s-buff, had to be left behind !

or forfeits, were often a trial to the Unlike Shelley — who drank only water, and

occupant of the room below the poet's in Brick would dine contentedly off a bun — wany poets

Court, Temple- the learned Blackstone then , have found their chief relaxation in a certaiu

engaged in writing his Commenturies. amount of conviviality and pleasant social inter

The arts of poetry and painting have often , course. Dryden, we are told, employed his

been found united in the same person. Michael- , mornings in writing, dined en famille, and then

Angelo turned to poetry in the later part of went to Wills's Cofice -house, which he caused to

his life. Goethe's room at Frankfort become the great resort of the wits of the day.

covered with his own drawings. William Blake Addison passed each day alike, and much in

found relief in poetry from the monotony of the manner Drydeu did , but it is satisfactory

engraving to order. In our own clay, we to know that he came home earlier o' nights.

point to Rossetti and Jr Ruskin among many Goldsmith enjoyed what he styled a shoemaker's

others. Cowper spent much of his leisure in holiday, that is to say, when in company of

drawing ; and Pope, as we have seen , had his friends, to start at eleven for a walk by

Laste for architectural plans and designs. the City Road ; and through the fields to

Byron had a wide range of amusements- Highbury Barn to dine ; to drink tea after

some rather brisk and boisterous, as became the , wards at the White Conduit House ; and to

fire and energy of his character. Ile was re- i conclude the evening by supping at the Grecian
nowued as à swimmer, and in diving would or the Temple Exchange Coffee-house.

pick up eggs, coins, and what not from a depth Charles Lamb was fond of cards and a

of fourteen feet. In Italy he was known as cheerful glass.' Writing to Coleridge in 1796

the English fish or sea-devil ; and at Venice on the production of the Sigh , he says : 'I

was considered a first-rate gondolier, spoilt by think I hear you again. I inagine to myself

being a peer and a poet. He learned dancing the little smoky room at the Salutation and Cat,

from D'Èyville, and was instructed in pugilism , where we have sat together through the winter

by Jackson, one of the ' pets ' of the day. He nights, beguiling the cares of life with Poesy.'

was fond of animals from his Cambridge days, i llis rooms in Inner Temple Lane saw many

when lie considered his tame bear the finest a brilliant gathering of wits and authors, when

friend in the world ,' and assured the scandalised those who had a mind might play whist.

college authorities that I'ruin was going to sit Another poet who loved to surround himself

for å fellowship . On his arrival at Pisa in with all the celebrities of the day was Samuel

Un
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Rogers. When breakfast was still an institution, It was terribly hot, and even in the shadow

he was wont to welcome his acquaintances at of the veranda the thermometer stood at one

that meal, by way of probation for dinner,' as hundred and sixteen degrees.

it was said ; and there were few persons of note When Cassie had interrupted me, I was busy

in Europe who on a visit to Londou did not
sooner or later appear as guests at his house writing to the old folk at home ; and after she

in St James's Street.
left, I narrated what had passed as an amusing

incident characteristic of Bush Life. Then the

storekeeper came in, sat on my table, and lit

CASSIE QUIN’S ATONEMENT. his pipe. When he acted in that fashion, it

By GUY Bоотивх.. was always a sign that he had come to stay ;

A stone upon her heart and head , so we sat talking of bygone days, mopping our

But no name written on that stone ;
faces, and wondering what was happening six

Sweet neighbours whisper low instead,

This sinner was a loving one. teen thousand miles away. I remember he had

just said : “ Hold on, though ; we're feeding

' I say she's a liar-she kin say wliat she them with goose and plum -duff when they're

bloomin' well please. Jy man a course kin only just out of bed — we've forgotten the nine

take the sack reacly and willin ’ ; I ain't a , hours' difference in time.'

denyin' that ; but what I do say is that we
To which I replied : ‘ God bless them ; and

ain't a -goin ' to be put upon by the likes of 'er precious cold some of 'em are too, I'll be

--no, not if she was Missis Victoria upon her , bound?—when from the yard rang the cry of

golden throne ; we wouldn't ! An ' so I'll tell

Fire ! '

'er to 'er face.' We dashed out ; and there, sure enough, was

Her name was Cassie Quin. And in case the smoke of a huge Bush fire, licking along

this assertion inay not convey very much, I may i the top of the thickly timbered Ranges that

also say that she was a strapping young woman | separated us from our back country. It ap

of about twenty-two years of age, strong as a peared to be entering the gully in which stood

mouutain heifer, brown as a berry , and boasting the rival huts I have previously mentioned.

a fluency and picturesqueness of expression that And as soon as Cassie saw this, she left the

almost took one's breath away. She was the store and rushed to the bough shade, where

wife of a boundary rider ou the Queensland i ler horse was standing. I followed her, crying :

Station I was managing at that time, and there! Who are at the huts, girl ? '

had been serious trouble out back. ‘ Only that woman and 'er kill,' she answered,

The adjoining station , it must be under- seizing her saddle.

stood, had a hut on the other side of the
“ Then where are the men ? " I asked. For

boundary fence, and between the two women I knew, as it was Christmas Day, there would

there was constant feud. The opposition wife be no work doing.

had taken the trouble to make certain serious
* Down at the Dingoe Creek grog shanty,

charges against our boundary rider, and now
and most like dead -drunk by this ; and that

his wife Cassie had come in herself to disprove woman's lame, and 'er kid ain't weaned. I

them . She was about as rough a dianıond as
must go !

could be found between Capes York and Howe,
‘ Nonsense. Put that saddle down, and let

and when she stood before me she completely
one of the men go. You can do 10 possible

filled the doorway.
good !

" I
can , Don't stop me ; there ain't

Having had ten minutes of vigorous protesta- no time to waste, I tell yer ! What's the use

tion and defiance, and with a view of arriving of seudin ' one of them ? I can get there quicker

at a conclusion, I said quietly : Come, come, nor any of 'em .

now ; that's all very well, you know, but you She was in the saddle by this time ; and I,

must have given her some provocation ! ' seeing it was impossible to stop her, had let

' I dunno what yer mean by “ provercation,”' down the panels, and now shouted after her :

she answered ; but if she says iny'usband don't Take care of yourself,for God's sake, girl !

She had fourteen miles to go, and the fire
do no work, well, she's a liar, a darned liar ;

scarcely six more. But she could only travel

and so I'll tell 'er to 'er face when I go 'omne
as fast as her horse could gallop : while the

—there now ! Why, I'll tell yer what, if yer fire was moving like an express train.

want to know , 'er man don't’ Ten minutes later I was on the way with

There, there ; that'll do,' I said hastily ; ' I men and beaters . Even at the distance we

don't want to know anything further. Go were from it we could feel the hot glow upon

home, there's a good woman, and, for goodness our faces. And every moment it was closing

sake, don't let me hear any more about it. If in faster and faster on the devoted huts. Pres

ently volumes of smoke began to roll over
you want any extra rations for Christmas Day ,

our heads ; and we could distinctly hear the

you can tell the storekeeper I sent you. '
roar of the flames and the falling of trees far

She was evidently not satisfied , for she went ahead of 11s . Within half an hour we had

away down the path mumbling something about arrived at the point I was aiming for, and had

falsehoods and vengeance that I did not catch . commenced clearing a track, in order to direct

6

I can.

6
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the course of the fire towards a dry creek bed . will. — That's right now. Stick to 'er tight, and

It was dreadful labour ; but any one with half make for our ' ead station . Go on ! Git ! '

an eye could see that it was the only chance But you, you,' screamed the frightened

of saving the wool- sheds and the Home Station. woman as the horse plunged and snorted at

Every moment the heat was growing more the on -rushing flames , there's no l'oom for

intense, and by the time our work was com- you . You'll be killed ! '

pleted had become almost unbearable. ' D'ye think I'm a babby, and don't know

Cassie had been gone nearly three-quarters how to take care of myself ? I'm all right.

of an hour now. That she would gallop her You git !'

horse to death to get there in time, we knew As she spoke, she struck the horse savagely,

but was the feat she had undertaken possible ? and he bounded away, and next moment had

It was the uncertainty that made the suspense disappeared down the track , the mother and

so awful.
child rolling wildly in the saddle as they went.

With the roaring fierceness of a million fur- Then Cassie turned to the gully and saw the

naces, the fire came closer, and already sparks approaching flames. Her sacrifice was complete.

were floating towards us. Then we heard a Death was inevitable.
She gave one glance

noise of horses galloping through the thick round, found that her escape was cut off, and

scrub timber ; and presently, mad with terror, then rushed into her own hut and shut the

a mob came into view, tearing and racing for door.

their lives. With them , in hopeless confusion,

were sheep, kangaroos, wallabies, wild -dogs, and That night,as soon as it was possible,, we

emus ; while overhead , hawks, crows, cockatoos, organised å search party and went out to hunt

magpies, eagles, and all manner of birds, flew for her. We had not far to look. We found

screeching before the hot blast. her in her own hut, which , by some strange

Our track by this time was broad and clear, chance, was untouched , lying on the floor quite

and, if only the wind would drop or change, dead - suffocated . On the back of the door,

we might consider ourselves safe. evidently scratched with a nail, were these

Seeing that nothing else could be done, we words : I sed she wer a liar ; I'm sorie.'

mounted our terrified animals and rode down

into the creek bed . Then there went up a

shout ; and at the same instant, through the LONG A G 0 .

high grass, à maddened and terrified " horse,

with a woman and child swaying to and fro WHEN opal tints and gray invade

upon its back, thundered towards us. That it The crimson of the west

wasn't Cassie, we coull tell , for this rider and Wben daylight's lingering traces fade,

child were tied on. Seeing the other horses in And song -birds seek the nest

the creek, the poor beast leaped over the edge, When shadows fall o'er hill and plain,
and fell upon the soft sand at our feet. We

And stars in heaven glow,

rushed forward, secured it, and, as fast as we We live in memory once again

could , unbound the precious freight. Needless The days of long ago.

to say it was The Opposition and her child .

And friends of days for ever o'er

Cassie must have travelled as fast as her Around us closely stand,

horse could gallop to the Blackfellow's Well We feel the kindly grasp once more

in the Ten -mile Paddock ; and then turned
Of many a ' vanished hand ; '

due east along the foot of the Ranges towards
And though fond, loyal , brave, and true

the gully where she lived . From the well to
May be the friends we know,

the huts she must have had the heat of the
No friends can match the friends we knew

fire full in her face, for at the highest cal
And loved long, long ago .

culation the flames could not have been five

miles in front of her. Then turning the hill Though smiling fortune on us shower
side , she saw the huts below her.

Her gifts with right good -will

In three minutes she was beside them , calling Though every passing day and hour

and shrieking to her enemy to come forth and Be filled with sunshine still—

be saved . The terrified woman, according to
Though joys and pleasures deep abound

her own account, had shut herself into the
Upon the way we go,

bark humpy,' for she knew it was worse than

useless to trust to her lameness in the dried
We sigh and dream o'er joys we found

up scrub. As the flames appeared on the hill
In days of long ago .

top , she saw through the window Cassie de
And though we form new friends, new ties,

scending the track on the hill - side ; then she
New joys, new pleasures try ,

lost sight of her until she heard her name

called and rushed out.
And though new hopes like phantoms rise

As in the days gone by,

' Save me, save me, Cassie Quin ! ' she cried

me and my little Em’ly. Take 'er, and
When comes the holy calm of eve,

I'll forpray and bless your name
Our tears unbidden flow ;

ye
for

ever !? We love , we hope, we plan and grieve

Cassie had by this time dismounted . “ Come Again in Long Ago.

on, then - yit on ' ere,' she shunted . “ But wait :

where's some green hide ? I'll have to tie yer Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

on, or yer'll let the kid drop-I know yer 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH ,
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in the Oriental problem as to alter the condi

THE YOUNGEST OF THE NATIONS.
tions under which the Eastern Question will

It is a bright and interesting picture which Mr have ultimately to be solved . I do not say

Edward Dicey, in The Peasant State, has drawn that Bulgaria is as yet an effective bulwark

of a new nationality, which under our eyes has against Russian aggression ; but I do say that

sprung into vigorous existence, and gives promise she is in a fair way of becoming such a bul

of filling an important place among European wark .'

communities. The present generation has seen The south - east of Europe, framed by the

many phases of national progress and change in Danube, the Black Sea, the Adriatic, and the

both hemispheres. On the farther side of the Mediterranean , has been a place of battles since

Atlantic the great American people has been the dawn of history. Waves of invasion have

welded into a closer unity in the fierce heat of swept over it, one race of marauders succeeding

the Secession struggle ; in Asia, the vast space ! and driving out another-Slavs, Bulgars, Turks.

between Eastern and Western civilisation has For some centuries past the territory which owes

been crossed by Japan in a few giant strides ; ; its name to the Bulgars has had the Turks for

while in Europe itself the changes wrought its masters, but nevertheless the Slav race has

by strife and upheaval have equalled these in been the persistent element, wearing out or

importance if not in dramatic effect. France absorbing the other races, as the subject Anglo

has to all appearance finally chosen a Repub- Saxon absorbed the Norman. So that to-day

lican government; Germany is an Empire, we find there a perfectly homogeneous people,

instead of a heterogeneous multitude of States ; ready to think and act together ; the oppression

Italy, lately a ' geographical expression, ' is a and cruelty of Turkish rule have left no per

compact kingilom ; and Turkey, shedding prov - 'manent sorcs, and have affected only superficially

ince after province, has continued to shrivel, the general well-being. It certainly bespeaks a

or, as Lord Beaconsfield put it, to ' consoli- robustness of constitution, a toughness of fibre in

date ' into complete decrepitude. In admirable the race, that after centuries of a government

contrast to the recent history of the decaying which elsewhere has uniformly blighted all pro

Ottoman Empire is the study presented to us gress, this nation of peasant proprietors is found

in Bulgaria, a nation born but the other day, prospering — none wealthy, none sunk in poverty.

and already showing unmistakable signs of This indeed is the most striking feature of Bul

adolescence. garian life — the absence both of wealth and

It has been manifest for generations past to poverty, the maintenance of a level of moderate

all observant eyes that the process of decay comfort above which few rise , and below which

was advancing rapidly in Turkey, a process few sink . Out of a population of three and

which statesmen have striven rather to retard a half millions, about two and a half millions

than hasten . There appeared to most of them are engaged in agriculture, cultivating their own

only one probable solution - namely, that Russia small holdings, of which the average is about

should fall heir to Constantinople, a consumma- six acres . Practically, they have fixity of tenure,

tion so devoutly abhorred, that the Sick Man ' paying a land -tax or title of one-tenth of the

has been most carefully proppel up. Recent gross produce, the Government being theoreti

developments have made the entry of the great cally the owner, and able to resunie possession

Muscovite power into possession not so certain on the failure of the holder to pay his tithe.

à matter. If Turkey in Europe can only hold The system of payment in produce is un

together for another generation ,' says Mr Dicey , doubtedly burdensome and uneconomical. It

* Bulgaria may possibly become so potent a factor renders the farmers reluctant to expend what
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is needful on the improvement of their land, tilling his own fields, for his land-hunger is as

the result of any effort in this direction being keen as that of an Irish cotter. His pleasure

to increase the amount paid to the State. But he finds in his economies and petty savings,

notwithstanding its cunibrousness, old custom although it is only, by a thrift amounting to

has rooted the system firmly in the habits of the penuriousness that he has anything over when

people. In many agricultural countries the people the ordinary necessities of life, even on a sordid

are victims of the money-lender ; but he finds no scale, have been provided for. The innocent

room in Bulgaria, where small land-banks, called amusements and enjoyments which give variety

Caisses Agricoles, have been established for the and zest to existence seem to be almost entirely

purpose ofmaking needful advances to farmers. absent from his colourless days. A peculiar

The capital of these institutions is provided by quietness and stolidity characterise the whole

a compulsory contribution from the landowners people ; , even the children play quietly and

in each district, and they have the great advan- silently.'

tages of confining their operations to their Throughout the wide territory of Bulgaria

several localities, and of being partly managed and Eastern Roumelia, now practically a prov

by elected representatives. They have been ince of Bulgaria, there is a singular dearth of

widely extended in recent years, and have met important towns ; and Mr Dicey appears to have

with the greatest success. found even Philippopolis, the brightest and

The extraordinary predominance of agriculture most cheerful of them all, ' as quiet as the

in Bulgaria may be accounted for in various grave or Peebles. ' There are, he says, ' no

ways, but one sufficient reason for it lies on places of entertainment ; and by nine o'clock at

the surface : commerce and manufactures have night the city is quiet, the streets are well

never flourished under the rule of the Turk . nigh_deserted, and the cafés are left empty.

Wealthy industries offer plunder too tempting An English country town after nightfall is a

and too accessible to a rapacious Government: scene of wild dissipation compared with the

it is not so easy to rob a community of Roumeliote capital. It is probable that the

peasants who by thrift and incessant labour self -contained and stolid demeanour of the

wring a scanty living from their few acres. people is an effect of their long-continued sub

Again , the climate and soil are very favour- jection to an alien tyranny , and will gradually ,

able both for tillage and for grazing. But under the new conditions, give place to manners
whatever the causes, the fact determines he more natural to fre One thing may be

whole character of the social organisation . It with confidence affirmed - the Bulgarian nation

appears that in this country of 3,500,000 in- has taken very seriously the responsibilities of

habitants there are only 1647 factories, mills, self-government, and has addressed itself to its

or works of any kind, and of these, 1206 are new tasks in a manner reflecting the highest

small rope-walks. In reality, for the carrying credit on its first rulers and counsellors.

on of commerce or manufactures on any con This nation of untaught peasants had no

siderable scale, capital is required , which the sooner attained independence than they resolved

resources of the people cannot provide. There to put education, free and compulsory, in the

are not in all Bulgaria five persons who possess fore-front of their home policy. " The grant for

over £ 40,000 ; there are not fifty whose fortunes this purpose is £350,000 a year, a sum exceeding
exceed £ 20,000 ; there are not two hundred who one- seventh of the entire expenditure of the

have upwards of £5000. State. In Great Britain, a proportionate amount

A further hindrance to the extension of trade would be something between thirteen and four

in Bulgaria arises from the comparatively low teen millions. What makes their zeal more re

standard of comfort or refinement prevailing markable is the fact that the Bulgarian peas

among thepeasantry. In food, in clothing, and antry in scarcely anyinstance en ploy hired

in housing, even the more well-to-do are content labourers on their small farms, buttill them by

with a simplicity of provision which would their own hands with the help of their families.

hardly satisfy corresponding classes in any other To give up the children to the schools is there

country in Europe. In a Bulgarian peasant's fore a most serious sacrifice, qualified by the

cottage the floors are of mud ; the kitchen arrangement that the holidays shall extend over

fronting the street is also the living -room . Be- the harvest-time.

hind, there is a sleeping-room , with a bedstead Mr Dicey speaks in glowing terms both of

in it for the head of the house, while the sons teachers and pupils. He appears to have been

and daughters sleep upon mats stretched on the particularly struck with the attention and intel

floor. The furniture consists of wooden tables, ligence of the scholars ; and as to results, he

benches, and chests. The crockery and house- declares that year after year lads are leaving

hold utensils of every sort seem of the com- these high -schools with a far better education

monest and coarsest kind . I should doubt if than nineteen middle- class young Englishmen

there is a single house in the whole village in out of twenty. The primary schools, which all

which any English labourer or artisan earning children between the years of eight and twelve

good wages would not deem it a hardship to be must attend , are supplemented by high -schools,

obliged to live in . At the same time there was which carry on until the age of eighteen

no single dwelling which, given the habits and the education of those who can afford to pay

customs of the country , could be fairly described sixteen shillings per for the privi:

as unfit for human habitation .'
lege. A Bulgarian university is contemplated.

Evidently, the lot of the Bulgarian peasant, Such a state of things is in the highest degree

though fairly comfortable according to his own creditable to the nation , although it is not all

notions of comfort, is not a particularly bright due to a disinterested love of learning. Mr

He has the kind of life he desires in Dicey thinks must reckon along with

anniim

one . we
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motives of this kind, first, the conviction that ture, such as the war with Servia, the con

their country will by means of education attain struction of railways, the supply of rolling

her proper place in the world ; and secondly, stock , the establishment of the National Bank,

the desire they naturally entertain to widen the and the equipment of the army, have been pro

doors of success for their children, especially vided to the extent of about £3,000,000 out of

through admission to the public service, the surplus revenue. Lastly, while the normal

The children of all ranks and conditions receive revenue is about £ 3,500,000, the total liabilities

common training in the public schools of the State as yet accrued do not exceed

Ranks and orders are as yet happily unknown £5,500,000, or little more than a year and a

in Bulgaria. It may be dangerous, as has been half's revenue. '

suggested, in a country where commerce affords If this be so in fact as well as on paper,

so few openings, that so many well-educated Bulgaria is financially in a position which

youths should be thrown upon society, over many of the older States of Europe may

refined for the sordid life of their fathers, and well envy. Yet she has great necessities, which

ambitious of public employment. A large class must be supplied if she is ever to attain that

of professional politicians and office-seekers is condition of prosperity which the natural re

too probable a result. sources of the country warrant her in expect

Liberal, however, as has been the provision ing. Every facility, instead of a jealous oppo

made for education, it is one of the most satis- sition, should be offered by her statesmen to

factory features in the administration of the the establishment of new industries even by

young State that the characteristic frugality of foreign capitalists. It will not long be pos

the inhabitants has been imported into its sible to employ the rapidly increasing popu

national finance, The temptation which most lation in the cultivation of the soil. Perhaps

forcibly assails a new community in these days the most clamant of her wants is a better

is the case with which it can borrow money, system of railways. The two great railways

and it needs but a trifling acquaintance with in Bulgaria both the country from

the circumstances of Spanish -American republics west to east, and all communication from north

and of Australasian colonies to show how to south is most roundabout, troublesome, and

seldom the temptation is resisted . Bulgaria has expensive. Whether or not it is true, as is

hitherto acted as if she had kept in view asserted , that there exists great mineral wealth

these warning, beacons, and has displayed even which has never yet been touched, it is of

excessive caution. In a country which undoubt- vital moment even to the agriculturists to make

edly requires for its due development the ex the transit of their produce possible to more

penditure of capital on some kinds of public distant markets. The history of independent

improvements, it is possible to be too parsi- Bulgaria up to the present is a guarantee that

monious. If the Sobranje, however, has erred whatever is done in these matters will be done

in this direction , the failing is one that cer- cautiously. The prudence of her course hitherto,

tainly leans to virtue's sile. What country and the wonderful success which has attended

placed in analogous circumstances can show, as the first steps of her career, must cause those

Bulgaria can , as a net result of her financial which succeed to be watched with hopeful

administration during the first eleven years of interest by all friends of freedom.

her independent existence, a balance of receipts

over expenditure amounting to more than a

million and a quarter sterling ? The budget of AN ELECTRIC SPARK.*

1894 shows, it is true, an excess of estimated

expenditure over receipts of £48,000 in a total

of four millions. But this is simply in accord 'GOOD -MORNING, my dear. I came on at once.

ance with the practice hitherto followed by the Miss Bryne.?

Ministry of over -estimating expenses and under
The doctor shook hands warmly with Rénée,

estimating income : there will be no deficit at who looked pale and anxious, and then held

the end of the year.

to point out that a less roseate view of the out his hand to the elder ladly, who gave hers

financial position in Bulgaria is taken by some nervously, and coloured slightly as she encoun

of her crítics. The Odessa correspondent of a tered the wistful, searching eyes directed at

London daily paper has recently stated his her, while their owner was about to press her

opinion that the yearly deficit in the Bulgarian hand, but, as if recollecting himself , slid his

budget is now fifteen million francs, and that a fingers up to the wrist and felt the pulse.

policy of retrenchment must at once be adopted

and continued for some years if the young exclaimed quickly.
" Oh , Doctor Kilpatrick, I am not ill ,' she

Balkan State is to be saved from disaster ; but

these conclusions appear to be inconsistent with
No ; but you are nervous and excited. Our

the facts as stated by Mr Dicey, who sums up
little friend here too Tut - tut - I beg your

the financial position as follows : pardon , Rénée, my dear ; I quite forgot that

‘ (1) In almost all the ordinary budgets of you have grown into a woman.- Now , then,

the State, the estimated expenses have been before I go up to see him . Your note said a

greater, and the estimated receipts less than touch of faintness after I had gone. '

they proved to be in reality. (2) From the Yes ; and he frightened us terribly,' said

period when Eastern Roumelia became incor- Rénée, in an agitated voice. Is he going to

porated with the Principality, there has been a l be very ill ? '

large balance to the good. ( 3) The £ 4,000,000

which have been spent on exceptional expendi Copyright reserved in the United States of America .

CHAPTER VIII. — THE SHADOW DARKENS.

*
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Not if I can help it, my dear. Look here : Dalton , I've attended you and your family for

I am going to prescribe a magnificent medicine twenty years, and you are the most unsatis

for him .' factory patient I ever had.'

" Instead of those drops ?' The doctor left the room, and Rénée received

No: to take with them . You must help her orders : to send to the offices at once for

me. ' Brant and Wynyan. But the order was needless,

“ Yes, of course,' said Rénée. ' I begged him for at that moment they were waiting in the

to stay in bed this morning .? drawing-room, where Brant's tongue was only

'I couldn't have treated him better, my dear. kept silent by the presence of his aunt.

I shall order him off to Brighton or Weymouth I'm nobody, of course,' said Brant, a few

at once. He must have rest, and you must minutes later, when, as soon as the sick man

keep him there. knew of his presence, Wynyan was summoned

Rénée clapped her hands with childlike glee, to the bedroom .

and then accompanied the doctor to her father's ' Pray, don't be so pettish , Brant, my dear,

chamber, leaving him at the door, and waiting said Miss Bryne. ' I know what has upset you

until he called her in at the end of a few so, of course. It is your poor uncle's illness ."

minutes. Then why didn't he send for me ?'

Come in, my dear : the visit's over.' 'He will, of course, when Mr Wynyan has

Rénée ran to the old man's side and caught had his orders.'

his hand, looking from to the other He won't,' cried Brant. ' I'm treated as if I

anxiously. were a schoolboy:

‘ You've done it now , Rén, my dear, ' said Ten minutes later, though, his turn came,

her father with a grim smile. This fellow says and he went up into the room, where Dalton

I am to go down to the seaside at once, just received him pleasantly enough with Wynyan

when I am at iny busiest time.' seated near the bed .

I tell him he's a bungler over business, Kilpatrick has ordered me away for a few

Rénée, not to have people who can relieve him. weeks , Brant,' he said ; and I shall have to

He must leave the affairs to your cousin and depend upon you and Mr Wynyan here to see

that Mr Wynyan for a bit. ' that things go right. Take my room , my boy,

“ Yes, Papa ; why not ? ' cried Rénée eagerly. and make it your duty to receive any one who

'I am sure that you can trust Mr Wynyan to Wynyan, here, will be within call, if

do everything as if you were there .' it is any important matter beyond you.

' Indeed ! ' said Dalton, looking at her ' I dare say I can manage, uncle, said Brant

fixedly that she coloured faintly, and wished coldly.

her words unsaid . “ Yes, my boy, of course. You'll write me

" Of course lie will ; and Brant too, said the a summary of how matters are progressing

doctor ; then slowly taking off his glasses and daily .'

replacing them in their case- Bless me, my ' Yes, uncle.'

dear child, how wonderfully like you do grow “ And when I come back, I will explain fully

to your poor mother. But there; I must be to you the drawings of ournew invention. Of

off. -Now , Dalton, no You know course I need not add that it is quite a private

what is the matter as well as I can tell you, matter, and to be kept so. That is important.'

and it is your duty to follow out my advice. Of course,' said Brant, who felt a peculiar

Come, it is sensible, is it not ? tingling about the nerves in front of his ears,

Oh yes ; it's sensible enough ,' said Dalton as if premonitory of a bad attack of neuralgia,

sadly. while the palms of his hands grew moist, and,

' Then get up and go.' try how he would, he could not help stealing

“ Yes ; in a few days. a glance at Wynyan, who happened to be

' A few years ! ' cried the doctor angrily looking at him .

• You'll go to -day . - Rénée, my child, it is A guilty conscience needs no accuser,' says

absolutely necessary that he should give up all the olů proverb ; and Brant's face changed
business for some time. Take him down to colour as he quickly averted his eyes, and felt

Brighton for a few days, and make him idle in as if he had never hated the young engineer

the fresh sea -breeze ; have some drives, and at so bitterly before .

the end of a week go on to Dover and cross " I don't think I need say any more,' con

the Channel.' tinued Dalton . ' I am to rest, I suppose, and

' But my business affairs ?' pleaded Dalton. play at being idle, while you young fellows

" Leave them to those whom you can trust, carry. the work .-Of course, Wynyan,

man , and rest yourself.—Got plenty of your nothing more will be done over the motor

drops ? until I return . '

Yes, plenty Do you think there will be any communica

Then good-morning. – Mind, Rénée ; I place tions from Government, sir ??

you in command . He does not want a doctor, ' No : they move slowly over these matters.

only a brave little captain to make him do If they do send , you will act as my repre

what is right and take his rest . - You hear ! ' sentative.

“ Yes ; I'll make him ,' said Rénée, and she ' Yes, sir.

bent down quickly to kiss her charge, while he ' I can't ask you, Brant,' said the invalid in

retained her hand, as if it were the bond an apologetic tone, ' for you know nothing

which held him to life. about the matter. No one but Mr Wynyan or

Write to me, and tell me where you are, ' myself could deal with it.'

continued the doctor.-- Now , morning. Robert | Of course not ! ' said Brant to himself.

nonsense.

on
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" I think that is all that I need trouble Fortunately for Miss Bryne's peace of mind,

about. – Stop : Villar Endoza means something, she could not read what passed in her nephew's

I don't know what, but he dropped hints ; and mind. Like Shimei of old, he began to curse

if there is anything important on the way, we and call names, his mental shots being aimed

may as well have it. They pay promptly. at both Wynyan and his aunt.

I'm afraid it is out of the British loans the Mr Dalton is quite right,' said the former

Deconcaguan Government has raised . I hope quietly ; ' I do want to get on to the office.

they, will redeem their bonds. — That is all, I Good -morning, Miss Bryne - good -morning, Miss

think. There ; do the best you can, both of Dalton ; I hope you will have a pleasant stay

you , and remember I trust you.' at Brighton .

Taking this as a hint, the young men wished “ We shall have, I'm sure, if my father can

their principal a quick return to health , and feel at rest,' said Rénée, once more giving

left the room, Brant drawing back, for his com Wynyan her hand and making her cousin

panion to go down first, and putting on a writhe.

haughty, supercilious air. ' Ishall see you in the course of the morning,

It is to be war, then , thought Wynyan. Mr Dalton ? said Wynyan quietly.

" Pish ! War with an overgrown, disappointed, " Possibly !' replied Brant haughtily ; and

spiteful boy. I will not see it. ' Wynyan went out, leaving Rénée looking flushed

Yor uncle looks brighter this morning ,' he and angry with her cousin .

said aloud. But once more Miss Bryne took up the

Perhaps so,' said Brant, indifferently. cudgelson Wynyan's behalf.

' I shall be very glad to see him back. ' Really, Brant, my dear, you are dreadfully

There was no reply ; and upon reaching rude to a gentleman who ?

the drawing- room landing, Brant made an angry Gentleman ! ' burst out Brant, with a harsh

gesture. laugh, as he fixed his eyes on Rénée and talked

You were going to speak ? ' said Wynyan at her. ' I call him an insolent, overbearing

quietly, as he laid his hand upon the door. prig, who is presuming on the good -nature of

“ No, sir, I was not going to speak ," said Uncle Robert. Gentleman ! A mean , sieaking,

Brant in a low, angry voice . ' If I did , it contemptible cad. That's what he is, and I'll

would be something about assumption and im- let him see that lie is not going to do as he

pertinence. This is not the office, where Mr ' pleases at the offices. A miserable, scheming

Wynyan dreams of reigning supreme. hound !!

No,' replied the young engineer with a grave Rénée turned to the window and stood look

smile ; but your uncle's house, where a little ing out, so as to hide her mortification and

courtesy surely is correct. ' disgust.

He turned the handle of the door and entered , "He went the other way, Rén,' cried Brant

Brant following with his teeth compressed, as
with a sneer ; and flushed and angry now,

he saw that Rénée had joined her aunt, and Rénée faced sharply round and darted an indig

both rose eagerly as the young men entered, nant glance at him ; but it had no effect, save
Rénée to at hold out her hand to to make him more angry, and he was about

Wynyan. to attack her, when her defender came again

* How do you think Papa looks, Mr Wynyan ? ' to the front.

she cried anxiously as " her questioning eyes " Really, Brant, my dear, you are indeed
met his .

unkind ; I must say, this is insufferable, cried

' I think certainly better. More restful,' he Miss Bryne. " To accuse your cousin indirectly

replied. of turning to the window to stare after a

. And you will save him all the trouble you gentleman ! It is shocking. It is really ; you

can, so that he shall have no anxiety ? ' really are discourteous. We cannot quarrel with

' Your cousin and I will spare him in every all this trouble in the way, and I'm sure I

way possible, ' said Wynyan, reluctantly letting detest scolding, even when the servants are tire

go the soft white hand which had responded some ; but you deserve a good scolding now ;

with such innocent frankness to the warm pres- and really, Brant, if you were a few years

sure he could not refrain from giving. younger, I believe I should do again what I

I know youl will . Aunt and did that time you were away from Marlborough :

I will keep him down by the sea as long as I should box your ears.'

we possibly can. 'Bah ! ' ejaculated Brant. Then to himself :

Well, don't worry Mr Wynyan about it,' Weak-minded, silly old woman. - All right,

cried Brant, who could contain himself no aunt; but instead of correcting me, try if you

longer. Ile wants to get back to the office. can't correct that foolish girl. It's quite time
This isn't an afternoon tea. ' she was brought to her senses. But I won't

Rénée flushed and gave him an angry look, worry you both with my presence.

which made him set his teeth harder ; but Miss down to the office and see that things don't go

Bryne did not restrain her tongue. In her wrong.'

eyes, Brant was still very young ; and telling lle gave Rénée a malicious look, and swag

herself that it was her duty still to form her gered out of the drawing-room , leaving Miss

nephew's character, she shook hier head at himn Bryne fuming, and his cousin trying hard to

reprovingly. master an emotion commingled of indignation

My dear Brant,' she said, ' I'm sure you and fear.

must see that you are not behaving politely to ' I like,' she thought to herself — ' I like Mr

Mr Wynyan ;' and she shook her head at him Wynyan, but Oh no ; it is not that. He

again . is always kind and gentlemanly, and Papa

once

Thank you .

6

I'll go
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trusts him . — There!' she concluded ; ' I will approach the region where our race was cradled,

not be influenced by his spiteful words.' the serpent ( perhaps from unpleasant local

Her musings were interrupted by her aunt. recollections) begins to assert himself ; and in

* His temper is quite shocking, my dear, and India the curse is one the extent of which it

I really am glad now that you did not take is difficult to realise. There is literally no

his pretensions seriously. I see now that you security from them : they will coil up in your

were quite right, and that you grasped Brant's cooking pans or under your pillow ; they will

nature better than I did.' stretch out on the top of your door, and drop

" Say no more, please, aunt, dear.' on your head. In fact Indian snakes are guilty

‘ Only a few words, my dear. Ofcoursethere of all the evil deeds which a Rudyard Kipling

is some excuse for him , poor fellow. He is or a Conan Doyle may ascribe to them , and

disappointed. Men are just like children : if the best that can be said in mitigation is

they cannot have everything, they want, they that they rarely seem to bite Europeans. Of
become cross. I've often said they are very the poisonous kinds there are some twenty

selfish by nature. Then, too, they say spiteful genera, admirable pictures of which may be

and vindictive things. Surely he did not mean found in Sir Joseph Fayrer's Thanatophidia of

to suggest that you are a little impressed by India. Of these the most infamous is of course

Mr Wynyan ?' the cobra (Naja tripudians), of which there are

Aunt, dear, said Rénée caressingly, as she many varieties. 'Few objects,' says the author

laid her cheek upon that lady's shoulder, ' do ity just referred to, are more calculated to

you want to make me unhappy, just when we inspire awe than a large cobra, when with his

are in such trouble about dear Papa ?' hood erect, hissing loudly, and his eyes glaring,

“ Bless me! no, my darling,' cried Miss Bryne, he prepares to strike. Nevertheless, they are

kissing her niece affectionately. not, I believe, aggressive, and unless interfered

Then come along aunt, dear, and let's see with or irritated, they crawl along the ground

to the packing. We must go by the earliest with the neck undilated, looking not unlike
train we can.'

innocent snakes.' The reputation of being the

There was a peculiarity and excitement in most aggressive of all the Indian snakes is

Rénée's manner which did not escape Bliss enjoyed by the Ophiophagus elaps; but more

Bryne, who said to herself, with perfect truth : dangerous, perhaps, are the Daboia Russellii, or

* Really, I don't know though, after all. ' Russell's Viper, and the Echis carinata (the

native phursa ), whose bite causes death as cer

tainly, if not quite as quickly, as that of the

DEATH FROM SNAKE -BITE IN INDIA. cobra . For the horror of the thing is that

death — at all events to the native-is almost cer

The serpent is a creature which, for some tain . It is a sad and remarkable fact that in

or another, has never succeeded in dealing with a bite from one of these snakes

achieving for himself an abiding popularity. civilisation appears to be nearly as powerless as

Ever since his first effort in the Garden of old , barbarism . The district officers frequently com

his appearance among men has usually been plain that the natives, when bitten , content

the sigual for their abrupt departure. Ilis last themselves with singing, mantrus or charms,

bid for popularity was perhaps when, in associa- instead of applying to the doctor. But what

He can excisetion with Esculapius, he posed as the healer of can the doctor do for them ?

the ills that flesh is heir to. But he failed . For if the poison has once got into the venous
the part bitten, le can amputate the limb ; but

men could not so easily forget that among those system , unless the bite was not deep or sur

ills was one that he had caused and that he could gical aid was immediately at hand, no human

never heal. And so the bad name once given power can save the victim .

has adhered to him . Ile has pointed many a The subject of the prevention of death from

moral and adorned many a tale. He has sup- snake-bite is one which has for many years

plied proverbs in the languages of all countries past engaged the attention of the Government

where he is known.
of India . The annual Reports are interesting,

He has been creditel:
but far from pleasant reading. In 1891 the

with powers such as the lord of creation him
mortality under this head was no fewer than

self is only just learning to use (was Eve
| 21,389 ; in 1892 it had fallen to 19,025 ; in

hypnotised ? we wonder) ; and very few have , 1893 it rose again to 21,213. In other words,

been found to say any good of him , though in 1892, out of every 11,630 people in India,

there is no more beautiful passage in Matthew one died of snake bite ; in 1893, one out of

Arnold's poems than that in which he describes 10,424. The fluctuations are probably acci
how

dental ; but the state of affairs is real and

In a warm bay
deplorable enough. Of the total number of

Among the green Illyrian hills,
deaths, almost exactly one-half occurred in

in days of old,
Bengal ( 10,797) ; next come the North -western

l'rovinces and Oudh (4847), Madras (1498), and

Two bright and aged snakes ,
Bombay (1192)-all showing an increase on the

Who once were Cadmus and Harmonia,

Bask in the glens or on the warm sea -shore,
preceding year's figures — while the one province

absolutely free is the little province of Coorg,

spending the evening of their troubled life the smallest in India, but still with a popula

placid and dumb.' tion of 173,000 .

In our cold northern climate, venomous snakes Can nothing be done to prevent this fearful

trouble us little ; but as we move eastward and mortality ? is the question which leaps into

l'eason
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one's mouth on reading such statistics. And from the ground , but on the ground itself.

the answer , unwilling as one naturally is to Rats run over them while asleep ; the snake

give it appears to be in the negative. At pursues ; the slightest movement on the part

least so much may be said, that years of effort of the sleeper causes the reptile to strike. Rats

have been attended with no success. One of and snakes are nocturnal in their habits, human

the first attempted remedies was the offering beings are not ; and therefore it is that there

of rewards for the destruction of snakes, col- is scarcely an instance of snake bite reported

oured plates of the venomous kinds being cir- unless it is one that has been inflicted on

culated (at Sir J. Fayrer's suggestion ), in order a sleeping person at night. Not a pleasant

to enable the natives to identify them ; and picture, but, unfortunately, only too true to

rewards were actually paidl in 1892 for 84,789, life.

and in 1893 for 117,120 ; but this increase has, A kindred subject, treated by the Govern

we have seen, been accompanied by no ment of India in the same returns, is the

decrease in the deatlı-rate. And the system destruction of life by wild animals. Here, too,

undoubtedly opened the door to many abuses. the death -rate is formidable, and the efforts tó

It is suspected, but not perhaps proved , that reduce it have been nearly as fruitless. In 1891

snakes were bred for the express purpose of the number of persons killed was 2861 ; in

being destroyed. And it is certain that many 1892, 2963 ; in 1893, 2804. Bengal again heads

a dishonest penny was turned by killing them the list with a mortality in the last-mentioned

in June, July, and August, that is, soon after year of 1660 ; Madras and the Central Provinces

breeding-time, when tliey were immature, and follow with only 274 and 256 respectively. The

therefore less dangerous. Moreover, there grew chief offender is of course the tiger, who was

up a class of idle persons who made a living responsible for 422 of the deaths in Bengal, and

out of it, for the large reward offered made it for 124 out of the 178 that occurred in Burma.

a more paying business for them than ordin- In the Punjab, thirteen out of thirty -seven

ary labourers' work. Consequently, Government deaths were caused by the bite of mad dogs.

found it expedient to reduce the reward , and Among cattle, the destruction from wild beasts

the destruction of snakes has not fallen' off ; is enormous, amounting in 1891 to 70,822 ; 1892,

for, as has been pertinently remarked , people 81,668 ; and in 1893, 85,131, of which 35,526

still kill snakes when they come across them , are returned as killed by tigers, and 34,404 by

only men do not now expressly go out into the leopards. The increase is ascribed to the exter

jungle (and risk their lives) to find reptiles ; and mination by native shikaris of the deer which

when they do kill a snake, they do not apply are the natural prey of these beasts. But the

for a reward, because the amount is too small figures are hardly to be trusted : one Collector

for it to be worth while to go and claim it. in the North-west observes the curious fact

Another remedy which is still being tried is that more deaths of cattle by tigers were reported

the removal of all jungle and undergrowth in his province in Christmas week than in all

(and especially prickly- pear) from the imme- the rest of the year.

diate neighbourhood of villages. If this has had In dealing with wild beasts, the system of

no visible effect in diminishing mortality from rewards is almost the only possible means of

snake-bite, it has at least not been without getting rid of them . But though the rewards are

good sanitary results. But of course snakes do often as high as 300 rupees for a single trans

not live in jungle and prickly-pear alone. In action , and though a sum of 104,840 rupees

Bombay it is generally believed that most cases was spent in this way in 1893, it is hardly a

of snake-bite occur in the fields ; so, too, in sufficient inducement to the natives, for the

Burma, where ploughmen and reapers in many number of wild beasts returned
killed

districts now take the precaution of wearing had fallen to 15,309 against 15,988 in 1892.

leather boots. In Hyderabad, again, experience Nor does the issue of free licenses under the

shows that it is during the irrigation of the Indian Arms Act appear to have had much

fields atnight most bites are received . On the effect, though the number issued had risen from

other hand , in one district in the Central Prov- 69,310 in 1892 to 69,931 next year. The fact is

inces it was found that out of thirty -nine that the natives who take out these licenses are

people who died of snake -bite twenty -eight were not sportsmen, anıl have no sporting instincts.
bitten in the liouse. Indeed , it has been asserted Either they do not attempt to kill animals, but

that the destruction of undergrowth_tends to keep a gun merely to scare them away from
drive the snakes into the houses. This may the fields by firing it ; or they want to make

very well be , and the house of the ordinary a living out of the sale of skins, horns, &c . ,

Indian peasant forms an admirable ambush for in which case they kill everything they come

them. Of a district in Bengal it has been said across without regard to age or sex, but are

that “ every house is tunnelled with underground careful not to molest dangerous animals if they

passages leading to rat-holes , the vermin being can avoid it.

attracted in the dry weather by the stores of The whole matter is certainly one which

grain left lying everywhere about in heaps deserves attention ; but it is difficult to see

or otherwise, and in the rains by the frogs what can be done at all events to reduce the

which seek shelter indoors. The snakes enter most fertile cause of death . It is in possible to

the houses in search of the rats and frogs, and hope for the entire extermination of venomous

are able to elude observation by the untidiness snakes, and little short of that would be effec
and confusion in which all articles of furniture tive. But it is to be hoped that a more organ,

and cooking pots and pans are kept lying ised system , under officials specially appointed

about. The people, again, do not sleep on for the sole purpose , may be contrived in the

platforms or bedsteads raised a foot or two future. For India is a country from whose

as
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no

was an

inhabitants self-help is not to be looked for ; was confronted with this new fear : what if

they depend entirely on the Government ; and Dolores should be unable to return ?

when the Protectors of the Poor ' fail them, Jack, it is needless to say, had no burning

their plight is bad indeed . desire to sacrifice himself ou the Plaza for

the ultimate benefit of a beggarly republic.

His course, then , was plain : to act as if no

AN UNAUTHORISED INTERVENTION.* help were to be expec from the outside. So,

when the materials for writing were sent up

presently by the accommodating Governor, he

For his part, Jack Thorold paced the room in busied himself in composing an urgent letter to

deep thought for a full half-hour after the lady Mr Chalmers and a full statement of his case ,

had gone. But, strangely enough , his mind was trusting to the power of bribery to get them

not absorbed in himself and his present situa- conveyed to the Consul in good time. It was

tion . If it had been , it might have struck task that a familiar sound at the door broughtwhile he was still engaged in this laudable

him that his best chance of liberty would him hastily to his feet. To him , in his state

be to send a message through Dolores to his of excitement, it seemed an hour before it was

Consul ; but it may be doubted if liberty, at opened, and ' finding his hopes realised, he

least until the morrow, was his first wish. In advanced eagerly to greet Dolores Alvarado.

the end, laughing at himself as a sentimental You cannot imagine how welcome you are,

fool , he ate his supper and went to bed . Even señorita,' he said, when they were alone. The

there, the fantasies of his brain gave him no gloom of the prison -house has been over me

peace. All that night in his dreams, all next all day , and now'

day in his waking thoughts, Dolores was before " Hush ! We must have no compliments,'

his eyes ; the name ran in his head like music, she replied . We have time for them ,

the face haunted him , over whom no face had Señor ſ'horold. Your sentence has come from

ever had more than å fleeting influence . And General Melgarejo, and if you do not wish to be

between them , all the while, there was always shot to-morrow morning, you must attend to me.'

the shadow of Don Juan Tovar. So the day
'I promise beforehand to obey. '

sped , and his only other recreation Laughing a little, she produced a piece of

attempt to sound the soldier who brought him rope from beneath her cloak. " Oh ! you will

his meals. It was not highly successful. Asked find it very useful,' she said . “ Now, listen !

how the rebellion in the streets had gone, the All the arrangements for your escape are made.

man gruflly replied that it had been suppressed This is what you must do, señor ; ' and she

- which might or might not be true — and went on to sketch her plan for securing the

(with an unholy glee) that thirty of the guard and getting beyond the door. — You are

factious' had been shot that morning in the sure you understand me, Señor Thorold ? ' she

Plaza. “ It may be the señor's turn to -morrow, asked , anxiously.

quien sabe ?' he added, by way of consolation. Perfectly . I was only thinking that it was

Perhaps,' said Jack, indifferently. quite romantic-like old

As the afternoon crept on , he began to count romance.'

the hours that would elapse ere he could hope * Pray , be serious. You will do it ? '

for Dolores's visit. At last darkness fell ; and ' You have my promise. And afterwards ? '

when the humorous attendant came with the “ That you must leave entirely to me. If

lamp and his supper , he was not too much you obey me loyally

preoccupied to remark that the fellow seemed Can you doubt it ?'

reluctant to leave him . In that case, I will undertake to conduct

« Well ? ' he asked .
you safely beyond the castle and beyond the

' It is nothing, ' said he ; ‘but I thought per- walls. Just outside the city we have horses

haps the señor would like to see a priest.' in waiting, and friends of mine will guide you

A priest ! Why should I, in all theworld ?' to our army. — No, señor?—this as Jack showed

The man grinned significantly: ' It is usual some signs of demurring — it will not be safe
-unless the señor has turned heretic in his to remain in the town. If Ferreira catches

travels.'
you again, whether he is convinced he has

Then Jack understood .
made a mistake or not, he will shoot you like

" So it is settled ?' he said , pulling himself a mad dog on the spot—nothing, believe me,

together. will save you !

* Si. The order has just arrived from General ' I am not so sure of that,' thought Jack ,

Ferreira. To-morrow morning, at eight, in the remembering that he was trysted (and eager)

Plaza. And if the señor does not wish a for another meeting with the General. Only,

priest'
it must be of his own choosing. For the

* Thanks, but I should prefer paper and ink. present, he was altogether at the señorita's dis

Will you give the Governor my regards, and posal ; and after all , as he told himself, it

ask if I may have them ? ' — and he slipped a might not be uninteresting to see some fight

coin into the man's hand .
ing

* It is a matter of taste,' he answered, shrug There is only one thing against us, Dolores

ging his shoulders. " Still, your Excellency resumed , quite cheerfully : ' it is bright moon

may depend upon me. ' light, and we may be noticed too soon . That,

And Jack , left to digest the unwelcome news, however, cannot be helped.-Oh! I had almost

forgotten this,' she said , handing him a revolver

Copyright reserved in the United States of America . and packet of cartridges. “ It was not my idea,

а page from an
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ears.

but it may be necessary to use it. There may down a flight of steps, now knocking their

be some trouble in the streets. heads against an inconvenient corner, and all

' Is there any fighting there to -night ?' the time without a gleam of light to guide

' Everything is quiet-as yet,' she answered. them . Jack went on in sheer bewilderment :

For the remainder of the half-hour the talk he could scarcely conceive how anybody could

ran on as between friends of old standing — and, keep his bearings in such a place, but never

in truth , they felt more like old friends than theless found confidence in his companion's evi

the casual acquaintances of a day — and every dent capacity. For Dolores appeared to have

detail was discussed and settled to the satisfac- not the smallest atom of hesitation, but pushed

tion of both. Jack was quite content not to onwards as if it were light as day —more slowly

trouble his head concerning the result. As and carefully, perhaps, but not less surely — and

long as his companion was confident of success, drew up at last with a little sigh of contentment.

he was prepared to do his part ; and he would ‘ No more darkness, thank the saints ! ' she

have done it none the less willingly had the said . “ But the worst is to come, señor! Now,

plan been a thousand times more foolhardy there are more stairs hereabouts, and then

and impossible than it was. Over and above , No noise ; the utmost care, on your life ! '

the girl's spirits and high courage—wonderful I understand, ' said Jack.

at such a moment - were catching Exerted on They moved forward inch by inch until they

his behalf, they were also very fascinating. reached the stairs, crept cautiously down , and

Thus he was almost sorry when a look at his then , as they rounded a corner, their eyes were

watch showed him that the minute for action ( lazzled by a sudden blaze of light - or what,

was at hand. for a moment, seemed so to them . It came

They rose together. really from a single oil-lamp, of perhaps two

Ready ?' she asked . candle power : proof that they were again in

Picking up the linen cover from the bed , he an inhabited part of the building. Nobody

took his stand by the door just as the key was about, however ; and, holding their breath ,

was inserted in the lock on the outside. He they pressed boldly on — through one passage

nodded assent. The door openedl, the sentry after another, stopping once or twice in trepi

holding it in his left hand. Dolores slowly dation as the echo of distant footfalls came to

passed out, and then paused , as if she had for them , and in constant dread lest the noise of

gotten something. their own should bring the garrison about their

“ An instant, if you please ? But their luck did not desert them ,

It was the signal. Quick as lightning, while although they had a bad second in crossing an

the man's attention was diverted , Jack flung intersecting lobby, at one end of which they

the sheet over his head , gripped him by the caught a glimpse through an open doorway of

arms and clrayged him into the room . a number of soldiers. And presently , their

a little fellow , and easily managed ; his gun corridor terminating apparently in a dead wall ,

dropped from his hand,and was deftly caught Dolores went unhesitatingly to a door and tried

by Dolores ; and, taken thorouglıly by surprise, lit. It was unlocked ; and, passing througlı,

he made not the slightest resistance. In a they were once more in darkness.

second, the girl having softly closed the door ‘Only for a minute, Señor Thorold ,' she

again , Jack had tied him up in a workmanlike whispered.

inanner, and deposited him comfortably on his He was about to blurt out that he preferred

back on the bed . So far, all was well. it so, but checked himself in time. I have

' And now ? ' asked Jack.
been wondering how much your friend the

Wait !' Going to the door, she listened for Governor knows of this escapade, ' he remarked,

a little. " The way is clear for us, ” she said . to hide his slip.

Come !' ' It might be injudicious to inquire,' said she,

* And our friend here ? ' laughing softly.

“ It will only be for an hour or two. He When they had covered some fifty yards in

will be discovered when the guard is changed . a straight line, she halted again.

Come !' the revolver ready ? ' she asked.

Jack delayed merely to gather up his papers, " Yes.'

which he had no fancy to leave behind" for " It may not be necessary ; but For this

the delectation of General Ferreira. Then, with is the critical spot, señor. Do you stay here

his hand on the revolver in his pocket, he fol- while I reconnoitre.'

lowed Dolores into the corridor, locked the She was off before he could object; and in

door, and appropriated the keys. Everything a little he felt a welcome draught of fresh air

was still as silent as the tomb : the beginning on his face, and saw her head framed in a

of their enterprise could not have been more narrow opening against a patch of moonlit sky.

propitious ; and so it was with eager hope that, ' He heard, too, the indubitable tramp of a

at the girl's heels, he traversed the lobby military footstep. A weary minute elapsed

towards the staircase by which he had been another, and the steps seemed to recede- then

brought to his prison on the previous evening. the opening widened, and she beckoned to him

Here, instead of descending, she turned into an to advance. In a second he was beside her in

unlit passage on the same level. the open air. He perceived at a glance that

“Give me your hand ,' she whispered. they stood in a kind of bastion at an angle of

He did so ; and for the next five minutes the battlements, and for the time being were

they groped their way through a labyrinth of out of sight of the patrolling sentinel - perceived

narrow and tortuous corridors, twisting in this also that the man's beat lay in the full moon

direction and that, now stumbling unexpectedly light, while they were in shadow. Then

He was

Have you

1
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Dolores pulled him into the farthest corner of the border of the wood - only to run into the

the bastion, and crouched down by the low arms of a man who stood there, leaning motion

rampart that here rounded it off. They heard less on a rifle. Jack, almost instinctively, threw

the sentry approach with slow precision , and up his revolver.

doubtless their hearts went fasteras he stepped Dolores caught his arm . “ No, no ! ' she cried,

into view , looked carelessly round, turned -and breathlessly. It is Diego - my servant.'

disappeared, unsuspecting. What next ? Jack ' All is well, señorita ?'_ asked the man. He

wondered. He was at a loss to guess. was an under-sized , wiry Ladino, and doffed his

Over ! ' ordered Dolores, jumping to her feet. hat in civil greeting to the stranger.

Jack hesitated : he was not sure if he had Our Lady be thanked ! ' replied she. You

heard right. are ready, Diego ? Listen ! ' — this as they heard

“Over ? she repeated peremptorily, and dis- the din of a sudden commotion in the castle

pelled all doubt by setting the example. Jack, behind... It is the alarm - quick ! we must get

still wondering, had perforce to climb the wall Señor Thorold out of town at once !!.

in her wake ; and assuredly the wonder was Diego shrugged his shoulders with proper

not lessened when he found himself beside her contempt. Let the falsos catch us if they can !!

on a narrow ledge, and saw below them a hun- he returned, but nevertheless led the way imme

dred feet or so of steep descent, that appeared diately into the heart of the grove by a narrow

all the blacker and more precarious by contrast footpath, followed by his mistress and Jack.

with the moonlit expanse at the bottom . But A couple of minutes served to convince the

Dolores gave him no leisure to weigh the risks. latter that they were safe from pursuit. At

Whispering to him to follow her closely, she first, their road lay through one plantation of

set off at once-not straight down -hill, but ziy- fruit-trees after another, intersected by a be

zagging in a manner that bespoke some know- wildering multitude of little paths ; and here,

ledge of the ground. To this day, Jack has on Diego's lead, they hurried forward as fast as

a lively recollection of the experience. It was the nature of the ground would permit. Jack ,

coarse grass under foot, with here and there a one is sorry to say, paid no attention to the

clump of shubbery ; and progress was necessarily beauties of the scene - to the fine effects of

slow , for a false step meant a speedier journey light and shade, and the delicate fretwork

than was quite desirable. To him , at least, it patterns cast by the branches. For Dolores was

savoured of the miraculous that they reached before him ; and it was of her that he was

the bottom without accident. Somehow or thinking with (for him ) an unusual admiration,

other, however, it done. The descent and of the resource and unfailing courage she

became less and less precipitous, until at last had manifested all through the adventure.

it merged gradually into the level , and they And if another and less admirable feeling

paused to breathe themselves on the brink of struggled in his mind — a feeling of resentment

the deep shade. As by i common impulse, against Fate, for other reasons than those con

they glanced behind at the great mass of the cerned with that night - perhaps, on considera

castle . On that side it was all dark , save tion, we should not blame him unduly for it.

where the moonlight struck the Soon they had left the fruit-groves behind

bastion - an ), as they looked , was reflected by them ; and when they emerged therefrom into

something bright. Was it the bayonet of the a lane of low , poverty -stricken huts, and had

sentry ? The same idea was in their minds : perforce to slacken their speed, Jack was quick

that their perils were not yet over ; for to gain to notice that the girl-bravely as she strove

the nearest cover, which was a line of wood to conceal the fact-kept pace with an obvious

two hundred yards in front of them , they must effort. She saw the concern in his face.

cross the patch of moonlit surface in full view ' It is the running, I think,' she said, smil

of the battlements. iny brightly. * Please, don't trouble yourself,

" If he sees us ? ' asked Jack . Señor Thorold : it will pass in aminute.'

Doubtless he will fire - give the alarm . It You must take my arm . — There ! that is

is the last risk, and a small one. She took better,' he said, as she obeyed with a word of

his hand ayain , laughingly. “ Shall we run for thanks. • Now, don't be afraid to lean upon

it, Señor Thorold ? ' me as heavily as you can. '

It was the wiser course — short of waiting for Apparently they were in the lowest

an indefinite time, the only one — and they acted quarter of the town, and for half a mile they

upou it on the instant. They could hardly had to traverse, under Diego's pilotage, a suc

hope for complete immunity , but they were cession of dirty, malodorous alleys, careful

more than half-way across, and were beginning always to walk in the shade, and so avoid

to congratulate themselves on their good for the observation of the curious as much as pos

tune, before the expected happened. Then a sible. Not that they were pestered with atten
challenge broke the silence : Quien vive ? ' tions. The lanes were almost deserted ; and

They raced on , hastening their pace somewhat.except for an occasional knot of Indians of

Not more than seventy yards luy between them the gossiping sex , who scarcely glanced at them ,

and the wood . they might have been in a cityof the dead .

Halt - or I fire ! '
The men are all in the streets,' explained

A minute : the trees began to take shape Diego. • There is life there, señor — and they

before their eyes : then, the threat having lau have many scores to settle with the soldiers.

no effect, the report of a shot rang out. Jack * Then the fighting has broken out again ?'

started as the ball whistled past his ear ; Dolores, He nodded. Have we not tasted blood ? ' said

woman -like, uttered a little scream . Yot they he. ' And perhaps we are still thirsty, señor.'

rushed on, unheeding, and next moment reached Confirmation was not long awanting. A few

on corner

now
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minutes later, quite suddenly, the gnide stopped strongly opposed to this rambling spirit, finally

dead ; and simultaneously, as they listened , the gave way, and added to their revenues by

omninous sound of firing reached them once more granting revocable leases of the lands chosen

-evidently, too, from no great distance. Mut- by the pioneers. Year after year, these stout

tering into his beard, Diego. hurried them on and patient settlers pushed steadily north ward ,

through a side-lane, out behind a church, and allured by the abundance of game, and by the

finally brought them to a standstill at the ever-growing desire to secure new pastures and

corner of a broad and handsome street. There, shake off all evidences of civilisation . In

in earshot of the din of a hotly contested course of time the nomadic life and its pleas

fight , he signed to them to remain concealed ures—and they are undoubtedly very keen

in the shadow of the sacred building. grew upon the Boers to such an extent as to

" What is it, Diego ?' whispered Dolores. become a passion ; the trek - geest, or roaming

There was no need to answer the question ; spirit, is now deep in their blood, and has long

for, even as she spoke, a body of soldiers been a recognised part of the South African

dashed past at the double. A quick exclama- character.

tion of dismay escaped from her. This thirst for travel still possesses large

Let us discover the worst, señorita ," said the numbers of the frontier farmers, especially in

Ladino, presently. the Transvaal, and impels them periodically to

They had merely to peep round the corner move before the advancing tide of civilisation,

to see the whole scene of wild disorder. Some to quit their quiet homes, to seek new lands,

seven hundred yards down the street, which and again to dare the manifold difficulties and

lay half in moonlight and half in shadow, it dangers of the wilderness. To this day you

was completely blocked by a vast crowd of will find the Boers, even of the long-settled

soldiers and people, all struggling and swaying districts of Cape Colony, crossing the Orange

together (as it seemed to them in the deadliest River, settling up the lower portions of great

grips. Dolores, on her part, had but a glance Namaqualandand the KalahariDesert, and even

for it. She realised two facts : that the soldiers casting their eyes on countries far beyond.

were the nearer, and that the mob, which The Great Trek ' of 1836, although little

must have numbered hundreds, were plainly known to the outer world, furnishes one of

holding their own. the most stirring of all epics. The farmers of

She turned to Diego. “ It is impossible ? she that great migration from Cape Colony, after

asked, as if hoping against hope. suffering grievous losses and experiencing much

“ Quite ! treachery, finally broke the power of the Zulus

•After all our trouble, too-oh ! it is hard, under Dingaan, drove Moselikatse ( father of

she cried .
Lobengula) and his Matabele beyond the Limpopo,

Jack looked from one to the other, ignorant and settled themselves in their present territories

of their meaning. Can we not go on ?' he of the Transvaal and Orange Free State.

inquired, rather helplessly. It was of course natural that the generations

Through a battalion of soldiers and that, growing up within these Boer republics should

señor ?' demanded the guide. ' For that is our remember and cherish the deeds of their

direction ' fathers, the fore-trekkers . To this day, indeed,

“ But surely there is some other way ?' the names of Ilendrik Potgieter, Andries Pre

“ There, for instance ?' asked Diego, pointing torius, Gert Maritz, Pieter Retief, Pieter Uys,

up the street . ' It is the Calle Mayor, and and Louis Triechard are sacred among the

ends in the Plaza and a brace of cannon ! We Dutch farmers. They survive in many parts

might go back, and round about ; but it is a of South Africa. Pietermaritzburg, Potchef

long and tiresome road , and perhaps dangerous , strom, Pretoria, and Piet Retief are places

and there is the señorita to consider. If there that are well known even to Europeans. Boer

were only the house of a friend near' mothers, living their quiet lives in lone farm

• Is there none ? ' houses in thefar-off veldt, or roaming still in

Dolores shook her head, somewhat weariedly. wagons through the wilderness, yet recount to

' I kuow of none hereabouts,' she replied . their children the great deeds of their fore

A sudden ejaculation from Diego : fathers. There are still very old people alive

“ Santissima ! The soldiers seem to be falling w were grown men and women when the

back , señor ! ' he cried. •We must hide - on emigrant farmers left the Cape Colony and

the instant — this is no place for the señorita ! ' entered the unknown interior. And there are

still many more who as young children took

part in the Great Trek and its dangers. Among
THE LONGEST TREK ON RECORD.

these latter, President Krüger, of the South

By H. A. BRYDEN .
African Republic (Transvaal), is well known.

The Boers of South Africa began trekking at About the year 1875, although the Dutch

an early period of Cape history. In the first farmers had colonised and settled practically

instance, it would seem , the Dutch settlers were the whole of the Transvaal and Orange Free

driven to push inland, to pierce unknown State, things were not going altogether well

mountain chains, to cross torrid and difficult with them . In the Transvaal, especially, there

deserts, and to brave the thousand -and-one were signs of deep dissatisfaction in many

dangers of a country teeming with wild beasts districts . There had been smati

and savage men, by the unendurable harshness native wars, in which the settlers had been

of the Batavian rule. As they moved inland, commandeered ' and led against remote tribes

ever opening up fresh hunting.grounds and while their farms lay neglected. The republic

pastures, the Cape Governors, although at first was well-nigh bankrupt. These frontier Boer's

le

canie

numerous
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have always had the strongest objection to chief of the Batauwana ( a Bechuana tribe inhabit

taxation in any form, and taxes were only ing the Lake country), where for a time they

wrung from them with the greatest difficulty. rested. From Moremi's they struck south -west

Those in far -off places often declined to pay to Ghansi and Riet Fontein , two waters in the

at all. Then, too , the British , from whose rule Kalahari, where they remained till 1878, by

they had once trekked, were steadily coming which time the main body of the trekkers was

into the country. Gold - fields had been dis- past the lake.

covered in the Eastern Transvaal, and diggers In August 1875 there were gathered at Liclu

and prospectors were over-running the soil. tsi , on the Crocodile River, 128 wagons, the

The Afrikander Dutchman hates a crowd; he travelling homes of 480 souls, 1958 trek oxen ,

loves to surround himself with a vast solitude, and a quantity of sheep and goats. Kreling

where the smoke of his neighbour's chimney is was made commandant of the expedition ; Louw

not to be seen , and where, amid his flocks and du Plessis, field -cornet. Owing to various causes,

herds and the membersof hisown family, he chiefly theuncertaintyofthe reports as to the

can live his ideal life. Again, as their families, country they had to traverse, this great assen

grew up and multiplied , many farmers found blage stood for two years idle upon the river,

their old acres too small for them. The African losing a considerable portion of their cattle from

pastoralist requires a vast expanse of country, disease and the attacks of lions, and losing also,

and the bulk of the Boers are almost purely unfortunately, some of their own lives from

pastoralists . A six - thousand -acre farm is con- fever.

sidered a very small run in South Africa. Meanwhile, a second deputation had inter

Again, numbers of a certain severe sect of viewed Khama. That excellent chief strongly

Boers, known as ' Doppers,' had become much dissuaded them from attempting the passage of
disaffected towards their Government. There the desert ; if, however, they insisted on crossing,

was talk of railways and other mad innova- he advised them to go in small batches at a

tions ; and the Doppers, and indeed most of the time, else the scant desert waters would give

Transvaal Dutch , hated the very hint of such out, and their lives would be in danger. But

things. The views and beliefs of these primi- the suspicious Boers, who could believe

tive people the Doppers ( ' dippers, Anabaptists) good of a native chief, imagined that Khama

were grimmer than those of the most extreme gave this advice solely for the reason that he

17th -century Puritan sectaries. They looked might attack them in detail, and thus destroy

(and still look ) upon themselves as a chosen them . In a spirit of the maddest obstinacy,

people, having the heathen, literally, for an they determined to cross the desert together,

inheritance. They govern their conduct mainly with results, as will be seen , of the most ter

by the severest teachings of the Old Testa- rible disaster. There had been some dissensions

ment, and they regard all native races as fit among the leaders of the expedition during these

only to be slaves, mere hewers of wood and two years ; and in 1877, just before the trek

drawers of water for the white man .
began , Du Plessis was elected commandant,

In 1875, then , for all these reasons, a large with Erasmus as field -cornet.

number of discontented farmers had gathered From Liclutsi the Boers sent forward 7536

themselves, with their wagons, wives, and oxen and cows, 483 horses, 1034 sheep, 32

families, and their flocks and herds, upon the donkeys, together with 486 fowls, ducks, and

north -west border of the Transvaal, determined geese. Then the main body started upon its
to trek for a new ' Promised Land .' The ideas trek , a trek rivalled onlyin yearsand sufferings

of the more ignorant of them were wild in the by that forty years' wandering of the Israelites

extreme. The geographers of two hundred and in the Sinaitic wilderness. Having sent on the

fifty years ago seem to have held a fixed idea bulk of their flocks and herds, the Boers them

that the sources of the Nile lay somewhere far selves followed in three parties, each containing

down towards Southern Africa. Many of these a large number of wagons. The time was June,

trekkers, whose forefathers had been cut off midwinter, and the driest season of the year in

from civilisation for more than two centuries, South Africa, when no drop of rain might be

still clung to this belief. They expected to expected to fall for months. The trekkers made

find the Nyl,' as they spelt it, somewhere their first great objective point Inkouani, a water

to the north or north -west, and they fully situated in the very middle of the thirstland,

expected, too, to find great snow mountains midway between Khama's old town of Shoshong

beneath which lay fertile plains and valleys, and the Lake (or Botletli) River. Inkouani lies

rich in pasturage, and abounding in game. respectively some sixty and forty miles from

While the trek Boers were thus collecting on the nearest waterpits, neither of which affords

the Limpopo River--the Crocodile, as it is any but the scantiest supplies. At Inkonani

universally called in South Africa — a pioneer itself there are two deepish wells in limestone

party under one Alberts went up to Bamang- formation, sufficient, perhaps, to water five or

watě to obtain leave from the chief there, six spans of oxen at a pinch. Each Boer wagon,

Khama, to cross his country on their way it is to be remembered, is drawn by a span of

towards Lake Ngami, their first objective point. sixteen or eighteen oxen .

This party left the main body in May. Obtain What Khama had predicted speedily came to

ing leave from Khama, they crossed the almost pass. The first party of the trekkers arrived

waterless desert of the North Kalahari — the at Inkouani only to find that the loose cattle

* Doorstland ' (thirstland) as it is always called sent in advance had drunk up all the water,

by the Boers — and reached Lake Ngami on the and yet not been a tenth part of them satisfied.

20th June. From the lake they trekked up These loose flocks and herds went wandering

the Okavango River to the town of Moremi, in search of water over an absolutely waterless
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veldt ; thousands of them perished, and only hardships. Nearly all the flocks, herds, and trek

926 oxen out of over 7000 head were ever recov- cattle had vanished. From Sebituane's Drift the

ered again. party sent forward for aid from the trekkers who

But now , quickly following upon the heels ħad pioneered the way two years before. These

of the first parties, impelled by some dreadful sent them back 183 head of cattle ; other cattle

mistake, or panic fear of Khama's people, came and sheep were procured from the Transvaal

the whole of the trek . There, stranded in the and Bechuanaland ; and, with the 950 stray

heart of the desert, were scores of wagons con cattle recaptured, the expedition, somewhat rested

taining hundreds of farmers and their families. and recruited, pushed slowly on .

Already the first party in their brief halt had Moremi, the Lake chief, meanwhile had

suffered inconceivably; the scenes that followed changed his mind. He was afraid of this strong

beggar description. The very Bushmen of the body of Boers ( ancient enemies of his race)
desert to this day speak of them with awe. coming through his country . He warned the

The pits were already choked up with dead expedition not to proceed. But the gaunt way
oxen , which had_fallen in, in their struggles to Dutchmen showed their teeth , dared

obtain water . These were cut out piecemeal, Doremi to attack them, and so passed by Lake

and the remnants of blood , filth , and water Ngami and Moremi's town without a battle.

scooped out. For three days and nights the Steadily pushing up the Okavango River,

trekkers drank the blood of slaughtered animals, where they suffered much from fever, part of

and the little water in their bellies. Mothers the Boers presently turned south, and were met,

moistened the lips of their tender infants with in February 1878, by the pioneer party who had

blood, with a mixture of brandy and vinegar, gone through in 1875 at Debra, a feverish , un
and other dreadful substitutes for water, The healthy spot, in an almost unknown wilderness

blood was served round in tablespoons. Here between the Okavango and Ovampoland. Here,

you might see a group which had caught a again, were terrible scenes enacted. Numbers

sheep and were struggling for its warm blood, were stricken with fever and dysentery, and the

while others fought madly for the paunch and miserable sufferers wandered in their delirium
its moisture. Men — the feebler of them - cast into the bush and forest and perished. The

themselves despairingly upon the sand, and oxen had eaten of some poisonous herbage,

with their big Dutch Bibles in front of them , and lay dead about the encampment in scores ;

prepared for death . The bellowing of cattle, yet the people were so reduced that they were

frantic and dying, the bleating of agonised sheep found by the rescuing party eating the flesh

and goats, the cries of suffering children, all of these festering carcasses. At Oliphant's Pan,

combined to add to the horrors of that dreadful where three hunters, Van Zyl, Botha, and Laurens,

time. found 103 elephants embogged in a marslı, and

But there were indomitable men and women shot them all within the day, forty -three of the

still at work . Some few trekkers and their trekkers died from fever ; and at Witwater and

wagons had with incredible toil managed to reach other places their numbers were still further

T’klakani, forty miles farther on . These sent reduced. In this desolate and unhealthy region

back supplies of water. Others struggled for the main body of the trekkers seem to have

ward on foot through the sandy waste . Mr remained for nearly two years, matters steadily

Hepburn, the missionary stationed with Khama, getting worse with them . Messages were sent to

happened to be on the roar!, and brought in two the Transvaal and the Cape begging for relief ;

wagons filled with water- barrels for the relief and in 1880, thanks to the exertions of the Cape

of the sufferers. Government, a quantity of supplies was with

Somehow or other the trek managed to great difficulty forwarded to them vid Walfisch

battle on. Some died , some few turned back ; Bay, on the south -west coast. Eighteen families,

but the majority kept their faces doggedly west- meanwhile, despairing of ever reaching the

ward, and set their teeth , and suffered. Num- Promised Land,' to which they had so long and

bers of wagons were abandoned ; quantities of eagerly looked forward , turned their wagons, and

farming, iniplements, furniture, and cherished made their way painfully back to the Transvaal.

household goods were cast away. For years these In September 1880, the main body of the trek

impedimenta littered the desert. Nay, as the was again united at Debra, prepared once more

writer came by Inkouani, some four years since, to push north -westward . There were then sur

there still lay, in the sand, plouglishares, the viving 57 families ( in all , 270 souls), with 50

tires of wagon wheels, and other pathetic native servants, 61 wagons, 840 trek oxen, 2160

niementoes of that disastrous time.
cattle, 120 horses, and 3000 sheep. Trekking

The journey across this terrible bit of thirst- slowly north , hunting as they went, they once

land can as
å rule be accomplished with stout more struck the Okavango River, thence, pass

oxen and constant trekking in about a week. ing through the country of the Ovampo, they

But in the case of these poor people, sadly reached the west coast, near Cape Frio, a little

reduced and enfeebled as they were, the struggle below Mossamedles. From Mossamedes help

lasted two and a half months. At last they reached them through the Portuguese.

struck the Botletli River, where, to their incred Finally , the remnant of this disastrous expe

ible joy, they found an abundant supply of dition, after years of wandering and unhearıl-of

water. sufferings bravely and stubbornly endured, settled

At Sebituane’s Drift, some way up the river, a themselves at Humpata, a place a little north

halt was called , and the expedition counted its east of Mossamedes . Since 1882 they have been

losses. It was found that thirty-seven members quietly thriving at this settlement, hunting,

of the trek , men , women , and children , princi- farming, and occasionally assisting thePortuguese

pally the last — had perished from thirst and as mercenaries in native wars. The Trek Boers
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of Humpata are described as splendid specimens Ay, he continues, " almost as fine

of manhood (as well they may be after surviv- Robbie's “trouts bedropp'd wi' crimson bail.” '

ing the terrors of such an exodus), and have Such a comparison might have left the

alreadly established for themselves a great repu- listener in delightful uncertainty as to whether

tation in Portuguese West Africa. This unparal- a lovely woman a lovely trout held the

leled wançlering of the Boers may,without exag, higher place in the order of things, or at least

geration, be designated the longest trek on record, in our friend's estimation ; but that character

enduring as it did from 1875 to 1882. istic had long ago manifested itself, and was

often jokingly remembered against him by his

more intimate friends. It seems that in the

AV ANGLING IDYL.
quiet pastoral vale where he first met his future

THE Angler, like the Poet, rejoices in the partner for life, there flows a famous salmon

return of spring, and the tender greening of river, and so it happened that, one bright June

April meadows" finds him by the river-sidle morning more than thirty years ago, when

again. For the past few days the Old Un'bride, friends, and minister were waiting to

has been undergoing a process of rejuvenation, celebrate and to witness the joiningtogether in

preparing for his first angling holiday for the holy , matrimony of the well-matched couple,

season among the hills. Ön such occasions he the bridegroom could not be found. At that

is always in great form , and though bordering precise moment he was joined by a delicate trout

on sixty-seven, is as active as any youth of ing line to a salmon, and was careering down

two-anıl-twenty , and with far more .go.' The the river in consequence. The salmon had been

fine morning air and the hill scenery of the ' on' for some considerable time,and as a result

Borderlanı), of which we are both so fond, puts the bridegroom wasa little late, as he put it, for

him in the best of spirits. Myold friendwould, his own wedding. Looking back down that long

in fact, have cheered the heart of Izaak Walton vista of years, who can dare to guess the weight

himself: he is a good man and an angler;" of that famous hymeneal salmon ? I think it

fond of a walk, a talk, and a pretty face. is Ir Andrew Lang who relates a somewhat

Now we have a 'snatch of song, then some old similar experience, and possibly my friend may

Waltonian philosophy, and anon a bit of

have read the article ; but here I must say once
ang

ling experience, an initiation into the mysteries and for all that I believe implicitly all that

and respective merits of march browns, hare is told me regarding his angling experiences,

lugs, corncrakes, blae and woodcock wings, and and the number and weight of the fish he has

Greenwell's glories. To watch the veterani killed in days of yore. I am not one of those

making up his casts on the day before a fishing who would cavil ‘at a fairy tale or insinuate

excursion is a sight in itself, only to be that all anglers are liars. When an angler

matched by the business-like faslion in which, reaches the age of sixty -seven , he is to be

to save time, and if the railway compartment is excusedif his inciilents swell into legends and

empty, he dons his fishing boots and stockings his legends into myths, until like a halo they

just as we are approaching our destination.
envelop the whole man.

Such walks are never dll. My friend is But to return to our walk up the glen. The

an enthusiastic lover of Robert Burns, and as road had hitherto led us through a wooded

we tramp along he delights in quoting appro- estate, and oh , how fresh, how delightfully

priate ' bits' from his favourite poet. " I never green, everything seemed in these late spring

Tear,' he will say — I never hear the loud, days! Sometimes above the " cushat's croon ' we

solitary whistle of the curlew in a summer could hear far down in the bottom of the glen

noon , or the wildl mixing calence of a troop the river roaring over a linn. Sometimes, too,

of plovers in an autumnal morning, without we could catch a glimpse of its cool umbrageous

feeling an elevation of soul like the enthusiasm recesses, with its deep dark pools, concerning

of devotion or poetry ?
which my sage adviser could tell fabulous

' A man ,' adds hê by way of comment, with accounts of the water boiling with salmon, sea

an emphatic tap on his snuff-box, that can trout, grayling, and herling.

thus put himself in tone and tune with such At last we are on the open moorland, with

surroundings , that can thus let Nature breathe the green hills rolling, onwards like great

through as well as around him , tastes one of rounded billows. The sight of the open country

the purest joys that earth can give.' And then , always rouses the old anyler's enthusiasm .

adapting himselfto the rhythmic step of our Now for the burn, my boy,'he exclaims, leap

walk, lie will start off into Cx the Yowes to the ing the fence, and let's see what flies are on

Knoues, or it may be that the moorland which the water to-day, Man, look how they're

is beginning to unroll itself before us suggests loupin”! “ like tumblers frae a spring-brod ,head

O'er the Muir amang the Heather.
Thus it is ower-heels," as the Ettrick Shepherd used to

that he beguiles the way during our three miles say : These were the days ;and oh the nights

of a tramp up the glen before we reach our that succeeded the days, at « Tibbie Shiels's ” and

fishing -ground . A country lassie tripping to " The Crook !" But come, come; no reminis

market will look provokingly solen

cences just now.'

pass, and then my friend, with a roguish smile,
| I had so often been struck with the resem

will exclaim : Who can pay a more graceful blance between my old friend and the genial

compliment to womankind than Robbie Burns ! | Izaak, that it was something like a shock to

Auld Nature swears, the lovely dears
or lear the modern angler occasionally

Her noblest work she classes , 0 ; assert himself, instead of the ' piscator' of 'good

Her 'prentice han’ she tried on man , king Charles's golden days. I pointed out , for

And then she made the lasses , O. example, that in the Compleat" Angler, among

2 .

as We

see
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ever saw

Walton's first instructions on coming to the instance, whom the messengers of Ulysses met

river - side were the following : 'Go you to coming to the well for spring water; or, better

yonder sycamore tree, and hide your bottle of still , of Nausicaa , ' ivory -arm’d Nausicaa, whose

drink under the hollow root of it ; for about name still lingers among the traditions of Corfu.

that time [nine o'clock ], and in that place, we Are not Nausicaa and her maidens the very

wil make a brave Breakfast with a piece of counterparts of Allan's ' twa barefoot beauties ? '

powdered Bief, and a Radish or two that I Those Greeks washed their clothes in true

have in my Fish -bag .' Scotch fashion, steeping them in the crystal

Now there, curiously enough , was a sycamore brook, and ' treading them clean with cleanly

just at the edge of the wood. Why not follow feet, then spreading them on the wave -washed

Izaak's instructions ? My friend pulled him- pebbles to dry in the sun . Ah ! these high

self together to make sure that he was listen- born dames were happy , as the day was long

ing , aright, and then remarked , solemnly and by their warm sunlit Mediterranean shores, ' the

with Johnsonian deliberation, that times were shores of old romance.' Contrast IIomer's tale

greatly changed since Walton lived ; that if with our northern legends - with that, for in

you hid whisky in such a manner, you might stance, of the Princess Gudrun and Hildburg,

be suspected of keeping an illicit still ; that compelled to wash in winter-time the clothes of

water -bailiffs and poachers had the scent of the she-wolf ' Queen Gerlind by the shores of

sleuth -hounds for anything in the spirit line, the Northern Sea, whilst the bitter east winds

and would sooner ferret your bottle than net were blowing through their beautiful hair and

the biggest trout in the stream ; and that, the scanty folds of their garments. The one

consequently, it was a hundred to one if you picture is all warmth and sunshine, the other

your flask again . Having thus all snow -storm and east wind. This is local

delivered himself, he handed me a thimbleful colour and climate influencing romance with a

of his favourite blend, poured out another for vengeance !

himself, carefully stowed away the flask in his All this is not angling, however, and reminds

inside breast- pocket, and with all due solemnity one of Washington Irving's essay of The Angler,'

began ' a angling.' in which he tells how he started enthusiastically

The solemn hour of noon found me on a with some friends to fish ' a mountain brook

warm sunny slope facing southwards—warm, I among the highlands of the Hudson , ' and

should say, for April, for though Robert wound up with lying on the grass and building

Browning, writing in Italy, exclaimed , “Oh, to castles in a bright pile of clouds until he fell

be in England now that April's there ! we in asleep.

Scotland find that our April is oftener more My castles in Spain ' were suddenly dispelled

akin to that of the Fatherland of Heinrich by à cheery voice ringing down the glen :

Heine. "My dear woman,' said Heine, speaking | Holloa, my boy ! what sport ? Gone to sleep

to one of the sun-browned dames of Italy, ' in again, like the fat boy in Pickwicke ? ' I don't

our land it is very frosty and foggy ; our know how long he had been away, but here

summer is only a green -washed winter ; even he was with at least six good-sized trout, the

the sun there is obliged to wear aflannel smallest weighing a quarter of a pound. I

jacket to keep from catching, cold . ' Basking, knew that the inevitable story,was coming of

therefore, in this 'flannel sunshine,' whilst the how ' a big two-pounder fellow,' &c.; and so I

veteran was having the first of the water in a proposed liaving lunch.

deep, gully a little way up stream , I seemed Man , this is a grand spot !
What did you

all alone with the dear old hills of the Border- get in that pool ? ' asked the ancient as he sat

land, alone but for a white -walled herd's cot- down and regaled himself with a preliminary

tage in the middle distance. Here, surely, is pinch of his best taddy. We only need your

solitude ! IIere, surely, is the place to shake Izaak's milkmaid now to sing us that song of

off all city cares, and stretching one's self on Kit Marlowe's.'

the grass, find perfect peace, if but for one One of Tom Stoddart's would suit us better.

short day, one short hour ! But had you been here half -an- hour ago, you

Yes, perfect peace, perhaps, but not perfect might have seen as pretty a shepherdess as ever

solitude, for the door of yonder herd's cottage stepped out of Watteau fan.'

opens, and a trim maid comes down to the river I then gave a circumstantial account of the

side bearing a basket in her arms. Ah ! where visit to the stream of this daughter of the

is our friend, with his quiet smile and his glen ; and I observed that afterwards, as

quotation from Burns ? " Her 'prentice han’ ; ' passed the cottage on our way up stream , some

but no - no one can quote that passage like the thing like a sigh escaped our friend because the

Old Un . Rather let us call to mind Allan coy maid gave no sign of her dainty presence.

Ramsay's Gentle Shepherd, for it is evident that After so much day -dreaming, it was now my

this is washing-day' at the cot, and that the turn to be up and doing ; and as

herd's young wife or bonny daughter is coming trudged home late in the gloamin ,' neither

to illustrate froin the life one of Allan's best had cause to regret our day by the mountain
pictures in that delightful Pentland pastoral - burn.

A flowrie howm , between twa verdant braes ,
Those homeward walks are equally character

Where lasscs use to wash and spread their claes.
istic of my friend. Even as he absorbs the

It may seem at first rather far-fetched , but such joyfulness of morning, so in the evening he

a scene as Ramsay describes, or as the maid is reflects Nature's calm ; and thus there is

enacting yonder, always reminds me of some of strange impressiveness in his manner at such

Ilomer's old-world ladies, of the Princess, for times. He notes the stars as they peep out

we

we both

a
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seems

one by one, and his talk is often of that mys- larch and fir, and placed twenty -four inches

terious borderland which at his age seeins apart. The rolling stock consists of a passenger

drawing very near. Even his silence is elo- car and two luggage ones. The former has an

quent às, with the pallor ofthe rising moon inside measurement of six feet one inch by

upon his clean -cut face, and his eyes fixed on a three feet seven inches, and is provided with a

certain star low on the horizon - Sirius is his platform at each end. Seating accommodation

favourite - the old man
to pierce in is provided for six persons ; but, as in lines

thought the veil beyond. of larger dimensions, overcrowding sometimes

Strange, is it not ? that of the myriads who
occurs, and no fewer than_seventeen people

Before us passed the door of Darkness through,
have travelled in the car. The car is well lit

No one returns to tell us of the Road, by electricity ; and its total weight with gear

Which to discover we must travel too. when empty is two tons.

The passenger car acting as a locomotive can

draw the two luggage cars, each carrying one

THE CARSTAIRS ELECTRIC
ton of goods, at a speed of fifteen miles per

LIGHT- RAILWA Y. hour. Whilst running alone, the passenger car

At the present moment, when public attention has travelled ata speed exceeding thirty miles

is being largely directed towards the whole between Carstairs Station and his home in two
per hour,the owner having made the journey

topic of light lines, it may not be inopportune minutes, such time including starting and stop

to lay before our readers some succinct account ping.

of an interesting little Light-railway already Without descending to the details of cost,

in existence, which enjoys the additional dis or cataloguing the various heads of expenditure,

tinction of being also the only example of an it may be stated that the entire outlay on the

electric railway in Scotland . The Carstairs undertaking, including the equipment, was a

Electric Light-railway is worked by electricity little in excess of eighteen hundred pounds, a

derived from the Falls at Cleghorn, on the river price which works out at about fifteen hundred

Mouse, and extends from a large mansion -house pounds per mile, or a figure which should

in the neighbourhood to the main -line railway certainly warrant the extension of light lines.

station at Carstairs. The line is a single one 1 The experience gained, moreover, points to

throughout its entire length of one mile and a considerable economies that may be carried out

hundred and thirty yarıls, and was constructed ! in future undertakings, and there is every

in the years 1888 and 1889. The available reason to believe that the little line we have

" head of water' at the Falls is a little over described in brief outline is but the precursor

thirty feet ; and the turbine, which is of the of many similar routes throughout the length

Leſlel type, is capable of developing, with a and breadth of Scotland. The engineers of the

' full gate of water, thirty -two horse-power. As Carstairs Railway were Messrs Anderson &

the site selected for the new turbine or water. ' Munro, the undertaking being the special care

engine had previously been occupied by a small of Mr John M. M. Munro, C.E.

mill actuated by a wheel of primitive construc

tion, but little difficulty arose in aclapting it

for the more molern appliances requisite for SMOKEDRIFT.

the new undertaking.
Bring me nor frankincense nor myrrh ;

Into the minutive and technicalities of the
Nor cassia breathing of the East ;

electrical apparatus it is foreign to our present
Nor roses such as filled the air

purpose to enter ; suffice it to point out that the

turbine already mentioned actuates a Goolden
At some superb Pompeian feast ;

dynamo, capable of giving thirty amperes on

continuous load at four hundred volts, nine
Nor lead me to yon minster old,

hundred revolutions. The wires conveying the
What time the holy Mass is said,

electrical current to the cars are of copper, and
And clouds of incense rare are rolled

weigh about five hundred and eighteen pounds
In fragrant wreaths above my head,

to the mile. They are secured on white china

insulators on larch poles, and have all the
But let me stand on this green hill,

appearance of an ordinary system of tele
Beneath the chancel of the skies,

graphic communication. And hear the thrushes' anthem-trill ,

The line traverses the policies ' or grounds And see the pale-blue peat-smoke rise,

attached to the mansion throughout its entire

length , and though it passes through several
And fill my nostrils with the breath

woods, no difficulty has been experienced in
Of fragrance that the west wind brings,

keeping the conductors free from the branches. As, sweeping softly o’er the heath,

The line is entirely unfencel ; and the current It fans my cheek with noiseless wings,

is such that no danger can arise to passers-by

from contact with the wires. A feature of And summons from the fore past years

interest in connection with the electric instal Of youth, fair visions manifold,

lution is the provision for current sufficient for And summer scenes of smiles and tears

the two hundred lights which have been pro In that old homestead on the wold.

vided for the mansion -house. T. BRUCE DILKS.

Turning now to the miniature railway itself :

the maximum gradient is one in seventy ; and Printed and Published by W.& R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

the gauge is thirty inches, the sleepers being of 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.

|

All Rights Reserved .
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windows, shaded with lace curtains ; between
A " MYSTERY PLAY ' IN THE BLACK

them hung a mirror, which was removed when
COUNTRY.

the action was supposed to be out of doors.

AMONG the thousands who saw and millions With one exception, there was no attempt at

who read of the world-renowned “ Passion Play ' scenery.

of Ober Ammergau, there were probably but few On the rising of the curtain we

who thought of the religious drama as a living entire company grouped upon the stage ; they

institution in the very centre of England. It are young people, ranging in age from sixteen

is nevertheless a fact that in the ‘ Black to twenty-five, fair samples of the rude, plain

Country of South Staffordshire the Mystery or spoken , but warm -hearted lads and lasses of

Miracle Play is to be seen flourishing in re- the village. The superintendent is a respect

juvenated vigour, conducted in a distinctly able elderly man , well known as an effective

religious spirit, and enjoying no little popu- though uncultured preacher. He announces a

larity . familiar hymn, which is heartily sung to an

We had long been deeply interested in some excruciating tune, well accompanied, however,

of the byways of popular sacred literature, by a working man on a fairly good harmonium .

finding food for profitable reflection in the rude ' He next calls on one of the company to offer

religious ballads of the peasantry, and revelling prayer, after which an extempore prologue

in the Coventry and Townley Mysteries ; when invites attention to the moral teaching of what

we chanced upon an advertisement of “ The is to follow . The preliminaries conclude with

Sacred Drama of Absalom , to be performed a song of the conventional Sunday-school type,

by teachers and scholars of a Sunday school on the duty of obedience to parents : the

about six miles from Birmingham. It was Gun- curtain descends, and a musical interlude fills

powier Day ; and we journeyed to the scene up the time while the stage is arranged for

of action through a region alarmingly suggestive the first scene.

of Dante's Inferno, amidst a drizzling rain that In a few minutes the play begins. Absalom's

might have ensured the harmlessness of Guy servant, in his shirt-sleeves and a white apron,

Fawkes and all his magazine. Ascending an admits a messenger in black coat and vest, who

outside stairway, we found ourselves in an brings a private message for the Prince. Enter

irregularly shaped room, lighted by half- a -dozen Absalom , in a robe of pink glazed calico : to

gas burners, and crowded to its utmost capacity him the messenger hints, in a manner sufficiently

with about two hundred and thirty persons, intelligible to those familiar with the Bible

who had paid threepence or sixpence each for narrative, but scarcely to others, the wrong

admission. There was a sprinkling of boys and that Amnon has done to his sister Tamar.

girls, a large proportion of women , and a good Absalom , sword in hand, swears the death of

number of men-colliers, iron -workers, and the Amnon.

like : a bond -ſide working- class audience . At Scene 2 — Absalom asleep on a couch ; stage

one end of the room was a permanent platform , dark. Enter three angels in white, who sing,

about a foot high. This served for a stage . to the " Spanish Chant, a song about the

It was screened off with coarse ticking, the langer of harbouring revengeful passions. They

stripes running horizontally, of which the retire : Absalom, awaking, soliloquises ; he has

middle portion being drawn up revealed a set had a strange dream , but what of that ? For

of side-wings of red glazed calico. There being two years Tamar has endured her wrongs in

no footliylıtı, tlie staye was liglited by two gas silence ; drealin or no dream , she shall be

diburners from above. At the back were two avenged. Lights up. Enter the messenger ,
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now regularly installed as Absalom's servant. eighteen inches wide, and located near the inner

With much innecessary display of swords, he angle of two bright red brick walls ; while in

is instructed when and how to kill Amnon . one of these, just over Absalom's chair, is a

Scene 3 — The two servants, in their shirt window of six small panes, resembling that of

sleeves, but each with a sword at his side, are a larder or dairy. Enter a stranger in orclinary

spreading a table with eatables, knives and dress, who proves to be a suitor, weary of the

forks, plates, glasses, and jugs. One remarks law's delay. The conversation between him and

that Amnon's time is drawing near ; the other Absalom is so slavishly copied from the ellipti

proposes to warn him ; the first, with an cal narrative in the Bible, that nobody learns

ominous grip of his sworil, bids his fellow who the stranger is, whence he comes, or what

keep still tongue in his head .' Enter is his business. Nevertheless, Absalom , who

Absalom as before, and warns the servant that knows no more about him than the audience,

if le fail in liis task it will be at his peril . assures him that his matters are good and right.

Sundry guests enter, in ordinary dress, with the On the retirement of the stranger, enter several

addition of belts and swords ; Amnon is con- conspirators in buttoned coats, belts, and caps.

spicuous from wearing his hat, a harul felt. They salute Absalom , and are instructed to

Absalom salutes them all , and Amnon in extol him everywhere as a radical reformer.

particular. They sit at table , eat and drink, No sooner have the conspirators departed than

and talk of sheep and crops — the talk being a messenger enters, announcing that everywhere

extemporised. Several toasts are crunk , and the hearts of the men of Israel are after

the scene is protracted to a wearisome length . Absalom . Re-enter the conspirators ; and after

Ultimately, Amnon , being well plied with wine, two or three sentences from them to the sanie

becomes inmistakably drunk ; and at a signal effect, Absalom says : ' Let them sound the
from Absalom , the servants kill him . General drums and proclaim me king ? There is a

scramble and much flashing of swords, and the prodigious drumming behind the wings; the

guests retire in confusion . Absalom , standing conspirators salute, and cry : 'God save King

sword in hand over the body of Amnon , Absalom !' Almost before the rattle of the

exclaims, " Now , my sister, thou art avengeil .' drums has ceased , another messenger appears,

Scene 4 – The wise woman of Tekoa, in a announcing the flight of David ; to which

black straw hat with a wide brim , téłe-à -tête Absalom replies : '' T'is better thus ; now are we

with Joal), in a dark frock -coat buttoned up king indeed .'

to the chin , a cap with a red banı, and two Scene 9 suggests the encampment of David ;

medals on his breast. He instructs her as to at least there is a Lilliputian tent in the middle

the disguise in which she is to speak a parable of the stage, formed of a white sheet thrown

to David. over a painter's easel. Joab and a number of

Scene 5 - David, in a red tunic with white David's followers come marching on, and Joab

facings, shawl-pattern dressing -yown, and gilt- asks if there is any news from Jerusalem.

paper crown, is sitting moodily at a table. Zadok the priest is announced ; there is noth

Unseen voices sing, to the tune of Happy Land ; ing distinctive in his costume. Then enters

the burden of their song is, Davidl, forgive ;' David , dressing-gown , gilt-paper crown, &c., as

but David Soliloquises , Absalom , beware before. He dismisses Zadok, with instructions

Enter the woman of Tekoa, in widow's weeds to employ his Ahimaaz messenger .

She, by a parable, pleals for the pardon of Hushai thie Archite is also directed to offer his

Absaloi . Joab is summoned , to whom David services to the usurper.

gives permission to bring Absalom back to Scene 10—Absalom , in pink robe and felt

Jerusalem , but will not see his
face. The hat, is surrounded by his friends, conspicuous

whole dialogue in this scene was taken ver- among whom is Ahithophel (pronounced Ay-it

batim from the Bible, and was so well recited tóe -piel). Hushai the Archite (ch as in church )

that at the close of the widow's speech we tenders his submission. A council of war is

conscious of an unusual moisture about held , and the contradictory opinions of Ahith

the eyes ; but what followed was exceedingly ophel and IIushai are given, the latter having

ludicrous.
the preference. The entire dialogue is verbatim

Scene 6–To Absalom enters a servant, who from the Bible. As the council breaks up,

narrates the burning of Jual's corn ; he has lIushai lags behind ; and to Zadok , who enters

come in all haste, after obeying his master in at the same moment, he briefly reports what

this business, and expects Joab and his ser- has passed , urging that a message should be

vants are after him .' Presently, another servant sent to David, " bidding him Lasten

announces the coming of Joab, who complains Jordan.
Scene 11 shows the tent, as before ; Joab and

gains his promise to endeavour to bring about soldiers marching around. Enter David, to

à complete reconciliation with the king. him Ahimaaz , who reports the result of the

Scene 7 exhibits the reconciliation ; it is little council. " Ahithophel (he says) was a wise

more than a tablean, the attitudes apparently man ; he went hone, set his house in order, and

studied from a picture of " The Prodigal's hanged himself. David produces his sword,

Return .' declaring that he is now ready to lead his

Scene 8 presents a grotesque specimen , the friends to battle. Joab remonstrates ; David's

only one, of the scene-painter's art. Absalom , life is worth ten thousand of theirs ; he must

in his pink calico robe and a black felt hat, not incur needless danger. David acquiesces,

is seated, reading, on cane-bottomed chair but begs Joab to cleal gently with the young

beside theway of the gate.' The gate, which is man ,' and all march off. Re-enter Joab, with

closed , is of practicable height, apparently about out a moment's interval ; to him a soldier,

son as

were

over
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announcing, ' I Absalom hanged in an that this was meant as a slight ; but there was

oak The short Biblical dialogue in this place is no reply .

somewhat abridged ; and Joab rushes out, say Wynyan waited a few minutes, and then

ing: ' I may not tarry thus with thee.' addressed Brant again. “ You wished to see me,

Last scene of all, which ends this strange Mr Dalton ?'

eventful history. David and an attendant are • What ?—Oh, it's you . Wait a minute.'

beside the tent. Enter, successively, Ahimaaz W Vynyan coloured slightly and bit his lip,

and Hushai, who narrate the battle and the but the annoyance passed off. The matter was

death of Absaloin . David cries out : 'My God ! too petty to notice, and he waited , standing,

why hast Thou forsaken me ?' The harmonium but feeling all the while as if he would like to

in the corner strikes up a few bars of the Dead kick the insolent young dandy:

March ; and the body of Absalom is brought in, Hum ! Ha! Don't agree with you ,' muttered

covered with a sheet, upon a bier that had Brant, affecting to finish the speech he had

evidently been designed for the obsequies of tried to read , but of whose import he knew

the swinish multitude. David delivers an ora- nothing, his thoughts having been all the time

tion in the approved style of the theatrical upon Wynyan in his desire to humble him .

" heavy father ,' concluding with the well-remem - 'Now , then : what is it ?'

bereil words-so touching in their proper place , " You sent for me,' said Wynyan, with too

so absurdly incongruous at the close of a long much contempt now for the speaker to feel

speech : "Oh ! my son Absalom , would God I annoyed .

had died for thee ! ' The whole company, not ' I sent for you ? ' said Brant, staring.— 'Oh

forgetting the angels, gather around the bier ; yes ; I remember now. I want you to go over

and sing, to the tune Pilgrims of the Night, a ' those estimates, or whatever they are. '

dirge, of which the burden is, « Too late, too “ Will you allow me,' said Wynyan, reaching

late for grace. over, and Brant scowled as his colleague took

So ended the Sacred Drama of Absalom. It the keys from one of the drawers in the table,

was unmistakably regardel, both by actors and went to the small inner room and brought out

audience, as a great success ; and the hearty some freshly copied estimates. Then , for about

singing of the Doxology seemed in nowise out an hour, Brant sat with a supercilious look,

of place, in view of the spirit in which the smoking cigarettes and asking questions about

entire proceedings were conducted. There was certain prices.

no suspicion of anything ludicrous in the per " That will do,' he said at last, as he sat

formance ; the conduct of the actors was rever- back emitting short puffs of smoke ; while

ent throughout ; and even in the terlious yet | Wynyan bore the papers into the further room ,

laughable dinner scene, the extemporised dia- and brought back and replaced the keys in the

logue was designed to inculcate gratitude to drawer.

God for the good things of this life. We will By this time Brant had taken up
the

paper

not venture an opinion as to the utility of again, and used it as a screen .

such a performance, from either a moral or you want any more ? asked

religious point of view ; but at least the inten- Wynyan.

tion was unimpeachable. We trulged home There was no reply, and he left the room to

ward through the rain, feeling that the evening go to his chair at the table opposite old Hamber,

had been well spent. We had been brought who, gold spectacles on nose, was working away

within a measurable distance of the religious with compasses and scale.

life of the fifteenth century ; and it seemed to After a few minutes, he pushed up his glasses,

us that between the simple piety that inspired and leaned across the table towards Wynyan.

the ' Cherry Tree Carol ' and the Coventry ' Feel satisfied with this morning's news, sir ??

Mysteries,' and that of the Primitive Metholists he whispered .

in the Black Country, the interval was much No, Hamber ; I am very uneasy.'

less than is generally supposed. am I, sir — so Pressure, Mr

Wynyan, pressure. Over this new invention, I

am afraid .

AV ELECTRIC SPAR K.*
' I fear so, Hamber,' said Wynyan, leaning

his head upon his hand , and gazing thought

fully at the clockwork -like old assistant.

Matters were none too pleasant at the offices. Going to be a very great thing, though , for

Brant obeyed his uncle, and took possession of the firm , I hope. I'm not pumping, sir. '

the private room , and the day following rang “ How did you know anything about it,

for Wynyan to be sent in to him . Hamber ? '

" As if I were one of the junior clerks, ' I could not help seeing that you and Mr

thought the young engineer, but he only smiled . Dalton had something important on the way,

" It does not matter," he said to himself ; and sir ; but Mr Dalton senior gave me a hint or

he went in to find Brant reading the paper two, sir. Ile explained nothing, only said that

and indulging in a cigarette. He did not take there was something new to come out from our

his eyes off the paper, but made-believe to go firm .'

on reading and sending a couple of jets of " Then you will excuse my being reticent,

smoke from his nostrils at intervals. Hamber.'

You wished to see me, Mr Dalton ? ' said · Excuse it, sir ? Of course . Oh yes : I'm

Wynyan at last, after seeing plainly enough always trusted at the proper time, and no

doubt shall be with this , but there are things

* Copyright reserved in the United States of America . that would be worth nothing if everyone

Do me

" So am I.

CHAPTER IX.-OPPOSITE POLES.
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heard what they were. Yes ; I hope it will be No : I'll come in this evening about nine .'

a grand thing for the firm , sir ; and then that ' And perhaps find that I have been called

Mr Dalton will leave off worrying. What is out to attend some silly old woman who is

money, sir, without health and peace of mind ! ' | digging her grave with her teeth , or some man

True, what indeed ? ' said Wynyan, with a who is doing it with a brandy glass.—Now ,no

sigh. nonsense, Wynyan : we've known each other

That afternoon, upon leaving the office, he five years now, and it's time we were friends.

walked slowly andthoughtfully away for a while, * Thank you, doctor. You are very good ;

till , finally deciding upon something about but'

which he was hesitating, he started off sharply ' But you 're going to stay, boy. I do want to

north, and made his way to Harley Street, say something to you — something very particular

where he stopped at a door bearing a brass to you ; so , no nonsense : do you hear ; I'll

plate with the lettering, “ Andrew Kilpatrick, answer all the questions I can .'

M.D. “ Then I'll stay, sir.'

" That's right, boy.—Not much to offer you,

but it shall be good. Not too early for you,

The man -servant who answered the door replied I hope, six ? '

that the doctor was in, but it was past his I eatat any time, sir.'

hour for seeing patients. Bad habit. Eat regularly and moderately.

" Take him my card. I have not come as a There, that's advice gratis ; but it's worth a

patient. guinea — a good many to some people,' said the

A minute later he was joined by the cloctor, doctor, ringing the bell. — By the way, got

who shook hands warmly. anything the matter with you ?'

' Nothing the matter, I hope, at the office ? Oh no.

No : I came on because I was uneasy about Yes, you have. But look here : if you have

Mr Dalton .' at any time, come to me, and I'll set you up

Eh ? No bad news. Rénée wrote last night again if it's to be done .'

that they were all at the Majestic, and her ' You ring, sir ? '

father seemed better . ' Yes : dinner ready ? '

' I am glad to hear it . But I want you to ‘ Yes, sir.

tell me, doctor, the simple truth about Mr “ Then come along, Wynyan.'

Dalton's health .'
They descended to the doctor's gloomy dining

' I have no business to do so to you, Wynyan. room , but the table was bright : there was an

These matters are private and confidential.' excellent dinner ; and afterwards the wine was

am deeply interested in Mr Dalton's carried into the library. Cigars were brought

health .' out , and the doctor sat back in his easy -chair

" So we all are. There ! he's far from well.' smoking placidly , and after a short silence said

' I know that, sir, ' said Wynyan, with a faint suddenly :

smile . Poor Dalton s not very long for this world ,

“ Then be satisfied . I won't say that he is Wynyan .'

not in danger, because we all are, and no one The younger man started up in his chair,

knows that better than a doctor. — There ; that's and dropped his cigar.

all I'm going to tell you now .' “ So bad as that, sir ? ' he said hoarsely.

" Then I must be satisfied, said Wynyan, ' Pick up your cigar : it's burning the carpet.

rising
-Yes ; so bad as that, and he knows it, poor

' Stop a bit , Wynyan. Dalton and I have fellow. He may live a year or two, or three

been friends five-andi-twenty years, and more if he avoids all excitement ; but a man can't

than once he has told me that he liked you, go on having those fainting-fits and live. He

so I like you too. ' has to depend now upon the strong medicine

' Thank you ,doctor,' said Wynyan, smiling. I give him as a sedative.'

He has told me, too, that he trusted you, * This is terrible !' said Wynyan.

and so I trust you , sir. He has said more “ Yes : terrible . Hardened doctor as I am, I

than that to me ; but in confidence : so I shan't say so too. Dalton has always been a good

tellyou that. friend to me, and I care for him more than

' I do not ask for such confidences, doctor : for any man I ever knew .'

I came in sheer anxiety about my employer.' Wynyan dropped his head upon his hand.

“ And I'm very glad to see you, Wynyan. Can you do nothing more for him , sir ? ' he

But look here, my lad : I've had a terribly said at last huskily.

hard day with a set of idiotic patients who ' No, boy ; but you can .'

will look upon a doctor as if they expected
" I ?

him to perform miracles. And we can't, you ' Yes : a good deal to make him at rest.'

know — 1100 a bit of it, my boy. But I was ' You say he knows how bad he is ? '

going to say, I'm utterly fagged and faint with ' Yes ; and yet, business - like fellow as he is

hunger. I wouldn't have seen a crown prince over most matters, he will not look that in the

when you came, but I saw you .' face, and make proper arrangements about his

' I am very grateful.” property. It is a man's duty , sir ; but he will

Not much to be grateful for, boy.—Now, go driving on about some great scheme he has

look here ; I can't talk till I've been fed. on hand : you know what.'

Come and have a chop and a glass of Burgınly ' Yes, sir, I do ; but that is substantially at

with me : after that, we'll smoke a good cigar, an end now.'

and I'll answer your questions.' ‘ And a good thing, too. Then , now you must

le

6
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help him to settle matters so that he can be of less importance. Generally speaking, one of

quite at rest.'
these acids predominates in any given kind of

• What am I to do ? '
fruit : thus, the chief acid of the grape is tar

" That's simple enough, Wynyan,' said the taric acid ; that of the orange and lemon is

doctor, watching him narrowly ; you have done

wonders for him : he has told me so. Tell him citric acid ; whilst in the apple we find malic

to make you his partner at once, and relieve acid as well as citric acid." Acetic acid also

him of his work.' exists in many fruits. Most of these fruit acids

• Confidence for confidence, doctor: he told are solid substances which dissolve easily in

me he would take me into the firm . '
water ; they are white and crystalline, like

* Then bring him up to the scratch, my lad, sugar, only, instead of having a sweet taste like

for both your sakes. Don't haggle about money.' the latter , they are extremely acid when placed

Doctor !

“ Well, what's the matter ? I'm speaking as
upon the tongue. The ingenuity of the experi

mental chemist has detected some hundreds of
a business man . Leave that to his sense of

honour
these acids in various plants, and they form an

Of course, sir. ' interesting branch of study ; but of all these,

" Then that isn't all .' citric acid and tartaric acid are not only the

•What do you mean? ' commonest, but by far the most important to

“ To tell you that I'm a very clever and mankind .

observant man in some things ; my training No chemical product represents a much larger

has made me. But in others I'm a perfect capital than that which is at present invested

idiot. Man can't be all strength, I suppose. — in the manufacture of citric and tartaric acids,

Well, sir, you told me a lie just now .'

' I ? cried Wynyan indignantly:
the produce of the lemon and the grape. The

“ Yes ; you said there was nothing the matter process by which they are obtained is so simi

with you, and all thetime you've got it badly.' lar, that both these acids are generally manu

' I don't understand you, sir,' said Wynyan factured by the same makers. They are both

warmly. white, crystalline acids, and very similar in

Fib' the second . — Bah ! boy, own it like an their uses and properties, though in many re

honest man . There's nothing to be ashamed of. spects decidedly different. Citric acid is much

Think I'm blind ? Why, if I hadn't seen it the dearest, being at the present time about

before, the other evening would have convinced

me.' one shilling and sixpence a pound , whilst tar

Wynyan's cigar went out.
taric acid is one shilling and twopence. Of

“ There was that confounded young scamp late, the price of the latter has risen, anıl that

Brant raging with jealousy , and thinking, the of both acids fluctuates, of course, according to

idiot, that he could make the wind blow in the supply upon the market. As they are put

his direction by carrying on with that black- to different uses in the arts, manufactures, and

eyed little hussy, Isabel Endoza ; and there were in medicine, it was necessary to discover some

you looking like a fellow in a play.' delicate tests by which they may be readily dis

Look here, doctor ;' criedWynyan, starting tinguished, and the adulteration of the dearer

up indignantly ; ' I cannot stand this.'

Not from your medical man ?–There ! throw by the cheaper acid was formerly much more

than it is since these tests
that cigar away, and light another while I talk common

to you for your good . I tell you , man, that brought to light.

there's nothing to be ashamed of. Why, I like Though the acidity of lemon juice was known

you for it. Bless her ! she's the best and to the ancients, it is only in comparatively

dearest girl that ever existed : a jewel, sir. modern times that some glimpses were obtained

Look at her, a perfect beauty, with a skin like for the first time of the very remarkable sub

alabaster ; eyes that beam comfort to every one
stance to which this acidity is due. In 1774 a

she cares for ; and hall-marked with my vac
Swedish chemist named Georgi or Georgius (as

cination scar on both her pretty arms.'

( To be continued .) it was the fashion in those days to Latinise the

names of distinguished men ) endeavoured to

CITRIC ACID. obtain the acid in a pure state. For this pur

Every one knows that unripe fruit has an acid posehe filled a bottle entirely with lemon juice,

corked it, and placed it in a cellar for four
taste, and that this taste is not entirely gone years. At the end of that time the mucilage

even in fruit that is perfectly mature. Added and other impurities contained in the juice

to the sweetness, due to sugar, this acidity gives were found deposited at the bottom of the

to the ripe fruit a pleasant, refreshing quality, bottle . The liquid poured off from this deposit

which is much appreciated during the heat of was put in a cool place, the temperature at the

time being twenty-eight degrees Fahrenheit, or

By a long series of laborious researches, which four degrees of frost, which caused the water to

date back to the last century, it has been dis- freeze, but not the acid , and the liquid poured

covered that all fruits owe this peculiar taste citric acid . It had never before been obtained

from the ice was
away

a strong solution of

to the presence, in the pulp of the fruits, of so strong. But Georgi does not appear to have

several acids, such as acetic acid (vinegar ), citric boiled down or evaporated this liquid to obtain

acid , tartaric acid, malic acid , and some others the solid acid , just as solid sugar is got by

were

slimmer .
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evaporating the juice of the sugar -cane ; and with several times its bulk of water, sweetened

had be done so, he would only have produced with sugar, and scented with a single drop of

a very impure product, and have been puzzled essence of lemon, an artificial lemonade is

and disappointed. cheaply produced, which is much used as

It was reserved for another Swedish chemist, cooling drink in fever hospitals. It has also

the immortal Scheele — to whom the science of been used in the navy as a substitute for fresh

chemistry owes a greater number of discoveries lemon juice in the treatment or prevention of

thai to any other man - to obtain citric acid scurvy, but has been found much less efficient.

in the solid form , and to show that it was quite In fact, this artificial lemonade is by no means

different from tartaric acid, which he had for- equal to that made from pure lemon jạice,

merly discovered. It was in 1784, or just ten whether used at table or for invalids. In rhieu

years after Georgi's experiment, that Scheele matism or rheumatic gout, the fresh juice of

made known his process for obtaining pure the lemon is preferred on account of the bi

citric acid from the juice of the lemon , and it citrate of potashi which it contains. Pure lemon

is that which is carried out at the present time. juice is also a valuable remedy in sore throat

This is not the place to discuss the tech- and diphtheria ; cases have been recorded in

nical details of this manufacture, which is fully which children have apparently been cured of

described in all works on practical chemistry ; ! this terrible disease by constantly sucking oranges

we will simply state that twenty gallons of or lemons.

good lemon juice will afford fully ten pounds Pure citric acid possesses, like some other

of white crystals of citric acid. It is interesting acids, the power of destroying the bad effects

to note, however, that citric acid is contained of polluted water used for drinking ; but it is

in a very large number of plants besides oranges perhaps best to boil the water before adding a

and lemons. Almost all our unripe fruits con little citric acid to it.

tain it in notable quantities, and so does the Besides the production of artificial lemonade,

ripe fruit of the tomato. In currants and goose- immense quantities of citric acid are annually

berries it is present to so large an extent that consumed in the manufacture or preparation of

it might probably be manufactured in England pharmaceutical products, such as the effervescing

at a profit from the juice of these fruits gath- citrate of magnesia, citrate of quinine, and iron,

ered before they are quite ripe. The experiment and many other preparations which employ

has been macle in France. The juice of the un thousands of hands in all parts of the civilised

ripe gooseberries is first caused to ferment in a world .

warm place , and the spirit thus produced is In the laboratory of the experimental chemist,

distilled ; the remaining liquid yields nearly citric acid , by being treated in various ways, has

one pound of pure citric acid for every hundrel been decomposed, and made to yield a number

pounds of gooseberries ; and ten pints of spirit of interesting products, including some peculiar

are obtained by the distillation of the fermented acids found in plants very different from the

juice. lemon or the orange, the gooseberry, currant,

The Italian Government is at present very strawberry, bilberry, & c., in which it abounds.

desirous of encouraging the manufacture of citric Thus, the aconitic acid found in the root

and tartaric aciils in Sicily , especially the of the deadly aconite and in the curious

former ; and prizes of five hundred, three hun equisetum , or horsetail, has among other pro

dred and fifty, and one hundred and seventy- ducts been obtained artificially in this manner.

five pounds, are offered , in addition to some But all these products are yet without any

bonus for the managers, to any persons, natives practical importance; and, indeed , citric acid

or foreigners , who shall open worksin that itself, although hundreds of tons of it are annu

island for this purpose not later than February ally employed for the few purposes

1896. An Englishman tried something of the tioned in this article, las really been very little

kind in Sicily during the years 1809 and 1810, studied from a practical point of view , and it

when he manufactured about three hundred is almost certain that a considerable number

tons of citrate of lime ; but the affair was a of new applications will be found for it before

failure. The workmen of the country, unused many years have elapsed .

to this kind of labour, were very troublesome

to manage, and there was a great difficulty in

procuring the chalk and barrels necessary for
AN UNAUTHORISED INTERVENTION.*

the work . As there are now two works of this

kind in Sicily , things may have improved since
the beginning of the century. Still , progress is It was then that a brilliant inspiration struck

slow there, and the encouragement offered in the Jack . The name of the street had sounded

way of prizes by the Italian Minister of Agri- familiar to him , and all at once he remem

culture is very small compared with the outlay bered why. - The British Consulate ! ' he ex

required to erect works, to purchase or rent claimed . " It is in the Calle Mayor, is it not ?

land , and to undergo the risk of the whole –Do you know it, Diego ? '

enterprise.

Enormous quantities of citric acid are used
Diego did : it was (he said) on the other

in calico-printing, in pharmacy, and in the pre

side of the street, not far from the Plaza.

paration of artificial lemonade. About an ounce
* Can we reach it in safety ? '

and a quarter (five hundrel and seventy grains) Ile thought so.

of pure citric acid dissolved in a pint of ' Let us go, then ! ' urged Jack. " They will

water gives a solution which has theaverage

acidity of good lemon juice. When diluted
Copyright reserved in the United States of America.

men

CHAPTER V.-CONCLUSION.
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give us shelter there. The Consul is a good Mrs Chalmers came
back just he had

friend of mine, even if it weren't his duty.' finished.

He appealed eagerly to Dolores. " You will
" Ilow is she ? ' he asked.

come, señorita ? You must be tired : and I am
' Only exhausted with the fatigue and the

sure Afrs Chalmers will be only too glad to take her feet all day, in the service of a certain

excitenient. And no wonder : she has been on

care of you for the night .'
' It must be as youplease, Señor Thorola : younggentleman. She is fast asleep alrendy.'

" She is a girl of remarkably good sense,'

said Dolores. “ It is very foolish of me, but I remarked Jack , suppressing a yawn. And ,

do feel a little faint.' with your permission, I shall go to bed

" Well , that settles it ! -On you go, Diego !'
also ,

So they turned their backs on the combat Hedid so, and was not prevented by the con

ants, and moved boldly along the Calle Mayor tinnal rattle of rifle -fire from sleeping soundly .

in the direction of the Plazil. Albeit they met Andwhen hecame down to breakfast next

not a son , Jack did not breathe freely until morning, somewhat late, he looked round in

yain for Dolores.

he behelil the familiar escutcheon, with the “ Your friend went off very early,' explained

royal arms of his country upon it, and was Mrs Chalmers, observing his disappointment.

hammering with right gooil-will upon the iron Yes : she had quite recovered. We found her

gate of the Consulate. Like all Spanish- servant sleeping in the gateway this morning,

American houses of the better class, it was and sent her off under his protection . Don't

built round interior courtyard ; and it blame me, Mr Thorold ; she would go. She is

seemed an age before his clamour made an
| staying just beyond the city , and was anxious

impression on the inmates, and he heard some
i for news about young. Tovar. '

bocły moving behind the gate. Then a little to have all the luck, he lamented .

Jack pulled a wry face. “ That beggar seems

grating was pulled back, and a voice demanded
• Is it so bail ?' laughed Mrs Chalmers. Well,

who was there. here's consolation for you : she hoped you

Jack recognised it joyfully. ' Is that you , 'wouldn't leave San Estevan without sceing her

Chalmers ? he cried. Open the door—it is I , again.'

Jack Thoroll ! '
I don't mean to,' said Jack.

Jack Thorold ! What in the’
Breakfast over, the Consul asked him what

Never mind that ! Quick, man –unless you were not exactly safe for a foreigner ; during

he intended to do with himself. The streets

want is to be shot in cold blood on your the night, the insurgents had driven the garri

doorstep !'
son back to the Plaza ; and although they had

A second ! ' There was a clatter of bolts, melted away with daylight, things were natu

and at last the gate was opened wide enough to rally in a somewhat chaotic condition.

aclmit thein . Jack , with Dolores on his arm , . ' I was thinking of paying Ferreira a morn

was about to pass in , when he noticed that the ing call,' saiol Jack. I have that apology to

other member of the party had disappeared.

get, you know .'

Bullo ! where is Diego ?' he asked .

Chalmers stared at him . ' Honestly ?' he said .

* Gone to take his share in the fighting, I

Why not ? '

" But is it wise ?'

think ,' said Dolores, in the most matter -of- fact
" That's your business, old man, grinned

tone, Jack . What's the use of a Consul, if he can't

Mr Chalıners was a middle -ageil Scotsman, protect his countrymen from arrest and all sorts

with the national gift of caution . He barred of insult ? Tell me that ! '

the gate behind them , and without a word leil Maybe you're right about going, though,

the way across the patio and along the veranda said Chalmers, on due consideration. ' If you're

to his dining-room, where he glanced from one determined to stay in the city

' I've got to see this affair through .'
to the other with such a comical look that

' In that case, better settle with Ferreira at

Jack could scarcely forbear to langh. Instead , But we'll do it in order. l'll write

he maile haste to introduce his companion . asking him for an official interview on im

" And if it had not been for this larly,' he portant business, and in the meanwhile I have

said, ' I should have been shot to -morrow morn à telegram or two to send off — in case of

ing by General Ferreira, and you would have trouble.

had an international complication to unravel.
Ferreira's reply, which gave Jack some wicked

If Mrs Chalmers is anywhere about'
amusement, was that he would be delighted to

'I will go for her," said the Consul, after he receive Mr Chalmers in the afternoon . After

had bidden them welcome with Scotch hearti- Plaza to make the visit. The usual number of
lunch , accordingly, they walked along to the

soldiers wils loitering about, and Jack imagined

She returned with him in a few minutes ; that some of them regarded him rather closely ;

and when she saw how tired -out and weak the but they were ushered without interference and

girl was - the men , of course, hal harılly noticed without delay into the presence of the Governor.

it - insisteil upon carrying her off at once. Ile was in the olil room ; and , as before, Señor

Then Jack , having hall some supper, had his Elias was with him .

story to tell ; and tolil it, 110w that all had " Goodl- lay, gentlemen ,' said Jack softly .

ended well , with much humorous comment. ' You ?' Ferreira leaped to his feet, red in

cx's
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server.

the face with many conflicting, emotions, his a skirmish on the previous evening between the

hand seeking his sword ; Elias simply stared at opposing forces the famous Gatling guns had

him in utter surprise. been captured by the Tovarites.

At your service.
I have come for your “ If it's true,' said the Consul, 'we may expect

apology to see them in the capital within the week .

It was amusing to watch the changes on the

General's countenance - doubt, perplexity, rage, Events moved fast during the next three days.

showed themselves in rapid succession, until First, the rebel citizens, having taught Ferreira

finally the last predominated, and his hand a lesson, essayed a midnight attack upon the

moved towards a bell which stood on the castle, and met with so little opposition from

table.
the complaisant Governor that they captured it.

Pardon me,' interposed Chalmers, coming Then, waxing bolder with success, they practi

forward . ' I should advise you to do nothing cally confined the authorities to the centre of

rash , General. This gentleman, who has a the town. Hour by hour the prospects of the

complaint against you for unjustifiable arrest, is revolution brightened. Good news came from

a guest and friend of mine, and British the seat of war. Juan Tovar had taken com

subject, Mr John Thorold, Secretary to Her mand ; all jealousies were allayed ; the army

Majesty's Legation to these republics.' was confident of victory. At length, on the

Ferreira did not seem to understand. But third day, authentic intelligence was received

Tovar ? I do not doubt you, señor ; but' of a decisive battle—so decisive that Melgarejo's

' I have nothing whatever to do with Tovar,' force had practically ceased to exist, while he

said Jack. “ Probably, owing to your stupid himself had fallen on the field. And, as the

mistake, he is already in command of the result, General Ferreira and a choice body of

revolutionary army.' kindred spirits-all those who for divers reasons

* And you ? ' the Governor burst out, glaring dared not await the sequel - betook themselves

at him . ' If you are not Tovar, you are an in some haste to Sampacho by rail, and there

accomplice : you have friends amongst the rebels, sought refuge on board H.M. gunboat Wasp !

who helped you to break out of prison : that For by such strokes of irony does Destiny

you cannot deny, and as long as I have power amuse herself.

in the city ' Jack Thorold's sole regret in the meanwhile

Again Chalmers interposed. " Permit me to was that he had seen no more of his fair pre

remind you of my statement,' he said, with an On the fourth morning, hearing that

assumption of dignity. ' For the rest, I tele- Juan Tovar had arrived during the night amid

graphed my facts this morning to Sir Ralph the acclamations of the multitude, and taken up

Petre, our Minister at Salvatierra, and asked his residence in the National Palace, he deter
him to take steps for the protection of British mined to make some inquiries. He was saved

interests. I have just received the reply that the necessity, however, by the receipt of a note

Her Majesty's gunboat Wasp, at present" lying from Tovar, inviting him , with many polite

at New Salvatierra, will arrive off Sampacho expressions, to lunch . He went, of course ; and

to -morrow evening. And in these circumstances,' the first person he recognised when he entered

he added , “ I hope that the unfortunate matter the room , conspicuous in the midst of a dozen

will end in this room. ' others, was Dolores in person. The faces of

Elias plainly agreed with him ; but Ferreira two men were also familiar. One, except for a

tramped to and fro for a little before realising lighter complexion, bore a remarkable likeness

that, whether he liked it or not, he must to the English -speaking Indian of Sampacho ;

apologise to his late prisoner. Doubtless, it was and the other, the central figure of the group,
a bitter pill to swallow, for he was a man of was—as the intelligent reader has already

a quick and imperious temper. It is bare guessed-one and the same with Señor Valdez,

justice to say that he did it handsomely, and his fellow -passenger on the Idaho. Now he was

as if he meant every word ; and that, besides resplendent in a general's uniform ; and although

promising to send Jack's belongings to the Con- there were points of resemblance between them

sulate, he went one better ' by volunteering to in build and general feature, nobody, seeing

give him a self- conduct—to prevent, as he put them together, would have confused them for a

it, any inconvenience from keen - eyed soldiers moment. The mistake of Ferreira and his

during his stay. underlings was not unnatural, for of course they

And so the incident closed, on Jack's part had never seen the real Tovar in manhood.

with satisfaction, and on the other with Evidently Jack's story was known, for noth

capital pretence of courtesy and good-will . ing could exceed the warmth of welcome with

As they wereleaving , a dusty and travel which he was received by Juan andDolores,

stained orderly brushed rudely past them on and the others to whom he was introduced.

the stairs, making for the Governor's room . Then Tovar drew him aside. ' I really don't

Outside, in the Plaza and the Calle Mayor, know how I am to thank you, Mr Thorold , he

groups of solliers had drawn together in sig- said. If it hadn't been for you, I shouldn't

nificant confabulation ; and from one of them have been here to-day — perhaps my fate would

Chalmers learned that an important despatch have been that of my poor father. " Thinking of

had arrived from the front, but of what nature it, I wonder if it wasn't Providence which put

the man would (or could ) not say. There it in your head to land at Sampacho.'

were, as we know , other cliannels of informa • Are you not placing it too high ? ' asked

tion in San Estevan than the official one. And , Jack. Besides, for myself, I was only a passive

later in the afternoon, the rumour ran round instrument.'

the town — and was generally accepted—that in • But that does not absolve me from gratitude.

a
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SCIENCE AND ARTS.

First and last, you have been my good angel. And Sir Ralph Petre, who was present, said

You remember our talk on the Idaho ? Well, not a word about his subordinate's unauthorised

I confided in the captain , and he landed me at but effective intervention in the affairs of a

a little creek about two miles below the port. friendly State.

I got to the rendezvous just as my friends,

certain that I was a prisoner, had completed

arrangements for a rescue. I had some trouble,
Τ Η Ε Μ Ο Ν Τ Η :

too, in convincing them of my identity : none of

them had met me for years. Of course your A MEMORIAL tablet to the late Professor Couch

capture made our path smoother. To tell the

truth, Mr Thorold, I didn't bother too much Adams has recently been placed in Westminster

about you , for I thought you were sure to be Abbey, and this event should not be allowed

liberated at San Estevan. You know already to pass without a few words with reference

how we travelled with you as far as the plain to one who has been described as the greatest

disguised as Indians, and how the quick temper mathematical astronomer England has pro

of our friend almost caused a conflict. Te duced since the time of Sir Isaac Newton. To

reached the army late that night ; and the next John Couch Adams was due the discovery of

day our spies discovered that Melgarejo's force the planet Neptune ; and the history of that

was in a state of immense jubilation over your remarkable feat is one of those 'fairy tales of

capture. We took advantage of the fact to science which it is somewhat difficult for an

surprise them—the capture of the coveted ' ordinary mind to believe. Here is the story in

Gatlings was the result. Thanks to the spirit brief. The planet Uranus had been some years

of my men , the rest was easy .-- Now , please before discovered by Sir W. Herschel ; its size

Heaven , he concluded earnestly, we shall open and mass had been estimated, its orbit and

a brighter page in the country's history, and period determined , its family of satellites recog

you will believe me, Mr Thorold, that I at nised , and it had been formally admitted , so to

least will never forget your part in bringing speak, into the solar system . But there were

it about.
certain irregularities in its movements which

They shook hands upon it. ' Nor I,' said could not be accounted for, until the bold sug

Jack — and that for more reasons than the gestion was made that these perturbations must

obvious. be due to some unknown body, some orb

• Your imprisonment, for one ?' suggested Juan. which was travelling outside the path of Uranus,

'My sister Dolores has told me the whole story and disturbing the planet by its attraction.

Well, we must try to make it up to you while Both Adams and Leverrier, the French astron

you remain here.' He slipped his arm through omer, set themselves to the seemingly impos

Jack's. And for lunch ! ' he cried sible task of detecting the place of this hypo

gaily. thetical body. Adams was the first to succeed ;

Jack did not hear : his brain was in a whirl and in September 1845 he indicated the place

over the strange revelation . * Dolores — your where the disturbing planet might be looked for,

sister !' he managed to gasp at last. ' But I the form and position of its orbit, and its mass

thought'
and mean distance. It is well that such a man

• Why, of course she is !' said Tovar, laughing should receive recognition as one of the greatest

heartily at his amazement. * And for proof. — of the century.

Dolores,' he called to her, ' come here and con The Structure and Functions of the Horse's

vince Mír Thorold that I am not an impostor.' Foot formed the subject of an interesting

Dolores came forwarıl , blushing very pret- lecture at the Royal Institution by Veterinary

tily . “ Will you forgive me? she entreated . Captain F. Smith , who pointed out the prac

Dolores Alvarado is the name I have used tical importance of the subject in connection

since I returned to San Estevan, and you are with the shoeing of horses. After describing

partly to blame for the deception yourself. by means of models the anatomical structure

You were so ready, you know , to imagine, of the foot, the lecturer pointed out the im

something. And perhaps there was another portance of considering the amount of mois

reason,' she said , reddening again. ture in the lorn of the hoof, which varied from

“May I ask it ? ' twenty per cent. in the front part to forty

She looked up smilingly. • What if I did per cent in the footpad or frog . Horn when

not wish you to spoil your chances of escape moist was soft and elastic, but became quite

by making love to me, Mr Thorold ?' she brittle when dry; The function of the pad

answered.
was to save the leg from concussion, and if a

Then I will only forgive you on one con- horse was so shod that the pad did not touch

dition .'
the ground, it would shrink up, and the hoof

· Yes ? ' would become narrower, thus lessening the area

• That the restriction is removed ,' said Jack of the foot. It was too much the custom

as they went into luncheon.
among farriers to remove the pads ; another

evil practised being the paring away of the

That it was removed seems to be proved by horn of the sole , which was designed by nature

the fact that, some two months later, on the to protect the delicate parts above it.

day on which Juan Tovar was chosen Presi At the spring meeting of the Iron and Steel

dent of San Estevan by the unanimous vote of Institute, some very interesting and valuable

the National Convention , his sister was married papers were read . Among these was one by

in the cathedral of the capital to Mr John Mr J. E. Stead, which detailed certain experi

Thorold , of Her Majesty's Diplomatic Service. ments which the author had made on the effects

now
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of the presence of small quantities of arsenic in tion method, so that a cable may be dispensed

steel. It is generally known among engineers with in the case of deep water and a rough

that arsenic in any quantity in steel is highly bottom . The results already achieved have

objectionable, and they have generally discarded been most satisfactory, one light-vessel having

such metal for structural puu'poses . But it has made six communications with the shore rela

not hitherto been shown that a small propor- tive to vessels in distress, and another nineteen

tion of arsenic may be disregarded . Mi Stead such urgent messages. In every case the light

has investigated the matter with other metal- vessels in question also employed the ordinary

lurgists, and has carried out systematic trials on methods of signalling by gun, rocket, or flag,

a large scale . It was found that steel having using the electric current to transmit fuller

from 0.10 to 0 · 15 per cent. of arsenic associated information to the mainland.

with it gave normal results under careful It was at one time supposed that the rings

mechanical tests . Oxidation was to some extent of Saturn represented a solid structure, and

retarded by the presence of arsenic, welding this view was generally accepted until in 1857

was rendered more difficult, and the electrical Clerk - Mlaxwell demonstrated theoretically that

conductivity of the metal was materially re- these curious appendages to the distant planet

duced . It would seem from these experiments, consisted of myriads of small bodies revolving

which were corroborated by Sir Henry Bessemer, round it. Professor Keeler, Director of the

that the presence of small quantities of arsenic Alleghany Observatory, has recently verified

in steel , precautions against which have hitherto this conclusion experimentally by means of the

given much trouble, may be disregarded. spectroscope. Saturn's spectrum , as might be

There are very few articles of diet left to expected from a planet, is identical_with that

us to which some faddist or other will not of the sun, and many of the dark Fraunhofer

point with a finger of horror, and tell us that lines can be found in it. These lines are

it is a fruitful source of disorder or disease. displaced by the motion of the opposite edges

Oysters liave lately been found to be dire of Saturn's rings, and it is shown that the

offenders in this way, and the dainty mollusc tiny bodies which comprise those rings travel

must not be eaten unless first cooked, to kill at from ten to thirteen miles per second, the

the disease germs which it gathers from the innerniost moving at the higher speed. Thus

mud. Another delicacy in the shape of mush- it has been shown that the wonderful laws

rooms has more recently come under the in- which regulate planetary revolutions generally

quisitorial ban . Mushrooms from the fresh hold good for those tiny grains of cosmic matter

green pastures are all right, but those grown, which revolve in dense streamis round the

or rather forced , for consumption in large cities stupendous orb of Saturn.

and towns are all wrong. For they are mostly Some years ago, when Epping Forest was

grown, we are told , on vile and rotting filth threatened with extinction owing to the greed of

of every description, which is gathered together adjacent landowners, the Corporation of London

in large towns, and delivered to suburban and came forward, took possession of the ground,

country mushroom growers. The mushrooms and devoted ' it to the public use for ever.

not only assimilate some of this vile stuff, but The forest consists of about thirty thousand

the arrangement of its umbrella -like head is acres, and is a rare playground for Londoners,

particularly adapted for catching vapours wliich very few of whom have any other means of

are deadly to man and beast. If all this be knowing what a forest is like. Much corre

true, it is certain that the old -fashioned poisons, spondence has lately taken place with regard to

bothí mineral and vegetable, have had their day. the system of forestry which is being adopted

Any one wishing to emulate the feats of the by the authorities at Epping, it being alleged

Borgias could do so by regaling those whose that good trees are being ruthlessly cut down,

removal' is desirable upon such luxuries as and the entire aspect of the natural wood

oysters and mushrooms, suitably raised . being gradually transformed into that of a culti

The third Report of the Royal Commission vated park. Others allege that the Conservators

on Electrical Communication with Lighthouses are managing the forest with discretion and

and Light-vessels has recently been published, good taste. Parks the people of London happily

and it gives some interesting particulars regard- lave in plenty, but they have only this one

ing this very important addition to our means example near them of nature unadorned, and

of saving life at sea. The recommendations of it would be a thousand pities if it were not

former Reports have been carried out, and now gently treated .

an additional list of stations is named which Professor Liversidge has been experimenting

it is suggested should be brought into circuit upon Waterproofing Brick and Sandstone with

with the telegraphic system of the country. oil, with a view to determine for what length

The system of communication which has been of time those materials can be protected from

adopted with regard to light-ships is that known moisture by such treatment. The general pro

as the ‘ Sunk ' system , a name derived from the cedure was to allow the stone or brick to

first light-ship with which a cable was experi- absorb as much oil as it would take up, and then

mentally connected nine years ago. This is the to expose it to the weather for a long period.

best method yet devised, for the mechanical The cheapest oils were employed — namely,

arrangements permit of the vessel swinging linseed, boiled linseed, and crude mineral oil.

round with the tile without injury to the line The last seemed to give little or no protec

of communication , and also allow the telephone tion , for it quickly evaporated. The sandstone

to be employed , which last is a most valuable absorbed far less oil than the bricks, which

provision . But the Commissioners suggest that were sound , machine-made articles. The bricks

experiments should be made with the induc- retained all the oil which they absorbed, and at
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the end of four years had not lost weight, and zigzag arrangement, but it is never
seen in

were quite impervious to water. But the sand nature. A photograph of lightning exhibits it

stone cubes experimen
ted on, although they had as it really is, à sinuous line of light with

returned to their original weight, and it might branches like those of a tree. Artists had also

therefore be supposed that the oil had left a stereotyped method of depicting explosions,

them , still retained the property which the oil and photograph
y has been able in this instance,

had conferred upon them of repelling moisture. also, to point out their faults. We are reminded

They were practically impervious to water. of these things by a photograph which has been

A correspondent of the Scientific American, published of the recent big blast at Penrhyn

writing from Denver, tells how one of his slate quarries. A pillar of rock estimated to

children blowing soap bubbles sent them adrift weigh one hundred and twenty thousand tons

in the cold air—it was fourteen degrees below was demolished by a charge of seven tons of

zero - when they instantly froze and fell to the gunpowder. The photograph shows a cloud of

as hollow spheres of ice. It will be smoke caused by the powder, and the mighty

remembered that frozen soap bubbles were pro- mass of rock subsiding through it in a disin

duced at the Royal Institution not long ago by tegrated condition.

Professor Dewar by submitting the bubbles to The Report of the Royal Commission on

the cold atmosphere lying upon the surface of tuberculosis does not seem to do more than

liquid air. This curious and beautiful experi. confirm the conclusions which had already been

ment was described in these columns at the time arrived at by those who have made a study of

of its occurrence, and it is interesting to see that this form of disease. It was known, for example,

it has been repeated in cold air not produced that tuberculosis could be conveyed to healthy

by artificial means. animals by food derived from those which are

One has only to turn to the chemical text- infected . It was also known that milk from

books of a few years back to see that there cows with tuberculous udders was a very active

were three gases which were described as per- disseminator of disease, and that boiling deprived

manent, in that they had never been liquefied ; it of its dangerous character by killing the germs

these were nitrogen, oxygen , and hydrogen contained in it. Infected meat can also be ren

The first two were liquefied some time ago, dered innocuous by very thorough cooking.

and hydrogen remained the one gas which A simple form of experimental Lamp for

could be described as obstinate. This element burning acetylene has been devised by Dr T.

has now been liquefied by Professor Olszewski Sloane, and apparently it has been modelled on

of Cracow. The temperature at which hydrogen the apparatus for producing hydrogen, which

passes from a liquid to a state of vapour - that has long been known in the laboratory. It con

is, its critical point, is 233 degrees C., its sists of an outer jar of water, floating within

boiling-point being ten degrees higher. We which is a lamp chimney, corked at the upper

may mention in connection with these liquefied end, and furnished with a stopcock and gas jet.

gases that the cold burns' which they give are Depending from the cork inside the chimney

most painful, and difficult to heal. M. Raoul is a wire ending in a basket containing a lump

Pictet, who was one of the first to liquefy of calcium carbide, which it will be remembered

oxygen and nitrogen, says that a drop of liquid gives off acetylene directly it comes into con

air upon the skin first turns the surface red, tact with water. Upon gas being evolved , the

then blue, and that the spot extends to nearly lamp chimney rises in the water, and the caged

double its original size. In serious cases , the carbide is thus prevented from giving off more

skin becomes detached , and there is a long and vapour until that consumed in the burner above

stubborn suppuration . In one case, the wound causes it once more to dip. In this way a

from a drop of liquid air remained open for supply of gas is constantly evolved as long as

more than six months.
may be required. Such a lamp can be easily

An Exhibition is to be held in Berlin during home made ; but the carbide, as far as we can

the spring and summer of next year in honour ascertain , is not yet procurable in small

of that city's advance as an industrial and quantities.

manufacturingcentre. It was at first proposed Among the recent interesting additions to

to give this Exlibition an international char- the magnificent Natural History Museum at

acter ; but other coming Exhibitions - notably Kensington is a complete cast of the Ignanodon,

the one to be lield at Paris in 1900 — were which has been acquired by the trustees of the

regarded as possible rivals, and the idea was British Museum by Exchange with the Brussels

relinquished . " The Exhibition is to be mainly Institution. The British Museum has possessed

confined to the products of Berlin factories, for some time teeth and detached bones of this

industries, and fine arts ; but exhibits from other primeval monster, which were unearthed at

parts of Germany will be admitted under Tilgate Forest, Sussex ; at Maidstone, Kent ;

certain restrictions. and in other places. But no complete skeleton

Although it is the fashion among a certain of the extinct land reptile has been found in

section of artists to speak disdainfully of the this country. The Iguanodon was a vegetable

work of the camera, all must admit that it has feeder, with teeth adapted to crush the young

been able to teach those who hold the pencil shoots and leaves of plants. The skeleton at

some lessons of great value. Before the era of South Kensington has a height of fifteen feet,

what is called instantaneous' photography, it and is thirty feet in length.

was customary for artists to depict å flash of Every year adds to our knowledge concerning

forked lightning as a zigzag across the sky of that interesting period of British_history covered

a very angular and pronounced form . In some by the Roinan occupation , for Roman remains

of the best pictures one can see this familiar are constantly being brought to light. But the

le
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historian will be mostly indebted to those who rises from the side of Hayne Down, surrounded

have interested themselves during recent years by a mass of loose granite blocks of great size,

in the excavations which have taken place at the soil between which has been washed away

Silchester, which has been called the English by rain and burrowed by rabbits. One of these

Pompeii. During the past year, six and a half I selected for a seat, and pulled out a sandwich

acres of ground have been excavated , and the case. But alas ! the pouch , which I had quite

results have been highly satisfactory. Beyond forgotten, came out with it, and tumbling into

the usual number of coins which came to light, a yawning crack, disappeared. I was greatly

there was discovered a hoard in an earthenware annoyed, for all sorts of possibilities as to its

pot, which proved to consist of two hundred contents came across me. Not far below was a

and fifty -three silver denarii of various dates, broken bit of wire -fence, which had served to

having a range of about two hundred and fifty keep cattle out of a boggy spot. I secured a long

years. But the most interesting discovery was piece of it, hammered the end with a stone into

that of a number of furnaces of an industrial a hook, and fished for some time, but with no

character, which far this country is success, and went away at last, leaving the wire

concerned are unique. These furnaces, with in the hole, and Bowerman, as I fancied, sardon

wells adjoining, are believedl — from comparison ically grinning at my failure.

with similar erections at Pompeii — to have been Next morning, the following advertisement in

used for dyeing fabrics. There are also a series the Western Morning News caught my eye :

of flues which are supposed to have been used ' Lost, on the 8th instant, near Bovey Tracey,

for drying purposes. Such flues do not exist a small black leather pouch, containing mineral

at Pompeii, where the warmer climate would specimens. Any one bringing it to George

naturally render such devices unnecessary. Durgess, The Lodge, Blackaton Manor, Bovey,

A curious result of the late intense frost in will receive Two Pounds Reward. '

London was the occasional stoppage of the So I sent off a note on the spot to inform

pneumatic tubes which are largely used to the advertiser that I believed I could give him

connect the Central Telegraph Office with its some news of his property. It was answered

branches. Carriers containing messages were with astonishing promptitude, for the

often stopped in the tubes, and were only afternoon, ' A gentleman, name of Durgess,

released after considerable trouble. The most about an advertisement, ' was announced and

effective plan was to send after the imprisoned ushered in. The gentleman in question was

carrier another one filled with salt. The salt tall and wiry, about forty years of age, decidedly

was scattered in the tube, and liquefied the ice. horsey in appearance, and reminding nie forcibly

of the portraits of the celebrated Mr Sponge.

' I'm Mr George Durgess, sir,' he exclaimed,

SAFELY DEPOSITED. before he was fairly in the room ; " and I shall

Some twenty years ago, when I was enabledto this thing of mine, for theloss isvery serious
be uncommon glad, sir, if you can lay me on to

retire from the Indian Civil Service to the
to me.' Here he stopped abruptly, with his

pleasant town of Torquay, I was yet a bachelor, eye roving round the room , as if to discover

and active. Pedestrianism was then my hobby, his property, and, catching sight of a black

and there is little of South and Mid Devon tobacco-pouch on the table, he made a hasty

that I have not tram pel over. step towards it before he saw his mistake.

I had left Bovey Tracey early one fine Take a seat, Mr Durgess,' I said . Would

March morning, intending to make a long day of you mind describing the bag as exactly as

it. The weather was surprisingly warm for the possible ??

time of year ; so much so, that - my route being Why,' he said , “ it was black leather like

all up -hill for the first hour - I had to moder- that’ -tapping his boot- about as big as my

ate niy pace, and began to wish for a lighter hand, seweld up all round, and had å leather

overcoat. And this was the first link in a strap to carry it by. It had in it nineteen

curious chain of circumstances, for if I had bits of red stone, wrapped up in paper. My

walked at my usual rate, I should probably brother sent 'em 'ome to me from India, to

not have noticed - two miles from Bovey—an take care of ; and I, like a fool, must carry

object entangled in the roadside hedge about 'em 'ung round my neck , instead o' lockin' 'em

seven feet from the ground. It proved to be up. Last Thursday, I was out, schoolin ' a

a small bag , the size and shape of a common young horse ; and when I got home I found

tobacco-pouch , made of stiff leather, and sewed the thing gone, through the rotten old strap

up with clumsy stitches, which seemed newly breakin' and lettin ' it drop off on the road.?

done. There was a broken thong of the same Now, this was straightforward and probable

leather attached. I felt in my pocket for a enough in all particulars but one-that was,

knife to cut the stitches, but found that that that the article was not found on the road,

implement, as usually happens, was at home. but high up on the hedge. But against that

So I reserved it for examination on my return. was his evident knowledge of the contents,

About mid -day I sat down to lunch hard which would have left me no alternative but

by the Vawr Maen , or 'great stone, degenerated to hand it over, if I had possessed it. As I

in course of time to Bowerman's Nose. It is a did not, all I could do was to relate to Mr

rude pillar of granite blocks, some thirty feet Durgess the state of the case, which occasioned

high, the uppermost being worn, by wind and him to pull a very long face.

weather, into the likeness of a human face, ' Confound it all ! ' he exclaimed ; ' what a

with a disproportionate, Lord -Brougham kind of pretty piece of luck !-Bowerman's Nose ; yes,

nose, and an impleasant grin . This grim object I know the place well , though I've never been
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up to it . — Look here, sir ; if you can come over months before, one of whom was clearly my

to Bovey, I'll meet you at the station and visitor. They hunted a good deal , and were

drive you out - it's not than a few very 'knowing ' men about horses, especially

’undred yards off the road — and you can show hunters, of which they had always five or

me exactly where it went down .' six standing at the inn stables in Bovey. They

Very well . But mind you , Mr Durgess, had no servants except a sort of groom ; and a

unless the things are very valuable, it won't woman, described by Sam a ' cranky-tem

pay you to try and recover them . In the first pered ould to -ad .'

place, you must have the leave of the Duchy The Lodge, which was now shut up, with a

before you can do anything; and in the next, " To Let ' notice, referring intending tenants to

it will most likely be a job for a large gang some one in Exeter, was a substantial building

of quarrymen to shift those rocks ; and it may of granite, standing behind huge, rusty, iron

run to hundreds of pounds.' gates of elaborate hammered work. It was, as

Bother it all !' he exclaimed again. ' If only its name indicated , the lodge of Blackaton

you ?l'l put it in another pocket.—But I must Manor, once the seat of the Mann family. Sir

see the place, any'ow .' Thomas Mann, the last male representative,

It was arranged that he was to write to me had been dead many years ; and the two old
fixing a day and hour for us to drive out ladies who alone survived lived in Exeter ;

together to the Bowernian and inspect the while the Park was let out for grazing, and

crevice into which the bag had disappeared. the mansion stood deserted and falling to ruin.

Next day a snow-storm had made the country Let's look at the house, ' said Collins ; and

from Exeter to Land's End a section of Siberia. accordingly we walked up what had once been

Under these circumstances, I was not surprised a fine beech avenue, cut down by Sir Thomas's

at hearing no more for the present of Mr executors. The house itself was à plain , rectan

Durgess. But a thaw quickly set in, with a gular block of building, three-storeyed, of stone,

good deal of rain ; the roails — except across covered with stucco which had fallen off in

Dartmoor-were all open again, and still no great patches ; and, except a massive granite

tidings from him , though the last vestiges of porch, there was no ornament. In front was an

the blizzard ' were inelting away. At this extensive lawn , relapsed into pasture ; and the

time came a letter from a schoolfellow of stone basin of a fountain , with a broken image

mine, Dr Collins, a demonstrator of some of Neptune, apparently taking a footbath in

thing at a London hospital, asking me if the slimy green water. The lower windows

I would put him up for a week, as he were boarded up ; but the upper ones had been
had one

of his rare holidays, and wanted breached by the devil's army,' as the Hindu

to get as far from London as possible. The unkindly terms sportive youth .

doctor's notion of a holiday was to exert him We walked round to the back, where was an

self as much as possible ; and the morning extensive range of stabling and offices,' sur

after his arrival he proposed visiting Bovey, to rounded by a high stone wall. The wooden

collect what he called Miocene flora,' which, doors of the yard had been blown down in the

it appeared , could be obtained nowhere else . late gale, which had also blown off a number of

To Bovey, then , we repaired , where he spent slates from the house -roof . A cow had found

a considerable time in the clay -pits belonging her way in , to luxuriate on the rank grass

to the pottery works, and loaded his pockets which grew in great tufts against the walls ;

and mine with the said Miocene flora , resem- and a family of stoats, disturbed by our

bling to my eyes bits of decayed stick and trance, darted under the coach -house door, which,

brown paper embedded in lumps of clay. like all the rest, was secured with rusty chains

When we had as much of this as we could and staples. But, to our surprise, the back

carry, it occurred to me that we might as door of the ball was ajar.

well look in on Mr Durgess. As I did not ‘ Zome trampin ' rogues have a doed that,' said

know the exact situation of the Lodge, I in- Sam . “ They 'll be vor lightin' vires an ' burnin'

quired of Sam Hext, foreman of the clay- pits, pouse down zome naight , I zim (think ].— Coom

with whom I was well acquainted. Sam was a inzaide, zur ; 'tes twenty year an' more zince I

stout, massively built man of sixty, who had zee thicky door open .'

once been a famous exponent of the art of We entered a long, narrow, lofty hall , where

wraxling ,' or wrestling, now nearly extinct in the only light came through the broken fan

Devon, and disappearing from Cornwall. He light over the front door ; and a flavour of

was a shrewd, intelligent man , and a perfect damp and decay, between that of new -turned

mine of information about the neighbourhood, earth and a bad nut, pervaded the whole place.

in which he had spent all his life. Sam tried a large double door on the right,

* The Lodge, zur," he said ; ' I'll be plazed to which opened easily enough, and showed the

show it to 'ee, vor we’m jast knackin ? off vor dining-room , a huge apartment, running the

Saturday, an ' I do live almost tichin ' of it . ' whole depth of the house.

As we tramped along the muddy lanes, over • But what's that in the corner, Sam ? '

hung with thick -grown banks, from which the ' 'Tes the wai to zellar, zur,' replied Sam .

young fern was beginning to shoot, I inquired of “ They wanted wine near by. '

Sam whether he knew anything of Mr Durgess. This was a very steep and narrow flightof

Durgess, iss fai,' he replied , but they goed steps, descending from a railed -off corner. We

awai, zur, yesterday marnin ', vust train . I looked down it, and perceived at the bottom a

zeed 'n to station . '
small door wide open , but revealing nothing

Further questions elicited that two men of but darkness. Out of curiosity, I twisted up a

that name had rented the Lodge six or seven sheet of newspaper into a torch, lighted it, and

en
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stepped inside. Nothing more than a good- us with much fluency, pointing to himself and

sized cellar, opening into another, the door of the surroundings, and evidently asking questions ;

which was shut ;, but just as the paper went but not oneword could we understand, though

out, I caught sight of a large heap of straw, I thought some of the words sounded like

with two horse-rugs in one corner, also a jug Hindustani. At last he seemed to give it up

and a broken plate . in despair , and turning away from us, got up

I called to the others, and lighted a fresh and walked to the other end of the room . As

paper. Sam took the articles and carried them he did so, a broom lying on the floor came

up to the dining room . “ Tes just so as I telled directly in his way. He stopped short, and

'ee,' said he. “Žome o' they tramps a got in.' then stepped over it by a tremendous effort,

Surely, ' said the Doctor, ' tramps don't carry lifting his leg at least two feet high.

rugs about with them , much less crockery,
Hullo !' exclaimed the Doctor ; d'ye see

No, zur,' said Sam ; but they maight 'a that? The man's drugged with something, some

staled ' n here. Zo they have ; vor they rugs strong narcotic poison . There's several kinds

be vrom the White Hart to Bovey.-- Lookee have that effect ; they make everything seem

zee, zur ; ould Pearce's name on 'em . ' Twas unnaturally large.'

strangers, vor sartain . No one round here wudn’ * Bain't ’n mad then , zur ? ' inquired Sam , who

zleep here, vor Zur Thomas walks by times .' was evidently prepared for a wraxling' bout,

Does he indeed ! ' said the Doctor. ' He if the ' furriner ' should become violent .

6

can bevery well pleasedwith what He sees, Mad ;why, yes, wreplieco the Doctor. The

a gasp of

was

I should think. Did you ever see him , Mr ; best thing you can do is to send for the police to

Hext, and what shape does he take ? ' take him in charge. He won't give any trouble.'

‘No, zur ; I never zeed ’ n ; but plenty here , ' I will , zur, to once,' sail Mrs Hext.– Jarge !

has ; though, if you was to ask ’n , they'd zay layve off thee scraichin ',an ' hurn [run ] to Bovey,

No. Look’d zame as if he wur alaive. They an ' tell constable to come an take awai a

do zay , if zo be a man do show like himself, mad man .'

'tes not zo bad ; but if he do look like a black We left the unfortunate man , seated in a

dlog, zame as Lady Howard to Okehampton, it corner, and the worthy couple regarding him

have gonehard weth 'n ; a black pig wust of all. ' with half alarm and half sympathy. On our

" That is really worth knowing,' said the way, we discussed him , but came to no con

Doctor. “ I will make a note of it, for the clusion on the subject during the two hours

benefit of my family. — But I think we ought of steep bills and winding lanes that brought

to be getting on now , to see Mr Bowerman us to Manaton, and then to Bowerman's Nose.

eh , Jack !-and try to induce him to restore Here Collins was glad of a rest ; and while

the lost property. ' he enjoyed the brisk moor air and the strange

Hext's cottage, though described by him as prospect westward of tumbled hills, piled with

"touchin ” the Lodge,was really about a quarter fantastic gray clatters, with the long, black

of a mile farther along the road . As we ap- ridge of Hamildon behind, I searched for my

proached it ,we were aware of a small boy, Sam's place of involuntary deposit. I found the

grandson, sitting on the doorstep blubbering: wire, and drew out with

“What be it now weth’ee, Jarge ?' inquired astonishment, for, firmly jammed on the hooked

his grandfather.
end the mysterious pouch. I seized

' À wacked little to-ad , 'a be,' replied Mrs it, and hastily retreated to a place of safety.

Hext senior, coming to the door. ' I zet 'n to We had it open in a trice, and found, exactly

watch an ' kape vowls off the pays, an' directly as Mr Durgess had said , nineteen balls of

minnit I vinds ’n down roal, with they young paper , each enclosing a piece of dark - red

’ osbirus o' Gidley's hainen' gruet [ throwing clods) crystal, about the size of a Windsor bean,

at a ould mazed furriner . Zo i basted ’n , an excepting one, which was the size, and nearly

axed the ould man to come an’zet down ; but the shape, of a Martini-Henry bullet.

I can't make out no word 'a zayed. Maybe the What are they, d' you think ? ' I asked .

gentlemen can ? ' " Well , ' said the Doctor, “ my line's not

We entered the little back room , clean and mineralogy ; but I had to cram 'it up at one

blindingly whitewashed, which served as kitchen time; and they look, from what I recollect,

and dining- room , and found the “ furriner ' most decidedly like corundum- that's rubies,

seated there. He was an elderly man, of about you know. There's the six sides in the big one,

sixty, apparently, with face and hands nearly and that one, and that. '

as brown as an Arab’s, and thick gray beard * Anyhow , the “ furriner" can have no con

and moustache. But he was eviilently no nection with these, for you found them over

tramp, for his clothes - a gray tweed suit and a month ago. '

black billycock hat - were good, and almost new, I suppose not, ' I sail. “ At the same time,

though the former were dirty and rumpled, there's something very fishy about the way

and the latter had its brim broken. Bits of this man Durgess has disappeared, for he

straw and flue were sticking in his hair and clearly possessed these things, if he didn't own

beard ; and altogether he was as grimy and them . Rather hard luck for him , if there's

(lishevelleil a spectacle as could be imagined ; anything wrong, for if it hadn't been for that

but still, no one would have taken him for a snow -storm , he'd have got 'em to a certainty.

Vagabond or masterless man.' Escaped lunatic ' Now, if he turns up, he'll have to prove his
was the first impression of us all .

.

He looked up as we entered , with a curious, Next morning, we submitted , the stones to a

puzzled expression, like a man who tries hard fashionable jeweller on the Victoria Parade, who

to remember something. Then he addressed at once pronounced them Oriental rubies of
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uncommon size . ' But, ' he said, ' it's very up, and my wife has made up her mind that

difficult to give you any idea of their value, he has been murdered. '

gentlemen, because rubies of any size are ‘ Have you male any inquiries ? ' I asked.

very apt to have flaws, which only show in the “ Well , I was worried into going to Plymouth ,

cutting. Still , I think, any of the big firms, for the letter had a Devonport postmark ; but

like Streeter's, would give à couple of thousand there was positively nothing to goby. No

for them , as they might cut to ten times that.' address, nothing to say when he had arrived

‘ Hullo ; been choosing the ring ? ' interposed in England , or by what ship ; and all the

a voice at my ear ; anil turning round, I found description I could give was that he should be

Colonel Kelway, an old acquaintance of mine, a rather tall man of about fifty. So the only

also settled in the town. The Colonel was a result was to make me waste half-an-hour of

little man , with large sandy whiskers, whom it the police -inspector's time.'

was very difficult to associate with the setting ' I do believe, Colonel ,' I said, a sudden idea

of a squadron in the field , and, in fact, I flashing upon me, that I can give you some

believe his duties had been mostly confined to sort of a clew . A man of fifty, or so, and a

the Pay Department. long time abroad, you say. Why, I was going

' Let me introduce my friend, Dr Collins, to tell you that very minute when you met

Colonel,' I said . — No ; it's not come to that me coming out of the jeweller's. — But I'd

yet ; it was something rather more ont of the better tell you this evening, so that Mrs Kel

common took me into Parson's. — Look here ; ' way may hear it at the same time.'

and I was about to produce the stones. So, after dinner, we adjourned to the study,'

' Afraid I can't stop now ,' said the Colonel. and I related the particulars to the Colonel and

I've to attend a case at the town hall as his wife, exhibiting the pouch with the stones.

witness . — But if you'll come to dinner this ' It's my uncle Tom — I know it is l'exclaimed

evening with your friend — it's a long time since Mrs Kelway. Good gracious ! and they are

you've been, you know you can tell me then . worth twenty thousand pounds. - We must go

But neither the dinner nor the story came over and fetch them away, Edward, the first

off at that time, owing to a misunderstanding. thing to -morrow morning.?.

I saw nothing more of the Colonel till some ‘ But, my dear,' said the Colonel , ' if it is

days later, when the Doctor had returned Tom Morehead , he must at all events know
to town. Meanwhile, I hail maile some English ; and I don't yet see the connection

inquiries, and learned in the first place that very clearly between these stones and the man

the mysterious stranger had been removed to of the unknown tongues.'

the infirmary at Newton Abbot Union ; and Mr Cattermole, of the Colonel's regiment, then

secondly, that the Messrs Durgess were shrewdly staying at Tor Bay Hotel, a lean, Roman -nosed

suspected of being concerned in the disappear individual, far more military in appearance than

ance of several valuable horses from the north the Colonel, threw an unexpected light on the

of England, horse-stealing, by the way, being a matter. Morehead ," he sail . “ Yes, there was

much more flourishing industry in these days a fellow of that name knocking about our part
than is generally known. Their real names of the world for years. He came over to us

were, it was said, Dawson and Hearne ; anıl a once and wanted to take service ; but I couldn't

warrant had been issued for their arrest on the learn much good of his antecedents ; he'l just

horse-stealing charge ; but these very wary rooks, been turned out of Java. So I advised the

having their own sources of information, had Rajah not to have him . The last I heard of him

flown in time, leaving a quarter's rent of the was that he had joined the Rajah of Kedah,

Loige owing. This, however, gave no clew to turned Mohammedăn, they said.- No ; he didn't
the real owner of the rubies, except to make it ! «lrink much, as we reckon it ; but he was a

certain that it was not Mr Durgess, alias beggar for opium anıl the native drugs.—Oh,

Dawson ; and nothing was known of any such certainly ! I'll be happy to do the interpreting.'

articles having been stolen. On arrival at Newton Abbot, we interviewed

When I again met Colonel Kelway, on the the infirmary doctor. Oh ! ' he said , ' the man

Rock Walk , one afternoon, he renewed the who was brought here from Bovey. - Well, you

invitation to linner for that evening — Nobody can see him ; but he hasn't got his wits yet,

but ourselves, y ' know .' and I almost fear he's a hopeless case. Fact

I inquired after his numerous family. is , the man's been dosing himself with Indian

' All well,' he said , “ but She's hemp extract — bhang, you know. We found a

rather upset by, something that's happened , or box of the stuff on him , nearly empty.'
rather, I should say, by something that's not In the infirmary found the patient,

happeneil. About a month ago she had a letter (Iresserl, anil seated on the side of his bed,

from an uncle of hers, Tom Morehead by looking, except for being washed and tidiel,

Just two or three lines, to say that he very much as I had seen him first, and with

was in Englanıl , and she might expect to see the same perplexed expression.

him in a day or two . He was something or That's the man ! ' said Cattermole - old

other in Portsmouth Dockyard , I think ; but Mural, as the natives rised to call him.- Wake

soon after, he went abroad to Hong-kong ; and up, old man ! How's the Rajah ? ' and he

it is a gooil fifteen years since my wife hearil adressed the stranger in Malay, to which

from him . For my part, I believe he is the he at once replied, and they conversed together

sort of fellow that generally comes back, like for some minutes.

somebody in Dickens, to give you the alternative ' It's the man you want, Colonel, undoubtedly ,'

of half a sovereign or his brains the he saiil .-The Colonel's face by no means ex

premises ; but anyliow, he has never turned pressed this sentiment. — But what's happened

my wife.

we

name.

6

on

e
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to him I can't make out. He says he's died , found, so that he could give no account of how

and been buried ; and now he's in, well , in the it fared with him during the snow-storm, when

stoke-hole, and he's glad, he says, to see me he must have been left alone for some days.

there. — Complimentary, isn't it ?' At last Durgess & Co. , despairing of getting

' I wonder now ,' I said, “ if this would have the jewels from the custody of Bowerman, in

any effect ; ' and I exhibited to the late Mr which I had so luckily bestowed them , took

Morehead the empty pouch . Without the least the alarm, and went off leaving the unlucky

warning, he snatched it like an elderly monkey Morehead to shift for himself. They had too

and thirust it into the breast of his shirt. long a start for capture, and are now doubtless

* Thieves ! Police !' he shrieked, in most un exercising their talents in the United States.

mistakable English ; and starting up, made a The much-enduring Mr Morehead was eventu

grab at the Colonel. Cattermole and myself ally removed to Torquay, where, proving im

could scarcely hold the indignant Morehead, possible as one of the Colonel's household , he

who strewed on our heads_the choicest flowers was accommodated in lodgings. He never quite

of speech of the Lower English tongue, till, recovered from hislatest experiences, but always

assistance arriving, he was removed to the remained a trifle ' mazed ' in his intellect, and

refractory ward , where we presently, learned uncivilised in his habits, though not so inuch

that he had fallen asleep, clutching his recov as the Colonel had apprehended. The rubies

ered treasure, as he imagined . were disposed of for a handsome sum , though

" Well, Colonel , ' I said , ' I congratulate you not anything like twenty thousand pounds ;

on your wealthy relative.' and at his death , which happened about three

' By Jove ! exploded the Colonel , “ it may be years after, he left the whole of the amount to

a joke to you, but I don't see where my share his niece. As to how he had acquired them,
of the fun comes in . If he gets right, I shall he would never say a word during his life ; but

have this ruffian quartering himself on the a full account was found in writing among his

family for life, on the pretext of leaving his belongings — an autobiographical statement, which ,

money to Julia. And most likely, either he I understand, caused the Kelways some search

will muddle it all away, or the Rajah of ings of heart as to whether they ought to

Whatdyecallit may send over, and have him accept the legacy.
S. PONDER.

arrested for stealing the stones.'

The upshot was that ‘ Uncle Tom ' began to
LOVE AND FAME.

recover his scattered ideas, and in about a

fortnight was able to give a coherent account Two maids I wooed upon a day,

of himself. It seemed that on arrival at Ply Both rich in favours all would share :

mouth he had put up at some second - class hotel, One , Love, a laughing, wiosome fay ;

the name of which he could not remember. The other, Fame, surpassing fair .

Here he forgathered with the man calling him

self Durgess, who was in Plymouth at the time With fervour both I far pursued,

some business connected with horse-dealing , Nor ever thought I wooed amiss ;

or stealing. To him , Morehead confided his But, lo ! they parted by a feud ;

intentions, and displayed his wealth in gin That way went Fame, while Love took this.

inspired confidence, of which Mr Durgess took

instant advantage. He represented himself as a Alas ! I could not cling to both ;

country gentleman , and the intimate friend of But now was come the hour to choose ;

the Kelways ; and telling the confiding More To part from either I was loth ,

head, who was quite ignorant of the district, With this to gain , and that to lose.

that the Colonel lived several miles from a

station , offered to drive him from Come, mortal, come with me, ' said Fame,

Newton Junction . On arrival there, very late With flattering voice that charmed my ear :

at night, they were met by Durgess's partner • The nation's tongue shall speak thy name,

in iniquity, and driven over to Bovey by a And thou the victor's crown shalt wear. '

roundabout route, through unfrequented lanes.

Towards the end of the journey, some Love, like an angel , lingering, smiled :

picion seemed to have dawned on the victim , ' Ay, woo her, if thou wouldst, ' she cried .

who made a disturbance ; and a scuffle ensued, But Love had conquered ; like a child

which ended in his being overpowered and I followed , and was satisfied .

laid, bound and gagged , in the bottom of MORTIMER MANSELL.

the vehicle. However, before this, he had

torn off his neck the pouch, containing their
TO CONTRIBUTORS.

expected loot, and flung it away ; and as it 1st. All communications should be addressed to the

had gone into the hedge, and the night was • Editor, 339 High Street, Edinburgh. '

pitch -dark, they were unable to find it. To do 2d . For its return in case of ineligibility, postage - stamps

them justice, they did not seem to have con should accompany every manuscript.

templated murder, but merely to have kept 3d . To secure their safe return if ineligible, ALL MANU

Morehead a prisoner in the cellar at Blackaton SCRIPTS, whether accompanied by aletter of advice or

until they had got clear off. To this durance
otherwise, should have the writer's Name and Address

hewas then consigned , whilst they endeavoured 4th . Poetical contributions should invariably be accom
written upon them IN FULL.

to recover the precious pouch . Unfortunately panied by a stamped and directed envelope.

for him , he had a supply of the pernicious drug

about him , and in the solitude of his dungeon, Printed and Published by W. & R. CHAMBERS, Limited ,

he reduced himself to the state in which he was 47 Paternoster Row , LONDON ; and EDINBURGH.
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